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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, that the bills ordered to third reading be read a third
time by this resolution, all titles be the same as adopted and that
they be passed at the present time; and that when we adjourn, we
adjourn until Thursday, May 16, 1991, at 10 a.m.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION
HB 54, establishing a committee to study the laws regarding chil-
dren in need of services.
HB 173-FN, establishing a committee to study certain provisions of
RSA 154 relative to powers and duties of firewards.
HB 212-FN, an act relative to black bear hunting licenses.
HB 348, relative to the municipal records board.
HB 608-FN, relative to the law enforcement authority of forest
rangers and officials of the division of forest and lands.
HB 613, an act relative to the procedures of the certificate of need
board.
HB 619-FN, relative to central business districts and the commu-
nity development finance authority.
HB 733-FN, an act establishing a study committee to study pubUc
assistance.
Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the late
session and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Thursday, May




The Senate met at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, time seems to be moving along fast! We face a
long hard day today, trying to pull things together which should
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have been done before. God Bless you all as you struggle with your
deliberations and have a restful and peaceful night. See you Tues-
day. Amen.
Senator Russman led the Pledge of Allegiance.
HOUSE CONCURS WITH SENATE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled House Bills sent down from the Sen-
ate:
HB 224-FN, relative to new motor vehicle arbitration.
HB 245, prohibiting pre-season baiting.
HB 447, relative to bulk commodities.
HB 604, granting rulemaking authority to the division of waste man-
agement relative to special waste and defining special waste.
HB 617-FN, relative to fishing permits for certain head-injured per-
sons.
HB 620-FN, relative to the transportation of alcohol in open contain-
ers.
SENATE REFUSES TO CONCUR
WITH HOUSE AMENDMENT
REQUEST COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 22, relative to changes in reimbursement requirements for psy-
chologists.
Senator Delahunty moved nonconcurrence and requested a commit-
tee of conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Delahunty, Fraser, St. Jean.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 97, relative to administrative rules and state mandates.
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Senator Currier moved nonconcurrence and requested a committee
of conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, J. King, Heath.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 180-FN, relative to the hearings process on tax abatements for
property taxes and making a supplemental appropriation for the
board of tax and land appeals.
Senator Roberge moved nonconcurrence and requested a committee
of conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Roberge, W. King, Delahunty.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 210-FN, relative to drugged driving and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
Senator Bodies moved nonconcurrence and requested a committee
of conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference.
SENATORS: Podles, Eraser, Hollingworth.
SENATE ACCEDES TO REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendment to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 607, permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of
workers' compensation laws by bidders on construction contracts.
Senator Delahunty moved to accede.
Adopted.
The Senate President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as
members of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Delahunty, Bass, Blaisdell.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Robert Hawkins, Robert Turner, David
Dow, Theresa Drabinowicz.
SENATE CONCURS WITH HOUSE AMENDMENT
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 37, relative to amending provisions of the voluntary corporation
statute.
Senator Podles moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 61-FN, relative to speedy payments for the care of children in
foster homes.
Senator J. King moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 85-FN, relative to women's sports.
Senator Bass moved concurrence.
Adopted.
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The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 115-FN, relative to livestock.
Senator Bass moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 125-FN, relative to child abuse and neglect proceedings.
Senator J. King moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 140-FN, establishing a committee to study rate setting for cer-
tain services, placements, and programs.
Senator J. King moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 165-FN, relative to permit fees for excavating and dredging per-
mits.
Senator W. King moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 189-FN, allowing raffles to be conducted at the same place as
bingo games.
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Senator McLane moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the follo\\ing entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 225-FN, relative to the higher educational building corporation
and loan eligibility.




HB 283-FN, an act establishing a study committee on the problems
of New Hampshire banks and financial institutions. Banks commit-
tee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Eraser for the com-
mittee.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, this bill was going to be re-
ported out as Inexpedient to Legislate, but in the meantime. Sena-
tor Hollingworth had brought to the attention of the Banking
Committee a rather unique situation where a mortgage broker is
required to report to the Banking Commission on his earnings for
the previous year. In this particular case the broker had written to
the Banking Commissioner telling him that he had not earned any
money in the previous year, number one; and secondly, he was going
to surrender his license. Apparently what in effect happened was
that he didn't complete the correct form and before he knew it, he
had a bill for $975 which was equated to a 25 day filing penalty for
not having complied with the law. All this bill does is amend the
current law so in the event that there is no money earned in the
previous year that you've reported, that you're not subject to these
penalties and I urge the passage of this amendment. It is a good bill.
Amendment to HB 283-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
exempting certain mortgage brokers from penalties
for failure to file annual reports.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
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1 Penalty for Failure to File Annual Report; Mortgage Broker.
Amend RSA 397-A: 13, III to read as follows:
III. Any licensee failing to file the report required by this sec-
tion within the time prescribed shall pay to the banking department
a penalty of $25 for each calendar day the report is overdue. If a
licensee elects to file a composite report and the composite report is
not filed on or before February 1 as required in this section, the
penalty prescribed in this section shall apply separately for each
license and branch license so violating. The penalties prescribed by
this paragraph shall not apply to mortgage brokers licensed un-
der this chapter who earned no money as mortgage brokers dur-
ing the preceding year and who indicate such in writing to the
banking department on or before February 1.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill exempts a mortgage broker from penalties for failure to
file an annual report if he earned no money as a mortgage broker
during the preceding year and indicates such in writing to the bank-
ing department on or before February 1.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
HB 648-FN, an act relative to the industrial development authority
and the housing finance authority. Economic Development commit-
tee. Ought Ta Pass With Amendment. Senator Dupont for the com-
mittee.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: It is a pleasure to join my colleagues on
the floor, and I say that because being Senate President, I've come
to, again, treasure the time I spent as Majority Leader. I want to
start off first by saying that I think that the Economic Development
Committee that we established early on in the session has served a
very, very important purpose. I think all of us that have sat through
the hearings and participated in the committee have come to recog-
nize that New Hampshire is a special place, but New Hampshire
also has special problems at this point in time as it moves forward to
make determinations about its own future. As part of the work of
the committee, one of the things that we hoped we would have been
able to do, is put together a plan for dealing with New Hampshire's
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economic future. Obviously, because of the work of the session, I
think most of us feel that we haven't gotten quite as far as we would
have liked to have gone; however, we have felt that we have accom-
plished a lot. What you have today before you, is a bill that was sent
to us from the House in which we have amended out all after the
enacting clause. In its place is established a New Hampshire Eco-
nomic Development Commission. I think that one of the most impor-
tant parts of this bill is, in fact, the declaration of purpose. In the bill
you will see that we set up a fairly large commission, which I think is
necessary to try and reach that broad cross-section of individuals
we're trying to reach to help us get New Hampshire back on course.
You will also notice in the bill that it is going to be chaired by the
Governor, the Speaker, and the Senate President in an attempt to
send a message to the people of the state that the leaders in this
State House are serious about economic development, that they rec-
ognize the problems that our state faces today and are willing to roll
their sleeves up to help contribute to a solution. We brought an
amendment in yesterday and I would just like to add that there was
only one Senator on it originally. I indicated to Senator Disnard that,
in fact, I felt that this had to be a bipartisan effort. We have put a
provision in the bill that would allow for the appointment of two
Senators. I told George that he didn't have to worry, that my ap-
pointment would have been a Democrat, but I think that we have
made the committee a little bit better. It is, again, an opportunity, I
think, for us to steer the course for the next 10 years or 20 years,
recognizing that we do have problems in the state of New Hamp-
shire today. This is not an attempt by us to undermine any of the
efforts of what the Senate has done so far, what the House has done
so far, or what the Executive branch has done. It is an effort to deal
with policy rather than the programs that we have always dealt with
in this body, to look at infrastructure issues and other issues that are
going to affect the environment that we create for business in the
state. And I think that that is the important thing. If there is one
thing that government can do, it can create an environment for
growth and opportunity and I hope that as we move down this road
of addressing economic development in New Hampshire, that we
will all remember that government can't create economic opportu-
nity in the private sector. The best thing that it can do is to create an
environment that allows the private sector that entrepreneurial
spirit that New Hampshire has always had to create an environment
that allows that to exist. Well, Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to
adopt this. I'm not a big fan of commissions or study committees, but
I think clearly at this point in time, our state deserves extraordinary
effort by us and I think this bill certainly puts in place a structure
that will allow us to move forward.
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SENATOR W. KING: I rise in support of the bill and I want to
compliment Senator Dupont and all those who worked on this bill.
This is an approach that has been taken by about 30 other states
throughout the country. If you look at the states in which this ap-
proach is taken you will see, in terms of their ranking for economic
competitiveness, that those who use this approach are doing quite
well in that area. We often hear it said that government should be
operated more like a business. Well, businesses routinely do strate-
gic economic planning. They assess their strengths and their weak-
nesses, and they assess what are the threats and the opportunities
that will arise from changes that are occurring in the marketplace. I
think that the government should follow suit in that area and that we
ought to be doing that as well. The State of New Hampshire is com-
peting for jobs and capital in a rapidly changing global marketplace
and we are going to have to be able to compete, not only against 49
other states, but other countries as well. And the states that posi-
tion themselves to manage the risks and to seize the opportunities
that are available to us are the ones who are going to meet the chal-
lenges of this coming decade. Let me give you a couple of quick
examples. If New England had paid closer attention to the changes
in the computer industry, some of the effects of this recession could
have been foreseen and forestalled. In the area of real estate, hous-
ing prices signaled the hollowness of the real estate boom, but no
one watched the ball and we struck out. Strategic economic planning
will allow us to deal with the changes in the marketplace. This is not
a quick fix or a jump start that we often hear about for the economy;
this is a beginning of a long term approach to strengthening New
Hampshire's competitive advantage, and positioning ourselves for
balanced growth and sustained prosperity in the future. Good public
policy means fostering conditions that are favorable to expansion
and profitability of private enterprise to ensure growth of employ-
ment and wealth, and a higher standard of living and quality of life. I
urge the support of my colleagues.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Dupont, in section 7 you have the au-
thority under this to solicit and accept donations?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: And under section 8 it says that you may con-
tract for services as needed and so on. My question is, aside from
legislative mileage and the involvement of an agency that has secre-
tarial types of services, is there no appropriation? I mean are you
doing this just through donations, contributions?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, one of the things that I have had
the privilege of doing during the last few months is talking with the
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business community. I have made an effort to tiy and get out and
addi'ess as many business groups as I can. One of the things that has
come through loud and clear, is that they, too, believe we need to
make some changes. There have been commitments made that if we
were going to do something similar to this that the private sector
would be willing to provide the funding to do so. Staff? I'm not sure
at this point in time, until the committee organizes, what staff would
be needed. I think that perhaps they may need the services of an
economist at some point in time. They may need the service of some-
body to do some economic trending. I just felt that we ought to have
the opportunity to provide an environment that could contribute. It
would be all private money, no state money.
SENATOR HEATH: Okay, it's all private money. You may also then
get the loan of financial people or business people from companies?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: There is no question, and I think there is a
real strong commitment out there to do that. They get tired of hear-
ing us say that we don't have the resources, so if that's the hurdle,
they basically said that they will provide the resources.
SENATOR HEATH: So we're not looking at the potential to do a
two thrust kind of study on the state general fund?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: No, most definitely not. Senator. In fact, I
think there is a significant resource that exists within state govern-
ment that we can use their resources to just give us a hand in the
minor areas where we might need their assistance.
Amendment to HB 648-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
establishing the New Hampshire economic
development commission.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Declaration of Purpose.
I. The general court finds that a paramount responsibility of gov-
ernment is to foster conditions favorable to the creation of employ-
ment and wealth to ensure the people of New Hampshire security
and opportunity to enjoy the highest possible standard of living and
quality of life. The general court further finds that government can
contribute to strengthening and enhancing conditions which favor
productivity and profitability of private enterprise and encourage
and nurture the growth and success of the entrepreneurial spirit.
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II. The general court finds that the fiscal strength and stability
of the state and its political subdivisions depend on the power and
prosperity of its economy.
III. The general court finds that the economic recession under-
way in the state of New Hampshire threatens the fiscal stability of
the state and the general prosperity of its citizens. The general
court finds that public policies to promote and manage the economic
development of the state are required to mitigate the impact of the
recession and to hasten the recovery of the economy.
IV. The general court finds that consistently pursuing sound eco-
nomic development policies will empower state government to moni-
tor and manage the impact of public policy on the economy and to
promote and support balanced and sustained economic growth in the
future.
V. The general court recognizes that the pursuit of appropriate
and effective economic development policies will require the prepa-
ration of a comprehensive strategic plan for the long-term economic
development of the state. The general court further recognizes that
the preparation of this strategic plan should be undertaken by a
public/private partnership, enabled to draw on all the resources of
both the public and private sectors necessary to fulfill its purpose.
VI. The general court intends that this strategic plan shall con-
sider all aspects of public policy which bear on the performance and
condition of the economy, including, but not limited to, the physical
infrastructure; statutory and regulatory framework; secondary,
postsecondary, vocational and higher educational systems; human
resources; fiscal structure; information network; natural resource
management and economic development programs of the state.
2 New Hampshire Economic Development Commission Estab-
lished; Membership; Quorum.
I. There is hereby established the New Hampshire Economic
Development Commission which shall consist of the following mem-
bers who shall all be voting members:
(a) The governor, president of the senate and speaker of the
house who shall serve as chairmen of the commission.
(b) Two members of the senate, one from each party, appointed
by the president of the senate.
(c) Two members of the house of representatives, one from
each party, appointed by the speaker of the house.
(d) Eight public members appointed by the governor.
(e) Eight public members appointed by the president of the
senate.
(f) Eight public members appointed by the speaker of the
house.
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II. The public members of the commission shall be selected from
a broad range of interests including, but not limited to, the following:
banking, insurance, utilities, manufacturing, wholesale and retail
trade, telecommunications, law, accounting, securities, medicine,
secondary and higher education, public administration, environ-
ment, construction and real estate, tourism, agriculture, high tech-
nologies and nonprofit entities.
III. A quorum of the commission shall consist of 18 voting mem-
bers. Any action of the commission shall be by majority vote at a
meeting at which a quorum is present.
IV. If a vacancy shall occur by death, resignation, or otherwise
among those appointed as members of the commission, the vacancy
shall be filled by the original appointing authority.
3 Conflict of Interest Prohibited. A member of the commission
shall not use his office for personal gain or act in manner to place a
private interest in conflict with the public interest. A member shall
abstain from voting on matters in which he has a financial interest,
whether personally or through a spouse or dependent. If in doubt,
he may submit a written request for advice to the attorney general,
who shall make a ruling as to whether he may note on a matter.
4 Council on Economic Development. The commission may seek
advice and counsel from the state government council on economic
development, established by the governor, which is composed of rep-
resentatives of the following agencies: department of resources and
economic development, department of employment security, depart-
ment of postsecondary technical education, department of revenue
administration, department of labor, department of environmental
services, office of state planning, industrial development authority,
secretary of state. New Hampshire Small Business Development
Center, New Hampshire Port Authority, New Hampshire Job Train-
ing Council and the State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committee of New Hampshire.
5 Duties and Responsibilities; Reports. The commission shall
study and review all aspects of public policy affecting the long-term
economic development of the state of New Hampshire. The commis-
sion shall prepare a long-term strategic plan for economic develop-
ment which shall include recommendations for necessary legislative
and regulatory action. The commission shall submit an interim re-
port of its findings and recommendations to the governor and gen-
eral court no later than December 1, 1991. The long-term strategic
plan shall be completed no later than June 30, 1992, and submitted
to the governor and general court at that time.
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6 Executive Committee. There shall be a 6-person executive com-
mittee of the commission which shall consist of the chairmen and the
3 public members first appointed by the appointing authorities. The
executive committee may take any and all action between meetings
of the commission. Four members of the executive committee shall
constitute a quorum. Any actions of the executive committee shall
be by majority vote at a meeting at which a quorum is present.
7 Authority to Solicit and Accept Donations and Grants. The com-
mission may solicit and accept donations and grants from the private
sector to fund the activities of the commission. The funds shall be
maintained in a segregated account in the office of the treasurer of
the state and shall be expended upon the authority of the executive
committee.
8 Staff. The executive committee may appoint staff as necessary
and may contract for services as needed upon such terms and condi-
tions as it shall determine, provided, however, that the salary and
benefits of staff and the terms and conditions of contracts shall not
be a charge against the general fund, but funded exclusively from
the donations accepted pursuant to section 7 of this act. The office of
legislative services shall provide such technical, legal and support
services as the executive committee shall determine.
9 Compensation. The members of the commission shall serve with-
out compensation, except that the legislative members shall receive
mileage at the legislative rate when attending to the duties of the
commission.
10 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes the New Hampshire economic development
commission which shall study all aspects of public policy affecting
the long-term economic development of the state of New Hamp-
shire. The commission is to prepare a long-term strategic plan for
economic development.
The commission shall submit an interim report to the governor
and general court no later than December 1, 1991, and its final plan
shall be completed no later than June 30, 1992.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading,
HB 142-FN, an act relative to school district budgets. Education
committee. Ought To Pass With Amendment. Senator Disnard for
the committee.
SENATOR DISNARD: This bill will allow a school district such as
Concord, or a school district that is the only school district in a SAU,
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to include in its budget, in its I'egular budget, the amount of money
for the operation of the SAU's. They have been doing this anyway.
This just approves it. However, there is another section of this bill,
which the Senators from the two communities involved, Tilton and
Northfield, on page 9, which disallows Tilton and Northfield to be
entitled to the same rules and regulations as other school districts.
It seems that in 1927 they were excluded for some reason. They all
agreed and they had a meeting in their community and it's just that
if they wish to discuss their formula at a district meeting they may
There was an agreement among all the communities, as I under-
stand it. It is a good, fair bill.
Amendment to HB 142-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to school district budgets and to the Tilton
and Northfield Union school district.
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Costs of Capital Outlay and Operation for Tilton and Northfield
Union School District.
I. Notwithstanding any provision of 1927, 211 to the contrary, all
capital outlay costs and operational costs of the Tilton and North-
field Union school district shall be paid according to the provisions of
RSA 195:7 and 195:8.
II. The provisions of this act shall take effect upon the act's effec-
tive date, and shall apply for the annual meeting of the Winnisquam
cooperative school district held in 1992.
3 Repeal. 1988, 72, relative to allocation of education funds in the
Tilton and Northfield Union school district, is repealed.
4 Effective Date.
I. Section 1 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its passage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill exempts school administrative units that comprise only
one school district from the school administrative unit budget proce-
dures. The budget for such a unit is to be included in the school
district budget which is subject to the vote of the annual school dis-
trict meeting.
The bill also changes the method for determining how education
costs shall be funded in the Tilton and Northfield Union school dis-
trict.
Amendment Adopted.
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Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 341-FN, an act relative to a foundation aid formula study com-
mittee and establishing a maximum equalization factor for the foun-
dation aid formula. Education committee. Ought Tb Pass With
Amendment. Senator J. King for the committee.
SENATOR J. KING: What has happened here is SB 213 that passed
is a study committee and the House had one, HB 341. We got to-
gether and made one committee and this is the result of the efforts
there. It also corrects some of the mistakes in the present formula,
especially in two towns, Columbia and Straftord. And those will be
corrected with this. They were getting paid more than they should
have. So that will take care of that. I recommend its passage.
Amendment to HB 341-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Committee on Foundation Aid Formula Established. There is
hereby established a committee to study the effectiveness of the
foundation aid formula. The committee shall consist of the following
members:
I. Two members of the senate education committee, appointed
by the president of the senate.
II. Two members of the house education committee, appointed
by the speaker of the house.
III. Three local leaders or their designees from the local areas
currently receiving the highest amount of aid, which would be a su-
perintendent from Berlin, a school board member from Rochester
and the head of government from the Tawn of Winchester or his
designee.
IV. Three local leaders or their designees, from local areas cur-
rently receiving limited or no funds from the foundation aid distribu-
tion namely the superintendent of Nashua, a school board member
from Conway and the head of government of Salem or his designee.
V. One member appointed by the governor.
VI. The commissioner of education or his designee.
2 Meetings; Compensation. The members shall choose a chairper-
son from among the committee. The members of the committee shall
serve without compensation, except that the legislative members
shall receive mileage at the legislative rate when attending to the
duties of the committee. The department of education shall provide
administrative services as requested by the committee. The first
house appointed member shall call the first meeting prior to July 15,
1991.
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3 Report. The committee shall make a report evaluating the
present sweepstakes distribution foiTnula and submit its recommen-
dations for improvements or changes in the current formula to the
governor, the speaker of the house and the senate president, on or
before November 1, 1991.
4 New Paragraph; Maximum Equalization Factor Established.
Amend RSA 198:29 by inserting after paragraph II the following
new paragraph:
Il-a. Beginning with distribution for fiscal year 1992 in no case
shall a district's equalization factor, as determined in paragraph II,
be greater than 9. This provision shall not take effect in the Strat-
ford school district until the 1993 distribution. The 1992 fiscal year
distribution of foundation aid to the Columbia school district shall be
limited to $597,166, which is $35,000 less than the $632,166 appropri-
ated due to the amount deducted from a trust fund.
5 Effective Date.
I. Section 4 of this bill shall take effect on July 1, 1991.
II. The remainder of this bill shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a committee to study the effectiveness of the
foundation aid formula and to propose modifications. The committee
shall submit its report to the governor, the executive council, the
speaker of the house, the president of the senate, and to the chair-
persons of the education committees of the house and senate on or
before November 1, 1991.
This bill also establishes a maximum value for the equalization
factor in the foundation aid formula.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 462, an act relative to special education hearing officers. Educa-
tion committee. Ought Td Pass With Amendment. Senator Heath for
the committee.
SENATOR HEATH: This allows individuals acting as special educa-
tion hearing officers to compel or subpoena witnesses and the Sen-
ate amendment on page 10 simply allows the parents to require the
hearing officer to subpoena their witnesses if they're acting pro se,
and I would urge your passage.
Amendment to HB 462
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 New Section; Special Education Hearing Officers. Amend RSA
186-C by inserting after section 16 the following new section:
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129186-C:16-a Special Education Hearing Officers. Hearing offi-
cers appointed by the department of education to hear special educa-
tion impartial due process appeals shall have the authority to compel
the attendance of witnesses in accordance with RSA 516:1 including
issuing subpoenas for parents who are representing themselves.
Any costs incurred in issuing a subpoena shall be the responsibility
of the party requesting the subpoena, unless otherwise determined
by the hearing officer. The state board of education may adopt rules
pursuant to RSA 541-A to implement the provisions of this section.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit any justice from issuing a sub-
poena for such hearing in accordance with RSA 516:3.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes individuals acting as special education hear-
ing officers to compel the attendance of witnesses, including issuing
subpoenas for parents who are representing themselves.
Any costs incurred in issuing the subpoenas shall be the responsi-
bility of the party requesting the subpoena unless otherwise deter-
mined by the hearing office.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
KB 563-FN, an act relative to the creation of trust funds and rela-
tive to unanticipated school funds. Education committee. Ought Td
Pass With Amendment. Senator Heath for the committee.
SENATOR HEATH: This allows a school, essentially, to do what
towns have done for some time, to set up trust funds. The Senate
amendment allows them to do it for retirement and I believe for
insurance purposes, as well as unanticipated funds.
Amendment to HB 563-FN
Amend RSA 198:20-c as inserted by section 2 of the bill by insert-
ing after paragraph H the following new paragraph:
HL A trust fund created under the provisions of this section that
is established for the purpose of maintaining health insurance funds
for the benefit of employees and retired employees of any school
district shall be exempt from the provisions of paragraph H. The
school district may establish a trust naming its own trustees who
may expend any funds in the trust for the payment of health claims
or health insurance premiums for the benefit of ay employees or
retired employees of the school district. An annual accounting and
report of the activities of the trust shall be presented to the school
board of the district and published in the annual report.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows any school board which desires to spend excess
moneys from any source which have become available during a fiscal
year to do so, with certain restrictions, under the school board's own
authority once a one-time article authorizing such action has been
adopted at an annual school district meeting.
This bill permits the creation of trust funds by school districts.
Such trust funds shall be expendable for the purpose of maintenance
and operation of schools and for any other public purpose compatible
with the objectives of the organization of such school districts, in-
cluding the payment of health claims or health insurance premiums.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 104-FN, an act relative to a public water rights report and advi-
sory committee. Environment committee. Ought Tb Pass With
Amendment. Senator W. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: SB 104 reenacts the existing Water Rights
Committee that is taking a look at water usage in all of our water
bodies in the State of New Hampshire. It also has in it some lan-
guage that deals vdth the Attorney General's opinion from last year,
actually nearly two years ago now, relative to public rights to water
and it allows current users who adopt a cap on their use that is the
equivalent of a one year period in the last three years to be immune
from any prosecution by the Attorney General until the study com-
mittee has completed its mission. We urge your passage.
SENATOR HEATH: I had a call of concern and I wanted to pass
this question on because certainly my support of this legislation
hinges on this. A water district called that had just really begun and
it has a large potential for long-term future growth, so its cap would
get very low and it just made this huge investment in a long-term
situation. How do you answer that kind of problem?
SENATOR W KING: Senator Heath, this was a question that came
up during both subcommittee meetings and the committee meet-
ings. What about new business growth? What about businesses that
just can't possibly live within the cap? What we did was we found an
agreement that allowed those who were new businesses and those
who could not live with a cap to continue use as they do, but they
just don't get immunity from the AG's Office. As a practical matter
the AG isn't going to be able to enforce anything but the most seri-
ous infringements on public rights in the waters, so this will not
infringe on business growth. There will be no problem with financ-
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ing because there is a mechanism by which a business that goes to a
bank and finds out that the bank is uncomfortable with them in a cap
position will be able to opt out by notifying the Commissioner of
Environmental Services. So everybody has agreed to this language.
Everybody can live with it and we think that it's crafted so that it
will not hurt business growth, but at the same time will provide
some protection for those people who are concerned about the AG's
involvement on the public water rights issue.
Amendment to HB 104-FN
Amend 1990, 148:4-a as inserted by section 8 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
148:4-a Usage by Registered Water Users.
I. No department of the state of New Hampshire, in pursuit or
exercise of the doctrine of public trust as set forth by an opinion of
the attorney general dated August 2, 1989, shall delimit or curtail
the continued water usage of any water users, their successors and
assigns, registered with and reporting uses or withdrawals with the
division of water resources, department of environmental services,
pursuant to 1983, 402:1 and RSA 482:3 for the duration of the pubhc
water rights study committee authorized by this act, if such water
users opt to be subject to a water use cap. Any registered water
user may opt to take part in the cap by notifying in writing, the
commissioner of environmental services by certified mail. Regis-
tered water users may, in the same manner, opt to change their sta-
tus with respect to the cap created by this section. With respect to
the doctrine of pubhc trust, registered users opting to be subject to
the cap may continue usage or withdrawal to a level that does not
exceed their maximum annual use or withdrawal as reported from
January 1, 1988, to May 1, 1991. Any registered water user operat-
ing under the cap shall be immune from the enforcement of the pub-
lic trust doctrine by the attorney general. However, if the user does
not choose to participate under the cap, then such user shall not be
held harmless if a violation of the public trust doctrine should occur.
II. Registered hydroelectric facilities which continue operations
consistent with available water volumes shall be deemed to be oper-
ating in a manner which is consistent with the doctrine of public
trust provided that they continue to report their usage to the divi-
sion of water resources, department of environmental services, pur-
suant to 1983, 402:1 and RSA 482:3, for the duration of the pubhc
water rights study.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill extends the amount of time that the public water rights
study committee has to submit its report by 2 years and changes the
composition of the committee. It requires the report to address au-
thorization for registered water users to continue their present wa-
ter withdrawal, and recommend legislation for the 1993 legislative
session. In addition it prohibits any department in the state of New
Hampshire from delineating or curtailing continued water use for
the duration of the study committee.
This bill also permits registered water users to take part in an
optional water use cap by notifying in writing, the commissioner of
environmental services.
The bill deems registered hydroelectric facilities which continue to
operate consistent with available water volumes to be operating in a
manner consistent with the public trust doctrine.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Ih Third Reading.
HB 107-FN, an act relative to registration fees for dams. Environ-
ment committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Eraser
for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr President, all that HB 107 does is amend
out of the current law^, RSA 482:8, the fee for the smallest possible
dams, what they call Class AA dams. The current fee is $20 which is
a nuisance, number one; and secondly, it was terribly unfair to peo-
ple who have small ponds on their land in order to protect their
environment. We urge passage of the bill.
Amendment to HB 107-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
eliminating registration fees for class AA dams.
Amend RSA 482:8-a as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
482:8-a Annual Registration Fee. Annual registration fees for
dams shall be payable to the division of water resources on [Marchl
January 1 of each calendar year. Failure to pay the registration fee
shall be considered a violation of RSA 482:15. Yearly dam registra-
tion fees based on the following dam classification shall be as follows:
[Class AA = $20;] Class A = $50; Class B = $200; Class C = $300.
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Revenues from this annual registration are to be collected by the
division and deposited in the dam maintenance fund established in
RSA 482:55 to be used for the inspection of dams.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill eliminates the $20 annual registration fee for class AA
dams.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 111, an act relative to protective well radii. Environment com-
mittee. Ought Tb Pass. Senator W. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: This is, I know, a weird word. It has to do with
protective well radii. That is the distance around a well that is pro-
tected for the purposes of guaranteeing that water is not contami-
nated by sewage, salt or anything like that. The existing law creates
a problem where two well radii are able to overlap without any envi-
ronmental degradation, but are not allowed to; and so consequently,
the result can actually be development that is less environmentally
sound rather than more environmentally sound. This bill corrects
that problem and allows, under certain circumstances, for the pro-
tective radii that is required around wells to be overlapping.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 210-FN, an act creating a committee to study artificial impound-
ments. Environment committee. Ought Td Pass. Senator Russman
for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: This bill establishes a study committee to
look at land values, or what has happened to land that is under artifi-
cial impoundments. There is some question as to the jurisdiction and





SENATOR W. KING: I would like to offer a floor amendment
291 IL. It clears up a problem that was noted in the most recent
audit of the Department of Environmental Services, which allows
them to charge for publications that they distribute for educational
purposes to municipalities to enter the private sector. It also
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changes a reference that was inadvertently not changed several
years ago when we changed the location of the State Geologist in
terms of to whom that person answers. The State Geologist is actu-
ally listed as being a person who is under two separate divisions, the
University System and the Department of Environmental Services.
That was inadvertent. When they put the State Geologist over to
the Department of Environmental Services, they were supposed to
strike the language that said that the state geologist was at the Uni-
versity. So this just takes out that language and recognizes that in
the last session we put him in the Department of Environmental
Services.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 210-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
creating a committee to study artificial impoundments,
relative to the department of environmental
services revolving fund and abolishing
the office of state geologist.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 4 the following and re-
numbering the original section 5 to read as 11:
5 Revolving Fund; Persons Subject to Regulation Included.
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 21-0: 1-a to read as fol-
lows:
In order to enhance its ability to provide education and training as-
sistance to municipalities, [and] regional agencies, and persons sub-
ject to regiilation by the department a nonlapsing revolving fund,
which shall not exceed $20,000 on June 30 of each year, shall be es-
tablished in the department of environmental services. Any
amounts in excess of $20,000 on June 30 of each year shall be depos-
ited in the general fund as unrestricted revenue. The moneys in this
fund shall be used for the purposes of:
6 Revolving Fund; Persons Subject to Regulation Included.
Amend RSA 21-0: 1-a, II to read as follows:
II. Providing training and educational materials to local and
regional officials, and persons subject to regulation by the depart-
ment. A reasonable charge shall be established for such training.
This charge shall be fixed to reflect the cost of payments to experts
to provide the training, the cost of written training material, rental
of facilities, advertising and other associated costs. Such training
shall be conducted in a geogi^aphically dispersed manner and sched-
uled with the convenience of part-time officials in mind.
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7 Reference Removed. Amend RSA 21-0:12, II to read as follows:
II. Geology shall be under the direction of the [state geologist]
assistant commissioner, who shall[:] consult with the commissioner
of the department of resources and economic development relative
to the issuance of mining permits under RSA 12-E; assist the direc-
tors of water resources, water supply and pollution control, and
waste management as necessary; and perform such other duties as
may be assigned by the commissioner. [The state geologist shall be a
staff member of the commissioner's office and shall advise the de-
partment, and all other branches of state and local government, con-
cerning the geologic character of the state and its implications for
both economic and scientific needs in conjunction with all existing
and future environmental factors relating to the geology of the
state. He shall maintain liaison with federal and other state geologic
agencies and with the state university.]
8 Reference Removed. Amend RSA 125-G:4, 1 to read as follows:
I. The nuclear waste policy advisory committee is hereby cre-
ated. The committee shall exercise the powers and duties and dis-
charge the responsibilities as provided in RSA 125-G:5. The
committee shall consist of the following members: one member of
the house of representatives to be appointed by the speaker of the
house; one member of the senate to be appointed by the senate pres-
ident; one public member to be appointed by the speaker of the
house; one public member to be appointed by the senate president; 4
members to be appointed by the governor, at least one of whom shall
be the governor's representative and at least 2 of whom shall be
public members, one of the public members to be from a county in
which a proposed facility may be located; and the director of the
state radiation control agency or his designee[; and the state geolo-
gist].
9 Reference Removed. Amend RSA 482-B:3, 1 to read as follows:
I. There is created a board to be known as the New Hampshire
water well board. The water well board shall be administered by the
commissioner of environmental services. The board shall consist of
[7] 6 members who are residents of the state, appointed by the gov-
ernor with the advice and consent of the council as follows: one mem-
ber shall be the director, division of water resources, department of
environmental services, or his designee; [one shall be the state geol-
ogist;] 2 shall be active water well contractors with at least 10 years
of experience; one shall be an active pump installer with at least 10
years of experience; one shall be an active technical driller licensed
in the state of New Hampshire with at least 10 years of experience;
and one shall be a member of the public who has demonstrated con-
cern for and knowledge of water resources management in New
Hampshire. Each member shall hold office for a term of 5 years and
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until his successor is appointed and qualified[; provided, however,
that the original appointments shall be as follows: the member of the
public for a 2-year term; one water well contractor for a 3-year term;
one water well contractor for a 4-year term; and the pump installer
and technical driller for 5-year terms]. Appointments to fill vacan-
cies shall be for the unexpired term. The governor and council may
remove any member of the board for good cause.
10 Repeal. The following are repealed.
I. RSA 12-A:4-a, relative to the office of state geologist.
II. RSA 12-A:4-b, relative to the state duties of the state geolo-
gist.
III. RSA 21-0: 1-a, III, relative to money in a revolving fund
used for a training course for solid waste operators.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill creates a study committee to look at the status of artificial
impoundments. The committee shall submit its findings, including
recommendations for legislation, to the speaker of the house, the
senate president, and the governor.
This bill also removes the solid waste operator training course and
certification test from the department of environmental services ed-
ucation and training revolving fund.
This bill also abolishes the office of state geologist.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 211-FN-A, an act relative to administrative fees of the air re-
sources division and continually appropriating such fees. Environ-
ment committee. Ought Th Pass. Senator Hollingworth for the
committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The committee on Environment
would like to ask Ought to Pass on HB 211. What the bill does is it
cleans up some misunderstanding on the part of what funds are used
by the agency and the Commissioner in performance of their duties
under this chapter. All it clearly states is that these are nonlapsing
funds. It allows the department to continue with the practice that
they have been conforming with the last 12 years of the agency to
use those funds that come from air permit fees for the purpose of
that department.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
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SENATOR ROBERGE (Rule #44): Mr. President, and members of
this Senate, on behalf of the ladies in this Senate, we would like to
thank Senator Bass for his lovely flowers. Thank you, Senator Bass.
HB 257, an act relative to collection and reclamation of motor vehicle
wastes. Environment committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment.
Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes. Right now towns can vote to charge a
fee of $3 and people can take waste tires and things of that nature to
their local recycling center. The problem was that a number of peo-
ple that own garages would bring large volumes of tires and that
was a problem. So the bill and the amendment make it such that only
people that live in town can bring their tires and the commercial
haulers would have to make special arrangements so that the recy-
cling center wouldn't be overrun with tires.
Amendment to HB 257
Amend the bill by replacing sections 1-2 with the following:
1 Motor Vehicle Waste Defined. Amend RSA 149-M:13-a, I to read
as follows:
I. A town which collects an additional fee under RSA 261:153, V
shall create a town reclamation trust fund to receive the town share
of such fee, to be used to pay the fees for the collection and disposal
of the town's motor vehicle waste. For the purposes of this section,
"motor vehicle waste" means used residential motor oil, residen-
tial motor vehicle batteries, and tires from residential motorized
vehicles, where residential, for the purposes of this paragraph,
means any motor vehicle registered in a municipality which col-
lects the fee assessed under RSA 261:153, V. Tawns may use any
moneys in the fund in excess of such fees for the recycling and recla-
mation of other types of solid waste.
2 Motor Vehicle Waste Defined. Amend the introductory para-
graph of RSA 261:153, V to read as follows:
V. Beginning July 1, 1989, in addition to each registration fee
collected under paragraph I, there may be collected an additional fee
for the purposes of a town reclamation trust fund as established in
RSA 149-M:13-a. Of this amount, $.50 shall be retained by the city
official designated by the city government or by the town clerk for
administrative costs and the remaining amount shall be deposited
into the reclamation trust fund established by the town for the pur-
pose of paying collection and disposal fees for the town's motor vehi-
cle wastes. For the purposes of this paragraph, "motor vehicle
wastes" means used residential motor oil, residential motor vehi-
cle batteries, and tires from residential motorized vehicles,
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where residential, for the purposes of this paragraph, means any
motor vehicle registered in a municipality which collects the fee
assessed under this paragraph. A town which collects such addi-
tional fees shall not charge a disposal fee for motor vehicle waste at
the towTi's solid waste disposal facility. If a town finds the additional
fee is not sufficient to cover fees for collection and disposal of town
motor vehicle waste, it shall notify the office of state planning. The
office shall study the fee in accordance with RSA 4-C:l and make
recommendations, if necessary, for increases in the fee. The addi-
tional fee schedule shall be graduated by class of vehicle as follows:
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Th Third Reading.
HB 262-FN, an act revising hazardous waste facility permit fees.
Environment committee. Ought Do Pass. Senator Hollingw^orth for
the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: This bill amends the hazardous
waste management statute regarding hazardous waste facility oper-
ators' permit fees to allow the Division of Waste Management to
charge the state costs in excess of the $500,000 permit application
fee to the applicant. We found that the fee was sometimes not high
enough because of the high cost of the hazardous waste material and
this bill would allow the state to charge more in those particular
cases.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 276-FN, an act relative to the task force estabhshing voluntary
agreements reducing and recycling the solid waste stream and the
duties of the commissioner of environmental services. Environment
committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Russman for
the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: This bill extends the time for the task force
to report. It also sets forth the various things that should be in the
report that the Commissioner will file, relative to the amount that is
being recycled and the various legislative things that have come
dowTi on recycling that he would prepare in the report which he
would be filing with us.
Amendment to HB 276-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Biennial Reports Required. 1990, 15:3 is repealed and reenacted
to read as follows:
15:3 Commissioner's Biennial Reports.
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I. The commissioner of the department of environmental serv-
ices shall prepare biennial reports, the results of which shall be pub-
lished and made available to the governor, the general court, and the
public beginning November 1, 1991, and continuing through Novem-
ber 1, 1995. The November 1, 1991 report shall include:
(a) A survey of present and proposed solid waste fee legislation
in other states and Congress.
(b) The number and type of New Hampshire businesses or in-
dustries that are participating in the voluntary programs, including:
(1) The solid waste stream reduction achieved by type of ma-
terial or industry; and
(2) Estimates of the total amount of each type of material and
the maximum reduction that could be achieved or the amount of
solid waste that could be expected to be recycled.
(c) Remaining problem areas at the times of reporting.
(d) Conclusions and recommendations.
II. The November 1, 1993 and 1995 reports shall include a listing
of new voluntary agreements relative to reducing and recycling the
solid waste stream and an update on the progress and status of the
issues surveyed in 1990, 15:3-a, I(b)-(d) and the findings reported
under those subparagraphs in the commissioner's November 1, 1991
report.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 458, an act relative to the composition of the wetlands board.
Environment committee. Ought Td Pass. Senator W. King for the
committee.
SENATOR W. KING: This bill just clarifies the language in terms of
the people who are on the Wetlands Board and makes the appoint-
ment from a list submitted to the Governor by each of the organiza-
tions that is represented by the Wetlands Board.
Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 493-FN, an act relative to the design review fees for sewerage
and wastewater projects. Environment committee. Ought Tb Pass.
Senator Hollingworth for the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The Committee on Environment
would ask Ought to pass on HB 493. This bill changes the fee to be
paid to the Division of Water Supply and Pollution for sewage sys-
tems. The current law requires a fee of $30 for each 300 gallons per
day unit of flow. This bill makes the rate applicable for the first
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10,000 gallons of daily flow, with an additional amount to be assessed
at the rate of $15 per each 300 gallons per day unit of flow. What the
agency found is that in some cases this was too high for the munici-
palities and therefore this bill would allow a more fair charge for the
municipalities.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 509, an act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to
permitting solid waste facilities. Environment committee. Ought Tb
Pass With Amendment. Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: This is an important bill and a lot of work
went into this bill relative to what constitutes a public benefit in
New Hampshire as far as what a solid waste facility would have to
show in terms of coming into New Hampshire to set up business and
either bury, burn, or recycle trash. The problem is that constitution-
ally we cannot ban out-of-state trash coming into New Hampshire.
The commerce clause in the United States protects that. At the
same time we can set standards that are very important standards
relative to what solid waste facilities have got to meet in terms of
bringing in material or setting up shop in this state. I understand
that there is going to be a potential floor amendment relative to this
bill that seeks to exempt debris-burning trash plants. There has
been a real interest in those in the southern part of the state, rela-
tive to them coming into New Hampshire essentially to burn con-
struction debris from the State of Massachusetts and obviously, we
are left with the problem of what to do with the ash from it. So I am
speaking in favor and the committee recommendation is on the bill
that you have before you. I understand that possibly Senator Eraser
may have a floor amendment to exempt these particular plants.
They would not fall within a hierarchy that has been established. It's
essentially a dangerous precedent. There is going to bea question
raised at some point as to what is the point of having a hierarchy to
determine whether or not the state of New Hampshire needs these.
We need to look at New Hampshire first relative to what we need for
solid waste plants. We ought not to be siting things that are going to
burn items for other states. I mean, it does no good to make New
Hampshire the waste basket for New England. So I would urge you
to support the committee recommendation of Ought to Pass as
Amended on the bill and hopefully defeat the floor amendment if it is
offered.
Amendment to HB 509
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
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3 New Section; Public Benefit Requirements. Amend RSA 149-M
by inserting after section 10-b the following new section:
149-M: 10-c Public Benefit Requirement.
I. The general court finds and declares as follows:
(a) It is responsible to provide for the solid waste management
needs of the state and its citizens.
(b) In order to provide for these needs, it must ensure that
adequate capacity exists within the state to accommodate the solid
waste generated within the borders of the state.
(c) Facilities necessary to meet state solid waste capacity
needs must be designed and operated in a manner which will protect
the public health and the state's natural environment.
(d) An integrated system of solid waste management requires
a variety of different types of facilities designed to accommodate the
entire solid waste stream, including materials which can be recycled,
recovered or reused, materials which can be composted, and resid-
ual materials which must be disposed of permanently.
(e) The enactment of statutes to address the needs identified in
this section is an exercise of the police power granted to the general
court under part II, article 5 of the New Hampshire Constitution.
II. The general court declares that it is the purpose of this sec-
tion to ensure benefit to the citizens of New Hampshire by providing
for solid waste management options which will meet the capacity
needs of the state while minimizing adverse environmental, public
health and long-term economic impacts.
III. The division shall determine whether a proposed solid waste
facility provides a substantial public benefit based upon the follow-
ing criteria:
(a) The short and long-term need for a solid waste facility of
the proposed type, size and location to provide capacity to accommo-
date solid waste generated within the borders of New Hampshire,
which capacity need shall be identified as provided in paragraph V.
(b) The ability of the proposed facility to assist the state
achieving the implementation of the hierarchy and goals under RSA
149-M: 1-a.
(c) The ability of the proposed facility to assist in achieving the
goals of the state solid waste management plan, and one or more
solid waste management plans submitted to and approved by the
division under RSA 149-M: 18.
IV. The division shall also consider as part of its public benefit
determination:
(a) The concerns of the citizens and governing bodies of the
host municipality, county and district and other affected persons.
For any proposed solid waste facility designed to accommodate in
excess of 30 tons of solid waste per day, the division shall hold at
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least one public hearing in the host municipality, or in the case of an
unincorporated town or unorganized place in the host county, in or-
der to take testimony to identify those concerns. This public hearing
requirement shall not apply to a proposed solid waste facility de-
signed exclusively to transfer solid waste.
(b) The economic viability of the proposed facility, including
but not limited to its ability to secure financing.
V. In order to determine the state's solid waste capacity need,
the division shall:
(a) Project, as necessary, the amount of solid waste which will
be generated within the borders of New Hampshire for a 20-year
planning period. In making these projections the division shall as-
sume that all unlined landfill capacity within the state in existence
upon the effective date of this section will cease to be available to
receive solid waste after January 1, 1995.
(b) Identify the types of solid waste which can be managed
according to each of the methods listed under RSA 149-M:l-a, II and
determine which such types will be received by the proposed facility.
(c) Identify, according to type of solid waste received, all per-
mitted facilities operating in the state on the date a determination is
made under this section.
(d) Identify any shortfall in the capacity of existing facilities to
accommodate the type of solid waste to be received at the proposed
facility for 20 years from the date a determination is made under this
section. If such a shortfall is identified, a capacity need for the pro-
posed type of facility shall be deemed to exist to the extent that the
proposed facility satisfies that need.
VI. All applicants under this chapter shall provide any informa-
tion requested by the division. If an applicant declares that any in-
formation requested under this section should be considered exempt
under RSA 91-A:5, IV, the attorney general shall determine the rea-
sonableness of such declaration and, if he agrees, shall direct the
division to treat it as confidential information which shall be consid-
ered exempt under RSA 91-A:5, IV.
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its solid waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of paragraph III provided that it is built within the district and shall
serve only the capacity needs of that district. Notwithstanding the
provisions of this paragraph, permit applicants which rely on this
paragraph to fulfill the public benefit requirement shall address in
their application the consideration given to the provisions of RSA
149-M:l-a as concerns the appropriate facility to meet the needs of
the district. Any permit issued for a facility which fulfills the public
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benefit requirement by relying on this paragraph shall state that the
facility is limited to receiving solid waste generated within that dis-
trict.
VIII. Each applicant for a solid waste permit under this chapter
shall have the burden of demonstrating that a proposed solid waste
facility provides a public benefit by showing how the proposed facil-
ity satisfies the criteria listed under paragraph III. Such demonstra-
tion shall be included as part of each application for a solid waste
permit.
IX. If the division determines that an applicant has failed to
demonstrate that it satisfies the criteria listed under paragraph III,
it shall notify the applicant in writing that its application has been
denied, and provide a written explanation of the reasons for that
determination.
X. If the division determines that an applicant has demonstrated
that it satisfies the criteria listed under paragraph III, it shall state
that determination in any permit issued.
XL Facilities permitted under this chapter shall be operated so
as to provide a substantial public benefit consistent with the infor-
mation submitted as part of the application concerning how the facil-
ity accommodates New Hampshire capacity needs. If a permittee
cannot demonstrate consistency with information submitted in its
permit application and where it no longer meets needs identified in
the state solid waste management plan, and one or more solid waste
management plans submitted to and approved by the division under
RSA 149-M:18 due to circumstances beyond its control, as deter-
mined by the commissioner of environmental services and the attor-
ney general, the department shall not enforce this paragraph based
solely upon such inconsistency.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill enhances the standard for substantial public benefit
which a solid waste facility must demonstrate to the division of
waste management of the department of environmental services
when applying for a permit to operate the facility. The bill places the
burden on the applicant to demonstrate a public benefit and requires
a public hearing relative to the pending facility application.
Senator Heath moved to Have HB 509, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 509, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
HB 515-FN, an act giving legislative approval to the division of wa-
ter resources, department of environmental services to accept cer-
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tain dams if repair costs are paid by the current owners.
Environment committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator
Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: HB 515 is a bill that was put in at the re-
quest of Mr. Knowlton and the Fish and Game Department and sev-
eral others. The most important part of it was Garland Pond Dam, I
believe, or Ossipee Lake Dam that is, whereby the towns of, I think
it's Effingham, Ossipee, and Freedom, would agi'ee to take care of
that dam as far as maintenance and repairs, but the state would do
major reconstruction if it was necessary. No one opposed the bill and
we would urge you to act on it favorably.
Amendment to HB 515-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
authorizing governor and council to accept certain dams.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 New Paragraphs; Acquisition of Certain Dams. Amend RSA
482:48 by inserting after paragraph II the following new para-
graphs:
III. The governor and council are hereby authorized to accept
the following dams; provided that the conditions in paragraph IV are
met:
(a) Little bog pond dam, Odell, dam #185.03.
(b) Trio ponds dam, Odell, dam #185.02.
(c) Meadow lake dam, Northwood, dam #183.16.
(d) Garland pond dam, Ossipee, dam #188.19.
IV.(a) No agency of the state shall accept title to any dam in
paragraph III until the condition of the structure meets any out-
standing repair order and acceptable operating and maintenance
requirements of the dam safety section of the division of water re-
sources, department of environmental services, or until the owners
of such dam provide the necessary funds to accomplish such repairs
to the dam maintenance fund under RSA 482:55. The owners also
shall provide adequate property or easements to develop access for
the public to the impoundment, should none be available.
Ob) The governor and council shall authorize the acceptance of
said dams on behalf of the state only after all repairs have been
completed and the dam has been deemed satisfactory through an
inspection by the division of water resources. Title to the dams
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listed in paragraph III shall be transferred to the following agencies
who shall be responsible for the operation and minor maintenance of
said structures as follows:
(1) Little bog pond dam — department of resources and eco-
nomic development.
(2) Trio ponds dam — department of resources and economic
development.
(3) Meadow lake dam — department of resources and eco-
nomic development.
(4) Garland pond dam — fish and game department.
(c) Any property that the state is authorized to acquire under
the provisions of this subdivision shall be exempt from taxation as
long as the property is held by the state.
2 References Changed. Amend RSA 482:57 to read as follows:
482:57 Expenditure. Notwithstanding other provisions of law, the
commissioner of environmental services shall expend such sums
from the dam maintenance fund as are necessary for performance of
work on state-owned dams only in the following categories:
L Minor projects and emergency repairs, which may be com-
pleted by force account methods by the division of water resources
[in accordance with the provisions of the manual of procedure].
IL Repair projects, which may be completed by force account
methods by the division of water resources [and shall be authorized]
on dams, the acquisition of which has been authorized by the
legislature, with the approval of governor and council.
in. Reconstruction projects, which shall be completed by con-
tract construction or force account [and shall be authorized] on
dams, the acquisition of which has been authorized by the legisla-
ture, with the approval of governor and council.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill gives the necessary approval by the governor and council,
to the division of water resources, department of environmental
services to accept certain dams so long as the costs to repair such
dams shall be paid by the current owners prior to the state taking
title.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
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HB 560-FN, an act relative to bacteriological standards and reclassi-
fying certain waters. Environment committee. Ought lb Pass With
Amendment. Senator W. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: This bill clarifies the law relative to bacterio-
logical standards on the bacteria E. coli as it pertains to deposition
in rivers and lakes.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, what role did the Department
of Public Health play in this piece of legislation?
SENATOR W. KING: Well, the Public Health Department and the
Department of Environmental Services both came in and testified in
favor of this legislation.
SENATOR NELSON: Why are they changing the reporting from
every year to biennial?
SENATOR W. KING: Actually what they are doing is, it changes
the . . . this is fairly complicated stuff. Senator Nelson. I know that
you'll understand it, but it changes the pathogen indicators that they
use for classifying service waters because the test necessary is less
expensive to communities, it's more accurate, and so on. It's econom-
ically more feasible. So that's the reason that the bill was brought
forward.
SENATOR NELSON: Let me ask my question again. Having
worked on the water laws in the recodification, I have some basic
understanding of water and problems within the system.
SENATORW KING: I said you would.
SENATOR NELSON: Right ... But the question is why are you
changing? Because of the complexity of the issue, we are not going
to report it annually now? We are going to report it biennially? That
was a question. Less complicated than you thought.
SENATOR W KING: I believe that what you see here in terms of
the reporting is a report from the Department of Environmental
Services to the Governor. I don't believe that is in current law.
SENATOR NELSON: What they have done is delete the word "an-
nual" and add the word "biennial" and perhaps maybe later on you
could get me an answer? I have one final question. If we're protect-
ing water and the people of the state of New Hampshire, is it enough
to just post a sign there? Is that the only kind of notice that we
need? That's on the first page of the bill, the last three lines. Do you
think this is alright? Is it going to protect people? Is there enough
protection in it?
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SENATOR W. KING: Yes.
SENATOR NELSON: Thank you, Mr. President, and Senator King.
Amendment to HB 560-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying certain
waters and relative to the sale of certain batteries.
Amend RSA 485-A:8, II and III as inserted by section 4 of the bill
by replacing them with the following:
II. Class B waters shall be of the second highest quality and
shall have no objectionable physical characteristics, shall [be near
saturation for dissolved oxygen] contain a dissolved oxygen con-
tent of at least 75 percent of saturation, and shall contain not more
than [240 coliformbacteria per 100 milliliters] either a geometric
mean based on at least 3 samples obtained over a 60-day period of
126 Escherichia coli per 100 milliliters, or greater than 406 Es-
cherichia coli per 100 milliliters in any one sample; and for desig-
nated beach areas shall contain not more than a geometric mean
based on at least 3 samples obtained over a 60-day period of 47
Escherichia coli per 100 milliliters, or 88 Escherichia coli per 100
milliliters in any one sample; unless naturally occurring. There
shall be no disposal of sewage or waste into said waters except those
which have received adequate treatment to prevent the lowering of
the biological, physical, chemical or bacteriological characteristics
below those given above, nor shall such disposal of sewage or waste
be inimical to [fish] aquatic life or to the maintenance of [fish]
aquatic life in said receiving waters. The pH range for said waters
shall be 6.5 to 8.0 except when due to natural causes. Any stream
temperature increase associated with the discharge of treated sew-
age, waste or cooling water, water diversions, or releases shall not
be such as to appreciably interfere with the uses assigned to this
class. The waters of this classification shall be considered as being
acceptable for [bathing] fishing, swimming and other recreational
purposes and, after adequate treatment, for use as water supplies.
Where it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the division that
the class B criteria cannot reasonably be met in certain surface
waters at all times as a result of combined sewer overflow events,
temporary partial use areas shall be established by rules adopted
under RSA 485-A:6, XI-c, which meet, as a minimum, the stand-
ards specified in paragraph III. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a
temporary partial use area subject to the minimum standards
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specified in paragraph III shall be established for those surface
waters which receive effluent from an existing municipal waste-
water treatment facility and which are subject to extremely low
flows and low dilution as specified in paragraph III.
III. [Class C waters shall be of the third highest quality and] The
waters in temporary partial use areas established under para-
graph II shall be free from slick, odors, turbidity, sludge deposits,
and surface-floating solids of unreasonable kind or quantity, shall
contain not less than 5 parts per million of dissolved oxygen; shall
have a hydrogen ion concentration within the range ofpH 6.0 to [8.5]
9.0 except when due to natural causes; and shall be free from chemi-
cals and other materials and conditions inimical to [fish] aquatic life
or the maintenance of [fish] aquatic life. These criteria shall apply
during combined sewer overflow discharges and up to 3 days fol-
lowing cessation of said discharge. These criteria shall also ap-
ply to surface waters which receive effluent from an existing
municipal wastewater treatment facility when the flow in those
surface waters falls below 25 cubic feet per second (cfs) and when
those waters are subject to a dilution factor of not greater than
2.5. At all other times the standards and uses specified in para-
graph II shall apply. [Any stream temperature increase associated
with the discharge of treated sewage, waste or cooling water shall
not be such as to appreciably interfere with the uses assigned to this
class. The waters of this classification shall be considered as being
acceptable for recreational boating, fishing, or for industrial water
supply uses either with or without treatment depending upon indi-
vidual requirements.]
Amend the bill by inserting after section 7 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 8 and 9 to read as 9 and 10 respec-
tively:
8 New Paragraphs; Refuse Recycling or Reduction. Amend RSA
149-M:22 by inserting after paragraph V the following new para-
graphs:
VI. Beginning January 1, 1993, no person shall sell or offer for
sale in this state any consumer product which contains a nickel-
cadmium battery unless:
(a) The battery can be easily removed by the consumer or is
contained in a battery pack that is separate from the product and
can be easily removed; and
(b) Such product, the package containing such product, or the
battery itself is labeled in a manner which is visible to the consumer
prior to purchase with one of the following statements, as appropri-
ate, printed in capital letters:
(1) "CONTAINS NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY. MUST
BE DISPOSED OF PROPERLY"; or
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(2) "NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY. MUST BE DIS-
POSED OF PROPERLY."
VII. The commissioner of environmental services may authorize
the sale of a consumer product which does not comply with the pro-
visions of paragraph VI if such product was available for sale on or
before the effective date of this act and the commissioner deter-
mines that:
(a) Such product cannot reasonably be redesigned and manu-
factured by July 1, 1993; or
(b) The redesign of such product to comply with this paragraph
would result in significant danger to public health and safety. Any
authorization under this paragraph shall be limited to 2 years and
may not be renewed.
VI 1 1.(a) Except as provided in subparagraph (b) no person may
sell or offer for sale in this state an alkaline manganese battery man-
ufactured on or after January 1, 1991, which contains more than .025
percent mercury by weight of the battery.
(b) For alkaline manganese batteries having sizes and shapes
resembling buttons or coins, the limitation on mercury content shall
be 25 milligrams of mercury per battery.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill changes the current pathogen indicator for classifying
surface waters from a coliform bacteriological standard to the inclu-
sion of Escherichia coliform (E. coli) for freshwaters and enterococci
for marine waters.
This bill also changes the classification system of the state's sur-
face waters by upgrading all surface waters which are presently
classified as C to B, but allowing for temporary partial use areas for
waters which do not meet class B criteria, and ehminates the class C
classification for surface waters.
In addition this bill requires the department of environmental
services to make a biennial report of its water sampling findings to
the governor and council, the senate environment committee and
the house resources, recreation and development committee.
This bill also prohibits the sale of nickel-cadmium batteries and
alkaline manganese batteries unless the batteries meet certain crite-
ria. Products available before the effective date of this act are ex-
empt.
Amendment Adopted,
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
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Senator Currier in the chair.
HB 611-FN, an act relative to plastic holding devices used in packag-
ing. Environment committee. Ought lb Pass. Senator Russman for
the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: The committee looked at this and basically
it has to do with the rings that come around your six-packs and cans
of tonic and those types of things. And there is going to be a floor
amendment by Senator King, so I would defer to him on that. I urge
Ought to Pass with the Amendments.
SENATOR W. KING: As the bill originally came over from the
House, it was the intent of the Sponsors and the House members,
unless Senator Colantuono tells me otherwise, that these plastic
rings and any substitutes used for them be biodegradable. But, on
further reading of the bill after the committee passed it out, we
found that that was not completely clear and so this suggested
change will do that.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator King, for information, does this
mean that packaging by the beverage industry of soft drinks or any
type of drinks, that they will not then distribute those in this state if
they do not have at the time the means of packaging?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Disnard, the beverage industry buys
the yokes from different corporations. Most of those corporations
have already gone to the biodegradable style. And let me just say
that the difference is astounding between the two. An individual
brought in two different yokes both of which had been sitting in the
sun for a week. One of them practically crumpled into dust and the
other didn't respond at all. It stayed as yokes. And as you know,
being a fisherman, that is a problem.
SENATOR DISNARD: Thank you very much.
SENATOR MCLANE: Mr. President, I just wanted to say that if
America should ever be proud of democracy, it would have been at
that hearing. There were the cutest kids there. They had been work-
ing with the industry and I think it was a wonderful example of an
industry that helped these kids study the problem. They learned a
lot of chemistry, about how sun can make this plastic biodegradable
and the person that was there from the industry was most under-
standing and interested in what these kids were learning. So we
should all be proud of this bill and that hearing.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
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Floor Amendment to HB 611-FN
Amend RSA 339:71 as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
339:71 Definitions. In this subdivision "holding device" means any
device constructed of plastic rings or plastic material, which is
made, used, or designed for the purpose of packaging, transporting,
or carrying multipackaged cans or bottles.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 674-FN, an act designating segments of the Pemigewasset,
Contoocook and North Branch of the Contoocook Rivers as pro-
tected rivers. Environment committee. Ought T) Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator W. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: HB 674, as you all will remember, has been a
bill that has been subject to a great deal of public scrutiny. The Sen-
ate Environment Committee held more than eight hours of public
hearing on this issue. We listened to every side express its views on
this issue. Then the subcommittee, subsequent to that, worked on
the bill. There are some changes in the enabling legislation inherent
in the amendment that you have before you, as a response to several
issues that were raised during the process of the public hearings. It
is my belief, if this is indeed a rivers management and protection
plan, that some day all the rivers of the state will be within this
program and able to be managed and protected so that we will have
good quality in stream flows and good quality of water.
The bill addresses quality of water and quantity of water. Land use
planning is left strictly up to the communities. There will indeed be
some suggestions made to the communities, but ultimately, the com-
munities in their town meetings will have the opportunity to vote on
that. One of the major criticisms that came before our Senate Com-
mittee on Environment was that the rivers management and protec-
tion plan was an anti-hydro plan, because it did not allow for new
hydro facilities. As a result of that, in the designation of "community
river", there is allowed new hydro facilities if, and only if, they are
consistent with the application that is brought forward to the Com-
missioner and to the Rivers Council.
The second thing that we did with the enabling legislation was to
recognize that what was conceived of as a community river was
largely for an urban area, and yet what is a community river in an
urban area is sometimes not the same thing as a community river in
a rural area. And for that reason, we created a new classification
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called "rural-community rivers". The areas of Campton and Thorn-
ton, that have been the subject of the greatest controversy over this
bill, are placed into that "rural-community river". It recognizes the
cuiTent planning, master plans, zoning, and subdivision regulations
within those towns.
And finally, it protects what I believe is one of New Hampshire's
most precious assets, and that is the Livermore Falls site. The
Livermore Falls site is, by far, one of the greatest scenic wonders of
New^ Hampshire. And it is the feeling of the committee and my hope
that eventually w^e will see the state of New Hampshire, through the
LCIP, acquire the Livermore Falls site. But it is the feeling of the
committee that Livermore Falls should not be developed into a hy-
dro facility and that is consistent with the nomination in the Camp-
ton and Thornton area. Subsequent to the adoption of this
amendment, I have a floor amendment which merely clears up lan-
guage that relates to the "community river" designation change,
SENATOR HEATH: I rise in strong objection to this legislation. I
think everybody wants to see our rivers protected and we have done
an enormous amount of good for our rivers. If you've lived here, as
many of you did, probably most of you, thirty years ago you know
what our rivers were like and you have a comparison. We have
cleaned our rivers up. We have protected them in a whole bunch of
different ways and we have seen the results with fish, with the abil-
ity to swim, with the lack of garbage on the side of the rivers, with
the smell not only improving but disappearing in most cases. But
this bill, ironically I guess, got the ball rolling in the designation of
scenic rivers with the original legislation. I believe I was the sole
sponsor in the original piece of legislation. It was my intent, and it
still is, for the state to buy developmental rights along certain spe-
cial scenic sections or to buy industrial rights, or agricultural rights
or whatever and set it aside. But what we are doing here, and I can
see I'm not preaching to a very large audience and probably in vain,
but what we are doing here — and there are a lot of people that are
being buffaloed out there that are sending you notes and cards who
don't understand and if it happened to their property they would
understand — is taking property rights without compensation. You
are prohibiting activities in agriculture. You are also opening up a
Pandora's box of statewide zoning that when these rivers get desig-
nated, then the controls that aren't contained in here will flood in
and there are plenty of controls that affect land side use of property
— agriculture and otherwise — in this legislation. I would urge you
in the strongest terms to not buy it. You are buying a pig in a poke
and there are ways to protect these rivers beyond what we have
already done and that has shown so many results that I am not sure
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why we have to go on this cause at this point. The way to do it is to
buy the developmental rights along the river. Don't take them from
people without compensation. Don't take them from industries. This
will affect the skiing industry. It will affect agricultural industry. It
will affect low-head hydros. It will affect a bunch of industries as
well as water resources for your communities. I would urge you to
put this aside. It can be done at a later date when you see the conse-
quences of it and have studied it. The rivers will be here. They are
improving every day as it is with the legislation that we have. The
rivers aren't going anywhere and the development along the rivers
is nil.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Heath, I thought I understood Sena-
tor King to say that the land portion of this bill or the land around
the water would be protected or would be dealt with by the zoning
laws covering the land in the particular town or city. Is that correct?
And if so, what is the problem? I was hoping that you could articu-
late that for me.
SENATOR HEATH: Well, let me see if I can find that section here.
It starts on page 18, Section 10 (3) Just below that it says ". . . uses
as agricultural, forest management" and so on. Does forest manage-
ment strike you as something that is the river?
SENATOR NELSON: The bottom line here is this: Is this bill dic-
tating to the landowners what they need to do with the water, or is
the use of the land being dictated by the zoning ordinances and laws
in the cities and towns?
SENATOR HEATH: Unfortunately, both. For example, if there are
impoundments that are existing, or drainage ditches, that's fine, but
you can't add that now. If anyone has ever worked along a river in
agriculture you would know that the river changes. It moves. You
may have to drain this meadow this year and that meadow next year
in order to use it. That would be prohibited under this legislation.
That is a landside prohibition under this legislation. Furthermore,
you are designating and adding rules now, but once these are desig-
nated, then they will start adding the rules onto whether it's timber
cutting, which is, by the way, in here or a bunch of other things on
land sides and those will be added to every river that is designated.
There are two towns in the North country that have looked at this,
that are affected rural towns, that took a vote at their town meeting
in opposition.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Heath, if we've now come up with
another definition for rural, excuse me, we are doing community and
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rural. Was there a difference in terms of the definition of rural,
based on some of the remarks that you have made that came out of
that committee?
SENATOR HEATH: You mean between rural and . . .?
SENATOR NELSON: Community and some of the differences that
you are discussing now?
SENATOR HEATH: Yes. They couldn't shove down the cities
throats what they are going to shove down the country people's
throats in this bill and that is why there is a different designation.
SENATOR NELSON: Rural doesn't give them more latitude up
there?
SENATOR HEATH: It depends on who it would give latitude to. It
gives more latitude to the Enviro-nazis and gives less latitude to the
farmers and the people that cut timber and the people who live
along the river.
SENATOR NELSON: Enviro-nazis?
SENATOR HEATH: Enviro-nazi's, that's right.
SENATOR OLESON: Senator King, was I hearing right when you
said that this was part of a plan that eventually the state of New
Hampshire would control all our waterways in the state of New
Hampshire?
SENATOR W. KING: No, you did not hear me right, Senator Ole-
son. What I expressed was my hope that one day all New Hampshire
rivers would be in a management and protection program. That is
not what this bill does, and I certainly did not say that the state of
New Hampshire would control that. This bill and this law was
crafted in such a way that it recognized that the state of New Hamp-
shire's waters and that the protection of the purity of those waters
and the amount of water that flowed through those rivers was an
important asset that belonged to the people of the state of New
Hampshire. The reason that I think that it is a good idea, is that
what we have is between the state of New Hampshire and communi-
ties, a joining together and a system that is driven from the local
community up, rather than the state making dictates on those com-
munities, to protect the quality of water, to protect the quantity of
water and leave the land use planning to local communities.
SENATOR OLESON: I have great hopes for you, but this is one of
the hopes I hope isn't realized.
SENATOR W KING: I believe that. Senator Oleson.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, I was astounded, really and
truly, when you just talked about this as a joint cooperation between
the local communities up. Two local communities, one in your dis-
trict and one in mine, are vehemently opposed to this and what are
you doing? You are shoving it down their throat. That is down. That's
the opposite direction that the founding fathers of this country be-
lieved that the flow of power should go. How can you possibly make
that ridiculous, ludicrous statement?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, let me first tell you that there
are many, many people in our communities who are very strongly in
support of this bill, in the two communities to which you refer. How-
ever, it's also important to notice that in the eight hours of hearings
that we had on this bill, we listened to testimony and I think that we
conducted ourselves, as a committee, in a very fair way. We listened
to testimony from all different sides and the major issues of impor-
tance that were raised in those hearings have been dealt with in this
bill. This recognizes the land use planning that currently exists
along the river corridor of both Campton and Thornton. It recog-
nizes the need to clarify language relative to the nomination process
because that language was not clear in the legislation. What it does
not recognize is the argument that this is going to be the camel's
nose under the tent and that eventually, as you've said, the state is
going to tell everybody how to use their land. There is no intent
here, and as you know, every single piece of legislation that we con-
sider, including some of those nearest and dearest to your heart,
including collecting fines that are unpaid, can be considered as the
camel's nose under the tent for New Hampshire's police powers.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, would you believe that I don't think
it's the camel's nose under the tent. I am beginning to think it's a
dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus rex's, nose under the tent. What happens is
you get a whole bunch of people who, would you believe, when you
wave the green flag of environmentalism, who doesn't want to pro-
tect their rivers? We already have got protections on the flow which
you suggested this is going to do. We already have protections on the
quality. Witness Loon Mountain's difficulties in getting a piece of the
flow. Certainly, the rivers have improved and continue to improve. I
think there are a lot of people who just simply are environmentally
conscious, as I am, and a conservationist, as I am, but who don't
understand that what you are doing is environmental extremism in
this legislation. And I don't blame those individuals who don't un-
derstand this legislation. I just hope that someday that they do un-
derstand that many of us who believe in good conservation practices
and have supported conservation legislation see that this as an over-
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powering piece of legislation taking away local control and taking
away property rights. Would you believe that was a question?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I believe that you are a con-
servationist that cares very deeply about the environment and that
to some degree these are philosophical differences that probably
won't go away. I think we've taken a lot of steps in the actions of our
committee to resolve those philosophical differences, to tighten up
the law so that it is more clear. But I think there is a philosophical
difference that to some degree is not going to go away.
SENATOR HEATH: Don't you think. Senator King, that the better
way to approach this is to purchase these portions of lands at a fair
price, own them and manage them in the way that best benefits the
river as opposed to doing this sort of sleight-of-hand against the fifth
amendment?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, if this was indeed a taking of
land rights, which it is not, then I might have some cause to consider
that. But as you will recall, another Senator in this chamber, who
was instrumental in the protection of the Wildcat River in Jackson,
New Hampshire, on the federal level, stood against the idea of tak-
ing by eminent domain, property from individuals because we
wanted to protect that river. Private property rights are very impor-
tant to me and every member of the Senate Environment Commit-
tee and we would not sanction the idea of taking by eminent domain,
something that the state just seemed to think was pretty.
SENATOR MCLANE: I first want to compliment the Chairman of
the Environment Committee who has been through eight hours of
the sort of questioning that Senator Heath has just shown on the
floor. And again, and again, and again those people who supported
this bill pointed out that this was not a land use bill, unless you're
from the school that thinks that you should be able to do anything
you want with your own land, including putting sewage in the river.
There are two parts of the rivers management bill having to do with
land use and those mostly have to do with stopping flowage into the
river and with disposal of sewage. It seems to me that if anyone lives
down stream of the Contoocook or the Pemigewasset and cares
about clean water, that you should be in favor of this bill.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I sit on the Committee on Environ-
ment and I have to say that in the beginning, I was very concerned
about this piece of legislation and my intern did practically nothing
other than investigate the rivers bill, HB 674. 1 have to say that I am
delighted to stand here today in full support of the legislation. I
think that the committee, the subcommittee who worked on this.
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tried to answer all the problems that were raised in front of us as a
committee. They addressed the problems that were in Thornton and
in Campton, two of the towns that you have heard mentioned by
Senator Heath. They have, I think, tried to resolve every problem
that was raised before our committee. The House passed this bill by
a vote of 263 to 56. I think that the House represents and has many
Representatives who live in that area and district, and I think that
that clearly shows that the House was convinced that this legislation
was good. I think now in the Senate, this legislation, as amended, is
great and I would ask all of you to support it. I don't think it's a case
of taking anyone's rights away. I think it's a case of insuring the
rights of our citizens, those who live on the rivers, those that do
business on the rivers, and those people down river, to clean future
use of that river and I am very proud to stand here in total support
of the legislation.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes, I sat through the committee hearings,
all of them, the full eight hours, and what we really saw was a bill
that was certainly stronger and probably a better bill, get watered
down and watered down and no pun intended, really, to the point
where this is far, far, far from environmental extremism and this is a
very tame piece of legislation that really offers a minimal amount of
protection to something that belongs to all of us. And I certainly
hope that we take the approach that the House did in its wisdom and
follow their lead in passing, by a good margin, this piece of legisla-
tion.
Amendment to HB 674-FN
Amend RSA 483:15, VI and VH as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by replacing them with the following:
VI. Pemigewasset River:
(1) As a natural river from the outlet of Profile Lake in Fran-
conia to the southern boundary of Franconia Notch State Park.
(2) As a rural river from the Holderness — Ashland town
line to the Franklin Falls flood control dam.
(3) As a rural-community river from the northernmost
Thornton town line to the 1-93 bridge in Plymouth.
(4) As a community river:
(A) From the 1-93 bridge in Plymouth to the Holderness-
Ashland town line.
(B) From the Franklin Falls flood control dam to its conflu-
ence with the Merrimack River.
VI I.(a) Contoocook River— main stem:
(1) As a "rural river":
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(A) From the Old Sharon Road Bridge in Jaffrey to Noone
Falls Dam in Peterborough.
(B) From the North Peterborough Dam to the monument
on the Peterborough — Hancock town line.
(C) From the North Bennington Road bridge in Antrim
and Bennington to the confluence of the north branch of the Contoo-
cook River in Hillsborough,
(D) From the Hosiery Mill dam in Hillsborough to the twin
iron bridges in west Henniker.
(2) As a "community river":
(A) From the outlet of Poole Pond in Rindge to Old Sharon
Road bridge in Jaffrey.
(B) From the Noone Falls Dam in Peterborough to North
Peterborough Dam.
(C) From the monument on the Peterborough — Hancock
towTi line to the North Bennington Road bridge in Antrim and Ben-
nington.
(D) From the confluence of the North Branch of the
Contoocook River in Hillsborough to the Hosiery Mill Dam in Hills-
borough.
(E) From the twin iron bridges in West Henniker to the
confluence with the Merrimack River.
(b) Contoocook River — north branch:
(1) As a "rural river," from the outlet of Rye Pond in Stoddard
to the outlet of Franklin Pierce Lake.
(2) As a "community river," from the outlet of Franklin
Pierce Lake to the confluence of the Contoocook River.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 5 with the following:
6 Nominations; Submission Procedure and Public Meeting. Amend
RSA 483:6, 1 to read as follows:
I. Any New Hampshire organization or resident may nominate a
river or any segment or segments of such river for protection by
submitting to the commissioner a description of the river or seg-
ment or segments of such river and its values and characteristics.
The completed nomination shall be submitted to the rivers coor-
dinator on or before July 15 in order for it to be considered in the
next legislative session. This nomination shall include, but not be
limited to, an assessment of fisheries; geologic and hydrologic fea-
tures; vegetation; wildlife; historical and archaeological features;
open space and recreation features and potential; water quality and
quantity; dams, buildings, and other man-made structures; riparian
interests and other pertinent instream and riverbank information.
The nominating party shall hold at least one public meeting on
the information prior to final submittal to the commissioner.
The nominating party shall advertise the meeting in cooperation
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with the rivers coordinator, and the rivers coordinator shall pro-
vide assistance to the nominating party in the presentation of the
nomination at the public meeting.
7 Nominations; Comments and Criteria Required to be Consid-
ered. Amend RSA 483:6, III and IV to read as follows:
III. The rivers coordinator, in cooperation with the advisory
committee, shall hold at least one public hearing in a community
along the nominated river or segment of such river to receive public
comment on the nomination. Public hearing comments on the
nomination, comments on the nomination from local boards and
commissions, factors listed in RSA 483:6, IV(a) as further de-
fined in rules adopted under RSA 483:11, II, and other public
comments on the nomination submitted to the rivers coordinator
shall be considered by the rivers coordinator and the advisory
committee when preparing a recommendation for review by the
commissioner.
IV. The commissioner shall review the nomination within [30] 45
days. [If the commissioner determines that the river meets the crite-
ria adopted by rules under RSA 483:11, II, the commissioner shall,
before the next legislative session, forward the nomination to the
general court for legislative review and approval according to RSA
483:7.] The commissioner shall, in reviewing a nomination under
this chapter, consider the following factors:
(a) Whether the river, or segment or segments of such river,
contain or represent either a significant statewide or local exam-
ple of one or more of the following:
(1) Scenic or recreational resource.
(2) Open space or natural resource.
(3) Fisheries, wildlife, vegetation, and rare species or hab-
itat.
(4) Cultural, historical, or archaeological resource.




(9) Current and projected withdrawals, discharges, or
both, by public utilities and commercial or industrial users.
(b) Public hearing comments on the nomination and other
public comments submitted to the rivers coordinator.
(c) The recommendation of the rivers coordinator.
(d) The recommendation of the advisory committee.
8 Nomination Forv/arded for Legislative Approval. RSA 483:6, V
is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
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V. If the commissioner, after reviewing a nomination and consid-
ering the factors in RSA 483:6, IV, determines that designation of
the river, or segment or segments of such river, would be consistent
with the purpose of this chapter, the commissioner shall forward the
nomination to the general court for review and legislative approval
according to RSA 483:7.
9 Local River Management Advisory Committees; Establishment;
Duties. Amend RSA 483:8-a, I and II to read as follows:
I. The commissioner shall appoint a local river management advi-
sory committee for each designated river or segment. Committee
members shall be chosen from lists of nominees submitted by the
local governing bodies of the municipalities through which the desig-
nated river or segment flows. [If a committee or commission which
meets the requirements of RSA 483:8-a, II exists at the time a river
or segment is designated, the commissioner may appoint the exist-
ing committee or commission to carry out the duties of a local river
management advisory committee for a designated river or seg-
ment.] The commissioner shall appoint at least one person from
each municipality to the local river management advisory com-
mittee. All members of such committees shall be New Hampshire
residents.
II. Each committee shall be composed of at least 7 members who
represent a broad range of interests in the vicinity of the designated
river or segment. These interests shall include, but not be limited to,
local government, business, conservation interests, recreation, agri-
culture, and riparian landowners. If an interest is not represented
by the local governing bodies' nominations, the commissioner
may appoint a member from the vicinity of the designated river
or segment, to the local river management advisory committee
who will represent that interest. County commissioners shall be
permitted to nominate members to the local river management
advisory committee in unincorporated towns or unorganized
places. Each member shall serve a term of 3 years.
10 Rural-Community Classification Added. Amend RSA 483:7-a, I
by inserting after subparagraph (b) the following new subparagraph:
(bb) Rural-community rivers are those rivers or segments
which flow through developed or populated areas of the state and
which possess existing or potential community resource values such
as those defined in official municipal plans or land use controls. Such
rivers have mixed land uses in the corridor reflecting some combina-
tion of open space, agricultural, residential, commercial and indus-
trial land uses. Such rivers are readily accessible by road or railroad
and may include impoundments or diversions. The following criteria
and management objectives shall apply to rural-community rivers:
(1) The minimum length of any segment shall be 3 miles.
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(2) Existing water quality shall be at least Class B level pursu-
ant to the water quality standards established under RSA 485-A:8,
or have the potential for restoration to that level.
(3) Management of rural-community rivers and segments shall
maintain and enhance the natural, scenic, recreational and commu-
nity values of the river and shall consider, protect, and ensure the
rights of riparian owners to use the river for such uses as agricul-
tural, forest management, public water supply, residential, recrea-
tional, commercial, industrial, flood control, and other community
uses which are compatible with the instream public uses of the river
and the management and protection of the resources for which the
river or segment is designated.
11 Classification Clarified. Amend RSA 483:7-a, 1(c) to read as fol-
lows:
(c) Community rivers are those rivers or segments which flow
through developed or populated areas of the state and which pos-
sess [actual] existing or potential community resource values, such
as those identified in official municipal plans or land use con-
trols. Such rivers have [some residential or other building develop-
ments near their shorelines, are readily accessible by road or
railroad, and may include some impoundments or diversions] mixed
land uses in the corridor reflecting some combination of open
space, agricultural, residential, commercial and industrial land
uses. Such rivers are readily accessible by road or railroad, may
include existing impoundments or diversions, or potential sites
for new impoundments or diversions for hydropower, flood con-
trol or water supply purposes, and may include the urban centers
of municipalities. The following criteria and management objec-
tives shall apply to community rivers:
(1) The minimum length of any segment shall be one mile.
(2) Existing water quality shall be at least Class B level pursu-
ant to the water quality standards established under RSA 485-A:8,
or have the potential for restoration to that level.
(3) Management of community rivers and segments shall main-
tain and enhance the natural, scenic, recreational and community
values of the river and shall consider, protect, and ensure the rights
of riparian owners to use the river for such uses as agricultural,
forest management, public water supply, residential, recreational,
commercial, [and] industrial, flood control and hydroelectric en-
ergy production purposes which are compatible with the in-stream
public uses of the river and the management and protection of the
resources for which the river or segment is designated.
12 New Subparagraph; Rural-Community Rivers Protection
Added. Amend RSA 483 by inserting after section 9-a the following
new section:
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483:9-aa Rural-Community Rivers Protection. The following pro-
tection measures shall apply to rivers or segments designated as a
rural-community river:
I. No new dams shall be permitted, certified, constructed, oper-
ated or maintained in such river or segment. The repair of a struc-
tural failure of a dam which is in place at the time a river or segment
is designated shall not be considered to be a new dam if repaired or
reconstructed at the same location and with the same impoundment
level within 6 years of the date of failure.
II. Notwithstanding paragraph I, the department may approve
permits and certificates for the construction, operation, or mainte-
nance of new hydroelectric power facilities at existing dams pro-
vided that:
(a) The operational mode of any proposed facility shall be run-
of-the-river, with project outflow equal to project inflow on an in-
stantaneous basis and the project does not significantly alter the
natural flow characteristics of the river; and
(b) The proposed facility does not provide for diversion of the
river or segment above or below the existing or breached dam for a
significant distance; and
(c) The height of the impoundment is constant and is not raised
above the maximum historic level of impoundment at that site.
III. No interbasin transfers of water from a designated rural-
community river or segment shall be permitted.
IV. No new channel alteration activities shall be permitted
which interfere with or alter the natural flow characteristics of the
river or segment or which adversely affect the resources for which
the river or segment is designated. However, the commissioner may
approve such channel alterations as may be necessary for the con-
struction, repair, or maintenance of a project including public water
supply intake facilities in the river or river corridor. The department
shall encourage the use of native vegetation to stabilize stream-
banks of designated rural-community rivers.
V. A protected in-stream flow level shall be established by the
commissioner for each designated rural-community river or seg-
ment and any upstream impoundment or diversion facility which
may affect the natural flow characteristics of such river or segment
pursuant to RSA 483-A:9-c.
VI. Water quality shall be restored or maintained at least at the
Class B level. Significant adverse impacts on water quality or other
in-stream public uses shall not be permitted. The department shall
review and consider adopted local river corridor management plans
prior to issuing any permit under RSA 485-A:13, RSA 485-A:17 or
RSA 482-A.
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VII. Any new solid waste storage or treatment facility, as de-
fined in RSA 149-M:1, VIII shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet
from the normal high water mark of a designated rural-community
river or segment and screened with a vegetative or other natural
barrier to minimize visual impact, except:
(a) New solid waste landfills shall not be permitted within the
500 year floodplain of a designated rural-community river or seg-
ment and any new solid waste landfill located within the corridor of a
designated rural-community river or segment shall be set back a
minimum of 100 feet from the landward extent of the 500 year flood-
plain and screened from the river with a vegetative or other natural
barrier to minimize visual impact;
03) Any land application of solid waste as defined in RSA 149-
M:l, XIX, except manure used for fertilizer, shall be immediately
incorporated into the soil and shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet
from the normal high water mark of a designated rural-community
river or segment;
(c) An existing solid waste facility which is located within 250
feet of the normal high water mark of a designated rural-community
river or segment may continue to operate under an existing permit
provided it does not cause degradation to an area in excess of that
area under permit at the time of designation; and
(d) The department may permit a resource recovery operation
at an existing landfill located within 250 feet of the normal high wa-
ter mark of a designated rural-community river or segment.
VIII. Any motorized watercraft operating within 150 feet of the
shoreline of a designated rural-community river or segment shall
travel at the slowest possible speed necessary to maintain steerage
way, but at no time shall exceed 6 miles per hour.
13 Protection Measures Changed. Amend RSA 483:9-b, I and II to
read as follows:
I. [No new dams shall be permitted, certified, constructed, oper-
ated or maintained in such river or segment. The repair of a struc-
tural failure of a dam which is in place at the time a river or segment
is designated shall not be considered to be a new dam if repaired or
reconstructed at the same location and with the same impoundment
level within 6 years of the date of failure.] The department may
approve permits for the construction of new dams for public wa-
ter supply, flood control or hydroelectric energy production pur-
poses if such construction is consistent with management and
protection of the resources for which the river or segment is des-
ignated.
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II. [Notwithstanding paragraph I, J The department may ap-
prove permits and certificates for the construction, operation, or
maintenance of new hydroelectric power facilities at existing or
breached dams provided that:
(a) The operational mode of any proposed facility shall be run-
of-the-river, with project outflow equal to project inflow on an in-
stantaneous basis and the project does not significantly alter the
natural flow characteristics of the river; and
(b) The proposed facility does not provide for diversion of the
river or segment above or below the existing [or breached] dam for a
significant distance; and
(c) The height of the impoundment is constant and, for exist-
ing or breached dams, is not raised above the maximum historic
level of impoundment at that site,
14 Reference Corrected. Amend RSA 483:9-b, IV to read as fol-
lows:
IV. No new channel alteration activities shall be permitted
which interfere with or alter the natural flow characteristics of the
river or segment or which adversely affect the resources for which
the river or segment is designated. However, the commissioner may
approve such channel alterations as may be necessary for the con-
struction, repair, or maintenance of a project including public water
supply intake facilities in the river or river corridor. The department
shall encourage the use of native vegetation to stabilize stream-
banks of designated [rural] community rivers.
15 Reference Changed. Amend RSA 483:11, II to read as follows:
483:11 Rulemaking.
II. Criteria for acceptance of nominations by the commissioner,
including criteria hsted in RSA 483:6, [V] IV(a).
16 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill designates certain segments of the Pemigewasset,
Contoocook, and North Branch of the Contoocook rivers as pro-
tected rivers under the rivers management and protection program.
This bill extends the interim protection date for a portion of the
Connecticut River. The bill expands what type of materials can be
applied as fertilizer and are subject to the 250-foot minimum setback
requirements.
In addition, this bill allows the commissioner of environmental
services to appoint one person from each municipality to the local
river management advisory committee. The bill reorganizes the
RSA section dealing with procedures for nomination of a river or
river segment for the program.
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This bill also establishes a new river classification for protection
which would be "rural-community."
Recess.
Out of recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Hollingworth.
Seconded by Senator Currier.
The following Senators voted yes: W. King, Eraser, Hough, Disnard,
Bass, Pressly, Nelson, Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey, Russman,
Shaheen, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, Heath, Roberge, Podles, J.
King, St. Jean, Delahunty.
Yeas: 14 Nays: 7
Paired votes: Senator Blaisdell and Senator Currier.
Amendment Adopted.
Senator Blaisdell excused.
SENATOR W. KING: This floor amendment addresses the changes
that were made in the law and merely puts into the session law the
wording that explains about the new hydro that is allowed on com-
munity rivers, because new hydro wasn't originally allowed on com-
munity rivers. It says that new hydro will not be allowed on those,
prior to the passage of this law, that were community rivers and will
be considered on new community rivers in the future.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to KB 674-FN
Amend RSA 483:9-aa, 11(b) as inserted by section 12 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(b) The proposed facility does not provide for diversion of the
river or segment above or below the existing dam for a significant
distance; and
Amend the bill by inserting after section 15 the following and re-
numbering the original section 16 to read as 17:
16 Community Rivers Designated Under Prior Law.
I. Rivers and river segments designated as community rivers
prior to the effective date of this act shall continue to be managed
and protected pursuant to the provisions of RSA 483:7-a and RSA
483:9-b under which such rivers and river segments where desig-
nated, and pursuant to the values, resources and characteristics ad-
dressed in the nomination submitted in support of such designation.
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II. Rivers and river segments designated as community rivers
under RSA 483:15, VII(2XA), (B), (C), and (D) as inserted by section
1 of this act shall be managed and protected for the values, resources
and characteristics addressed in the nomination submitted in sup-
port of such designation.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill designates certain segments of the Pemigewasset,
Contoocook, and North Branch of the Contoocook rivers as pro-
tected rivers under the rivers management and protection program.
This bill extends the interim protection date for a portion of the
Connecticut River. The bill expands what type of materials can be
applied as fertilizer and are subject to the 250-foot minimum setback
requirements.
In addition, this bill allows the commissioner of environmental
services to appoint one person from each municipality to the local
river management advisory committee. The bill also reorganizes the
RSA section dealing with procedures for nomination of a river or
river segment for the program.
This bill also establishes a new river classification for protection
which would be "rural-community." Any river or river segment that
was previously designated as a community river shall be continued
to be managed and protected as a community river. In accordance
with the definition of "community river" as it existed prior to its
amendment in this bill.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Russman in the Chair.
HB 709-FN, an act establishing a study committee relative to clear-
cutting forest resources and extending the effective date for rule-
making by the board of licensing for foresters. Environment
committee. Ought To Pass With Amendment. Senator Eraser for the
committee.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, the committee was unanimous
in its response to this House bill. It's a good bill and clearcutting
should be studied; however, the bill has been amended and the com-
mittee was unanimous, that the House had gutted the bill to the
extent that it was strictly a legislative committee that was going to
be established. Our committee was unanimous that this should be
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reverted back to the original bill which created a committee which is
reported on page 21 of the calendar If you want me to read them, I
will, but it takes every segment, such as the Environment Commit-
tee, The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, The
Timberland Owners, and on down the line. But it's now a very di-
verse committee and our committee was unanimous that this should
be accomplished. We urge passage of the amendment.
Amendment to HB 709-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Purpose. It is hereby recognized that the application of clearcut-
ting as a forestry practice may benefit the health and vigor of the
forest resources, does encourage the reproduction of certain tree
species, may benefit many wildlife species, and may enhance vista
views. However, clearcutting may also cause adverse effects on for-
est productivity, some wildlife populations, water quality, and recre-
ational or aesthetic qualities. Therefore, the general court must
determine whether there is a need for regulation of this practice. Th
properly discharge this duty, the general court establishes a study
committee for this purpose.
2 Study Committee Estabhshed.
I. There is hereby established a committee which will study and
consider the need for legislation regarding a comprehensive clear-
cutting act to preserve and enhance the natural, aesthetic, and rec-
reational resources of New Hampshire.
II. The duties of the committee shall be to meet to review the
practice of clearcutting in the state, and to determine whether legis-
lation should be enacted. If legislation is proposed, consideration
shall be given to legislation that would:
(a) Define clearcutting.
(b) Distinguish forested areas in which clearcutting is appro-
priate.
(c) Establish size hmitations for clearcuts, if needed.
(d) Address clearcutting along shorelines.
(e) Establish minimum standards for best forestry practices to
accomplish clearcutting.
(f) Include a method of financing the equitable enforcement of
such a statute.
(g) Include other provisions relative to the regulation of clear-
cutting.
III. The study committee shall also investigate the findings on
clearcutting of other New England states, and its recommendations
shall be in the form of a report to be submitted by November 1, 1991,
to the governor, the president of the senate, and the speaker of the
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house. A study committee goal will be to distribute this report to
the general public as widely as possible, using ongoing appropriate
public and private program efforts.
IV. The membership of the committee shall be comprised of the
following:
(a) Two members of the house of representatives, appointed by
the speaker of the house, one of whom shall be from the resources,
recreation and development committee.
(b) One member of the senate environment committee, ap-
pointed by the senate president.
(c) One member nominated by each of the following organiza-
tions or groups:
(1) The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire For-
ests.
(2) The New Hampshire Timberland Owners Association.
(3) A forester nominated by the Association of Consulting
Foresters of New Hampshire and the Granite State Division of the
Society of American Foresters.
(4) The Audubon Society of New Hampshire.
(5) The wood products industry.
(6) The New Hampshire Chapter of the Sierra Club.
(d) One member from each of the following state agencies,
which member may be the commissioner, the executive director, or
any designee:
(1) The department of resources and economic development,
division of forests and lands.
(2) The fish and game department.
V. The members designated in subparagraphs IV(c) and (d) shall
be appointed by the governor and council.
VI. The governor shall appoint a chairman of the committee.
VII. The committee shall serve without compensation, but legis-
lators shall be entitled to legislative mileage when performing du-
ties in connection with the committee.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a legislative study committee to consider leg-
islation regarding a comprehensive clearcutting act. The legislation
would look to preserving the state's forest resources while safe-
guarding the aquatic, wildlife, recreational, and aesthetic resources
of the state.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Td Third Reading,
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Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Russman in the Chair.
HB 742-FN, an act relative to excavation. Environment committee.
Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator W. King for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR W. KING: What we have here is a miracle, frankly. And
a lot of the credit for that goes to Senator Shaheen, Representative
Jeb Bradley from Wolfeboro, and many, many others who worked
very hard to come to consensus between the business community
and the environmental community on a gravel bill that clears up the
problems with currently existing law. Now I know that every year
we have to clear up the problems with currently existing law. We
may have to continue to do that. But this takes a giant leap forward
and represents consensus building at its best and I urge the support
of the Senate and will offer a floor amendment to fix one word in the
bill that came out wrong in the amendment.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, why is it a miracle when envi-
ronmental interests and business interests work together? Are
these the antithesis in your lexicon?
SENATOR W. KING: Absolutely not. Senator Heath. In fact, the
members of the Environment Committee, from the very beginning
of this year, have recognized that particularly during these reces-
sionary times it is absolutely essential to do everything that you can
to balance environmental and economic interests in the state of New
Hampshire. Senator Shaheen and Representative Bradley clearly
understood that when they sat down with the people from the pri-
vate sector and worked out what was an agreement that had a little
something for everyone to dislike, a little something for everyone to
like, but that cleared up a lot of the problems in the currently exist-
ing law. It is our duty to balance those interests and Senator Sha-
heen and the others who worked on that should be commended for
that.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you believe I share in commending any-
body who works on legislation and achieves the compromises that
are difficult? I just wondered if the term "miracle" takes quite a high
standard and it seems to me that you were pricing the poles of the
question between business and environment and I thought that New
Hampshire people, would you believe, had a pretty good record on
the environment?
SENATORW KING: Thank you. Senator Heath. I will just correct
that record to say a minor miracle and express to you that, as you
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know, gravel bills in this House and in this Senate have been particu-
larly divisive and for the first time, we have a resolution that brings
everybody into agreement on the concept, and I think that is a step
forward for public policymaking in New Hampshire and for the way
that we resolve problems in our committees.
SENATOR OLESON: Senator King, they say the days of miracles
have passed; however, would you believe, that a miracle happened
last year, where my daughter built a house within a certain pond?
The miracle is, if this bill had been in place at that time, that she
wouldn't have been able to. I have a second question, Mr President.
Mr King, the second would be, and if you would like to answer them
in conjunction, that is okay. The miracle is this bill wasn't passed
many years ago, because if it had been, the industry that we happen
to have in my district, it wouldn't have been possible to have that
industry. I might have had to inhabit the southern part of the state,
heaven forbid!
SENATOR W. KING: I couldn't agree with you more in terms of
inhabiting the southern part of the state, Senator Oleson; however, I
happen to love the north country. I happen to like to sit in my bed in
the morning and have a cup of coffee and watch the goldfinches at
the feeder The fact is that this would not have any impact on the
building of a house. Senator Oleson, and I think that you are refer-
ring to the floor amendment that will be offered that relates to set-
back requirements. That setback requirement is only for gravel pits.
SENATOR MCLANE: I wish to speak to the miracle as well. The
saint in this miracle is Jeb Bradley, who was the Chairman of the
subcommittee in the House. I had never seen the famous lobbyist,
Chris Gallagher, in action on gravel, but I had heard about it for
many years. Anyone who can take on Chris Gallagher and meet him
halfway — and I believe that the amendment that you have before
you is a perfect case in point — Jeb Bradley wanted "no excavation
shall be permitted within 150 feet of any pond or navigable river"
and I have here some pictures that were taken of the river right
down here in Suncook and what the gravel has done to that river, if
anyone would like to see them. But they compromised at 75 feet and
we have the miracle here before us and I would speak in strong
support.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would just like to echo Senator King and
Senator McLane and say that I think we all ought to commend, not
only Representative Bradley, but also the lobbyists on both sides of
the issue. None of us got exactly what we wanted, but we all got, I
think, a better bill and more protection for the environment and I
think that is only going to benefit everyone in the state.
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Amendment to HB 742-FN
Amend the bill by replacing paragraph II of section 1 of the bill
with the following:
II. The purpose of this act is to further clarify the definitions of
excavations which are exempt from permits under the law but are
subject to the express standards set forth in the act and to provide
regulators at the local level with clear powers to make such stand-
ards more stringent in circumstances where permits are required.
The act is also intended to clarify certain technical and legal uncer-
tainties enacted in the 1989 law and to provide local regulators with
powers to ensure environmentally sound site operating procedures
and reclamation, and to further clarify the special exception criteria
set forth in the 1989 law.
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Excavation Adherence to Bylaws. Amend RSA 31:41-b to read as
follows:
31:41-b Hazardous Embankments. Tbwns shall have the power to
make bylaws regulating hazardous embankments, including the re-
moval, stabilization, or fencing thereof, for the protection of the
health and safety of the public. Whoever violates any such bylaw
shall be guilty of a violation for each offense and the penalty therefor
shall inure to such uses as the town may direct. Regulation of "exca-
vation" as defined in RSA 155-E:1, II shall be in accordance with
RSA 155-E, but any hazardous embankment resulting from exca-
vation, whether undertaken prior to, on, or after August 4, 1989,
may be subject to bylaws made under the authority of this sec-
tion.
Amend the bill by replacing sections 4 and 5 with the following:
4 Existing Excavations; Regulation. Amend the introductory para-
graph of RSA 155-E :2, 1 to read as follows:
I. Existing Excavations. The owner of an excavation which law-
fully existed [and was in use on or before] as of August 24, 1979,
from which earth material of sufficient weight or volume to be
commercially useful has been removed during the 2-year period
before August 24, 1979, may continue such existing excavation on
the excavation site without a permit, subject to the following:
5 Existing Excavations; Express Standards; Change from Site to
Area. Amend RSA 155-E :2, 1(c) and (d) to read as follows:
(c) Such an excavation shall be performed in compliance with
the express operational standards of RSA 155-E :4-a and the express
reclamation standards of RSA 155-E :5 and 155-E :5-a. Any violations
of those standards shall be enforceable pursuant to RSA 155-E: 10.
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(d) The owners or operators of any existing excavation [site]
area for which no permit has been obtained under this chapter shall
file a report with the local regulator within one year after receiving
written notice of this requirement from the regulator and in no case
later than 2 years following [the effective date of this subparagraph]
August 4, 1989. The report shall include:
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 155-E:2, 11(a) as in-
serted by section 7 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
(a) For purposes of this section, any excavation, except for ex-
cavations or excavation sites described in RSA 155-E:2, III,
whether subject to a permit under this chapter or not, for which the
affected area has not yet been brought into complete compliance
with the reclamation standards of RSA 155-E:5 shall be deemed
"abandoned" if [excavation occurred on the site any time subsequent
to August 24, 1979, and]:
Amend RSA 155-E:2, 11(a)(2) as inserted by section 7 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(2) The excavation site is [still] in use and is not an excava-
tion or excavation site as described in RSA 155-E:2, III, but [the
owner or operator of the excavation has not, within 3 years of the
effective date of this section, either brought the area affected by the
excavation into compliance] does not conform with the incremental
reclamation requirement of RSA 155-E:5-a, or the owner or opera-
tor has not posted a bond or other security[,] and submitted a re-
clamationtimetable to be approved by the regulator as described
in subparagraph [(1)] (a)(1); or
Amend RSA 155-E:2, Ill(a) as inserted by section 8 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(a) No permit shall be required under this chapter for excava-
tion from an [area] excavation site which on [the effective date of
this section is] August 4, 1989, was contiguous to or [is] was contigu-
ous land in common ownership with stationary manufacturing and
processing plants which were in operation as of August 24, 1979, and
which use earth obtained from such [areas] excavation site. Such
excavation shall be performed in compliance with the operational
standards [of] as expressly set forth in RSA 155-E:4-a and the recla-
mation standards [of] as expressly set forth in RSA 155-E:5 and
155-E:5-a, which express standards shall be the sole standards
with which such excavations must comply in order to retain their
non-permit status as provided under this paragraph. Loss of such
non-permit status shall be preceded by written notice from the
regulator that the excavation is not in compliance and the owner
shall have failed to bring such excavation into compliance within
30 days of receipt of such notice. Such excavation [and] may be
expanded without a permit under this chapter to any contiguous
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lands which [are] were in common ownership with the site of the
plant on [the effective date of this section] August 4, 1989, except as
limited by RSA 155-E:4-a, I, II, and III.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Reclamation Plan; Effects to be Addressed. RSA 155-E:3, VI is
repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
VI. A plan for the reclamation of the area affected by the excava-
tion at least in comphance with RSA 155-E:5 and RSA 155-E:5-a.
Such plan shall address the effects of the proposed excavation on
soil, surface and groundwater, vegetation, overburden, topography,
and fill material, and may address future land use consistent with
the approved master plan, and shall include a timetable for reclama-
tion of fully depleted areas within the excavation site during said
project;
Amend the bill by replacing sections 12 and 13 with the following:
12 Special Exception Criteria Expanded. Amend RSA 155-E:4,
III to read as follows:
III. When the excavation is not permitted by zoning or other
applicable ordinance, provided, however, that in municipalities
which have commercial earth resources on unimproved land within
their boundaries, and which do not provide for [reasonable opportu-
nities for excavation of some of those resources] opportunities for
excavation of some of these resources in at least some, but not
necessarily all areas within the municipality, or in municipalities
which have zoning ordinances which do not address the subject of
excavations, excavation shall be deemed to be a use allowed by spe-
cial exception as provided in RSA 674:33, IV, in any non-residential
area of the municipality, and the zoning board of adjustment shall
grant such a special exception upon a finding that:
(a) The excavation will not cause [an unreasonable] a diminu-
tion in area property value or unreasonably change the character of
the neighborhood;
(b) The excavation will not unreasonably accelerate the deteri-
oration of highways or create safety hazards in the use thereof; [and]
(c) The excavation will not create any [unreasonable] nuisance
or create health or safety hazards; and
(d) The excavation complies with such other special excep-
tion criteria as may be set out in applicable local ordinances.
13 Prohibited Projects; Permit not Granted. RSA 155-E:4, VII is
repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
VII. When the excavation requires land use permits from state
or federal agencies; but the regulator may approve the application
when all necessary land use permits have been obtained; or
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 14 with the following:
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15 Section Heading; Minimum and Express Operational Stand-
ards. Amend the section heading of RSA 155-E:4-a to read as fol-
lows:
155-E:4-a Minimum and Express Operational Standards.
16 New Paragraph; Excavations; Setback Requirements. Amend
RSA 155-E:4-a by inserting after paragi'aph II the following new
paragraph:
Il-a. No excavation shall be permitted within 75 feet of any great
pond, navigable river, or any other standing body of water 10 acres
or more in area or within 25 feet of any other stream, river or brook
which normally flows throughout the year, or any naturally occur-
ring standing body of water less than 10 acres, prime wetland as
designated in accordance with RSA 482-A:15, 1 or any other wetland
gi'eater than 5 acres in area as defined by the water resources divi-
sion.
17 Reference Change; Water Supplies. Amend RSA 155-E:4-a, IV
to read as follows:
IV. Drainage shall be maintained so as to prevent the accumula-
tion of free-standing water for prolonged periods. Excavation prac-
tices which result in continued siltation of [streams] surface waters
or any degi*adation of water quality of any public or private water
supplies are prohibited. [For excavation projects which require a
permit from the division of water supply and pollution control pursu-
ant to RSA 149:8-a, the pi'ovisions of that statute, and rules adopted
under it shall supersede this paragi'aph. The excavator shall file a
copy of the permit issued under RSA 149:8-a with the regulator.]
18 Change from Site to Area; Reclamation Bond. Amend RSA 155-
E:4-a, VII to read as follows:
VII. Prior to the removal of topsoil or other overburden mate-
rial from [a new excavation] any land area that has not yet been
excavated, the excavator shall file a reclamation bond or other secu-
rity as prescribed by the regulator, sufficient to secure the reclama-
tion of the [site] land area to be excavated.
19 Minimum and Express Reclamation Standards; Soil Replace-
ment. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 155-E:5 to read as
follows:
155-E:5 Minimum and Express Reclamation Standards. Within
12 months after the expiration date in a permit issued under this
chapter, or of the completion of any excavation, [whether subject to
permit or not,] whichever occurs first, the owner of the excavated
land shall have completed the reclamation of the areas affected by
the excavation to meet each of the following minimum [conditions]
standards or when such excavation is not subject to a permit un-
der this chapter pursuant to RSA 155-E:2, to meet each of the
following express standards:
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20 Reclamation Standards; Slopes. Amend RSA 155-E:5, III to
read as follows:
III. All slopes, except for exposed ledge, shall be graded to natu-
ral repose for the type of soil of which they are composed so as to
control erosion or at a ratio of horizontal to vertical proposed by
the owner and approved by the regulator, [but shall not in any case
be left steeper than 2:1 without an exception under RSA 155-E:5-a.]
Changes of slope shall not be abrupt, but shall blend with the sur-
rounding terrain.
21 Reference Change. Amend RSA 155-E:5, V to read as follows:
V. The topography of the land shall be left so that water draining
from the site leaves the property at the original, natural drainage
points and in the natural proportions of flow. For excavation projects
which require a permit from the division of water supply and pollu-
tion control pursuant to RSA [149:8-a] 485-A:17, the provisions of
that statute, and rules adopted under it, shall supersede this para-
gi'aph as to areas of excavation sites covered thereby. The excavator
shall file a copy of permits issued under RSA [149:8-a] 485-A:17 with
the regulator.
22 Incremental Reclamation; Reclamation Plan Required. Amend
RSA 155-E:5-a to read as follows:
155-E:5-a Incremental Reclamation. Except for excavation sites
of operating stationary manufacturing plants, any excavated area
of 5 contiguous acres or more, which [either] is depleted of commer-
cial earth materials, excluding bedrock, or any excavation from
which [no] earth materials of sufficient weight or volume to be
commercially useful have not been removed for a 2-year period,
shall be reclaimed in accordance with RSA 155-E:5, within 12
months following such depletion or 2-year non-use, regardless of
whether other excavation is occurring on adjacent land in contiguous
ownership. Each operator, other than the operator of stationary
manufacturing plants which are exempt from permit require-
ments pursuant to RSA 155-E:2, III, shall prepare and submit for
the regulator's record a reclamation plan for the affected land,
including a timetable for reclamation of the depleted areas
within the reclamation site.
23 Issuance of Permit. Amend RSA 155-E:8 to read as follows:
155-E:8 Issuance of Permit. If the regulator after the public hear-
ing approves the application for a permit and determines it is not
prohibited by RSA 155-E:4 it shall, upon receipt of an excavation fee
determined by the regulator not to exceed $50 and the posting of a
bond or other such surety with the municipal treasurer in an
amount, as it requires, reasonably sufficient to guarantee compli-
ance with the permit, grant a permit to the applicant for an excava-
tion. A copy of the permit shall be prominently posted at the
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excavation site or the principal access thei'eto. A permit shall not be
assignable or transferable without the prior written consent of the
regulator. A pei^mit shall specify the date upon which it expires. The
regulator may include in a permit such I'easonable conditions as are
consistent with the purpose of this chapter and may include
requirements for a permit for excavation which are more strin-
gent than the standards set forth in this chapter including the
provision of visual barriers to the excavation.
24 Local Flegulations; Higher Standard to Control. Amend RSA
155-E:11, 1 to read as follows:
I. The regulator may adopt such regulations as may be reasona-
bly necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter, including
adopting a permit fee schedule. Whenever such local regulations
differ from the provisions of this chapter, the provision which
imposes the greater restriction or higher standard shall be con-
trolling, except that no local regulation shall supercede the sole
applicability of express standards under RSA 155-E:2, I, III, and
IV.
25 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies several sections of, and terms used in, RSA 155-
E, and provides more stringent requirements under several sections
of the chapter, especially regarding operational and reclamation
requirements.
The bill removes the current limitation in the definition of "aban-
doned" excavation which requires excavation to have occurred after
August 4, 1979. The bill also requires that a commercially useful
amount of material be removed to prevent designation of a site as
abandoned, and shortens the period during which an abandoned site
must be reclaimed or have an approved reclamation timetable sub-
mitted to the local regulator.
The bill requires abandoned excavation sites which are found to
pose a threat to public health or safety to meet the reclamation
requirements of the chapter, regardless of the length of time the site
has been abandoned.
The bill subjects all hazardous embankments resulting from exca-
vations to the town regulatory powers granted under RSA 31:41-b.
The bill also requires excavation sites for highway construction to
comply with certain environmental, visual, and safety standards and
requires all permit applications to address various pollution, fuel
storage, and safety concerns.
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The bill prohibits siting of excavation sites near most water bodies.
The bill also removes the waiver requirement for permitting certain
excavations below stated heights above the water table.
The bill requires, to the greatest extent possible, reclamation of
the site with the earth disturbed by the excavation.
The bill also specifies that the statutory operational standards are
minimum and express standards.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, has thrown me off stride. The
floor amendment that you have before you just corrects a single
word that was wrong. It does not make any policy change at all.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 742-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 16 with the following:
16 New Paragraph; Excavations; Setback Requirements. Amend
RSA 155-E:4-a by inserting after paragraph II the following new
paragraph:
Il-a. No excavation shall be permitted within 75 feet of anj'^ great
pond, navigable river, or any other standing body of water 10 acres
or more in area or within 25 feet of any other stream, river or brook
which normally flows throughout the year, or any naturally occur-
ring standing body of water less than 10 acres, prime wetland as
designated in accordance with RSA 482-A: 15, 1 or any other wetland
greater than 5 acres in area as defined by the wetlands board.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 745-FN, an act relative to sewage disposal systems. Environ-
ment committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Fraser
for the committee,
SENATOR FRASER: HB 745 is a bill that now requires that new
plans for septic systems be recorded at the Registry of Deeds. It
also includes an increase in fees from $80 to $100 to cover those
costs. It also provides for collection of the Registry of Deeds' filing
fees to cover those costs. Mr. President, this is a good bill. It was
unanimously adopted by the committee and we urge its passage.
Amendment to HB 745-FN
Amend RSA 485-A:30, I as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
485-A:30 Fees.
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I. Any person submitting plans and specifications for a subdivi-
sion of land shall pay to the division a fee of [$80] $100 per lot. Said
fee shall be for reviewing such plans and specifications and making
site inspections. Any person submitting plans and specifications for
sewage or waste disposal systems shall pay to the division a fee of
[$80] $100 for each system. Said fee shall be for reviewing such plans
and specifications, making site inspections, and for the administra-
tion of sludge and septage management programs. The fees required
by this paragraph shall be paid at the time said plans and specifica-
tions are submitted and shall be deposited with the treasurer as
unrestricted revenue. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term
"lot" shall not include tent sites or travel trailer sites in recreational
parks which are operated on a seasonal basis for not more than 9
months per year.
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following:
4 New Subparagraph; Application of Receipts; Sewage Disposal
System Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by inserting after subparagraph
(nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) IMoney received under RSA 485-A:30, II, which shall be
credited to the sewage disposal system fund.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 750-FN, an act establishing a committee to study the develop-
ment of a waste-tire management program. Environment commit-
tee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Hollingworth for the
committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The Committee on Environment
asks you to pass HB 750 as amended. The bill creates a study com-
mittee regarding the development of waste-tire management. The
amendment establishes three new members to the committee,
which is already a very large committee, but we in Environment are
always willing to amend to make people happy. So we added a new
member from the tire industry and one member from the Municipal
Association, and one member from the public, appointed from the
Governor. We ask your support on HB 750.
Amendment to HB 750-FN
Amend paragraph IV of section 1 of the bill by replacing it with
the following:
IV. The membership of the committee shall be comprised of the
following:
(a) One member from the department of transportation, ap-
pointed by the governor.
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(b) One member from the department of environmental serv-
ices, appointed by the governor.
(c) One member from the office of state planning, appointed by
the governor.
(d) One member of the house environment and agriculture
committee, appointed by the speaker of the house.
(e) One member of the senate environment committee, ap-
pointed by the senate president.
(f) One member from the business community, appointed by
the governor.
(g) One member from the New Hampshire Resource Recovery
Association, appointed by the association.
(h) One member representing the tire industry, appointed by
the governor.
(i) One member from the New Hampshire Municipal Associa-
tion, appointed by the association.
(j) One member of the public, appointed by the governor.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a study committee relative to the reuse in the
state of waste tires and developing a waste tire management pro-
gram.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
KB 751-FN, an act concerning the procedure for local enforcement
of certain state environmental laws. Environment committee. Ought
Th Pass With Amendment. Senator Hollingworth for the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The Committee on Environment
would ask this body to vote Ought to Pass as Amended on HB 751.
This bill allows towns and municipalities to take over enforcement of
certain environmental laws after notice to the Attorney General's
Office and to DES. It requires 30 days for agencies to take action
before the cities and towns act. We ask Ought to Pass with Amend-
ment.
Amendment to HB 751-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following: • .t J.'
1 New Paragraph; Illegal Waste Disposal Enforcement. Amend
RSA 149-M:12 by inserting after paragraph V the following new par-
agraph:
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VI. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of this
chapter, or any rule or order issued under this chapter The munici-
pality shall give notice of any such action to the attorney general and
the commissioner of environmental services, who may take such
steps as they deem necessary to ensure uniform statewide enforce-
ment, including but not limited to joining the action, assuming sole
prosecution of the action, or, as of right dismissing the action with-
out prejudice. Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the
commencement of any such action, unless more immediate action is
necessary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other se-
rious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as soon as
practicable, but in no event later than the date of commencement of
the action.
2 Wetlands Enforcement. Amend RSA 482-A:14-b to read as fol-
lows:
482-A:14-b Removal; Restoration; Equity Relief.
I. Whoever fails, neglects or refuses to comply with this chapter
or rules adopted under this chapter, or an order or condition of a
permit issued under this chapter, or misrepresents any material fact
made in connection with any activity regulated or prohibited by this
chapter, whether or not the owner of the land in question, shall be
liable for the removal of fill, spoil or structure placed pursuant to
such a violation and the restoration of any wetlands disturbed in
connection with the violation. The superior court shall have jurisdic-
tion to order such relief and such additional relief in equity as may
be appropriate.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
this chapter, or any rule or order issued under this chapter. The
municipality shall give notice of any such action to the attorney
general and the commissioner of environmental services, who
may take such steps as they deem necessary to ensure uniform
statewide enforcement, including but not limited to joining the
action, assuming sole prosecution of the action, or, as of right,
dismissing the action without prejudice. Such notice shall be
given at least 30 days prior to the commencement of any such
action, unless more immediate action is necessary to prevent ir-
reparable environmental damage or other serious public harm,
in which case such notice shall be given as soon as practicable,
but in no event later than the date of commencement of the
action.
3 Drinking Water Enforcement. Amend RSA 485:20 to read as
follows:
485:20 Injunctions.
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I. The superior court shall have power to issue injunctions re-
straining any person from violating the provisions of [the preceding
section] RSA 485:17 or 485:19.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
RSA 485:17 or 485:19. The municipality shall give notice of any
such action to the attorney general and the commissioner of en-
vironmental services, who may take such steps as they deem nec-
essary to ensure uniform statewide enforcement, including but
not limited to joining the action, assuming sole prosecution of
the action, or, as of right, dismissing the action without preju-
dice. Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the com-
mencement of any such action, unless more immediate action is
necessary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other
serious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as
soon as practicable, but in no event later than the date of commence-
ment of the action.
4 New Paragraph; Terrain Alteration Enforcement. Amend
RSA 485-A:22 by inserting after paragraph III the following new
paragraph:
Ill-a. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior
court for injunctive relief against existing or impending viola-
tions of RSA 485-A:17, or any rule or order issued under that
section. The municipality shall give notice of any such action to
the attorney general and the commissioner of environmental
services, who may take such steps as they deem necessary to en-
sure uniform statewide enforcement, including but not limited to
joining the action, assuming sole prosecution of the action, or,
as of right dismissing the action without prejudice. Such notice
shall be given at least 30 days prior to the commencement of any
such action, unless more immediate action is necessary to pre-
vent irreparable environmental damage or other serious public
harm, in which case such notice shall be given as soon as practi-
cable, but in no event later than the date of commencement of
the action.
5 Sewage Disposal Enforcement. Amend RSA 485-A:44 to read
as follows:
485-A:44 Injunction to Enforce.
I. On application of the division, the superior court or any
justice of the court, in term time or in vacation, may enjoin any
act in violation of this subdivision.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court for
injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of this sub-
division. The municipality shall give notice of any such action to the
attorney general and the commissioner of environmental services,
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who may take such action as they deem necessary to ensure uniform
statewide enforcement, including but not Umited to joining the
action, assuming sole prosecution of the action, or, as of right, dis-
missing the action without prejudice. Such notice shall be given at
least 30 days prior to the commencement of any such action, unless
more immediate action is necessary to prevent irreparable environ-
mental damage or other serious public harm, in which case such
notice shall be given as soon as practicable, but in no event later than
the date of commencement of the action.
6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes the procedure for municipalities to follow to
obtain injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
certain state environmental laws.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
HB 753-FN, an act redefining compost and encouraging state agen-
cies to utilize New Hampshire-produced compost when appropriate.
Environment committee. Ought Tb Pass. Senator McLane for the
committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: The authority on composting . . . This bill
redefines compost. It was originally defined as just yard debris with
layers of animal manure or layers of chemical fertilizer and it encour-
ages the state agencies to use compost in planting and building and
to use New Hampshire compost. The bill is a result of the report of
the subcommittee on solid-waste rules, the task force in DES.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 780-FN, an act relative to water treatment plant operators and
fees for water system permits. Environment committee. Ought To
Pass With Amendment. Senator Hollingworth for the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The Committee on Environment
would ask Ought to Pass with Amendment on HB 780. This bill was
brought in to answer some of the problems that were addressed last
year when we were charging very high fees for all cities and towns
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for safe drinking water. This bill would change that high cost and
make it more fair for those small communities that objected to the
high fee that was in place before.
Amendment to HB 780-FN
Amend RSA 485:41, VIII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
3 Water System Permit Fees. Amend RSA 485:41, VIII to read as
follows:
VIII. Adopt a fee system in recognition of services provided [for
the] by the water supply engineering bureau including the issu-
ance of an operational permit for public water systems subject to
this chapter. The division shall adopt rules establishing the applica-
tion process for the issuance of operational permits pursuant to RSA
541-A. The fee category for community systems per year shall be
[$600 for all systems serving more than 100 people,] $400, but in no
case shall the fee exceed $10 per household or household equivalent.
The fee category for non-transient and non-community systems shall
be [$200] $150 per year. All fees shall be paid to the division for
deposit in the operational permits account. Moneys in the opera-
tional permits account shall be used to pay the [salary] salaries,
benefits and expenses [for the permanent full-time employees] of the
staff in the division's drinking water supply [engineering bureau]
program [operation permits section]. Any revenues generated in ex-
cess of the costs of funding the drinking water supply [engineering
bureau] program's expenses, [operation permits section,] shall lapse
to the general fund at the close of each fiscal year to be used to offset
the future general fund appropriation for the water supply [engi-
neering bureau] program.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill continually appropriates a special fund containing certain
fees into a revolving fund to be used by the division of water supply
and pollution control for the purchase of materials to assist water
treatment operators to achieve certification.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
Recess.
Out of recess.
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President Dupont in the Chair.
HCR 11, an act relative to abortion drug RU486. Judiciary commit-
tee.
Inexpedient Tb Legislate For The Majority. Senator Podles for the
committee. Ought lb Pass For The Minority. Senator Russman for
the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Mr. President, I rise to offer the substitute
motion of Ought to Pass on behalf of the Judiciary Committee minor-
ity and to urge my colleagues to support this motion. HCR 11 pro-
vides us with an opportunity to speak out in support of the right to
choose and the right of American women to have the options in
which they should have to choose from. The resolution also speaks of
the necessity of maintaining the integrity of scientific research un-
impeded by political considerations. The situation is this. Because
the drug RU 486 was primarily developed for and is currently being
used for abortions, pressure from those who oppose the right to
choose has resulted in limitations on the ability of American re-
searchers and scientists to explore the full spectrum of the potential
use of this drug. Since 1988 more that 65,000 women in France have
used RU 486 in conjunction with prostaglandin as an alternative to
surgical abortion in the early weeks of pregnancy. Next year, women
in Great Britain and Scandanavia will also have this option. But we
are not even close to determining whether or not this option should
be made available to American women because our medical and sci-
entific community is unable to proceed with the necessary research
and testing. Research in other countries has identified other poten-
tial uses for RU 486 in the treatment of breast cancer, brain tumors,
hormonal disorders such as Cushing's syndrome, even as an aid of
inducing labor and as a possible new oral contraceptive. But in the
United States such research is stymied because of the controversy
over abortion.
HCR 11 says that the normal procedures governing the research
and testing of new drugs in this country should proceed and that the
manufacturer of RU 486 should be encouraged to take the necessary
steps to get the process going. But the resolution does not suggest
that RU 486 should immediately be made available as an abortion
option for any other purpose. Nor does it suggest that normal FDA
approval standards be waived. All HCR 11 asks is that the many
possible uses of RU 486 be subject to the same rigorous scientific
scrutiny in testing that has always been identified with the way that
this country goes about the research and development of new drugs.
By suggesting that clinical trials for FDA approval take place in
New Hampshire, HCR 11 is not offering up New Hampshire women
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as guinea pigs, as some editorial writers would have us believe.
Standardized clinical trials are carefully monitored scientific tests
that involve only fully informed and willing participants who, for a
variety of reasons, are interested in contributing to this aspect of
the medical process. The bottom line is this. A certain political
agenda is holding up U.S. exploration of the potential uses of RU
486. Two thousand scientists, the American Public Health Associa-
tion, The American Association for the Advancement of Science and
The American Medical Association have all called for research and
testing of RU 486 here in the United States. And the American
Medical Association has specifically decried the "non-medical rea-
sons" why such research is being held up. By passing HCR 11, the
New Hampshire Legislature joins with these representatives of our
internationally recognized medical and scientific establishment in
urging that the politics be taken out of the path of scientific inquiry.
I urge my colleagues to support the substitute motion of Ought to
Pass.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Russman, do you believe that there is
a purpose for clinical testing on drugs?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I am sure that there is.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you believe it's to discover whether it's
harmful or not?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: In part, I think that is true.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you believe that this suggests that New
Hampshire be used as an area for clinical testing?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I think that is appropriate under the cir-
cumstances, yes, I do.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you therefore, as an economic measure
or for any other reason, suggest that New Hampshire women and
men be used for guinea pigs for all drug testing?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I'm not sure that I understand the ques-
tion. Senator.
SENATOR HEATH: Well, I guess by way of explaining it, if you
agree that this invites people to test on a drug that could be danger-
ous, to see if it is dangerous, would you extend that as part of an
economic policy, or for whatever reason, to invite all drugs to be
tested in New Hampshire, on New Hampshire men, women and chil-
dren?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I don't think you can take this case here
and just put it across the board and say "all drugs". Senator. I think
that we already are doing some testing in the National Cancer Insti-
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tute here in New Hampshire, if I am not mistaken. And at the same
time, I think that the safety aspects of this drug, for people that are
fully informed and people that are willing to have that option, be it
for termination of pregnancies in the early stages in a safe manner
or the potential saving of thousands of lives in this country for breast
cancer, is an important scientific process in the progress that should
take place on it.
SENATOR HEATH: You believe that the patient is the one that
should determine whether they are involved in a drug test?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I think the person who would be involved
with it is the person that should have some say so over that, yes,
ultimately.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you believe that they would have enough
information to know whether they were taking a chance with their
life and their health?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, I think the reality of it is, Senator,
that every time that we take a drug, we do take a risk. Whether it is
aspirin or something else. Thousands of people have died from the
use of aspirin. Thousands of people have died from the use of penicil-
lin, or at least I'll say hundreds. As matter of fact we even had a
Senator here in this chamber just last week who was given some
medication after coming out of the hospital and he had to return
because he had developed serious heart problems all of a sudden
because of the medication. So I mean there is risk associated with
every medication that we take, whenever we take it. I think that
that's a calculated risk that the scientific community and the people
as a whole agree to take.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you believe that we should focus that
risk on this one entirely in the state of New Hampshire ?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I don't see anything wrong with that, Sena-
tor.
SENATOR PODLES: I rise in opposition to the motion of Ought to
Pass. HCR 11 is a House Concurrent Resolution and under the rules
of the House, a House Concurrent Resolution is used to put the
Legislature on record as supporting some aspect of national or state
policy. The proposal to invite the manufacturer of the French abor-
tion pill, RU 486, to perform clinical trials in New Hampshire is an
ill-advised political attempt to bypass the drug approval process of
the Food and Drug Administration. Clearly, RU 486 should be
treated as any other drug and be subjected to testing and approval
by the FDA. The Resolution before us leads one to believe that this
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drug is safe and without any inherent dangers, and perhaps even a
benefit in treating certain diseases. We are told this is not true. Very
little is known about the possible dangers, the risks and side effects
to the women who take the pill. Well then, since its claims cannot be
substantiated, and its dangers are inherently suspect, why are we
rushing on this? Our constituents elected us and they expect more
from us than making women in New Hampshire guinea pigs in a
worldwide money game. That such a resolution would even be con-
sidered in New Hampshire is very disturbing and to become in-
volved in this arena with legislative actions which cannot be
properly debated with any scientific valid evidence is more disturb-
ing. We all know that the resolution is not binding and it does not
have the force of law, but the media's attention is evidence that this
resolution may be more far reaching than any bill passed in the legis-
lature and regardless of your position on the abortion issue, it still
recommends, it endorses, and it encourages a particular method of
abortion.
Senator Russman's position on the Children's Bill of Rights was the
most reasonable approach. He voted against the resolution because
he opposed the policy and he felt that it would be ill advised and
unwise for the legislature to take official action on a public policy
position that was so divisive and controversial, especially on such a
critical issue. Such an approach should apply here as well and it
ought to be the standard by which the legislature disposes of resolu-
tions; however, Senator Russman today took a different view. I have
before me almost 900 petitions that have been given to the commit-
tee objecting to HCR 11 and the reason is because it is inappro-
priate for the New Hampshire legislature to involve itself in the
medical protocol decisions of the FDA. I urge you all to reject HCR
11. This is a golden opportunity for the New Hampshire State Legis-
lature to lead the way for the rest of the country.
SENATOR MCLANE: I thought I would begin my talk this morn-
ing on RU 486 by quoting the French inventor of this medication
whose name is Doctor Etienne-Emile Baulieu. He said of the opposi-
tion to this drug "they are really anti-women" and I would agree
with this statement. Here we have a safe, effective medical option
for family planning which is 96 percent effective and used in 15 coun-
tries. Sixty-five thousand French women in 800 medical centers
have been given this drug. Its advantages are that it is non-invasive,
is non-surgical, does not require an anesthetic, and most particu-
larly, it can be used much earlier in a pregnancy. RU 486 is not a
contraceptive, but a contragestive and that is an important distinc-
tion. Once four years ago in a debate on whether life begins at con-
ception, I had the temerity to ask Senator Robert Preston to answer
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me if he thought that the use of an lUD, intrauterine device, was
murder. Not only did he refuse to answer my question, but he ap-
pealed to the chair to make me stop asking those sorts of questions.
The point is, is that those who do not believe in the testing of RU 486
really don't believe in birth control. Ninety-two percent of fertile,
sexually-active women in America today use birth control. Even the
famous pill can cause someone to become pregnant. One out of six-
teen using the pill becomes pregnant. I stand before you here today
as an authority on failed birth control measures. One half of the 15
million abortions each year are due to contraceptive failure and yet
the far right has prevented research into this birth control. Here is
the most promising breakthrough in reproductive technology in dec-
ades and yet in June of 1989, at the urging of Senator Jesse Helms,
Representative Henry Hyde, Robert Dornan and others. Congress
petitioned the FDA to ban the import of RU 486 into the United
States for private use. Did these people know and do you know of
RU 486's potentially tested use in the treatment of breast cancer,
testicular cancer, meningioma, an inoperable brain tumor, endome-
triosis which may cause infertility, for inducing labor in difficult
births, thus reducing the need for Cesarean sections, in the treat-
ment of any hormonal abnormality, for such diseases as glaucoma, or
diseases of the adrenal or the pituitary glands? How would you feel
if a potentially effective antiprogesterone drug, such as the one used
in President Bush's thyroid problem or for President Kennedy's ad-
renal problems, or one that could be used on one of your loved ones
who might be among 43,000 women who die each year of breast can-
cer, if these drugs were forbidden to be tested and used in the
United States? Political interference in medical research should not
be tolerated. This is an important and brave first step for New
Hampshire to take in good medical research to help women and to
help family planning.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, Mr. President, this body has spoken
a number of times on the abortion issue and the vote tally on those
occasions has made it very clear that there is a pro-choice majority
in the State Senate as it is now constituted. By that yardstick, one
would think that this Resolution would be on greased skids, that its
passage would be assured and yet evidently, that is not the case.
Evidently, it is going to be a close vote. I hope so, and if it is a close
vote, that would seem to indicate that some Senators who ordinarily
style themselves as pro-choice, have at least mixed emotions about
this Resolution that is now before us. And I can't know why exactly
some pro-choice Senators might be feeling mixed emotions about
this, perhaps might even be considering voting against the Resolu-
tion. I can't know that, but I can surmise. And I'd like to surmise on
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a couple of points if I may? First of all, I would like to suggest to my
colleagues that there are a couple of very serious misstatements of
fact in this Resolution as it is presently worded and I would implore
my colleagues, if they are intent upon passing this Resolution, to at
least change the wording in advance of passage to remove the seri-
ous and really dangerous misstatements of fact. Now just exactly
what are those serious and dangerous misstatements of fact? The
first serious and dangerous misstatement of fact, and I say danger-
ous because if we proclaim this as fact, these misstatements of fact,
as fact, these mis-truths as truths, if we put our Senate imprimatur
on these words, they are going to carry a little more weight, perhaps
a great deal more weight tomorrow then they do today. That's why I
say it's dangerous. It is dangerous to proclaim as fact statements
which, in truth, are misstatements of fact, and here they are.
"Whereas, RU 486 has proven to be a safe and effective method of
terminating a pregnancy ..." Well, if it had been proven to be safe
and effective, then why are certain Senators standing up to urge
that it be tested? If the tests have already been accomplished and
the drug has been indeed found to be safe and effective, then what is
all the hullabaloo about? But the fact of the matter is, that by our
standards, U.S. standards, FDA standards, this drug has not yet
been found to be safe and effective. And yet here we are being asked
to proclaim, here we are being asked to put our imprimatur, certify
as being fact, something which is clearly not factual. If Senators who
are standing up to urge that this drug be further tested in the
United States, they are arguing against, are they not, this state-
ment which says that RU 486 has proven to be safe and effective?
Now right there is a contradiction between the stated motives of the
proponents and the actual wording of the Resolution. I would fur-
ther point out in this connection that France requires four separate
visits to a physician when this drug is used to produce an abortion—
four separate visits. I would point out further, that just recently
France has banned the use of this drug in the abortifacient for
women over 35 and has banned the use of the drug for women who
smoke. If it's proven safe and effective why then is even the Govern-
ment of France pulling back? If it's safe and effective why has, as
Senator McLane has pointed out, the FDA banned the import of this
drug by private individuals for personal use? If it's safe and effective
the FDA wouldn't have done that. And if it's safe and effective why
has the AMA, which after all is pro choice as a matter of record,
backed up the FDA's import ban on this drug? I tell you it is not safe
and effective by U.S. standards. It has not yet been proven to be so,
and in advance of that we shouldn't proclaim and mislead our fellow
citizens to the contrary.
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The second misstatement, is as follows: "Whereas, RU 486 has
shown considerable efficacy in treating certain kinds of brain cancer
and brain tumors, Cushing's syndrome and other diseases;" — Sena-
tor McLane raised this point and we are all concerned about those
who suffer from those kinds of diseases. And I personally favor re-
search under standard FDA protocols, according to standard FDA
criteria for research into any drugs, research into the curative prop-
erties or preventive properties of RU 486 in connection with other
diseases. Now, has RU 486 shoA\Ti "considerable efficacy" as we are
prepared evidently to proclaim as fact? Well, let me read to you from
testimony of the American Medical Association before Congress and
by the way this particular committee requires sworn testimony. The
AMA is speaking here now in November of last year before Con-
gress. "We do not believe that there has been adequate research to
establish this drug as a safe and effective therapeutic modality." I
am reading in part. The whole statement is here for those of you who
want to examine it. "There has been some published conjecture that
RU 486," — published conjecture — "may be an effective treatment
for other indications besides its use as a contraceptive, including
treatment of breast cancer, gynecological malignancies, glaucoma,
and fertility and labor induction." Now get this part, "while we do
not believe this conjecture to be based on any substantiated tests of
the drug, RU 486's application to these conditions is certainly possi-
ble, although adequate drugs for these conditions already exist."
Has RU 486 shown "considerable efficacy"? Not in the view of the
AMA. So if we are going to pass this Resolution, for whatever pur-
pose the Senate deems desirable, let's at least take out these mis-
statements of fact, or reject the Resolution altogether. I hope
Senators are not going to lend themselves and the prestige of this
body to misstatements of fact and in so doing thus confusing an al-
ready mislead public.
Let me address the point of research, Mr. President. One would get
the impression that some of the proponents suggest that there is no
research in the U.S. on RU 486, either for purposes of it being used
as an abortifacient or in treating the kinds of diseases which Senator
McLane has raised. There is research, ladies and gentlemen of the
Senate. There is research. Now it's true, as Senator McLane has
pointed out, that the FDA has issued an import alert, which means
that private citizens going abroad may not come back with RU 486
for personal use. That is something very different, however, let me
point out, than certified researchers bringing in RU 486 for research
in this country under FDA protocols. That is going on. That is going
on. There are ten such research projects underway now, including
the research for RU 486 as an abortifacient as well as a drug to be
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used against cancer, Cushing's syndrome, endometriosis and so on.
Those are going on right now. Those kinds of experiments are going
on right now. Let me read to you a memo faxed to me this morning
from the FDA in this connection. This is from Doctor Solomon Sobel
who heads up the Division of Metabolism and Endocrin Drug prod-
ucts. I was referred to Doctor Solomon by the Deputy Chairman of
the FDA. Today's date, addressed to me: "This Division currently
has ten active INDs". IND means investigational new drugs. Tbn
active IND's for RU 486. "Our regulations prohibit us from revealing
the existence and the identity of specific applications except when
funded by public monies such as studies conducted at the National
Institutes of Health or when the applicant has made the existence of
the IND public. Therefore, we are permitted to tell you that NIH
has three active," NIH itself, within NHI, among the ten, "has three
active IND's for RU 486." And it goes on to explain how, on a selec-
tive basis, the FDA admits RU 486 for individual use in compassion-
ate cases. I called the National Institutes of Health, and I talked to
the Deputy Director, Doctor William Robb. And I said, "Doctor
Robb, you have got three research projects at NIH that need to use
RU 486. Some people suggest that researchers are unable to get this
drug. Are your researchers having any problems? Have these re-
search projects been suspended because the researchers couldn't
get the drugs?" After he researched it, by the way, he called me back
an hour later. After checking with the researchers, he said that the
National Institutes of Health "is having no difficulty in getting the
drug from the manufacturer". And I said, "Well now, what about
those seven out there across the country. Are they having any trou-
bles?" And some of those seven by the way, are funded by NIH
grants. And he said, "the same is true of researchers under grants
and contracts issued by NIH." Now that leaves a few out there
among those ten I suppose who don't fall under either category. But
the point is, here you have it fresh today from responsible authori-
ties in the government that there is no block to further research
projects and furthermore that there is no block to these researchers
in getting the drug with which to carry out their research. So what
is the problem that this Resolution is seeking to correct? And that is
a question that we ask about every measure that comes before this
body. What is the problem we are trying to overcome? There is no
block on research and there is no block on the availability of the drug
to qualified researchers under standard FDA protocols. So what is it
the proponents want? Do they want to shift the FDA aside? Do they
want individuals to be able to get this drug before it's proven safe
and effective as every drug must be proven safe and effective before
it can be imported? Just what is it that the proponents want? I
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would suggest to you that whatever problem there may be has been
blown vastly out of proportion by politics.
One last point, Mr. President. The suggestion is that, and Senator
McLane who always loves to bring down her wrath upon the right
and the Christians and everyone else who disagrees with her
agenda, her ultra-leftist, liberal agenda. She is a good friend, but my
goodness her political agenda is something to be marveled at. What
was my point? My point was that I want to demolish your boogey-
man. Senator McLane. Here is a letter . . .
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Humphrey, if we could keep the
remarks to the bill and let us not get personal.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes, and I hope that will apply to Senator
McLane, too. Here is a letter dated April 26 of this year to the editor
of the Los Angeles Times in response to a news article. Again, this is
available in total here to those who want to read it. I am simply
citing part of it. I want to point out that the National Right-Tb-Life
Committee doesn't speak for all of us who style ourselves as Pro-
Life, but clearly it's the largest and most effective and most preemi-
nent of the Right-T[)-Life organizations. And here is what they have
to say. "National-Right-T3-Life Committee has never objected to re-
search on RU 486 for purposes unrelated to abortion." National-
Right-Tb-Life Committee for that matter, as far as I know, most of
those of us on that side of the question do not, and have not, and will
not oppose research on the use of this drug for cancer, endometrio-
sis, and any of those horrible diseases that have been raised in this
discussion, which mainly affect women. And so that is a red herring.
It's simply not true. So I would ask again, what is the problem that
we are seeking to overcome? There is a good answer to that. Then
before we pass this Resolution let's at least take out the misstate-
ments of fact. I thank the Chair and I thank my colleagues.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Humphrey, my dear friend on riv-
ers, .08, and Martin Luther King, and billboards, I am glad that we
agree that scientific testing of problems such as cancer should be
conducted with RU 486.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes.
SENATOR MCLANE: Why is it then, that the Journal of American
Medicine in August, when it talked about Doctor Regalson's testing
with Cushing's syndrome and the University of Southern Califor-
nia's School of Medicine with the meningioma, brain cancer, and the
National Institute of Health's five-year study of Cushing's syndrome
sufferers who talked of miraculous improvement, why is it that they
are all complaining that they cannot get this drug to do their experi-
ments or whatever?
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, on what basis does the Senator be-
lieve they are complaining?
SENATOR MCLANE: The American Journal of Medicine for Au-
gust.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, it's just possible. Senator McLane,
that once in a great while things appearing in print are not quite
accurate. I would encourage the Senator before she votes to call
Doctor Robb and personally satisfy herself that those at the NIH
are having "no difficulty", using his words, in getting RU 486 for
these ongoing FDA approved research efforts. There is no problem.
If there is a problem, I would like to hear it. In any event, let's at
least take these lies out of the language.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Humphrey, do you object to the
trials that are currently going on by the FDA?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: If you're speaking of RU 486 .. .
SENATOR SHAHEEN: That is right.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I object only to those trials where the
research is in connection with using the drug to kill unborn babies. I
support all other research.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: And do you ultimately believe that if the
results of these trials prove that the drug would have an approved
use as an abortion drug, would you support that?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The question is related strictly to abor-
tion? Would I support it? What do you mean ... I don't have . . . I'm
against it. I think it's wrong to kill unborn babies, whether you use a
scraping device or you use some agent that someone swallows.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I'm confused by your objection to the Res-
olution which you say is based on the fact that we don't need it,
because it is already going on, but what, in fact, you've just said is
that it is not already going on.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Oh, it is going on. I'm powerless to stop
it. It is going on. The University of Southern California is using RU
486 under FDA approval to investigate its properties as an abortifa-
cient. That is happening. I don't like it, but what can I do about it?
There are also, fortunately, many other research projects dealing
with diseases. Pregnancy, by the way, is not a disease. And may I
also point out, as I am finishing my answer, that RU 486 is used in
the sixth to eighth week of pregnancy when the baby's heart is al-
ready beating.
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: I rise to support the committee ma-
jority. Senator Humphrey has said most of what I wanted to say, but
I would like to supplement that. One portion of the AMA testimony
that he did not read, I think is very significant. And this is with
regard to the misinformation that has been put out by the people
promoting this general idea and this Resolution that there is some-
how a political agenda behind the blocking by the FDA of this drug
coming into the country. The fact of the matter is that once the
French manufacturer decided not to seek FDA approval, but be-
cause of the fact that the pill was in widespread use in France, there
was a legitimate fear on the part of the FDA that there would be a
black market in this drug and that the drug would be brought in by
individuals to be sold and given out for personal use without the
same oversight and restrictions that are in effect in France, And
that was a very dangerous situation that the FDA was required by
law to react to and it put out an import ban for personal use only.
That is the only ban that the FDA has put on. And the AMA is
totally in support of that position. And I think this Senate should be
totally in support of that position. Now after the language that Sena-
tor Humphrey quoted from the AMA, to the effect that they don't
believe that there has been adequate research, they went on to say
that, in fact, the central difficulty in evaluating this drug is that no
research is being conducted in the United States to determine
whether RU 486 has a role in medical practice. Although I don't
subscribe to that because, as we just heard, there are ten active
permits going on. They are factually incorrect even there. But they
go on to say that the reason no research is going forward is its manu-
facturers' decision not to pursue clinical testing of the drug here. So
the manufacturer is the one holding up the distribution in the
United States. That is the fact.
Now the AMA further went on in its testimony to clarify that point.
It says that, "Rumors exist that the FDA, due to political pressure"
— and they call them rumors, and that is all they are — "is standing
in the way of research on RU 486. We, the AMA, do not believe this
to be true. On the contrary, it's the FDA's responsibility to ban a
drug that has not met legal and regulatory requirements for impor-
tation into the United States. Because RU 486 has not met these
requirements, the FDA complied with its charge and acted well
within its authority in issuing its June 9, 1989 automatic detention
import alert concerning the drug." Now Senator Humphrey men-
tioned certain of the factual misstatements that are in this Resolu-
tion, and I would like to take that a little bit farther, with his
permission, and not stealing his thunder because I think it's very
significant that any Senator even considering voting for this Resolu-
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tion ought to know that when you vote for a Resolution, you are not
simply proclaiming a position that you are pro-choice, or that you
believe in RU 486. You are adopting every word, comma, and period
in this Resolution as your own thinking. And you had better be sure
that you agree with it and that it is factual.
The very first sentence, "Whereas, the antiprogesterone known as
RU 486 has been approved and available in France since November
of 1988;" Well, that may have been completely true when the Resolu-
tion was drafted, but it is only partially true now, because all of us
know from the newspapers and the news and if you have read the
Senate research package that was delivered to all the Senators, that
a women died in March as a result from this medication in France.
And this goes to tell you something about the quality of the French
Ministry of Health. Even though this woman was 31 years old, the
French Ministry of Health restricted this drug only to women under
35 years old. But right now this drug is not available to women who
are over 35 years old in France. So it's only partially available and it's
not available to women who are heavy smokers, as this women was.
The second sentence that talks about this being a safe and effective
method of terminating a pregnancy is also misleading in more ways
than Senator Humphrey stated. RU 486 is a pill that is taken on the
second doctor's visit. And it is roughly 60 percent to 70 percent effec-
tive in terminating the pregnancy. It does so by starving the embryo
and causing it to detach from the uterus wall. However, you have to
take another medication, and in France they are using Nalador to
expel the embryo and it is only with the combination of those two
drugs that the effectiveness of this method goes up to about 90 per-
cent. Now the company, in its own literature, admits that the com-
bined measures are only 95 percent effective. So in 5 percent of the
cases, the woman either has to go to term and risk a deformed baby
or go through the regular abortion procedures. Now that is not a
safe and effective measure. But even by the companies standards
saying that it is only 5 percent, in 5 percent of the cases it doesn't
work at all. Independent research starting to come out of France
suggests that that number is really 10 percent, so that in one out of
every ten cases, when a woman uses this protocol for an early first
trimester abortion, it does not work and they have to go for a tradi-
tional form of abortion. Therefore, that makes the third sentence
misleading and a misstatement because even though RU 486 is a
non-surgical procedure and is therefore safe and non-invasive, it
doesn't work and that one in ten has to go in for the surgical proce-
dure. And therefore, following down on the fourth sentence, those
people will have to undergo the risk from injury and infection caused
by the physicians' instruments. The fifth one is particularly trou-
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bling when it states that RU 486 has shown considerable efficacy in
treating certain kinds of breast cancer and etc. That is just simply
not true. It's a cruel hoax being perpetrated on the people who suf-
fer from those diseases. And I have to say, one of the saddest things,
in my short career here so far in the Senate, was to sit there during
the committee hearing and watch people testify that they want this
Resolution passed so that this can be made available to cure breast
cancer. These people are being badly misused by the proponents of
this Resolution. Even the American Cancer Society has not taken a
position on this medication. If this were an effective method of fight-
ing cancer, you know the American Cancer Society would be the
first on the bandwagon, but they haven't because the fact of the
matter is, there is no evidence that this drug has any cancer curing
effect in human beings. Now this list of supposed diseases that this
drug can cure is lengthy. It almost sounds like it is a wonder drug
and I remember making the remark at the committee hearing that
next thing you know, they will be claiming that this is a cure for
baldness, obesity, or even AIDS, and I was making that as a joke.
But sure enough, Tuesday in the Wall Street Journal article in which
my good friend from Concord was quoted and I was quoted, thanks
to her, it actually says in here, that some groups say the drug may be
useful in treating diseases such as breast and brain cancer, hyperten-
sion, diabetes, and AIDS, believe it or not. Baldness? Well the Wall
Street Journal hasn't figured it out yet. Now the word "diabetes"
jumped out at me because in fact the French government has issued
a warning not to use RU 486 for anyone who has diabetes because it
could cause a heart attack. And it is important to note that even
though that one death in France has gotten a lot of attention, the
fact of the matter is, that there have been four deaths in France. The
first three were not publicized. And there have been four near fatal
heart attacks from the combination of the RU 486 and the Nalador.
And the drug company itself, in its own literature, admits that in 5
percent of the cases there have been serious complications from the
effect of this drug.
So what are we left with and why am I opposing this Resolution and
urging my fellow Senators to vote against it? Very simply, because I
have great regard for the women of New Hampshire. I do not want
to see them offered up as guinea pigs for scientific research on a
drug which has proven to be fatal. And if this Resolution is approved
and this drug is brought in for testing in New Hampshire, and the
inevitable happens and women die, I do not want it on the conscience
of any Senator in this body that they voted to support that result. I
think it's unconscionable. I think the sponsors of this, and I have
been quoted in many articles, are very irresponsible for promoting
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this. I think that if this drug had nothing to do with abortion, nobody
in this Senate would be voting for it. If this were a Resolution to
introduce Laetrile, several years ago when that was supposed to be
the cancer cure and people were going to Mexico blowing their
whole fortunes to these quack Laetrile clinics because the FDA
wouldn't let that in, there isn't a Senator in here who would be sup-
porting that Resolution. The only reason Senators are supporting
this is because it has been tied in to the abortion issue. This Resolu-
tion has nothing to do with abortion. The issue here is medical re-
search and experimentation and whether we want to be responsible
and protect our good women here in this state.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Colantuono, what do we say to the
over 44,000 families that lose somebody to breast cancer each year in
this country when in fact we have a drug here that may potentially
offer those families a chance to have that person live on?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Russman, we read from the
AMA statement to the Congress, which Senator Humphrey read,
which said that "while we do not believe this conjecture to be based
on any substantiated tests of the drug, RU 486's application to these
conditions" — we are talking about breast cancer — "is certainly
possible although adequate drugs for these conditions already ex-
ist." We also say that because breast cancer strikes most women
after the age of 35, RU 486 won't help them anyway because even
the French Ministry of Health has disapproved and banned the use
for women over the age of 35.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator, what would you say to the fact
that even with birth control pills, women that are older than 35
years and that smoke are asked not to because of potential blood
clots in the United States for just mere birth control, yet we still use
that for a major source of contraceptives? What do you say to that.
Senator?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Sorry, I didn't catch the question.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, the fact that in this country there is a
high risk of blood clots in women that are older than 35 years and
that smoke, therefore, birth control pills are not recommended as
contraceptives in women that are older than 35 and that smoke.
There really isn't any difference, is there, compared to what you are
saying? And yet we still continue to use that drug as a wonderful
method of contraceptive.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Birth control pills are legal under
FDA guidelines, so I don't see the same distinction.
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SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Colantuono, do you think what you
have quoted to us would give comfort and solace to those families of
the 44,000, what the AMA has said?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Comfort and solace?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I think that giving false hope to peo-
ple suffering from breast cancer that this diTig will somehow help
them, when there is no evidence that it will, is even worse.
SENATOR COHEN: The previous speaker mentioned a question
about accurate statements saying that there were a number of inac-
curate statements. Senator Colantuono said that a woman died as a
result of RU 486. Well, that is far from being proven. It is not clear at
all that she died as a result of taking RU 486. There were many
other factors involved. They also said that this is a drug which has
proven to be fatal. That is not an accurate statement. Senator Heath
earlier asked the question "What is the point of research? Tb find out
if something is harmful?" I would submit that the point of scientific
research throughout Western civilization is to find out if something
can save lives. This may possibly save lives. It has already been
shown that RU 486 can be a significant factor in reducing tumors,
brain tumors, and breast tumors that are otherwise inoperable.
Such problems can cause the deaths of people. I would submit that
politics should not be allowed to force this body to keep American
women in the dark. Scientific research should be allowed to shed
light into our lives and to help solve the mysteries of some of these
diseases which RU 486 may possibly be helpful in curing. I would
submit that if RU 486 can save one life, it's worth the testing. And I
would also ask if opponents really feel comfortable having on their
hands the knowledge that some deaths that may be preventable
with the use of RU 486, may now not be, because they voted against
allowing this. Think about having those preventable deaths on their
hands. I would strongly urge the passage of HCR 11.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I know that I have been admonished for
speaking too much and too long, Mr. President, but I hope that my
colleagues would make a special exception in this case. This issue,
this matter has gone too far and I think most will acknowledge, at
least privately, it's been largely impelled by politics on both sides. A
number of Senators on both sides of the issues have cautioned us
against mixing politics with medicine. And certainly on this occasion
when the Senate is prepared to make an official pronouncement,
that advice is well taken. Senator Russman raises our compassion
for those who are suffering from breast cancer and other dreadful
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afflictions. I make the point again, if anyone is listening, and I have
something more to reinforce it this time, Mr. President. I make the
point again that the FDA has no ban on research into RU 486 or its
abortifacient properties, or for it's curative or preventive properties
with respect to any human ailment. There is no such ban on re-
search! Neither is there a problem for researchers in obtaining RU
486, and I alluded to the letter from the FDA and my phone conver-
sation with Doctor Robb, the Deputy Director of the National Insti-
tutes of Health. Doctor Robb, since I last spoke, has faxed me a
memo. And if you're concerned about whether the drug is available
for this kind of FDA sanctioned research, please listen. "May 16,
Dear Senator Humphrey: Confirming our telephone conversation
this morning, scientists," not politicians, scientists. ". . . at the Na-
tional Institute of Child Health and Human Development, a compo-
nent of National Institutes of Health, are conducting two clinical
studies using RU 486, one on the use of the drug as a contraceptive
and another on the use of the drug in treatment of Cushings' disease,
lb date, neither study has been restricted by unavailability of the
product. Nor am I aware of any such affect on RU 486 studies
funded through NIH grants." I implore my colleagues, especially
those several who are alleged to be on the fence, and I don't know if
that is true or not, and I don't know who they are, but I implore
them, if there be such, to recognize that there is no substantial prob-
lem that this Resolution seeks to cure. There is research and there is
the availability of drugs and I implore them to recognize, as the
AMA and the FDA have stated and the situation itself states, that
this drug has not yet been proven safe and effective as this Resolu-
tion states as a fact. Shame on us if we proclaim as fact and mislead
our fellow citizens in a matter where these facts have not yet been
established, as the FDA and the AMA have so clearly pointed out. I
hope that the Senate will reject this Resolution.
Senator St. Jean moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Hollingworth.
Seconded by Senator Roberge.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Bass, Pressly, McLane, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Dupont, Disnard, Roberge,
Nelson, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey, Delahunty.
Yeas: 13 Nays: 9
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Paired votes: Senator Blaisdell and Senator J. King.
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
HB 323-A, an act relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an
appropriation therefor. Capital Budget committee. Ought Tb Pass
With Amendment. Senator Oleson for the committee.
SENATOR OLESON: HB 323 is in regard to the so-called Cheshire
Bridge which connects the town of Springfield on the Vermont side
and on the New Hampshire side, the town of Charlestown. Over the
years this bridge has been owned by the so-called Guilford Group
and has always been a so-called toll bridge. What the idea is behind
this and why this committee believes that it should pass is that they
believe that it is about time that the State of New Hampshire ac-
quire the ownership of this bridge, and I want to add, incidentally, at
the present time, this would be done with the approval of the Gover-
nor and Council. The whole cost, the acquisition and the rehabilita-
tion or reconstruction of the bridge at that time, will be paid for by
users. It won't cost the State of New Hampshire a penny, but after
the user fees or tolls, or whatever you want to call it, has been paid
and the principal, acquisition, construction, reconstruction has been
paid off, then the toll booth will be taken down and it will be used
like most bridges are in New Hampshire. What the amendment did,
was that the first bill called for it to be contracted out to the people
who had charged tolls. This has been eliminated and the tolls will be
gathered by state personnel, if this bill should pass.
Amendment to HB 323-A
Amend section 3 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
3 Payment of Bonds. 1988, 251:3 is repealed and reenacted to read
as follows:
251:3 Payment. The payment of principal and interest of the bonds
and notes issued for the purchase and rehabilitation of the Cheshire
Bridge authorized in section 1 of this act shall be made when due
from tolls collected on said bridge. The state treasurer is authorized
to establish a special account for this purpose.
Amend 1988, 251:4 as inserted by section 4 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
251:4 Duties. The commissioner of the department of transporta-
tion shall:
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I. Acquire, operate, and maintain the privately owned Cheshire
Bridge and adjoining land and appurtenances between the towns of
Charlestown, New Hampshire and Springfield, Vermont through a
negotiated purchase or condemnation proceedings on or before De-
cember 31, 1991.
II. Complete the bridge rehabilitation project on or before De-
cember 31, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the appropriation to the department of trans-
portation for the purchase and rehabilitation of the Cheshire Bridge.
All toll booths shall be eliminated when the bonds financing the pur-
chase and rehabilitation project have been retired.
The bill also establishes a time-frame for the purchase and com-
pleted rehabilitation of the bridge.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 324-A, an act relative to highway projects and bond issuance and
making an appropriation therefor Capital Budget committee. Ought
lb Pass. Senator Hough for the committee.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HOUGH: HB 324, as reported by the Capital Budget
Committee as Ought to Pass, brings the projects in the present ten-
year plan and brings the values of the projects more correctly into
hne with the 1991 costs. That is the significance of the bill. Further,
the highway projects in the ten-year plan now will all be handled
through revenue bonds. The committee spent a great deal of time
reviewing all of the pieces and implications and you will find that the
change represents the most correct dollars of the projects in the
plan. We recommend that the bill be reported Ought to Pass.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, is this a broad base tax?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, this is not a broad base tax. This has no
general fund implication, it has to do with the value of the projects
which are within the 10-year plan and there is a schedule of the
projects and when they come on line and what the values, as we
know today, are versus when the plan was initially adopted in the
mid 1980's. The values are the result of the work of the agency and
they will all be handled with revenue bonds out into the future.
SENATOR HEATH: What is the source of funding?
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SENATOR HOUGH: These are all highway projects. There is no
general fund implication.
SENATOR HEATH: But would this not come out of a proposed in-
crease in gasoline tax?
SENATOR HOUGH: Well give you the right answer. The answer
from the staff is that it will not. Excuse me, I stand corrected. It is
the turnpike and the revenues . . .
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 393-A, an act relative to preliminary designs, an environmental
impact statement for improving access to the Manchester airport,
re-establishing a legislative task force and making an appropriation
therefor. Capital Budget committee. Ought lb Pass. Senator Ro-
berge for the committee.
SENATOR ROBERGE: This is an important bill. It's not only im-
portant to the greater Manchester area, but it's important to the
State of New Hampshire and the area of New England. This is a
study committee for an impact of a new road access to the Manches-
ter Airport. It will bring business into the state and, hopefully, it
will bring all kinds of income into the state. We need it very badly.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator Colantuono in opposition to HB 393-A.
HB 427-A, an act relative to additional improvements on Gosling
Road and making an appropriation therefor. Capital Budget commit-
tee. Ought Td Pass. Senator Hough for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: The Committee on Capital Budget recom-
mends that HB 427 be reported out as Ought to Pass. As you will
recall this is the Gosling Road project over in the vicinity of the
Spaulding Turnpike near the present entrance to the Pease Air
Force Base. The bill before you includes additional improvements to
the road and changes the bond authorizations which will be handled,
again, through the Turnpike Fund. It authorizes the Department of
Transportation to make the improvements to the Gosling Road proj-
ect in addition to those previously authorized and in the 10-year
plan. The additional improvements shall accommodate expected 20-
year increases in traffic due to the redevelopment of the Pease Air
Force Base. A bonded appropriation is made for this purpose which
shall be Turnpike Revenue Bonds. The current law provides
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$11,000,000 for the interchange. This bill provides an additional $6.8
million for the additional improvements to include the diamond in-
terchange and overpass. The design is 97 percent complete and the
environmental permit has been processed. When the Air Force fin-
ishes their EIS on base use and reuse, they then can agree to allow
the Department of Transportation to go forward with the construc-
tion. This is now the time while Pease traffic is at its lowest point,
the point being that we have been working on this for a number of
years now and we are now at a point to have this very significant
capital project, that will be handled by the turnpike bonds, com-
mence. It's our belief that with the passage of this bill, quite frankly,
the project, the hard project, can hopefully commence as early as
August, and we can provide, over and above the importance of bring-
ing this project on line, a very needed employment in the Seacoast
area construction industry this summer.
Adopted.
Ordered T) Third Reading.
HB 660-FN-A, an act establishing a highway and bridge betterment
program and making an appropriation therefor. Capital Budget com-
mittee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Oleson for the
committee.
SENATOR OLESON: This is the bill that I know you have all been
waiting for, but nevertheless this does increase the road toll tax on
gasoline from 16(t to 18C. At the present time on the Governor's bet-
terment program, he has only got a half of a million dollars in this
program, but this will increase it up to some $10,000,000, and re-
member all of that $10,000,000 plus 88 percent will be kept by the
state to give money back to the six 6 so-called districts and 18 per-
cent will be sent back to the towns and cities under a formula which
I'm sure that you're all acquainted with. So this is a state aid pro-
gram for highways and also there is bit of money leftover to help the
taxpayers back home.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Oleson, what about diesel fuel? It
seems to me I see many vehicles that use diesel. You emphasized
gasoline. Will the diesel fuel people pay their fair share compared to
what the gasoline users must pay?
SENATOR OLESON: I thought that I emphasized the road-toll tax
under that formula. I think you will find that diesel is included in
that.
SENATOR DISNARD: Diesel will also be charged 2C per gallon?
SENATOR OLESON: As I believe.
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SENATOR DISNARD: Thank you.
SENATOR OLESON: If I said gasoline, I was mistaken. I should
have used the term road-toll-tax and that would included diesel as
well as gasoline.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Inevitably the enactment of this bill, Mr.
President, means that a 2C increase in the price per gallon gasoline
at the pump, because that's how the process works. The costs are
going to be passed along to the consumer I question the wisdom of
raising taxes in a time of recession. No doubt there are bridges and
roads that need to be repaired, but I bet it can wait a year in most
cases. I think it's just so unfortunate to raise, especially a kind of tax
that falls not only on the residents of our state, but upon our guests,
those whose visits help fill our coffers in other respects. Tourism is
still number one in this state. This is going to make New Hampshire
less of a bargain. Gasoline prices are going to go up 2C and I just
think that we are proceeding in the wrong direction. I find it ironic
that at a time when we are raising gas prices 2C, more than half of
the Senators are out of the Chamber, and I realize that my remarks
are futile, but I feel better for having said them.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, is this the broad base tax?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, this not the broad base tax.
SENATOR HEATH: How would you define a broad base tax?
SENATOR HOUGH: This is going to allow all of the out-of-staters
to come into New Hampshire on our tremendous highway infra-
structure and spend their monies in the present forms of revenue. So
we will be averted from your broad base tax.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, would you agree that most of
the tourist are here no more than two months out of the year?
SENATOR HOUGH: I would agree that we attract people 12
months of the year to come into New Hampshire to travel on our
roads that are well plowed in the winter and visit the North Country
to spend their dollars so that we don't have to be faced with the
taxes that you envision.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you agree that the residents of New
Hampshire are here longer than the tourists, like year round?
SENATOR HOUGH: There is no question about it, and you also
know, Roger, that the Department of Transportation and the section
of the operating budget that relates to them is all predicated on this
revenue for operations and for betterments and clearly this is a well
contained section of state government. It lives within its means. It
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operates efficiently, and the benefits of not only this bill, but the
agency which it supports is the reason that you live in such a won-
derful area of the State of New Hampshire that the people can come
to visit.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, I am not asking you for an oration on
the benefits of the tax, but I'm trying to establish whether this is a
broad base tax in that it affects most families in the State of New
Hampshire.
SENATOR HOUGH: It applies to the revenue derived from the sale
of gasoline.
SENATOR HEATH: Does that gasoline not effect the budgets of
almost every individual in the State of New Hampshire?
SENATOR HOUGH: They questioned that those people that have
automobiles have to pay for the petroleum to operate them and if
everybody in the State of New Hampshire is involved in that, that's
fine, but society is better served by that activity and the ability to
move in commerce within this state than were it otherwise. And if
we didn't have a betterment program, the potholes in your district
and in my district would be so large that you wouldn't be able to get
to Concord, which on the one hand maybe that would be desirable.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, are you aware that you didn't
answer one of my questions?
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator Hounsel . . .
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Hough, as you know many of us in
this chamber also have a fee for a service type of road system and we
pay a toll. I'm wondering, will there be a discount on the 2C for those,
who during the time frame that they travel the toll, since they are
paying a double taxation on the toll, how do you intend to get this 2<t
back to those people who have an area that have to pay, once again,
for a toll?
SENATOR HOUGH: Well, that's an entirely different question. I
would answer that in that those people that are fortunate enough to
have the superior highways that are paid for by users are even more
fortunate than Senator Heath and I.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Thank you.
SENATOR OLESON: Senator Hough, is it not true that this is a
anti-broad base tax in the sense that 12 percent of it goes back to the
towns for their betterments in different localities; therefore, it does
lower the tax on property which is exactly the direction that we
should be taking at the present time and that this would be an ap-
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proach in that direction? Is it not also true, even though people may
not like our so-called federal funds, that nevertheless, this isn't a tax
from the general fund, but it does take back the money that we
already pay on gasoline that goes to the feds and then it comes back
to the states in a formula and this will help insure that we secure
these monies?
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator Oleson, as Chairman of the Ti'anspor-
tation Committee and a member of the Capital Budget Committee,
there is no one in this chamber that has more knowledge, experi-
ence, wisdom and expertise than you, and I concur with you whole-
heartedly.
SENATOR NELSON: I think that Senator Hough and Senator Ole-
son have certainly addressed this adequately, but in terms of dollar
amounts, we are talking about $7.9 million, $1.5 million of which will
go back to the local communities. And to answer Senator Presslys'
question, this isn't going to take care of turnpikes, this is going to
take care of classes of highways as Senator Hough said relative to
potholes and maintenance of those roads. So I just wanted to make it
clear that this is for a different class of highways and if anybody
wants to know the formula, it's on page two and I would be happy to
read it here. "For each state highway district in the state, based
upon a formula in which one half of the amount of the funds distrib-
uted is based upon the proportion which the mileage of state-
maintained class I, class II, and class III highways, excluding
turnpikes, in each district, as of January 1 of the previous year,
bears to the total of such mileage in the state; and one half of the
amount of the funds distributed is based upon the proportion which
the office of state planning population estimate of each district bears
to the latest estimate of the total population of the state as of July 1
of the year of the estimate." So there is a formula in this to get
money back to cities and towns as stated on page two.
Amendment to KB 660-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the follovnng:
AN ACT
establishing a highway and bridge betterment program and
continually appropriating the highway and
bridge betterment account.
Amend RSA 235:23-a, II as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
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II. The program shall be funded from $.02 per gallon of the road
toll imposed under RSA 260:32; of these revenues, in each fiscal year
88 percent shall be deposited into a separate account established in
the highway fund called the highway and bridge betterment ac-
count, to be allocated as provided in paragraph III. The amount de-
posited into the highway and bridge betterment account is hereby
continually appropriated and shall be nonlapsing. The remaining 12
percent shall be distributed in accordance with the formula in RSA
235:23, I, and shall be in addition to any amounts to be allocated
under that paragraph.
Amend the bill by replacing sections 4-6 with the following:
4 Gasoline Floor Tax Imposed. Notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law, there is hereby imposed on all gasoline on which the road
toll has been paid or assessed, in the possession of any distributor,
wholesaler or retailer at 12:01 a.m. 5 days after the effective date of
this act, a tax in the amount of $.02 per gallon. All distributors,
wholesalers and retailers shall determine their inventory of gasoline
at 12:01 a.m. 5 days after the effective date of this act by measuring
the gasoline in their possession and shall forward said inventory bro-
ken down by class of premium, regular, no lead, and premium no lead
to the director of motor vehicles. Said distributors, wholesalers and
retailers shall pay the tax imposed therein to the director of motor
vehicles at the time of filing said inventory. All such inventories shall
be filed and the tax paid no later than 30 days after the effective date
of this act. The director of motor vehicles is hereby authorized to
require any person liable to pay the tax imposed therein to furnish
such information as he shall deem necessary. He may adopt such
reasonable rules and regulations as may be necessary to enforce this
section. Such rules and regulations shall be deemed emergency in
nature and shall not be subject to RSA 541 -A. Any person who fur-
nishes false information, regarding the inventory which he has
which is taxable pursuant to this section, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor.
5 Effective Date.
I. Section 3 of this act shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. 5 days after
the effective date of section 4 of this act.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a highway and bridge betterment program for
the purposes of highway construction, reconstruction, and resurfac-
ing, and for bridge construction, reconstruction and bridge mainte-
nance, and to insure maximum utilization of federal aid highway
allocation.
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Funding for the program is nonlapsing, and comes from a $.02 in-
crease in the road toll on motor fuel. The program's funding for the
first year comes from a gasoline floor tax. Of the total revenues de-
rived from $.02 of the gasoline tax, 88 percent is distributed to the 6
state highvi^ay districts for highway and bridge betterment, accord-
ing to a formula, with the remaining 12 percent of the moneys being
distributed according to the formula in RSA 235:23, 1.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Bass, Nelson, McLane, Podles, Russman, Shaheen, Dela-
hunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Disnard, Roberge, Pressly,
Colantuono, Humphrey, J. King, St. Jean.
Yeas: 14 Nays: 8
Senator Blaisdell excused from voting.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HE 705-FN-A, an act establishing the New Hampshire scenic by-
ways planning program. Capital Budget committee. Ought lb Pass.
Senator Oleson for the committee.
SENATOR OLESON: This happens to be a piece of legislation that
does not cost the good people in the state of New Hampshire any
money at all. But it does take advantage of certain federal funds that
have been appropriated and we can possibly claim as much as
$15,000,000 for certain programs. We are great at taking and coming
out with different programs and then not trying to finance them.
The last time in the House, and passed by the Senate, we came out
with the idea of a Heritage Trail. And the Heritage Trail starts at
the southern extremities of the State of New Hampshire and goes
up to the Littleton and Lancaster to the Canadian border, if they
extend it. These are things that might help the economic welfare of
the state as well as the so-called hospitality group. I don't think that
I have to go much farther and take much more of your valuable time
and so I would urge you very strenuously to vote yes, and pass this
bill as written. Thank you very much.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
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Senator Colantuono in opposition to HB 705.
HB 129-FN, an act relative to monitoring the reassessment of tax-
able property by the Department of Revenue Administration. Exec-
utive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment.
Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: This bill provides that when the board of
tax and land appeals orders a reassessment of taxable property, and
a private person, firm, or corporation contracts or agrees to make
the reassessment for the municipality or the taxing district, the
commissioner of Revenue Administration shall assist the municipal-
ity. This has been a process that has been going on for many years in
the State of New Hampshire. On page 27 of today's Calendar is the
amendment that basically replaces the bill and gives an appropria-
tion. The amendment basically deals with the term of a full-time
assessor in the community in dealing with towns and cities where
full-time assessors do the job for the selectmen regarding reevalua-
tion. It is a very simple, straightforward bill and it does have an
appropriation in terms of providing staffing for this process for city
and towns in which it currently exists.
Amendment to HB 129-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to monitoring the reassessment of taxable property
by the department of revenue administration
and making an appropriation therefor.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Monitoring Reassessment of Taxable Property. Amend RSA 21-
J:ll to read as follows:
21-J:11 Appraisers of Tkxable Property.
I. Every person, firm, or corporation intending to engage in the
business of making appraisals for tax assessment purposes in this
state shall notify the commissioner of that intent in writing. No per-
son, firm or corporation engaged in the business of making apprais-
als of taxable property for municipalities and taxing districts shall
enter into any contract or agreement with any town, city, or other
governmental division without first submitting the proposed con-
tract or agreement to the commissioner for examination and ap-
proval and submitting to the commissioner evidence of financial
responsibility and professional capability of personnel to be em-
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ployed under the contract. Upon written request from a municipal-
ity, the commissioner shall assist the communities with overseeing
the progress of reevaluation by any person, firm, or corporation
which engages in the business of making appraisals for municipali-
ties and taxing districts which do not employ appraisers on a full-
time basis who have passed the certification examination offered
by the New Hampshire Association of Assessing Officials or an
equivalent examination offered by any other recognized associa-
tion of assessors. The oversight shall be at no expense to the munic-
ipality or taxing district.
II. When the board of tax and land appeals orders a reassess-
ment of taxes previously assessed of all the taxable property in a
city, town, or other governmental division under RSA 71-B:16,
and a private person, firm, or corporation contracts or agrees to
make the reassessment for the municipality or the taxing dis-
trict, the commissioner shall assist the municipality or the tax-
ing district with overseeing the progress of the reassessment
when the municipality or the taxing district does not employ ap-
praisers on a full-time basis who have passed the certification
examination offered by the New Hampshire Association of As-
sessing Officials or an equivalent examination offered by an-
other recogrnized association of assessors. The oversight shall be
at no expense to the municipality or taxing district.
2 Supplemental Appropriation. The following sums are hereby ap-











These appropriations are in addition to any other funds appropri-
ated to the department of revenue administration. The governor is
authorized to draw his warrant for said sums out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill provides that when the board of tax and land appeals
orders a reassessment of taxable property, and a private person,
firm, or corporation contracts or agrees to make the reassessment
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for the municipality or the taxing district, the commissioner of reve-
nue administration shall assist the municipality or the taxing dis-
trict with overseeing such progress of the reassessment when the
municipality or the taxing district does not employ appraisers who
have passed a certain certification examination offered by the New
Hampshire Association of Assessing Officials or an equivalent ac-
cepted examination. The oversight by the commissioner shall be at
no expense to the municipality or taxing district.
The bill also appropriates funds to the department of revenue ad-
ministration for the purpose of the bill.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 250-FN, an act relative to the board of nursing. Executive De-
partments committee. Ought To Pass With Amendment. Senator
Colantuono for the committee,
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This bill was one of the bills brought
forward at the request of the Attorney General's Office to modernize
the language of the regulatory boards and agencies. For some rea-
son this one started in the House rather than the Senate and it's
relative to the nursing board. At the hearing the Nursing Board
came in to testify in favor of it. The nursing profession testified in
favor of it. It is along the lines of the Podiatry and the Dentist's bills
that we have already passed. There was no opposition to it. The
amendment that is in the calendar simply adds some additional due
process protections and we recommend your vote of Ought to Pass.
Amendment to HB 250-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
5 New Paragraph; Investigations. Amend RSA 326-B:12 by insert-
ing after paragraph V the following new paragraph:
VI. The board shall conduct an investigation of any person li-
censed by the board who has been the subject of 3 different medical
injury actions reported under paragraph IV of this section within
any consecutive 5-year period commencing upon the effective date of
this act.
Amend RSA 326-B:13, VI as inserted by section 7 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VI. Complaints of licensee misconduct shall be in writing and
shall be treated as petitions for the commencement of a disciplinary
hearing. The board shall forward a copy of any written complaint to
the licensee upon receipt. The board shall fairly investigate all com-
plaints to the extent and in the manner warranted by the allega-
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tions. A complaint that fails to state a cause of action may be
summarily denied in whole or in part. Some or all of the allegations
in a complaint may be consolidated with another complaint or with
issues which the board wishes to investigate or hear on its own mo-
tion. If an investigation of a complaint results in an offer of settle-
ment by the licensee, the board may settle the allegations against
the licensee without the consent of a complainant, provided that ma-
terial facts are not in dispute and the complainant is given an oppor-
tunity to comment upon the terms of the proposed settlement.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 282-FN, an act relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and
the Life Safety Code. Executive Departments committee. Ought Tb
Pass With Amendment. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: HB 282, dealing with BOCA the Basic
Building Code and the Life Safety Code, has an amendment on page
29 of the calendar. The amendment deals with defining the most
recent edition of the provisions of the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation Code and other codes. The problem now is that the 1981 code
is in the statutes and this code is developed and promulgated almost
on a yearly basis and it was the feeling of the committee that this
should actually be the most recent edition. Administrative Rules
also applied in this case where there are those specific requirements
of the BOCA code that the state does not want to have enforced in
New Hampshire or exempted and the process goes straightforward
from there.
Amendment to HB 282-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety
Code and relative to property located at former
Pease Air Force Base.
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 Reference Change. Amend RSA 153:5 to read as follows:
153:5 Rules. The state fire marshal shall adopt rules, with the ap-
proval of the commissioner of safety, to be known as the state fire
code, pursuant to RSA 541-A, to further the purposes of this chap-
ter and such applicable fire safety and building laws as he shall deem
necessary for the protection from fire and fire hazards for people in
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the state and for the general welfare of property and people within
the state. The rules may include, but not be limited to, the keeping,
storage, use, manufacture, sale, handling, transportation or disposal
of highly flammable materials and rubbish, and of flammable fluids
and compounds and flammable tablets and may include standards
for the materials and construction of receptacles and buildings to be
used for any of these purposes. The fire marshal may adopt the most
recent edition of the provisions of the national fire protection asso-
ciation code or other recognized codes as rules, in whole or in part;
however, such rules shall not require automatic suppressant or
sprinkler systems in areas of buildings or additions, in which the
discharge of water would be undesirable as determined by the state
fire marshal, or in rooms or areas containing either generators,
transformers, telecommunications equipment or facilities or elec-
tronic data processing equipment, or in facilities in which rooms or
areas are protected with an automatic fire alarm system. The rules
shall apply to the construction and remodeling of buildings and
structures for the containment of flammable liquids and to the new
installation and replacement of equipment used in connection with
flammable liquids. The rules shall apply to existing buildings, struc-
tures or equipment. The fire marshal may exempt a building, struc-
ture or equipment from such rules if he finds that such exemption
does not constitute a hazard to the public welfare and safety. A rea-
sonable time, as determined by the state fire marshal, shall be al-
lowed to make necessary alterations. Nothing in this section shall be
construed to prevent municipalities from adopting bylaws or ordi-
nances relative to a subject area of rules adopted by the fire marshal
in accordance with this section if such bylaws or ordinances are no
less restrictive than those adopted by the fire marshal.
Amend RSA 155-A:1, I as inserted by section 3 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
I. Except as provided in paragraph II, all new buildings con-
structed by the state or by a state agency, including the university
system, and all new public buildings[, including schools, halls and
theaters], as defined in RSA 155-D:2, III, shall conform to stand-
ards not lower than those in the BOCA Basic Building Code, [as
amended,] as defined in RSA 205-C:l, II as estabhshed by the
Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc.
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following:
4 New Subparagraph; Applicable Code Regulations Required.
Amend RSA 12-G:10, V by inserting after subparagraph (d) the fol-
lowing new subparagraph:
(e) Any property located at the former Pease Air Force Base
which is sold, leased or otherwise conveyed by the United States
government to any person other than the state of New Hampshire
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or one of its political subdivisions shall be in full compliance with all
applicable municipal land use regulations, building codes, electrical
codes, plumbing codes and related codes prior to being occupied for
any use by any person.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992,
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies which versions of the BOCA code and the Life
Safety Code are in effect for public buildings.
The bill also requires any property located at former Pease Air
Force Base which is conveyed to any person other than the state of
New Hampshire or one of its political subdivisions to be in compli-
ance \\ith all applicable land use codes, building codes, electrical
codes, plumbing codes and other applicable codes before it is occu-
pied.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR CURRIER: Previously the Senate passed forward an-
other bill, in fact it was adopted earlier this session. The Senate
unanimously passed to the House SB 196 a bill to establish an ad-
ministrative per se license revocation process for drivers under 21
years of age who refuse to take the alcohol concentration test or who
test above the legal limit. It varies in the process in the second year
of the program if sufficient funds are available. The House recently
rereferred the administrative per se issue after the dispute between
two House committees over which should hear the issue. This is one
of four bills supported by the Governor's T^sk Force and it has been
shown to be one of the most effective deterrents to drinking and
driving in the 30 other states that have adopted it. I urge you to
support this amendment of tacking on the provisions of SB 196
which is before you as a Heath/Currier floor amendment which is
numbered 2950.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Currier, I was just curious what mo-
tor vehicles had to do with the BOCA codes and what was the rele-
vancy for tacking this amendment on this bill and the germaneness?
SENATOR CURRIER: It is dealing with administrative proce-
dures and so forth and it has RSA 541-A, the Administrative Proce-
dures Act, in the bill.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, is that a question concerning the
germaneness of this amendment?
SENATOR NELSON: The amendment to this BOCA code, that's
the question. Didn't I ask that question?
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: Yes, you did.
SENATOR NELSON: I noticed that this talks about .10 in this situ-
ation. There is a bill on the table that talks about .08. Why are we
talking about . 10 in this amendment and everyone is telling us that it
should be .08? How are these two interfacing when we discussed
.08?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, I'm really not 100 percent sure of
the relevancy between the .10 in this particular bill and the bill that
is on the table. I couldn't answer that question at this point. The
point of this whole thing is that there is a piece of legislation that is
important to the Department of Safety, the Governor's Tksk Force
and, I would assume, this Senate in terms of dealing with drinking
and driving and the per se — whatever they call this. They are get-
ting into legal terms here — the per se revocation process for driv-
ers under 21 years age, when they refuse to take the blood alcohol
test. And it is important and I'm sure that Senator Heath will add
some more life to this, seeing that he has been very involved in the
process. But it is an important issue that the House has decided that
they don't want to play around with, and we think it should be
played around with, so that is why we are tacking it back on. So we
can give it one more chance.
SENATOR NELSON: Would you believe, Senator Currier, at the
risk of sounding self-righteous and sanctimonious, that I think we
should be most cautious in attaching a bill dealing with alcohol and a
driver's motor vehicle license to the BOCA code in the State of New
Hampshire and I hope, would you believe, we don't lose a good piece
of legislation for the BOCA codes by doing this? Thank you.
SENATOR CURRIER: I would believe that, Senator.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Currier, as a follow up to Senator Nel-
son's question, I just want to make sure that I understand the proc-
ess correctly. Are you saying that this is the subject of a bill that was
introduced in one body or the other, that was killed by the House
and what you are, in effect, attempting to do is to reintroduce the
bill again to give the House another opportunity to vote on it? Is
that what you're saying?
SENATOR CURRIER: That is the bottom line. Senator, I believe.
SENATOR BASS: That is the history? What was the original bill
number of this amendment?
SENATOR CURRIER: SB 196.
SENATOR BASS: Oh, it is quite close to SB 195, the campaign
spending limitation bill.
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SENATOR CURRIER: Which is not germane.
SENATOR HEATH: This amendment is legislation that we have
already passed. And the House has not killed it; it rereferred it
when two committees over there got into a jurisdictional dispute. So
this isn't a sneak attack of any kind. This is legislation that is alive in
both bodies. And it's legislation that this body has already adopted.
As to the .10, that is the level that exists today. If that changes, this
would change, if this was in law prior to the change in that.
Senator Currier offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 282-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety
Code and relative to administrative revocation of motor
vehicle licenses of persons under age 21.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 New Subdivision; Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses of Persons Under Age 21. Amend RSA 265 by inserting
after section 94 the following new subdivision:
Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses of Persons Under Age 21
265:94-a Definition. For the purposes of this subdivision, "person"
means any person under 21 years of age.
265:94-b Implied Consent; License Revocation.
I. Any person who drives a vehicle upon the ways of this state
shall be deemed to have given consent to the tests specified under
RSA 265:84 when a law enforcement officer has reasonable grounds
to believe that the person has:
(a) Been driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle upon
the ways of this state while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or controlled drugs or while having an alcohol concentration of 0. 10
or more; or
(b) Been involved in an accident.
II. Any person who is dead, unconscious or who is otherwise in a
condition rendering him incapable of refusal, shall be deemed not to
have withdrawn the consent provided by paragraph I and the test or
tests may be administered.
III. Any person requested to submit to a test as provided in
paragraphs I and II shall be warned by the law enforcement officer
requesting the test that any prior refusal to submit to the test will
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result in revocation of his license to operate a motor vehicle for 6
months. If the person has had a prior refusal of consent under this
subdivision, any subsequent refusal shall result in revocation of his
license to operate a motor vehicle for 2 years. Following this warn-
ing, if a person under arrest refuses upon the request of a law en-
forcement officer to submit to a test designated by the law
enforcement agency as provided in paragraph I, none shall be given,
IV. If any person refuses testing or submits to a test which dis-
closes an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more under this subdivi-
sion, the law enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the
department, certifying that the test was requested pursuant to RSA
265:84 and that the person refused to submit to testing or submitted
to a test which disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more.
V. Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law enforcement officer
submitted under paragraph IV, the department shall revoke the
driver's license of the person for the periods specified in RSA 265:92.
VI. On behalf of the department, the law enforcement officer
submitting the sworn report under paragraph IV shall serve imme-
diate notice of the revocation on the person, and the revocation shall
be effective 30 days after the date of service. If the person has a
valid license, the officer shall take the driver's license of the person,
and issue a temporary license valid for the notice period. The officer
shall send the license to the department along with the sworn report
under paragraph IV.
VII. In cases where no notice has been served by the law en-
forcement officer, the department shall give notice as provided in
paragraph IV and the revocation shall be effective 30 days after the
date of service. If the address shown in the law enforcement officer's
report differs from that shown on the department records, the no-
tice shall be mailed to both addresses.
265:94-c Hearing.
I.(a) A revocation of license under RSA 265:94-b shall become
effective 30 days after the date of service of the notice of revocation.
(b) Unless the person requests a continuance, the hearing shall
be held within 20 days after receipt of a request for a hearing. A
record of all hearings shall be made.
(c) Upon such hearing, the department shall rescind its order
of revocation or suspension or, if good cause is shown, may modify or
reaffirm its order.
(d) At any time prior to the hearing provided in subparagraph
(e) of this section, the person may request in writing an administra-
tive review of the order of revocation. Upon receiving the request
the department shall review the order, the evidence upon which it is
based, including whether the person was driving or in actual physi-
cal control of a motor vehicle, and any other material information
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brought to the attention of the department, and determine whether
sufficient cause exists to sustain the order. Within 15 days of receiv-
ing the request, the department shall report in writing the results of
the review. The availability of the administrative review of the order
shall have no effect upon the availability of judicial review as pro-
vided under existing federal or state laws.
(e) Any person whose license is revoked under this section may
request in writing a hearing. The request shall state the grounds
upon which the person seeks to have the revocation rescinded. The
filing of the request shall not stay the revocation. The hearing shall
be held within 20 days after the filing of the request. The hearing
shall be recorded, and be conducted by the department's designated
agent. The hearing may be conducted upon a review of the law en-
forcement officer's own reports; provided, however, that the person
may subpoena the officer. The department may issue subpoenas to
compel the attendance of witnesses. The department shall adopt
rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to hearings procedures.
II. The scope of the hearing shall be hmited to the issues of:
(a) Whether the law enforcement officer requested the test
pursuant to RSA 265:94-b;
(b) Whether the person was warned as required by RSA
265:94-b;
(c) Whether the person was driving or in actual physical con-
trol of a motor vehicle;
(d) Whether the person refused to submit to the testing as
provided in RSA 265:92; or
(e) Whether a properly administered test or tests disclosed an
alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more.
III. The hearing officer shall issue his ruling on the administra-
tive revocation within 5 days of the hearing date.
265:94-d Restoration of Licenses Administratively Revoked.
I. Unless the revocation was for a cause which has been re-
moved, any person whose license or privilege to drive a motor vehi-
cle on the public highways has been revoked shall not be eligible to
apply for a new license nor restoration of his nonresident operating
privilege until the expiration of:
(a) Six months from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
for a first refusal to submit to a test under the provisions of RSA
265:92;
(b) Six months from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
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for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or
more under the provision of RSA 265:94-b;
(c) Two years from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
for refusing to submit to a test under the provisions of RSA 265:92
or for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of 0. 10
or more under the provisions of RSA 265:94-b where the person has
any prior driving while intoxicated or aggravated driving while in-
toxicated offense or for any prior refusal of consent or any prior
administrative revocation of a motor vehicle license under this subdi-
vision for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of
0.10 or more under the provision of RSA 265:94-b.
II. Following a license revocation under this section or RSA
265:94-b, the department shall not issue a new license or otherwise
restore the driving privilege unless and until the person presents
evidence satisfactory to the department that it will be reasonably
safe to permit the person to drive a motor vehicle upon the high-
ways. No driving privilege may be restored until all applicable rein-
statement fees have been paid.
III. Where a license or driving privilege has been revoked under
RSA 265:94-b and the person is also convicted on criminal charges
arising out of the same event and a revocation has been imposed
under RSA 265:94-b, both revocations shall be imposed but the total
period of revocations shall not exceed the longer of the 2 revocation
periods; provided, however, that any revocation for refusing to sub-
mit to a test under the provisions of RSA 265:92 shall not run con-
currently with any other penalty imposed under the provisions of
this title.
265:94-e Appeal. Any person aggrieved by a decision of the depart-
ment under RSA 265:94-c, 1(d) may appeal the decision in Merri-
mack county superior court as specified in RSA 263:76. Should the
volume of cases exceed the capacity of the court, then the chief jus-
tice of the superior court may transfer cases brought under this sec-
tion to another superior court in the state.
5 New Subparagraph; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 21-P:14, IV by
inserting after subparagraph (n) the following new subparagraph:
(o) Administrative revocation of motor vehicle licenses of per-
sons under 21 years of age, including forms, temporary licenses, and
hearings procedures.
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6 Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle Licenses. Amend
the subdivision heading preceding RSA 265:94-a to read as follows:
Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses [of Persons Under Age 21]
7 Rulemaking. Amend RSA 21-P:14, IV(o) to read as follows:
(o) Administrative revocation of motor vehicle licenses [of per-
sons under 21 years of age], including forms, temporary licenses,
and hearings procedures.
8 Implementation; Funding. Notwithstanding the effective date of
sections 4-5 of this act, the commissioner of the department of safety
or the attorney general may delay implementation of this act if funds
adequate for its implementation are not appropriated. If adequate
funds are not appropriated, they shall request from the legislative
fiscal committee and governor and council authority to transfer from
the highway fund such amounts, not otherwise appropriated, as may
be required to support the implementation of this act. If such funds
are not available or not granted, the commissioner of the depart-
ment of safety or the attorney general may delay the implementa-
tion of this act until adequate funds are provided.
9 Repeal. RSA 265:94-a, relative to the definition of "person", is
repealed.
10 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-5 of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
II. Sections 6, 7, and 9 of this act shall take effect January 1,
1993.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies which versions of the BOCA code and the Life
Safety Code are in effect for public buildings.
The bill also prohibits the state fire marshal from adopting any
rule to require in buildings owned or occupied by a political subdivi-
sion of the state as of the effective date of this bill automatic sup-
pressant or sprinkler systems in areas in which the discharge of
water would be undesirable or in certain other areas.
The bill establishes procedures for administrative revocation of
motor vehicle licenses. The program shall apply in the first year only
to persons under 21 years of age and shall apply to all persons effec-
tive July 1, 1992. The program covers:
(a) Implied consent.
(b) License revocation, suspension, and reinstatement.
(c) Notification requirements to persons charged under the law.
(d) Hearing procedures.




This bill also authorizes the commissioner of the department of
safety and the attorney general to transfer highway funds, upon ap-
proval of the legislative fiscal committee and governor and council,
to support implementation of this act if adequate funds are not oth-
erwise appropriated.
In addition, this bill allows the chiefjustice of the superior court to
transfer cases brought under RSA 265:94-e to other superior courts
if the volume of cases in Merrimack county superior court exceeds
the court's capacity to hear them.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: There was a question raised to the ger-
maneness of this amendment. There have been several points raised
about whether or not this amendment is germane to the legislation.
The rule is that it is going to be allowed to go forward at this point in
time, but I would just caution the committees that these types of
amendments tend to stretch the issue of germaneness a little bit too
far in that there probably are more appropriate pieces of legislation
still remaining in the body at this point in time.
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, I just want to make one further
comment about the floor amendment that we just recently passed. I
got a copy of SB 196 here, and there are some differences between
the two. I think a statement was made that it was exactly the same.
Having voted in the affirmative on the adoption of the amendment, I
plan to vote for the adoption of the bill, reserving my right to recon-
sider if the changes are really substantive and constitute a different
bill from that which we voted on at a previous date.
SENATOR NELSON: I would echo the remarks of Senator Bass.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 385, an act relative to administrative inspection warrants, town
trust funds, and planning board decisions. Executive Departments
committee. Ought T) Pass. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: This bill provides a mechanism which al-
lows towns to revoke town trust funds which are not expressly irrev-
ocable. The bill allows certain local officials to conduct searches and
inspections pursuant to administrative inspection warrants. This bill
also makes decisions by a planning board which the board states are
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based solely on the teiTns of a zoning ordinance or interpretation of
such an ordinance appealable to the board of adjustment in certain
circumstances.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 429-FN, an act relative to the salaries of county attorneys. Ex-
ecutive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment.
Senator J. King for the committee.
SENATOR J. KING: HB 429 is relative to the salaries of county
attorneys. Under the present method there are three counties that
have their own method for setting a salary for every county attor-
ney, and the other eight go under RSA 23. This bill puts the ten
counties using the same method. That does not mean they don't have
different salaries, only that the same method is used for the ten
counties. The amendment to the bill has to do with those that have
worked for either a local or a county government and when the state
takes the people over and they become state employees, such as
happened when they took over the county court houses and the
maintenance people became state employees, they would like to get
the same benefits and seniority considered in the bill. We recom-
mend that you pass HB 429.
Amendment to HB 429-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the salaries of county attorneys and relative to
prior service as an employee of a political subdivision.
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 New Section; Service as Employee of Political Subdivision.
Amend RSA 99 by inserting after section 6-a the following new sec-
tion:
99:6-b Prior Service as Employee of Political Subdivision. Any per-
son who is employed by a town, a village district, a school district, a
city, or a county, and who subsequently becomes a state employee
because the functions of his employment and his job with that politi-
cal subdivision are taken over by the state, may count the time spent
as an employee of a political subdivision as continuous with his
present service as a state employee in order to obtain all benefits as
a state employee. This section shall provide credit for past service as
an employee of a political subdivision for compensation and benefit
purposes for persons who enter state service on or after the effec-
tive date of this act.
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4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage,
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a uniform method for setting the salary for
every county attorney. Under present law, the salary for the county
attorney in Rockingham, Cheshire, and Belknap counties is set on a
date different from that in other counties.
The bill also allows employees of political subdivisions whose jobs
are taken over by the state to receive credit for that service after
they become state employees.
Amendment Adopted,
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 463, an act relative to rulemaking for the board of education.
Executive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: This bill was one of the more controversial
bills that was heard before the Executive Departments committee.
It basically deals with taking rulemaking authority from the Board
of Education and transferring it to the Commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Education. The bill originally started off with the rulemak-
ing authority designation and questions regarding bhnd services
and somewhere along the process, as things do happen from time to
time, other amendments get popped on them and then basically, that
is how this bill was received in the Senate. It is taking the rulemak-
ing authority from the Board of Education. The committee had
mixed emotions regarding the transfer of this authority and as a
result, and through some other complications, have come up with an
amendment that is on page 30 of the calendar today that specifically
deals with setting up a study committee with regard to this particu-
lar issue in terms of the State Board of Education. I understand that
there is additional desire on the part of some of the members of the
Senate to take additional action today, and I will address some com-
ments to that at an appropriate time. But the committee's recom-
mendation is Ought to Pass with Amendment, basically referring it
to a study committee.
SENATOR DISNARD: I rise in opposition to the amendment. You
may think that my nose is out of joint, but I'm just concerned that
this is an Educational committee issue, and I know that it is forth-
coming. It does not belong in the Executive Departments committee
to make these recommendations. Many of you people that Chair
committees, you're jealous of your turf. I'm concerned that this has
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happened, and that the Education committee was never involved, or
ever consulted on this particular amendment, and therefore I rise
and ask for strong opposition to the amendment.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Disnard, I would be happy to give
you any Ways and Means bills if you're feeling neglected. But my
question is, do you feel that the Board of Education should have its
owm rulemaking authority or that the rulemaking authority should
be with the commissioner?
SENATOR DISNARD: The Board should have its own rulemaking
authority, but I did not speak to that issue. I spoke to the amend-
ment to study the effectiveness of the State Board of Education. I
was not mixing the two. If the President of the Senate felt that be-
longs to that area for that issue, I concur with that, but I do not
concur with the amendment.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Disnard, members of the Senate.
The Executive Department committee heard this bill because the
question of rulemaking is a decision as it is a structure of a state
government issue, and it was felt that is was not an education issue.
SENATOR DISNARD: Mr. President, I hope that you heard me say
that I did not disagree with your assigning that, I just disagree with
the amendment coming out the way it did.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I understand that. Senator. I just wanted
to clarify why it went to Executive Departments. And I do appreci-
ate Senator Disnard's understanding of why it was sent to Executive
Department, and it was with his concurrence.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Disnard, on page 30 towards the
bottom of the page, if you will notice, I think that the committee that
dealt with this was very sensitive and very much aware of the role
that your committee plays in this, and very specifically mentions by
name that your committee should be involved in this. And I hope
that . . . the question is, were you aware of that portion of the
amendment, that specifically points to the committee of the Senate
that you chair as being a critical component of this study?
SENATOR DISNARD: What particular line and number is that on?
SENATOR PRESSLY: It is under roman numeral I section B, three
members of the Senate, one of whom shall be from the Education
committee, one of whom shall be from the Executive Departments
committee, and one of whom shall be from the Finance committee.
So were you aware that this amendment was truly an effort to see
that your committee be a player in any change to the Education
Department?
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SENATOR DISNARD: I read that. I understand that. But when
one of six are from the Education committee, and it is an Education
subject, I did not agree with what they are saying.
SENATOR HOUGH: I rise in support of the amendment before us.
Were I to be able to vote for the bill without the amendment and it
were to move forward, I would also choose that course. But I think
realistically, you recognize as legislation passes through both bodies
that we must at all times look to the possible. The subject before us
and the policy of public education in this state will become under
more and more scrutiny in the months to come. It is fitting and it is
proper that the legislature continue's to have its oversight on policy
relative to public education and how the Department of Education in
the state of New Hampshire operates and will operate. As a member
of this Senate I was very involved with the reorganization of the
Department of Education in the early to mid 80's. I was concerned
that the Board that was appointed outside of Legislative Oversight
to influence public policy came forward. I would feel that regardless
of the immediate issues and personalties that this legislature, both
House, and Senate, could look to the question of how an Executive
Department of government should operate, raise the questions, and
engage the dialogue, and come back with policy recommendations. I
think that we would be remiss if we were not to seize this opportu-
nity to review these subjects and come back hopefully, with the type
of recommendations that will allow us to put in policy the proper
authority within the Executive Department of Education to carry us
to the 21 century, not for the immediate political games, but for the
well being of the children yet to be amongst us. Thank you, support
this amendment.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I rise in opposition to the committee
amendment on page 30 of the calendar for the study committee, as a
member of the committee. As Senator Currier stated, this has been
a very controversial issue this year, and I think that we all know
about the process on how this bill came to be. The provisions for
taking away the rulemaking authority of the Board of Education got
put into a rather innocuous bill relating to the rulemaking of blind
services. And it was done without the consent of at least two of the
sponsors and it was done in a way that many people consider to have
been somewhat underhanded. The committee hearing showed that
the Commissioner doesn't necessarily want rulemaking authority
and there is no good reason in policy to take the rulemaking author-
ity away from the Board at this time, because it is working well. The
legislature made a conscious decision to leave the rulemaking au-
thority with the State Board several years ago, and if there is good
policy reason to take it away, I believe that it should be done in a
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straightforward manner with a new bill next year. There is no need
for a study committee to keep that issue alive because the provisions
of this bill taking away rulemaking authority were an amendment
put on by the House. There was not an original bill so that there
would not be no impediment for the proponents of this to come in
next year and try to do it all over again in the light of day with full
hearings, committee hearings, and input from the House and the
Senate. I would urge my colleagues to vote against the committee
amendment. Vote no on the committee amendment on page 30, and
then I will be offering a floor amendment which would delete the
references to taking away the rulemaking authority of the Board,
and would simply go back to the original innocuous sections of the
bill relating to blind services.
Amendment to HB 463
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to rulemaking for the board of education and
establishing a committee to study the state
board of education.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 2 with the following:
3 Committee Established. There is hereby established a commit-
tee to study the state board of education.
4 Membership.
I. The committee members shall be as follows:
(a) Three members of the house of representatives, one of
whom shall be from the education committee, one of whom shall be
from the executive departments and administration committee and
one of whom shall be from the appropriations committee, appointed
by the speaker of the house.
(b) Three members of the senate, one of whom shall be from
the education committee, one of whom shall be from the executive
departments committee and one of whom shall be from the finance
committee, appointed by the president of the senate.
II. The committee members shall be appointed within 30 days of
the effective date of this act. The senate members shall call the first
meeting of the committee. The committee shall elect a chairperson
from among its members at the initial meeting of the committee.
5 Duties of the Committee. The committee shall study:
I. The need to continue the state board of education in light of
Part I, Article 28-a of the New Hampshire constitution.
II. The role of the state board of education in relation to the
legislature in determining educational policy.
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III. The relationship between the roles of the state board of edu-
cation and the commissioner of the department of education in statu-
tory duties.
IV. Due process issues in the statutory responsibility for rule-
making and administrative hearings.
6 Report. The committee shall submit a report on its findings, in-
cluding any recommendations for legislation for the 1992 session of
the general court, to the president of the senate, the speaker of the
house and the governor not later than November 30, 1991. Any such
proposed legislation shall be exempt from any filing deadlines under
the general court rules.
7 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill deletes a reference to the rulemaking authority of blind
services and adds a reference to blind services under the board of
education's rulemaking authority.
The bill also creates a committee to study the state board of educa-
tion.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Hough.
Seconded by Senator Roberge.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Hough, Currier,
Pressly, McLane, J. King, St. Jean, Shaheen, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Dupont, Disnard, Roberge,
Bass, Nelson, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey, Russman, Delahunty.
Yeas: 11 Nays: 11
Paired votes: Senator Blaisdell and Senator Eraser.
Amendment Fails.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I offer amendment #2949L. It has
been distributed. This is a floor amendment to HB 463. This amend-
ment deletes section 3, 4, 5, 6 of the present bill before you, 463.
which are all the sections which take away rulemaking authority
from the Board of Education. It returns the bill to the original form
as it was introduced in the House by Representative Guest, Repre-
sentative Nardi, and Senator Nelson, which was a simple bill to de-
lete the reference to rulemaking authority to the blind services. And
I would urge your support of the floor amendment.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Colantuono offered a floor amendment.
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Floor Amendment to HB 463
Amend the bill by deleting sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 and renumbering
section 7 to read as 3.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill deletes a reference to the rulemaking authority of blind
services and adds a reference to blind services under the board of
education's rulemaking authority.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Podles.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Heath, Eraser,
Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Bass, Nelson, Colantuono, McLane, Po-
dles, Humphrey, J. King, Russman, Delahunty, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Hough, Pressly, St. Jean, Shaheen,
Hollingworth.
Yeas: 17 Nays: 5
Senator Blaisdell excused from voting.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
SENATOR W. KING (Rule #44): In the nine years that I have been
in the House and in the Senate in the state of New Hampshire, I
have never seen the State Board of Education in such a swirl of
controversy. And I would hope that at the very least, that the
actions that have occured in the House in the passage over to us of
the bill that we have just considered and in the vote that we had on
the floor of this would be seen by the State Board of Education as a
shot across the bow of the issue of whether they are adequately
serving the needs of the state of New Hampshire, in terms of direct-
ing public education on its course in the state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR HEATH (Rule #44): I agree with Senator King. That
there has never been a time that the State Board of Education has
been in such controversy. It's because something is going on at last.
The dust is blowing around in the whole educational fraternity
across the nation. I serve on a National Tksk Force on Education.
Things are happening. New ideas at long last are coming in to class-
rooms that haven't changed since the 1840's, and those bring contro-
versy. What we should do is not stifle new ideas and stifle the
controversy in education. We have a system that is broken, it's crip-
pled, it's behind the times. No other institution in our country has
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layed around and ignored the computer revolution, and ignored new
science and technology, as much as the educational institutions.
That's the reason that it's coming into focus and coming into the
newspapers, its new ideas. And the last thing that we should do, is
to stifle that kind of controversy and that kind of reexamination of
this dusty old corner of our society that has been overlooked too
long.
SENATOR HUMPHREY (Rule #44): I can't improve upon Senator
Heaths' remarks, but I do hope that no one will read this as Senator
King would have them read it as a vote against a technicality. I don't
believe that was the case at all. This was a very controversial bill and
we had extensive hearings in the Executive Departments commit-
tee. And clearly this is over policy. And clearly this is yet another
battle between the grasping power hungry Education elite, and pro-
fessionals, and parents, who at last have a voice in the Board of
Education. The Board is working well and we should leave it alone.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH (Rule #44): I would like to disagree
with the last two speakers. Senator Humphrey and Senator Heath.
The reason why we are having problems as far as I can see with
Education, is because in this country we have not come to grips with
the fact that we do not fund education adequately. There are no com-
puters out there in the school rooms because we are asking the peo-
ple on the property tax level to pay the total freight for education.
Well there is no money in science, there is no money in math. Every
single teacher who is worth their weight today, is second thinking
whether they should stay in the classroom and constantly face their
thought that they may be cut at any moment, and the disrespect for
their hard work and their integrity in the classroom, and for their
students. If there is dust blowing, the dust is blowing around be-
cause the people who care about our children in this state are truly
worried about whether they should stay in the field of their choice,
because they do not know that we, as the politicians that are sup-
posed to provide funding for them, are out there looking for funding
to keep them going and to promote their program and to advance
them in education. It's not just at this level, but it's at the federal
level. Look at the money that has been cut in education and clearly
you'll see why we have a problem with education today.
SENATOR MCLANE (Rule #44): I, as a mother of five children that
went through the public schools of New Hampshire, cannot stand
here and listen to someone talking about the fact that nothing's hap-
pened in our schools in New Hampshire in the last 30 years and take
it sitting down. How could anyone, except maybe in the Sandwich
schools, which I know nothing about, make that sort of remark. In
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New Hampshii'e we give less to education than any other state in
the union. If we tripled our money for education, we would still be
behind the next state which is Nebraska, which is 26 percent. There
is no doubt in my mind that Charles Marston and the Department of
Education are struggling their best in an impossible situation and
we are about to have a New Hampshire President of the National
Education Association. If Senator Humphrey wants to stand here
and knock the NEA, I am going to be the first to stand up and
defend them,
SENATOR HOUGH (Rule #44): They're always confusing us Sena-
tor Heath, as I said two years ago, I am the good looking one, you're
the ugly one.
SENATOR HEATH: Well, I said that I was the smart one and you
were the dumb one.
SENATOR HOUGH: And no one ever challenged either.
SENATOR HOUGH (Rule #44): Mr. President, I rise under the pro-
visions of rule #44. I would simply like to address the question of
Public Education in the state of New Hampshire and unfortunately,
New Hampshire and Public Education is a Tkle of Two Cities. Sena-
tor Humphrey, when your youngsters start kindergarten and you
become involved with the individual education of your youngsters,
and work with them through the schools and their activities as I
have with my children, you'll begin to understand not only the dedi-
cation of the teachers in the state of New Hampshire, but the will-
ingness and the sacrifices of the families in both of New Hampshire's
cities. Within my district there are school districts in Hanover, and
in Lebanon, and in New London, that may be representatives of one
of New Hampshire's two cities. But there are also the Mascoma Val-
ley Regional System and the sacrifices that the parents for the
youngsters in that district make is far greater, far greater than the
other districts. If you could see the advancement, and the dedica-
tion, and the leadership, and the quality of the Mascoma School Dis-
trict and what it was about ten years ago, you would clearly
understand that education yes, is a community effort in New Hamp-
shire. And it is a community sacrifice. We can advocate and hope and
promote for it to be otherwise in terms of the resources. But do not
allow us to think for a moment that education in either of New
Hampshire's two cities is not the very best that the means of the
people and the sacrifices of the people in the communities will bring
forward. The point is that substantial, and fundamental policy, dif-
ferent decisions, have to be brought forward in terms of public edu-
cation and that does include the funding end of education, and this
subject will be before us. It will be before us in the months to come
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and the years to come. Unfortunately, we have an Advisory Board to
the Department of Education and the Oversight of the Legislature
in setting pubhc education policies has been thwarted repeatedly
and that is what we wish to bring into focus, and that is the issue
that we wish to continue to revisit; and to continue to revisit that
question, we will. This subject has not been put to rest because it is
a subject that does not have an end. It will continue to be debated
and we will see it next January.
SENATOR OLESON (Rule #44): I think I might be the senior mem-
ber of the people here, so I think that I should have my say in it. Til
say one thing to the teachers. My small town on 86 percent of all
taxes raised goes for education. I think that that town has lived up to
their expectations. Then I will turn around and I'll say "well I got my
education because my grandparents, and my father, and mother,
were interested in all us children". And all the other children, I
guess they lived up to the expectations with this kind of advice and
care and personal wisdom. I was the only disappointment, because I
became a two-bit politician. Thank you.
SENATOR HEATH (Rule #44): I realize that I am testing the pa-
tience of the Senate doing a second rule #44, but I feel that I got a
little attacked, and my community got attacked indirectly, and inad-
vertently, my wife got attacked, because she teaches at Sandwich
School, and I thought that there was a question about the quality of
education in Sandwich, I assure those Senators who believe that
Sandwich produces a better quality student than perhaps most of
the communities in this immediate neighborhood. Most importantly,
I wanted to rise to say that these problems of the dust bowl in educa-
tion today, is that too many educational groupies believed that the
only thing that education needs is more money. In fact nothing has
risen in the budgets any faster than education while the quality has
descended. Study after study, attempting to prove that quality in
education can be equated with monetary effort has failed to prove
that because it isn't so.
SENATOR MCLANE (Rule #44): In defense, I would say that I did
not mean to down Senator Heath's wife in anyway, but he made two
statements with which I do not agree and which I think are untrue.
One of them is that the quality of education has gone down. Sec-
ondly, he said that nothing new had happened in the schools in the
last 30 years. Oh excuse me, 130 years. I disagree with both of those
statements, and I stand by my decision. And if that is what is wrong
with Sandwich Schools, then so be it.
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HB 713-FN, an act relative to the general counsel of the public utili-
ties commission. Executive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass
With Amendment. Senator Colantuono for the committee.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: The amendment is on page 31 of the
calendar. This bill was introduced by the PUC to do two things, lb
establish a term for their general counsel and to increase the rate of
pay by moving the general counsel from group N to group 0, both of
which are designed to make, to treat the general counsel with more
parity with the Assistant Attorney General, who does similar work.
The House deleted the increase in pay, but the Executive Depart-
ments committee felt that that was appropriate to put back in, so
that has been reinstated under the committee amendment on page
31 and the committee would recommend your vote of Ought to Pass.
Amendment to HB 713-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 1 the following and re-
numbering the original section 2 to read as 5:
2 Current Counsel. The current general counsel shall assume the
position of general counsel established under section 1 of this act
and shall serve a term of 4 years from the effective date of this act.
3 Position Deleted; General Counsel of the Public Utilities Com-
mission. Amend RSA 94:l-a by deleting from group N the following:
counsel, public utilities commission.
4 Position Added. General Counsel of the Public Utilities Commis-
sion. Amend RSA 94:l-a by inserting in Group the following: gen-
eral counsel, public utilities commission.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT
HB 720-FN, an act relative to fireworks. Executive Departments
committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Pressly for
the committee.
SENATOR PRESSLY: With the concurrence of the sponsors, the
committee Chair and the other members of the committee, it's the
consensus that this bill should be recommitted at this time with the
intention that there will be some adjustments made and would hope-
fully be back on the Senate floor next Tuesday. So the recommenda-
tion is to recommit for floor action on next Tuesday.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would ask the members of this
Senate to send this bill back to the committee. We are hoping that
we can come to an agreement in the next day so that this will be
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back before this body by Tuesday, so that it can be in the House on
Tuesday. So I would ask for your support for recommittal and hope-
fully, we will come out with a successful agreement.
Senator Pressly moved to recommit HB 720-FN.
Adopted.
HB 720-FN, Is Recommitted Tb Executive Departments.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Nelson in the Chair.
HB 761-FN, an act relative to leasing certain state land. Executive
Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator
J. King for the committee.
SENATOR J. KING: HB 761 is relative to Bancroft Products which
is now located in the, I think it is now Smith Farm which is now part
of the hospital at one time, it still belongs to the state of New Hamp-
shire and they want to get lease for seven years. It was on a one year
basis, and they now want it for seven years at $1 a year. What they
do there is, they take care of the unemployed and the underem-
ployed adults in a Vocational Service. During the past several years,
I think it has been since 1970 something, the Bancroft Products has
spent an excess of $500,000 on repairing the building. The only bill I
think that they pay is the electric bill at the present time. It's cer-
tainly a good project that they have been doing for the past 16, 17
years. The reason that they want to extend it to seven years is so
that they can plan if they're going to do any major improvement in
the years ahead. The state has the power to give them a one year
notice and they would have to be out by then if necessary. I certainly
recommend that you go along and pass HB 761.
Amendment to HB 761-FN
Amend paragraph I of section 2 of the bill by replacing it with the
following:
I. Subject to approval of governor and council, Bancroft Prod-
ucts, Inc. may lease from New Hampshire hospital the land and
buildings on the easterly side of Iron Works Road in Concord, New
Hampshire currently occupied by Bancroft Products, Inc. Such lease
shall be renewable every 7 years, and shall be for no more than $1
per year. Bancroft Products, Inc. shall be required to meet all ex-
penses of maintenance and operation of the facility and operate in
compliance with the requirements of RSA 275-C.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
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CACR 12, an act relating to rulemaking authority. Executive De-
partments committee. Ought Tb Pass. Senator Eraser for the com-
mittee.
SENATOR ERASER: Madame President, CACR 12 is a resolution
that was unanimously adopted by the Executive Departments com-
mittee where the citizens of our state will have opportunity to pro-
vide the General Court with statutory authority to veto agency
rules. Those of us who now or have in the past served on Administra-
tive Rules can certainly relate to the frustration, when after a final
objection, an agency ups to adopt a rule at any rate. Madam Chair-
man, we are requesting that the following question be put on the
ballot: are you in favor of amending the Constitution to provide that
the legislature may delegate regulatory authority to the Executive
Branch Officials, but that any proposed rules may be disapproved by
the legislature or an appropriate legislative committee as prescribed
by law. I urge adoption of CACR 12. Thank you. Madam Chairman.
A 3/5 division vote is required.
Yeas: 23 Nays:
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading,
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Heath moved that the rules be so far suspended as to allow
CACR 12 to be on third reading and final passage at the present
time.
A 3/5 Division vote is required.
Yeas: 23 Nays:
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading.
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Senator Currier moved that the rules be so far suspended as to allow
HB 282 to be on third reading and final passage at the present time.
Adopted.
Senator Currier moved reconsideration on the HB 282-FN floor
amendment.
HB 282-FN, an act relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and
the Life Safety Code. Executive Departments committee. Ought lb
Pass With Amendment. Senator Currier for the committee.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, what are you about, what are
you trying to do?
SENATOR CURRIER: Well, it's my understanding that this bill
that we suspected that was trashed in the House, was actually re-
referred to the committee for them to take action on it next week.
And the House has exception to us, putting this bill on what they
consider ungermane bill. I don't want to offend the House, so in
moving that we take this bill off there, so that we can move forward
expeditiously in handling the matters of the state.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, do you remember the end of
the last session when the House offended us repeatedly on the floor
and spent up to midnight or one o'clock excoriating individuals,
members of this body?
SENATOR CURRIER: Do I remember that?
SENATOR HEATH: Yes.
SENATOR CURRIER: Yes, I do remember that.
SENATOR HEATH: Then why are you sensitive about their feel-
ings?
SENATOR CURRIER: Because I think that this is important legis-
lation and there are other ways to get this legislation passed if the
intent of what they told me was not conclusive at the end of next
week.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, do you have some assurance
that the House will pass on this important legislation?
SENATOR CURRIER: The only assurance that I have. Senator
Heath, are death and taxes.
Amendment to KB 282-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety
Code and relative to property located at former
Pease Air Force Base.
1 Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 Reference Change. Amend RSA 153:5 to read as follows:
153:5 Rules. The state fire marshal shall adopt rules, with the ap-
proval of the commissioner of safety, to be known as the state fire
code, pursuant to RSA 541-A, to further the purposes of this chap-
ter and such applicable fire safety and building laws as he shall deem
necessary for the protection from fire and fire hazards for people in
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the state and for the general welfare of property and people within
the state. The rules may include, but not be limited to, the keeping,
storage, use, manufacture, sale, handling, transportation or disposal
of highly flammable materials and rubbish, and of flammable fluids
and compounds and flammable tablets and may include standards
for the materials and construction of receptacles and buildings to be
used for any of these purposes. The fire marshal may adopt the most
recent edition of the provisions of the national fire protection asso-
ciation code or other recognized codes as rules, in whole or in part;
however, such rules shall not require automatic suppressant or
sprinkler systems in areas of buildings or additions, in which the
discharge of water would be undesirable as determined by the state
fire marshal, or in rooms or areas containing either generators,
transformers, telecommunications equipment or facilities or elec-
tronic data processing equipment, or in facilities in which rooms or
areas are protected with an automatic fire alarm system. The rules
shall apply to the construction and remodeling of buildings and
structures for the containment of flammable liquids and to the new
installation and replacement of equipment used in connection with
flammable liquids. The rules shall apply to existing buildings, struc-
tures or equipment. The fire marshal may exempt a building, struc-
ture or equipment from such rules if he finds that such exemption
does not constitute a hazard to the public welfare and safety. A rea-
sonable time, as determined by the state fire marshal, shall be al-
lowed to make necessary alterations. Nothing in this section shall be
construed to prevent municipalities from adopting bylaws or ordi-
nances relative to a subject area of rules adopted by the fire marshal
in accordance with this section if such bylaws or ordinances are no
less restrictive than those adopted by the fire marshal.
Amend RSA 155-A:1, I as inserted by section 3 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
I. Except as provided in paragraph II, all new buildings con-
structed by the state or by a state agency, including the university
system, and all new public buildings[, including schools, halls and
theaters], as defined in RSA 155-D:2, III, shall conform to stand-
ards not lower than those in the BOCA Basic Building Code, [as
amended,] as defined in RSA 205-C:l, II as established by the
Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc.
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following:
4 New Subparagraph; Applicable Code Regulations Required.
Amend RSA 12-G:10, V by inserting after subparagraph (d) the fol-
lowing new subparagraph:
(e) Any property located at the former Pease Air Force Base
which is sold, leased or otherwise conveyed by the United States
government to any person other than the state of New Hampshire
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or one of its political subdivisions shall be in full compliance with all
applicable municipal land use regulations, building codes, electrical
codes, plumbing codes and related codes prior to being occupied for
any use by any person.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies which versions of the BOCA code and the Life
Safety Code are in effect for public buildings.
The bill also requires any property located at former Pease Air
Force Base which is conveyed to any person other than the state of
New Hampshire or one of its political subdivisions to be in compli-
ance with all applicable land use codes, building codes, electrical
codes, plumbing codes and other applicable codes before it is occu-
pied.
Adopted.
Floor Amendment to HB 282-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety
Code and relative to administrative revocation of motor
vehicle licenses of persons under age 21.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 New Subdivision; Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses of Persons Under Age 21. Amend RSA 265 by inserting
after section 94 the following new subdivision:
Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses of Persons Under Age 21
265:94-a Definition. For the purposes of this subdivision, "person"
means any person under 21 years of age.
265:94-b Implied Consent; License Revocation.
L Any person who drives a vehicle upon the ways of this state
shall be deemed to have given consent to the tests specified under
RSA 265:84 when a law enforcement officer has reasonable grounds
to believe that the person has:
(a) Been driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle upon
the ways of this state while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or controlled drugs or while having an alcohol concentration of 0.10
or more; or
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(b) Been involved in an accident.
II. Any person who is dead, unconscious or who is otherwise in a
condition rendering him incapable of refusal, shall be deemed not to
have withdrawn the consent provided by paragraph I and the test or
tests may be administered.
III. Any person requested to submit to a test as provided in
paragraphs I and II shall be warned by the law enforcement officer
requesting the test that any prior refusal to submit to the test will
result in revocation of his license to operate a motor vehicle for 6
months. If the person has had a prior refusal of consent under this
subdivision, any subsequent refusal shall result in revocation of his
license to operate a motor vehicle for 2 years. Following this warn-
ing, if a person under arrest refuses upon the request of a law en-
forcement officer to submit to a test designated by the law
enforcement agency as provided in paragraph I, none shall be given.
IV. If any person refuses testing or submits to a test which dis-
closes an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more under this subdivi-
sion, the law enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the
department, certifying that the test was requested pursuant to RSA
265:84 and that the person refused to submit to testing or submitted
to a test which disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more.
V. Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law enforcement officer
submitted under paragraph IV, the department shall revoke the
driver's license of the person for the periods specified in RSA 265:92.
VI. On behalf of the department, the law enforcement officer
submitting the sworn report under paragraph IV shall serve imme-
diate notice of the revocation on the person, and the revocation shall
be effective 30 days after the date of service. If the person has a
valid license, the officer shall take the driver's license of the person,
and issue a temporary license valid for the notice period. The officer
shall send the license to the department along with the sworn report
under paragraph IV.
VII. In cases where no notice has been served by the law en-
forcement officer, the department shall give notice as provided in
paragraph IV and the revocation shall be effective 30 days after the
date of service. If the address shown in the law enforcement officer's
report differs from that shown on the department records, the no-
tice shall be mailed to both addresses.
265:94-c Hearing.
I.(a) A revocation of license under RSA 265:94-b shall become
effective 30 days after the date of service of the notice of revocation.
(b) Unless the person requests a continuance, the hearing shall
be held within 20 days after receipt of a request for a hearing. A
record of all hearings shall be made.
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(c) Upon such hearing, the department shall rescind its order
of revocation or suspension or, if good cause is shown, may modify or
reaffirm its order.
(d) At any time prior to the hearing provided in subparagraph
(e) of this section, the person may request in writing an administra-
tive review of the order of revocation. Upon receiving the request
the department shall review the order, the evidence upon which it is
based, including whether the person was driving or in actual physi-
cal control of a motor vehicle, and any other material information
brought to the attention of the department, and determine whether
sufficient cause exists to sustain the order. Within 15 days of receiv-
ing the request, the department shall report in writing the results of
the review. The availability of the administrative review of the order
shall have no effect upon the availabihty of judicial review as pro-
vided under existing federal or state laws.
(e) Any person whose license is revoked under this section may
request in writing a hearing. The request shall state the grounds
upon which the person seeks to have the revocation rescinded. The
filing of the request shall not stay the revocation. The hearing shall
be held within 20 days after the filing of the request. The hearing
shall be recorded, and be conducted by the department's designated
agent. The hearing may be conducted upon a review of the law en-
forcement officer's own reports; provided, however, that the person
may subpoena the officer. The department may issue subpoenas to
compel the attendance of witnesses. The department shall adopt
rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to hearings procedures.
II. The scope of the hearing shall be limited to the issues of:
(a) Whether the law enforcement officer requested the test
pursuant to RSA 265:94-b;
(b) Whether the person was warned as required by RSA
265:94-b;
(c) Whether the person was driving or in actual physical con-
trol of a motor vehicle;
(d) Whether the person refused to submit to the testing as
provided in RSA 265:92; or
(e) Whether a properly administered test or tests disclosed an
alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more.
III. The hearing officer shall issue his ruling on the administra-
tive revocation within 5 days of the hearing date.
265:94-d Restoration of Licenses Administratively Revoked.
I. Unless the revocation was for a cause which has been re-
moved, any person whose license or privilege to drive a motor vehi-
cle on the public highways has been revoked shall not be eligible to
apply for a new license nor restoration of his nonresident operating
privilege until the expiration of:
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(a) Six months from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
for a first refusal to submit to a test under the provisions of RSA
265:92;
(b) Six months from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or
more under the provision of RSA 265:94-b;
(c) Two years from the date on which the revoked license was
surrendered to and received by the department or from such other
date as shall be determined by the department in cases of revocation
for refusing to submit to a test under the provisions of RSA 265:92
or for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of 0. 10
or more under the provisions of RSA 265:94-b where the person has
any prior driving while intoxicated or aggravated driving while in-
toxicated offense or for any prior refusal of consent or any prior
administrative revocation of a motor vehicle license under this subdi-
vision for submitting to a test disclosing an alcohol concentration of
0.10 or more under the provision of RSA 265:94-b.
II. Following a license revocation under this section or RSA
265:94-b, the department shall not issue a new license or otherwise
restore the driving privilege unless and until the person presents
evidence satisfactory to the department that it will be reasonably
safe to permit the person to drive a motor vehicle upon the high-
ways. No driving privilege may be restored until all applicable rein-
statement fees have been paid.
III. Where a license or driving privilege has been revoked under
RSA 265:94-b and the person is also convicted on criminal charges
arising out of the same event and a revocation has been imposed
under RSA 265:94-b, both revocations shall be imposed but the total
period of revocations shall not exceed the longer of the 2 revocation
periods; provided, however, that any revocation for refusing to sub-
mit to a test under the provisions of RSA 265:92 shall not run con-
currently with any other penalty imposed under the provisions of
this title.
265:94-e Appeal. Any person aggrieved by a decision of the depart-
ment under RSA 265:94-c, 1(d) may appeal the decision in Merri-
mack county superior court as specified in RSA 263:76. Should the
volume of cases exceed the capacity of the court, then the chief jus-
tice of the superior court may transfer cases brought under this sec-
tion to another superior court in the state.
5 New Subparagraph; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 21-P:14, IV by
inserting after subparagraph (n) the following new subparagraph:
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(o) Administrative revocation of motor vehicle licenses of per-
sons under 21 years of age, including forms, temporary licenses, and
hearings procedures.
6 Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle Licenses. Amend
the subdivision heading preceding RSA 265:94-a to read as follows:
Administrative Revocation of Motor Vehicle
Licenses [of Persons Under Age 21]
7 Rulemaking. Amend RSA 21-P:14, IV(o) to read as follows:
(o) Administrative revocation of motor vehicle licenses [of per-
sons under 21 years of age], including forms, temporary licenses,
and hearings procedures.
8 Implementation; Funding. Notwithstanding the effective date of
sections 4-5 of this act, the commissioner of the department of safety
or the attorney general may delay implementation of this act if funds
adequate for its implementation are not appropriated. If adequate
funds are not appropriated, they shall request from the legislative
fiscal committee and governor and council authority to transfer from
the highway fund such amounts, not otherwise appropriated, as may
be required to support the implementation of this act. If such funds
are not available or not granted, the commissioner of the depart-
ment of safety or the attorney general may delay the implementa-
tion of this act until adequate funds are provided.
9 Repeal. RSA 265:94-a, relative to the definition of "person", is
repealed.
10 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-5 of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
II. Sections 6, 7, and 9 of this act shall take effect January 1,
1993.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies which versions of the BOCA code and the Life
Safety Code are in effect for public buildings.
The bill also prohibits the state fire marshal from adopting any
rule to require in buildings owned or occupied by a political subdivi-
sion of the state as of the effective date of this bill automatic sup-
pressant or sprinkler systems in areas in which the discharge of
water would be undesirable or in certain other areas.
The bill establishes procedures for administrative revocation of
motor vehicle licenses. The program shall apply in the first year only
to persons under 21 years of age and shall apply to all persons effec-
tive July 1, 1992. The program covers:
(a) Implied consent.
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(b) License revocation, suspension, and reinstatement.




This bill also authorizes the commissioner of the department of
safety and the attorney general to transfer highway funds, upon ap-
proval of the legislative fiscal committee and governor and council,
to support implementation of this act if adequate funds are not oth-
erwise appropriated.
In addition, this bill allows the chiefjustice of the superior court to
transfer cases brought under RSA 265:94-e to other superior courts
if the volume of cases in Merrimack county superior court exceeds
the court's capacity to hear them.
Floor Amendment Fails.
HB 282-FN is Adopted with the Committee Amendment.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be sus-
pended to dispense with the notice of a committee report in the
calendar, and that HB 513 be put on Second Reading at the present
time.
Adopted.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, is this the Senator Currier
that had such a respect for process?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, I don't want to be here Tuesday
dealing with a lot of important messages and an additional 50 bills to
deal with. If we can get these bills taken care of today, it being non-
controversial and it being basically housekeeping administrative
bills, I would like to deal with them today. The process around here
is very confusing at times and I want to add to that process and the
confusion.
HB 513, relative to the eminent domain procedure act and unpaid
taxes. Executive Departments committee. Ought Td Pass. Senator
Currier for the committee.
Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
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SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Currier moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended to
dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar, and
that HB 547 be put on Second Reading at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 547-FN, relative to the date for the application of the optional
veterans' exemption and the optional exemption for the surviving
spouses of veterans in certain towns. Executive Departments.
Ought Tb Pass. Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: All this bill does is to estabhsh a date for the
application of the optional veterans' exemption and the optional ex-
emption for the surviving spouses of veterans in certain towns. The
bill is non-controversial, it was adopted unanimously by the commit-




Ordered Tb Third Reading.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator J. King moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended to
dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar, and
that HB 667 be put on Second Reading at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 667, relative to clean-up of health nuisances. Executive Depart-
ments. Ought Tb Pass. Senator Pressly for the committee.
SENATOR PRESSLY: This bill's purpose is to create a standard
procedure for the enforcement of orders of the health officer. This
procedure would allow the town to correct the health nuisance and
recover its cost, but it still gives fair notice and due process to the
landowner.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Pressly, in just quickly glancing at
this bill, it looks to me that you could take a person's home for a
fairly small consideration if that person couldn't actually afford to
immediately clean-up a problem that existed. It seems to me that
this is attacking in many cases, as this would be attacking a small
problem with a sledge hammer.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Okay. Thank you. That is a very good ques-
tion. My understanding is that this is like any other fine, and it is
just a simple lien. And that the landowner has due process and it will
be handled just like any other complaint, any other form, and if you
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would like to ask more questions, I would be happy to yield to the
Chairman of the committee who is happy to answer these questions.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, if a person in New Hamp-
shii'e goes into bankruptcy they are allowed to keep their home. If a
person doesn't pay a traffic ticket, they're allowed to keep their
home. This legislation would take their home away, wouldn't it? For
something for example, a small farmer has a run off of fertilizer or
something, and can't afford in two years and a day, to clean that up,
he could lose his home, couldn't he?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, the analysis is a little misleading
as we the committee understand it. The basis for the collection is
putting a lien proceeding onto this current statutes just like they do
for nonpayment of taxes when the health officer goes into a situation
to clean-up a nuisance, a health threat or nuisance. In fact yes, some-
one could, through that lien proceedings, ultimately, lose their home
should they not be able to pay the reimbursement to the community
for cleaning up the nuisance.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, doesn't this have the potential of turn-
ing the Health Department in some small towns where feelings run
high and feuds evolve on occasion into neo-nazis?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, I don't believe that that would be
the case for a minute. I know that in the 12 years that I was on the
Board of Selectmen in the town of Henniker, that we had numerous
problems with health situations where the town was forced to clean-
up and wasn't able to effectively get the money back for cleaning up
somebody elses problem. What the cities and towns are asking for in
this particular case, is to apply a lien proceeding just as they do in
other cases when people for example are on welfare. They put a lien
on the person's property so that when that person dies, that the city
or town will get that money back. And basically, what we are talking
about here is that this is basically the same type of issue here. If in
2V2 and 1 day the person can't pay $250 or whatever it might have
been to clean-up the, to reimburse the town for cleaning-up the
mess, that they in fact created, then that is the consequence that
they would have to face at that time.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, let me give you a for instance
and tell me if you think this is fair. An individual has an oil storage
tank and they are away on vacation or away at work. It bursts a
seam. It soaks in a considerable amount of soil. You know as well as I
know, that those clean-ups can run into the tens of thousands of dol-
lars in addition monitoring wells around the perimeter if it's moving
further. Isn't it quite likely that a person couldn't afford that in two
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years and a day, and would lose their property over something as
accidental and inadvertent as that?
SENATOR CURRIER: If the town or city in that particular case
that you referred to was to in fact impose the lien procedure which is
allowed under this amendment to the statute, yes, in fact that proba-
bly would be unfair; however, I think part of the problem is that the
case that you cite is basically something dealing with a lot of envi-
ronmental issues that DES probably already had authority to deal
with in terms of the clean-up of that particular situation. This situa-
tion that we are talking about in this bill is a specific health threat
issue. The cleaning-up of excess garbage that has been amounting in
someone's yard for 2V2 years. That type of thing.
SENATOR HEATH: It doesn't say that. It doesn't limit it to that
and it's taking a persons house as the ultimate consequence, is it
not?
SENATOR CURRIER: Just like they do for nonpayment of taxes,
yes, that is correct.
SENATOR HEATH: Which relates to the ownership of property.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator Heath in opposition to the suspension of HB 667.
HB 161-FN, an act to allow former federal employees to purchase
credit for their federal services as creditable service, relative to pro-
viding retirement benefits upon the death of certain group I and
group II members, and to define employer participation in the re-
tirement system. Insurance committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator Hollingworth for the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The committee on Insurance
moves Ought to Pass with Amendment on HB 161. This bill is in
three parts. It affects the federal employees, some of whom are
vested. In other words, they have their own portion of the retire-
ment system with them. We hire them and they can take a part of
the retirement system with them. They would like to participate in
our retirement system. We just allow them to transfer some of their
time and money into our system at no cost to anyone; state, county,
or town. It is no cost to the retirement system. They still have to
meet our requirements. This is actually a benefit to us because it
enriches our retirement system. The second part, is death benefits.
There was a loophole before, where there was a 30 day period where
a retiree was in limbo. If he technically retired from the job and filed
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papers with the retirement system that had not received any bene-
fits, the paperwork process was a time-lag. Now if he should die
during that time period, his beneficiaries could not receive the bene-
fits. This coiTects that problem. The third area that is addressed, is
to define employer participation in the retirement system. It was
recently discovered that we have certain groups in our retirement
system that may cause the feds to look at it as other than a retire-
ment system designed for government and political subdivisions.
Therefore, we could have a problem if this is not addressed. So we
would have to come under ERISA, which is not what we wanted to
do. And we could lose a major amount of control over our system. So
this would address that problem. There is one amendment that deals
with the Rockingham County Commissioner that works full time,
but as the law was defined that it required them to work regular
hours. This change was in bill 62 which we are holding in the com-
mittee for Senator Bass who is working on a proposal to address the
need in the event that some of our employees should be let go of
their positions in their jobs and some other problems that we have.
So that bill is being held. There is a floor amendment coming in to
address a small problem that we also had and we hope that you can
move Ought to Pass With Amendment on this bill.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Heath in the Chair.
Amendment to HB 161-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to retirement system benefits and retirement system
membership eligibility.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 7 with the following:
8 Membership Eligibility for Elected and Appointed Officials.
Amend RSA 100-A:3, 1(a) to read as follows:
I.(a) Any person who becomes an employee, teacher, permanent
policeman or permanent fireman after the date of establishment
shall become a member of the retirement system as a condition of
employment; except that membership shall be optional in the case of
elected officials, officials appointed for fixed terms, unclassified
state employees, or those employees of the general court who are
eligible for membership in the retirement system. Elected officials
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and officials appointed for fixed terms shall, however, be eligible
for membership in the retirement system only under the follow-
ing conditions:
(1) The office held is a full-time position with eligibility
for the same fringe benefits as other full-time employees of the
employer;
(2) The office held is the primary occupation of the person
holding the office;
(3) The base rate of annual compensation for the office
held is at least $15,000, and requires at least 1,700 hours of em-
ployment; and
(4) The official satisfies the conditions under subpara-
graphs (l)-(3) by using only one elected or appointed office to
qualify.
9 Repeal. RSA 100-A:28-a, relative to special fringe benefits for
certain employees who have withdrawn from the retirement system,
is repealed.
10 Application; Special Fringe Benefits; Buy-In of Retirement
System Credit. Any person who, on the effective date of this act, is
enrolled under the provisions of RSA 100-A:28-a, II, repealed by
section 9 of this act, shall have until December 31, 1991, to elect
either to terminate enrollment or to resume full membership in the
retirement system. Such election shall take effect on the first day of
the month following receipt of the election by the retirement sys-
tem. If no election is received, enrollment under RSA 100-A:28-a, II
shall terminate as of January 1, 1992.
11 Application; Elected and Appointed Officials. Any elected offi-
cial or official appointed for a fixed term who is a currently a mem-
ber of the New Hampshire retirement system, and whose office does
not meet the requirements for membership as provided in RSA 100-
A:3, 1(a), as amended by section 8 of this act, shall continue to be a
member of and be eligible for membership in the retirement system
until the end of the official's current term of office. The official shall
not be eligible for continued membership in the retirement system
upon reelection or reappointment to the same office, and member-
ship shall terminate at the end of the current term.
12 Appropriation from Administrative Account. There is hereby
appropriated the sum of $50,000 from available amounts in the New
Hampshire retirement system administrative account, as estab-
lished under RSA 100-A:14, XIII for the purpose of implementing
the provisions of sections 1, 2, 3, and 7 of this act. The board of
trustees is authorized in its sole discretion to expend such funds as it
deems necessary to implement the provisions of sections 1, 2, 3, and
7 of this act, including but not limited to the employment of tempo-
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raiy employees. Any unexpended funds from this appropriation
shall lapse to the administrative account on June 30, 1992.
13 Appropriation to Retirement System Study Committee Non-
lapsing. Amend 1991, 1:6 to read as follows:
1:6 Appropriation. The sum of $100,000 is hereby appropriated for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1991, from the New Hampshire re-
tirement system administrative account to be expended by the com-
mittee established by this act for the purposes of this act. The sum
which is appropriated in this section shall be nonlapsing. Of this
sum $40,000 may be expended by the committee without any prior
approval, and $60,000 may only be expended subject to the prior
approval of the fiscal committee of the general court.
14 Effective Date. This act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This amendment requires that those employers permitted to par-
ticipate under the New Hampshire retirement system shall be solely
limited to the government of the state of New Hampshire or the
governments of its political subdivisions, and any agencies or insti-u-
mentalities thereof, for the purpose of maintaining the retirement
system's tax exempt status as a qualified governmental pension plan
meeting the requirements of sections 401(a) and 414(d) of the United
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. What consti-
tutes a "government", "political subdivision", "agency" and or "in-
strumentality" for purposes of system coverage is necessarily
defined with respect to applicable federal rather than state law.
Regarding those nongovernmental employers currently contribut-
ing to the system, in order to preserve the retirement system's tax
exempt status as a governmental plan, such nongovernmental em-
ployers and employees shall be required to cease contributions, and
those nongovernmental employees presently covered under the sys-
tem shall cease to accrue benefits under the system, no later than
June 30, 1991.
All benefits accrued to the time of withdrawal from the system
shall be fully vested in such withdrawing nongovernmental employ-
ees, and the system shall cooperate with withdrawing nongovern-
mental employers in their establishing successor retirement plans
and shall cooperate in arranging for the transfer of such employee
retirement benefits earned under the system to successor retire-
ment plans where practicable.
The bill amends the retirement system statutes by:
(1) Repealing the special fringe benefit for certain unclassified offi-
cers or employees who withdraw from the retirement system and
who make equivalent contributions to an IRA.
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(2) Defining the conditions which elected and appointed officials
must meet in order to be eligible for membership in the retirement
system.
The bill also amends the 1991 appropriation made to the retire-
ment system study committee to make it nonlapsing.
Senator Roberge moved to Have HB 161-FN, Laid On The Tkble.
Division vote. Yeas: 1 - Nays: 22.
Laid On The Tkble Motion Fails.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 571-FN, an act relative to multiple-employer welfare arrange-
ments.
Insurance committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator
Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill establishes or authorizes the Insurance
Commission to establish a system of regulation for multiple em-
ployer welfare arrangements, otherwise known as MEWA's. At the
current time they are not regulated at all in the state of New Hamp-
shire. Now a multiple employer welfare arrangement is essentially a
system whereby a large employer's or association's can offer private
health insurance to their members at, in most cases obviously, a cost
saving to employees. There have apparently been some problems as
of late due to the fact that there has been no control over the assets
or liabilities of these arrangements. And this bill attempts to set up
a frame work in which the department can adequately monitor and
regulate these MEWA's. The amendment which is brought to the
committee establishes an exemption from certain portions of these
regulations for the existing multiple employer welfare arrangements
that are based on all of the following: Are based in New Hampshire,
and have been around for more than ten years and maintain a fund
termination liability policy of 40 percent or more and file financial
reports to the Insurance Department on a regular basis. The com-
mittee urges the Senate's adoption of its recommendation of Ought
to Pass with Amendment.
Amendment to HB 571-FN
Amend RSA 415-E:1 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. "Multiple-employer welfare arrangement" means an employee
welfare benefit plan or any other arrangement which is established
or maintained for the purpose of offering or providing health bene-
fits to the employees of 2 or more employers, or to their beneficia-
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ries. This shall include plans established by any political subdivision
of the state or religious organization, but shall not include any plan
or arrangement established or maintained under or pursuant to one
or more agreements deemed collective bargaining agreements un-
der section 3(40XAXi) of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974, Public Law No. 93-406 (ERISA). For the purposes of
this chapter, 2 or more trades or businesses, whether or not incorpo-
rated, shall be deemed a single employer if such trades or businesses
are under common ownership or within the same control group as
defined under section 3(40)(B) of ERISA.
II. "Commissioner" means the insurance commissioner of the
state of New Hampshire.
III. "Fund balance" means the total assets in excess of total lia-
bilities, except that assets pledged to secure debts not reflected on
the books of the multiple-employer welfare arrangement shall not be
included in the fund balance. Fund balance shall include other con-
tributed capital, retained earnings, and surplus notes.
IV. "Insolvency termination" means the termination of an ar-
rangement where the fund balance as of the termination date is in-
adequate.
Amend RSA 415-E:2, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
I. No person shall, after April 1, 1992, operate a multiple-
employer welfare arrangement unless such arrangement is approved
by the commissioner. No person shall, after April 1, 1992, operate a
multiple-employer welfare arrangement in existence prior to April
1, 1992, unless such arrangement has submitted for approval in com-
pliance with RSA 415-E:4, or otherwise meets the special require-
ments of paragraph III of this section.
Amend RSA 415-E:2 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by insert-
ing after paragraph II the following new paragraphs:
III. RSA 415-E:4, RSA 415-E:8, RSA 415-E:9, III and RSA 415-
E:ll shall not apply to a multiple-employer welfare arrangement
which:
(a) Meets the general eligibility requirements of RSA 415-E:3,
I;
(b) Is administered primarily from a principal place of business
located within the state of New Hampshire;
(c) Has provided employee health benefits for a continuous pe-
riod of 10 or more years;
(d) Maintains a termination liability fund wherein the fund bal-
ance plus the total liabilities of the multiple-employer welfare ar-
rangement shall at no time, for a consecutive 90-day period, be less
than 40 percent of the aggregate amount of premiums billed during
the 6 prior months. For purposes of this subparagraph, that surety
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amount, if any, deposited with the commissioner pursuant to RSA
415-E:7, 1, may be credited as a fund balance asset toward the termi-
nation Habihty fund amount required under this chapter; and
(e) Files with the commissioner, not later than 4 months follow-
ing the end of each fiscal year, a report on the financial status of the
termination liability fund, which report is filed under oath by a mem-
ber of its board of trustees, or by an administrative executive duly
appointed by the board, and further certified to by an independent
certified public accountant with a place of business located within
the state of New Hampshire.
IV. In the event a multiple-employer welfare arrangement does
not satisfy the requirements of paragraph III, the arrangement shall
within 60 days file with the commissioner an application for approval
under RSA 415-E:4, and shall be subject to all provisions of this
chapter until such time as the requirements of paragraph III are
satisfied.
Amend RSA 415-E:3, II as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
II. The arrangement shall issue to each covered employee a pol-
icy contract, certificate, summary plan description, or other evi-
dence of the benefits and coverages provided. This evidence of the
benefits and coverages provided shall contain in boldfaced print in a
conspicuous location, the following statement: "The benefits and cov-
erages described herein are provided through a trust fund estab-
lished and funded by a group of employers." Arrangements in
existence prior to January 1, 1992, that have previously issued bene-
fit descriptions to employees may meet the disclosure requirements
under this chapter by issuing to each employee such additional writ-
ten material necessary to meet the requirements of this paragraph.
Amend RSA 415-E:3, V as inserted by section 1 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
V. The commissioner shall not grant or continue approval until
such time as the arrangement replaces any trustee found by the
commissioner, upon the presentation of sufficient evidence:
(a) Tb be incompetent;
(b) Ta be guilty of, or to have pled guilty or no contest to a
felony, or a crime involving moral turpitude;
(c) lb have had any type of insurance license revoked in this or
any other state;
(d) To have improperly manipulated assets, accounts, or spe-
cific excess insurance or to have otherwise acted in bad faith.
Amend RSA 415-E:3, VII as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
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VII. Failure to maintain compliance with applicable eligibility or
filing requirements established by this section shall be grounds for
suspension or revocation of approval of an aiTangement, provided,
however, that such arrangement shall have 60 days after notification
by the commissioner to take such action necessary to correct the
deficiency.
Amend RSA 415-E:6, 1 and II as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing them with the following:
I. The commissioner may, upon reasonable notice, conduct an
examination of the loss reserves, financial condition, specific excess
insurance, and working capital of a multiple-employer welfare ar-
rangement. If the commissioner preliminarily finds that the re-
serves, specific excess insurance, or financial condition may be
inadequate, or that the arrangement does not have a combined
working capital in an amount establishing the financial strength and
liquidity of the arrangement to pay claims promptly and showing
evidence of the financial ability of the arrangement to meet its obli-
gations to covered employees, the commissioner shall notify the ar-
rangement of such inadequacy. Upon being so notified, the
arrangement shall within 30 days file with the commissioner all in-
formation which, in the belief of the arrangement, proves the reason-
ableness and adequacy of the condition noted as being inadequate.
II. If the commissioner determines, after reviewing the informa-
tion filed, that an inadequate condition exists, the arrangement shall
implement, within 30 days a plan to correct the inadequacy and shall
file proof of reasonable improvement or adequate condition with the
commissioner within 6 months of the implementation of the plan. If
the commissioner is satisfied that the plan submitted to improve the
inadequate condition of the arrangement is sufficient, he shall so
notify the arrangement. The arrangement shall report quarterly to
the commissioner until the causes of the inadequate condition have
been corrected.
Amend RSA 415-E:7, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
I. Tb assure the faithful performance of its obligations to its
member employers and covered employees and their dependents,
every arrangement shall, within 30 days after the close of the ar-
rangement's fiscal year, deposit with the commissioner cash, securi-
ties, or any combination of these or other measures acceptable to the
commissioner, in an amount equal to 25 percent of the proceeding 12
months' health care claims expenditures or 5 percent of gross annual
premiums for the succeeding year, whichever is greater; however, in
no case shall the amount of the deposit exceed $100,000. All income
from deposits shall belong to the depositing arrangement and shall
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be paid to it as it becomes available. An arrangement that has made
a securities deposit may withdraw that deposit, or any part of such
deposit, after making a substitute deposit of cash, securities, or any
combination of these or other measures of equal amount and value,
upon approval by the commissioner. No judgment creditor or other
claimant of a multiple-employer welfare association shall have the
right to levy upon any of the assets or securities held in this state as
a deposit under this section.
Amend RSA 415-E:7 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by insert-
ing after paragraph II the following new paragraph:
III. In the event of an insolvency termination, the deposit held
by the commissioner pursuant to RSA 415-E:7, I, or the bond held
by the commissioner pursuant to RSA 415-E:7, II, shall be applied
to the extent of the insolvency. Any deposit funds remaining in ex-
cess of the amount needed to make the arrangement solvent shall be
distributed in accordance with RSA 415-E:10.
Amend RSA 415-E:9, III as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
III. Each policy issued by the arrangement shall contain a state-
ment of the contingent liability. Both the application for insurance
and policy shall contain, in contrasting color and not less than 10-
point type, the following statement: "This is a fully assessable policy.
In the event the arrangement is unable to pay its obligations, policy-
holders (employers) shall be required to contribute on a pro rata
earned premium basis the money necessary to meet any unfulfilled
obligations."
Amend RSA 415-E:10 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
415-E:10 Tfermination of Arrangement. If an arrangement is termi-
nated for any reason, it shall pay all outstanding claims, debts, and
obligations. The arrangement may retain sufficient funds to provide
coverage for such additional period as the trustees of the arrange-
ment consider prudent. In addition, the trustees may purchase such
additional insurance as they consider necessary for protection
against potential future claims. Any funds remaining in the arrange-
ment after satisfaction of all obligations upon termination shall be
paid to participating employers and/or covered employees as of the
termination date in some equitable manner meeting with the ap-
proval of the commissioner, including, without ruling out other alter-
natives, equally on a per capita basis to each participating employer
and/or employee who is covered under the arrangement as of the
effective date of termination.
Amend RSA 415-E:13, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it vidth the following:
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I. Subject to other provisions in this chapter, the commissioner
shall deny, suspend, or revoke an arrangement's approval if it finds
that the arrangement:
(a) Has failed to meet the financial requirements of this chap-
ter or has violated any lawful order or rules.
(b) Has refused to be examined or to produce its accounts,
records and files for examination, or if any of its officers has refused
to give information with respect to its affairs or to perform any
other legal obligation as to such examination, when required by the
commissioner.
(c) Has failed to pay any final judgment rendered against it in
this state within 60 days after the judgment became final.
(d) No longer meets the requirements for the authority origi-
nally granted.
Amend RSA 415-E:14 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
4 15-E: 14 Penalties.
I. Subject to other provisions in this chapter, any arrangement
that fails to obtain and maintain a valid approval from the commis-
sioner while operating or maintaining a multiple-employer welfare
arrangement shall be subject to a fine of not less than $5,000 or more
than $50,000 for each violation.
II. Subject to other provisions in this chapter, the commissioner
may issue a cease and desist order if he finds any person operating
or maintaining a multiple-employer welfare arrangement without a
currently effective certificate of approval.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 576-FN, an act relative to the investments which may be made
by New Hampshire domestic insurers, other than life insurers. In-
surance committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Russ-
man for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes, 576 that was the investments bill by
insurance companies. Essentially, the important thing for that was
we found a provision in there on page 12 that allowed the insurance
companies to give their employees unsecured loans up to a quarter
million dollars. And we thought that that was totally inappropriate
and it really made me wonder where the Insurance Commissioner in
this state is coming from with some of that stuff. Because I just felt
that, some of us on the committee felt, that that was way too much
money at this day and age to be loaning out insecure, giving what
the economy is. So we struck that out. And Senator Colantuono had
concerns about the percentages of investments that they were al-
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lowed to put in of their policyholders money. So we have all of those
essentially, are working with the insurance office and hopefully, that
would be more of a conservative investment approach and so we
would ask you to support the committee recommendation of Ought
to Pass with Amendment.
Amendment to HB 576-FN
Amend RSA 402:28, 1(d)(2) and (3) as inserted by section 2 of the
bill by replacing it with the following:
(2) A company shall not invest more than 2.5 percent of its
capital and surplus in any one such partnership.
(3) The aggregate carrying value of all investments in limited
partnerships shall not exceed 2.5 percent of the company's admitted
assets.
Amend RSA 402:28, 1(g)(4) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(4) No investment in any single issue made under this para-
graph except for bonds, notes, or obligations issued, assumed, guar-
anteed, or insured by any of the entities described in subparagraphs
(a) or (b) shall exceed an amount equal to 2.5 percent of such compa-
ny's admitted assets.
Amend RSA 402:28, I(j)(2) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(2) A company shall not have initial or maintenance margin
outstanding under this paragraph of more than 5 percent of the ex-
cess of its capital and surplus over the minimum requirements of a
new stock or mutual company to qualify for a certificate of authority
to write the kind of insurance which the company is authorized to
write.
Amend RSA 402:28, I(k)(4) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(4) A company shall not purchase as opening transactions un-
der this paragraph more than 5 percent of the excess of its capital
and surplus over the minimum requirements of a new stock or mu-
tual company to qualify for a certificate of authority to write the
kind of insurance which the company is authorized to write.
Amend RSA 402:28, 1(1) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
(1) Options and Futures Contracts. Options or futures con-
tracts traded in markets regulated under the laws of the United
States, or by an agency thereof, and other contracts or instruments
for the purpose of reducing the company's economic risk in connec-
tion with potential changes in the value of specifically identified as-
sets which the company owns or could reasonably expect to acquire,
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or specifically identified liabilities which the company has or reason-
ably expects to incur. The aggregate cost of investments held under
this paragraph shall not exceed 2.5 percent of the company's admit-
ted assets.
Amend RSA 402:28, I(m)(4XC) as inserted by section 2 of the bill
by replacing it with the following:
(C) A company is limited to no more than 5 percent of its
admitted assets being subject to lending of securities, repurchase
agreements or reverse repurchase agreements transactions out-
standing with any one entity under this paragraph.
Amend RSA 402:28, IV as inserted by section 2 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
IV. Foreign Investments Denominated in Foreign Currency. A
domestic company may invest in stocks, warrants, rights or other
securities, bonds, notes, or obligations, of foreign entities which are
denominated in a foreign currency, which are of the same kind, class
and grade of United States investments which are authorized under
any other provision of this subdivision. The aggregate carrying
value of all investments under this paragraph shall be 5 percent of
such company's admitted assets.
Amend RSA 402:29 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
402:29 Loans to Transferred Employees. A company may lend
funds, on a secured basis, to an employee to defray, in whole or in
part, the expenses of such employee who has been transferred. The
maximum amount of any such loan to an employee shall be $250,000.
This section also shall not prohibit the taking of a secured mortgage
by a company on real property serving as the residence of any of its
officers, employees, or directors. Such mortgage shall not exceed 85
percent of the appraised value of such realty as determined by an
independent appraiser or the market value, whichever is the lesser
amount. One of the terms of such mortgage shall provide that the
outstanding balance of the mortgage becomes immediately due and
payable to the company upon termination of the employment, or offi-
cer or director relationship, between the company and the mortga-
gor, or upon termination of said person's ownership of said real
property.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 274-FN, an act relative to sentencing to county correctional fa-
cilities. Judiciary committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Sen-
ator Colantuono for the committee.
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: This bill, the purpose of this bill was
to correct an inconsistency in the sentencing statutes. RSA 651 was
not consistent with RSA 30-B. It allowed judges to sentence pris-
oners to, in misdemeanor cases, to any house of corrections in the
state. RSA 30-B said that the person had to be sentenced in the
county in which he was tried. We passed that portion of the bill. But
we also passed the amendment appearing on page 41 of the calendar,
which allows a defendant to petition the sentencing court to be
transferred to his home county in case they have work release or for
some other good cause shown. So we urge that the full Senate adopt
the amendment and then pass the bill as amended.
Amendment to HB 274-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to sentencing and transfers to
county correctional facilities.
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Transfer to County Correctional Facility. Amend RSA 30-B:21 to
read as follows:
30-B:21 Temporary Removal or Transfer. Any person confined in a
county department of corrections facility may be transferred to any
other county department of corrections facility or to the county de-
partment of corrections in another county when such transfer is in
the public interest. The transfer proceeding shall be by petition of
the superintendent of the transferring county department of correc-
tions to the original sentencing court, subject to the approval of the
county commissioners of the county to which the transfer is
planned, or by petition to the original sentencing court for the
purpose of facilitating work release or for other good cause
shown. Said court may, after hearing and for good cause shown,
order such transfer under such terms and conditions as appear nec-
essary. The expense of transfer and maintenance shall be paid by the
county petitioning for the transfer, unless waived by the receiving
county department of corrections in accordance with a reciprocal or
other arrangement between the counties involved. The superintend-
ent of the transferring county department of corrections shall have
custody over the prisoner during the transfer by a regular or spe-
cially authorized officer of that county. Upon admittance to the re-
ceiving facility, the prisoner shall be under the custody of the
superintendent of the receiving county department of corrections.
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3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes RSA 651:18 consistent with RSA 30-B:15, clarify-
ing that any person sentenced to a county correctional facility for a
misdemeanor shall be committed to a county correctional facility in
the county in which the offense is committed.
The bill also pennits a defendant confined in a county department
of corrections facility to petition for a transfer to another county
corrections facility for the purpose of facilitating work release or for
other good cause shown.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 416-FN, an act relative to drug-free school zones and making
appropriations therefor. Judiciary committee. Ought Tb Pass With
Amendment. Senator Colantuono for the committee.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This bill establishes a statute relating
to drug-free school zones. It sets up a proceeding where signs are
set-up to identify those zones, and it also makes it an offense to sell
drugs within that zone which would subject a person to double pun-
ishment under the criminal law for violations. A minimum prison
term of one year for this offense. The committee felt that that was
inappropriate given the fact that there is no history or complaints of
judges not giving stiff sentences for these types of crimes and we
cut that out of the bill.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Colantuono, I must admit that I haven't
been following this issue at all. It seems to me, I was on the Judici-
ary last session, didn't we already pass a drug-free zone bill, and if
so, how does this change the bill that we changed last year?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, a bill was passed to enhance pen-
alties in the drug sale statute RSA 318-B. This basically sets up a
statute 193-B which defines drug-free school zones. It sets out rule-
making as to how the zones will be mapped out. How they will be
signed, so that everyone will know where they are. In other words,
it improves upon what was done last year. It also sets up a toll free
hotline to take information about persons who sell within those
zones. I guess the ultimate purpose of doing this was that it was to
take advantage of some federal money that was available for states
that would set up this kind of statute. So it goes beyond what we did
last year.
SENATOR BASS: Is there a fiscal impact?
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: The bill appropriates $1 from the gen-
eral fund and the other money comes from the federal government.
SENATOR NELSON: I would just hke to make the point that the
original piece of legislation had mandatory sentencing and was very
stiff and this bill has a little change in it.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I wonder if Senator Colantuono could
speak to why the committee felt that it was important to change
those mandatory sentences?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, I addressed that partially, by say-
ing that there has been no evidence that courts are not giving stiff
sentences in these offenses. The bill last year allowed for double
penalties, and people who are selling drugs within school zones are
getting severe stiff penalties. Such that there is no need to make a
statement that we need to give a minimum, because they are getting
a lot more than that anyway. We just came back from a conference a
few days before that, in which the legislatures got together with the
bench, and the bar, in which it was emphasized that when we pass
bills that do this kind of thing, sometimes we often forget about the
fiscal impact, and so on, and so forth. But the bottom line was that
we didn't want to send a message to the courts that we didn't think
that they were doing a good job, because they are doing a good job.
And so there is no need for it at the time. If there were a need for it,
I think the committee would have felt differently about it.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I just wanted to say also, that Sen-
ator Colantuono asked also, didn't the court, we feel, the committee
felt that it would be appropriate to take away the discretion of the
judges since in fact, there could be a situation where the judge
should have that discretion to change that fine.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: That is always a consideration. Sena-
tor.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Shaheen, would you believe, that
there was some of us on the committee that very afternoon in Exec-
utive session who felt that we should cut the hands and feet off of
anybody who was in the area selling drugs to kids. We couldn't get it
through the committee, would you believe?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would certainly believe that. And shall I
assume in believing that that you would like to see that part of the
bill changed back?
SENATOR NELSON: Well, I did vote with the committee with
undo pressure. No, I'm just kidding, I voted along with them at the
time, but my initial sense was to support mandatory sentence and I
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don't think that there is anything that we can do, Senator Shaheen. I
believe one of my other colleagues on the committee thought that
capital punishment might be more appropriate than mandatory sen-
tencing, Senator Shaheen, I think that we should do anything that
we could to anybody who goes into a drug-free zone, the fact that in
the United States that we have to talk about a drug-free zone, Sena-
tor Shaheen, makes me sick would you believe?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would wholeheartly agree with you. Sen-
ator Nelson.
Amendment to HB 416-FN.A
Amend section 1 of the bill by replacing all after RSA 193-B:5 with
the following:
193-B:6 Penalties.
I. It shall be a violation for any person to cover, remove, deface,
alter or destroy any sign or other marking identifying a drug-free
zone as provided in RSA 193-B:4, 1.
II. Lack of knowledge that the prohibited act as defined in RSA
193-B:2 occurred on or within 1,000 feet of school property shall not
be a defense.
III. A violation of RSA 193-B:2 shall not include an act which
occurs entirely within a private residence wherein no person 17
years of age or under is present.
IV. A violation of RSA 193-B:2 shall be punishable in accordance
with RSA 318-B:26.
Amend RSA 318-B:26, V as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
V. Any person who violates this chapter or RSA 193-B by manu-
facturing, selling, prescribing, administering, dispensing, or possess-
ing with intent to sell, dispense, or compound any controlled drug or
its analog, in or on or within 1,000 feet of the real property compris-
ing a public or private elementary, secondary, or secondary voca-
tional technical school, may be sentenced to a term of imprisonment
or fine, or both, up to twice that otherwise authorized by this sec-
tion.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Everyone should have in front of you the
Capital Punishment floor amendment. I'm just kidding. Amendment
2943L. Does everyone have a floor amendment to 416. What this
does is to extend the drug-free zone to public parks, playgrounds,
and public housing authorities. This comes at the request of a num-
ber of Public Housing Authority Directors from the Seacoasts' area
who felt that drugs are a real concern in public housing areas and
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that one way to address that would be to extend the drug-free zone
into those areas as well. I urge everyone to pass the floor amend-
ment.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This approach is exactly the same ap-
proach as that fine Republican secretary of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, Jack Kemp as advocated at the federal level, and I am
glad to support a good Republican issue here. Thank you very much,
Senator Dupont.
SENATOR NELSON: Thank you. I rise in strong support of a very
strong, smart, bright, intelligent Democrat who had the guts to
bring it on the floor in New Hampshire, not some guy in Washing-
ton.
Adopted.
Senator Shaheen offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to KB 416-FN-A
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Selling Drugs Near Schools and Certain Other Public Property;
Mandatory Penalty. RSA 318-B:26, V is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
V. Any person who violates this chapter by manufacturing, sell-
ing, prescribing, administering, dispensing, or possessing with in-
tent to sell, dispense, or compound any controlled drug or its analog,
in or on or within 1,000 feet of the real property comprising a public
or private elementary, secondary, secondary vocational technical
school, public park, playground, or public housing authority, may be
sentenced to a term of imprisonment or fine, or both, up to twice
that otherwise authorized by this section.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill defines a drug-free school zone in the state as any area
within 1,000 feet of any property used for school purposes by any
school, whether or not owned by such school, and within or immedi-
ately adjacent to school buses. The bill imposes enhanced penalties
for any person who manufactures, sells, prescribes, administers, dis-
penses, or possesses with intent to sell, dispense, or compound any
controlled drug or its analog, in a drug-free school zone or in or near
a public park, playground, or public housing authority property at
any time of the year.
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The bill requires school administrative units to publish maps of
and post signs at drug-free school zones. The department of educa-
tion, in consultation with the New Hampshire Police Chiefs Associa-
tion, is required to adopt rules relative to the posting with signs of
such zones.
The bill establishes a toll-free hotline for the purpose of respond-
ing anonymous information on drug activity to local law enforcement
agencies. The department of safety is responsible for coordinating
and adopting rules for the establishment and operation of the
hotline. The toll-free number for the hotline is to be displayed on the
drug-free school zone signs developed by the department of educa-
tion.
This bill appropriates funds to the department of education and
the department of safety.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
HB 595-FN, an act relative to citations for building code and land
use violations. Judiciary committee. Ought Ta Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator Hollingworth for the committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The committee on Judiciary would
move Ought to Pass on HB 595 with amendment. This bill, re-
quested by a number of the cities and towns and the Municipal Asso-
ciation will allow the municipalities to enforce the building and land
use code without taking a violator to court. It will allow the violator
to mail his plea of guilty, or nolo contendere or with a fine, similar to
the way that track violations are now handled. The violator can still
go to the courtroom if they are in disagreement with the citation. It
will cut down on court cost and time. In most cases building code
and land use violators are currently a misdemeanor and in order to
use this citation by mail process, the enforcement officer would have
to reduce the charge to a violation, which is currently allowed in law.
The violator will be sent a written notice of violation prior to the
issuance of the citation. The reason is that land use violations or
building code violations tend to go on and the penalty does not start
until the person has received the notice. The violator will also have
the right to appeal locally. We amended the bill to take out the pen-
alty assessment portion. The town and cities can still fine the viola-
tor, but no additional assessment will be allowed.
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Amendment to HB 595-FN
Amend RSA 676:17-a, II as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
deleting subparagraph (h) and relettering subparagraphs (i) — (1) to
read as (h) — (k), respectively.
Amend RSA 676:17-a, III and IV as inserted by section 2 of the
bill by replacing them with the following:
III. Defendants who are issued a summons and local land use
citation and who wash to plead guilty or nolo contendere shall enter
their plea on the summons and return it with payment of the civil
penalty, as set forth in the citation, to the clerk of the court prior to
the arraignment date, or shall appear in court on the date of arraign-
ment.
IV. Civil penalties collected by the district court under this sec-
tion shall be remitted to the municipality issuing the citation. When-
ever a defendant (a) does not enter a plea by mail prior to the
arraignment day or does not appear personally or by counsel on or
before that date or move for a continuance; or (b) otherwise fails to
appear for a scheduled court appearance in connection wdth a sum-
mons for any offense, the defendant shall be defaulted and the court
shall determine what the civil penalty would be upon a plea of guilty
or nolo contendere and shall impose an administrative processing fee
in addition to the civil penalty. Such fee shall be the same as the
administrative processing fee under RSA 502-A:19-b, and shall be
retained by the court for the benefit of the state.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 696-FN, an act relative to penalties for the sale and distribution
of tobacco products to minors. Judiciary committee. Ought To Pass
With Amendment. Senator Colantuono for the Minority. Inexpedi-
ent Tb Legislate. Senator Nelson for the Majority.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This bill came in from the House as an
attempt to increase the fines for those persons who sell cigarettes to
minors. Presently, if you sell cigarettes to minors the only penalty is
a $25 fine. This was thought to be so low, and insignificant, that
there really is never any chance for a prosecution, because no one
wants to bother. And it's no disincentive at all from the stores to
break the law by selling cigarettes to minors. The original bill re-
quired a fine of $250, a minimum fine of $250, and a subsequent
offense, you would lose your license to sell cigarettes for three to six
weeks. We felt that that was a little too severe, so that the minority
amendment is on page 42 of the calendar, if you care to look at. The
minority amendment says that on a first offense the defendent
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would be guilty of a violation which under New Hampshire law can
be punishable by a fine of anything from $0 to $500, but it would be
in the discretion of a court. Obviously, a bigger store could be fined
more and a smaller store could be fined less. A second offense within
one year, the fine would be a minimum of $250 and the third offense
within the same year, would be subject to a license suspension for a
period of one week to three weeks. The committee minority which
happens to be myself, believes that this is a much more appropriate
way to put some teeth into this law if we want to get serious about
minors buying and smoking cigarettes. I hope that you will support
the committee minority.
SENATOR HEATH: I rise in opposition to the minority report.
There is nothing wrong with the intent. I don't think that, even
though I smoke, I don't think that it is inappropriate to ban minors
from smoking and I support enforcement of that. The problem is
this: With the minority amendment, we have vending machines all
over the state and nobody ever arrests a vendor for selling ciga-
rettes to a vending machine, so if you punish the grocer, what you do
is you drive the sales to the vending machines. Children who are
going to smoke are probably going to get some change and go to a
vending machine and that person gets off and the grocer who doesn't
take an ID on a pack of cigarettes, gets a heavy penalty. I don't think
that that is a fair way to do it. If you want to ban sales through
vending machines, or hold the vendor responsible for who uses the
vending machines, then that is fair, that is the way to do it. But there
is no fairness in punishing one individual doing the same kind of
business and the other knowingly taking advantage and doing the
business that will accrue to him because of the heavier penalty.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Heath, I am sure that you are
aware that the present law treats the vendor of a vending machine
exactly the same as the store. They are both equally responsible and
liable for this. Are you aware of that?
SENATOR HEATH: I am aware of it, and I have never in all the
time that that law has been on the book, heard of a prosecution of a
vendor.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Would you agree that it is more likely
that you will have a prosecution of a vendor or a vending machine if
these increased penalties are passed to make it worth the while of
the police to have a prosecution, and maybe then we will get some
parity?
SENATOR HEATH: I'm not convinced that moving penalties up
makes the police pay anymore attention. They don't get a piece of
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the action, and I don't think that they would pay anymore attention,
I don't think that they would think that that was a serious crime.
SENATOR COHEN: I rise in support of the minority amendment.
TAPE INAUDIBLE.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Cohen, would you have been in viola-
tion of this law at one point in your life?
SENATOR COHEN: No.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Cohen, how do you suggest that we
enforce this law to keep these young people away from the ciga-
rettes which is already a law that they are not supposed to smoke
anyway? Let me rephrase the question, Mr. President. Thank you. It
is presently against the law for these minors to purchase cigarettes.
My question specifically is this, how do you suggest that retail gro-
cers and others keep, not related to the teenager, how do they pre-
vent teenagers from buying these cigarettes, what should they do to
prevent them and purchase them?
SENATOR COHEN: Senator Nelson, my understanding of the
amendment is that it would be to increase the fines and that would
give more of an incentive for the retailer not to sell the cigarettes to
them.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Cohen, you think that an increased
amount of money to the grocer or the person who is licensed, right?
That is the way we will prevent kids from smoking and purchasing
these cigarettes?
SENATOR COHEN: Not enough itself, but I think that it would
certainly help to discourage the sales.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Colantuono, does your minority
amendment enhance the penalty for the child who buys the ciga-
rettes?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: No, it doesn't.
SENATOR HEATH: Is there a penalty in law for them to purchase?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I believe there is, but I am not sure
about that.
SENATOR HEATH: Shouldn't this bill be held and an enhanced
penalty be put on the buyer?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Well, we can take care of that next
year if it's not already in law, I'm not sure what the law is. Do you
want to take a recess and we can check?
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Amendment to HB 696-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 License Suspension for Sale and Distribution of Tbbacco Prod-
ucts to Minors. Amend RSA 78:12-b, III to read as follows:
IIL The commissioner of revenue administration shall furnish,
upon issuing or renewing a retailer's license under RSA 78:2, a sign
reading "State law prohibits the sale of tobacco products to persons
under age 18. Warning: Violators of this provision may be subject to
fine and license suspension." The sign shall be posted at any loca-
tion where tobacco products are sold or distributed. The commis-
sioner of revenue administration shall adopt rules under RSA 541-
A
relative to placement of these warning signs in areas where tobacco
products are sold or distributed.
2 Increasing Penalties for Sale and Distribution of Tbbacco Prod-
ucts to Minors. RSA 78:12-b, IV is repealed and reenacted to read as
follows:
IV. Any person who violates paragraph II or III of this section
shall be guilty of a violation and, notwithstanding title LXII, shall
for a second offense within one year be fined not less than $250 and
for a third offense within one year be subject to license suspension
for a period of not less than one week and not more than 3 weeks. No
person 12 years of age or younger shall be prosecuted under this
section.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the fine for the offenses of failure to post a sign
stating that tobacco products shall not be sold to minors and for the
sale to minors or purchase by minors of tobacco products. The bill
also allows for suspension of a retailer's license in certain cases.
Inexpedient To Legislate For The Majority. Senator Nelson for
the majority.
SENATOR NELSON: I would just say this: The reason that I did
not support this legislation, in my opinion this is another one of
those pieces of legislation that shifts responsibility. A person breaks
the law, a young person. The law is that they shouldn't smoke. They
come in and purchase the cigarettes, and we are now going to penal-
ize the owner of the store for the young person breaking the law. I
think kids shouldn't smoke. And I don't think that anyone should
smoke. I'm not for smoking, I'm against smoking, but if people are
going to smoke, let them smoke, Roger. But my sense is this: Is
shifting the responsibility from the individual and the family, the
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parents of this kid are no longer responsible for this young person?
It is now the grocers problem? This bill increases fines for failure to
post a sign stating that tobacco, this increases fines, this bill in-
creases fines for failure to post a sign stating that tobacco products
should not be sold to minors and for the sale and distribution of
tobacco products to minors. This allows for suspension of the retail-
ers license for second and subsequent offenses. Raising the fine will
not make it more enforceable. Tb spend money on a problem that
doesn't exist or won't solve the problem of preventing minors from
smoking, it makes no sense. The committee's report is Inexpedient
to Legislate,
Question is on the amendment as offered by the Minority.
Division vote requested.
Yeas: 7 Nays: 12
Committee Amendment Fails.
Senator Nelson moved to Have HB 696-FN, Inexpedient Tb Legis-
late.
HB 696-FN, IS INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE.
HB 286-FN, an act relative to the operation of powerboats on Long
Pond in the town of Northwood. Wildlife & Recreation committee.
Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Heath for the committee.
SENATOR HEATH: This piece of legislation is an attempt to re-
solve a long feud on that pond and so there is something in it for both
sides. It presently leaves the situation that is on the pond as is, but if
public access is granted to the public and warranted to the public a
year after that, it controls the restrictions on the horsepower limit
and the type of boats will go into effect. I would urge you to go along
with the committee amendment.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Heath, what changes in the ex-
isting law does this make?
SENATOR HEATH: It leaves any restrictions on the pond, it re-
peals any restrictions on the pond. There were some that were due
to go into effect and the restrictions were a very sort of bias set of
restrictions. It allowed three or four people who already own boats,
who keep their boats, but nobody else could put one on. There was a
great deal of controversary in feeling that they didn't get a fair hear-
ing when those went on and they wanted to move the restrictions
ahead. There was sort of a feud going on and I asked them to come
back with a proposition that they could both agree on, one side
wouldn't talk to the other. One side attempted to get an agreement.
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And so we felt by giving them an incentive to work towards . . . The
side that particularly wanted the restrictions has an ideal site for
public access that is in fact public access to a whole bunch of lots
there, and we felt that if they wanted to contribute to public access
then if the public was allowed on there, the additional impact on the
pond would warrant the restrictions and that this would be a win-
win situation, and perhaps get these two parties at long last off the
dime and agi'eeing with each other.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Were the selectmen at the town of
Northwood asked for comments on this proposal?
SENATOR HEATH: I don't believe they were asked, but we don't,
as a normal activity as a committee, go out and solicit testimony, but
certainly this bill went through the House and the Senate, and every
opportunity was availed for any member of the public to have input.
And I suspect that they have made input, I just don't remember.
This happened quite a while ago and we waited a long time to see if
we could get the two sides to come to an agreement and they did.
Amendment to HB 286-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Long Pond Restrictions. RSA 270:106 is repealed and reenacted
to read as follows:
270:106 Long Pond.
L No person shall use or operate any powerboat equipped with
any type of power motor in excess of 10 horsepower upon Long Pond
in the town of Northwood.
II. No person shall use or operate jet skis on Long Pond in the
town of Northwood.
III. Any person who violates this section shall be guilty of a
violation.
IV. The provisions of this section shall not take effect until one
year after the date on which the state is granted deeded public ac-
cess to Long Pond in the town of Northwood.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits the use of powerboats equipped with a motor in
excess of 10 horsepower and the use of jet skis on Long Pond in the
town of Northwood. The provisions of this bill shall not take effect
unless the state is granted deeded public access to Long Pond.
Amendment Adopted.
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Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 583-FN, an act relative to carrying pistols and revolvers. Wild-
life & Recreation committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Sen-
ator McLane for the committee,
SENATOR MCLANE: This pistol packing mama here has taken
bills to do with compost and pistols today besides the major issue of
the day. This bill would double the amount of the license for carrying
a concealed weapon and change the number of years that people
could carry that weapon from two to four. We did take out of the bill
the amendment that would allow someone after three renewals of
hcense to have a lifetime concealed pistol license. We felt that that
wasn't a good idea, but the cities and towns are happy to have this
every four years, and so we went along with the fact that people
very often times, forget to renew their pistol permits every two
years and that four years was probably adequate.
Amendment to HB 583-FN
Amend RSA 159:6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
159:6 License to Carry. The selectmen of a town or the mayor or
chief of police of a city or some full-time police officer designated by
them respectively, upon application of any resident of said town or
city, or the director of state police, or some person designated by
him, upon application of a nonresident, shall issue a license to such
applicant authorizing him to carry a loaded pistol or revolver in this
state for not more than [2] 4 years from the date of issue, if it ap-
pears that the applicant has good reason to fear injury to his person
or property or has any proper purpose, and that he is a suitable
person to be licensed. Hunting or target shooting shall be consid-
ered a proper purpose. The license shall be in duplicate and shall
bear the name, address, description and signature of the licensee.
The original thereof shall be delivered to the licensee and the dupli-
cate shall be preserved by the people issuing the same for [2] 4
years. [The license] All licenses shall be issued within 14 days after
application therefore, and, if such application is denied, the reason
for such denial shall be stated in writing, the original of which such
writing shall be delivered to the applicant, and a copy thereof kept in
the office of the person to whom the application was made. The fee
for licenses issued to residents of the state shall be [$4] $8, which fee
shall be for the use of the law enforcement department of the town
granting said licenses; the fee for licenses granted to out-of-state
residents shall be [$10] $20, which fee shall be for the use of the
state. The director of state police is hereby authorized and directed
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to prepare forms for the licenses required under this chapter and
forms for the application for such licenses and to supply the same
to officials of the cities and towns authorized to issue said licenses.
No other forms shall be used by officials of cities and towns. The
cost of said fonns shall be paid out of the fees received from nonresi-
dent licenses.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the term of licenses granted to residents to
carry loaded pistols and revolvers from 2 years to 4 years. The bill
raises resident fees for such licenses from $4 to $8 and nonresident
fees for such licenses from $10 to $20. The bill requires town and city
officials to use forms for license applications and licenses provided
by the director of the division of state police.
Senator Hollingworth moved to Have HB 583-FN, Laid On The Tk-
ble.
A Division vote requested.
Yeas: 13 Nays: 7
HB 583-FN, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
HJR 4, an act relative to providing access to Flat Mountain Pond for
members of the public. Wildlife & Recreation committee. Ought Th
Pass With Amendment. Senator Heath for the committee.
SENATOR HEATH: This is an ideal situation as far as I am con-
cerned. We have had an ongoing struggle in Sandwich and actually a
portion of it is over in Senator King's district, Flat Mountain Pond.
Between the needs and the desires of handicapped individuals to get
access to that pond, and the people who felt that improved highways
up there and four wheel drive vehicles would damage the environ-
mental attractiveness of that area. And late yesterday, I believe it
was, or the day before, we finally came across a resolution that eve-
rybody seemed very enthusiastic about. It limits access. It asks the
forest service to limit access only to handicaps and only four vehicles
a day permitted. Not to allow the full four wheel drive vehicles, but
the little ATV's and I think that it is a Resolution that will help New
Hampshire. It will help the handicapped in New Hampshire and the
visitors to New Hampshire, and certainly preserve the environment
of that beautiful area that I invite all of you to vist. There are three
trails that stem out of the Sandwich, Tamworth area, and it is a
beautiful place to be. This will hopefully lead to allowing the handi-
capped to visit this, also in a way that will not damage the environ-
ment. I would urge your support.
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SENATOR DISNARD: Would you believe I hope that the forest
service will check and make sure that the plates have handicapped
on them and are not people parking there that don't have handi-
capped plates?
SENATOR HEATH: The forest service from this, mirrors the origi-
nal forest service proposal which had perhaps a few more restric-
tions, and they had a method of leaving a key with a person who
would hold a permit, give them the permit and return the key and so
on. I think it could be policed very nicely. There are gates and bars
at the trail heads.
SENATOR MCLANE: I wanted to speak briefly, Mr. President. I
wanted to congratulate the Chairman on what was a long and very,
very difficult and tense situation. And we sent Senator Russman up
to Flat Mountain Pond and he looked it over and told us what vehi-
cles could go up there, and I think that it is a good solution to a very
difficult problem.
Amendment to HJR 4
Amend the resolution by inserting after the fifth paragraph after
the title the following new paragraph:
Whereas, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, PL. 101-
336, section 203) states:
It is the purpose of this Act:
(1) to provide a clear and comprehensive national mandate
for the elimination of discrimination against individuals with disabil-
ities;
(2) to provide clear, strong, consistent, enforceable standards
addressing discrimination against individuals with disabilities;
(3) to ensure that the Federal Government plays a central
role in enforcing the standards established in this Act on behalf of
individuals with disabilities; and
(4) to invoke the sweep of congressional authority, including
the power to enforce the fourteenth amendment and to regulate
commerce, in order to address the major areas of discrimination
faced day-to-day by people with disabilities; and
Amend the resolution by replacing all after the resolving clause
with the following:
That Flat Mountain Pond is a great pond and as such is a state-
owned public water held in trust by the state for public use; and
That all members of the public have a right of access to Flat Moun-
tain Pond; and
That the United States Forest Service, in keeping with appropri-
ate federal laws and regulations, set forth such access as shall pro-
vide adequate access to and use of the waters of Flat Mountain Pond
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for recreational purposes as authorized by RSA 271:20 and RSA
271:20-a and that such access shall be limited to all terrain vehicle
use by persons with disabilities only and shall not be construed as
permitting all terrain vehicle use for the general public; and
That the United States Forest Service ad hoc advisory committee
on public access is urged to address this resolution and public access
for persons with disabilities to Flat Mountain Pond; and
That copies of this resolution, signed by the president of the sen-
ate and speaker of the house, be forwarded by them to the President
of the United States, members of the New Hampshire congressional
delegation, and the United States Forest Service.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Roberge moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended
to dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar,
and that HB 625, be put on Second Reading at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 625, relative to hearings on tax abatements for property taxes.
Internal Affairs committee. Inexpedient Tb Legislate. Senator Ro-
berge for the committee.
SENATOR ROBERGE: HB 625 has been covered in SB 180 so it is
no longer needed.
Committee Report Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Roberge moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended
to dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar,
and that HB 652, be put on Second Reading at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 652-FN, relative to the duties of the board of tax and land ap-
peals and the department of revenue administration. Internal Af-
fairs. Ought to Pass. Senator Roberge for the committee.
SENATOR ROBERGE: HB 652-FN is a housekeeping bill which is
requested by the Board of Land and Tkx Appeal and the Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration. There will not be any cost incurred
by the passage of this bill. One, it requires tax collectors to notify
the Board of Land and Tax Appeals, rather than the Department of
Revenue Administration of the date on which the last tax bill was
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mailed by that taxing district and clarifies that such notice is the
date that the Board has determined to be the last date of mailing of
the final tax bill. Two, it requires religious educational and charita-
ble organizations to file applications for tax exemptions with the mu-
nicipality in which they are located, rather then with the Board of
Land and Tkx Appeals. Three, it increases the filing fee from $10 to
$40 for anyone who files a written complaint against another taxpay-
ers' assessment. The filing fee for all other appeals to the Board is
$40. The fee should be the same for all.
Adopted.
Ordered Th Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Eraser moved to Have HB 509, an act clarifying the defini-
tion of public benefit relative to permitting solid waste facilities,
TkkenOffThelkble.
Adopted.
HB 509, an act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to
permitting solid waste facilities. Environment committee. Ought lb
Pass With Amendment. Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: First of all, Mr. President, I want to comple-
ment Senator Russman for the superb job that he did on this bill,
HB 509. And number two, any affairs or any concerns that I had
about a possible amendment have gone by the boards and I urge
passage in this present form and thank you very much.
Amendment to HB 509
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 New Section; Public Benefit Requirements. Amend RSA 149-M
by inserting after section 10-b the following new section:
149-M: 10-c Pubhc Benefit Requirement.
L The general court finds and declares as follows:
(a) It is responsible to provide for the solid waste management
needs of the state and its citizens.
(b) In order to provide for these needs, it must ensure that
adequate capacity exists within the state to accommodate the solid
waste generated within the borders of the state.
(c) Facilities necessary to meet state solid waste capacity
needs must be designed and operated in a manner which will protect
the public health and the state's natural environment.
(d) An integrated system of solid waste management requires
a variety of different types of facilities designed to accommodate the
entire solid waste stream, including materials which can be recycled.
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recovered or reused, materials which can be composted, and resid-
ual materials which must be disposed of permanently.
(e) The enactment of statutes to address the needs identified in
this section is an exercise of the police power granted to the general
court under part II, article 5 of the New Hampshire Constitution.
II. The general court declares that it is the purpose of this sec-
tion to ensure benefit to the citizens of New Hampshire by providing
for solid waste management options which will meet the capacity
needs of the state while minimizing adverse environmental, pubUc
health and long-term economic impacts.
III. The division shall determine whether a proposed solid waste
facility provides a substantial public benefit based upon the follow-
ing criteria:
(a) The short and long-term need for a solid waste facility of
the proposed type, size and location to provide capacity to accommo-
date solid waste generated within the borders of New Hampshire,
which capacity need shall be identified as provided in paragraph V.
(b) The ability of the proposed facility to assist the state
achieving the implementation of the hierarchy and goals under RSA
149-M:l-a.
(c) The ability of the proposed facility to assist in achieving the
goals of the state solid waste management plan, and one or more
solid waste management plans submitted to and approved by the
division under RSA 149-M:18.
IV. The division shall also consider as part of its public benefit
determination:
(a) The concerns of the citizens and governing bodies of the
host municipality, county and district and other affected persons.
For any proposed solid waste facility designed to accommodate in
excess of 30 tons of solid waste per day, the division shall hold at
least one public hearing in the host municipality, or in the case of an
unincorporated town or unorganzied place in the host county, in or-
der to take testimony to identify those concerns. This public hearing
requirement shall not apply to a proposed solid waste facility de-
signed exclusively to transfer solid waste.
(b) The economic viability of the proposed facility, including
but not limited to its ability to secure financing.
V. In order to determine the state's solid waste capacity need,
the division shall:
(a) Project, as necessary, the amount of solid waste which will
be generated within the borders of New Hampshire for a 20-year
planning period. In making these projections the division shall as-
sume that all unlined landfill capacity within the state in existence
upon the effective date of this section will cease to be available to
receive solid waste after January 1, 1995.
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(b) Identify the types of solid waste which can be managed
according to each of the methods listed under RSA 149-M:l-a, II and
determine which such types will be received by the proposed facility.
(c) Identify, according to type of solid waste received, all per-
mitted facilities operating in the state on the date a determination is
made under this section.
(d) Identify any shortfall in the capacity of existing facilities to
accommodate the type of solid waste to be received at the proposed
facility for 20 years from the date a determination is made under this
section. If such a shortfall is identified, a capacity need for the pro-
posed type of facility shall be deemed to exist to the extent that the
proposed facility satisfies that need.
VI. All applicants under this chapter shall provide any informa-
tion requested by the division. If an applicant declares that any in-
formation requested under this section should be considered exempt
under RSA 91-A:5, IV, the attorney general shall determine the rea-
sonableness of such declaration and, if he agrees, shall direct the
division to treat it as confidential information which shall be consid-
ered exempt under RSA 91-A:5, IV.
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its solid waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of paragraph III provided that it is built within the district and shall
serve only the capacity needs of that district. Notwithstanding the
provisions of this paragraph, permit applicants which rely on this
paragraph to fulfill the public benefit requirement shall address in
their application the consideration given to the provisions of RSA
149-M:l-a as concerns the appropriate facility to meet the needs of
the district. Any permit issued for a facility which fulfills the public
benefit requirement by relying on this paragraph shall state that the
facility is limited to receiving solid waste generated within that dis-
trict.
VIII. Each applicant for a solid waste permit under this chapter
shall have the burden of demonstrating that a proposed solid waste
facility provides a public benefit by showing how the proposed facil-
ity satisfies the criteria listed under paragraph III. Such demonstra-
tion shall be included as part of each application for a solid waste
permit.
IX. If the division determines that an applicant has failed to
demonstrate that it satisfies the criteria listed under paragraph III,
it shall notify the applicant in writing that its application has been
denied, and provide a written explanation of the reasons for that
determination.
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X. If the division determines that an appHcant has demonstrated
that it satisfies the criteria Hsted under paragraph III, it shall state
that detennination in any permit issued.
XI. Facilities permitted under this chapter shall be operated so
as to provide a substantial public benefit consistent with the infor-
mation submitted as part of the application concerning how the facil-
ity accommodates New Hampshire capacity needs. If a permittee
cannot demonstrate consistency with information submitted in its
permit application and where it no longer meets needs identified in
the state solid waste management plan, and one or more solid waste
management plans submitted to and approved by the division under
RSA 149-M:18 due to circumstances beyond its control, as deter-
mined by the commissioner of environmental services and the attor-
ney general, the department shall not enforce this paragraph based
solely upon such inconsistency.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill enhances the standard for substantial public benefit
which a solid waste facility must demonstrate to the division of
waste management of the department of environmental services
when applying for a permit to operate the facility. The bill places the
burden on the applicant to demonstrate a public benefit and requires
a public hearing relative to the pending facility application.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Russman moved to Have CACR 7, an act relating to the
incompatability of holding a state office and being called up for tem-
porary military active duty. Taken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
CACR 7, an act relating to the incompatability of holding a state
office and being called up for temporary military active duty. Inter-
nal Affairs committee. Ought Tb Pass. Senator Russman for the
committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes, the problem with the language now as
you know, in the bill, it talks about people in the military. That no
person in active military service shall at the same time hold or have
a seat in the Senate or the House of Representatives or Council.
What this does is it adds language: except those members of the
Military Reserve or the National Guard Unit, occasionally called
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upon to serve in an emergency. So it clarifies it a little more readily,
so that we know what can happen and it gives some flexibility in
terms that we would urge your passage of the Resolution here.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, we are revisiting this is-
sue, but it hasn't lost any of its importance while it has been laying
on the table for some weeks. This is a proposed amendment to our
state Constitution. The effective of this amendment would be to de-
prive Representative districts, and Senate districts, and Executive
Council districts, and even the state of the persons of Representa-
tives, Senators, and Councilors and the Governor, under certain cir-
cumstances. Now I understand the patriotic motivations and the
impetus behind this proposal, but I think it's ill-advised to disenfran-
chise for months on end, hundreds if not thousands of people. If this
becomes part of the Constitution, and if an Executive Councilor is
called up, for example, 20 percent of the state is thereby disenfran-
chised. And as long as that person was active in Military service,
however temporary it might be, or however indefinite it might be,
that entire Executive district, 20 percent of the state is disenfran-
chised. The point was made the last time that we debated this, that
members of the National Guard and the Reserve are usually called
up for brief periods. Well, 4 or 5 months are enough to encompass
the entire legislative session. I mean this is patriotism carried to the
point of nonsense. It is not patriotic to disenfranchise citizens to give
a well deserved pat on the back to members of the Reserve and the
National Guard. And I hope that Senators will consider this soberly,
and will reject the proposed amendment to the Constitution. That is
to say, will vote against this Resolution, and against sending this
proposal out for, and putting it on the ballot in 1992.
SENATOR W. KING: I rise to join with my esteemed colleague
from Chichester to say that this is patriotism run amuck that we
would indeed disenfranchise whole groups of people. I think that all
of us, knowing what happened here and in other states when Repre-
sentatives were called up in the National Guard to go to the Persian
Gulf, we felt badly that some of them were going to have to be in a
position of resigning from their seats and this bill was well intended,
but it actually in affect, will cause more problems than it will solve in
the long run for the people in the state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I share many of the concerns that have been
expressed here today and I guess what frustrates me, is I think that
there is an avenue to solve this that has not been addressed in this
bill. And that is, that each one of us has filled out a form designating
a replacement and I think one, two, and three, in time of an emer-
gency. I'm rather surprised in that being the case, that that whole
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process is not implemented so that the person can respond to the
emergency and that the number one person on their Hst too fill in, an
emergency to do the job until they return. And it seems to me that
that is easily solved and could be done. I am rather curious why it is
not. May I ask a question of the sponsors? Senator Russman, did you
consider that in the solution to our question?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I did. But you have to keep in mind that
this is for a Constitutional amendment. So the people who elected us
are going to get an opportunity to vote on whether they want to do
this or not. We are not going to decide that this is a matter of policy.
We are just deciding to give this to the people and an opportunity if
they choose to vote this in. Then they would change the Constitution
in that capacity. All we are doing, is saying to the people of New
Hampshire is: this is one way to do it, if you want to be patriotic and
let those people go and do it and still keep their seats, then you'll
have the chance to vote that by a Constitutional amendment.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Well my question is this, I think that the
problem is that we just experienced the situation where people have
legitimately been called to an emergency. And I think the problem is
that if this could happen again, and you could render a body very
helpless if particular people or many were called up. And I'm won-
dering, have you tried to solve it through the procedure, the emer-
gency procedures that we currently have in place where the elected
official does designate the individual in an emergency to fill in for
them?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: You could do that, but the issue is whether
or not you want to give the people of this state the opportunity to
vote on this. I'm saying, why not just let the people in the state of
New Hampshire have that opportunity and let them make the deci-
sion. It's going to require a 2/3 majority I believe, to change the
Constitution. And so it is something that if you don't want them to
vote on it, then you ought to vote no. But if you think that you want
to give them the chance to make that policy decision, then you ought
to support it. It's up to the people of the state what they want to do.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I appreciate your words and your language
of wanting the people to make the decision and I usually agree, but
what I'm wondering is, is that the only way to solve the problem?
The problem being, that there is an occasion where a member is
called into emergency active duty. Does the current law that we
have allow for one of their designated emergency replacements to
fill in for them until they return? Does that currently exist and is it
applicable?
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SENATOR RUSSMAN: No, only in an extreme emergency. Other
than that it doesn't cover it because the Constitutional aspects of it
are clear. That no person in the active military service shall at the
same time, hold these offices. So if they are in the active military
and they are called up, essentially the way the Constitution is,
thereof. If we, when it comes on a ballot before the people of the
state, and we choose to let them do this, they will have to make that
decision, whether or not they want to make some exceptions. On an
occasional, it says the . . . again the key language except those mem-
bers of the military reserve or National Guard Unit. Now this is not
the regular Army, it is the Military Reserve or National Guard Unit
occasionally called upon to serve in an emergency. So hopefully, it
would consider the type of thing that we just went through like Des-
ert Storm, and that is the purpose of it. Other than that, outside of
extreme emergency, there is really no other way to deal with it un-
der our Constitution.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Pressly, would you believe, that the stat-
ute that you refer to allows elected officials to designate successors
in cases of incapacity or calamity where, for example we go to war
and a bomb falls on the State House and blows it flat and there is no
government left in New Hampshire. And it doesn't deal at all in the
issue of being called to active service, no matter what kind of emer-
gency it is. It specifically doesn't deal with that. Therefore, and in
fact, if you amended that statute, it might be unconstitutional.
SENATOR DISNARD: I believe the present law states that if an
employee is called to active duty in an emergency for a short period
of time, that he or she has that job held for them. Why not do the
same thing for a legislator who is called to active duty?
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: In case of an individual, and there are
individuals that get called up at the end of Desert Storm that per-
haps served for a 30 day period and then returned. And it's wrong to
prohibit them from coming back for serving that short period of time
away from their job.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I hear what you're saying and I'm really bas-
ically supporting what you are saying. I think that these people
should have the job held for them. My concern is, that there is noth-
ing in here that allows for a replacement to fill the job while they are
gone. And so I am with you. But I don't think that you have it
worded correctly to solve the problem. It seems to me that this
needs some more work. I support the fact that their jobs be held for
them, but wording it the way you have, you leave the job vacant.
Now in the future, if you want to play what if, if you could have say
in the Senate, a body of 24 and let us say that 10 are called up, that
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you have no replacement held for them, and so I am extremely con-
cerned about this and would like the authors to address why they
have not allowed for a replacement while you are holding a job for
these people?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: So that you will be aware with perhaps a
larger picture here. Supposedly the next bill that we are going to be
taking off the table, is 116 that actually sets forth those criterias
that we are talking about. And I, with the indulgence of the Chair, I
would just go over those, if I may, even though it's not off the table.
It's a floor amendment for 116 that is going to actually set forth that.
And these are areas where people would have to leave office, okay,
specifically. And it says that as a member of the General Court, and
a member of the Military Reserve, or National Guard Unit, and
these are the key ones: (A) Such unit was called to serve in an emer-
gency, and service in such unit causes a member to be unable to
perform his legislature duties for longer than 180 consecutive days
and the selectmen of any town or ward in the district from which the
member is elected request of the Governor and Council, that the
office be declared vacant. So if those three things happen, it would
be declared vacant. So if they are going to be gone for more than 180
days and the selectmen in the town or the alderman or what have
you, or the wards, decide to request it, that is what would happen.
So that is the next bill that will come off the table. I think that it
would perhaps fit those things that you are talking about. So one, is
to change the Constitution and give the people the chance to do that,
and the next would be whether or not we want to actually make
those things into law in terms of specific places where they would
have to leave office.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Article 5-A, refers to continuity of state
and local government operations and periods of emergency resulting
from disasters caused by enemy attack. So when you fill that form
out as we understand it, if the United States is attacked then there
is an order of succession.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, I don't know what com-
fort we are suppose to take in the knowledge that we will have an
opportunity in a moment to bound this problem to the extent that
someone may be absent from his office for six-months without for-
feiting it. Six-months more encompasses an entire legislative ses-
sion. Are we really going to disenfranchise thousands, if not tens of
thousands, of people as a gesture of patriotism? And as to the notion
that we are here simply as a conduit, or without exercising any judg-
ment on our own part, to pass along proposed amendments to the
electors, flys in the face I think of the concept of this office which
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most of us have. We do have a responsibihty to pass some judgment.
We don't just act as a conduit for any old thing that comes along and
say let's let the people decide. It's a pretty solemn thing when
your're proposing to amend the Constitution.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I feel that I must indulge you a little bit
further and speak to this, because I am going to be voting against
this and I don't want to do that because I am a parent of a person
who is serving in the Armed Forces. I am fully supportive of the
action and people who serve in the Military Reserve, but the way
that this is drafted, it's not going to do what you are telling me you
want it to do. I think it's appropriate that people who are in the
Military Reserve and the National Guard should run for office. I do
believe that if they are called up when they are serving, that they
should be allowed to respond. And I do believe that if the authors of
this would take this back and re-draft it, they could provide for a
replacement for them so that the job is not left unfulfilled, but with-
out some way of filling this job appropriately in their absence, in a
way where their constituents are represented. I am afraid that you
are leaving your government uncovered while people are responding
to their military call, doing their job. So I have to vote against this,
unless the authors of this are willing to table again and re-draft it, so
that these people can run for office, and can be called up to service.
We have a mechinism to see that the constituents are served in their
absence, and they can then return to the job and take over. But
unless there is some mechanism to fulfill, to see that the governing
bodt's job is covered, I cannot support this.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Russman, I want to ask what is
the real world practical problem that we are seeking to address by
amending the Constitution? Am I correct that one member of the
General Court is presently absent. Okay two, but only one of who
was sworn in, is that not correct? And has anyone sought to enforce
the Constitution against that member?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I don't know the answer to your question.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The answer is no. Why not let a sleeping
dog lie. Why amend the Constitution when there is no real world
before us.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I applaud Senator Disnard for bringing up
the issue of our National Guard members who leave their jobs and
their families to defend this country and come back to a job. Senator
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Humphrey is also right in saying that the provision of the Constitu-
tion has not been enforced. But for one that is worried about the
Constitution, the fact that it has not been enforced is the reason why
we need to do this today. I had the opportunity this week to speak to
a young man who was called to active duty. He went over and
served, and now came back to his hometown where he is a select-
man. And he came back to his family and his job. I think, and I am
not ashamed to stand here today and say I am a patriot, and I re-
spect the flag. And I have nothing but the greatest of respect for any
of those individuals that gave up their lives in this country to go
overseas and fight a war for the defense of this country. And the fact
of the matter is, is that the inconvenience that they found them-
selves in by going over there is not as great as what a few people will
experience by not having somebody sitting in this body for a couple
of months. So I urge this body to stand tall and pass this, and send a
message to the people of this state that we respect those that serve
this country.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Dupont, in using the example that
Senator Disnard used as far as the employer saving this job: Is it not
a fact that if that job is a critical job, that the employer does fill that
job in the absence of the patriotic person that goes off to represent
their company, I mean represent their country? And that the job
that they leave is not neglected, but is filled in that person's ab-
sence?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, in some cases that is probably
true. But I'm sure in other cases his fellow or her fellow co-workers
would pick up their share of the burden and fulfill it until that mem-
ber came back.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Dupont, I only phrase this as a
question, because I've already spoken twice, but is the Senator re-
ally suggesting that preserving the office of a politician for a few, is
more important than assuring representation for the people of the
districts represented by those absent members? I mean aren't we
too close to this? Don't we overestimate our own importance? Surely
the representation of the people is far, far, more important than pre-
serving for a friend and a patriot, his office while he is absent. And
during which time his absence disenfranchises thousands of people?
Is that what the Senator is suggesting?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Well if I could respond, because I think
that it was directed at me. Senator, I would only add that if you don't
have an army that is willing to fight for the rights of this country,
and you don't have a government, and people don't have a govern-
ment that they are allowed to be represented in.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: Do not the armed forces and God Bless
them, serve to uphold our Constitution? Isn't that their primary
function, aren't we getting things reversed?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I don't believe so. I think this is
an issue of respect for the Armed services. For the fact that we had
an army that needed the help of our National Guard and our Re-
serves to help fight a war that I think that we all supported. And
what we are doing here today, is respecting the rights of those indi-
viduals to come back and pick up where they left off. They are civil-
ians that sacrificed for this country. And as I indicated prior when I
spoke, that you have individuals who left their families, their jobs,
and their home, and the comfort of all those things to go serve. Some
of them very short periods of time. And if we are going to say to
those individuals, if it is two weeks or if it's a month, that you can't
hold office, that you can't have a job when you come back, I would
hasten to add, that I believe that the people of the state will support
this, because I think that they will respect the rights of those indi-
viduals. They will appreciate what those individuals do for them,
and allow them to continue to serve them. And I would only add that
by going over there they serve the people of New Hampshire. And
what we are doing is taking away from them something that they
had a choice in. They put their name on a ballot. They also joined the
Reserves, but they didn't have a choice about whether they were
going overseas, that was made for them by somebody else. So I
would again urge this body to move forward on this.
SENATOR HUMPHREY (Rule #44): The Senator may well be
right. This might well be adopted as an amendment to the Constitu-
tion because there is such a fulsome feeling of patriotism out there
as always, but especially now. That doesn't negate what the concerns
that this Senator and others have raised. I mean what this is all
about, this institution of government, the legislature, the Executive
Branches, which served the people, including the Armed Forces, is
to preserve a way of life. It is to preserve a Constitutional Republic
in which the people are sovereign, not the legislature, and not the
Executive Branch, of which the military is a part, but the people.
And the people deserve to be represented. That is a basic right. And
to displace their representation in the name of patriotism, is to get
things exactly reversed. And I urge Senators, not to yield to impulse
of patriotism, but to yield to their logic. How are we going to deal
with the absence for 6 months of an Executive Councilor or a state
Senator? Look how many votes are decided by 12 to 12, or 13 to 11?
One Senator being absent can make a very, very, big difference. And
the people of that district are disenfranchised in important contests.
I urge the Senate to reject this proposal.
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Senator St. Jean moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
SENATOR HUMPHREY (Rule #44): Well, Mr. President, for gods
sake we are proposing to amend the Constitution, shouldn't we have
a roll call vote?
Seconded by Senator W. King.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, Eraser, Hough, Dupont,
Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Bass, Nelson, Colantuono, McLane, J.
King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Co-
hen.
The following Senators voted no: W. King, Heath, Pressly, Podles,
Humphrey.
Yeas: 18 Nays: 5
Senator Blaisdell excused from voting.
Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Dupont moved that we place CACR 7 on third reading and
final passage at the present time.
A 3/5 Division vote is required.
Yeas: 15 Nays: 8
Ordered lb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
PRESIDENT DUPONT: You have before you HB 116 which is a
companion bill to the CACR 7 that we just passed. There is a floor
amendment which I will be introducing and I will explain the con-
tents of the bill when I get the opportunity to introduce the floor
amendment.
Adopted.
Senator Dupont moved to Have HB 116, an act relative to a defini-
tion of active service in relation to Representatives and Senators,
TUkenOffThelkble.
HB 116, an act relative to a definition of active service in relation to
Representatives and Senators. Internal Affairs committee. Senator
Dupont for the committee.
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: You have before you 2876L and I would
refer to you to 652:12, which presently defines when a vacancy oc-
curs in the existing general provisions of the laws of the state of New
Hampshire. What we are doing is adding a definition that allows for
a member of the General Court of New Hampshire and the member
of the Military Service or National Guard Unit. And basically what
the amendment says, is if the seat is vacant for 6 months, for longer
than 180 consecutive days, then the selectmen of any town or ward
in the district from which the member is elected, request of the
Governor and Council that a new election be held. One of the points
that wasn't discussed, is that if you have a vacancy, and I know my-
self. Senator St. Jean, and there are probably several others, that
have filled seats that have become vacant. There is a process that
you have to go through obviously. There is some time involved. And
in fact, that is another consideration that questions are raised about.
But this I think clearly defines for us, what is a vacancy to include
the allowance of someone to serve in Military Service and in the
National Guard.
SENATOR W. KING: Having lost the last battle, I would say that at
least this provides some definition and I am going to support it. But
I also recognize that 180 days is a long time to be without your
Representative. And for example the city of Laconia right now, if
they were without Senator Eraser, would be powerless to fight the
prison.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Yes, I would just like to add that under
this provision if someone who is called up for a year, the day after
they are called up and it is confirmed that they are going to be out
for a year, there can be a call for an election at that point in time. So
it doesn't say that the person has to be out of office for 180 days.
What it does is, if service is going to cause the member to be out for
180 days and then they can immediately and I assume with the con-
currence of that individual, require that a new election be held.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Dupont, would you beheve that on B
of this bill it says, and I wasn't clear on what you just said, because it
says here for longer than 180 days. Does this mean that an individual
could be out for 180 days, but if it was 181 days, then they would
have to look into it?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Yes, that is correct.
SENATOR NELSON: How did you arrive at 180 days?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I believe. Senator, that there is existing
federal law that merits this and that is why the 180 days.
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SENATOR NELSON: Okay, thank you.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, Mr. President, I am going to sup-
port this thing for the same reasons that Senator W, King has out-
lined. But let me just point out this as a practical matter: The usual
period of call up is 6 months. This isn't going to have much effect
practically speaking. I believe that the one member of the General
Court who is now active on Military Service as a member of the
Reserve or Guard is called up for 6 months. So this bill does nothing
for his constituents. They are under similar circumstances in the
future are disenfranchised.
Senator Dupont offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 116
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to vacancies in the New Hampshire general court.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Vacancy Due to Certain Military Service. Amend RSA 652:12, V
to read as follows:
V. Has his election voided by court decision or ballot law commis-
sion decision[.l; or
VL Is a member of the general court of New Hampshire and a
member of a military reserve or national guard unit; and
(a) Such unit was called to serve in an emergency; and
(b) Service in such unit causes the member to be unable to
perform his legislative duties for longer than 180 consecutive
days; and
(c) The selectmen of any town or ward in the district from
which the member is elected request of the governor and council
that the office be declared vacant.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill provides circumstances under which a vacancy in the gen-
eral court may be declared when a general court member has been
called to active military service in an emergency.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
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TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Heath moved to have HB 517-FN, relative to watercraft
safety, Tkken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 517-FN, relative to watercraft safety. Ways & Means committee.
Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator McLane for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR MCLANE: This is a bill that we started to pass in the
last session, yesterday. And decided that there was a problem with
the amendment and that it had been brought over with the Depart-
ment of Safety. We met with the Department of Safety and solved
the problem, and perhaps it would be helpful if I did describe it. In
the amendment that was first submitted by the Department of
Safety it said: that no person could dock anymore on other property,
a boat, knowing that he is not licensed or privileged to do so. We
were afraid that that would mean that people could not tie up in
front of vacant property and enjoy a swim or a walk in the woods any
place on our lakes, and so we met with the Department of Safety and
we went over the bill. And it is now very clear that it is tying up to
docks or piers of another, knowing that he is not licensed or privi-
leged to do so. And that when it came to commercial or construction
vessels that the Department itself could make rules. Apparently,
much of this problem came about from a commercial barge that of-
ten docked and tied up on other people's property on Winnipesau-
kee. And so the entire bill is at the request of the Division of Water
Safety and the committee has worked on it and does support it.
Amendment to HB 517
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 5 the following and re-
numbering the original section 6 to read as 8:
6 New Section; Docking, Mooring Prohibited. Amend RSA 270 by
inserting after section 64 the following new section:
270:64-a Docking, Mooring Prohibited.
L No person shall dock, moor, make fast, or otherwise secure a
vessel to real or other property of another, knowing that he is not
licensed or privileged to do so. For the purposes of this section,
other property shall include but shall not be limited to, docks, svdm
hnes, moorings, swim rafts and other vessels.
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II. No person shall moor, anchor or otherwise secure a commer-
cial vessel within 150 feet of any private or public property without
the consent of the owner or authorized agent of the owner of such
property.
III. No person shall cause a vessel that he is operating or other-
wise in control of, to remain fastened to any structure or other prop-
erty in defiance of an order to move such vessel or have such vessel
removed, which was personally communicated to him, whether ver-
bally or in writing by the owner or authorized agent of the owner of
the structure or other property.
IV. For the purpose of this section, the commissioner of safety or
any peace officer with jurisdiction, may impound any vessel found to
be in violation of this section or may order the removal and storage
at a place of safekeeping of any such vessel. All reasonable charges
of such impoundment, removal and storage shall be a lien against the
boat.
7 New Paragraphs; Penalties. Amend RSA 270:72 by inserting af-
ter paragraph IV the following new paragraphs:
V. Any person who violates the provisions of RSA 270:64-a, I
shall be, if a natural person, guilty of a violation, and if any other
person, guilty of a misdemeanor.
VI. Any person who violates the provisions of RSA 270:64-a, II
shall be, if a natural person, guilty of a misdemeanor and if any other
person, guilty of a class B felony. Any person found to be guilty of
violating the provisions of RSA 270:64-a, II shall be fined no less
than $500 for each violation, which shall not be suspended or re-
duced by the court.
VII. Any person who violates the provisions of RSA 270:64-a,
III shall be, if a natural person, guilty of a misdemeanor and if any
other person, guilty of a class B felony.
VIII. For the purposes of this section, every 24-hour period shall
constitute a separate violation.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows the commissioner of safety or one of his authorized
agents, to examine any boat at a dealer, fiberglass shop, auction or
any place where boats are repaired or restored, to check hull identi-
fication or serial numbers.
The bill also permits the commissioner to revoke the privilege to
operate or register a boat.
This bill prohibits the sale of boats which are unequipped with
muffling devices. The bill allows the commissioner to waive certain
administrative penalties for violations of boating laws and rules. It
establishes criminal penalties for certain boating offenses.
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In addition, this bill prohibits any person from securing, in any
manner, a vessel to any real or other property without the consent of
the owner or his agent. The bill also establishes penalties for viola-




SENATOR HEATH: I have before us 2898L which is the floor
amendment. And the intent of this, and I guess I am asking that you
trust me. If this doesn't replace the offending language and leave the
language that we need, we can do it in enrolled bills and, Gloria, the
Clerk, understands what we are after I think. If not, we can work
with the enrolled bills. But in any case, this is the language that we
wanted to change. This amendment will change the language that
went too far in terms of tying up to docks and hopefully, leave the
penalities in the other section. So I would urge your support. This
has gone back to the committee for at least a discussion. We didn't
take an official vote, because the bill was on the table, not re-
referred. But I would ask for your trust and support on this.
SENATOR DISNARD: Would you believe, Senator, that I do trust
you. But my question is, in an emergency, would there be some pro-
tection for youths? Like if a storm came up on a lake, to be able to go
to a dock and tie up?
SENATOR HEATH: It is my understanding that there is already in
the body of law, an emergency use of anything, and certainly I would
hope that nobody would be arrested if that wasn't in the law, for
doing something in an emergency.
Floor Amendment to HB 517
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 5 the following and re-
numbering the original section 6 to read as 7:
6 New Section; Docking, Mooring Prohibited. Amend RSA 270 by
inserting after section 64 the following new section:
270:64-a Docking, Mooring Prohibited.
I. No person shall dock, moor, make fast, or otherwise secure a
vessel to a dock or pier of another, knowing that he is not licensed or
privileged to do so.
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II. The commissioner of the department of safety may adopt
rules pursuant to RSA 541-A relative to the operation, mooring or
anchoring of commercial and construction vessels and barges.
III. No person shall cause a vessel that he is operating or other-
wise in control of, to remain secured in violation of this section in
defiance of an order to move such vessel or have such vessel re-
moved, which was personally communicated to him, whether ver-
bally or in writing by the owner or authorized agent of the owner of
the structure or other property or by a peace officer.
IV. For the purpose of this section, the commissioner of safety or
any peace officer with jurisdiction, may impound any vessel found to
be in violation of this section or may order the removal and storage
at a place of safekeeping of any such vessel. All reasonable charges
of such impoundment, removal and storage shall be a lien against the
boat.
V. Any person who violates the provisions of this section or any
rules adopted under this section shall be guilty of a violation for a
first offense and misdemeanor for any subsequent offense.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows the commissioner of safety or one of his authorized
agents, to examine any boat at a dealer, fiberglass shop, auction or
any place where boats are repaired or restored, to check hull identi-
fication or serial numbers.
The bill also permits the commissioner to revoke the privilege to
operate or register a boat.
This bill prohibits the sale of boats which are unequipped with
muffling devices. The bill allows the commissioner to waive certain
administrative penalties for violations of boating laws and rules. It
establishes criminal penalties for certain boating offenses.
In addition, this bill prohibits any person from securing, in any
manner, a vessel to a dock or pier without the consent of the owner
or his agent. The bill also establishes penalties for violations of the
docking or mooring requirements.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, when the bill first came up, I no-
ticed in paragraph one, that we are giving statutory authority to the
Commissioner to the Department of Safety or his agents to go into
boat dealer shops and examine boats and so forth for law enforce-
ment purposes. In my opinion that is a clear violation of the Consti-
tution. And it amounts to a warrantless search. And it will be struck
down as soon as it is challenged. So I would urge my colleagues to
not pass the bill unless it is amended to take that out.
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SENATOR MCLANE: We were aware of this. Doug Patch has given
us the Supreme Court decision which says that if it is on the prem-
ises and there is statutory authority, that an officer is able to go into
the boat yard or whatever and look at the vehicle number on the
outside of the vehicle. They are apparently on old cars and old boats
and they would be able to determine if it was stolen. The marine
dealers were very much in favor of that section of the bill. And I
believe that it is the thought of the Department of Safety that it is
constitutional.
SENATOR HEATH: I would like to say a couple of things about that
question. I think I share a few of Tom's concerns there; however, if
that section is struck down, it leaves the rest of the body of law
intact, that's a tradition in New Hampshire court cases. Secondly, if
this is going to a Committee of Conference which it very well may,
because it has been amended in this body, I think that if anybody
could bring some definite proof to one side or the other of that ques-
tion, that the Committee of Conference would be more than willing
to address that, because it is a nagging question. There seems to be
precedent already in the law that has never been challenged or suc-
cessfully been challenged, and that is a parallel situation. So I guess
I would lean slightly on the side that it is not considered a warrant-
less search, but that can be taken care of if definite language comes
in to prove that it is.
SENATOR ST. JEAN: Senator McLane, I have a little fishing boat
and it doesn't have a hull identification number on it. It is a boat that
is 20 years old. How would this pending legislation affect a craft
without a hull identification?
SENATOR MCLANE: My assumption is that it wouldn't at all and
you just better not get it stolen.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator St. Jean, I was curious on the first
paragraph of the bill on page one, roman numeral VI, it makes refer-
ence to the Commissioner and his agents searching at an auction,
authorized to examine at an auction. I was just curious if you might
comment on the usual searches and things at auctions and how this
might fit in?
SENATOR ST. JEAN: We usually get the products of searches that
went on in cars and boats, and we end up auctioning them off. Sena-
tor. But I have never encountered any auctions whereby either DEA
agents or local police people have come by and actually looked at
anything that I have sold in recent times.
SENATOR NELSON: I don't want to put you on the spot, Senator
St. Jean, I don't mean to have any intentions of doing that, but what
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do you think of them, the Commissioner coming in without a war-
rant and searching the auction, and walking around there?
SENATOR ST. JEAN: I would feel somewhat uncomfortable for Mr.
Patch or anyone else to come into an auction while the auction is
ongoing and disrupting or disturbing a sale.
SENATOR NELSON: I just wanted to rise in support of Senator
Colantuono's remarks and I thought that the whole situation was
less government, not more. And I don't understand why we are cre-
ating a . . . even though the Senator himself stood up and said he
doesn't like some of it, we are now giving the Commissioner of
Safety the authority to go in and do something, because there are no
other administrative ways to solve a problem. I think that we have
to look at the rights of the individuals here. Thank you.
Senator Heath moved to have HB 517, Laid On The Table.
Adopted.
HB 517, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Bass moved to Have HB 147 relative to the information
required on declarations of candidacy, primary petitions, and affida-
vits for qualifications of candidates, Taken Off The Ikble.
Adopted.
HB 147, relative to the information required on declarations of can-
didacy, primary petitions, and affidavits for qualifications of candi-
dates. Public Affairs committee. Ought Td Pass With Amendment.
Senator Bass for the committee,
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, as you may recall this issue was
discussed at some length the other day, and there was some consid-
erable amount of debate which was raised by my colleague from
Senate district #17 which has turned out to be the case with this
Senator. Afterw^ards he came to me and he said "let's work it out". I
want to commend him for that willingness to work with me. And I
think that we have come up with language that is acceptable to both
of us and probably better than the original language; only goes to
show how well this process can work in the end. The revised lan-
guage for the petition is more balanced, and I would urge the Senate
to adopt this amendment and then pass the bill with the amend-
ment.
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Amendment to HB 147
Amend the bill by inserting after section 1 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 2-5 to read as 3, 4, 5, and 6 respec-
tively.
2 Information Required on Certain Primary Petitions. Amend
RSA 655:20, II to read as follows:
II. Any person qualified to run for office who does not, pursuant
to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accept the expenditure limitations set
forth in RSA 664:5-b shall, in order to have his name printed on the
primary ballot of any party, in addition to the filing fees prescribed
in RSA 655:19, file with the appropriate official the requisite num-
ber of primary petitions made by members of the party, together
with one written assent to candidacy. If a person is required to file
primary petitions under the provisions of this paragraph, the pri-
mary petitions which he files shall contain the following lan-
guage in bold print at the top of each petition in addition to the
language required in RSA 655:21: This candidate has not agreed
to limit campaign spending according to amounts set by state law
and as a result must submit these petitions.
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Additional Information; Primary Petitions. Amend RSA 655:21
to read as follows:
655:21 Form. Primary petitions shall be made in the following
form:
State of New Hampshire
County of , ss.
City (Tbwn) of
I do hereby join in a petition for the printing on the primary ballot of
the name of whose domicile is in
the city (town) of (ward, street and num-
ber, if in a city), in the county of , for the
office of to be voted for on Tuesday, the
day of September, 19 , and certify
that I am qualified to vote for a candidate for said office, that I am a
registered member of the party, and am
not at this time a signer of any other similar petition for any other
candidate for the above office; that my domicile is in the city (town)
of (ward, street and number, if in a city),
in the county of I certify that to my
knowledge the above-named candidate is not a candidate for in-
compatible offices as defined in RSA 655:10, and that he is not a
federal employee which makes him ineligible to file as a candi-
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date for this office. I further certify that I beheve the above-named




State of New Hampshire
County of , ss.
City (town) of , 19
The above-named, ,
personally known to me, appeared and made oath that the above
petition, by him subscribed, is true.
Before me,
Justice of the Peace or Notary Public
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill amends the forms used for declarations of candidacy, pri-
mary petitions, and qualifications of candidates. The bill requires a
candidate to declare that he is not a candidate for incompatible of-
fices, and that he is not a federal employee.





SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, for the same reasons that I just
stated a minute or so ago, I urge the Senate to adopt the floor
amendment 2892L.
Senator Bass offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 147
Amend the bill by inserting after section 1 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 2-5 to read as 3, 4, 5, and 6 respec-
tively.
2 Information Required on Certain Primary Petitions. Amend
RSA 655:20, II to read as follows:
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II. Any person qualified to run for office who does not, pursuant
to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accept the expenditure limitations set
forth in RSA 664:5-b shall, in order to have his name printed on the
primary ballot of any party, in addition to the filing fees prescribed
in RSA 655:19, file with the appropriate official the requisite num-
ber of primary petitions made by members of the party, together
with one written assent to candidacy. If a person is required to file
primary petitions under the provisions of this paragraph, the pri-
mary petitions which he files shall contain the following lan-
guage in bold print at the top of each petition in addition to the
language required in RSA 655:21: This candidate has reserved his
or her rights under the federal constitution and New Hampshire
laws and may choose not to agree to limit campaign spending
according to amounts set by state law and as a result may be
required to submit these petitions.
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Additional Information; Primary Petitions. Amend RSA 655:21
to read as follows:
655:21 Form. Primary petitions shall be made in the following
form:
State of New Hampshire
County of , ss.
City (Tbwn) of
I do hereby join in a petition for the printing on the primary ballot of
the name of whose domicile is in
the city (town) of (ward, street and num-
ber, if in a city), in the county of , for the
office of to be voted for on Tuesday, the
day of September, 19 , and certify
that I am qualified to vote for a candidate for said office, that I am a
registered member of the party, and am
not at this time a signer of any other similar petition for any other
candidate for the above office; that my domicile is in the city (town)
of (ward, street and number, if in a city),
in the county of I certify that to my
knowledge the above-named candidate is not a candidate for in-
compatible offices as defined in RSA 655:10, and that he is not a
federal employee which makes him ineligible to file as a candi-
date for this office. I further certify that I believe the above-named
person is especially qualified to fill said office.
Print Voter's Name
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Voter's Signature
[(Signed) ]
State of New Hampshire
County of , ss.
City (town) of , 19
The above-named, ,
personally known to me, appeared and made oath that the above
petition, by him subscribed, is true.
Before me.
Justice of the Peace or Notary Public
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Roberge moved to have HB 298 an act lowering the level
from .10 to .08 for legal intoxication under the DWI laws, Tkken Off
The Table.
HB 298, an act lowering the level from .10 to .08 for legal intoxica-
tion under the DWI laws. Transportation committee. Senator Heath
for the committee.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Russman.
Seconded by Senator W. King.
Recess.
Out of recess.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, Heath, Hough, Currier,
Roberge, Pressly, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey.
The following Senators voted no: W. King, Fraser, Disnard, Bass,
Nelson, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 9 Nays: 12
Paired votes: Senator Blaisdell and Senator McLane.
MOTION TO TAKE HB 298, OFF THE TABLE FAILS.
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TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Oleson moved to Have HB 700 an act relative to highway
planning corridors, Ikken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 700, an act relative to highway planning corridors. Transporta-
tion committee. Ought to pass. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: I now defer to Senator Oleson.
SENATOR OLESON: As each and everyone here remembers, 700
is in regard to allow the Highway Department to set up certain cor-
ridors within the state of New Hampshire. In my opinion if these
corridors had been set up many years ago, it would have saved and
hastened up the construction of highways within the state and at the
least expense than they are at the present time. It has been in my
lifetime in one sense, in one area. We started back in 1967 to allow a
certain thing to happen, and it took 20 years for it to get off the
ground and the cost tripled. At that time there were certain projects
and certain delays that went to $5,000,000 to $27,000,000 before we
could get it under construction. At the same time in the southern
part of the state, 101 which you are all familiar with it up there, are
planning to start construction in that area, and that started in 1972
and they aren't through yet. So you can imagine what the cost is
estimated. With this planning in place, I believe that anyone that
wants construction along our highways within New Hampshire if
this bill passes, can look at the plan and decide whether he or she
would like to locate or not to locate within these limits. For this
reason and many more at the present time and the time is getting
short. I think that if one believes in escalation of plans, escalation of
less cost to the ordinary taxpayer that this bill most certainly could
be put in place and allow the Highway Department to execute this
plan. Your vote would be appreciated, and I think that you would be
helping the state, and yourself, and each of your towns in the munici-
palities in counties. And no way can I believe that this would harm
anyone. Personal experience dictates, we've had two highways built
through it. We didn't contest it, but if we had, it would have been
taken anyway by eminent domain. But this bill more or less would
circumvent such situations, hurry up our planning, and hurry up and
get these projects off the ground, at least to the cost to everyone
involved. Thank you very much.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Oleson, we are currently in the
process of planning an East-West Highway.
SENATOR OLESON: I didn't understand you. Senator?
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SENATOR SHAHEEN: We are cuiTently in the process of planning
an East-West Highway and there are a number of corridors that
have been designated under consideration for that East-West high-
way. Under this bill, at what point would those quarters be set aside
per court of protection restriction?
SENATOR OLESON: What the bill might do, Senator Shaheen, I
believe we have certain plans, certain 10-year plans and the Lord
knows how many plans. And in my mind, this bill is more or less
consolidated to know exactly on what the plans are. I think this year
on a certain bridge, I don't know how many hours we took to finally
determine what action should be taken. I think that this plan in
place, anyone involved that wants to know what their bridges would
be placed, and rolled, and their locality, would be able to see it in a
moments notice to a certain extent. I would think that this would
take this time away which could be better utilized in other direc-
tions.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Oleson, I guess I'm still not sure
that I understand. Right now there are significant portions of Straf-
ford County and other portions along route 4, between Concord and
the Seacoast that are designated as those highway corridors. Now
many of those will never be actually developed. So if I understand
this bill correctly, what that means is that those corridors would be
set aside for corridor restrictions and nobody could do anything on
that land until the route is determined?
SENATOR OLESON: Like anything else, at the present time when
land is taken away or proposed to be taken away, you always have
your hearings in your separate districts in your separate towns. Un-
der this bill if they finally approve after hearing from the several
districts and towns, if it was approved. Now I will repeat the word
approved. Then these corridors wouldn't be more or less set aside.
However, the landlord for any reason, where he might be offended or
if he had a chance to put something on, maybe a development, he
would be reimbursed and his money could be kept until after ten
years, and then you go back to zero, and then be home free along
with any damages which you thought might have happened and that
was due in time.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I guess I am still not clear at what point
that happens, and who actually makes that approval. I have a real
concern since one of those corridors is going through the town of
Madbury. That somebody decides at some point, that that is a corri-
dor that gets approved for a restriction, and yet the people in Mad-
bury will have no right to appeal that decision, which is what this bill
says. It gives people no right to appeal that decision.
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SENATOR OLESON: All I can say at the present time if the state
does not determine, and I'm just repeating myself, that we have had
two pipe lines, a power line go through our property and in any case
we did not contest it. But if we had, it would have been taken anyway
under the eminent domain. This doesn't change much of anything, in
my opinion. Now this bill, we had the hearing way back in March, we
had two months. At the present time this is a clean bill. There have
been no amendments offered to it and in any bill that I can think of
to an extent, somebody might be offended by down the line. What
we are here, I think, for is to determine what might be in the com-
mon good for the state of New Hampshire. I think that this bill ac-
complishes that purpose.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT




SENATOR HEATH: I rise against, not against the motion to recom-
mit, but we have talked about this, this is the second time. You heard
the Chairman of Transportation explain this bill many times and his
explanation is punched full of, he doesn't know. That is the problem
with this bill. It is a skeleton of an idea. It has Constitutional prob-
lems. It has enormous liability problems for the towns, because they
will get ensnared in this thing and when the challenge finally comes,
they will have a huge pay back with interest. It is an attempt to
avoid the eminent domain process which we use, which says we
come in and take a piece of land, you go through a hearing, if the
person objects, you find a fair price, you payed the person, you own
the land. This says lay out all the highways you want and you don't
have to pay for them until the whole long process goes through and
you overshadow and reduce the value of the land. So I would urge
you to at least send it back to committee, but don't do anymore for
this half-baked idea than send it back to committee.
Adopted.
HB 700, IS RECOMMITTED to the Transportation committee.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 113, relative to weighted voting in school administrative unit
affairs.
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HB 169, relative to the disposition of revenues collected under the
land use change tax.
HB 208, relative to annulments of criminal records.
HB 209, relative to conflicts between the municipal budget law and
collective bargaining negotiations.
HB 244, establishing a committee to examine whether the state
commission for human rights should be authorized to levy adminis-
trative fines and award compensatory damages.
HB 428, relative to the enforcement and administration of state
taxes by the department of revenue administration.
HB 445, defining "compact parts" of towns and cities with regard to
criminal charges for unauthorized use of firearms and firecrackers.
HB 514, relative to special town meetings.
SB 49, relative to alternate zoning board of adjustment members.
SB 96, relative to adoption.
SB 146, relative to equipment and instruction programs and revolv-
ing funds for regional vocational centers.
SB 174, relative to possessing and dispensing prescription drugs by
nonprofit family planning agencies.
SB 209, relative to issuance of a notice or citation by the probate
court to a court appointed fiduciary for failure to file an inventory or
an account of administration and to requirements for notice to bene-
ficiaries.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 214-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Senator Currier moved concurrence.
Adopted.
HOUSE CONCURS WITH SENATE AMENDMENT
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the adop-
tion of its amendment to the following entitled House Bill sent down
from the Senate:
HB 54-FN, establishing a committee to study the laws regarding
children in need of services.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Nelson (Rule #44): Okay, Senator Humphrey, I didn't speak
for a lot of years here. You are just lucky that I am speaking as much
as you are, but I used to be quiet and only asked questions. But I
have confidence now.
Now let me say that I want you to join me, all the women in the
Senate to acknowledge to our colleagues in the back of the room.
Senator Bashful Bass. We want to say thank you to Senator Bass for
his kindness and thoughtfulness in this giving of the flowers.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus-
pended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final





Senator W. King moved reconsideration on HB 111, an act relative to
protective well radii. Environment committee.
Adopted.
SENATOR W. KING: In the rush to get everything done, the Envi-
ronment committee and as the Chair, I take full responsibility. It did
not have the opportunity to consider an amendment that had gen-
eral agreement from everybody late last night. I had all the parties
go over the language of this agreement which you see of this amend-
ment, what you see in front of you. Everyone is in agreement. All
this does is add a little more flexibility to the bill that we already
voted on today. And it allows well radii to be located in one or more
of the following areas: a recorded easement, a common land desig-
nated as open space, land on which development is prohibited, and
onto state and locally mandated property set-backs. I urge your pas-
sage.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator King, does this change the 75;ftm in
any way?
SENATOR W. KING: Effectively, Senator McLane, no. The idea is
to make sure that there is 75;ftm in any place of protective radii. All
it does is say that two protective radii can overlap or you can use
conservation easements or things like that to run radii even if it's not
your own land.
Senator King offered a floor amendment.
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Floor Amendment to HB 111-FN
Amend the bill by replacing sections 1 and 2 with the following:
1 Purpose; Effect on Previous Law and Rules.
L The provisions of this act shall not be construed to change in
any way the substantive effect of RSA 485:35-a prior to the effective
date of this act, which required all new subdivisions proposed after
August 27, 1989, to confine wells and associated protective well radii
to the lot served by the well.
n. The rules adopted under former RSA 485:35-a relative to pro-
tective well radii shall remain in full force and effect upon enactment
of this act to the extent not inconsistent with the provisions of this
act. The recodification of the section on protective well radii from
RSA 485 to RSA 485-A shall not be construed to affect the validity
of such rules otherwise consistent with this act.
2 New Section; Protective Well Radii. Amend RSA 485-A by in-
serting after section 30-a the following new section:
485-A:30-b Protective Well Radii.
L All lots, including lots created prior to the effective date of
RSA 485:35-a, shall be subject to the following conditions:
(a) Rules adopted under this section concerning such lots shall
include provisions allowing abutting lot owners to overlap their re-
spective well radii for their mutual benefit and provisions allowing
well radii to extend over property lines onto state and locally-
mandated property line setbacks, recorded easements, or land
which is permanently dedicated to a use which precludes develop-
ment.
(b) For private wells serving commercial buildings, the entire
protective well radius shall be maintained on one or more of the
following: on-lot, on a recorded easement, on land which is perma-
nently dedicated to a use which precludes development, or on state
and locally mandated property line setbacks. For the purposes of
this section, the term "commercial building" shall not include a resi-
dence which is also used for commercial purposes unless the total
water withdrawal exceeds 600 gallons per day.
(c) For private wells serving buildings other than commercial
buildings, if the protective well radius cannot be wholly maintained
on an existing lot of record due to the size or other physical charac-
teristics of the lot, then the on-lot protective radius shall be maxi-
mized to the extent practicable. Subject to the foregoing sentence,
the protective well radius shall be maintained on one or more of the
following: on-lot, on a recorded easement, on land which is perma-
nently dedicated to a use which precludes development, or on state
and locally mandated property line setbacks.
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(d) Any person submitting plans and specifications for a sew-
age or waste disposal system for a property which is or will be
served by an on-lot well, shall show the location or proposed location
of the well, or a designated area within which the well will be lo-
cated, on such plans and shall show the protective radius as specified
in the division's rules.
(e) Whenever the division approves a septic plan with an on-lot
well radius which is less than the optimum standard, the division
shall notify the applicant of the consequences of such reduced radius
and advise the applicant whether special precautions should be
taken relative to well installation.
(f) If the well is not installed prior to the sewage or waste dis-
posal system being constructed, then the property owner shall pro-
vide the water well contractor with a copy of the approved plan
showing the location of the well, and the water well contractor shall
ensure, to the best of his ability that the well is installed in accord-
ance with the approved plan.
(g) When, for reasons of the condition of the lot or the place-
ment of buildings thereon, the well cannot be installed as shown on
the approved plan, the water well contractor shall advise and consult
with the property owner, or the property owner's agent, on the best
possible alternative location, considering distance to property
boundaries and to the sewage or waste disposal system. Using a
standard release form prepared by the division, the water well con-
tractor shall alert the owner to the consequences of the alternate
installation, including the potential loss of the protection of any por-
tion of the radius which extends over the property line. The owner,
or the owner's agent, may defer to the designer of the sewage or
waste disposal system or may allow the water well contractor to
proceed in the identified alternative location. Prior to installing the
well in the identified alternative location, the well contractor shall,
using the standard release form, obtain a written acknowledgment,
from the property owner, or the owner's agent, that the conse-
quences are understood. The designer shall prepare an amended
plan showing the actual location of the well. The property owner
shall forward the amended plan, together with a copy of the signed
release form, to the division and the local code enforcement officer
or other appropriate designated local official prior to using the well.
If the on-lot protective well radius is less than the optimum pre-
scribed standard, the owner shall record the release form, upon
which the actual protective radius shall be noted, together with a
narrative description of the location of the well in the registry of
deeds, and a copy of the recorded release form shall be filed with the
division.
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II. For lots approved under RSA 485-A:29, the rules adopted
under this section concerning such lots shall include provisions al-
lowing abutting lot owners to overlap their respective well radii for
their mutual benefit by allowing well radii to extend over property
lines, onto state and locally mandated property line setbacks, re-
corded easements, or land which is permanently dedicated to a use
which precludes development. If after a lot is created pursuant to
this section, the well cannot be installed as showTi on the subdivision
plan, then the provisions of RSA 485-A:30-b, 1(d), (e), (f), and (g) shall
apply.
III. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "cluster devel-
opment" means a form of residential subdivision that permits dwell-
ing units to be grouped on sites or lots with dimensions, frontages,
and setbacks reduced from conventional requirements, provided
that the remaining land area is permanently designated as open
space for cluster development. For cluster developments the follow-
ing provisions shall apply:
(a) Where the sewage waste disposal systems are located off of
the individual home lots or the cluster development is served by
municipal sewers, the wells and associated protective radii serving
those home lots need not be confined to the individual lot which each
well serves so long as all wells and their associated protective radii
are confined within the tract of home lots and common land perma-
nently designated as open space, and shall not encumber property
situated outside of the cluster development except by recorded ease-
ment.
Cb) Where the home lots are serviced by on-lot sewage or waste
disposal systems, wells and their protective radii may be located
wholly or partially on common land permanently designated as open
space, and shall not encumber adjacent lots or property situated
outside of the cluster development except by recorded easement.
The division shall not approve such off-lot wells and radii unless the
lot owner or developer demonstrates to the division's satisfaction, by
means of recorded easements, land use restrictions or other appro-
priate mechanisms, that the well owner will be able to maintain and
service the well in perpetuity and that the area covered by the pro-
tective well radius is permanently dedicated to a use which pre-
cludes development.
IV. The division shall adopt rules under RSA 541-A providing
for protective well radii for private water wells, and for regulation of
land use within the radii boundary.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes regulations for protective well radii, which
include private wells serving commercial buildings, private wells
serving buildings other than commercial buildings, and private wells
serving cluster developments.
This bill recodifies the provisions of RSA 485:35-a, relative to pro-
tective well radii.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
RECONSIDERATION
Senator J. King moved reconsideration on HB 674, an act designat-
ing segments of the Pemigewasset, Contoocook and North Branch of
the Contoocook Rivers as protected rivers. Environment commit-
tee. Senator J. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: I urge everyone to vote no.
Reconsideration Fails.
Senator Currier and Senator Heath in opposition to HB 674.
RECONSIDERATION
Senator Currier moved reconsideration on HB 463, an act relative to
rulemaking for the board of education.
SENATOR CURRIER: I urge my colleagues to vote no.
Reconsideration Fails.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess to the Call of the Chair for the sole pur-
pose of enrolled bills report.
Adopted.
Third Reading And Final Passage
HB 104-FN, an act relative to a public water rights report and advi-
sory committee.
HB 107-FN, eliminating registration fees for class AA dams.
HB 111, an act relative to protective well radii.
HB 116, relative to vacancies in the New Hampshire general court.
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HB 129-FN, relative to monitoring the reassessment of taxable
property by the department of revenue administration and making
an appropriation therefor.
HB 142-FN, relative to school district budgets and to the Tilton and
Northfield Union school district.
HB 147, an act relative to the information required on declarations
of candidacy, primary petitions, and affidavits for qualifications of
candidates.
HB 161-FN, relative to retirement system benefits and retirement
system membership eligibility.
HB 210-FN, creating a committee to study artificial improvements,
relative to the department of environmental services revolving fund
and abolishing the office of state geologist.
HB 211-FN-A, an act relative to administrative fees of the air re-
sources division and continually appropriating such fees.
HB 250-FN, an act relative to the board of nursing.
HB 257, an act relative to collection and reclamation of motor vehicle
wastes.
HB 262-FN, an act revising hazardous waste facility permit fees.
HB 274-FN, relative to sentencing and transfers to county correc-
tional facilities.
HB 276-FN, an act relative to the task force establishing voluntary
agreements reducing and recycling the solid waste stream and the
duties of the commissioner of environmental services.
HB 282-FN, an act relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and
the Life Safety Code.
HB 283-FN, exempting certain mortgage brokers from penalties for
failure to file annual reports.
HB 286, relative to the operation of powerboats on Long Pond in the
town of Northwood.
HB 323-A, an act relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an
appropriation therefor.
HB 324-A, an act relative to highway projects and bond issuance and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 341-FN, an act relative to a foundation aid formula study com-
mittee and establishing a maximum equalization factor for the foun-
dation aid formula.
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HB 385, an act relative to administrative inspection warrants, town
trust funds, and planning board decisions.
HB 393-A, an act relative to preliminary designs, an environmental
impact statement for improving access to the Manchester airport,
re-establishing a legislative task force and making an appropriation
therefor
HB 416-FN, an act relative to drug-free school zones and making
appropriations therefor.
HB 427-A, an act relative to additional improvements on Gosling
Road and making an appropriation therefor
HB 429-FN, relative to the salaries of county attorneys and relative
to prior service as an employee of a political subdivision.
HB 458, an act relative to the composition of the wetlands board.
HB 462, an act relative to special education hearing officers.
HB 463, an act relative to rulemaking for the board of education.
HB 493-FN, an act relative to the design review fees for sewerage
and wastewater projects.
HB 509, an act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to
permitting solid waste facilities.
HB 513, relative to the eminent domain procedure act and unpaid
taxes.
HB 515-FN, authorizing governor and council to accept certain
dams.
HB 547, relative to the date for the application of the optional vet-
erans' exemption and the optional exemption for the surviving
spouses of veterans in certain towns.
HB 560-FN, relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying
certain waters and relative to the sale of certain batteries.
HB 563-FN, an act relative to the creation of trust funds and rela-
tive to unanticipated school funds.
HB 571-FN, an act relative to multiple-employer welfare arrange-
ment.
HB 576-FN, an act relative to the investments which may be made
by New Hampshire domestic insurers, other than life insurers.
HB 595, an act relative to citations for building code and land use
violations.
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HB 611-FN, an act relative to plastic holding devices used in packag-
ing.
HB 648-FN, establishing the New Hampshire economic develop-
ment commission.
HB 652, relative to the duties of the board of tax and land appeals
and the department of revenue administration.
HB 660-FN-A, establishing a highway and bridge betterment pro-
gram and continually appropriating the highway and bridge better-
ment account.
HB 667, relative to clean-up of health nuisances.
HB 674-FN, an act designating segments of the Pemigewasset,
Contoocook and North Branch of the Contoocook Rivers as pro-
tected rivers.
HB 705-FN-A, an act establishing the New Hampshire scenic by-
ways planning program.
HB 709-FN, an act establishing a study committee relative to clear-
cutting forest resources and extending the effective date for rule-
making by the board of licensing for foresters.
HB 713-FN, an act relative to the general counsel of the pubhc utili-
ties commission.
HB 742-FN, an act relative to excavation.
HB 745-FN, an act relative to sewage disposal systems.
HB 750-FN, an act establishing a committee to study the develop-
ment of a waste-tire management program.
HB 751-FN, an act concerning the procedure for local enforcement
of certain state environmental laws.
HB 753-FN, an act redefining compost and encouraging state agen-
cies to utilize New Hampshire-produced compost when appropriate.
HB 761-FN, relative to leasing certain state land.
HB 780-FN, an act relative to water treatment plant operators and
fees for water system permits.
Division Vote — 3/5 Vote Required
CACR 7, an act relating to the incompatibility of holding a state
office and being called up for temporary military active duty. Yeas:
15-8.
CACR 12, an act relating to rulemaking authority. Yeas: 23 - 0.
HJR 4, an act relative to providing access to Flat Mountain Pond for
members of the public.
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HCR 11, an act relative to abortion drug RU486.





Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Tuesday,
May 21, 1991, at 2:00 p.m.
LATE SESSION




The Senate met at 2:00 p.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, we are in the midst of committee of conferences.
What more can I say, but let us pray that all will work out for all
concerned. The committee is only as good as the conferees. Show us
the way Lord, and Bless us all. Amen.
Senator Blaisdell led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTIONS
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Senator Shaheen moved notice of reconsideration on HB 324, rela-
tive to highway projects and bond issuance and making an appropri-
ation therefor
HOUSE CONCURS WITH SENATE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled House Bills sent down from the Sen-
ate:
HB 116, relative to a definition of active military service in relation
to representatives and senators.
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HB 166, relative to voting in cooperative school districts.
HB 212-FN, relative to black bear hunting licenses.
HB 269, granting probate judges greater discretion to require bonds
from executors and trustees and relative to probate court schedul-
ing.
HB 409-FN-A, establishing an industrial heritage commission and
industrial heritage park fund and making an appropriation therefor.
HB 544, relative to the time for hearing appeals before the ballot law
commission and relative to appointing alternate ballot law commis-
sion members.
HB 637-FN, relative to insurance fraud.
HB 746-FN, relative to procedures and fees for recording certain
documents with towTi or city clerks.
HOUSE CONCURS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Senate Bills sent down from the Sen-
ate:
SB 67-FN, relative to establishing a study committee to study the
feasibility of revising the school building aid formula.
SB 157-FN, relative to bingo.
HOUSE VOTES INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the passage of the following entitled Senate Bills sent down from the
Senate:
SB 110-FN, relative to protection of first amendment rights of stu-
dents.
SB 138-FN, establishing a committee to study the bidding process
on state construction projects.
HOUSE REFUSES TO CONCUR
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate
amendments in the passage of the following entitled Bills sent down
from the Senate:
HB 129-FN, relative to monitoring the reassessment of taxable
property by the department of revenue administration.
HB 158, relative to highway safety for riders and drivers of animals.
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HB 733-FN, establishing a study committee to study public assist-
ance.
HOUSE RE-REFERRED TO COMMITTEE
The House of Representatives has Re-referred to Committee the
following Senate Bills:
SB 27-FN, relative to extended terms of imprisonment for assault
crimes where the victim is a law enforcement officer.
SB 192-FN-A, relative to the office of chief medical examiner.
HOUSE ACCEDES TO SENATE REQUEST FOR
A COMMITTE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 180-FN, relative to the hearings process on tax abatements for
property taxes and making a supplemental appropriation for the
board of tax and land appeals.
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 22, relative to changes in requirements for psychologists.
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 97, relative to administrative rules and state mandates.
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 210-FN-A, relative to drugged driving and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
SENATE CONCURS WITH HOUSE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 83, relative to the investment of public funds.
Senator Eraser moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
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SB 55-A, relative to replacing the Warren Bridge on New Hamp-
shire Route 25.
Senator Oleson moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 10-FN, establishing a study committee on bonuses for veterans
who served during the Persian Gulf crisis.
Senator Blaisdell moved concurrence.
Adopted.
Recess.
Senator Eraser in the Chair.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 158, relative to advanced registered nurse practitioners.
Senator Currier moved concurrence.
Adopted.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 126-FN, relative to groundwater classification.
Senator W. King moved concurrence.
Adopted.
SB 170-FN-A, to study the revenue structure in New Hampshire
and making an appropriation therefor.
Senator McLane moved concurrence.
Adopted.
SENATE REFUSES TO CONCUR WITH
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
REQUEST COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
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sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 182-FN, relative to the division of information services.
Senator Roberge moved noncurrence and requested a committee of
conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Dupont, Delahunty, Nelson.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 183-FN, relative to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Coopera-
tive.
Senator W. King moved noncurrence and requested a committee of
conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Dupont, Shaheen, W. King.
SB 223: relative to prohibiting the study committee under estab-
lished under 1989 2A1:1 for considering whether to move or relocate
the Dover toll plaza.
Senator Oleson moved nonconcurrence and requested a committee
of conference.
Adopted.
Conferees for the Senate are Senators: Nelson, Shaheen and Eraser.
SENATE ACCEDES TO HOUSE REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 104-FN, relative to a public water rights report and advisory
committee.
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Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Howard Dickinson, Janet Conroy, Steve
Maviglio, Leonard Smith.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 210-FN, creating a committee to study artificial impoundments.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Currier, Oleson.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Paul Lamott, John Chandler, Charles
Vaughn, Robert Marston.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
dowTi from the Senate:
HB 286-FN, relative to the operation of powerboats on Long Pond in
the to^\^^ of Northwood.
Senator Heath moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Heath, Currier, St. Jean.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
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REPRESENTATIVES: Richard Haynes, George Katsiakores, Ted
Klemarczyk, Roland Turgeon.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 341-FN, relative to a foundation aid formula study committee
and establishing a maximum equalization factor for the foundation
aid formula.
Senator Disnard moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Disnard, Hough, J. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Nils Larson, Neil Kurk, Robert Guest, Ar-
thur Corte.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 416-FN, relative to drug-free school zones and making appropri-
ations therefor.
Senator Podles moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Podles, Nelson, Shaheen.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: William McCain, Robert Hawkins, Al-
phonse Hattenschwiller, Pamela Bean.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 515-FN, giving legislative approval to the division of water re-
sources, department of environmental services to accept certain
dams if repair costs are paid by the current owners.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
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Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Currier, Russman.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Howard Dickinson, Mary Ann Lewis,
Steve Mavigho, Mildred Beach.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
dowTi from the Senate:
KB 560-FN, relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying
certain waters.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Russman, Eraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Len Smith, Ray Buckley, Robert Marstson,
Rick Trombly.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
dowTi from the Senate:
HB 595-FN, relative to citations for building code and land use viola-
tions.
Senator Podles moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Podles, Humphrey, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: David Perry, Sharon Nordgren, Paul
Golden, Ruth Gage.
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The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 611-FN, relative to plastic holding devices used in packaging.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Russman, Oleson.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Nancy Tkrpley, Dan Bumham, Greg Han-
selman, Linda Griebsch.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 613-FN, relative to the procedures of the certificate of need
board.
Senator J. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: J. King, McLane, Bass.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Robert Foster, Alice Ziegra, Ann Tbrr,
Marian Copenhaver.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 619-FN, relative to central business districts.
Senator Bass moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
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SENATORS: Bass, Dupont, Shaheen.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Richard Grodin, John Sytek, John Barnes,
T3m Salatiello.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 709-FN, establishing a study committee relative to clearcutting
forest resources and extending the effective date for rulemaking by
the board of licensing for foresters.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Oleson, Eraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Howard Dickinson, William Nehring, Peter
Jankowski, Mary Ann Lewis.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 745-FN, relative to sewage disposal systems.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Eraser, McLane.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Howard Dickinson, Mary Ann Lewis, Don
Roulston, Peter Jankowski.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
dowTi from the Senate:
HB 751-FN, concerning the procedure for local enforcement of cer-
tain state environmental laws.
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Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Eraser, HolHngworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Karen Wadsworth, Fred Peyron, Bonnie
McCann, Rick Trombly.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 761-FN, relative to leasing certain state land.
Senator Currier moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, McLane, J. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Peter Stio, Sandra Keans, John Weeks, Ro-
land Frechette.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 771-FN, relative to sentencing and parole.
Senator Podles moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Podles, Colantuono, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Lee Lozeau, Kent Martling, Alice
Record, Benjamin DePecol.
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The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 780-FN, relative to water treatment plant operators and fees for
water system permits.
Senator W. King moved to accede.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Oleson, Russman.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Howard Dickinson, Mary Ann Lewis, Carol
Stamatakis, John Young.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 173, establishing a committee to study certain provisions of
RSA 154 relative to powers and duties of firewards.
HB 184, relative to civil penalties for securities violations.
HB 386, relative to a representative town meeting form of govern-
ment.
HB 447, relative to bulk commodities.
HB 519, relative to municipal budget matters and the timber tax.
HB 604, granting rulemaking authority to the division of waste man-
agement relative to special waste and defining special waste.
HB 655, relative to statistical reports.
HB 684, regarding the committee to study conservation and preser-
vation of state historic flags and making an appropriation therefor.
HB 767, to study access to group health insurance policies.
SB 19, establishing penalties and fines for use of blue lights by any
person other than a laws enforcement officer.
SB 33, relative to establishing a nonlapsing account for the New
Hampshire technical institute and vocational technical colleges and
creating the position of director of financial management.
SB 43, establishing a committee to study utilization and manage-
ment review and managed care.
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SB 47, relative to emergency response personnel.
SB 64, relative to the superior courthouse in Nashua and making an
appropriation therefor.
SB 74, establishing a committee to study the use of funds appropri-
ated for catastrophic illness care.
SB 78, relative to loans to municipalities from state revolving loan
funds and relative to the state guarantee for the elimination of pollu-
tion from public waters.
SB 79, establishing a committee to study an expedited permit proc-
ess for environmental permits.
SB 87, relative to replacement employees.
SB 90, relative to the Salmon Falls Road in the cities of Somers-
worth and Rochester.
SB 114, requiring a report on certain water laws.
SB 122, exempting certain solid waste districts from application
fees.
SB 128, relative to the development of an electronic benefit transfer
system and making an appropriation therefor.
SB 149, relative to reimbursing certain school cooperatives for cer-
tain expenses and making an appropriation therefor.
SB 173, relative to senior "meals on wheels" and senior transporta-
tion and making an appropriation therefor.
SB 222, relative to a study of alternative transportation.
Senator Currier for the committee.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 54, establishing a committee to study the laws regarding chil-
dren in need of services.
HB 205, restricting the method of taking freshwater smelt.
HB 242, relative to the powers of county conventions.
HB 271, to study the purchasing policies of the technical institute
and the technical colleges.
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HB 311, confirming an exemption form registration for securities
listed on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation National Market System or on the Chicago Board Options
Exchange.
HB 348, relative to the municipal records board.
HB 559, relative to commercial and recreational fisheries.
HB 653, relative to defense and indemnification of state officers and
employees.
HB 692, relative to reinsurance intermediaries.
SB 32, permitting district and municipal courts to accept payment of
fines by credit card.
SB 71, relative to superior court justices.
SB 150, relative to partnerships and relative to foreclosures.
SB 202, relative to due process in the liquor commission's proceed-
ings.
SB 224, relative to increasing the bonding authority for industrial
development projects for the city of Dover.
SB 229, establishing Civil Rights Day and abolishing Fast Day.
Senator Currier for the committee.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB 193-FN, an act authorizing the state to enter into a lease-
purchase agreement with the town of Milford for a new district
courthouse. Capital Budget committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator Nelson for the committee.
SENATOR NELSON: I would refer the Senate to amendment on
page 5 of the Journal. What we have done is amend on to this bill. It
is relative to lease purchase agreements for district courts, meetings
of the Auburn district court, study committee on the district courts,
and making a supplemental appropriation for renovation of the Ro-
chester post office as a district court facility. This bill contains a
study to look at all the district courts. I'll be happy to take questions
if anybody has any on this legislation.
Amendment to HB 193-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to lease-purchase agreements for district courthouses,
meetings of the Auburn District Court, study committees on
the district courts, and making a supplemental
appropriation for renovation of the
Rochester Post Office as a
district court facility.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 1 with the following:
2 Authorization; Lease-Purchase Agreement for Courthouse. The
department of administrative services is authorized to enter into a
lease-purchase agreement with the town of Derry for a new district
courthouse which will be located in Derry.
3 Meetings of Auburn District Court. Amend RSA 502-A:2 to read
as follows:
502-A:2 Sessions in Towns Within District. The purpose of the es-
tablishment of this system of district courts is to provide the mini-
mum number of courts which will adequately serve the convenience
of the public, both transient and permanent residents of this state.
Tb accomplish this purpose, districts must serve certain towns
within their district having regard for the parties, the seasonal in-
flux of population in certain areas, and such other considerations as
the expeditious and effective administration of justice may require.
In addition to the regular sessions which are required to be held in
various districts under the provisions of this chapter, the justice or
special justice of each district shall hold sessions in such localities
within their respective district and at such times as may best serve
the convenience of the communities within their district. District
courts are hereby directed to hold regular sessions in the towns as
set forth in the following table, except that a district court shall not
be required to hold regular sessions in a town if, upon written re-
quest by the town following the mandate of the local legislative body
and written agreement between the court and the governing body of
the town, it is determined that such sessions are no longer required
for the effective administration of justice. Sessions once discontin-
ued shall not be reinstituted except by agreement of both the court
and the local legislative body. The following table sets forth the re-



















Unless discontinued in the manner provided for above, sessions of
district courts shall be held not less than one day a week in each of
the towns listed above. The district courts enumerated above shall
commence holding sessions as provided herein when the municipal
courts in said towns are abolished as provided in RSA 502-A:35. No
provision of this section shall be construed to prevent any district
court from holding sessions in other localities within the district
where justice and the convenience of the parties may so require.
However, if regular sessions of a district court are to be held in such
localities, such sessions shall be authorized by the administrative
committee.
4 Department of Transportation Approval Required. Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, any contracts or purchases by
the department of administrative services for professional architec-
tural or engineering services or for plans, designs and construction
documents for a lease or lease-purchase of any district court facility
shall require the approval of the department of transportation,
5 Committee to Review District and Municipal Courts Estab-
lished.
I. A committee is established to review the physical plant struc-
ture of the district court system, including, but not limited to, loca-
tion, size, number, and structural condition. The committee shall
review the status of all district and municipal court facilities and
study whether consolidation or redistricting is appropriate. The
committee shall consider such factors as caseload, case type, demo-
graphics and building needs.
n. The committee shall consist of the following members:
(a) Two house members appointed by the speaker.
(b) Two senate members appointed by the senate president.
(c) Two district court justices appointed by the supreme court,
one ofwhom shall be the administrative justice of the district courts.
(d) The director of the administrative office of the courts.
(e) Three public members appointed by the governor.
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(f) The commissioner of the department of administrative serv-
ices, or designee.
(g) Commissioner of the department of transportation, or des-
ignee.
(h) A member of the New Hampshire Bar Association ap-
pointed by the President of the Bar Association.
(i) A district court clerk appointed by the supreme court.
(j) The president of the New Hampshire PoHce Chiefs Associa-
tion, or designee.
(k) The director of the office of state planning, or designee.
HI. The committee shall submit a report on its findings and
plans to the speaker of the house, the senate president, and the gov-
ernor on or before December 31, 1991.
6 Committee to Study Consolidation of Hanover and Lebanon Dis-
trict Courts Established.
L A committee is established to study the consolidation of the
Hanover and Lebanon district courts. The members of the commit-
tee shall be appointed by the governor and shall be as follows:
(a) Three members of the house, one from each of Grafton rep-
resentative districts 11, 12 and 13.
(b) One member from each of the municipal governments of
Hanover, Lebanon and Canaan.
(c) The president of the New Hampshire Police Chiefs Associa-
tion, or designee.
(d) The director of the administrative office of the courts.
(e) The senator from senate district 5.
n. The committee shall submit a report on its findings and rec-
ommendations to the speaker of the house, the senate president, and
the governor by January 1, 1992,
7 Supplemental Appropriation; Department of Administrative
Services. The sum of $250,000 is appropriated to the department of
administrative services for the biennium ending June 30, 1991, for
the purpose of renovating the Rochester Post Office as a district
court facility. The appropriation shall not lapse until June 30, 1993.
8 Bonds Authorized. Td provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 7 of this act, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of
$250,000 and for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the name
of and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance with
RSA 6-A. Payments of principal and interest of the bonds and notes
shall be made from the general fund of the state.
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9 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes the department of administrative services to
enter into lease-purchase agreements with the towns of Milford and
Derry for new district courthouses.
The bill requires department of transportation approval for ex-
penditures by the department of administrative services with re-
gard to lease or lease- purchase of district court facilities.
The bill removes the requirement that the Auburn district court
meet in Northwood once a month.
The bill also establishes a study committee on municipal and dis-
trict court facilities and a study committee on the consolidation of
the Hanover and Lebanon District Courts.
A supplemental appropriation is made for the renovation of the
Rochester Post Office as a district court facility.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 328-A, an act relative to a new Manchester district court facility
and making an appropriation therefor. Capital Budget committee.
Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Nelson for the committee.
SENATOR NELSON: If you would again take a look at your journal
on page 7, you will see that what we have done is delete two words
from this. The Capital Budget committee amendment strikes out
the words "renovation" and "rehabilitation" from section 2 of the bill.
The intent of the bill as it was originally drafted was to allow the
department of administrative services to begin site location, design
and planning processes in the construction of a new district court
facility, and authorize the issuance of $250,000 in general fund bonds
for this purpose. The House added the words "renovation" and "reha-
bilitation", when it became knowni that a mill building in Manchester
could possibly be renovated for this purpose. There were too many
unanswered questions relative to the lease purchase agreement, so
we have decided not to pass that and revert to the original form of
the bill as it was introduced in the House. And, I'll be happy to
answer any questions.
Amendment to HB 328-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to a new Manchester district court facility
and making an appropriation therefor.
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Appropriation; Department of Administrative Services. The sum
of $250,000 is appropriated to the department of administrative
services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the site location,
design, and architectural plans of a new Manchester district court
facility. In planning this facility, the department of administrative
services shall consider issues including cost, accessibility, and needs
for space now and in the future for such purposes as storage of
records, building security, separation of adult and juvenile detain-
ees, and private conference rooms.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes an appropriation to the department of administra-
tive services for the site location, design, and architectural plans for
a new Manchester district court facihty. This appropriation is
bonded.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 443, an act relative to shoreland protection and making an ap-
propriation therefor and relative to pesticide applications. Environ-
ment committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator W. King
for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: Fellow Senators, you will see before the com-
mittee amendment which did not get printed in the calendar on HB
443. HB 443, the shoreland protection bill, sets up certain standards
to protect the quality of the water in the lakes in the state of New
Hampshire. The amendment that you see before you corrects some
problems that were in the bill and also creates a committee that will
take a look at the issue of rivers. The rivers, as most of you know,
were removed from the bill in the House. The committee felt that it
was appropriate that we not put them back in, because rivers are
able to disperse various nutrients and other things in a different way
than lakes are. So we felt that it was better to create a committee to
take a look at that. This committee will also take a look at the hot
issue of swift water in New Hampshire of recreational mining in the
state's rivers. We urge your passage.
SENATOR MCLANE: I just wanted to add to Senator King's re-
port on this bill, 443, and state that the amount of study work of four
years that has gone into this, makes this real landmark shore land
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protection. I think the fact that even the realtors that were on the
study committee and concerned at first that they couldn't have small
lots on lakesides, ended up in strong support of the bill, because they
realized that we were sure that we were protecting the lakes and
this was, eventually, to their great advantage as well as others.
Amendment to HB 443-FN-A
Amend RSA 483-B:7 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
483-B:7 Reporting; On-Site Inspections; Local Participation. The
commissioner may devise a system whereby municipal officials may
voluntarily assist with the permitting process under RSA 485-B:17,
La and the subsequent enforcement of permit conditions, by per-
forming certain reporting functions relative to on-site inspections.
Utilization of such reports shall be at the commissioner's discretion,
but may, when appropriate, obviate the need for further on-site re-
view by department staff.
Amend RSA 483-B:9, II as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
inserting after subpargraph (c) the following new subparagraph:
(d) No fertilizer, except lime and wood ash, shall be used on
residential properties.
Amend RSA 483-B:9, III as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
III. Public water supply facilities, including water supply in-
takes, pipes, water treatment facilities, pump stations, and disinfec-
tion stations shall be permitted by the commissioner as necessary,
consistent with the purposes of this chapter. Private water supply
facilities shall not require a permit.
Amend RSA 483-B:9, V(a)(2)(C) and (D) as inserted by section 1 of
he bill by replacing them with the following:
(C) Trees, saplings, shrubs and ground covers which are
removed to clear an opening for building construction, structures,
septic systems, roadways, pathways, and parking areas shall be ex-
cluded when computing the percentage limitations under subpara-
graph (a)(2XA).
(D) Dead, diseased, unsafe, noxious or fallen trees, sap-
lings, shrubs, or ground covers may be removed. Their removal shall
not be used in computing the percentage limitations under subpara-
graph (a)(2XA).
Amend RSA 483-B:ll, II as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
II. When reviewing requests for variances involving the redevel-
opment of sites that currently contain nonconforming structures,
the commissioner shall review proposals which are more nearly con-
forming than the existing structures, and may waive some of the
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existing standards, so long as the net effect represents an improve-
ment in the overall degree of protection provided to the public wa-
ters.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 9 the following and re-
numbering the original section 10 to read as 11:
10 Study Committee Established.
I. There is hereby established a study committee that shall in-
vestigate development issues adjacent to rivers, and which shall pre-
pare a report for the governor, the president of the senate, and the
speaker of the house, advising them of any minimum development
standards which may be appropriate for inclusion in RSA 483-B for
lands adjacent to rivers. The report shall be delivered no later than
October 31, 1991.
II. The committee shall be comprised of the following:
(a) A member of the Rivers Management Advisory Commit-
tee, appointed by the governor.
0^) A member of a regional planning commission, appointed by
the governor.
(c) A resident of a river community, recommended by the New
Hampshire Municipal Association, appointed by the governor.
(d) A member of the New Hampshire Homebuilders Associa-
tion, appointed by the governor,
(e) A member of the New Hampshire Association of Realtors,
appointed by the governor.
(f) A member of a conservation commission, appointed by the
governor.
(g) A staff member of the New Hampshire Municipal Associa-
tion, appointed by the governor.
(h) The director of the office of state planning, or his designee.
(i) The director of the New Hampshire port authority, or his
designee.
(j) The director of the fish and game commission, or his desig-
nee.
(k) The commissioner of the department of resources and eco-
nomic development, or his designee.
(1) The rivers coordinator from the department of environmen-
tal services.
(m) Three members of the house of representatives, appointed
by the speaker of the house.
(n) Two members of the senate, appointed by the president of
the senate.
III. In addition to its other tasks, the committee shall examine
the issue of recreational mining in the state's rivers, and make a
report by October 31, 1991. Until said report is received and acted
upon, the New Hampshire wetlands board is hereby restrained from
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requiring registration permits for this activity, and is prohibited
from collecting fees from individuals engaged in this activity.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
HB 248-FN, an act relative to developments having regional impact.
Executive Departments. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator
Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: For years, the Legislature has been seek-
ing a way to bring neighboring communities into the process of re-
viewing developments which will have an impact on them, but
without reducing the home rule authority of the community in which
the development will occur. Prior bills have faltered on the issue of
how to define a cut off point when a development has a regional
impact. This bill provides the best solution to alleviate those con-
cerns. It defines the terms, but it leaves it up to the individual com-
munities to apply it.
Amendment to HB 248-FN
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 36:55 as inserted by
section 1 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
36:55 Definition. In this subdivision "development of regional im-
pact" means any proposal before a local land use board which in the
determination of such local land use board could reasonably be ex-
pected to impact on a neighboring municipality, because of factors
such as, but not limited to the following:
Amend RSA 36:57, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. Upon determination that a proposed development has a poten-
tial regional impact, the local land use board having jurisdiction shall
afford the regional planning commission and the affected municipali-
ties the status of abutters as defined in RSA 672:3 for the limited
purpose of providing notice and giving testimony.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
HB 434, an act relative to the procedure for planning boards to re-
voke approval of recorded plats. Executive Departments. Ought Tb
Pass. Senator W. King for the committee.
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SENATOR W. KING: HB 434 sets up a situation that in law de-
scribes under what circumstances a town may revoke a plat. That is
a subdivision that is approved. It sets up the circumstances under
which it may be requested by the town and under which it may be
requested by the individual who owns the property. Current law is
unclear on this matter and the enforcement and procedures vary
from town to town. This sets up a very strictly controlled set of
circumstances under which a plat may be revoked. We urge your
passage.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
HB 523-FN, an act relative to local cease and desist orders for zon-
ing, planning and code violations. Executive Departments. Ought Tb
Pass With Amendment. Senator Pressly for the committee.
SENATOR PRESSLY: This bill allows certain local enforcement of-
ficials to issue cease and desist orders to individuals in violation of
local ordinances and codes. The bill requires such orders to be in
writing and establishes a procedure by which they may be enforced.
The Senate felt that this should be more clearly defined and there-
fore the amendment spells out the procedures of the cease and de-
sist orders in a way that is understood and is fair to all parties. The
committee unanimously recommends the passage of the amendment
and then the final bill.
Amendment to HB 523-FN
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 676:17-a as inserted by
section 1 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
676:17-a Cease and Desist Orders. The building inspector, code
enforcement officer, zoning administrator or other official desig-
nated as an enforcement authority by ordinance or resolution of the
local legislative body may issue a cease and desist order against any
violation of this title, any local ordinance, code or regulation adopted
under this title, or any provision or specification of an application,
plat, or plan approved by, or any requirement or condition of a per-
mit or decision issued by, any local administrator or land use board
acting under the authority of this title, subject to the following:
Amend RSA 676:17-a, VII as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. If an answer is filed and served as provided in paragraph V,
further proceedings in the action shall be governed by the rules of
the district court. If the order is sustained following trial, the court
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shall enter judgment and shall fix a time within which the corrective
action shall be taken, in compliance with the order as originally filed,
or as modified by the court. If the order is not sustained, it shall be
annulled and set aside. If it appears to the court that the order was
frivolous, was commenced in bad faith, or was not based upon infor-
mation and belief formed after reasonable inquiry or was not well-
grounded in fact, then the court shall order the defendant's costs and
reasonable attorney's fees to be paid by the municipality. The clerk
of the court shall mail a copy of the judgment to the persons upon
whom the original order was served.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows certain local enforcement officials to issue cease
and desist orders to individuals in violation of local ordinances and
codes.
The bill requires such orders to be in writing and establishes a
procedure by which they may be enforced.
The bill also allows the court to order a municipality to pay costs
and attorney's fees to the defendant if the order to cease and desist
was frivolous, was brought in bad faith or was not based on well-
grounded facts or information.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 577, an act relative to the effect of zoning changes and amend-
ments on plats or applications accepted by a planning board. Execu-
tive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment.
Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: The question addressed by this bill is at
what point does a plan become exempt from new regulations,
whether those are zoning regulations, subdivision regulations, or a
site plan review regulation.
Amendment to HB 577
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments
on plats or applications accepted by a planning board
and relative to the Pease development authority.
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
5 Airport District Redefined. Amend RSA 12-G:2, I to read as
follows:
I. "Airport district" means:
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(a) the property conveyed, granted or otherwise transferred to
the authority by the federal government or any agency thereof pur-
suant to section 13(g) of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 (50 U.S.C.
App. section 1622(g)), as amended[.]; or
(b) Property conveyed, granted or otherwise transferred to
the authority by the federal government or any agency thereof
and declared or designated by the authority as the "airport dis-
trict" in accordance with the procedures prescribed in RSA 12-
G:10, II.
6 Use of Air Navigation Facilities; Exception for Pease Air Force
Base. Amend RSA 422:23 to read as follows:
422:23 Use of Air Navigation Facilities. Except for that land ac-
quired at Pease Air Force Base by the Pease development author-
ity, there shall be no exclusive right for the use of any landing area
or air navigation facility upon which state or federal funds have been
expended; provided, that the state or a municipality acquiring air
navigation facilities under the provisions of this chapter, is autho-
rized to contract for or lease to any person the use of the facilities,
prescribing the same minimum standards for all operators, and may
establish reasonable rent or fees therefor. Such a contractual or
lease agreement shall be adequate in its terms as to duration so as to
assure permanence and stability to an operator in the use of the
airport for any aeronautical business or operation up to the capacity
of the airport with respect to air safety.
7 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill confirms the intent of 1986, 229:3 by re-emphasizing that
once an applicant has submitted a development application to the
planning board, and the application has been accepted by the plan-
ning board as complete, the applicant shall not be affected by any
subsequent zoning change or amendment made by the local legisla-
tive body.
The bill also confirms the intent of chapter 477: 1 of the laws of 1983
by adding language to take into account subsequent changes in site
plan review regulations once a plat is approved by the planning
board and recorded in the registry of deeds.
The bill also redefines "airport district" for purposes of the Pease
development authority, and grants an exception for land acquired at
Pease Air Force Base by the Pease development authority relative
to the exclusive use of air navigation facilities.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
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HB 581, an act relative to personal property of tenants. Executive
Departments committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator
Colantuono for the committee.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This bill establishes a standard for
landlords who have property left over, when tenants vacate prem-
ises. Under this bill, they have to keep the property for a period of
45 days. If the tenant doesn't come back to claim it, they can dispose
of it without further notice. We added another provision to the bill.
The amendment on page 10 of the calendar clears up an uncertainty
concerning writs of possession and makes it clear that under a writ
of possession, the sheriff is authorized to remove the personal prop-
erty and the person of the defendant who has been evicted. I note in
the calendar that roman numeral I should be under paragraph 1. I
bring that to the attention of the clerk and the committee on En-
rolled Bills perhaps to fix that problem.
Amendment to HB 581
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause vdth the
following:
1 Writ of Possession. Amend RSA 540:14, 1 to read as follows:
2 New Paragraph; Property of Tenant. Amend RSA 540-A:3 by
inserting after paragraph VI the following new paragraph:
VII. A landlord shall maintain and exercise reasonable care in
the storage of the personal property of a tenant who has vacated the
premises, either voluntarily or by eviction, for a period of 45 days
after the date upon which such tenant has vacated. After the 45-day
limit has expired, such personal property may be disposed of by the
landlord without notice to the tenant.
I. If the defendant makes default, or if on trial it is considered by
the court that the plaintiff has sustained his complaint, judgment
shall be rendered that the plaintiff recover possession of the de-
manded premises and costs, and a v^it of possession shall issue.
[Failure by the tenant to vacate the premises by the date specified
by the court shall constitute civil contempt.] The judgment may be
enforced, at the sole discretion of the plaintiff, either by direct-
ing the sheriff to serve the writ of possession or by seeking judicial
relief against the defendant for civil contempt. A writ of possession
shall authorize the sheriff to remove the defendant from the prem-
ises.
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3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows a landlord to have a default judgment issued
against a tenant enforced by a sheriff through a writ of possession or
by the court through civil contempt proceedings.
The bill also requires a landlord to store the property of an absent
tenant for 45 days, after which the landlord may dispose of the prop-
erty as he chooses.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Th Third Reading.
HB 603, an act to establish a mandates task force to recommend
modification or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon
municipalities and school districts. Executive Department commit-
tee. Ought T) Pass. Senator J. King for the committee.
SENATOR J. KING: This bill creates a task force to study and iden-
tify the mandated responsibihties imposed by the state and the fed-
eral government upon our cities and towns, and our school districts.
They are to make recommendations for the modification or repeal of
these mandates. The committee passed this unanimously and we
seek your approval, also.
Recess.
Out of Recess.
Senator Eraser moved to have HB 603, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 603, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
HB 610, an act establishing a committee to study how the depart-
ment of administrative services may efficiently collect the fines and
fees imposed by the state. Executive Departments committee.
Ought To Pass With Amendment. Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: HB 610 was introduced in order to establish
a study committee for the purpose of coming up with a unified sys-
tem of collecting overdue fines and fees. Right now, the court system
does its own thing. The office of cost containment collects for indi-
gent defendants for costs that have been incurred by the state. The
office of reimbursement, which functions for the division of mental
health, collects for those institutions, such as New Hampshire Hos-
pital and Glencliff. They collect room and board charges, they seek
reimbursement from insurance. They also collect for the voc-tech for
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tuition charges and books and the Hke. The department of correc-
tions, through the probation department, also collect their overdue
fees and fines from offenders. This committee would look at all as-
pects and see if we can come up with a unified system. We urge
passage and adoption of this bill.
Amendment to HB 610-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
establishing a committee to study means of approving
programs for collecting the fines and
fees imposed by the state.
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 of the bill with the following:
1 Committee Established; Purpose. A committee is hereby estab-
lished to study and review means of approving programs for collec-
tion of overdue fines and fees imposed by the state and to evaluate
whether the use of national credit cards to collect such fines and fees
would assist in prompt payment.
Amend the bill by replacing section 2, paragraph VI with the fol-
lowing:
VI. One member of the judicial branch, appointed by the chief
justice of the supreme court.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a committee to study and review means of
approving programs for collection of overdue fines and fees imposed
by the state and to evaluate whether the use of national credit cards
to collect such fines and fees would assist in prompt payment.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 633, an act to clarify the handling of administrative fees re-
quired by local land use boards, relative to elected planning board
members, and relative to the definition of "mayor" for planning and
zoning purposes. Executive Departments committee. Ought To
Pass. Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: This bill has been introduced at the request
of the New Hampshire municipal association. Effectively, what the
bill does is require any local land use board, which collects a fee for
application, fees for notices, fees for administrative expenses, and
investigative studies shall place the money in the hands of the trea-
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surer and can be spent only for the purpose for which it was in-
tended. The treasurer shall place it in a non-lapsing account and
enjoined from the co-mingling of the funds of the community or mu-
nicipality. Part two of the bill just broadens the definition of the
mayor to include any designated person who, under charter of the
community, performs the duties of a mayor. We urge adoption of HB
633.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 691-FN, an act relative to licensing and certification of real es-
tate appraisers and licensing private detectives. Executive Depart-
ments committee. Ought T) Pass. Senator J. King for the committee.
SENATOR J. KING: This bill brings regulation to New Hampshire
appraisers in line with what the federal act of 1989 requested. The
bill sets up three tiers of classifications for appraisers in New Hamp-
shire. The licensed residential appraiser which can go from a unit of
one to four units. The certified residential appraiser which are those
appraisers qualified to appraise more complex residential appraisals
as defined by the federal government. And, a certified general ap-
praiser that person qualified to do all types of properties, including
commercial and industrial. The bill's passage is necessary in order to
comply with the federal guidelines and most importantly, to meet
the federal deadline for compliance of January 1, 1992. If New
Hampshire doesn't have an adequate supply of certified licensed ap-
praisers by the beginning of 1992, the real estate market could come
to a halt. This bill also contains an amendment regarding private
detectives, which allows employees of private detective agencies to
be licensed without having to meet the experience requirement of
the private detective they work with. The committee is in favor of it,
and we seek your support of the bill.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, I was just curious. I didn't
quite hear you when you talked about the modification of the educa-
tional standards. Is that relative to the fact that you have three lev-
els of certification and that is why they changed it? Or is that
relative to the federal law?
SENATOR J. KING: I think one of the reasons is so they get just
about everybody in there. They do have examination, experience,
and continuation requirements are more stringent for the certified
classifications.
Adopted.
Ordered Td Third Reading.
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HB 720-FN, relative to fireworks. Executive Departments commit-
tee.
Ought to Pass with Amendment for the Majority. Senator Currier
for the committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator Pressly
for the minority.
SENATOR CURRIER: The committee reluctantly took this bill
back to committee for another review. The majority report reflects
an amendment that is on page 10 of the calendar. What it does, is it
takes into consideration the Class C common fireworks and deals
with the sparkling variety — the type that your daughter, Mr. Presi-
dent, would like to use on the Fourth of July. It also has a provision
in the statute which would become effective March 1, 1992 and es-
tablishes a study committee to review the process of the so-called
safe and sane fireworks to come back to the Legislature with other
recommendations. I believe that everybody has been well lobbied by
both sides of this particular case, and I think it is a fairness issue
that this particular measure and the majority report should be ac-
cepted and passed on.
SENATOR DUPONT: Just to clarify the parliamentary situation.
You have two ought to pass recommendations with different amend-
ments. The clerk informs me that the procedure would be to adopt
or defeat the majority amendment and at that point in time, we
would take action on the minority amendment and either defeat or
adopt the minority amendment. I am told there is also a floor
amendment that is forthcoming.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I rise in support of the minority amendment
and I encourage the body to please vote no on this first amendment
so you will have the opportunity to vote yes on the second one. The
second amendment is the one that has been endorsed by the safety
people and the fire people. This was a very difficult bill in the com-
mittee and actually the amendment of the minority recognizes that
because they have asked for a study committee. There is certainly a
sentiment that some types of innocent, what they call safe and sane
types of fireworks should be allowable and therefore they feel that
should be able to be there. The compromise proposal, the second
amendment, would be that the original HB 720 would become law
and become effective in March of 1992. That basically means that
after this bill passes, nothing is going to change in the way of law
until March of 92. But what will happen immediately is that the
committee will be formed, it is on page 13, that will enable the peo-
ple with differing points of view to come together, to come up with a
definition of safe and sane. So the only thing that happens on the
passage of this bill at this time, would be to form a proper study
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committee so that the people with differing points of view can work
it out in sufficient time to bring back a proposal prior to the effec-
tiveness of HB 720. If you pass the first amendment, and not the
second, what you are basically saying is that all of these fireworks
can go into any municipality and that it then becomes the responsi-
bility of the municipality to ban them. As someone mentioned to me,
it is like saying everyone has to have strippers and if you don't want
strippers in your town, then you have to ban them. What we are
saying is that it makes more sense to have a limitation on what is
safe and allowable, and then enable each community, if they would
like to, to then say what they want, instead of saying what they don't
want. It is the consensus of most of the safety and firefighter people
that the second amendment is the one that will serve the municipali-
ties the best. So I rise to encourage you to vote no on the first
amendment and yes on the second.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator Pressly, do you believe that a fair
study can be attained when in fact the bill bans fireworks? If there is
already a ban on them, why would they want to study it any further?
Would this be a legitimate study, is the question?
SENATOR PRESSLY: I believe that it would be a legitimate study,
because nothing has changed yet. And, there is sufficient time to
change and enact a different law prior to this. I see it as more of a
situation of bring the people, inspiring, motivating people to come to
the table to define that safe and sane. As you know, we worked, and
you particularly, very hard to try to get these people to sit and come
up with a compromise and they didn't. So I feel, they haven't done it
thus far, this will inspire them to do it.
SENATOR COHEN: Senator Currier, under the majority proposed
amendment, would it be true that fireworks which may eventually
be banned, potentially very dangerous fireworks, the fireworks that
the fire chiefs and fire association and doctors are opposed to, could
still be in use, still be used while it is being studied, before we get a
chance to define what safe and sane is?
SENATOR CURRIER: That is true. In fact, under both proposals
they will be. Because the law doesn't take effect until March 1, 1992.
But in the testimony in the committee, one of the more important
things. It is insane that a five year old have fireworks and that is the
kind of testimony that we were hearing in terms of the bill. Some-
body getting their finger blown off. Those types of fireworks are
banned under the majority report. Bottle rockets and those that
have more than 3 grams of powder in them, are banned. We have, in
fact, reduced the amount of fireworks that would be sold under the
proposal of the majority report.
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SENATOR COHEN: But before safe and sane were defined, these
would still be in use?
SENATOR CURRIER: As I said, under both proposals that will be
the case.
SENATOR W. KING: I would like to compliment Doug Patch from
the department of safety and all of the folks, fire chiefs and others,
who came out for these hearings and came out to lobby. They really
and truly do have the public's interest at heart and the public's safety
at heart. And to some degree, this is a philosophical question. How
far do we go in our society to protect people from themselves? How
far do we go without asking them to take some individual responsi-
bility in their lives for themselves and their children? The minority
report on 720, in my opinion, goes too far. It is a total ban and it is
bad public policy to enact a complete ban and then say then we will
study and decide whether or not we did the right thing. That is bad
policy, it seems to me. The majority report that we have doesn't go
quite as far as the minority report. It does still allow for the use of
sparkling devices and it also has a committee that will then look into
that issue a little further. I would encourage you to adopt the major-
ity report.
SENATOR ROBERGE: I urge you to support the minority report. I
have some facts that have been compiled having to do with this is-
sue. The forest fire season is just beginning in New Hampshire, with
only 3 of 12 fire towers reporting, we have had 4 fires started by
fireworks. Both state and local funds were required to extinguish
these fires. Significant time and money has been spent by state and
local enforcement agencies in an attempt to enforce the present fire-
works law. A Hampton High School junior is dead because of fire-
works that were purchased illegally in New Hampshire. In 1990,
12,400 fireworks related injuries were reported to hospital emer-
gency rooms. This is an increase of 28 percent over 1989 and one of
the highest figures ever reported. In 1988, reports of an estimated
44,500 fires were known to have been caused by fireworks. These
fires caused an estimated 20 deaths and $41,000,000 in direct prop-
erty damage. Children, under 19 years of age, suffered three out of
every five fireworks injuries. Sparklers alone caused 75 percent of
the injuries to children under 5. Public firework displays account for
only 4 percent of the fireworks related injuries, a clear indication
that fireworks belong in the hands of professionals. Incidents that
have been reported: a fourteen year old boy was seriously injured
while mixing chemicals for making explosives in his family's home.
The chemicals which were ordered exploded unexpectedly, destroy-
ing much of the home. A fifteen yearold male was playing with fire
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crackers and one exploded in his hand causing first and second de-
gree burns of his palm and fingers. An eighteen year old girl suf-
fered second and third degree burns to her leg, when a sparkler she
was holding ignited her dress. A five year average, from 1985 to
1989, reflects emergency room reports of 10,400 fireworks related
injuries each year. Those under the age of 20 are four and a half
times more likely to incur fireworks related injuries requiring medi-
cal treatment than adults over 24 years of age. In New Hampshire,
an incident reported in the Atlantic Advertiser involved a Seabrook
selectman who received serious injury when a firework exploded in
his right hand. He was taken by ambulance to the hospital where he
required hand surgery. On July 4, 1990, in Meredith, a mother and
her five month old daughter were injured by fireworks. They were
watching a private display of fireworks. A spinning type firework, on
its way up, struck a tree limb. It went out of control and landed on
the mother while she was holding her child. The victim's clothing
caught on fire. The fire continued to burn the child until she was
immersed in a nearby lake. The child was taken to Lakes Region
Hospital and then transferred to Shriners Hospital in Boston. The
child was treated for first, second and third degree burns on the left
side of her scalp, face, neck, shoulder and left arm. The police report
goes on to say the child has had several operations. Even with these
operations, she will be scarred for life. This incident has put the
family under great stress and continues to do so, as the child is still
being treated for, and continues to suffer from these injuries. On
September 5, 1990, a seventeen year old Hampton youth died as a
result of severe head injuries received in a fireworks accident that
occurred two days earlier. On September 11, 1990, an editorial in the
Exeter NewsLetter talks about the death of Chris Barnes in Hamp-
ton. The editorial states, "Every candidate for state office, from Gov-
ernor to State Representative goes to his or her constituents this
year to pledge to change the state's ill-advised, irresponsible law and
the only change that will be effective is an outright ban on the sale
and possession of class C fireworks. Chris Barnes' death served as a
powerful, painful lesson to friends and family he left behind. It
should also serve as a call for unanimous action from the State
House."
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Currier, am I correct that cur-
rent law allows each town to ban the retail sale or display of class C
fireworks?
SENATOR CURRIER: That is correct. Senator.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So presently, each town is free to ban not
only explosive fireworks but sparkling fireworks as well. Is that cor-
rect?
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SENATOR CURRIER: As I understand it, yes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The sigTiificant difference between the
majority amendment and the minority amendment is that the ma-
jority amendment would permit the sale and the display of sparkling
fireworks in any town, whereas the minority bill would not. Is that
correct?
SENATOR CURRIER: That is correct.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: And with respect to both the majority
and minority amendments, neither permits the retail sale or display
of explosive fireworks or sparkling fireworks that are somehow pro-
pelled. Is that correct?
SENATOR CURRIER: Correct.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So under the majority amendment then,
towTis may not ban the retail sale or display of sparkling fireworks
which are classified as not exploding and not propelled? And they
may not, under the majority amendment, ban such a class of fire-
works?
SENATOR CURRIER: Under the protection of this bill, they will
not be able to. They would be able to ban class C. The other ones are
out now, under this proposal.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In the next to the last executive session
of the Executive Departments committee. Senator Pressly or per-
haps Senator Hollingworth offered an amendment, which I thought
was adopted, which required that any town — it had to do with any
further action by the town, was required.
Senator Currier deferred to Senator Pressly.
SENATOR PRESSLY: In answer to your question, one of the major
difficulties as I saw and many members of the committee, were that
many municipalities have already taken a very strong stand to limit
the usage of various types of fireworks within their boundaries. If
this should pass in the form of the majority, it would mean that each
municipality would have to go back and draft new legislation all over
again. It seemed, for many of us, that that placed the responsibility
in the wrong place. We should not, as a state Senate, be passing
legislation that forces our municipalities to go back to the drawing
board and re-create something that they think they already have put
into place. That was the reason that we thought it should be the
responsibility of the industry to come in and convince a municipality
that their product was so great and so safe that the municipality
would then say yes, we want you to be available as a product in our
town.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: Wasn't your amendment adopted?
SENATOR PRESSLY: That amendment was in the calendar for
consideration at the last session, but the whole package was re-
turned to the committee. And that specific portion was not included
because if you accept the minority report that would not be needed.
If you pass the first amendment, you will be creating that problem.
If you vote no to the first amendment and vote yes on the second
one, you will not be imposing that added responsibility on the local
municipalities.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator Pressly's statement is a little bit
misleading, because the second amendment that was almost acted
on last Thursday, but was recommitted back to the committee, bans
fireworks sales period. So it doesn't give the local communities op-
tions to actually sell fireworks. Her last statement to Senator Hum-
phrey was incorrect.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Currier, technically you are correct.
Where I feel there is protection is that the first thing that is going to
happen is a study committee. And it has been clear throughout this
whole discussion that there is an effort to find what they call safe
and sane fireworks. Upon passage of the second amendment, a study
committee will be formed and we have between that time and March
of 1992 to define the safe and sane and part of that would be the
package of the town being able to put in place what they want or
what they consider safe and sane. But they haven't defined it. The
study committee would define that.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The original HB 720 came into you
after much long work from the department of safety. That bill was
brought in because this Legislature, the House and Senate, for the
last three years has been trying to close loopholes in the law that
allow the sale of fireworks. We know from the communities around
us, this was an extremely costly thing for all the communities who
had the experience. Costly to the communities because of the fire,
police, and EMT's who had to go out constantly to answer the prob-
lems because of the sale of fireworks. The House, each time they
voted on this, and the Senate, each time they voted on this, thought
they were banning fireworks. We never had the problem to the mag-
nitude that we have since we passed this legislation. When HB 720,
we thought that would be the end of it, but unfortunately, what we
saw happening was the fireworks group come in with their lobbyists,
three lobbyists hired full time, to work on this legislation. They
brought in an expert from out-of-state, where most of them came
from. I think that after all of this is said and done, and you look at
what the lobbyists made on the fireworks bill, you will find that they
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are the only ones in the state who made any revenue on HB 720 and
made the biggest profit. The problem is, the people who are here to
protect us, that are paid to protect us, safety and the fire chiefs
throughout oui' state, have worked hard and long on 720. They
worked hard to close all the loopholes. And we were bound and de-
termined to stick to 720. But as we sat through the many long days
of debate on this, we could see that there was some leaning of the
committee to allow what they would consider was safe and sound.
After considerable debate among ourselves, we decided that we
would check with some of the other states that had so-called "safe
and sound". California was one of them. In checking with them, they
said they are very sorry that they passed the law, that they are
having serious problems with it and, in fact, this year they are ban-
ning sparklers because of the problems they have been having. In
other states they are having serious problems with it. The Attorney
General says it is being totally misused, just as we have in this state
because of the loophole in the wholesale. It is being misused, and
people who are not supposed to have them are getting them. The
problem with the majority's report, it says that the municipalities
will allow the sale of fireworks unless they take an action. Barbara is
totally correct when she says that it is putting a demand on the
communities to take an action to say they won't. It was like saying
you would have to have strip joints in your town, or you would have
to have tattoo parlors in your town or anything else that to prevent
that from happening, you would have to take action. That is not New
Hampshire's way and not in the best interest. The wholesale part is
particularly wrong, because other states around us view these as
illegal, and we are going to ban class C as illegal. But under this bill,
proposed by the majority, it would say that it is okay to sell whole-
sale. That we don't care if something is illegal in our state, we will
sell it to make a profit and allow it to go our neighboring states. That
would be just like us taking marijuana or another drug that we con-
sider to be illegal and saying okay, we are going to sell it, but, even
though that other state classifies it as illegal, we are going to allow
the sale of it over the border. That is not right. Senator King men-
tioned that protection of people to such an extent to protect oneself
from being injured. That is not what this bill does, and not what the
amendment that the majority is going to bring forth. We would hke
to protect everybody, but under the laws, right now, you have a bill
that says we will ban it unless you are certified to know how to use
it. Then, if you know how to use it, then you can go ahead and use
fireworks. I feel that the third parties and the second parties are the
ones who get injured from fireworks. They are the ones who view,
stand in the crowd, or who just happen to live in the community and
have to put up with the noise, and the harassment of it or the cost of
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it, because they have to have their firemen go out and poHce to an-
swer the calls. So we are trying to protect ourselves and our commu-
nities and our state from those injuries that cost us all money and
also from our tourist industry that is being effected because of the
loss of revenue because people find it just unpleasant to be in an area
where it's havoc and craziness and it is not safe to walk down the
streets. I would hope that you would vote down the majority and
support the minority on this bill. The people who have worked long
and hard on this are listed on this pink sheet in front of you: the New
Hampshire Medical Society and on down. You can all read, so I am
not going to read them to you. But take a look at that. These are the
people who represent New Hampshire and New Hampshire citi-
zens. The people who would have you vote for this majority bill are
the people who want to make a quick buck on the backs of New
Hampshire citizens and on injuring our citizens and exporting to our
neighbors something that is hazardous and dangerous to their
health.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: It is kind of a tough call for a lot of people
here. Presently, the towns have the option. Under the minority
amendment, the towns will have no options. Fireworks are banned.
Every kind of class C fireworks, explosive class C fireworks from the
smallest to the largest, and even sparklers that are not propelled or
do not explode, will be banned. The minority amendment takes
every and all latitude away from the towns, unless I misunderstand
it, that seems pretty clear. I must say that I don't find the majority
amendment all that palatable either, for the reasons that Senator
Pressly outlined to so well. Namely, that it requires the town to take
an action to ban something. I agree. It ought to be the other way
around. T)wns, if they wish to allow fireworks, ought to have to take
an action in that case. But if they chose to disallow sparkling fire-
works, they shouldn't have to take an action. I feel the majority
amendment is flawed in that respect, but between the two, just for
the record, I think I am going to support the majority amendment,
for the reasons that I cited.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Pressly, since Senator
Humphrey brought this up and he wasn't there and he wasn't sure if
he was correct, I would like to see if you could answer the question.
Under 720, and the study committee, the position of the minority,
isn't it true that the fireworks will stay in effect now, that you can
continue to use fireworks until March of 1992?
SENATOR PRESSLY: That is correct. The only thing that will hap-
pen upon passage is the creation of a formal study committee. If you
accept the minority report, any ban would only begin in March of
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1992. So what we would have between now, and March of 1992 is
what we currently have in law. Nothing will change until 1992 upon
the passage of this bill. What you have currently is what you will
have until 1992.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Pressly, I understand that
the testimony before the committee for the study committee is that
they would have the incentive to get the fireworks people to come
and negotiate with us on the position of whether we pass safe and
sound fireworks, and if we pass the majority, there would be no in-
centive for the fireworks group to come and negotiate with us. Is
that not true?
SENATOR PRESSLY: That is correct.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator Hollingworth, if, in fact, nothing is
going to happen until March of 1992, why don't we just study it and
take the other parts of the amendment out, if nothing is really going
to happen until 1992?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Because under the law, we cannot.
It would take another whole year for that to take effect, because if
we are changing law that has a penalty, you have to have the law in
place for six months. That would mean by the time the study go over
and then have to pass the legislation again next year, that would
mean we would be another whole year from passing a ban on fire-
works. That is precisely why we want it to take place now, because
otherwise we would be two years away.
SENATOR CURRIER: So that is presuming nothing is going to
change then?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: No, that is not presuming nothing
is going to change. You heard testimony from Doug Patch saying
that they will work and they have sworn that they will work with
the fire people to try to come up with those fireworks that would be
safe and sane.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Under the minority study committee,
it says that recommendations for legislation may be introduced on or
before November 1, 1991. Would there be any impediment, under
the rules, to a bill as a result of that study committee if this bill were
to pass?
SENATOR DUPONT: If the question is, would the introduction of a
bill be allowed next fall as a result of the actions of the study commit-
tee, the answer to that is no. They would be allowed to introduce a
bill. We do not have an established deadline for next session, so at
this point in time, bills would be allowed to be introduced at least up
until November 1.
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: I guess my question is directed to the
rule that says you can't introduce a bill on the same subject.
SENATOR DUPONT: The rules specifically says if the bill was inex-
pedient to legislate or interim study or indefinite postponement,
then you would not allow the introduction on the same subject mat-
ter. This is not interim study. This would be a formal study commit-
tee that would go back over to the House for concurrence.
Senator Currier moved the question.
Adopted.
Amendment to HB 720-FN
Amend RSA 160-B:1, III as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
III. "Class C common fireworks" means Class C common fire-
works as defined in 49 CFR sec. 173.100(r), packaged or unpackaged,
but not including sparkling devices as defined in RSA 160-B:1, Vl-a.
Amend RSA 160-B:1 as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replac-
ing all after paragraph VI with the following:
VII. "Sparkling devices" means those devices including spark-
lers, related items and those class C common fireworks that do not
explode or propel themselves into the air as are approved from time
to time by the state fire marshal.
VIII. "Retail" means the sale to any consumer or person not
engaged in the business of making sales of fireworks.
IX. "Wholesale" means engaging in the business of making sales
to any other person engaged in the business of making sales of fire-
works. "Wholesale" shall not include any making of sales to con-
sumers or persons not engaged in the business of making sales of
fireworks. To constitute a wholesale sale a sale must be for a mini-
mum amount of $1,000. This minimum may be increased by the com-
missioner by rule adopted pursuant to RSA 541-A.
Amend RSA 160-B as inserted by section 2 of the bill by inserting
after section 13 the following new sections:
160-B: 14 Sparkhng Devices. Notwithstanding any other provision
of this chapter or any other law, the retail sale and use of sparkling
devices as defined in RSA 160-B: 1, VII is permitted pursuant to this
section, subject only to the following:
I. Any person, firm, partnership, or corporation which desires to
sell sparkling devices shall submit a list of such devices it intends to
sell to the state fire marshal by January 30 in any year. The fire
marshal shall approve or disapprove the sparkling devices on the list
no later than March 31 in each year. Those sparkling devices ap-
proved by the fire marshal may be sold only by a person, firm, part-
nership or corporation that:
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(a) Has issued to it a federal permit to sell class B fireworks in
accordance with Title 18 of the United States Code;
(b) Locates its business in a permanent structure which meets
all applicable fire safety codes;
(c) Has not been convicted of a felony, if the felony has not been
annulled by a court of record; and
(d) If an individual is at least 21 years of age.
IL Any person, firm, partnership or corporation that sells or
offers for sale sparkling devices shall be registered with the local tax
collector in accordance with RSA 160-B:17, and shall comply with
the provisions of RSA 160-B: 17-21.
III. It shall be illegal for any person, firm, partnership or corpo-
ration to offer for sale, expose for sale or sell at retail any sparkling
devices which have not been approved by the state fire marshal.
IV. No person shall use sparkling devices on public property or
any other property other than his own property without the consent
of the owner.
V. It shall be illegal for any person under the age of 18 years to
purchase, possess, or use any sparkling devices.
VI. Every seller of sparkling devices shall provide each pur-
chaser with written safety instructions for the safe use of sparkling
devices.
VII. A municipality may enact an ordinance banning the retail
sale of sparkling devices within its legal boundaries.
VIII. Any person who violates the provisions of this section shall
be guilty of a violation.
160-B: 15 Public Display of Class C Common Fireworks. Notwith-
standing any other provision of this chapter or any other law:
I. Any municipality, fair association, amusement park or other
organization may apply for a permit to display class C common fire-
works under this section and shall include in the application the
name of the person who shall handle the display who shall be a com-
petent operator at least 21 years of age to be approved by the chief
officer of the police or fire department, the board of selectmen, or
the commissioners of the city, town or village district in which the
display is to be held. The display shall be of such a character, and so
located, and displayed, as in the opinion of the chief of the fire de-
partment or fire ward, after proper inspection, that it shall not be
hazardous to property or endanger any person or persons.
II. An application for a display permit shall be made in writing
at least 15 days in advance of the date of the display. The city, town
or village district may charge a reasonable fee for a permit to display
class C common fireworks. No display permit granted under this
section shall be transferable, and each display permit shall be valid
for only one display to be held on the date permitted. If, in the opin-
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ion of the chief of the fire department, conditions deteriorate during
the 15 days before the date for which said permit is granted so that a
fire hazard exists, he may revoke the permit.
III. Class C common fireworks may be sold by any person, firm,
partnership or corporation that has a permit issued in accordance
with Title 18, United States Code, to any municipality, fair associa-
tion, amusement park or other organization that has a display per-
mit issued pursuant to this section.
160-B:16 Out-of-State Wholesale Fireworks. Notwithstanding any
other provision of this chapter or any other law, the sale of out-of-
state wholesale fireworks as defined in this section shall be permit-
ted so long as such fireworks are shipped directly out-of-state,
pursuant to a method approved by the United States Department of
Transportation for fireworks, and subject only to the following:
I. A sale of out-of-state wholesale fireworks under this section
shall be made only by a person, firm, partnership or corporation that
holds a permit issued in accordance with Title 18, United States
Code; pays an out-of-state wholesale fireworks fee in the sum of
$1,500 per year to the department of safety for deposit into the gen-
eral fund, and locates its business in a permanent structure that
meets all applicable fire safety codes.
II. To constitute a sale of out-of-state wholesale fireworks under
this section, the sale must be for a minimum of $200.
III. The purchaser shall not be a New Hampshire resident, firm,
partnership, corporation or other entity, unless such purchaser
holds all applicable federal, state and local licenses and permits, and
presents copies of such licenses and permits at the time of sale. A
sale to a New Hampshire purchaser under this paragraph shall not
require shipment out-of-state.
IV. "Out-of-state wholesale fireworks" means class C common
fireworks as defined in RSA 160-B:1, III, excluding those consisting
of sky rockets having a motor tube less than 3 inches in length (com-
monly referred to as bottle rockets) and reloadable shells in excess of
1-3/4 inches in diameter.
V. The use of out-of-state wholesale fireworks in New Hamp-
shire is illegal except by a person who has a certificate of compe-
tency issued pursuant to RSA 158:9-f in his possession at the time of
the display and which has not been revoked or suspended, and a
municipal permit to display issued pursuant to RSA 160-B:7 which
he has in his possession and which has not been revoked or sus-
pended.
VI. Any person who violates this section shall be guilty of a vio-
lation for the first offense and guilty of a misdemeanor for any subse-
quent offense.
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VII. A sale of out-of-state wholesale fireworks under this section
shall be accompanied by the following notice: "Notice to Purchaser
— The use of out-of-state wholesale fireworks in New Hampshire is
illegal, unless you have a certificate of competency and a valid mu-
nicipal peraiit. Illegal use of out-of-state wholesale fireworks is a
violation for the first offense and a misdemeanor for any subsequent
offense. A misdemeanor is punishable by up to one year in jail or a
$1,000 fine, or both."
160-B:17 Registration and Franchise Fee Imposed.
I. Any retailer who sells, or offers for sale, sparkling devices
under RSA 160-B:14 in this state shall register with the local tax
collector and pay a franchise fee equal to 10 percent of the retail
sales of such devices to the local tax collector or his authorized
agents.
II. The fee shall be paid to the local tax collector or his autho-
rized agents on or before the fifteenth day of the calendar month
following the month in which the devices were sold. If this due date
falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, then the fee due under
this section shall be received by the local tax collector or his autho-
rized agents no later than the next business day.
160-B:18 Required Records; Examinations. Each retailer shall
keep complete and accurate records of all sparkling devices pur-
chased and sold. Such records shall be safely preserved for at least 3
years in a manner which will insure permanency and accessibility
for inspection by the local tax collector and his authorized agents.
The local tax collector and his authorized agents may examine the
books, papers and records of any retailer registered under this chap-
ter for the purpose of determining whether the fee imposed by this
chapter has been fully paid.
160-B:19 Additional Fee. If after any examination or inspection
pursuant to this chapter, the local tax collector or his agents deter-
mine that there is a deficiency with respect to the fee due on the sale
of sparkling devices, the local tax collector shall assess the fee due
the local political subdivision plus interest at the rate of 12 percent
per year. At the time such additional assessment is made, the local
tax collector shall give notice of the assessment to the retailer liable
and make demand upon him for immediate payment.
160-B:20 Appeal From Decision of Local Tax Collector. Any person
aggrieved by a decision of the local tax collector may, within 30 days
of final determination of the fee by the local tax collector, appeal the
decision by petition to the superior court in the county in which the
retailer resides or in the county in which it has a place of business or
a resident agent. The superior court shall determine de novo the
con'ectness of the action of the local tax collector.
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160-B:21 Violation. Any retailer who fails, neglects or refuses to
register or pay any fee assessed against him by this chapter shall be
guilty of a violation.
160-B:22 Severability. If any provision of this chapter or the appli-
cation thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the inva-
lidity does not affect other provisions or applications of the chapter
which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or applica-
tions, and to this end the provisions of this chapter are severable.
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
5 Committee Established.
I. There is established a committee to study permitting the sale,
possession and display of the portion of class C fireworks commonly
referred to as "safe and sane" fireworks. The committee shall consist
of the following 11 members:
(a) Two senators appointed by the senate president.
(b) Two representatives appointed by the speaker of the house.
(c) The commissioner of safety or his designee.
(d) The following members appointed by the governor:
(1) One representative of fire service.
(2) One representative of local law enforcement.
(3) One representative of the medical community.
(4) Three representatives of the fireworks industry.
II. The committee shall meet at the call of the senate president
within 30 days of the effective date of this section and shall elect a
chairman from among its members.
III. The committee members shall serve without compensation,
but legislative members shall receive legislative mileage.
IV. The committee shall report its findings and recommenda-
tions for further legislation to the senate president, speaker of the
house and governor on or before November 1, 1991. Any such recom-
mendation may be introduced as legislation on or before November
1, 1991.
6 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-4 of this act shall take effect March 1, 1992.
II. Section 5 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill permits the sale of out-of-state wholesale fireworks only
when such fireworks are shipped directly out of state; when the sale
is for a minimum of $200; and when the person, firm, partnership or
corporation making the sale holds an appropriate permit and pays
an out-of-state wholesale fireworks fee to the department of safety.
The bill establishes a committee to study permitting the sale, pos-
session and display of the portion of class C fireworks commonly
referred to as "safe and sane" fireworks.
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This bill prohibits the sale of class C common fireworks and class B
fireworks in this state except by a seller who holds federal, state and
local permits to a qualified buyer. Any person 18 years of age or
older may purchase and display on his own property sparkling de-
vices which have been approved by the state fire marshal. Sellers of
sparkling devices must meet certain requirements and pay a fran-
chise fee to the local tax collector.
Under this bill, the chief of police or governing board of a munici-
pality may grant display permits to a municipality, fair association,
amusement park or other organization, provided that the person
conducting the display holds a certificate of competency and certain
other conditions are met. A municipality has the option to vote to
completely prohibit the sale and display of fireworks within its
boundaries.
The commissioner of safety may issue permits granting exceptions
to this chapter to persons who intend to use fireworks for agricul-
tural, railroad, or military purposes, provided that the type of fire-
works to be used are designed in such a way as to accomplish the
purpose for which the permit is sought.
Question is the adoption of the amendment as offered by the Major-
ity.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Hollingworth.
Seconded by Senator Cohen.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Heath, Eraser,
Currier, Blaisdell, Bass, Humphrey.
The following Senators voted no: Hough, Disnard, Roberge, Pressly,
Nelson, Colantuono, McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, St. Jean,
Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 8 Nays: 15
Majority Amendment Eails.
Ought To Pass With Amendment for the Minority. Senator Pressly
for the committee.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I move ought to pass on the amendment. I
believe it has been debated sufficiently.
Amendment to HB 720-FN
Amend RSA 160-B:1, III as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
in. "Class C common fireworks" means class C common fire-
works as defined in 49 CFR sec. 173.100(r), packaged and unpack-
aged.
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
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5 Committee Established.
I. There is estabhshed a committee to study permitting the sale,
possession and display of the portion of class C fireworks commonly
referred to as "safe and sane" fireworks. The committee shall consist
of the following 1 1 members:
(a) Two senators appointed by the senate president.
(b) Two representatives appointed by the speaker of the house.
(c) The commissioner of safety or his designee.
(d) The following members appointed by the governor:
(1) One representative of fire service.
(2) One representative of local law enforcement.
(3) One representative of the medical community.
(4) Three representatives of the fireworks industry.
II. The committee shall meet at the call of the senate president
within 30 days of the effective date of this section and shall elect a
chairman from among its members.
III. The committee members shall serve without compensation,
but legislative members shall receive legislative mileage.
IV. The committee shall report its findings and recommenda-
tions for further legislation to the senate president, speaker of the
house and governor on or before November 1, 1991. Any such recom-
mendation may be introduced as legislation on or before November
1, 1991.
6 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-4 of this act shall take effect March 1, 1992.
II. Section 5 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits the sale of fireworks in this state except by a
seller who holds federal, state and local permits to a buyer who ei-
ther (1) holds a certificate of competency for display from the depart-
ment of safety; or (2) is licensed for the storage of class B fireworks
by the department of safety; or (3) is a wholesaler, meaning that he is
engaged in the business of making sales to another person engaged
in the business of making sales of fireworks. Only a person who
meets the above requirements to be a buyer or seller may legally
possess fireworks in this state.
Under this bill, the chief of police or governing board of a munici-
pality may grant display permits to a municipality, fair association,
amusement park or other organization, provided that the person
conducting the display holds a certificate of competency and certain
other conditions are met. A municipality has the option to vote to
completely prohibit the sale and display of fireworks within its
boundaries.
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The commissioner of safety may issue permits granting exceptions
to this chapter to persons who intend to use fireworks for agricul-
tural, railroad, or military purposes, provided that the type of fire-
works to be used are designed in such a way as to accomplish the
purpose for which the permit is sought.
The bill establishes a committee to study permitting the sale, pos-
session and display of the portion of class C fireworks commonly
referred to as "safe and sane" fireworks.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Senator W. King in favor of HB 720-FN.
HB 736-FN, an act relative to energy facility siting, licensing and
operation. Executive Departments committee. Ought To Pass With
Amendment. Senator W. King for the committee.
SENATOR W. KING: HB 736 sets up a poUcy for the siting of en-
ergy facilities. It brings in all of the different agencies on to a facili-
ties committee and gives them all input into it. This bill is the result
of a long study that occurred the course of the last year. Senator
Dupont participated. Representative Rodeschin participated. I par-
ticipated. All of the varying interests are satisfied with the final
outcome of this bill and our committee urges your adoption of it.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator King, I heard what you said about
all the concerned parties being satisfied with the bill, but I under-
stand there were still some issues and questions that people were
not totally happy with. My question to you is, is there a reason why
we are hurrying to get this bill passed? Are there any facilities that
we expect to be looking for licensing in the near future? I guess I
would like you to address why the timing of this now, and the con-
cern to get it done so quickly?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Shaheen, the answer to that question
is I don't know. I don't know whether there are any facilities that are
planning on trying to get siting in the near future. This is a process
that has gone on now about three years, of studying the issue and
trying to figure out how it is you make the decisions about siting
these sorts of facilities. Yes, before our last subcommittee meeting,
there were a whole number of specific questions and concerns. An
individual outlined all of those questions and concerns including the
name of the individual who had raised them on a piece of paper. We
went through them one at a time, and each one of them, I was satis-
fied, and as far as I know, all the individuals who raised them were
satisfied that the final outcome was something they could live with.
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Amendment to HB 736-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Energy Facilities. RSA 162-H is repealed and reenacted to read
as follows:
CHAPTER 162-H
ENERGY FACILITY EVALUATION, SITING,
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
162-H: 1 Declaration of Purpose.
I. The legislature recognizes that the selection of sites for en-
ergy facilities will have a significant impact upon the welfare of the
population, the economic growth of the state and the environment of
the state. The legislature, accordingly, finds that the public interest
requires that it is essential to maintain a balance between the envi-
ronment and the possible need for new energy facilities in New
Hampshire; that undue delay in construction of any needed facilities
be avoided; that operation of the facility be consistent with the
state's least cost energy policy; and that the state ensure that the
construction and operation of energy facilities is treated as a signifi-
cant aspect of land-use planning in which all environmental, eco-
nomic and technical issues are resolved in an integrated fashion. The
legislature, therefore, hereby establishes a procedure for the review,
approval, monitoring and enforcement of compliance in the planning,
siting, construction and operation of energy facilities. The legisla-
ture also recognizes that it has a broad responsibility to provide both
economic and environmental protection for its coastal and estuarine
waters and the adjoining land areas. The legislature therefore de-
clares it to be its policy that any offshore facility, other than pipe-
lines, shall be located so as to at least comply with the policies and
guidelines of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency; and
that this policy may be relaxed only if it is shown by clear and con-
vincing evidence that there are compelling technological or eco-
nomic reasons for doing so, that no feasible alternative exists, and
that there will be no substantial environmental risk.
n. The legislature also finds that the present and predicted
growth in electric power demands in the state of New Hampshire
requires the development of a procedure for the selection and utiliza-
tion of sites for generating facilities and the identification of a state
position with respect to each proposed site. The legislature recog-
nizes that the selection of sites and the routing of associated trans-
mission lines will have a significant impact upon the welfare of the
population, the location and growth of industry, and the use of the
natural resources of the state. The legislature, accordingly, finds
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that the public interest requires that it is essential to maintain a
balance between the environment and the need for new power
sources; that operation of the facility be consistent with the state's
least cost energy policy; that electric power supplies must be con-
structed on a timely basis; that in order to avoid undue delay in
construction of needed facilities and to provide full and timely con-
sideration of environmental consequences, all electric entities in the
state should be required to engage in adequate long-range planning
and provide full and complete disclosure to the public of such plans;
that a certifying body be established for the preconstruction review
of bulk power supply facilities; that the siting of bulk power plants
and high voltage transmission lines should be treated as a significant
aspect of land-use planning in which all environmental, economic
and technical issues should be resolved in an integrated fashion, so
as to assure the state an adequate and reliable supply of electric
power in conformance with sound environmental utilization. The leg-
islature, therefore, hereby establishes a procedure for the planning,
siting, and construction of bulk power supply facilities.
162-H:2 Definitions.
I. "Acceptance" means a determination by the committee that it
finds that the application is complete and ready for consideration.
II. "Bulk power supply facilities" means:
(a) Electric generating station equipment and associated facili-
ties designed for or capable of operation at any capacity of 30 mega-
watts or more, or electric generating station equipment and
associated equipment which the applicant or 2 or more petition cate-
gories as defined in RSA 162-H:2, XI request and the committee
agrees, or which the committee determines in accordance with RSA
162-H:1, should require a certificate.
(b) An electric transmission line of design rating of 100 kilo-
volts or more, associated with a generating facility outlined in sub-
paragraph (a), over a route not already occupied by a transmission
line or lines.
(c) An electric transmission line of a design rating in excess of
100 kilovolts that is in excess of 10 miles in length, over a route not
already occupied by a transmission line, or an electric transmission
line which the applicant or 2 or more petition categories as defined
in RSA 162-H:2, XI request and the committee agrees, or which the
committee determines in accordance with RSA 162-H:1, should re-
quire a certificate.
III. "Commencement of construction" means any clearing of the
land, excavation or other substantial action that would adversely af-
fect the natural environment of the site of the proposed facility, but
does not include land surveying, optioning or acquiring land or
rights in land, changes desirable for temporary use of the land for
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public recreational uses, or necessary borings to determine founda-
tion conditions, or other preconstruction monitoring to establish
background information related to the suitability of the site or to the
protection of environmental use and values.
IV. "Commission" means the New Hampshire public utilities
commission.
V. "Committee" means the site evaluation committee established
by this chapter.
VI. "Energy" means power, including mechanical power or use-
ful heat, derived from any resource, including, but not limited to, oil,
coal, and gas.
VII. "Energy facility" means any industrial structure, other
than bulk power supply facilities, as defined in paragraph II, that
may be used substantially to extract, produce, manufacture, trans-
port or refine sources of energy, including ancillary facilities as may
be used or useful in transporting, storing or otherwise providing for
the raw materials or products of any such industrial structure. This
shall include but not be limited to industrial structures such as oil
refineries, gas plants, equipment and associated facilities designed
to use any, or a combination of natural gas, propane gas and liquefied
natural gas, which store on site a quantity to provide 7 days of con-
tinuous operation at a rate equivalent to the energy requirements of
a 30 megawatt electric generating station and its associated facili-
ties, plants for coal conversion and onshore and offshore loading and
unloading facilities for energy sources. Energy facility shall also in-
clude energy transmission pipelines, storage tanks, or any other fa-
cility which the applicant or 2 or more petition categories as defined
in RSA 162-H:2, XI request and the committee agrees, or which the
committee determines, in accordance with RSA 162-11:1, requires a
certificate.
VIII. "Filing" means the date at which the application is first
submitted to the committee.
IX. "Person" means any individual, group, firm, partnership, cor-
poration, cooperative, municipality, political subdivision, govern-
ment agency or other organization.
X. The words "public utihty" or "utility" mean any electric utility
engaged in the production, distribution, sale, delivery or furnishing
of electricity, including municipalities, cooperatives, regulated elec-
tric companies, agencies or any combination thereof.
XI. "Petitioner" means a person filing a petition meeting any of
the following conditions:
(a) A petition endorsed by 100 or more registered voters in the
host community or host communities.
(b) A petition endorsed by 100 or more registered voters from
abutting communities.
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(c) A petition endorsed by the board of selectmen of the host
community or two or more boards of selectmen of abutting commu-
nities.
(d) A petition filed by the potential applicant.
162-H:3 Site Evaluation Committee. The site evaluation commit-
tee shall consist of the commissioner of the department of environ-
mental services, the director of the division of water supply and
pollution control, the commissioner of the department of resources
and economic development, the director of the division of public
health services, the executive director of the fish and game depart-
ment, the director of the office of state planning, the director of the
division of water resources, the director of the division of parks and
recreation, the director of forests and lands, the director of the divi-
sion of air resources, the director of the governor's energy office, the
commissioner of the department of transportation, and the commis-
sioners and chief engineer of the public utilities commission. The
commissioner of the department of environmental services shall be
chairman of the committee, and the chairman of the public utilities
commission shall be vice-chairman. Notwithstanding any other
agency authority to the contrary, no member may delegate a voting
right to others.
162-H:4 Powers of the Committee.
I. The committee shall:
(a) Issue any certificate under this chapter in the case of an
energy facility, or forward its findings to the commission in the case
of a bulk power supply facility.
(b) Determine the terms and conditions of any certificate or
findings issued under this chapter, subject to RSA 162-H:10.
(c) Monitor the construction and operation of any energy or
bulk power facility granted a certificate under this chapter.
(d) Enforce the terms and conditions of any certificate issued
under this chapter.
II. The committee shall hold hearings as required by this chap-
ter and such additional hearings as it deems necessary and appropri-
ate.
III. The committee may delegate the authority to monitor the
construction or operation of any energy facility granted a certificate
under this chapter to such state agency or official represented on
the committee as it deems appropriate, but, subject to RSA 162-
H:10, it may not delegate authority to hold hearings, issue certifi-
cates, determine the terms and conditions of a certificate, or enforce
a certificate. Any authorized representative or delegate of the com-
mittee shall have a right of entry onto the premises of any part of the
energy facility to ascertain if the facility is being constructed or op-
erated in continuing compliance with the terms and conditions of the
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certificate. During normal hours of business administration and on
the premises of the facility, such a representative or delegate shall
also have a right to inspect such records of the certificate-holder as
are relevant to the terms or conditions of the certificate.
IV. In cases where the committee determines that other existing
statutes provide adequate protection of the objectives of RSA 162-
H:l, the committee may, within 60 days of filing of the application,
exempt the applicant from the approval and certificate provisions of
this chapter, provided that the following requu-ements are met:
(a) Existing state statues, state agency rules or municipal ordi-
nances provide adequate protection of the objectives of RSA 162-
H:l;
(b) A review of the application reveals that consideration of the
application by only selected agencies represented on the committee
is required and that the objectives of RSA 162-H:1 can be met by
those agencies without exercising the provisions of RSA 162-H;
(c) Response to the application from the general public indi-
cates that the objectives of RSA 162-H: 1 are met through the indi-
vidual review processes of the participating agencies; and
(d) All environmental impacts or effects are adequately regu-
lated by other federal, state or local statutes, rules or ordinances.
162-H:5 Prohibitions and Restrictions.
I. No person shall commence to construct any bulk power or
energy facility within the state unless it has obtained a certificate
pursuant to this chapter. Such facilities shall be constructed, oper-
ated and maintained in accordance with the terms of the certificate.
Such certificates are required for sizeable additions to existing facili-
ties. Such a certificate shall not be transferred or assigned without
approval of the committee.
II. Facilities certified pursuant to RSA 162-F or RSA 162-H
prior to January 1, 1992, shall be subject to the provisions of those
chapters; however, sizable changes or additions to such facilities
shall be certified pursuant to this chapter.
III. The applications shall be governed by the applicable laws,
rules and regulations of the agencies and shall be subject to the
provisions of RSA 162-F or RSA 162-H in effect on the date of filing.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, an applicant may request the site
evaluation committee to assume jurisdiction and in the event that
the site evaluation committee agrees to assert jurisdiction, the facil-
ity shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
162-H:6 Time Frames.
I. Upon the filing of an application, the committee shall expedi-
tiously forward to each of the other state agencies having jurisdic-
tion, under state or federal law, to regulate any aspect of the
construction or operation of the proposed facility, a copy of such
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parts of the application as are relevant to its jurisdiction. Upon the
filing of the copy, each of the other state agencies shall conduct a
preliminary review as described in RSA 162-H:7, III.
II. Upon the filing of an application, the committee shall expedi-
tiously conduct a preliminary review to ascertain if the application
contains sufficient information to carry out the purposes of this
chapter. The committee shall require as much information as it
deems necessary to accompany the application.
III. The committee shall decide whether or not to accept the
application within 60 days of filing.
IV. Within 30 days after acceptance of the application, the com-
mittee shall hold at least one public hearing in each county in which
the proposed facility is to be located.
V. All participating state agencies shall report their progress to
the committee within 5 months of the acceptance of the application,
outlining draft permit conditions and specifying additional data
requirements necessary to make a final decision.
VI. Any state agency having jurisdiction under RSA 162-H:7
shall make and submit to the committee a final decision on the parts
of the application that relate to its jurisdiction, no later than 8
months after the application has been accepted.
VII. Within 9 months of the acceptance of an application, the
committee shall either:
(a) Issue or deny a certificate for an energy facility, or
(b) Send its findings to the commission for a certificate for a
bulk power facility. The commission shall either issue or deny that
certificate within 10 months of the acceptance of the application.
162-H:7 Application for Certificate.
I. All applications for a certificate for a bulk power supply facil-
ity shall be filed with the commission in sufficient quantities for each
reviewing agency. Such applications may be subject to reasonable
minor modification during the period of review. Applications shall
include completed application forms from each individual agency. As
a prerequisite to filing, except for good cause shown, as determined
by the committee, an electric utility shall comply with the provisions
of RSA 162-H:17; and power plants and transmission line routes,
except for good cause shown, as determined by the committee, shall
comply with the requirement that the site selected is from among
those sites in the electric utility's 5 year inventory of sites approved
by the committee and that it will utilize the general transmission
line routes identified in its long range plans.
II. All applications for a certificate for an energy facility shall be
filed with the chairman of the site evaluation committee. Applica-
tions shall include each individual agency's completed application
forms.
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III. Upon filing of an application, the committee shall expedi-
tiously conduct a preliminary review to ascertain if the application
contains sufficient information in accordance with this section. If the
application does not contain such sufficient information, the commit-
tee shall, in writing, expeditiously notify the applicant of that fact
and specify what information the applicant must supply.
IV. Each application shall contain sufficient information to sat-
isfy the application requirements of each state agency having juris-
diction, under state or federal law, to regulate any aspect of the
construction or operation of the proposed facihty, and shall include
each agency's completed application forms. Upon the filing of an ap-
plication, the committee shall expeditiously forward a copy to the
state agencies having jurisdiction. Upon receipt of a copy, each
agency shall conduct a preliminary review to ascertain if the applica-
tion contains sufficient information for its purposes. If the applica-
tion does not contain sufficient information for the purposes of any of
the state agencies having jurisdiction, that agency shall, in writing,
notify the committee of that fact and specify what information the
applicant must supply; thereupon the committee shall provide the
applicant with a copy of such notification and specification. Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, for purposes of the time limita-
tions imposed by this section, any application made under this
section shall be deemed not accepted either by the committee or by
any of the state agencies having jurisdiction if the applicant is sea-
sonably notified that it has not supplied sufficient information for
any of the state agencies having jurisdiction in accordance with this
paragraph.
V. Each application shall also:
(a) Describe in reasonable detail the type and size of each ma-
jor part of the proposed facility.
(b) Identify both the preferred choice and any other choices for
the site of each major part of the proposed facility.
(c) Describe in reasonable detail the impact of each major part
of the proposed facility on the environment for each site proposed.
(d) Describe in reasonable detail the applicant's proposals for
studying and solving environmental problems.
(e) Describe in reasonable detail the applicant's financial, tech-
nical, and managerial capability for construction and operation of
the proposed facility.
(f) Document that written notification of the proposed project,
including appropriate copies of the application, has been given to the
appropriate governing body of each community in which the facility
is proposed to be located.
(g) Provide such additional information as the committee may
require to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
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VI. The committee shall decide whether or not to accept the
application within 60 days of filing. If the committee rejects the ap-
plication, the applicant may choose to file a new and more complete
application or cure the defects in the rejected application within 10
days of receipt of notification of rejection.
VII. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the application
shall be in lieu of separate applications that may be required by any
other state agencies.
VIII. This chapter shall not preclude an agency from imposing
its usual statutory fees.
IX. The applicant shall immediately inform the committee of any
substantive modification to its application.
162-H:8 Disclosure of Ownership. Any application for a certificate
shall be signed and sworn to by the person or executive officer of the
association or corporation making such application and shall contain
the following information:
I. Full name and address of the person, association, or corpora-
tion.
II. If an association, the names and residences of the members of
the association.
III. If a corporation, the name of the state under which it is
incorporated with its principal place of business and the names and
addresses of its directors, officers and stockholders.
IV. The location or locations where an applicant is to conduct its
business.
V. A statement of assets and liabilities of the applicant and other
relevant financial information of such applicant.
162-H:9 Counsel for the Public.
I. Upon notification that an application for a certificate has been
filed with the committee in accordance with RSA 162-H:7, the attor-
ney general shall appoint an assistant attorney general as a counsel
for the public. The counsel shall represent the public in seeking to
protect the quality of the environment and in seeking to assure an
adequate supply of energy. The counsel shall be accorded all the
rights and privileges, and responsibilities of an attorney represent-
ing a party in formal action and shall serve until the decision to issue
or deny a certificate is final.
II. This section shall not be construed to prevent any person
from being heard or represented by counsel; provided, however, the
committee may compel consolidation of representation for such per-
sons as have, in the committee's reasonable judgment, substantially
identical interests.
162-H:10 Public Hearing; Studies; Rules.
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I. Within 30 days after acceptance of an application for a certifi-
cate of site and facility, pursuant to RSA 162-H:7, the site evaluation
committee and, if a bulk power supply facility application, the com-
mission, shall hold at least one joint public hearing in each county in
which the proposed facility is to be located and shall publish a public
notice not less than 21 days before said hearing in one or more news-
papers having a regular circulation in the county in which the hear-
ing is to be held, describing the nature and location of the proposed
facilities. The public hearings shall be joint hearings, with repre-
sentatives of the other agencies that have jurisdiction over the sub-
ject matter and shall be deemed to satisfy all initial requirements for
public hearings under statutes requiring permits relative to environ-
mental impact. The hearings shall be for public information on the
proposed facilities with the applicant presenting the information to
the site evaluation committee and to the public. Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, the hearing shall be a joint hearing vdth
the other state agencies and shall be in lieu of all hearings otherwise
required by any of the other state agencies; provided, however, if
any of such other state agencies does not otherwise have authority
to conduct hearings, it may not join in the hearing under this chap-
ter; provided further, however, the ability or inability of any of the
other state agencies to join shall not affect the composition of the
committee under RSA 162-H:3 nor the abihty of any member of the
committee to act in accordance with this chapter.
II. Except for informational hearings, subsequent hearings shall
be in the nature of adversary proceedings and may be held in the
county or one of the counties in which the proposed facility is to be
located or in Concord, New Hampshire, as determined by the site
evaluation committee. The committee shall give adequate pubhc no-
tice of the time and place of each subsequent session.
III. The site evaluation committee and, if a bulk power supply
facility application, the commission, shall consider and weigh all evi-
dence presented at public hearings and shall consider and weigh
written information and reports submitted to it by members of the
public before, during, and subsequent to pubhc hearings. The com-
mittee and the commission shall grant free access to records and
reports in its files to members of the public during normal working
hours and shall permit copies of such records and reports to be made
by interested members of the public at their expense.
IV. The site evaluation committee and, if a bulk power supply
facility application, the commission, shall require from the applicant
whatever information it deems necessary to assist in the conduct of
the hearings, and any investigation or studies it may undertake, and
in the determination of the terms and conditions of any certificate
under consideration.
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V. The site evaluation committee and counsel for the public and,
if a bulk power supply facility application, the commission, shall
jointly conduct such reasonable studies and investigations as they
deem necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this
chapter and may employ a consultant or consultants, legal counsel
and other staff in futherance of the duties imposed by this chapter,
the cost of which shall be borne by the applicant in such amount as
may be approved by the committee in the case of an energy facility,
or the committee and the commission in the case of a bulk power
supply facility. The site evaluation committee, the commission, and
counsel for the pubhc, as provided for by RSA 162-H:9, are further
authorized to assess the applicant for all travel and related expenses
associated with the processing of an application under this chapter.
VI. The site evaluation committee and, if a bulk power supply
facility application, the commission, shall jointly issue such rules,
pursuant to RSA 541 -A, after public notice and hearing, as may from
time to time be required.
162-H:11 Judicial Review. Decisions made pursuant to this chapter
shall be reviewable in accordance with RSA 541.
162-H: 12 Enforcement.
I. Whenever the committee determines that any term or condi-
tion of any certificate issued under this chapter is being violated, it
shall, in writing, notify the person holding the certificate of the spe-
cific violation and order the person to immediately terminate the
violation. If, 15 days after receipt of the order, the person has failed
or neglected to terminate the violation, the committee may suspend
the person's certificate. Except for emergencies, prior to any sus-
pension, the committee shall give written notice of its consideration
of suspension and of its reasons therefor and shall provide opportu-
nity for a prompt hearing.
II. The committee may suspend a person's certificate if the com-
mittee determines that the person has made a material misrepresen-
tation in the application or, in the supplemental or additional
statements of fact or studies required of the applicant, or if the com-
mittee determines that the person has violated the provisions of this
chapter or any rule adopted under this chapter. Except for emergen-
cies, prior to any suspension, the committee shall give written notice
of its consideration of suspension and of its reasons therefor and
shall provide an opportunity for a prompt hearing.
III. The committee may revoke any certificate that is suspended
after the person holding the suspended certificate has been given at
least 90 days written notice of the committee's consideration of revo-
cation and of its reasons therefor and has been provided an opportu-
nity for a full hearing.
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162-H:13 Records. Complete verbatim records shall be kept by the
committee of all hearings, and records of all other actions, proceed-
ings and correspondence of the committee shall be maintained, all of
which records shall be open to the public inspection as provided for
under RSA 91-A.
162-H:14 Temporary Suspension of Deliberations.
I. If the site evaluation committee at any time during its deliber-
ations relative to an application for a certificate deems it to be in the
public interest, it may temporarily suspend its deliberations and
time frame estabHshed under RSA 162-H:6.
II. The committee may temporarily suspend its deliberations
and request the commission to exercise its duties under this chapter.
After deliberations have been suspended and the commission finds
that the requirements of this chapter have been met and so notifies
the site evaluation committee, the committee shall resume its delib-
erations under this chapter,
162-H:15 Informational Meetings. Upon request of a community in
which the proposed facility is to be located, or upon request of the
committee, the applicant shall provide informational meetings to in-
form the public of the proposed project.
162-H: 16 Findings.
I. The committee shall incorporate in any certificate or findings
issued hereunder such terms and conditions as may be specified to
the committee by any of the other state agencies having jurisdiction,
under state or federal law, to regulate any aspect of the construction
or operation of the proposed facihty; provided, however, the commit-
tee shall not issue any certificate under this chapter if any of the
other state agencies deny authorization for the proposed activity
over which it has jurisdiction. The denial of any such authorization
shall be based on the record and explained in reasonable detail by
the denying agency. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
each of the other state agencies shall make and submit to the com-
mittee a final decision on the parts of the application that relate to
its jurisdiction no later than 8 months after acceptance of the appli-
cation. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section or this
chapter, each of the other state agencies shall retain all of their
powers and duties of enforcement.
II. Findings by the site evaluation committee shall be based on
the record and shall be made by a majority vote of a full committee
whether or not the full committee is present for voting. A majority
vote of the site evaluation committee shall be conclusive on all ques-
tions of siting, land use, air and water quality.
III. The committee and, in the case of a bulk power certificate,
the commission may consult with interested regional agencies and
agencies of border states in the consideration of certificates.
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IV. In the case of energy and bulk power facilities, the site evalu-
ation committee, after having considered available alternatives and
fully reviewed the environmental impact of the site or route, and
other relevant factors bearing on whether the objectives of this
chapter would be best served by the issuance of the certificate, must
find that the site and facility:
(a) Applicant has adequate financial, technical, and managerial
capability to assure construction and operation of the facility in con-
tinuing compliance with the tenns and conditions of the certificate.
(b) Will not unduly interfere with the orderly development of
the region with due consideration having been given to the views of
municipal and regional planning commissions and municipal govern-
ing bodies.
(c) Will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on aesthetics,
historic sites, air and water quality, the natural environment, and
public health and safety.
(d) Operation is consistent with the state energy policy estab-
lished in RSA 378:37.
V. In the case of bulk power supply facilities, the commission
shall issue or deny a certificate of site and facility. The commission
shall issue a certificate only after it has reasonable assurance that all
applicable state standards and requirements shall be met by the ap-
plicant. The commission shall incorporate in its certificate such law-
ful terms as may be supplied to it by the site evaluation committee
and those state agencies having permit or license granting responsi-
bilities under state law. The commission shall be bound by the find-
ings of the site evaluation committee under paragraph I. In its
decision the commission must find the construction of the facility:
(a) Is required to meet the present and future need for electric-
ity. A finding that the construction of the facility is required to meet
the present and future need for electricity may be based upon a
determination of need for capacity to generate electricity, need for a
greater supply of electricity, or need for more economic, reliable, or
othei-wise improved sources of either capacity or energy. The com-
mission shall consider economic factors and the current integrated
least cost resource plans filed with the commission pursuant to RSA
378:38 when considering whether or not the facility will meet the
present or future needs for electricity.
(b) Will not adversely affect system stability and reliability fac-
tors.
VI. A certificate of site and facility may contain such reasonable
terms and conditions as the committee deems necessary and may
provide for such reasonable monitoring procedures as may be neces-
sary. Such certificates, when issued shall be final and subject only to
judicial review.
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VII. The committee may condition the certificate upon the
results of required federal and state agency studies whose study
period exceeds the application period.
162-H:17 Bulk Power Facility Plans. Each utility shall prepare an-
nually its long-range plans for bulk power supply facilities pursuant
to guidelines established by the public utilities commission. Such
guidelines shall be approved by the site evaluation committee which
may make such modifications as it may deem necessary within the
purposes of this chapter. These plans may be part of a regional plan
and shall:
I. Describe the general location, size and type of all bulk power
supply facilities to be owned or operated by the utility and whose
construction is projected to commence during the ensuing 10 years
or longer, but not to exceed a total of 15 years, as the commission
may determine to be necessary, together with an identification of all
existing facilities to be removed from utility serviced through such
period or upon completion of construction of the bulk power supply
facilities.
II. Identify the location of tentative sites for the construction of
future power plants as defined in RSA 162-H:2 including an inven-
tory of sites for all plants on which construction may be commenced
in the succeeding 5 years, and the general location of the routes of
transmission lines as defined in RSA 162-H:2 and indicate the rela-
tionship of the planned sites, routes, and facilities thereon to the
environment, and describe generally how potential adverse effects
will be lessened.
III. Reflect and describe such utility's efforts to involve environ-
mental protection and land-use planning agencies in their planning
process so as to identify environmental problems at the earliest pos-
sible stage.
IV. Supply additional information as the site evaluation commit-
tee, upon the advice of interested state and federal agencies, may
from time to time prescribe to carry out the purposes of this chap-
ter.
V. Document the role of proposed facility construction and clos-
ings within the utility's current integrated least cost resource plan.
VI. Each utility shall give initial public notice of its plans re-
ferred to in paragraph I, by annually filing a copy of the plans, with
projections of demand for electricity that the facilities would meet,
with the public utilities commission and with such other affected
state and local governmental authorities and citizens' environmental
protection and resource planning groups requesting such plans.
162-H:18 Review; Hearing. Upon receipt of plans referred to in
RSA 162-H:17, the public utilities commission shall notify the site
evaluation committee which shall:
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I. Review and comment on the long-range plans and make infor-
mation contained therein readily available to the general public and
interested state and local governmental entities.
II. Compile and publish a description of the proposed power
plant sites and general locations of transmission line routes within
the state as identified in the long-range plans, identifying the loca-
tion of such sites and the possible year when construction is ex-
pected to commence, and to make such information readily available
to the public, to newspapers regularly circulated within the area
affected by the proposed site, and to interested state and local gov-
ernmental entities. The duties imposed by this paragraph may be
delegated to the public utilities commission, and all documents filed
under this chapter shall be held in the offices of the public utilities
commission.
162-H: 19 Penalties.
I. The superior court in term time or in vacation, may enjoin any
act in violation of this chapter.
II. Any construction or operation of bulk power supply or en-
ergy facilities in violation of this chapter, or in material violation of
the terms of a certificate issued under this chapter, may result in an
assessment by the superior court of civil damages not to exceed
$10,000 for each day in violation.
III. Whoever commits any willful violation of any provision of
this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor if a natural person, or
guilty of a felony if any other person.
162-H:20 Severability. If any provision of this chapter, or applica-
tion thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the inva-
lidity does not affect other provisions or applications of the chapter
which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or applica-
tions, and to this end, the provisions of this chapter are severable.
2 Declaration of Purpose; Decommissioning. RSA 162-F:1 is re-
pealed and reenacted to read as follows:
162-F:1 Decommissioning. The legislature recognizes that in order
to ensure the safety and well-being of the public and of future gener-
ations, a costly and comprehensive decommissioning procedure is
necessary at the end of the useful or serviceable life of nuclear elec-
tric generating facilities. Because the costs are substantial and be-
cause these costs are the direct and predictable result of operating
such a facility and should not have to be borne by the state, it is
found to be in the public interest to require that adequate fiscal re-
sponsibility be established to ensure proper and safe decommission-
ing and subsequent surveillance of nuclear reactor sites to the
extent necessary to prevent such sites from constituting a hazard to
future generations. The legislature, therefore, hereby establishes a
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procedure which will provide assurance of adequate funding by utili-
ties for the decommissioning of those nuclear electric generating fa-
cilities which complete their anticipated energy-producing lives.
3 Repeal. RSA 162-F:2-13, relative to electric power plant, trans-
mission siting and construction procedure, are repealed.
4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 757-FN, an act repealing the law relative to employment offices.
Executive Departments committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amend-
ment. Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: HB 757 eliminates from our law a law that
was adopted in the year 1901. It eliminates the necessity of cities
and towns from granting licenses to private employment services
such as Manpower All the testimony was in favor of the bill. The
testimony from the cities was that the entire practice was nothing
more than a nuisance. The $10.00 charge assessed didn't cover the
cost of issuing the license, and we urge adoption of the committee
report.
Amendment to HB 757-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 Repeal. RSA 274:7 relative to notice to department of security of
issue of license, is repealed.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill repeals the law requiring the city or town clerk to send a
record of all licenses granted to the New Hampshire department of
employment security.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Senator Russman in the chair.
HB 391, an act to permit the adoption of impact fees as part of a
zoning ordinance. Executive Departments. Ought Tb Pass With
Amendment. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: The amendment that the Executive De-
partments committee is recommending is on page 7 of the calendar
A lot of work over the last four years has gone into the development
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of impact fee legislation. There has been a lot of discussion as to
what the need for this legislation is. Because, in fact, some communi-
ties today charge impact fees. Part of the problem in those communi-
ties that do charge impact fees, there is really no level playing field
with regards to how a developer would be treated in one community
as opposed to another The amendment deals with a lot of specifics.
There has been a lot of give and take on the part of a lot of parties.
The Home Builders are not in agreement with them, and I under-
stand, will provide a floor amendment to this bill, which I would
hope the full Senate would not take any serious action on. One of the
compromises, and I hate to use the word compromise, but it was
basically language changes with regard to specifics in the bill. There
was a lot of give and take on the part of the Municipal Association,
the Associated General Contractors who now support this version of
the bill. One of the major portions of the bill is dealing with the
scope of what impact fees could be charged for One of the conces-
sions made by the municipalities was that in the scope of the bill
dealing with what impact fees could be charged for and one stage of
the bill had it "but not limited to" which is a common phrase in legis-
lation to give an example of the types of things we can charge impact
fees to. The concession was the wording "limited to water treatment
facilities, distribution facilities" and others. I think the key factor
here is that it is breaking it down to specifics in terms of actual
public safety facilities and other municipal facilities. In other legisla-
tion that had been attempted to be adopted over the period of the
last three years, it has always had a stumbling block in the Senate,
there has been specific reference to police cruisers and fire trucks
and so forth. This bill specifically limits to municipal facilities, in-
cluding public schools, public processing and disposal facilities, pub-
lic libraries, and public recreation facilities but does not include
public open space. And all impact fee ordinances adopted under the
provision of this new statute, and I want to point out that this is
basically enabling legislation. It doesn't have a lot of the nuts and
bolts that a previous bill that failed last session had. This is basically
enabling legislation which would allow the towns, after the adoption
of an ordinance, to impose impact fees. Some will say that now is not
the time. Well, damn it, now is not the time is the excuse last time.
Now is the time. Our Governor, and the Senate and the House are
talking about cutting revenue sharing to the tune of $17,000,000.
That is going on to the local property tax. When development, in
fact, incurs additional costs to that community, the cities and towns
should be allowed to pass that on in terms of an impact fee to that
local development. The language is very specific dealing with how
the impact fee is to be imposed. It says that the proportional share of
the municipal capital improvement costs, which is reasonably re-
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lated to the project is what they can charge. That will obviously
have to be documented. I feel really good about this bill, I guess
because I have been working on it so long. I think we have come
really close to some of the other schemes. There is also a waiver
proposal, which was a recommendation on the part of the home
builders, that allows the town to waiver impact fees in a particular
case, if it is a significant benefit to the community. Although, I would
assume that those types of projects where a waiver might be in
place, would not be in a residential development, but rather on a
commercial development that would create jobs for a community. I
think I have covered all of the points relative to the bill. There is one
other critical point, relative to capital improvement programs that
says specifically you have to have a capital improvement in place in
order to enact the ordinance in the community. There are a couple of
other things that developed as a result of discussions, where commu-
nities had moratoriums in place, and were using the moratoriums to
try to stifle growth. There is a specific provision in this current
amendment that specifically prohibits a community that has adopted
impact fees and charges impact fees from charging additional impact
fees or from not allowing that builder to go forward with that partic-
ular development. I don't want to cite any specific communities but
there have been a number that were referenced during committee
testimony and other discussions that are using a moratorium to con-
trol growth and to stop growth. That would be strictly prohibited
under this provision, which is a benefit to the developer. I don't wish
to prolong the discussion on this measure. But I would urge my
colleagues to vote this ought to pass with amendment report.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Currier, I believe I heard you say
cities and towns should be able to pass these costs on to the devel-
oper. I didn't hear the last part of the sentence. I did hear you say
that cities and towns shall be able to pass these costs on— to whom?
SENATOR CURRIER: What my specific reference was is that in a
capital improvement plan, when a developer comes in to a commu-
nity with a 250 house subdivision, and there is a direct relationship
to the expansion of a school or other municipal facilities that the
towns, through impact fees, should be able to charge a fee that is
proportionate to municipal capital improvements on that particular
project. That is what I am saying about passing on the cost. You are
basically passing on the cost or the impact of that cost, to the devel-
oper.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Currier, when the municipality
passes the cost on to the developer, do you think it is going to stop
there, or is the cost going to go on to the consumer like everything
else does, and the price of the home or whatever it is goes up higher?
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SENATOR CURRIER: Yes, you are absolutely correct. I don't
think for one minute that the developer is going to absorb that. But I
would assume that it is going to be proportionate to what the market
will bear. It is market driven, the costs of these houses. Their profit
may be down.
SENATOR NELSON: Given the state of the economy in the build-
ing trades, not only in the state, but in the region and even across
the United States, is this the time to be passing on a cost to the poor
people in the state who can't afford it?
SENATOR CURRIER: This is the best time than ever to pass this
bill. Because if we really were dealing with the question about af-
fordable housing. Senator, we should be dealing with that on another
bill. This isn't an affordable housing bill.
SENATOR NELSON: I am not talking about affordable housing.
But is it the zoning board who will decide this assessment based on
the capital plan? And isn't the zoning board not even an elected
body, representing the people, but some appointed body?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, I think you will find in the state of
New Hampshire that there are as many elected zoning boards as
there are appointed. So it depends on the structure that the local
municipality has as to whether it is elected or appointed. But, yes,
the local zoning board has the authority, when they enact the ordi-
nance to impose it.
SENATOR W. KING: This is a bad idea that I have to support. It is
a bad idea because it is not good for the economy right now. And at
the worst possible time. But the state of New Hampshire refuses to
take responsibility for infrastructure development and I think it
should. And it refuses to do that because we refused to take a seri-
ous look at the tax structure of the state of New Hampshire. We
heard, and we all saw in the newspapers, from the corporation for
enterprise development, where they said that one of the reasons
that New Hampshire got a poor rating in terms of its economic de-
velopment policy was that our infrastructure development was poor.
Our infrastructure development is poor, because we rely on cities
and towns to do it. And on top of that the Governor decides that he is
going to pass $17,000,000 more down to those communities. This bill,
I am afraid to say, is going to exacerbate the difference in infrastruc-
ture development between rich towns and poor towns. But we really
don't have any choice here, I don't think. We are either going to drive
property taxpayers out of the state of New Hampshire or we are
going to give communities a tool so they can at least stabilize those
property taxes. But I think we all have to know what it is we are
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doing. Make no mistake about it. We are going to be increasing the
cost of housing with this bill. We are going to be increasing the cost
ofjob production.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, you just mentioned that it would
increase the cost of housing. And you said it was a bad idea. And you
said it really was a substitute for some revision of our tax structure.
Are you implying through those statements, collectively, that this is
sort of a hidden property tax, like points on a loan from a bank?
SENATOR W KING: I think it is certainly a pass through cost to
housing consumers. And it is certainly a pass through cost to busi-
ness development. But I don't think it is a hidden property tax. In
fact, what in fact you will be doing is, I think, helping to stabilize
property taxes by allowing these fees to be assessed. But the one
assumption that you make is that there is going to be economic
growth in that town. I think to some degree, what you will see hap-
pening is that the differences between those towns that are wealthy
and those towns that are poor in the state will be exacerbated by
allowing the assessment of impact fees. But I don't think we have
any choice here. I think people are being driven out of their homes
by the property taxes. Unfortunately, most of them who are driven
out, can't sell their homes, because the market is so awful.
SENATOR HEATH: But would you agree that the tax policy of the
state of New Hampshire is driven by the people of the state of New
Hampshire through their elected representatives and through their
votes in their town government where they are the representative
body and they have spoken towards the kind of tax structure that we
have and that this is a back door way of doing something that they
apparently have collectively joined together not to do?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, we could debate all day
whether or not the last election was a referendum on taxes. I think
half of the people in this body, if it were a referendum on taxes,
would be here and the other half might not. Who knows? I don't
believe that you can say that. In fact, I feel that the bulk of the
people in New Hampshire feel that the system is broken and needs
to be fixed, but that is not what we are talking about here. We are
talking about whether we should allow communities to assess im-
pact fees. I say it is a bad idea whose time has come.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, do you believe that there will
again be a hew and cry from some of these same folks who support
these impact fees for affordable housing and that there is a little
hypocrisy built into this? Do you believe that?
SENATOR CURRIER: No, I don't believe that.
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SENATOR HEATH: Why don't you?
SENATOR CURRIER: Because I think impact fees are being
charged now. The bill is needed because every time somebody gets
into a so called blank contest with the cities and towns we wind up in
court. If everybody knows the rules from the start, then everybody
is working from the same playing field. That is the point here. It is
enabling legislation. It is not clear now. We have to go the Supreme
Court now to get a decision as to whether it is, and the Supreme
Court has been ruling in the favor of the communities with regard to
impact fees.
SENATOR HEATH: If I own a lot in a town that has impact fees,
and go to build a house, will I be assessed impact fees of one person
building one house?
SENATOR CURRIER: Depending on how the ordinance was
adopted in each community. I would doubt that you would, no more
than Senator Podles if she adds a two car garage or a porch would
she be added an impact fee.
SENATOR HEATH: Then, wouldn't that raise the question of in-
equality under the law, of equal protection. If a person does two
houses or four houses, they are subject to this, but if they do one or
an addition, they do not by percentile?
SENATOR CURRIER: I think the key point is the amount of any
such fee shall be a proportional share to the municipal capital. If
your porch or your house is going to impact that community, then
yes, you should pay an impact fee. But if it isn't, then it won't.
SENATOR HEATH: If I add a bedroom on to my house, it allows
that house to house a large family potentially. Why then, wouldn't
that trigger an impact fee?
SENATOR CURRIER: Because if they had a school or a public
library or a waste water treatment facility that was only at a fifty
percent capacity, that one bedroom doesn't haven't an impact on that
community in relationship to its capital improvements program.
SENATOR OLESON: Senator King, even though the defeat of this
bill might help the ones who might acquire property but more im-
portant, will the passage of this bill help our poor keep their prop-
erty?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Oleson, I think the answer to that is
yes. I think it will help to stabilize property taxes which are unfair to
those who are lower or middle income in this state.
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SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, I would like to follow up on
Senator Oleson's question. Could you be more specific as to how this
bill is going to help the poor of New Hampshire?
SENATOR W. KING: What I said, Senator Nelson, is that it will
help to stabilize property taxes, because it will allow towns to assess
development for the impact that it has on the infrastructure of that
town. Let me give you an example. If a large development comes
into the town of Rumney, where I happen to live, and adds 30 new
kids to the school system, but pays no impact fees that has a tremen-
dous effect on our budget. That will increase our school budget by at
least 30 percent. And yet, the townspeople would have to pay for
that. What this will do, will be to allow the town, if it has a capital
development plan, to assess a fee relative to the specific impact that
the development will have on the town.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Currier has indicated that, in fact,
some towns and cities in the state are presently charging impact
fees. He has also indicated that the Supreme Court is supporting
these decisions. I would then ask you why is it necessary for us to be
up here putting in legislation, when we know it has been done, when
towns and cities can do it in some instances, and the Supreme Court
is ruling in that direction. Why do we need this? I want to know,
when any city and town can do anything they want, so there is no
consistency in any city or town on anybody who wants to do any-
thing in their town.
SENATOR W KING: Senator Nelson, that is exactly the problem.
There is the perception that every city and town in the state of New
Hampshire can do anything that they want. The net result of that is
in a town like Laconia, there was a specific development that was
assessed impact fees for school building in a section of town where
the kids didn't go to school. What this bill is trying to do is lay down
the rules for impact fees so that everybody is playing on a level
playing field. Every developer knows when he goes into a town,
what is a reasonable impact fee and what is not a reasonable fee. A
business would know likewise, because of the statute that is on the
books.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, how is one going to determine
that the builder knows what is reasonable? What recourse does a
builder have when a zoning board, which in many instances in the
state of New Hampshire, isn't even elected, it is a politically ap-
pointed body? What recourse does an individual have with the zon-
ing board, to know if it is not reasonable? Who is going to determine
this reasonability throughout the state?
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SENATOR W. KING: I guess what I am saying, Senator Nelson, is
that to some degree these things will .... This is not guaranteed to
answer every question that has arisen over impact fees. What it is
guaranteed to do is to prevent all of the court cases that are going to
have to go to the Supreme Court now^ because nobody knows what
the rules are.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator King, as I hsten to all of this heated
debate, I am struck by one thought. It has been my impression that
this legislation is strictly enabling legislation. It is enabling each
community to adopt this, if they chose to. Could it almost be called a
home rule legislation?
SENATOR W. KING: It certainly is to a large extent, a home rule
piece of legislation. However, I would point out that we have very
carefully crafted it so that cities and towns have to live within cer-
tain guidelines. So that they don't overcharge developers and so
they don't decide they are going to charge a residential community
in one spot for a school that is being built in another section of town.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Is it fair to say then, that this legislation is
enabling, allowing municipalities, if they choose to and if they do
choose to, to do it within a certain frame of reference that is under-
standable and reasonable to all?
SENATOR W. KING: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, since you are a proponent of this
bill that you find, admittedly, bad, I want to explore your economic
theory a little bit further. You are familiar with the term "economy
of scale". If you had a single person living alone, and having to cut
their frozen food packages in half and so on, if that family suddenly
expanded to seven people, the cost per individual meal would be
reduced, would it not, in an economy of scale?
SENATOR W. KING: That is correct, if you bought in bulk as a
result.
SENATOR HEATH: Why then, with all these houses that move in
under a developmental plan in a town, ai^e going to be paying taxes,
are they not?
SENATOR W. KING: Correct.
SENATOR HEATH: Why wouldn't that then add to the pot where
one policeman can watch ten houses, or he can watch fifteen houses,
one fire department can protect 100 houses or 110 houses, one road
can serve two houses or fourteen houses? Why wouldn't the larger
the town, the economy of scale bring down the property tax per
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individual home and so why wouldn't it be a benefit to have large
developments in a town, given the economy of scale, rather than a
negative so that you had to put a surcharge on them to prevent them
from coming in?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I think to a large degree the
answer to that depends on the kind of development that is taking
place. And what exactly it is that you are charging impact fees on. lb
begin with, if you have an elderly housing facility, in a town, the
impact on a school system is negligible, if not nothing in that facility.
However, there is certainly for every unit that is built, you are add-
ing an additional car to the road there and I would assert that scien-
tifically you can say that each car you add to the road has a specific
net effect on that road. It is not like saying a police officer can cover
a hundred and ten houses as easily as a hundred houses. So I don't
think that there is any scientific or econometric argument that we
can pin down on this particular issue. I think it will largely depend
on what kind of development is proposed. I would hope that commu-
nities would take that kind of thing into account in a very serious
manner, but more than that I would hope communities would recog-
nize the economics of the times right now, and not assess impact fees
right now, because we want to encourage growth.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you think. Senator King, that the real rea-
son the economy of scale argument evaporates for people who know
it holds a great deal of validity, is because the impact fees is really a
hidden agenda to stop growth in the state of New Hampshire?
SENATOR W. KING: I couldn't tell you what the Governor's hidden
agenda was. I suppose to some degree that might be part of his
agenda. That is not the agenda of those of us who are supporting
this. Those of us who are supporting this, in this body at any rate,
are concerned about what has happened to property taxes in the
state of New Hampshire. And we see this as one additional tool that
can be used to provide some stability to those property taxes. Now, I
know. Senator Heath, that the property taxes in Sandwich are fairly
reasonable. But if you were to move to Rumney or to Lisbon or some
of the other towns in the state of New Hampshire, you might find
that it is a problem.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, would you believe the reason
that they are reasonable in Sandwich is that we don't vote for every
piece of foolish idea that comes along. We control our own property
taxes as a town, as each town population does.
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I believe that most towns do
everything they can to take a reasonable and frugal approach to
their budgets, and there are many factors, not the least of which is
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the recent suggestion of $17,000,000 additional spending being
passed down to communities in our budget that have the ultimate
effect on them.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator King, could you tell me what body in
the municipality will decide who pays the impact fees and who
doesn't pay the impact fees?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Currier just mouthed the zoning
board of adjustment. I thought it was the planning board.
SENATOR PODLES: It doesn't say that here, and I was looking for
it. Can you tell me where and who is going to decide those impact
fees?
Senator King deferred to Senator Currier.
SENATOR CURRIER: The provision of the law says that you can
implement an impact fee ordinance under your current zoning laws.
So the zoning laws are implemented by the planning board. There is
no specific reference in this bill to the planning board in terms of the
administrator or the regulator. But the bill is amending that portion
of RSA 674:21 to include impact fees and what it does is put it into
the zoning ordinance.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator Currier, would you believe that the
members on the zoning board are appointed? Shouldn't it be the
governing body? Because they are elected and accountable to the
public.
SENATOR CURRIER: I am not sure what is driving people in this
Senate to cast disparagement over people who are appointed over
people who are elected. I don't think there is any difference. They
put their pants on the same way I do, and quite frankly, some of
them may be more competent.
SENATOR PODLES: Would you believe that I indicated that any-
one who is appointed is not accountable to the public. There is no
way that they can be accountable, whereas a person who is elected is
accountable, and they can put them out?
SENATOR CURRIER: An appointed official is, in fact, accountable
to the person who appointed him. If you think for one minute that
Judd Gregg or any other appointing official in a city or town, who
has somebody who is not acting accordingly or in the best interest of
the community, isn't whipped off that committee and asked to re-
sign.
SENATOR PODLES: That is about all.
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SENATOR CURRIER: Isn't that sufficient?
SENATOR PODLES: No.
SENATOR J. KING: I rise in opposition to this bill, very strongly. I
like the way they call it, the impact fees. Impact fees. As far as I am
concerned, a tax is a tax is a tax. And that is just what this is, and
they ought to call a tax a tax. I think once the people, in the whole
country, start calling a tax a tax, instead of using fees, there would
probably be a lot less taxation. They also say that some group is
going to pay this tax. And that could be the builder or the construc-
tion or whoever we invite in to develop businesses into our state. We
also know that there is no such thing as a free lunch. Somebody is
going to pay for it. And it is going to be the peison who that building
or that property is passed on to — and that is the people. These are
the same people who are going to be paying taxes on it just like
everybody else in that city or town, after they have already paid
their taxes for the services being provided. Many, many years ago,
we used to have no taxation without representation. This is what
you call double taxation with representation. What we don't need
now is something to deter the building industry from starting again,
like it has been the last several years. We all know the building in-
dustry and the construction industry is one of the leading economic
factors in any city, town, state or country. If we want economic
growth in the state of New Hampshire, let's not saddle it with this
kind of a bill. By the way, we have talked about the farms throughout
the country. All of a sudden, the small farm is dying out and you
have these big farms where somebody sits in New York City or
someplace else and runs the farms all over the western part of the
state. It will get, soon, with these kinds of taxation bills, fee bills,
that the same thing is going to happen to the building industry. The
little builder is going to be an extinct species. Let's not allow that to
happen and let's kill HB 391.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I rise in support of HB 391. I would like to
reiterate again what has been said before, and that is, there has
been a lot of talk about who is accountable here and whether it is an
appointed planning board who is responsible for implementing im-
pact fees. Or whether it should be the elected governing body of the
town. The fact is that it is the town that votes to adopt impact fees.
So if the town doesn't vote to adopt it, then nobody has it and we
don't have to worry about who is accountable. If the town votes to
adopt it, then they are accountable. And they can vote to adopt it or
not. I think for most of us who live in the southern part of the state,
we have been dealing with impact fees for a long time, since the mid
80's. Because the growth has forced us to deal with the growth issue
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by impacting development because the local property taxpayer
hasn't been able to afford that. What this bill does is level the play-
ing field for those developers who are going to develop all over the
state. I had that good conservative Republican developer, John Sta-
bile, admit to me that he would like to see impact fees, because it
would level the playing field for all contractors.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Shaheen, I am going to leave the
Stabile question to Senator Pressly who is in his district. What I
wanted to ask you — I heard you speaking and I wanted to make
sure that I understood you clearly before this important vote. Are
you telling us or should I understand you that if the planning board
or the zoning board makes a decision, that the zoning board decision
doesn't stand unless they go to the town fathers and they vote on
that?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: No. What I was saying was that in order
for towns to implement impact fees under this legislation, the town
must first adopt that. And if it is a city form of government, I would
assume that would be done by the city council, under a town form of
government that would be done at town meeting.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Shaheen, what would happen would
be this. The municipality would adopt the impact fee ordinance, but
would the zoning board be responsible for setting the fees?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: That would be the planning board. The
zoning board, right now, is not responsible for the implement of zon-
ing ordinances. It is the planning boards that do that. I have to say,
by the way, that I happen to chair the zoning board in the town of
Madbury and I feel like boards at a local level are very accountable
to their local communities.
SENATOR NELSON: The municipality would vote to have an im-
pact ordinance but in fact the planning board would be the ones who
determine the fee. What recourse would an individual have, if they
did not feel that it was a reasonable fee under this legislation.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: My assumption is the same recourse that
people have now, which would be an appeal process and if your ap-
peal was not granted, you would go to court.
SENATOR NELSON: It is no assumption, through the law. Senator
Shaheen, either, that the person has an appeal. Do you know if it is
in here, if there is an appeal process in here. Because we can't as-
sume anything in the state. Is it in here that there is an appeal
process written into the legislation?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Yes. My impact fee experts tell me, yes.
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Senator Blaisdell has moved the question. Final speaker is Senator
St. Jean.
SENATOR ST. JEAN: I rise in total opposition of the pending legis-
lation, HB 391, as amended. As an individual who deals in the world
of foreclosures on a daily basis, an individual who has conducted
1404 foreclosures last year, 30 or 40 percent of those have been on
home builders, I can tell you that this is wrong. This is ill-timed
legislation. It is nothing more than a tax on development. Senator
Currier mentioned affordable housing. I can tell now, there is a very
fine line between first time buyers getting into this market and not
getting into it. And the difference between $1,000 or $1,500, which
in fact would be the impact fee on the average home, may well be the
difference between a first time home buyer buying a home or not.
Currently in this state, the banks own a billion dollars in real estate.
They are the largest property owners in this state. And I can tell
you right now, if we pass this impact fee bill, come fall there aren't
going to be a heck of a lot of home builders left in this state. And I
am a friend of the home builders and developers, because those are
individuals during the 80's who provided jobs for our people. This is
ill-timed legislation. This is legislation that is nothing more than a
tax, as Senator King said. A tax on development. During the 80's
Ronald Reagan always talked of taxes. If Ronald Reagan were in this
chamber today, he would be dead set against impact fees here today.
I think it is wrong and I think we should vote it down for those
reasons.
Senator Blaisdell moved the question.
Adopted.
Question on the adoption of the amendment to HB 391.
Amendment to HB 391
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Impact Fees as a Land Use Control Device. Amend RSA 674:21,
I to read as follows:




(c) Intensity and use incentive[;].
(d) Transfer of development rights[;].
(e) Planned unit development[;l.
(f) Cluster development[;].
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ig) Impact zoning[;].
(h) Performance standards[;].
(i) Flexible and discretionary zoning!;].
(j) Environmental characteristics zoning[;].
(k) Inclusionary zoning!; and].
(1) Accessory dwelling unit standards.
(m) Impact fees.
2 New Paragraph; Impact Fees. Amend RSA 674:21 by inserting
after paragraph IV the following new paragraph:
V, As used in this section "impact fee" means a fee or assessment
imposed upon development, including subdivision, building con-
struction or other land use change, in order to help meet the needs
occasioned by that development for the construction or improve-
ment of capital facilities owned or operated by the municipality, in-
cluding and limited to water treatment and distribution facilities;
wastewater treatment and disposal facilities; sanitary sewers; storm
water, drainage and flood control facilities; public road systems and
rights of way; municipal office facilities; public school facilities; pub-
lic safety facilities; solid waste collection, transfer, recycling, proc-
essing and disposal facilities; public library facilities; and public
recreational facilities not including public open space. No later than
July 1, 1993, all impact fee ordinances shall be subject to the follow-
ing:
(a) The amount of any such fee shall be a proportional share of
municipal capital improvement costs which is reasonably related to
the capital needs created by the development, and to the benefits
accruing to the development from the capital improvements fi-
nanced by the fee. Upgrading of existing facilities and infrastruc-
tures, the need for which is not created by new development, shall
not be paid for by impact fees.
(b) In order for a municipality to adopt an impact fee ordi-
nance, it must have enacted a capital improvements progi'am pursu-
ant to RSA 674:5-7.
(c) Any impact fee shall be accounted for separately, shall be
segregated from the municipality's general fund, may be spent upon
order of the municipal governing body, shall be exempt from all pro-
visions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure of town
moneys, and shall be used solely for the capital improvements for
which it was collected, or to recoup the cost of capital improvements
made in anticipation of the needs which the fee was collected to
meet.
(d) All impact fees imposed pursuant to this section shall be
assessed prior to, or as a condition for, the issuance of a building
permit or other appropriate permission to proceed with develop-
ment. In the interim between assessment and collection, municipali-
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ties may require developers to post bonds, issue letters of credit,
accept liens, or otherwise provide suitable measures of security so
as to guarantee future payment of assessed impact fees. Impact fees
shall normally be collected as a condition for the issuance of a certifi-
cate of occupancy. The above notwithstanding, in projects where off-
site improvements are to be constructed simultaneously with a
project's development, and where a municipality has appropriated
the necessary funds to cover such portions of the work for which it
will be responsible, that municipality may advance the time of collec-
tion of the impact fee to the issuance of a building permit. Nothing in
this subparagraph shall prevent the municipality and the assessed
party from establishing an alternate, mutually acceptable schedule
of payment.
(e) The ordinance shall establish reasonable times after which
any portion of an impact fee which has not become encumbered or
otherwise legally bound to be spent for the purpose for which it was
collected shall be refunded, with any accrued interest. Whenever the
calculation of an impact fee has been predicated upon some portion
of capital improvement costs being borne by the municipality, a re-
fund shall be made upon the failure of the legislative body to appro-
priate the municipality's share of the capital improvement costs
within a reasonable time. The maximum time which shall be consid-
ered reasonable hereunder shall be 6 years.
(f) Unless otherwise specified in the ordinance, any decision
under an impact fee ordinance may be appealed in the same manner
provided by statute for appeals from the officer or board making
that decision, as set forth in RSA 676:5, RSA 677:2-14, or RSA
677:15, respectively.
(g) The ordinance may also provide for a waiver process, in-
cluding the criteria for the granting of such a waiver.
(h) The adoption of a growth management limitation or morato-
rium by a municipality shall not affect any development with respect
to which an impact fee has been paid or assessed as part of the
approval for that development.
(i) The ordinance may provide for assessment of the impact fee
as a condition of a building permit, or of any other appropriate devel-
opment permit or approval. Neither the adoption of an impact fee
ordinance, nor the failure to adopt such an ordinance, shall be
deemed to affect existing authority of a planning board over subdivi-
sion or site plan review, except to the extent expressly stated in such
an ordinance.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator J. King.
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Seconded by Senator Currier.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Roberge, Bass, Pressly, Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey,
Russman, Shaheen, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Disnard, Blaisdell, Nelson,
Podles, J. King, St. Jean, Delahunty, Hollingworth.
Yeas: 14 Nays: 9
Amendment Adopted.
Senator St. Jean offered a floor amendment.
SENATOR ST. JEAN: This amendment is one that limits what im-
pact fees will do by narrowing the scope of the type of capital facili-
ties that a municipality can charge with impact fees. This
amendment is one that the home builders can live with. It is an
amendment that makes much more sense than the one we just
passed. I urge your careful consideration for this amendment.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator St. Jean, it seems to me that you
very effectively decimated the bill that we just passed by a fairly
wide margin. And I wonder if you could give me any estimate of the
percentage of the cost for new industry coming into a state, or a
community, which you have just wiped out? My assumption is that
the school costs are almost three quarters of what we are talking
about. But could you give any estimate at all, if you take the roads,
the public parks, the open space, and recreation, public school facili-
ties, police, emergency rescue and fire protection. Would you say
that would be about 80 percent of the new industry coming in?
SENATOR ST. JEAN: I think you are probably fairly accurate. Sen-
ator.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator St. Jean, why would I support this,
if I just voted against the other impact fee?
SENATOR ST. JEAN: Because it is a piece of legislation that the
home builders feel, at this juncture, they can live with and I think
you may be able to live with it for your district.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator St. Jean, after what just happened
in this body, do you think this would have a chance?
SENATOR ST. JEAN: Senator, after being here all year, anything is
possible in this chamber.
SENATOR CURRIER: I rise in obvious, total opposition to this
waffle iron piece of legislation. This amendment to this bill, basically,
guts everything we just debated for an hour in the sense that it
doesn't take, as Senator McLane asked in her question, care of 80
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percent of the problem by eliminating schools. Are the home build-
ers telling us that they should be the only ones exempt from impact
fees dealing with schools. Limits in the scope of the capital facilities
covered by impact fees, the amendment limits the scope to some of
the similar type things that we just adopted. It eliminates schools
and some other public safety facilities, not safety, but public library
facilities and recreational facilities. It really restricts what they can.
And quite frankly, I would almost rather have nothing than this
amendment in terms of impact fees. Because as everybody has said,
we can charge them now, we just have to go to court when they are
challenged. I believe that this particular amendment is a last ditch
effort to submarine or short circuit the impact fee legislation, I think
it is clear, with a 14 to 9 vote. I would urge my colleagues to vote
against this amendment. The restrictive provisions, and unfortu-
nately I haven't had a lot of time to read this amendment, but my
assumption is this is the amendment that was brought before the
committee yesterday. If it is, the restrictive provisions of the capital
improvement program, it says a qualified person must prepare the
CIP. We had an attorney before our committee that said he devel-
oped a CIP in five minutes for local communities. I guess he is a
qualified person because he is an attorney. A very detailed analysis
of existing facilities, the level of usage, commitment and so forth is
all documented in a capital improvement program now by the local
communities, and that is public documentation and is readily avail-
able for anybody under the right to know law. So a developer can, in
fact, determine whether he is being imposed a reasonable impact fee
relative to the capital needs created by the development. One other
point is, we also would not be providing a clause, as we had previ-
ously, that's saying upgrading existing facilities and infrastructure,
the need for which was not created by the new development, shall
not be paid by impact fees. I could go on and on. I would strongly
urge my colleagues to vote no. As a person who has worked for the
last three years on this bill, I would rather have nothing on the
books rather than this provision here.
Amendment to HB 391
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Impact Fees as a Land Use Control Device. Amend RSA 674:21,
I to read as follows:
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(c) Intensity and use incentive[;].
(d) Transfer of development rights[;].




(i) Flexible and discretionary zoning!;].
(j) Environmental characteristics zoning!;].
(k) Inclusionary zoning!; and].
(1) Accessory dwelling unit standards.
(m) Impact fees.
2 New Paragraphs; Impact Fees. Amend RSA 674:21 by inserting
after paragraph IV the following new paragraph:
V. As used in this section "impact fee" means a fee or assessment
imposed upon new subdivisions and other development in order to
help meet the needs occasioned by that new development for the
construction or improvement of the following capital facilities owned
or operated by the municipality: water treatment and distribution
facilities; wastewater treatment and disposal facilities; sanitary
sewers; storm water, drainage and flood control facilities; solid
waste collection, transfer, recycling, processing and disposal facili-
ties; public road systems and rights-of-way, subject to the following:
(a) The amount of any such fee shall be a proportional share of
costs which is reasonably related to the capital needs created by the
development, and to the benefits accruing to the new development
from the capital improvements financed by the fee.
(b) Any impact fee shall be accounted for separately, shall be
segregated from the municipality's general fund, may be spent upon
order of the municipal governing body, shall be exempt from all pro-
visions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure of town
moneys, and shall be used solely for the capital improvements for
which it was collected.
(c) The ordinance shall establish reasonable times after which
any portion of an impact fee which has not become encumbered or
otherwise legally bound to be spent for the purpose for which it was
collected shall be refunded, with any accrued interest. In no event
shall the time period exceed 4 years from the date of payment of the
fee. Construction shall be commenced within 3 years of the payment
of the fee, or the fee shall be refunded, with any accrued interest.
(d) Any decision under an impact fee ordinance may be ap-
pealed in the same manner provided by statute for appeals from the
officer or board making that decision, as set forth in RSA 676:5,
RSA 677:2-14, or RSA 677:15, respectively.
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(e) A municipality may adopt an impact fee ordinance only to
the extent that it has adopted or revised a capital improvements
program within 2 years prior to the date of the adoption of the im-
pact fee ordinance. The capital improvements program shall be up-
dated every 4 years and an impact fee ordinance that is in effect or
the collection of impact fees shall be suspended until the capital im-
provements program is updated. The capital improvements program
shall comply with the provisions of RSA 674:8-a.
(f) The impact fee shall be assessed prior to final approval for
the new development and shall be collected only at the time of sale,
lease or occupancy of the project to or by the end user, provided
however, that in no event shall the impact fee be paid later than the
date of the municipality's action on raising its share of the cost of the
capital facility. Any purchase and sales agreement for residential
property for which an impact fee has been assessed shall include a
disclosure informing the purchaser of the amount of the fee which
was paid to the municipality. The foregoing sentence shall apply only
to the first transfer of the property to a consumer.
VI. Impact fees shall not be adopted or used to pay for any of the
following:
(a) Construction, acquisition, or expansion of capital facilities
other than those specified in RSA 674:21, V.
(b) Repair, operation or maintenance of existing or new capital
facilities.
(c) Upgrading, updating, expanding or replacing existing capi-
tal facilities to serve existing development in order to meet stricter
safety, efficiency, environmental, regulatory or other standards.
(d) Upgrading, updating, expanding or replacing existing capi-
tal facilities to provide better service to existing development.
VI 1(a). Municipalities may enact or impose impact fees only by
complying with this section.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no municipality
which has adopted an impact fee ordinance pursuant to this section
shall assess, charge or impose any other type of impact fee, assess-
ment, off-site improvement contribution or any other thing of value
in conjunction with the development and construction of real estate
whether through the planning board process, site plan review proc-
ess, or otherwise, except in conformity with and pursuant to such
impact fee ordinance.
(c) The adoption of a growth management limitation or morato-
rium by a municipality shall not affect any development with respect
to which an impact fee has been paid or assessed as part of the
approval for the development.
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VI 11. Any municipality that has previously adopted an impact
fee ordinance shall conform to the provisions of this section within 18
months of the effective date of this section, or the ordinance shall be
suspended and no impact fees shall be assessed or collected until the
ordinance conforms with the provisions of this section.
3 New Section; Capital Improvements Program and Impact Fees.
Amend RSA 674 by inserting after RSA 674:8, the following new
section.
674:8-a Capital Improvements Program and Impact Fees. Any mu-
nicipality that intends to adopt an impact fee ordinance pursuant to
RSA 674:21 shall, in addition to the other requirements provided by
law, comply with the following with respect to the capital improve-
ments program required by RSA 674:21, V(e):
I. The municipality shall use a qualified person to prepare the
capital improvements program.
II. The capital improvements program shall contain specific enu-
meration of the following items:
(a) A description of the existing capital facilities within the mu-
nicipality and the costs to upgrade, update, improve, expand, or re-
place such facilities to meet existing needs and usage and stricter
safety, efficiency, environmental, or regulatory standards; and
(b) An analysis of the total capacity, the level of current usage,
and commitments for usage of capacity of the existing capital facili-
ties.
4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator St. Jean.
Seconded by Senator Hollingworth.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Disnard, Blaisdell, Nelson,
Podles, J. King, St. Jean, Delahunty, Hollingworth.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Fraser, Hough,
Currier, Roberge, Bass, Pressly, Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey,
Russman, Shaheen, Cohen.
Yeas: 9 Nays: 14
Floor Amendment Fails.
Committee Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 137-FN, an act relative to railroad rights-of-way. Finance com-
mittee. Ought T) Pass. Senator Hough for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: The Committee on Finance reports HB 137-
FN as ought to pass. It is the committee's position that this bill
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should be acted on in a timely fashion. Failure to pass this legislation
could have an adverse financial impact on rights of way that have
been acquired by the state.
Recess.
Senator Russman in the Chair.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 451-FN, an act relative to the licensing of residential care and
health facilities and establishing a committee to study RSA 151:21.
Finance committee. Ought To Pass. Senator Blaisdell for the com-
mittee.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: The policy committee of the Senate, Pub-
lic Institutions, Health and Human Services passed this bill and it
was debated on the floor last week. There were two questions that
were raised that we thought Finance should take a look at. We
talked to the Division of PubKc Health and it stands by its fiscal note
saying that this bill will have no fiscal impact on state expenditures.
We also talked to Phil Soule who is the Medicaid administrator who
says that this will actually save the state of New Hampshire money.
Senate Finance asks your support.
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading.
Senator Podles is opposed to HB 451-FN.
HB 171-FN, an act relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the
Mountain." Finance committee. Ought Td Pass With Amendment.
SenatorW King for the committee.
SENATOR W KING: The amendment that you have before you on
the Old Man of the Mountain bill deals with a problem relative to the
supplemental budget that we passed earlier this year. It is an
amendment that satisfies the needs of bond counsel, and will have no
impact other than to do what we had done in the supplemental
budget in terms of bonding the Conway Village fire district.
Amendment to HB 171-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain" and
relative to the Conway village fire district and
making an appropriation therefor.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 2 with the following:
3 New Section; Conway Village Fire District. Amend 1991, 4 by
inserting after section 16 the following new section:
4:16-a Appropriation Bonded; Conway Village Fire District.
Amend 1987, 341:4 as amended by 1988, 37:1 and 1989, 77:9 to read
as follows:
341:4 Conway Village Fire District.
I. The sum of $960,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, is
hereby appropriated to the Conway village fire district for the pur-
poses of sewer treatment plant expansion, lagoon system expansion,
and for interceptors. This appropriation shall be used to complete
the treatment ability of the federal and state-funded sewage system
begun in 1979. This appropriation shall be in addition to any other
funds appropriated or allocated to the district by the state for water
pollution control. The sum appropriated in this section shall be a
continuing appropriation and shall not lapse. This appropriation
shall not be construed as setting any precedent for any other proj-
ects for replacement of federal funds withdi'awn. [This appropriation
shall be a charge against the capital reserve fund, which is the
amount in excess referred to in 1987, 399:10, II.]
II. lb provide funds for the appropriation made in paragraph
I of this section, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to bor-
row upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of $960,000
and for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the name of
and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance with
RSA 6-A. Payments of principal and interest of the bonds and
notes shall be made from the general fund of the state.
4 Effective Date Changed. 1991, 4:31 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
4:31 Effective Date. This act shall take effect March 28, 1991.
5 Effective Date.
I. Section 1-2 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill directs the department of resources and economic devel-
opment to semi-annually inspect and provide necessary monitoring
and maintenance of the "Old Man of the Mountain" and requires the
commissioner to assign such duties to the caretaker of the "Old Man
of the Mountain."
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This bill also requires the department of resources and economic
development to include sufficient appropriations for the inspection,
monitoring and maintenance of the "Old Man of the Mountain" in
each estimate of expenditures transmitted to the commissioner of
administrative services.
This bill also bonds an appropriation to the Conway village fire
district for the purposes of sewer treatment plant expansion, lagoon
system expansion and for interceptors.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 62, an act relative to retirement allowances under the New
Hampshire retirement system. Insurance committee. Ought Tb Pass
With Amendment. Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: The bill amends the definition of earnable com-
pensation. It repeals the one percent provision with qualifications
and defines eligibility requirements for elected or appointed offi-
cials, again with qualifications. The amendment adds a rule of "70",
i.e. state employees with twenty years of service plus age equals 70
will be eligible to buy into the early retirement system at a greatly
reduced rate. The committee urges your support of the committee
report of ought to pass as amended.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: HB 62 was brought before the In-
surance Committee. Unfortunately, I was not there on the day the
bill was passed out of committee as ought to pass with amendment.
We had had discussions prior to that about HB 62, and I thought the
bill would not be containing the amendment that it now has before
you on the floor. Under HB 51, due out by October 1 of this year, a
special task force will be studying the entire New Hampshire retire-
ment system. I am suggesting that section 1, section 3 and section 7
and 8 be removed from HB 62 and be studied under HB 51. Section 1
deals with the definition of earnable compensation. The legislation
puts a cap on earnable compensation and limits the amount of money
that can be applied toward a retirees best three years. This provi-
sion has been in effect for a number of years, and has provided many
retirees with some insulation against the tremendous cost of living
increases that have occurred over the past years. Additionally, there
is no actuarial data to prove that this change shall save the system
substantial amounts of money. The other sections deal with gainful
occupation and disability. This section would apply to people who are
already retired and it, in effect, changes the rules under which these
people are retired. It is unfair to impose a new retirement law on the
old retirement system. These people have planned their retirement
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based on the current system. For these reasons, I request that we
ehminate this section of the bill and study them when we study the
entire system. I would like to ask you to vote down the amendment
and there will be a floor amendment if you do so.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Bass, hstening to what Senator
Hollingworth said leads me to my question. I don't understand why
those who are already in the retirement system, have been for a
number of years, some who were full year employees but because of
cut backs and such are now nine and a half month employees, if you
do away as stated, their retirement pay would be based on the high-
est three years. These people are going to be penalized. Why
wouldn't they all be grandfathered, if you have such a concern and
make this applicable to new people in the retirement system?
SENATOR BASS: That is exactly what the bill does.
SENATOR DISNARD: Can you show me that?
SENATOR BASS: Section 8, Applicable Earnable Compensation.
The limits on earnable compensation during the last twelve months
of employment as provided shall apply to any termination of employ-
ment after December 31, 1991 and so on and so forth. And by the
way, Senator Disnard, this bill does not eliminate or reduce any em-
ployees eligibility for retirement based upon pay plus fringe benefits
during the last three years. It simply limits that after this effective
date that I just read to one and a half times the salary. That means if
you are getting paid $40,000 a year during the last three years of
your employment and you add together all your fringe benefits and
everything else, instead of the sky is the limit, it would be $60,000.
50 it really is a very mild change that is being made. As far as Sena-
tor Hollingworth's concern about this thing being part of a study
committee, that is certainly a valid question. However, I point out
that HB 51 has come about as a result of a concern that was ex-
pressed by the employer contributors, i.e. the municipalities, and
seeing the retirement board recalculate their level of participation
from less than one percent up to four or five percent. Although HB
51 does call for study in a whole host of different areas, I point out
two things. First of all, it is always a good excuse to study something
that you don't want. Secondly, the same members of the House who
passed HB 51 feel that these changes that are envisioned in HB 62
should be enacted. So I would urge the Senate to adopt the commit-
tee amendment and the committee report of ought to pass as
amended.
SENATOR DISNARD: Would you believe. Senator Bass, that the
figures you are using in my opinion and I believe, are to convince
people to vote your way. I don't know of many employees in the
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retirement system retire at a yearly salary of $40,000. Not certainly
the amount of people you are trying to convince us. Nor do I agree
with you that most of them have figured into their retirement sever-
ance pay, vacation pay and all these others. I think that is misleading
to Senators here for a vote.
Amendment to HB 62-FN
Amend RSA 100-A:3, 1(a)(3) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(3) The base rate of annual compensation for the office held is
at least $15,000, and requires at least 1,700 hours of employment;
and
Amend the bill by inserting after section 2 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 3-9 to read as 4-10, respectively:
3 Reduced Service Retirement Allowance for Group I Members.
Amend RSA 100-A:5, 1(c) to read as follows:
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any group I
member who meets the requirements of RSA 100-A:10, 1(a), and
who has either completed at least 20 years of creditable service
which, when combined with his age equals at least 70 years, or
who has attained the age of 50, but not the age of 60, may elect to
retire and have benefits commence immediately as a reduced service
retirement allowance upon written application to the board of trust-
ees setting forth the time, not less than 30 days nor more than 90
days subsequent to the filing thereof, at which the member desires
to have benefits commence. The service retirement allowance shall
be determined in accordance with RSA 100-A:5, lOt)) and shall be
reduced, for each month by which the date on which benefits com-
mence precedes the month after which the member attains 60 years
of age, by 1/8 of one percent if the member has 35 years or more of
creditable service, by 1/4 of one percent if the member has 30 years
[or more] but less than 35 years of creditable service, by 1/3 of one
percent if the member has at least 25 years but less than 30 years of
creditable service, by 5/12 of one percent if the member has at least
20 years but less than 25 years of creditable service, and by 5/9 of
one percent if the member has less than 20 years of creditable serv-
ice.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill amends the retirement statutes, RSA 100-A, by:
(1) Amending the definition of earnable compensation so that sev-
erance pay such as vacation time and other compensation paid by an
employer are used only to a certain extent to determine the average
final compensation of a person upon his retirement.
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(2) Repealing the special fringe benefit for certain unclassified offi-
cers or employees who withdraw from the retirement system and
who make equivalent contributions to an IRA.
(3) Limiting the right of predecessor system retirees to receive a
full salary and a full ordinary or accidental disability allowance as a
disability retiree, when the retiree is engaged in or able to engage in
gainful occupation.
(4) Defining the conditions which elected and appointed officials
must meet in order to be eligible for membership in the retirement
system,
(5) Changing the requirements for receiving a reduced service re-
tirement allowance as a group I member, and changing the allowance
which is received.
Division vote.
Yeas: 13 Nays: 9
Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 549-FN, an act relative to early retirement for state employee
group I members of the retirement system. Insurance committee.
Ought Tb Pass. Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: If you are age 60 and you retire, you are eligible
for full benefits. If you reach the age of 50 and you have ten years
creditable experience, you can apply for early retirement at a
greatly reduced rate, which you buy in. What this bill does, is for a
period of two years, establishes another threshold that if you have 25
years of creditable experience and you are 55 years old, you can
retire early with full benefits. The fiscal impact to this bill is roughly
$100,000 to the retirement system. It is designed, essentially, to
lessen to a small extent the impact that the inevitable layoffs that we
will be facing here in New Hampshire, will have on the state employ-
ees. It is a model that has been used in other private industries. It is
similar to provisions that exist in Maine, Massachusetts, New York,
Rhode Island and Connecticut. And, because it has, essentially, a
negligible fiscal impact, the committee feels that it is a good idea to
pass because it may make this whole furlough business, which we
are inevitably going to face, a little bit easier for us to deal with. The
committee urges your support of the committee recommendation of
ought to pass,
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Bass, the fiscal impact; are
these figures a one time cost or an annual cost. In further reading, I
have found the answer. These are annual recurring costs.
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SENATOR BASS: The bill is only effective for the biennium begin-
ning in July. The actual fiscal impact, which I have here from the
actuary, indicates that the additional costs would be .1 million, which
would be $100,000 annually. That would be only if all 279 individuals
who qualify to retire, i.e. 25 years of service plus 55 years of age,
took early retirement. It would cost $100,000. By the way, if they all
did retire, the state payroll would go down by 9.1 million dollars at a
cost of $100,000.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: What is the cost over the expected life-
times of these retirees?
SENATOR BASS: According to the actuary, $100,000 per year. The
program begins on July 1, 1991 and ends on June 30, 1992.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes, but would the costs not recur during
every year of retirement through the rest of the lives of these retir-
ees?
SENATOR BASS: No. That is an interesting question.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The bill is providing increased retire-
ment benefits to a class of employees. Those increased benefits con-
tinue throughout the rest of their lives, therefore there is an ongoing
cost. Is there not?
SENATOR BASS: I think you are right. I think the fiscal impact
would be $100,000 annually for a very lengthy period of time, not
just two years.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: If the cost is $150,000, averaging the two
per year and assuming that one lives twenty years beyond the age of
55, then we are talking about $15,000,000 or something like that of
increased cost to the retirement funds. Would that be right?
SENATOR BASS: I believe so. Yes, Senator Humphrey. I am not
sure that is a correct answer.
Recess.
Out of Recess.
SENATOR BASS: I did ask a number of individuals and the actuar-
ial table that I have here indicates that the total liabilities would be
3.7 million dollars under the open group aggregate method, which is
the system they are going to start using effective July 1, of this year,
for calculating what the cost is on an annual basis. The total cost
would be $100,000 per year, which means to me that it would be 37
years, .1 to 37, 3.7 million and that indeed would be the fiscal impact.
But I would also point out that if fifty percent of the people in this
window retire, the short term cost to the state would be reduced by
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roughly half of 9.1 million dollars, which is what we are paying for
these people now. There is a theory that says that if you can encour-
age these people to leave at this point, it is actually a more fiscally
responsible action to take. But the decision is clearly up to the Sen-
ate.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Why draw the line at age 55 and 25 years
of service?
SENATOR BASS: That was the way the bill was presented to us as
it was considered by the House. I guess the sponsors of the bill
determined that 55 years of age is five years under 60, which is when
you get full retirement anyway, and 25 years of service would have a
fiscal impact on the state on the short term by reducing the state
payroll and under the open group aggregate method would reduce
the cost to $100,000 per year but over a much longer term. I point
out that on a percentage basis that would mean that each state em-
ployee would have a .01 percent increase in the contribution, obvi-
ously, 100th of one percent.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: We are not able to get any definitive fig-
ures from the retirement board, because the retirement board has
already retired for the day. I don't know, given the fiscal situation we
are in, I don't see the sense in enacting this proposal. No one likes
layoffs. I have been laid off twice in my life; and I have been in other
situations where I didn't know from day to day, whether I would be
laid off or not. I know what kind of agony that is. There is nothing
worse, short of losing your health, than to lose your job. Nobody
likes it. But it just seems to me, fiscally irresponsible, unless some-
body can show us with sound actuarial figures that this is to our
advantage, fiscally, and no one has been able to do that in the cur-
rent situation. Furthermore, as Senator Colantuono pointed out, we
just enacted a bill to study the retirement system. For the record, I
want to announce my opposition to this. I think at the very least we
ought to table it until we can find some state employees who are at
their stations and can give us some authoritative figures.
Senator Bass moved to have HB 549 Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 549-FN, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
Recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
HB 122, an act relative to placing ballots directly in the ballot box.
Public Affairs committee. Ought Ta Pass. Senator Roberge for the
committee.
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SENATOR ROBERGE: This bill allows someone to put their ballot
right in the box, rather than having to hand it to the moderator.
Some people felt they had more privacy by just putting the ballot in
the box by themselves. It makes provisions for those who might be
infirm and can not do it for themselves. We urge passage.
SENATOR HEATH: Is there a reason for having to hand the ballot
to the moderator or the person at the ballot box?
SENATOR ROBERGE: We were not given that information at the
hearing.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you believe the reason as I understand
it is to assure that there is only one ballot in your hand, and not two
or three and that is the reason that you hand it to the ballot clerk.
Would you believe that?
SENATOR ROBERGE: I don't understand how that would happen,
when you are checked in and checked out of the polling place.
SENATOR HEATH: Because you are not searched for ballot look-
alikes or whatever?
SENATOR ROBERGE: It is an interesting assumption.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you believe it is an assumption I have
had all my life, and that it seemed to me that that is the only guaran-
tee, so I guess my question is, why would you want to get rid of that
guarantee?
SENATOR ROBERGE: Senator, we did not hear any opposition to
the bill. Your suggestion surprises me. I guess if it has worked for
you, it can work.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: What was the impetus for this bill? What
problem does this correct?
SENATOR ROBERGE: I don't have my notes with me so I defer to
Senator Bass.
SENATOR BASS: It is my recollection. Senator Humphrey, that
there has been concern that certain people who vote don't like to
hand their ballots to the moderator, because the moderator looks at
the ballot. Or, they felt the moderator was looking at the ballot and
they had been told that they could not place the ballot directly in the
ballot box. That they weren't allowed to. So as a result, they intro-
duced this bill which would allow them to place them directly in the
ballot box, unless they wanted to give it to the moderator, i.e. handi-
capped or whatever, and allow them to put it in.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: It seems to me that Senator Heath has
raised a valid objection to this. I would encourage and hope that the
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Senator would offer a substitute motion. But as I understand we
have to first defeat this pending motion.
SENATOR HEATH: I would rise to speak against this bill. I don't
believe that any moderator could scan the ballot if he had it open and
memorize what each person did. The ballot is folded, if you follow
instructions, when you hand it to him. But I do believe that a person
could pocket some ballots and stuff the ballot box and the reason it is
handed off is so that somebody can determine that you are only giv-
ing one ballot per person. I think that in spite of the fact that some
people are intimidated or angered or insulted or whatever by hand-
ing it off that that is a valuable and important protection to our
democratic system, and the secret ballot and the sanctity of it. I
would urge this body to defeat this piece of legislation here and now.
I don't think that there is a good and sufficient reason for changing a
system that has worked well. We have had very little scandal. I don't
think I have ever heard of a time in the state of New Hampshire
when ballot boxes were stuffed, and I think this would open up that
possibility. I think it is too much of an opportunity to destroy a sys-
tem that works very well. I would urge defeat of the bill.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in support of HB 122. In fact, last ses-
sion I was asked by several of my constituents to put this bill in.
However, for certain reasons, I didn't get around to doing it. Never-
theless, I know a friend of mine, another Representative this year,
according to them, the people who asked me to, even the people in
Russia, they can vote for themselves. You don't have to give your
ballot to somebody else, and let him do it for you. Another thing, if
you are afraid of the guy that might be stuffing the ballot boxes,
maybe the moderator may have sticky little fingers so he can stuff it
himself if he feels like it, so it is a two way street. So I am speaking
for some of my constituents and I would like to see this bill passed as
written.
Division Vote.
Yeas: 7 Nays: 10
Ordered To Third Reading Fails.
Senator Bass moved Inexpedient To Legislate.
Adopted.
HB 122, IS INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE.
Senator Pressly opposed to the Inexpedient to Legislate motion for
HB 122.
Senators Pressly and Oleson in favor of HB 122.
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Recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
HB 154, an act relative to electing Belknap county commissioners
and relative to printing county convention proceedings in Belknap
county. Public Affairs committee. Ought lb Pass. Senator Bass for
the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill provides that in Belknap county, the
county commissioner terms will be staggered, which is the way it is
done in 8 of the other counties in the state. The testimony from the
sponsors and the folks from Belknap county indicated that they sup-
ported this bill. So I urge you support the committee recommenda-
tion of ought to pass.
SENATOR MCLANE: Mr. Bass, if I am opposed to the county com-
missioners staggering, how would I vote on this bill?
SENATOR BASS: Well, Mrs. McLane, you would vote no on the
motion, but that would be in conflict with what is done in your own
county of Merrimack.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Bass, forgive me for not under-
standing this bill totally, but does this not mean that you are actually
changing some constitutional terms of office here?
SENATOR BASS: If you are asking me whether or not the length of
term is set by the constitution for county officers, I am not under the
impression that that is the case. I would certainly suspect that if
there was some constitutional prohibition on limiting these terms, or
staggering the terms, you wouldn't have RSA 653:1, 1V(f), because
obviously all the other terms that are staggered are set by statute.
So I would assume that the constitution would hold up for all the
other counties in the state.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Could you tell me what other counties have
county commissioners that have terms of office for more than two
years?
SENATOR BASS: This is the process that is used in order to stag-
ger the terms. Senator Pressly, as it was done in eight of the ten.
There is no hidden agenda here to change in any way the length of
term for the county commissioners of Belknap county, permanently.
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Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I am just confused by this and I would like
some guidance from the other Senators. In my county, and I thought
it was by statute that every tenn of office is two years, and every
state election, every county commissioner comes up for re-election.
So this means in some counties, these commissioners will serve for
six year terms?
SENATOR BASS: May I respond to your question. Undoubtedly, in
Hillsborough county, in order to stagger the terms as they are now,
they had to have a point in which somebody was elected for two
years, and somebody for four years and somebody for six. This bill is
only going to create that on a one shot basis. So you don't end up
with only two county commissioners for a period of time, and then
only one county commissioner and then go back to three. It is a
mechanical thing. It is not a long term thing at all. It is the only way
you can create staggered terms, without reducing the number of
county commissioners during the process. It is a technical question.
And it must have happened sometime in the past in Hillsborough
county as well.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
KB 241, an act relative to the age requirement for retirement com-
munities. Public Affairs committee. Inexpedient lib Legislate. Sena-
tor Podles for the committee.
SENATOR PODLES: HB 241 changes the age requirement for re-
tirement communities. And also changes certain rules regarding oc-
cupancy. Part of this bill are already in another bill, and the rest of
the bill had no public support, so the committee recommends inexpe-
dient.
Committee Report Adopted.
HB 349, an act relative to the charter of the New Hampshire Cen-
tennial Home for the Aged. Public Affairs committee. Ought Ta
Pass. Senator Podles for the committee.
SENATOR PODLES: HB 349 authorizes the New Hampshire Cen-
tennial Home for the Aged to increase their hold of personal prop-
erty donations and legacies from $5,000,000 to $6,000,000. Their hold
of personal property is already allowed under their charter, so the
committee recommends ought to pass.
Adopted.
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Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 532, an act relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elec-
tions. Public Affairs committee. Ought Td Pass With Amendment.
Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill requires that cities or towns, when they
have more than one ballot, use different colored ballots. Apparently,
in the town of Enfield in a recent election, they had two different
ballots that were the same size and the same color. I have never
voted in an election where the ballots weren't a different color, but
the result was the tallies for the two different ballots didn't corres-
pond because somebody had left a ballot in a booth, because they
only voted one of the ballots and then somebody came in at a later
time, and voted two ballots that were the same vote. So they didn't
tally. And the way you avoid that is to have different color ballots,
given the fact that the moderator can't look at the ballot to see which
one it is, you have no way of knowing if an individual was voting two
ballots the same. The amendment was brought to us by Rep.
Krueger and members of the Claremont delegation. What this
amendment does is prohibit the holding of local elections on the
same day that you have a state election. Currently, in New Hamp-
shire law, every single municipality in the state is prohibited from
doing this except for four municipalities that were grandfathered in.
You may recall that in the city of Claremont last year, there were
some problems associated with their election because they had a
local election with a huge local ballot on election day, and it is consid-
ered to be one of the reasons there was a terrible error rate in their
last election. So the committee urges you adopt the amendment and
the bill with the committee report of ought to pass as amended.
Amendment to HB 532
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections and
relative to the time for holding town and district
business meetings and elections.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 Articles. Amend RSA 39:3 to read as follows:
39:3 Articles. Upon the written application of 25 or more regis-
tered voters or 2 percent of the registered voters in town, whichever
is less, presented to the selectmen or one of them not later than the
fifth Tuesday before the day prescribed for an annual [or biennial]
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meeting, the selectmen shall insert in their warrant for such meet-
ing the petitioned article with only such minor textual changes as
may be required. For the purposes of this section, the number of
registered voters in a town shall be the number of voters registered
prior to the last state general election. The right to have an article
inserted in the waiTant conferred by this section shall not be invali-
dated by the provisions of RSA 32. Upon the written application of
50 or more voters or 1/4 of the voters in town, whichever is fewer, so
presented not less than 60 days before the next annual meeting, the
selectmen shall warn a special meeting to act upon any question
specified in such application. The checklist for an annual or special
town meeting shall be corrected by the supervisors of the checklist
as provided in RSA 654:25-31, except that the session 3 weeks before
the meeting shall not be required. Those persons qualified to vote
whose names are on the corrected checklist shall be entitled to vote
at the meeting. The same checklist used at a recessed town meeting
shall be used at any reconvened session of the same town meeting.
5 Special Meeting. Amend RSA 39:4 to read as follows:
39:4 Special Meetings. The selectmen when calling a special town
meeting shall, within one week after posting the warrant therefor,
cause copy of said warrant to be published once in a newspaper of
general circulation in said town. In no event shall a special town
meeting be held on the biennial election day.
6 Special School Meeting. Amend RSA 197:2 to read as follows:
197:2 Special. A special meeting of a school district shall be held
whenever, in the opinion of the school board, there is occasion there-
for, or whenever 50 or more voters, or 1/4 of the voters of the dis-
trict, whichever is less, shall have made written application to the
school board therefor, setting forth the subject matter upon which
action is desired. In no event shall a special school district meet-
ing be held in conjunction with the biennial election.
7 New Paragraph; Tawn Election. Amend RSA 669:1 by inserting
after paragraph II the following new paragraph:
III. No town election shall be held in conjunction with the bien-
nial election.
8 School District Election. Amend RSA 671:2 to read as follows:
671:2 Election Dates. School district officers shall be elected ei-
ther at the town meeting as provided in RSA 671:22-26 or at an
annual meeting of the district, held between the dates set forth in
RSA 197:1. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no elec-
tion for school district officers shall be held in conjunction with
the biennial election.
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9 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill provides that if a city or town uses more than one ballot in
a municipal election, each ballot shall be a different color.
The bill also prohibits towns and districts from holding regular
business meetings or elections on biennial election day.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 542, an act relative to the time frame for submitting school dis-
trict meeting warrant articles and the number of petitioners neces-
sary to submit a warrant article. Public Affairs committee. Ought Tb
Pass. Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill allows proper time for the publication of
reports for business to be conducted at the annual school district
meeting, by requiring that warrant articles be submitted at least 30
days before the second Tuesday in March or the date prescribed for
the school district meeting, whichever is earlier. The bill also
changes the number of petitions on an application for a warrant arti-
cle from 10 to 25 votes or from 1/6 to 2 percent of the voters in the
school district. This is consistent with the numbers now used for
town meetings. The committee urges your adoption of the commit-
tee report of ought to pass.
Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 548, an act relative to the information required on checklists.
Public Affairs committee. Ought Td Pass With Amendment. Senator
Roberge for the committee.
SENATOR ROBERGE: HB 548 has to do with the fact that if you
have a restraining order, you can have your address eliminated from
the checklist. A lady came in and claimed that her former husband
who had been assaulting her, was able to get her address by looking
at the check list. The proposed amendment would have to do with
putting your town of domicile underneath your name on the ballot.
It has been pointed out to me that maybe we are premature with
that particular issue, in that we will be redistricting in the fall of this
coming year, and we should wait at least another year before initiat-
ing that kind of legislation.
Amendment to HB 548
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to the information required on checklists and
relative to the form of general election ballots.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 2 with the following:
2 Name and Domicile of Candidates Placed on General Election
Ballot. Amend RSA 656:4 to read as follows:
656:4 Name and Domicile. Every state general election ballot
shall contain the name and domicile of each candidate who has been
nominated in accordance with the election laws, except as hereinaf-
ter provided, and shall contain no other name except party appella-
tions. The names and addresses of the presidential electors shall not
be printed on the ballot, but, in lieu thereof, the names of a party's
candidates for president and vice-president shall be printed thereon
under the designation for "President and Vice-President of the
United States". If a nomination has been made by nomination pa-
pers, the words "Nom. Papers" shall be added to the name of the
political party.
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill eliminates the requirement that checklists include the ad-
dress of a voter, if the voter presents a valid protective order to the
supervisors of the checklist.
The bill also requires every state general election ballot to contain
the name and the domicile of each candidate.
Amendment Fails.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 621, an act relative to voting by absentee ballot. Public Affairs
committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Senator Cohen for the
committee.
SENATOR COHEN: This bill allows a voter who may be absent or
unable to vote in person on election day to vote by absentee ballot.
This is currently most often the case in most cities and towns. This
basically makes it legal. With the consent of the sponsor, we agreed
to delete section 4 which makes it easier for the supervisor of the
checklist, and deletes some possible confusion that they might have
had with regard to finding people, whether or not they voted on
election day. There was no opposition to this and the committee sug-
gests that it ought to pass.
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Amendment to HB 621-FN
Amend the bill by deleting section 4 and renumbering the original
sections 5 and 6 to read as 4 and 5 respectively.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows a voter who may be absent or unable to vote in
person on election day to vote by absentee ballot.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 624, an act relative to removing candidates' signs after an elec-
tion. Public Affairs committee. Inexpedient lb Legislate. Senator
Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: Although the sponsor of this bill had the greatest
of intentions, there are problems with allowing municipahties to
charge candidates $5.00 for the removal of signs that are not re-
moved within ten days after the election. Most notably, most of
these signs that are unaccounted for are on state rights-of-way, and I
really don't think the municipal people can go on the state right-of-
way and take the signs down anyway. But secondly, many times a
candidate doesn't know, near the end, where the signs are. It would
be ridiculous and absurd to expect a candidate to traverse, espe-
cially a losing candidate, every single road in the entire state of New
Hampshire to assure that all the signs were taken down, the penalty
of which could be the potential liability of $5.00 per sign. So, al-
though the committee thinks the sponsor has great intentions, the
committee feels the bill should be reported as inexpedient.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I just want to seize a few seconds to
speak to the matter of political advertising and whether or not it
should be allowed on public rights-of-way. Of course, under the law
as it is now written, it is not. But I would refer my friends to the
first article of our constitution, the Bill of Rights. "All men are born
equally free and independent, therefore all government of right orig-
inates from the people is founded in consent", etc. Founded in con-
sent, consent of the government is the foundation of our democratic
ideal. The way people express their consent is through elections. I
think it is a mistake that we have on our books a law that prevents
political advertising on public rights-of-way, except within a certain
radius of traffic signs. Next year, I am going to offer a bill to change
this. I don't know how far we will get, but I have never seen a politi-
cal sign that I regarded as ugly. Some of them aren't so artistic, but I
have never seen one that is ugly. Because for people to participate in
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the electoral process is a beautiful thing, however badly designed
their signs might be. I know it is not related to the matter before us,
but I thought it was an opportune moment to say that. And I hope
my colleagues will give it some thought over the summer, because I
am going to introduce a bill that says you can put political signs,
advertising signs, for limited periods of time on public rights of way
as long as they don't interfere with public safety in tenns of obscur-
ing signs.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I, too, would like to speak to this. I find
something rather appealing about this. And the reason being, I cer-
tainly support the usage of signs during a campaign. I think it is an
intricate part of everyone's campaign, the rub and the purpose of
this is that people don't take responsibility, the candidates in many
areas, do not take the responsibility to remove their signs after the
election. I consider that a few days after election, it is a matter of
littering. I rather like the $5.00 idea. And I would like to commend
the sponsor. I know that the committee and the Senate will probably
vote inexpedient, but I think there is something right about this and
I hope. Senator Humphrey, that you will take a look at how we can
enforce the removal of the signs, once the election is over. Once the
campaign is finished, the political signs should not become an eye-
sore in the community.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Pressly, I had what I call an ugly oc-
currence during my last election, where the person charged by the
state to oversee a section of highway decided, and this isn't rumor or
speculation, he decided, because he asked me about the second state
pay raise and was it true that I opposed it, I told him I opposed it,
and suddenly everyone of my signs in his district were one right-of-
ways and he was taking them down and breaking them and apolo-
gized, each time I proved as I did in some cases, that it wasn't on a
state right-of-way. How, under this legislation, would you prevent
the kind of mischief a person can do? They can go behind any of the
highway garages, and find these signs that they have taken down.
How would you prevent them from saying they took those out of an
area and were passing on charges to candidates that they didn't like?
Aren't you turning the rats loose on the grain bin?
SENATOR PRESSLY: I suggest. Senator Heath, that mischief will
prevail most everywhere.
SENATOR HEATH: Mischief, at $5.00 a copy, becomes more than
mischief, doesn't it?
SENATOR PRESSLY: I have heard your story and I have deep
compassion and sympathy for the situation that you have refer-
enced, and also in my district, we have fascinating stories of in-
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trigne, of cloak and dagger in the middle of the night, changes of
signs during campaigns. I agree that it is an absolutely fascinating
situation. It appeals to me to somehow penalize in anyway possible
having what I think, ten days after an election, all literature should
be removed. Not looking to cause you any additional grief. Senator
Heath. If anything else, we can lock up your signs so that no one can
get to them after the election. The point is, we have different topog-
raphy. In the country it is different than in the cities and in the cities
and towns you may have inches between one person's border and the
neighbors. So in the cities, the argument frequently is that sign on
Mr. Jone's property or Mr. Smith's property or Ms. Smith's property.
I know in the country it has more to do with the acres.
SENATOR HEATH: In my view, a lot of my signs during the in-
terim between elections reside in people's garages and different
areas. They are signs that I lost control of and knowledge of many
years ago. They come out during the elections. I have a hard time
driving around my district, hundreds of miles of roads, after the
election because I don't want to be accused of leaving signs out. In
fact, this year, I took them down before the general election, even
though I had a general election opponent. How, if I missed those
signs, can I be held responsible? I have heard rumors of two of my
signs still being up and I bet anybody to tell me the location, I'll take
them down, do whatever I want with them. But I want to find them
if they are still up. One allegedly is an arrow which isn't in my dis-
trict. I have never located it. And the other one is someplace around
the Ossipee area, and I cannot find and I have made an attempt,
because I am embarrassed if one of my signs is out there at this
point. Because I do think it is a disservice and an unsightly thing to
have political signs beyond that period. But how can I be responsible
if I can't locate those?
SENATOR PRESSLY: I am totally sympathetic with your dilemma
and the only thing that comes to mind, having heard of this problem
for the first time, is to do like we do with our wildlife, and to some-
how mark your signs so you can identify with a code number, sort of
like you put in the ear or band it or something, so you are able to
track each sign and you will be able to know where it is at all times.
SENATOR HEATH: I guess one final question is, is there not a
better way to combat work this legislation. Wouldn't it be better to
come back with something that is workable and fair and just.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I agree with that but may I also add that this
might be the perfect solution to your problem, because maybe it
would be worth the $5.00 to find them.
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Committee Report Adopted.
HB 754, an act relative to the duties of the secretary of state, the
election laws, and certain miscellaneous statutes. Public Affairs
committee. Ought lb Pass. Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill makes a series of very technical changes
in election laws and also certain duties of the secretary of state.
They relate to hours of polling, becoming a candidate, posting sam-
ple ballots, issuing certificates of election. Another part changes the
application procedure, by a notary public, selling privileges for
hawkers and peddlers, and the distribution of annual reports by
county commissioners. The committee urges your adoption of the
committee report of ought to pass. I would be glad to any answer a
question for Senator Nelson.
SENATOR NELSON: What is the notary public change? Is it in the
amendment?
SENATOR BASS: There is no amendment, Senator Nelson. The
committee recommendation is ought to pass. The part that involves
notary publics is basically an effort to bring the state law into con-
formity with a U.S. Supreme Court decision which says that you
cannot have residency requirements for notary publics. On page 4,
paragi'aph 7, the old language is "have been a registered voter of this
state for at least three years immediately preceding the date of ap-
plication", that is the part that is in conflict and it changes the lan-
guage to "be a resident of this state". The point that was brought to
us by the secretary of state's office is whether you like it or not, we
are going to do it because the existing language isn't enforceable
anyway.
SENATOR NELSON: Just a question about the polling hours, on
page 5. I just wanted to make sure was this intended to have some
sort of uniformity or what?
SENATOR BASS: Currently, Senator Nelson, in the last biennium,
we passed a bill that required that polls be open for a specified pe-
riod of time from 11:00 to 7:00. All this says is that the cities shall
post notices at least thirty days prior to a state election. It does
nothing more than that. The towns do it already.
SENATOR NELSON: It doesn't say that they have to post it.
SENATOR BASS: It doesn't. It says they shall determine, it doesn't
say anything about posting.
Adopted.
Ordered T) Third Reading.
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HCR 8, an act urging Channel 8 (WMTW) of Auburn, Maine to pro-
vide coverage of New Hampshire news and events to allow another
television channel to provide such coverage to broadcast from the
Mt. Washington summit. Public Affairs committee. Ought Tb Pass.
Senator W. King for the committee.
Recess.
President Dupont in the Chair
SENATOR W. KING: This resolution calls on channel 8 television in
Poland Springs, Maine to carry more New Hampshire news cover-
age. Channel 8 is the primary source of news for most people who
live in the northern part of the state of New Hampshire, and they
carry very little in the way of coverage about news that goes on in
New Hampshire. Just so you don't misunderstand, channel 9 does
reach Rumney, it just doesn't reach above the Notch. They say word
of mouth loses it vdnd through the Notch, well radio and television
waves also lose their strength through the Notch. This resolution
really calls on them to do a better job of serving the people in the
northern part of the state of New Hampshire, with New Hampshire
news.
Senator Podles moved to have HCR 8, Laid On The Ikble.
Adopted.
HCR 8, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Bass moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended to
dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar, and
that HB 525-FN, before the Senate at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 525: relative to appealing recounts in tovra elections. Inexpedi-
ent to Legislate. Senator Bass for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: Presently, when a town has a problem and a re-
count is requested and the results of the recount are contested by
either parties, the recount goes to the Superior Court. This bill pro-
vides that the appeal must be made to the ballot law commission.
This bill was generated as a result of a problem that occurred appar-
ently in Goffstown where a recount was appealed and the Superior
Court took an unusually long time to consider this recount. If the
sponsors think that it takes a while to get it through Superior Court,
they ought to try the ballot law commission. Because that is just as
slow. Furthermore, this bill would cost the municipalities funds, be-
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cause they would have to pay for the recount, rather than getting it
free from the courts. And, furthermore, it would adversely affect
those towns that are far away from Concord, because they would
have to bring their recounts dowTi here, where now they can go to
the Superior Court. The committee urges your adoption of the com-
mittee report of inexpedient.
Committee report Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Bass moved that the rules of the Senate be suspended so far
as to dispense with the notice of the committee report in the calen-
dar and that HB 243 be before the Senate at the present time and
that the bill be on second reading at the present time.
Adopted.
HB 243: relative to the number of signatures required to place a
petitioned article on the warrant. Ought to Pass. Senator Bass for
the committee.
SENATOR BASS: This bill adds to the current requirement that in
order to get a warrant article presented, you must have 25 or more
registered voters, or two percent of the registered voters in town,
whichever is less. It was brought to the attention of the general
court that there were some municipalities that were so small that a
very few number of individuals could bring nuisance warrants to the
attention of the voters. So as a result, the sponsor of this bill, urged
us to support the bill which would require that at least ten people
sign a petition to get a warrant article, which by the way was the old
law, prior to 1989.
Ordered to Third Reading.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Hollingworth moved to have HB 583-FN, relative to carry-
ing pistols and revolvers, Tkken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 583-FN: relative to carrying pistols and revolvers. Ought to
Pass with Amendment. Senator McLane for the committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: That is the bill that doubles the time be-
tween when one would have to carry a concealed weapon from two
to four years. It also doubles the fee, so that it would make it easier
for town clerks to register these guns. It would also be easier for
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people, who oftentimes, forget every two years. There was a section
of the bill that called for life-time pistol permits after one had regis-
tered your permit for eight years in a row. We decided that a four
year check by the town authorities on the people who had permits to
carry concealed weapons was appropriate, and the amendment
takes out that section of the bill that called for lifetime permits for
carrying concealed weapons.
Amendment Adopted.
Amendment to HB 583-FN
Amend RSA 159:6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
159:6 License to Carry. The selectmen of a town or the mayor or
chief of police of a city or some full-time police officer designated by
them respectively, upon application of any resident of said town or
city, or the director of state police, or some person designated by
him, upon application of a nonresident, shall issue a license to such
applicant authorizing him to carry a loaded pistol or revolver in this
state for not more than [2] 4 years from the date of issue, if it ap-
pears that the applicant has good reason to fear injury to his person
or property or has any proper purpose, and that he is a suitable
person to be licensed. Hunting or target shooting shall be consid-
ered a proper purpose. The license shall be in duplicate and shall
bear the name, address, description and signature of the licensee.
The original thereof shall be delivered to the licensee and the dupli-
cate shall be preserved by the people issuing the same for [2] 4
years. [The license! All licenses shall be issued within 14 days after
application therefore, and, if such application is denied, the reason
for such denial shall be stated in writing, the original of which such
writing shall be delivered to the applicant, and a copy thereof kept in
the office of the person to whom the application was made. The fee
for licenses issued to residents of the state shall be [$4] $8, which fee
shall be for the use of the law enforcement department of the town
granting said licenses; the fee for licenses granted to out-of-state
residents shall be [$10] $20, which fee shall be for the use of the
state. The director of state police is hereby authorized and directed
to prepare forms for the licenses required under this chapter and
forms for the application for such licenses and to supply the same
to officials of the cities and towns authorized to issue said licenses.
No other forms shall be used by officials of cities and towns. The
cost of said forms shall be paid out of the fees received from nonresi-
dent licenses.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the term of licenses granted to residents to
carry loaded pistols and revolvers from 2 years to 4 years. The bill
raises resident fees for such licenses from $4 to $8 and nonresident
fees for such licenses from $10 to $20. The bill requires town and city
officials to use forms for license applications and licenses provided
by the director of the division of state poUce.
Committee Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: This amendment was a bill that
was brought in at the request of the police chiefs that would require
somebody who was carrying a concealed weapon to have on his per-
son some photo ID. This was passed through the Judiciary with the
amendment by the gun association presented by Senator Heath, and
addressed some of the concerns that the gun association had with
the original bill. This is the amendment that was approved by the
Senate Judiciary and the Senate. When it went into the House, Pub-
lic Protection told me they would rather I attached it to this bill, HB
583, rather than pass my bill. They said they felt sure that the Sen-
ate would see it their way. So they killed my bill and I am asking you
at this time to pass this amended version that allows for anyone who
is carrying a concealed weapon to have on his person a photo ID of
some sort. This bill is agreed on by both the police chiefs and the gun
association. I hope you can see fit to pass this with further amend-
ment.
Senator Hollingworth offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 583-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Licenses to Carry Firearms. Amend RSA 159:6 to read as fol-
lows:
159:6 License to Carry; Penalty.
L The selectmen of a town or the mayor or chief of police of a city
or some full-time police officer designated by them respectively,
upon application of any resident of said town or city, or the director
of state police, or some person designated by him, upon application
of a nonresident, shall issue a license to such applicant authorizing
him to carry a loaded pistol or revolver in this state for not more
than [2] 4 years from the date of issue, if it appears that the applicant
has good reason to fear injury to his person or property or has any
proper purpose, and that he is a suitable person to be licensed.
Hunting or target shooting shall be considered a proper purpose.
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II. The license shall be in duplicate and shall bear the name,
address, description and signature of the licensee. The original
thereof shall be delivered to the licensee and the duplicate shall be
preserved by the people issuing the same for [2] 4 years. [The li-
cense] All licenses shall be issued within 14 days after application
therefor, and, if [such] an application is denied, the reason for such
denial shall be stated in writing, the original of which such writing
shall be delivered to the applicant, and a copy thereof kept in the
office of the person to whom the application was made. The fee for
hcenses issued to residents of the state shall be [$4] $8, which fee
shall be for the use of the law enforcement department of the town
granting said licenses; the fee for licenses granted to out-of-state
residents shall be [$10] $20, which fee shall be for the use of the
state. The director of state police is hereby authorized and directed
to prepare forms for the licenses required under this chapter and
forms for the application for such licenses and to supply the same
to officials of the cities and towns authorized to issue said licenses.
No other forms shall be used by officials of cities and towns. The
cost of said forms shall be paid out of the fees received from nonresi-
dent licenses.
III. A person licensed under this section shall carry his li-
cense upon his person along with any one of the following 3
forms of photographic identification:
(a) A passport;
(b) A driver's license; or
(c) A photographic identity card issued by the department
of safety;
Whenever he is carrying a loaded pistol or revolver or he shall be
guilty of a violation. No person charged with a violation of this
section shall be convicted if, within a period of 48 hours, he pro-
duces in the office of the summoning officer evidence that he
held a valid license which was in effect at the time of his sum-
mons.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the term of licenses granted to residents to
carry loaded pistols and revolvers from 2 years to 4 years. The bill
raises resident fees for such licenses from $4 to $8 and nonresident
fees for such licenses from $10 to $20. The bill requires town and city
officials to use forms for license applications and licenses provided
by the director of the division of state police.
This bill requires a person licensed to carry a loaded pistol or re-
volver to carry such license, along with a form of photo identifica-
tion, whenever he is carrying a loaded pistol or revolver.
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Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading,
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Heath moved to have HB 603-FN, an act to establish a man-
dates task force to recommend modification or repeal of those un-
funded mandates imposed upon municipalities and school districts,
Taken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 603-FN, an act to establish a mandates task force to recommend
modification or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon
municipalities and school districts. Executive Departments, Ought
to Pass. Senator Bass for the committee.
Senator Bass offered a floor amendment on behalf of Senator Heath.
SENATOR HEATH: Inadvertently, the amendment was drafted
with Senator Bass' name on it, but it is just as well because he will
lend a lot of credence and prestige to this. The amendment is a bill
that we passed in this body, I think unanimously, that set up a com-
mission at no cost to the state. The job of the commission was to
suggest on an ongoing basis, mandates that we had enacted earlier
that we could repeal. It gave representation to people in education,
and municipal and county officials to come back and say we don't
need these, these are mandates that cost us money, but repeal them.
But the House, being, I guess, in the silly session, put this bill to
study. They said there was a lot of unanswered questions. It is a
pretty clear, straightforward bill, and we felt that this would be an
appropriate vehicle to return this bill for their reconsideration. And
that is why, earlier today, we tabled this bill which has to do with
mandates and a task force, so we could add our position one more
time, so they could reexamine that, I would urge you to support the
floor amendment as you did originally on the original legislation as it
left here,
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Heath, just a technicality
I noticed, and it probably was in the other bill the same way as this
is, the appointments are by the Governor and Council and I was
wondering why there would not be someone appointed by the
Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate?
SENATOR HEATH: I guess because they are going to be recom-
mended back to the Legislature, and I am trying to remember back
to the drafting. We simply wanted people from these communities —
the counties, the schools, the education groups as well as the school
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boards — and the town workers would come back to us. If the ap-
pointments came from the legislative body, then you have a sort of
incestuous thing and this gives them an appointment outside of this
body to come back to make recommendations for repeal of mandates
to this body.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: My problem is, I spent the good
part of the day downstairs and found that the Governor was again
attempting to mandate things back to the local units of government.
And I have a little bit of fear in my heart that his appointments will
represent his desire to again mandate things back to the local units
of government. So I am asking you, can we be assured that the peo-
ple he is going to select are going to be looking at mandates in a
serious fashion?
SENATOR HEATH: I can't imagine that he wouldn't select people
who would be looking at repealing mandates. This only looks at man-
dates that they want to repeal. And these are the groups that have
said, we can't contain our costs and property tax unless you repeal
mandates or fund them. Well, we have tried to address the funding,
but this addresses the ones that can be repealed, the easy part. Re-
peal mandates that they don't want. The appointment authority,
frankly, doesn't bother me. The Governor didn't request this, this is
my own request. The point is the people from these communities can
come forward and say these we don't need and suggest them to us.
And then we look them over in the normal fashion. I don't see how
he can run an agenda. If he were to nominate people who didn't want
any repeals, nothing happens. If he were to nominate people who did
want repeals, it would come before the legislature. My guess is, if he
doesn't take any position, no knowing what would be repealed, I am
guessing that everybody will find some attractiveness in some of the
suggested repeals and no attractiveness in others. So I think it is
more important what community they come out of. And this comes
out of the communities that are setting property taxes for us around
the state. I think it is a win-win situation, honestly. If you want to
give appointments to House leadership and Senate leadership, if it is
that important to you, that doesn't bother me.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Then you wouldn't mind if we could
make an agreeable amendment to allow two members to be ap-
pointed by the Speaker of the House and one by the President of the
Senate.
SENATOR HEATH: I would want equality between the Senate
President and the Speaker of the House. If they have two, I would
want two. However, I would want those appointments specified as to
what communities, I don't want to see legislators on this. I want
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them to come to us. I don't know that there is no unrepresented
branch. If you want to give half of the appointments, in other words
there are two county commissioners, we'll have one from each and
make it three county commissioners. That wouldn't bother me.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Well, I would like to, if we could
have an amendment, do just that.
SENATOR HEATH: Time is the only interest.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: All you would be saying, instead of
two county commissioners, you would be saying three, one ap-
pointed by the Speaker of the House, one by the President of the
Senate and one by the Governor. That is not a tough amendment.
And you would do that all the way down. It is quite easy.
SENATOR HEATH: If the Senate President would allow that as an
understood amendment on the floor, in the interest of time, I person-
ally would have no objection to move each one to three and make one
appointment by each of the three individuals.
Recess,
Out of Recess.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: The Senate will indulge the adoption of an
amendment without having it come through Legislative Services.
SENATOR HEATH: For the record, I would change each appoint-
ment to three people instead of two, two persons representing the
New Hampshire Municipal Association, I would change to three and
appointed by Governor and Council, I would change to one ap-
pointed by the Speaker, one appointed by the Senate President and
one appointed by Governor and Council, and so on. With B — two
county commissioners changed to three, one appointed by each of
those three. C — two appointed school board members changed to
three, one appointed by each of the three. And D — the same way.
And with that I would offer this floor amendment, otherwise, as is.
SENATE CLERK: Chapter 19-D, I-a would become three persons
representing the New Hampshire Municipal Association, one ap-
pointed by the Governor, one by the Senate President and one by the
Speaker of the House.
b) would become three county commissioners representing New
Hampshire Association of Counties, one appointed by the Governor
and Council, one appointed by the President and one appointed by
the Speaker.
c) would become three school board members, one appointed by
the Governor and Council, one appointed by the President, and one
by the Speaker.
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d) would become three teachers in New Hampshire, one appointed
by the Governor and Council, one appointed the President and one
appointed by the Speaker.
The question is on the amendment as offered by Senator Heath with
the changes expressed by Senator Heath and reported by the Sen-
ate Clerk.
SENATOR W. KING: Very quickly. As somebody who had his head
handed to him two years ago on this very same issue, it is nice that
we are debating which one of these amendments we are going to be
adopting, rather than debating whether we ought to be talking
about this. I think the amendment that Senator Heath and Senator
Hollingworth have just put together on the floor is acceptable to me
as a person who was supposed to sign on to this bill but didn't be-
cause of a glitch.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Heath, mandates — does that
mean mandates since the constitutional revision or amendment or
does it mean mandates from forty years ago?
SENATOR HEATH: Any mandate. These people can suggest for
repeal any mandate that exists in New Hampshire law.
Senator Heath offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to KB 603-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
to establish a mandates task force to recommend modification
or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon
municipalities and school districts and
establishing a commission to study
and recommend elimination of
state-mandated programs.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 7 the following and re-
numbering the original section 8 to read as 9:
8 New Chapter; Commission on State-Mandated Programs and
Responsibilities. Amend RSA by inserting after chapter 19-C the
following new chapter:
CHAPTER 19-D
COMMISSION ON STATE-MANDATED PROGRAMS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
19-D:1 Commission Established; Duties.
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I. A commission is hereby established to identify programs or
responsibilities mandated or assigned by the state to political subdi-
visions which the commission may recommend for elimination from
law.
(a) Two persons representing the New Hampshire Municipal
Association, appointed by the governor and council.
Ob) Two county commissioners representing the New Hamp-
shire Association of Counties, appointed by the governor and coun-
cil.
(c) Two school board members, appointed by the governor and
council.
(d) Two teachers in New Hampshire, appointed by the gover-
nor and council.
II. The members of the commission shall receive no compensa-
tion.
19-D:2 Initial Meeting. The committee shall hold its first meeting
within 30 days of the effective date of this act and be called by the
first named county commissioner. The committee shall choose a
chairperson at its first meeting.
19-D:3 Report. The commission shall submit a report on a quar-
terly basis to the speaker of the house, the senate president, the
governor, and the appropriate standing legislative committees with
recommendations for repealing programs or responsibilities. For the
purposes of this section, the appropriate standing legislative com-
mittees shall be the committee of each house which has legislative
jurisdiction over the program or responsibility. The initial report
shall be submitted on or before January 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill creates a task force to identify mandated responsibilities
imposed by the state and federal governments upon municipalities
and school districts, and to make recommendations for the modifica-
tion or repeal of those mandates which are clearly unfunded by any
political subdivision other than the municipalities or school districts.
This bill also establishes a commission to identify mandated or
assigned programs or responsibilities which the commission may
recommend for elimination from law. The commission is composed of
members of the New Hampshire Municipal Association, the New
Hampshire Association of Counties, New Hampshire school board
members and New Hampshire school teachers.
On a quarterly basis the commission shall report to the speaker of
the house, the senate president, the governor and the appropriate
standing legislative committees and recommend the repeal of cer-
tain programs or responsibilities.
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Floor Amended Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Heath moved to have HB 517, an act relative to watercraft
safety, Tkken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 517, an act relative to watercraft safety. Wildlife & Recreation
committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Colantuono
for the committee.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: This amendment simply takes out
paragraph one of the original bill which I had a problem with be-
cause I believed it allowed an unconstitutional warrantless search by
the commissioner of any premises that sells boats. I believe some of
the people on the committee agreed with this, and so I would there-
fore move the amendment.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Colantuono, I, too, read the Su-
preme Court decision that dealt with this warrantless search. But it
occurs to me that the fact that the boat dealers were in favor of this
section, what happens if a boat dealer gives permission to an inspec-
tor to come in and not enter boat but to check the hull identification?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I believe that if the check could be
made without looking into any private area, the consent search
would probably be upheld by a court, without knowing more of the
facts and details. But if it required any kind of searching going un-
der or looking behind something, etc., that might not suffice. But in
general, a consent search of the premise of the store owner would
cover any search made within the premises.
SENATOR MCLANE: That I understand from reading that Su-
preme Court decision. And I guess what I would really like to know
is, can the Department of Safety still, given the permission of a boat
dealer, go and look for certain numbers and seeing those numbers,
put a warrant on the person for having a stolen boat, if they have
permission and if they haven't invaded the boat. I guess I would like
to give an example. Suppose a red boat with a sixty horsepower
motor is missing. And the Department of Safety is walking along a
bank of boats in a marina and they see that boat. Can't they go and
look at the number?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, I beheve they would have that
power out in a marina, because it is in open view, provided they have
the legal right to be on the property.
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SENATOR MCLANE: Yes, provided they have the permission of
the owner of the marina to be there.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes. That would be under the plain
view exception.
SENATOR MCLANE: Okay, I just wanted all that in the record.
Senator Colantuono offered a floor amendment.
Amendment to HB 517-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 6 with the following:
6 Effective Date.
L Section 4 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
IL The remainder of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Amend the bill by deleting section 1 and renumbering sections 2-6
to read as 1-5, respectively.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill permits the commissioner of safety to revoke the privilege
to operate or register a boat.
This bill also prohibits the sale of boats which are unequipped with
muffling devices and allows the commissioner to waive certain ad-
ministrative penalties for violations of boating laws and rules. It es-
tablishes criminal penalties for certain boating offenses.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 262-FN
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 6 with the following:
7 Contingency Renumbering. If any other act of the 1991 regular
session of the general court which contains an amendment to RSA
6:12, 1 which inserts any new subparagraph into paragraph I of such
section becomes law, the director of legislative services is authorized
to make any technical changes to the numbering in any bill sections
or RSA sections inserted by this or any other act as necessary to
conform said sections to proper bill or RSA format. Any such
changes shall be subject to the approval of the president of the sen-
ate and the speaker of the house of representatives. The authority
granted under this section shall not include the power to make any
substantive changes and shall expire upon printing of the 1991 ses-
sion laws.
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8 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 683-FN-A
Amend lines 2-3 of section 6 of the bill by replacing them with the
following:
force for the purposes of this act for the biennium ending June 30,
1993. This appropriation shall be a charge against the highway fund.
Adopted.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SENATOR COLANTUONO (Rule #44): I rise under Rule 44 to dis-
cuss the already much discussed HB 298, an act to lower the level
from .10 to .08. 1 am a cosponsor of that bill and I have been thinking
a lot about that legislation and how we can get it moved off the table
and have some action taken on it during this session. I would like any
of my colleagues in the Senate who are opposed to this bill, to bring
the points of why they are opposed to it, to me to discuss them. I
have heard some various ideas that it could hurt the hospitality in-
dustry, that it doesn't address the real problem with the drunks on
the road, and won't get them off the road. But I think there are good
answers to all those arguments. If there are other arguments, I
would like to know those, too, so that they could be effectively an-
swered. But, certainly, the testimony in the committee was that
when Maine voted their law in to move down to .08, there was, in
fact, no effect on the net profit of the hospitality or the liquor indus-
tries, or the beer. And, with regard to the claim that this won't do
anything to get the real drunks off the road, that is true, but it is
always true that criminal laws do not deter one hundred percent. We
have murder laws, but murders still get committed. That is no argu-
ment for getting rid of the laws, it just simply means that we should
better enforce them. But the point, and the reason, for moving down
to .08, I believe, is because it will have a tremendous impact on the
aggregate public safety out on the highways. If you look at an aver-
age Friday or Saturday, you can probably guess that there might be
ten or twenty thousand people out there actively drinking. And if
only half of them decide to have one or two fewer drinks because of
this law, there will be a tremendous impact upon the public safety on
our highways. That alone should be reason enough to pass this bill. I
think that the people of the state on this important issue have a right
to know how their Senators feel and how they want to vote and that
alone should be another reason to take this bill off the table and have
a vote — up or down — on the record so everyone knows how every
Senator feels about this bill.
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RULE 44
SENATOR DELAHUNTY (Rule #44): Senator Colantuono has
made mention, two or three times, in his presentation that there is a
concern out there about the cost of profit that this proposal may cost
the hospitality association. I don't think in any discussions that I
have heard or ever heard that factor has come into my discussion or
my thinking. Furthermore, I can honestly tell you that I have never,
ever been contacted or solicited by anybody from the hospitality
association or the malt beverage association, or anybody else, for my
position on this particular legislation. I have been contacted by sev-
eral chiefs of police in my district, several concerned citizens, and
have had conferences with these people at different times, and tried
to explain my position as to why I am opposed to knocking the alco-
hol level down to .08. Not opposed to taking it off the table and
voting it up or down, because I agree that maybe we should do that
and get it over with, one way or the other. I have been accused, and I
think many of us have by the Union Leader, of being the bad guys
and making sure that our voters know how we voted on this issue.
But my position is this. I think at some point, we as legislators, may
be going too far and may be intruding on the privacy of the lives of
certain individuals. In this particular case, you may be hurting more
people than you are helping. Because we have many law-abiding citi-
zens who enjoy going out and enjoy having a drink or two drinks or
three drinks or whatever, and they do fine and it doesn't necessarily
impair their driving ability, and why should they be punished when
people say the message is already out there. People are saying we
are trying to get the message out. The message is out there now.
The movement is in the right direction. The consumption of alcohol
is going down. I agree that the people we are trying to reach, I don't
think we are going to be able to reach with this legislation. I have
been told by several that the legislation is intended or been proposed
because the judges don't impose the current .10. If that is the case,
then we should go after the judicial system. I just think, at some
point, our society warrants being given credit for not being all that
bad and not have us police their lives and try to tell everybody what
we think is good for them and what we think they should do. I have
seen no statistics and heard none that show me that passage of this
legislation will be substantially meaningful. If there are some, I
would be happy to listen to them, but nobody has told me or tried to
tell me that dropping the alcohol level from .10 to .08 is going to
make a major difference in how many lives that is going to save or
what it is intended to do. The message is out there now. Your deal-
ers, whether they be in the liquor industry or whether they be rep-
resentatives or salesmen or restaurateurs or they run bars, or what
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have you, the whole scene is going in the right direction. I don't
think we are going to get any more of a message out there now than
is out there and I don't think we are going to hit the people that we
are trying to hit. But, I do appreciate what you are trying to do, I
just don't think it is the right legislation.
RULE 44
SENATOR HUMPHREY (Rule #44): I disagree with the conclu-
sions reached by Senator Delahunty, but I must say I respect him
immensely for standing up to state his reasons in opposition to this
bill. The bill has not been that much debated. It was tabled rather
preemptorily, I thought, when it first came up. It was tabled to the
surprise of at least this Senator and I think others, before we had
had a chance to offer our thoughts. The only thoughts this Senator
has had the opportunity to offer were under Rule 44 and again that
is the situation again today. I would like to suggest that at the very
least, the Senate owes that we members of the Senate owe it to our
constituents to get this bill off the table and voted upon one way or
another. The image that we project when we sweep under the rug or
close in a closet a bill that directly relates to public safety and in
which the public, by now over the last ten or twelve days have devel-
oped a substantial interest, is not a flattering image. So I would
argue that we take it off the table, that we debate it fully. We have
not yet had anything approaching a full debate. As to the bill itself, I
think the recommendations of the Governor's Iksk Force to prevent
impaired driving speaks for itself. And one of the cardinal recom-
mendations is to reduce the legal blood alcohol level from .10 to .08.
The Governor's commission is not alone in that recommendation. It
is supported by the Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving. The
American Medical Association, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, the National Safety Council, the United States Sur-
geon General, the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and
Ordinances, the American Spinal Injury Association, Mothers
Against Drunk Driving. Earlier today, one of our colleagues cited
the injury statistics related to fireworks. Well, I would like to cite
the injury statistics related to drunk driving. I would like to suggest
that people who are under the influence of alcohol and driving on our
highways represent a vastly greater danger to public safety, includ-
ing the welfare and the well being and the lives of innocent parties
than do fireworks — vastly greater threat. I think the statistics bear
out that contention. Mr. President, I want to cite the accident statis-
tics in connection with alcohol related traffic accidents in our state
over the last couple of years. These are alcohol related statistics for
the years 1987, 88, 89 and 90. In 1987, 65 people died on our high-
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ways in alcohol related accidents; 58 in 1988; 68 in 1989. Or, if you use
the lower .04 level that we impose on commercial drivers, 73 died in
alcohol related accidents in 1989; and in 1990, 56. It has been some-
thing of a rollercoaster, but always 50-60 plus people have died in
alcohol related accidents every year. Oddly enough, I find that the
state doesn't keep statistics in connection with alcohol related inju-
ries. However, the total injuries in 1987 was close to 12,000. If you
take the percentage of total fatalities related to alcohol, which is
about 30 percent, and apply that to the total injuries, you come up
with 3 or 4 thousand. That is pretty consistent, year in and year out,
over the last four years. Three or four thousand people injured in
alcohol related accidents. That far exceeds, as I understand it, the
injuries in connection with fireworks. I am not suggesting that being
injured by fireworks is any less unpleasant than being injured by a
drunk driver. But, the point is the Senate took a very hardnosed
attitude towards fireworks. I am just suggesting that we ought to do
the same thing with regards to the blood alcohol level. I urge Sena-
tors to support taking this off the table, and I urge the Senate Presi-
dent to cast a vote on the question of whether to take it off the table.
I urge the Senate President to take a leadership role in taking this
off the table and passing it and enacting it into law.
RULE 44
SENATOR W. KING (Rule #44): I will be very brief on this but since
Senator Humphrey has urged us to get up and state some of our
reasons why we have kept this bill on the table, I would like to say
that from the point of view of somebody who is working on the Sen-
ate Finance committee, I look at the House budget that was passed
over to us where we are talking about having to find an additional
$40,000,000 that the House didn't fund to deal with issues like immu-
nization, and Head Start that was funded. To deal with all the issues
in the budget that we have had a terrible time dealing with. One of
the reasons that we have had a terrible time, not only this year but
in the past, in providing those kinds of preventive services that save
money in the long run is because there are certain extraordinary
costs that we must bear in government. And one of those is indigent
defense. When somebody is charged with a misdemeanor, the state
of New Hampshire, under the United States Constitution, is obli-
gated to pay for that person's defense. This bill will have a significant
affect on indigent defense costs to the state. Significant. So if you
are willing to give up other things, as the Governor has suggested,
just to make $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 worth or further cuts some-
place else, then you should vote to take this off the table. Or if you
are willing to spend $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 more down to be paid
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by property taxpayers, as the Governor has recently suggested,
then you should vote to take this off the table. But until we deal with
that issue, I am going to vote to keep it on the table.
RULE 44
PRESIDENT DUPONT (Rule #44): If I could just add a few more
things, not to the .08, but about the budget. Senate Finance has
agreed to sit downstairs for three days to allow the Senate the op-
portunity to express its opinion on the proposals that they are mak-
ing. And as I have indicated in previous discussions that we have
had, there is no greater crisis facing the state of New Hampshire at
the present time and we as Legislators and the whole issue of what
we are going to do with the state budget. So I again urge all of those
who have an interest in working on the budget, constructively work-
ing on the budget, to try and spend some time with Senate Finance
working with them to help put together a package that hopefully the
Senate can show some leadership on.
RULE 44
SENATOR ST. JEAN (Rule #44): I would like to address HB 298. I
have listened to Senator Humphrey and Senator Colantuono. What
they have said bears some merit. I think the time has come when we
ought to vote this bill up or down. I think it should be a time certain.
A time certain is our next day in session. We will give our reasons
why we oppose this legislation and those on the other side will tell us
their side of the story. I don't think this ought to go on ad infinitum
and the time has come that we vote it up or down on a roll call vote.
So I would suggest that this Senator will vote to take it off the table
for a time certain next week when we are in session.
Recess.
Out of Recess.
Third Reading and Final Passage
HB 62, an act relative to retirement allowances under the New
Hampshire retirement system.
HB 137-FN, an act relative to railroad rights-of-way.
HB 154, an act relative to electing Belknap county commissioners
and relative to printing county convention proceedings in Belknap
county.
HB 171-FN, relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain"
and relative to the Conway village fire district and making an appro-
priation therefor.
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HB 193-FN, relative to lease-purchase agreements for district
courthouses, meetings of the Auburn District Court, study commit-
tees on the district courts, and making a supplemental appropriation
for renovation of the Rochester Post Office as a district court facility.
HB 243, relative to the number of signatures required to place a
petitioned article on the warrant.
HB 248-FN, an act relative to developments having regional impact.
HB 328-A, relative to a new Manchester district court facility and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 349, an act relative to the charter of the New Hampshire Cen-
tennial Home for the Aged.
HB 391, an act to permit the adoption of impact fees as part of a
zoning ordinance.
HB 434, an act relative to the procedure for planning boards to re-
voke approval of recorded plats.
HB 443, an act relative to shoreland protection and making an ap-
propriation therefor and relative to pesticide applications.
HB 451-FN, an act relative to the licensing of residential care and
health facilities and establishing a committee to study RSA 151:21.
HB 517, relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
HB 523-FN, an act relative to local cease and desist orders for zon-
ing, planning and code violations.
HB 532, relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections
and relative to the time for holding town and district business meet-
ings and elections.
HB 542, an act relative to the time frame for submitting school dis-
trict meeting warrant articles and the number of petitioners neces-
sary to submit a warrant article.
HB 548, an act relative to the information required on checklists.
HB 577, relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on
plats or applications accepted by a planning board and relative to the
Pease development authority.
HB 581, an act relative to personal property of tenants.
HB 583, relative to carrying pistols and revolvers,
HB 603-FN, to establish a mandates task force to recommend modi-
fication or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon munici-
palities and school districts and establishing a commission to study
and recommend elimination of state-mandated programs.
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HB 610, establishing a committee to study means of approving pro-
grams for collecting the fines and fees imposed by the state.
HB 621, an act relative to voting by absentee ballot.
HB 633, an act to clarify the handling of administrative fees re-
quired by local land use boards, relative to elected planning board
members, and relative to the definition of "mayor" for planning and
zoning purposes.
HB 691-FN, an act relative to licensing and certification of real es-
tate appraisers and licensing private detectives.
HB 720-FN, relative to fireworks.
HB 736-FN, an act relative to energy facility siting, licensing and
operation.
HB 754, an act relative to the duties of the secretary of state, the
election laws, and certain miscellaneous statutes.
HB 757-FN, an act repealing the law relative to employment offices.
Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess to the Call of the Chair for the sole pur-




Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Tuesday,
May 28, 1991 at 10:00 a.m.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION




The Senate met at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
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Let us pray. Lord, we memorialize all those who gave their lives in
all the wars in the history of our country. Especially the five hon-
ored deadfrom New Haynpshire in the Persian Gulf the most recent
conflict. Now to our own problems. The budget and all other legisla-
tion which need to be settled. Bless us Lord, as we worry through
them!!! Amen.
Sen. J. King led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
PRESIDENT DUPONT: We are honored today to have a special
guest. I would like Senator Disnard to do the introduction at the
present time.
SENATOR DISNARD: Thank you, Mr. President, fellow Senators.
It is my distinct honor to introduce to us the former Senator from
Massachussetts. He has thrown his hat in the ring as President of
this great country, Senator Paul Tsongas.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, we appreciate your joining us to-
day. We also, I think as a state, appreciate your getting our Presi-
dential primary moving. We've been somewhat lonely in New
Hampshire because of the lack of activity and we certainly appreci-
ate your willingness to get the others started. Senator Tsongas, if
you would like to address the body, we usually allow the courtesy to
our Presidential candidates to have the opportunity, if you would
like to give us a couple of minutes, we would certainly allow you the
opportunity.
SENATOR PAUL TSONGAS: Good morning. I am used to standing
in the Senate President's Chair looking out at Gordon Humphrey, it's
the rest of it that doesn't compute quite yet. I hope to have that
experience again in a different capacity. I, as you know, am running.
I am pleased that Tam Harkin will be here today, and others have
finally begun the process. Because I think that the country needs a
good debate. And the fact that the Democratic party seems reluc-
tant to be engaged, I don't think it's a plus, so this kind of activity is
very important. I have written a paper which goes into my positions
in some detail which I know some of you have received and some of
you have not. I'll make sure that you all get a copy, but the major
thrust of my candidacy is economics. I think part of the problems
that you are having here on the budget that we have had in Massa-
chussetts and New York dealt with late last night, is the fact that the
manufacturing base in this part of the world, in our country, has
eroded, and we are simply not competing with Japan and Germany.
The result of that long term is economic decline. That is the funda-
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mental message that I try to bring around the country. We will be
spending time not only in New Hampshire, but in Iowa and the rest
of the country. I think particularly my party which has never come
to grips with the need to look at business as an ally and to take a pro-
job, pro-business posture, is really going to be a lot of tugging and
pulling until we recognize that in order to be pro-jobs, you must be
pro-business. And that only with an expanding economic pie can we
afford to have the programs that we care about. That is the basic
thrust, that is the message. Without losing the core, if you will, of
what our party has stood for. But if we don't have a vibrant, thriving
economy in this country, everything else is going to fall apart. The
way that I try to describe it is, if you think of the countries as a set of
dominoes in which education and those kinds of things, the pro-
grams that we care about as the last dominoes. The first domino is
manufacturing. When manufacturing falls, then service industry
falls, banking, all those kinds of things and everything that goes with
it. So if you want to bring our programs back, you start at the very
beginning and deal with manufacturing and you make it thrive, and
give them the fundamentals so that they can compete, and the rest
of it in my judgment will follow suit. If you allow manufacturing to
fall away, then long-term, there is nothing in my judgment, but more
and more agony as we try to deal with diminished revenues. And
you certainly have been through that in this state. And Massachu-
setts as you know, has been through even worse. And I would hope
that within my party, that there would be recognition of this reality,
that on the other side, the Republican party would recognize the
need to be a partner with business if we are in fact to be competitive
long term. So I appreciate your allowing me to speak out and not
attempt a takeover, but I'll look forward to seeing a lot of you in the
next year or so. Thank you.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Before we get started this morning, there
are a couple of things that I wanted to talk to you about and it is
obvious as we try to wind down the session, we have had many dis-
cussions prior to this about where we are headed in the budget de-
bate. There is a piece of information that I just asked to be handed
out. Members of Senate Finance and Ways and Means have seen this
document. While I don't put before you a solution, the document
spells out what some of your choices will be as you move forward in
the next couple of days to try and resolve the budget problems that
face the body. As I have indicated to many of you, I think it is not
only in our state's best interest, but in the people of the states best
interest that we have a budget solution. That the Senate has got an
opportunity to demonstrate some leadership, and that as we move
forward during the next couple of days, some of the choices before
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you will be unpalatable. But I would hope that the Senate would be
able to come to an agi'eement on a budget that is balanced, because I
for one am adamant that the Senate will ultimately adopt a budget
that is in balance. There are three choices before you, obviously
there has been some discussion about sending the Governor his
budget. Send the House budget to the Governor or the Senate
budget. I think that we all have some problems with those two
choices, so what remains for this body to do is agree on a budget that
it in fact can support. Yesterday Ways and Means met as a result of
the adoption by the Senate Finance committee of a budget as the
result of the Ways and Means actions yesterday, you have a budget
that is coming in tomorrow and unless additional action is taken,
that is approximately $165,000,000 out of balance at this point in
time. I bring that number to you because I think that we are obvi-
ously at a point in time where we need to focus and we all want to go
home for the summer Before we are going to be able to go home, we
have got some difficult decisions that are going to need to be made.
The document in front of you doesn't propose a solution, what it
gives you is your choices. Those choices include, obviously, further
amending the Senate budget, reducing it if that is what the body so
desires, but ultimately, when you look to solutions as I have indi-
cated earlier, they are all palatable. I am palatable. Ways and Means
will be meeting again this afternoon to try and come up with some
agreement on the rest of the revenue package. But I would just
caution that tomorrow is going to be a long day and you should all
plan on being here well into the evening hour before we get to the
point where we can go home. So that is just a snapshot of where you
are at, where we are at as a body, and I assure you that tomorrow
will be an interesting day for all of us.
HOUSE MESSAGES
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ment to the following entitled Bill sent down from the Senate:
HB 107-FN, eliminating registration fees for class AA dams.
SENATE CONCURS WITH HOUSE AMENDMENT
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 191-FN, relative to fines and to loss of driver's license and plates
for court defaults.
Senator Oleson moved concurrence.
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Adopted.
SENATE ACCEDES TO REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 161-FN, to allow former federal employees to purchase credit
for their federal services as creditable service, relative to providing
retirement benefits upon the death of certain group I and group II
members, and to define employer participation in the retirement
system.
Senator Delahunty moved to accede to request for Committee of
Conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Delahunty, Nelson, Bass.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Kathleen Ward, Arnold Shibley, Robert
Wheeler, Janet Pelley.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 463, relative to rulemaking for the board of education.
Senator Disnard moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Disnard, Delahunty, Currier.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Patricia Skinner, Nils Larson, Robert
Guest, Bert Tfeague.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 563-FN, relative to the creation of trust funds and relative to
unanticiapated school funds.
Senator Disnard moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Disnard, Hough, J. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Susan Carter, Kathleen Hoelzel, Albert
Caswell, Patricia Brown.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 462, relative to special education hearing officers.
Senator Disnard moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Disnard, Hough, Humphrey.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Kathleen Hoelzel, John Laurent, Leo Spen-
cer, Gordon Flint.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 509, clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to permit-
ting solid waste facilities.
Senator W. King moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Russman, Currier.
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The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: David Scanlon, Rick Trombly, Jeb Bradley,
Dan Burnham.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 576-FN, relative to the investments which may be made by New
Hampshire domestic insurers, other than life insures.
Senator Delahunty moved to accede to request for Committee of
Conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Delahunty, Blaisdell, Bass.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Patricia Fair, Richard Kruger, Dana
Christy, Anthony Syracusa.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HE 648-FN, relative to the industrial development authority and
the housing finance authority.
Senator Bass moved to accede to request for Committee of Confer-
ence.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Dupont, Shaheen, Bass.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Elizabeth Hager, Channing Brown, Merle
Schotanus, Charles Vaughn.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 713-FN, relative to the general counsel of the public utilities
commission.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Colantuono, Pressly.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: William Boucher, Beverly Rodeschin,
Kathleen Ward, George Letoumeau.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 142-FN, relative to school district budgets.
Senator Disnard moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Disnard, Heath, Humphrey.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Patricia Skinner, Jacquelyn Domaingue,
Stanley Searles, Charles Yeaton.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 250-FN, relative to the board of nursing.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
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SENATORS: Currier, Eraser, Pressly.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Merton Dyer, Gerald Gosselin, Kathleen
Ward, Ann Tarr.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 274-FN, relative to sentencing to county correctional facilities.
Senator Podles moved to accede to request for Committee of Confer-
ence.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Podles, Colantuono, Nelson.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Lee Lozeau, Kent Martling, Ahce
Record, David Cote.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 283-FN, establishing a study committee on the problems of New
Hampshire banks and financial institutions.
Senator Eraser moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Eraser, Delahunty, Disnard.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Bonnie Packard, Anthony Sycracusa, Eric
Lindblade, Philip Rodgers.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 323-A, relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
Senator Nelson moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Nelson, Disnard, Eraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Gene Chandler, Beaton Marsh, Merle Scho-
tanus, Roland Frechette.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled Bills and Resolutions sent down from
the Senate:
HB 111, relative to protective well radii.
HB 147, relative to the information required on declarations of can-
didacy, primary petitions, and affidavits for qualifications of candi-
dates.
HB 257, relative to collection and reclamation of motor vehicle
wastes.
HB 276-FN, relative to the task force establishing voluntary agree-
ments reducing and recycling the solid waste stream and the duties
of the commissioner of environmental services.
HB 282-FN, relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life
Safety Code and relative to property located at former Pease Air
Force Base.
HB 429, relative to the salaries of county attorneys and relative to
prior service as an employee of a political subdivision.
HB 571-FN, relative to multiple-employer welfare arrangements.
HB 579, relative to municipal charters.
HB 660-FN-A, establishing a highway and bridge betterment pro-
gram and continually appropriating the highway and bridge better-
ment account.
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HB 674-FN, designating segments of the Pemigewasset, Contoo-
cook and North Branch of the Contoocook Rivers as protected riv-
ers.
HB 704, relative to liquidation under the supervision of the bank
commissioner.
HB 742-FN, relative to excavation.
HB 750-FN, establishing a committee to study the development of a
waste-tire management program.
HJR 4, relative to providing access to Flat Mountain Pond for mem-
bers of the public.
SENATE REFUSES TO CONCUR
WITH HOUSE AMENDMENT
REQUEST COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendment the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 42-FN, relative to the board of podiatry.
Senator Currier moved noncurrence, and requested a Committee of
Conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Colantuono, Blaisdell.
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Senator Shaheen moved Reconsideration on HB 62, relative to re-
tirement allowances under the New Hampshire retirement system.
Senator Delahunty moved to Have HCR 14, adopting joint rules rel-
ative to committee of conference. Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.




HB 502-FN-A, an act relative to child care resource and referral
systems and making an appropriation therefor. Finance committee.
Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator Hough for the committee.
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SENATOR HOUGH: The amendment to HB 502 is presented by the
Finance committee and it represents changes supported by the bills
sponsor, the Department of Health and Human Services, provided
Representatives and the Office of the Governor. The changes allow
us to move forward in developing a plan to implement child care
resources and referral services in New Hampshire. As written HB
502 now allows the development of these services within the context
of a public, private partnership. The responsibihty of planning func-
tions has been moved from the Division of Public Health Services to
the Department level. The Child care coordinator within the office of
the Commissioner wdll work with the business and require the com-
munities to meet the requirements of this legislation. We believe
that this amendment provides us with an opportunity to support
your children and their families in a manner that is feasible and eco-
nomical. The fiscal note has not been eliminated as the current level
of funding for these services will continue and additional sources of
funding both public and private will be identified through the plan-
ning process and we urge that you adopt the committees' amend-
ment and pass the bill.
Amendment to HB 502-FN-A
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 1 with the following:
2 New Section; Child Care Resource and Referral Services Estab-
lished. Amend RSA 170-E by inserting after section 5 the following
new section:
170-E :5-a Child Care Resource and Referral Services. The depart-
ment of health and human services shall develop and implement a
plan for child care resource and referral services which shall have
the following responsibilities and duties to the public:
I. Provide referrals to a variety of licensed child care options
which meet the parent's or guardian's child care needs.
II. Provide information on child care subsidies, including public
and private program eligibility requirements and on tax credits and
employer options.
III. Provide counselling on selecting quality child care and early
childhood issues.
IV. Provide information on training opportunities for parents,
guardians, and child care providers.
V. Provide assistance to state agencies in seeking child care for
such agencies' clients.
VI. Provide information to parents, guardians and providers
through workshops, provider groups, and library resources.
VII. Provide assistance in seeking funding for local providers to
develop and improve child care services.
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VIII. Provide start-up assistance to prospective center and fam-
ily day care providers.
IX. Provide information on child care supply and demand data.
X. Provide technical assistance to employers and public and pri-
vate sector decision-makers to support their efforts to expand and
improve quality child care in New Hampshire.
XL Establish a resource library for parents, providers, employ-
ers and the public which includes information on child development,
child care options, licensing, model programs, employer options, and
other related topics.
XII. Recruitment of, and technical assistance to, existing and
prospective local child care providers to encourage the development
of special needs child care, protective child care, subsidized child
care, mildly ill child care and second-shift child care.
3 New Subparagraph; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 170-E:34, I by
inserting after subparagraph (g) the following new subparagraph:
(h) Establishing, maintaining, and directing a system of child
care resource and referral pursuant to RSA 170-E:5-a.
4 Appropriation. The sum of $1 is hereby appropriated to the de-
partment of health and human services for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993, for the purposes of this act. Half of such appropriation
shall be distributed equally among qualified child care resource and
referral agencies. The department is authorized to accept and ex-
pend federal and private funds that may be available for the pur-
poses of this act. This appropriation is nonlapsing and is in addition
to any other funds appropriated to the department of health and
human services. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
said sum out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect September 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the department of health and human services to
establish, maintain, and direct a system of child care resource and
referral services.
This bill appropriates the sum of $1 to the department of health
and human services.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Th Third Reading.
HB 768-FN, an act relative to technical changes in the unemploy-
ment compensation law and to changes in the maximum weekly ben-
efits. Finance committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Blaisdell for the
committee.
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SENATOR BLAISDELL: This is just a policy bill that was sent
down to Senate Finance. After receiving it, the Department of Em-
ployment Security had some rule changes and some procedural rules
clarifying language. Senate Finance looked at it and said that it was
fine. We hope that you will pass it.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 700-FN, an act relative to highway planning corridors. Trans-
portation committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Currier for the com-
mittee.
SENATOR CURRIER: This bill authorizes state and local units of
government to create highway planning corridors within public
highways that are designated and layed out in the near future and to
impose temporary development restrictions upon the land within
these corridors. This bill was sent back to committee the other day
and it is now back before you as Senator Shaheen had some ques-
tions, and I will assume that she will address those after I sit down.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I have done a fair amount of research on
this bill and I understand the reason behind the bill. I do think that
there are legitimate concerns that it is trying to address. But the
one question that I still have on it, is the fact that there is no appeal
process in the bill for people who's land is going to be designated as
an official corridor. While I recognize that the process right now
doesn't have an appeal, it seems to me that if we are creating new
legislation that is going to be better than what exists, that there
ought to be an appeal process. Senator Currier has pledged that he
will work with me on setting up an appeal process in the bill, and I
think that would make it a much better piece of legislation.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Shaheen, if this bill passes here,
where would be the opportunity to put an appeal process in here?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Well, we have two options as I understand.
One, would be to table the bill until we can get an amendment, which
would include an appeal, the other would be to pass it and to come in
next session with a bill which would provide for an appeal.
SENATOR HEATH: Yes, I rise in opposition. The appeal process
that is missing clearly makes this bill unconstitutional. But this bill
has a lot of other problems. The unconstitutionality is it is a taking
without the proper eminent domain proceeding as we've always
done and it is a pretty capricious taking. What will happen if it is
enacted, it will go out to the communities and they will start using
it, and then by the time the process has gone through a court sys-
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tern, five to ten years down the line, each community that has used
this, will have enormous liabilities, because they will have shadowed
land for that many years. And if you remember any of you, the Con-
way Water Slide situation where the town of Conway essentially did
the same kind of thing that would be rampant under this. They not
only had to pay for all the business the person that was proposing
the water slide would have done in the years that he couldn't do it,
they had to pay all of his appeals to the Supreme Court, and the
appeals on the Attorney fees to the Supreme Court, and other dam-
ages. That cost the town of Conway millions of dollars that went for
nothing. It didn't improve anything in the town, it was just a waste
of taxpayer's money. But the dangerous part beside that liability, is
that it is an invitation to corruption. It is not intended that way, it
just works that way. In small towns it is an invitation for people to
take useless property and turn it into a sale on the town. By them
applying for ridiculous and nonsincere uses on the land, and it would
only take a collusion of a selectman or councilman and the landowner
to work a deal. Finally, it is a tool that will be greatly abused by the
minority, but heavily active and absolutely no roads in our town com-
munity. They can overshadow anything that they see coming, by lay-
ing a highway corridor and essentially rendering somebody's land
useless for great lengths of time without any compensation to the
individuals and it shouldn't be. Planning should be done in a
straightforward manner and not this way. I would urge the Senate to
defeat this, and let those people who well intentioned wrote this,
flesh it out, and get the flaws out of it, and come back with some-
thing vastly improved for our consideration the next session. I think
that it can be done, and I would urge this body to take this very
flawed bill, and put it aside for now, until those people can put flesh
on the bones and get rid of the broken bones that are in this.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I fully appreciate the arguments that have
been put forth by my two colleagues, and I think that they do have a
valuable point and a valuable concern. Where I think their concern
is though, however, has to do with eminent domain proceedings and
not this planning technique, and therefore, I am rising in support of
this bill and supporting Senator Shaheen and her idea of coming
back next session with a specific appeal process. It would be my
hope that that appeal process would apply not only to HB 700, but
would apply to the remarks that Senator Heath is making as far as
the eminent domain proceedings in general. Therefore I rise in urg-
ing the body to support this bill, and also making a commitment to
Senators Shaheen and Heath, that I will work with them over the
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summer to see that next session that we do come in with an appro-
priate appeal process to accommodate their concerns. Thank you
very much.
Senator Delahunty moved to have HB 700-FN, Laid On the Table.
Adopted.
HB 700-FN, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
Senator Heath opposed to HB 700-FN.
Recess.
Out of recess.
HB 136-FN, an act relative to current use assessments and the land
use change tax. Ways & Means committee. Ought to Pass with
Amendment. Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: This bill essentially was a culmination of
apparently a year or so study with the House doing a lot of work on
it, relative to a revamping of the current use land tax. The Senate
had a sub-committee of Susan McLane and myself and we went back
to the committee and I believe it was passed unanimously the com-
mittee and what it does simply is it makes forestry management,
encourages forestry management, but it doesn't require it. Which is
one of the things that was a sticking point when it came over here.
We hope that you will support the bill.
Amendment to HB 136-FN
Amend RSA 79-A: 1 as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
79-A:l Declaration of Public Interest. It is hereby declared to be in
the public interest to encourage the preservation of open space [in
the state by], thus providing a healthful and attractive outdoor envi-
ronment for work and recreation of the state's citizens, [by] main-
taining the character of the state's landscape, and [by] conserving
the land, water, forest, agricultural and wildlife resources. It is fur-
ther declared to be in the public interest to prevent the [conversion]
loss of open space [to more intensive use by the pressure of] due to
property taxation at values incompatible with open space usage[,
with a minimum disturbance of the concept of ad valorem taxation].
Open space land imposes few if any costs on local government
and is therefore an economic benefit to its citizens. The means for
encouraging preservation of open space authorized by this chapter
are the assessment of land value for property taxation on the basis of
current use and the acquisition of discretionary easements of devel-
opment rights by town or city governments. It is the intent of this
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chapter to encourage but not to require management practices
on open space lands under current use assessment.
Amend RSA 79-A:2, VII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. "Forest land" means any land growing trees as determined
and classified by criteria developed by the state forester and
adopted by the board. For the purposes of this paragraph, the board
shall recognize the cost of responsible land stewardship in the deter-
mination of assessment ranges.
Amend RSA 79-A:2 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by deleting
paragraph VIII and renumbering the original paragraphs IX-XV to
read as VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, and XIV respectively.
Amend the bill by replacing section 8 with the following:
8 Assessment of Open Space Land; Valuations to be Equalized.
Amend RSA 79-A:5, 1 to read as follows:
I. The selectmen or assessing officials shall appraise open space
land as classified under the provisions of this chapter, excluding any
building, appurtenance or other improvement [thereon] on the land,
at valuations based upon the current use values established by the
board. The valuations shall be equalized for the purpose of as-
sessing taxes. The selectmen or assessing officials shall use the soil
potential index when available, to determine the value of farm land
within the ranges established by the board. It shall be the duty of
the owner to provide the soil potential index to the selectmen or
assessing officials.
Amend the bill by replacing section 12 with the following:
12 New Paragraph; How Long Land is Assessed at Current Use
Values. Amend RSA 79-A:7 by inserting after paragraph I the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
I-a. Land which is classified as open space land and assessed at
current use values shall be assessed at current use values until a
change in land use occurs pursuant to RSA 79-A:7, IV, V, or VI.
Amend the bill by replacing section 16 with the following:
16 New Subparagraphs; When Land Use Not Considered
Changed. Amend RSA 79-A:7, VI by inserting after subparagraph
(b) the following new subparagraphs:
(c) Land accorded current use assessment in one category is
changed in use to any other qualifying category.
(d) Land under current use assessment is eligible for conserva-
tion restriction assessment pursuant to RSA 79-B. Such land shall
then be allowed to change from current use assessment to conserva-
tion restriction assessment with no land use change tax being ap-
plied.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 16 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 17-26 to read as 19-28, respectively:
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17 New Paragraph; Notice to Municipality. Amend RSA 79-A:7 by
inserting after paragraph VI the following new paragraph:
VII, When land which is accorded current use assessment in one
category is changed in use to any other qualifying category as pro-
vided in subparagraph VI(c), the owner of the land shall notify the
local assessing officials in writing of the change in use at the time
that the change in use is made. If a land owner fails to provide the
notice required under this paragraph, he may be fined not more than
$50 at the discretion of the town or city.
18 Golf Course Land Defined. Amend RSA 79-A:15, III to read as
follows:
III. If the land is used for a golf course, the board shall give due
consideration to the application. If an owner submitting such an ap-
plication is not granted a permit, the board shall issue a written
explanation of the denial. For the purposes of this subdivision, and
based on open space objectives, golf course land means a parcel
of land, 10 acres or more, used in the playing of the game of golf
including greens, fairways, tees, sand traps, and roughs, and
such other areas which are located within the established play-
ing area, as determined and classified by criteria developed and
adopted by the board.
Amend the bill by replacing section 26 with the following:
26 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 79-A:5, V, relative to rulemaking.
II. RSA 79-A:15, IV, relative to golf courses.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes a number of changes in RSA 79-A, the current use
tax law, based upon the recommendations of the legislative study
committee on current use. These changes include:
(1) Changing the current use advisory board to the current use
board and amending its number, powers, and duties. The board is
administratively attached to the department of revenue administra-
tion.
(2) Rewriting the definition section, especially those definitions
which relate to types of land which qualify for current use assess-
ment.
(3) Requiring that current use valuations be equalized for tax as-
sessment purposes.
(4) Specifying that a notice of contingent lien be filed with the reg-
ister of deeds when land is classified as current use land.
(5) Clarifying provisions relating to the land use change tax includ-
ing the form of the tax bill, when the tax bill is to be sent, and adding
notice requirements when land is changed from one qualifying use
category to another qualifying use category.
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(6) Defining when land is eligible for current use assessment.
(7) Requiring the current use board to reclassify all land now un-
der current use assessment under the new classification system.
(8) Reorganizing certain rulemaking provisions.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 143-FN, an act relative to the liquor commission's authority to
close liquor stores. Ways & Means committee. Ought to Pass with
Amendment. Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: The committee looked at this bill and made
a few changes to it as it came over to the Senate. One of the things
was the House had left out the idea that there was still a goal of the
Liquor Commissioner to maximize profit among other things. I
mean that was literally left out and we thought that that was still an
important reason for their being, it may be the only one in certain
instances. In any event, that is the reasonable standard that the
commission must use in determining whether or not and how to go
about the process of unprofitably and other things in determining
whether or not a state liquor store should be closed. It clarifies that
so that we don't have the politics that were played apparently last
year in terms of which stores to actually close.
Amendment to HB 143-FN
Amend RSA 176:3 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
176:3 Duties. The primary duties of the liquor commissioners shall
be, to maximize revenues, to maintain proper control, and to be
solely responsible for the efficient and effective operation of the com-
mission, as provided under this title.
Amend RSA 177:2, I as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. The commission shall close any state liquor store which has
been in business for a reasonable period of time which is not produc-
ing a net operating profit [or which is producing only a marginal
profit]. The commission shall have the authority to close any [such]
state store [whether the decision to open such store was made by the
commission or the legislature] which has not produced a net oper-
ating profit for the most recently concluded fiscal year. Tb close a
profitable store, thecommission shall obtain fiscal committee
and governor and council approval. In determining net operating
profit or loss the commission shall adhere to generally accepted
accounting principles for both revenues and expenses and shall
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include an allocation for indirect costs. All information regard-
ing a decision to close any state liquor store shall be made availa-
ble, by the commission, to the public upon request.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 299-FN, an act relative to the posting of statements in hquor
stores and estabhshments selUng beverages and hquor. Ways &
Means committee. Ought lb Pass. Senator J. King for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR J. KING: HB 299 is a very important, concise bill. And
all it does is request that the places that sell liquor or beverages and
to post a statement saying that it could be dangerous to the health of
a pregnant woman and I think that it ought to pass.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
HB 322, an act relative to the business profits tax, the real estate
transfer tax, the communications services tax, and the administra-
tion of state taxes. Ways & Means committee. Ought Tb Pass With
Amendment. Senator McLane for the committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: This bill is not the bill that you have been
waiting for to put up taxes. This is in the words of Stan Arnold a
collection of housekeeping amendments to clarify and tend about
application of existing laws'. It allows financial institutions to receive
and process tax returns. The so-called 'lock-box arrangement', which
will enable them to collect taxes more efficiently and for less money.
The amendment has been put in to modify existing law, which limits
development districts which have been limited to ten acres. And
that a city or town can make it a tax increment finance district. It
was limited to ten acres. And there are two developments, one going
in for Health Source North which was over ten acres and it was
important that that small section be amended to allow for larger
developments than ten acres, and so that cities and towns could
make tax arrangements, tax increment districts.
Amendment to HB 322
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it vdth the following:
AN ACT
relative to certain state taxes and municipal economic
development and revitalization districts.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the follovdng:
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10 Establishment of Development Districts. RSA 162-K:5 is re-
pealed and reenacted to read as follows:
162-K:5 Establishment of Development Districts. Upon a finding
that such action will serve public purposes, the legislative body of
the municipality may create within its jurisdiction a special district
or districts known as development districts. Not less than 60 per-
cent of the area of any development district shall consist of land
which has been platted and developed. The legislative body shall
describe the district by its boundaries and the properties therein
and shall show the development district boundary on a plan entitled
"Proposed Development District (municipal name), New Hamp-
shire." When adopted by the act of the legislative body of the munici-
pality, the plan shall be recorded with the municipal clerk.
11 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill:
G) Updates the reference to the United States Internal Revenue
code in the business profits tax.
(2) Updates references to the definition of manufactured housing
in the real estate transfer tax and in the homestead exemption.
(3) Clarifies, for real estate transfer tax purposes, that a transfer
of title between spouses is exempt when pursuant to a divorce de-
cree.
(4) Changes the notice required to a retailer or taxpayer under the
communications services tax.
(5) Adds new provisions relative to the duties of the commissioner
of revenue administration and the confidentiality of department
records.
(6) Amends the requirements for establishing development dis-
tricts in municipalities.
The sections of the bill relative to state taxes and their administra-
tion were requested by the department of revenue administration.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator Heath opposed to HB 322.
HB 334-FN, an act relative to the establishment of agency liquor
stores. Ways & Means committee. Ought Ta Pass With Amendment.
Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: This bill authorizes what is called agency
stores. The important parts of it are that the agency store would
only be in a town that has voted in favor of the idea of it. It would not
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be in a town where there is a state liquor store so that would rule out
obviously, a number of the larger towns. And also, we made an
amendment that it would not be within eight miles of another
agency store. And indeed if an agency store went in and it was doing
well, the state could not put in a state liquor store to hurt that
agency store once it was established. So that would protect them
both ways, and so the committee would ask that you adopt the bill.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Russman, I noticed that there was
no protection in this for the small store owner, someone not so large
as a chain. In the liquor commission presently, they will locate a
store where they can have the least amount of rent to pay, this is
where they get some of their profit. I am concerned they're saying
arguments for the whole chain of liquor stores. I don't know what
you may say to them, it is a small town that may have priority for
having a liquor store located in their area. I am concerned that the
small store wouldn't have an equal access, can you answer that, why
you wouldn't include that in here?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, what we did try to do, was make it so
at one point the commission wanted to have one agency store period
per a certain location. Let's say in a town, while I personally may
think that the eight miles is a bit far apart, the idea was, and it is in
the bill as it now appears, so to allow for more than one agency store,
so that there wouldn't be a decision. I mean that anybody that ap-
plied could in theory, get one. So if I think that I understand your
question right, if you're saying a mom and pop grocer wanted to
apply to be an agency store, they certainly could apply. I don't see
why they couldn't.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator, I am concerned, would you be-
lieve? I am concerned that the chainstores would be able to entice
the liquor commission to allow them to do this rather than the aver-
age store have an equal opportunity, even to enlarge the average
store. I am concerned that the bigger they are, the better the oppor-
tunity they have to get this business is my concern.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I would share your concern. But I would
hope that the commission, I hope that they would hear by the com-
ments made by yourself and by others perhaps, that would not hap-
pen. That there should be some equality in terms of who are they
going to favor in terms of this store or a chain.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Russman, earlier in another bill, you
said that it was a goal to making the liquor stores profitable? I won-
dered why you would prohibit an agency within eight miles of a state
liquor store when you wouldn't have the same prohibition between
two liquor stores within eight miles?
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SENATOR RUSSMAN: No, the amendment says, and I think that I
can read that to you, the provision for that: 334 section C. Neither
the proposed agency Hquor store or any state hquor store is within
eight miles of an existing state hquor store or an existing agency
Hquor store. I don't know if that answers your question or not.
SENATOR HEATH: So that parallel structures the eight mile dis-
tance?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: It's eight miles, right.
SENATOR HEATH: Eight miles between any?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: Why wouldn't instead of making those restric-
tions, why wouldn't it be better to do with what we did with wine
and let those who want to go into that business, go in. And if they
succeed the state derives some revenue. And essentially don't they
run the capital risk of setting up the liquor section and going
through the agency and the rules and restrictions in terms of sealing
it off in certain hours, and so on. And just let the free market oper-
ate and see if that brings in the kind of revenues that will allow us in
some cases to maybe close state stores. And in other cases people
will get in and get out when they realize that they are not making
any money. Why wouldn't that be the best way to do it?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, let me say this: that personally I
share your view on that, that I think that just like the supermarkets,
it's just like having one gas station every eight miles, we don't do
that, but there were some members of the committee that I think
there was a genuine concern about the state perhaps going too fast
in that direction. I'm not sure if it is well-founded or not, but in
reality this obviously, is a step toward potential privatization in the
long run. I think that there were some members in the committee
that were somewhat concerned about how fast we ought to move in
that direction. I don't know if that answers your question or not.
SENATOR HEATH: But isn't this the same kind of toe-in-the-water
attitude that we heard with the wine thing and didn't wine sales
boom after those were allowed in the grocery stores?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I tend to agree with you. I think that this
could, what you are suggesting would probably increase sales. There
were issues by other members of the committee that were raised
concerning how fast we should move in this area and whether or not
indeed that you do better having one agency store every so many
miles. Originally the bill called for every ten miles. We brought it
down to eight miles and that is where it now sits. And it would not
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surprise me, if this bill ends up in a Committee of Conference be-
cause it is a somewhat novel idea obviously. All I can say is that I
share your views, but the committee as a whole voted not to do that.
SENATOR HEATH: Thank you.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Russman, did the committee
take out the language in the bill requiring the residency require-
ment? And also, the requirement that the licensee only be approved
to establish one retail store?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Th be honest with you, I am not sure. That
did not come up in discussion yesterday. I would have to defer to
others, and again I suspect that this bill will end up in a Committee
of Conference, and I assume that if there are any other objections
that they would be addressed at that time.
Amendment to HB 334-FN
Amend RSA 177:9 as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
177:9 Agency Liquor Stores. The commission may license persons
to operate agency liquor stores on an annual or seasonal basis for the
purposes of selling liquor in sealed bottles, containers or original
packages to be consumed off the premises.
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 177:10 as inserted by
section 3 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
177:10 Rulemaking. The commission shall adopt rules approved,
under RSA 541-A, relative to the selection and operation of agency
liquor stores. These rules shall apply equally to all stores, except
those generally licensed under RSA 177:14 and shall include, but
shall not be limited to the following:
Amend RSA 177:11 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
177:11 Location of Agency Liquor Stores.
I. The commission may license an agency liquor store only when
the following requirements are met:
(a) The proposed agency liquor store is located in a municipal-
ity which has voted in favor of the operation of state liquor stores
under RSA 175:7.
0^) The proposed agency liquor store is located in a municipal-
ity where there is no state liquor store.
(c) Neither the proposed agency liquor store nor any state liq-
uor store is within 8 road miles of an existing state liquor store or an
existing agency liquor store.
II. The commission may not replace a state liquor store which
closes with an agency liquor store, unless the state liquor store was
closed under the provisions of RSA 177:2.
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III. In the event that a proposed agency hquor store will replace
a state liquor store, the commission shall make reasonable efforts,
through rules adopted under RSA 541-A, to protect the positions of
state employees.
IV. The commission shall issue a license for an agency liquor
store within a municipality by the following procedure:
(a) The commission shall, in accordance with RSA 541-A, give
public notice that agency liquor stores may be established in a par-
ticular municipality. The commission shall request all parties in the
municipality, interested in establishing an agency liquor store there,
to apply to the commission.
(b) The commission shall provide all applicants with the neces-
sary information for the establishment of agency liquor stores.
(c) Upon receipt of all applications for agency liquor stores li-
censes in a municipality, the commission shall notify the municipal
officers of that municipality of the proposed location of each appli-
cant at least 15 days before the final selection of an applicant or
applicants by the commission.
(d) The commission shall issue a license to all persons qualify-
ing under the commission's rules.
(e) The commission shall notify any applicant denied a license
the reasons for the denial by certified mail to the mailing address
given by the applicant in his application for an agency liquor store
hcense.
V. Any applicant aggrieved by a decision made by the commis-
sion may appeal the decision in accordance with RSA 541.
Amend RSA 177:14, II as inserted by section 3 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
II. The commission shall determine the appropriate locations for
the stores and the appropriate 6 consecutive months based on the
seasonal tourist population and the sales volume at existing state
and agency liquor stores in the same areas.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill allows the state liquor commission to license agency liq-
uor stores in municipalities which have no state liquor store.
Senator Colantuono moved to Have HB 334-FN, Laid On The Table.
Motion Fails.
Question is on the Committee Amendment.
Senator Roberge requested a division vote.
Recess.
Out of recess.
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Senator Roberge withdrew her motion for a division vote.
Committee Amendment is Adopted.
Senator Russman moved to Have HB 334-FN, Laid On The 'Rible.
Adopted.
HB 334-FN, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
HB 680-FN an act relative to manufactured housing on the land of
another. Ways & Means committee. Senator Hollingworth for the
Majority. Senator Colantuono for the Minority.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The committee on Ways and Means
would like to ask the Senate to move Ought to Pass on this legisla-
tion. This legislation attempts to close a loophole in the law. In 1955
the legislation that would allow taxes on property that was left on
the land of another to be assessed by the owner of the land when the
true owner of the personal property did not pay the taxes that were
due. We changed the law, and made mobile homes real property. And
either they are or they aren't! This is a piece of legislation that
would clear that up. It was classified as real property, and we never
cleared up the part that the land would be taxed. Under current law
if an owner of manufactured housing within your ... if you owned a
manufactured house within your manufactured park, I would be
taxed on the value of my house, and you would be taxed on the land
that comprised the park. If I did not pay my property taxes, then
the property owner would have to be faced with a lien from the town
on the park. This means that in order for the lien to be removed, the
park owner must pay the taxes for the homeowner or the homeown-
ers who are delinquent in their payment or the homeowners who are
delinquent. Because of the burden, and the unjust placement upon
the park owner, the need to recover this money as rapidly as possi-
ble. Park owners commonly give the manufactured housing owner,
30 days to repay the money, or face eviction. This practice differs
from the eviction practices in other liens placed on other types of
housing. We heard testimony that in one of the parks, 24 homes
would be asked to be evicted by the park owner, because of one home
failure to pay the taxes. Besides being grossly unfair, this taxation
practice threatens to stifle the best source, and the last source of
affordable housing. Many manufactured housing parks are con-
verted over to corporations to allow better and more affordable con-
trol of their housing cost. These parks are largely financed on
balloon payments. If a lien is placed on a manufactured house park,
because one of the homeowners within it is deliquent, this park
would be jepordized. We hope that you will support passage on this
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legislation. It was supported by both the park owners, and the mo-
bile home owners, as well, and we think that this is a good piece of
legislation.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Hollingworth, on page two of the bill
on line 23, taxing manufactured housing, I was just curious what the
reasonable incidental service charges were?
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: TAPE INAUDIBLE.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: The reason for the minority report of
Inexpedient to Legislate, is my strong belief that this bill will do
nothing, but increase property taxes for the property taxpayers of
the state. What this bill does is eliminate the current practice of
having a back up system for payment of property taxes in place in
mobile home parks. Presently, the cities and towns send the bill to
the mobile home owner, the tenant, if you will. If the tenant does not
pay the tax, then present law requires the mobile home park owner,
the landlord, if you will, to pay the tax. Thus in the case of mobile
homes, the cities and towns have that extra backup protection to
make sure that their taxes get paid, and that the other property
taxpayers in the town won't have to pick up the bill for the delin-
quent or unpaid taxes. This is not a perfect solution obviously, but it
is a solution that has been working in this state for some time now. I
think it is the only fair solution to this situation that is involved here,
because the average mobile home, the value of the average mobile
home is contributed to in a great degree by the value of the fact that
it is sitting on a lot in a mobile home park. Without that lot of land
which is owned by the landlord or the mobile homeowner, the home
is not worth very much at all. The problem that will arise from the
passage of this bill, is two-fold. Under present law if a tenant does
not pay their taxes, the mobile homeowner has a lawful reason to
evict them. This bill takes that out. So if they don't pay their taxes,
there is no lawful ability by the landlord to evict them. But on the
other hand, the landlord doesn't have to pay them either. So what
happens, the cities and towns are stuck for the unpaid taxes. And
they have to wait two years and a day after the bill is due, before
they can take any enforcement action. And the only enforcement
action that they can take if the bill still isn't paid and two and three
years of unpaid taxes have piled up is to take over the mobile home,
and try to sell it. The problem becomes that before they can sell it,
they have to take it out of the park. And as a result of that action,
the mobile home loses most of its value. Mobile homes on a trailer,
sitting in the back of City Hall, in a parking lot somewhere, are
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worth almost nothing. And the cities and towns will never be able to
recoup this loss. So I think that this is very unfair to the other prop-
erty taxpayers in the cities and towns. It takes all incentives that a
tenant has to pay their bill or get evicted. And while I admit the
present system isn't perfect, it is the best compromise solution that
we can have under this present system,
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Colantuono, if the Senate passes
this bill, is the Senate not providing an incentive for those who live
in manufactured housing and to our disposal to avoid paying their
property taxes? Is the Senate not creating an incentive for them not
to pay their property taxes?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, Senator. We certainly are. And
that is the reason why a number of property tax collectors came in
and testified against this bill. And I know that I've heard from sev-
eral at home since then, arguing against the passage of this bill, and
that is exactly what it does. A vote in favor of this bill, frankly, is a
vote for higher property taxes. And I don't think that we are in the
position where we should be doing that.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: A person who was somehow, who lives in
a manufactured house in a park, who is somehow not disposed to pay
his taxes, would find encouragement from this bill, would he not?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, as Senator Hollingworth said for
the majority. It gives them in effect, two extra years to avoid the
obiligation which I understand the argument, because that is what
the average homeowner in a nonmanufactured home has. Except I
think that is a very poor reason to vote for a bill, that it makes it
easier for you not to pay your property tax.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: This creates a special exemption in the
law for manufactured housing and for manufacturing alone, special
exemption for that category of housing.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Well, actually, it puts them in the
same position as a nonmanufactured home owner. But the problem
is, that in a nonmanufactured home situation, you don't have this
mix of value. Some value being attributed to the home itself, and
some value being attributed to the underlying lot which is owned by
someone else. You don't have that in a regular home situation.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, Mr. President, the current law stip-
ulated that when a person, it stipulates that the tax upon such prop-
erty may be assessed to the owner of the land, and this bill would
amend current law to make an exception for manufactured housing.
I supported Senator Colantuono's point of view in the committee. I
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thought that he expressed it well as he has here on the floor. This
bill, I don't know where it came from, but it creates a very real
incentive for people in manufacturing housing not to pay their prop-
erty tax. I think the Senate would be mistaken in passing it.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey, currently
home owners of any town have the right to not pay their taxes in two
years and a day, because they may have an unfortunate set of cir-
cumstances. Loss ofjob or illness, and it has been the process in the
state of New Hampshire, to allow people to recover because of those
unfortunate set of circumstances. We find that that has not been a
situation where people have not paid their taxes. Why do you think
that it is fair for people who own their houses in a town is different
for a person who owns his house in a trailer park? What makes you
think that the incentive is going to be greater for those people, than
for those who own their homes? The fact is, those people who live in
trailer parks, are seniors, and those who can have affordable hous-
ing, the last source for our people to have affordable housing?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, ultimately this is a good question,
Mr. President, and it's a tough issue, but ultimately, it seems to me
that we have a responsibility to all of the citizens, and not just to this
group or that. The difficulty that presents itself with this bill, is the
difficulty that Senator Colantuono has pointed out. There is a differ-
ence in the value of stick built housing verse's manufactured hous-
ing. Manufactured housing once it's removed from the lot
unfortunately, it loses the vast bulk of its value, so there is very little
against which the local authorities can act to recover in the interest
of all of the citizens.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey, it would seem
that what your saying is: that if you're very rich and you can afford
to live on your own lot, it's okay, but if you happened to be one of
those unfortunate senior citizens who lives on a small income or
someone who doesn't quite make a lot of money, then the rules
should change differently for them. Is that what you are saying?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The difference arises out of the resale
value of these two distinct categories of housing. That is not a situa-
tion that the Senator from district #17 created. It is just a fact of life,
that stick build housing retains its value and towns can wait for the
taxes because they know there is something of value in which to act
ultimately. But in the case of manufactured housing, if it's removed
from the lot, it loses most of its value. And I fully understand the
point of view that the Senator is making, but ultimately, we have a
responsibility to all of the people. And this bill would put the towns
in the position where they are not likely to be able to recover back
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taxes. I think that is the bottom line. It puts the towns in a position
where they are not likely to be able to recover back taxes, because
this particular kind of property is so greatly devalued once it's re-
moved from the lot.
SENATOR MCLANE: I rise in strong support of HB 680. This bill
was supported by the Mobile Home Owners Association, which con-
sists of almost 100,000 people who live in mobile homes in the state
of New Hampshire. It is perfectly obvious, why the tax collectors
were not in favor of it. We have been doing their dirty work for them.
What they do is send out two bills for a mobile home. One to the
owner of the mobile home, and one to the mobile home park owner.
They make the mobile home park owner the person who is going to
collect their taxes. Of course, the assessors like it. But it has been
treating mobile home owners differently than other taxpayers. Al-
though they owTi their home, if they don't pay their taxes within a
month, the Mobile Home Park Owner can say: 'you have got to get
out because you haven't paid your taxes'. Any other home owner has
two years to pay their taxes. And then maybe times will get better,
and maybe they can in that period of time. We heard today that New
Hampshire has $39,000,000 in unpaid taxes right now. We are in a
problem and we have many people who are unemployed. The point is
that cities and towns have had the mobile home owners collect their
taxes, and they in turn have turned to the mobile home person and
said if you don't pay your taxes then get out! They can say that now
about the rent, but the taxes should be paid by the person who lives
in the mobile home. I would remind you that this was a unanimous
vote from The Municipal and County Government Committee. That
it has been studied, and it is supported by all the mobile home park
owners and mobile home owners. It is obvious that the tax assessors
don't support it.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator McLane, isn't it true that if a
mobile home owner doesn't pay their property tax, but continues to
pay their rent, under current law the landlord is not required to kick
them out at all, it is up to the landlord?
SENATOR MCLANE: That was the testimony of the tax assessor,
from Manchester, who said that sometimes the mobile home park
owner did not kick them out, even though he was liable for the taxes
and had to pay the taxes. So what it does perhaps, creates a situa-
tion where they want to get somebody out for some reason, they say
alright, you haven't paid your taxes. You have to get out: And to
another person, we'll give you the normal two years. It leaves the
power in the hands of the mobile home park owner.
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: Isn't it also true that under the cur-
rent set-up, if a mobile home owner has not paid his or her rent, and
they do get evicted for that reason, they are still left in total owner-
ship of their home and they can go wherever they want. And they
can start renting in a new mobile home park?
SENATOR MCLANE: That is correct. They can't move the home if
they haven't paid the taxes. The reason is, that we have a state law
on the books now which says that before anyone moves a mobile
home, they have to have a certificate or an excuse from the select-
men saying that they paid up their taxes. But they could if they
don't pay their rent, move the home from within the park.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I'm glad that you mentioned that
other provision of the law, because I think that other provision
makes this bill totally ineffective in what they are trying to do. Isn't
it true that if this bill passed, well under the present situation, if a
person was evicted, in other words, the landlord wanted to get them
out, and I think if this bill passed too, if the landlord wanted to get a
person out, wouldn't the landlord have to go and pay those taxes so
that the house could be moved out?
SENATOR MCLANE: The taxes have to be paid or the selectmen
have to give permission before the home can be moved. I think the
point is that you have 100,000 mobile owners in the state of New
Hampshire right now who are being told, pay your taxes or you have
got 30 days to get out, or could be told this. Whereas other home-
owners and there are many in the state of New Hampshire, have got
a full two years to come up with the money to pay their taxes. And it
was the feeling of Municipal and County Governments that mobile
home owners should be treated like any other owners.
SENATOR W. KING: I do not own a manufactured house, nor do I
own a manufactured housing park, but I have a little experience in
the real estate field. And I am frankly baffled that there are some
people in here that believe that we ought to ask an individual who
owns a mobile home park to be responsible for real estate that that
person doesn't even own to pay the real estate taxes on that. This is
in fact, this bill doesn't create an exemption for housing that is manu-
factured. What it says is that those people who live in manufactured
housing have to play on the same level field that everybody else who
owns a home of any description has the play of, and that is if you do
not pay your property taxes, then the town places a lien on that
property. Now that property in this circumstance is a mobile home.
It is not a house and a piece of land. But it makes absolutely no sense
as state law currently does, for us to force an individual to pay prop-
erty taxes on land or on in this case, a piece of property being the
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manufactured housing that that individual does not own. Now we
have recognized in this body over the years that manufactured hous-
ing to some degree is a different kind of animal, and that we over and
above all other things, we have recognized that people who live in
manufactured housing parks, if they are going to take their mobile
home out of that park, are going to find themselves in an awkward
position. Maybe they won't be able to find land to put it on. Chances
are, they won't be able to find another park to put it in. All this bill
does, is say that everybody is going to be treated fairly. That those
who live in manufactured housing are going to be given the same
kind of treatment as those who live in as Senator Humphrey said,
stick built housing on their own land and that we are not going to
expect an individual, an entrepreneur who owns a mobile home park
to have to pay for the real estate tax on something that is not his or
her responsibility. We are not in addition to that going to force them
to have to evict people. Knowing full well, that if they evict those
people, they may end up not only losing their home, but losing the
ability to put their home anyplace else. So I urge you to support the
majority committee on this report.
Senator Delahunty has moved the question.
Adopted.
Majority Report of Ought lb Pass Motion is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Recess.
Out of recess.
HB 35-A, an act making appropriations for capital improvements.
Capital Budget committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Sena-
tor Nelson for the committee.
Recess.
Out of recess.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: The Chair would recognize Senator Nel-
son, but the Chair would also ask Senator Nelson to please come
forward prior to her presentation. I am going to make the presenta-
tion, but I would like Senator Hough to address the presentation as
Chairman of Capital Budget. We figured that you needed the appro-
priate year in order to conduct your job as Committee Chairman.
SENATOR HOUGH: Mr President, before we start on the report
on the Capital Budget committee on the Capital Budget, I would
like to take a moment and address the body in regard to the experi-
ence that I have had since December of this year This session will
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mark the 20th year in which I have served in the legislature, during
which time I have had the honor of working both in the House, the
House Appropriations committee and in the Senate, in the Senate
Finance committee on the operating budget. Where I have concen-
trated my efforts in the area of Human Service and in Education. In
late fall, after the elections, I had spoken of a desire to be involved
with the Capital Budget from a very sincere desire to use that expe-
rience as a learning experience. This is an area of the legislative
activities which I had not had much experience. And I would tell you
that as I had brought to the committee 20 years of legislative experi-
ence, that I looked forward to working with a new Chair. And I
would tell you that in the 20 years that I have served in this legisla-
ture, had I not served under a more dedicated, harder working, sin-
cere Chairman, then I have under the Chairmanship of Senator
Nelson. There had not been a day nor a week that had passed, that
Senator Nelson working with the able staff of the Legislative
Budget Assistance Office, and her colleagues in the House Public
Works and House Appropriations committee, whereas she did not
take home in the evening voluminous documents dealing with the
construction, the design, the engineering, the finance, the debt serv-
ice, of the projects. The presentation that she will make shortly on
behalf of the committee, represents a tremendous amount of hours
of homework and diligent commitment to the capital projects to the
state of New Hampshire. And she as well as the committee are now
prepared to give to you, a document that will bring forth the needed
construction projects that will booster the economy of the state of
New Hampshire, put people back to work and rebuild the decaying
infrastructure of not only state government, but of the regions
throughout the state of New Hampshire. And it is with great pride
and satisfaction that I can support my Chairman, and thank her for a
job well done. Thank you, Mr. President.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Thank you, Senator Hough. Senator Nel-
son, I echo Senator Houghs remarks, I know how hard you have
worked.
SENATOR NELSON: I was going to say thank you. Senator
Hough, and give you the shovel, but I got the hat.
SENATOR HOUGH: And that's the way it should be.
SENATOR NELSON: No, I don't in any way want to say that, but I
worked my tail . . . No, I really appreciate your thoughtfulness. I
thought what I might do with so many new members in the New
Hampshire State Senate, and for some of you, I thought I would
take three minutes of your time just telling you how we got to the
point of the Capital Budget. So just a very brief look of history.
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Under statute we have written in the statute, under 9:3-a, the capi-
tal expenditure request. Very briefly, that states that all depart-
ments will put together their request in writing, and submit it to the
director of, The Commissioner of Administrative Services. Those re-
quest's would then be passed on to the Governor. The Governor
would then hold a public hearing along with the Chairman of the
Department of Transportation, the Chairman of Capital Budget, and
the Chairman of Administrative Services. And they would come up
with a document. This is the document. I want you to have an idea
that every project that is presented is very detailed and in writing.
And all members of the Capital Budget committee do receive a copy
of this. I did sit in on those hearings this summer. The second phase
is. Governor Gregg as you know, takes the projects that are in this
particular document and selects what he chooses to be important for
the upcoming biennium. And on February 15, he must present that
as you know to the House and to the Senate, which he did do on
February 15, of this year. That then became the Governors budget.
That budget as you know worked its way through Public Works, and
then to the House floor. From the House floor to the Appropriations
committee, at which time changes were made from the Governors
amendment, excuse me, bill. It then came over to the Senate. So now
I am going to have a document handed out to make it easier for you
to see the changes that were made. I will point out the changes in
the Capital Budget, and I will be happy to entertain any questions.
Let me say while that is being handed out, that there were seven of
the finest people working on that committee. I might hasten to add
that there were five freshmen to the committee, three freshmen on
the committee, with Senator Roberge and I, having four years expe-
rience. And I will tell you that having had sat on other committees,
that the level of dialogue was encouraging when people disagreed.
They were not afraid to say exactly what they thought, to argue, and
to finally come to some consensus. So I would like to say, that all
members of the Capital Budget worked together to produce the doc-
ument. There are certain parts of the document that could possibly
be addressed by individual members of the Capital Budget if you
should want detail. I am going to work on the sheet that was just
handed out to you. It also goes along with the Capital Budget, HB
35. You notice there is the demolition of the Walker Building. What
you see in the first column is what the Governor recommended, 2.8
million. The House took it out, and the Senate put it back in again.
You notice that we are 1 million under the Governors request. That
is because we asked for new figures. There is a lot of asbestos in the
Walker Building. Figures also indicated that there are also, three
years ago rather, there was a study and it was going to cost
$8,000,000 if we wanted to renovate it. They say cost today would be
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12.2 million. That is how we arrived at the decision for the demoli-
tion of the Walker Building. We felt that our figures were more
harder, if you will, than the 2.8 million. Moving down, the Coos
County Court renovation. As you know the state purchased that
building last year for $1. It needs renovations and $600,000 have
been put into that budget. I would also tell you that it is on page 1 of
your Capital Budget itself, HB 35. If you move down the page al-
most to the bottom, you'll notice that it talks about the Public Health
Department for lab modernization. The Governor requested
$725,000, the House left $250,000, and we put the money back in
again. We added $475,000 or at least came up to the Governors fig-
ure, and that is on page 3 of HB 35. If you go to the bottom of that
very first page, you will notice that there is the YDC James settle-
ment. There will also be a piece in the operating budget also. There
was a lawsuit against YDC for a handicapped individual, James 0.
Part of the money and the agreement made is reflected in the Capi-
tal Budget. The Capital Budget reflects the capital changes at the
YDC. The operating budget, I am sure that they will talk to you
about tomorrow, addresses the rest of that agreement. And if you go
to the second page, midway down, you will remember that in the
Governors, if you want more detail, as you recall in the Governors
speech on the floor on the 15th of February, he referred to the Parks
Department as one of the jewels in the crown of New Hampshire.
And as you know tourism is a major industry in our state. He put in
2.5, the House put in 1 million, and the Senate went up to 1.75.
Number two, is Cannon/Mittersill, the Governor had it in, and the
House took it out, and we put it in. And that is for the feasibility
study on the use of the land. One ninety seven on Sunapee snow-
making. On Sunapee sewerage lagoons we put in $50,000, because it
came to our attention that one of the wells went bad. The other
change that you would want to note is that the Transportation for
the underground tanks. You will notice that $956,000 is in parenthe-
sis. That originally was a cash outlay from the highway fund. If we
were to take the cash out of the highway fund, it would have left
$143,000 in that account at the end of the biennium. Given what
comes out of the highway fund, it was felt that this time in the Capi-
tal Budget, that it would be appropriate to bond that money, and so
that is what that means. Instead of cash, we are bonding it. If you
look at the Lebanon airport under aeronautics, you will notice that
we have made a slight increase of $13,666. The reason for that is that
we have better numbers on that situation now, and this reflects the
accurate cost. If you go down to the bottom line of page two, you will
see the Keene Thorne-Sagendorf building, for $570,000 you did in
fact support that and pass it in 117. It was also in 1182 last session.
This bill is asking for $570. This expenditure is $570,000. This was
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arrived at in this way: In 1989 1.7 million dollars was appropriated
for the library. Last year UNH went before the Long Range Capital
Planning committee and at that time requested to change their
plans. Legislative approval was given, the plans were changed. But
as a result of the change in the plans, it required this money and that
is how that appears and that is on page 8 of the Capital Budget. Let
me point to the bottom line of the figures on the last page of the bill
if you will. You will notice that there is a fund ledger and I am look-
ing at the bottom line of the fund ledger. There is no way to make
this exciting. If you notice the Governor, the House, and the Senate
have a figure. Let me talk a little bit for a moment. If you don't mind
to the 111,500,000 million. That figure reflects every penny in the
Capital Budget. All the federal money, Fish and Game money, and
the state money. In reality, we are looking at a Capital Budget that
will be 69 million in bonds and 42 million from other sources. As you
see we are about 1 million under the Governors projected budget
and we are roughly 5 million over the House. That was the way in
which I outlined this. I have details of every project and I stand
ready at this time to answer any questions that you may have.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Nelson, there is something that I
don't understand, a number of things that I don't understand about
the Walker Building. One, is that we are tight on funds. Isn't any
expenditure right now unnecessary and that it can just stand there
closed up and save us 2 million for the time being when money is
short?
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Heath, I believe no building just
stands there. There are buildings that are over there that are being
heated so that they won't deteriate. Rather than spend money to
just keep those buildings open and this was one of the ways that we
thought that we could solve the problem.
SENATOR HEATH: I find it very strange that the cost of renovat-
ing a building has risen in the falling market where there are a lot of
desperate contractors out there losing their businesses, and the cost
of that asbestos removal has plummeted to half since the Governor
made this projection. Could you explain to me that strange situa-
tion?
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Heath, okay, let me just say this to
you, the project consists of demolition of the Walker Building is a
rambling two story 176 foot . . .
SENATOR HEATH: Rambling is a scientific word?
SENATOR NELSON: It is an adjective, modifying two stories. One
seventy square foot structure on the grounds of New Hampshire
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Hospital. It has been determined to be functionally obsolete, in need
of extensive renovation, estimated to cost $12.5 and contains a great
deal of asbestos.
SENATOR HEATH: Why has the cost of demolition plummeted in
half if they found out more recently that there is more asbestos
rather than less?
SENATOR NELSON: I don't know, I don't understand the ques-
tion?
SENATOR HEATH: Tb explain the question, the Governor recom-
mended 2,800,000 million and the Senate, now knowing that there is
more than originally realized of asbestos in there has cut that figure
in half. Doesn't that strike you as strange? More asbestos, half the
cost of removing it?
SENATOR NELSON: Oh, I am sorry, I misunderstood. I was talk-
ing about years ago, I didn't realize that you meant between the
governors budget and the House budget. Well, Senator Heath, I
guess it's the same as in any of the committees in which you serve.
The House certainly sends pieces of legislation over here in which
you use the wisdom on your committee and sometimes don't think
maybe something should happen. Well, in our wisdom, in looking at
the figures and the information that we had, we thought that at this
time one million eight was enough, given the fact, that the economy
is tight to just put one eight in it.
SENATOR HEATH: But couldn't you have used that same logic to
renovate the building? The asbestos has to be removed whether you
tear it down or renovate it, and put in some low figures for renova-
tion if you just play with the figures?
SENATOR NELSON: Obviously, having sat on the Capital Budget
committee for four years and being well aware of the situation over
there, and having toured Laconia which there are buildings that are
sitting idly, I certainly would be in favor of renovating a building to
save money. But I look at several situations around the state, not in
the State House. As sad as it may be, and as wonderful as some of
those buildings might look. With the codes and the handicapped
standards, it would be just plain too expensive to renovate that
building rather than to raze it. And that is my understanding of the
situation.
SENATOR HEATH: On the land conservation program, why after
we have already done $40,000,000 for a land conservation purchase
in a crisis year and would it have gone on raining terrifically endan-
gered. Why would we go for another $7,000,000 right now?
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SENATOR NELSON: Let me mention that at this time, at this mo-
ment looking at 1990 figures, the bond counsel usually wants us to
stay under a certain percentage of say 10 being the highest and we
are well under that at 7. So I don't know of any danger when we
went through this, number one. Number two, the Governor sup-
ported the Land Conservation, the house supported it, and it came
before the committee. At this time it was felt that this was the best
way to handle it and as you know, Senator Heath, that we are not
talking about bonding in this year anyways. There will be little or no
effect on the biennium for 1992-93 debt.
SENATOR HEATH: There will be forward, I mean we will be
facing . .
.
SENATOR NELSON: That is correct, it will go forward. But let me
say that this isn't the first year on the Capital Budget that we begin
bonding. It is a fact of life on both the federal, the local, and the state
level. That when one wants to take care of capital projects, one
bonds them. So we are not coming through with any new policy
statements. We are doing what they have done. Which has been the
policy of the state of New Hampshire. Of all the states, maybe Okla-
homa, Iowa, Tbxas, little cities and towns in the area. Really, it is not
a brand new concept.
SENATOR HEATH: I fully understand that. It is just that we are
doing more than ever with more problems than ever. On Public
Health, Lab modernization, isn't this the lab that we have poured
money into for 5 years that has managed to test 50 people?
SENATOR NELSON: I don't know that.
SENATOR HEATH: It has managed to test 50 people in 5 years
with roughly 1.5 million dollars worth of money involved?
SENATOR NELSON: Well, Senator Heath . .
.
SENATOR HEATH: Isn't this one of the black holes in that agency
that hasn't ever accomplished what it set out to do, we just keep
pouring money into it?
SENATOR NELSON: I am in no position to answer questions about
black holes because surely, they would not come before the commit-
tee and address black holes with me.
SENATOR HEATH: Well, what is the lab?
SENATOR NELSON: The lab is this: it consists of upgrading and
modification of the Public Health Laboratory. And it included build-
ing improvements and equipment purchases. It includes emergency
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egress, electronical operator plumbing fixtures, acid fume hoods,
ventilation modification, electrical upgrading to accommodate new
and additional equipment.
SENATOR HEATH: But what did the lab do?
SENATOR NELSON: I am getting there ... I want you to know
every penny where it is going. Equipment includes replacements of
three sterilizers, neurology, chemistry analyzer, and names that I
can't even pronounce, and drug extractions instrumentation ultra-
lode temperature freezer, headspace analyzer, and computer hard-
ware, and software. The laboratory was opened in 1971. The
electrical system is not adequate. The increased use of instrumenta-
tion, the lack of space has caused former storerooms to be converted
to office or laboratory use vdth the result of safety hazard. New
infectious diseases such as AIDS have increased the hazards to lab
staff. The ventilation system causes frequent disruption to work due
to its effect on equipment test, regions and staff. The laboratory has
not kept pace with advances and technology. Tbsts are performed,
here is what the lab does . . .
SENATOR HEATH: Who wrote this?
SENATOR NELSON: The Department. Tbsts are performed manu-
ally that could and should be automated. The laboratorv- is unable to
perfoiTti tests required by law, for drugs and the Chief Medical Ex-
aminer due to the lack of necessary equipment. That is what it is for.
And that is what the lab does.
SENATOR HEATH: And what is that the Department has written
and of course we can take it on oath, right, like the rambling in the
other building? That was probably written by the Department that
wanted to tear down that building?
SENATOR NELSON: If I may, Senator Hough, I mean. Heath.
Senator Heath, I described the process to you by statute, and I did
not make the assumption that one department was a liar and didn't
give me the information as opposed to the other, sir.
SENATOR HEATH: Did you make an assumption that maybe some
of the Departments proposals were colored in the direction that
these departments might prefer?
SENATOR NELSON: No, I didn't, sir. I made the assumption that
this is a particular project that they need. They told us exactly what
they needed even though it cost money and they probably took the
chance that they might not get it all.
SENATOR HEATH: On Resources, Economic Development, I see
that we have one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight line items
and maybe nine, that have to do with approving of the state owned
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ski areas that compete with the private business and lose money
doing it each year, consistently. In enacting those improvements, the
expansion with the plan so that we can lose money on the intermedi-
ate slope and Mittersill can become destination resort and on more
snowmaking where snowmaking hasn't seemed to work in Belknap
or any of the other socialized ski areas throughout the state, you
conclude in putting that kind of money, chasing good money after
bad, you conclude that we are going to rise above our money losing
proposition sometime in the next decade?
SENATOR NELSON: Well, I don't conclude anything. I just under-
stand that one of the $100,000 is to study the use of the land. And I
would suggest that if this is something you don't think that we
should do, then you should vote against it.
SENATOR HEATH: Well, thank you, I will take your advice.
Amendment to HB 35-A
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Capital Appropriations. The sums hereinafter detailed are
hereby appropriated for the projects specified to the departments,
agencies and branches named:
L Adjutant General
A. Replace 2 roofs * $ 130,000
Tatal state appropriation paragraph I $ 130,000
n. Administrative Services
A. Repair State House dome $ 250,000
B. Hillsborough county superior court furnishings * 1,200,000
C. Concord district court furnishings * 50,000
D. Land acquisition, design, construction, and
furnishings of Rockingham county superior
court 11,165,000
E. State House elevator repairs 200,000
F. Demolition of Walker building 1,800,000
G. Coos county superior court-renovations
and code requirements 600,000
T)tal state appropriation paragraph II $15,265,000
III. Environmental Services
A. Match state water pollution revolving loan fund $ 5,131,074
B. Winnipesaukee river basin project (sewage
system improvements) 292,000
C. Hazardous waste superfund match 1,500,000
T)tal state appropriation paragraph III $ 6,923,074
IV. Executive — State Planning
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A. Land conservation program $ 7,000,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph IV $ 7,000,000
V. Health and Human Services
A. New Hampshire hospital
1. Philbrook health and safety 225,000
Tbtal subparagraph A $ 225,000
B. Glencliff home for the elderly
1. Replace fire hydrant * $ 40,000
2. Replace sewer lines * 30,000
3. Slip proof tunnels * 32,000
4. Design, construction, and furnishings of
75-bed nursing home facility $ 5,350,000
Tbtal subparagraph B $ 5,452,000
C. Division for Children and Youth Services
1. Rewire administration building— YDC * $ 160,000
2. Repair roof on administration building— YDC * 45,000
3. Hook up sewer in administration building— YDC * 50,000
4. Asbestos removal or containment — YDC * 50,000
5. Locks and cylinders — YDC * 55,000
6. Air handling — Tbbey building, N.H. hospital 100,000
7. James 0. settlement — YDC
a. Complete elevator 60,000
b. Handicapped bathrooms 60,000
c. Library equipment * 25,000
d. Handicapped access, etc. 375,000
Tbtal subparagraph C $ 980,000
D. Division of Public Health Services
1. Laboratory modernization $ 725,000
2. Radiological laboratory update 130,000
Tbtal subparagraph D $ 855,000
E. Office of alcohol and drug abuse prevention
1. Tirrell House * $ 57,000
Tbtal subparagraph E $ 57,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph V $ 7,569,000
VL Liquor Commission
A. Roof replacement * $ 162,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph VI $ 162,000
VII, Postsecondary Technical Education
A. NHTX:: — Manchester
1. Phase II rehabilitation of Knox Building $ 1,830,000
2. Electric laboratory station 325,000
Tbtal subparagraph A $ 2,155,000
B. NHTC — Berlin
1. Roof replacement * $ 45,000
2. Office simulation lab * 90,000
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3. Cad cam lab * 161,376
Tbtal subparagraph B $ 296,376
C. NHTC — Nashua
1. 25 station IBM personal computer lab * $ 87,200
Tbtal subparagraph C $ 87,200
D. NHTC — Claremont
1. Ibchnical lab * $241,000
Tbtal subparagraph D $ 241,000
E. NHTC — Laconia
1. Computer lab* $ 156,334
2. Automobile technical lab* $ 100,000
Tbtal subparagraph E $ 256,334
F. NHTI — Concord
1. Parking lot $1,000,000
Less police standards share -200,000
Net appropriation subparagraph F $ 800,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph VH $ 3,835,910
Vin. Resources and Economic Development
A. Division of parks
1. Repairs and renovations system-wide for
major deferred projects $ 1,750,000
Tbtal subparagraph A $ 1,750,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph VIII, A, 1 shall not be
spent, obligated, or encumbered until such time as the department
of resources and economic development has developed an action plan
and received the approval of such plan from the capital budget over-
view committee.)
B. Ski operations
1. Cannon — snowmaking $ 600,000
2. Cannon — replace snowmaking pipe 150,000
3. Cannon/Mittersill plan 100,000
4. Sunapee — air compressor 250,000
5. Sunapee — move and expand rental shop 93,000
6. Sunapee — intake valve 200,000
7. Sunapee — snowmaking skyway 197,000
8. Sunapee — sewage lagoons 50,000
Tbtal subparagraph B $ 1,640,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph VIII $ 3,390,000
IX. Department of Safety
A. Glendale dock repair $ 350,000
Tbtal state appropriation paragraph IX $ 350,000
X. Department of Transportation
A. Division of aeronautics
1. Skyhaven — runway/taxi $ 164,000
2. Skyhaven — renovate administration building 85,000
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3. State required 5 percent — 10 percent match for
FAA — approved airport priority projects 500,000
4, Lebanon Airport — reconstruction of runway
72-5, extend taxiway to runway 7, expand
aircraft parking apron associated lighting
and other improvements 3,06 1 , 1 1
1
Less Federal -2,900,000
Net appropriation, subparagraph 4
(state share — 5 percent) $ 161,111
Tbtal subparagraph A $910,111
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph X, A, 3 shall be for air-
port projects approved by the Federal Aviation Administration,
which include the following projects: construction of aircraft parking
apron. Concord; construction of perimeter road and installation of
security fence, Nashua; expansion and improvement of aircraft park-
ing apron. Concord; land acquisition, Manchester; land acquisition,
Nashua; master plan update, Berlin; master plan update, Rochester;
purchase crash, fire, and rescue equipment; purchase snow removal
equipment, Lebanon; ramp and apron for new terminal, Manches-
ter; reconstruct runway 7-25, Lebanon; and taxiway, apron, and
lighting, Nashua.)
B. Division of public works
1. Underground tank removal and
replacement statewide $ 1,144,000
Less fish and game fund -33,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B $ 1,111,000
T^tal state appropriation paragraph X $ 2,021,111
Tbtal state appropriation section 1 $46,646,095
* To be 5-year bonds.
2 Appropriation; University System of New Hampshire. The sums
hereinafter detailed are hereby appropriated for the projects speci-
fied:
A. Repairs and renovations system-wide $ 5,000,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph A shall not be spent,
obligated, or encumbered until such time as the university system of
New Hampshire has developed an action plan and received the ap-
proval of such plan from the capital budget overview committee.)
Biological science center — Durham 30,000,000
Less Other (Donations, grants, etc.) -15,000,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B 15,000,000
(No funds appropriated by subparagraph B shall be expended or
encumbered in any way until the university system of New Hamp-
shire certifies to the capital budget overview committee that it has
raised and can account for $15,000,000 or more in gifts, grants, dona-
tions, or pledges from sources other than the state, to be used for
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the construction of a biological science center on the Durham cam-
pus of the university system of New Hampshire, except that the
university system of New Hampshire may, upon the raising of
$5,000,000, expend or encumber such funds for design and construc-
tion documents. The funds appropriated in subparagraph B shall
constitute the total state share of completed construction costs of
the biological science center. The university system of New Hamp-
shire may use any gifts, grants, donations, or pledges in excess of its
$15,000,000 share of the construction toward the costs of construc-
tion.)
C. Public television equipment replacement * 500,000
Tbtal state appropriation section 2 $20,500,000
* lb be 5-year bonds.
3 Appropriation; Department of Transportation. The sums herein-
after detailed are hereby appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Central office
1. Computer power upgrade* $ 350,000
B. Division of public works
1. Underground tank removal and
replacement statewide 956,000
Tbtal state appropriation section 3 $ 1,306,000
4 Appropriation; Fish and Game. The sums hereinafter detailed
are hereby appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Water line replacement $ 100,000
Less federal -75,000
Net appropriation subparagraph A $ 25,000
B. Replace pools/raceway hatchery 500,000
Less federal $ -375,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B $ 125,000
C. New Hampton and Berlin hatcheries
facility renovations 85,000
Less federal -63,750
Net appropriation subparagraph C $ 21,250
D. Pool/raceway enclosures 150,000
Less federal -112,500
Net appropriation subparagraph D $ 37,500
E
.
Water system — Berlin 100,000
Less federal -75,000
Net appropriation subparagraph E $ 25,000
TDtal state appropriation section 4 $ 233,750
5 Appropriation; Port Authority — Self Liquidating From Reve-
nue. The sums hereinafter detailed are hereby appropriated for the
projects specified:
A. Port of Portsmouth expansion $16,500,000
Tbtal state appropriation section 5 $16,500,000
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(The funds appropriated in subparagraph A for the Port of Ports-
mouth expansion shall not be expended, encumbered, or obligated in
any way unless: (1) the study committee established in 1991, 145, on
the New Hampshire port authority submits its report which con-
cludes that the Port of Portsmouth expansion is economically feasi-
ble, such that projected revenues exceed projected expenditures;
and (2) an action plan prepared by the New Hampshire port author-
ity is approved by both the fiscal committee and the governor and
council. The action plan shall include the identification of sufficient
revenue sources to amortize both the annual principal and interest
payments.)
6 Appropriation; Postsecondary Ibchnical Education — Police
Standards and Training. The sums hereinafter detailed are hereby
appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Range/tactical/dorm facility $ 4,960,000
Tatal state appropriation section 6 $ 4,960,000
7 Increase Bond Authorization; Dam Maintenance Fund. Amend
RSA 482:56 to read as follows:
482:56 Bonds Authorized. Td provide working capital for initiation
of the fund established in RSA 482:55, the state treasurer is hereby
authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state the sum of
[$4,200,000] $5,700,000 and for said purpose shall issue bonds and
notes in the name of and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in
accordance with RSA 6-A.
8 Expenditures; General. The appropriation made for the pur-
poses mentioned in sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and the sums available
for those projects shall be expended by the trustees, commissions,
commissioner, or department head of the institutions and depart-
ments referred to herein; provided that all contracts and projects
and plans and specifications therefor shall be awarded in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 228.
9 Expenditures; University System of New Hampshire.
I. The appropriations made for the purposes mentioned in sec-
tion 2 and the sums available for these projects shall be expended by
the trustees of the university system of New Hampshire. All con-
tracts for the construction of all or any part of said building or facili-
ties shall be let only after competitive sealed bids have been
received and only after an advertisement calling for such bids has
been published at least once in each of 2 successive calendar weeks
in a newspaper of general circulation in New Hampshire or in a
trade journal known to be circulated among the contractors from
whom bids will be sought with the state of New Hampshire or else-
where in the area. The first publication of such advertisement shall
be not less than 30 days prior to the date the bids will be received.
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All conditions considered, wherever possible, it is recommended
that the services of New Hampshire architectural and construction
fiiTns be considered within the discretion of the trustees.
II. The appropriations made in section 2 are available for all
costs incidental to the completion of the projects enumerated includ-
ing the costs of the services of architects, engineers, and other con-
sultants of such kind and capacity as the university system board of
trustees may, in its discretion, wish to employ on such tenns and
conditions as the board determines. These moneys shall be spent
under the direction of the university system board of trustees.
III. If, in the judgment of the trustees of the university system,
just cause exists indicating the lowest bid should be rejected, then
the contract may be awarded to the next lowest bidder; or, if the
next lowest bid should be rejected, the contract may be awarded to
the third lowest bidder.
IV. The board of trustees of the university system has the right
to reject any and all bids and, if the lowest bid is in excess of the
appropriation, the board has the right to negotiate with the low bid-
der or with the 3 lowest bidders for a contract for the construction
upon terms considered most advantageous to the university. If only
one bid is received, the board of trustees may negotiate a contract
for the construction on terms considered most advantageous to the
university system and to the state. Any authorization contained in
this act which is at variance with the requirements of applicable
federal law and regulations shall be controlled by the terms of the
federal law and regulations.
10 Bonds Authorized. T) provide funds for the total of the appro-
priations of state funds made in sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this
act, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the
credit of the state not exceeding the sum of $91,645,845 and for said
purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-
A. In order to provide funds to pay the cost of issuing the bonds
authorized by this section, the state treasurer may issue bonds up to
102 percent of the authorized amounts. The proceeds from the addi-
tional bonds may be used only for the purpose of paying such issu-
ance costs.
11 Payments.
I. The payment of principal and interest on bonds and notes is-
sued for the projects in sections 1 and 2 shall be made when due
from the general funds of the state.
II. The payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for
projects in:
(a) Section 3 shall be made from the highway fund.
(b) Section 4 shall be made from the fish and game fund.
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(c) Section 5 shall be made from the port authority revenues.
(d) Section 6 shall be made from the police standards and train-
ing council training fund.
(e) Section 7 shall be made from the dam maintenance fund.
12 Appropriation; Police Standards and Training Council Training
Fund. The sum hsted under section 1, paragraph VII, F, 1 of this act
is hereby appropriated from the police standards and training coun-
cil training fund to the department of postsecondary technical edu-
cation. The governor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant
therefor out of the appropriate fund.
13 Appropriation; Fish and Game Department. The sum listed un-
der section 1, Paragraph X, B, 1 of this act as the fish and game fund
share of the project is hereby appropriated from the fish and game
fund to the department of transportation for underground tank re-
moval and replacement statewide. The governor is hereby autho-
rized to draw his warrant therefor out of the appropriate fund.
14 Liquidation. The state treasurer is authorized to deduct from
the fund accruing to the university under RSA 187-A:7, or appropri-
ation in lieu thereof, for each fiscal year such sum as may be neces-
sary to meet interest and principal payments in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the bonds and notes issued for the purpose
of section 2.
15 Land Acquisition. Any land acquired under the appropriations
made in sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 except the land conservation
program in section 1, IV, A and such land, if any, as may be acquired
under the appropriation for the division of water resources, shall be
purchased by the commissioner of transportation with the approval
of governor and council.
16 Architectural Requirements. No new building authorized by
this act shall be constructed without meeting life safety code
requirements, handicapped architectural barrier-free code require-
ments and energy conservation code requirements.
17 Powers of Governor and Council. The governor and council are
hereby authorized and empowered:
I. To cooperate with and enter into such agreements with the
federal government, or any agency thereof, as they may deem advis-
able, to secure federal funds for the purposes hereof.
II. T3 accept any federal funds which are, or become available for
any project under sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 beyond the estimated
amounts. The net appropriation of state funds for any project for
which such additional federal funds are accepted shall be reduced by
the amount of such additional funds, and the amount of bonding au-
thorized by section 10 shall be reduced by the same amount.
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18 Transfers. The individual project appropriations provided in
sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this act shall not be transferred or
expended for any other purposes; provided that if there is a balance
remaining after an individual project, which is fully funded by state
funds, is completed, accepted, and final payment made, said balance
or any pai't thereof may be transferred by governor and council to
any other individual project or projects, which are also fully funded
by state funds, within the same section and from the same funding
source, provided that prior approval of the capital budget oversight
committee is obtained.
19 Reduction of Appropriation and Bonding Authority. If the net
appropriation of state funds for any project provided for by sections
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 is determined on the basis of an estimate of antici-
pated federal, local, or other funds, and if the amount of such funds
actually received or available is less than said estimate, then the
total authorized cost for such project and the net appropriation of
state funds thereof shall be reduced by the same proportion as the
proportion by which federal, local, or other funds are reduced. The
amount of bonding authorized by section 10 shall be reduced by the
amount that the appropriation of state funds is reduced pursuant to
this section.
20 Port Authority; Dredging. Amend 1987, 399:1, VII, as amended
by 1989, 367:26, to read as follows:
VII. Port Authority
A. Dredging pier (N.W. end) $ 66,000
B. Dredging of Portsmouth Harbor and
the Piscataqua River 18,700,000
Less federal -14,000,000
Net appropriation paragi'aph B 4,700,000
Tatal state appropriation paragraph VII $ 4,766,000
(The appropriation for the water improvement project in paragraph
VII, B shall be used to widen the maneuvering area between the 2
vertical lift bridges from 600 feet to a maximum of 1,000 feet [and];
widen by 100 feet the northern limit of the channel adjacent to Badg-
ers Island[.]; and widen the southern limit of the channel at the
eastern end of Goat Island southeast of Henderson Point from
400 to 550 feet. Section 21 of this act contains additional costs associ-
ated vdth this project.)
21 Port Authority Bonds and Notes. Amend 1985, 409:11, IV to
read as follows:
IV. To provide funds for the purposes of section 7, the rehabilita-
tion of Barker wharf, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state in the amount of $375,000 and for
that purpose shall issue [revenue] bonds and notes in the name of
and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance with
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RSA 6-A. The interest and principal due on the bonds or notes is-
sued under this paragraph shall be a direct charge against the New
Hampshire port authority revenues. Prior to issuance of the bonds
or notes authorized hereunder, the treasurer may, for the purpose of
this section, borrow money from time to time on short-term loans
which may be refunded by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereun-
der; provided, however, that at no time shall indebtedness on such
short-term loans exceed the sum of $375,000.
22 Maturity of New Hampshire Technical Institute Bonds. Amend
1988, 164:2 to read as follows:
164:2 Bonds Authorized. To provide funds for the appropriation
made in section 1 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding $3,467,000, and
may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the state of
New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-A, ex-
cept that, notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 6-A:2, such bonds
shall have a maturity of up to 30 years from the date of issue.
23 Mount Washington Regional Airport; Whitefield; Berlin Munici-
pal Airport. 1989, 367:1, XII, A, 2 is repealed and reenacted to read
as follows:
2.(a) Berlin Municipal Airport, Berlin — reconstruction of haz-
ard beacons and updating of Berlin's airport master plan. $100,000.
(b) Mount Washington Regional Airport — Whitefield — re-
construct stub taxiway and parking ramp. $100,000.
24 Appropriation; Supreme Court. Amend 1989, 367:19 to read as
follows:
367:19 Appropriation; Supreme Court. The sum of $396,000 is ap-
propriated to the supreme court for the preparation of preliminary
design and final design and construction documents for a new facil-
ity for the Rockingham county superior and probate courts. [Design
of the project shall be done utilizing the generic plans developed for
the Hillsborough county courthouse at Nashua.] Design of this proj-
ect shall be done in such a way as to allow for construction to be done
in stages. Preliminary design documents must receive the approval
of the capital budget overview committee, prior to the preparation
of final design and construction documents. This appropriation shall
be a charge against the court facilities escrow account established
pursuant to RSA 490:26-c.
25 Mason Library — Keene. 1989, 367:2, E is repealed and reen-
acted to read as follows:
E. Expansion, renovation, and rehabilitation
of Mason Library — Keene to include
relocation of the Thorne-Sagendorf
Art Gallery $ 1,770,000
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26 Tbtal State Appropriation Increased. Amend the total state ap-
propriation of section 2 of 1989, 367:2 to read as follows:
Ibtal state appropriation section 2 [$13,300,000] $13,870,000
27 Bonding Amount Increased. Amend 1989, 367:7 to read as fol-
lows:
367:7 Bonds Authorized, lb provide funds for the total of the ap-
propriations of state funds made in sections 1, 2, and 3 of this act, the
state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the credit of the
state not exceeding the sum of [$38,046,322] $38,616,322 and for said
purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-
A.
28 Lapse Dates Extended.
I. The appropriation made to the department of corrections in
1988, 224:1, I, A for phase V prison construction, as amended by
1989, 367:27, 1, is hereby extended to June 30, 1993. Authorization is
hereby granted to expend the remaining funds of approximately
$2,000,000 to renovate Laconia developmental services buildings for
use as a drug and alcohol treatment center and boot camp for ap-
proximately 300 minimum and medium security prison inmates and
to renovate a facility for use by men and women as a halfway house.
II. The following appropriations are hereby extended to June 30,
1992:
(a) The appropriation made to the supreme court in 1989,
367:1, XI, A, for construction of Concord district court.
O^) The appropriation made to the department of revenue ad-
ministration in 1989, 367:1, X, A, for computer hardware and soft-
ware development.
(c) The appropriation made to the department of resources and
economic development in 1987, 3:1, as amended by 1989, 137:3, for
Hampton beach seawall improvements.
(d) The appropriation made to Laconia developmental services
in 1989, 367:1, V, B, 2 for replacement of steam lines.
(e) The appropriation made to the department of administra-
tive services in 1989, 367:1, II, A — C, relative to Londergan hall
renovations, repair of state house dome, and Spaulding hall renova-
tions.
(f) The appropriation made to the department of resources and
economic development in 1988, 224:1, IV, D, for Hampton harbor
dredging.
(g) The appropriation made to the department of environmen-
tal services in 1989, 367:1, IV, A, 1, for small watershed programs.
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(h) The appropriation made to the university system of New
Hampshire in 1989, 367:2, C-F, for academic buildings and Mason
library renovations in Keene, design of biological lab and Dimond
library shelving in Durham, and the cultural arts building in Plym-
outh.
(i) The appropriation made to the department of transporta-
tion in 1988, 152:1 for the additional hangar facilities at Skyhaven
airport.
(j) The appropriations made to the aeronautics commission in
1981, 565:1, II as amended by 1983, 423:17, 1986, 211:18 and 1989,
367:27, II(j) for the Skyhaven airport and the Skyhaven audit fund.
(k) The appropriation made to the aeronautics commission in
1979, 435:1, III, E as amended by 1983, 423:16 and 1986, 211:14 for
the Skyhaven airport.
(1) The appropriations made to the department of transporta-
tion in 1989, 367:1, XII, A, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for aeronautics projects.
(m) The appropriation made to the port authority in 1987,
399:1, VII, as amended by 1989, 367:26, for dredging pier and dredg-
ing of Portsmouth Harbor.
(n) The appropriation made to the department of safety in
1989, 367:3, 1, B for the Hayes building.
(o) The appropriation to the department of health and human
services in 1989, 367:1, V, D, 1 for asbestos abatement at Philbrook
and YDC.
(p) The appropriation made to the department of postsecon-
dary vocational-technical education in 1989, 367:1, VIII, A, 1 for the
NHVTC-Manchester, Phase I rehabilitation of Knox building.
III. The appropriation made to the department of transportation
in 1989, 367:1, XII, A, 2 for the Berhn municipal airport and the
Mount Washington regional airport is hereby extended to June 30,
1993.
29 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, on page 17, section 28, lapse
date extended. This is in the calendar. I am offering a floor amend-
ment today to delete that section and substitute it with a committee
to study the future needs of the Department of Corrections, includ-
ing, but not limited to the site locations within the state for correc-
tions facilities, physical plant size, personnel and operating cost. The
membership of the committee will be comprised of the following:
three members of the Senate, including one member from the Capi-
tal Budget committee appointed by the Senate President; three
members of the House of Representatives, including one member
from the Public Works committee appointed by the Speaker of the
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House; The Commissioner of Corrections or his designee: The Di-
rector of the Office of State Planning or his designee, and one public
member appointed by the Governor. The committee shall elect a
Chair from among those members. Mr. President, I could spend the
next couple of hours discussing the merits of Camp Success which
the original language would require that the Laconia State School
be turned into a minimum security prison. I have written to every
member of the Senate. I have spoken to every member of the Senate
at least on two different occasions asking for their support. It's my
honest belief, Mr. President, that everyone sitting here in this cham-
ber today, has already made up their mind as to how they are going
to vote. I would be more than happy to answer any of your ques-
tions. It is my view that to continue this dialogue beyond this point
would be somewhat fruitless and with the amount of work that we
have to do, Mr. President, I would urge adoption of the committee
amendment.
SENATOR W. KING: I rise in support of the Eraser amendment.
As everybody here knows what we are talking about is the prison at
the site of the former Laconia State School. This prison, I guess you
could say, is the best idea since the Charles Street Jail. You know
what I am talking about? Because you drive over the T)bin Bridge
into Boston and you look down at that nice beautiful prime piece of
commerical real estate, upon which sits a state prison. Well, Mike
Dukakis did it to Massachussetts and now Judd Gregg wants to do it
to New Hampshire. And I think that it is a bad idea, this is a bad site
for a prison. You are talking about a piece of prime real estate bor-
dered on three sides by water that is worth $16,000,000, minimum.
To put a prison on this site, is not the highest and best use of this
property. We would be better off to sell the property and use the
proceeds from that to build a prison in a more reasonable place. This
is not an issue of not in my backyard for the folks in that area. This
isn't in my district, it's not in my backyard. But this is crisis manage-
ment at its worst. I would encourage you to please vote for Senator
Eraser's amendment.
SENATOR HEATH: I rise also to support the Eraser amendment.
And I would kid you as partial evidence that the last bad idea Sena-
tor King said was a bad idea, we should vote for it. This is a bad idea
that he really doesn't like, so it must be terrible, and it is. It's not
just the nimbies syndrome, obviously, a lot of people are motivated,
and nobody wants a prison in their backyard. For gods sake, we are
in the tourists business up in the lakes region. And to drop that
shadow over that business in that whole area is stupid and finan-
cially suicidal for the state struggling to find some resources. The
figure of $2,000,000 is ludicrous. You cannot put a perimeter around
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that area for $2,000,000 that would hold a stray dog in. You certainly
can't put one that would hold sexual perverts and drug dealers and
the kind of help that the drug industry has from the outside as well
as the inside. These are not people without financial resources in
terms of their motivation to leave the area. And it isn't in my dis-
trict, but it borders my district. And we have a place like Pease that
already has most of a perimeter, and there are a lot of other alterna-
tives for it. And I think it is foolish on the face of it. But here we had
over in Carroll county an area where a private prison, private prison
at no cost to the state was being offered. The County Commissioners
and the people in that area looked at it positively, and the Governor
decided he wanted to stop that. It would not cost the state any
money and then he low-balls this foolishness into the district next to
mine. Into a suburb, into prime property, in where there are schools,
and children, and retired people who are frightened to death. And
that is going to cost 2 million which is a low-ball figure. I would ask
you to just consider the foolishness of the whole thing in all of its
effect. Forget the nimby thing, nobody wants a prison next door to
them, but this is not the place. This is a disaster for the Lakes Re-
gion and a disaster for Laconia. When Laconia got the state school
and then the courts essentially threw half the people in the state
school out, where did they go, they went to Dunkin Donuts and on
the streets of Laconia. We didn't provide for them, now we are going
to dump some more on Laconia. I don't think that Laconia or any
other community deserves to be that kind of a dumping ground and
when you are all so concerned about the area around Pease and the
effect that that has on that community and the greater community
and I would ask you to consider Laconia. It might not be as big as
the Dover, Portsmouth area, but there are human beings that earn a
living there and the tourist business, there are retired and elderly
and vulnerable people, there are school children in the area, there is
an industry with tourism. And I would ask you to give that some
consideration before you throw this time bomb into that community,
and before you have an incident up there that we all regret, whether
its a Willie Horton type incident or something of less enormity, but
great personal devastation to some family in that area. I would ask
you to just say no.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would like to stand and urge you
to vote for the Eraser amendment. I sat on Judiciary when the
House was listening to the testimony on the boot camp and how
much it was going to save the state and what a good idea it was and
it seemed to be. We listened to great deal of testimony and we de-
cided that we would go the boot camp route because it had been
working in other states. And you have heard that it is working.
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When I have a few minutes I try to read whatever I can and I have
come to find that some of the states who thought that it was working
are now finding that there are problems. That the boot camp is not
all that we thought it was going to be. I think that for us to be taking
this costly move, to be setting up a boot camp, supposedly, for just
those certain individuals, and this action where the boot camp has
really not been here in New Hampshire all that long, and in view of
the fact that we really don't know whether it is going to be the best
thing since sliced bread, I think that we need to give Laconia, and
the rest of the state the chance to stand back and see whether it is
good for us. And I think that this study will do just that. It will give
us time and I would urge you to support that. If you did convert that
into a boot camp, it couldn't be used for anything else. You would
spend all that money for a boot camp that is not a security prison
and then you could not move your violent criminals into that camp
site without spending millions, and millions, and millions of dollars
more. So I think for us to go ahead and spend, if the 2 million is right
and I don't think that it is, now without really first analyzing it and
looking at what is happening around the nation with boot camps. I
think we need to give that time. We also need to give time to the
state to see whether this is the right thing to be doing. So I urge you
support the Eraser amendment.
SENATOR J. KING: I rise in support of Senator Eraser's motion.
For the same reasons that were given on the floor by the previous
Senators. They say that they are saving $2,000,000 by putting the
prison in Laconia. I say that they are losing probably 18-25 million
by putting a prison in Laconia. The city of Laconia is losing money
by them putting it there. Basically, because if they had it as a tax
base, it's amazing the amount of dollars that they would have coming
in annually. I think in the state of New Hampshire, there is other
land available that could be used for this type of building that is not
quite so valuable and is not in the middle of a resort, and is not in the
city that probably I think that has the least amount of land area than
any other city in the state of New Hampshire. This is about the last
big tract that they have left and I would suggest that we don't take it
away from them. I am not saying that the prison isn't needed, but I
do think that there are other places in the state of New Hampshire
that should be used and if nothing else, either sell it to the city of
Laconia, give it back to them so that they can invest in their city and
help them along. They have one of the lowest employment rates in
the state. Thank you.
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that everyone who is voting for the
Eraser amendment has asked to speak. Perhaps I can add my bit. I
would like to lay the blame for this problem right where it should be
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deserving and that is with former Governor Meldrim Thomson, who
commissioned a study of the prisons 12 years ago. We, the state,
paid $170,000 for a httle study about the prison problem. Before that
study began. Governor Thomson called the people who were being
paid to do this study into his office and he said "you may not discuss
in the study, half-way houses" and for that reason, we have ended up
with more and more and more expensive buildings. It cost $50,000 to
build one bed for one prisoner. And that is what we paid for to build
more and more prisons. It has been said that if you sent the entire
prison to Harvard, it would cost less than feeding them and keeping
them up there on North State Street. Twenty-three thousand dol-
lars a year for one prisoner. So that is the problem and no one has
looked at the problem for the last 12 years. We lightly passed truth
in sentencing bills and other maximum sentence, get them for every-
thing, and then we warehouse them up in Concord. Now we have
come to a crisis point where we are making a bad decision on a good
piece of property because we didn't do the planning 12 years ago and
for that reason, I am going to vote for the Eraser amendment. Be-
cause I think that it is time the state faced up to the real problem,
rather than a bad solution.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Mr. President, I took the opportunity to
tour the facility with Senator Nelson, Senator Colantuono, and sev-
eral others. Before touring that facility I had heard that we had a
group of run-down buildings on lakefront property. It would be an
eyesore, people would be passing and seeing barbed wire and all
kinds of things, and it was going to be a terrible problem. So I went
up there with an open mind. I found buildings in pretty good shape.
They need to be renovated to some degree inside, they are on city
water, city sewer, they sit up on a hill, far back, you will not see the
fence. They are not on a lakefront. The property is not on a lake
front. The facility is there, it is costing us $300,000 a year to heat it




Senator Eraser offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 35-A
Amend paragraph I of section 28 of the bill by replacing it with the
following:
I.(a) There is hereby established a committee to study the future
needs of the department of corrections, including, but not limited to:
(1) Site locations within the state for corrections' facilities.
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(2) Physical plant size.
(3) Personnel.
(4) Operating Costs.
(b) The membership of the committee shall be comprised of the
following:
(1) Three members of the senate, including one member from
the capital budget committee, appointed by the senate president.
(2) Three members of the house of representatives, including
one member from the public works committee, appointed by the
speaker of the house.
(3) The commissioner of corrections, or designee.
(4) The director of the office of state planning, or designee.
(5) One public member, appointed by the governor.
(c) The committee shall elect a chair from among its members.
(d) The committee members shall serve without compensation,
but the legislative members shall receive mileage at the legislative
rate.
(e) The committee shall report its findings and recommenda-
tions for legislation to the president of the senate, the speaker of the
house of representatives, and the governor, on or before November
1, 1991.
Senator Eraser requested a Division vote.
Division vote.
Yeas: 8 Nays: 14
Eloor Amendment Eails.
Senator Delahunty (Rule #42).
Senators Heath and W. King in favor of the Eraser floor amendment
on HB 35-A.
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, I move the adoption of amend-
ment #3083L as a floor amendment to HB 35-A. Like Senator Ro-
berge, I went up to see the Laconia State Prison site, not at the
same time, but early last Thursday morning. I had the opportunity
to spend 2-3 hours looking the facility over on my own, going
through the buildings, talking to the people who were involved and
in the same state of mind as Senator Roberge, I went up there with
an open mind, willing to go either way on the issue. Ultimately, I
came down on the side of supporting the utilization of this facility as
a low to medium security prison, but with certain restrictions.
Those restrictions which are embodied in the amendment which I
just passed out, simply reflect what the authorities up there told me
were their intentions. All my amendment does is, amend on page 28
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of the bill, to add a sentence. It says the following: the facility will
house no more than 500 residents, it will be limited to low to medium
security status, and that the authority to operate the facility will
terminate in 10 years, unless otherwise authorized by the legisla-
ture. Now let me tell you what the gentlemen, the authorities up
there told me. First of all, they said that, 'not one dollar of the
$2,000,000 that are appropriated would in any way disrupt the site
permanently and preclude its use as any other facility in the future'.
Secondly, they pointed out to me that there were certain benefits
that would accrue to the community. Most notably the creation of
that State Park with the shore frontage on Lake Winnisquam. And
thirdly, they told me that really the only reason that they needed
this facility was to solve what they perceived to be a short term
problem in our prison system. When I entered the legislature in
1982 and I took a tour of the state facility near here, I recall that
there were about 350 prisoners and maybe 3 women. Now we are
looking at a prison population that is climbing towards 1,400. It re-
ally isn't the fault of the Corrections Department that this problem
exist. We as legislators have created this problem. If we wish to deal
with it, I think that is a different subject, but we have now a crisis
which needs to be solved. The fact is, all they are planning to do up
at the Laconia site, is to build a fence around roughly 6 buildings and
make some renovations, most of which will be in the form of sprin-
klers, window treatments, some roofing repairs, and so forth. What
do we get for that, this piece of property? The maintenance of all of
the rest of the buildings on the facility. The creation of that State
Park, and I must admit that I agree that $2,000,000 is not going to go
very far towards creating a state park, but give them a chance to try
at least. And we will have the opportunity to use this property in the
future for other purposes. I agree with Senator Eraser, that using
this property as a prison may not be its highest and best use, but it
certainly fulfills a function that we have now, of crime, necessity in
the state. Yet, it leaves the community the options in the long term
to utilize the property for better use in the future. I urge the adop-
tion of this floor amendment and passage of the bill.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator, could you explain why you
have decided to give authority in this bill to the Department to go up
to 500 residents without having to come back to us at a later time as
would have been the case under the original bill?
SENATOR BASS: Senator Colantuno, there are two points in re-
sponse to that question. First of all, my amendment reflects exactly
what the authorities told me was their ultimate objective, not to
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exceed. My amendment does not substitute 500 for any existing lan-
guage that exist in the paragraph now, which says: an alcohol center
boot camp for approxiamately 300 minimum and medium security
prison inmates. It simply says that it will not exceed 500 under any
circumstances. I am not sure that you could, I think that if they were
going to increase the size, they would probably have to consult the
legislature anyway. But what this does is put a cap on it for as long
as it is around or until that sentence is repealed at 500 which is their
long-range plan.
SENATOR ERASER: I am in favor of the Bass amendment, if we
could change the ten-year time period in the amendment to seven-
years. I would instruct, if the Senate agrees to this, I will instruct
the clerk to produce a new amendment reflecting seven-years rather
than ten.
SENATOR NELSON: I rise in support of the Bass amendment,
with Senator Erasers amendment and I want to publicly support it.
I would like to say for the record, and to my colleagues, that having
toured the facility along with Senator Eraser, who did take the tour
with us, that some of the concerns that Senator Bass has in his
amendments are exactly the ones that Senator Eraser has remarked
about, and some of the people in Laconia. There have been many
people who supported the prison and that hasn't come out today.
Secondly, that it is a state owned piece of property. But people were
concerned about the level of security or the level of people going in
there and they were concerned about the number of patients, I mean
prisoners. They thought that there could be 1200 and they were also
concerned ... I don't want to belabor the point. But I do want to say
that I strongly support this. In fact, Senator Eraser has carried that
message loud and clear to the Capital Budget committee. I am
happy to say that this amendment should take care of some of the
concerns of the people of Laconia.
Senator Bass offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 35-A
Amend paragraph I of section 28 of the bill by replacing it with the
following:
I. The appropriation made to the department of corrections in
1988, 224:1, I, A for phase V prison construction, as amended by
1989, 367:27, I is hereby extended to June 30, 1993. Authorization is
hereby granted to expend the remaining funds of approximately
$2,000,000 to renovate Laconia developmental services buildings for
use as a drug and alcohol treatment center and boot camp for ap-
proximately 300 minimum and medium security prison inmates and
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to renovate a facility for use by men and women as a halfway house.
The facility shall house no more than 500 residents of low-to
medium-security status. The authority to operate this facility as
stated above shall terminate 7 years after the effective date of this
section unless otherwise authorized by the legislature.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, I am going to support this
bill, but not without some serious misgivings. We're spending a
great deal of money that we can ill afford to spend on housing and
warehousing prisoners and I don't know how many of those who will
end up at Laconia are minimum security prisoners, but I have real
questions in my mind whether we ought to be incarcerating mini-
mum security prisoners in the first place if there is a better alterna-
tive, which there might well be. This is something that we ought to
be thinking about. Perhaps with an eye towards providing a bill next
year. That is namely the electronic bracelet approach to dealing with
minimum security prisoners. We need to turn the tables on these
criminals, if you will, these prisoners so that they are not costing us
a bloody fortune. And at the same time, perhaps increase the chance
of genuine rehabilitation. So just a little tiny bit of food for thought,
at least that is what I hope it is, that maybe we ought to be looking
in new directions instead of incurring enormous cost to put people in
these buildings, where more often than not, they seem to become
worse rather than better. We ought to be looking for alternatives
and I hope that is something to which we can direct our attention
next year.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Humphrey, you said that you were
going to support the bill, this is the Capital Budget bill?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: That is to say, I misspoke. I meant to say
that I am supporting the location of this facility in Laconia.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Roberge.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Dela-
hunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Humphrey.
Yeas: 21 Nays: 2
Motion to Order To Third Reading is Adopted.
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Ordered lb Third Reading.
Senator Heath opposed to HB 35-A.
SENATOR BASS (Rule #44): I have been in the Senate for one term
and this is my second term, in the House three terms before that.
And never in the period that I have been here have I seen a single
individual do more to help his district than the Senator from district
#4 has done. I would say that just because his amendment did not
succeed, does not mean that his district has not been served in the
most extraordinarily efficient and successful fashion. It is very hard
to be a single individual against a whole body, and against the Exec-
utive. I think that Senator Eraser deserves tremendous credit for
the work that he has done on this issue and I am only glad that it
wasn't me that had to face that kind of odds that he had to face. I
think that we should all learn from this diligence and his ability to
stick to an issue. He almost had it, the issues will come again and
there is always another day, but certainly he deserves a lot of sup-
port and credit from all of us.
HB 327-FN, an act relative to the disposal of state-owned real es-
tate.
Capital Budget committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Oleson for the
committee.
SENATOR OLESON: This bill in reality is a quite simple bill. It has
been by the request of the Highway Department. And what the bill
really does, is that if they are putting a piece of highway through a
certain person's property, the state can make a deal more or less,
with the property owner whereby the state can give him a property
of equal value or land in exchange for the land that he might want. I
have two instances since I have been down here in the last two
years, whereby if this bill had been in place it would have been to the
benefit of the landowner and to the benefit of the Highway Depart-
ment. They seem to think that if this bill was in place when some-
thing like this occurs, they might be able to negotiate within one or
two months. Whereas under the old-fashioned way, which we are
under at the present time, I hate to tell you, that it might take as
much as a year. I think the time, the money saving, and efficiency, I
urge my colleagues to vote in favor of HB 327. Thank you.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 784-FN, an act creating a long-range construction program for
New Hampshire's highways and highway bridges. Capital Budget
committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator Shaheen for
the committee.
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SENATOR SHAHEEN: HB 784 sets up a program that would re-
ally make the legislature part of the process of long-range planning
for highways and bridges. It is in response to the 1992 Federal Aid
Highway Act. But what it will essentially do is require that the Com-
missioner of DOT along with the council, will continually look at our
highway program and re-evaluate that on a two-year basis, and then
that plan would be submitted to the legislature for their input. The
amendment to 784 is an amendment that this Senate looked at and
passed some time ago that sets up a study to look at the toll system
throughout the state. I certainly think that we ought to support 784.
It is one of the things that the Capital Budget committee has been
talking about that would give us access to information about what
needs to be done relative to highways and bridges in the future and
would make that determination based not on a political judgment,
but on a technical judgment about what is going on with those roads
and bridges. So I would urge the body to pass the bill as amended.
Amendment to HB 784-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
creating a long-range construction program for New Hampshire's
highways and highway bridges and establishing a committee
to study the toll highway system.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 Committee Established. There is hereby established a commit-
tee to study toll rate inequities within the New Hampshire turnpike
system.
5 Membership,
I. The committee members shall be as follows:
(a) Two members of the senate, one of whom shall be from the
transportation committee and one of whom shall be from the capital
budget committee, appointed by the president of the senate.
(b) Two members of the house of representatives, one of whom
shall be from the public works committee and one of whom shall be
from the transportation committee, appointed by the speaker of the
house.
(c) The commissioner of transportation, or designee, who shall
be a non-voting member
(d) One member of the public representing the city of Dover,
nominated by the governing body of Dover and appointed by the
governor.
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(e) One member of the public representing the city of Nashua,
nominated by the governing body of Nashua, and appointed by the
governor.
(f) One member of the public representing the city of Roches-
ter, nominated by the governing body of Rochester, and appointed
by the governor.
(g) One member of the public representing the town of Bed-
ford, nominated by the governing body of Bedford, and appointed by
the governor.
(h) One member of the public representing the iovm of Hamp-
ton, nominated by the governing body of Hampton, and appointed
by the governor.
(i) One member of the public representing the town of Hook-
sett, nominated by the governing body of Hooksett, and appointed
by the governor.
(j) One member of the public representing the town of Hudson,
nominated by the governing body of Hudson, and appointed by the
governor
(k) One member of the public representing the town of Merri-
mack, nominated by the governing body of Merrimack, and ap-
pointed by the governor.
II. The committee members shall be appointed within 30 days of
the effective date of this section. The senate members shall call the
first meeting of the committee. The committee shall elect a chairper-
son from among its members at the initial meeting of the committee.
6 Duties of the Committee. The committee shall study the state's
system of toll roads, examining the costs of building and operating
such roads, and recommending ways of making the toll road system
more equitable for the residents of New Hampshire who travel such
system.
7 Report. The committee shall submit a report on its findings, in-
cluding any recommendations for legislation, to the president of the
senate, the speaker of the house and the governor not later than
November 1, 1991.
8 Mileage. Legislative members shall receive mileage at the legis-
lative rate when attending to the business of the committee.
9 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-3 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the commissioner of the department of transpor-
tation to develop a long-range construction program for New Hamp-
shire's highways and highway bridges.
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This bill also establishes a committee to study toll rate inequities
within the New Hampshire turnpike system.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Last weekend my daughter was traveling
through route #3 in Hooksett, she was following a truck and she was
going about 45 miles an hour and there was a dog in the back of this
truck. Well, there were some children on the side of the road and
they were having a pretty good time and so they started saying
'here boy, here bo/, the dog jumped out of the truck and was hurt.
The truck stopped and the guy got out and checked on his dog. My
daughter stayed with the dog while the owner went to get help for
the dog. As far as she could tell from then on, the dog was paralyzed,
an unnecessary accident. It not only was an unnecessary accident
for the dog, and kind of a heart-breaking incident for the owners. It
could have caused a further accident if she was following closer, you
know she may have had to swerve out of the way and hit another car.
She could have gotten hit. It is a potential hazard. So with this par-
ticular amendment, we are making it a traffic violation and you have
passed this particular measure before. I have tightened it up some-
what to only have dogs instead of animals, and to have it limited to
certain class, to exempt certain classes of roads, for instance, less
traveled roads, farm roads and those kinds of things. So I feel that I
have addressed all the concerns, both in the House and the Senate
with the farmers, the hunters and I urge you to pass it.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Roberge, what have they done with
all the bills that we have sent over with these, with this amendment
on?
SENATOR ROBERGE: Well, the bill was killed on the floor of the
House once. It was sent over as an amendment and it was, it didn't
get out of the committee after it was recommitted. But, however,
since the bill has gone to the House those times, I have amended it
to not say animals, because the farmers were upset with it. They
were wondering how they were going to take their pigs to market, it
got to be a huge issue. Frankly, I feel that if the farmers had con-
cerns they should have addressed them in the House hearing, but
they didn't choose to do that, so I had no time to realize that they
would have concerns; however, I have addressed concerns of every-
body who has talked to me and I think that this is a even-handed
approach.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, my question was, didn't they kill the
last bill that we sent it over on?
SENATOR ROBERGE: Yes.
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SENATOR HEATH: Don't you think that is the likely fate of this
bill, if we pass this amendment?
SENATOR ROBERGE: No, I don't, because I have changed it.
SENATOR MCLANE: I'm sorry. Sheila, but I guess the time has
come. We all happily went on to the amendment for the second time
and passed it over to the House and as Senator Heath has pointed
out, they killed the bill it was attached to. This is an important bill,
the long range construction program for New Hampshire and I re-
ally think that to a little bit make fools of ourselves over a bill that
carried a great deal of emotional weight in the House. They appar-
ently had a long and rocky debate, I would rather have the Senate
stick their necks out three times on something of a little grander,
greater import than dogs in the back of trucks. We were here yester-
day afternoon until late discussing a $300,000,000 problem that we
have before us and I would suggest that the Senate concentrate on
that.
SENATOR OLESON: I am hesitating in opposing this amendment,
I think the reasons were stated quite clearly by Senator McLane
and also Senator Heath. Many of my constituents, they have small
trucks and they have a dog and you see them going down the street.
The man and wife in the front and the dog in the back. Knowing me
you would see if this bill passes you would see the man and dog in
front and the wife in the back. But what really does disturb me,
however, is whoever rules the roost in the household, the wife might
be driving and the poor husband in the back.
Senator Roberge offered an amendment #3071.
Floor Amendment to HB 784-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
creating a long-range construction program for New Hampshire's
highways and highway bridges, establishing a committee
to study the toll highway system and
relative to transporting dogs.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 8 with the following:
9 New Section; Transporting Dogs. Amend RSA 265 by inserting
after section 104 the following new section.
265:104-a Transporting Dogs. No person shall transport a dog in
the back of an open truck on any class I, II, III or IV highway unless
the dog is enclosed in a cage secured to the truck or unless the dog is
secured in such a way as to maintain the entire body within the
confines of the truck. For the purposes of this section "open truck"
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shall mean any truck which has no roof or covering over the body or
bed of the truck or which has a roof or covering which is not suffi-
cient to ensure that the dog is protected from the elements. Any
person who violates this section shall be guilty of a violation.
10 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-3 and 9 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the commissioner of the department of transpor-
tation to develop a long-range construction program for New Hamp-
shire's highways and highway bridges.
This bill also establishes a committee to study toll rate inequities
within the New Hampshire turnpike system.
This bill also prohibits persons from transporting a dog in the back
of an open truck on any class I, II, III or IV highway unless the dog
is enclosed in a cage secured to the truck or unless the dog's entire
body is secured within the confines of the truck.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Roberge withdrew the floor amendment.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
RESOLUTION
SR 8, establishing deadlines for the 1991 session.
SENATOR HOUGH: If you would pay close attention to SR 8. It
would be recommended by your Rules committee that we adopt this
Resolution and clearly indicate to our colleagues on the other side of
the wall, the framework which we intend to proceed through the
Resolution of this session. That being the case, the first part of the
Resolution would require that action on all legislation including the
so-called budget bill, all bills in Finance, Capital Budget committees,
and all Revenue bills in the Ways and Means committee should be
acted on by the Senate, no later than Wednesday the 29th of May.
Secondly, all Committees of Conference shall be established May
29th. Third, that the Conference sign-off by the Conferees be no
later than 5 p.m., on Thursday, June 6. All committees of Conference
reports will have final and Senate action on Tuesday, June 11. Your
Rules Committee has looked at this schedule very carefully. You
should understand that this puts us into a position of handling the
business before us in a discipline fashion. We strongly recommend
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that you act favorably upon this resolution, failure to do so would
allow for the Session to literally come unraveled.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, Mr. President, I don't know what is
so sacramental about the day of May 29. It may be that if we get into
one of these 18 hour days, we will make mistakes. It's been my ob-
servation when you're tired and frustrated you make mistakes. Cer-
tainly, the intent is praiseworthy to expeditiously wind-up our
business. It does seem to me that putting a deadline for the passage
of the budget, putting in place a deadline of tomorrow for the pas-
sage of the budget is likely to cause us to make some serious mis-
takes. I don't see what is wrong with a few more days devoted to the
process. I really believe that under that circumstance we are likely
to come up with a better product.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Hough, I appreciate your concern as
many of us have to stick to a schedule and to accomplish the work;
however, I have some concerns also about the pressure when one can
make mistakes. What ability do we have tomorrow to alter this de-
pending on what tomorrow holds. If for instance, we should get into
a very difficult late session, a much lengthierdebate than we antici-
pate or see at this time? Would we have the ability to suspend the
rules and change this while we are trying to meet the deadline?
SENATOR HOUGH: This is a Resolution, the Senate, we are only
deahng with the Rules of the Senate. The Rules of the Senate can be
changed to accommodate the at hand situation at any time, but you
have had experience in the House. That is the clock and it may be 4
o'clock in the morning, past midnight tomorrow night, it may be at
midnight, but we can stop the clock, enter into recess and come out
of recess, if you will, at a subsquent day and have 24 hours under
which we are back in session under the stop the clock mode. It
doesn't necessarily mean that you would have to come back on
Thursday, or Friday, or Saturday, or Sunday. It could be decided that
you come out of recess at a time to be announced and you would be
proceeding under the stoppage of the clock for 24 hours. We could
also address any other contingencies that might be necessary.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Am I lead to believe that this is strictly a
suggestion?
SENATOR HOUGH: It's a Resolution that would require a majority
vote of the Senate and that would affect the timing of the actions of
the Senate in Senate Rules. It wouldn't require action by another
body. It would be a statement to the other body. Similarly the House
I believe you will find, has taken action in regard to House Rules and
that clearly indicates to us what the House intends to do and when
they intend to do it.
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SENATOR PRESSLY: Tomorrow being the 29th deadhne, should
we find ourselves in a situation as a body, that we would like to have
another day in which to conduct the money bills, what sort of a vote.
Is it a simple majority vote that this body could change these dates
in order to respond appropriately to whatever happens tomorrow?
SENATOR HOUGH: The answer would be that this is a Resolution
and you passed the subsequent Resolution. I think the point that you
must understand is that if you were to get to a point where it
seemed reasonable to revisit the subjects before us at another day,
that you would not adjourn, but recess. The clock would have
stopped and you could come out of recess six hours later, eight hours
later, under the stop the clock and you would have 24 hours to con-
clude your business. There is nothing that says it has to be the next
calendar day either Quite frankly, the leadership would have to dis-
cuss with the members when the most practical convenient time to
come out of recess would be.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, for clarification for those who
didn't have the benefit of serving in the House and understanding
how we screw around with the clock. Would it be fair to say that
when we violate our own deadlines, we simply declare that it is not
really the day that it is, finish our business and then declare that we
have met our deadline?
SENATOR HOUGH: On the day that we intended to meet?
SENATOR HEATH: Yes, even though it wasn't that day at all, in
the outside world?
SENATOR HOUGH: Roger, do you know the answer to the ques-
tion that you want me to answer?
SENATOR HEATH: Are the days of Joint Rules now dead with the
passage of this session?
SENATOR HOUGH: One of the more positive and unique things
about this session of the legislature, is that the complexion of the
Senate is different than Senates past. We have not been coerced into
adopting Joint Rules by the other body. We have not visited that,
and it would be my recommendation that we do not adopt Joint
Rules. We haven't, and I would think that the Senate has one more
piece of action before they adjourn Sine Die. That would be for the
Senate to adopt Senate Rules on how the Senate wishes to proceed
in the second yean I think it is to our advantage not to have Joint
Rules, because were we to entertain that at this time, we would be
accommodating the other body and not accommodating the wishes
of this body.
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SENATOR HEATH: Is that the declaration of war that always hap-
pens around this time of year?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, that is going to come if we adopt this Res-
olution. I should think that the declaration of war would be between
the 29th and June 6th. That would be the time-frame of which you
could enjoy the skirmish.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Thank you, Senator Hough. There have
been several questions that have been raised. Just to confirm what
has been already said, this is a Resolution. We are not amending
Senate Rules. It would take a two-thirds vote to amend the Senate
Rules. This can be changed by a simple majority. The House has a
deadline tomorrow, May 29 on all Committee of Conferences. So any-
thing that we don't act on is going to require suspension of the rules
over in the House. Furthermore, the issue of Joint Rules when we
started out discussing Joint Rules, the House had deadlines that
would have put us here to the end of June. Now they have already
moved their deadlines up at least two weeks at this point in time. So
one would assume that if we would have adopted the original Joint
Rules proposal as offered by the House, we would have been here
July 4th. So I think the actions that we have taken not to have Joint
Rules have worked to the advantage of the Senate at this point in
time. I believe that this ought to be adopted to put us in a position
where we can conduct our affairs the way that we would like them to
be conducted for the next couple of weeks.
SR8
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the year of Our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ninety-one
A RESOLUTION
establishing deadlines for the 1991 session.
Be it resolved by the Senate:
1. Final action on all legislation, including the so-called budget
bills, all bills in the finance and capital budget committees, and all
revenue bills in the ways and means committee shall be acted on by
the senate no later than Wednesday, May 29, 1991.
2. All committees of conference shall be established by Wednes-
day May 29, 1991.
3. All committees of conference shall be signed off by conferees
no later than 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, June 6, 1991.
4. All committee of conference reports shall have final senate
action on Tuesday, June 11, 1991.
Adopted.
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Senate Resolution #8, is Adopted.
VETO MESSAGE
lb The Honorable Members of the General Court:
I have this day vetoed SB 173-FN-A, an act relative to senior
"meals on wheels" and senior transportation and making an appro-
priation therefor.
I consider "meals on wheels" to be an excellent and effective sen-
iors' program. It is a program that I have consistently and strongly
supported. In fact, over the last two years, during this difficult
budget period, we have actually increased the budget for "meals on
wheels" by $300,000 and in the coming budget we maintained that
increased level of funding. However, this bill steps out of the budget
process and allocates an additional $600,000 to "meals on wheels."
Obviously, there are many excellent programs including Aid to Fi-
nancially Dependent Children, health care programs, education pro-
grams, which like meals on wheels could request more funds, but if
we are to have a balanced budget and a budget process that is not
chaotic we need to manage all accounts within the context of the
budget process. We cannot pick out programs and fund them outside
the budget process because the effect of such action will be that
other worthy programs will have to be reduced in order to pay for
the favored program.
Had I signed the bill it would have added $600,000 in reduction or
cuts that would have to be made to other important programs within
our spending plan.
As a matter of public policy it is my absolute conviction that each
program appropriation must be contained in the general state oper-
ating budget and each program measured against all other programs
and priorities established by the General Court.
We intend to safeguard the current level of funding of "meals on
wheels" during these very difficult financial times. These are impor-
tant services for New Hampshire's senior citizens and ones which I
wholeheartedly support. We currently provide 5,000 meals a day and
over the course of a year more than 20,000 people will benefit from
these services. But, this is not a time when we can expand these
services further at the expense of other services.
It is for these reasons that I do not feel it to be in the best interest
of the State of New Hampshire that SB 173-FN-A become law and I
am hereby serving notice that I shall veto any similar attempt to
increase appropriations for currently authorized programs outside
the budget process.
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JUDD GREGG
GOVERNOR
SENATOR DISNARD: The Senate Democrats made a fight and we
all worked together the entire Senate, last week. The Senate Fi-
nance included in its budget the sum of $700,000. We all were aware,
especially the Senate Democrats, that Governor Gregg would at-
tempt to veto a bill that would assist the elderly and the unfortunate
in this state. Therefore, we believe that we have accomplished our
purpose and we also really believe that the Senate will fight to the
last wire in the Committee of Conference to include this amount of
money to help feed the unfortunate and the elderly as I mentioned
for Meals on Wheels.
SENATOR MCLANE: I would just like to say one thing about the
Governor's message on his veto of Meals on Wheels. That is, that
perhaps it is symbolic that he doesn't mean what AFDC stands for
and he discussed aid to financially dependent children instead of aid
to families with dependent children, I would like to point that out to
the Governor and his office and say that perhaps I think that it is
symbolic of a perception problem about poor people in this state.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Hough, in the budget process
that we just went through in HB 25, would you give the Senate the
amount of money that we put into Meals on Wheels as a first priority
out of this Senate? It was a commitment that we made on the floor of
this Senate to put into the budget in the right process by the way, in
the budget process, what we did with Meals on Wheels and would
you please tell them what we have done?
SENATOR HOUGH: The Senate Finance committee's position on
Meals on Wheels is $394,364 over what the Governor and the House
recommended. It is those dollars that will provide the same number
of meal units as in the prior year under the new per meal rate.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator Hough, does this include the trans-
portation?
SENATOR HOUGH: Yes, it does. There is also a $74,748 enhance-
ment of the transportation portion or a biennial figure rounded to
$150,000 to maintain the transportation services.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator Hough, do I clearly understand that
we have $394,364 for Meals on Wheels and that also included the
transportation?
SENATOR HOUGH: You have $394, on the meals piece and $150, on
the transportation piece over and above both what the Governor
recommended and the House passed.
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SENATOR PODLES: Okay. Thank you.
SENATOR HOUGH: Mr. President, I rise to support the Governor's
veto. Clearly this body has spoken. Quite frankly, I have no problem
with the policy established by this body back a number of months
ago when the House had not acted. Clearly the Senate Finance com-
mittee was not in a position to act. My good friend Senator St. Jean
clearly did not want to proceed on a basis of trust and I took that for
what it was worth. So I instructed not only the LBA, but the agency
to provide under the new rate, the number of meals they are pres-
ently providing. There is a dramatic difference in what we are spend-
ing for meals. And we are also maintaining the transportation unit.
Now the House, over the objections of the House Appropriations
committee, passed this bill. The Governor has seen fit to veto the bill
because it is handled outside of the appropriating process. Far be it
from me to try to influence the decision of this body. But clearly I
recognize what the wishes and the pohcy of this body was, and is.
The document that we will be bringing forth is a recognition of that
with the proper appropriation which in the meals section, is in ex-
cess of even the $300,000 in the bill. Recognizing that, to over-ride a
Governor's veto that of a bill that appropriates less than that which
you want, raises the dialogue of the debate to another agenda. I will
leave it to those among us who might wish to pursue another
agenda. I would tell you that the amendment that you will have in
the biennial appropriation act, more clearly recognizes the wishes of
this body. Were you to sustain the Governors veto, your budget doc-
ument would be correct. Were you to override the Governor's veto, it
would be all for not, although that may satisfy other considerations.
We are looking at maintaining and putting meals in front of those
people that are presently receiving meals, and that we will do. Any-
thing else that we might do in this body is left to another set of
events. Sustain the Governor's veto.
SENATOR MCLANE: I hate to do this, but. Senator Hough, I am
going to ask you an almost yes or no answer.
SENATOR HOUGH: You want to make a bet?
SENATOR MCLANE: As I remember that day that we passed the
Meals on Wheels, we were trying to send you guys a very clear
message. You got the message. And I guess my question is: on that
day, we left prenatal care, which we were feeling the same way
about, on the table. I was persuaded by you and by Representative
Hager, not to put in a separate bill for emergency services for
AFDC and for added training money for state social workers. Those
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two items I believe have now been put in tlie budget or taken out. I
am not sure, but I guess I want to know something. How do we send
you guys a signal?
SENATOR HOUGH: Well in answer to your question, Senator
McLane, at the point when we addressed the bill relative to Meals
on Wheels, you made an assumption as to what we would structure
the Finance committee's position on Meals on Wheels. I would tell
you that regardless of whether or not you pass the bill, the signal
had already been sent.
SENATOR MCLANE: Okay, thank you.
SENATOR HOUGH: Now the maternal child health piece I would
tell you was tabled. The Finance committees position clearly recog-
nizes the dedication, the involvement and the good work that you
brought to us in our deliberations a week ago. So it isn't so much a
question of trust me, it's a question of working with us so that we do
the right thing. And I think in those two instances, you will find that
we have read the sentiments of the body.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator McLane, don't say that I didn't
warn you.
The Question is on The GOVERNOR'S VETO.
It requires a 2/3 Vote and a Roll Call.
The following Senators voted Yes: Oleson, Heath, McLane, St. Jean,
Shaheen, Cohen.
The following Senators voted No: W King, Eraser, Hough, Currier,
Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson, Colantuono, Po-
dles, Humprhey, J. King, Russman, Delahunty, Hollingworth.
Yeas: 6 Nays: 17
VETO IS SUSTAINED.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 116, relative to vacancies in the New Hampshire general court.
HB 269, relative to probate court scheduling.
HB 289, relative to regulating commercial salt water fishing.
HB 393, relative to preliminary designs, an environmental impact
statement for improving access to the Manchester airport, re-
establishing a legislative task force and making an appropriation
therefor.
HB 458, relative to the composition of the wetlands board.
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HB 493, relative to the design review fees for sewerage and waste-
water projects.
HB 547, relative to the date for the application of the optional vet-
erans' exemption and the optional exemption for the surviving
spouses of veterans in certain towns.
HB 620, relative to the transportation of alcohol in open containers.
HB 667, relative to clean-up of health nuisances.
SB 5, relative to Skyhaven airport.
SB 14, relative to environmental and engineering studies and acqui-
sition of rights-of-way for the construction of a truck lane on United
States Route 2 in Jefferson, New Hampshire, and making an appro-
priation therefor.
SB 61, relative to speedy payments for the care of children in foster
homes.
SB 67, relative to establishing a study committee to study the feasi-
bility of revising the school building aid formula.
SB 118, relative to the department of revenue administration.
SB 125, relative to child abuse and neglect proceedings.
SB 140, establishing a committee to study rate setting for certain
services, placements, and programs.
SB 155, relative to mechanics' liens.
SB 165, relative to permit fees for excavating and dredging permits.
HB 212, relative to black bear hunting licenses.
HB 637, relative to insurance fraud.
SB 7, relative to an industrial center at the University of New
Hampshire and making an appropriation therefor.
SB 189, allowing raffles to be conducted at the same place as bingo
games and increasing raffle prize award wholesale cost.
CACR 7, members of military reserves and national guard units oc-
casionally called upon in an emergency shall be allowed to hold state
offices.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
HOUSE CONCURS WITH SENATE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled Bills and Resolutions sent down from
the Senate:
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HB 137-FN, relative to railroad rights-of-way.
HB 248-FN, relative to developments having regional impact.
HB 391, to permit the adoption of impact fees as part of a zoning
ordinance.
HB 517-FN, relative to watercraft safety, and moorings.
HB 610-FN, establishing a committee to study means of approving
programs for collecting the fines and fee imposed by the state,
HB 720-FN, relative to fireworks.
HB 736-FN, relative to energy facility siting, licensing and opera-
tion.
HB 757-FN, repealing the law relative to employment offices.
HOUSE REFUSES TO ACCEDE
The House of Representatives refuses to accede to the request of the
Senate for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 223, relative to prohibiting the study committee established un-
der 1989, 281:1 from considering whether to move or relocate the
Dover toll plaza.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 28-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to promoting New Hampshire businesses and products
internationally and continually appropriating a
fund for international trade promotion.
Amend the bill by replacing lines 2 and 3 of section 2 with the
following:
inserting after section 2-g the following new section:
12-A:2-h International Trade Promotion. The commissioner of re-
sources
Amend the bill by replacing lines 12 and 13 of section 2 with the
following:
committee on international trade established in RSA 12-A:30 and
may draw on the revolving fund created under RSA 12-A:31.
Amend the bill by replacing lines 2-9 of section 3 with the follow-
ing:
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Established. Amend RSA 12-A by inserting after section 29 the fol-
lowing new subdivision:
International Trade Promotion
12-A:30 Advisory Committee on International Trade.
I. There is established an advisory committee on international
trade. The advisory committee shall assist the commissioner of re-
sources and economic development in carrying out the duties as-
signed under RSA 12-A:2-h. The advisory committee shall:
Amend the bill by replacing line 9 of RSA 12-A:29 as inserted by
section 3 of the bill with the following:
development to accomplish the purposes of RSA 12-A:2-h. The
moneys in this
Amend the bill by replacing line 1 of RSA 12-A:29 as inserted by
section 3 of the bill with the following:
12-A:31 International Trade Promotion Fund. There is hereby
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 55-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to replacing the Warren Bridge on New Hampshire
Route 25 and extending the deadline
for completion of a study.
Amend section 1 of the bill by replacing lines 2-4 with the follow-
ing:
1988, 215:2, 1 by inserting after subparagraph (uu) the following new
subparagraph:
(vv) Warren NH 25/Baker River
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 57-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following:
4 Compensation. Members of the committee shall serve without
compensation, except that legislative members shall receive mileage
at the legislative rate.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
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Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 3-A
Amend line 2 of section 3 of the bill by replacing it \\ith the follow-
ing:
Amend 1986, 203 as amended by 1988, 266:2 and 1990, 244:2 and 3
by inserting after section 8-b the following new sections:




TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Senator Roberge moved to Have HE 298, an act lowering the level
from .10 to .08 for legal intoxication under the DWI laws, Ikken Off
The Table.
Adopted.
HB 298, an act lowering the level from .10 to .08 for legal intoxica-
tion under the DWI laws. Transportation committee. Senator Heath
for the committee.
SENATOR HEATH: Briefly speaking to the amendment. It was the
committee amendment with these two clarifications that have been
added and I consider them really clarifications they don't cut new
ground. The original amendment moved the liability on the seller
and server up to 1.2, at the same time moving the level on the
drinker and driver down to .08. There was concern that inadver-
tently in doing that, we may have excused the server and seller from
selling or serving to under 18 year olds, and we didn't intend to do
that. That is clarified in this amendment. The other concern was
whether it had to be a commercial server. We didn't want to make it
exclusively commercial because the person serving someone in their
own home is even less trained than the person in the lounge or res-
taurant. We felt that they should have the same protection against
the third party suit. So that is made clear in this amendment, with-
out exception it is the clarification. It is the committee amendment
on the original legislation as it came out of the committee and I
would urge your support for that amendment.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I rise in support of this bill. I also support
the amendment offered by Senator Heath. I would like to give you a
little history as to how I became involved in this legislation and have
been since the session has been going on. I have always been sup-
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portive of enforcing our DWI laws and to see to it that a trend in our
nation be reversed. As we all know many people every year are
killed and injured on our highways because people choose to drink
alcohol and drive. Many years ago, I had the privilege of living in the
country of Sweden where they probably have the highest per capita
consumption of alcohol. You could not imagine the number of people
who drink beer and schnapps at quite a high rate. The difference is
they do not choose to get behind an automobile and drive and kill
people. They drink a lot, but they don't combine the two activities of
drinking and driving. Therefore, I feel because I have seen this in
action, that in no way does a passage of a bill like this need to hurt
any of the businesses. It does not have to hurt the consumption of
alcohol. The message is, you should not do both at the same time. I
agreed being committed to this philosophy that people should not
drink and drive. I agreed to sign on with the task force. The task
force came out with a lot of ideas that needed to be worked on in
order to minimize the number of people that are killed and injured
on our highways through drunk driving. This is one part of the pack-
age and in no way do I come before you telling you that this .08 is
going to solve the problem. It is a part of a package of enforcement,
education, to get the message out, that we as a community and as a
society, are not going to tolerate the combination of those two activi-
ties. Last night, on CNN News, they had a report from California.
As many of you may know, California is one of the now six states that
has a .08 blood alcohol level test. Two of the other six, happen to be
abutting states, both Maine and now Vermont has now passed it.
But California is one of the states that has had this law in effect for a
year. According to a report that I saw on CNN News, and if I were
magical I would have somehow got it here today, that says that over
the year that this law has been in place in the state of California, the
numbers of alcohol related deaths and accidents have dropped by 5
percent. Many of you have asked over the length of the debate, 'do
we have any proof that it makes a difference'?, I think that with the
year in California, we now know that it can, and does make a differ-
ence. I received a letter today from the Police Department. From
the Weare Police Department indicating that on Saturday, May 25,
1991 at 6:42 p.m., the author of this, Scott Eraser, arrested a 21 year
old for DWI. I am not going to read the whole letter. It was in a
situation where two children were almost killed thanks to be people
being present, it was prevented. The breath test came in at .10. The
arresting police officer knows from experience. They were there.
They sobered the guy up. By the time they got him to the test, he
knows from experience that with the breathalyzer with the margin
of error of .005 that this guy will be back on the road. If we had the
.08 law in effect today, very possibly we would have been able to
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keep this driver off of our highways and hopefully help him to not
mix the two activities of drinking and driving. It is my opinion and I
think it is happening across the nation, that more and more states
will be adopting this now that California's data is in. And it seems to
be accurate. It is now being reported that this is one aspect that is
going to make a difference on keeping drunk drivers off the highway.
We have a choice today. It is my belief that this .08 is eventually
going to be law, not only in New Hampshire, but across the nation.
We have an opportunity today to be a leader. A leader in the states
in sending out a message. We can wait a couple more years if you
want. And we can be the followers and wait till everyone in New
England has it or we can be leaders and step forth and say that we
as a state are going to do everything possible to send the message
that people may not kill other people by drinking alcohol beyond
their level of capability, get behind a wheel and use an automobile as
a weapon to kill others, thank you. Just one more thing. This was
also handed to me today. In the Concord Monitor from Monday, May
27, a route 4 crash kills two. State police say alcohol played a role. So
if anyone tells you that it is current, it's not happening, it is and here
it is in the paper right here.
SENATOR COHEN: I rise in support of this amendment as has
been my position before in support of the Heath amendment. As
many people have said that my vote on this has been a pivotal vote.
I've had tremendous, tremendous unprecedented pressure on me on
this particular bill, lb be perfectly honest, my choice, my decision
has been a very, very difficult one for me to make because the an-
swer isn't simple or clear unlike other issues. It is not simple or clear
as the Union Leader would have us believe. The Union Leader and
it's spokespeople paint a picture. Either you're for .08 or you favor an
all out drunken slaughter on our highways. This is absurd and it is
an insult to the intelligence of this body. As is typical of the Union
Leader, the picture is inaccurate and the issue is just not that sim-
ple. On the one hand as the law stands impaired drivers who regis-
ter .10 are now rarely convicted. I believe the people with the blood
alcohol content at this level should not in fact be driving. Yet it's true
that the real problem with drunk drivers is the problem drinkers
and the repeat offenders. People with a blood alcohol content with
well over .10. It is true that New Hampshire is already tough on
drunk drivers and that the people are really getting the message
more and more that you simply do not drink and drive. It is also true
that the responsibility has to be on the individual who drinks and
not the server. That is why I support this amendment. The servers
in the bar, and restaurants, I think they are doing an impressive job
and have been exceptionally responsible in observing and cutting off
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drunks. And I can't agree with where servers should now bear the
responsibihty which this bill would do without the amendment. It is
also true that despite the best intentions of some who favor the orig-
inal bill, that the discussion can quickly get out of hand. And in this
discussion there has been a lot of emotional feelings. But I tell you
we must not allow ourselves to fall prey to the excesses of a alcohol
tolerance zealots were swept up in a fever pitch crusade, lb this
crusading zealot .08 is not enough, they will not stop there. They will
not stop at .05 for anywhere, zero alcohol tolerance is an idea whose
time came and went 60 years ago. The message that we must send
out is that the people must take responsibility for their actions. The
reality is that people are becoming more responsible. The laws must
be reasonable and fair while protecting the citizens from undue dan-
gers. I have had a hard time deciding because there are good argu-
ments on both sides of this issue and many of us had a hard time
deciding too. The pressure has been intense. I must say almost ex-
clusively from the .08 advocates. As all of New Hampshire knows
the best restaurants in New Hampshire are in Portsmouth. And
while they have put no pressure on me, I am sure that we all agree
on that, right? But they haven't put any pressure on me, none what-
soever. But I have been sensitive to their interest and their concerns
about unfairly, and unjustly increased liability. I will tell you the
people of my district are certainly not united behind lowering the
blood alcohol content to .08. In fact, despite all the fear by the Union
Leader, despite their publishing my phone number day in and day
out, I have received not one call from anybody in my district. All I
can do is listen to the people in my district and to my conscience, and
try to put it into perspective and try to do the right thing, which in
this case hasn't been easy. I have been unconvinced that this mea-
sure is necessary. But I am willing now to support this measure.
Without this amendment, however, I will vote against the bill, and I
urge support of this amendment.
SENATOR CURRIER: I made somewhat of a quandary. I agreed
that ,08 should be the law of the state of New Hampshire. I mean I
think it is kind of ironic that this body has recently passed a ban on
fireworks. And when the helmet law comes up for debate we always
take a different position there. But regards to drunk driving, I think
that .08 sends a message out loud and clear to every citizen in the
United States who would come to New Hampshire that we are not
going to tolerate drinking and driving. I am not sure what I am
going to do at the moment with regard to the amendment before us.
I think the amendment before us is totally ridiculous. It is nothing
more then a way to try to get someone else to vote on this measure
so that it will be tolerable for others. And the problem that I have
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with that is, that there is a law on the books currently that deals
specifically with the alcoholic beverage license liability act. And
those people who are actually there to serve alcoholic beverages are
covered under the statute, and I think that they are adequately cov-
ered under the statute. I would urge this body to vote no on this
amendment that Senator Heath is proposing, and vote for the bill as
it was referred to by committee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I stand with some reluctance to
speak on this issue because this amendment that I see before me,
the floor amendment by Senator Heath, I think came at my sugges-
tion because I told him that I could not support his original amend-
ment because what he was doing in his original amendment was
saying that those people who are trained to recognize when some-
one's beginning to be inebriated would be exempt from liability. But
those people like yourself, who may seldom serve anyone a drink,
who might have a party at your house for your anniversary or your
daughter's graduation might end up serving someone beyond .08 and
for them to be found guilty and to be penalized and be held liable
where someone trained in alcohol awareness was not. So I think that
this amendment comes at my request. And I thank Roger for consid-
ering what I have to say, but I still have to object to his floor amend-
ment. Because having served for many, many years on House
Judiciary, I have seen what happens when we try to change the lia-
bility and say people will not be compensated. For example, I stand
here before you as one who opposed the municipality piece of legisla-
tion because I said that that was crafted improperly and that it
would be struck down by the state Constitution and it was. I also
was one who stood in the House and opposed the cap on pain and
suffering because I also stated that we are entitled under our Con-
stitution to recover for our injuries and that would be struck down.
And though I know that no one likes 'I told you so', I hate to say at
this moment in time. I have to say that to craft something like this
will not be Constitutional. It is not going to be something that will
be able to be held up. And though I recognize that this is an attempt
to pass the .08, I will speak on both issues. The .08 and this amend-
ment if I can at the time, is that appropriate while I am on my feet?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, before you is the amendment,
your remarks should be limited to the amendment and then you may.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Alright, then I will speak later on
the other issue.
SENATOR ROBERGE: I served on the Governor's Tisk Force for a
number of years now and we heard testimony over and over again
about the fact that people are impaired at .05 and .08 is a very rea-
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sonable compromise. Just this past weekend, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, state police arrested 40 people for DWI. I want to tell you
about a constituent who called and he said, 'I am very much against
your stand on changing the BAG from .10 to .08'. He said, *I live in
Bedford and I have a restaurant in Manchester*, and he told me what
restaurant it was. You know he said, you are going to cause people to
drink less and it is bad for business. And I said to him, you have a
lovely restaurant, the emphasis in your restaurant is an atmosphere
in food. People do not go to your restaurant to drink until they get
drunk. And he continued on that issue and I finally said, you know I
think just because it is bad for business is not a proper reason for
opposing this measure. This is a health safety measure, not a good
for business measure. And I will tell you that I was not able to con-
vince him. But I do think it is a very poor reason for being against
this issue, thank you.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I rise in support of the so-called
Heath amendment even though when the matter was before the
body several weeks ago I rose in opposition to it. Because at that
time I didn't think that it was a good idea and I still have reserva-
tions similar to Senator Currier, although I come down on the oppo-
site side and I hope that he will reconsider. The issue here obviously,
is whether we can pass a bill that is going to enhance public safety
by lowering the BAG level in this state from .10 to .08. And discus-
sing this amendment, I think that all the Senators have to ask them-
selves if they have a concern about the amendment. How does the
balance between the good of the .08 and the potential bad of this
amendment weigh out. You do that balancing test and where do you
find yourselves? And I find myself believing very strongly that if we
can get the law lowered to .08 in this state and join our neighbors of
Vermont and Maine and the other states in the country, I happen to
think. Senator Pressly, that the federal government will be moving
in this direction soon. They have already set .04 as the level for truck
drivers. But I think that the number of lives that are going to be
saved over the years, the number of auto accidents that are going to
be prevented. The millions of dollars in auto repair bills that will
occur. The millions in dollars of medical bills that won't be spent.
And the resulting of lowering of insurance premiums are well worth
taking the chance that under this amendment you may get a poten-
tial plaintiff at one time or another who might not be able to sue a
server. Keeping in mind that when a drunk driver goes out and
causes an accident oftentimes that drunk driver will have insurance.
But oftentimes the injured party will have insurance too. That is
known as uninsured motorist coverage. And we have a law in this
state that says that your uninsured motorist coverage has to be just
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as high as your liability coverage. So it is not as if we are leaving
these people totally bare. Also, under the law that Senator Currier
referenced, it is not necessarily true that a plaintiff suing a tavern or
some other server is going to win under that law at any level over
.10. That is just not the case. So I think that this amendment is going
to apply to a relatively small number of cases in the future. It is a
risk that I am willing to take if this amendment were ever knocked
out by future legislation, that would emulate the problem, if the
court struck it down, that would emulate the problem. So I think on
balance, this amendment is not something I am totally in favor of,
but I am willing to support it if it will help get this important bill
passed. I urge anyone thinking of voting against it that supports this
bill to please change your mind about that and do as I am doing, and
support the amendment.
Senator Heath offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 298-FN
Amend the bill by replacing sections 1 and 2 with the following:
1 Intoxication. Amend RSA 214:20, II to read as follows:
II. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial of any per-
son charged with a violation of this section, the court may admit
evidence of the defendant's alcohol concentration, as defined in RSA
259:3-b, as shown by a chemical analysis of his breath, urine, or
blood. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol con-
centration of 0.05 or less is prima facie evidence that the defendant
was not under the influence of intoxicating liquor Evidence that the
defendant had, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of from
0.05 to [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence but it is not to be given prima
facie effect in indicating whether or not the defendant was under the
influence of intoxicating liquor, but such fact may be considered with
other competent evidence in determining the guilt or innocence of
the defendant. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alco-
hol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie evidence that
the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor Any
person who served or provided alcoholic beverages to a person 21
years of age or older shall be relieved of any civil liability arising
out of any harm caused by the person who was served or provided
those alcoholic beverages if that person's alcohol concentration
is shown through evidence to be less than 0.12 at the time al-
leged. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol
concentration of 0.12 or more shall not establish civil liability on
the part of any person who served or provided alcoholic bever-
ages, or any person who employed a person who served or pro-
vided alcoholic beverages to a person 21 years of age or older
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except as prescribed under existing state laws, if any, or as adju-
dicated through any court proceeding. The foregoing provisions of
this section shall not be construed as limiting the introduction of any
other competent evidence bearing upon the question whether or not
the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor,
2 Evidence; OHRVs. Amend RSA 215-A:ll-c to read as follows:
215-A:ll-c Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or
trial of any person charged with a violation of the provisions of RSA
2 15-A relative to the operation of off highway recreational vehicles
by a person under the influence of intoxicating Hquor or a controlled
drug, the court may admit evidence of the defendant's alcohol con-
centration at the time alleged, as shown by a chemical, infrared mo-
lecular absorption or gas chromatograph test or tests of his breath,
urine, or blood. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie evidence
that the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor.
Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentra-
tion of more than 0.05 and less than [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence
and may be considered with other competent evidence in determin-
ing whether or not the defendant was under the influence of intoxi-
cating liquor. Any person who served or provided alcoholic
beverages to a person 21 years of age or older shall be relieved of
any civil liability arising out of any harm caused by the person
who was served or provided those alcoholic beverages if that per-
son's alcoholconcentration is shown through evidence to be less
than 0.12 at the time alleged. Evidence that there was, at the
time alleged, an alcohol concentration of 0.12 or more shall not
establish civil liability on the part of any person who served or
provided alcoholic beverages, or any person who employed a per-
son who served or provided alcoholic beverages to a person 21
years of age or older except as prescribed under existing state
laws, if any, or as adjudicated through any court proceeding.
Amend the bill by replacing section 7 with the following:
7 Evidence; Serious Traffic Offenses. Amend RSA 265:89 to read
as follows:
265:89 Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial
of any person charged with the violation of RSA 265:82 or 265:82-a,
the court may admit evidence of the defendant's alcohol concentra-
tion, as shown by a test of his breath, blood, or urine as provided in
RSA 265:84. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol
concentration of 0.05 or less is prima facie evidence that the defend-
ant was not under the influence of intoxicating liquor. Evidence that
there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of more than
0.05 and less than [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence but is not to be
given prima facie effect in indicating whether or not the defendant
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was under the influence of intoxicating liquor; but such fact may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining the guilt
or innocence of the defendant. Evidence that there was, at the time
alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie
evidence that the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating
liquor. In addition, evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more shall, in conjunction with
the evidence othei-wise required by RSA 265:82, 1(b) of driving or
attempting to drive a vehicle upon a way, constitute a separate of-
fense under RSA 265:82, 1(b); and evidence that there was, at the
time alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more shall, in
conjunction with the evidence otherwise required by RSA 265:82-a,
II of driving or attempting to drive a vehicle upon a way and of one
or more of the circumstances specified in RSA 265:82-a, II (a), (b)
and (c), constitute a separate offense under RSA 265:82-a, II; and
evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentra-
tion of 0.20 or more shall, in conjunction with the evidence otherwise
required by RSA 265:82-a, III of driving or attempting to drive a
vehicle upon a way, constitute a separate offense under RSA 265:82-
a, III. Any person who served or provided alcoholic beverages to a
person 21 years of age or older shall be relieved of any civil liabil-
ity arising out of any harm caused by the person who was served
or provided those alcoholic beverages if that person's alcohol con-
centration is shown through evidence to be less than 0.12 at the
time alleged. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of 0.12 or more shall not establish civil
liability on the part of any person who served or provided alco-
holic beverages, or any person who employed a person who
served or provided alcoholic beverages to a person 21 years of age
or older except as prescribed under existing state laws, if any, or
as adjudicated through any court proceeding.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Evidence; Boating Implied Consent. Amend RSA 270:51 to
read as follows:
270:51 Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial
of any person charged with a violation of the provisions of RSA 631:5
relative to the operation of boats by a person under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or a controlled drug, the court may admit evi-
dence of the defendant's alcohol concentration at the time alleged, as
shown by a chemical, infrared molecular absorption or gas chromato-
graph test or tests of his breath, urine, or blood. Evidence that there
was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or
more, is prima facie evidence that the defendant was under the influ-
ence of intoxicating liquor. Any person who served or provided al-
coholic beverages to a person 21 years of age or older shall be
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relieved of any civil liability arising out of any harm caused by
the person who was served or provided those alcoholic beverages
if that person's alcohol concentration is shown through evidence
to be less than 0.12 at the time alleged. Evidence that there was,
at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of 0.12 or more
shall not establish civil liability on the part of any person who
served or provided alcoholic beverages, or any person who em-
ployed a person who served or provided alcoholic beverages to a
person 21 years of age or older except as prescribed under exist-
ing state laws, if any, or as adjudicated through any court pro-
ceeding.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill lowers the alcohol concentration legal intoxication level
from .10 to .08 in laws relating to DWI for motor vehicles, boats and
OHRVs and in the law relating to hunting while intoxicated.
The bill also relieves servers or providers of alcoholic beverages of
civil liability for harm arising out of the conduct of any person whose
blood alcohol concentration is shown through evidence to be less
than 0.12.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Roberge.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Heath, Eraser,
Hough, Roberge, Pressly, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey, Cohen.
The following voted no: Currier, Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson,
McLane, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth.
Yeas: 11 Nays: 12
Floor Amendment Fails.
SENATOR W. KING: As you will recall several days ago, some of us
stood up on the floor of the Senate and explained our positions on
the .08 bill. My position I think fairly clear was that I was very
concerned that this was going to cost us between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000 of the operating budget in the next year of the biennium
and $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 in the following year of the biennium.
Because we would have to pay indigent defense cost for all of those
people who were charged with a misdemeanor under this law and
threatened with the possibility of incarceration. The floor amend-
ment that you have before you lowers the charge of .08 to .099 to a
violation. For that reason, nobody would be under the threat of in-
carceration and therefore, nobody would be eligible for indigent de-
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fense. I am willing to support .08 as long as I know that we are not
going to have to pass $3,000,000 of new cost to property taxpayers or
that we are not going to have cut $3,000,000 out of the budget from
important programs that we care about. Because somebody is ob-
sessed with a zero tolerance level for alcohol consumption. So I
would urge you to support this amendment whether you are for low-
ering the level to .08 or not for lowering the level to .08. The reality
is that if this bill passes without this amendment, $3,000,000 will
have to be found someplace else and you just supported a gubernato-
rial veto over $600,000 that we had already taken here. But the Gov-
ernor was making the case that we couldn't afford $600,000 for
Meals on Wheels, but on the other hand, we could afford $3,000,000
more for indigent defense with this. This amendment is the only way
that we can reduce the cost, that we can eliminate the increased cost
for indegent defense. So I urge you to adopt the amendment.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator, how much is in the operating
proposed budget for the total indigent defense cost for next year?
SENATOR W. KING: I guess I would have to yield to somebody
else that would be able to answer that question. Senator Hough
probably can get you that number. Do you want to hold off and ask
another question while he is looking?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: No, I will wait.
SENATOR BASS: Senator King, let me make sure that I under-
stand this correctly. If you were arrested and you blew, as they say,
.08 to .099 it would be treated as a violation. If you subsequently had
another arrest and you blew .12, that would be a fu'st offense, DWI,
misdemeanor? If you got caught again, and you blew .08 it would be
a violation, but it wouldn't count as either a second or a third DWI?
Is that correct? I am trying to understand, is that correct or not?
SENATORW KING: Under this amendment, anytime that you are
stopped between .08 and .099 would be a violation. Now there is no
question that under, as you know, the Department of Safety has a
point system so that if you arrive at a certain number of points, you
lose your license. A repeat offender is going to lose their license at
some point, whether you call that a violation or a misdemeanor. Sen-
ator Colantuono, the bottom line for indegent defense cost both with
the Governor and as well as the House and the Senate position is
10.2 million dollars and 10.9 million dollars each year of the bien-
nium.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Is that biennial or annual?
SENATOR W. KING: That is annual.
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SENATOR COLANTUNO: Alright. Do you have figures from the
Department of Safety or any other authoritative body that will show
that there will be so many arrests between .08 and .10 that are sub-
sequent offenses that this will in fact increase the cost by $3,000,000
or is that an assumption that you made?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Colantuono, as you know whenever
these bills are sent out for a fiscal note, to some degree, the politics
of the moment plays a role in devising that fiscal note. All we can do
in terms of trying to determine ... so therefore there was no fiscal
note attached to this, it essentially said in the fiscal note that they
could not determine what the cost of it was, but every member of
this body has listened to those people who are involved in indigent
defense in the state of New Hampshire, hammer it into us that there
are increased cost in indigent defense with measures such as this.
What we tried to calculate was based on the fact that you were add-
ing 2 percent more onto the area in which you were going to be
enforcing. Based on the number of arrests that take place, how many
indigent defense people, it's a stab in the dark. There is no question
about it. But I think that $2,000,000 is a reasonable estimate to make
and it could run as high as $3,000,000.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Do you have any figures as to how
much of that $10,000,000 is going to be spent on DWI defense?
SENATOR W. KING: No, I don't.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Senator King, I just want to clarify some-
thing that I thought I heard you say. Anytime, no matter how many
times you get picked up, hke 100 times, and you have a BAG between
.08 and .99, it will always be a violation, never more than that?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Roberge, as you know, and as I stated
before, the Department of Safety has a point system, whereby a
license is revoked. If you were for some reason, you were found to be
in violation of this a certain number of times, you would have your
license revoked and you wouldn't be able to drive for a year anyway.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Even at the .08?
SENATOR W. KING: Even at the .08, absolutely
SENATOR HEATH: I rise in opposition to the King amendment. If
we want to limit the cost of indigent defense, all we have to do is look
at the Division that works on that and see the incompetence that is
exhibited there. There is very little attempt to discover or recover
costs of defense. People drive in nice cars and tell the judges that
they have no money and it is essentially paid for by the citizens of
the state of New Hampshire over and over It is a job that needs a
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review and a change in method and there you can recover a lot of
money for indigent defense. Let's not tear down the punishment for
the worst offenders, the multiple DWI offenders. Let's not tear it
down to save a few dollars in indigent defense. It seemed to me that
this would be travesty to suggest a diminishing of the punishment
for second offenders, the worst ones. The people who are out there
and involved in the cases of Lacy Packard who was killed by a person
who had several priors. I mean it just seems to me that this is the
wrong direction to go. This is worse than the bill without the amend-
ment and the bill without the amendment as far as I am concerned is
the wrong focus.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Heath, I've heard you and other speak-
ers keep referring to the Packard case and I can't remember the one
that Senator Hough referred to a couple weeks ago, and made the
point that somehow the lowering of the BAG level from .10 to .08
would prevent that kind of accident. Now is it your understanding
that any of these accidents which were certainly tragic, occured as a
result of the driver having been tested between .08 and .10 or was it
substantially more than that?
SENATOR HEATH: It was in fact substantially more. But I can tell
you that somebody that is serving time in jail is not killing somebody
those days that he is in jail. That's essentially what this would re-
move, the jail time.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 298-FN
Amend the bill by replacing sections 1 and 2 with the following:
1 Intoxication. Amend RSA 214:20, II to read as follows:
II. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial of any per-
son charged with a violation of this section, the court may admit
evidence of the defendant's alcohol concentration, as defined in RSA
259:3-b, as shown by a chemical analysis of his breath, urine, or
blood. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol con-
centration of 0.05 or less is prima facie evidence that the defendant
was not under the influence of intoxicating liquor. Evidence that the
defendant had, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of from
0.05 to [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence but it is not to be given prima
facie effect in indicating whether or not the defendant was under the
influence of intoxicating liquor, but such fact may be considered with
other competent evidence in determining the guilt or innocence of
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the defendant. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alco-
hol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie evidence that
the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor, except
that evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol con-
centration of from 0.08 to 0.099 on any first or subsequent offense
shall be a violation. The foregoing provisions of this section shall
not be construed as limiting the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question whether or not the defendant
was under the influence of intoxicating liquor.
2 Evidence; OHRVs. Amend RSA 215-A:ll-c to read as follows:
215-A:ll-c Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or
trial of any person charged with a violation of the provisions of RSA
2 15-A relative to the operation of off highway recreational vehicles
by a person under the influence of intoxicating liquor or a controlled
drug, the court may admit evidence of the defendant's alcohol con-
centration at the time alleged, as shown by a chemical, infrared mo-
lecular absorption or gas chromatograph test or tests of his breath,
urine, or blood. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie evidence
that the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor.
Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentra-
tion of more than 0.05 and less than [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence
and may be considered with other competent evidence in determin-
ing whether or not the defendant was under the influence of intoxi-
cating liquor, except that evidence that there was, at the time
alleged, an alcohol concentration of from 0.08 to 0.099 on any
first or subsequent offense shall be a violation.
Amend the bill by replacing section 7 with the following:
7 Evidence; Serious Traffic Offenses. Amend RSA 265:89 to read
as follows:
265:89 Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial
of any person charged with the violation of RSA 265:82 or 265:82-a,
the court may admit evidence of the defendant's alcohol concentra-
tion, as shown by a test of his breath, blood, or urine as provided in
RSA 265:84. Evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol
concentration of 0.05 or less is prima facie evidence that the defend-
ant was not under the influence of intoxicating liquor. Evidence that
there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of more than
0.05 and less than [0.10] 0.08 is relevant evidence but is not to be
given prima facie effect in indicating whether or not the defendant
was under the influence of intoxicating liquor; but such fact may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining the guilt
or innocence of the defendant. Evidence that there was, at the time
alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more is prima facie
evidence that the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating
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liquor. In addition, evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more shall, in conjunction with
the evidence otherwise required by RSA 265:82, 1(b) of driving or
attempting to drive a vehicle upon a way, constitute a separate of-
fense under RSA 265:82, 1(b); and evidence that there was, at the
time alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or more shall, in
conjunction with the evidence otherwise required by RSA 265:82-a,
II of driving or attempting to drive a vehicle upon a way and of one
or more of the circumstances specified in RSA 265:82-a, II (a), (b)
and (c), constitute a separate offense under RSA 265:82-a, II; and
evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentra-
tion of 0.20 or more shall, in conjunction with the evidence otherwise
required by RSA 265:82-a, III of driving or attempting to drive a
vehicle upon a way, constitute a separate offense under RSA 265:82-
a. III, except that evidence that there was, at the time alleged, an
alcohol concentration of from 0.08 to 0.099 on any first or subse-
quent offense shall be a violation.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Evidence; Boating Implied Consent. Amend RSA 270:51 to
read as follows:
270:51 Evidence. Upon complaint, information, indictment or trial
of any person charged with a violation of the provisions of RSA 631:5
relative to the operation of boats by a person under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or a controlled drug, the court may admit evi-
dence of the defendant's alcohol concentration at the time alleged, as
shown by a chemical, infrared molecular absorption or gas chromato-
graph test or tests of his breath, urine, or blood. Evidence that there
was, at the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of [0.10] 0.08 or
more, is prima facie evidence that the defendant was under the influ-
ence of intoxicating liquor, except that evidence that there was, at
the time alleged, an alcohol concentration of from 0.08 to 0.099
on any first or subsequent offense shall be a violation.
AlVIENDED ANALYSIS
This bill lowers the alcohol concentration legal intoxication level
from .10 to .08 in laws relating to DWI for motor vehicles, boats and
OHRVs and in the law relating to hunting while intoxicated.
The bill also provides that any alcohol concentration legal intoxica-
tion level between .08 and .099 shall constitute a violation, whether
for a first or subsequent offense.
Floor Amendment Fails.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Members, I am standing to ask you
to vote down this bill and I do it again with some reluctance. I was
accused by one of the members of this body. They said that I had a
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special interest or that the rumor was that I had a special interest in
this because I serve liquor and I had owned a bar. I would like to tell
you that that is true. I used to have a bar, I now have a catering
business and I do not cater and have a license for alcohol. And when
anyone requests to have a bar or a licensing for that, I refuse to
handle the alcohol and make them hire their own bartenders and do
their own arrangements for the bar. My reason for that comes from
my long years of experience with the difficulties and the reality of
the possibility of lawsuit under the law. So I do not apologize for my
standing here to talk against this piece of legislation because I do
not feel that I have a special interest except that I do think that I
have an interest. Because I have been involved for years sitting on
House Judiciary in the DWI situation. Many of you have sat for 10
years or more in this body and you have seen the legislation that has
been in the process year, after year, after year, we have had DWI
legislation in front of us. And we have, I think now, and I have said
this before on this floor, the best legislation probably in the nation on
DWI. I do not think going to .08 is going to enhance our legislation at
all. In 1989 we had 190 deaths in motor vehicle fatalities, 75 of those
190 were DWI related. Forty-eight resulted in a single car accident.
That means that the 48 people that were killed were involved, they
were involved in DWI, they ended up killing themselves. There were
26 deaths of innocent people, 26 too many. There were 116 of the 190
who were killed for other reasons, speeding the major one, and inat-
tention. Now if we were going to say that we want to stop deaths in
New Hampshire, I guess what we would do is to lower the speed
limit more and we would put more troopers out on the highway.
Well, you know that this body with our actions over the years have
decreased the numbers of troopers out on the highway and in fact,
when I stood before Finance when we got to the safety part of the
budget, I was appalled to find and to speak to the fact that we had
let off 17 uniformed policemen who were out there arresting those
DWFs and people who were driving under the influence. That is
where we need to also place those men back on if you really want to
do something about the deaths on our highway not only for the
DWFs, but the people who are speeding. That is how we can end this
terrible problem. Most or many, who will vote for this bill, will vote
against the Capital Budget. And they will vote against the Revenue
package. And they will vote against putting more men out there for
that purpose. While in the House, we did a test one day on the DWI.
It was a controlled test. We had the troopers come over from Safety,
and we had two members of our committee, who drank, and then
they calibrated the machinery, and tested those two individuals. The
test failed. The trooper said "oh my god, it was a mistake, we knew it
was a mistake." The girl who had one drink and had tested without
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any degree of alcohol before, tested well over the limit. The young
man, he tested where he was supposed to be. And I know that test
failed because I went over to Health and Human Services and I saw
the number of machines that are over there that are being cali-
brated. The reason that they are being calibrated is that every so
often they break down and they need to be tested. So there is a
problem with the mechanism that we have and we do know that at
.08 when someone is not necessarily impaired, because there are
other ways of getting someone who is drunk. That was our intention.
Impairedness was going to be the condition, not the level of their
alcohol and that is what we should be looking at, their impairedness,
not the level of their alcohol. Twenty-nine other states were asked to
lower the .08, 29 other states. Now this is across the country, this is a
major portion, this isn't anything new, I mean it is something new.
Twenty-nine states were asked to lower to an .08, out of those states
we have California, Maine, Oregon, Utah, which naturally Utah
would be one, Vermont. They are the only states that have passed
the .08. One other state, Georgia, went to a .12. Now I have no rea-
son why! Twenty-one other states killed this bill oughtright. Believe
me, they had as much pressure and as much lobbying as we have had
here. But they decided that this was not the way to go. That this was
not going to address the problem. I don't want to go on because I
think it is clear what, that many of you have addressed. I had the
pressure, but I had one gentlemen who called me, and he said to me
"I want you to lower the .08' and he wasn't from my district, and I
said well why, can you give me a reason why? He said "well, it is a
shame, I am an alcoholic" and he said that he got arrested and "that
straightened me out and now I don't drink". I said what level were
you? He said a 2 or whatever and he said he was comatose when he
had the accident. I said the .08 wouldn't help you, that is the situa-
tion. Most of the people who cause the accidents and injuries are
well, well over the .01 or the .10. This isn't what we are looking for, it
really isn't. If I thought that for one minute we were going to save
more lives and that it was the right action to do, I would be standing
with the others of you who believe that and I understand that you
truly do believe that, but I unfortunately, can't stand with you. And
I respect you for your position, but I strongly urge you to vote down
this legislation.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, over the last month in de-
bating this issue, one element that seems to be under discussion is
the very significant impairment that occurs at blood alcohol levels of
.05 and greater I think that most of the members have seen the final
report of the Governor's task force to prevent impaired driving is-
sued last summer. That report finds that there is an abundance of
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scientific data to indicate that impairment of driving skills starts, at
.05 blood alcohol concentration. The American Medical Association
House of Delegates, after considering a detailed document prepared
by the council on scientific affairs went so far as to call for states to
establish BAG of .05 as conclusive evidence of drunk driving. The
Council of Scientific Affairs report concluded that alcohol causes de-
terioration of driving skills beginning at .05 percent. The report also
cites a study by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
released in 1988, that showed similar results. The report concluded
that in part that it is clear that BAC's or .05 or more impaired nearly
all of the important components of driving performance. There is
sufficient evident to demonstrate that BAC's of .05 and more pro-
duce impairment of the major components of driver performance
reaction time, tracking, divided attention performance, information
processing and etc. And that I suppose is the reason, Mr. President,
that so many highly creditable organizations support .08. The Presi-
dential Commission on Drunk Driving, The American Medical Asso-
ciation, The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, The
National Safety Council, The United States Surgeon General, The
National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances,
American Spinal Association, Mothers Against Drunk Driving, and
so on. Mr President, the irony is that we already have on our books
in the state of New Hampshire, a .04 BAC level for those who hold
commerical licenses. I haven't heard anybody who opposes this bill
stand up and suggest that we ought to raise the BAC from .04 to .01
for commercial drivers. One would suppose they would have to make
that argument to be logical. Why is someone who holds a commercial
license subject to one standard and those who don't drive for pay
held to another? We ought to be consistent, it seems to this Senator
I supported some of the foregoing amendments reluctantly, Mr.
President, in hope that we could gather the votes to pass the bill
ultimately. As it now stands, it looks like it is going to be a very close
vote. I would only say, Mr President, that maybe Senators ought to
give a little thought to how they would feel when they see their
spouse and children or loved ones drive off. When I see my wife pull
away with the children, I think about this, I think about people out
there on the highway who are impaired. The tragedy in this matter
is that so many, so many, innocent people have been killed, so many
children. And not for us to, at the very least, fail to err on the con-
servative side of this matter is, I think, is to act with the greatest
irresponsibility. I thank the Chair
SENATOR NELSON: I too have given this a lot of thought! I too
have children! I have a 20 and 21 year old and a 12 year old. I have
personally been affected by it in close circles by people who have
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been actually killed and maimed and injured by drunken drivers. So
I don't think that anybody in this room holds the corner of the mar-
ket, whether they are for or against the bill on caring about people
being injured by drunken drivers. I hope and I wish that those who
are doing the killing on the highways are driving at .10, but they are
not. A lot of the people who are doing the maiming and the killing in
this country are well above the .10. Do I think it makes sense to
lower it? I do! But I think the one thing that troubles me is that for a
couple of years in the state of New Hampshire, we had what we
called a designated drivers program where we said to the young
people in this state and to the adults, if you're going to get into the
car and you are going to drive it, then don't drink. Then what hap-
pened is that the young people, my sons included and their friends,
decided who would not drink and drive. In my opinion, I commend
the Tksk Force. I commend Senator Pressly who has done a lot of
service on the bill and a lot of the other Senators in this room. But
the fact of the matter is this: why aren't we saying if you're going to
drink, then don't drive. And if we say, let's do .08, in my humble
opinion, what we are saying now to the young people especially, and
to some of the adults is hey, from now on just drink a little less. We
are not saying don't drink and drive, we are saying drink a little less.
I think that if we are going to get tough on crime, we are going to
spend all the money that we spend in this state on liquor, we are
going to have task forces and we are going to listen to the statistical
data that we ought to have the guts to stand up on this floor and say
if you're going to drink, then you don't drive and if you drink at .10-1/
2, or .06, .03, .08, then you shouldn't be behind the wheel of a car. I
want to say this because I see these newspapers print all this stuff
making gross assumptions about people. I don't understand why
they are not pushing 'don't drink and drive'. I didn't mean to prose-
lytize, and get like this and I am sorry.
SENATOR HEATH: I want to briefly explain that before I read my
name in the newspaper about how I support drunk driving, I've
worked as hard as any member of this body against drunk driving. I
am a member of MADD and I have worked on repeat offender prob-
lems and people who default and don't bother to show up for court.
Increasing the penalties and for defaults for drunk driving and I
worked on this amendment to try to answer some of the questions
that I felt were legitimately raised by both the hospitality and later
on by Senator Hollingworth who legitimately suggested to me that
we are all, or almost all of us servers at one time or another. And the
focus on any drunk driving program ought to be on the drunk who
drives. And there is no reason why we should all risk a business or
our home, our fortunes, because we don't know that the person has
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had six beers before he gets to our home. We don't know that he has
had a big meal and no liquor before he comes to our lounge. We don't
know and we can't judge when a person is sitting there, how drunk
they are. They have to judge that. And the responsibility cannot go
on other people so that a few opportunist lawyers can deprive some-
body who couldn't make that judgment of their property for a por-
tion of the profit. And that is why I am not going to support .08 even
though I agree that .08 is TAPE INAUDIBLE. I think the time has
come TAPE INAUDIBLE and do it in a peer form where it's aimed
at the person that drinks and drives.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I also rise to oppose this legislation. The
scare headlines in the newspaper notwithstanding. I believe that
each and everyone of us in this Senate chamber is opposed to drunk
driving and would Hke to see, if we thought it worked, the strictest
methods imposed to prevent drunk driving. The fact is, is that we
have seen no evidence that lowering the blood alcohol level to .08 is
going to have the impact that the supporters of this bill believe.
Maine, which so often been cited in this debate, during the decade
from 1980 to 1990 had 49 percent alcohol related fatalities compared
to New Hampshire which doesn't have .08, a 45 percent during that
same period of time. We all know what works in terms of drinking
and driving and that is education and an increased national aware-
ness of the problems of alcohol and drinking and driving. Those of us
who oppose this legislation do so not because we are any less op-
posed to drinking and driving, but because we are not convinced
that this is going to be a good piece of legislation and that it is going
to have the desired impact.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Heath, you want pure legisla-
tion that focuses only on the drunk driver, this bill as I read it simply
changes the standard in the criminal prosecution for the drunk
driver so where do you see in this bill that it is not being pure?
SENATOR HEATH: Because it enhances the opportunity to bring a
third-party suit against the server and the seller by lowering that
line by which society is saying if this bill were to pass that this is the
level at which we accept and this is irresponsible.
SENATOR COLANTUNO: Do you see anything in this bill that
changes the standard of proof under 507-F which is the liquor liabil-
ity law?
SENATOR HEATH: Yes.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: And where is that?
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SENATOR HEATH: By lowering the level. I believe that that is
partial evidence that will be used by people that are in the business
of suing people to prove the irresponsible situation.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Just a couple of closing comments on my be-
half of this. In the eight years that I have served, I can't think of
another piece of legislation where I've known so many reasons, that
so many people support something and they are going to vote
against it. It has been an incredible experience. I think the commit-
tee has done everything conceivably possible to work this bill, to
amend it, to accommodate to people who say I am really for this, but
this one small little thing bothers me. This committee has done
everything conceivable. And evidence will be there in the next few
years and as I say, we can be leaders or we can be followers. But I
challenge all of these people in this chamber who say: 'oh, this is
what I am for, but gee, I can't support it because it's got . . .' then you
come in with a better mouse-trap next session, I challenge you.
Thank you.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Pressly, I came in with a better
mouse-trap and almost got it to snap, would you believe?
SENATOR PRESSLY: Thank you. Senator Heath. I commend your
work on it. And I think you're one of the people who have supported
your philosophy. I wish the case applied across the Senate, thank
you.
Senator Disnard moved the question.
Adopted.
Question is on Ordering to Third Reading.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Roberge.
Seconded by Senator Heath,
The following Senators voted yes: Hough, Currier, Roberge, Pressly,
Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey.
The following voted no: W. King, Heath, Eraser, Disnard, Blaisdell,
Bass, Nelson, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Hollingworth.
Paired votes: Senator Delahunty and Senator Podles.
Paired votes: Senator Cohen and Senator Oleson.
Yeas: 7 Nays: 12
Ordered to Third Reading Motion Fails.
Senator Russman moved Inexpedient to Legislate.
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Adopted.
HB 298, is Inexpedient lb Legislate.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Russman moved to Have HB 334-FN, an act relative to the
establishment of agency liquor stores, Ikken Off The Table.
Adopted.
HB 334-FN, an act relative to the establishment of agency liquor
stores. Ways & Means committee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment.
Senator Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: With reference to the floor amendment this
takes care of Senator Colantuono's concerns relative to the three-
years on applicants for an agency store. That has changed through-
out the bill so they have to be a resident of the state at least. While it
doesn't perhaps offer as much protection to the New Hampshire
people as some people might like it is something that I think we can
probably live with and I would urge your adoption.
Senator Russman offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 334-FN
Amend RSA 177:16, 1(c) as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(c) A resident of the state.
Amend RSA 177:16, 11(c) and III as inserted by section 3 of the bill
by replacing it with the following:
(c) A resident of the state.
III. If the applicant is a corporation, it shall be incorporated un-
der the laws of the state and shall have been authorized to transact
business in the state.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RESOLUTION
Senator Currier moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus-
pended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final
passage, all titles be the same as adopted, and that they be passed at
the present time; and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until
Wednesday, May 29, 1991, at 10:00 a.m.
Adopted.
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LATE SESSION
RECONSIDERATION
Senator Shaheen moved RECONSIDERATION on HB 62, an act
relative to retirement allowances under the New Hampshire Retire-
ment System.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: What I have is a floor amendment which is
being passed out now. Essentially, what I am asking the body to do
is to accept the vote from last time on HB 62 as we amended it. This
floor amendment makes two changes in that amendment. The first,
deals v^ith eamable compensation. And what is does as we all know,
the Senate earlier passed HB 51 which is a study of the retirement
system. That would take eamable compensation out of HB 62 and
include it as part of the study that is being done through HB 51. I
recognized that there are some legitimate concerns about what has
been going on with eamable compensation. But I feel that since we
have got this vehicle to study, it makes more sense to go ahead,
complete the study, deal with all the aspects of this issue and then
get a reasonable report out of that study. The second issue, deals
with gainful employment. As I understand there are a group of peo-
ple who are part of the old retirement system. What HB 62 was
going to do is retroactively change the rules on those people relative
to retirement. And what I am asking you to do is to take that section
out of HB 62 so that those people that are already covered under the
old retirement system will stay exactly as they have been. So at this
time, I would urge you to pass the floor amendment to HB 62.
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the motion
to reconsider. In essence, the amendment that Senator Shaheen has
brought before us is identical in every word to the Hollingworth
amendment that we already considered last week. Except that it
includes the amendment that the House passed that was offered by
me. When you get down to it, Senator Shaheen is correct. Her
amendment eliminates sections one and sections three in the bill.
The first section that she proposes to limit, limits the amount of
compensation that can be counted as counting toward retirement to
1-1/2 times the amount of money that you make in the year before
the year that you retire. The way that your retirement is currently
calculated is that you take the last three years or the highest three
years that you are paid. And you average them out and you multiply
the years of service if you are in group II for example by .25 and add
that to the salary and you get what your retirement benefit is. There
is one slight problem. And that is that there are no limits on how you
go about calculating how much money that you make during the last
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three years that you retire for purposes of determining what that
retirement allowance will be. The result is that in some sectors you
have individuals who during the last three years of their work, artifi-
cially increase their pay because they are able to include sick days,
up to 30 days of leave and so forth. The result is that certain groups,
those individuals who are in a position to work a lot of overtime
which is not the state employees, end up getting more money when
they retire than what they got when they were working. It affects a
very small group of individuals and all the rest of us pay for it. Now
one of those groups are the state troopers who are in group II. And a
couple of years ago I brought to the attention of Commissioner
Flynn, the fact that I was wondering why these state troopers were
suddenly appearing on the highways and he said 'well, the road con-
tractors require it because the unions require it and furthermore, it
doesn't cost the state any money'. Well, the fact is that it does cost
the state money. It costs the state money because these people are
counting this overtime pay towards their retirement. And it's jack-
ing up their salary and other people don't get the benefit of that. The
second section of the bill, that is deleted by the amendment, has to
do with earnable compensation and indeed again. Senator Shaheen
is correct, there are 34 firefighters and 10 policemen who still fall
under the old retirement system. And under that retirement system
if you have a duty or in the case of firefighters a non-duty related
disability, you can retire with full disability which in the case of
group I is 50 percent of the highest three years. And in the case of
group II is 66-2/3 percent. But there is no limit on what you can do
after you retire. So as a result you don't have to take a physical
exam. Nobody checks on what you are making. And the fact is, obvi-
ously, the AFL-CIO wouldn't be wanting to reconsider this bill if it
weren't for the fact that a number of these individuals must be fully
employed, perfectly okay. And they don't want to undergo the same
standards that everybody else in the retirement system is subjected
to except these 44 individuals. Now we have 3 bills before us dealing
with retirement that this Senate has dealt with in the last couple of
weeks. The first one, was HB 549 which is on the table right now,
which provides a temporary retirement allowance for employees of
the state that are furloughed at the age of 55 and the 25 years of
creditable experience. The second one, is HB 161 which essentially
allows federal employees to buy in and removes certain individuals
that are covered so that we don't come under ERISA and the retire-
ment system doesn't get charged $800,000 in the next year. The
third one, is HB 62 which is before us today. HB 549 is a benefit to
state employees, HB 161 will save the retirement system money.
And HB 62 is a recommendation that came to us from the Retire-
ment Board and also a study committee that was part of the Retire-
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ment Board. All of these bills could go to study under HB 51. You
can't have it both ways. You can't study the stuff in HB 62, but an
act, HB 549 which helps the state employees and if it is the position
of this Senate that HB 51 should be the overriding vehicle, and that
we should study this issue. Then I would suggest that we send all
three of these bills to study because we ought to remain consistent.
But the fact is, personally, I think that that would be a very poor
idea. And I urge the Senate to oppose this motion to reconsider. We
have already voted this measure out last week. Nothing has changed
from last Thursday to this Tuesday.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Bass, since we are only limiting
our discussion today to HB 62, I am not going to respond to your
suggestion that maybe all three of those bills go to study. But I have
a question for you and I have heard the same stories about the police
that are sitting with their lights on who have been there all night,
and what are they doing along the roads. But would you agree that
this is just anecdotal information?
SENATOR BASS: Oh, absolutely not. Senator Shaheen. The Retire-
ment Board has all the data. Every single piece of information that
is available is certainly available through the Retirement Board. It is
all on computer. And it certainly is not anecdotal. There are cer-
tainly anecdotes, but there are anecdotes in any issue.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: And there is a study that would show all of
those people who have been using the current system? Is that what
you are telling me?
SENATOR BASS: I am not telling you that, no.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: So that there really isn't a study that
shows that there are a number of people who have been affected.
And that there has been a deliberate study to look at the problem in
this area?
SENATOR BASS: There has not been a deliberate study to look at
the problem in this area, no.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Thank you. The other question that I had
for you is, you had talked about those 44 firefighters.
SENATOR BASS: Thirty-four firefighters, ten policemen.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Forty-four totaled. Am I correct that when
those people retired that the system that they retired under, allowed
them to take the retirement, and that what we are doing in effect if
we pass HB 62 is changes the rules after the fact on them?
SENATOR BASS: We change the rules after the fact everyday here
at the Senate, Senator Shaheen. What we are doing is we are cor-
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recting an injustice in the system right now. Whereby a few individ-
uals are taking advantage of the system and all the rest of the
individuals, all the thousands of other people who are paying into
the system are paying for that.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Is it true that those people who retired,
retired under the old system and that the rules have changed since
they retired?
SENATOR BASS: Certainly!
SENATOR HOUGH: Charlie, listen. What was the number, 44 po-
lice and firemen that were in the old system that went out under the
old system prior to 1968 the New Hampshire Public Employee Re-
tirement System, is that . . .
SENATOR BASS: No, there are a lot more. But there are only 34
now.
SENATOR HOUGH: My question is this: If these people would
have gone out on partial disability under the old system, correct?
SENATOR BASS: Yes.
SENATOR HOUGH: Well, Christ, how old are they now?
SENATOR BASS: Well, I don't know. I didn't ask the Retirement
committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: Well, I mean think about it 1968, 78, 88, 93,
well no, but they would have conceivably, they were . . .
SENATOR BASS: Senator Hough, can I respond to that? The sys-
tem changed for firemen in 1981. And it changed for at least accord-
ing to the Retirement Board the firemen system changed. The
standard change, the amendment changed, to require the physical
exam under the current Retirement System. If you are out under
disability, you are paid as I have said before, but your total compen-
sation cannot, what your total salary was adjusted for inflation. So
even under the current situation, even if HB 62 passes as it is, and
you're disabled, you can still earn on the outside everything up to
what you earned before adjusted for inflation. But there is a small
group that are still in the system and they were there prior to 1981
who qualified for full disability and now the sky is the limit. And the
Retirement Board is determined that this is not equitable.
SENATOR HOUGH: Can you tell me of these numbers of police,
firemen were in the old police, firemen retirement system prior to
1968 when we brought them all in under the present Public Em-
ployee Retirement System? Can you tell me that?
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SENATOR BASS: Tfell you what?
SENATOR HOUGH: If the numbers of individuals that you are
talking about, 33 and ten, whatever those numbers were. Were they
members of the system that was created in 1968?
SENATOR BASS: In other words, did they contribute?
SENATOR HOUGH: Yes.
SENATOR BASS: I don't know the answer to that question. I don't
think that it is relevant.
SENATOR HOUGH: Oh, I think that it is relevant, if they are mem-
bers who went out on partial and full disability under the old sys-
tem. Are they members of the old system or the new system.
SENATOR BASS: The old system.
SENATOR HOUGH: As members of the old system they would
have had to go out prior to 1968. That is my understanding. I stand
corrected. But I think that is the case. And if that were the case,
these people, it doesn't matter what they've done since 1968, they
are probably at such an age that you're changing your benefit
whether they are fully gainfully employed or not. They've got to be
well along in age.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Hough, you couldn't have given a better
argument against reconsideration of HB 62. Because the fact is that
if these individuals have been in the system a long time, the only
thing that HB 62 seeks to do is to limit compensation to what their
salary was when they were there, adjusted for modem day inflation.
Now if these individuals, (a) are elderly, they're probably not making
more than they were when they, in their adjusted inflation, so there-
fore, it wouldn't be a factor, or (b) the only thing that the bill is
asking for is that they be subject to an exam and the requirements of
the rest of the Retirement System. Nobody, you know my observa-
tion is that the AFL-CIO protested too much. Doesn't it occur to you
that there may be a larger issue involved here in that it may not
affect that many individuals, but it's just more a case of principle
rather than reality.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I think that you raised an interesting
point. Senator Bass. And that is my understanding is that in an at-
tempt to update the language in this bill, it was overlooked that
there were a small group of people that were covered under this old
Retirement System who were in fact going to get hurt by this lan-
guage. And that what I think we don't want to do is to hurt those
people after the fact, they retired under those old rules. It is an ever
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decreasing group because they are only getting older. And you know
unfortunately, most of them are not going to be around very much
longer. And the fact is, that I think that we set the rules. We said
this is the way that it is going to be when they retired and we have
an obligation to that small group of people. I am not sure that I
agree with you relative to the AFL-CIO and protest too much. I am
going to take this based on what I have heard from people. Which
says that there is a small group that are going to be hurt, we ought
to exempt them and that is what this amendment does and then ever
after that, we will deal with the new system. Would you believe?
SENATOR BASS: I have no response to that. I think that that issue
has already been debated.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Thank you and I will only speak
very briefly, because everyone is extremely tired. I would like to say
that I sat on Insurance and I heard none of the concerns that Sena-
tor Bass is raising. When this came before us and his reasons for
passing this. We clearly have said that when someone over the past
years works many years for the state, that they can take that 1-1/2
year to use it to adjust for the high inflation. That has been the
practice. If there should be a change, there should be a study into
determining whether there should be any change in that factor. That
is all that we are asking that that section of the bill be before you
change it, allow it to go to study. What Charlie is doing is deciding
by himself, that this is inappropriate, that there has been too much
money spent on this. He has not substantiated his figures and I don't
believe that we should take that action. Furthermore, we have made
a promise to our retirees, and I believe that when you make a prom-
ise you keep a promise. And Charlie seems to have a problem with
that, as we all know. Charlie, when you make a promise, you keep a
promise and I'm asking this Senate to do that.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Bass, last week when we
passed HB 62 the argument at that time seemed to focus on the
language in the bill that would limit to 1-1/2 times the salary of peo-
ple who retire and it would affect mostly police officers who worked
traffic details and all of a sudden today, we are not focusing on that
language at all. But my question to you is: if this was reconsidered
and the Shaheen amendment were adopted, it's hard to understand
it by just trying to read it. But if we just take out that and it would
be reasonable and acceptable language that we just passed last
week.
SENATOR BASS: The answer is yes.
A Division Vote was requested.
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Yeas: 12 Nays: 9
Senator Delahunty is excused.
Reconsideration Motion is Adopted.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I move ought to pass on the amendment to
HB62.
Senator Shaheen offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 62-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to retirement system benefits and
relative to membership eligibility in
the retirement system for elected
and appointed officials.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Membership Eligibility for Elected and Appointed Officials.
Amend RSA 100-A:3, 1(a) to read as follows:
I.(a) Any person who becomes an employee, teacher, permanent
policeman or permanent fireman after the date of establishment
shall become a member of the retirement system as a condition of
employment; except that membership shall be optional in the case of
elected officials, officials appointed for fixed terms, unclassified
state employees, or those employees of the general court who are
eligible for membership in the retirement system. Elected officials
and officials appointed for fixed terms shall, however, be eligible
for membership in the retirement system only under the follow-
ing conditions:
(1) The office held is a full-time position with eligibility
for the same fringe benefits as other full-time employees of the
employer;
(2) The office held is the primary occupation of the person
holding the office;
(3) The base rate of annual compensation for the office
held is at least $15,000, and requires at least 1,700 hours of em-
ployment; and
(4) The official satisfies the conditions under subpara-
graphs (l)-(3) by using only one elected or appointed office to
qualify.
2 Reduced Service Retirement Allowance for Group I Members.
Amend RSA 100-A:5, 1(c) to read as follows:
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(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any group I
member who meets the requirements of RSA 100-A:10, 1(a), and
who has either completed at least 20 years of creditable service
which, when combined with his age equals at least 70 years, or
who has attained the age of 50, but not the age of 60, may elect to
retire and have benefits commence immediately as a reduced service
retirement allowance upon written application to the board of trust-
ees setting forth the time, not less than 30 days nor more than 90
days subsequent to the filing thereof, at which the member desires
to have benefits commence. The service retirement allowance shall
be determined in accordance with RSA 100-A:5, 103) and shall be
reduced, for each month by which the date on which benefits com-
mence precedes the month after which the member attains 60 years
of age, by 1/8 of one percent if the member has 35 years or more of
creditable service, by 1/4 of one percent if the member has 30 years
[or more] but less than 35 years of creditable service, by 1/3 of one
percent if the member has at least 25 years but less than 30 years of
creditable service, by 5/12 of one percent if the member has at least
20 years but less than 25 years of creditable service, and by 5/9 of
one percent if the member has less than 20 years of creditable serv-
ice.
3 Repeal. RSA 100-A:28-a, relative to special fringe benefits for
certain employees who have withdrawn from the retirement system,
is repealed.
4 Application; Special Fringe Benefits; Buy-In of Retirement Sys-
tem Credit. Any person who, on the effective date of this act, is
enrolled under the provisions of RSA 100-A:28-a, II, repealed by
section 3 of this act, shall have until December 31, 1991, to elect
either to terminate enrollment or to resume full membership in the
retirement system. Such election shall take effect on the first day of
the month following receipt of the election by the retirement sys-
tem. If no election is received, enrollment under RSA 100-A:28-a, II
shall terminate as of January 1, 1992.
5 Application; Elected and Appointed Officials. Any elected offi-
cial or official appointed for a fixed term who is a currently a mem-
ber of the New Hampshire retirement system, and whose office does
not meet the requirements for membership as provided in RSA 100-
A:3, 1(a), as amended by section 1 of this act, shall continue to be a
member of and be eligible for membership in the retirement system
until the end of the official's current term of office. The official shall
not be eligible for continued membership in the retirement system
upon reelection or reappointment to the same office, and member-
ship shall terminate at the end of the current term.
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6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill:
(1) Repeals the special fringe benefit for certain unclassified offi-
cers or employees who withdraw from the retirement system and
who make equivalent contributions to an IRA.
(2) Defines the conditions which elected and appointed officials
must meet in order to be eligible for membership in the retirement
system.
(3) Changes the requirements for receiving a reduced service re-
tirement allowance as a group I member, and changes the allowance
which is received.
Floor Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 35-A, an act making appropriations for capital improvements.
HB 62, relative to retirement system benefits and relative to mem-
bership eligibility in the retirement system for elected and ap-
pointed officials.
HB 136-FN, an act relative to current use assessments and the land
use change tax.
HB 143-FN, an act relative to the liquor commission's authority to
close liquor stores.
HB 299-FN, an act relative to the posting of statements in liquor
stores and establishments selling beverages and liquor.
HB 322, relative to certain state taxes and municipal economic de-
velopment and revitalization districts.
HB 327-FN, an act relative to the disposal of state-owned real es-
tate.
HB 334-FN, an act relative to the establishment of agency liquor
stores.
HB 502-FN-A, an act relative to child care resource and referral
systems and making an appropriation therefor.
HB 680-FN an act relative to manufactured housing on the land of
another.
HB 768-FN, an act relative to technical changes in the unemploy-
ment compensation law and to changes in the maximum weekly ben-
efits.
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HB 784-FN, creating a long-range construction program for New
Hampshire's highways and highway bridges and establishing a com-
mittee to study the toll highway system.





The Senate met at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, how nice it would be to be relaxing at the beach
and enjoying ourselves during this hot weather instead ofwrestling
with the bills before us! No matter how you look at the budget, ifyou
do not have it (the money) it is a tough problem. You cannot get
blood out ofa stone. Have a good Memorial Day and weekend. God
bless you all and get some rest. Amen.
Senator Shaheen led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
PRESIDENT DUPONT: It is a pleasure for me at this point in time
to turn the podium over to Senator T3m Harkin for a few words of
wisdom on what is going to be a very difficult day for us here as we
try to balance our budget. Welcome to the Senate.
TOM HARKIN: Thank you, Mr. President. Senate President Du-
pont, and our Democratic Leader, George Disnard, and I would also
recognize my former colleague from the United States Senate, Gor-
don Humphrey. This is a rare privilege for me. Your Senate Presi-
dent wanted some words of wisdom. That is quite a task for a United
States Senator to bring here. But I love the informality of the Sen-
ate here. Earlier your Senate President said to me: "just get up and
say a few words and tell us how you've brought the check from Wash-
ington to help us with our budget problems". Now wait a minute . . .
That reminds me of the story of the young kid who wrote a letter to
God and it said "Dear God, ever since my father died, my mother has
a had a hard time raising us six kids. Could you please send $100 to
help mom out? Well the letter found its way into Washington and got
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into the Postmaster General's Office. The Postmaster General read
it and was so touched by it, he went around the office and took up a
collection. They raised about $50 and he sent it to the kids' mother.
A couple of weeks later, another letter came in from the same kid.
Dear God, I just want to thank you very much for helping my mom
and my family out. It was very helpful. But we are still having a
pretty tough time and I'm wondering if you could send a little bit
more. And dear God, please this time, don't send it through Wash-
ington. The last time they deducted 50 percent". So you really don't
want that kind of stuff. But I am just honored and privileged to be
here and I come from a small town in Iowa of 151 people. Not so
unlike many of your towns here in New Hampshire. You know there
is a book out that is called "All I Ever Needed To Know, I Learned
In Kindergarten". Well the more that I am in the public light and I
have been in Washington now 17 years, and the older I get, I've come
to realize that all I ever needed to know, I learned growing up in
Gumming, Iowa, population 151. My folks were poor, but they in-
stilled in us certain fundamental values of hard work, individual re-
sponsibility, studying, because they saw education as a way out of
poverty. Tb take care of your family, and having faith in God, strong
communities, patriotism and a care and concern for those less fortu-
nate than ourselves. I think those fundamental values are what all of
our parents instilled in us. I think those fundamental basic values
are what have to guide all of us in public light. Those are the values
that guide me. Those are the values that my parents gave to me.
They may be old values, but I think they have the wisdom of the
ages in those values. And no matter where we go and what we do in
public life, I think that those are the things that serve us best. So I
don't want to go on too long. I will heed the words of the Chaplain.
What did you say, something about we better be out early and go
home and rest and relax, it's better to be sweltering in here? But I
feel very strongly as I know all of you do about this Country and
where we are going and the direction that we are going in. And I am
not going to give any long remarks. I am honored to be asked to just
stand up here and meet all of you. Let me just say that I've always
believed that when you build a building, you start with the founda-
tion first. And the stronger and the more the foundation, the better
and the stronger the building will be. Franklin Roosevelt was one of
my favorite Presidents. Do you want to know why? Because Frank-
lin Roosevelt never had a welfare program. He had a job school, he
put people to work, it gave people dignity, pride in themselves.
Franklin Roosevelt once said "Otto", he said "we always knew that
greed was bad morals, we now know it's bad economics". And I think
that is true today, too. I think the American people want a different
vision for this country. A vision in which we are more than just a
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group of individuals out there running to get more wealth, or more
power, or more prestige. I think the American people want once
again to be thought of as a family in which the interest of one are
bound up with the destiny of all. And that is what we have got to
look at ourselves as. One American family, not just a group of 200
and some odd million individuals running around this country. But
where the interest of one are bound up for the destiny of all. Those
are things that guide me in my public life. And I know I share those
with so many of you here, whether you are Republicans or Demo-
crats. I am proud to be a Democrat. I am proud that in our country
we have two strong political parties that compete head on. I love the
clash of ideas. I used to love debating Gordon Humphrey on the
Senate floor, but we did it with honor and we did it with respect for
each other. Because out of that clash of ideas, comes good sound
public policy. So that is why I am honored to be here. Because you in
New Hampshire have always led the way with your citizen legisla-
ture, with your House, with your Senate. You truly are representa-
tives to the citizens of this state. And I think that those of us that
serve on the National scene would do well to emulate you. Especially
in serving without coats on in the Senate. Thank you.
HOUSE MESSAGES
SENATE REFUSES TO CONCUR WITH
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
REQUEST COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 181-FN, relative to the number of winner take all bingo games
allowed on one game date.
Senator McLane moved nonconcurrence, and requests a Committee
of Conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Disnard.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendment, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
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SB 208-FN, relative to the administration of the tax on legacies and
successions and other tax laws relating to decedents.
Senator McLane moved nonconcurrence, and requests a Committee
of Conference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
SENATE ACCEDES TO HOUSE REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 171-FN, relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain."
Senator W. King moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: W. King, Oleson, Fraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Merle Schotanus, Paul Lamott, Howard
Dickinson, Roland Frechette.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 328-A, relative to a new Manchester district court facility and
making an appropriation therefor.
Senator Nelson moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Nelson, J. King, Podles.
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The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Gene Chandler, David Alukonis, Paul La-
mott, Joanne O'Rourke.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 577, relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on
plats or applications accepted by a planning board.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Colantuono, Cohen.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Fred Peyron, Eva Lawrence, John Barnes,
Charles Vaughn.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 581, relative to personal property of tenants.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Humphrey, Pressly.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: John Coffey, Robert Oulette, Leo Calawa,
Mary Molner.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 523-FN, relative to local cease and desist orders for zoning, plan-
ning and code violations.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Colantuono, J. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Katherine Metzger, Elizabeth Lown, Patri-
cia Cote, Thomas Salatiello.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 603-FN, to establish a mandates task force to recommend modi-
fication or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon munici-
palities and school districts.
Senator Currier moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Currier, Cohen, Eraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Lynn Horton, Robert Lockwood, Ann Tdh",
Jennifer Soldati.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 532-FN, relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elec-
tions.
Senator Bass moved to accede to request for Committee of Confer-
ence.
Adopted.
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The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Bass, Roberge, Cohen.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Carol Holden, Paul White, Natalie Flana-
gan, Thayer Kingsbury.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
KB 276, relative to the task force establishing voluntary agreements
reducing and recycling the solid waste stream and the duties to the
commissioner of environmental services.
KB 349, relative to the charter of the New Hampshire Centennial
Home for the Aged.
KB 434, relative to the procedure for planning boards to revoke ap-
proval of recorded plats.
HB 485, relative to living wills.
HB 660, establishing a highway and bridge betterment program and
continually appropriating the highway and bridge betterment ac-
count.
HB 754, relative to the duties of the secretary of state, the election
laws, and certain miscellaneous statutes.
SB 10, establishing a study committee on bonuses for veterans who
served during the Persian Gulf Crisis.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
HOUSE MESSAGE
HOUSE RE-REFERRED TO COMMITTEE
The House of Representatives has Re-referred to Committee the
following Bill:
SB 213-FN-A, relative to the distribution of meals and rooms tax
revenue.
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HOUSE MESSAGE
HOUSE REFUSES TO CONCUR
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the passage of the following entitled Bills sent down from the Sen-
ate:
SB 119-FN, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate
transfer tax, and the communications services tax.
SB 129-FN, establishing a study committee on sale and distribution
of cigarettes.
HOUSE MESSAGE
HOUSE CONCURS WITH SENATE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled Bills and Resolutions sent down from
the Senate:
HB 443-FN-A, relative to shoreland protection and making an ap-
propriation therefor and relative to pesticide applications.
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled Bills and Resolutions sent down from
the Senate:
HB 136-FN, relative to current use assessments and the land use
change tax.
HB 193-FN, relative to lease-purchase agreements for district
courthouses, meetings of the Auburn District Court, study commit-
tees on the district courts, and making a supplemental appropriation
for renovation of the Rochester Post Office as a district court facility.
HOUSE ACCEDES TO SENATE REQUEST FOR
A COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 181-FN, relative to the number of winner take all bingo games
allowed on one game date.
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 182-FN, relative to the division of information services.
The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 183-FN, relative to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Coopera-
tive.
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The House of Representatives accedes to the request of the Senate
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled Bill:
SB 208-FN, relative to the administration of the tax on legacies and




Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and
June 30,1993. Finance committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment.
Senator Blaisdell for the committee.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: It is going to be a long day, I guess. Tb
support the Senate position for the biennium ending June 30, 1993
requires as everybody knows, a very substantial amendment. It may
be difficult to get through, but it is the Senate's position. I am not
going to go into much detail about what is in the document, because
I believe that most of you know what is in the committee report,
because you participated in the development of this document. I am
going to touch on a couple of the highlights. The total general fund
requirement for the ensuing biennium amounts are nearly 1.4 bil-
lion, including a $34,000,000 reduction in the Employee Health Ben-
efit appropriation. I want to lay any fears right now, that we are
continuing the dialogue with the State Employees Association. And
we will continue that dialogue. We've also calculated the lapses. The
appropriations provide which historical will not be expended in
about 3 percent. The committee report through issuance of bonds,
funds school building aid and sewer grants. We considered the level
of funding provided for the responsibilities of state government. In-
cluded in HB 25 as passed by the House. It was a good product;
however, we enhanced it where the committee deemed it necessary
to provide for our citizens who through no fault of their own are at
risk. At risk because they have children who are in need of financial
support, supervision, or health care. Adults who are disabled, or
elderly who are unable to totally care for themselves, which by the
way, includes additional funding for the Meals on Wheels that we
discussed yesterday. We did not ignore education, nor did we ignore
other pressing needs of state government, relative to Mental Health,
Developmental Disabilities, Public Health, and as you know, I could
go on, and on, and on the rest of the day to tell you about what else is
here. Tb finalize my overview of what the Finance committee did for
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the record. We reviewed the entire budget. And I again empathize
with your participation, we adjusted where necessary. It's not per-
fect, but it's the best that we could do at this time. As the Senate
Finance Chairman, I request your favorable vote at the appropriate
time. Before I sit down I want to acknowledge the tremendous sup-
port of Mr. Charles Connors and his complete LBA staff. Without
their knowledge and dedication the work of the Senate Finance com-
mittee and I might add the Senate, could not have been accom-
plished. I thank the Senate for their participation and advice and
help. Their input was appreciated and as I remember for the first
time since I have been in the Senate, the whole Senate was a part of
the process. I am deeply grateful. We have six sections of the budget
as you know. Members of Senate Finance will address them. I am
now going to defer to Senator Hough who will go through the sec-
tions and then from there, we will go to Senator King and we will be
very glad to answer any questions that you have, that is why the
LBA staff is on the floor of the Senate. Mr. President, I defer to
Senator Hough.
SENATOR HOUGH: Mr. President, as a member of the Senate Fi-
nance committee, I am pleased to bring forward the information con-
tained in the Senate's amendment to the biennial budget. Mr.
President, I would like to recognize the Chairman of the Senate Fi-
nance committee, Chairman Blaisdell for his wise council and strong
leadership. Wherein as the great measure of the man, he allowed his
lieutenants on the committee to grow and to assume the responsibil-
ities of developing this document. There is no question in my mind,
having served 20 years in this legislature and working closely with
Senator Blaisdell. But he has learned more than any of us have for-
gotten about the appropriation process. And it's through his council,
and guidance and encouragement that he has allowed us to come
forward with crafting a document that will meet essential services
to the state of New Hampshire. Special thanks should also be given
to Debora McLeod, our Administrative Assistant who has worked
early in the morning, till late at night, and on weekends to support
the committee and coordinate our activities and our information
with our professional staff. And Mrs. McLeod has also provided in-
valuable service to Senator Nelson in preparing the Capital presen-
tation that we had yesterday. Obviously, there isn't a member of this
Senate that does not recognize the uniqueness of the Legislative
Budget Assistant's Office in this state as compared to how other
states handle their budget preparations. We are recognized through-
out the nation of having the most highly skilled budget office under
the leadership of Charlie Connors. But he, too, as a great measure of
the man allows his professional staff and Mary Jane Turcotte in sec-
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tion I on General Government, Lenard Russell on Public Protection,
Dick Duclos on the Highway, and Fish and Game activities as well as
DRED. Jim Mitchell in Human Services and Jeff Pattirson in Edu-
cation, prepare for us, this body, the analytical documents to allow
us to go forward on the largest financial activity in the state of New
Hampshire, the New Hampshire Budget. As we proceed to address
the various six sections in the budget, I would request that you hold
your questions until our conclusion at which time the answers to
your questions will be given to the extent that we have the informa-
tion. Failure to have the information will bring forth again the LBA
staff to give you the correct answers to your questions. Mr. Presi-
dent, the committee on Finance is the Senate's committee. While we
labor in the vineyard of Monday numbers, if you will. We do so at the
direction and with the guidance of the pohcy committees of this Sen-
ate. And clearly this document is a document of political inclusion.
Were it not for the policy decisions of Senate J. King and Senator
Beverly Hollingworth, specifically in the area of Health and Human
Service. Were it not for Chairman Podles of the Judiciary committee
and with her insight and leadership in the areas of the Judiciary.
Were it not for Senator McLanes' insistence on Emergency Assist-
ant on AFDC. Senator Olesons' input as Chairman of the Transpor-
tation committee and quite frankly, an unusual advent that could
have great impact on the budget, if it were not for the Leadership of
Senator Eraser, who will come forth with an amendment later on in
the day, dealing with a unfortunate event in the areas of security
that could derail the biennial budget. Obviously, Senator Disnard
and I are neighbors and very closely associated. It's under his lead-
ership in the policy committee under Education. Working in concert
with Senator Shaheen, that we have drafted a document that prop-
erly reflects what the Senate's position should be in support of Edu-
cation. Senator Currier advised us on how to handle Emergency
Medical Training. We are fortunate in this Senate, unlike the imme-
diate past Senates to have the expertise of wise counsel and were it
not for Senators Russman and Colantuono, the positions that we
have outlined and struck in regard to the courts and the members of
the court, as affirmed by the desire of Senator Pressly to have the
Nashua Courthouse functioning. Senator Heath, my colleague from
the North Country, is a Director of the Christa McAuliffe Planetar-
ium. If in this instance if no other, he certainly understands that we
have to continue to support this vital teaching facility. And our
budget reflects the commitments that we have made and allows for
the Planetarium to go forward. Your committee on Finance is con-
cerned and dedicated, and is committed to the work of the Appropri-
ations policy. Unfortunately, it is time-consuming and labor
intensive. It does not allow us to spend the amount of time and ener-
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gies in the otherwise world reviews that the poHcy committees have
been entertaining since we came into session in January. No, instead
of being able to address these views that attract attention and in
some instances controversy, it is this committee, your committee on
Finance that spends untold hours preparing to maintain the funding
mechanism which only the legislature has the responsibility of
bringing forward to allow an executive branch of government to ad-
minister state government as we know it, to the extent that change
should be in the offmg. Later in the day you will see that under the
Leadership of President Dupont, we will bring forth under HB 65 an
attempt to bring in all of the New Hampshire communities, both
from the academic world and the business and finance world. The
provider world to have a blue ribbon commission address reorgani-
zation of government and hopefully through the volunteer efforts of
the best and the brightest amongst New Hampshire men and
women, we can address next January, the type of structural changes
that may come forward after an in-depth review of how we operate. I
would tell you, Mr. President, that the Senate position on the bien-
nial budget, consistent with past bienniums, skills our resources to
those among us that are less fortunate and least able to help them-
selves. Consistent with Senate positions in the past, our document
invests in our brightest hopes, the education of our children. And as
we move forward you will see through the good works of Senator
King, that this vehicle also is committed to our resources and to
protecting them so that we can pass on that quality of life which we
hold in trust for future generations. The quality of life and the envi-
ronment of the state of New Hampshire. Mr President, I would out-
Une as we go forward in section I, that this body, unlike the House,
clearly understands the state's responsibility in the area of state
planning and in the assistance to the regional planning commissions
and the coordinating activity and the expertise that we give to the
locals which they otherwise would not be able to have. There is no
question that Head Start is visited in the Senate position as it was
not in the position as it came from the House. Chairman Hager
clearly pointed that out when she delivered this document to us that
that was a technical oversight on the House position. To the extent
that we are a diverse and vibrant society, we recognize that cultural
affairs as a legitimate purpose in the New Hampshire budget. We
have invested the necessary resources in the state treasury to help
the treasurer address the outstanding observations in the audit and
will allow her to be current in terms of her reconciliations so that we
will know at all times what our cash position is. We have used the
resources of the administrative account to allow the New Hampshire
Retirement System to have the automated general ledger, that pru-
dent business management would require. The highlights of public
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protection would indicate that we recognize, with 27,000 judicial
items backed up in our Superior Courts, it is necessary not only to
open the Hillsborough County Courthouse in Nashua, but further to
bring on line at the direction of Senator Podles, two additional Supe-
rior Court Justices. Throughout the budget, you will find instances
where observations were brought to the committee by Senator Hol-
lingworth specifically, and in the area of the Department of Agricul-
ture we have maintained the soil conservation program that allows
the Department of Agriculture to coordinate the activities of the
Regional County Soil Conservation activities. Again, to the credit of
Senator Hollingworth, we have provided not only the inspectors in
the Department of Labor, but we have used the fines, if you will, to
be unrestricted revenue, and not to be a discount to the charges
returned to the insurance carriers, and that is probably one of the
more meaningful changes that you will find in this document. As
Senator Podles and Senator Bass understand, we are maintaining
the liquor store in Suncook and Greenville which "will generate ap-
proximately, $600,000 a year in revenue. And we have recognized
that we must go forward in the area of Human Rights and are pro-
viding an additional investigator for that critically important activ-
ity. Sections 3 and 4 of the biennial budget and the Senate position
are a result of the in-depth and extremely hard work of Senator
King. Wherein he, in consultation with the President of the Senate,
have invested our resources in the area of Economic Development
and for the dollars spent there will be more than $4 returned for this
activity and Senator King will address this Fish and Game in Trans-
portation shortly. For 20 years, I have worked in the area of Human
Services, and clearly the document that the House recognized that
we have a special responsibility to those that otherwise would be put
at risk. And although that position is not different than the House's
position, their work was not complete. And so it is that the Daycare
Coordinator position is restored. And so it is that the Poison Control
contract is maintained. As with the Emergency Medical Service con-
tract, cancer screening, the tumor registry, maintaining of our
health laboratory activity which is the first line of defense for a Pub-
lic Health Agency. To think that you can downsize and privatize in
this area, is to walk away from a responsibility that affects each and
every member of New Hampshire society, regardless of their level of
station. We recognize that and Public Health will continue to provide
a function in terms of the laboratories to protect our lives and the
lives of our children. Senator Hollingworth's position on immuniza-
tion was established in February in this Senate. And we have an
expanded immunization program that is a public, private partner-
ship with the providers that takes and provides a broader level of
inoculations and picks up the uninsured population. That is the pol-
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icy of this Senate and that policy is reflected in this budget. Mater-
nal and Child Health, clearly reflects the policy of inclusion. It is in
that area that the interested members of the Senate came forth and
worked with the committee in open session and this document re-
flects that. An otherwise insignificant activity is being maintained in
newborn testing that the window to our opportunity to the infants
bom in this state of New Hampshire, for our health and vibrant life
has been maintained at minimal dollars and on, and on, and on, we
can go in the Environmental Health. We recognize the sins of the
past in the James case, and we are going forward with a responsi-
ble position in this document that outlines the otherwise negligent
position of the state, in the past. I would tell you that in the conclu-
sion of this presentation, that there will be a further amendment to
be considered. That amendment will restore 29 positions in Enforce-
ment of Child Support that no one can understand why it fell out in
the printing process. It affects your bottom line to no extent. Those
positions will be restored, as will there proper demonstration of our
support to the University System as well as the other technical
changes that have serviced in the production of this document as
analyzed by the Legislative Budget Assistant's Office. And further,
there will be at the last minute urging by Senator Hollingworth, a
restoration of the present mechanism of funding for the people that
are maintained in their own homes and shared homes back in the
counties. We understand the value and we will be bringing that
amendment forward at the urging and with the direction of Senator
Hollingworth. Clearly, one of the things that this budget recognizes
and we would be remiss if we failed to recognize it, was that there is
a population out there that is entitled to service, but presently is not
receiving service. And it was under the insistence of President Du-
pont that this budget should reflect what was the major policy deci-
sion of two years ago, that in the area of weightlessness. Those
fragile individuals that will come to us unannounced will be taken
care of by this document. We have maximized federal reimburse-
ment in using the Philbrick Center, for Psychiatric Chins to its full-
est capability. This document represents the policy of this Senate in
the whole area of children and youth. And we are maintaining the
funding that will carry that program forward. Meals and Wheels was
the debate of yesterday. Clearly, the position of the Senate is re-
flected in this document. At the end of the Human Service budget as
the New Hampshire Soldiers Home. It is with pride that every
member of this legislature recognized that our veteran population is
being properly attended to. We made the capital investment to ex-
pand the Veterans Home to accommodate an additional 50 patients.
And it sits idle. And through the work of the LBA and consent with
the Veterans Home, we have put in place a mechanism whereby at
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the end of the biennium, the Veterans Home in Tilton will be fully
operable and fully staffed and at capacity. As we moved into educa-
tion, it should be no surprise that this document reflects the wishes
of Chairman Disnard. The New England Board of Higher Education
has the proper assets to fund our contractual obligations with our
sister states, which allow for New Hampshire students to attend
Universities outside of New Hampshire for the special programs
that they offer as other New England students come to New Hamp-
shire to receive the excellence in higher education and vocational
educational which our Institutions offer. The leverage Incentive
Grant is funded at a minimum of effort. Now is a critically important
time to provide the resources to be matched by the private sector
under a program that was developed with the leadership of Gover-
nor Peterson so that those students who are Juniors and Seniors can
continue their education and at a point where there are displaced
families you are seeing Juniors and Seniors in college who are hav-
ing to stop their academic work. Now is the time, if ever there were
a time, to provide the support for these people. The Optometric Pro-
gram, the Medical Program, they maintained the contracts that we
have set and executed by the state of New Hampshire, and so it is
that, The Incentive Program. Plus, the erosion of 1/2 million dollars
of federal support. To do otherwise is totally irresponsible when you
look at what we provide for New Hampshire students wishing to
attend higher institutions of learning compared to our state of Ver-
mont that commits 8 million of its resources. This funding document
allows for the policy committees in Education, in the Senate and in
the House to move forward in concert with the professionals in the
Department of Education in the area of testing. Tb walk away from
assessment activities which we have been pursuing for the last num-
ber of years is irresponsible. We are going to use our resources to
allow us to continue that activity, but we are going to do it with the
proper legislative policy oversight. And that is what this document
recommends. As we moved forward into the area of our Voch Tech's,
we are providing the last best hope for a number of young people in
the state of New Hampshire that receive the type of technical educa-
tion that allows them to stay in New Hampshire, work in a changing
economy, and to be productive taxpaying citizens of the state of New
Hampshire. And finally, we look to our University system. And
clearly, the position of the Senate in terms of the University system
as a more positive position than both the Governor and the House.
And it is a policy of consensus among the members that recognize
the excellence that we have in our public University System. Mr.
Chairman, there is always a question to ask or to dream of things
that never were and ask why not? But there has to be a realization.
It is no secret to any member of this Senate, that Senator Blaisdell
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and Senator Hough have worked on the Budgetary problems of the
state of New Hampshire for better than two decades. We under-
stand, we know the reahty of the pohtics of the state of New Hamp-
shire. And while tax reform is a question in the communities that is
moving forward and will continue to be revisited to do the irrespon-
sible thing and bring this state to a standing halt to enhance the
philosophy that we know is correct, would place great hardship on
our citizenship and be irresponsible in our public trust. We are doing
the very best that we can with the resources that we have on hand.
We understand, we know what we should be doing and are not doing.
But we are preparing a document that you will be able to support
and move forward to meet with our colleagues in the House in con-
ference and present to the Governor a mechanism that will keep the
ship of state afloat in these troubled times and for the grand political
debates that will come forward. In the meantime, responsible state
government will be in place. In conclusion, Mr. President, I wish to
thank the members of this Senate for the help and the encourage-
ment they have given the committee. And I now defer to my col-
league. Senator King, who will continue on the presentation of the
Finance committee in regard to the biennial budget act. Thank you.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Thank you. Senator Hough. I think that
most of us feel that your explicit and complete analysis of HB 25-A,
along with your understanding and your timeless effort to address
the problems that many of us have had with the budget and your
help to resolve those issues is certainly appreciated. I know that the
Senate Chamber certainly appreciates your bravery and your bot-
tom line approach to getting to the budget.
SENATORW KING: Now I have to warn you that I am the new kid
on the block, so I am not sure that I can be quite as succinct as my
colleague, Senator Hough. He said I wanted to be involved in the
process. This has been an unbelievable learning experience for me,
and one that I will never forget. We all know that we entered this
body knowing that we were entering into very difficult times, and
we were in difficult times in the state of New Hampshire, and that
we had to be cognizant of that as we went about our responsibilities.
I want to commend Senator Dupont, Senator Blaisdell, and Senator
Hough, without going through the entire list of Senators here. I
want to commend those people because they understood that in
these difficult times it was necessary for all of us to play a role in
fashioning this budget. That is why we had those 3 full days of hear-
ings where we had the opportunity to discuss every single line item
in the budget. What that did for us this year is pretty obvious. But
what it is going to do for us for the Senate and for the House of
Representatives in the future, I think is even more important than
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that. And that is that this kind of consensus building on a budget
process will set the tone for future legislatures to follow. Where
things are not done behind closed doors. Where things are done in
the open with all of us participating in that. Let me be succinct in
telling you what is in section 3 and 4 of the budget, because if I don't,
Senator Nelson is going to lean over and stab me with, hopefully,
with not the business end of her pen. In the area of Resource and
Protection, the Senate position is that it is absolutely critical to
maintain the funding for most of the programming that we have to
protect resources. Things like the Lay Lakes monitoring program
which is just about to receive a National award because of the way
that we involved private citizens who are volunteers in a process of
assuring that our lakes are the cleanest that they can possibly be.
The budget in section 3 also reflects the understanding that if we
don't pay careful attention to protecting our resources and providing
the necessary dollars to fund that protection, then we are derailing
our opportunity to grow out of an economic recession. That in fact,
as Commissioner Varney has said "The quickest way to help eco-
nomic growth in the state of New Hampshire, is to continue to cut
funding for the Department of Environmental Services where we
provide the permits for those people who have economic projects".
So the Senate Finance committee in this Senate has approached the
section of the budget that deals with resource protection with the
full knowledge that protection of the environment and economic
gi'owth are not only not incompatible, but are essential to one an-
other. In the Economic Development section of this budget we have
beefed up funding for the matching grants program for tourism,
knowing full well that states all around us are cutting their funding
for tourism, and that we have a window of opportunity to seize a
larger share of the tourist market. In addition to that it is fairly
clear that most people are not traveling long distances. They are not
flying. They are taking car trips. We have the opportunity now if we
are willing to expend the dollars to do it, to get a much larger sec-
tion of the market and therefore, increase revenues considerably. We
have beefed up assistance for small business. We've beefed up the
funding for Business Creation and Foreign Business Development in
the area of International trade. These are all areas which will allow
us to grow out of this recession and they are, I think, a necessary
adjunct to what Senate President Dupont has proposed to do in
terms of getting our economy rolling in the state of New Hampshire.
Our Economic Development fund that we created earlier this year,
the Economic Development Commission that we passed last week as
well as the private sector. The private sector Commissioner that will
take a look at the state's bureaucracy and determine whether there
are ways that we can implement management changes to get
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greater efficiency in the state of New Hampshire. I have to say that
I am proud to have been a part of this budget. I am proud to have
been able to play that role with all of you, Senator Hollingworth,
Senator Nelson, Senator Colantuono, all of you who have worked so
hard to come to us with proposed changes, with additions, with ways
in which we could save money. This has been a wonderful process for
me. But more important than that, it has proven to me that this is
the best Senate that I have ever seen in my 10 years. And I urge
your passage of this document.
SENATOR DISNARD: When the Governor first proposed his
budget, I pointed out four deficiencies in it. I reminded you that he
did not put forth a proposal w^hich was balanced, and he did not. The
fact that this budget is $300,000,000 out of balance testifies to that. I
pointed out that the proposal to slash support for higher Education
would be an unacceptable burden upon our young people. I also indi-
cated that you should be made a bonding and Capital Appropriations
to keep New Hampshire people and New Hampshire projects mov-
ing. I suggested that more attention and funds should be given to
Economic Development than the Governor provided. As a result of
strong bipartisan budget agreement worked out in the Senate, I can
honestly say to my colleagues, that we now have a better, and fair,
and more farsighted budget than the Governor gave. The Ways and
Means committee took input from Senators Hollingworth and King
and they significantly reduced revenue estimates through a more
realistic assessment of the economy. The Finance committee saw^ to
it that they could bond some expenses such as building aid in order
to keep our workers working and our state moving foi'w^ard. Senate
Finance, led by Senator Blaisdell, Hough, and Wayne King saw the
absolute folly in the Governor's attack on the University System and
increased funding to levels promised two years ago. And finally. Sen-
ators Wayne King and President Dupont put in legislation to create
an Economic Development Fund which would work to provide incen-
tive to business development and expansion. Now we have a good
budget. What we don't have is a way to fund it. Judd Gregg, who
blasted the Democrats as big taxers, has put forth a proposal to
raise taxes an additional $189,000,000. Added to this additional
$189,000,000 are taxes of last year, and if you add those in, we now
have a figure closer to a quarter of a billion dollars. And the cuts that
the Governor proposed were merely increases in property taxes.
The proposal to delay revenue sharing eliminates state payments for
retirement and the elimination of the Old Age Assistance match
would add an ominous burden for the poor and the middle class, one
that they can't afford. This is the last time that we can do this. No
more nickels and a box of cracker jacks or phone calls to families. No
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more increases in business taxes which devastate what's left of a
manufacturing and job producing bases, no more angry threats of
UNH or any such fooHshness, no more cutting aid to Meals on
Wheels Governor. The time has come to accept our responsibilities.
Two months ago, the Governor told us that we would be out of the
recession by summers end. He better be right, we've gotta be, be-
cause the second year of this budget is based on strong recovery. If
it does not occur, and this economic up-swing that the Governor is
telling us that is going to happen, we will be here with bipartisan
support and pose some serious questions on how this government is
to run. I hope that you support the budget.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I am going to just speak briefly
because my name has been mentioned several times today and I am
a little bit taken back by it, because it makes me a little bit embar-
rassed. I am afraid that it is going to be hung around my neck. What
I wanted to say is it has been a whole different process for me being
on this side of the wall. I have to thank the Finance committee be-
cause they have made it possible for each and everyone of us Sena-
tors to be a part of this budget. And it was a difficult procedure for
all of us, mine particularly because I had 05 and 02. And as I met
with different department heads around the state, and people out
there, and particularly some lobbyist's who represented those peo-
ple affected by that sections of the budget, I found that there were
certain areas that we absolutely had to care for. Not because as a
Democrat we have to have the policy to care for those human inter-
ests, but because as a citizen of this state, that it would ultimately
cost us millions and millions more dollars for every child bom of low
birth weight. Every child who would not be discovered because we
failed to do a blood test. Every woman who didn't have prenatal
care, all those things, ultimately, would cost and many, many, more
that I won't go into, but they would have ultimately cost this state
millions and millions of dollars more. As a business woman I recog-
nize that every dollar that we can save now, is dollars less that we
have to raise tomorrow. It was difficult for me to ask to have certain
things put in and I looked for areas in which I could make change.
And it was a pleasure to find that the committees, the Finance com-
mittee, and other department heads, and particularly LBA, helped
me come to those ways of doing things. I thank them again, and I
thank Finance again, and I thank the department heads even though
they aren't here today and the lobbyists I would like to say that this
has been a fair process. There were a few problems this morning
that I am very pleased to say again, even at this very late hour, that
Finance recognized that things slipped through the holes and they
were covered. But the one thing that I feel confident is, we vote on
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this and that there is no money going back to our local units of gov-
ernment. There is no money being shifted to the property taxpayer
in this budget. We have accomplished what I feel is ultimately our
goal here and what we promised our constituents when we came
here. That they will not be asked to carry the burden of our unwise
decisions over the past years, but we have not been able to fund
state government. T)o long we have not come up with a new process
and I think that all of us today realize that the tough bill after this
one is the revenue bill and I am going to stand here and tell you that
it has not been easy. I have had, perhaps my toughest days as a
business woman and as a legislator have been in the last few weeks.
But what I feel confident about is we are not going to hurt our sen-
iors, we are not going to hurt our children, and we are not going to
hurt our people who depend on us, and we are not going to hurt our
state in the ultimate long run. I would thank again those people who
helped this happen and I will support this Capital Budget.
SENATOR OLESON: I just would like to add a few words maybe
touching on the Civil Department of which I happen to be a member
of and Transportation which I happen to be Chairman. As far as
Transportation is concerned, I have been encouraged by the action
of my colleagues, and have had enhanced the many ways the under-
structure of our Transportation System. From our Airports, from
Whitefield, to Berlin, to Lebanon, to Skyhaven, I have been very
encouraged just on our aeronautics area. As far as the roads, high-
ways are concerned, I thank my fellow colleagues for going along to
seeing to it that money will be raised so that we can continue our
road system as it is at the present time and hopefully make it even
better. On the Environment, which in the House I happen to be
more or less concentrated on. I have been very encouraged with the
acts of the House and what they sent over in many areas. And I like
to stress over and over again, that 60 percent or more of all employ-
ment in the state of New Hampshire, recreation, industry or what-
ever you please, depends on the health of our forests. And they have
included this in a budget and this Senate has accepted it in the
budget. There are many other areas that I am disappointed in and in
other areas I have been encouraged in. One thing I would like to say
and make it very plain, and that is that the biggest difficulty as I see
in the state of New Hampshire, is for the ordinary person such as I,
can accumulate and keep property. This is being eroded, not exactly
all together through taxes, but through maintenance. Many people
in my area always had the idea that they would be able to accumu-
late property and keep it. And that idea is slowly, and slowly disap-
pearing. But I have confidence in my fellow members that this will
be corrected. Thank you very much for recognizing me.
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SENATOR MCLANE: I, too, am in support of the budget that has
been crafted by Senators Blaisdell, and Hough, and King. I rise to
thank them for the work that they have put into it. They know that I
am the one that is going to go down and harass them about AFDC
mothers and about the Emergency Assistance Program which has
been costing our cities and towns more and more money each month
of this year. When unemployment goes up, the cities and towns get
stuck with the final bill, and they know this and to their credit, Sena-
tor Blaisdell and Senator Hough, know it as well. There are parts of
this budget that I don't like at all, but I think that every single per-
son in this room has got to take some of the bitter with the sweet.
The part that I hate the most, is the $34,000,000 that we are sticking
it to our state employees. Because I think that it is unconstitutional
and unfair. And I was part of that Committee of Conference many,
many, years ago that gave to state employees 100 percent funding
for health care instead of if you remember an 1 1 percent increase in
pay. What I am greatful for, is that they didn't make any sort of a
percentage lay off or a percentage cut in state employee hours. I had
a call this morning from a young woman who works over in the Mo-
tor Vehicle Department. She said "I am so desperate that I am call-
ing you up. I have two kids, I am a single parent, I am a nine labor
grade. After they take out my taxes and insurance, I take home $361
a week. There isn't a cent of that money that I can give up. And if
you cut me half a day, you are making my life impossible." Fifty to
sixty percent of our state employees are in those lower labor grades.
Many of them single parents. If we are going to cut state employees,
we have to cooperate more with what they like. They have sug-
gested: early retirements, self-funding of our insurance program. All
of those ideas, but what I admire about Senate Finance, is that they
have at least recognized that state employees can not take the cuts
that have been suggested across the board. But I do think that for 34
million is unconstitutional. And although that part of the budget I
don't accept, the rest of it is a good enough effort, so I will accept the
package.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would like to pick up on what Senator
McLane said about the state employees. It seems to me that it is
incumbent upon us when we pass this budget to send with it a mes-
sage to the Governor that if we are to expect state employees to bear
some of the cost of this budget, then we must be willing to sit down
at the bargaining table and work with the state employees to make
sure that what we come up with is something that is acceptable, not
just to the state of New Hampshire, but to the state employees who
have worked so hard over the years to make this state run.
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SENATOR CURRIER: This process of the budget has been a very
trying one I am sure for all of us. I have been trying to assist in how
much of a hit the cities and the towns are going to take as a result of
this budget process. I understand not only do we have our red docu-
ment which is what the House sent us, but we have this document
here which is an amendment. I understand that there is another
amendment almost as thick that is coming from Finance. Is that
correct, no? So the floor amendment is two pages? The question I
have for somebody, and Charlie Connors is probably the one to an-
swer it and I don't know if he has got it in his calculator or not, but I
would like to know. Specifically, what the amount that has been
passed on to the cities and towns either through county or through
the cities and towns themselves in terms of revenue sharing? I for
one don't believe for a minute that the delay in paying the cities and
towns $20,000,000 is ever going to come to pass. They are never
going to get that money. And the reason that they are never going to
get that money is cause it isn't going to be there to give them. My
question is, and I have more questions than answers at this point.
The 20,000,000 that was revenue sharing in 1983, the House and the
Senate upon request of the then Governor was asked to freeze reve-
nue sharing for one year. And it has been frozen ever since. And I
don't have any answers as to how to solve this budget problem, but I
want everybody to know that what the final impact on cities and
towns is going to be. Because it is going to affect you in the ballot
box at the next election, I am sure. And I want it to be clear before
we vote on this what that impact would be. And I would ask that the
LBAs Office provide us with that information at some point before
the final vote is taken on it.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: I would respond. I would think that I
would have Senator Hollingworth respond if you would like. But af-
ter we get this two page amendment, there will be nothing that will
be shifted back to the cities and towns. Senator Currier. If you want
to expand on that. Senator Hollingworth, because it was you that
brought up that 3.6 million dollars this morning that we are trying to
correct right now.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Unfortunately, there were two
areas in the budget that did send money back to the cities and towns
and they were discovered this morning. One was on a home based
care section of the budget which was shifted back to the counties.
There is an amendment coming up and the funding. Senator Currier,
as you mentioned about the cities and towns. There is an amend-
ment in there, but it does not pass it on until, that it will also be
coming forward. But when we do this section of the budget there is
another amendment that is being drafted that should be up shortly
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that will also change that the money that is borrowed from the com-
munities, is paid back, and if there is not money there, we are giving
the authority if this body will pass it, which is what I beheve that
you will do. We give the authority to the state, to bond the money, to
pay back the cities and towns so that there is only a temporary time
that we are borrowing the money from the communities. So both
those are in amendments. I feel assured, I did ask both Senator
Blaisdell and Senator Hough if there was any other place that I
missed, and they assured me that there is not. Thank you.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Blaisdell, in which of these docu-
ments in front of us do we look for the bottom line total of spending?
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The reason that I asked the question, Mr.
President is that I have discovered that not one Senator has before
him or her, the bottom line figure that we all need to be looking at
and at least not in any of these official documents. And I find that
frankly, symptomatic of this whole budget procedure. I say that
without meaning to denigrate in any way the service of the members
of the Finance committee. I don't envy them, their task, nor the
hours that they had to put in. But at the same time, I am not satis-
fied with the work product. I heard another Senator who was install-
ing the virtues of this bill talking about how certain provisions would
get the economy going again. I would like to talk for a moment about
how certain provisions are going to retard the economy and in so
doing harm all of those citizens, well off and not so well off, who are
dependent upon the health of our economy of our state. The HB 25,
the budget bill before us, anticipates indeed, requires that later this
afternoon after we pass this spending menu, we raise taxes to pay
for it. We are going to be asked to raise the Rooms and Meals tax
from 7, that is to say ... I misspoke. We are not being asked to raise
the Rooms and Meals tax to 8 percent, we are being asked to repeal
the statute, the provision of law that would reduce that tax from 8
percent to 7. You are going to be asked to repeal that provision of law
that would automatically reduce the rate of the Rooms and Meals
tax from 8 to 7 percent. So in effect we are being asked to raise the
tax as a practical matter. Well, I think Senators know that our tour-
ist industry is still the most industry in the state. It is still the num-
ber one industry in terms of the revenues it produces and the effect
upon the economy. I just can't understand how anyone with any fa-
miliarity with economic theory can propose to raise taxes at a time
of recession. It just doesn't make sense. It doesn't add up. It's the
wrong thing to do. It is going to make things wors and we would be
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far better off, we would have something to crow about if we talked
about how we cut spending so that we could have avoided raising
taxes. I didn't hear an aw^ul lot said today about those who think so
much of this bill about what has been cut. The fact is, not very much
has been cut. We are also going to be asked this afternoon after we
order from this menu, after we eat this delicious lunch at the ex-
pense of the taxpayers, we are going to stick them with the bill and
in the process we are going to raise the business profits tax from 8
percent to 9 percent. Well we have heard a lot about unemployment
and it is a pressing problem. I can't imagine a better way to increase
unemployment both in the short term, the medium term, and the
long term, than to make the business climate more hostile than it
already is. This is a mistake. According to the work paper we were
provided, the keeping of Rooms and Meals tax at 8 percent will yield
$23,000,000 in revenue. Well, I think that is based on static analysis
and by the way, Mr. President, we better get into the 20th Century.
This is 1991 not 1919. And I hope that we can begin to embrace some
dynamic analysis in formulating the budget. It is utterly defying of
logic to suppose that you can raise a tax and that there will be no
effect on human behavior. There will of course be an effect on human
behavior. You can't proceed on the basis of static analysis. It is going
to raise $23,000,000 presumably, but what is it going to do in its
collateral effects. The effects are going to be very damaging indeed,
both for the Business Profits Tkx and the Rooms and Meals Tkx in
the opinion of this Senator. The Rooms and Meals T^x is supposed to
yield 23 million. The Business Profits Tkx increase is suppose to
yield 30 million for the total of $53,000,000. Well, when it's timely,
Mr. President, and I don't want to offer it until other Senators have
had a chance to address the bill, I am going to make a motion to
recommit HB 25 to committee with instructions. That the expendi-
ture figures be reduced to eliminate the need for these tax in-
creases. That is to say, keeping the Rooms and Meals tax to 8
percent and raising the Business Profits tax to 9 percent. In other
words, with instructions to reduce expenditures by the $53,000,000
anticipated revenue from these tax increases. And furthermore,
with instructions to address the spending side to reduce spending by
a like amount. Now again, I am referring to this worksheet that we
were provided in connection with the budget, shutting down the
government, the state government, one-half day per week. One mea-
sly half day per week. According to this which we were provided,
would, these are all biennial figures I have been citing, incidentally
would raise $52,000,000. That is to say, would save $52,000,000. A lay
off of 400 employees would save $20,000,000. So I am going to offer
with instructions a motion with instructions to the committee to find
spending savings of $53,000,000 from among those two items. Now I
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know that state employees have already taken a whack in their bene-
fits package as it affects their medical insurance. They are going to
be asked as I understand it, to pay the first $20 of any medical bill.
Well, I am going to say that it is about time we did that, because
there is no more irresponsible policy in the area of medical care than
to pay the first dollar of medical claims. Any economist, perhaps I
should add the word virtually in the economist and virtually any
person with expertise in the area of Medical care and Medical Insur-
ance, and Medical cost will tell you that the thing that most drives
the inflation of medical cost is 3rd party payments, but even more so,
first dollar coverage. No one employer in his right mind today, offers
first dollar coverage. First of all because it is unaffordable. Second of
all because it is a very dumb policy with regard to its public effects. I
know that the employees have already taken a whack in that area.
And if indeed this goes back to the committee, and the committee
produces these savings, that the employees will be asked to take yet
another whack. And that is unfortunate, but just look around us
ladies and gentlemen. There are people all over the landscape that
are out of work. What is so special about the state employees? Do
the people of this state work for the state employees, or do the state
employees work for the people of this state? If the people of this
state are not spared unemployment, why should we at the expense
of raising taxes, spare our state employees? There are a lot of ways
that we can do it. We can go to partial work weeks, or we can layoff
this group or that group. By the way, I am all for taking a big whack
out of the non-classified employees. I would like to see 80 percent of
them layed off, and the balance in classified employees. Now, I don't
expect this motion will pass, but I am going to offer it anyway. Be-
cause I think that it helps to highlight just what is going on here,
and who knows, it might pass. It might pass and go back to commit-
tee. I know that we have a calendar problem, but as I understand
the procedure, this is going to be legislative day. May 29 for the next
week if necessary for us to get this bill finished. As I understand it,
the clock will be stopped, the calendar will be stopped and so any
appeal to the deadline that we have before us, is really no appeal at
all, because there is no deadline, practically speaking. That is the
substance of the motion which I intend to offer in due time, Mr.
President, but I don't want to preclude anyone who seeks first to
address the bill.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey, I know that
you are a member of Ways and Means as I am, and I would have
thought that you would be aware that the vote was not to increase
the BPT. That the vote out of committee is not to increase. It is at
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the same level with an amendment. The amendment is a business
credit to encourage economic development in the state and there is
no increase on the BPT
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, I beg the chamber's pardon. I did
misspeak and I did misunderstand. We switch back and forth it
seems so many times that I got confused on that point. So therefore,
since I am wrong on that point, when and if I get to offer this mo-
tion, I will offer instructions that the savings be equal to the revenue
to be derived from the increase in the Rooms and Meals Tkx.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey, have you done
any runs or looked at any of the departments to see what the eco-
nomic impact on the state would be for those 400 employees you are
saying to let go, those that would not be able to provide rent for
their families and food for their tables, and clothing for their chil-
dren and who we would ultimately have on our welfare roles and our
unemployment roles?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In the first place as Senator Hol-
lingworth knows. Senators don't have resources to get that kind of
information. We all know empirically what it means. But I ask again
the question. Which is more preferable, raising taxes or cutting
spending? And I ask again the question. Does the dog wag the tail or
in New Hampshire nowadays does the tail wag the dog? Do the state
employees work for us, the citizens of this state or do we work for
them? And do we raise our taxes to protect them against the same
economic hardships that taxpayers everywhere across the state are
facing? I think that that is the answer to the question.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey, are you aware
of the tasks that state employees do? That they do perform services
and that we have cut across the board, and that their services that
they perform are caring for those people who need assistance for the
YDC and for the state prison, and for all the other services around
the state and that they are in many of the departments, they are
working, the AG's Office has been cut to the point where they no
longer can handle the demands on that one department?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, all employees, whether on the pub-
lic sector or the private sector perform some function. They are get-
ting laid off wholesale in the private sector. I don't see why it should
be any different in the public sector and why it should be any differ-
ent in New Hampshire as the Senator is surely aware that in other
states state employees are being laid off and or the work week is
being cut.
SENATOR COHEN: Senator Humphrey, is it not true that your
participation and questions to the Finance committee were excep-
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tionally limited, your participation in the dealings with the Finance
committee, going through the budget consisted of perhaps a total of
20 minutes? Is it not true that you didn't raise a voice, that you didn't
raise the questions, and you didn't participate during this part of the
process that everybody else participated in and that you were just
interested in coming out at this last minute, and working on this
image? Grandstanding here and refusing to look at the details and
the hard work that the Government has responsibility to its people.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: First of all, the Senator is not a member
of the Finance committee. Second of all, he is a member of three
other committees which are often meeting and overlapping and Sen-
ators know all about that. Third of all, this is a body in which mem-
bers have other professions. We are not professional legislators, and
may it ever be so. And furthermore, we have a very limited, we are
very limited in the area of staff resources, especially individual Sen-
ators. And therefore, the point I am trying to make is, in addition to
serving in this Senate, we have to earn a living. So let's be realistic.
There isn't a way to earn a living and to spend 80 hours a week in the
Senate. And therefore, we have to either reduce the work load
around here and I have got some ideas that I will express in due time
on how to do that. Or increase the staff resources or spend all year in
session. The point that I am trying to make, Mr. President, is that
it's simply unrealistic to criticize a Senator for not participating in
the affairs of a committee in which he doesn't serve. Because Sena-
tors just don't have the time to do it and earn a living. And they need
to earn a living if this place is going to remain a nonprofessional
legislature, which I hope that it will always.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Humphrey, we have talked about in
generalities, and I think it might be helpful if I ask some very spe-
cific questions about what you would cut in this budget? And the
first one being a percent of their health care cost you pick up right
quick. But I want to ask you specifically, would you break the SEA
Labor contract to force state employees to accept that specific part
of their present contract, which is to take 20 percent off of their
health care cost?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, I think that is a question for the
lawyers, but we could always declare bankruptcy in which state, you
might argue, we have found ourselves. In any event, it is clear that
we have to cut spending and the Senator wants to know exactly
where I propose to cut spending. I propose to cut $23,000,000 by
asking the Finance committee to either shut down the government a
1/2 day a week which will produce $52,000,000 by the way in biennial
savings and/or layoff employees . . .
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SENATOR MCLANE: I think that is a day, not half a day.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: On my sheet, Senator, it says a half a day.
With the bulk of the cuts made in non-classified employees first and
the remainder thereafter coming from classified employees.
SENATOR MCLANE: So you're going to leave the septic system
inspection alone?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I don't even know what that is. I haven't
addressed that.
SENATOR MCLANE: And you're going to leave the Asbestos Man-
agement Program alone?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, is the Senator going to go through
the budget, line by line?
SENATOR MCLANE: No, I've only said about eight questions.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I've only addressed half a day work
weeks, that is to say, a half a day off per week or a layoff. Is the
Senator not attracted by the fact that by shutting down the govern-
ment half a day a week, and who on earth would miss it? For half a
day a week we could save $52,000,000, plus avoid raising the Rooms
and Meals tax.
SENATOR MCLANE: I think parliamentarily he is asking me a
question and the answer I think I have given in my speech is I think
it would be disaster to some state employees.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Of course it would, Senator. But raising
the Rooms and Meals tax, effectively raising it, is going to be a disas-
ter for our economy which will affect everyone.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Humphrey, I think that all of us in
this body are concerned about the growing cost of government and
about raising taxes. I don't think you have a corner on that. We are
all concerned about that. But I think that it is important to point out
that even if we bought into your amendment to layoff state employ-
ees or to have them only work a half day. That only gets us about 1/3
of where we need to go in terms of cutting this budget and dealing
with this deficit. So I guess I would pick up on Senator McLane's
question and ask you where else would you cut? Would you cut im-
munizations, because we know that the long term costs are going to
be a lot more than the immediate cost of paying for that program.
Would you cut roads in the state. Because there are currently only
five other states that have paid less on our infrastructure than New
Hampshire has paid in the last 12 years. I don't think that is the
place to cut. Any good business person knows that in order to keep
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your business afloat, you have to invest in that business or you don't
make it. So you know, I am sympathetic as I think we all are about
the problem that we are in, but for us to stand up and say that we
are going to cut, cut, cut, does not respond to the real problem. It
makes good headlines, but it doesn't make for good government.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr President, I guess the Senator didn't
hear me. Because she asked me questions that amounted to nothing.
I didn't say anything about cutting roads, or immunizations, or any
of the others things that the Senator is talking about. I am saying
and I am not offering an amendment. I am going to offer a motion in
due course to instruct the committee to cut $23,000,000 by institut-
ing a half day per week cut in the payroll. That will yield, according
to the committees' documents, $52,000,000, without touching immu-
nizations, or roads, or any of the things that the Senator has raised.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: What my question really was. Senator
Humphrey, was where else would you cut? If we bought into your
state employees, because I mean, for those of us that went through
the process of looking at the budget, hne by line, you didn't offer any
cuts in those line by line items?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, I guess the Senator wasn't listen-
ing, Mr. President. I am not a member of the Finance committee. I
have to earn a living. I serve on three other committees. I serve in
this body when we are in legislative session and the Senator is mak-
ing unrealistic demands. Now perhaps the Senator doesn't have to
earn a living. Perhaps the Senator would like to see a professional
legislature. I suspect that some Senators here would. I suspect that
they would love to spend 365 days in this place, but I don't. To the
Senator's question, may I say with all due respect to my dear friend,
is perfectly silly. She's saying it's not worth saying, the Senator is
saying it's not worth saving $23,000,000 unless you come up with
stage 2 cuts. Well, let's do one stage at a time. Let's cut the 23 and we
will see where we go from there.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Humphrey, I guess my first point
would be that a half of day shut-down in state government yields
$13,000,000 per year for a total of $26,000,000 during the year, dur-
ing the biennium in order to save 52 million dollars you would have
to shut state government down 1 day a week for the full two years. I
would also, with respect, disagree with Senator Humphrey about
the issue of staff in this body. This is a citizen legislature. We as
citizens of the state make decisions for the people that we represent,
not staff. And to get a budget in this body, a number of the members
of this body rolled their sleeves up and they put the 80 hours a week
in, and they make the decisions, not recommendations from staff
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about where we as legislators are going to spend. That's the value of
a citizen legislature, not having 15 staff people to come in and tell
you what you should do, you are standing up on your own two feet,
taking the information that is before you and making a decision. And
I can only point to Washington for an example of what happens when
you ultimately let staff run the government. I would at this point in
time, I mentioned the issue about rolling up your sleeves, and there
are a number of members in this body who aren't on Senate Finance
that rolled their sleeves up. They worked with the Senate Finance
committee. And I would also like to applaud my colleague, Senator
Disnard, and the members of the Democratic party in the Senate
who I think have demonstrated a commitment to work with the lead-
ership towards coming up with a document that this body can sup-
port, and also the Republicans in this body who took the time, spent
the time with Senate Finance, and ultimately, worked towards a so-
lution. And certainly, Senator Blaisdell, Senator Hough, as the driv-
ing forces behind Finance and yourself, Senator Delahunty, and
Senator King who put significant hours in, and Senator McLane on
Ways and Means who had the most difficult task. We are not talking
about revenues right now, we will get to that opportunity a little bit
later on. Earlier in the year, I spoke to this body, and I have been
around the state speaking to business groups about a proposal that I
put forth that was talking points about a plan for the state of New
Hampshire. That plan included balancing our state budget by cut-
ting what we could possibly cut without hampering our economic
recovery, raising revenue without impacting businesses. Building in-
centives into our Business Profits Tkx if we couldn't broaden it, to
try and create economic activity in the state of New Hampshire.
Those included job credits and the double waiting provision that we
discussed for search and development credits and capital investment
credits, all designed to encourage investment in the state of New
Hampshire. As I spoke to the business community the message has
been clear, they expect us to get our house in order. And we all point
to what's being done in the private sector. And I can appreciate that
because I think that all of us again as citizen legislators that are
business people, have experienced the significant economic hardship
that exist out there. But we can't go forward from this body and
praise the expertise and the work of the private sector without be-
ing willing to take the same steps over here to deal with our own
budget. Massachusetts last year, and I am one of those who don't
like to beat up on Massachusetts because I think that our economies
are so closely linked that the economic health of Massachusetts is
important to the state of New Hampshire. They spent several
months without a solution, they could not come to an agreement.
There is no worse economic message that this body, that this legisla-
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ture can send, than for us not to agree on how we are going to ad-
dress our own financial problems. Not dealing with this budget only
leads us to further economic problems in the state of New Hamp-
shire. I will be the first to stand here and admit, that the solution
before you is not perfect, but without action, our state is bankrupt.
You all have a choice, you can be a good politician or a good legisla-
tor, you can look at your political future, or you can look at the future
of the state of New Hampshire. We need to focus on what our actions
are going to be to fix the state of New Hampshire. With that comes a
strong recognition that our economic problems, when they are
solved, will help solve our budget problems, and when our economy
improves, that we won't have to make some of these decisions today
that many of us are going to have to make. When you talk about this
budget, the spending side of this budget, you are talking about put-
ting money into education, you are talking about a trained work
force, putting money into vocational education, funding the univer-
sity system that can be part of the solution to our economic prob-
lems. Putting money in vacation and travel and putting money into
economic development. Those are all goals that the Senate estab-
lished early on that economic development was important. That pre-
serving the business climate in the state of New Hampshire was
important and we have put in place a plan. We put in place an Eco-
nomic Development Commission, we built incentives into the BPT
with the passage of some, the revenue package this afternoon. And
we put in place what we refer to as the MRT, the Management Re-
view Team to go through our state government. We can stand here
today and we can take an axe and start knocking off pieces of state
government without understanding the consequences of that or we
can draw on the expertise of the private sector to come in and make
intelligent decisions about making this government more efficient.
This is not the Senate's budget, it is not the House's budget, it's not
the Governor's budget. It is the people of the state of New Hamp-
shire that are served by this budget, not us. We have a responsibility
to act in a manner that serves the needs of the state of New Hamp-
shire. We may disagree about what those needs are, but by saying
that all we should do is just knock off a piece of state government or
indiscriminately cut state agencies out without understanding the
impact to the state of New Hampshire, to do that today in this body
after you have had a Senate Finance committee that has gone
through this budget, Une item by line item, by saying that you don't
have the time to do that is irresponsible. We have to ask the people
of the state of New Hampshire to work with us to solve New Hamp-
shire problems, they are not going to go away by themselves. The
problems are of the past, I hope. And I am one of those who stand
here today, hoping that New Hampshire problems are behind us. We
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need the help of the state employees. There has been nothing but a
good working relationship with them up to this point in time and we
need to preserve and continue that relationship, because they do the
work of state government. We need to go forward today and, Mr.
President, I will finish up with this, with the hope that our future is
going to be brighter in New Hampshire, that we as a state are resil-
ient. That these are difficult times, but that we all have the strength
to move the state forward. We have to ask the help of the people of
the state of New Hampshire and bearing with untill better times
come. I hope that the future does hold promise for our state. We in
this body, all need to be part of the solution, because fixing the state
of New Hampshire is not somebody else's job. Thank you, Mr. Presi-
dent.
SENATOR HEATH: I have been struggling with some math here
and I was wondering if you could help me? Senator Humphrey was
talking about a half day off and I would suggest that we do that as a
prelude to this question it could be Friday afternoon, they take it
anyway. You said that's worth $13,000,000 annually right?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: That is correct, Senator.
SENATOR HEATH: Does that mean that if I multiply 13 million by
10 that with the assumption that there are 10 half days in a week,
that the payroll for the state employees, the employees of the state
of New Hampshire without the benefits amounts to $130,000,000
annually?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, you would have to make the as-
sumption thai you are not going to send the State Police home, be-
cause there are going to be people out on the roads driving drunk
and speeding and doing everything else, that you've got a state
prison that needs to stay open, that you've got a mental health sys-
tem that has people in it that need 24 hour care. So as you go
through the detail of taking out of the spending reduction, those
agencies that are required to continue to operate, you arrive at the
$13,000,000. I would like to just add one other thing. I think it is
quite demeaning to those employees of the state of New Hampshire
that are here on Friday afternoon, and do do their job, and to blan-
ket all state employees under that statement, is an unfair statement.
Because the employees that I personally find are sitting at their
desk on Friday afternoon.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, if you would let me respond. It is no
more unfair to blanket them in that way, than it is to talk about what
wonderful people they are when you try and get ahold of them on a
Friday afternoon. First they are not in, and then they are out to
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lunch, and then they're gone for the weekend. And I guess one gen-
eralization isn't any worse than the other. I am responding to some-
thing that had nothing to do with my question. If you want to rule
somebody out of order, rule us both. I guess what I want to know is,
how it is that when Senator Humphrey makes a proposal you repre-
sent the proposal having modified it considerably at $13,000,000? I
don't think that he made those exemptions. Unless, he was just talk-
ing across the board.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would just add that I believe
that Senator Humphrey is working from a sheet that I personally
put together myself. During the last few weeks as we worked on this
budget there have been several proposals that have come forward
that we have looked at, including shutting state government down
for a full day a year, which brings you the $26,000,000. If you shut
down one-day a week, take out those employees that have to be on
the job, you can shut the liquor stores down, you can shut the state
hospital down, you can shut Revenue Administration down, you can
shut the legislature down, but there are some people in state govern-
ment that are going to need to be at their jobs. If it's the wastewater
treatment people at Winnipesaukee Basin, I would assume that you
would want to keep wastewater treatment plants open. You can't do
these blankets, shut everybody down and close state government
down without taking into consideration the impact. And that is my
point. I apologize to Senator Humphrey and yourself if I misled you,
but that was a worksheet, and at one point in time we did have one-
day a week as a value of $26,000,000 each year.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you believe it is not my proposal to do
anything in a blanket fashion. I have heard that suggestion sort of
aimed by my ears several times today from the caucus on, and I
don't believe in doing a blanket across the board proposal. I think
that the budget, would you believe, is too important to do by per-
centages across the board?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Dupont, the worksheet that I
have is dated May 22. Evidently, perhaps it is out of date, but just
for the record, I would like to establish what is the saving for releas-
ing employees one-half day per week, excluding those employees
who are essential to public health?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Thirteen million dollars per year, or a 1/2
million dollars per day.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Thirteen million per year, 26 per bien-
nium. Okay, while keeping the Rooms and Meals tax at 8 percent
versus 7, is going to raise 23 according to this, and 1/2-day per week
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shut down will raise 26. So that is worth saving and it seems to me
that the times call for that kind of action on our part. It is being done
in other states and I don't understand why our state should exempt
itself from that process?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: If I could just respond. I would just like to
point out to Senator Humphrey, that Senate Finance considered
that, and it was, as far as I was concerned, that was a legitimate
proposal before them and it was the interest of Senate Finance not
to lay people off. I stand here today saying I don't think that it is a
good idea to put another 1,000 people out on the streets to pay them
for what they pay for dependent children, for administering food
stamps, for in the state of New Hampshire that all of us here in this
body have been working and trying to create jobs in the state of
New Hampshire in the private sector. But the state government to-
day stands at about the same number of employees as it was in 1983.
That the state of New Hampshire and it's communities spend at 70
percent of the national level. People do not understand. And for all
the fat that we assume is in state government it isn't as fat as Massa-
chusetts, or Maine, or Vermont. And it is much more difficult. This
budget has been open for 6 months. We have had 6 months to work
on it and, Mr. President, I will answer any other questions, but I
would just like the body to remember that the budget problem has
been before us all through this session and there has been sufficient
time to deal with the budget, to bring proposals forward to cut the
budget, and that we are here today to hopefully, take action.
SENATOR HEATH: The order in which the budget has come before
us, and the budget doesn't just consist of the spending. It consists of
the deriving of revenues, to underwrite the spending is symbolic of
what is wrong with this process. First, unlike in our families and our
personal life, we decide what we would like, think about paying for it
later. Then the argument can be made to the members of this body,
well you voted for this, now you have got to fund it. This budget
process is a contest of philosophies. And I respect those who have a
different philosophy and the people who made up the budget com-
mittee, and that includes Ways and Means and Senate Finance
largely are of a different philosophy as to what our government's
role is. This budget represents their philosophy as it should. I come
down here to fight for my philosophy and each one of you come down
to fight for yours. I don't think government's role needs to be as
broad as we make it. I don't think government should be not only the
last resort, but the first resort. I don't think that the budget of the
state of New Hampshire when we use the bonding as a credit card
and we keep rolling problems into the future, and in this budget
bonding perhaps bonding. I don't believe that that is a proper role of
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government and I don't think that we are going to spare a recoveiy
when our borders are open to other nations and other states. We
don't print our own money, we don't contain our own economy and
then we are going to jump start it by spending a lot of money that we
don't have and borrowing it and paying interest and losing our bond
rating and increasing our debt service. I could be wrong, but I think
that FDR politics are about 50 years out of style and that we have
learned that that doesn't work. We can't spend ourselves into pros-
perity. And I would have no problem in voting for this abominable
budget, this side of it, if the money didn't have to come from some-
place. These are all good things that we do, we regulate the environ-
ment, we help out the poor, the needy, the semi-needy, the almost
not needy at all. That is wonderful if it didn't have to come from
someplace. The money has to come from someplace. It comes from
the same people that we are giving it back to after we take a big
chunk out of it. If it is a business tax, it comes from a business. And
when a business is in trouble the employees of that business are in
trouble. If it's a telephone tax, it is a broad base it's tax that is placed
on the elderly and the sick who most depend on their phone as their
link to the outside world. It is essentially, a bit of a flat rate tax. For
the progessives in this body, you would call it a regressive tax if it
were an income tax. But it's more regressive than a property tax.
Who doesn't have a telephone? These taxes come from people. They
come from the people that service your car, they come from the peo-
ple who carry your bags out when you go to the grocery store. They
don't all come from the guy with the tuxedo and the top hat as illus-
trated in Senator McLane's paper that she passed out here yester-
day. They come from the average working people in the state of New
Hampshire. We have a tax policy that this session seems to want to
radically depart from. But there is an article in a recent journal that
is not published by any friends of conservatives, I can tell you. State
Legislature Magazine, and it is in May, talks about state poverty
profiles. As much bad news as this comes to some of you, New
Hampshire has the lowest people, the lowest percentage of people in
poverty in the narrowest gap between the rich and the poor of all the
states. It seems to me that means that New Hampshire is doing
something right. It is not spreading the difference between the rich
and the poor, it's narrowing it. That wasn't written by any propa-
ganda of the right. I seldom see anything in this magazine anything
that represents my way of thinking, but sometimes figures are fig-
ures. We have been told that it is irresponsible to speak against the
budget if we haven't participated in the process. I have seen almost
every member if not every member of this body get up and speak
against the bills that came before my committee. I didn't see them
there speaking against them when the bills were before it. I was
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assigned a duty. I tried to carry it out. I think I did carry it out. I
had committee assignments, I tended to those while the people on
the Senate Finance were doing their work, and the people on Ways
and Means were doing their work, I was doing my work. And be-
cause I don't want to spend an entire year, legislative year, it may be
a year before we get through, putting out an alternative budget to
have it slashed. I can count. I am not going to devote a year to put
out a conservative budget, so that I can have 15 minutes of glory on
this floor to have it slashed and burned. I am not going to do that.
That doesn't mean that I can't critique the budget that is before us.
And I intend to critique it. Let's talk about the promises. Every
budget since I have been in the legislature makes these promises.
It's like if you swallow this pill we will give you a little honey, out
there someplace. We have promises in this budget, temporary
things. All sorts of promises for the future. Well, look at what we are
doing on the revenue side. We are breaking the promises that we
made in the last budget. What you do with this budget when you
vote for it is you get what you vote for. And what you are getting is
broken promises. We broke the last ones, we made new ones. Those
will be taken back. We promise over and over that we are not, this is
going to be a temporary tax, a surcharge, it never goes away. We are
just stopping and putting this contribution to this program, we are
freezing it temporarily, it doesn't come unfrozen. So don't vote for
this believing that the promises are going to be kept. And don't vote
for this believing that we are resolving any theme, because if there
is any theme to this budget, and I don't think that there is much of a
theme, if there is any theme it's push it off on the future. I don't have
aspirations to run for Governor, although that may change. But I am
not looking at a budget just so that we can get out of here and look
like we did something. It is nothing to get in front of a mob and to
wave a flag and to say that we are leading. We are pushing problems
onto the future of the state of New Hampshire with this budget. We
are ruining our credit, ruining our reputation, too. Senator Disnard
was correct, he said that it was farsighted. Well, if you have a pair of
binoculars and you can look about 5 years down the line you will see
that we will be paying for this session then in a big way. Senator, I
believe it was Hollingworth, talked about we are not going to hurt
the seniors. Wait till we get to the telephone business, their link
with the outside world. We are going to hurt them. We give them
something here and take it back there. We are going to hurt the
families that support them. The working families that support their
elderly relatives, neighbors and friends. I am not going to vote for
this and I am not going to feel bad about it. And I am not going to
feel bad because I didn't come up with an alternative. It wasn't my
job. I wasn't assigned to that task. I don't have the resources that
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the committee that was assigned to that task did. I don't think that
the Senate Finance or the Ways and Means committee need take any
shame. This represents to the best of their abihty a consensus of
their philosophy just as if I appointed that committee out of a choice
of people that represented my philosophy I would hope that it would
represent that. But I do disagree with it and I am not ashamed to
say so. I think that we will revisit this session many, many, many,
times in the future. I am sorry what is happening to the state of
New Hampshire, but I don't think that we have the numbers as
conservatives and Republicans in this body to change it. So I will say
no more, but I hope to be able to see a shift, once the people of New
Hampshire get the full experience of what we are going to do here
today and come back and talk to each one of us about it.
Senator Currier moved the question.
SENATOR PODLES: First of all, I would like to commend the Fi-
nance committee for their work. I know the time that they have put
into this. I spent many years working on the budget. I would also
like to thank the LBA who so willingly and patiently spent almost
the whole day of Monday with me to help me to understand the
budget. Even though I am pleased with some of the areas in the
budget, there are some areas that I think should be scaled back. I
think they need a second look and in the next, in a very short time,
the new taxes, and also the tax increases, will be proposed by the
Ways and Means committee. I too, believe that these tax increases
and also these new taxes are going to harm the economy, or retired,
or whatever, and I certainly agree with Senator Humphrey. It re-
duces personal savings and it deters business investment and pro-
ductivity. Studies have shown that tax increases do not balance
budgets, they fuel government spending. My people are telling me
that the spend style must end. Because working people can no
longer afford to pay taxes. Tkxes have become absolutely back
breaking. They tell me that state government must learn to act re-
sponsibly within realistic revenues, rather than new taxes so that
there are some PAU's that do not satisfy me and I would hope that
the Committee of Conference would take a second look at this be-
cause we must scale it down.
SENATOR ERASER: I stand before the Senate as Chairman of the
Banks committee. About 10 days ago, the Senate Finance commit-
tee asked the Banks committee to take a look at the action that had
been taken by the House having to do with the Securities Division.
We have done our work, we have had a public hearing. Contained in
25 is the funding for the, it's the House position that is in HB 25.
There are some amendments that we are going to offer to the body
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sometime later on today that will be offered under 189 which is the
bill that I have been holding, having to do with the Rulemaking Au-
thority of the Security. So I would urge you to vote for 25 and then at
the proper time we will have amendments that will address the con-
cerns of the body so far as the Security Division is concerned.
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Amendment to HB 25-A
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 10 with the following:
11 Appropriations Reduced. The commissioner of the department
of administrative services is hereby directed to reduce funds appro-
priated for medical benefits in class 60, benefits in section 1 of this
act by $17,000,000 in general funds in each of fiscal years 1992 and
1993. Other funds shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the
usual percentage of a particular fund to the total of all funds for this
purpose.
12 Supplemental Appropriation for Distribution to Cities and
TDwns; School Building Aid and Water Pollution State Aid Grants
Bonded.
I. In addition to any other funds appropriated to the department
of education, the sum of $15,310,000, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1992, and the sum of $15,500,000, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1993, are hereby appropriated for the purposes of school building
aid.
II. In addition to any other funds appropriated to the depart-
ment of environmental services, the sum of $19,040,506, for the fis-
cal year ending June 30, 1992, and the sum of $16,915,598, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1993, are hereby appropriated for the
purposes of water pollution state aid grants,
III. T3 provide funds for the sums appropriated in paragraphs I
and II, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the
credit of the state not exceeding the sum of $66,766,104 and for said
purpose may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with RSA 6-A. The payments
of principal and interest due on such bonds and notes shall be made
when due from the general fund.
13 Supplemental Appropriations; Department of Safety. In addi-
tion to any other sums appropriated to the department of safety, the
sum of $3,566.92 is appropriated for the biennium ending June 30,
1993, for the purpose of closing negative balances on federal grants
from prior years, from the following sources:
I. Highway fund $3,137.77
II. Turnpike fund .28
III. General fund 428.87
T)tal $3,566.92
The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for the sum appro-
priated out of the appropriate funds.
14 Contingent Appropriation; Department of Transportation; As-
bestos Removal. When the commissioner of transportation deter-
mines that a need exists involving asbestos removal from
state-owned buildings, the governor and council is authorized to ap-
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prove his request for funds not to exceed $200,000 in total for the
biennium ending June 30, 1993. The governor is authorized to draw
his warrant for such sums out of any money or funds not otherwise
appropriated.
15 Appropriation for Department of Postsecondary Tbchnical Edu-
cation.
I. In addition to any other sums appropriated, the sum of
$1,272,575 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, is hereby appro-
priated to the department of postsecondary technical education. The
commissioner shall notify the department of administrative services
as to the specific amounts to be increased in specified line items no
later than 15 days after the effective date of this section.
II. In addition to any other sums appropriated the sum of
$1,127,272 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993, is hereby appro-
priated to the department of postsecondary technical education. The
commissioner shall notify the department of administrative services
as to the specific amounts to be increased in specified hne items no
later than June 1, 1992.
III. For the purposes of paragraphs I and II of this section the
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sums out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
16 Transfer The person in auditor I classified position number
11599 within the state treasurer's office on the effective date of this
act shall fill the auditor II classified position number 000077. Posi-
tion number 11599 in the state treasurer's office is abolished.
17 The following sums are appropriated to the supreme court for
the biennium ending June 30, 1993, for the purchases specified:
I. Computer hardware and system development $2,623,447
II. Equipment 369,130
Tbtal $2,992,577
No funds appropriated in this section for computer hardware and
system development shall be expended, encumbered or obligated in
any way without the prior approval of the fiscal committee.
18 Bonds Authorized. Th provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 17 of this act, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of
$2,992,577 and for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the
name of and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 6-A. The bonds issued for the purchase
of equipment under paragraph II of section 17 shall be 5-year bonds.
19 Payment of Principal and Interest. Payments of principal and
interest on the bonds and notes issued for the purchases in section
17 of this act shall be made when due from the court modernization
fund as established in RSA 502-A:37.
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20 Reopening Liquor Stores. Funds are provided in section 1 of
this act for the reopening, within 30 days after the effective date of
this act, of the retail hquor stores in Greenville and Suncook closed
on or about December 31, 1990.
21 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Dupont.
Question is on the committee amendment.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey, St. Jean.
Yeas: 20 Nays: 4
Amendment Adopted.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would like to recommit the bill as so far
as amended to committee with instructions. Mr President, I move
that the Senate recommit HE 25 as amended so far to the Finance
committee with instructions that the committee report the bill back
out on this legislative day with the following changes: that the
spending be reduced by an amount of $26,000,000 which savings are
to be achieved by a 1/2 day per week shut down, and the result in
savings applied so as to eliminate the necessity of raising or keeping
the Rooms and Meals tax at 8 percent.
I withdraw my motion of recommittal to do Rule #44.
SENATOR HUMPHREY (RULE #44): Mr President, I wish to be
recognized under rule #44 since evidently Senators will call the
question before the Senator has the chance to offer his thoughts on
the motion. So therefore, I seek to be recognized under rule #44. It
is a pretty simple proposition. Just to reiterate, Mr. President, that
the whole purpose of this exercise is show frankly, what this Senator
regards as insufficient will cut spending on the part of this body. I
knew from the start when I dreamed this up while lying in my bed
last night that I had about a snowballs chance in hell to succeed, but
I was trying to think of someway to demonstrate the lack of real will
to cut spending and the lack of real will to stand up to the State
Employees Union which is today the dog that wags the tail. And I
should say the tail that wags the dog. If Senators aren't willing to
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require a half day per week shut-down, and to spread the pain
around a Httle bit, the same pain that people in the private sector
are feeling without much recourse. And instead, to raise taxes, to
refuse to take the hard decisions and instead of raising taxes then
something is fundamentally wrong. I think this perhaps is a good
way of showcasing that ailment and perhaps people will remember
and they will take it into account when it comes time to choose their
representatives in the future. So I now offer the same motion Mr.
President, and I hope that I may have a second, and that my col-
leagues will indeed support the motion and that we might at least
have one significant cut that affects the state government and in so
doing, eliminate the need to raise one of these taxes. So I make that
motion, Mr. President.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH (RULE #44): I stand with some an-
ger. Senator Humphrey, you said that you didn't have time because
you were a working man. Well, here stands a working woman. Last
weekend I made beds in my motel, I catered a function for 70 people
and I managed to still go through the budget. I managed to find
cuts, and I managed to talk to most of the people in the departments
I decided I was going to look at. I do not think that it is appropriate
since you have admitted that you did not know what the results of
firing 400 people would be. You didn't know how it would affect the
state. You had not even considered economically what it would do to
this state. I am insulted that you stand here and challenge us be-
cause we have no desire to cut. And I think you are stage playing,
Senator, and I put it plain and simple. Maybe I am out of order and I
am sorry if I am. But it seems that the Senator has done the same.
He has chosen to challenge us and to say that we have no desire to
cut, and the people at home are suffering. Well I will tell you, the
people at home are suffering and the reason that they are suffering
is because year after year we have decided in this state, your govern-
ment, your party, has decided to take and tax unfairly and unjustly.
This is not our budget and not our problem, but we are trying to
resolve it. Something that you didn't do. You stood back from it and
refused to be a player and a party of it. We have worked hard, be-
cause we feel that it is painful to our people at home and we will not
send it back to our communities, and we will not send it back on our
children. And I am sorry. Senator, but that is the way that I feel.
SENATOR DISNARD (RULE #44): I heard a Senator say that it's
insufficient will of this Senate and we lack the will to stand up and
cut the budget. I think it's about time someone spoke in favor of the
state employees. I think it is about time every Senator in this hall
recognized the fact that the corner office, the Governor's Office has
refused to have insufficient will to negotiate. The state employees
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have been saying for two to three years, they would like to negotiate
layoffs. They would like to negotiate retirement. They would like to
negotiate furloughs, they were willing and would like to negotiate
working hours. What more can we ask of them. They are recom-
mending the possibility of cutting the budget $35,000,000. And here
we are, some of us, trying to take a chance to have a court case, and
in all probability that we would lose. Let's say to the state employ-
ees, okay, you're offering this, let's sit down and try to accomplish
that. Let's not keeping hammering on the head and hammering on
the head. They're willing to sit down and talk about a way to save up
the $35,000,000. Why not give them their chance? Thank you.
SENATOR NELSON (RULE #44): I want to stand up and support
Senator Humphrey who has the right to make any motion he so
chooses without having to suffer personal insults of any kind, re-
gardless of the party. He makes a very good point. And the point is
that the process should be looked at whether we agree with each
other or not. If he thinks that there is some alternatives then let's
pursue them. I don't know that cutting somebody's insurance is the
best deal in town. I've seen a few figures myself, but I will tell you
straight away. I haven't liked it since I heard about it. But to suggest
today that we don't have the right to stand up here and make mo-
tions and that we are less than each other that we don't care about
the future of children, is ridiculous. How are we going to solve any
problems of care. I haven't heard from any state employees. How do
we know that a half a day isn't something that they might like or a
full day? I pay my own health insurance. I know how tough it is. It
comes right out of my pocket. I mean I just think that we ought to
stop it and let's understand that we are just debating issues on this
floor. And I just don't want to be accused of something that I am not
worthy, not good enough Democrat, not good enough Republican,
not good enough citizen, not good enough mother, not loving enough
for people. That is all that I have to say and I am sorry that I . . .
PRESIDENT DUPONT (RULE #44): Obviously the focus on the
budget today seems to have a tendency to move a little bit away
from the reason that we are here today. I made some points earlier
about the process. I merely tried to emphasis the fact that as I said
time and time again in this body that the most serious problem the
state of New Hampshire faced and that we face as legislators was
the issue of the budget. I certainly am sympathetic and as I indi-
cated earlier this week that I am open to any suggestions. I think
Senate Finance, through their unprecedented three days of public
hearings opened the process up. Certainly, I don't think that it is the
intent of the Chair or the intent of any member of this body to deny
someone the opportunity to amend any bill that comes before this
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body. However, as we have seen earlier on in the debate, the ques-
tion of impact is one that has to be looked at and I guess my caution
has always been that as we take action on this floor, that we have to
understand the full impact in particular, as it applies to the budget.
You are talking about a very complicated document, across the
board statements that can't be substantiated and in their impact are
something that will have a negative affect on the state and the
state's ability to deliver services. So I would like to try and move the
debate to the issue of getting a budget before the people of the state
find us and the legislature incapable of dealing with that issue.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT
SENATOR HUMPHREY: First of all, I thank Senator Chamber, I
beg your pardon, I thank Senator Nelson. How's that for gratitude?
I thank Senator Nelson for bringing us all down to earth and I will
try to remain there. But this is a real proposal. Now it might not
have been made before the Finance committee. But nowhere in the
Rules are you required to make your motion or offer your amend-
ment first in the Finance committee. You can offer it anywhere along
the process. This is perfectly consistent with Rules and precedence
in good order and I am simply exercising the right that any Senator
has to make such a motion. It is a real cut. You can save according to
the Senate President $23,000,000 over the biennium and you can
apply the savings so that you don't have to leave the Rooms and
Meals tax at 8 percent, thus depressing the tourist industry.
Senator Humphrey moved to recommit HB 25-A to Finance.
Senator Currier moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Humphrey.
The following voted no: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough, Dupont,
Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Dela-
hunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 2 Nays: 22
MOTION TO RECOMMIT FAILS.
SENATOR HOUGH: First, Mr. President, I offer a floor amend-
ment on behalf of the Finance committee. It is the document that
had been passed out to you with the blank sheet saying floor amend-
ment to HB 25. This amendment specifically restores 29 positions in
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the Department of Health and Human Service, the Human Service
Division. It allows for those federally funded employees that are
presently on board to continue the work of collecting or recovering
from delinquent fathers. That is what the issue is. And these people
are out there recovering child support payments and that is not
quite their title, but I will pick it up, but that is who they are. And
nobody can tell us why in fact these positions are not in the budget.
There was never a policy decision in the committee. It was a drafting
problem. Second, as we all know the skewing of the resources to the
University System as originally printed was incorrect. And the sec-
ond part of this amendment properly places the support of our
higher education in the proper lines by the proper ratios. The other
changes in this amendment are just technical amendments that the
LBA has picked up in reviewing the document as it came out of the
system. Those changes are typical of an amendment that is offered
on the floor in each session. Obviously, this is a highly sophisticated
and complicated document. And these dots that are corrected here
will allow us to move forward more correctly. I offer this on behalf of
the committee, the two parts of the University piece, the Human
Service piece. You have to vote to support this amendment, because
it puts our document in it's proper condition. After accepting this I
would tell you that Senator Hollingworth will offer a second floor
amendment on behalf of the committee that has to do with the Hic-
Pic issue that was resolved prior to opening of this session. Vote for
this amendment then support Senator Hollingworth.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I hope that I didn't miss this, but
what is the bottom line effect of this amendment on the budget, plus
or minus?
SENATOR HOUGH: It doesn't effect.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: It doesn't change the numbers?
SENATOR HOUGH: There are 29 federally funded positions that
fell through the crack. That is on the people that recover payments
that fathers that abandon their families and defaults. The Univer-
sity is clearly zero. It's the same dollars, just on a different line.
SENATOR OLESON: It says down here, extension work in coun-
ties. According to the figures here the money for the county exten-
sion work has been cut some $300,000?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, Senator Oleson. That isn't the issue. We
are funding the University by our amendment at $112,000,000, okay.
And that money goes into the various lines on the higher education
piece. And I have gone over that with Senator Shaheen. The way it
was originally put in there, skewed a significantly greater amount of
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money to the extension work in the counties more money than they
can justifyingly use and didn't fund the campuses. It is a technical
error. It doesn't change to the 112. And Senator Shaheen has gone
over that with me.
SENATOR OLESON: Thank you, Senator. I understand how it
works, the money comes to the University system then it goes back
into the counties. I understand the process, so the money is still
there, that is what I wanted to know?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would like to commend Senate Finance
and the Senate position which I am hopeful that we will all support
to reinstate money back to the University system. What it amounts
to is about a .3 increase across the board to the colleges in the Uni-
versity system. I think this is an excellent investment in the future
of New Hampshire and in the education of our young people. It will
be returned many times to the state in the long term, so I urge
everyone to support that piece of it.
Senator Hough offered a floor amendment.
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Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would like to ask the Senate to
look at the amendment before you. It is being passed out, it's 3120L.
This amendment will restore the funds for the local units of ... Ex-
cuse me, I had better start all over. In the budget there was an
increase to the county funds for the home base care and this amend-
ment will remove that county expenditure and put it back where it
rightfully belongs out of coming from the general fund. Presently,
the state pays 50, the feds pay 50. Under the proposal that we
passed in the budget, it would have changed that funding from
county to 31 percent, the state 19 percent, and the feds 15 percent.
That would have meant that over the biennium a $400,149,000 in-
crease to the counties. And I stand before you to tell you that it is
the decision of both the Finance, and hopefully yours, that this is not
what our intentions are to increase any burden on our local property
taxpayers or our counties.
Senator Hollingworth offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 25-A
Amend PAU 05, 01, 04, 04, 06 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
making the specified changes:
05 Health and Social Services
01 Dept. of Health and Human Services
04 Division of Human Services
04 Financial Grants
06 Nursing Services
Insert in Place Thereof
Federal Funds 62,318,124 67,866,798
Strike Out
05 County Funds 38,827,358 41,696,384
Insert in Place Thereof
05 County Funds 36,596,264 39,778,547
Strike Out
General Fund 23,968,509 26,102,615
Insert in Place Thereof




SENATOR J. KING: I have an amendment relative to layoffs. We
hope that this never does happen and we also know that the mission
of an agency is usually accomplished by the people out in the field. It
does not take away from the importance of the middle management
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or the top management. But the most effective job as far as doing
the mission of any agency is the people who actually do the work
that that agency was created for. Therefore, this amendment is rela-
tive to the priorities and layoffs. Basically, it says that if layoffs be-
come necessary during the biennium ending June 30, 1993, the
Commissioner or head of each department shall make layoffs in the
following supervisory, managerial, and administrative positions.
And I list them: The Deputy Commissioner, the Deputy Director,
Assistant Commissioner, Assistant Director, Administrator III, II,
and I, and any supervising mid-level management positions. Again,
in the event that layoffs do become necessary and we all hope that
they don't, it is the intent of the General Court that the reductions
be made from supervisory and managerial staff prior to any reduc-
tions in non supervisory and non-managerial staff. Again, hopefully,
it won't be necessary, but we would like that instruction there if it
does become necessary. It doesn't come from the people out in the
field. It comes from the top middle management.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator J. King has withdrawn his floor amendment.
Ordered lb Third Reading.




HB 353-FN-A, an act to tax smokeless tobacco and making an ap-
propriation therefor. Ways & Means committee. Majority Report
Ought Th Pass With Amendment. Senator Humphrey for the com-
mittee. Minority Report Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator
McLane for the committee.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, this is the so called
smokeless tobacco bill. The bill as it came to the committee adds
smokeless tobacco to the tobacco products which are subject to taxa-
tion. The majority in the committee felt that it was ill advised to try
and tax smokeless tobacco for a number of reasons which I will de-
tail in just a moment. Instead the committee used the bill, the ma-
jority used the bill as a vehicle as can be determined by looking at
page 25 in the calendar, the majority report. The majority amend-
ment to make it unlawful for persons under the age of 18 to possess
any kind of tobacco product. So that the law will read if the majority
amendment is adopted: no person under 18 years of age shall pur-
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chase, use, or possess tobacco products. Presently, it is unlawful to
sell to persons under 18. This will make it unlawi'ul for persons un-
der 18 to possess any kind of tobacco product, whether smoked,
chewed, or placed in your navel. So the essence of the situation is
that the majority decided that taxing smokeless tobacco was not a
great idea and used the bill as a vehicle through the amendment to
make it unlawi"ul for persons under 18 to possess tobacco. Now the
reason that we concluded, the majority concluded that it didn't make
sense to tax smokeless tobacco is that it is a very small market to
begin with and the cross border sales are a significant factor. And if
we tax smokeless tobacco at the same rate as we must constitution-
ally as we tax smoking tobacco it would probably drive a lot of these
out of state sales away from the state of New Hampshire and yield
the state after you deduct administrative cost and enforcement cost
very, very, little money if any. So it just didn't seem to make much
sense. Now Senator McLane as is often the case, has her own view
on this matter and she has a minority amendment. But the majority
felt to conclude it made no sense to tax smokeless tobacco. It is not
going to raise any net money. It would be a big pain in the neck. It
would drive sales out of state and with those lost sales, lost collateral
sales, or whatever they are called when people buy other products.
Whereas it does make a lot of sense to make unlawful, the possession
of any kind of tobacco by persons 18 or under.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Humphrey, could you explain
why the House took out the tax on pipe tobacco, or cigars or the
other manners? I think it is important for the body to understand
what is happening here?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, the Senator raises a good point by
way of a question. We do not tax as Senator Currier knows, we do
not tax pipe tobacco. Senator Delahunty knows that we don't tax
cigar tobacco. I mean there is a certain inconsistency here, but we
thought it would be best not to make it worse. Besides which a tax
on smokeless tobacco will not raise much money now if any and it
will drive collateral sales out of the state. I think Senator McLane
has concerns about health, and those are legitimate concerns, but I
will let her speak for herself.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator Humphrey, could you give us a break
down of the majority and the minority of your committee?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The number?
SENATOR PODLES: Yes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would have to ask the Chairman. Was it
3 to 2?
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SENATOR MCLANE: It was 3 to 2 and I believe it was you and
Senator Russman and Senator King, and Senator Hollingworth and
I were the two.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Humphrey, I have two questions
that are related. Number one, who would enforce this, and what is
the penalty?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Who would enforce the . .
.
SENATOR DISNARD: If this is passed and approved, who would
enforce the youngster, younger adults, excuse me, under the age of
18 possessing some type of smoke?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The answer is, I don't know.
SENATOR DISNARD: What is the penalty? Why would the police
enforce something if there is no penalty? What is in the amendment,
I didn't see that?
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: To answer Senator Disnard's question. If
you will refer, if the Senator's will refer to page 25, the majority
amendment. It makes clear that we are amending RSA 78:12-b, II.
Wherein I presume, the appropriate penalties and enforcement
mechanism are stated. Unfortunately, that supplement is missing
from the copy of the RSA's we have and that is the best answer that I
can give. But it will be the same penalty and the same enforcement
mechanism as it already stands in that statute.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I can answer that question. The
penalty is a violation.
SENATOR MCLANE: I have been looking forward to this all day
long. A real "spitting match". This bill to tax smokeless tobacco has
been a long and interesting fight for both Senator Currier and my-
self. We were part of a study committee with a long fight with the
best lobbyist in the state of New Hampshire to even get this to
study. We had a study committee over last summer and I am going
to be kind to you all today. I am not going to pass around the pictures
that were brought in by the doctor, Doctor Warren Emley, who is the
cancer jaw specialist at the Concord Hospital. Because I believe if
you saw those pictures, they would be a forceful and important rea-
son for you to want to go along with the minority report of our com-
mittee and to pass this smokeless tobacco tax. There was evidence in
the committee that for young people particularly, price is a strong
deterrent to use. And that those people that are addicted to tobacco
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are almost always addicted before they are 22 years of age. And that
with young people particularly, a rise in price means fewer people
smoking or spitting and, chewing and spitting. Thirty-five other
states have a tobacco tax that covers chewing tobacco. Maine has
one, Vermont has one, Massachusetts has one. The reason that we
do not have pipe tobacco and cigars in there is a hard one. But it is
because of the way that our Constitution is written, that you have to
tax everything proportionately. And they are so expensive that if
you tax them in portion to how we tax cigarettes, it would drive
people to buy their cigars and pipe tobacco away from this state. But
chewing tobacco is another matter. There are 1.5 million in sales in
the state of New Hampshire and this has been verified again, and
again, in the studies done by the Department of Revenue. This
would be a tax put on at the wholesale place. There are less than 100
wholesalers who sell chewing tobacco or smokeless tobacco. It is an
easy tax to administer The cost is estimated at $4,000. And it brings
in, the cost of administration. It brings in $400,000. Now if you want
to say that is peanuts, that is fine with me. But I don't think so. That
could mean the Medical Assistance Program in the second year
That $400,000 could mean some very significant back up to our
budget. For health reasons, for fairness reasons and for the money, I
would ask that you vote for this simple tax, because it seems to me if
you "ain't gonna tax spitting" we shouldn't be going on to anything
else, and we need the money.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator McLane, I would like clarifi-
cation on the figures. Are you saying that it would cost $400,000 to
administer and raise $400,000 so that the net would be $0?
SENATOR MCLANE: No. I said $4,000 to administer and $400,000
in revenue is estimated. And that's the lowest figure.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: How are you deriving the figures of
how much this tax would raise? Is it from present sales, or is it based
on the theory that sales will go down after you administer the tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: It is from present sales. The percentage of
smokeless tobacco as a percentage of the tobacco sales in the state of
New Hampshire.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: So I understand that your argument
to be though that raising the tax on this item will mean lowered
sales in youths. So doesn't that necessarily mean that we won't raise
the $400,000 that is based on present sales?
SENATOR MCLANE: There has been a gradual increase in the
amount of smokeless tobacco sold. And I am assuming that one will
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offset the other. I also think that probably the people who buy
smokeless tobacco, unlike those who buy cigars are not a particular
mobile consumer group.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: If your theory on this tax is that rais-
ing the tax means lowered sales in youths of the products or service,
do you intend to follow the same logic when we come to the Rooms
and Meals Tkx and the other taxes that we are going to discuss here
today?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that I gave my reasoning. It is that
the lowered use is going to be in the young smoker. And I, we are
changing something here. We are not changing anything with Room
and Meals. It has been 8 percent and it is going to stay 8 percent. So
I think that there is a difference there. I also would stand by the
study that has been done by the Division of Revenue Administra-
tion.
SENATOR CURRIER: I rise in opposition to the majority report
and in support of the minority report in terms of taxing smokeless
tobacco. I was the Chairman of the study committee that was
formed a number of years, two years ago, I believe it was and we
studied all hot summer long. The taxation plan for all tobacco prod-
ucts. It was a very heavily lobbied bill and thanks to the results of
that lobbying, I don't pay any taxes on my pipe tobacco, nor does
Senator Delahunty pay any tax on his cigars. So what it means is
that you discriminate against other smokers again. And we passed
another bill earlier dealing with smokers. I find it kind of ironic that
this Senate has not supported the tax on this product in the last two
sessions. And I urge my colleagues to vote for this tax if it saves one
job. The amount of revenue has been documented by the Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration. There has been in discussions dur-
ing the last proceedings that the actual tax would cost as much to
administer it and in fact, that would be the case if we were taxing it
like we do cigarettes, by using a tax stamp. What we are advocating
here is the use of a report. Very similar to the report that is gener-
ated by those people who pay $5 for the purpose of collecting the
Rooms and Meals Tkx. That report is then sent in along with the
check to the Department of Revenue Administration and if it only
collects $300,000 I would be very happy. Because that would mean
that that is $300,000 that we could put towards other more meaning-
ful programs in the state of New Hampshire. I won't belabor it is
hot. I won't belabor it much later. But I would urge my colleagues,
once and for all to send a message to the youths of this state, that
smokeless tobacco should not be used by members who are under 18
years of age. They cannot buy it legally under state statute and so
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the amendment that you are actually talking about dealing with is
making it illegal to possess, which means a coach. As one of the
lobbyists indicated to me. It could or a parent could say, take it away
from them, based on that statute. I think that with the current, is
adequate in dealing with the age issue, but I think that adding this
tax is a meaningful way to send another message to the youth of this
state loud and clear
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Currier, is the philosophy that I am
discerning that is coming from you that legal, but unhealthy sub-
stances ought to be taxed to discourage their use by children?
SENATOR CURRIER: I guess you could assume that. Senator.
SENATOR HEATH: Would you then support an ice cream tax, or a
butter tax?
SENATOR CURRIER: No, I would not, Senator
SENATOR HEATH: Do you believe that those are healthy proper-
ties to ingest?
SENATOR CURRIER: It depends on one's physical state. I would
suggest that you not imbibe.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well Mr President, as the designated
member of the committee to present the majority report, am I actu-
ally restricted to two speeches?
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: No.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Just for my further education, I didn't
think that rule applied. I so have been advised by my advisors here
anyway. Well, not to prolong this, Mr President, but I find it ironic
that we are going to raise a tax on smokeless tobacco in the hopes
that it will cut down on jaw cancer And that certainly is a fine moti-
vation, but in the very state that instructs the Commissioners, the
Liquor Commissioners to maximize their sales. Well, it seems to me
there is a connection between alcohol. Especially distilled spirits.
Well maybe I will strike that one, but there is a connection between
alcohol and alcoholism. There is a connection between alcohol and
various forms of cancer of the alimentary track, I believe. And this is
the state that presses the Liquor Commission to maximum sales.
And now we are going to raise taxes on smokeless tobacco for rea-
sons of health. Seems rather inconsistent. But in any event, may I
just point out again, the last time that the majority report outlaws
not only the sale now, which is current law, but the possession of any
form of tobacco by persons 18 or under Presumably, those 18 years
or older have sufficient maturity in judgment to assess the health
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risks of various practices. So I would urge the committee for those
reasons and also, for the reason that a large part of the sales of this
smokeless tobacco is cross border and by discouraging such cross
border sales, we not only discourage the sale of smokeless tobacco,
but all of those other items. There are other items that people just
incidentally buy when they come to our state, because certain com-
modities are cheaper here than they are elsewhere.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator Humphrey, as part of our study
committee, and I don't remember who, but someone in that study
committee brought to us a bag of Redman Chew, which is smokeless
tobacco. It looked identical to Redman Chew tobacco. But is was
labeled bubble gum. Now the thing is, what kind of a message is that
sending to our young people in terms of the use of smokeless to-
bacco?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: What kind of a message do we send when
we fund the construction of liquor stores alongside the highway?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I rise to support what Senator Humphrey
says relative to the smokeless tobacco. Senator John King and my-
self were in the majority in the committee and basically, I think the
idea that the cigars and pipe tobacco were not taxed lead us to feel
that it was a discriminatory tax. It is not raising a tax. It is a new tax
on a particular product. And I think that it is clearly discriminatory.
We are trying to get people to come here to New Hampshire to buy
things. We did not lower the cigarette tax on cigarettes and so I am
not so sure that it is wise to also make a new tax on the smokeless
tobacco in terms of trying to get people to come here in this state to
buy a product. We did make it illegal to possess; the statutory refer-
ence is here and it is $25 for the first offense and it's $50 for second
and subsequent offenses in terms of what it means in the violation.
Obviously, if you are trying to create small people, young people not
having smokeless tobacco, you ought not to do it by a taxing mecha-
nism. That ought to be done to raise revenues really and I think that
perhaps we are missing the boat when we single out one particular
product when there are others like cigars and chewing tobacco. And
I have to admit the old ad that comes to mind "It's not what you
know, it's who you know when we find . . ." No one in the Senate
indulges in smokeless tobacco from what I know.
Amendment to KB 353-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
prohibiting the use and possession of tobacco
products by persons under 18 years of age.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Use or Possession of Tbbacco Products by Persons Under Age
18. Amend RSA 78:12-b, II to read as follows:
II. No person shall sell tobacco products or distribute promo-
tional samples of any tobacco product to a person under 18 years of
age. No person under 18 years of age shall purchase, use, or possess
tobacco products. The prohibition established by this paragraph
shall not be deemed to prohibit persons under the age of 18 years
employed by any manufacturer, wholesaler, subjobber, vending
machine operator, or retailer from performing the necessary
handling of tobacco products during the duration of their em-
ployment.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits persons under age 18 from using or possessing
tobacco products. The bill allows such persons to handle tobacco
products as part of their employment.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator St, Jean.
Seconded by Senator McLane.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Dupont, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, Podles, Humphrey, J. King, Russman,
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, McLane, St.
Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty, HoUingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 8 Nays: 16
Majority Amendment Fails.
Senator Heath moved to Have HE 353-FN-A, Laid On The Table.
Motion to Table Fails.
Minority Report: Ought lb Pass With Amendment: Senator McLane
for the committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: I move that we tax smokeless tobacco, and
make ourselves $400,000, save a few kids along the way. Adopt the
amendment which was adopted as the majority report as well, as it
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is printed in the calendar. Now the majority report we both adopted
the amendment, and so the amendment which says that possession
under 18, which most people thought was the law is part of the mi-
nority report as well.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Does that clarify the issue, as listed as
the minority report in the calendar?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
Senator McLane moved Ought Tb Pass on the Minority Amendment.
Amendment to HB 353-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropriation
therefor, and relative to prohibiting the use
and possession of tobacco products by
persons under 18 years of age.
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
9 Use or Possession of Tabacco Products by Persons Under Age
18. Amend RSA 78:12-b, II to read as follows:
II. No person shall sell tobacco products or distribute promo-
tional samples of any tobacco product to a person under 18 years of
age. No person under 18 years of age shall purchase, use, or possess
tobacco products. The prohibition established by this paragraph
shall not be deemed to prohibit persons under the age of 18 years
employed by any manufacturer, wholesaler, subjobber, vending
machine operator, or retailer from performing the necessary
handling of tobacco products during the duration of their em-
ployment.
10 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-8 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill adds smokeless tobacco to the tobacco products which are
subject to taxation under RSA 78.
The tax upon smokeless tobacco is imposed at a rate proportional
to the cigarette tax, having such ratio to the usual wholesale price of
the smokeless tobacco as the cigarette tax bears to the usual whole-
sale price of the cigarettes.
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The bill also authorizes the commissioner of revenue administra-
tion to exempt smokeless tobacco from having stamps affixed to the
packages, and to require the submission of periodic reports by
wholesalers in place of the stamps.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax on smokeless
tobacco.
This bill also prohibits persons under age 18 from using or possess-
ing tobacco products. The bill allows such persons to handle tobacco
products as part of their employment.
Minority Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Senators Colantuono, Heath, Nelson and Russman in opposition to
HB 353-FN-A.
HB 390, an act relative to technical corrections in the liquor laws.
Ways & Means committee. Ought Tb Pass With Amendment. Sena-
tor Russman for the committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: There is a floor amendment to that as well.
Yes, I guess you had better pass it out. While that is being passed
out on HB 390 this went through a rather lengthy and somewhat
vital transformation at the time and then back to what it originally
was. The reason for the floor amendment basically, is that when the
thing was printed in our calendar, there were two things left off
when it came out of Legislative Services for drafting last night. One
was to make it 18 years of age in terms of dining hall. At one point
Senator Hollingworth and myself wanted to, we talked about a 16
year old waitress being able to transport alcohol from the bar to the
table and then we went back to 18. And the other thing was in the
primary source, the idea would be that if the law as it is, we added
the word that if the commission failed to take a vote as required,
which it is that they shall do, it shall be potentially punishable by
termination of their employment. There were a number of other
things. This allows the retail grocers and the beer people to have 10
day credit in terms of payment of their bill. It opens up an allowance
for a paved racetrack to be able to apply for a liquor license and
generate revenue there. It provides for a code of fairness that the
Liquor Commission will have to use in terms of listing and delisting
on an equal basis in terms of discounts that would be allowed and
that the records therefore, would be public records so that people
could have an opportunity to see them. So I would urge you to sup-
port the committee's report. We expect this will go to a Committee
of Conference quite frankly, and that there will probably be some
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more give-and-take there. But we would urge you to adopt the floor
amendment and the committee's recommendation.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Russman, does this do anything to
stop or penalize, or not allow bag carriers or whatever they are
called in the grocery stores that carry cases of beer to the car?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Not that I know of. I don't think it does
anything like that. The other thing that I want to point out that is
important in here, this does allow a unlimited number of amusement
machines and it also has a new item that creates a registration fee of
$100 for those. Up until now, the law has been that a place could have
3 and we decided that we would allow as many as they wanted, but
we thought that there were an awful lot of them in the state of New
Hampshire at $100 a registration that we could use the income from
that. My understanding is that the towns and the cities are doing
that now and I believe that most of them are charging about $25 if I
am not mistaken, per machine. So they're a big money maker and
the people that want the machines want the machines enough to pay
the $100 registration fee, I am told.
SENATOR HEATH: Did you say paved racetracks?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes. Let me just explain the background of
that. This originally as it came before us came that the racetrack had
to be, I think it was it had to be at least 1/2 mile long and had to seat
20,000 people. That meant that one racetrack in the state of New
Hampshire. We thought that was somewhat unfair, so we struck off
everything after any paved road course. So that if a smaller speed-
way wanted to allow the sale of alcohol on the premises, they could
apply, pay their fee, which I believe has been lowered from $3,000
down to $1,700 provided that they met other Liquor Commission
rules, they would be allowed to sell alcoholic beverages and hope-
fully increase revenue and sell more profits.
SENATOR HEATH: I couldn't make the relationship between pave-
ment and drinking at the tracks.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Russman, in the amendment that
is printed in the calendar, it talks about the Liquor Commission
adopting a code of fairness and listing and pricing.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Is there a deadline for which, during for
which they need to do this?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, I would assume that they would have
to go through rulemaking and have public hearings on that, relative
to what was involved. They, hopefully, they will do that and the idea
is, hopefully, the information will be public. The problem is right
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now, that unless you sell, unless you make a certain gross profit on
an item, it will be delisted and you have to make a certain gross
profit in order to get it listed. Now keeping that in mind, the prob-
lem arises that it's up to the Liquor Commissioner to tell you if you
have or you haven't. You can't look at their records right now. So, I
think in fairness to the people that are out there, if it can't withstand
the light of day, then there is something wrong. So that is why that is
in there. The answer to your question is, I would hope that they
would move expeditiously on that. The bill takes effect upon passage
at this point and maybe that is something that can be addressed in
the Committee of Conference situation if you would like to see that
done in a rapid manner.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: It seems to me that we ought to give them
some time limit within which they need to have completed this proc-
ess. So that it doesn't get lost in day to day operations.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, you are right. There was some ques-
tion about whether or not there was a priority interest. These are
the records and there might be language added eventually that
would give them 30 days after. Certain acts that took place that they
would be available so that the information was needed to be secret
for whatever reason, because of strategy or what have you that that
would be protected.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Russman, I was just looking at this
amendment and the last sentence on the last line. It says failure to
hold a vote and so on, shall be punishable by termination of the com-
missioner's employment. Does that mean that if there, a primary
resource is not available and they don't vote or give an explanation,
all the Commissioners are fired?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: It could happen. But the problem is right
now the law says, not that they may vote. It says "that they shall
vote". That doesn't always happen, okay. It can be if they choose to
do so, they do so, and if they choose to give an explanation they
would do so. We are saying to them, look, the law says that and you
have to do it, and if you don't follow the law, there ought to be some
penalty. So all we are doing is saying do what you're supposed to do
under the law and the way that it is written and there will be no
difficulty.
SENATOR ROBERGE: The committee did a good job, but they did
not go quite far enough. There are two very honest parts still in the
amendment as you will see in your calendar. I would like to point
them out, and they should be amended further. The bill needs fur-
ther amendment. I would like to address the code of fairness first. It
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should more properly be called the code for special interest. This is
protectionism at its worst. Certain brokers have inherent products
representation conflicts which highlights their need to prevent the
Commission promotion sales. Sales are generally geared particu-
larly to promote the inducements to attract cross-border and tourist
sales. Such sales might in some cases focus manufactures attention
to inherit conflict when and where it exists, causing discomfort to
the involved broker. This section places the responsibility for any
and all marketing and or merchandising responsibilities with the
brokers or representatives if they choose to offer sales inducement
to the exclusion of the Liquor Commission. Brokers have now gov-
erned the pricing by fixing sales markups or discounts to be offered
by the Commission. It forbids commission sponsored sales promo-
tions designed to attract cross-borders sales and multiple sales to
tourists. This directly affects and impacts approximately
$114,000,000 or 60 percent worth a total annual sales and contradicts
the commission's statutory charge to maximize revenue. New
Hampshire would no longer be a controlled state, but rather a bro-
ker state. The retail operation must be the commission as retailers
who necessarily determine ever changing retailing and merchandis-
ing strategies to benefit both the consumer and state revenues, not
the broker or manufacturer. Those strategies are designed to in-
crease the gross products of the state as a retailer. If successful, the
manufacturer of broker succeeds as well. This code amendment
would benefit the broker only at the expense or increased sales and
revenues to the state. It allows a broker to mediate internal brand
representation conflict problems as they may have, again at the
state's expense. Very bad when we are trying to maximize and gain
additional revenue. The other issue that I would like to address is
the grievances. Mandates, all records of the industry be made availa-
ble upon request. Including the commission's marketing strategies
and placing activities. All of this information is very priority in na-
ture and it is private in that regard. It should not be made public.
Does Macy's tell Gimbel's what it does? Release of the industries
proprietary information is not condoned in private enterprise and
such a law will often preclude promotions, post ops etc. Granted
currently by manufacturers and or brokers and sales representa-
tives to the state. Even the state right to know law and numerous
court decisions recognized proprietary interest and strides to pro-
tect and strengthen sales. Release of the commissions marketing
and promotions strategies gives the advantage to out-of-state com-
petition to match or undercut our promotion efforts. Ultimately,
jeopardizing New Hampshire's out-of-state sales or approximately,
again, $114,000,000 annually. Brokers who sell in the three adjoining
states, however, sell here and there as well. So they benefit either
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way. The state is the only loser in this regard. Interesting to know, is
that the Constitutional separation of powers appears to be tested in
this amendment. If the commission should somehow interpret the
rule differently, this may be interpreted by the legislative committee
then this constitutes just cause for dismissal of the commission. By
who? And for what? This gives intimidation powers to brokers over
the commission, thereby jeopardizing the commission's livelihood if
they don't yield to the brokers demands. I think that we should fur-
ther amend this bill.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Roberge, my first question was
about the statement in that quite familiar letter that this bill would
not allow sales of hquor or sales on various products, and I wish that
you would find for me in the bill before you, where that section is
that says that it would not allow sales?
SENATOR ROBERGE: Well, I can't do it right now. I will give her
the answer later, I can't look it up right now.
SENATOR MCLANE: One more question. As I say, this famihar
line of thinking, and the familiar speech, I believe which came from
Commissioner acorace, had one bit of misinformation that I thought
that we had corrected the other day. That was about Macy's and
Gimbel's. It is my impression that one, Gimbel's has gone out of busi-
ness, secondly, the question was is a monopoly not very different
from a competition between two stores?
SENATOR ROBERGE: I believe that we are in competition with
other states.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Russman, the issue of the
residency requirement. The House had put in the original bill to
take out the residency requirement. As I understand it, as ad-
dressed in this bill by removing that provision. So we are going to
continue to have a residency . . .
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Right, in return for taking out the fran-
chise end of it and that was the understanding of the parties in-
volved.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Can you assure me that the parties
involved that have an interest in this bill, are now in agreement with
that change?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: That is my understanding. Each of the par-
ties involved with that have accepted that as a compromise, and that
is their position. The other thing that I would like to point out is on
the amendment, it still says 16, I'm going to ask on the record for
enrolled bills to make that 18 to the person who carries the liquor. So
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on the first page of the amendment you will see where it says on line
3, an on-sale licensee may employ any person not less than 16 years
of age to serve, it should be 18. That was part of the purpose of this
floor amendment. So if the enrolled bills, I think that they can pick
that out and correct that. I would appreciate that.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator, when you say all parties, does that
mean the Liquor Commissioner also is involved in agreement?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I don't think that they were particularly
concerned about that agreement. This was in terms with the people
like from Seagrams, the people that are lobbyists that Pierce repre-
sents, the people that, the beverage people and all the different par-
ties involved.
SENATOR DISNARD: Does this take any authority or administra-
tion away from the Liquor Commissioner? The legislature if this
passes once again entering a department?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, I mean, it depends on how you look at
it. Let me give you an example if I may. Right now, they can mark up
everything, so they marked up everything equally. They can dis-
count whatever they choose, however they choose and the public
can't know how much or why. It is not public information. If some-
body else that may be a politician or a political figure says, I want
you to favor this group or that group, that can be done very easily.
Because none of the records can be looked at by the public. So we are
saying just be accountable for what you are doing. Let the public
see. Even if it's 30 days after, and let the public see what you are up
to. And so that is the gist of it. Tb try to make the commission more
accountable as an agency in terms of how they run their business.
SENATOR DISNARD: Did the Commissioner object to the change
in the broker?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Not to my knowledge. Their thing, at least
as of yesterday, was their big thing was this code of fairness. They
didn't like it. They didn't like the grievance procedure set forth in it.
SENATOR DISNARD: Thank you.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I think that I've covered what I needed to
cover.
SENATOR ROBERGE: I just wanted to make it, you know, ex-
tremely clear that I am speaking on behalf of the Commission. The
two things, the code of fairness and the grievances aren't very oner-
ous to the New Hampshire Liquor Commission.
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Amendment to HB 390
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 New Paragraph; Billboard; Definition. Amend RSA 175:1 by in-
serting after paragraph XI the following new paragraph:
XI -a. "Billboard" means a large, flat surface, panel, wall, or fence
outside on which advertising is posted, written or carried, or specifi-
cally authorized signs where the lettering advertising beverages or
liquor exceeds 10 inches in height and is visible to the general or
non-paying public.
2 New Paragraph; Common Carrier; Definition. Amend RSA
175:1 by inserting after paragraph XXIV the following new para-
graph:
XXIV-a. "Common carrier" means a person who, for a fee, pro-
vides public transportation of goods or persons and who is licensed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission or the New Hampshire
department of safety.
3 New Paragraph; Happy Hour; Definition. Amend RSA 175:1 by
inserting after paragraph XXXVI the following new paragraph:
XXXVI-a. "Happy hour" means any specific or special time pe-
riod, advertised or not, which is promoted by a licensee and during
which beverages are or liquor is sold at discounted or reduced prices
to individuals or groups. Happy hour shall include, but not be lim-
ited to, so called "ladies' or men's nights." Champagne brunches and
similar package offerings, however, shall not be included.
4 Reference Inserted. Amend RSA 175:1, XLIII to read as fol-
lows:
XLIII. "Liquor and wine import warehouser" means a person
holding a liquor or wine vendor's license or both as issued by the
commission, who maintains a warehouse for product storage, and
the appropriate records of his business operations. An importer
shall sell liquor and wine only to the commission [orl, to out-of-state
entities, or as provided by RSA 178:5, II.
5 New Paragraph; Public Building; Definition. Amend RSA 175:1
by inserting after paragraph LV the following new paragraph:
LV-a. "Public building" means any building maintained and avail-
able for any person, group, or organization, which may include retail
business establishments, when they are not open to the public; li-
censed premises, provided there is a physical immovable barrier be-
tween the licensed business and the rented area; and tents, gazebos,
or other defined outdoor areas, provided 2 separate toilet facilities
are located in the immediate vicinity. A public building shall not be
construed to mean a private residence.
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6 Motor Vehicle Racetracks. Amend RSA 175:1, LVI to read as
follows:
LVI. "Racetrack" means a facility which is hcensed by the state's
pari-mutuel commission, for pari-mutuel betting purposes or a com-
mercial motor vehicle racetrack facility with a paved course.
7 Changing Obsolete Reference to Public Utilities Commission.
Amend RSA 175:1, LXV to read as follows:
LXV. "Vessel" means a boat, ship or vessel approved by the U.S.
Coast Guard or [public utilities commission] department of safety,
whichever shall apply, for hire, operating out of any port of the state.
8 Transportation of Liquor. Amend RSA 175:6 to read as follows:
175:6 Transportation of Liquor. No person shall transport liquor in
this state in a greater quantity than 3 quarts, unless said liquor was
purchased from a state store or from a holder of a combination or
retail wine license in accordance with RSA 178:16 and RSA 178:17
or from a winery holding a limited winery special sales license in
accordance with RSA 178:6. Provided, however, that the commission
in its discretion may grant to an individual, upon application, a li-
cense to transport for a specific journey liquor not purchased at a
state store for his own personal use, in a quantity not to exceed 3
gallons. Quantities exceeding 3 gallons may be transferred with a
license issued by the commission providing a fee of 25 percent of the
entire value of the product is paid to the commission. It shall be
lawful for import warehousers and liquor and wine representa-
tives, under rules adopted by the commission pursuant to RSA
541-A to transport liquor as provided by RSA 178:5, IL It shall be
lawful for common carriers to transport liquor to state stores, to
state warehouses, to licensees under this title, to purchasers of liq-
uor at state stores, and from manufacturers to state warehouses,
state stores, and to the state line for transportation outside the
state; for licensees under this title to transport liquor from state
stores to their place of business; and for manufacturers to transport
within the state to state warehouses and state stores and to the
state line for transportation outside the state.
9 Changing Obsolete Reference to State Personnel Commission.
Amend RSA 176:7 to read as follows:
176:7 Assistants. The state liquor commission may employ such
assistants as are, in its opinion, necessary for the proper transaction
of its business, and fix their compensation, subject to the [regula-
tions] rules of the [state] director of personnel [commission]. It may
secure any necessary technical or professional assistance.
10 Changing Obsolete Reference to Department of Personnel.
Amend RSA 176:8, 1 to read as follows:
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I. There shall be a chief of licensing and enforcement who shall
report to the commission. He shall have such labor grade as may be
determined by the [department] division of personnel. He shall su-
pervise the day-to-day activities of the commission's enforcement
and licensing functions. The chief shall handle all license applica-
tions. The chief shall make recommendations, in writing, to the com-
mission, on whether to grant the license application. The
commission shall then either grant or deny the request, stating their
reasons in writing. An aggrieved applicant may appeal the commis-
sion's decision to the commission as a whole. Revocations and sus-
pensions of licenses shall follow the same procedure.
11 Changing Obsolete Reference to Department of Personnel.
Amend RSA 176:9, 1 to read as follows:
I. The commission may, subject to rules adopted by the [depart-
ment] director of personnel, employ and dismiss liquor investiga-
tors. Liquor investigators shall, under the direction of the
commission, investigate any or all matters arising under this title,
12 Changing an Obsolete Cross Reference. Amend RSA 176:10 to
read as follows:
176:10 Preference Given. Any person who served for not less than
90 days in the armed forces of the United States during "any war in
which the United States was engaged, and received an honorable
discharge from such service," shall be given preference in appoint-
ment under the provisions of RSA 176:7, RSA 176:9, RSA 177:4, and
RSA 179:59, if qualified [therefor and if registered in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 283:7] for such positions.
13 Changing Obsolete Reference to State Purchasing Agent.
Amend RSA 176:11 to read as follows:
176:11 Commission to Sell. It shall be the duty of the commission
to buy and have in its possession liquor for sale in the manner pro-
vided in this title. Such liquors shall be free from adulteration and
misbranding within the meaning of the provisions of RSA 146. All
liquors sold for medicinal use shall conform to the standards and
tests for such liquors as laid down in the United States Pharmaco-
poeia, official at the time of sale. All purchases of liquor shall be
made by the commission directly and not through the [office of the
state purchasing agent] department of administrative services.
The commission shall be subject to all the provisions so far as appli-
cable of RSA 9.
14 New Section; Code of Fairness. Amend RSA 176 by inserting
after section 13 the following new section:
176:13-a Code of Fairness.
I. The liquor commission shall adopt a code of fairness in listing,
delisting and pricing, which shall be adopted by rule and incorpo-
rated fully into the commission's rules under RSA 541-A.
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II. The code shall include but not be limited to criteria and
standards for all sales or discounts and every item under the code
shall be treated equally.
III. If an item qualifies under the code it shall immediately be
put out for sale. Mark ups on all items within a category shall be
equal. The commission shall not put on sale any item without a cor-
responding and equal discount from either the vendor or the liquor
representative. Discontinued items shall be exempt.
15 New Section; Grievances. Amend RSA 176 by inserting after
section 17 the following new section:
176:18 Grievances. All records of the liquor commission pertaining
to the industry, except personnel records, shall be made available to
the public upon request. If any person feels aggrieved by a decision
of the commission, he may appeal to the administrative rules com-
mittee for a clarification of the commission's rules. Violations of this
section shall serve as just cause for dismissal of the commission.
16 Changing Obsolete Reference to State Purchasing Agent.
Amend RSA 176:15 to read as follows:
176:15 Insurance. The commission shall have power to insure the
state liquor warehouse or warehouses and contents against fire and
sprinkler damage and such insurance shall be purchased through
the [director of purchase and property] department of administra-
tive services after consultation with the board of approval estab-
lished by RSA 93-B:2.
17 Changing Obsolete Reference to State Personnel Commission.
Amend RSA 177:4 to read as follows:
177:4 Operation of State Stores; Salespersons. The commission
may in its discretion operate stores for the sale of liquor in such
cities and towns as shall have accepted the provisions hereof as here-
inafter provided, and, subject to the [state personnel] rules of the
director of personnel, and within the limits of available appropria-
tions and funds, may employ salespersons to sell liquor in said
stores. Any salesperson employed for any store shall have been a
resident of the state for at least 6 months prior to such employment.
The salaries of such salespersons shall not be governed by the
amount of sales. No salesperson employed to sell liquor under the
provisions of this chapter shall sell liquor except such as may be
legally obtained under the provisions of this title.
18 Changing Obsolete Reference to State Personnel Commission.
Amend RSA 177:5 to read as follows:
177:5 Sunday and Holiday Openings. Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the commission may, in its discretion, open for busi-
ness on any Sunday or legal holiday any state liquor store located on
a main route where traffic is heavy; provided, however, that no state
liquor store may be opened for business at any time on January 1,
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Easter, Thanksgiving day, whenever appointed, and Christmas day.
Although full-time employees shall be given the option of working,
no such employee shall be required to work on such days. The com-
mission may employ part-time employees, subject to the rules of the
[state personnel commission] director of personnel, to staff stores
open on Sundays or holidays. Any full-time employee who works on
such days shall be paid 1-1/2 times his regular rate of pay for the
actual number of hours worked.
19 Reference Added. Amend RSA 177:6 to read as follows:
177:6 Liquor Dispensed Only Through Commission. Except as
provided in RSA 178:5, II and RSA 178:6, II, no liquor shall be sold
in any state store, nor by any sales agent, nor by any person holding
an on-sale or off-sale retail license under RSA 178, except that ob-
tained from the commission.
20 Liquor Vendor License. Amend RSA 178:4 to read as follows:
178:4 Liquor Vendor License. Except as provided in RSA 178:6,
II, any person desiring to sell Hquor, other than table wine, shall
register to do business v^ith the commission, designate a licensed
liquor representative, and obtain a liquor vendor license. A liquor
company shall be defined for the purpose of this section as [a firm]
an individual, partnership, or corporation. The vendor's hcense
shall expire annually on the last day of the month of the incorpora-
tion or other organization of the liquor company and shall be re-
newed annually by the commission, upon application, unless the
commission finds, after notice and hearing, that the renewal of such
license would be against the public interest.
21 Grammatical Correction. Amend the section heading of RSA
178:6 to read as follows:
178:6 Wine [Manufacturer's] Manufacturer License.
22 Designating Representative. Amend RSA 178:7 to read as fol-
lows:
178:7 Table Wine Vendor License. Except as provided in RSA
178:6, II, no table wine shall be sold in this state except to the state
liquor commission unless the manufacturer thereof holds a valid
wine vendor license pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. Such
wine vendor hcense shall be issued by the commission upon applica-
tion for such license and payment of the required fee unless the com-
mission finds the issuance of such a license is not consistent with the
purposes of this title; provided, that the license shall not be granted
unless and until such manufacturer shall have made a written agree-
ment with the commission to comply with the rules adopted by the
commission. Each table wine vendor licensed shall designate a
licensed liquor and wine representative for its product. If a manu-
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facturer fails to comply with said agreement or fails to comply with
any law or rule, the commission may in its discretion suspend or
revoke such license.
23 New Paragraphs; Beverage Manufacturer License. Amend
RSA 178:10 by inserting after paragraph IV the following new para-
graphs:
V. A manufacturer producing not more than 4,000 barrels of bev-
erages within the state per year may sell beverages manufactured
on his licensed premises directly to retail licensees subject to the
provisions of RSA 178:30. The manufacturer of beverages producing
not more than 4,000 barrels of beverages within this state per year
may not sell to wholesale distributors without obtaining a beverage
vendor license as required by RSA 178:12. Eighty-five percent of the
beverages produced by such manufacturers in this state shall be sold
within the state of New Hampshire.
VI. No person shall have through stock ownership, interlocking
directors, or otherwise, an interest or control, either direct or indi-
rect, in the business of the holder of a beverage manufacturer license
unless he has been a resident of the state for at least 3 consecutive
years immediately prior thereto. The provisions of this paragraph
shall not apply to the renewal of beverage manufacturer permits
which were in existence on March 1, 1991, nor shall it be deemed to
refer to persons who acquired their interest as heirs-at-law or
spouse of the deceased, by the law of intestate succession or, in the
case of a will, those who acquired their interest under a will pro-
vided that such legatees are also heirs-at-law or spouse of the de-
ceased.
24 Purchases by Retail Licensees. Amend RSA 178:13, IV to read
as follows:
IV. The holder of a wholesale distributor license may hold one
on-sale license with respect to the premises designated in such
wholesale distributor license. The holder of a beverage manufac-
turer license shall not sell beverages to other licensees by virtue of
such license unless he is also the holder of a beverage vendor license
in this state. Retail licensees shall purchase only from holders of a
wholesale distributor license or directly from holders of a beverage
manufacturer license producing not more than 4,000 barrels of
beverages in this state per year as allowed under RSA 178:10.
25 Change in Definition. Amend RSA 178:20, V(e)(3XB) to read as
follows:
(B) "Public building" means any building maintained and
available for any person, group or organization, which may include
retail business establishments, when they are not open to the public;
licensed premises, provided there is a physical, unmovable barrier
between the license business and the catered area; and tents, gaze-
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bos, or other defined outdoor areas, provided 2 separate toilet facili-
ties are located in the immediate vicinity. A [private] public building
shall [in no way] not be construed to mean a private residence.
26 Cocktail Lounges in Hotel Restaurants. Amend RSA 178:20,
VG^) to read as follows:
(k) Hotel. The commission may issue a cocktail lounge license
to any hotel holding a hotel full service restaurant license issued
under RSA 178:19, II(bXl) to serve liquor and beverages in any room
of a hotel designated by the commission. No cocktail lounge shall be
operated on days that the dining room is closed. No cocktail lounge
shall operate before the dining room opens for meals, except if
breakfast and noon meals are not offered, the lounge may operate
[one hour] 2 hours before the dining room opens for the evening
meal. The commission may extend the cocktail lounge license to in-
clude the use of a dining area in the restaurant of the hotel after such
area has been closed for serving meals, but not before 9:00 p.m., as
an overflow area for the cocktail lounge when the lounge is filled to
capacity. In the overflow area, liquor and beverages need not be
served with meals. [The number of guests allowed to use a dining
area of the restaurant as a lounge on an overflow basis shall not
exceed the number allowed to use the cocktail lounge area.] The
commission may grant, regulate, suspend or revoke a cocktail lounge
license without affecting any other license granted to a hotel.
27 Cocktail Lounges in Full Service Restaurants. Amend RSA
178:20, V(q) to read as follows:
(q) Full Service Restaurants. The commission may issue a
cocktail lounge license to any full service restaurant holding a full
service restaurant license under RSA 178:19, 11(a)(1), to serve liquor
and beverages in any room of the restaurant designated by the com-
mission. The cocktail lounge shall be operated in conjunction with
the dining rooms. No cocktail lounge shall be operated on days that
the dining room is closed. No cocktail lounge shall operate before the
dinin%room opens for meals, except if breakfast and noon meals are
not offered, the cocktail lounge may operate [one hour] 2 hours be-
fore the dining room opens for the evening meals. Liquor and bever-
ages served in such room need not be consumed with meals. The
commission may extend the cocktail lounge license to include the use
of a dining area in the restaurant, after such area has been closed for
serving meals, but not before 9:00 p.m., as an overflow area for the
cocktail lounge when the lounge is filled to capacity. In the overflow
area, liquor and beverages need not be served with meals. [The num-
ber of guests allowed to use a dining area of the restaurant as a
lounge on an overflow basis shall not exceed the capacity of the
lounge area.] Licenses shall be granted only to such restaurants as
the commission, at its discretion, shall approve and then only to such
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restaurants as shall demonstrate to the commission, in the manner
prescribed by the commission, that at least 50 percent of the com-
bined restaurant and lounge and lounge sales shall fall within the
category of food. Restaurants with annual food sales of at least
$100,000 shall be exempt from the 50 percent requirement, and the
commission shall prorate the annual food sale requirements for sea-
sonal restaurants. The commission may grant, regulate, suspend or
revoke a cocktail lounge license without affecting any other hcense
granted to such restaurant.
28 Age of License Applicant. Amend RSA 178:24, VIII(c) to read
as follows:
(c) The applicant, and any principal controlling owners, direc-
tors or officers disclosed pursuant to paragraphs VI and VII of this
section, are at least [18] 21 years of age and of sufficiently good char-
acter to leave no substantial doubt that the proposed business shall
be operated in strict accordance with all applicable state and federal
alcoholic beverage control laws and rules.
29 Discounts. Amend RSA 178:26, 1 to read as follows:
I. When fixing the price for sale of liquor and wine to on-sale
licensees, the commission may allow discounts of not more than 10
percent from the regular retail price on case lot orders F.O.B. the
warehouse or commission direct delivery system.
30 Adding Military Clubs and Special Licenses. Amend RSA
178:27, 1 to read as follows:














Club Social 18 events - 450 1,200
36 events - 750
52 events - 1,200
Club Veterans 18 events - 450 840
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Convention
Center 2,400




One Day License 100
Performing Arts 336
Race Track [3,000] 1,700
Racquet Sports 1,200
Rail Cars 1,200
Restaurant 480 840 1,200
Ski Facility 1,200
Special License 25
Vessel 480 840 1,200
31 Beverage Vendor License. Amend RSA 178:27, 111(b) to read as
follows:
(b) Beverage vendor license $1,920, for each manufacturer
whose beverages are sold or offered for sale.
32 Seasonal and Fair Licenses. Amend RSA 178:27, VII to read as
follows:
VII. A license, other than a [supplemental] special seasonal,
fair, or one day license, shall expire on the last day of the month of
the licensee's birthday. When the licensee is not a natural person, all
hcenses, other than [supplemental] special seasonal, fair, supple-
mental or one day licenses, issued pursuant to this chapter shall
expire on the last day of the month in which such licensee was incor-
porated or otherwise organized. Any license may be revoked prior to
its expiration date by the commission for cause.
33 Additional Fees Applicable to Wholesale Distributor Licensees;
Changing Obsolete Reference to Commissioner of Public Works and
Highways. Amend RSA 178:28 to read as follows:
178:28 Additional Fees.
I. In addition to the fees provided for in RSA 178:27 the follow-
ing fees shall be required for licenses issued to wholesale distribu-
tors: for each wholesale distributor license $.30 for every gallon of
beverages sold for resale by the licensee during the preceding calen-
dar month, to be paid to the commission on or before the tenth day of
the following month; provided, however, that in the event beverage
container mandatory deposit legislation is enacted, such fees shall
revert to $.18 per gallon as of the effective date of such legislation.
For the purpose of computing the fee payable under this section all
sales at retail by a wholesale distributor licensee [holding an off-sale
hcense] shall be deemed to be sales for resale. Any wholesale distrib-
utor licensee shall collect, from on-sale and off-sale licensees to
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whom he makes sales of beverages, the fees required under this sec-
tion. For failure to pay any part of the fees provided for under this
section when due, 10 percent of such fees shall be added and col-
lected by the commission from the wholesale distributor.
II. A sum of money from all sources of funds available to the
[commissioner of public works and highways] department of trans-
portation equivalent to 1/15 of all fees collected under paragraph I
If this section shall be dedicated and used exclusively for the pur-
pose of increased roadside litter removal for class I through class V
highways; provided, however, that in the event beverage container
mandatory deposit legislation is enacted, such amount shall cease to
be so dedicated as of the effective date of such legislation.
34 Changing Obsolete Reference to Commissioner of Public Works
and Highways. Amend RSA 178:30, II lb read as follows:
II. A sum of money from all sources of funds available to the
[commissioner of public works and highways] department of trans-
portation equivalent to 1/15 of all fees collected under paragraph I
of this section shall be dedicated and used exclusively for the pur-
pose of increased roadside litter removal for class I through class V
highways; provided, however, that in the event beverage container
mandatory deposit legislation is enacted, said amount shall cease to
be so dedicated as of the effective date of said legislation.
35 Wine Manufacturer's, Liquor and Wine Representative's, Liq-
uor and Wine Salesperson's, and Liquor or Wine Vendor's Interests
Prohibited. Amend the section heading of RSA 179:12 to read as
follows:
179:12 Wine Manufacturer's, Liquor and Wine Representative's,
Liquor and Wine Salesperson's, and Liquor or Wine Vendor's In-
terests Prohibited.
36 Certain Prohibited Interests. Amend RSA 179:12, I to read as
follows:
I. No holder of a wine manufacturer license, liquor and wine
representative, liquor and wine salesperson, or table wine ven-
dor, and no officer, director, stockholder, employee or agent of the
holder of a wine manufacturer license, liquor and wine representa-
tive, liquor and wine salesperson, or liquor or wine vendor shall
through interlocking stock ownership, interlocking directorship, or
otherwise, have an interest, either direct or indirect, in the business
of the holder of a retailer license.
37 Adding Beverage Manufacturers. Amend RSA 179:13, 1 to read
as follows:
179:13 Limited Credits.
I. Each holder of a wholesale distributor or beverage manufac-
turer license shall report to the commission the name and license
number of any on-sale or off-sale licensee who is delinquent in mak-
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ing payment of accounts within 10 days, including Sundays and holi-
days, from the date of delivery of beverages on the premises of such
on-sale or off-sale licensee. Each holder of a beverage vendor license
or beverage vendor importer license shall report to the commission
the name and license number of any holder of a wholesale distribu-
tor license who is delinquent in making payments of accounts within
30 days from the date of delivery of beverages on the premises of
such holder of a wholesale distributor license. Such report to the
commission shall include the amounts purchased and the dates when
payments were due and shall be forwarded to the commission within
5 days after said accounts become delinquent, unless the fifth day of
such period is a Sunday or holiday in which case the report shall be
foi-warded the day following such Sunday or holiday.
38 Adding Beverage Manufacturers. Amend RSA 179:13, III and
IV to read as follows:
III. The commission shall inform holders of beverage manufac-
turer licenses, beverage vendor licenses, beverage vendor importer
licenses, and wholesale distributor licenses of the names of hcensees
delinquent under the provisions of this section and no holder of a
beverage manufacturer license, beverage vendor license, beverage
vendor importer license, wholesale distributor license or beverage
representative license shall knowingly make any delivery of bever-
ages to any licensee whose payments for purchases of beverages are
reported as delinquent under this section. The commission may
withhold names of delinquent licensees under circumstances in
which there is a dispute over payments, an agreement to liquidate
which has been approved by the commission, or other reason which
the commission may deem proper.
IV. The sum of $150 shall be added to the fees provided under
RSA 178:27 and collected by the commission for each failure of a
holder of a beverage manufacturer license, beverage vendor li-
cense, beverage vendor importer license, wholesale distributor li-
cense, or beverage representative license to comply with the
provisions of this section. Determinations of a failure to comply with
this section shall be made by the commission.
V. Each wholesale distributor shall notify any retailer re-
ported to the commission pursuant to RSA 179:13, 1 who is delin-
quent in making payment of account. Notification shall be
delivered in writing to the licensee by a representative of the
wholesaler. Proof of notification shall be forwarded to the com-
mission, whose enforcement division shall issue an administra-
tive notice for a violation of the provisions of RSA 178:13, I and
shall forward a report of violation for administrative action. Any
license issued to any business violating the provisions of RSA
179:13, I may be suspended by the commission for non-payment
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of accounts which are delinquent more than 15 days from the
date of the wholesaler distributor's notification, providing the
requirements of this section have been met.
39 Reports. Amend RSA 179:14 to read as follows:
179:14 Reports. Each beverage manufacturer licensee, beverage
vendor licensee, beverage vendor importer licensee and wholesale
distributor of beverages within the state shall, on or before the tenth
day of each month, furnish to the commission, on a form prescribed,
a statement under penalty of perjury showing the quantity of bever-
ages sold for resale and the quantity of beverages sold under an off-
sale license during the preceding calendar month, within the state,
40 Games and Amusements. Amend RSA 179:19, VI to read as
follows:
VI. On-sale licensees may install [up to 3 coin-operated] amuse-
ment machines on their premises [at any one time]. Such machines
may not be placed within the confines of a dining room of a full serv-
ice restaurant. [Non-coin-operated games, such as backgammon,
chess, and checkers, may be used without restriction in areas other
than dining rooms of full service restaurants. A restaurant licensee
with a dining room seating in excess of 250 persons may petition the
commission in writing for permission to exceed the 3 machine limita-
tion.]
41 New Paragraph; Registration Fee. Amend RSA 179:19 by in-
serting after paragraph VI the following new paragraph:
Vl-a. Every on-sale licensee shall pay a registration fee of $100
per year per amusement machine on their premises. The depart-
ment of revenue administration shall provide the licensee with an
annual sticker to be affixed to the machine for which the registration
is paid. Such registration fee shall be collected by the department of
revenue administration for deposit in the general fund, however, the
commission shall maintain records concerning the number of amuse-
ment machines on the licensee's premises. The commission shall co-
operate fully with the department of revenue administration by
making its records readily accessible to the department.
42 Employment of Minors. Amend RSA 179:23, II to read as fol-
lows:
II. A bartender [, waiter, or waitress] in a dining room cocktail
lounge, or function room shall be at least 18 years of age. A waiter
or waitress in a dining room cocktail lounge or function room
shall be at least 16 years of age. An on-sale licensee may employ
any person not less than 16 years of age to serve or otherwise handle
liquor and beverages while employed as a waiter, waitress, or host-
ess in the dining rooms. [Nothing in this section shall prohibit a wait-
ress, waiter, or hostess from entering the lounge to fill orders of
customers while so employed.] Minors not less than [15] 16 years of
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age may be employed in dining areas and lounge areas to clean ta-
bles, remove empty containers and glasses and assist in stocking. A
person at least 18 years of age shall be in attendance and be desig-
nated in charge of the employees and business.
43 Restrictions on Internally Illuminated Signs. RSA 179:25, VI is
repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
VI. No advertising of liquor or beverages sold in this state shall
be allowed through the use of internally illuminated signs inside or
outside a public premise. The commission may, in writing, make ex-
ceptions to this paragraph.
44 Uses of Certain Advertising. Amend RSA 179:29, I to read as
follows:
I. An industry member may furnish, give, rent, loan, or sell re-
tailer advertising specialties to a retailer if such items bear advertis-
ing material and are primarily valuable to the retailer as a means of
advertising. These items may include, but are not limited to:
coasters, mats, menu cards, wine lists, meal checks, paper napkins,
foam scrapers, back bar mats, thermometers, clocks [and], calen-
dars, ceramic ware, glassware, and tee shirts. [No advertising of
liquor or beverages shall be allowed through the use of either elec-
tric or directly or indirectly illuminated signs, inside or outside the
licensed premises.] The name or name and address of the retailer
may be added to the advertising specialty.
45 Beverage Containers. Amend RSA 179:39, 1 to read as follows:
I. Beverages shall be sold by on-sale licensees by the glass,
pitcher, bottle, can, original container or any other suitable con-
tainer approved by the commission. Not more than a total of 20
ounces shall be served to any one person at any time. Caps shall be
removed before service. [Beverage shall not be sold in pitchers with
a capacity in excess of 40 ounces.]
46 Listing Retail Prices. Amend RSA 179:31, V to read as follows:
V. The listing of retail prices [by, for or in] on behalf of retail
hcensees, [except for wine by off-premise licensees] by a holder of a
wholesale distributor license, is prohibited in all newspaper, maga-
zine, periodical, radio or television advertising. However, any other
licensees may advertise using newspapers, magazines, periodi-
cals, radio or television.
47 Gifts of Beverage or Liquor. Amend RSA 179:41, I and II to
read as follows:
I. No off-sale licensee shall give d,way any beverage [and], liquor,
or wine with the purchase of merchandise or food or as payment in
any business enterprise.
II. No licensee shall [change] exchange any coupon, ticket or
check for beverages or liquor directly or indirectly in connection
with any admission price or fee.
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48 Specifying Types of Brewers and Importers. Amend RSA 180:9
to read as follows:
180:9 Exclusive Wholesale Distributor Tgrritorial Agreements. It
shall be unlawful for a wholesale distributor to sell any brand of
beverage in this state except in the territory described in a distribu-
tion agreement authorizing sale by the wholesale distributor of that
brand or label within a designated area, and within that designated
area the wholesale distributor shall service all dealer and retailer
licensees without discrimination. The distribution agreement shall
be in writing and shall specify the brand or label it covers. When a
beverage vendor or beverage vendor importer sells several brands,
the agreement need not apply to all brands sold by the beverage
vendor or beverage vendor importer and may apply only to one
brand. No [brewer, importer] beverage manufacturer, beverage
vendor, beverage vendor importer or other supplier shall provide
by the written distribution agreement for the distribution of a brand
or label to more than one distributor for all or any part of the desig-
nated territory.
49 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill:
I. Adds definitions of "billboard," "common carrier," and "happy
hour" and makes some technical changes to the liquor laws.
II. Adds military clubs and special licenses to the liquor license fee
schedule and clarifies the applicability of some licenses.
III. Prohibits any minor under the age of 18 from working as a
bartender for a dining room and minors under the age of 16 from
certain tasks in dining room and lounges.
IV. Requires that any applicant for a license and any principal con-
trolling owners, directors or officers of a licensed establishment be
at least 21 years of age.
V. Allows certain beverage manufacturers to sell beverages manu-
factured on his premises directly to retail licensees.
VI. Allows full service restaurants and hotel restaurants to open
their lounges 2 hours before the dining room opens.
VII. Removes restrictions on the number of amusement machines
an on-sale licensee may install on his premises.
VIII. Corrects obsolete references.
IX. Imposes a $100 registration fee per year per amusement ma-
chine as an on-sale licensee's premises.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes, floor amendment 3128L, I would ask
adoption with the correction of the 16 to make it 18 years of age.
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Senator Russman offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 390
Amend RSA 179:23, II as inserted by section 42 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
42 Employment of Minors. Amend RSA 179:23, II to read as fol-
lows:
II. A bartender, waiter, or waitress in a dining room cocktail
lounge, or function room shall be at least 18 years of age. An on-sale
licensee may employ any person not less than 16 years of age to
serve or otherwise handle liquor and beverages while employed as a
waiter, waitress, or hostess in the dining rooms. [Nothing in this
section shall prohibit a waitress, waiter, or hostess from entering the
lounge to fill orders of customers while so employed.] Minors not less
than [15] 16 years of age may be employed in dining areas and lounge
areas to clean tables, remove empty containers and glasses and as-
sist in stocking. A person at least 18 years of age shall be in attend-
ance and be designated in charge of the employees and business.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 48 the following new sec-
tion and renumbering the original section 49 to read as 50.
49 Purchases from Primary Sources. Amend RSA 176:17 to read
as follows:
176:17 Purchases by the Liquor Commission. The liquor commis-
sion shall purchase all liquor, wine, and beverages from primary
sources. For the purposes of this title, primary source means the
manufacturer or producer, whether or not it is within the state. If a
primary source is not available, the commission shall vote at its reg-
ular meeting to allow an exemption and shall explain why such ex-
emption has been allowed. Failure to hold such a vote or to provide
the required explanation shall constitute an omission of duty and
shall be punishable by termination of the commission's employ-
ment.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 592-FN-A, an act relative to court fees. Ways & Means commit-
tee. Inexpedient lb Legislate. Senator Hollingworth for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: The committee on Ways and Means
moved Inexpedient to Legislate on 592. Our reasoning for this is
that we believe that the court fees traditionally have been set by the
courts and that appropriately is the place for them to be set. We saw
no pressing testimony to change it, and no reason why we should do
otherwise.
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Committee Report Adopted.
HB 649-FN, an act relative to the cigarette tax. Ways & Means com-
mittee. Inexpedient lb Legislate. Senator McLane for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR MCLANE: I couldn't figure out whether you were flash-
ing me the number of the bill or telling me how many minutes I can
speak. I will be very brief. This bill has been controversial in that the
Board of Grocers say they feel they can make so much more money
by putting the tax down and selling more cigarettes than if the tax
remains where it is now. It was our considered opinion that if we are
looking to maximize revenues, that we did not believe they were
going to sell 14 percent more cigarettes by lowering the price. For
one reason we didn't believe that that difference of 4<P would make
that much difference. For secondly, we didn't believe that they really
would go down that much. We looked at the history of the price of
packs of cigarettes. I can remember when cigarettes were 39 cents a
pack. They're a heck of a lot more than that now. We didn't feel that
the 4 cents was going to make that much difference. So in the inter-
est of maximizing revenue, we have left it the way it is.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION
Senator Heath moved to Substitute Ought T3 Pass for Inexpedient
Td Legislate.
SENATOR HEATH: I have in my hand, the Senate Journal for May
2, 1989. And I bring this out because when I chaired Senate Ways
and Means, and when I worked on House Ways and Means for 4
years, we learned repeatedly, that the cigarette tax is a fine tuned
tax. That is, very little changes have very big impacts on sales.
That's because we are surrounded by states and other countries and
when we undersell those other states and Canada, we stand to bene-
fit from increased sales. Now this is not rocket science. We learned
long ago in the retail business that a few pennies on a can of vegeta-
bles brings in more sales and you make some nice profits. I stood on
May 2 before this body and said "I think that you are actually endan-
gering your revenue source rather than adding to it, and I said that I
didn't expect to win, but I expected us to be back here addressing
the problems that are created by this legislation in the future". Prob-
ably the near future. Well, I was exactly right in that case, and I am
telling you, I told you so, and I avoided telling you that for awhile.
This is a study; I have a copy for anybody who wants to read it. It is
called the Tkx Incentives and Economic Consequences Across Bor-
der Activity. It spells out clearly that through studies, comparing
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, in comparing Indiana and Illi-
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nois that there is the great business incentive on products that are
price sensitive like tobacco and beer. We have had a reputation that
we have now lost. We had a reputation that even for grocery stores
inland, people who have been vacationing in the Lakes Region would
go back with several cases of beer and several cartons of cigarettes
for themselves and their friends. They don't do that anywhere as
near as the way they use to. If you want to maximize this tax, then
you should lower and compete heavily with those other states. When
you do that, you bring people in to shop and they buy other non-
taxed items that end up in Business Profits Tkx and Rooms and
Meals Tkx and some of the other revenues. If you're going to raise
taxes for the purpose of raising revenues, this one you can lower.
Have a good feeling about lowering a tax and raising a revenue. If
you want to discourage an activity Senator McLane has already
spelled that out. Tkxes discourage activity. Leaving this up there
and not competing readily with our neighbors will discourage our
activity. Now we are talking all this session about doing something
for businesses. Here is something that you can do for businesses,
here's something you can do for revenues, and you can feel that you
lowered one tax here today. I would urge you to keep this vehicle
alive so that we could lower this tax and increase and maximize the
revenues and once again, regain our reputation for selling to our
neighbors at a lower price than their heavy-handing governments
allow them to buy these products in their own state. And I would
urge you to go with an Ought to Pass motion to do that.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, if you grocers had a choice,
would you take lowering beer or cigarettes? We're giving you one,
you think you want both?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, it isn't a penny to the benefit
of the grocer one way or the other, because the tax doesn't go to the
grocer, the tax goes to the state of New Hampshire. I think if you
want to maximize sales and therefore tax revenues, you lower both,
because we have seen through studies through our own experience.
Many years ago, we raised ours above Vermont and our per capita-
tion sales and our taxes plummeted. We dropped it back down and
our revenues went up. Now I am not saying that you can drop it.
There is a certain distance you have to go to make the difference for
the people across the border, and if you go way beyond that, then
you begin to lose revenues and it's not an endless process, it's finely
tuned. And this, leaving it alone doesn't finely tune it. You have to
drop it, and you have to regain those sales and regain the habit of
people crossing the border. They buy cigarettes, they buy beer, and
then they get some bread, and some other things. We don't have a
general sales tax, and that attracts them to do their shopping
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around the borders of this state. If they are vacationing in the inte-
rior of the state, they load up before they go home. There is an
incentive to stopping at the stores on the way home. If you are look-
ing for money for your AFDC families and all these other programs
and interests that you have in helping human beings in this state,
this will do it. If you are on a vendetta to hear all of us who enjoy
smoking of that habit, I guess tax the hell out of it. But the revenues
won't come when you keep the price up. We learned that years ago in
the grocery business. Every business that competes knows that you
have to be competitive to make the sales. It's not rocket science.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, are you going to guarantee
to me, that if the grocers win this battle on beer and cigarettes, that
they are going to lower the six-pack by 2 cents, and lower a carton or
a pack of cigarettes by 4 cents?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, I can't. First of all, it's not
grossers, its grocers. I can't guarantee what any grocer in the state
of New Hampshire will do. But I can tell you that they are competi-
tive. They are in a tough competitive retail trade. And when they
have the opportunity to lower a price to compete with their neighbor
store, whether it's in Massachusetts or Moultonborough, they do it.
And that is the way that we do business. And I would say yes, they
are probably going to. I mean why would they want something
higher than the neighboring source or the business goes to that
store. Of course they are going to follow it. This is an underline raise
in price. And those are items that are essentially that aren't big
profit items. Those are items that you kick around and bring busi-
ness into your store.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: How much is projected to raise if we leave
the cigarette tax as it has been? The second question is, does anyone
have any estimates on how much money they think we would raise
by lowering the cigarette tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: I would answer by saying that this was the
problem for the Ways and Means committee. If you lower cigarettes
4 cents a pack. At the present time the tax is permanent until low-
ered. With the beer it goes back automatically. So that is why the
beer isn't in here. But the issue was if you lower it 4 cents a pack,
you have to increase your volume of sales by 14 percent in order to
get back to square one. The projections from the Department of
Revenue or from the LBA I guess, were that you lost .6 million in
the first year, made it up in the second year And so then what you
have to look at is whether you are going to increase that volume
enough to get back to where we are presently.
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SENATOR HEATH: I wonder if I could have my shot here. There
are some other things going on here. You have to change habits.
People develop shopping habits. There is a lag between when they
find out there is a deal in gas at a particular station and when people
start going there. All you have to do is go up on the heights and
watch people shop gas. One day the lines are at this station, the next
day the lines are at that station, there is a lag. The first year you will
get that lag. If you keep competitive, that business will grow, and
grow, and grow as the proportion of cigarette sales. Cigarette sales
are not expanding, they are declining. So it is a declining source of
revenue if we can take it from the other states, we are taking a
bigger share of what there is left. The other thing is there is an
associated profit to the state, both to the businesses, and I think
that is why the grocers support lowering these, not because of what
they will make on cigarettes and beer, but what they will do in added
volume through the business profits tax. A lot of these people will
eat at restaurants occasionally when they are in the state of New
Hampshire and you pick it up in Room and Meals. And we don't have
an easy, sure way of estimating these revenues. But common sense
tells you that when more people come to New Hampshire to shop,
they will spend money on other things and then more business
means more revenues when we are a state that taxes business.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: But the answer to my question is that no-
body has a dollar amount projected that might be raised?
SENATOR HEATH: Any projection is speculation.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Okay.
SENATOR CURRIER: I rise in support of the substitute motion of
Ought to Pass. Marshall Cobleigh a former Speaker of the New
Hampshire House, last night referred to the Senate as snow. There
are no two flakes that are alike and people laughed then too, but I
didn't. That was at the testimonial for Speaker Burns. It does seem
kind of contradictory for me to rise in support of the substitute mo-
tion of Ought to Pass in light of my position on smokeless tobacco;
however, the Retail Grocers Association has printed some informa-
tion that has indicated that gross cigarettes sales for 1992 would
increase by $19,000,000 and in the fiscal year 1993, would increase by
$22,571,000. I think the point is that when your market is diminish-
ing, in other words the number of smokers is diminishing, you have
to increase your geographical base, and one way to do that in our
border stores is to reduce this tax so that it is more economical for
them to purchase here in New Hampshire. It's the same statement
that Senator Heath referred to regarding maximizing your market-
ing effort. If cigarette smoking is on the decline and there are so
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many places that you can't smoke now, that we smokers find it very
difficult to find one of them. I think that reducing this would also by
whatever the proportion of the margin of profit is in the cigarette,
would increase the tax on the grocery stores would be paying on the
business profits tax, because obviously, if there is a total of
$19,000,000 in increased sales there is a proportion of that which
would be attributed to profits and therefore, they would be paying
that in their business profits tax. I would urge the committee to roll
back the tax.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I rise in support of the substitute amend-
ment as a person who does represent a border city and a border
town. I am well aware that this has been difficult for the grocers,
and I am pleased to say, yes, I am happy to give our grocers a break.
I think that they deserve it. And I do believe that there will be that
possibility of increased revenue through the Business Profits Tax.
So I am very, very, happy to rise in support of giving our small
grocers the diminished tax on the cigarettes.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator Pressly, my question is, would you
beheve that the House Ways and Means committee has indicated
that the actual revenues in the state of New Hampshire in the first
year of the decline would be $600,000 less, but in the second year it
would be 2.5 million dollars increase in actual tax collected? So for
the biennium, it would be whatever 25 minus 6 is?
SENATOR PRESSLY: I do believe that the consumers habits are
such that they would be the lag time referenced by Senator Heath,
and that it would be good business for the state of New Hampshire,
and helpful to our grocers; therefore, I do believe your statement,
sir.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I don't know that it will do any good, Mr.
President, to say anything. This Senate seems disposed today to
gorge itself at the tax trough, but nonetheless, I will give it a try.
The statistics make it pretty darn clear that the tax on cigarettes
has reached, at its present level, is sufficiently high to discourage
purchases by out-of-staters. So over the last couple of years we have
actually lost revenue. Our neighboring states have gained at our ex-
pense. So why don't we do what is so clearly in our own best inter-
est, fiscally, and economically and that is to lower this tax by passing
this bill. One of the points that doesn't get sufficiently discussed it
seems to me, in connection with alcohol, tobacco and Rooms and
Meals and things of that kind, are the collateral sales that are in-
volved when people come to our state to buy cigarettes or alcohol. It
happens that Senator Heath put on my desk, I suppose other Sena-
tors have it, a report of the American Legislative Exchange Council
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dated last July, which focuses on a number of States Thx Incentive,
and Economic Consequences of Cross Border Activity and it focuses
on New Hampshire many others and it says as follows it is brief, I
will read it. "The results of our analysis suggest that New Hamp-
shire benefit significantly at the expense of Massachusetts from
cross-border sales of cigarettes, wine and distilled spirits. On aver-
age during the period 1975 through 1988 it's estimated that 42 per-
cent of New Hampshire's cigarette sales, 42 percent and 29 of wine
and distilled, were to Massachusetts residents. The average annual
economic benefits of this cross-border activity were 23 million in ad-
ditional excess tax revenue. Listen to this next one, $104,000,000 in
additional retail sales revenue. It isn't just cigarettes that we are
talking about, we are talking about these additional sales which ac-
cording to this are 5 times the revenue derived by the tax. It goes on
to say that while New Hampshire gained from cross-border sales,
Massachusetts lost. Let's make Massachusetts lose even more, let's
win more for New Hampshire. Let us reduce this counter-
productive tax to a more reasonable level by passing this bill.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, I rise in support of the substitute
motion as Vice Chairman of the Ways and Means committee. I would
just like to draw some factual matters to the attention of the body.
First of all, you talk about cross-border sales. We have to realize that
New Hampshire used to have the lowest cigarette tax in the area,
and now we don't, Vermont does. However, if we roll it back we will
be in the same ball park with Vermont. But Vermont is increasing
it's sales tax, Maine is increasing it's sales tax as well as I believe it's
cigarette tax. Massachusetts is increasing it's sales tax and Canada
just instituted a very onerous sales tax. We had people come to our
committee from the border-states in my area, literally begging us to
pass this measure that the House already, in it's wisdom, passed.
They testified that if we do this, people will come back streaming
across the borders, loading up their trunks with cartons and cartons
of cigarettes, and cases of beer and everything else. If people are
interested, and I don't believe the lag theory. I think that we will
immediately have an increase in revenues. If people are interested in
increasing revenues to support the budget that we just passed, vote
for this bill, please.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Colantuono, it is my under-
standing that this was a recommendation of the Governor to raise
this tax, I mean to keep it there?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: The Governor wants to keep it up and
I disagree with the Governor.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: So you disagree with the Governor?
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SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes. Absolutely.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in opposition to the motion on the floor.
When you talk about border towns, I am bordered on both sides. It's
only about 30 miles across Coos county, and the area of where I live,
30 miles from Maine to Vermont. I do not have a crystal ball, but I do
speak from past experience. I remember when you could buy a six-
pack for $1. At that time we came up with a bill that put 2 cents on
that six-pack and everyone was saying that the poor man wouldn't
be able to afford to have his brew whenever he felt like it. But after
they passed the 2 pennies lo and behold they put a whole dime on
and made it $1.10 and the sales didn't go down one little bit. I do not
have a crystal ball as I said. I do not foresee if the pending motion
passes, which will mean 40 cents decrease in taxes on a carton of
cigarettes. I do not foresee all the grocers marking down each carton
on his shelf 40 cents and I do not foresee anybody from the surround-
ing states and the Province of Quebec getting that break. It will pay
the same old tax. Thank you.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
Recess.
Out of recess.
The following Senators voted yes: W. King, Heath, Eraser, Currier,
Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson, Colantuono, Bodies, Hum-
phrey, J. King, St. Jean, Shaheen.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, Hough, Dupont, Roberge,
McLane, Russman, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 15 Nays: 9
Substitute Motion of Ought Tb Pass is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
KB 64-FN-A, an act relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station
property and making an appropriation therefor. Ways & Means com-
mittee. Ought lb Pass With Amendment. Senator Russman for the
committee.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: What you have before you here is essen-
tially several different revenue measures within one bill. One is in-
volved with Nuclear Station Property Tkx, or Power Tkx, and we
would ask that you support this as well as the other revenue mea-
sures in there. I will just speak briefly on the Nuclear Tkx and the
basis of it is that this is something that we essentially export as you
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know to other states and to other users. Testimony was that there is
not a good opportunity for the other states to retaliate in kind, be-
cause of the way the power grid is set up and the way their plant
make up is made. So we don't see that as a particular threat. It
generates an incredible amount of revenue given what it is and es-
sentially, at no cost to the state of New Hampshire. Then the other
thing that you will see in here, is the Real Estate Transfer Tax was
left where it is and the Meals and Rooms Tkx which stays at 8 per-
cent, again on a temporary basis and also there would be a tempo-
rary surcharge continuing on the Communication Services Tkx.
Also, importantly, we think that the bill contains a lot of number of
incentives under the Business Profits Tax. It gives a Jobs Creation
Tkx Credit, it gives a research and Development Tax Credit, it gives
a Capital Improvements Tkx Credit. It clarifies the DRA rule, and a
Franchise Tax Credit can be taken in an accounting tax filing. So
those are some of the things that we need in the Business Profits
Tkx area to help the businesses here in New Hampshire. At this
point as you know, the committee did not vote to increase or change
the Business Profits Tkx. That would stay where it is at this time,
and hopefully, these are all areas that we have been living under for
the past year or so and that we can continue to do so. So the commit-
tee would ask that you pass this bill and create the needed revenues.
There is about $100,000,000 here that we are talking about and I
think that that is perhaps something that if it needs further clarifica-
tion, that Senator McLane may be able to lend some help to. I will
try to answer whatever questions that you have. Okay, maybe there
are none. That is great.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Russman, on page 3 of the amendment,
how have you changed the deduction for fair and reasonable compen-
sation. I don't happen to have a copy of RSA 77-A:4,III is there any
change, and if so, what is the affect of that?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Let me see if I can find my amendment,
Senator. The calendar amendment is the one that we are dealing
with here. This is not the amendment that we are working on now.
It's what is in the calendar, that I am talking about.
SENATOR BASS: Could I defer my question?
SENATOR MCLANE: I wanted to speak just particularly to the
Business Profits Tkx section of this bill, because I think it was an
important decision that the Ways and Means committee made.
Which was not to go to 9 percent on the BPT. All we have done in
this bill is make two important changes to the tax. First of all, is a
definition of just compensation, which is really what the Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration had been doing to this point, which
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was to take 10 percent of the profit as just compensation. This now
defines that in the law, and so that they can more readily enforce
that section. The other thing that we have done at the request of the
President of the Senate, is to add a Job Credit to the BPT. It is
hoped that that will reward those companies which either come into
the state or those companies within the state that add jobs. And so
it is for that reason that we have added that section. Although we
did make the decision not to go to 9 percent. So what we are talking
about here is three taxes that we had already, keeping them at the
rate that people are used to paying and adding the section about the
BPT. Now there are two other measures that we will be adding, but
we are very proud of this package, because what it has allowed the
Senate to do is to keep control of the budget. This is our budget, and
our plan to fund it. We are proud of what we have done to hold that
control, unlike the House which handed it back to the Governor and
said you do it daddy. We didn't do that. We did it ourselves. It is bad
medicine to swallow, but with it, we get a budget that we can be very
proud of
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator McLane, are all these measures in
here items that our Chief Executive, the Governor has asked us to
do?
SENATOR MCLANE: I am not sure, but I believe you are correct. I
believe for that reason that there is not a threat of a veto for this
revenue package.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: My question is to the Chair I
guess, or anyone who can give me a clear answer. It is my under-
standing that the amendment that we are working on 64, is not the
one that has been handed out as a floor amendment. In fact, this one
that is numbered 3116L is not the one we are working from, but we
are working from the calendar on page 22 that includes only the
taxes on Real Estate Transfer, the Seabrook Tkx, the Rooms and
Meals Tax, the Encouragement for the BPT, but no increase at the
BPT, and a Communications Tkx. Those are the taxes that are in this
package. Is that correct?
SENATOR MCLANE: You are correct.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: So that if anyone is interested in
finding what we are discussing now, they would look to page 22,
amendment to HB 64-FN.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Hollingworth, just procedurally,
there is this amendment that is coming and we don't want people to
get confused on, because there is going to be an amendment here
relative to the State and Legacy Tsix and also the Tblephone Prop-
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erty Tkx, and that is important for you to understand that we are not
deahng with that at this particular time. Only the material in the
yellow calendar, would you believe that?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Yes, I would.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station property
and making an appropriation therefor, relative to the
rates of certain state taxes, and relative to
amending the business profits tax to
encourage economic development.
Amend the bill by replacing section 6 with the following:
6 New Paragraphs; Compensation and Job Creation Tax Credit
Defined. Amend RSA 77-A:l by inserting after paragraph XX the
following new paragraphs:
XXI. "Compensation", for the purposes of RSA 77-A:5, VII,
means all wages, salaries, fees, bonuses, commissions, or other
items, including the following employee benefits: health, life and dis-
ability insurance and pensions, profit sharing and retirement bene-
fits.
XXII. "Job creation tax credit" means the credit allowed against
the tax due under this chapter for an amount equal to 25 percent of
the compensation, as that term is defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXI, paid
during the tax year to all employees of the business organization
who are employed in positions which were newly created during that
tax year. The newly created employee positions must be directly
attributable to the business organization. An employee's position is
considered to be directly attributable if:
(a) The employee's service is performed or his base of opera-
tions is located at the business organization claiming the tax credit.
(b) The position did not exist prior to the tax year in which the
credit is being claimed, and the position remains filled at the time
the credit is taken.
(c) The employee's service is performed entirely within this
state, or if the service is performed both within and without this
state, the service performed without this state is incidental to the
service within this state.
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7 Factors Used in Apportionment; Apportionment Factors Ad-
justed. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 77-A:3, 11(a) to
read as follows:
II.(a) [The average of the 3 percentages in paragraph I] A frac-
tion, the numerator of which shall be the property factor in sub-
paragraph 1(a) plus the compensation factor in subparagraph 1(b)
plus twice the sales factor in subparagraph 1(c) and the denomi-
nator of which is 4, shall be applied to the total gross business
profits Qess foreign dividends) of the business organization to ascer-
tain its gross business profits in this state. If this method of appor-
tionment does not fairly represent the business organization's
business activity in this state, the business organization may peti-
tion for, or the commission may require, in respect to all or any part
of the business organization's business activity, if reasonable:
8 Deduction for Fair and Reasonable Compensation for Proprie-
tors and Partners. RSA 77-A:4, III is repealed and reenacted to read
as follows:
1 1 1.(a) In the case of a proprietorship or partnership, a deduction
equal to a fair and reasonable compensation for the personal serv-
ices of the individual proprietor or partners actually devoting time
and effort in the operation of the business organization. The purpose
of this paragraph is to permit deduction from gross business profits
of a proprietorship or partnership only of such amounts as are fairly
attributable to the personal services of the proprietor or partner
who are natural persons, but not to permit deduction of any amounts
as are fairly attributable to a return on business assets or the labor
of non-owner employees of the business organization. The burden
shall be upon the business organization filing the return to demon-
strate the reasonableness of the deduction claimed under this para-
graph, by a preponderance of the evidence. In considering the
reasonableness of a deduction claimed under this paragraph, the
commissioner shall consider the claimed deduction in light of com-
pensation for personal services of employees in positions requiring
similar responsibility, devotion of time, education and experience in
business organizations of similar size, volume, and complexity. In
addition, the commissioner shall take into account the value to the
business organization of the labor of its non-owner employees and
the use of the business assets of the business organization and any
other factor which may reasonably assist the commissioner in mak-
ing a determination as to the reasonableness of the claimed deduc-
tions.
(b) The amount of any deduction claimed under subparagraph
(a) shall not exceed the amount reported as earned income from the
activities of the business organization as reflected on the federal
income tax returns of the proprietor or partner rendering such per-
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sonal services, provided, however, that subject to the requirements
of this subparagraph, a minimum deduction of $3,000 shall be al-
lowed on account of the proprietor or each partner who is a natural
person actually devoting time and effort in the operation of the busi-
ness organization.
9 Tbtal Amount of Credit Allowed. Amend the unnumbered con-
cluding paragraph of RSA 77-A:5 to read as follows:
Provided, that the total amount of any [such] credit allowed under
paragraphs I-V shall not exceed the tax due under this chapter
10 New Paragraphs; Credits for Job Creation, Increasing Re-
search Activities, and Capital Expenditures. Amend RSA 77-A:5 by
inserting after paragraph VI the following new paragraphs:
VII. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
job creation tax credit as that term is defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXII,
an amount equal to 25 percent of the compensation, as that term is
defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXI, paid during the taxable year to individ-
uals employed by the business organization in positions created dur-
ing the tax year; provided, however, that the credit allowed under
this paragraph shall not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this
chapter. The credit allowed under this paragraph may be claimed
only in the first full tax year in which the employee position is cre-
ated, and may be claimed only if the position remains filled at the
time the credit is taken.
VIII. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax credit for increasing research activities under section 41 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to the credit taken under section 41 during the
prior taxable year; provided, however, that the credit allowed under
this paragraph shall not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this
chapter.
IX. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax deduction for capital expenditures under section 179 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to the cost of section 179 property, determined
without regard to any dollar Hmitation under section 179(b); pro-
vided, however, that the credit allowed under this paragraph shall
not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this chapter
X. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for
more than one of the credits allowed under paragraphs VII-IX, the
total amount of the credits allowed under paragraphs VII-IX for any
one business organization shall not exceed 30 percent of the tax due
under this chapter
XI. The credits or any portion thereof allowed in paragraphs I-X
to a business organization which is a member of an affiliated group
that has filed a consolidated tax return as provided in Internal Reve-
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nue Code sections 1501-1505 and regulations thereunder, or com-
bined returns filed on a unitary basis under RSA 77-A, shall be
allowed against the tax due with respect to other members of the
affiliated group to the extent such credits are not utilized by such
business organization.
11 Severability. If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held to be invalid, the inva-
lidity shall not affect any other provision or the application of such
provision to other persons or circumstances, and to this end the pro-
visions of this act are severable.
12 Rate of Tax for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Real Estate
Transfer Tkx. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-B:l, I and
1989, 416:4, for the period beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June
30, 1993, the rate of the tax is $.525 per $100, or fractional part
thereof, of the price or consideration for such sale, grant or transfer;
except that where the price or consideration is $4,000 or less there
shall be a minimum tax of $21. The tax imposed shall be computed to
the nearest whole dollar.
13 Rate of Ikx for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Meals and
Rooms Ikx. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-A, the tax
imposed under RSA 78-A:6 shall be imposed as follows for the pe-
riod beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June 30, 1993:
I. A tax of 8 percent of the rent is imposed upon each occupancy.
II. A tax is imposed on taxable meals based upon the charge
therefor as follows:
(a) Three cents for a charge between $.36 and $.37 inclusive;
(b) Four cents for a charge between $.38 and $.50 inclusive;
(c) Five cents for a charge between $.51 and $.62 inclusive;
(d) Six cents for a charge between $.63 and $.75 inclusive;
(e) Seven cents for a charge between $.76 and $.87 inclusive;
(f) Eight cents for a charge between $.88 and $1.00 inclusive;
(g) Eight percent of the charge for taxable meals over $1.00,
provided that fractions of cents shall be rounded up to the next
whole cent.
14 Rate of T^x for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Communica-
tions Services Tkx. For the period beginning July 1, 1991, and end-
ing June 30, 1993, there is imposed a surcharge of 66-2/3 percent on
the tax imposed under RSA 82-A:3 and 82-A:4 on the gross charge
for communications services purchased at retail from a retailer
15 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-5 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Sections 6-11 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991, and
shall apply to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods
ending on or after July 1, 1991.
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III. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax, the meals and rooms tax, and the communications services
tax for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
Senator St. Jean moved to have HB 64-FN Laid On The Tkble.
Recess.
Out of recess.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
SENATOR HEATH: Parliamentary inquiry? If I have been lead to
believe, and I have, that the question to table before us is because
the Democrats in this chamber, shamefully, I must say, have decided
not to explain a question of whether they will vote for the taxes or
the portions of the law, denying the civil rights would I vote no on
the motion to table? Thank you.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Senator, in answer to your question. If
you are in favor of tabling HB 64-FN, you will vote yes. If not you
will vote no.
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SENATOR ST. JEAN: I would like to withdraw my tabling motion.
SENATOR ST. JEAN (Rule #44): The reason that I made the ta-
bling motion, was to find out exactly what was in HB 64-FN. I'm
sorry that I upset my friend Senator Heath. It wasn't done in a way
to do that Roger, you should believe me on that. Hence, I have with-
drawn the motion and I look to Senator Eraser to bring in his
amendment at some point. And I apologize Senator Heath if in any-
way that motion offended you. It wasn't done to do that.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I just want to say one thing about the
Nuclear Tkx. I believe its unconstitutional.
Committee Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Yes, by way of further amendment, the
committee at this time wishes to introduce amendment #3136L
which does three things: one, it raises the Estate and Legacy Tkx
from 15 percent to 18 percent. It further imposes a Telephone or
Communication Property Tkx if you will, giving certain exemptions
to motor vehicles. I want to say construction works in progress I
believe, and office equipment. The other thing that it does is it fur-
ther clarifies the incentives that we talked about in a BPT in terms
of the incentives that the business does have to be in New Hamp-
shire rather than some out of state if they do an expansion to create
jobs whatever it might be it has to be related to New Hampshire in
order to help the New Hampshire economy. So hopefully, we will
support those, the further amendment of the committee.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I have two different floor amend-
ments. Which one are we discussing right now, what number?
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: The amendment that we are discussing
at the present time Senator is #3136L.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Thank you, that is correct.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Russman, am I correct that there
has not been a public hearing on the Estate and Legacy Tkx today?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: In literal terms that is correct? Figura-
tively, we did take discussion and we did entertain discussion rela-
tive to that. But as far as a formal hearing, we did not. And we felt
that, there was a proposal that even after the fact we could conceiv-
ably have a hearing and take comments on the action taken and we
would be happy to do that.
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Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Dupont moved to have HB 64-FN Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 64-FN IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
HB 189, an act relative to the rulemaking authority of the director of
the office of securities regulation. Banks committee. Ought to Pass.
Senator Eraser for the committee.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, in order to properly explain
this amendment, I think a little bit of history must precede it. What
occurred was the House in an effort to save some money, when it
came time to deliberate the Securities Department in this budget,
they opted to split the Department into pieces. One piece, going to
the Secretary of State and the other piece, the investigative piece
going to the Attorney General's Office. And that is the way that the
bill came over from the House. It reflected a savings of about
$200,000, Mr. President. Now the bill was assigned to the Senate
Finance committee and the Chairman and the Vice Chairman of
Senate Finance asked the Banks Committee to take a look at what
the House had done and to determine whether or not this was the
best way to address this series of $200,000. We had a public hearing,
Mr. President, and it became quite apparent that because of the na-
ture of the securities industry, it was the committee's consent that
this agency should be kept intact. By the same token, I felt that
something should be done in order to save some money for the state.
What we did was we, just one more thing, Mr. President, there are 5
unclassified positions. All 5 unclassified positions have salaries in
excess of $56,000. This we suspect is the reason that the House origi-
nally determined to split this up. But at any rate, what I propose in
this amendment is that we restore the agency intact, classify all of
the people who are in the agency so that those salaries, each salary
structure I am sure is going to take some kind of a reduction, and
put it under the interest of the Insurance Commissioner and make it
just a Division of the Insurance Department. That is what this bill
does, Mr. President. But it moved the people who are actually there,
it moves them into the Insurance Department physically. It doesn't
just create the positions in the department, but actually moves the
people in the agency as well. The second part of the bill, which is a
more important part in my view, Mr. President, is there is a self-
funding mechanism in there so that the cost of running that agency
will be financed by the securities industry. There will be the same
format as is now done at the Insurance Department and the Banking
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Department. With the banks supporting the Banking Department,
and the Insurance Department supports the Insurance Industry.
Those are the two parts of the amendment. The original bill ad-
dressed the Rulemaking Authority of the Securities Department in
view of the fact that I am proposing that this, that we can use this
vehicle in order to adopt this amendment because of the fact, that if
we move these people into the Insurance Department, the Rulemak-
ing Authority of the Securities Agency with our structure would
become moved. So, Mr. President, I would urge the adoption of the
amendment to HB 189.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I would just like to speak briefly to
the amendment. I would like to commend Senator Eraser for his
excellent work. I think the solution he has crafted is a brilliant one. I
strongly support the idea for the benefit of consumers of having a
separate Securities Department. I was part of the original bill that
beefed up the Security Act back when I was an Assistant Attorney
General in 1980 and 1981 in response to certain problems that we
had then if you recall the Stewart Meyers case. We then had the
Blondheim disaster in the middle 80's. But ever since we set up a
separate Securities Agency on it's own we haven't had a major finan-
cial scandal in this State and I think that is due to the strong work
that has been done by the people in the Securities Division. The
House position of splitting it up between the Secretary of State's
Office and the Attorney General's Office, with all due respect to my
former colleagues there, I think would not give us the proper protec-
tion that we need. I think the self-funding mechanism is a master
stroke. I think that Senator Eraser has done an excellent job. I think
that on the merits of this issue, for the benefit of the state, we should
vote for this amendment. A vote against this amendment really is a
vote showing that we aren't serious about protecting our consumers
and our citizens against securities fraud.
SENATOR DISNARD: Mr. President, I would like to thank the
Chairman of my committee, the Bank committee. He has worked
many hours, sometimes we had a little disagreement, even today. I
think it's the best move. But I especially like the idea that we would
save $600,000 as compared to $200. It would put it under a strong
administrator and also it would mean that we would have the protec-
tion and the consumer, and the public would have some protection
and I think that is where it belongs.
Senator Eraser offered a floor amendment.
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Floor Amendment to HB 189-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the office of securities regulation.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Office Within Insurance Department. Amend RSA 400-A:42 to
read as follows:
400-A:42 Establishment; General Functions
I. There is established within the insurance department and
under the supervision, control and direction of the insurance
commissioner an office of securities regulation [which shall be an
autonomous office administratively attached, as provided in RSA 21-
G:10, to the department of insurance].
II. The office of securities regulation, through its [officials] em-
ployees, shall be responsible for the following general functions:
(a) The review, in cooperation with the secretary of state, of
applications for registration submitted by all persons who effect
transactions in securities, including broker-dealers, agents, issuers,
and investment advisors.
(b) The examination and audit of business records maintained
by broker-dealers, agents, issuers, and investment advisors.
(c) The investigation, in cooperation with the attorney general,
of those who effect transactions in securities, including broker-
dealers, agents, issuers, and investment advisors, suspected of vio-
lations of this state's securities laws.
(d) The registration of all securities issued, offered or sold in
this state, except for securities exempted under RSA 421-B:17.
2 Director; Other Office Positions; Office of Securities Regulation.
RSA 400-A:43 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
400-A:43 Director and Other Office Positions.
I. There shall be a director of the office of securities regulation
who shall perform the duties assigned under this title under the
supervision, control and direction of the insurance commissioner.
The director shall be a classified employee and shall be qualified to
hold his position by reason of professional competence, education,
and experience in the field of securities.
II. There shall be the following classified positions within the
office:
(a) Administrator of the office of securities services.
(b) Chief investigator.
(c) Administrator of securities audits and examinations.
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(d) Administrator of securities filings,
3 Reference Change; Office of Securities Services. Amend the in-
troductory paragraph of RSA 400-A:45 to read as follows:
There is established within the office of the director an office to be
responsible for administrative services, planning, public informa-
tion, registration, and licensing. This unit shall be under the supervi-
sion of [an unclassified] a classified administrator of securities
services who shall be responsible for the following functions in ac-
cordance with applicable law:
4 Chief Investigator Position, Amend RSA 400-A:46 to read as
follows:
400-A:46 Office of Investigations. There is established within the
office of securities regulation the office of investigations, under the
supervision of [an unclassified] a classified chief investigator, [The
chief investigator may be removed only as provided by RSA 4:1.] He
shall be responsible, in accordance with applicable laws, for conduct-
ing investigations, in cooperation with the attorney general, of per-
sons who effect transactions in securities, including broker-dealers,
agents, issuers, and investment advisors, in order to secure compli-
ance with securities laws.
5 Administrator of Securities Audits and Examinations, Amend
the introductory paragraph of RSA 400-A:47 to read as follows:
There is established within the office the bureau of securities audits
and examinations, under the supervision of [an unclassified] a classi-
fied administrator of securities audits and examinations who shall
be responsible for the following functions, in accordance with appli-
cable law:
6 Administrator for Securities Filings, Amend RSA 400-A:48 to
read as follows:
400-A:48 Bureau of Securities Filings, There is established within
the office the bureau of securities filings, under the supervision of
[an unclassified] a classified administrator of securities filings who
shall be responsible, in accordance with applicable laws, for register-
ing all securities issued, offered, or sold in this state, except for secu-
rities exempted under RSA 421-B:17. The registration process may
involve cross reference checks with the secretary of state.
7 New Section; Securities Regulation Administrative Fund.
Amend RSA 400-A by inserting after section 66 the following new
section:
400-A:67 Administration Fund.
I. There is hereby established in the state treasury an adminis-
tration fund for the sole purpose of paying all costs of the office of
securities regulation. The fund shall be administered by the director.
The state treasurer shall be the custodian of the fund, and all the
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moneys and securities in the fund shall be held in trust by the state
treasurer and shall not constitute money or property of the state.
II. The state treasurer is authorized to disburse moneys from
the fund upon written order of both the director and the commis-
sioner of administrative services in accordance with a budget ap-
proved by the general court. The state treasurer shall be required to
give bond in an amount to be fixed and with securities approved by
the director conditioned upon faithful performance of his duty as
custodian of the fund.
III. Each broker-dealer or investment adviser licensed to do
business in this state shall make payments to the fund before May 1
of each year, in direct proportion of the next fiscal year's fiscal costs
of the office of securities regulation to be appropriated out of the
fund. Said share shall be computed in accordance with paragraph V
of this section.
IV.(a) For each year, the total amount of such payment made to
the fund by all broker-dealers or investment advisers shall be the
amount appropriated by the general court for the expenses of the
office of securities regulation for the fiscal year commencing on the
July 1 next following the payments due on May 1.
(b) However, for the fiscal year 1992, such total amount of ad-
ministrative fees shall not exceed $505,000, and for each succeeding
year, such total amount of administrative fee shall not exceed by
more than 7 percent such total amount of administrative fees for the
prior year, beginning with the 1993 fiscal year.
V. The amount payable each year by each such broker-dealer or
investment adviser shall be computed by the director as follows:
Each such broker-dealer or investment adviser licensed pursuant to
RSA 421-B:6, and RSA 421-B:7, shall multiply each principal's or
agent's license obtained, in such year, by the broker-dealer or invest-
ment adviser pursuant to RSA 421-B:6, and RSA 421-B:7, by a fee of
$30, provided that for the 1991, 1992 and 1993 fiscal years, the mini-
mum fee shall be an amount equal to the number of principals' or
agents' licenses obtained by each such broker-dealer or investment
adviser during the 1991 fiscal year, multiplied by the $30 fee.
VI. On or before April 1 of each year, the director shall notify
each broker-dealer and investment adviser of his computation under
paragraph III.
VII. The director shall be charged with the conservation of the
assets of the fund. In furtherer of this purpose, the attorney general
shall appoint a member of his staff to represent the fund in all pro-
ceedings brought to enforce payment of assessments as provided in
paragraph V.
8 Salaries Abolished. Amend RSA 94:l-a by deleting in group
the following:
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I. Director of the office of securities regulation.
II. Administrator of the office of securities services, office of se-
curities regulation;
III. Administrator of the bureau of securities filings, office of
securities regulation;
IV. Administrator of the bureau of securities audits and exami-
nations, office of securities regulation;
V. Chief investigator, office of securities regulation.
9 Positions to be Classified Positions. The positions of chief investi-
gator, administrator of securities audits and examinations, and ad-
ministrator of securities filings shall be classified positions, labor
grade 32. The positions of director of the office of securities regula-
tion and administrator of the office of securities services shall be
classified positions, the labor grades of which shall be determined by
the director of the division of personnel.
10 Repeal. RSA 400-A:40, relative to findings and intent, is re-
pealed.
11 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill places the office of securities regulation within the insur-
ance department and under the supervision, control and direction of
the insurance commissioner. All employees of the office shall be clas-
sified employees.
The bill establishes an administration fund into which administra-
tive fees assessed broker-dealers or investment advisors shall be
paid. This fund shall pay all costs of the office of securities regula-
tion.
Floor Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator St. Jean in opposition to HB 189.
HB 627, an act relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders.
Finance committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Blaisdell for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: HB 627 the policy of this bill has already
been decided in the Senate. We took a look at it in Finance and
wanted to be sure where the funding mechanism was. If this means
collecting the fees fails, by the way, according to this bill, and it is not
self-supporting. This bill would mean that the program would be
closed and Senate Finance agrees with the position of the Policy
committee that was sent to us. We hope you will support them.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Blaisdell, is this the program
that is some million dollars or so in the red right now?
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SENATOR BLAISDELL: It was $968,000 in the red. This bill here
would protect that and it won't happen again, I can assure you of
that. Because if this, there is a petition to have a contempt of court
action against those who do not pay the fine. But if that doesn't
work, then this program is closed. But you are absolutely right. It
was almost a million dollars in deficit. That is why we looked at, we
think that this will solve it.
Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 727-FN, an act relative to DWI testing, motor vehicle records
fees, and commercial driver licenses. Finance committee. Ought to
Pass with Amendment. Senator Blaisdell for the committee.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: HB 727, the pohcy of the Senate was set
by the committee. We had to take it down to Finance to remove the
$2 fee. You were going to charge the Insurance companies a $2 fee to
fund the Fire Training Academy. The language and funding for the
Fire Academy is contained in SB 41, so we took the $2 out and we
agreed with the policy committee of the Senate.
Amendment to HB 727-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
relative to DWI testing and commercial driver licenses.




(a) Deletes certain restrictions on commercial motor vehicle driv-
ing.
(b) Deletes the requirement that any person seeking a temporary
20-day registration from the division of motor vehicles possess a
sales receipt for the vehicle which is dated the same day or one day
after issuance of the registration.
(c) Provides for a 10-year commercial license revocation for a sec-
ond or subsequent refusal of a person to submit to a blood alcohol
concentration test.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
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TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Currier moved to have HB 700-FN, relative to highway
planning corridors, Removed Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 700-FN, relative to highway planning corridors. Transportation
committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: This bill has been around Robin Hood's
barn here! I hope that we will get it in the corral once and for all.
Senator Oleson and I are sick of looking at it. For the third time, this
bill authorizes state and local units of government to create a high-
way planning corridor within the public highways in the state of
New Hampshire in a design for future use and to impose temporary
development restriction upon the land within such corridors. Sena-
tor Shaheen at our last session, indicated that she had a concern
regarding the appeal process with regard to the developmental
rights. The appeals process for the taking of the property later on, is
dealt with under the eminent domain proceedings. So we had ad-
dressed the amendment that we will be offering, I guess at this time.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: If I can call everyones attention to the
amendment to 700. The amendment number is 3085L. If you recall
the last time this bill was on the floor, one of the issues that we
discussed was the fact that as the bill currently reads there is no
appeal process when the layout authority comes through and desig-
nates somebodies property to be a corridor for development. My
feeling is that if we are going to do that, it is very important that we
provide some mechanism for the landowner to appeal that decision.
That is exactly what this floor amendment does. I urge everyone to
support this amendment.
Senator Shaheen offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 700-FN
Amend RSA 230-A:4 as inserted by section 2 of the bill to read as
follows:
230-A:4 Hearing. The layout authority, at the time and place ap-
pointed for hearing, shall make a personal examination of the pro-
posed corridors, shall hear all parties interested who may attend,
and may adjourn as it sees cause.
Amend RSA 230-A as inserted by section 2 of the bill by inserting
after section 4 the following new section and renumbering the origi-
nal sections 5-18 to read as 6-19.
230-A:5 Appeal. Any owner of land or other property aggrieved by
a finding of the layout authority on the matter of occasion for the
layout of a highway planning corridor or alteration thereof, may ap-
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peal to the superior court, for the county in which such land or other
property is situated, by petition within 60 days after the filing of the
return with the secretary of state as provided in RSA 230-A:6. The
burden of proof shall be upon the party seeking to set aside any
finding of the layout authority to show that such decision is unlawful
or unreasonable. All findings of the layout authority upon all ques-
tions of fact properly before the court shall be prima facie lawful and
reasonable. The decision appealed from shall not be set aside or va-
cated, except for errors of law, unless the court is persuaded by the
balance of probabilities, on the evidence before it, that said finding is
unreasonable or unlawful.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes state and local units of government to create
highway planning corridors within w^hich public highways are to be
designed and laid out in the near future, and to impose temporary
development restrictions upon land within such corridors.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator Heath in opposition to HB 700.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Bass moved to have HB 561, an act enabling towTis to limit
reconsideration of towni meetings votes, Removed Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 561, an act enabling towns to limit reconsideration of town meet-
ings votes. Public Affairs committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Bass
for the committee.
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, this bill allows voters at any town
meeting to limit reconsideration on any vote taken at that meeting
so that at a later time in the meeting after most everybody has left, a
vote which may have failed or lost, can't be taken up and reconsid-
ered and then voted on at a later time. However, in order to conform
with a Supreme Court Ruling, the statute has been amended to say
that if a motion for reconsider is accepted, it would have to be taken
up at a special meeting, at a later date, and it, to be specific, 7 days
after the date in which the motion of reconsidered was approved. So
that the general public has the chance to come back to the meeting
and have the issue properly debated with everybody having the ben-
efit of full notice. The committee urges your adoption of the commit-
tee report of Ought to Pass.
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SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Bass, when you were looking at
this, was there any discussion of including school district meetings
as part of this?
SENATOR BASS: Unfortunately, Senator Shaheen, I can't remem-
ber the answer to that question. There was discussion of it and it
was my understanding that it was resolved in one form or another
and not through this bill. As I recall, it is already in law for school
districts, and this just covers town meetings. We could take this up
at the Committee of Conference.
Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Currier moved to have HB 685-FN, relative to fiscal notes,
Removed Off The Table.
Adopted.
HB 685-FN, relative to fiscal notes. Internal Affairs committee.
Ought to Pass. Senator Currier for the committee.
SENATOR CURRIER: Nobody can remember quite frankly, why
this bill got put on the table. There was some concern that the origi-
nal bill which is unlike the bill that was ultimately passed by the
House, I believe was the question. So it was placed on the table until
somebody could take a look at it and it actually got to the point
where it was forgotten about. The bill basically takes the fiscal im-
pact statements that are on bills and eliminates the need for that in
terms of what I guess you would call the paper reduction act. No
fiscal note shall be required for bills or Resolutions which make an
appropriation for Capital Improvements or expenditures, which is
basically the current language in the law. Our supplemental budget
bills established a study committee where only fiscal impact on the
bill is due to legislative miles authorized for legislative members and
establish a change for civil or criminal penalty, shift the burden of
the tax to the local taxpayers without affecting the total amount of
revenue received from the tax. It goes on to a number of other
things, but it is basically to eliminate and streamline the process.
The amendment that was, basically replaces the entire original bill
in the House was authored by John Hammond from Legislative
Services. The House is interested in streamlining this process so
that we can move forward with getting bills into the calendar.
SENATOR W. KING: This is the dog that we laid upon the table
earlier. Earlier a month ago, and it is still just as bad as the last time
that we laid it on the table. It smells just as bad, and it has just as
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many fleas as when we laid it on the table the first time. Can you
imagine if we were to change a criminal penalty that was going to
cost $6,000,000 to Indigent Defense and we didn't have to have a
fiscal note for it? We'd have no way of knowing what was going to be
the affect on the budget of doing this. This bill is going to wreak
havoc with the budget process and with our ability to understand
what the ramifications of bills are that come before us on the budget.
I urge you to not adopt this bill, to vote against the motion to pass
and subsequent motion of Inexpedient to Legislate.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator King, can you tell me what the real
value of the current fiscal impact statements that we are getting
now, when in fact we haven't received a lot of them?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Currier, are you making the argu-
ment that we shouldn't have fiscal notes whatsoever?
SENATOR CURRIER: I didn't ask that question. I am asking you
the value of the current system?
SENATOR W. KING: We all know, every single person in this cham-
ber knows that there are problems with the fiscal note process, both
political problems as well as financial problems in terms of their ac-
curacy. Nevertheless, if we are going to make changes to laws or if
we are going to add new laws, regardless of what shape or size those
laws take, whether they are criminal penalities, capital improve-
ments, capital appropriations, whatever they are, we should know
what the fiscal impact of that is in order for us to make a wise, frugal
decision, in the spirit of New Hampshire.
Ought lb Pass Motion Fails.
Senator W. King moved Inexpedient lb Legislate.
HB 685-FN, is Inexpedient Td Legislate.
HB 488-FN, an act relative to the flexible spending programs. Fi-
nance committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator Hough
for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: HB 488 is reported by the Finance committee
as Ought to Pass with Amendment. The amendment is in your calen-
dar It takes and addresses a widow of a group II member who
passed away prior to the issuance of the first retirement check, and
she had been denied her benefit simply on a matter of timing. This is
what the amendment addresses. It protects this widow who in a
matter of hours would have been receiving her rightfully entitled
benefits. That is what the amendment does. The other part is the
flexible benefit plan which allows for the employees to receive a per-
sonal tax credit for daycare and unreimbursed medical expenses.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hough, how can we protect someone
who has passed away, however tragic it is. What do you mean it
protects a widow who has passed away?
SENATOR HOUGH: If that is what I said, I am in error.
SENATOR HEATH: Does it protect the heirs of the widow?
SENATOR HOUGH: It allows for the widow of a retired state em-
ployee to receive her rightfully entitled benefits. The man died after
he retired, before he got his first check. It is simply a matter of a
man retired, passed away before his first retirement check. And as a
result of that instance because he had not received his first check,
his widow was not entitled to her benefits that she otherwise would
had as a survivor benefit.
SENATOR HEATH: I don't mean to make the least bit light of a
tragedy, and this certainly is a tragedy, but don't we draw a line
someplace? And if we fudge on this line, haven't we drawn a new
policy that we ought to do, if we are going to do this as a general
policy? Because if the line isn't wherever it's drawn, if it isn't drawn,
clearly, people are going to fall one side or the other narrowly on
occasion on that line and should we make each one come back and
plead to the legislature or make it a policy that all widows and wid-
owers receive benefits regardless of the time of death?
SENATOR HOUGH: Roger, let me . . . It's my understanding that
the amendment amends the statute so that another situation similar
to this would be covered. They are changing policy and second, I am
reading what I have been given. It closes a hole in the retirement
law which prevents the beneficiary of a group II deceased retiree
from receiving the death benefit if the individual had retired, but
dies before receiving the first annuity check. There is no cost to this
because it was terminally funded and the benefit was granted. That
is the information. So in affect . . .
SENATOR HEATH: It is a change in pohcy . .
.
SENATOR HOUGH: We are amending the statute so that between
the time an employee retires and receives the first check should
they die, their . . .
SENATOR HEATH: No, problem. The pohcy change on an individ-
ual case bill. Thank you.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I vaguely recall this, and I have to
admit my mind is on overload, but I vaguely recall this and I think
that what it said, this bill, wasn't this a loophole in the law, where if
the individual died, they were left out when the retirement was
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done, and it ended up that if he died within 30 days or something,
she ended up getting nothing, which she should have been getting
the retirement benefits that she had been granted under the law? It
was when we changed the law, it was just that little slot because of
the change in the dates that left them unprotected. Is that correct?
SENATOR HOUGH: That is correct. You are correct.
Amendment to HB 488-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the flexible spending programs and relative to
providing retirement benefits upon the death
of certain group II members.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 1 with the following:
2 Benefits Upon Group II Member's Death After Retirement.
Amend RSA 100-A:12, II to read as follows:
II. Upon the death of a [retired] group II member who has re-
tired on or after April 1, 1987, [after the member's retirement allow-
ance payments have commenced,] or upon the death of a group II
member who has filed an application for retirement benefits
with the board of trustees after January 1, 1991, there shall be
paid to the person nominated by the member by written designation
filed with the board, if living, otherwise to the retired member's es-
tate, in addition to the amount payable under RSA 100-A:11 a lump
sum of $3,600 if the member retired before July 1, 1988, and there
shall be paid to the member's surviving spouse an allowance to con-
tinue until the spouse's death or remarriage equal to 50 percent of
the member's service, ordinary disability, or accidental disability re-
tirement allowance payments. For any person who is a group II
member as of June 30, 1988, and who retires on or after July 1, 1988,
the lump sum payment shall be $10,000. For any person who be-
comes a member of group II on or after July 1, 1988, the lump sum
payment shall be $3,600. It is the intent of the legislature that future
group II members shall be included only if the total cost of such
inclusion can be funded by reimbursement from the special account
estabhshed under RSA 100-A: 16, 11(h).
3 Effective Date.
I. Section 2 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
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II. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage,
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes the director, division of personnel, to use
moneys in the employee benefit adjustments account to pay for cer-
tain administrative costs and certain advance costs of the program.
The bill also changes the provisions for providing retirement bene-
fits upon the death of a group II member after the member's retire-
ment.
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
HB 622-FN, an act relative to a debt management plan. Finance
committee. Ought to Pass. Senator Hough for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: The committee on Finance recommends the
passage of HB 622 relative to debt management plan. This bill as it
was received from the House has been amended to provide for a
bonding fiscal note to be prepared by the LBA so that future proj-
ects or legislation affecting the bonding of the state of New Hamp-
shire will carry with it a fiscal note, if you will, similar to the bill that
was just addressed by Senator King on the operating budget. So
passage of this would allow us to at least know what our position is
relative to our bonded indebtedness, percentage of our revenues and
whether we are getting out of tilt.
Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
HB 669-FN, an act relative to the borrowing authority of the state
treasurer. Finance committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Sen-
ator Hough for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: We could proceed with the committees amend-
ment first. The amendment allows for the maximum flexibility be-
tween the Housing Finance Authority and the Industrial Authority.
The present law is a 1/3 Housing, 2/3 Industrial Development. It
changes it to 1/2, 1/2 parity and that is the intent of the amendment.
The bill is clearly a bill that increases the borrowing capacity of the
state treasurer from the present 70 to $175,000,000.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Hough, why are we being asked
to raise this short-term borrowing limit from $70,000,000 to
$175,000,000?
SENATOR HOUGH: The House has amended it to 125 and we as a
committee are increasing it from 125 to 175.
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Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I have to ask a question of Senator
Hough. Even though we are being asked to raise a short-term bor-
rowing authority by $100,000,000, there is no committee transcript
available for Senators to consult? Why do we need, the present
short-terai borrowing limit is $70,000,000? Why do we need to bor-
row that by $105,000,000 in one fell swoop, even though I recognize
that in a year, two years, July of 93 it goes down from 175 to 125,
even that is 55 million above its current limit?.
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator Humphrey, if you were to have a tran-
script of the public hearing on the bill, you would find, if my memory
serves me correctly, that number one, at this very moment, I should
say, I believe that by next Tuesday, the state treasurer wall go to
borrowing, and she w^ould have exhausted the present 70 million lim-
itation, and there are still items in the month of June that you have
to account for. Recognizing that, clearly the House position was that
the 70 million had been set for the last time in the early 80's, We are
now at a point where regardless of the desirability the 125 is the
more reasonable supported by the treasurer Events have unfolded
to this very hour, and in this transition period we need the additional
105 million, if you wall, for short-term borrowing over the next 24
months to be sunsetted back to a more correct number of 125. Now
that is what the reasoning was. Obviously, you would want to ad-
dress the subject of the bill, but that is the best answer that I can
give you on behalf of your committee on Finance.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, we have had the short-term bor-
rowing limit set at $70,000,000 for some years, presumably, if for no
other reason than for inflation, we would want to increase that. But
to be asked to increase it from 70 million today to 175 milhon on July
1, strikes this Senator as extraordinary. I don't suppose that it's
worth a roll call vote at this juncture, since the Senate hasn't shown
very much concern about the fiscal integrity so far today, at least in
the view of this Senator. But I want to express my alarm, Mr. Presi-
dent, and ask to be recorded as opposed to this enormous increase.
This increase that more than doubles the short-term borrowing
hmit.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Having been involved in this, I would just
like to add that the one way to insure that we need to borrow
$175,000,000 is to not put a package in place to balance this budget.
Because clearly, the state treasurer is going to be in a difficult posi-
tion of not having sufficient money in the checkbook, as she has right
now, to pay the state's bills. So one of the reasons that we are sitting
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here today, is to try and address that issue, to hmit the amount of
borrowing that would have to take place by putting in place a pack-
age that would ultimately resolve that goal. However, clearly, there
is going to be a need for increased short-term borrowing unless we
see a significant turnaround in our economy. And for those who
think the economy is going to get better overnight, then the reduc-
tion and the need for short-term borrowing should also be reduced
and we would not have any problems paying the monies back that we
borrow.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, it kind of sounds as though we are
raising this in anticipation of bonding some of the debt. The more
reason to be opposed in my view.
Amendment to HB 669-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the borrowing authority of the state treasury
and relative to the industrial development authority
and the housing finance authority.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 State Treasurer; Borrowing Limit Raised; Repayment Time
Specified. Amend RSA 6:13, 1 and II to read as follows:
I. When it is anticipated that there will not be sufficient general
funds in the treasury for the payment of obligations, the treasurer,
under the direction of the governor and council, is authorized to bor-
row on the state's credit such sums as may be necessary, not to ex-
ceed the amount authorized by the governor and council, provided
that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state, pursuant to the
authority granted by this section exceed the sum of [$70,000,000]
$175,000,000.
II. Unless otherwise provided by the governor and council, the
treasurer shall have the authority to borrow at one time, or from
time to time, up to the aggregate amount authorized by the gover-
nor and council under this section, and to determine the amounts,
dates, maturities, and other details of each borrowing, provided
that each such indebtedness shall be repaid from revenues within
one year.
2 State Treasurer; Borrowing Limit Raised. Amend RSA 6:13, 1 to
read as follows:
I. When it is anticipated that there will not be sufficient general
funds in the treasury for the payment of obligations, the treasurer,
under the direction of the governor and council, is authorized to bor-
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row on the state's credit such sums as may be necessary, not to ex-
ceed the amount authorized by the governor and council, provided
that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state, pursuant to the
authority granted by this section exceed the sum of [$175,000,000]
$125,000,000.
3 Allocation Formula; Private Activity Bonds. Amend RSA 162-
M:2, II and III to read as follows:
II. The housing finance authority may from time to time assign
up to [1/3] 1/2 of the state ceiling in any calendar year to and among
issuers, including itself, for the purpose of (a) allocating such state
ceiling to housing bonds or 03) electing under section 25(cX2XAXii) of
the code not to issue a specified amount of qualified mortgage bonds
in order to issue, or reserve the right to issue, mortgage credit cer-
tificates pursuant to section 25 of the code. The housing finance au-
thority may also from time to time transfer any portion of the state
ceiling within its control pursuant to this section to the industrial
development authority, which may assign any state ceiling so trans-
ferred in addition to and as if it were state ceiling described in RSA
162-M:2, III.
III. The industrial development authority may from time to time
assign up to [2/3] 1/2 of the state ceiling in any calendar year to and
among issuers, including itself, for the purpose of allocating such
state ceiling to (a) private activity bonds other than housing bonds
and (b) bonds which would be private activity bonds unless an alloca-
tion of state ceiling is made to them. The industrial development
authority may also from time to time transfer any portion of the
state ceiling within its control pursuant to this section to the housing
finance authority, which may assign any state ceiling so transferred
in addition to and as if it were state ceiling described in RSA 162-
M:2, II.
4 New Paragraph; Allocation Priorities. Amend RSA 162-M:2 by
inserting after paragraph III the following new paragi'aph:
Ill-a. The housing finance authority and the industrial develop-
ment authority prior to assigning the state ceiling in any calendar
year, shall consider the relative needs and priorities of the agencies
and, by mutual consent, may set aside the proportionate allocation
specified in paragraphs II and III.
5 Effective Date.
I. Section 2 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1993.
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II. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the amount the state treasurer may borrow on
the state's credit, and then reduces such amount effective July 1,
1993. This bill also limits the borrowing authority of the state trea-
surer so that each amount borrowed shall be repaid from revenues
within one yean
This bill also reapportions the state ceiling on private activity
bonds between the industrial development authority and the hous-
ing finance authority. This bill also requires the industrial develop-
ment authority and housing finance authority to consider the needs
and priorities of agencies prior to assigning the state ceiling in any
calendar year
Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
Senators Heath and Humphrey in opposition to HB 699.
HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE ACCEDES TO HOUSE REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 62-FN, relative to retirement allowances under the New Hamp-
shire retirement system.
Senator Bass moved to accede to request for Committee of Confer-
ence.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Delahunty, Bass, Nelson.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Kathleen Ward, Robert Wheeler, Arnold
Shibley, Janet Pelley.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 451-FN, relative to the licensing of residential care and health
facilities.
Senator J. King moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: J. King, Eraser, Bass.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Robert Foster, Katherine Wheeler, Alice
Ziegra, Mary Holmes.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 502-FN-A, relative to child care resource and referral systems
and making an appropriation therefor.
Senator J. King moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: J. King, Bass, St. Jean.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: William McCain, Ellen-Ann Robinson,
Eugene Gagnon, Rick Trombly.
HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE ACCEDES TO HOUSE REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 784-FN, creating a long-range construction program for New
Hampshire's highways and highway bridges.
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Senator Hough moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Eraser, Oleson, Hough.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Gene Chandler, Beaton Marsh, William
Driscoll, Dennis Kilbride.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 143-FN, relative to the liquor commission's authority to close
liquor stores.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Robert Kelley, Nils Larson, Edward Flynn,
Channing Brown.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 322, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer
tax, the communications services tax, and the administration of
state taxes.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
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SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Sytek, Garret Cowenhoven, Robert
Hayes, David LaMar.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 334, relative to the establishment of agency Hquor stores.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Thomas Behrens, William Desrosiers, Be-
tsy McKinney, Frank Reidy.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB 65-FN-A, an act relative to administration and enforcement of
the securities laws, state employee benefits, and state fees, funds,
revenues, and expenditures. Finance committee. Ought to Pass with
Amendment. Senator Hough for the committee.
SENATOR HOUGH: Mr. President, before I start to review the
committee amendment on HB 65, 1 would draw your attention to the
fact that there will be 3 floor amendments, I stand corrected, there
will be 3 that I am aware of, floor amendments offered by the Fi-
nance committee to HB 65. The first amendment will be offered on
behalf of the committee by Senator Hollingworth, wherever she is.
It is being copied at this moment. The second floor amendment by
the committee will be offered by Senator Eraser. That is the securi-
ties piece and that is being drafted. Third floor amendment, simply
strikes that section relative to employee health benefits. This morn-
ing you passed HB 25 in which there was the appropriation for the
full funding of the House benefit, health insurance benefit for retired
state employees and there was the other appropriation and language
relative to the ongoing work with the state employees relative to the
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benefit for the active employees. So you don't need that piece. What
you see in front of you is ditto from the House 65. We are going to
take it all out because we have addressed the retired state employ-
ees health benefits by the appropriation act. Now I will procede to
address the committee amendment on HB 65 that is printed in the
calendar and ask that we do not address the 3 subjects that I have
indicated that will be handled by committee floor amendments. I
would quickly go through 65 indicating subject matters and I would
attempt to answer your questions and failure to answer them. I
would call on the assistance of the LBA, unless you would want it
otherwise. We first look at a waiver of the purchasing requirements
and extend these present statutes to include, and you will see that it
would appear that there are a number of agencies under the bid
procedure, but that is a regurgitation of the present statute and
what we are adding is the Department of Revenue Administration.
Clearly, there was a situation wherein we have state bid require-
ments and federal bid requirements. There was a purchase of a com-
puter under the state requirements that was in conflict with the
federal requirements. They proceeded under state law, and because
it was not recognized by the federal requirements, we did not re-
ceive the federal reimbursements that we otherwise would have re-
ceived. Bottom line, it cost us money. Should do . . . bear with me.
We have established a position in Environmental Services that will
allow them to address a problem as service by a recent audit. There
has been a tremendous growth of activity in this agency and the
people doing the work have been overwhelmed. They now need a
Chief Operations Officer. There is the Liz Hager, Stacey Cole, tim-
ber tax language. I can go into the issue, but I think you are aware of
it. There is a filing requirement in April on cuts as I understand it,
and it's mud season, and they can't finish the cut and it extends it to
June. Apparently, it is an idea who's time has come, I don't think
there is an issue there. We had a problem with the retirement sys-
tem in that they were in need of specialized expertise. It was recog-
nized in an audit. Senator Nelson came to me on the situation. We
have established the position. Food and Management which say that
the Executive Director should have a position higher than this
highly skilled position that is reflected in the retirement system.
Funds are out of the administrative account. We now get to the sec-
tion of the amendment that addresses the compromised position be-
tween the law enforcement communities, local police chiefs, county
sheriffs, state police, the issue of a year ago. It was revisited by this
body. A Senate bill has the exact language as the House, I believe
their motion of rerefer, we are including it in here. It affirms the
House position. I stand corrected. Senate Position. We have a sec-
tion dealing with vital records, and the fee for service and it is going
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to relieve the town clerks. We are going to put EDP equipment
linked into the Department of Public Health so that they can trans-
fer their vital records. The cost of this activity will be borne by the
fees the town clerks will receive an additional dollar The balance of
the $10 will go to amortize the cost of this activity. There is language
that allows for recovery of the cost for duplicating records in the
Department of Public Health that will relieve general funds. People
have needs for copies and if they get them, they will now pay for
them. There is language relative to the Labor Department, and this
is the piece which takes a dedicated agency income that has arrived
from fines from carriers and reduces their obligation. This is the
piece that Senator Hollingworth brought to our attention. It clearly
makes sense. You fine people, they pay the fine, and it reduces the
assessment. That is not the way we should proceed. If you are guilty
of the violation and you pay a fine, it should be unrestricted revenue
to the general fund. The cost of the boiler and the elevator inspec-
tors should be borne by the insurance carriers and you shouldn't use
the fines that they pay to reduce the assessments against them, and
that is what Senator Hollingu^orth brought to our attention. We have
the activity on the Medical Examiners Office, and I still don't know
what that person does, but it's here and I believe that the funding to
support it is here. Bear with me a minute. There is a section on
indigent defense and I have to call for some help because I don't
recall. I will get you an answer on that piece. There is another sec-
tion in regard to the property tax that has not been paid by state and
federal forest in the communities and The Department of Revenue
Administration had no sense of direction on how to calculate it and
this w\\[ address how the Department of Revenue Administration
calculates lot taxes back to the communities. The section on indigent
defense allows for transfers from one line to another and will give
them the flexibility to more appropriately provide the activity be-
tween the various assigned counsel and, Senator Podles, help
me ... . The indigent defense has 3 pieces and we never know where
your case loads are going to be. Assigned counsel contract counsel
and the public defender, thank you. There is a section on the Pease
Development in this bill, it allows them to go fon\'ard with the devel-
opment and the investment in this facility and asset, and it provides
for legislative oversight, as well as Governor and Council approval.
So as they move forward, we will know what they are spending,
where they are spending, and it is our call if we don't feel that it is
the proper direction. That piece has been discussed amongst the
various members, and I assume that the language is what you want
to protect the legislative position. There is the President's, as I refer
to as blue ribbon commission, involving the expertise of New Hamp-
shire folks and analyzing the operation of state government. It is a
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task force on government operations, that is the official name.
Clearly, we recognize that there are people throughout the commu-
nity in New Hampshire that can provide us with their expertise and
if there are ways of operation and it should be considered, that are
different than the status quo, we look to their input so that we can
take action the first of the year. The rest of the language refers to
constituencies on a what if this happens and what doesn't happen,
and it is structural boiler plate as we move forward.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I have a question of the Chair,
please. I understand that there are several amendments on this bill,
and if it would be possible, could we get those amendments now, so
that we know what we were talking about, what's to come, before we
go forward on this piece of legislation.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Senator, it is my understanding that
there are three amendments coming from the Senate Finance com-
mittee, one from Senator Hollingworth, one from Senator Dupont,
one from Senator Heath, and one from Senator Eraser. That makes
seven altogether, Senator. I have one down here that says from Sen-
ator Heath, Senator Heath.
SENATOR HEATH: Well what do we expect. We can't get the "s"
out of Hollingworth and we can't get the Hough out of Heath, I am
not a bit surprised.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would like all the amendments.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: If I could please. The amendment is be-
ing passed out now. We have two of the three amendments coming
from Senate Finance, where is the third amendment, Gloria? Is
somebody working on the third amendment from Finance?
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Senator Hough, have we addressed
everything on the committee amendment yet?
SENATOR HOUGH: Yes.
Amendment on HB 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 New Paragraph; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 21-1:14 by in-
serting after paragraph XII the following new paragraph:
Xll-a. Procedures for the waiver of certain provisions of RSA
21-1 relative to purchasing under RSA 21-1:18, II.
2 Waiver Procedure Added. Amend RSA 21-1:18 to read as follows:
21-1:18 Exemptions.
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I. lb the extent indicated in this section, the following agencies
and purchases are exempted from the provisions of this chapter. All
exempt purchases shall be made in accordance with the existing
laws governing such purchases:
[I.](a) The university system of New Hampshire shall not be re-
quired to make any purchases through the director of plant and
property management, unless it wishes to do so. If it does, the direc-
tor shall be required to follow the provisions of this chapter. The
university system shall make purchases under competitive bidding
requirements except when waived by the chancellor of the univer-
sity system or his authorized agent upon written justification.
[II.](b) The purchasing powers now vested in the state liquor com-
mission by RSA 176:11, RSA 176:15, and RSA 177:1 shall remain in
effect. All other purchases by or for said commission shall be subject
to the provisions of this chapter.
[111.1(c) The legislature, secretary of state, court systems and
the state reporter are completely exempted from the provisions of
this chapter.
[IV.](d) This chapter shall not apply to any contracts made or
entered into by the director of plant and property management or
any agency under the terms of which contractors with the state pur-
chase their own supplies directly.
[V.](e) The purchase of materials, supplies and merchandise by
the department of resources and economic development as provided
by RSA 219:21 shall not be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
[VI. Kf) All state agencies are exempted in the matter of the pur-
chase of books and periodicals.
[VII.](g) The purchase of gaming tickets and their dispensing
equipment by the sweepstakes commission. The commission shall
make such purchases under competitive bidding requirements, ex-
cept when waived by the commission or its authorized agent with
written justification.
[VI 1 1.1(h) The purchase of client rehabilitative equipment and
supplies for disabled persons by the division of vocational rehabilita-
tion, including adaptive equipment as provided by RSA 200-C:16,
shall not be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
II. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the commis-
sioner of the department of administrative services, or his desig-
nee, may waive the provisions of RSA 21:1, relative to the
purchase of materials, supplies, and merchandise, when re-
quested by the executive head of any department or agency or his
designee to prevent the loss of any federal or other funds subject
to recapture. Such waiver shall be acted upon in a timely man-
ner, and approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
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3 Medical and Surgical Benefits. Amend RSA 21-1:30, 1 to read as
follows:
I. The state shall pay [the full] a premium for each state em-
ployee and permanent temporary or permanent seasonal employee
as defined in RSA 98-A:3 including spouse and minor, fully depen-
dent children, if any, and each retired employee, as defined in para-
graph II of this section, and his spouse, or retired employee's
beneficiary, only if an option was taken at the time of retirement and
the employee is not now living, toward group hospitalization, hospi-
tal medical care, surgical care and other medical benefits plan within
the limits of the funds appropriated at each legislative session and
providing any change in plan or vendor is approved by the fiscal
committee of the general court prior to its adoption. Funds appro-
priated for this purpose shall not be transferred or used for any
other purpose.
4 Section Heading Changed. Amend the section heading of RSA
21-0:2 to read as follows:
21-0:2 Commissioner; Assistant Commissioner; Directors; Chief
Operations Officer; Compensation.
5 New Paragraph; New Position; Chief Operations Officer. Amend
RSA 21-0:2 by inserting after paragraph III the following new para-
graph:
Ill-a. The commissioner shall nominate for appointment by the
governor and council a chief operations officer of the commissioner's
office who shall serve for a term of 4 years. The chief operations
officer shall oversee and coordinate the activities of the administra-
tive services, geology, public information and permitting, and labo-
ratory services units, and shall be responsible for the following
functions:
(a) Preparing agency budget requests.
(b) Developing and implementing procedures for assuring
smooth operation of the various units within the commissioner's of-
fice.
(c) Ensuring compliance with directives and procedures by the
governor and general court.
(d) Implementing audit recommendations concerning the com-
missioner's office units.
(e) Carrying out the directives of the commissioner and assist-
ant commissioner.
6 Salary; Chief Operations Officer. Amend RSA 21-0:2, IV to read
as follows:
IV. The salaries of the commissioner, the assistant commis-
sioner, the chief operations officer and each division director shall
be as specified in RSA 94:l-a.
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7 Salary; Chief Operations Officer Amend RSA 94:l-a, I by insert-
ing in group the following: chief operations officer, department of
environmental services.
8 Filing; Intent to Cut. Amend RSA 79:10 to read as follows:
79:10 Notice of Intent to Cut.
I. Every owner, as defined in RSA 79:1, II, shall, at the begin-
ning of each tax year and prior to commencing each cutting opera-
tion, file with the proper assessing officials in the city or town where
such cutting is to take place a notice of intent to cut provided by the
commissioner of revenue administration, stating his name, resi-
dence, social security number, an estimate of the volume of each
species to be cut, and such other information as may be required. A
supplemental notice of intent shall be filed in the same manner for
any additional volume of wood or timber to be cut in excess of the
original estimate and within the tax yean The appropriate copies of
all intents received by a city or town shall be forwarded to the com-
missioner of revenue administration by the assessing officials. Upon
receipt of an original intent, the commissioner of revenue adminis-
tration shall assign an operation number and furnish, without cost to
the owner, a certificate and report of wood cut form. Such certificate
shall be posted by the owner filing such intent in a conspicuous place
within the area of cutting for each operation conducted within a city
or town. The appropriate copy of all intents received by the commis-
sioner of revenue administration shall be forwarded to the division
of forests and lands of the department of resources and economic
development. Starting an operation before the appropriate notice of
intent to cut has been filed with the city or town and signed by the
appropriate municipal officials shall constitute a violation by the
owner or any other person doing the cutting, or both. Failure to post
the certificate on the job in a conspicuous place upon receipt shall
constitute a violation.
II. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph I, any owner
who has commenced cutting operations under a valid notice of
intent to cut prior to April 1 shall not be required to file for a new
notice of intent if the cutting operation will be completed prior to
June 30 of that year.
9 Salary; Executive Secretary, N.H. Retirement System. Amend
RSA 94:l-a, I by deleting from group M the following: executive
secretary, N.H. retirement system.
10 Salary; Executive Secretary, N.H. Retirement System. Amend
RSA 94:l-a, I by inserting in group the following: executive secre-
tary, N.H. retirement system.
11 Jurisdiction of State Police Employees. Amend RSA 106-B:15
to read as follows:
106-B:15 Jurisdiction of Police Employees.
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I. Police employees have jurisdiction on all turnpikes, toll roads
and interstate highways and nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to limit the authority of local police officers. A police em-
ployee shall not act within the limits of a town having a population of
more than 3,000 or of any city, except when he witnesses a crime, or
is in pursuit of a law violator or suspected violator, or when in search
of a person wanted for a crime committed outside its limits, or when
in search of a witness of such crime, or when traveling through such
town or city, or when acting as an agent of the director of motor
vehicles enforcing rules pertaining to driver licenses, registrations
and the inspection of motor vehicles, or when requested to act by an
official of another law enforcement agency, or when ordered by the
governor
II. Police employees shall also have authority to detect and
apprehend violators of RSA 265:82 and RSA 265:82-a relative to
driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs on all num-
bered state highways, unless written notification has been given
by the chief of police of a town having a population of more than
3,000 or of any city to the director of state police which limits the
jurisdiction of police employees to the provisions of paragraph I.
Police employees shall also have the authority to make arrests
for violations of RSA 318-B, the controlled drug act, in which
case they shall in advance of the arrest notify the police depart-
ment in the community in which the intended action is contem-
plated. If exigent circumstances make such advance notification
impractical, it shall be made in as timely a fashion as possible,
and the police employees shall cooperate with the local authori-
ties in the completion of the investigation.
III. No criminal case shall be abated, quashed, or dismissed and
no prosecution refused or evidence in a criminal case [shall be] sup-
pressed [or excluded] because a police employee has failed to comply
with the jurisdictionally limits of this section, provided[,] that the
police employee had a good faith belief that he had authority to act
when he acted.
12 Birth Registration Cards; Fee Increased. Amend RSA 126:13
to read as follows:
126:13 Birth Registration Cards.
I. The registrar of vital records and health statistics, or the town
clerk, may issue, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 126:14, a
card containing information relative to the date and place of birth of
such persons as may be on record in his office. The fee for the issu-
ance of any such card shall be [$3] $10, However, under no circum-
stances shall any information relative to any adoption be disclosed or
given out by the registrar of vital records and health statistics, or
the town clerk, or any other individual except pursuant to RSA 170-
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B:19, II, except that a birth certificate which does not indicate that
the certificate has been amended or that an individual has been
adopted may be issued.
II. The town clerk shall forward $6 of each fee collected un-
der this section to the state treasurer for deposit in the vital
records improvement fund established under RSA 126:31. The
town clerk shall retain the remaining $4 as his fee for issuing
such birth registration card.
13 New Sections; Fund Established; Committee EstabUshed.
Amend RSA 126 by inserting after section 30 the follovdng new sec-
tions:
126:31 Vital Records Improvement Fund. There is hereby estab-
lished a special fund for the improvement and automation of vital
records at the state and local levels. The sole purpose of the fund
shall be to provide revenues for vital records improvement, and said
money shall not be used for any other purpose. Moneys in the fund
shall be allocated by the director, division of public health services,
with the assistance of the advisory committee established under
RSA 126:32. The fund shall be nonlapsing and shall be continually
appropriated to the director, division of public health services.
126:32 Advisory Committee.
I. There is established an advisory committee to assist the direc-
tor of public health services in administering the fund estabhshed
under RSA 126:31. The advisory committee shall also determine the
need for improvement and automation of the processing of vital
records. The members of the committee shall be appointed by the
director of public health services as follows:
(a) A town clerk.
(b) A city clerk.
(c) A funeral director.
(d) A physician licensed under RSA 329.
(e) A nurse licensed under RSA 326-B.
(f) A public member, who shall have a direct interest in the
registration of vital records.
(g) The registrar of vital records, or designee.
II. The members of the committee shall choose a chairperson by
majority vote. Members of the advisory committee shall serve 2-
year terms and no member shall serve more than 2 consecutive
terms.
14 New Subparagraph; Special Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by in-
serting after subparagraph (nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) Moneys received from the town clerk under RSA 126:13,
II, which shall be credited to the vital records improvement fund
established in RSA 126:31.
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15 Birth Registration Cards; Fee Increased. Amend RSA 126:13
to read as follows:
126:13 Birth Registration Cards. The registrar of vital records and
health statistics, or the town clerk, may issue, in accordance with
the provisions of RSA 126:14, a card containing information relative
to the date and place of birth of such persons as may be on record in
his office. The fee for the issuance of any such card shall be [$3] $10.
However, under no circumstances shall any information relative to
any adoption be disclosed or given out by the registrar of vital
records and health statistics, or the town clerk, or any other individ-
ual except pursuant to RSA 170-B:19, II, except that a birth certifi-
cate which does not indicate that the certificate has been amended
or that an individual has been adopted may be issued.
16 Fee Increased for Requesting Vital Records. Amend RSA
126:15 to read as follows:
126:15 Fees For Copies and Verifications. A town clerk or the
registrar of vital records and health statistics shall be paid in ad-
vance, by any person requesting any copy or verification as provided
in RSA 126:14, the sum of [$3] $10 for making search, which sum
shall include payment for the issuance of such copy or verification,
provided that the fee to town clerks for examination of documents
and issuance of a delayed birth certificate shall be $4.
17 New Paragraph; Photocopies of Documents; Health and Human
Services. Amend RSA 126-A:4 by inserting after paragraph IV the
following new paragraph:
V. The commissioner may assess and collect reasonable fees for
the duplication of materials made pursuant to RSA 91-A:4 and for
material generally available to the public upon request. Such fees
shall be based on an amount necessary to recover the cost of produc-
ing such documents, regardless of the type of medium used. Fees
paid to the department of health and human services shall be contin-
ually appropriated to the department. Local, state and federal agen-
cies shall be exempted from these fees.
18 New Subparagraph; Special Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by in-
serting after subparagraph (nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) Moneys received under RSA 126-A:4, V, which shall be
credited to the commissioner, department of health and human serv-
ices.
19 Statement of Purpose; Administrative Fines; Division of Public
Health Services. The general court finds that the laws protecting
the health of the public contain appropriate civil and criminal penal-
ties but lack a mechanism to compel the earliest possible compliance
necessary to protect the public while other sanctions are being pur-
sued, or a mechanism to penalize infractions of such laws which do
not warrant civil or criminal penalties. Therefore, the purpose of
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sections 20-47 of this act is to provide the division of public health
services with the necessary tools, in the form of administrative
fines, to fully protect the health of the public, while assuring re-
straint on the regulator through a scaling of fines and the availability
of due process for the regulated.
20 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 130-A:6 by insert-
ing after paragraph II the following new paragraphs:
III. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 130-A:8-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
IV. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 130-A:8-a.
21 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 130-A by in-
serting after section 8 the following new section:
130-A:8-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
22 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 137-F:16 by
inserting after paragraph III the following new paragraphs:
Ill-a. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 137-F:18-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
Ill-b. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 137-F:18-a.
23 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 137-F by in-
serting after section 18 the following new section:
137-F: 18-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
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ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
24 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 141-
E:4, 1 by inserting after subparagraph Q) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(m) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 141-E:15-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
(n) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 141-E:15-a.
25 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 141-E by in-
serting after section 15 the following new section:
141-E :15-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to RSA
541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed $2,000 for
each offense upon any person who violates any provision of this
chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and appeals
from a decision for the director shall be in accordance with RSA 541.
Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall not pre-
clude the imposition of further penalties or administrative actions
under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in accordance with
RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be scaled to
reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The sums obtained
from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter shall be
forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the general
fund.
26 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 143:6,
II by inserting after subparagraph (d) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(e) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 143:7-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(f) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 143:7-a.
27 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 143 by insert-
ing after section 7 the following new section:
143:7-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of public
health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules adopted
under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed
$2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision
of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and
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appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance with
RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall
not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administrative
actions under this chapter The director shall adopt rules in accord-
ance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be
scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The sums
obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the
general fund.
28 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 143-A:9 by
inserting after paragraph IV-a the following new paragraphs:
IV-b. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 143-A:10-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
IV-c. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 143-A:10-a.
29 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 143-A by in-
serting after section 10 the following new section:
143-A: 10-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
30 Rulemaking Added. RSA 145:15 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
145:15 Rulemaking. The director, division of public health serv-
ices, shall adopt rules pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to:
I. Licenses issued under RSA 145:3.
IL The use of marks, tags, labels, and signs.
in. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 145:17 for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
IV. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 145:17.
V. Any other matter necessary for the administration of this
chapter
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31 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 145 by insert-
ing after section 16 the following new section:
145:17 Administrative Fines. The director of the division of public
health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules adopted
under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed
$2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision
of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and
appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance with
RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall
not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administrative
actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in accord-
ance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be
scaled to reflect the scope and seventy of the violation. The sums
obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the
general fund.
32 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 146:11,
II by inserting after subparagraph (e) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(f) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 146:18-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(g) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 146:18-a.
33 New Paragraph; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 146 by in-
serting after section 18 the following new section:
146:18-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
lic health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter, except
for those provisions relating to additives to fresh produce. Rehear-
ings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accord-
ance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules, in accordance with RSA 541-A, relative to administrative
fines which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the
violation. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative
fines under this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to
be deposited into the general fund.
34 Fine Deleted. Amend RSA 147:2 to read as follows:
147:2 Rulemaking; Enforcement. The director, division of public
health services, shall, in addition to the rules and ordinances of the
health officers of towns, adopt other rules pursuant to RSA 541-A,
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as in his judgment the pubHc good requires, and the rules shall be
enforced by the department of health and human services, division
of public health services, and local boards of health. The division of
public health services may also enforce, concurrently with towns,
the other provisions of this chapter. [Any person wilfully violating
any rule of the director, division of public health services, as adopted
under this section shall be fined $10.]
35 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 151:9,
1
by inserting after subparagraph (k) the following new subpara-
graphs:
0) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 151:16-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(m) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151:16-a.
36 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 151:9-a by
inserting after paragraph VIII the following new paragraphs:
IX. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 151:16-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
X. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151:16-a.
37 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 151 by insert-
ing after section 16 the following new section:
151:16-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
lic health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541, Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
38 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 151-B by in-
serting after section 14 the following new section:
151-B:14-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
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hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
39 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 151-B:16 by
inserting after paragraph V the following new paragraphs:
V-a. A schedule of administrative fines imposed under RSA 151-
B:14-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted pursuant to
it.
V-b. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151-B:14-a.
40 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 170-E:11 by
inserting after paragraph V the following new paragraphs:
VI. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 170-E:21-a for a violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
VII . Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 170-E:21-a.
41 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 170-E by in-
serting after section 21 the following new section:
170-E:21-a Administrative Fines. The commissioner of the depart-
ment of health and human services, after notice and hearing, pursu-
ant to rules adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an
administrative fine not to exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any
person who violates any provision of this chapter or rules adopted
under this chapter. Rehearings and appeals from a decision of the
commissioner shall be in accordance with RSA 541. Any administra-
tive fine imposed under this section shall not preclude the imposition
of further penalties or administrative actions under this chapter.
The commissioner shall adopt rules in accordance with RSA 541-A
relative to administrative fines which shall be scaled to reflect the
scope and severity of the violation. The sums obtained from the levy-
ing of administrative fines under this chapter shall be forwarded to
the state treasurer to be deposited into the general fund.
42 Rulemaking Added. RSA 325-A:5 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
325-A:5 Rulemaking. The director, division of public health serv-
ices, shall adopt rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A relative to:
I. The construction and operation of crematories.
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II. A schedule of administrative fines imposed under RSA 325-
A:7 for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted hereunder
III. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 325-A:7.
IV. Any other matter necessary to the administration of this
chapter
43 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 325-A by in-
serting after section 6 the following new section.
325-A:7 Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
lic health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
44 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 328-B:4,
VII by inserting after subparagraph (j) the following new subpara-
graph:
(k) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 328-B:ll-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
(1) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 328-B:ll-a.
45 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 328-B by in-
serting after section 1 1 the following new section:
328-B: U-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted pursuant to it. Rehearings
and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance
with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section
shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administra-
tive actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in ac-
cordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which
shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The
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sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this
chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited
into the general fund.
46 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 339-
A: 5, II by inserting after subparagraph (f) the following new subpar-
agraphs:
(g) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 339-A:7-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
(h) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 339-A:7-a.
47 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 339-A by in-
serting after section 7 the following new section:
339-A:7-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notices and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
48 Fees; Acute Care Hospitals, Specialty Hospitals, and Nursing
Homes. Amend RSA 151-C:15, 1 to read as follows:
I. In addition to any other fees required of it, each acute care
hospital, specialty hospital, and nursing home licensed under RSA
151 shall pay an annual administrative fee of up to 1/10 of one per-
cent of their previous year's revenue minus contractual allowances
or, if a new facility, up to 1/10 of one percent of their projected first
year revenue minus contractual allowances. The total amount col-
lected shall not exceed [$400,000] $500,000 per year to be prorated at
the end of each fiscal year among all acute care hospitals, specialty
hospitals, and nursing homes licensed under RSA 151, except those
operated by county and municipal governments.
49 Fee for Elevator Inspection Certificate Increased. Amend RSA
157-B: 5, 1 to read as follows:
I. Subsequent to the inspection of an elevator, an inspector shall
file with the commissioner an inspection report on a form prescribed
by the commissioner indicating whether or not the elevator is certifi-
able and shall provide a copy of the inspection report to the owner or
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the owner's designee. When an elevator passes inspection, the com-
missioner shall furnish an inspection certificate to its owner or the
owTier's designee on a form prescribed by the commissioner A fee of
[$15] $45 shall be charged for each certificate. If the fee is not paid
within 30 days of the date on which the certificate is issued, the
certificate shall be void.
50 Repeal. RSA 157-A:14, relative to the boiler and elevator in-
spection fund, is repealed.
51 Exemption From Competitive Bidding; School Improvement
Program. Amend RSA 186:69 to read as follows:
186:69 School Improvement Program. There is established a
school improvement program within the department of education.
The [department] commissioner of education shall contract with
an appropriate agency to implement this program. The program
shall be based upon, but not limited to, the profiling effectiveness in
special education model developed by the bureau of special educa-
tion, department of education, for implementation as the school im-
provement program in the public elementary, middle and high
schools of the state. Such implementation shall be done annually in
selected schools voluntarily requesting to participate in the New
Hampshire school improvement program. Notwithstanding any
law or rule to the contrary, the school improvement program
shall be exempt from competitive bidding requirements. Not-
withstanding the provisions of RSA 186:11, the commissioner
shall have exclusive authority over expenditures of funds appro-
priated for the school improvement program.
52 New Section; Transfers from Fish and Game Fund. Amend
RSA 206 by inserting after section 33-a the following new section:
206:33-b Transfers from Fish and Game Fund. If the expenditure
of additional funds over budget estimates is necessary for the proper
functioning of the fish and game department, the department may
request, with prior approval of the legislative fiscal committee, that
the governor and council authorize the transfer of funds from the
fish and game fund for fish and game department purposes.
53 Definition; Attorney General. RSA 421-A:2, 1-a is repealed and
reenacted to read as follows:
I-a. "Attorney general" means the attorney general or delegee.
54 Definition; Department. RSA 421-A:2, IV-a is repealed and re-
enacted to read as follows:
IV-a. "Department" means the department of justice.
55 Reference Changes. Amend RSA 421-A:11, 1 to read as follows:
I. Whenever it appears to the [director] attorney general that
any person has engaged in or is about to engage in any act or prac-
tice constituting a violation of this chapter, or any rule adopted or
order issued under it, the [director] attorney general may issue and
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cause to be served upon any person violating any of the provisions of
this chapter, an order requiring the person to cease and desist there-
from; and the [director] attorney general may bring an action in a
court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin the acts or practices and to
enforce comphance with this chapter or any rule adopted or order
issued under it[, or he may refer the matter to the attorney general
or the county attorney of the appropriate county]. Upon a proper
showing, the court may grant a permanent or temporary injunction
or restraining order and may order rescission of any sales or pur-
chases of securities determined to be unlawful under this chapter, or
any rule adopted or order issued under it. The court may not require
the [director] attorney general to post a bond.
56 Criminal Penalties. Amend RSA 421-A:13 to read as follows:
421-A: 13 Criminal Penalties.
I. Any person who violates RSA 421-A:3 or any rule adopted
under it, or any order of which he has notice, or who willfully vio-
lates RSA 421-A:7, 8 or 11 or any rule adopted or order issued there-
under, shall be guilty of a class B felony if a natural person, or guilty
of a felony if any other person. Each of the acts specified shall consti-
tute a separate offense and a prosecution or conviction for any of
such offenses shall not bar prosecution or conviction for any other
offense. No indictment or information may be returned more than 6
years after the alleged violation.
[II. The director may refer such evidence as is available concern-
ing violations of this chapter or of any rule adopted or order issued
hereunder to the attorney general or the county attorney of the ap-
propriate county who may, with or without any reference, institute
the appropriate criminal proceedings under this chapter. If referred
to a county attorney, he shall within 90 days file with the director a
statement concerning any action taken or, if no action has been
taken, the reasons therefor.]
[III.]II. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the
power of the state to punish any person for any conduct which con-
stitutes a crime under any other statute.
57 Definitions; Attorney General; Department. RSA 421-B:2, IV
and V are repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
IV. "Attorney general" means the attorney general or delegee.
V. "Department" means the department of justice.
58 Definition; Reference Change. Amend RSA 421-B:2, 11(d) to
read as follows:
(d) Effecting other transactions, if such individual is an officer
or director of the issuer, no commission or other remuneration is
paid or given directly or indirectly for soliciting any person in this
state, and upon application, such individual is specifically authorized
by name in an order issued by the [director] attorney general; or
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59 Licensing Procedure. Amend RSA 421-B:7, 1 to read as follows:
I. A broker-dealer, agent, or investment adviser may obtain an
initial or renewal license by filing with the [director] secretary of
state an application together with a consent to service of process
pursuant to RSA 421-B:30, VII. The application shall be on a form
prescribed by the [director] attorney general and shall contain
whatever information the [director] attorney general requires con-
cerning such matters as, but not limited to, the applicant's form and
place of organization; the applicant's proposed method of doing busi-
ness; the qualifications and business history of the applicant; in the
case of a broker-dealer or investment adviser, the qualifications and
business histoiy of any partner, officer, or director, any person occu-
pying a similar status or performing similar functions, or any person
directly or indirectly controlling the broker-dealer or investment ad-
viser; and, in the case of an investment adviser, the qualifications
and business history of any employee; any injunction or administra-
tive order or conviction of a misdemeanor involving a security or any
aspect of the securities business and any conviction of a felony; and
the applicant's financial condition and history. The [director] secre-
tary of state may by rule or order require an applicant for initial
license to publish an announcement of the apphcation in one or more
specified newspapers published in this state. If no denial order is in
effect and no proceeding is pending under RSA 421-B:10, Hcensing
becomes effective at noon of the thirtieth day after an application is
filed. The [director] secretary of state may by rule or order specify
an earlier effective date, and he may by order defer the effective
date until noon of the thirtieth day after filing of any amendment.
60 Post-Licensing Provisions. Amend RSA 421-B:8, I-VII to read
as follows:
I. Every broker-dealer or issuer-dealer doing business in this
state unless otherwise directed shall, within 60 days after the close
of the fiscal year, make and transmit to the [director] secretary of
state a filing under oath of its chief managing officer showing or
providing the financial statement, changes in management, changes
in ownership, and any significant changes in the method of doing
business for the preceding fiscal year. Said filing shall include state-
ments or periodic reports filed with any regulatory, state or federal
authority or exchange if so directed by order or rule of the [director]
attorney general.
IL The [director] secretary of state may extend the time for
filing such statement for cause shown for a period of not more than
60 days. A broker-dealer or issuer-dealer intentionally failing to file
its annual statement as required by paragraph I shall forfeit to the
[office] state $25 for each day of delinquency. The [director] secre-
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tary of state may refuse to continue, or may suspend or revoke, the
license of any broker-dealer or issuer-dealer intentionally failing to
file its annual statement when due.
III. In addition to the above, the [director] attorney general
may require at any reasonable time and in any reasonable manner
from any person or company subject to this chapter:
(a) Statements, reports, including reports audited by indepen-
dent public accountants, answers to questionnaires and other infor-
mation, and evidence thereof, in whatever reasonable form he
designates, and at such reasonable intervals as he may choose, or
from time to time;
(b) A full explanation of the programming of any data storage
or communications systems in use; and
(c) Information from any books, records, electronic data proc-
essing systems, computers or any other information storage system.
IV. The [director] attorney general may prescribe forms for the
reports under paragraph III. The forms shall be consistent, as far as
practicable, with those prescribed by other states.
V. Any officer, manager or agent of any broker-dealer or issuer-
dealer authorized to do or doing securities business in this state, and
any person controlling or having a contract under which he has a
right to control such a broker-dealer or issuer-dealer, whether exclu-
sively or otherwise, and any person with executive authority over or
in charge of any segment of such a broker-dealer's or issuer-dealer's
affairs, shall reply promptly in writing or in other designated form,
to any written inquiry from the [director] attorney general or sec-
retary of state requesting a reply.
VI. The [director] attorney general or secretary of state may
require that any communication made to him under this section be
verified.
VII. In the absence of actual malice, no communication required
by the [director] attorney general or secretary of state under this
section shall subject the person making it to an action for damages
for defamation.
61 Post-hcensing Provisions. Amend RSA 421-B:9, V(b) to read as
follows:
(b) If so requested by the person examined, within the period
allowed under subparagraph V(a), or if deemed advisable by the [di-
rector] attorney general without such request, the [director] attor-
ney general shall hold a closed hearing relative to the report and
shall not file the report in the [office] department until after such
closed hearing and his order thereon; except, that the [director] at-
torney general may furnish a copy of the report to the governor[,
attorney general] secretary of state or state treasurer pending final
decision thereon.
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62 Suspension or Revocation of Application. Amend the introduc-
tory paragraph of RSA 421-B:10, 1 to read as follows:
I. The [director] attorney general, on his own motion, or upon
the recommendation of the secretary of state, may by order deny,
suspend, or revoke any license or application if he finds:
63 Registration by Coordination. Amend RSA 421-B:13, 1-a to read
as follows:
I-a. Before the secretary of state may accept articles of incorpo-
ration for a new corporation under RSA 293-A, an application for a
certificate of authority under RSA 293-A, a certificate of limited
partnership for a new limited partnership under RSA 304-B, or an
application for registration of a foreign partnership under RSA 305-
A, the following requirements shall be met:
(a) Along with a $50 filing fee, a statement shall be filed with
the [director] secretary of state that the capital stock of the corpora-
tion or the interests of the limited partnership have been registered,
or when offered will be registered, under this chapter or are ex-
empted, or when offered will be exempted, under this chapter, or are
or will be offered in a transaction exempted from registration under
this chapter; and, in the case of a New Hampshire corporation or
limited partnership, that the articles of incorporation or certificate
of limited partnership state whether the capital stock or interests in
the limited partnership will be sold or offered for sale within the
meaning of this chapter.
(b) The statement shall be signed by the incorporators of a
corporation to be formed, by an executive officer of an existing cor-
poration, or by the general partners or intended general partners if
a limited partnership.
[(b) The director shall certify to the secretary of state that the
requirements of subparagraph (a) have been met.]
64 Registration by Coordination. Amend RSA 421-B:13, III-VII to
read as follows:
III. A registration statement under this section automatically
becomes effective at the moment the federal registration statement
becomes effective if all the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) No stop order is in effect and no proceeding is pending un-
der RSA 421-B:16;
0^) The registration statement has been on file with the [direc-
tor] secretary of state for at least 20 days; and
(c) A statement of the maximum and minimum proposed offer-
ing prices and the maximum underwriting discounts and commis-
sions has been on file for 2 full business days or such shorter period
as the [director] secretary of state permits by rule or otherwise and
the offering is made within those limitations.
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IV. The [director] attorney general may by rule or otherwise
waive either or both of the conditions specified in subparagraphs
111(b) and (c).
V. The registrant shall promptly notify the [director] secretary
of state by telephone, telegram, or similar means of communication
of the date and time when the federal registration statement became
effective and the content of the price amendment, if any, and shall
promptly file a post-effective amendment containing the information
and documents in the price amendment. "Price amendment" means
the final federal amendment which includes a statement of the offer-
ing price, underwriting and selling discounts or commissions,
amount of proceeds, conversion rates, call prices, and other matters
dependent upon the offering price.
VI. Upon failure to receive the required notification and post-
effective amendment with respect to the price amendment, the [di-
rector] secretary of state may enter a stop order, without notice or
hearing, retroactively denying effectiveness to the registration
statement or suspending its effectiveness until there is compliance
with this section, if he promptly notifies the registrant by telephone,
telegram, or similar means of communication, and promptly con-
firms by letter or telegram when he notifies by telephone of the
issuance of the order. If the registrant proves compliance with the
requirements of this section as to notice and post-effective amend-
ment the stop order is void as of the time of its entry.
VII. If the federal registration statement becomes effective be-
fore all the conditions in this section are satisfied and they are not
waived, the registration statement automatically becomes effective
as soon as all of the conditions are satisfied. If the registrant advises
the [director] secretary of state of the date when the federal regis-
tration statement is expected to become effective, the [director] sec-
retary of state shall promptly advise the registrant by telephone,
telegram, or similar means of communication, at the registrant's ex-
pense, whether all the conditions are satisfied and whether he then
contemplates the institution of a proceeding under RSA 421-B:16;
but this advice by the [director] secretary of state does not preclude
the institution of such a proceeding at any time.
65 Registration by Qualification. Amend RSA 421-B:14, III to read
as follows:
III. A registration statement under this section becomes effec-
tive when the [director] secretary of state so orders.
66 Registration; Generally. Amend RSA 421-B:15 to read as fol-
lows:
421-B:15 Provisions Applicable to Registration Generally.
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I. A registration statement may be filed with the secretary of
state by the issuer, any other person on whose behalf the offering is
to be made, or a licensed broker-dealer.
II. Every registration statement shall specify:
(a) The amount of securities to be offered in this state;
(b) The states in which a registration statement or similar doc-
ument in connection with the offering has been or is to be filed; and
(c) Any adverse order, judgment, or decree entered in connec-
tion with the offering by the regulatory authorities in each state or
by any court or the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Il-a. Every corporation and partnership having securities regis-
tered in this state shall, within 90 days after the close of their fiscal
year, file with the [director] secretary of state annually a financial
statement audited and certified by an independent certified public
accountant. The audited statement shall be prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles and such other stand-
ards as the [director] attorney general shall adopt by rule. Issuers
of securities registered under this chapter shall also provide quar-
terly financial reports within 60 days of the end of each quarter to
their shareholders, partners, and the [director] attorney general.
Such quarterly reports need not be independently audited.
III. Any document filed under this chapter or a predecessor
chapter within 5 years preceding the filing with the secretary of
state of a registration statement may be incorporated by reference
in the registration statement to the extent that the document is cur-
rently accurate.
IV. The [director] attorney general may by rule or otherwise
permit the omission of any item of information or document from any
registration statement.
V. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order require
as a condition of registration by qualification or coordination:
(a) That any security issued within the past 3 years or to be
issued to a promoter for a consideration substantially different from
the public offering price, or to any person for a consideration other
than cash, be deposited in escrow; and
(b) That the proceeds from the sale of the registered security
in this state be impounded until the issuer receives a specified
amount from the sale of the security either in this state or else-
where.
VI. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order deter-
mine the conditions of any escrow or impounding required under
this section, but he may reject a depository solely because of loca-
tion in another state only if the offering is not being registered un-
der the Securities Act of 1933 and the principal place of business of
the registrant is in this state.
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VII. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order re-
quire as a condition of registration that any security registered by
qualification or coordination be sold only on a specified form of sub-
scription or sale contract, and that a signed or conformed copy of
each contract be filed with the [director] secretary of state or pre-
served for any period up to 3 years specified in the rule or order.
VIII. Every registration statement shall be effective, for the
purpose of any non-issuer distribution until withdrawn, suspended
or revoked. All outstanding securities of the same class as a regis-
tered security are considered to be registered for the purpose of any
non-issuer transaction so long as the registration statement is effec-
tive. A registration statement may not be withdrawn for one year
from its effective date if any securities of the same class are out-
standing.
IX. So long as a registration statement is effective, the [director]
attorney general may by rule or order require the person who filed
the registration statement to file with the secretary of state re-
ports, not more often than quarterly, to keep reasonably current the
information contained in the registration statement, to disclose the
process of the offering and the use of any proceeds received from the
offering, and to submit reports of sales. The [director] attorney gen-
eral may by rule or order require that the issuer distribute annual
reports to its shareholders.
X. A registration statement relating to a security issued by a
face amount certificate company or a redeemable security issued by
an open-end management company or unit investment trust, as
those terms are defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940,
may be amended after its effective date so as to increase the securi-
ties specified as proposed to be offered. Such an amendment be-
comes effective when the [director] attorney general so orders.
XI. So long as a registration statement is effective the [director]
attorney general may require an issuer to file with the secretary of
state an annual report in such form as the [director] attorney gen-
eral by rule prescribes. Failure to file the annual report within 30
days after its request may be deemed a request for withdrawal.
XII. No registration shall be deemed to be filed with the secre-
tary of state until the fee established pursuant to RSA 421-B:31 has
been paid.
67 Suspension or Revocation of Registration. Amend the introduc-
tory paragraph to RSA 421-B:16, 1 to read as follows:
I. The [director] attorney general, on his own motion, or on
the recommendation of the secretary of state, may issue a stop
order denying effectiveness to, or suspending or revoking the effec-
tiveness of, any registration statement if he finds:
68 IVIisleading Filings: Amend RSA 421-B:19 to read as follows:
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421-B:19 Misleading Filings. It is unlawful for any person to make
or cause to be made in any document filed [with the director] under
this chapter or in any proceeding under this chapter any statement
which is, at the time and in the light of the circumstances under
which it is made, false or misleading in any material respect or, in
connection with such statement, to omit to state a material fact nec-
essary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the
circumstances under which they are made, not misleading.
69 Reference Change; Unlawful Representations. Amend RSA
421-B:20, 1 to read as follows:
I. Neither the fact that a registration statement or an applica-
tion for a license has been filed under this chapter with the state of
New Hampshire nor the fact that a security is effectively registered
or a person is licensed in the state of New Hampshire constitutes a
finding by the [director of the office of securities regulation] attor-
ney general or the secretary of state that any document filed under
RSA 421-B is true, complete and not misleading. Neither any such
fact nor the fact that an exemption or exception is available for a
security or a transaction means that the [director of the office of
securities regulation] attorney general has passed in any way upon
the merits or qualifications of, or recommended or given approval to,
any person, security, or transaction. It is unlawful to make, or cause
to be made, to any prospective purchaser, customer, or client any
representation inconsistent with the provisions of this paragraph.
70 Administration. RSA 421-B:21 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
421-B:21 Administration.
I. This chapter shall be administered by the attorney general,
with the assistance of the secretary of state who shall receive and
maintain all documents which are required to be filed under this
chapter. The secretary of state shall, to the greatest extent practi-
cal, physically and substantively consolidate the activities and func-
tions related to corporations, limited partnerships, and other
business organizations and entities administered by the department
of state with the activities and functions related to the registration
of securities which are performed by the attorney general and secre-
tary of state under this chapter.
II. The attorney general shall have all powers specifically
granted or reasonably implied in order to perform the substantive
responsibilities imposed by this title, and may, by rule, after consul-
tation with and approval from the secretary of state, impose duties
upon the secretary of state with regard to the receipt, maintenance
and review of documents required to be filed under this chapter and
the coordination of activities between the department of justice and
the office of secretary of state.
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III, It is unlawful for the attorney general, the secretary of state
or any officers or employees of the department of justice or the sec-
retary of state to use for personal benefit any information which is
filed with or obtained by the attorney general or the secretary of
state and which is not made public. No provision of this chapter
authorizes the attorney general, the secretary of state or any offi-
cers or employees of the department of justice or the secretary of
state to disclose any such information except among themselves or
when necessary or appropriate in a proceeding or investigation un-
der this chapter. No provision of this chapter either creates or dero-
gates from any privilege which exists at common law or otherwise
when documentary or other evidence is sought under a subpoena
directed to the attorney general, the secretary of state or any offi-
cers or employees of the department of justice or the secretary of
state.
71 Judicial Review. Amend RSA 421-B:27 to read as follows:
421-B:27 Judicial Review of Orders. Requests for rehearings and
appeals from orders of the director shall be governed by RSA 541
and by the rules adopted by the [director] attorney general pursu-
ant to title [XXXVII] XXXVIII and RSA 541-A.
72 Administrative Files and Opinions. Amend RSA 421-B:29 to
read as follows:
421-B:29 Administrative Files and Opinions.
I. A document is filed when it is received by the [director], secre-
tary of state.
II. The [director] secretary of state shall keep a register of all
applications for licensing and registration statements which are or
have ever been effective under this chapter and all denial, suspen-
sion, or revocation orders which have been entered under this chap-
ter. The register shall be open for public inspection.
III. The information contained in or filed with any registration
statement, application, or report may be made available to the public
under such rules as the [director] attorney general adopts pursuant
to RSA 541-A.
IV. Upon request and at such reasonable charges as he pre-
scribes, the [director] secretary of state shall furnish to any person
photostatic or other copies, certified under his seal of office if re-
quested, of any entry in the register or any document which is a
matter of public record. In any proceeding or prosecution under this
chapter any copy so certified is prima facie evidence of the contents
of the entry or document certified.
73 Service of Process; Rules. Amend the introductory paragraph
of RSA 421-B:30, VII to read as follows:
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VII. Every applicant for licensing under this chapter and every
issuer who proposes to offer a security in this state through any
person acting on an agency basis in the common-law sense shall file
with the [director] secretary of state, in such form as he prescribes
by rule, irrevocable consent appointing the [director or his successor
in office to be his attorney] secretary of state to receive service of
any lawful process in any non-criminal suit, action, or proceeding
against him or his successor, executor, or administrator which arises
under this chapter or any rule or order under this chapter after the
consent has been filed, with the same force and validity as if served
personally on the person filing the consent. A person who has filed
such a consent in connection with a previous registration need not
file another. Service may be made by leaving a copy of the process in
the office of the [director] secretary of state along with $5, but it is
not effective unless:
74 Reference Change; Service of Process. Amend the introductory
paragraph of RSA 421-B:30, VIII to read as follows:
VIII. When any person, including any nonresident of this state
engages in conduct prohibited or made actionable by this chapter or
any rule or order under this chapter, and he has not filed a consent to
service of process under paragraph VII and personal jurisdiction
over him cannot otherwise be obtained in this state, that conduct
shall be considered equivalent to his appointment of the [director or
his successor in office to be his attorney] secretary of state to re-
ceive service of any lawful process in any non-criminal suit, action, or
proceeding against him or his successor, executor, or administrator
which grows out of that conduct and which is brought under this
chapter or any rule or order under this chapter, with the same force
and validity as if served on him personally. Service may be made by
leaving a copy of the process along with $5 in the office of the [direc-
tor] secretary of state, and it is not effective unless:
75 Change from "Director" to "Attorney General". Amend the fol-
lowing RSA provisions by replacing "director" with "attorney gen-
eral":
I. RSA 421-A:3; 421-A:4, X; 421-A:5; 421-A:6; 421-A:8; 421-A:9;
421-A:11, II, III;421-A:12.
II. RSA 421-B:2, Ill(e); 421-B:2, IX(i); 421-B:2, X, XI; 421-B:4,
II, III; 421-B:6, II; 421-B:7, III-VI; 421-B:9, Mil; 421-B:9, V(a); 421-
B:9, V(c)-(e); 421-B:9, VI-VIII; 421-B:10, 1(b)(5), (8), (11), (13); 421-
B:10, II-VI; 421-B:12; 421-B:13, II; 421-B:14, II, IV; 421-B:16, 1(b)(3),
(7), (10), (11); 421-B:16, II-IV; 421-B:17; 421-B:18; 421-B:22; 421-B:23;
421-B:25, VIII; 421-B:26; 421-B:28; 421-B:30, Vll(a); 421-B:30,
Vlll(a); 421-B:30, IX; 421-B:31, III.
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76 Change from "Office" to "Department." Amend the following
RSA provisions by replacing "office" with "department": RSA 421-
A:9, 1; 421-A:12, II; 421-B:9.
77 Transitional Rules. The rules of the office of securities regula-
tion in effect immediately prior to July 1, 1991, shall continue in
effect until the attorney general adopts rules, pursuant to RSA 541-
A, to implement the provisions of this act; provided that such rules
shall be adopted by the attorney general no later than July 1, 1993.
In administering the existing rules of the office of securities regula-
tion, the attorney general may allocate responsibilities between the
department of justice and the department of state in accordance
with the provisions of this act.
78 Salaries Eliminated. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I, group by deleting
the following:
I. Director of the office of securities regulation.
II. Chief investigator, office of securities regulation.
III. Administrator of the office of securities services, office of
securities regulation.
IV. Administrator of the bureau of securities filings, office of se-
curities regulation,
V. Administrator of the bureau of securities audits and examina-
tions, office of securities regulation.
79 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 400-A:40-66, relative to the office of securities regulation.
II. RSA 421-B:24, III, relative to criminal penalties.
80 Transfer of Personnel and Office Equipment. The office equip-
ment, files, and personnel holding class 10 positions within the office
of securities regulation are hereby transferred to the department of
justice.
81 Jurors' Fee Reduced. Amend RSA 500-A:15, I to read as fol-
lows:
I. Grand and petit jurors' fees and mileage shall be paid by the
state. The jurors' fees shall be [$15] $10 for each half day's attend-
ance before a superior court; for each mile's travel to and from the
place where the juror serves, mileage shall be paid at the rate of $.20
per mile, mileage to be allowed for each day's attendance when the
juror is required to leave the town or city in which he resides.
82 New Section; Indemnification of Chief Medical Examiner,
Amend RSA 611-A by inserting after section 11 the following new
section:
611-A: 12 Indemnification of Medical Examiner. The provisions of
RSA 99-D shall apply to the chief medical examiner and any other
medical examiner employed in the office of the chief medical exam-
iner for claims arising from the scope of their official duties, includ-
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ing, but not limited to, the practice of forensic pathology and the
practice of clinical forensic medicine.
83 New Position Established. There is hereby established the clas-
sified position of diener within the office of the chief medical exam-
iner at labor grade 18.
84 Transfers Within PAU; Indigent Defenders. Notwithstanding
RSA 9:16-a, the executive director of the judicial council, after certi-
fication to the commissioner of administrative services that trans-
fers are necessary to carry out the functions of indigent defense, is
authorized to transfer funds within PAU 01, 04, 01, 02, 04, indigent
defenders.
85 Loss of Taxes. The commissioner of revenue administration
shall compute the payment for lost taxes under RSA 219:32 as fol-
lows:
L Add together the high and low value in the highest range of
values within the forest land category, as set by the current use
advisory board pursuant to RSA 79-A, then divide by 2 to arrive at
the per acre value;
II. Multiply the per acre value by the number of acres on which
application for loss of taxes is made, to arrive at the total assess-
ment, to be further adjusted by the equalization ratio;
III Multiply the assessment by the local municipal tax rate to
arrive at the payment due to the town, reduced in accordance with
RSA 219:29, and adjusted for equity in accordance with RSA 219:33.
86 Appropriations to Department of Education. Any expenditure
of sums appropriated to the department of education in this act or of
any other sums appropriated to the department of education for the
biennium ending June 30, 1993, shall be made only by or with the
approval of the commissioner of education.
87 Revenue Sharing Distributions.
I. In lieu of sums appropriated in HB 25-A, section 1, PAU 01, 08,
04, the following amounts are hereby appropriated for revenue shar-
ing: $31,444,966 for fiscal year 1992, $51,444,966 for fiscal year 1993,
and $71,444,966 for fiscal year 1994.
II. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for rate setting
purposes, any city or town shall include as part of its revenue shar-
ing distribution in each fiscal year the revenue sharing distribution
installment as if the 3 appropriations in paragraph I were
$51,444,966 each fiscal year.
III. For each fiscal year the commissioner of revenue administra-
tion shall recognize said inclusion for purposes of his establishment
and approval of the tax rate for such city or town, pursuant to RSA
21-J:35.
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IV. The governing body of any city or town is authorized for each
fiscal year to issue revenue anticipation notes in an amount not to
exceed the amount equal to the inclusion and the maturity date of
which is the date of the receipt of the next fiscal year payment.
V. The department of revenue administration, in conjunction
with the state treasurer, shall utilize the current process for calcula-
tion and distribution and shall insure that the original calculations of
the receivable shall be used when the receivable is paid.
88 Contingency. If HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the
expenses of certain departments of the state for fiscal years ending
June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993, becomes law, section 87 of this act
shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 1991. If HB 25-A does not
take effect, section 87 of this act shall not take effect.
89 Positions reclassified. Notwithstanding any law, rule, or execu-
tive order to the contrary, the following positions within the multiple
offender program and funded in PAU 05, 01, 01, 03, 07 are hereby
reclassified:
I. Position number 19048 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor II, labor grade 15, to cook II, labor grade 8.
XL Position number 19049 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor II, labor grade 15, to cook I, labor grade 7.
III. Position number 19034 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor I, labor grade 13, to dormitory supervisor, labor grade 7.
90 New Paragraph; Borrowing Authority; Pease Development Au-
thority. Amend RSA 12-G:27 by inserting after paragraph II the
following new paragraph:
III. In lieu of a state guarantee under this section, the state
treasurer is authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state a sum
not exceeding the total state bond guarantee authorized in RSA 12-
G:27, I to make a loan or loans to the authority for the purposes of
this chapter, and issue general obligation bonds or notes in the name
and on behalf of the state in accordance with the provisions of RSA
6-A. The terms and conditions of any such loan shall be determined
by the state treasurer and the governor and council may impose
such other conditions as they may deem appropriate. Payments of
principal of and interest on the bonds or notes issued under this
paragraph shall be made when due from available funds of the au-
thority. The principal amount of bonds of the authority that may be
guaranteed by the state under paragraph I of this section shall be
reduced by the amount of bonds issued by the state under this para-
graph.
91 New Section; Annual Operating Budget; Quarterly Reports.
Amend RSA 12-G by inserting after section 27 the following new
section:
12-G:27-a Annual Operating Budget; Bonding; Quarterly Reports.
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I. The board shall approve and submit an annual operating
budget to the fiscal committee and the governor and council.
II. The issuance of bonds under 12-G:27, III to pay operating
costs of the authority which are not included in the annual operating
budget shall be subject to the approval of the fiscal committee and
governor and council.
III. Until such time as the authority is self-funding, the board
shall submit quarterly financial reports on its revenues and expendi-
tures to the governor, the senate president, and the speaker of the
house.
92 Appropriation; Operating Budget; Pease Development Author-
ity. The sum of $929,584 is appropriated to the Pease development
authority for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the purpose of
paying the following expenses of the authority for fiscal year 1992:
10 Personal Services — Permanent $455,464
20 Current Expenses 40,900
30 Equipment 36,000
60 Benefits 105,220
70 Out-of-state Travel 27,000
90 Consultants 265,000
Tbtal $929,584
Estimated source of funds for Pease
Development Authority
09 Agency Income $929,584
T)tal $929,584
93 Bonds Authorized, lb provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 92 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $929,584 and for
said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in the
name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds of the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
94 Declaration of Purpose; Review of Operations of State Govern-
ment.
I. The general court finds that from time to time the budget
process should be augmented by a thorough review of government
operations undertaken in partnership with the private sector in or-
der to achieve efficiencies and economies.
II. The general court recognizes that a review of the operations
of state government to identify efficiencies and economies which can
be achieved by structural or operational changes should be con-
ducted during the 1992-1993 biennium. The general court further
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recognizes that the participation of individuals from the private sec-
tor with appropriate knowledge, skills and experience will further
the success of this undertaking.
95 T^sk Force on Government Operations Established; Member-
ship; Duties and Responsibilities; Reports.
I. There is hereby established the task force on government op-
erations which shall consist of public members appointed jointly by
the governor, president of the senate and speaker of the house in
numbers they deem appropriate. Members of the committee shall
serve without compensation.
II. A member of the task force shall not use his office for per-
sonal gain or act in manner to place a private interest in conflict with
the public interest. A member shall abstain from voting on matters
in which he has a financial interest, whether personally or through a
spouse or dependent. If in doubt, he may submit a written request
for advice to the attorney general, who shall make a ruling as to
whether he may vote on a matter.
III. The task force on government operations shall review as-
pects of government operations including, but not limited to, the
following: purchasing; space, both owned and leased; communica-
tions, including telephones, mailing and printing; property and
equipment other than real estate; asset management; and organiza-
tion.
IV. The task force on government operations shall make recom-
mendations about, but not hmited to, the following aspects of gov-
ernment operations: purchasing equipment and supplies;
contracting for services; managing capital assets; and organizing hu-
man resources.
V. The task force on government operations shall have the au-
thority to compel the cooperation of department heads and the pro-
duction of documents necessary to carry out its objectives, except
when such requests would be inconsistent with state law.
VI. The task force on government operations shall prepare an
interim report and submit it to the governor, the speaker of the
house, and senate president no later than November 1, 1991, and
submit a final report to the governor, the speaker of the house, and
senate president no later than June 30, 1992.
96 Contingent Repeal. If SB 210-FN-A, "An act relative to
drugged driving and making an appropriation therefor," becomes
law, sections 1-4 of SB 210-FN-A shall not take effect.
97 Effective Date.
I. Section 83 of this act shall take effect November 1, 1991.
II. Section 87 of this act shall take effect as provided in section
88 of this act.
III. Section 88 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
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IV. Section 96 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
V. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill abolishes the office of securities regulation. It makes the
attorney general responsible for the enforcement of the securities
laws and gives the secretary of state responsibility for securities
filings and related administrative duties.
The bill changes the state's responsibility for paying the premium
for state employee health insurance.
This bill establishes a waiver procedure of certain provisions of
RSA 21-1 when requested by any department or agency to prevent
the loss of any federal or other funds subject to recapture.
The bill also:
(1) Increases administrative fees collected from hospitals and nurs-
ing homes licensed under RSA 151.
(2) Establishes a method for computing payment for lost taxes un-
der RSA 219:32.
(3) Suspends the requirement of filing for a new notice of intent to
cut when a cutting operation is completed prior to June 30.
(4) Reduces jurors' fees.
(5) Increases fees for birth registration cards and for copies and
verifications of vital records.
(6) Exempts the school improvement program from competitive
bidding.
(7) Repeals SB 210-FN-A, "An act relative to drugged driving and
making an appropriation therefor", if it becomes law.
(8) reclassifies certain positions in the multiple offender program.
(9) Authorizes the division of public health services to impose ad-
ministrative fines for violations of public health laws and authorizes
the commissioner of health and human services to charge a reason-
able sum for copying costs of documents. Moneys so collected would
be deposited in a special fund and would be continually appropri-
ated.
(10) Gives state police employees the authority to detect and ap-
prehend suspected DWI offenders on numbered state highways, ex-
cept in towns with a population of over 3,000 where the chief of
police has filed a notification with the director of the division of state
police that such authority is solely within the jurisdiction of the local
police. This bill also grants state police employees the jurisdiction to
make arrests for suspected drug violations within localities, pro-
vided that they notify the local police department and cooperate
with local authorities in the investigation.
(11) Establishes a state vital records improvement fund.
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(12) Requires approval of the commissioner of education for any
department of education expenditures.
(13) Provides for indemnification of the medical examiner.
(14) Increases the fee for elevator inspection certificates and re-
peals the boiler and elevator inspection fund.
(15) Changes the salary of the secretary of the New Hampshire
retirement system from group M to group 0.
(16) Establishes a new unclassified position of chief operations offi-
cer in the department of environmental services.
(17) Makes a bonded appropriation to the Pease development au-
thority for its operating expenses for fiscal year 1992.
(18) Makes special provision for revenue sharing distribution in
fiscal years 1992-94.
Amendment Adopted.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: You have before you Senate Amendment
#3114L, which myself and the Seacoast Senators have worked hard
on reaching a compromised position on the funding of the Pease De-
velopment Authority. We have put some specific language in HB 65
that deals with the process by which the PDA will receive funds
from the state of New Hampshire. This is one of those that is an
investment in New Hampshire's future. We have talked about eco-
nomic development, the importance of Pease, and the great hope
that all of us have concerning Pease Air Force Base, and the redevel-
opment of Pease. This appropriates $2.8 million which includes
money to operate the PDA for the next year, to take over the mainte-
nance of the facility, sewer, water and all of those other things that
need to be dealt with. Td do a traffic study for $400,000 that deals
with Seacoast area traffic concerns as a result of the redevelopment
of Pease, to deal with the environmental hurdles that are now before
the PDA, so that the significant money that is going to be expended
for consultants and environmental assessments of Pease. This is the
package that moves Pease forward.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Dupont, how much is being
appropriated for Pease in 25?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: One dollar each year I think that they
have already spent it.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Does this represent their entire
budget?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: This would represent their budget. I
would assume that based on how the environmental work goes, that
there could I assume, be the potential, also depending on how their
agreements work out with the major client that they are working
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with that they could be before us again next year. The issue is that
they have the abihty to go out and float bonds to do this; however,
because of the fact that they don't have revenue at the present time,
it's being done and paid for by the state rather than the PDA.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Thank you.
SENATOR ST. JEAN: Senator Dupont, you mentioned for the $2.8
million that we are appropriating now, a number of things that they
intend to do with the money. But as I read 3114L, it doesn't say
anything of what they are going to do with the money. I mean, how
are we to believe that for the $2.8 million that they are going to do
anything with the money?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, if you would give me a minute, I
will pull the specific language out of 65 that requires them to submit
a budget to the legislature that gives them the same requirements
that other agencies have to comply with. So they would be required,
as I understand it, I would have to get that language and take a look
at it, that what we discussed is putting the oversight in that is neces-
sary. They show that the board shall approve and submit an annual
operating budget to the Fiscal committee and the Governor and
Council, the issuance of bonds to pay operating cost which are not
included in the annual operating budget shall be subjected to ap-
proval of the Fiscal committee, Governor and Council, until such
time as the authority is self funding, the board shall submit quar-
terly financial reports on its revenues to the Governor, the Senate
President, and the Speaker of the House.
SENATOR ST JEAN: Thank you.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I will be brief. I just want to say that I
think that what we have done in terms of establishing an oversight
for the Pease Development Authority is very critical. It makes them
accountable to this legislature, and that is the way it ought to be.
The one thing that I would like to ask is that when the Fiscal com-
mittee gets ready to review their budget, that they do it in an open
forum so that it is public and the public has access to that informa-
tion. Because I think that is one of the concerns that has existed for
some time, relative to how the PDA is spending their money. Let's
open up the process and make sure that the public is aware of it.
Senator Dupont offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by replacing sections 92 and 93 with the following:
92 Appropriation; Pease Development Authority. A sum not to ex-
ceed $2,800,000 is appropriated to the Pease development authority
for its operating budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992,
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upon the approval of such operating budget by the governor and
council, the board of directors of the Pease development authority,
and the fiscal committee.
93 Bonds Authorized. Tb provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 92 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $2,800,000 and for
said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in the
name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds of the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: If I can ask for your attention. This
is a really confusing issue for me and it's late and I need to try and
explain to you what has gone on here. This morning when I arrived
and we had all the things in front of us, I briefly was brought aware
to the fact that on page 17 of our calendar, which addresses the
amendments. I discovered at the bottom of page 17, number 87, Rev-
enue Sharing Distribution. And what I discovered was that we were
borrowing from the cities and towns, $20,000,000 in the year 1992.
That we were not paying them back until the year 1994. You can
guess that I was not too thrilled. What I did was to try and see if we
couldn't restore that level funding and to try to find out a little bit
more about how that happened. And what we came to and I worked
with Maura from the county and she got some have the history. And
what happened apparently, is this: in HB 25 the Senate would have
appropriated, would have taken 15 million from the cities and towns.
But they wouldn't have given the protection to them of authorizing
the town to use the revenue as anticipated notes so that it would not
hurt their tax rate. Can I please ask you, Senators, if you would
listen? I think that this is important, and I want you to know what
you are voting on, because I do not want anyone to be voting on this
unless they are clear in what this is doing. This 87 in here, strikes
out our actions in 25. Now, I thought I was doing a good thing when
I went to Finance and I went to Ed Dupont and argued to change
the money so that it was refunded within our own biennium. So that
the $20,000,000 that we were borrowing in 1992 was paid back in
1993 and not in 1994, which would mean that we were borrowing it
for a whole year, rather than for 7 months. It would mean that was
another legislature body that would be taking the money, that would
be given the money. And my belief, we can't ask another legislature
to repay money that we have borrowed unless they agree to do so,
and they can't because it is into the future. So we agreed that we
would pay it back in the year 93, and if for some horrible reason that
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the state didn't have the wonderful recovery and have the money to
pay it back, that they would be authorized to bond that $20,000,000
so that there was no question that the towns and cities would get it.
But herein Hes the dilemma. The House sent over to us not appropri-
ations for revenue sharing, borrowing $5,000,000 for a year, but they
didn't give the tax advantage to them. The Governor originally sug-
gested $5,000,000, then he suggested another $10,000,000. So we in
our actions in 25, took 15 million, but none of those that I have men-
tioned prior gave the tax break. This one takes $20,000,000, which I
wish if I had my druthers, what I would be standing here today and
telling you that we should be taking nothing from the cities and
towns, nothing. Because that is what I stood here earlier and said we
were doing. But what we are doing, I guess, is borrowing for 7
months. But they are getting the full $51,000,000 and they are going
to be getting it in 1992 and 1993 and they are not going to be affect-
ing their tax base. So I want you to be clear on what you are voting
on here now, because it is a tough decision, and I don't want any of
you to look at me tomorrow and say I didn't know that. Because I
don't like it. But unfortunately, that is where we are at and I want
you to know it, and if you know, you make the decision.
SENATOR CURRIER: I agree with Senator Hollingworth that this
is a very important issue. And I am a little confused, and I would like
to ask Senator Dupont, a question I believe with regards to . . . Are
we, with this amendment, are we increasing it, the hit to the cities
and towns to $20,000,000 or is it really stabilizing what we actually
did which is 15 before?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, it is a pleasure to be facing in this
direction for a change, as all of my questions have been on that side
of the room prior to this. As Senator Hollingworth and I had one of
those arguments that went around in circles this morning for about 5
minutes over this issue, about the mechanics of how this would have
worked. The Governor's suggestion was that you take $5,000,000
from the first year and delay payment until the second year. That
was obviously, prior to the time that our deficit that we presently,
currently, are going to be operating under increased to the
$40,000,000 estimate that we are all talking about. Senate Finance
put in the budget language that would have said on June 25 of next
year or whenever, before the end of the fiscal year or when the sec-
ond payment is due to the cities and towns, it would be delayed untill
after the state started its next fiscal yean But it would be paid. So
then what would subsequently happen to that was the next payment
would be made, and then the second payment would be delayed,
which would put us into the following fiscal year, which would be
1994 as Senator Hollingworth indicated. The House and the Gover-
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nor both agreed that they would pay the full amount the second year.
So if the numbers $51,000,000 and in the second year you would
receive the full $51 million. Under Senator Hollingworth's amend-
ment what it says that if the state can't meet that obligation to the
cities and towns then it pays the $20,000,000 out by the bonding
route. The original amount was 15 million.
SENATOR CURRIER: So voting for this bill guarantees that the
cities and towns are going to get that 20 million bucks?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would assume that is the an-
swer that you are looking for.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would like to try and answer Sen-
ator Currier's question. If you look at the amendment, what we tried
to do is build in a protection there and it says that in 1992 they are
going to get 71 million. They are going to get their 51 that they
should have got and the 20 million. And if for some reason we don't
have 20 million, we authorize the state to bond that $20,000,000 so
that in 1993 they are going to get the $71,000,000. The 20 that we
borrowed from 92. And if that doesn't come to pass, then we had four
amendments not to make it work.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in support of the motion on the floor
today over which is written in the amendment which I have in hand.
If you will bear with me even though it is late at night and I will tell
you why I like the amendment. Because I simply have come to the
conclusion that I cannot cut belief, promises that have been made
when it comes to regarding reimbursements to the towns. I hope
that you will bear with me, because when I first came down, there
was 50 percent of all the state revenues went back to the communi-
ties, and now it's less than 19 percent and the way that this amend-
ment was written it is just another way in the back door to cut it
even further. Back in 1972 that was when we incorporated the so-
called BPT. When it came down they took 30 percent of my tax base
away from me in Berhn and in Gorham and in Groveton, with the
promise that they would be returned in full, plus 10 percent each
year. The revenues didn't come in as much as expected, so they cut it
back to 5 percent. Then when we were in difficulties, instead of liv-
ing up to the promise that this 5 percent would come back to the
communities, they flattened it out to zero, and that is the way it has
been for the last decade. Each year the attempt has been made to
meddle with the pawner. Twice I have been under this in the House
where we have protected the present form of it, whereby my town of
3,000 people come $400,000, bill them $1,000,000 and a little town
like Errol some $9,000 dollars. But each year the attempt has been
made to sweeten it out for some communities and take it away from
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the communities which I happen to live in. When it said we would be
denied another 20 million back to the communities, back to 31, from
the 51,4 and then the next year come up to 51.4 again, and then in
1993 it would come to 73. I do not have a crystal ball and I do not
look down the road another 2 years to see if that is going to be
reimbursed at $73,000,000. No doubt ifwe live under the 31 they wall
say well they survived so the heck with them and we will keep the
sum at 31, I am anticipating it too. Are we saying that from 2 years
from now the economy is going to be so well off that we can take and
give back the $20,000,000 that is being denied this year, but get it
back in 73? Is this economy, can anyone guarantee it? Darn right you
can't, and neither can I. This amendment levels it off at the present
rate at 51.4. Under the amendment in here, it says that if we are
denied the $20,000,000 we have the authority to go out and bond it.
Well bless their little hearts, isn't that wonderful? We can borrow
and give the authority to buy to pick up deficits if you want. As I
said again, Mr. President, I have been here a long time, I am getting
a little bit tired of promises that have been broken, and broken, and
broken again when it comes back to the benefit of a property owner.
We have reached the limit. It isn't just taxes in New Hampshire.
There isn't a politician that stands on his hind legs and says anything
about it. But I am going to tell you that it isn't just taxes, it's mainte-
nance. I, my wife and others, we nickeled it and we dimed it. When I
worked for the good old wages which everybody thought was great,
$1 a day, driving a two-horse team, I used to save pennies to get
what I got. And in America, we are supposed to be able if we keep
our nose clean, and hard working, to be able to accumulate property
and have it protected. Well there are two ways that you can take
away a man's property and that is with a point of a gun and one
through taxes, and boy we are doing a great job on both ends. Thank
you. I say it again, I rise to keep this promise and pass this amend-
ment. Thank you.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Hollingworth, I think you some-
what underestimate what you have done, and I think perhaps you
have apologized too much. I think that you have done a damn good
job. It seems to me that the cities and towns are in good shape out of
this budget. The restaurants have paid and the real estators have
paid, and everybody else has paid. It seems to me that the cities and
towns in relation to what we promised them, the only thing that it is
going to cost them is what it will cost to borrow that $20,000,000, if
they have to borrow it, before they get it. But you have guaranteed
they are going to get it and I think that is a pretty good deal. I think
that you should not so underestimate yourself, that you are worried
about it.
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SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Thank you very much, Senator
McLane, I wish I could say it would be a good deal. The only good
deal would be that we would not be in this position that we find
ourselves, that we wouldn't even be taking one dime, for one day,
from cities and towns, because that is what we have done for far too
long. So I thank you for your kind words, but it doesn't make me feel
any better.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I have a question I assume of Senator Hol-
lingworth, but perhaps whoever can answer it. Part 5, on page two,
of this amendment. Can somebody explain to me exactly what that
means?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I wish one of the people from LBA,
because if I try to . . . section 5.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, it's late, but let me see if I've got this
straight. If we pass your amendment, the position of the state would
be that we are borrowing this money from the towns, and if we don't
get the money to return to them, we are going to borrow it through
bonding and return it to them. If we don't fund this budget, then we
are going to borrow money to pay back the people who we borrowed
money from, pay back the towns that we borrowed money from. Is
that essentially correct?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Heath, I know you can
read, and I know that you can hear, and I know that this is a late
hour, and I know that you listened to it, and I know what you're
attempting to prove with this. That this isn't the wonderful world
that we want it to be. I can tell you that I am a Senator standing
here that there isn't much of any of this that if we had alternatives,
that the choices that we have before us would be different, but we
don't. Unfortunately, we have not had the ability to make any kind of
meaningful suggestions in many years in this process, and right now
we can only take what we have on our plate. That means that we
have to take what we have got on our plates and we have to balance
this budget, unless we want to choose to be obstructionists and vote
no on everything, and go home and not fund anything.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hollingworth, I guess one further
question would be that, were you suggesting that if a person doesn't
believe in this pyramid scheme that is being built here, that they are
an obstructionist?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: No, Senator, I saw a piece of legis-
lation when I opened this today, and I read through it, and I talked
to people who were in the counties. They told me that this was the
best thing I could do with what I was able to achieve. They were
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happy with it. At least they told me that they were happy with what
I was suggesting, and what I was proposing. They could live with it.
It was better than any of the other alternatives that were there. If
you have a better suggestion or a better mouse-trap, Senator, I
stand here willing to have you make that amendment.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, would you believe that it is better, but
not much better by the thinnest of margins?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Well, Senator, all that I can tell you
is what they told me. They were happy with what this amendment
would do. In fact, they helped me craft and draft it.
Senator Blaisdell has moved the question.
SENATOR J. KING: When it comes to Revenue Sharing, probably
some of you know that it is one of my real concerns. I think that it is
a shame that we are going to borrow from the cities and towns,
where we got the monies from in the first place. My feeling is that if
there is not a way of getting it, then we should take some from what
we have and not take it from the towns. I agree with Beverly Hol-
lingw'orth, that this is better than what was in the yellow sheet,
much better. There is no guarantee. And I would probably be less
hesitant to say this, but in looking over the past years, this philoso-
phy has been used over and over again, and they are always, they
give it to you to get the plan going, and then gradually they take it
away from you, then they start a new plan and they do it again. But
eventually, a good part, if not all of it, ends up in the states untill to
pay their bills. My suggestion would be, my last place to take it
would be take it away from the people that we owe it to and the cities
and towns and have them raise the property tax so that we can pay
our bills up here. We either pay our bills up here and give them what
they have or find some other way of doing it.
Senator Blaisdell moved the question.
Adopted.
Senator Hollingworth offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HE 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by replacing section 87 with the following:
87 Revenue Sharing Distributions.
I. In lieu of sums appropriated in HB 25-A, section 1, R\U 01, 08,
04, the following amounts are hereby appropriated for revenue shar-
ing: $31,444,966 for fiscal year 1992 and $71,444,966 for fiscal year
1993. In the event there is insufficient funding to pay the $20,000,000
which was delayed from fiscal year 1992, the state treasurer is
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hereby authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state in fiscal
year 1993 a sum not to exceed $20,000,000 and for said purpose may
issue bonds and notes in the name of and on behalf of the state of
New Hampshire in accordance with RSA 6-A.
II. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for rate setting
purposes, any city or town shall include as part of its revenue shar-
ing distribution in each fiscal year the revenue sharing distribution
installment as if the 2 appropriations in paragraph I were
$51,444,966 each fiscal year.
III. For each fiscal year the commissioner of revenue administra-
tion shall recognize said inclusion for purposes of his establishment
and approval of the tax rate for such city or town, pursuant to RSA
21-J:35.
IV. The governing body of any city or town is authorized for each
fiscal year to issue revenue anticipation notes in an amount not to
exceed the amount equal to the inclusion and the maturity date of
which is the date of the receipt of the next fiscal year payment.
V. The department of revenue administration, in conjunction
with the state treasurer, shall utilize the current process for calcula-
tion and distribution and shall insure that the original calculations of
the receivable shall be used when the receivable is paid.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, the floor amendment is
#3147L. There are two substances of changes in 65, Mr. President.
Number one, if you recall Senator Hough said that section three
having to do with surgical benefits, I believe, was no longer neces-
sary. The amendment addresses and deletes that from 65. Part two,
in the very first paragraph, sections 53 through 80 and renumber
this 4 through 52, has to do with what we did in 189 so far as securi-
ties are concerned. The rest of it is housekeeping, Mr. President, so
far as preventing the necessity of enrolled bills to make these
changes in numbering and effective dates and the like, and I urge
the adoption of the amendment.
SENATOR DISNARD: My question, Senator Eraser, also pertains
to Senator Hough, to some of the language that is in here, and part
of the language which is on page 1 1 of the amendment. The question
is, why do we exempt the School Improvement Program? It is a good
program. I don't want to do away with the School Improvement Pro-
gram. One of my questions of Senator Hough is, why on page 4, the
last item, which in on page 11? Why are we exempting the School
Improvement Program from competitive bidding? There must be a
reason for it. Maybe special consultants or consultants that are
merely available. When I see something that says that we eliminate
competitive bidding, I get nervous.
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SENATOR ERASER: Senator Disnard, if I understand the ques-
tion, the amendment of 3147L addresses section 3 in the bill and
sections 53 through 80. This amendment does not address section 4.
SENATOR DISNARD: So section 4 is still in effect?
SENATOR ERASER: Yes, sir.
SENATOR DISNARD: Well that was my question. Why do we ex-
empt the School Improvement Program from competitive bidding?
Recess.
Out of recess.
Senator Disnard had withdrawn his question.
SENATOR OLESON: Senator Eraser, we just put an amendment
on where our cities and towns would get their rightful distribution
as far as the BPT concerns; however, on your amendment, the very
last line on your amendment it says, makes special provisions for
revenue sharing and distribution in fiscal years 1992 and 1994, is this
duplication? Just what is it?
SENATOR ERASER: No, I will defer to Charlie. Senator, I believe
that has to do with Senator Hollingworth's amendment that we just
adopted.
SENATOR OLESON: So it's just . .
.




SENATOR ERASER: Yes, this addresses the amendment that we
just adopted. Senator HoUingworth's amendment so far.
SENATOR OLESON: Thank you, Senator.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would like to speak, Mr. President, be-
cause I think that there is going to be an amendment to deal with
this, but relative to the analysis, on page 4, of the floor amendment
at the very bottom, number 6 exempts the School Improvement Pro-
gram from competitive bidding. Well that isn't all this bill does.
Where is that language ... In that respect, it also, if you look at
page 11 on the yellow calendar, it says in addition to exempting the
School Improvement Program, it says, notwithstanding the provi-
sions of 186:11, the commissioner shall have exclusive authority over
expenditures of funds appropriated for the School Improvement
Program. But 186:11 provides that the Board of Education will su-
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pervise the expenditures of all monies appropriated for public
schools. This goes far beyond simply exempting the School Improve-
ment Program, it also takes the authority away from the Board of
Education to supervise these funds which are some $900,000 over
the biennium; however, I think Senator Colantuono has an amend-
ment to deal with the substance, I am just addressing what I think
in this statement, or a vast understatement in the analysis. It does
far more than the analysis would suggest.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: The following amendment will address
the issue.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The substance, yeah.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Page 6, of the amended analysis #16, can
somebody put a dollar amount, establishes a new unclassified posi-
tion of Chief of Operations Officer in the Department of Environ-
mental Services? Can you give me a labor grade or a figure?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Roberge, would you please repeat
your question?
SENATOR Roberge: Yes, either the labor grade or the salary for
the Chief of Operations Officer in the Department of Environmental
Services. Can you give me a dollar amount for that?
SENATOR W. KING: For the dollar cost in terms of our . . .
SENATOR ROBERGE: Salary, approximate salary amount, for
that particular position. It doesn't list it. It doesn't even list the
labor grade.
SENATOR W. KING: I don't have that information on me right now.
SENATOR ROBERGE: You can get it for me later. Just get it for
me.
SENATOR W. KING: O.K., I will get that information for you, but
let me tell you that what we did, was that the cost to the state into
the general fund is $6,000 because we eliminated another position
that is vacant at the moment as a means of funding this position so
that it was an additional burden to the general fund of $5,000. But
that puts this person, it fills a position that was absolutely necessary
for us to fill, as a result of the audit that LBA did and the manage-
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: It appears that due to a problem in draft-
ing, that the language that we adopted on Pease was correct, but
this floor amendment that is now before us has original language
that was put in by Senate Finance that is incorrect. What would
need to be done is, that the incorrect section would need to be de-
leted. I fear that if I go down to Legislative Services and request to
have that done, that this is getting so complicated now at this point
in time, that what I would like to do is just request of the Chair if we
could, that I could point out that section and have that deleted out
when the final version of the bill is done, rather than having another
amendment drafted?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Dupont, I don't have any problems
with doing that with this particular section. I guess my concern is,
given the confusion, relative to some of the other issues in this
amendment; the question that I have is, whether we can be sure that
the rest of it is what we think it is.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I think that part of the problem,
obviously, is that we came on the floor today with a number of bills
that we knew we were going to have multiple amendments and I am
trying to control the amending process, and that is one of the rea-
sons that I used for trying to get the hearings out of the way last
week where everybody would have an opportunity to bring this in so
that we could do it in an orderly and correct fashion. So this is just a
complicated process. I would suggest that if you would allow this
change to take section #64 out, which is the incorrect section, then
you would, well, I can't comment on the rest of it. I assume that we
will take a look at it, and if there is anything of a major significance
that needs to be changed, then we would have to bring it back before
the body.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Senator Dupont has proposed that we
take section #64 which is on page 2 and delete it from Senator Era-
ser's amendment.
Adopted.
Senator Eraser offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting section 3 and sections 53-80 and renum-
bering sections 4-52 to read as 3-51 and sections 81-97 to read as 52-
68.
Amend the bill by replacing section 68 with the following:
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68 Authority to Adjust Operating Budget Amounts and Tbtals.
The legislative budget assistant shall have the authority to make
adjustments in amounts and totals in section 1 of HB 25-A of the
1991 legislative session made necessary by the passage of this act.
69 Effective Date.
I. Section 54 of this act shall take effect November 1, 1991.
II. Section 58 of this act shall take effect as provided in section
59 of this act.
III. Section 59 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
IV. Section 67 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
V. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Amend the bill by replacing section 18 with the following:
18 Statement of Purpose; Administrative Fines; Division of Public
Health Services. The general court finds that the laws protecting
the health of the public contain appropriate civil and criminal penal-
ties but lack a mechanism to compel the earliest possible compliance
necessary to protect the public while other sanctions are being pur-
sued, or a mechanism to penalize infractions of such laws which do
not warrant civil or criminal penalties. Therefore, the purpose of
sections 19-46 of this act is to provide the division of public health
services with the necessary tools, in the form of administrative
fines, to fully protect the health of the public, while assuring re-
straint on the regulator through a scaling of fines and the availability
of due process for the regulated.
Amend the bill by replacing section 59 with the following:
59 Contingency. If HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the
expenses of certain departments of the state for fiscal years ending
June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993, becomes law, section 58 of this act
shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 1991. If HB 25-A does not
take effect, section 58 of this act shall not take effect.
Amend the bill by replacing section 64 with the following:
64 Bonds Authorized. To provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 63 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $929,584 and for
said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in the
name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds of the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a waiver procedure of certain provisions of
RSA 21-1 when requested by any department or agency to prevent
the loss of any federal or other funds subject to recapture.
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The bill also:
(1) Increases administrative fees collected from hospitals and nurs-
ing homes licensed under RSA 151.
(2) Establishes a method for computing payment for lost taxes un-
der RSA 219:32.
(3) Suspends the requirement of filing for a new notice of intent to
cut when a cutting operation is completed prior to June 30.
(4) Reduces jurors' fees.
(5) Increases fees for birth registration cards and for copies and
verifications of vital records.
(6) Exempts the school improvement program from competitive
bidding.
(7) Repeals SB 210-FN-A, "An act relative to drugged driving and
making an appropriation therefor", if it becomes law.
(8) Reclassifies certain positions in the multiple offender program.
(9) Authorizes the division of public health services to impose ad-
ministrative fines for violations of public health laws and authorizes
the commissioner of health and human services to charge a reason-
able sum for copying costs of documents. Moneys so collected would
be deposited in a special fund and would be continually appropri-
ated.
(10) Gives state police employees the authority to detect and ap-
prehend suspected DWI offenders on numbered state highways, ex-
cept in towns with a population of over 3,000 where the chief of
police has filed a notification with the director of the division of state
police that such authority is solely within the jurisdiction of the local
police. This bill also grants state police employees the jurisdiction to
make arrests for suspected drug violations within localities, pro-
vided that they notify the local police department and cooperate
with local authorities in the investigation.
(11) Establishes a state vital records improvement fund.
(12) Requires approval of the commissioner of education for any
department of education expenditures.
(13) Provides for indemnification of the medical examiner.
(14) Increases the fee for elevator inspection certificates and re-
peals the boiler and elevator inspection fund.
(15) Changes the salary of the secretary of the New Hampshire
retirement system from group M to group 0.
(16) Establishes a new unclassified position of chief operations offi-
cer in the department of environmental services.
(17) Makes a bonded appropriation to the Pease development au-
thority for its operating expenses for fiscal year 1992.
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(18) Makes special provision for revenue sharing distribution in
fiscal years 1992-94.
Division vote.
Yeas: 16 Nays: 7
Floor Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I move the adoption of #3148L. This
amendment deletes sections #51 and #85 which deal with education,
#51 is the one that has been discussed, but no action has been taken
on it. It provides that the School Improvement Program shall be
implemented by the Commissioner of Education, essentially without
any control, any statutory control by the Board of Education under
RSA 186:11. Furthermore, it takes out or exempts the School Im-
provement Program from the competitive bidding process, neither
of which I think are proper. Section #85, I'm sorry #86, no wait a
minute. The amendment that we just passed would result in a num-
bering so that what is #86 in the yellow calendar, is now under the
Senate position as #85. So that is correct. Tell me I am correct, Sena-
tor Eraser?
SENATOR ERASER: Yes, you are correct.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Section #85 has some language which
creates a special rule, not in statutory law, but simply in this bill
which says that all sums appropriated to the department, all expend-
itures shall be made only by what the approval of the Commissioner
of Education, which again cuts out the Board of Education's tradi-
tional and Statutory role. I am told by Senator King that this is a
mistake and should come out anyway. But I am simply concerned
that we should be upholding the Senate position where we have al-
ready restored the Rulemaking Authority and we have already re-
stored in HB 25 the funding, the budget for the Board of Education.
I think that we should be consistent and take out this language also.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Colantuono, would you believe that
I have the same concerns that you have regarding the Commissioner
of Education? I just wanted to make sure that we do not do away
with the School Improvement Program. The School Improvement
Program is a good program. I am just as concerned as you and other
Senators, that the Finance committee isn't setting Educational pol-
icy without anyone being aware of it and taking away present rights
of the state Board of Education in statute?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator, the present law, #186:69,
which sets up a School Improvement Program would stay in effect,
even if we delete this language. Furthermore, under HB 25, as we
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were looking up here, I believe that it is funded to the tune of
$450,000 per year, neither of which would be affected by this amend-
ment.
SENATOR DISNARD: Would you believe that I accept it. But I
just want to make sure we are not doing away with that program?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Disnard, would you believe that I
share your feelings and Senator King's and Senator Colantuono's? I
think because I made an inquiry earlier that it is not Senate Fi-
nance's language. I share your respect for the educational policy be-
ing set by the Education Committee and support this amendment,
but would you believe that this is something that came over from the
House? This didn't happen in the Senate. I think that we should
correct it, but it was not done by the Senate Finance committee.
SENATOR DISNARD: I apologize to the Senate Finance commit-
tee. When I am wrong, I am wrong. I am glad that you told me,
because I would have put both my feet in my mouth if I were to
continue.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Colantuono, on 91 bond
authorization, you say in accordance, the third line from the bottom,
RSA 12-G:27 ...
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, could I address that?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Well if you would let me finish the
question. This 12-G:27 is the Pease Development Authority and
there is no section 3. There are 1 and 2, that is exactly why at this
late hour we are all going a little crazy. Because you are talking
about supposedly, something to deal with education and this is Pease
Development Authority.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes, I am sorry. I should have, I forgot
to explain that. When they drafted this amendment, they created
the same problem that we had in Senator Eraser's amendment which
we just took care of. It is the exact same problem. They had to re-
number #90 and #91, and now we have the correct number, but the
language here has already been superseded by the Dupont amend-
ment, and I would request that we treat this the exact same way
that we just treated the last amendment. We did have Gloria, the
Clerk, take care of it.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Colantuono, in your amendment
you delete section 51 and 85. I am not sure why you're deleting 85,
loss of taxes.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Because the Eraser amendment, be-
cause it deleted section 3, renumbered everything to move back up,
so that what is 86 in the yellow calendar, is now 85.
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SENATOR RUSSMAN: O.K..
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I think that this problem is totally
getting out of hand. I don't think that just addressing one line is
going to clean up the mess that these amendments have made. My
father used to have an expression, "you don't want to know how they
make bills, and how they make sausage". And right now, I think that
we are making a little bit of both. I think that we have got to clean
up these amendments before we move forward. There is no way that
we should be voting on these the way that they are.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Senator Hough, I am concerned, and there
is probably a good reason why we are accepting what TAPE INAU-
DIBLE.
SENATOR HOUGH: We are adding Administration and that is
what I said before I started.
SENATOR ROBERGE: The other question is on top of page 5. I
know that you briefly touched upon this subject, but I didn't hear
what you said, all the words that you were saying at the time. I'm
talking about the two-step salary increase for the Executive Direc-
tor of the Retirement System, from group M to group 0. A possible
salary increase from $49,200 to a $55,800 and the rationale for that
when we are trying to hold the lines on expenses?
SENATOR HOUGH: The salaries for the Administrative staff, of
the New Hampshire Retirement System come out of the Adminis-
trative account of the New Hampshire Retirement System. There
was an audit of the New Hampshire Retirement System, one of the
exceptions in the audit is the lack of the New Hampshire Retirement
System to have a highly skilled person in the agency. We established
a position in the previous legislative session. When we did it we
went virtually 18 to 24 months to file. We attracted the person to fill
the job.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Who is it, do you know?
SENATOR HOUGH: I don't know. Mary Nelson is the Senate Rep-
resentative in the New Hampshire Retirement Board. So the point
is the Executive Secretary has the same class as this specialist per-
son, okay?
SENATOR MCLANE: When it goes through the whole process of
having to go to the communication PUC. It is about her sister next
door. But it is a tax on those parts of your telephone bill that are
over $12.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator McLane, you almost an-
swered my question at the end, but under present law the telephone
companies are going to be able to pass through this new tax 100
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percent to their customers, so that in effect, the telephone cus-
tomers will be paying this money?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think in all honesty one might agree that
that is what has happened. Far be it for me to tell you what the PUC
is going to do, to be added. They are pretty sure that is what will
happen. So I think in all honesty, that is a correct answer.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: To anyone. This is an important issue.
I would like to know before we vote on it? Does anyone know the
answer?
SENATOR MCLANE: You have a group of conservatives that don't
like the School Improvement Program ... I am trying to say that we
have a School Improvement Program which is the only thing left
that the state of New Hampshire is doing for public education com-
pared to the 5 1/2 million dollars that we used to spend back in the
days of John Sununu on school betterment. That program under El-
lie Freedman is going forward, and is successful. This amendment
was put in by the House because they believed in that program. You
have an amendment now that is trying to undermine that program. I
am saying that I believe in the School Improvement Program. I
know it is funded, but I want it to be run properly, and if it is, I do
not agree with the Colantuono amendment.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, am I one of the conserva-
tives that you mentioned?
SENATOR MCLANE: I was speaking of Senator Colantuono. I
don't believe that you have spoken on this or do I know how you are
going to vote on this.
SENATOR HEATH: I have. Did you just a few minutes ago, say
that the School Improvement Program was working wonderfully?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you understand that Senator Colantuono's
amendment will leave it working the way that it is instead of chang-
ing the way that it will work?
SENATOR MCLANE: No, I don't. I realize that the funding of the
program is one thing, but the approval of the Commissioner of Edu-
cation or the approval of the State Board is what the issue is here.
SENATOR HEATH: That's right, but I go back to my question. Did
you not represent that this was a program that was working wonder-
fully well?
SENATOR MCLANE: Exactly.
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SENATOR HEATH: And do you not understand that the language
in that bill if we don't remove it, it changes the way that program
operates?
SENATOR MCLANE: I have been the recipient of a letter from a
member of the State Board that is so critical of this program, that it
is my impression that the program would function in a better fashion
if the Colantuono amendment did not pass.
SENATOR HEATH: Is it your position then, that the program is
not working well?
SENATOR MCLANE: My position is that it is working just fine
now.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, wasn't it you that raised the objection
when Senator Humphrey started labeling individuals in here. Are
you labeling conservatives as a generality, is this a new policy?
SENATOR MCLANE: I apologize if I have offended you in this
fashion. I could find no other way to characterize those people who
felt threatened by the School Improvement Program.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator McLane, I am not sure if I am one
of those conservatives, because I think that my vote would prove
that not to be the case. But I am concerned that this amendment,
which is coming from Senate Finance which was passed on by the
House, is changing policy. It was a bill that we passed, actually we
deleted the refrained, which was taking rulemaking authority from
the State Board of Education and giving it to the commission. We
have already debated that and we have already said that that wasn't
what we thought it would do. Senator Colantuono's amendment basi-
cally takes out and leaves the status quo. It does not touch the
School Improvement Program. Do you believe that?
SENATOR MCLANE: No, I don't. I feel that the amendment was
sent over by the House and is in the best interest of the School
Improvement Program. Because I support the School Improvement
Program, I do not support the amendment as offered by Senator
Colantuono.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator McLane, would you beheve that I
am very pleased that you recognize me as a conservative? However,
Senator, I am concerned that our present law gives the authority to
the State Board to oversee expenditure of funds. I like the School
Improvement Program, the Pilot Program in the United States. It is
a good program and has improved schools. I am not one who wants
to harm that program, but it is just a situation where who should
have the authority under the law, the State Board or the Commis-
sioner, That is my only concern.
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SENATOR MCLANE: If you're asking a question of me, I am a
recipient of a letter from a member of the State Board that was
devastatingly critical of the School Improvement Program. So I be-
lieve that the amendment has passed on, it didn't come from Senate
Finance, but passed on by Senate Finance, had as it's origins, people
who really cared about the School Improvement Programs, so that I
am not in favor of the Colantuono amendment.
SENATOR DISNARD: I understand your concern, but regardless,
I don't like the idea of changing statute because one or two individ-
uals, because one or two of those individuals may not be. I don't
think the department policy should be changed because one or two
individuals may not be in favor with some people, including myself.
SENATOR MCLANE: I guess I am in favor of the program and I
want to do what is best for it, and I don't think the Colantuono
amendment does that.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I understand the considerable amount of
confusion that exists here about the amendments on this bill. At
Gloria's suggestion, I asked her to go through and re-number and
correct all of the amendments that have been passed on HB 65. So I
would assume that by the time we get through debating HB 65, that
we should be close to having a cleaned up copy of HB 65 for those
who have concerns about the fact that some of the amendments were
incorrectly notated when they came up to us. So that is just an at-
tempt to try and resolve some of the concern that exists of what this
bill will look like when we get done with it.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Dupont, I am trying to be polite, I
am not trying to cause problems. Would it be realistic to stop the
clock and come back on Monday? There is a lot of concern not only
about one part, but both parties are concerned about some of the
wording in here that we don't know or don't understand?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would assume that we would
have to come back in on Friday, not Monday. I understand that peo-
ple have plans for both Friday and Monday. The House would like to
schedule a Committee of Conference on Tuesday. It is imperative
that we get this legislation out of here tonight. As I recollect, also,
not being a golfer, that Monday is a Senate Golf event. I am a fisher,
too George, so it would have to be Friday that we would have to
come back in. I believe that once we get through HB 65, there is just
a couple of others that we have to deal with, and, George, I'm as
tired as you are.
SENATOR W. KING: I rise in opposition to the Colantuono floor
amendment. I am prepared after it's defeat to offer an amendment to
strike section #86 or #85, I suppose as it is renumbered. Because
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that was indeed a mistake on page 17, but the issue on page 11 is a
Httle different. Let me just try and explain to the members of the
Senate where Senate Finance was coming from. Now Senator Heath
has told you this amendment came over to us from the House. When
we addressed this issue, it was just after the whole hubub that had
occured in this Senate over the Rulemaking Authority of the Com-
missioner of The Department of Education, Senator Hough made
the case to us and I thought that it was wise counsel, and made the
case to us that we in Senate Finance, ought not be taking a position
on that debate. That we needed to restore the money that the House
cut from the budget for the State Board of Education, which we did.
We needed to restore the dollars for the School Improvement Pro-
gram and isolate the School Improvement Program from that politi-
cal debate that was going on. So if anyone thinks that there is
anything underhanded that happened in this amendment, I am here
to tell you that the reason that we adopted this amendment was in
fact to remove the budget from being used as a political weapon to
put forth one agenda or another in this very divisive debate. I ask
you to please vote down the Colantuono amendment. I will subse-
quently offer a motion to strike section #86 of the bill which was put
in there by mistake, that none of us in Senate Finance intended for
that to be in there and that will solve the problem that's here now.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator King, I don't understand how this
took Senate Finance out of the debate? It continues the process,
does it not?
SENATOR W. KING: My point, Senator Currier, was that it re-
moved that we felt that the budget was not the place for us to con-
tinue, for us to take one side or another in the debate regarding the
State Board of Education. That is why in the budget we put money
back in for the State Board of Education, despite the fact that the
House of Representatives had eliminated all funding for the State
Board of Education. We put that money back in there. We also made
the decision to do this because we know that certain members of the
State Board have been trying to kill the School Improvement Pro-
gram. This is not a change that we made. We decided to stay with
the House change because we understood their rationale under
these circumstances. Let me also say, Senator Currier, as you know
the School Improvement Program is a program which is outside
state government. In other words, it is run by an independent orga-
nization, and yet we provide some funding. But much of the funding
comes from private sources. As you know, the Housing Finance Au-
thority, the Pease Development Authority, most authorities that are
outside of the realm of state government that are guasi governmen-
tal, are exempt from the competitive bidding process. So in fact.
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what we are doing, is saying that that will be the way in which this
organization runs just like every other authority. Frankly, perhaps
we ought to revisit the issue of whether the Housing Finance Au-
thority and every other Authority including the IDA and the PDA
ought to be exempted from that as well, if we are not willing to
exempt this organization.
SENATOR CURRIER: I don't mean to belabor this, I want to get
out of here just as much as anybody else. But I agree with the later
part of the statement. But my question is, that your testimony or
your answer to my question is supportive of Senator Colantuono's
amendment to eliminate this. Not in opposition to it. So that we can
get it back to what the Senate position is, that the State Board of
Education makes education decisions for the state of New Hamp-
shire, not the Commission?
SENATOR W. KING: No, Senator Currier, perhaps I wasn't clear.
But I think I was and . . .
SENATOR CURRIER: Maybe I wasn't listening. I mean Senator
Colantuono's amendment will do that, eliminate that?
SENATOR HOUGH: So as I don't risk being admonished by my
colleagues, I would simply tell you that Senator King has clearly
stated the position. You know what the issue is, you know what the
correct procedure should be. Defeat the Colantuono amendment,
support the King substitute. The King substitute will correct a
drafting error on page 17, inclusion of which we still don't know
where it originated, and focus on the School Improvement Program.
The School Improvement Program has been examined by an inde-
pendent study commission by the Business and Industry Associa-
tion. Clearly you recognize that it is providing significant education
enhancements in the local areas. Any school improvement program
that is in place in a school in your district is recognized nationally. Tb
not pass this language puts in jeopardy all the work that has gone
into the School Improvement Program for a number of years. Were
you to do otherwise, you would be faced with a whole new start up
cost. The time would be lost and the young people in the state of
New Hampshire would be put at risk. Clearly, Senator King is on
the mark. Defeat the Colantuono amendment, and pass the King
substitute.
Senator Colantuono offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HE 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting sections 51 and 85 and renumbering
sections 52-84 to read as 51-83 and sections 86-97 to read as 84-95.
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Amend the bill by replacing section 86 with the following:
86 Contingency. If HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the
expenses of certain departments of the state for fiscal years ending
June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993, becomes law, section 85 of this act
shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 1991. If HB 25-A does not
take effect, section 86 of this act shall not take effect.
Amend the bill by replacing section 91 with the following:
91 Bonds Authorized. lb provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 90 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $929,584 and for
said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in the
name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds at the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
Amend the bill by replacing section 95 with the following:
95 Effective Date.
I. Section 81 of this act shall take effect November 1, 1991.
II. Section 85 of this act shall take effect as provided in section
87 of this act.
III. Section 86 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
IV. Section 94 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
V. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill abolishes the office of securities regulation. It makes the
attorney general responsible for the enforcement of the securities
laws and gives the secretary of state responsibility for securities
filings and related administrative duties.
The bill changes the state's responsibility for paying the premium
for state employee health insurance.
This bill establishes a waiver procedure of certain provisions of
RSA 21-1 when requested by any department or agency to prevent
the loss of any federal or other funds subject to recapture.
The bill also:
(1) Increases administrative fees collected from hospitals and nurs-
ing homes licensed under RSA 151.
(2) Suspends the requirement of filing for a new notice of intent to
cut when a cutting operation is completed prior to June 30.
(3) Reduces jurors' fees.
(4) Increases fees for birth registration cards and for copies and
verifications of vital records.
(5) Repeals SB 210-FN-A, "An act relative to drugged driving and
making an appropriation therefor", if it becomes law.
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(6) Reclassifies certain positions in the multiple offender program.
(7) Authorizes the division of public health services to impose ad-
ministrative fines for violations of public health laws and authorizes
the commissioner of health and human services to charge a reason-
able sum for copying costs of documents. Moneys so collected would
be deposited in a special fund and would be continually appropri-
ated.
(8) Gives state police employees the authority to detect and appre-
hend suspected DWI offenders on numbered state highways, except
in towns with a population of over 3,000 where the chief of police has
filed a notification with the director of the division of state police
that such authority is solely within the jurisdiction of the local po-
lice. This bill also grants state police employees the jurisdiction to
make arrests for suspected drug violations within localities, pro-
vided that they notify the local police department and cooperate
with local authorities in the investigation.
(9) Establishes a state vital records improvement fund.
(10) Requires approval of the commissioner of education for any
department of education expenditures.
(11) Provides for indemnification of the medical examiner.
(12) Increases the fee for elevator inspection certificates and re-
peals the boiler and elevator inspection fund.
(13) Changes the salary of the secretary of the New Hampshire
retirement system from group M to group 0.
(14) Establishes a new unclassified position of chief operations offi-
cer in the department of environmental services.
(15) Makes a bonded appropriation to the Pease development au-
thority for its operating expenses for fiscal year 1992.
(16) Makes special provision for revenue sharing distribution in
fiscal years 1992-94.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Disnard.
Seconded by Senator Currier,
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Eraser, Currier, Disnard,
Roberge, Bass, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Hough, Dupont,
Blaisdell, Pressly, Nelson, McLane, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Sha-
heen, Hollingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 9 Nays: 14
Floor Amendment Fails,
SENATOR W. KING: I move that we strike section 57 of the bill and
renumber the passage after This is the paragraph that says "appro-
priations to the Department of Education any expenditures, sums
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appropriated to the Department of Education in this act or any
other sums appropriated to the Department of Education for the
biennium ending June 30, 1993 shall be made only by or with the
approval of the Commissioner of Education." It was not the intent of
the Finance committee to do this. It was inadvertently put in, and I
would move that we delete that section and renumber the following
sections.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 65-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting section 57 and renumbering sections
58-69 to read as 57-68.
Amend the bill by replacing section 68 with the following:
68 Effective Date.
I. Section 54 of this act shall take effect November 1, 1991.
II. Section 57 of this act shall take effect as provided in section
58 of this act.
III. Section 58 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
IV. Section 66 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1991.
V. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Amend the bill by replacing section 18 with the following:
18 Statement of Purpose; Administrative Fines; Division of Public
Health Services. The general court finds that the laws protecting
the health of the public contain appropriate civil and criminal penal-
ties but lack a mechanism to compel the earliest possible compliance
necessary to protect the public while other sanctions are being pur-
sued, or a mechanism to penalize infractions of such laws which do
not warrant civil or criminal penalties. Therefore, the purpose of
sections 19-46 of this act is to provide the division of public health
services with the necessary tools, in the form of administrative
fines, to fully protect the health of the public, while assuring re-
straint on the regulator through a scaling of fines and the availability
of due process for the regulated.
Amend the bill by replacing section 58 with the following:
58 Contingency. If HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the
expenses of certain departments of the state for fiscal years ending
June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993, becomes law, section 58 of this act
shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 1991. If HB 25-A does not
take effect, section 57 of this act shall not take effect.
Amend the bill by replacing section 63 with the following:
63 Bonds Authorized. lb provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 62 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $2,800,000 and for
said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in the
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name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds of the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a waiver procedure of certain provisions of
RSA 21-1 when requested by any department or agency to prevent
the loss of any federal or other funds subject to recapture.
The bill also:
(1) Increases administrative fees collected from hospitals and nurs-
ing homes licensed under RSA 151.
(2) Establishes a method for computing payment for lost taxes un-
der RSA 219:32.
(3) Suspends the requirement of filing for a new notice of intent to
cut when a cutting operation is completed prior to June 30.
(4) Reduces jurors' fees.
(5) Increases fees for birth registration cards and for copies and
verifications of vital records.
(6) Exempts the school improvement program from competitive
bidding.
(7) Repeals SB 210-FN-A, "An act relative to drugged driving and
making an appropriation therefor", if it becomes law.
(8) Reclassifies certain positions in the multiple offender program.
(9) Authorizes the division of public health services to impose ad-
ministrative fines for violations of public health laws and authorizes
the commissioner of health and human services to charge a reason-
able sum for copying costs of documents. Moneys so collected would
be deposited in a special fund and would be continually appropri-
ated.
(10) Gives state police employees the authority to detect and ap-
prehend suspected DWI offenders on numbered state highways, ex-
cept in towns with a population of over 3,000 where the chief of
police has filed a notification with the director of the division of state
police that such authority is solely within the jurisdiction of the local
police. This bill also grants state police employees the jurisdiction to
make arrests for suspected drug violations within localities, pro-
vided that they notify the local police department and cooperate
with local authorities in the investigation.
(11) Establishes a state vital records improvement fund.
(12) Provides for indemnification of the medical examiner.
(13) Increases the fee for elevator inspection certificates and re-
peals the boiler and elevator inspection fund.
(14) Changes the salary of the secretary of the New Hampshire
retirement system from group M to group 0.
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(15) Establishes a new unclassified position of chief operations offi-
cer in the department of environmental services.
(16) Makes a bonded appropriation to the Pease development au-
thority for its operating expenses for fiscal year 1992.
(17) Makes special provision for revenue sharing distribution.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered to third Reading.
Senator's Colantuono, Currier and Humphrey are opposed to HB 65.
Senator's Colantuono and Heath in opposition to the committee
amendment on HB 65.
MOTION TO TAKE OFF THE TABLE
HB 64-FN-A, an act relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station
property and making an appropriation therefor. Ways & Means com-
mittee.
Senator Russman moved to have HB 64-FN-A, an act relative to
establishing a tax on nuclear station property and making an appro-
priation therefor, Tkken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 64-FN-A, an act relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station
property and making an appropriation therefor. Ways & Means com-
mittee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator McLane for the
committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: The committee amendment, #3136 consists
of four sections. One, continuation of the 8 percent Room and Meals.
Two, continuation of the Real Estate Transfer Tkx at the 5.25 which
is what it is now. Three, the Telecommunications Tkx at the 5 per-
cent. It also has the amendments to the Senate President's Business
Profits Tkx that deal with compensation, that deal with job creation.
That is the package that we are going to vote on at this time. We
have decided to take both the Real Estate Transfer tax and the Tele-
phone Property Tax as two separate bills to be voted on in another,
after this. So what we are doing is taking that and voting on it,
which was the original committee amendment that has been passed
by the Ways and Means committee and is obviously necessary to
balance the budget that we passed this morning.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator McLane, maybe you misspoke or
maybe I am confused, I am not sure which. But it was my under-
standing that the Real Estate Transfer Tax is, in fact, in this amend-
ment. And what we took out of it is the Estate and Legacy Tax and
the Telephone Tkx?
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SENATOR MCLANE: Excuse me, yes, the Real Estate Transfer
TsiX, the Business Profits Tkx, changed definition of compensation
and the job credits. The Real Estate Transfer and the Telecommuni-
cation Tkx are all in HB 64. And Rooms and Meals at 8 percent.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I thought that we voted on this al-
ready, but obviously we have not. I would like to expand the remarks
that I made earlier about the unconstitutionality of a Nuclear Power
Tkx. As I forsee what will happen. The minute that this passes, the
state of New Hampshire will be sued by the states of Massachus-
setts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont and Maine, in either a
federal court or the U.S. Supreme Court. The court at that time will
have an option. It will either do nothing and let the litigation, pro-
ceed if we are lucky, or it will enjoin the enforcement of this tax, in
which case we have already repealed the franchise tax by this legis-
lation so that we are going to get nothing, or they will order us to put
it in escrow funds and even though we are collecting, we can't spend
it. So two out of three options I think are disastrous. I foresee that
as the likely outcome and I urge a vote against this nuclear tax.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Colantuono, do you find the most at-
tractive if it goes to litigation and then we lose it, than it's a payback
with interest generally speaking, isn't it?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: So do you find that attractive?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: No. I think I misspoke. That is terri-
ble, too. I think all three options are, unless we win the case. My
remark was that if they do nothing and we win, that is okay.
SENATOR HEATH: Long shot?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: In my opinion it is.
Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station property
and making an appropriation therefor, relative to the
rates of certain state taxes, and relative to
amending the business profits tax to
encourage economic development.
Amend the bill by replacing section 6 with the following:
6 New Paragraphs; Compensation and Job Creation Tax Credit
Defined. Amend RSA 77-A:l by inserting after paragraph XX the
following new paragraphs:
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XXI. "Compensation", for the purposes of RSA 77-A:5, VII,
means all wages, salaries, fees, bonuses, commissions, or other
items, including the following employee benefits: health, life and dis-
ability insurance and pensions, profit sharing and retirement bene-
fits.
XXII. "Job creation tax credit" means the credit allowed against
the tax due under this chapter for an amount equal to 25 percent of
the compensation, as that term is defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXI, paid
during the tax year to all employees of the business organization
who are employed in positions which were newly created during that
tax year. The newly created employee positions must be directly
attributable to the business organization. An employee's position is
considered to be directly attributable if:
(a) The employee's service is performed or his base of opera-
tions is located at the business organization claiming the tax credit.
(b) The position did not exist prior to the tax year in which the
credit is being claimed, and the position remains filled at the time
the credit is taken.
(c) The employee's service is performed entirely within this
state, or if the service is performed both within and without this
state, the service performed without this state is incidental to the
service within this state.
7 Factors Used in Apportionment; Apportionment Factors Ad-
justed. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 77-A:3, 11(a) to
read as follows:
1 1.(a) [The average of the 3 percentages in paragraph I] A frac-
tion, the numerator of which shall be the property factor in sub-
paragraph 1(a) plus the compensation factor in subparagraph 1(b)
plus twice the sales factor in subparagraph 1(c) and the denomi-
nator of which is 4, shall be applied to the total gross business
profits (less foreign dividends) of the business organization to ascer-
tain its gross business profits in this state. If this method of appor-
tionment does not fairly represent the business organization's
business activity in this state, the business organization may peti-
tion for, or the commission may require, in respect to all or any part
of the business organization's business activity, if reasonable:
8 Deduction for Fair and Reasonable Compensation for Proprie-
tors and Partners. RSA 77-A:4, III is repealed and reenacted to read
as follows:
Ill.(a) In the case of a proprietorship or partnership, a deduction
equal to a fair and reasonable compensation for the personal serv-
ices of the individual proprietor or partners actually devoting time
and effort in the operation of the business organization. The purpose
of this paragraph is to permit deduction from gross business profits
of a proprietorship or partnership only of such amounts as are fairly
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attributable to the personal services of the proprietor or partner
who are natural persons, but not to permit deduction of any amounts
as are fairly attributable to a return on business assets or the labor
of non-owner employees of the business organization. The burden
shall be upon the business organization filing the return to demon-
strate the reasonableness of the deduction claimed under this para-
graph, by a preponderance of the evidence. In considering the
reasonableness of a deduction claimed under this paragraph, the
commissioner shall consider the claimed deduction in light of com-
pensation for personal services of employees in positions requiring
similar responsibility, devotion of time, education and experience in
business organizations of similar size, volume, and complexity. In
addition, the commissioner shall take into account the value to the
business organization of the labor of its non-owner employees and
the use of the business assets of the business organization and any
other factor which may reasonably assist the commissioner in mak-
ing a determination as to the reasonableness of the claimed deduc-
tions.
(b) The amount of any deduction claimed under subparagraph
(a) shall not exceed the amount reported as earned income from the
activities of the business organization as reflected on the federal
income tax returns of the proprietor or partner rendering such per-
sonal services, provided, however, that subject to the requirements
of this subparagraph, a minimum deduction of $3,000 shall be al-
lowed on account of the proprietor or each partner who is a natural
person actually devoting time and effort in the operation of the busi-
ness organization.
9 Tbtal Amount of Credit Allowed. Amend the unnumbered con-
cluding paragraph of RSA 77-A:5 to read as follows:
Provided, that the total amount of any [such] credit allowed under
paragraphs I-V shall not exceed the tax due under this chapter.
10 New Paragraphs; Credits for Job Creation, Increasing Re-
search Activities, and Capital Expenditures. Amend RSA 77-A:5 by
inserting after paragraph VI the following new paragraphs:
VII. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
job creation tax credit as that term is defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXII,
an amount equal to 25 percent of the compensation, as that term is
defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXI, paid during the taxable year to individ-
uals employed by the business organization in positions created dur-
ing the tax year; provided, however, that the credit allowed under
this paragraph shall not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this
chapter. The credit allowed under this paragraph may be claimed
only in the first full tax year in which the employee position is cre-
ated, and may be claimed only if the position remains filled at the
time the credit is taken.
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VIII. In the case of a business organization which is ehgible for a
tax credit for increasing research activities under section 41 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to the credit taken under section 41 during the
prior taxable year; provided, however, that the credit allowed under
this paragraph shall not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this
chapter.
IX. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax deduction for capital expenditures under section 179 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to the cost of section 179 property, determined
without regard to any dollar limitation under section 179(b); pro-
vided, however, that the credit allowed under this paragraph shall
not exceed 10 percent of the tax due under this chapter.
X. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for
more than one of the credits allowed under paragraphs VII-IX, the
total amount of the credits allowed under paragraphs VII-IX for any
one business organization shall not exceed 30 percent of the tax due
under this chapter.
XI. The credits or any portion thereof allowed in paragraphs I-X
to a business organization which is a member of an affiliated group
that has filed a consolidated tax return as provided in Internal Reve-
nue Code sections 1501-1505 and regulations thereunder, or com-
bined returns filed on a unitary basis under RSA 77-A, shall be
allowed against the tax due with respect to other members of the
affiliated group to the extent such credits are not utilized by such
business organization.
11 Severability. If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held to be invalid, the inva-
lidity shall not affect any other provision or the application of such
provision to other persons or circumstances, and to this end the pro-
visions of this act are severable.
12 Rate of Tkx for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Real Estate
Transfer Tkx. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-B:l, I and
1989, 416:4, for the period beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June
30, 1993, the rate of the tax is $.525 per $100, or fractional part
thereof, of the price or consideration for such sale, grant or transfer;
except that where the price or consideration is $4,000 or less there
shall be a minimum tax of $21. The tax imposed shall be computed to
the nearest whole dollar.
13 Rate of Tax for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Meals and
Rooms Tkx. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-A, the tax
imposed under RSA 78-A:6 shall be imposed as follows for the pe-
riod beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June 30, 1993:
I. A tax of 8 percent of the rent is imposed upon each occupancy.
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II. A tax is imposed on taxable meals based upon the charge
therefor as follows:
(a) Three cents for a charge between $.36 and $.37 inclusive;
(b) Four cents for a charge between $.38 and $.50 inclusive;
(c) Five cents for a charge between $.51 and $.62 inclusive;
(d) Six cents for a charge between $.63 and $.75 inclusive;
(e) Seven cents for a charge between $.76 and $.87 inclusive;
(f) Eight cents for a charge between $.88 and $1.00 inclusive;
(g) Eight percent of the charge for taxable meals over $1.00,
provided that fractions of cents shall be rounded up to the next
whole cent.
14 Rate of Tax for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Communica-
tions Services Ihx. For the period beginning July 1, 1991, and end-
ing June 30, 1993, there is imposed a surcharge of 66-2/3 percent on
the tax imposed under RSA 82-A:3 and 82-A:4 on the gross charge
for communications services purchased at retail from a retailer.
15 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-5 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Sections 6-11 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991, and
shall apply to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods
ending on or after July 1, 1991.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an owTiership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
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(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax, the meals and rooms tax, and the communications services
tax for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
Amendment Adopted.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I have a number of amendments I would
like to offer. I won't dwell at length on them, but generally my point,
my purpose in offering these amendments is to secure a vote on each
of these three taxes. I think it is rather bad form that we have
lumped a whole lot of very significant taxes and tax bills into one
bill. I am just not personally satisfied that we should have only one
vote at the end with respect to these taxes, so I am going to offer the
amendments now, or at least offer the first. But first, I would like to
ask a question to the Chairman of the Ways and Means committee.
Senator McLane, I am looking at the provisions for the Communica-
tion Services Tax. Am I correct. Senator McLane, that current stat-
ute, current law would eliminate the 66 2/3 percent surcharge on the
Communication Services Ikx would expire?
SENATOR MCLANE: You are correct.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Absent this bill.
SENATOR MCLANE: You are correct.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would call this tax the granny tax.
Someone else, either on the floor or in the committee made the very-
valid point that for our older citizens, the telephone is more than a
convenience, it is a lifeline. It is their connection to the world. We
didn't have the whatever it takes, depending upon your point of
view, to cut the work week for state employees by one-half day per
week which would have saved according to the Senate President,
$26,000,000, but we do have what it takes to stick it in granny's ear
by slapping on a further 66 2/3 percent tax on her telephone service.
Retail telephone service. Therefore, Mr. President, I offer 3140L a
copy of which the members have. It simply strikes that section of
the bill so that the Communications Tax, the surcharge on the Com-
munications Tax would lapse and the rate would go back from 5 per-
cent, which in this bill before us, to 3 percent. That is the function. It
is a simple amendment to strike that tax. I would also call for a roll
call on that, Mr. President.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Humphrey, I think that you have
made a good speech on the wrong bill. I discussed before, I thought
that you called it "stick it in granny's ear", but I guess you just called
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it "stick it to granny". The Tfelephone Thx that I beHeve that you are
referring to is the one that we are going to take up as a separate bill.
This I wonder if you know, is the tax that has been in effect with a
$12 deduction for everyone so that gi'anny can have her phone. The
only thing that she can't do is call her brother in Hawaii every day
and not get taxed on that. It is basic service that is exempt, but no
long distance. I wonder if you shouldn't maybe wait on this speech
until you've come to the bill that we are going to propose for a Tble-
phone Property Tkx.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: It is in this bill.
SENATOR MCLANE: I know it is, but I am saying that this is an
existing tax that already has a deduction, and we are leaving it at
the rate that it has been.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator McLane, the bill before us, ex-
tends, does it not?
SENATOR MCLANE: Exactly
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The 66 2/3 percent surcharge on retail
telephone service. Then indeed I have offered the amendment to the
right bill. It is my intent to allow that tax to lapse, as it will if the
Senate adopts the amendment which is now pending. This is the
granny tax and I have asked for a roll call on the granny tax.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Humphrey are you aware
that this tax is one that your Governor supported, and your party
passed last year and that your party in the House has supported?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator, I don't have a party and I don't
always agree with the Governor or any Governor, unless there is a
conservative party with a large or capital C.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Humphrey, are you saying to us
that by voting this down, that you are in favor of the rest of the tax
that is on the telephone, is that what you are saying to us?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: No. I am just saying that we ought not to
extend the so called temporary surcharge another year.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Senator Humphrey, so some of these taxes
that don't extend are okay taxes. Those are good taxes, but the ex-
tension is a bad tax?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: No, I am not saying that. I am simply
addressing one issue at a time here and I think that we have a choice
whether to extend the 66 2/3 percent surcharge or to let it lapse as it
would under current law. And incidentally, Mr. President, I under-
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stand that this tax will raise 23 million, is that? Oh, 24 milUon. The
1/2 a day per week reduction would yield a savings of 26. It's no
doubt, it's probably not too late to go back and revise things so that
we can have a 1/2 a day per week work reduction, save that money
and eliminate this tax. We can have one or the other, but you can't
have both. You can stick it to granny or you can make state employ-
ees work a half a day less.
Senator Humphrey offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting section 14, and renumbering sections
15-17 to read as 14-16.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax and the meals and rooms tax for the biennium ending June
30, 1993.
This bill subjects certain telephone company equipment to the
property tax.
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The bill also increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax
from 15 to 18 percent.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey,
St. Jean.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 4 Nays: 20
Floor Amendment Failed.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator McLane, am I correct that un-
der current law that the Rooms and Meals Tkx will drop at the end of
this fiscal year from 8 percent to 7 percent?
SENATOR MCLANE: You are correct and that would cost us 23
million if we get it.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I didn't say that yet.
SENATOR MCLANE: Well I thought I would just answer you
ahead of time.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, I would like to call up
amendment 3141. Mr. President, again this is a very simple striking
amendment. In this case it strikes sections 13 such that the Rooms
and Meals Tkx would fall from 8 percent to 7 as it does under current
law. I also am asking for a roll call on this.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I will do it and I will be very, very brief. I
just have to raise this because I am sitting here listening to this and
I am inclined to vote with Senator Humphrey, so that he can take
this 1/2 a day out of the state employee work week, and we get that
out of the way. Then I would be able to ask the question, that that
would still leave the state of New Hampshire with a $300,000,000
deficit and we reduced it by $26,000,000. What other recommenda-
tions Senator Humphrey might have. I will not ask the question, I
would just make the point, so that the state of New Hampshire does
not find itself bankrupt when we wake up on July 1.
Senator Humphrey offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting section 13, and renumbering sections
14-17 to read as 13-16.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax and the communications services tax for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993.
This bill subjects certain telephone company equipment to the
property tax.
The bill also increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax
from 15 to 18 percent.
A Roll Call was request by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Nelson.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey,
St. Jean.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
Yeas: 4 Nays: 20
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Floor Amendment Fails.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator McLane, am I correct under cur-
rent law that the Real Estate Ti'ansfer Tax will drop at the end of
this fiscal year from 5.25 cents per hundred to 3 cents?
SENATOR MCLANE: It's either 3 or 3.25, 1 am not quite sure. But
the point that I would like to make in answer to your question, be-
cause you've given me the floor, is that that would cost $23,000,000.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well again, that roughly corresponds to
the savings if we reduce the work week by 1/2 a day, which doesn't
seem like too gi'eat of a sacrifice on the part of the State Employees
Union. But, Mr. President, just so that we can get a vote on this, I
offer amendment 3142L which strikes section 12 such that at the end
of this fiscal year, as under current law the Real Estate Transfer Tkx
will drop from 5.25 cents per $100 to 3.35, and I ask for a roll call on
that.
SENATOR W. KING: Very briefly, I don't want to necessarily reit-
erate what Senate President Dupont just said. But also just let me
remind you that we have already asked the State Employees in our
budget, that we passed today to shoulder $34,000,000 in medical co-
payments for insurance. Senator Humphrey has suggested not only
on top of that, not only do we ask them to bear $34,000,000 of burden
of balancing our budget, but we ask them to come up with another
52 million as well. Then I suppose he will ask us to go the extra mile
and layoff some employees as well. We have got to balance this
budget, and I urge you to vote down this amendment.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator King evidently read the same
outdated information that I read earlier. It isn't $52,000,000, the lat-
est estimate is that 1/2 a day per week biennium would save
$26,000,000.
SENATOR J. KING: These three taxes that two of them we just
voted on and this one will be similar to it, are all taxes that were
passed two years ago, raising them. I, at that time, was in the House
and I voted against the three of them. I didn't want them. They are
there now and we got clobbered, the ones that voted against it in the
House and there are 400 over there. As a result, for the past two
years, there is about $20,000,000 to $70,000,000 that has been used
to pay last years expenses and this years expenses out of this money,
last years and this years expenses. Well we are not talking about two
years from now. It is last years and this years. If we keep going just
like we are now, this would cover some of the expenses that you are
going to have. To say that we are going to cut those out now, it leaves
you in a catastrophic situation without any doubt at all. Do I like
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taxes? No. Does anybody in here like taxes? No. Do you have to pay
some of your expenses? Yes. You have two choices, you tax or you
cut. I didn't want these taxes. We got them. They are involved in the
thing, there paying for expenses, the cost of living has gone up and
everything else has gone with it. How you can take these, cut the
money out that we have and we don't have enough to pay for the bills
is an amazing trick if you can do it. It is easy to say cut it. I am as
tight with a dollar as anybody else. I'm probably not a skin flint, but
I am as tight as most people are. I would vote no against this.
Senator Blaisdell has moved the question.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I'll take my colleagues offer. I'll vote for
this bill with all the taxes, if we reduce the work week to 4 1/2 days.
SENATOR CURRIER: Only if we give that money back to the
towns.
SENATOR HEATH: This amendment like the other two that have
been offered are only attempts to restore the promises that we made
in the last budget cycle. This is what happens to the promises this
budget cycle we are making promises all over the place, and this is
what we do. We make the promises and then we grab them back.
This is just a demonstration of what is going to happen to the prom-
ises we made in this budget cycle. I hope that you remember as you
break this promise, as you broke the last two, that that is what is
going to happen to the promises that we have filled this budget cycle
with this time.
Senator Blaisdell moved the question.
Adopted.
Senator Humphrey offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the bill by deleting section 12, and renumbering sections
13-17 to read as 12-16.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
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The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the meals and rooms
tax and the communications services tax for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993.
This bill subjects certain telephone company equipment to the
property tax.
The bill also increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax
from 15 to 18 percent.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Blaisdell.
The following Senators voted yes: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey,
St. Jean.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingvvorth, Cohen.
Yeas: 4 Nays: 20
Floor Amendment Fails.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I have a feeling of Deja Vu. I have an
amendment here of 3135L which makes the Business Profits, the
things that we talked about, that the incentives have to take place in
New Hampshire in terms of the credits they receive or actions only.
I'm sure that this will generate a question or two, though.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Russman, what is the estimated fiscal
impact of this amendment of yours?
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SENATOR RUSSMAN: I cannot speak to that, because we do not
know who is going to take advantage of those. So I don't think at this
particular time, it is an incentive that will be out there for busi-
nesses to take advantage of if they choose to, but I don't know if it's
possible to put a dollar and cent type figure on what people will do.
I, this I believe, that it perhaps that Senator Dupont can speak to it
better than I and I would defer to him if that is the case.
SENATOR HEATH: Tb redefine the question, do you have. Senator
Dupont, do you have a range of cost benefits, I mean that optimisti-
cally and pessimistically will happen?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would tell you that if no new
jobs are created in New Hampshire next year, if no new investment
in equipment is made, if no research and development takes place in
New Hampshire, then the cost to the state of New Hampshire is
zero; However, if we are fortunate enough to have a job created by a
company that has a profit, that pays the Business Profits Tslx, then
they would get a credit. So I would remind the Senator that every
job that is created provides New Hampshire with an economic bene-
fit. This is an investment in the future of New Hampshire. The eco-
nomic impact to the state of New Hampshire, our budget, is well
worth the investment we are making here because we are encourag-
ing people to invest in New Hampshire.
Senator Russman offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend RSA 77-A:5, VHI and IX as inserted by section 10 of the
bill by replacing them with the following:
VIII. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax credit for increasing research activities under section 41 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to that portion of the credit taken under sec-
tion 41 during the prior taxable year which is attributable to increas-
ing research activities in this state only; provided, however, that the
credit allowed under this paragraph shall not exceed 10 percent of
the tax due under this chapter.
IX. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax deduction for capital expenditures under section 179 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to that portion of the cost of section 179 prop-
erty which is attributable to this state only, determined without re-
gard to any dollar limitation under section 179(b); provided, however,
that the credit allowed under this paragraph shall not exceed 10 per-
cent of the tax due under this chapter.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and a job creation tax
credit.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation, research activities, and
capital expenditures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax, the meals and rooms tax, and the communications services
tax for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
This bill subjects certain telephone company equipment to the
property tax.
The bill also increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax
from 15 to 18 percent.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Disnard moved to have HB 549, relative to early retirement
for state employee group I members of the retirement system. Re-
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MOTION TO VACATE
Senator Disnard moved to Vacate HB 549, relative to early retire-
ment for state employee group I members of the retirement system,
from Insurance to the Finance committee.
Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator McLane moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended
to dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar,
and that HB 146, relative to the rates of the Business Profits Ikx, be
put on Second Reading at the present time.
SENATOR HEATH: I was just going to ask you if it didn't take 2/3
vote to suspend the rules?
Division vote.
A 2/3 vote is required.
Yeas: 20 Nays: 2
Adopted by necessary 2/3 vote.
Suspension of the Rules is Adopted.
HB 146, relative to the rate of the business profits tax. Ways &
Means committee. Ought to Pass. Senator McLane for the commit-
tee.
SENATOR MCLANE: I want to be very clear that it is only the
number that we are using from the former bill. It replaces the title
and it becomes the legacy and succession tax, an increase from 15
percent to 18 percent. I want to remind you that the Estate and
Legacy Tkx covers only nonlineal descendents. If you leave it to your
grandmother or if you leave it to your kids, you are not taxed in New
Hampshire. But if you inherit it from a rich uncle, they'll stick you
another 3 percent if we pass this tax. It would mean $10,000,000 as a
contribution to this bill. I also want to remind you, that in deference
to brothers and sisters and those who sometimes want to leave the
home that they live in to a nonlineal, being a brother or sister that
that is also exempt from the tax. So if you're planning to inherit from
a rich uncle and you don't want to give another 3 percent for this
wonderful budget. That is the only reason that I think that you
should vote against this.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator McLane, do you believe that
this amendment is germane to the original bill which increased a
Business Profits Tax from 8 to 9 percent?
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SENATOR MCLANE: We thought that it was and it was because
the first four words are exactly the same, I beheve. We thought that
was probably enough to do it.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: And do you also believe that this bill is
constitutional in that it satisfies the requirements that all money
bills originate in the House?
SENATOR MCLANE: I believe that the constitution says that all
money bills originate, but if it's already originated, meaning that we
have had it for a good long time, a 15 percent legacy and succession
tax, to add something to it, I believe is constitutional.
Senator McLane offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 146-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
to increase the rate of the legacies and successions tax.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Rate of Legacies and Successions Tslx Increased. Amend RSA
86:6, 1 to read as follows:
I. All property within the jurisdiction of the state, real or per-
sonal, and any interest therein, belonging to domiciles of the state;
and all real estate within the state, or any interest therein, belong-
ing to persons who are not domiciles of the state; which shall pass by
will, or by the laws regulating intestate successions, or by deed,
grant, bargain, sale or gift, made in contemplation of death, or made
or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after the
death of the grantor or donor, to any person, absolutely or in trust,
shall be subject to a tax of [15] 18 percent of its value for the use of
the state, except as provided in paragraphs II and III and RSA
86:9-a.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax from
15 to 18 percent.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Pressly.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, McLane, Russ-
man, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
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The following Senators voted no: Heath, Pressly, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, Podles, Humphrey, J. King, St. Jean.
Yeas: 16 Nays: 8
Floor Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
Senators Colantuono, Heath and Humphrey are in opposition to HB
146-FN-A.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator McLane moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended
to dispense with the notice of a committee report in the calendar,
and that HB 378-FN-A, relative to determining reasonable compen-
sation under the business profits tax be put on second reading at the
present time.
Division vote.
A 2/3 vote is required.
Yeas: 16 Nays: 8
Adopted by the necessary 2/3 vote.
Suspension of the Rules is Adopted.
HB 378-FN-A, relative to determining reasonable compensation un-
der the business profits tax. Ways and Means committee. Ought to
Pass. Senator McLane for the committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: TAPE INAUDIBLE. Lower their rate by 3
percent. So our assumption is given that past experience that when
the telephone company goes as they threatened directly to the PUC,
and say "look they've reinstated the tax", they will get the 3 percent
tax back.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, do you know anybody that
doesn't have or use a telephone?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes. I have a twin sister who hates the tele-
phone. I think a lot of other people don't use the telephone very
often.
SENATOR HEATH: I didn't ask you how often, I asked you if you
knew anybody that didn't have or use a telephone.
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes, I do know a few people who don't have a
telephone. In fact, I know a very interesting fact. Three percent of
the people in the United States do not have a telephone. Dorothy
Sanborn in Boscawen doesn't have one.
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SENATOR HEATH: Would you then consider a tax that essentially
taxes all but the 3 percent, and Dorothy?
SENATOR MCLANE: Aubuchon Hardware, too.
SENATOR HEATH: And then consider that this is a Broad Based
T^x?
SENATOR MCLANE: I do, and I know that you are going to come
back and say that is why I am for it.
SENATOR HEATH: And for a final and further question. Is this not
a new Broad Based Tkx? A new one that we did not have yesterday?
SENATOR MCLANE: I am saying that it is reused, that we had it a
while ago.
SENATOR CURRIER: The question is the answer to Senator Col-
antuono's question regarding the PUC. It will go into the rate base,
but it will take 2 years, so it will be 2 years when the next legislature
comes in that that rate will really affect them, because they won't be
able to get it through the PUC until then.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I am going to oppose this tax. I have voted
for the rest of the tax package tonight with reluctance, as I am sure
the rest of us have. Because I thought it was important to be respon-
sible and to pass a budget and to pass a revenue package to fund that
budget. But let's make no mistake about it, what we are about to
pass now, and what we have passed before, is a broad based tax that
is going to affect virtually everybody in this state. Despite the rhet-
oric that has come out of the Governor's office, we have already got a
broad based tax, but it is a tax that is unfair to the people of this
state. The problem that we've got is that we need comprehensive tax
reform, we need to stop the charade of saying to the people of this
state "we don't have a broad based tax", because we do in fact have a
broad based tax. We need to promise to the people of this state, the
businesses, the local property taxpayers that this is the last time
that we are going to do this, and that we are going to come back in
next time, with a tax package that is going to make sense to every-
body, and it is going to be fair and equitable.
SENATOR COHEN: Senator McLane, is it not true that if this bill
does not pass and the state does not collect the money from this,
then the municipalities have the right and the ability to make this
tax themselves and collect the same money, except go to the towns
and thereby depriving the state of this revenue?
SENATOR MCLANE: I don't believe that is true. The reason being,
first of all, that I don't believe that they have the statutory right to
tax telephone poles and that is why they haven't. But I secondly say,
that when this tax was first proposed by Donna Sytek over in the
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House, she very carefully drafted it so that the cities and towns
would get the revenue and the state would then withdraw that much
from revenue sharing, and so it would be a plus for the state. But the
cities and towns said "Oh, wait a minute, we don't even know how
many telephone poles there are" and the telephone company said "it
is impossible for us to pinpoint where every pole is in every commu-
nity. If you are going to do it to us, do it to us on a statewide level, so
that we pay one tax",
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I am at that point where I am probably as
tired of hearing myself as you all are of hearing me speak, I was
going to save this speech until a little bit later, but I think it is appro-
priate that I do it now. The good news is that we are 3/4 of the way
there. The bad news is that when we are fully there, there is still
going to exist a gap between the expenditures that we have passed
today and what the revenues are. Yesterday, I passed out my reality
sheet. I had somebody call me one day and say "all of you politicians
over there need a reality chart." So this is our reality chart. What it
shows is a $40,000,000 deficit. We hope that we end this year with it
showing spending priorities that this Senate voted affirmatively to-
day. Down at the bottom, I gave you all your choices. What it took to
get at the magic number of a balanced budget. I bring you to the
right side, and Senator Humphrey has indicated that he wants to
shut state government down for a week, one day a week, or a 1/2 a
day a week, and I would tell you that before we get through this,
before the state of New Hampshire puts it's problems to rest, we
may be shutting state government down a 1/2 a day a week. Senator.
We are not there, there is going to be a very difficult Committee of
Conference when this budget is finally sent to it. When you go down
the list, all of the options are unpalatable. But we made a statement
today that we weren't going to hit local aide, there are 5 or 6 local aid
options on this list. There are layoffs that we can talk about. There
are many ways that we can balance this budget, including as Senator
Humphrey has indicated earlier, by further cutting. But I think this
body has made a statement. What I am trying to say is that even
after you pass this present tax that is before us, there will exist a
gap between revenues and expenditures that will probably exceed
what this year's deficit is going to be. So we are not there yet. I know
that this is a difficult one, and it isn't a pleasant day for me to be
standing here doing what we have to do. But I don't believe the
people in the state of New Hampshire want to pick the newspaper
up on July 1 and find out that their state is bankrupt. Ultimately, if
you don't resolve this problem, the state of New Hampshire is not
going to be able to pay it's bills. We went through, and I think Ways
and Means made a statement, that they were going to address taxes
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that had the least impact on the business dimate of the state of New
Hampshire because we recognize that economic growth is the way
out of this problem. I understand that this is unpalatable, quite
frankly, I wish I wasn't standing up on the floor at 11:20 p.m. urging
my colleagues to do what I think needs to be done. But ultimately, if
we are going to resolve this problem, we are here to fix this problem.
That is what we were elected for. We have to do some things that
may not be as I indicated earlier, what is politically smart as legisla-
tors, but what is responsible as legislators. So I give that speech.
That is going to be, I hope, my last spiel of the day. I will after we
get all through, stand up on this floor and explain the nature of the
size of the existing problem that still remains. There is still going to
be a problem and we are going to have to address that. But obvi-
ously, Ways and Means made the hard decisions this morning and
last night. This is their recommendation, and I certainly am open to
any recommendations that are on this list. But I think that we
agreed that this was probably the most appropriate way to go.
Senator McLane offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 378-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the taxation of certain telephone
company equipment as property.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Taxation of Telephone and Tfelegraph Property. Amend RSA 82:2
to read as follows:
82:2 Rate. Every railroad, railway, express, telephone and tele-
^aph corporation or company, and every parlor, sleeping or dining
car corporation or company, or other corporation or company not a
railroad company owning any cars operated for profit on any railroad
in this state shall pay to the state an annual tax, as of April 1 of each
year, upon the actual value of its property and estate, except motor
vehicles, furniture, office equipment, plants under construction,
and buildings used by telephone and telegraph companies for of-
fice purposes and as central stations, at a rate as nearly equal as
may be to the average rate of taxation at that time upon other prop-
erty throughout the state.
2 Reference to Telephone and Telegraph Companies Added.
Amend RSA 82:12 to read as follows:
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82:12 Express and Other Lines. Every express corporation or
company shall state the whole length of the lines of rail or water
routes over which the company did business during the preceding
year, whether within or without the state, and the whole length of
such lines within the state. Every telegraph or telephone corpora-
tion or company shall state the total length of its lines, whether
within or without the state, and the total length of its lines
within the state.
3 Reference to Telephone and Telegraph Companies Added.
Amend RSA 82:36 to read as follows:
82:36 Report of Commissioner of Revenue Administration. The
commissioner of revenue administration shall incorporate in his re-
port all facts as to the total market value of the stocks and bonds and
other funded or floating debt of such corporation or company and the
capitalized value ascertained as herein provided, all facts relative to
the total trackage of such railroad or railway corporation or com-
pany, the total length of lines of each telegraph or telephone cor-
poration or company, the total number of car-miles of each parlor,
sleeping or dining car corporation or company, and the total length
of lines of rail or water-routes of each express corporation or com-
pany, together with such other information as it may deem proper.
4 Reference to Telephone and Telegraph Companies Added.
Amend RSA 82:37 to read as follows:
82:37 Tkxation of Certain Property. The real estate of any railroad,
railway, express, telephone and telegraph corporation or company
and parlor, sleeping or dining car corporation or company, or other
corporations or companies, not railroad companies, owning any cars
operated for profit on any railroad in this state, not used in its ordi-
nary business, and buildings used by telephone and telegraph
companies for office purposes and central stations, shall be ap-
praised and taxed under RSA 72.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage, and
shall apply to taxes assessed as of April 1, 1992.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill subjects certain telephone company equipment to the tax
imposed under RSA 82, taxation of railroads.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Humphrey.
Recess.
Out of recess.
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The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, McLane, Russman, Dela-
hunty, HoUingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Disnard, Pressly, Nelson,
Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey, J. King, St. Jean, Shaheen.
Yeas: 14 Nays: 10
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered To Third Reading.
Senators Colantuono, Heath in opposition to HE 378-FN-A.
RESOLUTION
SR9
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the year of Our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ninety-one
A RESOLUTION
affirming revenue estimates for
fiscal years 1992 and 1993.
Whereas, the Senate Ways and Means Committee has considered
what the revenue estimates should be for fiscal years 1992 and 1993
and has presented those estimates to the Senate; now, therefore, be
it
Resolved by the Senate:
That the Senate wishes to go on record as affirming the following
revenue estimates for fiscal years 1992 and 1993:
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SENATOR MCLANE: This is the revenue estimates that have
come from our committee. We have worked with CharUe Connors,
with Donna Sytek from the House Ways and Means committee and
quite frankly, they are lean and mean. We've come down considera-
bly from the House Ways and Means and we think with pride that
they are realistic. We have added $1,000,000 by putting $100,000 in
beer, $200,000 into the Business Profits Tkx, $200,000 into liquor and
.5 million into Rooms and Meals to reflect the million dollars that has
been put into the Senate budget for advertising. We hope that we
are correct, that these estimates will carry through for the rest of
the year. But I think that I can say with pride, that they are the best
thoughts that we have to come before you today. So we would ask in
a manner that we haven't often done in the Senate, but it is done in
the House, to reaffirm the revenue estimates in the same way that is
in the House Rules.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, I understand that there is a
requirement in the House to do this, but why are we beginning this
practice over here, what is the purpose of it?
SENATOR MCLANE: I like this idea. I think that it is the sugges-
tion of the Senate President, and I think it is typical of the open
manner in which we have approached both the budget and the reve-
nues. The Ways and Means committee have met and we have worked
on these, and except for one of my members in hysterics, I think
there is agreement.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, I am not asking for a speech, I want
to know what the purpose of resolving estimates are?
SENATOR MCLANE: The purpose is that we are sending a Com-
mittee of Conference over to the House to meet with the House and
that in the same way that we send them over a budget, we want to
send them over with great strength, our accumulative, best guess of
what the revenue estimates will be. And we want to say that we are
predicating our budget on these revenue estimates. We have voted
them individually and this reflects the increases and the continua-
tions that we have voted.
SENATOR HEATH: This reflects all the work that we did tonight?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR HEATH: Was that a little bit optimistic?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that we had some really good wins
tonight. As a matter of fact, it hasn't put in the smokeless tobacco
tax, I don't think, and so perhaps we could add another $400,000 to
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it. I am not sure whether that is included with the cigarette tax or
not. But other than that, I think it is as I say, the best that the Ways
and Means committee could do and we ask that the Senate accept it.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, do you believe that when you go to
the Committee of Conference and you waive this around and the
House sees that we have resolved that these are our estimates, it
will make a difference?
SENATOR MCLANE: I do. I have been Chairman of the Ways and
Means in the House and I know how seriously they take their reve-
nue estimates. I feel that the Ways and Means committee has an
obligation. When we look at all these taxes and when we pass them,
that we also tell you how much money we expect to get from them.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR MCLANE: I would like to point out two significant
changes that the Ways and Means committee has just voted on. We
have discovered from the Senate President, that Don Shumway says
that the Board and Care gets a once, one time hit of $7,000,000 extra
because of changes in the medicaid law. Is that correct. Senate Presi-
dent?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: We have been working with Health and
Human Services on changes that allow us to increase our Board and
Care by a $7,000,000 amount.
SENATOR MCLANE: And because of the change in the definition
of compensation and the Business Profits Tkx, it is estimated by
Charles Connor, that we would gain 2 million in 1992 and 3 million in
1993. So the bottom line there is, that we have 12 million in addi-
tional revenue, 9 in the first year and 3 in the second. So if you want
to make those changes, but it puts us in a more up-to-date position,
and it also gives us a better figure as we go in. I would like to still
point out that it is 12 million below the House and Governor's fig-
ures, so it is still a conservative number.
SR 9, is Adopted.
HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE ACCEDES TO REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
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HB 390, relative to technical corrections in the liquor laws.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, HoUingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference.
REPRESENTATIVES: Caroline L. Gross, Thomas A. Behrens, Ar-
thur P. Klemm, Jr., Carolyn E. Hynes.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 35-A, making appropriations for capital improvements.
Senator Nelson moved to accede, and request a Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Nelson, Colantuono, Eraser.
The Speaker, on the part of the Representatives, has appointed as
members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Gene Chandler, Beaton Marsh, Tbrry Oli-
ver, Paul Lamott.
COMMITTEE REPORT OF ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 102-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 13 with the following:
13 Effective Date.
I. Section 11 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1995, at 12:01
a.m.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Senator Currier moved Adoption.
Adopted.
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: I would be remiss if I didn't thank the
Senators not only for their support today, but for their consideration
to tiy and resolve the problems that face the state of New Hamp-
shire, but certainly, also, their, I think the body has shown a great
deal of patience today as we have ended what I think comes close to
being one of my longest days of serving in this Senate. We have
accomplished a great deal today. There still remains as you all know
a problem. We had some alternatives facing us today and we have
heard a lot of talk about Senator McLane's Broad Based Tkx which
we all understood was continued to say is politically impossible to
do. We could have raised business taxes that would have impacted
our economy which would have more than likely increased our fiscal
problems or we could develop an approach that I like to refer to as an
attempt to try and get our economy going again. Perhaps we may
best look at it as borrowing working capital for the state of New
Hampshire. There is as you all know, a gap that still exists. The
Senate position that we will go to Committee of Conference will be
one that takes that $49,000,000, utilizes the short term borrowing
capability that we built in and the hopes that I think we all have that
economic growth will restore our fiscal stability. For those who are
optimists, obviously, a turn around in our economy would negate the
need to borrow to meet our needs. And I for one stand here hoping,
and I say my prayers every night when I go to bed that New Hamp-
shire's problems are behind us. I think that this body has made a
significant attempt to try and address the problems that face the
state of New Hampshire. I applaud my Democratic colleagues and
my Republican colleagues for their willingness to work towards re-
solving the state's problems. I would only caution that our concerns
about our economy are legitimate. If our economy continues to de-
chne, that regardless of the actions that we have taken today, we will
be back in here again addressing our problems. So that those that
say that the issue of balancing the way that we have balanced today
is short-sighted or short-termed in nature, I would only add that if
our expectations of our economy are going to turn around are cor-
rect, then we don't have a problem. But if our economy doesn't turn
around, then this legislature in the next session will have some very
significant problems to face. We go now to a Committee of Confer-
ence with the House and Representative Gross, our distinguished
colleague from the House who has been patiently sitting here. I
would only add that the work ahead of us as we try and resolve this
Committee of Conference will probably be as difficult, if not more
difficult, than what we faced here today. But I again, thank the Sen-
ate for their cooperation. We have a Senate that while diverse, I
believe has acted admirably in living up to its commitments to the
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people that we all represent. So I would just again also thank Sena-
tor Delahunty for what I think has been a tremendous job as being
in the Chair today.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HOUGH (Rule #44): Twenty-three members in this
room please give a round of applause for the good Leadership of Ed
Dupont who has reaffirmed what we said in December.
SENATOR MCLANE (Rule #44): I didn't say it in December, so I
will say it now Eddy, it was a great job. I will tell you what I wanted
to say. I wanted to thank everyone for their good humor and their
patience. I am going to think about you all on your drive home, be-
cause I have the shortest drive. I oftentimes, as I lie in my bath with
my bourbon, think about all of you still on the road. But I want to
say, in all seriousness, drive carefully. You are all tired and I worry. I
remember one awful night in the House many years ago, I think we
don't realize how tired we are. I want to say that if anyone ever
wants to spend the night, we have a bed in our basement, and we
would love to have you . . . and the bourbon.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: If I could just add one thing. Being up
here in the Chair today, being up here from this end of the spectrum
is a totally different situation for me. I am the one who is sitting
down there all the time saying "let's go Eddy, let's go, let's go, let's
go". It is very frustrating. I think what we have seen here today, it's
a pleasure to appreciate from your prospective, what you go
through. I think you have done an outstanding job. I think that you
have kept your heads together. It has been a pleasure working with
you. I think that whether we all agree or disagree, I think that we
have done a good job of going through the effort in putting things
together and if we continue this way, I think we have an outstanding
Senate. Thank you very much.
RESOLUTION
Senator Currier moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far sus-
pended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final
passage, all titles be the same as adopted, and that they be passed at
the present time.
Adopted.
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LATE SESSION
Third Reading and Final Passage
HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and
June 30,1993.
HB 64-FN-A, relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station prop-
erty and making an appropriation therefor, relative to the rates of
certain state taxes, relative to amending the business profits tax to
encourage economic development, and relative to the taxation of cer-
tain telephone company equipment as property.
HB 65-FN-A, an act relative to administration and enforcement of
the securities laws, state employee benefits, and state fees, funds,
revenues, and expenditures.
HB 146-FN-A, to increase the rate of the legacies and successions
tax.
HB 189-FN, relative to the office of securities regulation.
HB 353-FN-A, to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropria-
tion therefor, and relative to prohibiting the use and possession of
tobacco products by persons under 18 years of age.
HB 378-FN-A, relative to the taxation of certain telephone company
equipment as property.
HB 390, an act relative to technical corrections in the liquor laws.
HB 488-FN relative to the flexible spending programs and relative
to providing retirement benefits upon the death of certain group II
members.
HB 561, an act enabling towns to limit reconsideration of town meet-
ings votes.
HB 622-FN, an act relative to a debt management plan.
HB 627, an act relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders.
HB 649-FN, an act relative to the cigarette tax.
HB 669-FN, relative to the borrowing authority of the state trea-
sury and relative to the industrial development authority and the
housing finance authority.
HB 700-FN, relative to highway planning corridors.
HB 727-FN, relative to DWI testing and commercial driver licenses.
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RESOLUTION
Senator Currier moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess to the Call of the Chair for the sole pur-




Senator Currier in the Chair.
HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE ACCEDES TO REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 25-A, making appropriation for the expenses of certain depart-
ments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and June 30,
1991.
Senator Blaisdell moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Blaisdell, Hough, Dupont — Alternates: Delahunty,
W. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Carohne Gross, Elizabeth Hager, Chan-
ning Brown, Doug Hall, Mary Chambers — Alternates: Harold
Burns, Merle Schotanus, Donna Sytek.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 64-FN-A, relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station prop-
erty and making an appropriation therefor.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
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Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Sytek, Robert Hayes, Fred Ahrens,
David LaMar.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
KB 65-FN-A, relative to administration and enforcement of the se-
curities laws, state employee benefits, and state fees, funds, reve-
nues, and expenditures.
Senator Blaisdell moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Blaisdell, Hough, Delahunty — Alternate: W. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Caroline Gross, Elizabeth Hager, Chan-
ning Brown, Mary Chambers.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HE 146-FN-A, relative to the rate of the business profits tax.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Sytek, Robert Hayes, Fred Ahrens,
David LaMar.
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The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 189, relative to the rulemaking authority of the director of the
office of securities regulation.
Senator Eraser moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Eraser, Heath, Disnard.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Caroline Gross, Elizabeth Hager, Chan-
ning Brown, Mary Chambers.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 378-FN-A, relative to determining reasonable compensation un-
der the business profits tax.
Senator McLane moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: McLane, Russman, Hollingworth.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Sytek, Robert Hayes, Fred Ahrens,
David LaMar.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 488-FN, relative to the flexible spending programs.
Senator Hough moved to accede to request for Committee of Con-
ference.
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Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Hough, Delahunty, W. King.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Kathleen Ward, Arnold Shibley, Robert
Wheeler, Janet Pelley.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 627-FN, relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders.
Senator Oleson moved to accede, and request a Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Oleson, Cohen, Heath.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
REPRESENTATIVES: Donna Lee Lozeau, Kent Martling, David
Hultgren, David Cote.
The House of Representatives refuses to concur with the Senate in
the adoption of the amendments to the following entitled Bill sent
down from the Senate:
HB 669-FN, relative to the borrowing authority of the state trea-
surer
Senator Hough moved to accede, and request a Committee of Con-
ference.
Adopted.
The President, on the part of the Senate, has appointed as members
of said Committee of Conference:
SENATORS: Dupont, Hough, Blaisdell.
The Speaker, on the part of the House of Representatives, has ap-
pointed as members of said Committee of Conference:
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REPRESENTATIVES: Caroline Gross, Elizabeth Hager, Chan-
ning Brown, Mary Chambers.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
SB 9, relative to a study of interactions between the mental health
and criminal justice systems.
SB 115, relative to injuries done by dogs.
HB 705, establishing the New Hampshire scenic byways planning
program.
HB 753, redefining compost and encouraging state agencies to uti-
lize New Hampshire-produced compost when appropriate.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 243, relative to the number of signatures required to place a
petitioned article on the warrant.
HB 683, establishing a transportation task force for the twenty-first
century and making an appropriation therefor.
SB 28, relative to promoting New Hampshire businesses and prod-
ucts internationally and continually appropriating a fund for intema-
tion trade promotion.
SB 37, relative to amending provisions of the voluntary corporation
statute.
SB 102, authorizing the bank commissioner to establish and admin-
ister a public deposit investment pool.
HJR 4, relative to providing access to Flat Mountain Pond for mem-
bers of the public.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills examined and found correctly en-
rolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 111, relative to protective well radii.
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HB 257, relative to collection and reclamation of motor vehicle
waste.
HB 262, revising hazardous waste facility permit fees.
HB 542, relative to the time frame for submitting school district
meeting warrant articles and the number of petitioners necessary to
submit a warrant article.
SB 3, relative to exit 10 on the Spaulding turnpike and making an
appropriation therefor.
SB 55, relative to replacing the Warren Bridge on New Hampshire
Route 25 and extending the deadline for completion of a study.
SB 57, relative to the review of New Hampshire corporate laws.
SB 158, relative to advanced registered nurse practitioners.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.




Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Tuesday,
June 11, 1991 at 1:00 p.m.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION




The Senate met at 1:00 RM.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, we are right in the middle of a triangle in the
state, the Governor, the House, and the Senate. Where is the budget
now? You cannot have a budget unless you have the money to pay
for it! Good luck. I pray for you!! Wish I could give it to you. Amen
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Sen. W. King led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
PRESIDENT DUPONT (Rule #44): For those who I haven't talked
to about what is happening with the Committee of Conference, I
thought it might be appropriate that I bring you up to speed with
what is happening ^yith the Conference. It is no secret that there
hasn't been significant progress since we started last week. It is
moving very slowly. We have, I think, the Conferees have carried a
strong message to the table that there has to be an acknowledgment
on the part of the House and the House conferees that our economic
problems can best be addressed by a position that recognizes the
problems that exist in the economy in the state of New Hampshire.
And if we solve that problem, we go a long way towards solving the
fiscal problems of the state of New Hampshire. The position, I be-
lieve, is quite clear that we can do a short term fix that fixes the
state's budget. But ultimately, is a long term disaster for the state of
New Hampshire. That we are not going to pass a budget that is
based on a fix that sends a message to the business community that
we don't recognize their problems at the present time. I believe that
the Senate position is a sound one. It is one that we have reached
through a process of compromise. I would also like to inform the
body that Senate Finance has continued its work. We have spent two
full days going through the budget, coming up with additional cuts.
Clearly, the next few days will be very difficult. And, as we move
towards compromise, we hopefully will bring back to you a docu-
ment that will still recognize the Senate position. One that I believe,
at the present time, is still the responsible position. I would also like
to thank the members that continue to work with Finance. The sug-
gestions continue to come in, we continue to bring things to the con-
ference that have come about as a result of the work that has
continued. Certainly, I believe, regardless of what is being said, the
Senate has done its homework and stands proud leading the charge
into the Committee of Conference with what this body has put to-
gether at this point in time. It is not over yet, and I envision that the
next few days will be very difficult ones. But, as I indicated, what we
intend to bring back is something the body will be comfortable with.
So that is it on the budget. All I can say is, it is a good thing the
Conference Committee is not getting paid by the hour, because you
wouldn't be getting your money's worth. We really haven't accom-
plished a whole lot up to this point. We will be going back in this
afternoon at 4 o'clock, hopefully to try and move things forward. So
it is my desire that the Senate would meet today, for this afternoon,
finish up our work today, come back in tomorrow afternoon. But
most likely, we will not be meeting on Thursday.
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HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled House Bills sent down from the Sen-
ate:
HB 353-FN-A, to tax smokeless tobacco and making and appropria-
tion therefor, and relative to prohibiting the use and possession of
tobacco products by persons under 18 years of age.
HB 700-FN, relative to highway planning corridors.
HB 727-FN, relative to DWI testing and commercial driver licenses.
RESOLUTION
HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE CONCURS WITH HOUSE AMENDMENTS
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill, with amendments, in the passage
of which amendments the House of Representatives asks the concur-
rence of the Senate:
SB 38-FN-A, exempting interest earned by investors in certain mu-
tual funds from the interest and dividend tax.
Senator Eraser moved concurrence.
Adopted.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has passed a Bill with the following
title, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the Senate:
HB 78.5-FN-A, relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land
and buildings in the capitol area government center and making an
appropriation therefor.
RESOLUTION
INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILLS
Senator Delahunty offered the following Resolution:
RESOLVED, that in accordance with the list in the possession of
the Clerk, House Bill numbered 785 shall be by this resolution read
a first and second time by the therein listed titles.
Adopted.
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First and Second Reading
HB 785-FN-A, relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land
and buildings in the capitol area government center and making an
appropriation therefor.
Senator Russman moved to have HB 785-FN-A, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 785-FN-A, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 62-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill 62-
FN, An Act relative to retirement allowances under the New Hamp-
shire retirement system having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 100-A:3, 1(a)(3) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(3) The base rate of annual compensation for the office
held is at least $15,000, and requires at least 1,700 hours of em-
ployment; and
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Reduced Service Retirement Allowance for Group I Members.
Amend RSA 100-A:5, 1(c) to read as follows:
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any group I
member who meets the requirements of RSA 100-A:10, 1(a), and
who has either completed at least 20 years of creditable service
which, when combined with his age equals at least 70 years, or
who has attained the age of 50, but not the age of 60, may elect to
retire and have benefits commence immediately as a reduced service
retirement allowance upon written application to the board of trust-
ees setting forth the time, not less than 30 days nor more than 90
days subsequent to the filing thereof, at which the member desires
to have benefits commence. The service retirement allowance shall
be determined in accordance with RSA 100-A:5, 1(b) and shall be
reduced, for each month by which the date on which benefits com-
mence precedes the month after which the member attains 60 years
of age, by 1/8 of one percent if the member has 35 years or more of
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creditable service, by 1/4 of one percent if the member has 30 years
[or more] but less than 35 years of creditable service, by 1/3 of one
percent if the member has at least 25 years but less than 30 years of
creditable service, by 5/12 of one percent if the member has at least
20 years but less than 25 years of creditable service, and by 5/9 of
one percent if the member has less than 20 years of creditable serv-
ice.
Amend the bill by deleting section 7 and renumbering the original
sections 8 and 9 to read as 7 and 8, respectively.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. R. Wheeler, Hills. 6
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Shibley, Belk. 6
Rep. Pelley, Straf. 10
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill amends the retirement statutes, RSA 100-A, by:
(1) Amending the definition of eamable compensation so that sev-
erance pay such as vacation time and other compensation paid by an
employer are used only to a certain extent to determine the average
final compensation of a person upon his retirement.
(2) Repealing the special fringe benefit for certain unclassified offi-
cers or employees who withdraw from the retirement system and
who make equivalent contributions to an IRA.
(3) Defining the conditions which elected and appointed officials
must meet in order to be eligible for membership in the retirement
system.
(4) Changes the requirements for receiving a reduced service re-
tirement allowance as a group I member, and changes the allowance
which is received.
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 104-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
104-FN, An Act relative to a public water rights report and advisory
committee having considered the same, report the same with the
following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the senate amendment, and
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That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend section 8 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
8 New Section; Existing Uses. Amend 1990, 148 by inserting after
section 4 the following new section:
148:4-a Usage by Registered Water Users.
I. Except as provided in paragraph III, for purposes of the pub-
lic trust doctrine, water users registered with and reporting use or
withdrawal with the water resources division of the department of
environmental services, pursuant to 1983, 402:1, V, as recodified to
RSA 482:3, III, as amended, and their successors and assigns, are
authorized to take water for the duration of the study.
II. If the commissioner of the department of environmental
services determines that a cessation, reduction, or other modifica-
tion of such withdrawal is necessary in pursuit or exercise of the
doctrine of public trust as set forth by the opinion of the attorney
general dated August 2, 1989, any registered water user shall, pur-
suant to written notice and order, cease, reduce, or modify its with-
drawal as directed, provided that such order shall expire after 10
days unless during such 10-day period a public hearing is held by the
department of environmental services and a decision is made to ex-
tend such order. The commissioner shall adopt rules, under RSA
541-A, relative to establishing criteria and procedures for issuing
such orders, for such special hearings, and for making such deci-
sions.
III. This section shall not affect any private rights of registered
water users, or any riparian or littoral rights in water bodies, or the
rights of water users operating pursuant to specific grants of legisla-
tive authority for water use or withdrawal, and shall not relieve reg-
istered water users, or their successors and assigns, from
compliance with laws or rules under the state's police power.
IV. All registered hydro-electric facilities which continue opera-
tions consistent with available water volumes shall be deemed to be
operating in a manner which is consistent with the provisions of par-
agraph II provided that they continue to report their usage to the
division of water resources, department of environmental services,
pursuant to 1983, 402:1 and RSA 482:3, for the duration of the public
water rights study.
V. The provisions of this section shall in no way affect the author-
ity of the department of environmental services regarding any use
or withdrawal authorized before the effective date of this section by
the legislature or within segments of rivers designated by the rivers
management and protection program established under RSA 483:2.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen, W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Conroy, Rock. 7
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Maviglio, Belk. 1
Rep. L. Smith, Hills. 21
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill extends the amount of time that the public water rights
study committee has to submit its report by 2 years and changes the
composition of the committee. It requires the report to address au-
thorization for registered water users to continue their present wa-
ter withdrawal, and recommend legislation for the 1993 legislative
session. In addition it prohibits any department in the state of New
Hampshire from delineating or curtailing continued water use for
the duration of the study committee.
This bill also permits the commissioner of environmental services
to cease, reduce or modify water withdrawal as necessary to pre-
serve environmental quality, protect habitats, protect water quality
or regulate water quantity.
The bill deems registered hydroelectric facilities which continue to
operate consistent with available water volumes to continue opera-
tion for the duration of the public water rights study.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 131-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
131-FN, An Act relative to liability for acts which create situations
requiring unnecessary emergency responses having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
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That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Benton, Rock. 5
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Daly, Carr. 3
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. D. Welch, Rock. 10
Rep. Chasse, Hills. 27
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 142-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
142-FN, An Act relative to school district budgets having considered
the same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 189:47 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by inserting
after paragraph 11 the following new paragraph:
III. For the purposes of foundation aid, Tilton and Northfield
shall be considered a separate pre-existing district.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 2 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 3 and 4 to read as 4 and 5:
3 Winnisquam Regional School District. All actions, votes and pro-
ceedings of the Winnisquam regional school district special meeting
held on May 9, 1991, including but not limited to notices of said meet-
ing and action taken on Article 1, the authorization for school repair
bonds, are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Skinner, Rock. 21
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Domaingue, Hills. 42
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Searles, Hills. 19
Rep. Yeaton, Merr. 7
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill exempts school administrative units that comprise only
one school district from the school administrative unit budget proce-
dures. The budget for such a unit is to be included in the school
district budget which is subject to the vote of the annual school dis-
trict meeting.
The bill changes the method for determining how education costs
shall be funded in the Tilton and Northfield Union school district.
This bill also legalizes, ratifies and confirms all actions, votes and
proceedings of the Winnisquam regional school district meeting.
Senator Disnard moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 143-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
143-FN, An Act relative to the liquor commissioner's authority to
close liquor stores having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend section 1 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
1 Duties. RSA 176:3 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
176:3 Duties. The primary duties of the liquor commission shall be
to:
I. Optimize the profitability of the commission.
II. Maintain proper controls.
III. Assume responsibility for the effective and efficient opera-
tion of the commission.
IV. Provide service to the customers of the commission, pursu-
ant to this title.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. R. Kelley, Hills. 13
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Larson, Graf 9
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Flynn, Straf 8
Rep. C. Brown, Graf 13
Senator McLane moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
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SENATOR MCLANE: I think there is one part of this Committee
of Conference report that should be explained to the Senate, be-
cause I think it is an important and worthwhile change. In your
Committee of Conference report, we have delineated the duties of
the Liquor Commission with a slight, and I think, important change.
The primary duty of the Liquor Commission is to optimize revenue
or profitability. We changed the wording in the legislation in the
RSAs from revenue to profitability. I think that is an important
point. That is their first job. Then, as from the beginning, to main-
tain proper controls, assume responsibility for efficient and effective
operations. And fourth, a new addition which is to provide service to
the customers of the commission. We think that is an important and




COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 161-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
161-FN, An Act to allow former federal employees to purchase
credit for their federal services as creditable service, relative to pro-
viding retirement benefits upon the death of certain group I and
group II members, and to define employer participation in the re-
tirement system having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
5 Federal Employment as Out-of-State Service; Group II Mem-
bers. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 100-A:4-c, I to read
as follows:
I. Notwithstanding any provision of RSA 100-A to the contrary,
any group II permanent policeman or permanent fireman member of
the New Hampshire retirement system, in service on or after June
30, 1990, who was formerly a member of a public employees' retire-
ment system outside of New Hampshire, shall be allowed to pur-
chase credit for such out-of-state service as creditable service in the
New Hampshire retirement system [under]; provided, however,
that creditable service in the New Hampshire retirement system
which is purchased under this paragraph shall not be deemed
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creditable service for the purpose of eligibility for medical and
surgical benefits as a retired employee under RSA 21-1:30. For
such employee or teacher members, only creditable service per-
formed in the state of New Hampshire as a member of the New
Hampshire retirement system shall be counted as creditable serv-
ice for the purpose of eligibility for medical and surgical benefits
as a retired employee under RSA 21-1:30. For the purposes of this
section, "public employees' retirement system" shall include any
retirement system established and maintained by the United
States government, the members of which are federal govern-
ment employees. For the purposes of this section, any military
service not otherwise authorized pursuant to RSA 100-A:4, IV
and V shall not be included as creditable service in a public em-
ployees' retirement system. The group II permanent policeman
or permanent fireman member shall meet the following condi-
tions:
Amend the bill by deleting sections 8-11 and renumbering sections
12-14 to read as 8-10, respectively.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Shibley, Belk. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. R. Wheeler, Hills. 6
Rep. Pelley, Straf. 10
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This amendment requires that those employers permitted to par-
ticipate under the New Hampshire retirement system shall be solely
limited to the government of the state of New Hampshire or the
governments of its political subdivisions, and any agencies or instru-
mentalities thereof, for the purpose of maintaining the retirement
system's tax exempt status as a qualified governmental pension plan
meeting the requirements of sections 401(a) and 414(d) of the United
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. What consti-
tutes a "government", "political subdivision", "agency" and or "in-
strumentality" for purposes of system coverage is necessarily
defined with respect to applicable federal rather than state law.
Regarding those nongovernmental employers currently contribut-
ing to the system, in order to preserve the retirement system's tax
exempt status as a governmental plan, such nongovernmental em-
ployers and employees shall be required to cease contributions, and
those nongovernmental employees presently covered under the sys-
tem shall cease to accrue benefits under the system, no later than
June 30, 1991.
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All benefits accrued to the time of withdrawal from the system
shall be fully vested in such withdrawing nongovernmental employ-
ees, and the system shall cooperate with withdrawing nongovern-
mental employers in their establishing successor retirement plans
and shall cooperate in arranging
for the transfer of such employee retirement benefits earned under
the system to successor retirement plans where practicable.
The bill amends the retirement system statutes by extending the
right to purchase such out-of-state service to employees of the fed-
eral government, but excluding any military service credit which is
not otherwise authorized by statute.
The bill also amends the 1991 appropriation made to the retire-
ment system study committee to make it nonlapsing.
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 171-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
171-FN, An Act relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Moun-
tain" having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
Sen. Fraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Rep. Frechette, Straf. 8
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 203-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
203-FN, An Act relative to the confidentiality of quality assurance
records of community mental health centers having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as passed by the
House.
Conferees on the PaH Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. R. Foster, Carr. 4
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Ziegra, Belk. 6
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. A. Ibrr, Straf. 6
Rep. K. Foster, Ches. 17
Senator J. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 210-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
210-FN, An Act creating a committee to study artificial impound-
ments having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by deleting section 7-10 and renumbering section
1 1 to read as 7.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. J. Chandler, Merr. 1
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Vaughn, Rock. 27
Rep. Marston, Straf. 6
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill creates a study committee to look at the status of artificial
impoundments. The committee shall submit its findings, including
recommendations for legislation, to the speaker of the house, the
senate president, and the governor.
This bill also allows the commissioner of environmental services to
provide training and educational materials to local and regional offi-
cials, and persons subject to regulation by the department.
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Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 250-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
250-FN, An Act relative to the board of nursing having considered
the same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 326-B:12, VI as inserted by section 5 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VI. The board shall conduct an investigation of any person h-
censed by the board who has been the subject of 3 different medical
injury actions reported under paragraph IV of this section within
any consecutive 5-year period commencing July 1, 1986.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Dyer, Hills. 7
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Gosselin, Hills. 43
Sen. Pressly, Dist. 12 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Rep. A. Tarr, Straf. 6
Senator Fraser moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 274-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
274-FN, An Act relative to sentencing to county correctional facili-
ties having considered the same, report the same with the following
recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 651:18 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
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651:18 Place; Reduction in Sentence. Persons liable to commit-
ment to a correctional facility for any offense may be committed to
any county correctional facility at the discretion of the court. If the
court sentences a person to a correctional facility in a county
other than the county where the offense was committed, the ex-
pense of maintenance shall be paid by the county in which the
offense was committed unless waived by the receiving county de-
partment of corrections in accordance with a reciprocal or other
arrangement between the counties involved. Any prisoner whose
conduct while in a county correctional facility has been meritorious
may be issued a permit and discharged by the superintendent of the
county department of corrections when he has served 2/3 of his mini-
mum sentence, provided it shall appear to the superintendent to be
a reasonable probability that he will remain at liberty vdthout vio-
lating the law and will conduct himself as a good citizen.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Lozeau, Hills. 25
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Martling, Straf. 4
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Record, Hills. 23
Rep. D. Cote, Hills. 25
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill clarifies a county's responsibility for payment of expenses
of persons confined to county correctional facilities.
The bill also permits a defendant confined in a county department
of corrections facility to petition for a transfer to another county
corrections facility for the purpose of facilitating work release or for
other good cause shown.
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 286-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
286-FN, An Act relative to the operation of powerboats on Long
Pond in the town of Northwood having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Long Pond Restrictions. RSA 270:106 is repealed and reenacted
to read as follows:
270:106 Long Pond.
I. No person shall use or operate any powerboat or any wet boat
equipped with any type of power motor in excess of 10 horsepower
upon Long Pond in the town of Northwood.
II. Any person who violates this section shall be guilty of a viola-
tion.
TIL The provisions of this section shall not take effect until one
year after the date on which the state is granted deeded public ac-
cess to Long Pond in the town of Northwood.
2 Definition of "Wet Boat." RSA 270:73, V is repealed and reen-
acted to read as follows:
V. "Wet boat" means any motorized, private boat which is less
than 13 feet in length, is capable of exceeding a speed of 20 miles per
hour, and is designed with the capacity to carry only a standing
operator while in operation.
3 Tferm Changed. The following RSA provisions and session law
are hereby amended to comply with the terminology changes made
necessary by section 2 of this act: RSA 72-A:2, I; the subdivision
heading preceeding RSA 270:73; RSA 270:73, III, IV, and VI; RSA
270:74; RSA 270:74-a; RSA 270:74-b; RSA 270:113; 1988, 283:4.
4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Haynes, Rock. 9
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Katsakiores, Rock. 7
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. Klemarczyk, Rock. 13
Rep. Turgeon, Hills. 46
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits the use of powerboats or wet boats equipped
with a motor in excess of 10 horsepower on Long Pond in the town of
Northwood. The provisions of this bill shall not take effect unless the
state is granted deeded public access to Long Pond. This bill also
replaces the definition in RSA 270:73, V with a definition of wet
boat.
Senator Heath moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
SENATOR MCLANE: I am glad that Senator Heath is back in the
room. He was confident that I hadn't noticed this, but I had. HB 286
is an act relative to the operation of power boats on Long Pond in the
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towTi of Northwood. And if you will look in your Committee of Con-
ference report on the next page, it repeals RSA 277-73:5, which is
the definition ofjet skis. The good old nemesis of this board. The jet
ski legislation passed this body three years ago. There have been
almost 100 hearings around this state on the control of the use of jet
skis on the small lakes of the state of New Hampshire. This bill
would negate all of those hearings, because by changing the defini-
tion to one person standing up in the boat, it would eliminate all of
those jet skis that have a person either sitting or two people in the
boat. We have already seen the new type of jet ski which takes three
people. In fact, I am not sure that Senator Currier hasn't bought
one. That is sold in the stores under the definition, and is not af-
fected by the jet ski law, because it was written so badly. I put in a
bill to change the definition so it would include these new jet skis,
but that was defeated. But this is inexcusable.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane has raised an issue about def-
inition. I was actually in Washington when my name was signed, but
I gave permission for the name being signed. I don't take any re-
sponsibility away from myself. What has happened, is that the engi-
neering of these boats has changed considerably. The boats that
irritated people are the ones that are in this new definition. These
are the boats that cavitied out of the water and make a lot of noise,
and the definition, because of the changing technology of the crafts,
was obsolete. The boats that caused the problem are very much in-
cluded in this definition, and those hearings would still apply to
these boats. But it is important to know that they have done a lot of
things in the engineering, the design, the noise level that has
changed these boats. That is why the Senate turned it down, includ-
ing the three man jet ski. It was the tiny watercraft that went leap-
ing through the water, jumping out of the water, the engines racing,
that made noise, and were a little bit difficult to control, but are still
included in this definition, that shouldn't be used in every area of the
lakes. But these other boats are more conventional boats now. This
change in the law reflects the more conventional aspect of these
boats. I would urge you to go with this very difficult report that we
put together with a considerable amount of work, particularly, on
the Long Pond issue, which has been a small civil war over in North-
wood. I think we have found an equitable way to get both parties
working together and that is an important aspect of this legislation
as well. The most important aspect.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, I wonder why, at the public
hearing on the other bill, or in the defeat of the other bill, you didn't
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find it possible to make this, what I consider, very significant change
on a bill with a public hearing, rather than slipping it in to a Commit-
tee of Conference report?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, this had a long public hearing, one of
the longest public hearings of any bill that came before my commit-
tee this session. The transcript is available. We talked a great deal
about jet ski activities and jet skis. This was quite pertinent to the
subject, because it was, in part, controlling jet skis.
SENATOR MCLANE: I wonder, although you claim there was a
public hearing, not on this provision which does not include any jet
ski that carries two people or any jet ski that carries a sitting single
person. I wonder why there was no one on the Committee of Confer-
ence who would even speak for the opposing point of view?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, this session has been a busy session,
and I think you can look all through the activities of this session.
There are only 24 of us in the Senate and the number of things that
we have had to do, I don't think every paragraph of every issue has
had public debate in the fullest sense of the word. But to suggest
that every Committee of Conference be balanced with opponents
and proponents of every clause and paragraph, is to ask for the im-
possible, if not the ideal. Certainly it is impossible during the legisla-
tive work that we have.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, I received over 900 letters
from people concerned about the jet ski issue at the time that we
successfully solved it. Do you think these people, and others in the
state, would be happy with the thought that a major change in a
major piece of legislation was slipped into a Committee of Confer-
ence on an entirely different subject?
SENATOR HEATH: If it were characterized the way you just char-
acterized it, probably not. Because you characterized it in a way that
sounds like it was a devious plot. In fact, I represent more shoreline
than any member of the body, the House or the Senate. I am very
sensitive to shoreline owners. They are a good portion of my constit-
uency. If I thought that the majority of them would find that this
was a horrible thing that we had done, I don't think I would do it. In
fact, what I think this addresses, is it leaves the concerns that they
had about the kind of jet skis that originally made everybody angry
as a hornet, because they sounded like an angry hornet on the lake.
It stops the definition from harming other kinds of water craft activ-
ity that are legitimate and comparable. In fact, less of an impact,
both environmentally and sound wise, than things like cigarette
boats, which we haven't done anything about and other kinds of
boats and water activities.
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SENATOR BASS: Senator Heath, admitting the fact that this defi-
nitional question was not really a part of the original consideration of
HB 286 in the Senate, and looking at my book here in which the
Wildlife and Recreation committee has Senators Heath, Blaisdell,
McLane, Bass, King, Cohen and Eraser. I was around last week, I
would have been glad to participate in this process. Is there any
particular reason, why, as Chairman of the committee, you wanted
to have two members, besides yourself, on this Committee of Con-
ference who weren't even on the committee of jurisdiction?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, I don't remember. The fact is, I am
almost 100 percent sure that I did not request who was appointed to
it. I was appointed to it and the others were appointed to with no
request from myself. I can't answer that which I don't know.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I rise in support of Senator McLane's posi-
tion, basically. I think that this clearly emasculates the chapter that
apparently, I wasn't here when it took place. But there was quite a
battle over it and for a last minute back room negotiation for this to
take place, would be a shame. I would urge you not to let this pass.
This certainly affects more than Long Pond which the original legis-
lation was all about, and affects what we have been doing in the state
for a year. Certainly we are sending mixed messages to the industry
and to other people and I don't think that is fair to them as well.
People are beginning to adapt to this very nicely. I would urge that
you vote no on this resolution.
Division vote.
Yeas: 8 Nays: 13
Conference Report Fails.
Senator W. King to request a new Committee of Conference report
for HB 286-FN.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 330-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
330-FN, An Act establishing a committee to study the issue of an
office of the ombudsman for children having considered the same,
report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 Committee Established; Duties: A committee is hereby estab-
lished to determine the duties, powers, management structure, and
operating costs of an office of ombudsman for children. The commit-
tee shall consist of the following:
I. Two members of the house children, youth and juvenile justice
committee, one of whom shall chair the committee, appointed by the
speaker of the house of representatives.
II. One member of the house judiciary committee, appointed by
the speaker of the house of representatives.
III. One member of the house appropriations committee, ap-
pointed by the speaker of the house of representatives.
IV. Four members of the senate, appointed by the president of
the senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. W. McCain, Rock. 11
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. V. Cook, Hills. 42
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Woods, Rock. 19
Rep. L. Johnson, Hills. 37
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a committee to determine the duties, powers,
management structure, and operating costs of an office of ombuds-
man for children.
The committee shall consist of 2 members of the house children,
youth and juvenile justice committee, one member of the house judi-
ciary committee, one member of the house appropriations commit-
tee, and 4 members of the senate.
Senator J. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 323-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
323-A, An Act relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an appro-
priation therefor having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
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That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend 1988, 251:3, 1 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. The payment of principal and interest of the bonds and notes
issued for the purchase and rehabilitation of the Cheshire Bridge
authorized in section 1 of this act shall be made when due from tolls
and user fees collected on said bridge. The state treasurer is autho-
rized to establish a special account for this purpose.
Amend 1988, 251:4 as inserted by section 4 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
251:4 Duties. The commissioner of the department of transporta-
tion shall:
I. Acquire, operate, and maintain the privately owned Cheshire
Bridge and adjoining land and appurtenances between the towns of
Charlestown, New Hampshire and Springfield, Vermont through a
negotiated purchase or condemnation proceedings on or before De-
cember 31, 1991.
II. Complete the bridge rehabilitation project on or before De-
cember 31, 1992.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. G. Chandler, Cam 1
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Marsh, Coos 1
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
Rep. Frechette, Straf. 8
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the appropriation to the department of trans-
portation for the purchase and rehabilitation of the Cheshire Bridge.
All toll booths shall be eliminated when the bonds financing the
purchase and rehabilitation project have been retired.
The bill also establishes a time-frame for the purchase and com-
pleted rehabilitation of the bridge.
Senator Nelson moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 325-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
325-FN, An Act relative to reciprocity of dog training having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 of the bill with the following:
2 New Section; Tblemetry Use Restricted. Amend RSA 207:1 by
inserting after section 3-c the following new section:
207:3-d Use of Ifelemetry Equipment Restricted. No person shall
use a telemetry receiver to locate trail or tree hounds from 1/2 hour
before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset while in any motorized vehi-
cle or within 300 feet, as measured from the center of the traveled
position, of any public highway or any private road open to use by
the public. Whoever violates the provisions of this section shall be
guilty of a violation if a natural person, or guilty of a misdemeanor if
any other person.
Amend the bill by deleting section 3 and renumbering section 4 to
read as 3.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Drake, Rock. 18
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. A. Wiggin, Carr.4
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. G. Smith, Merr. 20
Rep. Schanda, Rock. 12
Senator Heath moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 328-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
328-A, An Act relative to a new Manchester district court facility
and making an appropriation therefor having considered the same,
report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Appropriation; Department of Administrative Services. The sum
of $250,000 is appropriated to the department of administrative
services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the site location,
design, architectural plans and rehabilitation and renovation of a
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new Manchester district court facility. In planning this facility, the
department of administrative services shall consider issues includ-
ing cost, accessibility, and needs for space now and in the future for
such purposes as storage of records, building security, separation of
adult and juvenile detainees, and private conference rooms. The de-
partment of administrative services shall adopt plans for the facility
after consultation with the cun'ent Manchester district court jus-
tices and the capital budget overview committee.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. Alukonis, Hills. 19
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
Rep. O'Rourke, Hills. 35
Senator Nelson moved to have HB 328, Laid On The Table.
Adopted.
HB 328, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 334-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
334-FN, An Act relative to the establishment of agency liquor stores
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 177:11, 1(c) as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(c) Neither the proposed agency liquor store nor any state liq-
uor store is within 5 road miles of an existing state liquor store or an
existing agency liquor store.
Amend RSA 177:11, III as inserted by section 3 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
III. In the event that a proposed agency liquor store will replace
a state liquor store, the commission shall make reasonable efforts, to
provide state employees other positions, if available.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Behrens, Sull. 3
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. W. Desrosiers, Hills. 43
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. McKinney, Rock. 23
Rep. Reidy, Hills 45
Senator McLane moved to have HB 334, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 334, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 341-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
341-FN, An Act relative to a foundation aid formula study commit-
tee and establishing a maximum equalization factor for the founda-
tion aid formula having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Larson, Graf. 9
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. Kurk, Hills. 3
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. Guest, Graf. 12
Rep. Hoelzel, Rock. 6
Senator Disnard moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 352-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
352-FN, An Act relative to the oil discharge and disposal cleanup
fund having considered the same, report the same with the following
recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing all after section 5 with the following:
6 Fee Changed; July, 1993. Amend RSA 146-A:ll-b, II to read as
follows:
II. Any operator, distributor, dealer, or broker who or any whole-
sale terminal facility which imports or causes to be imported oil into
the state, except those using oil pipelines, railroads, and highways to
transport oil products between states other than New Hampshire or
for international transport of oil products, shall be licensed under
this chapter. The annual fee for the license shall be [$.0011 $.025 per
[gallon] barrel of oil which shall be assessed at the time of sale. The
fee shall be paid monthly by the licensee to the department of safety
and then deposited by the department of safety into the oil pollution
control fund administered by the division of water supply and pollu-
tion control. Imposition of the fee shall be based on the records of
the licensee and certified as accurate to the department of safety.
The fee set in this paragraph shall not apply to [1,000 gallons] 25
barrels of oil or less, when the oil is packaged in individual contain-
ers of [55 gallons or] less than one barrel.
7 New Section; Competitive Bidding Required; Rulemaking.
Amend RSA 146-D by inserting after section 5 the following new
section:
146-D:5-a Competitive Bidding Required; Rulemaking.
I. The commissioner of environmental services shall enter into
the competitive bidding process for any project undertaken by the
department of environmental services under the authority of this
chapter vdth an estimated cost of $2,000 or more. The commissioner
may enter the competitive bidding process for any such project with
an estimated cost of less than $2,000.
II, The commissioner of environmental services shall adopt
rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to the competitive bidding
process to be used under this section.
8 Effective Date.
I. Section 5 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Section 6 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1993.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Stamatakis, Sull. 4
Rep. Holbrook, Belk. 13
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill redefines oil for the purposes of the oil discharge and dis-
posal cleanup fund. The bill also clarifies what expenses are eligible
for reimbursement through the fund.
This bill allows the oil fund disbursement board to employ legal
counsel, with the approval of governor and council, to assist it in its
duties.
In addition, this bill changes the annual fee for a license from $.025
per barrel to $.001 per gallon, for the 1991-93 biennium.
This bill also requires the commissioner of environmental services
to enter into the competitive bidding process for projects under-
taken under RSA 146-D, the oil discharge and disposal cleanup fund,
with an estimated cost of $2,000 or more and to establish rules rela-
tive to the competitive bidding process.
Senator Heath moved to request a new Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 363-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
363-FN, An Act relative to criminal record checks and fees charged
for criminal record checks having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 106-B:14, 1 as inserted
by section 2 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
L With the approval of the commissioner of safety, the director
shall adopt rules under RSA 541-A as may be necessary to secure
records and other information relative to persons who have been
convicted of a felony [or an attempt to commit a felonyl, misde-
meanor or violation within the state, or who are known to be habit-
ual criminals, or who have been placed under arrest in criminal
proceedings. The term "violation" as used in this section shall
apply only to violations committed under title LXII.Such records
and information shall not be open to the inspection of any person
except those who may be authorized to inspect the same by the di-
rector; as follows:
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Lozeau, Hills. 25
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. C. W. Johnson, Merr. 5
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. D. Cote, Hills. 25
Rep. R. Campbell, Belk. 5
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 416-FN-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
416-FN-A, An Act relative to drug-free school zones and making
appropriations therefor having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 6 with the following:
6 New Section; Drug-Free Zones; Tbwn Bylaws for Public Hous-
ing Authorities. Amend RSA 31 by inserting after section 41-d the
following new section:
31:41-e Drug-Free Zones; Public Housing Authorities. A town
may adopt bylaws establishing as a drug-free zone any area inclusive
of public housing authority property and within 1,000 feet of such
public housing authority property. Any person violating such bylaw
shall be guilty of violation, in addition to any penalties imposed un-
der RSA 318-B. If such drug-free zones are established, the town
shall publish a map clearly indicating the boundaries of such drug-
free zone, which shall be posted in a prominent place in the district
or municipal court of jurisdiction, the local police department, and
on the public housing authority property. The town shall also de-
velop signs or markings for the drug-free zone which shall:
I. Be posted in one or more prominent places in or near the
public housing authority property; and
n. Indicate that the posted area is a drug-free zone which ex-
tends to 1,000 feet surrounding such property; and
III. Warn that a person who violates RSA 318-B, the controlled
drug act, within the drug-free zone, shall be subject to severe crimi-
nal penalties under RSA 318-B and a penalty of up to $1,000 under
this section.
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7 New Paragraph; Drug-Free Zones; Powers of City Councils Re-
lating to Public Housing Authorities. Amend RSA 47:17 by inserting
after paragraph XVI the following new paragraph:
XVII. Establish as a drug-free zone any area inclusive of public
housing authority property and within 1,000 feet of such public
housing authority property. If such drug-free zones are established,
the municipality shall publish a map clearly indicating the bounda-
ries of such drug-free zone, which shall be posted in a prominent
place in the district or municipal court ofjurisdiction, the local police
department, and on the public housing authority property. The mu-
nicipality shall also develop signs or markings for the drug-free zone
which shall:
(a) Be posted in one or more prominent places in or near the
public housing authority property; and
03) Indicate that the posted area is a drug-free zone which ex-
tends to 1,000 feet surrounding such property; and
(c) Warn that a person who violates RSA 318-B, the controlled
drug act, within the drug-free zone, shall be subject to severe crimi-
nal penalties under RSA 318-B and a penalty of up to $1,000 under
this paragraph.
8 Committee Established.
I. There is established a committee to study the feasibility of
establishing as drug-free zones the property comprising and sur-
rounding public parks, playgrounds and public housing authorities.
The committee shall consider the consequences of imposing en-
hanced criminal penalties for violations of RSA 318-B, the controlled
drug act, within such drug-free zones. The committee shall consist of
the following:
(a) Two senators, appointed by the senate president.
03) Two house members, appointed by the speaker of the
house.
(c) One representative of the New Hampshire Municipal Asso-
ciation, appointed by such association.
(d) Two public members, one from the law enforcement com-
munity and one from the N.H. Association of Public Housing Au-
thorities, appointed by the governor.
II. The committee shall meet within 30 days of the effective date
of this section. The committee shall elect a chairperson from among
its members. Legislative members shall receive mileage at the legis-
lative rate.
III. The committee shall submit a report on its findings, includ-
ing recommendations for legislation to be introduced in the 1992 leg-
islative session, to the speaker of the house, the senate president
and the governor on or before November 1, 1991.
9 Effective Date.
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I. Sections 3, 4 and 5 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Section 8 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Cojiferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate ofthe House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. McCain, Rock. 11
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Hawkins, Belk. 5
Sen. Shaheen, Dist. 21 Rep. Wallner, Merr. 21
Rep. Bean, Graf. 13
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill defines a drug-free school zone in the state as any area
within 1,000 feet of any property used for school purposes by any
school, whether or not owned by such school, and within or immedi-
ately adjacent to school buses. The bill imposes enhanced penalties
for any person who manufactures, sells, prescribes, administers, dis-
penses, or possesses with intent to sell, dispense, or compound any
controlled drug or its analog, in a drug-free school zone at any time
of the year.
The bill requires school administrative units to publish maps of
and post signs at drug-free school zones. The department of educa-
tion, in consultation with the New Hampshire Police Chiefs Associa-
tion, is required to adopt rules relative to the posting with signs of
such zones.
The bill establishes a toll-free hotline for the purpose of respond-
ing anonymous information on drug activity to local law enforcement
agencies. The department of safety is responsible for coordinating
and adopting rules for the establishment and operation of the
hotline. The toll-free number for the hotline is to be displayed on the
drug-free school zone signs developed by the department of educa-
tion.
This bill appropriates funds to the department of education and
the department of safety.
The bill enables a town or city to establish by bylaw or ordinance a
drug-free zone for public housing authority property.
The bill also establishes a committee to study establishing drug-
free zones with enhanced criminal penalties for public housing au-
thorities, public parks and playgrounds.
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 451-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
451-FN, An Act relative to the licensing of residential care and
health facilities having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
9 New Paragraph; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 151:9 by inserting
after paragraph VI the following new paragraph:
Vn.(a) The rules adopted under RSA 151:9, 1 for residential care
facilities shall, in establishing licensure classifications, recognize the
following licensure levels which correspond to a continuum of care
requiring different programs and services to assure quality of life in
the least restrictive environment possible:
(1) Residential care, requiring a minimum of regulation and
reflecting the availability of assistance in personal and social activi-
ties with a minimum of supervision or health care, which can be
provided in a home or home-like setting.
(2) Supported residential health care, reflecting the availabil-
ity of social or health services, as needed, from appropriately
trained or licensed individuals, who need not be employees of the
facility, but shall not require nursing services complex enough to
require 24-hour nursing supervision. Such facilities may also include
short-term medical care for residents of the facility who may be con-
valescing from an illness and these residents shall be capable of self-
evacuation.
(3) Nursing facilities providing a range of social and health
services, including 24-hour-a-day supervision and the provision of
medical care and treatment, according to a plan of care, by appropri-
ately trained or licensed individuals who are employees of or who
are under contract to the facility.
(4) Special needs residential facilities, other than specialty
hospitals, which, in addition to meeting the criteria of subparagraph
(1), (2), or (3), reflect the availability of specialized supervision and
treatment appropriate to the needs of the residents being cared for
by appropriately trained or hcensed individuals.
(b) Additional levels of classification may be established within
each major level, and a facility may hold more than one license. The
director of the division of public health services may, in adopting
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rules under RSA 151:9, I, establish limits on the number of resi-
dents to be cared for at different licensure levels.
Amend the bill by replacing section 11 with the following:
11 New Section; Exception Added. Amend RSA 151 by inserting
after section 21 the following new section:
151:21-a Exception for Acute Care Hospital. Acute care hospitals
licensed under this chapter are exempt from RSA 151:21, II, VI, XV
and XVII.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 14 the following and re-
numbering the original section 15 to read as 16:
15 Committee Established.
I. A committee is hereby established to review RSA 151:21, rela-
tive to the Patients' Bill of Rights, and to recommend any changes
necessary in its applicability to health facilities licensed under RSA
151. The members of the committee shall be as follows:
(a) Tu^o members of the house, appointed by the speaker of the
house,
(b) Two members of the senate, appointed by the senate presi-
dent.
(c) One member, appointed by the New Hampshire Hospital
Association.
(d) One member, appointed by the New Hampshire Health
Care Association.
(e) One member, appointed by the New Hampshire chapter of
the American Association of Retired Persons.
(f) One member, appointed by the Alliance for the Mentally 111
of New Hampshire.
(g) One public member, appointed by the governor.
(h) One member, appointed by the Developmental Rights Cen-
ter
(i) One member, appointed by the New Hampshire Association
of Residential Care Facilities.
(j) One member, appointed by New Hampshire Legal Assist-
ance.
II. The committee shall report its findings and recommendations
for legislation to the speaker of the house and the senate president
on or before November 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. R. Foster, Carr. 4
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. K. Wheeler, Straf. 4
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Ziegra, Belk. 6
Rep. Holmes, Merr. 13
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill clarifies the facilities which are to be licensed under RSA
151 and the levels of licensure for certain residential care facilities.
The bill also clarifies the procedures for inspections, investigations
and issuing warnings for noncompliance with the licensure require-
ments for health facilities.
The bill also establishes a committee to study RSA 151:21, relative
to the Patients' Bill of Rights.
Senator J. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 461-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
461-FN, An Act relative to notice for out of district placement by the
court having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by inserting after section 3 the following and re-
numbering the original section 4 to read as 5.
4 Out-of-District Placement. Amend RSA 186-C:19-b, I to read as
follows:
L(a) As used in this section "children in placement for which the
division for children and youth services has financial responsibility"
means all children receiving special education or special education
and educationally related services whose placements were made
pursuant to RSA 169-B, 169-C or 169-D, except children at the youth
development center and children placed at the youth services center
maintained by the division for children and youth services while
awaiting disposition of the court following arraignment pursuant to
RSA 169-B:13.
(b) In the case of an out-of-district placement, the appropri-
ate court shall notify the department of education on the date
that the court order is signed, stating the initial length of time
for which such placement is made. This subparagraph shall ap-
ply to the original order and all subsequent modifications of that
order.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of th e Senate of th e House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Robinson, Hills. 12
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Connell, Rock. 4
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. Mayhew, Coos 3
Rep. Accornero, Belk. 10
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the court to notify the department of education
when an out-of-district placement is made for a child receiving spe-
cial education or special education and educationally related serv-
ices. This bill also requires the court to state the initial length of
time for which the out-of-district placement is made.
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 462
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
462, An Act relative to special education hearing officers having con-
sidered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the follovving new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 New Section; Special Education Hearing Officers. Amend RSA
186-C by inserting after section 16 the following new section:
186-C:16-a Special Education Hearing Officers. Hearing officers
appointed by the department of education to hear special education
impartial due process appeals shall have the authority to compel the
attendance of witnesses in accordance with RSA 516:1 including is-
suing subpoenas for parents who are representing themselves. Any
costs incurred in issuing a subpoena shall be the responsibility of the
party requesting the subpoena, unless otherwise determined by the
hearing officer. The state board of education may adopt rules pursu-
ant to RSA 541-A to implement the provisions of this section, includ-
ing guidelines to be used for consideration by the hearing officers in
determining the responsibility of costs of the subpoena. Nothing in
this section shall prohibit any justice from issuing a subpoena for
such hearing in accordance with RSA 516:3.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Hoelzel, Rock. 6
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. Laurent, Ches. 2
Sen. Humphrey, Dist. 17 Rep. Spencer, Straf. 4
Rep. Flint, Sull. 2
Senator Disnard moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 486-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
486-FN, An Act relative to collection of forfeitures of recognizances
by the division of motor vehicles having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 597:38-a, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
I. Whenever a party recognized to appear for any offense involv-
ing driving makes default and the recognizance is declared forfeited,
the court shall send a notice of default to the division of motor vehi-
cles. The division shall send a notice to the person owing the recogni-
zance, demanding payment within 30 days and stating that failure to
make payment within the 30-day period shall result in suspension of
such person's driver's license or driving privilege until such time as
the person provides proof to the department of safety that he has
paid the amount of the forfeited recognizance to the court.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Jacobson, Merr. 2
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Martling, Straf. 4
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. N. Ford, Hills. 24
Rep. Wall, Straf. 4
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a procedure for the collection of forfeitures of
recognizances for an offense involving driving by the court. It re-
quires that persons failing to make payment for such forfeitures
within a certain time period have their drivers' licenses or privileges
suspended.
Money received by the commissioner of the department of safety
under this bill are paid into a special DWI bench warrant fund.
The bill grants rulemaking authority to the commissioner of the
department of safety relative to disbursement of moneys from the
special fund for the payment of certain law enforcement costs associ-
ated with bench warrants.
Senator Oleson moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 488-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
488-FN, An Act relative to the flexible spending programs having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Sen. Delahunty Dist. 22 Rep. Shibley Belk. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. R. Wheeler, Hills. 6
Rep. Pelley, Straf. 10
Senator Nelson moved to have HB 488, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 488, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 502-FN-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
502-FN-A, An Act relative to child care resource and referral sys-
tems and making an appropriation therefor having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 170-E:5-a as inserted
by section 2 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
170-E:5-a Child Care Resource and Referral Services. The depart-
ment of health and human services shall develop and implement a
plan, such plan to be fully funded by federal moneys for child care
resource and referral services which shall have the following respon-
sibilities and duties to the public:
Amend RSA 170-E:5-a, V as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
V. Provide assistance to state human service agencies in seeking
child care for such agencies' clients.
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following:
4 Appropriation. The sum of $1 is hereby appropriated to the de-
partment of health and human services for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993, for the purposes of this act. The implementation of
this act shall depend upon 100 percent of the financing being pro-
vided by funds from federal grants. The department is authorized to
accept and expend federal funds that may be available for the pur-
poses of this act. This appropriation is nonlapsing and is in addition
to any other funds appropriated to the department of health and
human services. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
said sum out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate ofthe House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. McCain, Rock. 11
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Robinson, Hills. 12
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. E. Gagnon, Hills. 47
Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the department of health and human services, to
develop and implement a plan, to be fully funded by federal money
for child care resource and referral services.
This bill appropriates the sum of $1 to the department of health
and human services.
Senator J. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
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Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 509
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
509, An Act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to per-
mitting solid waste facilities having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 149-M:10-c, VII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its solid waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of subparagraph 1 1 1(a) provided that it is built within the district
and shall serve only the capacity needs of that district. Any permit
issued for a facility which fulfills the public benefit requirement by
relying on this paragraph shall state that the facility is limited to
receiving solid waste generated within that district.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Scanlan, Graf. 11
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. J. Bradley, Carr 6
Rep. Burnham, Ches. 5
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
SENATOR W. KING: I rise in support of the amendment, but I
want to clarify one section of the law, just so everybody understands
the intent of it. Because the intent may not be clear and I had the
intent written up by the Commissioner of Environmental Services
so that it would be on the public record. I want to make sure that the
record reflects the legislative intent of RSA 149-M:10-c,IV-B which
is part of this legislation. This subparagraph was inserted in direct
response to industry's concerns expressed at the public hearing on
the bill that the public benefit determination required by RSA 149-
M:10-c might adversely impact the ability of proposed solid waste
facilities to secure financing. Sub-paragraph 3-b was intended to al-
low DES to factor into its public benefit determination under the
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criteria in RSA 149:M-10-c-3, a concern for the proposed facilities
economics from the apphcants point of view. It was intended to au-
thorize DES to substitute its judgment for the appHcant's judgment
that a proposed faciUty makes economic sense. DES does not pos-
sess the expertise to second guess an appHcant's conclusion that its
proposed facility is economically viable. I urge the Senate to vote to
approve the conference committee report on HB 509 with this in-
tent.
SENATOR HEATH: Does anybody know what he just said?
SENATOR W. KING: I could read it again, if you would like. I will
tell you quite honestly, that the concern that was brought forward by
industry was that while we were taking a look at environmental is-
sues, which this bill directly addresses, that we also consider when
we were looking at a business for permitting the economic impacts
of that. This was placed into the bill for that reason, in response to
those concerns. What it was not placed in there for, was to allow the
Department of Environmental Services to make a judgment about
whether a business was going to be financially viable or not. They do
not have the expertise to do that. They should not be doing that.
That has to be left to the private sector to make that determination.
SENATOR HEATH: With what you just said, would you believe, I
agree?
Senator Russman moved to have HB 509, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 509, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 515-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
515-FN, An Act exempting the purchase of certain property on
which dams are located from the requirement of legislative approval
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 New Paragraphs; Acquisition of Certain Dams. Amend RSA
482:48 by inserting after paragraph II the following new para-
graphs:
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Ill.(a) Governor and council approval having been granted, legis-
lative approval is hereby given to the land conservation investment
program to accept the following dams and assign to the department
of resources and economic development for management purposes,
including but not limited to operation and minor maintenance of said
stioictures, as follows:
(1) Little bog pond dam, Odell, dam #185.03.
(2) Trio ponds dam, Odell, dam #185.02.
(b) The governor and council shall authorize the acceptance of
Meadow lake dam in Northwood, dam #183.16, by the land conserva-
tion investment program only after all repairs have been completed,
and the dam is deemed satisfactory through an inspection by the
division of water resources. Upon acceptance, the land conservation
investment program shall assign the dam and any contiguous prop-
erty to the department of resources and economic development for
management purposes, including but not limited to operation and
minor maintenance of said structures.
(c) The land conservation investment program shall provide
funding to repair the dams listed in subparagi'aph (a) and (b) in an
amount not to exceed a total of $90,000.00, provided that the repairs
are completed by June 30, 1993, to the satisfaction of the division of
water resources.
(d) Any property that the state is authorized to acquire under
this subdivision shall be exempt from taxation as long as the prop-
erty is held by the state.
IV. Notwithstanding any of the above provisions, the New
Hampshire fish and game department is authorized to accept Gar-
land pond dam, Ossipee dam #188.19 in its current state of disrepair,
for the purpose and intent of future dam construction for wildlife
management.
2 Fund Continually Appropriated. Amend RSA 482:55 to read as
follows:
482:55 Fund Established. For the state of New Hampshire to meet
its commitments to maintain its dams and impoundments for future
generations and promote the safety of the public, there is estab-
lished a dam maintenance fund to cover the cost of performing work
on state-owned dams. This fund shall be a nonlapsing fund which
shall be continually appropriated for the purposes of this section.
3 References Changed. Amend RSA 482:57 to read as follows:
482:57 Expenditure. Notwithstanding other provisions of law, the
commissioner of environmental services shall expend such sums
from the dam maintenance fund as are necessary for performance of
work on state-owned dams only in the following categories:
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I. Minor projects and emergency repairs, which may be com-
pleted by force account methods by the division of water resources
[in accordance with the provisions of the manual of procedure].
II. Repair projects, which may be completed by force account
methods by the division of water resources [and shall be authorized]
on dams, approved for acquisition by the legislature, with the ap-
proval of governor and council.
III. Reconstruction projects, which shall be completed by con-
tract construction or force account [and shall be authorized] on
dams, approved for acquisition by the legislature, with the ap-
proval of governor and council.
4 New Subparagraph; Ossipee Lake Dam Added. Amend RSA
482:48, II by inserting after subparagraph (q) the following new sub-
paragraph:
(r) The Ossipee lake dam, land and other rights located in Ef-
fingham, New Hampshire from the Central Main Power Co. of Au-
gusta, Maine provided, however, that the towns of Ossipee, Freedom
and Effingham shall enter into an agreement with the water re-
sources division, which agreement provides that the said towns of
Ossipee, Freedom and Effingham shall accept the responsibility for
the operation and maintenance of the Ossipee lake dam under the
supervision of the water resources division.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Maviglio, Belk. 1
Rep. Beach, Carr. 6
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill gives the legislative approval by the governor and council,
to the land conservation investment program to accept certain dams
so long as the costs to repair such dams shall be paid by the current
owners prior to the state taking title.
This bill also allows the commissioner of environmental services to
expend funds from the dam maintenance fund as are necessary for
the performance of work on state-owned dams only if the dams have
been approved for acquisition by the legislature.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 523-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
523-FN, An Act relative to local cease and desist orders for zoning,
planning and code violations having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate ofthe House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Metzger, Ches. 11
Sen. Colantuono, Dist, 14 Rep. Lown, Hills. 9
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. R Cote, Rock. 11
Rep. Salatiello, Belk. 3
Senator Colantuono moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 532
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
532, An Act relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 Limitation on Time for Holding Special T)wn Meeting. Amend
RSA 39:1 to read as follows:
39:1 Meetings, When Held. A meeting of every tovm shall be
holden annually on the second Tuesday of March for the choice of
towTi officers and the transaction of all other town business. A town
meeting may be warned by the selectmen, when, in their opinion,
there shall be occasion therefor. In no event shall a special town
meeting be held on the biennial election day.
5 Limitation on Time for Holding Special T)wn Meeting. Amend
RSA 39:3 to read as follows:
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39:3 Articles. Upon the written application of 25 or more regis-
tered voters or 2 percent of the registered voters in town, whichever
is less, presented to the selectmen or one of them not later than the
fifth Tuesday before the day prescribed for an annual [or biennial]
meeting, the selectmen shall insert in their warrant for such meet-
ing the petitioned article with only such minor textual changes as
may be required. For the purposes of this section, the number of
registered voters in a town shall be the number of voters registered
prior to the last state general election. The right to have an article
inserted in the warrant conferred by this section shall not be invali-
dated by the provisions of RSA 32. Upon the written application of
50 or more voters or 1/4 of the voters in town, whichever is fewer, so
presented not less than 60 days before the next annual meeting, the
selectmen shall warn a special meeting to act upon any question
specified in such application. The checklist for an annual or special
town meeting shall be corrected by the supervisors of the checklist
as provided in RSA 654:25-31, except that the session 3 weeks before
the meeting shall not be required. Those persons qualified to vote
whose names are on the corrected checklist shall be entitled to vote
at the meeting. The same checklist used at a recessed town meeting
shall be used at any reconvened session of the same town meeting.
In no event shall a special town meeting be held on the biennial
election day.
6 Special School Meeting. Amend RSA 197:2 to read as follows:
197:2 Special. A special meeting of a school district shall be held
whenever, in the opinion of the school board, there is occasion there-
for, or whenever 50 or more voters, or 1/4 of the voters of the dis-
trict, whichever is less, shall have made written application to the
school board therefor, setting forth the subject matter upon which
action is desired. In no event shall a special school district meet-
ing be held in conjunction with the biennial election.
7 New Paragraph; T3wn Election. Amend RSA 669:1 by inserting
after paragraph II the following new paragraph:
III. No town election shall be held in conjunction with the bien-
nial election.
8 School District Election. Amend RSA 671:2 to read as follows:
671:2 Election Dates. School district officers shall be elected ei-
ther at the town meeting as provided in RSA 671:22-26 or at an
annual meeting of the district, held between the dates set forth in
RSA 197:1. Notwithstanding any other provision of law including
the provisions of 1969, 618 relative to the time for holding school
district elections in the city of Claremont, no election for school
district officers shall be held in conjunction with the biennial
election. The prohibition in this section against holding an elec-
tion for school district officers in conjunction with the biennial
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election shall not apply to the election of the board of education
members of the Concord union school district as provided in
1961, 355 as amended by 1983, 123, to the election of the Laconia
board of education members as provided in section 9:01 of the
city charter of Laconia as amended by 1975, 357, or to the elec-
tion of the school boardmembers of the union school district of
the city of Keene, as provided in 1967, 566.
9 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Holden, Hills. 9
Sen. Roberge, Dist. 9 Rep. R White, Graf. 6
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. Flanagan, Rock. 8
Rep. Kingsbury, Ches. 14
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill provides that if a city or tov^ni uses more than one ballot in
a municipal election, each ballot shall be a different color.
The bill also prohibits towns and school districts from holding reg-
ular business meetings or elections on biennial election day, except
for the school districts in Concord, Laconia, and Keene.
Senator Bass moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 560-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
560-FN, An Act relative to bacteriological standards and reclassify-
ing certain waters having considered the same, report the same with
the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 485-A:8, III as inserted by section 4 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
III. [Class C waters shall be of the third highest quality and] The
waters in temporary partial use areas established under para-
graph II shall be free from slick, odors, turbidity, sludge deposits,
and surface-floating solids of unreasonable kind or quantity, shall
contain not less than 5 parts per million of dissolved oxygen; shall
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have a hydrogen ion concentration within the range of pH 6.0 to [8.5]
9.0 except when due to natural causes; and shall be free from chemi-
cals and other materials and conditions inimical to [fish] aquatic life
or the maintenance of [fish] aquatic life. These criteria shall apply
during combined sewer overflow discharges and up to 3 days fol-
lowing cessation of said discharge. These criteria shall also ap-
ply for a period of up to 21 consecutive days, to surface waters
which receive effluent from an existing municipal wastewater
treatment facility when the flow in those surface waters falls be-
low 25 cubic feet per second (cfs) and when those waters are sub-
ject to a dilution factor of not greater than 2.5. At all other times
the standards and uses specified in paragraph II shall apply. [Any
stream temperature increase associated with the discharge of
treated sewage, waste or cooling water shall not be such as to appre-
ciably interfere with the uses assigned to this class. The waters of
this classification shall be considered as being acceptable for recrea-
tional boating, fishing, or for industrial water supply uses either
with or without treatment depending upon individual require-
ments.]
Amend the bill by replacing section 8 with the following:
8 Recreational Mining. Paragraph III of section 10 of HB 443-FN-
A of the 1991 legislative session is repealed and reenacted to read as
follows:
III. In addition to its other tasks, the committee shall examine
the issue of recreational mining in the state's rivers, and make a
report by November 1, 1991. Such activity may proceed without a
permit issued by the New Hampshire wetlands board until April 1,
1992, provided the activity is conducted within the following guide-
lines:
(a) Work is to be done in the bed of the stream or river with no
disturbance to the banks.
(b) There shall be no use of mercury or chemicals for extrac-
tion.
(c) Streams or rivers shall not be dammed or altered.
(d) Power equipment for mining and dredging shall be limited
to 5 horsepower and shall not have any fuel, oil, or hydraulic leaks.
(e) Dredges shall be limited to 4-inch diameter intake.
(f) Sluice and rocker boxes shall be limited to 10 square feet.
(g) Written permission from the landowner shall be obtained
by the miner if said miner crosses his property.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Contingency. If HB 443-FN-A, "An act relative to shoreland
protection and making an appropriation therefor and relative to pes-
ticide applications," of the 1991 legislative session becomes law, sec-
tion 8 of this act shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on the effective date of
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section 10 of HB 443-FN-A. If HB 443-FN-A does not become law,
section 8 of this act shall not take effect.
11 Effective Date.
I. Section 8 of this act shall take effect as provided in section 10
of this act.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Co7iferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. L. Smith, Hills. 21
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. C.F. Buckley, Coos 2
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Martin, Hills. 26
Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill changes the current pathogen indicator for classifying
surface waters from a coliform bacteriological standard to the inclu-
sion of Escherichia coliform (E. coli) for freshwaters and enterococci
for marine waters.
This bill also changes the classification system of the state's sur-
face waters by upgrading all surface waters which are presently
classified as C to B, but allowing for temporary partial use areas for
waters which do not meet class B criteria, and eliminates the class C
classification for surface waters.
In addition this bill requires the department of environmental
services to make a biennial report of its water sampling findings to
the governor and council, the senate environment committee and
the house resources, recreation and development committee.
This bill also establishes a study committee to examine the issue of
recreational mining in the state's rivers who shall make a report by
November 1, 1991.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 563-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
563-FN,
An Act relative to the creation of trust funds and relative to unantic-
ipated school funds having considered the same, report the same
with the following recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 198:20-c, HI as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
HI. A trust fund created under the provisions of this section that
is established for the purpose of maintaining health insurance funds
for the benefit of employees and retired employees of any school
district shall be exempt from the provisions of paragraph H, and
when so established, the school district may name its own trustees
who may expend any funds in the trust for the payment of health
claims or health insurance premiums for the benefit of any employ-
ees or retired employees of the school district. An annual accounting
and report of the activities of the trust shall be presented to the
school board of the district and published in the annual report.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen, Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Carter, Merr. 5
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. Hoelzel, Rock. 6
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. Caswell, Rock. 12
Rep. R Brown, Graf. 11
Senator Disnard moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 572
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
572, An Act relative to exclusions in automobile insurance having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
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That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Krueger, Sull. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Foss, Straf. 10
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Tsiros, Straf. 2
Rep. Arnesen, Graf. 7
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 576-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
576-FN, An Act relative to the investments which may be made by
New Hampshire domestic insurers, other than life insurers having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as passed by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 402:29 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
402:29 Loans to Transferred Employees. A company may lend
funds, on a secured basis, to an employee to defray, in whole or in
part, the expenses of such employee who has been transferred. The
maximum amount of any such loan to an employee shall be $250,000.
This section also shall not prohibit the taking of a secured mortgage
by a company on real property serving as the residence of any of its
officers, employees, or directors. Such mortgage shall not exceed 85
percent of the appraised value of such realty as determined by an
independent appraiser or the market value, whichever is the lesser
amount. One of the terms of such mortgage shall provide that the
outstanding balance of the mortgage becomes immediately due and
payable to the company upon termination of the employment, or offi-
cer or director relationship, between the company and the mortga-
gor, or upon termination of said person's ownership of said real
property.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 6 with the following:
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7 New Section; Applicability of Federal Law. Amend RSA 402 by
inserting after section 81 the following new section:
402:82 Applicability of Federal Law. No provisions of this title re-
lating to investments shall be preempted by the provisions of the
federal Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984 (15
U.S.C. Sec 77r-l). The provisions of this title specifically pertaining
to, or otherwise affecting, investments of the type specified in the
federal Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984 shall
remain in full force and effect notwithstanding the provisions of the
Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984.
8 Effective Date.
I. Section 7 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Fair, Merr. 7
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. Krueger, Sull. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. D. Christy, Graf. 11
Rep. Syracusa, Rock. 26
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 577
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
577, An Act relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments
on plats or applications accepted by a planning board having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by deleting section 6 and renumbering section 7 to
read as 6.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Peyron, Sull. 2
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. E. Lawrence, Hills. 20
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. Barnes, Rock. 6
Rep. Vaughn, Rock. 27
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill confirms the intent of 1986, 229:3 by re-emphasizing that
once an applicant has submitted a development application to the
planning board, and the application has been accepted by the plan-
ning board as complete, the applicant shall not be affected by any
subsequent zoning change or amendment made by the local legisla-
tive body.
The bill also confirms the intent of chapter 477:1 of the laws of 1983
by adding language to take into account subsequent changes in site
plan review regulations once a plat is approved by the planning
board and recorded in the registry of deeds.
The bill also redefines "airport district" for purposes of the Pease
development authority.
Senator Colantuono moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 581
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
581, An Act relative to personal property of tenants having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist.7 Rep. Coffey, Rock. 18
Sen. Humphrey, Dist. 17 Rep. Ouellette, Hills. 48
Sen. Pressly, Dist. 12 Rep. Calawa, Hills. 14
Rep. Molner, Merr.3
Senator Humphrey moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 595-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
595-FN, An Act relative to citations for building code and land use
violations having considered the same, report the same with the fol-
lowing recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 676:17-a, H as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
inserting after subparagraph (g) the following new subparagraph
and relettering (h)-(k) to read as (i)-(l), respectively:
(h) The amount of the civil penalty as set forth in RSA 676:17,
1(b), which is payable by the offender for each day the violation con-
tinued subsequent to such written notice, up to a maximum of 5
days' violation charged in one citation.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Perry, Ches. 10
Sen. Humphrey, Dist. 17 Rep. Nordgren, Graf. 12
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Barnes, Rock. 6
Rep. R. Gage, Hills. 6
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 603-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
603-FN, An Act to establish a mandates task force to recommend
modification or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon
municipalities and school districts having considered the same, re-
port the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend paragraph I and II of section 2 of the bill by replacing them
with the following:
I. Two school board members, appointed by the New Hampshire
School Boards Association.
II. Two elected municipal officials, which may include, but are
not limited to, selectmen, aldermen, city or town councilors, county
officials, and mayors, appointed by the New Hampshire Municipal
Association.
Amend section 2 of the bill by inserting after paragraph V the
following new paragraph:
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VI. Tw'o members of the New Hampshire Association of Coun-
ties, appointed by such association.
Amend the bill by replacing section 7 with the following:
7 Report. The task force shall submit a report to the speaker of the
house, the senate president, the governor, and the appropriate
standing legislative committees with recommendations for repealing
programs or responsibilities. For the purposes of this section, the
appropriate standing legislative committees shall be the committee
of each house which has legislative jurisdiction over the program or
responsibility. The report shall be submitted on or before June 30,
1992. The task force shall be disbanded upon the issuance of its re-
port.
Amend the bill by deleting section 8 and renumbering the original
section 9 to read as 8.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Horton, Coos 4
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Lockwood, Merr, 6
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. A. Tbrr, Straf. 6
Rep. Soldati, Merr. 19
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill creates a task force to identify mandated responsibilities
imposed by the state and federal governments upon municipalities
and school districts, and to make recommendations for the modifica-
tion or repeal of those mandates which are clearly unfunded by any
political subdivision other than the municipalities or school districts.
The task force shall report to the speaker of the house, the senate
president, the governor and the appropriate standing legislative
committees and recommend the repeal of certain programs or re-
sponsibilities.
Senator Eraser moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OE CONEERENCE REPORT ON HB 607
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
607, An Act permitting actions for damages resulting from viola-
tions of workers' compensation laws by bidders on construction con-
tracts having considered the same, report the same with the
following recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 4 with the following and re-
numbering the original section 4 to read as 5:
4 Appeals Board; Composition; Compensation. Amend RSA 281-
A:42-a, I to read as follows:
I. There is established a compensation appeals board. The board
shall consist of a pool of [9] 15 members at least [three] 5 of whom
shall be attorneys. Members of the board shall be appointed by the
governor and council from a list of nominees submitted by the com-
missioner. The commissioner shall submit at least 2 nominees for
each vacancy to be filled. Tbrms of board members shall be 4 years,
except the initial appointments shall be staggered so that no more
than 1/3 of the members' terms shall expire in the same year. Mem-
bers of the board shall have at least 5 years' experience in the area of
workers' compensation. Appeals from a decision of the commissioner
or the commissioner's representative shall be heard de novo by a 3-
member panel at least one of whom shall be an attorney and who
shall serve as chair. At least 2 like votes shall be necessary for a
decision by the panel. The board shall hear appeals, in accordance
with RSA 281-A:43, 1(b), from the decisions of the commissioner
made pursuant to RSA 281-A:43. No person who is an interested
party or an employee of an interested party shall participate as a
member of the panel. The board shall conduct its proceedings in
such a manner as to ensure a fair and impartial hearing.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. R. Hawkins, Belk. 5
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Turner, Belk. 11
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. D. Dow, Graf. 8
Rep. Drabinowicz, Hills. 32
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill permits any person, firm, association or corporation
which suffers damages as a result of a competitive bid for a project
not being awarded due to another person, firm, association or corpo-
ration knowingly violating workers' compensation laws to bring an
action for damages in the superior court.
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The bill also increases the size of the compensation appeals board
from 9 to 15 members.
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 611-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
611-FN, An Act relative to plastic holding devices used in packaging
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Statement of Purpose. The legislature finds that plastic rings
and other hard plastic devices used to join together bottled or
canned beverages pose a threat to fish and wildlife that ingest them
or become entangled in them. The legislature further finds that a
healthy environment requires that 6-pack rings be degradable while
other hard plastic devices be reusable or recyclable. This distinction
is in keeping with New Hampshire's hierarchy of solid waste man-
agement and New Hampshire's continuing concern for its environ-
ment and wildlife.
2 New Subdivision; Packaging Materials. Amend RSA 339 by in-
serting after section 70 the following new subdivision:
Packaging Materials
339:71 Definitions. When used in this subdivision:
I. "Degradable" means any material which, when discarded, will
decompose to components other than heavy metals or other toxic
substances, after exposure to bacteria, light or other outdoor ele-
ments.
II. "Holding device" means any device constructed of plastic,
which is made, used, or designed for the purpose of packaging,
transporting, or carrying multipackaged cans or bottles. This defini-
tion shall include:
(a) Any holding device constructed of plastic rings that con-
tains at least one hole larger than 1-3/4 inches in diameter and is
manufactured of naturally degradable material; or
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(b) Any holding device constructed of plastic material that con-
tains no holes larger than 1-3/4 inches in diameter, and that is reus-
able or recyclable.
339:72 Certain Holding Devices Prohibited.
I. No person may sell, or offer for sale, containers connected to
each other by a holding device, unless this device decomposes by
photodegradation, chemical degradation or biodegradation within 6
months after exposure to the natural elements.
II. The provisions of paragraph I shall not apply to any holding
device defined under RSA 339:71, 11(b).
339:73 Plans.
I. Any manufacturer of a holding device as defined under RSA
339:71, 11(a), shall be required to submit to the department of envi-
ronmental services a plan that specifies the length of time that is
required for a holding device to degrade.
II. Any manufacturer of a holding device as defined under RSA
339:71, 11(b), shall be required to submit to the department of envi-
ronmental services a plan that specifies how such holding device will
be reused or recycled.
339:74 Rulemaking Authority. The commissioner of the depart-
ment of environmental services shall adopt rules, under RSA 541-A,
relative to:
I. A schedule of administrative fines to be imposed under RSA
339:76 for violation of this subdivision.
II. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine.
III. Matters related to the proper administration and enforce-
ment of this subdivision.
IV. Requiring each manufacturer of holding devices to register
their trademark with the department and provide the department
with a sample of the device. The department shall require test data
that show that the device is degradable, as defined in RSA 339:71,
11(a) or is reusable or recyclable as defined in RSA 339:71, 11(b).
339:75 Penalty. Any person who violates any provision of this sub-
division or any rule adopted under this subdivision shall be guilty of
a violation.
339:76 Administrative Fines. The commissioner of the department
of environmental services, after notice and hearing pursuant to RSA
541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed $1,000 for
each offense upon any person who violates any provision of this sub-
division or rule adopted under this subdivision. Rehearings and ap-
peals from a decision of the commissioner under this section shall be
in accordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under
this subdivision shall not preclude the imposition of further penal-
ties under this subdivision.
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3 Effective Date.
I. RSA 339:73 as inserted by section 2 of this act shall take effect
January 1, 1993.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Tirpley, Hills. 9
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Burnham, Ches. 5
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Hanselman, Hills. 17
Rep. Griebsch, Ches. 6
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits the sale of containers connected to each other by
a plastic holding device, such as plastic rings, that are not reusable
or recyclable or that do not degrade when exposed to the elements.
In addition it gives the commissioner of environmental services the
authority to impose an administrative fine for any violation of this
subdivision.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator King, I went to that good hearing on
the plastic rings. I had one question about the new type of plastic
container that holds the six pack of cold drinks. It has a smaller
opening than the 1-1/3. Was there any coverage for that device or did
you not put that into this bill?
SENATOR W. KING: They would be allowed under this as long as
they were recyclable.
SENATOR MCLANE: But they still would have to be recyclable?
SENATOR W. KING: Yes.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 613-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
613-FN, An Act relative to the procedures of the certificate of need
board having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
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That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 8 with the following:
8 Notice. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 151-C:8, 1 to
read as follows:
I. If a standard developed through RSA 151-C:5 or 151-C:6[,1
indicates a need for additional health services, the board shall issue
a request for applications. The board shall publish, in other than the
legal notices section, in a newspaper of statewide distribution and in
at least one newspaper in every county, as well as notify all affected
persons as defined in paragraph VI(b) of this section, a notice that
the board is [acceptingl requesting applications for certificates of
need for the specified service. At a minimum the notice shall in-
clude:
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
9 New Subparagraph; Notice. Amend RSA 151-C:8, VI(b) to read
as follows:
(b) For purposes of this paragraph, "affected persons" include
[health systems agencies for contiguous health service areas, all
health care facilities and health maintenance organizations included
on the comprehensive mailing list developed and maintained pursu-
ant to RSA 151-C:5, 1(a), the New Hampshire Hospital Association,
the New Hampshire Medical Society, the New Hampshire Health
Care Association, the Community Health Care Association, the
New Hampshire Association of Counties, third-party payors li-
censed and doing business in this state], organizations of health
care providers and organizations of health care consumers, as
defined by the board by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 541-A, and
members of the public who are to be served by the proposed project.
For purposes of this paragraph, notification of all qualified appli-
cants in which the proposed project is to be offered or developed
shall be by certified mail. Notification to all affected persons[, ex-
cept] shall be by mail and notification to members of the public,
shall be by [mail] newspaper. [Notification to members of the public
shall be by the publication required in this paragraph. Notification
to third-party payors licensed and doing business in the state shall
be to those third-party payors who have complied with an annual
notification as of the effective date of this provision informing them
that if they wish to be included on a certificate of need mailing list,
they shall submit a written request to the board within 30 days.]
Notification by newspaper shall serve as appropriate notice to all
health care facilities located within the state.
(c) If an affected person fails to receive notification which
was provided in accordance with this paragraph, such failure of
notice shall not be grounds for reversal of a decision made by the
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board, defeat any jurisdiction of the board, or adversely affect
the regrularity of any proceedings before the board.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. R. Foster, Carr. 4
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Ziegi'a, Belk. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. A. Tbrr, Straf. 6
Rep. Copenhaver, Graf. 12
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes the following changes and additions to the certifi-
cate of need law:
(a) Changes the threshold for a certificate of need for construction,
renovation, expansion or alteration of any acute care health facility
to $1,500,000, adjusted annually to reflect inflation.
0^) Adopts a threshold of $1,000,000, for a certificate of need for
nursing homes, specialty hospitals and all other health facilities. The
threshold for construction, development, expansion, or alteration of
these facilities shall be adjusted annually to reflect inflation.
(c) Establishes notice requirements by newspaper for solicitation
of requests for applications, standard development, and rulemaking.
(d) Eliminates comprehensive mailing lists.
(e) Establishes a time frame for completeness review of amended
applications.
(f) Changes the time frame for bed increases.
(g) Clarifies the function of ambulatory surgical facilities.
Senator J. King moved to have HB 613, Laid On The Tkble.
Adopted.
HB 613, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 619-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
619-FN, An Act relative to central business districts having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 162-L:8 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
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162-L:8 Investment Tkx Credit. A business organization shall be
allowed an investment tax credit, to be computed as hereinafter pro-
vided, against the tax imposed by RSA 77-A or any bank or insur-
ance franchise tax paid in lieu of the business profits tax. Any
business organization which contributes an amount to the authority
may credit against taxes otherwise due an amount equal to 75 per-
cent of that year's contribution. Any business organization receiving
a credit under this section may carry forward for no more than 5
succeeding taxable years the amount of the credit not offset against
taxes for the year of the contribution. Business organizations shall
be limited to a credit under this section of no more than $200,000 in
any given tax year.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 4 with the following:
5 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 77-A:5, V, relative to investment tax credits.
II. RSA 162-L:8, relative to investment tax credits.
6 Effective Date.
I. Section 1 of this act shall take effect 60 days after it passage.
II. Section 5 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1996.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Grodin, Ches. 6
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. D. Sytek, Rock. 20
Sen. Shaheen, Dist. 21 Rep. Barnes, Rock. 6
Rep. Salatiello, Belk. 3
Senator Bass moved to request a new Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 627-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
627-FN, An Act relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing sections 5-6 with the following:
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5 Elimination of State Operated Program if Not Self-Supporting.
If the operation of the state-operated multiple DWI offender inter-
vention detention center program fails to be self-supporting within
the requirements of RSA 172-B:2-b, 111(b) within 2 years of the ef-
fective date of this act, the state operated program shall commence
procedures for its closing no later than 3 years following the effec-
tive date of this act. If the director of the office of alcohol and drug
abuse prevention determines that the state-operated program is to
be discontinued under this section, the director shall notify in writ-
ing the governor, the speaker of the house, and the president of the
senate, no later than 30 days after such determination. The closing
of the state operated program shall in no way impact upon, restrict,
or eliminate the provision of the multiple DWI offender intervention
detention center program's services by private providers.
6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 90 days after its pas-
sage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Lozeau, Hills. 25
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. Martling, Straf. 4
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Hultgren, Hills. 1
Rep. D. Cote, Hills. 25
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes certain technical revisions to the laws relative to
the impaired driver intervention program and the multiple DWI of-
fender intervention detention center program.
The bill requires pre-payment by any person who attends the mul-
tiple DWI offender program of fees for confinement and intervention
costs. Second or subsequent offenders shall be exempt from this pre-
payment requirement.
The bill also provides that if the state-operated multiple DWI of-
fender program fails to be self-supporting as required under current
law within 2 years of the effective date of this bill, the state-operated
program shall commence procedures for its closing within 3 years of
the effective date of this bill.
Senator Oleson moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
SENATOR OLESON: I think the amendment explains itself quite
clearly. Where it says the Director of the Office of Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention determines that the state-operated programs to
be discontinued under this section, the director shall notify the Gov-
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ernor and other people concerned. In other words, it defines at the
present time, that the folks taking care of the operation of this facil-
ity, and if they do amount to this, then it is to be discontinued. But
nevertheless, the fines for multiple DWI offenses still remain on
board and in no way will this affect that.
SENATOR NELSON: Here we are putting laws in this state to get
tough on drunken driving, get them off the streets, get them in a
place, cure them so they don't kill people, and am I correct in under-
standing that if a program fails to be self-supporting within two
years, up and running — a brand new business — up and running in
two years, and if it is not, no later than three years, that the next
year we will kick them out? And we have tough drunken driving
laws in this state?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: This program, when it was passed
— and it is not a new program — it is a program that has been in
effect for a long time. This is the Habitual Offender Program at
Laconia. This bill was mine. What it does, if you are a second of-
fender, but you plea bargain it down to a first offense, you end up
having to go to the OADAP program for those people who are Habit-
ual Offenders. Because we think if somebody has plea bargained a
second offense down, that they definitely have a problem. So what
the bill did, was say that if you plea bargain, you go to that program.
But this was an agreed upon bill with Geraldine Sylvester and with
the other sponsors of the bill, because what it does, when OADAP—
the Rehabilitation Program — came into effect, it was supposed to
be self-sufficient. The people who went to the program were sup-
posed to end up paying for the program. That hasn't happened, as
you well know, because you have been working with the budget, you
know the program is costing the state a great deal of money. So with
the agreement of the people in the program, and Geraldine Sylves-
ter, they have agreed that within two years, they will be self-
sufficient, because there is a bill that we passed a couple of years ago
that requires people to pay for their program or not get their license
back. They have to pay for it in three years. Geraldine firmly be-
lieves that within the next two years, the money will be coming in
that will help make this program self-sufficient. So this was as the
bill passed. The only difference in the Committee of Conference was,
we changed from one year to two years, because the bill was upon
passage. I wasn't on the Committee of Conference, but I was asked
my opinion of it. Because the bill was on passage, we gave them the
two years that we guaranteed to give them to make them self-
sufficient. If we hadn't done that, they would have had to have been
self-sufficient in one yean So the Committee of Conference gave
them the two years to make it happen.
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SENATOR NELSON: I notice on page 2, it talks about the private
providers. Do the private providers get state money at all in this
state, or money from an insurance group that pays? Do they get
money?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Yes, they do. If you have coverage,
a private provider will cover you.
SENATOR NELSON: How long has this project been in operation?
Two years?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I don't know exactly when the
OADAP program came in, but it was several years ago. I think it
may have been longer than two years.
SENATOR NELSON: Where are we going to send the drunken
drivers, or the habitual offenders in this state, who have no private
insurance, who have no job? As you know, using your terms of eco-
nomics, down in Nashua we have hordes and hordes of people out of
work, and maybe going to the northern part of the state. Where will
the people who can not pay be placed? If they have to be placed,
what impact is this program going to have for those people who don't
have any money, private coverage, no fancy insurance? What do we
do with them? Leave them on the streets?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: No. That is not what happens.
What happens is the Commissioner, Geraldine Sylvester, has the op-
portunity to set-up a program, whereby those people are covered.
Because she is the one who sets the rules and the guidelines. When
that program, under the state funding, doesn't kick in, and the pri-
vate providers have assured us that should that day ever come —
and perhaps it never will, because we think the OADAP program
will become self-sufficient — the private providers have assured us
that they will pick up those people who cannot pay.
Recess.
Out of Recess.
Question is on the adoption of the Committee of Conference.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 648-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
648-FN, An Act relative to the industrial development authority and
the housing finance authority having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
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That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Hager, Merr. 21
Sen. Shaheen, Dist. 21 Rep. C. Brown, Graf. 13
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
Rep. Vaughn, Rock. 27
Senator Shaheen moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 688
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
688, An Act relative to the Mount Washington Regional and the Ber-
lin Municipal Airports having considered the same, report the same
with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as passed by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Marsh, Coos 1
Sen. Cohen, Dist. 24 Rep. Horton, Coos 4
Rep. Kilbride, Coos 8
Senator Oleson moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: This bill came out of the Transportation
committee on which I am privileged to serve, so I have some little
sense of its history. First, I want to ask Senator Oleson, if the part
that the conferees struck is the part which requires cost sharing on
the part of the communities?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: That is what the conference report does.
It moves back to the House position.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In other words, the cost sharing provi-
sions which the Senate inserted are not a part of this conference
report?
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SENATOR OLESON: That is right. What the amendment that was
put on did, was the locals would pay 50 percent of the costs of these
aiiiields. In Whitefield, that happens to be a reasonable airfield and
as I said, there is a communit}^ of some 2,000 people, even though it
takes in the whole western part of my district, including part of
district 2. It didn't seem reasonable to us that a small community
would have to come up with half the cost of any improvement at any
airfield, especially where the federal government, as I said before, is
very interested in maintaining the airfields in the Berlin area. So it
didn't seem reasonable. So that was taken out, and it reverted back
to the way the House came across — the $100,000 for each airfield
would be appropriated to be used for the improvements to the two
airfields.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Oleson, you said it didn't seem reason-
able to us, but in fact, us, being the Senate, took that position. Are
you saying you didn't defend the Senate position on this Committee
of Conference?
SENATOR OLESON: When I went on the Committee of Confer-
ence for it, it caught me unaware, otherwise I would have opposed it
on the floor at that time. Maybe I didn't do my homework, I'll con-
fess to it. But nevertheless, I didn't read the amendment where the
locals had to come up with 50 percent of the cost of any improvement




SENATOR HUMPHREY: The history of this thing starts back in
1989, when the General Court appropriated $200,000 to the Depart-
ment of Transportation. The department couldn't spend the
$200,000, so at the end of this fiscal year that money lapses, or would
lapse except for this bill which, in effect, reprogrammed the money
for other purposes. That was troubling enough, because we need to
be lapsing every last penny that we can lapse at this juncture. We
are critically short of cash. Here is $200,000, may I say to my pro-
gressive friends, that could be spent on AFDC. Here is money that
would have lapsed, when scheduled under law to lapse. It would be
available to the Finance committee for programs it deems worthy,
like AFDC. I discussed this with Senator McLane. I said, "Senator,
if you had $200,000 what would you do with it?" She said, "I would
put it into AFDC." That sounds like a good idea to this Senator. But
what is especially galling, is that after the Senate attached, that the
Senate was willing to provide this reprogramming, but required a
cost sharing on the part of the communities. These are airport proj-
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ects, by the way, construction projects. If the federal government
funded these projects, then the towns would be asked to provide a
measly 5 percent. These are two projects, $100,000 each. The towns
would have been asked to provide $5,000 each, if the feds ultimately
fund it. If there is no ultimate federal funding then the Senate
amendment required a 50 percent match. That has now been struck
by the Conferees. That was an excellent amendment offered by Sen-
ator Pressly in committee. She worked hard. We tabled the bill for a
couple of days, while she worked on that amendment. It was an ex-
cellent amendment, a sensible amendment, a cost sharing amend-
ment. One which I fully supported. But that part of the bargain was
struck in Conference. Now what we have before us is a simple repro-
gramming which will prevent a lapse and provide full funding for
some projects in which the towns ought to be willing to share the
costs. Tb me, with all due respect to the supporters, this is pure pork
barrel, at a time when we cannot afford it. So if it is in order, I offer a
substitute motion that the Conference Report be defeated, and in so
doing, if the motion is adopted, the $200,000 would lapse, which Sen-
ator Blaisdell and Senator Hough, you may spend on some more
pressing matters. And I urge you to do so. Therefore, I make that
motion.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: The question before us is the adoption of
the Conference Report. If it is defeated, your motion would be in
order at that time.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In that case, I urge my colleagues to de-
feat the pending motion in anticipation of a motion which I would be
happy to offer, or perhaps Senator Pressly or Senator McLane, to
reject the Conference Report, let the money lapse, and let us spend
it on something more worthy, in as much as the localities aren't will-
ing to put up even 5 percent, evidently, for these projects.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in support of the pending motion on the
floor, on HE 688 be passed. A little bit of the history of 688. A ses-
sion ago, a certain amount of money was raised, $100,000 for White-
field and $100,000 for Berlin for certain improvements. For one
reason or another, the money wasn't spent. This money was sup-
posed to lapse this coming June. What the House position was, to
resurrect it and put it back and to extend the lapsing date for an-
other two years. Now, remember Berlin and Whitefield, both are
essential to the economic welfare of the north country and the state,
mostly, as well as protection for our number one natural resource
which is our forests. And remember, throughout New Hampshire
some 60 percent of your employment, one way or another — hospi-
tality group, pulp and paper, furniture factory — depends on the
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health of our forests. Someday we are going to come down with a big
smoky. We have had it before, and there is no insurance that we
won't have it again. And if it ever happens, you will leave one man in
New Hampshire to turn out the lights. And I assure you of that. On
this bill, if you want to protect our number one natural resource, if
you want to protect our environment, if you want to protect the jobs
in New Hampshire, and if you want to protect what industry we
have left, you will vote for this bill, 688. lb me, many, many times
since I have been down here, we have been penny-wise and dollar
foolish. And this is such an instance. If we can't protect our number
one natural resource, I have no idea what any of us are here for One
instance why this money is essential. It can be used for match funds,
as much as 90 feds, 5 local — the locals do come in at 5 percent —
and 5 money out of this bill, and one of the reasons is, that the fed-
eral government is interested in the salvation of our airports. It isn't
just military. It is one good reason. But it is to protect our number
one resources where the people in northern New Hampshire and the
rest of the state won't have to apply for welfare. For the health of the
state of New Hampshire, maybe this is one of your most important
bills which we have faced this session. Thank you very much.
SENATOR BASS: I rise in support of adopting the committee of
conference. I think Senator Oleson has clearly stated many reasons
for supporting this bill, resources, environment, jobs and so forth.
But as co-chairman of the Economic Development committee, we
know how significant transportation is to the state of New Hamp-
shire. And transportation is important to the whole state, but no
part of the state more than the north country. And the north country
has suffered probably more than any other part of the state, econom-
ically. I think if you compare the amount of attention and emphasis
that we have given for the more populated southern part of the
state, this small effort to help these two airports in the north coun-
try will go a long way and is well worth the investment, regardless of
whether the federal funds come through.
SENATOR HOUGH: As a member of the Capital Budget commit-
tee, I also rise in support of this piece of legislation. The committee
had this bill in its possession in February of this year. We spent a
great deal of time with Senator Oleson on it. His remarks are suc-
cinct and to the point. It is vitally needed and we should support
this. Do otherwise is irresponsible and foolhardy. I commend Sena-
tor Oleson for his strong support of this piece of legislation that is
vitally important not only to his district, but to the whole north part
of the state of New Hampshire and you should pass it.
SENATOR PRESSLY: This is a tough position to be in. Since there
is a chance of a division call, I would like to speak to it before that
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happens. I will be supporting the Conference Report, and this is a
big but— I think that our committee identified a real problem and it
was thanks to Senator Humphrey for pointing this out. The problem
is this, what sort of a local commitment takes place here? In the
process, we did stop everything, and we did ask these local people to
come up, and we asked them some questions. It did become pretty
apparent that they, themselves, were not taking the interest in their
local airports that might be appropriate, given the importance of
them. Reality, in my opinion, is that they, at this time, do not. I am
not sure that defeating this will inspire them to do that. My hope
would be that by passing this and putting them on notice, just by the
Senate action itself, is a way of sending a message to these local
communities, that we expect that when you have an airport author-
ity that they get involved, that they be active players, that they
come up with plans. We did happen to find out that a lot of these
smaller airports, they have ten-year plans that are 15 and 20 years
old. If we want our airports and these small airports to be players,
and have this economic growth that has been referenced, these local
authorities are going to have to be involved and play more, be play-
ers. What the Conference Committee did, was they literally cut out
our Senate amendment, which was basically saying that if the fed-
eral government doesn't do their share, that, along with the state,
the local community will share with the state. I still do think that is
a good idea. I think in the future, having given these little airports
notice that we expect them to be involved on an ongoing basis, and
not have their 10-year plans be 20 years old, that their chances of
getting support in the future will be far more agreeable. So I will be
reluctantly withdrawing the motion that I played a role in on the
amendment, in order to get these projects accomplished. It is my
sincere hope that the federal government will, as planned, be paying
the lion's share of this.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Just to try to re-focus, the conferees
struck the Senate amendment. The Senate amendment requires a
measly — tiny — cost sharing on the part of the communities. Now,
we have been told that these appropriations, two of them for
$100,000 are utterly essential to protection of safety and resources
and every virtuous thing. And yet, the towns aren't willing to put up
even 5 percent. The conferees struck the provision that requires the
towns to share at least five percent of the cost. Can we really believe
that this is so utterly necessary if towns aren't willing to put $5,000?
Where are all those who want to spend more on AFDC, and all these
pressing human needs? Instead, you are going to spend it to pack
pork, and roll logs to re-pave a taxiway and things like that, which
the towns are totally unwilling to fund themselves, even to the point
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of five percent. I think the facts speak for themselves. This is old
money. Would have lapsed, will lapse, if we defeat this conference
report. It was supposed to lapse. It has been reprogrammed for to-
tally new purposes. It is just grabbing money out of the till. I don't
see how the Senate can justify it. Especially if the towns don't want
to share even a small part of the cost. Can it be that important, if
they are not willing to share the cost? Not in the view of this Sena-
tor. I would like to be recorded as against the pending motion.
SENATOR W. KING: I will be very brief. I rise in support of the
Committee of Conference report. I want to remind everybody to
recognize that airports service regional areas. What the Senate posi-
tion was originally, was to force the community in which the airport
sits to pay for the benefit of all communities in its area. Not a measly
rate, but a rate of 50 percent, if the federal government didn't come
through. This bill, as it stands, does ask the community to pay a
measly five percent, and I urge your support of it.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator King, do I understand that the Sen-
ate did ask for 50 percent, not 5 percent? Did I understand you to
say that this bill does what Senator Humphrey wants, ask them to
pay 5 percent?
SENATORW KING: As far as I understand it, it does.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I believe the Senator just said that the
bill, as it comes from the Conference, requires a 5 percent cost
share. Senator King, will you show me where the language is, re-
quiring any cost sharing at all?
SENATOR W KING: I will defer to Senator Oleson to tell you
where it is.
SENATOR OLESON: What this money is to be used, if the money
is raised, under different formulas. Recent fact, the first bill that
originated some years ago, they wanted this money for a certain
project, and lo and behold the federal government paid every penny
of it. Every cent was paid by the federal government in the Berlin
airport. So this money wasn't used, and they did want to extend the
lapsing date so that their beacons can be repaired at the Berlin air-
port. If it isn't done, it will close the airport down in bad weather,
and at night. As I said before, if you believe in economic develop-
ment for any part of this state, you certainly will not oppose this
legislation. As far as Whitefield is concerned, I visited it some
months ago, so that I would be sure to see what they expected if the
money was appropriated. When our good President arrived last year
campaigning, he pretty near went out of sight. I believe there are
many people here who wouldn't care for that. But they did want to
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build the airfield up, so that these conditions wouldn't happen again.
I say again, these things are very essential, not only to the area, but
also to the federal government when they are willing to come up
with as much as, in some instances, 95 percent and 5 from the local.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: It was alleged by Senator King, who
asked Senator Oleson to respond in his behalf, that the bill as it
comes from the Conference requires cost sharing. It most certainly
does not. Here it is, ladies and gentlemen. Two point-one-pages of
language. They struck every bit of cost sharing in this bill. They
extended the lapse date by two years. And I think the motion ought
to be defeated.
Senator Blaisdell moved the question.
Adopted.
Question is on the adoption of the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
Senators Heath and Humphrey are opposed to the Committee of
Conference Report on HB 688.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 709-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
709-FN, An Act establishing a study committee relative to clearcut-
ting forest resources and extending the effective date for rulemak-
ing by the board of licensing for foresters having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend paragraphs IV(a)-(c) and V as inserted by section 2 of the
bill by replacing them with the following:
(a) The director of the division of forest and lands, who shall
serve as chairman of the committee.
(b) The chairman of the resources, recreation and development
committee.
(c) Four members of the house of representatives, appointed
by the speaker of the house, of whom 2 shall be from the resources,
recreation and development committee and one from the environ-
ment and agriculture committee.
(d) Three members of the senate, appointed by the senate pres-
ident, at least one of whom is a member of the environment commit-
tee who shall be the senator from district one.
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V. The legislative members of the committee shall be entitled to
legislative mileage when performing duties in connection with the
committee.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 3 the following and re-
numbering the original section 4 to read as 5:
4 Filing; Intent to Cut. Amend RSA 79:10 to read as follows:
79:10 Notice of Intent to Cut.
I. Every owner, as defined in RSA 79:1, II, shall, at the begin-
ning of each tax year and prior to commencing each cutting opera-
tion, file with the proper assessing officials in the city or town where
such cutting is to take place a notice of intent to cut provided by the
commissioner of revenue administration, stating his name, resi-
dence, social security number, an estimate of the volume of each
species to be cut, and such other information as may be required. A
supplemental notice of intent shall be filed in the same manner for
any additional volume of wood or timber to be cut in excess of the
original estimate and within the tax year. The appropriate copies of
all intents received by a city or town shall be forwarded to the com-
missioner of revenue administration by the assessing officials. Upon
receipt of an original intent, the commissioner of revenue adminis-
tration shall assign an operation number and furnish, without cost to
the owner, a certificate and report of wood cut form. Such certificate
shall be posted by the owner filing such intent in a conspicuous place
within the area of cutting for each operation conducted within a city
or town. The appropriate copy of all intents received by the commis-
sioner of revenue administration shall be forwarded to the division
of forests and lands of the department of resources and economic
development. Starting an operation before the appropriate notice of
intent to cut has been filed with the city or town and signed by the
appropriate municipal officials shall constitute a violation by the
owner or any other person doing the cutting, or both. Failure to post
the certificate on the job in a conspicuous place upon receipt shall
constitute a violation.
II. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph I, any owner
who has commenced cutting operations under a valid notice of
intent to cut prior to April 1 shall not be required to file for a new
notice of intent if the cutting operation will be completed prior to
June 30 of that year.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Nehring, Straf. 1
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Jankowski, Straf. 5
Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes a study committee to consider legislation re-
garding a comprehensive clearcutting act. The legislation would look
to preserving the state's forest resources while safeguarding the
aquatic, wildlife, recreational, and aesthetic resources of the state.
This bill also grandfathers certain property owners relative to cut-
ting operations.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 713-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
713-FN, An Act relative to the general counsel of the public utilities
commission having considered the same, report the same with the
following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. W. Boucher, Rock. 23
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Rodeschin, Sull. 2
Sen. Pressly, Dist. 12 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Rep. Letourneau, Merr. 8
Senator Colantuono moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 745-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
745-FN, An Act relative to sewage disposal systems having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as passed by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Notification Required; Subsui'face Disposal Systems. Amend
RSA 477 by inserting after section 4-a the following new section:
477:4-b Notification Required; Subsurface Disposal Systems. Any
person seeking to obtain approval for a subsurface sewage disposal
system shall meet the requirements set forth in RSA 485-A:29 and
30.
2 Approval for Operation Numbers. RSA 485-A:29, II is repealed
and reenacted to read as follows:
II. Approval for operation numbers shall be recorded by the divi-
sion with the registry of deeds in each county for each system. Per-
mitted designers of subsurface sewage disposal systems shall obtain
the registry of deeds volume and page numbers for each lot that
relates to the septic system application and provide them to the divi-
sion. The division shall develop and approve an outline of brief in-
structions for the periodic maintenance, care and proper usage of
waste disposal systems, including a warning of the potential public
health hazard and pollution of public and private water supplies and
surface water of the state from improperly maintained sewage and
waste disposal systems.
3 Fees. Amend RSA 485-A:30 to read as follows:
485-A:30 Fees.
I. Any person submitting plans and specifications for a subdivi-
sion of land shall pay to the division a fee of $80 per lot. Said fee shall
be for reviewing such plans and specifications and making site in-
spections. Any person submitting plans and specifications for sew-
age or waste disposal systems shall pay to the division a fee of $80
for each system. Said fee shall be for reviewing such plans and speci-
fications, making site inspections, and for the administration of
sludge and septage management programs. The fees required by
this paragraph shall be paid at the time said plans and specifications
are submitted and shall be deposited with the treasurer as unre-
stricted revenue. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "lot"
shall not include tent sites or travel trailer sites in recreational parks
which are operated on a seasonal basis for not more than 9 months
per year.
II. Any person submitting plans and specifications for sew-
age or waste disposal systems shall pay to the division a fee for
each system for recording the approval for operation number
with the registry of deeds. Such fee shall be the same as that
established by the registry of deedsfor the recording of such doc-
uments. All fees collected under this section shall be deposited
with the state treasurer and reserved in a special non-lapsing
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sewage disposal system fund which shall be continually appro-
priated to the division to be used for the administration of this
section.
4 New Subparagraph; Application of Receipts; Sewage Disposal
System Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by inserting after subparagraph
(nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) Money received under RSA 485-A:30, II, which shall be
credited to the sewage disposal system fund.
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Roulston, Rock. 20
Rep. Jankowski, Straf. 5
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill requires the division of water supply and pollution control
to record approvals of sewage or waste disposal systems with the
registry of deeds. Any person submitting plans and specifications
for sewage or waste disposal systems shall pay the division a fee for
recording costs. These fees shall be deposited in a special fund which
is continually appropriated to the division.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 751-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
751-FN, An Act concerning the procedure for local enforcement of
certain state environmental laws having considered the same, re-
port the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 New Paragraph; Illegal Waste Disposal Enforcement. Amend
RSA 149-M:12 by inserting after paragraph V the following new par-
agraph:
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VI. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of this
chapter, or any rule or order issued under this chapter The munici-
pality shall give notice of any such action to the attorney general and
the commissioner of environmental services, who may take such
steps as they deem necessary to ensure uniform statewide enforce-
ment, including but not limited to joining the action, assuming sole
prosecution of the action, or, as of right dismissing the action with-
out prejudice. Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the
commencement of any such action, unless more immediate action is
necessary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other se-
rious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as soon as
practicable, but in no event later than the date of commencement of
the action. This paragraph shall not be construed to affect in any
manner, existing authority of municipalities to act based upon the
provisions of other statutes or local ordinances.
2 Wetlands Enforcement. Amend RSA 482-A:14-b to read as fol-
lows:
482-A:14-b Removal; Restoration; Equity Relief.
I. Whoever fails, neglects or refuses to comply with this chapter
or rules adopted under this chapter, or an order or condition of a
permit issued under this chapter, or misrepresents any material fact
made in connection with any activity regulated or prohibited by this
chapter, whether or not the owner of the land in question, shall be
liable for the removal of fill, spoil or structure placed pursuant to
such a violation and the restoration of any wetlands disturbed in
connection with the violation. The superior court shall have jurisdic-
tion to order such relief and such additional relief in equity as may
be appropriate.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
this chapter, or any rule or order issued under this chapter. The
municipality shall give notice of any such action to the attorney
general and the commissioner of environmental services, who
may take such steps as they deem necessary to ensure uniform
statewide enforcement, including but not limited tojoining the
action, assuming sole prosecution of the action, or, as of right,
dismissing the action without prejudice. Such notice shall be
given at least 30 days prior to the commencement of any such
action, unless more immediate action is necessary to prevent ir-
reparable environmental damage or other serious public harm,
in which case such notice shall be given as soon as practicable,
but in no event later than the date of commencement of the
action. This paragraph shall not be construed to affect in any
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manner, existing authority of municipalities to act based upon
the provisions of other statutes or local ordinances.
3 Drinking Water Enforcement. Amend RSA 485:20 to read as
follows:
485:20 Injunctions.
I. The superior court shall have power to issue injunctions re-
straining any person from violating the provisions of [the preceding
section] RSA 485:17 or 485:19.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
RSA 485:17 or 485:19. The municipality shall give notice of any
such action to the attorney general and the commissioner of en-
vironmental services, who may take such steps as they deem nec-
essary to ensure uniform statewide enforcement, including but
not limited to joining the action, assuming sole prosecution of
the action, or, as of right, dismissing the action without preju-
dice. Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the com-
mencement of any such action, unless more immediate action is
necessary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other
serious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as
soon as practicable, but in no event later than the date of com-
mencement of the action. This paragraphshall not be construed
to affect in any manner existing authority of municipalities to
act based upon the provisions of other statutes or local ordi-
nances.
4 New Paragraph; Terrain Alteration Enforcement. Amend RSA
485-A:22 by inserting after paragraph III the following new para-
graph:
Ill-a. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of RSA
485-A:17, or any rule or order issued under that section. The munici-
pality shall give notice of any such action to the attorney general and
the commissioner of environmental services, who may take such
steps as they deem necessary to ensure uniform statewide enforce-
ment, including but not limited to joining the action, assuming sole
prosecution of the action, or, as of right dismissing the action with-
out prejudice. Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the
commencement of any such action, unless more immediate action is
necessary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other se-
rious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as soon as
practicable, but in no event later than the date of commencement of
the action. This paragraph shall not be construed to affect in any
manner existing authority of municipalities to act based upon the
provisions of other statutes or local ordinances.
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5 Sewage Disposal Enforcement. Amend RSA 485-A:44 to read as
follows:
485-A:44 Injunction to Enforce.
I. On application of the division, the superior court or any justice
of the court, in term time or in vacation, may enjoin any act in viola-
tion of this subdivision.
II. Municipalities may apply to a justice of the superior court
for injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
thissubdivision. The municipality shall give notice of any such
action to the attorney general and the commissioner of environ-
mental services, who may take such action as they deem neces-
sary to ensure uniform statewide enforcement, including but not
limited to joining the action, assuming sole prosecution of the
action, or, as of right, dismissing the action without prejudice.
Such notice shall be given at least 30 days prior to the commence-
ment of any such action, unless more immediate action is neces-
sary to prevent irreparable environmental damage or other
serious public harm, in which case such notice shall be given as
soon as practicable, but in no event later than the date of com-
mencement of the action. This paragraph shall not be construed
to affect in any manner existing authority of municipalities to
act based upon the provisions of other statutes or local ordi-
nances.
6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Wadsworth, Graf. 13
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Peyron, Sull. 2
Sen. Holhngworth, Dist. 23 Rep. B. McCann, Hills. 31
Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes the procedure for municipalities to follow to
obtain injunctive relief against existing or impending violations of
certain state environmental laws.
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 761-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
761-FN, An Act relative to leasing certain state land having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Stio, Merr. 5
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Gross, Merr. 16
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. Weeks, Merr. 21
Rep. Frechette, Straf. 8
Senator McLane moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 771-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
771-FN, An Act relative to sentencing and parole having considered
the same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Terms of Release. Amend RSA 651-A:6, II to read as follows:
II. When a person is subject to multiple concurrent or consecu-
tive sentences of imprisonment, as provided in RSA 651:3, III, the
provisions of this section shall be computed from the [longest of said]
total of the 2 longest sentences, subject to the provisions of RSA
651-A:14.
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4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Lozeau, Hills. 25
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Martling , Straf. 4
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Record, Hills. 23
Rep. DePecol, Ches. 12
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill changes certain provisions regarding computation of
terms of parole and application for reparole after revocation of pa-
role.
Senator Podles moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 780-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
780-FN, An Act relative to water treatment operators and fees for
water system permits having considered the same, report the same
with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Water System Permit Fees. Amend RSA 485:41, VIII to read as
follows:
VIII. Adopt a fee system in recognition of services provided [for
the] by the water supply engineering bureau including the issu-
ance of an operational permit for public water systems subject to
this chapter. The division shall adopt rules establishing the applica-
tion process for the issuance of operational permits pursuant to RSA
541-A. The fee category for community systems per year shall be
[$600 for all systems serving more than 100 people,] $300, but in no
case shall the fee exceed $10 per household or household equivalent.
The fee category for non-transient and non-community systems shall
be [$200] $150 per year. All fees shall be paid to the division for
deposit in the operational permits account. Moneys in the opera-
tional permits account shall be used to pay the [salary] salaries,
benefits and expenses [for the permanent full-time employees] of the
staff in the division's drinking water supply [engineering bureau]
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program [operation permits section]. Any revenues generated in ex-
cess of the costs of funding the drinking water supply [engineering
bureau] program's expenses, [operation permits section,] shall lapse
to the general fund at the close of each fiscal year to be used to offset
the future general fund appropriation for the water supply [engi-
neering bureau] program.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Stamatakis, Sull. 4
Rep. J. Young, Straf. 10
Senator W. King moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 784-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
784-FN, An Act creating a long-range construction program for New
Hampshire's highways and highway bridges having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Fraser, Dist. 4 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. Oleson, Dist. 1 Rep. B. Marsh, Coos 1
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. W. Driscoll, Graf. 8
Rep. D. Kilbride, Coos 8
Senator Fraser moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
Senator Russman moved to have HB 784, Laid On The Table.
Adopted.
HB 784, IS LAID ON THE TABLE.
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TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Senator W. King moved to have HCR 8, urging Channel 8 (WMTW)
of Auburn, Maine to provide coverage of New Hampshire news and
events to allow another television channel providing such coverage
to broadcast from the Mt. Washington summit, Tkken Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
HCR 8, urging Channel 8 (WMTW) of Auburn, Maine to provide
coverage of New Hampshire news and events to allow another tele-
vision channel providing such coverage to broadcast from the Mt,
Washington summit.
Ought to Pass.
Senator Wayne King for the committee.
SENATORW KING: Very quickly, fellow Senators, the Maine news
station that broadcasts off the top of Mt. Washington, WMTW, offers
almost nothing in the way of news to folks who live in the northern
part of the state about what is happening in the state of New Hamp-
shire. It was the feeling of the committee that we should pass this
resolution to send a message to that station that they ought to get
more aggressive in their newscasts relative to what is going on in
the state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR BASS: I rise in support ofHCR 8. As chairman of Public
Affairs, I can report that we had an extensive hearing on this sub-
ject. I have a fairly substantial file. Most of the information indicates
that, although the Maine television station has made some effort to
carry what would be considered to be the major issues of concern to
New Hampshire, the issues that most of us take for granted, hearing
about, understanding and being involved with are not covered in the
north country. Again, I guess I am repeating myself today, I think
we owe it to the north country to give that part of the state as much
access to information. We talked about communication earlier, now I
am talking about information. I really don't think it is fair that most
of us who live in the southern part of the state have access to good
news coverage, in detail, in many instances more than once a day, of
all the events that are occurring in New Hampshire, while the peo-
ple in northern New Hampshire benefit from what is going on in
Maine, which is really not of substantial interest to most New
Hampshire citizens. It is my hope that through the passage of this
resolution, we will send a message to this station that they ought to
address the interests of the people of the state in which their broad-
casting antenna sits, or bear the consequences of having some com-
petition in that area, which may be well overdue.
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SENATOR OLESON: Seeing as Mount Washington is in my dis-
trict, I should rise in support of this resolution also. When they
broadcast, I understand it goes both ways. Sometimes it goes north
and sometimes it goes south, and maybe in some instances, like a bill
that we debated at length some time ago, maybe the information
from the north hasn't arrived down south yet.
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House:
HB 136, relative to current use assessments and the land use change
tax.
HB 137, relative to railroad rights-of-way.
HB 391, to permit the adoption of impact fees as part of a zoning
ordinance.
HB 561, enabling towns to limit reconsideration of town meeting
votes.
HB 610, establishing a committee to study means of approving pro-
grams for collecting the fines and fees imposed by the state.
HB 649, relative to the cigarette tax,
HB 720, relative to fireworks.
Senator Currier moved for adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 154, relative to electing Belknap county commissioners and rela-
tive to printing county convention proceedings in Belknap county.
HB 166, relative to voting in cooperative school districts.
HB 224, relative to new motor vehicle arbitration.
HB 409, establishing an industrial heritage commission and indus-
trial heritage park fund and making an appropriation therefor.
HB 429, relative to the salaries of county attorneys and relative to
prior service as an employee of a political subdivision.
HB 513, relative to the eminent domain procedure act and unpaid
taxes.
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HB 704, relative to liquidation under the supervision of the bank
commissioner.
SB 85, relative to women's sports.
HB 147, relative to the information required on declarations of can-
didacy, primary petitions, and affidavits for qualifications of candi-
dates.
HB 544, relative to the time for hearing appeals before the ballot law
commission and relative to appointing alternate ballot law commis-
sion members.
HB 548, relative to the information required on checklists.
HB 571, relative to multiple-employer welfare arrangements.
HB 746, relative to fees for recording certain documents with tov^oi
or city clerks.
HB 750, establishing a committee to study the development of a
waste tire management program.
SB 157, relative to bingo.
SB 170, to study the revenue structure in New Hampshire and mak-
ing an appropriation therefor.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 133, relative to the right to know law.
HB 245, prohibiting pre-season baiting.
HB 385, relative to administrative inspection warrants, town trust
funds, and planning board decisions.
HB 406, relative to modification of support orders.
HB 427, relative to additional improvements on Gosling Road and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 617, relative to fishing permits for certain head-injured persons.
SB 11, appropriating funds for a new courthouse in Rockingham
county.
SB 41, relative to the construction of a fire training academy for
New Hampshire fire fighters and making an appropriation therefor,
and relative to motor vehicle records fees.
SB 171, relative to discrimination in the workplace.
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SB 185, allowing caterers to subcontract the cooking, preparing, and
serving of food.
SB 214, exempting specialized programs or equipment of the
Christa McAuliffe planetarium from the state's competitive bidding
process.
CACR 12, the general court may delegate regulatory authority to
executive branch officials, but such rules may be disapproved by the
general court.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate:
HB 299, relative to the posting of statements in Uquor stores and
establishments selling beverages and liquor.
HB 680, relative to manufactured housing on the land of another.
HB 736, relative to energy facility siting, licensing and operation.
SB 225, relative to the higher educational building corporation and
loan eligibility.
HB 107, eliminating registration fees for class AA dams.
HB 193, relative to lease-purchase agreements for district court-
houses, meetings of the Auburn district court, study committees on
the district courts, and making a supplemental appropriation for
renovation of the Rochester Post Office as a district court facility.
HB 282, relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life
Safety Code and relative to property located at former Pease Air
Force Base.
HB 727, relative to DWI testing and commercial driver licenses.
HB 757, repealing the law relative to employment offices.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 248-FN
Amend RSA 36:58 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
line 3 with the following:
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regulations enacted under RSA 155-E and RSA 674.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 324-A
Amend the bill by replacing paragraph IV of section 13 with the
folloA\ing:
IV. 1986, 203:5, as amended by 1987, 361:1 and 1990, 242, relative
to the New Hampshire turnpike program.
Amend the bill by deleting paragraph VI of section 13.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 327-FN
Amend RSA 4:40, IV as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
IV. This section shall not apply to sale of institutional lands as
provided by RSA 10:4, to real estate given or bequeathed to the
state under provisions of trust, or to state lands or their products
required to be held to procure a continuance of federal conservation
work; provided, however, that the state-capitol-region planning com-
mission shall be provided written notice 60 days before any sale in
the city of Concord or Concord area. This section shall also not
apply to the exchange of state-owned lands for other lands of
equal or greater value, which are under the jurisdiction of a de-
partment and used by such department during right-of-way nego-
tiations or to the sale of buildings that need to be moved to clear
such right-of-way for public projects found necessary under
other state laws.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 579
Amend RSA 49-B:2, IV(b) as inserted by section 4 of the bill by
replacing line 3 with the following:
and a town council or representative town meeting in a town adopt-
ing a charter under RSA 49-D.
Amend RSA 49-B:2, IV(d) as inserted by section 4 of the bill by
replacing line 1 with the following:
(d) "Legislative body" means a town meeting, representative
town meeting, city or town
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Amend RSA 49-D:3 as inserted by section 11 of the bill by insert-
ing after paragraph II the following new paragraph:
III. Representative town meeting shall be a variation of the open
town meeting, but with legislative authority vested in a group of
individuals elected to represent districts within the town. Any char-
ter providing for a representative town meeting shall be guided by
the following:
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all powers of
the town meeting conferred by statute or the constitution shall be
conferred on the representative town meeting. The representative
town meeting shall be empowered to address all matters that the
general law requires to be addressed at the annual or a special town
meeting, except those matters which by statute or charter must be
placed on the official ballot of the town. All procedural requirements
prescribed by law relative to the actions of a town meeting shall also
apply to the actions of a representative town meeting.
(b) The charter shall specify the manner of district representa-
tion; the manner of filling vacancies; powers of nomination, appoint-
ment and confirmation; requirements for attendance and quorum;
any residency or eligibility requirements of up to one year in the
town or district and continued residency during term; specific proce-
dures for the preparation, presentation, public hearing and adoption
of annual budgets and designation of a fiscal year; an annual munici-
pal election date pursuant to RSA 669:1; bonding of certain town
officials and employees where not required by general law; and
requirements for periodic independent audits of all town financial
matters by a certified public accountant.
(c) In addition to the elected members, the board of selectmen,
town clerk, and chairman of the town budget committee shall be
members-at-large. The members-at-large shall have the same rights,
privileges, and duties with respect to representative town meeting
as the elected members.
(d) The charter may provide for referenda on certain issues to
the registered voters of the town-at-large at special town meetings
called for the sole purpose of deciding those issues.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 608-FN
Amend RSA 224:55 as inserted by section 4 of the bill by replacing
lines 10-12 with the following:
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502-A:8. The portion of the fine or forfeiture
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 652-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 8 with the following:
8 References to Exemptions; Date for Notice of Tkx. Amend RSA
72:34-a to read as follows:
72:34-a Appeal From Refusal to Grant Exemption or Tax Credit.
Whenever the selectmen or assessors refuse to grant an applicant an
exemption or tax credit to which he may be entitled under the provi-
sions of RSA 72:23, 23-d, 23-e, 23-f, 23-g, 23-h, 23-i, 23-j, 23-k, 28,
29-a, 30, 31, 32, 35, 36-a, 37, 37-a, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43-b, 43-f, 43-h, 62, 66,
or 70 said applicant may appeal in writing within 6 months of [re-
ceipt] notice of the final tax bill to the board of tax and land appeals
which may order an exemption or tax credit, or an abatement if a tax
has been assessed. "Notice of the final tax bill" means the date the
board of tax and land appeals determines to be the last date of
mailing of the final tax bill by the taxing district.
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
9 Notifying Board of Tkx and Land Appeals. Amend RSA 76:13 to
read as follows:
76:13 Interest. Interest at 12 percent per annum shall be charged
upon all taxes except resident taxes, except as otherwise provided
by statute, not paid on or before December 1 after their assessment,
which shall be collected from that date with the taxes as incident
thereto, except in the case where a tax bill sent to the taxpayer on or
after November 2 and before April 1 of the following year interest
shall not be charged until 30 days after the bills are mailed. Interest
due that amounts to less than $5 may be waived by the collector,
with the approval and consent of the board of selectmen and the
board of assessors, if in his judgment the administrative and collec-
tion costs involved do not warrant collection of the amount due. The
tax collector shall state on the tax bill the date from which interest
will be charged and such date shall be determined by the day the
collector sends out the last tax bill on his list. The collector shall
notify the [commissioner of revenue administration] board of tax
and land appeals in writing of the date on which the last tax bill was
sent.
Amend the bill by replacing section 12 with the following:
12 Effective Date.
I. Sections 8 and 9 of this act shall take effect April 1, 1992, at
12:01 a.m.
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11. The remainder of this act shall take effect April 1, 1992.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 674-FN
Amend RSA 483:9, VI(c) as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(c) Any land application of solid waste as defined in RSA 149-
M:l, XIX, except manure, lime and woodash used for fertilizer, [or
lime or wood ash,] and sledge and septage shall be immediately
incorporated into the soil and shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet
from the normal high water mark of a designated natural river or
segment;
Amend RSA 483:9-a, VII(b) as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(b) Any land application of solid waste as defined in RSA 149-
M:l, XIX, except manure, lime and woodash used for fertilizer, [or
lime or wood ash,] and sludge and septage shall be immediately
incorporated into the soil and shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet
from the normal high water mark of a designated rural river or seg-
ment;
Amend RSA 483:9-b, VII(b) as inserted by section 4 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(b) Any land application of solid waste as defined in RSA 149-
M:l, XIX, except manure, lime and woodash used for fertilizer, [or
lime or wood ash,] and sludge and septage shall be immediately
incorporated into the soil and shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet
from the normal high water mark of a designated rural river or seg-
ment;
Amend RSA 483:9-aa, VII(b) as inserted by section 12 of the bill
by replacing it with the following:
(b) Any land application of solid waste as defined in RSA 149-
M:l, XIX, except manure, lime and wood ash used for fertilizer, and
sludge and septage shall be immediately incorporated into the soil
and shall be set back a minimum of 250 feet from the normal high
water mark of a designated rural-community river or segment;
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 691-FN
Amend paragraph I of section 36 of the bill by replacing it with the
following:
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I, Sections 32-35 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 700-FN
Amend RSA 230-A:16 as inserted by section 2 of the bill by replac-
ing line 2 with the following:
chapter shall be the same as for violations of title LXIV, as stated in
RSA
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 742-FN
Amend section 14 of the bill by replacing line 3 with the following:
155-E:4-a Minimum and Express Operational Standards. It shall
be a violation
Amend the bill by deleting section 15 and renumbering section 16-
25 to read as 15-24.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 768-FN
Amend RSA 282-A:85, HI as inserted by section 9 of the bill by
replacing line 2 with the following:
be assigned a rate less than the maximum in that paragraph for
any fiscal
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SENATOR NELSON (Rule #44): I just wanted to stand up here and
be serious for a moment and tell you how much I have enjoyed Chair-
ing the Capital Budget Senate committee. The experience wouldn't
have been as wonderful, if it weren't for the members with whom I
sat. Senator Shaheen, the Vice Chair, Senator Colantuono, Senator
Oleson, Senator Hough, Senator Eraser, and Senator Roberge. I
just wanted to say that I wanted to thank them so much for their
support during the last six months, and for their help on the Com-
mittee of Conference. And to the LEA staff who was helpful. And to
you, Mr Senate President, who was very supportive. I want to make
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it clear that we were a team on that committee. Regardless of our
party, we worked for the people of the state of New Hampshire. We
couldn't always get it down, like Gordon Humphrey wanted us to,
but we did cut some things out of it this morning. We are cognizant
of the fact, regardless of our party, that the state is in a difficult
position. So I want to give everyone on the committee credit for
working together, both Democrats and Republicans, to do the best
they could in the given situation to help the people. So it is the whole
Capital Budget committee that deserves some credit. I wanted to
just thank them publicly.
SENATOR OLESON (Rule #44): One thing, I think I have been
amiss this session, and that is recognizing the aid that was given to
me, Jennifer Jenkins. I think if it wasn't for Jennifer, I would have
resigned a long time ago, and gone home, maybe where I belong, in
certain peoples' estimation, anyway. But I do think that she should
get recognition. She has found another job, as I understand. But I
just want it known when very intelligent, nice, capable people still
have to look for a job in New Hampshire, it is a shame. She has
secured one, and God's speed, anybody who employs Jennifer is go-
ing to get their money's worth.
SENATOR DISNARD (Rule #44): I would like to thank the three
Republican members of the Senate Education committee. Last night
on TV, the leader of the Republican group in this state said part of
the problem is the Senate Education committee has a Democrat as a
leader. Since we have a three to two vote, who is responsible for the
costs that come out of that committee?
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final




THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HCR 8, urging Channel 8 (WMTW) of Auburn, Maine to provide
coverage of New Hampshire news and events to allow another tele-
vision channel providing such coverage to broad from the Mt. Wash-
ington summit.
Senator Delahunty moved that we be in recess until Wednesday,
June 12, 1991 at 1:00 p.m.
Adopted.




Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Wednes-




The Senate met at 1:00 p.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, be with us as we celebrate Father's Day this com-
ing Sunday. Behind every successful man there is a helpmate;
whether it be a wife, mother, sister or daughter. Let us pray then for
the breadurinner of the household. Lord, have mercy upon us and
bless us. Amen.
Senator Eraser led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Fraser moved that we have SB 151, to protect municipali-
ties against liability in the construction and maintenance of high-
ways, streets and sidewalks, Removed Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
SB 151, to protect municipalities against liability in the construction
and maintenance of highways, streets and sidewalks. Transportation
committee. Ought to Pass with Amendment. Senator Fraser for the
committee.
THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OPINION OF THE JUSTICES
MAY 28, 1991
The following Resolution No. 6, requesting an opinion of the jus-
tices, was adopted by the Senate on April 16, 1991, and filed with the
Supreme Court on April 18, 1991:
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"Whereas, there is pending in the Senate, SB 151-FN, "An act to
protect municipahties against liabihty in the construction and main-
tenance of highways, streets and sidewalks"; and
"Whereas, an amendment has been proposed to SB 151-FN; and
"Whereas, RSA 231:90 as proposed by the SB 151-FN as amended
would provide a method by which any person may give notice, to a
municipality, of a class IV or class V highway's insufficiency and
would establish the criteria by which such highway would be consid-
ered "insufficient"; and
"Whereas, RSA 231:91 as proposed by SB 151-FN as amended
sets out the municipality's duty to act upon receipt of such a notice
and the liability of such municipality for failure to act in certain in-
stances; and
"Whereas, RSA 231:92 as proposed by SB 151-FN as amended
would establish when a municipality may be liable for damages aris-
ing out of its construction, maintenance, or repair of public highways
and sidewalks constructed on such highways and would establish a
municipality's standard of care for such highways and sidewalks; and
"Whereas, 231:92-a as proposed by SB 151-FN as amended would
limit a municipality's liability for damages arising from hazards
caused by snow, ice or other inclement weather; and
"Whereas, RSA 231:93 as proposed by SB 151-FN as amended
would redefine when a municipality would be immune from liability
for damages suffered upon certain classes of highways to public wa-
ters; and
"Whereas, doubt has arisen as to the constitutionality of the provi-
sions of said bill as amended; and
"Whereas, it is important that the question of the constitutionality
of said provisions should be settled in advance of its enactment; now,
therefore, be it
"Resolved by the senate:
"That the justices of the supreme court be respectfully requested
to give their opinion of the following questions of law:
1. Would enactment of SB 151-FN, as amended, result in an arbi-
trary or discriminatory infringement on access to the courts in viola-
tion of Part I, Article 14 of the New Hampshire Constitution?
2. Would enactment of SB 151-FN, as amended, taking into ac-
count the benefits conferred upon the general public in limiting the
liability of municipalities, result in unreasonable or arbitrary restric-
tions on the rights of an injured person to recover in violation of Part
I, Articles 2 and 12 of the New Hampshire Constitution?
3. Would any other provision of the New Hampshire Constitution
be violated by the enactment of SB 151-FN, as amended?
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"That the clerk of the senate transmit copies of this resolution and
SB 151-FN and the proposed amendment to the justices of the su-
preme court."
The following response is respectfully returned.
Tb The Honorable Senate:
The undersigned Justices of the Supreme Court now submit the
following replies to your questions of April 16, 1991. Following our
receipt of your resolution on April 18, 1991, we invited interested
parties to file memoranda with the court on or before May 9, 1991.
Senate Bill (SB) 151-FN is a response to this court's decision in
City of Dover v. Imperial Cas. & Indemn. Co., 133 N.H. 109, 575
A.2d 1280 (1990), in which we declared RSA 507-B:2, I, unconstitu-
tional. That statute rendered municipalities immune from liability
for injuries caused by faulty maintenance of public sidewalks,
streets or highways, and had few expectations. See RSA 231:90 (mu-
nicipality liable if it fails to respond to formal notice of hazard signed
by three persons in the State); RSA 231:92 (municipality liable for
damages occurring on bridges, culverts, sluiceways, and embank-
ments unsuitable for travel); RSA 412:3 (municipality liable to the
extent it has insurance coverage). We declared in City of Dover that
"municipal immunity, as a judicially created doctrine, no longer ex-
ists, "133 N.H. at 115, 575 A.2d at 1283, and then concluded that
RSA 507-B:2, 1, "Violates equal protection provisions found in part I,
articles 2 and 12 of the State Constitution by impermissibly denying
parties injured on municipal highways and sidewalks a right to re-
cover as provided in part I, article 14." Id. at 120, 575 A.2d at 1286-
87.
We also provided the legislature with some guidance in the event it
wished to replace RSA 507-B:2, I, and "place reasonable limits on
the right to recover." Id. at 120, 575 A.2d at 1286.
"A statute which is tailored to protect the interests of communities
when they have no notice of a problem or when they have inade-
quate opportunity to respond to a known problem may meet consti-
tutional requirements. But, when a community has actual notice of a
hazardous condition on its highways or sidewalks and has had ade-
quate opportunity to correct the condition, protect travelers from
injury, or warn public users of the hazard, those injured as a result
should not be denied an opportunity to recover"
Id. at 120, 575 A.2d at 1286. SB 151-FN is a comprehensive answer
to City of Dover, with an avowed purpose of "provid(ing) municipali-
ties with the greatest possible protection from highway and side-
walk liability, consistent with the (C)onsititution."
The heart of SB 151-FN is proposed RSA 231:92, "Liability of Mu-
nicipalities; Standard of Care." It reads:
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"I. A municipality shall not be held liable for damages in an action
to recover for personal injury or property damage arising out of its
construction, maintenance, or repair of public highways and side-
walks constructed thereupon unless such injury or damage was
caused by an insufficiency, as defined by RSA 231:90, and:
(a) The municipality received a written notice of such insuffi-
ciency as set forth in RSA 231:90, but failed to act as provided by
RSA 231:91; or
(b) The municipal officers responsible for maintenance and re-
pair of highways had actual notice or knowledge of such insuffi-
ciency, by means other than written notice pursuant to RSA 231:90,
and were grossly negligent or exercised bad faith in responding or
failing to respond to such actual knowledge; or
(c) The condition constituting the insufficiency was created by an
intentional act of a municipal officer or employee acting in the scope
of his official duty while in the course of his employment, acting with
gross negligence, or with reckless disregard of the hazard."
Proposed RSA 231:90, II states that:
"a highway shall be considered "insufficient" only if:
(a) It is not passable in any safe manner by those vehicles permit-
ted on such highway by state law or by any more stringent local
ordinance or regulation; or
(b) There exists a safety hazard which is not reasonably discover-
able or reasonably avoidable by a person who is traveling upon such
highway at posted speeds, in obedience to all posted regulation, and
in a manner which is reasonable and prudent as determined by the
condition and state or repair of the highway, including any warning
signs, and prevailing visibility and weather conditions."
The written notice which triggers liability in proposed RSA
231:92, I)a) is described in proposed RSA 231:90, I: "Whenever any
class IV or class V highway or bridge thereon in any municipality
shall be insufficient, any person may give written notice of such in-
sufficiency to one of the selectmen or highway agents of the town, or
the mayor or street commissioners of the city, and a copy of said
notice to the town or city clerk. The notice shall be signed and shall
set forth in general terms the location of such highway and the na-
ture of such insufficiency."
Proposed RSA 231:91, 1, then provides:
"Upon receipt of such notice of insufficient, and unless the highway
agents or street commissioners determine in good faith that no such
insufficiency exists, the municipality shall immediately cause proper
danger signals to be placed to warn persons by day or night of such
insufficiency, and shall, within 72 hours thereafter, develop a plan for
repairing such highway or bridge and shall implement such plan in
good faith and with reasonable dispatch until the highway or bridge
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is no longer insufficient, as defined by RSA 231:90, II. SB 151-FN
also includes a special provision relating to weather-related hazards.
Proposed RSA 231:92-a reads:
"Notwithstanding RSA 231:92, municipality shall not be held lia-
ble for damages arising from public highway insufficiencies or haz-
ards, even if it has actual notice or knowledge of them, when such
hazards are caused by snow, ice, or other inclement weather, and the
municipality's failure or delay in removing or mitigating such haz-
ards is the result of its implementation, absent wilful or wanton neg-
ligence or recklessness, of a winter or inclement weather
maintenance policy or set of priorities adopted in good faith by the
officials responsible for such policy; and all municipal employees and
officials shall be presumed to be acting pursuant to such a policy or
set of priorities, in the absence of proof to the contrary."
In addition, SB 151-FN contains the following provisions. Pro-
posed RSA 231:90, III, states that a highway shall not be considered
"insufficient" merely because the municipality does not "construct,
maintain or repair it to the same standards as some other highway,
or to a level of service commensurate with its current level of public
use." Proposed RSA 231:91, II, provides that if a municipality fails
to respond to a notice of insufficiency as set forth in RSA 231:91, I,
"it shall be liable in damages for all personal injury or property dam-
age proximately caused by the insufficiency identified in the notice,
subject to the liability limits under RSA 507-B:4."
Paragraph II of proposed RSA 231:92 requires any complaint filed
under proposed RSA 231:90-92-a to "describe with particularity the
means by which the municipality received actual notice of the al-
leged insufficiency, or the intentional act which created the alleged
insufficiency." Paragraph III of the same section reads: "The accept-
ance or layout of a private road as a public highway shall not be
construed to confer upon the municipality any notice of, or liability
for, insufficiencies or defects which arose or were created prior to
such layout or acceptance." And paragraph IV deems "(t)the setting
of construction, repair, or maintenance standards" to be a "discre-
tionary, policy function for which the municipality shall not be held
liable in the absence of malice or bad faith."
Proposed RSA 231:93 declares that "(m)unicipalities shall not be
deemed to have any duty of care whatsoever with respect to the
construction, maintenance or repair of class I, III or VI highways, or
state maintained portions of class II highways, or highways to public
waters laid out by a commission appointed by the governor and
council." Proposed RSA 412:3 provides:
"In any action against the state or any municipal subdivision
thereof to enforce liability on account of a risk so insured against,
the insuring company or state or municipal subdivision thereof, shall
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not be allowed to plead as a defense immunity from liability for dam-
ages resulting from the performance of governmental functions, and
its liability shall be determined as in the case of a private corpora-
tion except when a standard of care differing from that of (a) private
corporation is set forth by statute . . , ." Finally, proposed RSA 507-
B:2 states in pertinent part: "the liability of any governmental unit
with respect to its sidewalks, streets, and highways shall be limited
as provided in RSA 231."
Your first question asks whether SB 151-FN would violate part I,
article 14 of the New Hampshire Constitution, while your second
question asks whether it would violate part I, articles 2 and 12. We
held in Carson v. Maurer, 120 N.H. 925, 931-32, 424 A.2d 825, 830
(1980), that the right to recover for one's injuries, as provided in part
1, article 14, is an "important substantive right," and that "restric-
tions imposed on (that) right (must) be subjected to a more rigorous
judicial scrutiny than allowed under the rational basis test." Because
the right to recover was not deemed a "fundamental right," id. at
932, 424 A.2d at 830, a middle-tier, "substantial relation" test was
employed to analyze the statute at issue, id. at 931, 424 A.2d at 831.
Carson involved a law which restricted the rights of medical mal-
practice victims to recover for their non-economic losses in excess of
$250,000. The plaintiffs claimed that the statute descriminated
against the most severely injured victims, and an equal protection
analysis was used to determine the statue's constitutionality. Id. at
941, 424 A.2d at 836-37. Since Carson, this court has not had the
opportunity to judge whether a law violates part I, article 14 di-
rectly, rather than indirectly under an equal protection analysis. See
Estate of Cargill v. City of Rochester, 119 N.H. 661, 667, 406 A.2d
704, 707 (1979). However, because the right to recover for one's inju-
ries is an "important substantive right," see Carson, at 931-32, 424
A.2d at 830, the middle-tier "substantial relation" test should be
used to judge both direct and indirect violations of that right.
Moreover, when no suspect classification is involved in an equal
protection analysis, such as race or national origin, see part I, article
2, and the statute at issue is held to violate equal protection because
one group's right to recover is violated while another's is not, it fol-
lows that the statute also directly violates the right to recover CF.
Estate of Cargill supra (where statute does not directly violate part
I, article 14, statute cannot violate provisions indirectly under guise
of equal protection analysis). Your first question, which asks
whether SB 151-FN would violate the right to recover directly is
encompassed in the second question, which couches the same issue
in terms of equal protection. Thus, answering both questions would
mean performing two overlapping analyses of the same bill, each
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involving part I, article 14, and each employing the "substantial rela-
tion" test. For the sake of brevity then, we choose to address only
your second question.
The undersigned Justices answer your second question in the neg-
ative, with two qualifications. Before we analyze SB 151-FN
paragraph-by-paragraph, we reiterate the criteria we set forth in
City of Dover to determine a statute's constitutionality. We stated
that because of the peculiar nature of public highways and side-
walks, a municipality need not "satisfy an ordinary negligence stand-
ard with respect to the ownership and maintenance of highways and
sidewalks," City of Dover, 133 N.H. at 118, 575 A.2d at 1285, but that
"when a community has actual notice of a hazardous condition on it
highways or sidewalks and has had adequate opportunity to correct
the condition, protect travelers from injury, or warn public users of
the hazard, those injured as a result should not be denied an oppor-
tunity to recover," id. at 120, 575 A.2d at 1286. (Emphasis added.)
Complete immunity from liability cannot be justified. Id. at 119-120,
575 A.2d at 1286.
Armed with these standards, we proceed to determine whether
the classification of private versus public tortfeasors created by SB
151-FN is "reasonable, not arbitrary, and . . . rest(s) upon some
ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation to the
object of the legislation." Carson, 120 N.H. at 932, 424 A.2d at 831
(citations omitted). We first examine proposed RSA 231:92, I, which
sets forth three ways in which a municipality can subject itself to
liability for injury caused by an "insufficiency": (1) where the munici-
pality receives written notice of the insufficiency, but fails to imme-
diately erect "danger signals" and thereafter repair the insufficiency
"in good faith and with reasonable dispatch"; (2) where municipal
officers responsible for road maintenance receive actual notice of the
insufficiency, other than by a written notice, and act with gross neg-
ligence or in bad faith; or (3) where a municipal officer or employee
intentionally creates the insufficiency and acts with gross negli-
gence or reckless disregard.
The provisions described above largely satisfy the "actual notice/
adequate opportunity to respond" requirements of City of Dover,
and our allowance of a greater-than-ordinary-negligence standard
permits a municipality to require plantiffs to prove "gross negli-
gence." However, two potential problems exist. First, although, pro-
posed RSA 231:92, I, refers to injury or damage "arising out of (the)
construction, maintenance, or repair of public highways and side-
walks" (emphasis added), the paragraph precludes municipal liabil-
ity "unless such injury or damage was caused by an insufficiency, as
defined by RSA 231:90." Proposed RSA 231:90, II, defining "insuffi-
ciency," refers only to highways, and cannot easily be interpreted to
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cover sidewalks. If this provision is read to render municipalities
immune from liability for injuries caused by insufficient sidewalks, it
is unconstitutional. Similarly, we note that proposed RSA 231:90, I,
III, and :92-a refer only to highways. To the extent these provisions
give municipalities immunity for insufficient sidewalks, they are un-
constitutional.
The second concern we have is that proposed RSA 231:92, 1(b) may
create an unconstitutional loophole. The provision triggers munici-
pal liability when "municipal officers responsible for maintenance,
and repair of highways had actual notice or knowledge of such insuf-
ficiency, by means other than written notice pursuant to RSA
231:90." This provision appears to be designed to soften the harsh-
ness of proposed RSA 231:90-91, which require a person to give a
signed, written notice of insufficiency to either a selectman (or
mayor) or highway agent (or street commissioner), and to the town
or city clerk before the municipality can be held liable under pro-
posed RSA 231:92, 1(a). If a person does not know of the written
notice requirements, he or she could trigger municipal liability un-
der proposed RSA 231:92, 1(b) by simply telephoning a municipal
officer "responsible for maintenance and repair or highways" and
orally notifying the officer of the insufficiency. In addition, municipal
liability may result if the officers discover the insufficiency through
their own observation. Thus, the "actual notice" requirement of City
of Dover appears to be satisfied.
However, proposed RSA 231:92, 1(b) applies only to "municipal of-
ficers responsible for maintenance and repair of highways." If this
phrase is interpreted to mean only street commissioners and road
agents, then a city would remain immune from liability even if every
resident telephoned the mayor regarding the insufficiency, or if both
the mayor and the city clerk passed by and noticed the insufficiency
every day. We stated in City of Dover that municipal liability may be
triggered "when a community has actual notice of hazardous condi-
tion," City of Dover, 133 N.H. at 120, 575 A.2d at 1286 (emphasis
added), and we interpret this to mean that notice to a mayor, select-
man, clerk, or officer "responsible for maintenance and repair of
highways" constitutes notice to the municipality. Thus, it is our opin-
ion that proposed RSA 231:92, 1(b) is unconstitutional insofar as it
may be interpreted to apply only to road agents and street commis-
sioners.
In its memorandum filed in opposition to SB 151-FN, Abramson,
Reis & Brown argue that the provisions of proposed RSA 231:92, I,
are constitutionally inadequate because they cloak municipalities
with immunity when they have no actual knowledge of an insuffi-
ciency, even though, in light of facts readily available to them, they
should have known of it. We are unpersuaded by this argument, be-
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cause City of Dover plainly limits a municipality's liability to in-
stances of actual, not constructive, knov^^ledge. Id. at 120, 575 A.2d
at 1286.
Abramson, Reis & Brown also argues in its memorandum that the
definition of "insufficiency" contained in proposed RSA 231:90, II, is
inadequate because it "denies recourse to those plaintiffs injured as
a result of safety hazards, known by the municipality to exist, which
are reasonably discoverable or avoidable by the public, but which for
some reason are not in fact discovered or avoided." Although SB 151-
FN places heavy responsibility on citizens to look out for road and
sidewalk hazards, we do not think that this responsibility is uncon-
stitutionally onerous, persons using public highways and sidewalks
are required to obey all posted traffic sign and proceed with reason-
able caution. A municipality should not be held responsible for inju-
ries caused when a traveler ignores traffic safety standards created
to prevent such injuries.
We next examine proposed RSA 231:92-a. this provision gives a
municipality immunity for damage caused by insufficiencies, regard-
less of actual notice, when the insufficiencies are caused by inclem-
ent weather, "and the municipality's failure or delay in removing or
mitigating such hazards is the result of its implementation, absent
wilful or wanton negligence or recklessness, of a winter or inclement
weather maintenance policy or set of priorities adopted in good faith
by the officials responsible for such policy." Abramson, Reis &
Brown argue that this provision violates the "actual notice/adequate
opportunity to respond" requirements of City of Dover. We disagree.
Inclement weather often makes it impossible for a municipality to
rid highways and sidewalks of insufficiencies, or even to post warn-
ing signs, as quickly as it could in fair weather. Inclement weather
can immediately cause insufficiencies on every municipal highway at
once, as in the case of a severe snow storm, thereby straining a mu-
nicipality's resources and forcing municipal officials to set priorities
in remedying the insufficiencies. By its nature, inclement weather
may rob a municipality of an adequate opportunity to respond to an
insufficiency before an injury occurs. Thus, it is our opinion that a
municipality which follows the provisions of proposed RSA 231:92-a
will satisfy City of Dover's mandate that no municipality be held
liable for an insufficiency unless it has had adequate opportunity to
respond to it.
Although the "actual notice/adequate opportunity to respond"
standard is met by proposed RSA 231:92-a, the section requires a
showing of "vdlful or wanton negligence or recklessness," not "gross
negligence" or "reckless disregard." As required by proposed RSA
231:92, Kb) and (c), none of these degrees of culpability are defined in
the proposed statutes; moreover. City of Dover does not specify
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what degree of culpability beyond ordinary negligence can be re-
quired. We assume that "wilful or wanton negligence or reckless-
ness" are intended to refer to a degree of culpability greater than
ordinary negligence, see id. at 10. As such, proposed RSA 231:92-a
satisfies the constitutional strictures set forth in City of Dover. Until
we are squarely presented with the issue, we will not decide
whether a statute could require a plaintiff to prove a degree of culpa-
bility even greater than gross negligence, recklessness, or wilful of
wanton negligence.
The remaining provisions of SB 151-FN do not appear to contra-
vene the requirements of City of Dover, or otherwise violate part I,
articles 2 and 12. City of Dover does not require a municipality to
keep all of its highways and sidewalks maintained at the same level
of repair, and therefore paragraph III of proposed RSA 231:90 ap-
pears constitutionally adequate. Paragraph II of proposed RSA
231:91 renders a municipality liable in the event it fails to respond to
a written notice of insufficiency in the manner required by proposed
RSA 231:91, I, and therefore repeats the provisions of proposed
RSA 231:92, 1(a). Although largely redundant, this paragraph suf-
fers no constitutional infirmities beyond those described above in
connection with proposed RSA 231:92, 1.
Proposed RSA 231:92, II, requiring a plaintiffs complaint to spec-
ify the means by which a municipality learned of an insufficiency,
does no more than admonish a plaintiff to properly investigate and
carefully plead his or her case. As such, it is constitutional. Para-
graph III of proposed RSA 231:92 states that the acceptance or lay-
out of a road by a municipality does not give it actual notice of any
insufficiency created prior to the acceptance of layout. This provi-
sion also satisfies the requirements of City of Dover. One cannot
assume that municipal officials carefully inspect every foot of a road
before the road is made public. If an official does observe, or is told
of, an insufficiency before layout or acceptance, then the provisions
of proposed RSA 231:92, I, come into play and the "actual notice/
adequate opportunity to respond" requirements are met.
Paragraph IV of proposed RSA 231:92 labels the setting of road
maintenance standards a "discretionary, policy function for which
the municipality shall not be held liable in the absence of malice or
bad faith." Although the determination of whether a particular mu-
nicipal act is a "discretionary, policy function" is for the court, and
not the legislature, to make, we agree with the proposition and can
find no constitutional fault with it. See City of Dover, 133 N.H. at
115, 575 A.2d at 1283.
Proposed RSA 231:93, granting municipalities immunity for inju-
ries suffered on particular classes of highways, is constitutionally
justified because each class named consists of either highways main-
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tained solely by the State, see RSA 230:1 (Supp. 1990) (class I high-
ways): RSA 230:3 (Supp. 1990) (state-maintained portions of class II
highways): RSA 230:66 (Supp. 1990) (highways to public waters);
RSA 233:8 (Supp. 1990) (class III roads); or highways not required to
be maintained by a municipality, see RSA 231:82 (class VI high-
ways). As such, municipalities should not be held responsible for in-
sufficiencies on these roads. Finally, proposed RSA 412:3 passes
constitutional muster. This provision purchase liability insurance, to
state that a municipality's liability is determined as if it were a pri-
vate corpoi'ation, "except when a standard of care differing from that
of (a) private corporation is set forth by statute." In City of Dover,
we explicitly stated that a municipality may be held to a lower stand-
ard of care with respect to its highways and sidewalks than a private
corporation. City of Dover, 133 N.H. at 118, 575 A.2d at 1285. Thus,
this provision comports vdth part I, articles 2 and 12.
Finally, proposed RSA 507-B:2 appears to comply with the
requirements of City of Dover. The proposed statute merely refers
regard to sidewalks, streets, and highways, and therefore adds no
substance to SB 151-FN.
We note that "our response to the . . . question(s) presented re-
flects the best review of the general law that we have been able to
make in the time available to us." Opinion of the Justices, 128 N.H.
14, 17, 509 A.2d 744, 746 (1986). Moreover, "since requests for our
advisory opinions come to us with no record beyond the assumptions
stated in the requests themselves," Opinion of the Justices, 132 N.H.
777, 783, 584 A.2d 1342, 1346 (1990), our response is necessarily qual-
ified. Because it is impossible to anticipate the myriad fact patterns
which may arise and test the limits of SB 151-FN, we "cannot guar-
antee that we have been able to address every possible issue that
may be raised under article(s) (2 and 12)." Opinion of the Justices,
128 N.H. at 17, 509 A.2d at 746.
We respectfully decline to answer your third question, whether SB
151-FN violates any other provision of the New Hampshire Consti-
tution, because of its generality. See Opinion of the Justices, 131




W Stephen Thayer, III
Sherman D. Horton
New Hampshire Municipal Association — (H. Bernard Waugh, Jr.,
on the memorandum), filed a memorandum in support of negative
answers. Abramson, Fveis & Brown, of Manchester (Jill A. DeMello),
filed a memorandum in support of affirmative answers.
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SENATOR ERASER: Mr. President, first of all, let me report that I
introduced SB 151 at the request of 69 percent of the cities and
towns in the state of New Hampshire. Those are the communities
that are members of the New Hampshire Municipal Association
Property and Liability Trust which is a self-funded program. For
100 years, Mr. President, prior to 1974 the cities and towns in the
state of New Hampshire were protected from liability under the doc-
trine of sovereign immunity. However, in 1974 in the case involving
the city of Manchester, the New Hampshire Supreme Court deter-
mined that the doctrine sovereign immunity, to not allow for equal
protection under the law, and the document was determined to be
unconstitutional. At that time, the court allowed the legislature a
great deal of latitude in passing laws that would address this prob-
lem. Shortly thereafter, the General Court passed what became part
of RSA 231. In recent times that law too was contested, and once
again, the Supreme Court determined that what was passed follow-
ing that decision in 1974 was also unconstitutional. I bring before the
Senate here today, what we believe to be a solution to the problem in
the form of SB 151. The bill passed the Senate committee on Ti'ans-
portation and was brought to the floor. At the suggestion of two of
our colleagues who are also attorneys, rather than pass legislation
that might proved to be unconstitutional, by SR 6 we requested an
Opinion of the Justices. On the date of 05/28/91, the Supreme Court
determined that what we are attempting to do through the vehicle of
151, does in fact, meet the test of constitutionality with the amend-
ment that you have before you. There are 3 changes. The original bill
applied to both highways and sidewalks in most places, but only in
the section of the bill determining. But in the section of the bill defin-
ing insufficiency, it mentioned only highways and left out sidewalks.
The Supreme Court said that this could cause some constitutional
problems. This amendment solves the problem by inserting the
word sidewalks wherever highways are mentioned. Therefore, the
bill applies the same standard of care to both highways and side-
walks. Another amendment had to do with who's knowledge of high-
way defects triggers the towns or cities duty to respond. In the
original bill it was just offered as responsible for highways. The Su-
preme Court said that the constitution requires some response if the
Mayor, the Selectman, or the Clerk have actual knowledge of the
defect. This amendment inserts those officials into the bill so that
their knowledge of dangerous conditions as chargeable to the munic-
ipality. It also includes on duty police and firemen. The original bill
used gross negligence and reckless disregard for the liability stand-
ard in most of the bill, but used willful and negligence in a section on
weather created hazards. The Supreme Court raised its eyebrows at
this inconsistency. This amendment changes the weather hazards
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standards so that it is uniform with the rest of the bill, namely, gross
negligence and reckless disregard. My fellow colleagfues in the Sen-
ate, the New Hampshire Municipal Association has designated SB
151 as a priority action policy. It was adopted unanimously by the
membership at their meeting in the fall of 1990. I sincerely urge the
Senate to adopt the floor amendment and then pass the bill onto the
House. Thank you, Mr. President.
Senator Russman moved to dispense with the reading of the Opinion
of the Justices.
Adopted.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: I just wanted to speak briefly on this bill. I
am going to vote for it, although I have reservations about this and
all types of these liability bills. One of the things that was a concern
to me is, if a town clerk gets written notice, that is deemed to be
sufficient notice to a town. But not many people are likely to actually
write to the town clerk to give them written notice. The other sec-
tion that can be oral notice, you have to be able to prove actual no-
tice, the Selectmen, the Mayor, Chief Executive Official, town or city
clerk or municipal offices responsible for maintenance and repair of
highways, bridges and etc. Yesterday I talked with some people and
we added the language 'or any on duty police or fire department
person' so that if you were riding home and you saw there was black
ice or some bad situation, road washed out and if you stopped and
told one of the police officers, that would be sufficient notice for the
town. So if they didn't do something, and even then they have to be
grossly negligent, not just simple negligent, but grossly negligent in
order to be held liable. So the bill is certainly a compromise in terms
of your constituents right to recover for injuries they received if the
municipality is negligent. And at the same time it does offer the
municipalities some protection in terms of litigation that might be
overwhelming. So I think that as a practical matter, the bill probably
deserves passage. But certainly you ought to understand that it is a
bill which does compromise constituents rights to some degree even
though it does provide the municipality with some degree of protec-
tion. So with the changes that are in it, I think it is probably appro-
priate to vote passage on it.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator Eraser, on page 3 of your floor
amendment, 23992A may I interpret that as if a store is on public
main street as an example, and on the sidewalk in front, somebody
falls. The community is not liable, but if a store is located in a mall
and someone falls, that the mall owner is liable. If that is true, I
think the inconsistency bothers me. I don't know if that is true, but I
just want to know what this says?
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SENATOR ERASER: I will defer to Senator Russman.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well a mall would be a private ownership
and they would be responsible themselves, depending on if the lease
agreement said that the mall owner is responsible for snow and ice
removal. If that is what you're talking about, for the instance of
snow and ice or for a defect in the sidewalk or what have you, then it
would be up to the mall, and the municipality would have no liability
in that situation.
SENATOR DISNARD: Does that seem inconsistent in one instance
and the municipality does not have a liability, but if the same thing
happens to a type of store and that does have a liability? It doesn't
seem realistic to me.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well, Senator Disnard, that is the horns of
the dilemma that people find themselves on in voting for this type of
legislation. There is no question what we are doing here, on the one
hand is giving the municipalities a break in terms of liability, with-
out a doubt. There is no question. They get a healthy break in that
regard. At the same time, we are trying to balance what protection
our constituents deserve in terms of injuries that they might receive
because, in this case gross negligence in the hands of the municipal-
ity. For example, when this first came up we had a large hole in one
of the roads and there was car sticking out of it on the front page of
the newspaper. In that case, unless the municipality had some actual
notice, which probably they should. If they didn't know about it they
shouldn't be liable. But if they actually knew of that, and they were
grossly negligent, then they would be responsible. If they knew
about that situation and they were only simply, or let's say very
casually negligent, then there would be no liability. So we are giving
the municipalities a break, there should be no mistake about that. At
the same time, it is a balance between constituents behavior and
rights as opposed to municipalities.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Just briefly. When the court deci-
sion came down, I received a copy of it quite soon after and I read it
over several times. I came away thinking at the very best that this is
a qualified decision. I am going to support passage of 151, because of
the changes that the people have made in the legislation, because
they have changed it to absent gross negligence and reckless disre-
gard of the hazard. I think that addresses the problem. But I do
want it to be stated for the record, that the court has not said that
this is constitutional. What they have said is, that there are parts of
it that might hold up to constitutional challenge, but there are also
other parts that may not. I think that the attempt of Senator Eraser
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to clean up the language is a good attempt, and therefore, I will be
supporting it, but I do want you to be aware that the decision that
we got is at the best, a qualified decision, not a quality decision.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Russman, how would gross negli-
gence be definition with respect to this statute?
SENATOR RUSSMAN: Well that is part of the interesting theory
of this case. If you do a study of common law and statutory law, there
is no statutory definiation of gi'oss negligence. There was, except to
say, I mean I think we can all understand that you would have to be
very, very negligent to be gi'ossly negligent. There was some indica-
tion of perhaps changing the language to culpable negligence under
the criminal code. Because culpable negligence is defined and it re-
quires a specific state of mind. But in terms of gross negligence,
there is no definition in the statutes on what is gross negligence.
That would probably be left to a jury to decide if indeed it was to the
point where a town was grossly negligent.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I guess I am still having trouble, and
maybe Senator Eraser can help with this. If we are saying that a
community is only liable if they are grossly negligent, but we have
no definition of gi^oss negligence, then how do we ever determine if a
community is negligent?
SENATOR ERASER: I can only echo what Senator Russman has
already indicated. When we were doing the bill, the original was 441
and reckless misconduct if I remember correctly, but that was even
less of a degree of care that was owed to the pedestrian traffic up to
vehicular traffic. Something less than that is gross negligence. Now
what Senator Russman has indicated is probably what we had con-
cern about. What would ultimately happen is, that there would have
to be a definition by the court as to what constitutes gross negli-
gence. The reason that we didn't use culpable negligence, Mr. Presi-
dent, is because of the fact that that is criminal, that language, it is
not civil, it's criminal as I understand it.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Eraser, just having received this,
this has been a bill that I have been very concerned about. It has
been a problem in my city and in my towns with the liability factor.
Can you give me some assurance that the municipalities will still be
responsible for what takes place in their domain, but that they will
not, in that they will treat the people fairly. How will this change
what is actually going on now? What is this going to do to the rela-
tionship between the municipalities and the citizens?
SENATOR ERASER: I think probably the best way to describe it is
because of the City of Dover decision in 1990. Really there is no
protection for the cities and towns and the communities, except to
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refrain from ordinary negligence. Prior to 1974, if it was 100 years
previously, it was always that the cities and the towns were pro-
tected by the doctrine of sovereign immunity. They had to agree to
be sued, I think that is the correct way to put it. So all the bill is
trying to do is to get the towns to be at least protected except if they
are grossly negligent. And as I say, gross negligence is a term out
there that would have to be interpreted by the court.
Senator Eraser offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to SB 151-FN
Amend RSA 231:90 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
231:90 Duty of Municipality after Notice of Insufficiency.
I. Whenever any class IV or class V highway or bridge or side-
walk thereon in any municipality shall be insufficient, any person
may give written notice of such insufficiency to one of the selectmen
or highway agents of the town, or the mayor or street commission-
ers of the city, and a copy of said notice to the town or city clerk. The
notice shall be signed and shall set forth in general terms the loca-
tion of such highway, bridge, or sidewalk and the nature of such
insufficiency.
II. For purposes of this subdivision, a highway or sidewalk shall
be considered "insufficient" only if:
(a) It is not passable in any safe manner by those persons or
vehicles permitted on such sidewalk or highway by state law or by
any more stringent local ordinance or regulation; or
(b) There exists a safety hazard which is not reasonably discov-
erable or reasonably avoidable by a person who is traveling upon
such highway at posted speeds or upon such sidewalk, in obedience
to all posted regulations, and in a manner which is reasonable and
prudent as determined by the condition and state of repair of the
highway or sidewalk, including any warning signs, and prevailing
visibihty and weather conditions.
III. A highway or sidewalk shall not, in the absence of impass-
ability or hidden hazard as set forth in paragi'aph II, be considered
"insufficient" merely by reason of the municipality's failure to con-
struct, maintain or repair it to the same standard as some other
highway or sidewalk, or to a level of service commensurate with its
current level of public use.
Amend RSA 231:91, 1 as inserted by section 4 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. Upon receipt of such notice of insufficiency, and unless the
highway agents or street commissioners determine in good faith
that no such insufficiency exists, the municipality shall immediately
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cause proper danger signals to be placed to warn persons by day or
night of such insufficiency, and shall, within 72 hours thereafter, de-
velop a plan for repairing such highway, bridge, or sidewalk and
shall implement such plan in good faith and with reasonable dispatch
until the highway, bridge, or sidewalk is no longer insufficient, as
defined by RSA 231:90, II.
Amend RSA 231:92, 1(b) as inserted by section 5 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(b) The selectmen, mayor or other chief executive official of the
municipality, the town or city clerk, any on-duty police or fire per-
sonnel, or municipal officers responsible for maintenance and repair
of highways, bridges, or sidewalks thereon had actual notice or
knowledge of such insufficiency, by means other than written notice
pursuant to RSA 231:90, and were grossly negligent or exercised
bad faith in responding or failing to respond to such actual know-
ledge; or
Amend RSA 231:92-a as inserted by section 6 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
231:92-a Snow, Ice and other Weather Hazards. Notwithstanding
RSA 231:90-92, a municipality shall not be held liable for damages
arising from insufficiencies or hazards on public highways, bridges,
or sidewalks, even if it has actual notice or knowledge of them, when
such hazards are caused by snow, ice, or other inclement weather,
and the municipality's failure or delay in removing or mitigating
such hazards is the result of its implementation, absent gross negli-
gence or reckless disregard of the hazard, of a winter or inclement
weather maintenance pohcy or set of priorities adopted in good faith
by the officials responsible for such policy; and all municipal employ-
ees and officials shall be presumed to be acting pursuant to such a
policy or set of pi'iorities, in the absence of proof to the contrary.
Floor Amendment Adopted.
Ordered Td Third Reading.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 619-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
619-FN, An Act relative to central business districts having consid-
ered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
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That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 162-L:8 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
162-L:8 Investment Tkx Credit.
I. An investment tax credit equal to 75 percent of the contribu-
tion made to the authority during the contributor's tax year shall be
allowed at the contributor's election against one of the following:
(a) Taxes imposed by RSA 77-A.
(b) Tkxes imposed by RSA 84.
(c) Ikxes imposed by RSA 400-A.
II. The credit or any unused portion thereof, may be carried
forward for no more than 5 succeeding tax years, but shall not ex-
ceed $200,000 in any given tax year.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 4 with the following:
5 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 77-A:5, V, relative to investment tax credits.
II. RSA 162-L:8, relative to investment tax credits.
6 Effective Date.
I. Section 1 of this act shall take effect 60 days after it passage.
II. Section 5 of this act shall take effect June 30, 1996.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Grodin, Ches. 6
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. D. Sytek, Rock. 20
Sen. Shaheen, Dist. 21 Rep. Barnes, Rock, 6
Rep. Salatiello, Belk. 3
Senator Bass moved adoption of the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
Senator Heath in opposition to HB 619.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 443-FN-A
Amend RSA 483-B:7 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replac-
ing line 3 with the following:
voluntarily assist with the permitting process under RSA 483-B:6
and
Amend RSA 483-B:14, II as inserted by section 2 of the bill by
replacing line 9 with the following:
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in RSA 483-B:14, 1 for appeals shall apply.
Amend the bill by deleting section 6 and renumbering sections 7-
11 to read as 6-10.
Amend section 8 of the bill by replacing it with the following:
8 Contingency. Sections 1, 2, and 5 of this act shall take effect only
after the general court has approved funding of sections 1,2, and 5 of
this act after consideration of the implementation plan required un-
der section 7 of this act, except that any gifts, grants, and donations
solicited or received by the department of environmental services
under RSA 483-B:15 may be expended only for the purpose of prepa-
ration of the report required under section 7 of this act. The commis-
sioner shall not activate the rulemaking process pursuant to RSA
483-B:17 until the general court has approved funding of sections 1,
2, and 5 of this act after consideration of the implementation plan
required under section 7 of this act.
Amend section 9 of the bill by replacing line 1 with the following:
9 Study Committee Established; Mining Registration Permits Re-
strained.
Amend subparagraph II(j) of section 9 of the bill by replacing it
with the following:
(j) The executive director of the department of fish and game,
or his designee.
Amend paragraph I of section 10 of the bill by replacing it with the
following:
I. Sections 1, 2, and 5 of this act shall take effect as provided in
section 8 of this act.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator J. King moved to have HE 328-A, an act relative to a new
Manchester district court facility and making an appropriation
therefor, Tkken Off The Table.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 328-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
328-A, An Act relative to a new Manchester district court facility
and making an appropriation therefor having considered the same,
report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
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That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Appropriation; Department of Administrative Services. The sum
of $250,000 is appropriated to the department of administrative
services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the site location,
design, architectural plans and rehabilitation and renovation of a
new Manchester district court facility. In planning this facility, the
department of administrative services shall consider issues includ-
ing cost, accessibility, and needs for space now and in the future for
such purposes as storage of records, building security, separation of
adult and juvenile detainees, and private conference rooms. The de-
partment of administrative services shall adopt plans for the facility
after consultation with the current Manchester district court jus-
tices and the capital budget overview committee.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. Alukonis, Hills. 19
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
Rep. O'Rourke, Hills. 35
Senator Nelson moved to nonconcur with the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
Committee of Conference report Fails.





COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 286-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
286-FN, An Act relative to the operation of powerboats on Long
Pond in the town of Northwood having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Long Pond Restrictions. RSA 270:106 is repealed and reenacted
to read as follows:
270:106 Long Pond.
I. No person shall use or operate any powerboat equipped with
any type of power motor in excess of 10 horsepower upon Long Pond
in the town of Northwood.
II. Any person who violates this section shall be guilty of a viola-
tion.
III. The provisions of this section shall not take effect until 2
years after the date on which the state is granted deeded public
access to Long Pond in the town of Northwood.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Stewart, Graf. 4
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Katsakiores, Rock. 7
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. Klemarczyk, Rock. 13
Rep. Turgeon, Hills. 46
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill prohibits the use of powerboats equipped with a motor in
excess of 10 horsepower on Long Pond in the town of Northwood.
The provisions of this bill shall not take effect unless the state is
granted deeded public access to Long Pond.
Senator Heath moved adoption of the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Senator Delahunty moved to have HB 334, an act relative to the
establishment of agency liquor stores, Removed Off The Table.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 334-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
334-FN, An Act relative to the establishment of agency liquor stores
having considered the same, report the same with the following rec-
ommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
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That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 177:11, 1(c) as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
(c) Neither the proposed agency hquor store nor any state liq-
uor store is within 5 road miles of an existing state liquor store or an
existing agency liquor store.
Amend RSA 177:11, III as inserted by section 3 of the bill by re-
placing it with the following:
III. In the event that a proposed agency liquor store will replace
a state liquor store, the commission shall make reasonable efforts, to
provide state employees other positions, if available.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Behrens, Sull. 3
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. W. Desrosiers, Hills. 43
Sen. Hollingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. McKinney, Rock. 23
Rep. Reidy, Hills 45
Senator McLane moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Senator Nelson moved to have HB 488, an act relative to the flexible
spending programs. Removed Off The Tkble.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 488-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
488-FN, An Act relative to the flexible spending programs having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Seriate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Shibley, Belk. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. R. Wheeler, Hills. 6
Rep. Pelley, Straf. 10
Senator Nelson moved adoption of the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator W. King moved to have HB 509, an act clarifying the defini-
tion of public benefit relative to permitting solid waste facilities, Re-
moved Off The Table.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 509
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
509, An Act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to per-
mitting solid waste facilities having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 149-M:10-c, VII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its solid waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of subparagraph 1 1 1(a) provided that it is built within the district
and shall serve only the capacity needs of that district. Any permit
issued for a facility which fulfills the public benefit requirement by
relying on this paragraph shall state that the facility is limited to
receiving solid waste generated within that district.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Scanlan, Graf. 11
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. J. Bradley, Carr 6
Rep. Burnham, Ches. 5
Senator Russman moved noncurrence and request a new Committee
of Conference Report.
Committee Report Fails.
Senator Russman moved that we request a new Conference Report
and keep the same appointees.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator J. King moved to have HB 613-FN, an act relative to the
procedures of the certificate of need board, Removed Off The Table.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 613-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
613-FN, An Act relative to the procedures of the certificate of need
board having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 8 with the following:
8 Notice. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 151-C:8, I to
read as follows:
I. If a standard developed through RSA 151-C:5 or 151-C:6[,]
indicates a need for additional health services, the board shall issue
a request for applications. The board shall publish, in other than the
legal notices section, in a newspaper of statewide distribution and in
at least one newspaper in every county, as well as notify all affected
persons as defined in paragraph VI(b) of this section, a notice that
the board is [accepting] requesting applications for certificates of
need for the specified service. At a minimum the notice shall in-
clude:
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
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9 New Subparagraph; Notice. Amend RSA 151-C:8, VI(b) to read
as follows:
(b) For purposes of this paragraph, "affected persons" include
[health systems agencies for contiguous health service areas, all
health care facilities and health maintenance organizations included
on the comprehensive mailing list developed and maintained pursu-
ant to RSA 151-C:5, 1(a), the New Hampshire Hospital Association,
the New Hampshire Medical Society, the New Hampshire Health
Care Association, the Community Health Care Association, the
New Hampshire Association of Counties, third-party payors li-
censed and doing business in this state], organizations of health
care providers and organizations of health care consumers, as
defined by the board by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 541-A, and
members of the public who are to be served by the proposed project.
For purposes of this paragraph, notification of all qualified appli-
cants in which the proposed project is to be offered or developed
shall be by certified mail. Notification to all affected persons[, ex-
cept] shall be by mail and notification to members of the public,
shall be by [mail] newspaper. [Notification to members of the public
shall be by the publication required in this paragraph. Notification
to third-party payors licensed and doing business in the state shall
be to those third-party payors who have complied with an annual
notification as of the effective date of this provision informing them
that if they wish to be included on a certificate of need mailing list,
they shall submit a written request to the board within 30 days.]
Notification by newspaper shall serve as appropriate notice to all
health care facilities located within the state.
(c) If an affected person fails to receive notification which
was provided in accordance with this paragraph, such failure of
notice shall not be grounds for reversal of a decision made by the
board, defeat any jurisdiction of the board, or adversely affect
the regularity of any proceedings before the board.
Conferees on the PaH Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. R. Foster, Carr. 4
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. Ziegra, Belk. 6
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. A. Tbrr, Straf. 6
Rep. Copenhaver, Graf. 12
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill makes the following changes and additions to the certifi-
cate of need law:
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(a) Changes the threshold for a certificate of need for construction,
renovation, expansion or alteration of any acute care health facility
to $1,500,000, adjusted annually to reflect inflation.
(b) Adopts a threshold of $1,000,000, for a certificate of need for
nursing homes, specialty hospitals and all other health facilities. The
threshold for construction, development, expansion, or alteration of
these facilities shall be adjusted annually to reflect inflation.
(c) Establishes notice requirements by newspaper for solicitation
of requests for applications, standard development, and rulemaking.
(d) Eliminates comprehensive mailing lists.
(e) Establishes a time frame for completeness review of amended
applications.
(f) Changes the time frame for bed increases.
(g) Clarifies the function of ambulatory surgical facilities.
Senator J. King moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Eraser moved to have HB 784-FN, an act creating a long-
range construction program for New Hampshire's highways and
highway bridges. Removed Off The Ikble.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 784-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
784-FN, An Act creating a long-range construction program for New
Hampshire's highways and highway bridges having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part
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Adopted.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 22, relative to changes in reimbursement requirements for psy-
chologists.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 22
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill 22,
An Act relative to changes in reimbursement requirements for psy-
chologists having considered the same, report the same with the
following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. Hogan, Ches. 1
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Hunt, Ches. 9
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. Gross, Merr. 16
Rep. Guay, Coos 7




The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 42-FN, relative to the board of podiatry.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 42-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill 42-
FN, An Act relative to the board of podiatry having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
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Conferees on the Part Cofiferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Kidder, Merr. 2
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Emerton, Hills. 6
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Rep. McGovern, Rock. 27
Senator Colantuono moved adoption of the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Blaisdell, you know that we don't
have the bills, we just have a piece of paper that has your name on it.
So I see that you are the senior member on the group, so therefore I
choose to ask you the question. What is this podiatry bill?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: What happened is that the Attorney
General came in to us and asked us to put in some regulations in the
Podiatry. It seems that some of the Podiatrist in the state of New
Hampshire are cutting people's feet off. They don't have licenses. So
what we did is we put in some rules that says that you can't do that.
Just as simple as that.
SENATOR NELSON: You mean that they can't operate?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Yes. They are trying to regulate some
rules. Those people are breaking the law. What we are trying to do is
straighten it out. That is all that this bill does.
SENATOR NELSON: What about laser surgery?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: I really don't know that, Senator. It
wasn't part of the discussion.
SENATOR PRESSLY: Senator Blaisdell, I am a bit confused. Are
you telling me this paper says that the Senate Concurred with the
House, are you saying now that all new language was brought in?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: There was some language, not all new
language, but some added new language, yes.
SENATOR PRESSLY: So in other words, what we are voting on is
totally new for both chambers?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: What it is, is really what the Attorney
General really asked for to regulate, and that is what we did.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Briefly what happened here was that
after this bill left the Senate, some concerns were raised about
Emergency Medical Ifechnicians. Senator Currier went over to the
House committee and asked them to include the language about
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EMT's onto the Podiatrist bill. That is the reason for the House
amendment. The House did not amend the Podiatry part of this bill.
When the bill came out, Senator Currier did not want to concur
right away, because some additional questions had been raised about
the amendment so he nonconcurred. That was the reason for the
Committee of Conference. Those questions were ironed out; How-
evei', because Senator Currier is not here, I think it would be appro-
priate to table it until he gets back so that he can answer all the
questions that we have. I believe that another Senator would like to
make that motion.
Senator Eraser moved to have SB 42, Laid On The Table.
Adopted.




The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 180-FN, relative to the hearings process on tax abatements for
property taxes and making a supplemental appropriation for the
board of tax and land appeals.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 180-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
180-FN, An Act relative to the hearings process on tax abatements
for property taxes and making a supplemental appropriation for the
board of tax and land appeals having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 76:16, II as inserted by section 3 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
II. Upon receipt of an application under paragraph I, the se-
lectmen or assessors shall review the application and grant or
deny the application in writing within 6 months after notice of
such tax, and failure to do so shall constitute a denial, except
that in the year following a property reevaluation, municipalities
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having 9,000 or more parcels shall have an additional 2 months to
respond to appeals. "Notice of such tax" is defined in RSA 76:16-
a, I.
Amend RSA 76:16-a, I as inserted by section 4 of the bill by replac-
ing it with the following:
I. [Ifl After the selectmen neglect or refuse to so abate, in ac-
cordance with RSA 76:16, any person aggrieved, having complied
with the requirements of RSA 74, upon payment of a $40 filing fee,
may, within [6] 8 months after notice of such tax, and not afterwards,
apply in writing to the board of tax and land appeals which, after
inquiry and investigation, shall hold a hearing if requested as pro-
vided in this section and shall make such order thereon as justice
requires; and such order shall be enforceable as provided hereafter.
Property owners who have appealed a tax assessment to the
board of tax and land appeals and who receive a tax bill for a
subsequent year prior to the time the board of tax and land ap-
peals has acted on the original appeal shall be automatically
considered as having appealed the subsequent bill and no further
filing fee shall be required. "Notice of such tax" means the date the
department of revenue administration determines to be the last date
of mailing of tax bills by the taxing district. The person aggrieved
shall state in its appeal to the board either the date of the munici-
pality's decision on the RSA 76:16 application, or that 6 months
has passed since the notice of the tax and that the municipality
failed to issue a decision in accordance with RSA 76:16.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Pari
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Roberge, Dist. 9 Rep. Grodin, Ches. 6
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Perry, Ches. 10
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Salatiello, Belk. 3
Rep. Soucy, Hills. 39
AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill changes the filing period for requesting a tax abatement
from the municipalities from 60 days to 2 months to make time pe-
riods consistent in the statute. The bill also makes explicit the towni's
existing duty to review and decide abatement applications, specify-
ing a time period to complete such review and decision. The bill
amends the appeal procedure by requiring a decision or denial from
the municipality before appealing to the board of tax and land ap-
peals.
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The bill also specifies that a person must only pay one filing fee for
each appeal to the board of tax and land appeals.




The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 181-FN, relative to the number of winner take all bingo games
allowed on game date.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 181-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
181-FN, An Act relative to the number of winner take all bingo
games allowed on one game date having considered the same, report
the same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. R. Kelley, Hills. 13
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Palazzo, Rock. 16
Sen. Disnard, Dist. 8 Rep. Rosencrantz, Rock. 15
Rep. D. Kelley, Hills. 11
Senator McLane moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 352-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
352-FN, An Act relative to the oil discharge and disposal cleanup
fund having considered the same, report the same with the following
recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 5 with the following:
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6 Fee Changed; July, 1993. Amend RSA 146-A:ll-b, II to read as
follows:
II. Any operator, distributor, dealer, or broker who or any whole-
sale terminal facility which imports or causes to be imported oil into
the state, except those using oil pipelines, railroads, and highways to
transport oil products between states other than New Hampshire or
for international transport of oil products, shall be licensed under
this chapter. The annual fee for the license shall be [$.001] $.025 per
[gallon] barrel of oil which shall be assessed at the time of sale. The
fee shall be paid monthly by the licensee to the department of safety
and then deposited by the department of safety into the oil pollution
control fund administered by the division of water supply and pollu-
tion control. Imposition of the fee shall be based on the records of
the licensee and certified as accurate to the department of safety.
The fee set in this paragraph shall not apply to [1,000 gallons] 25
barrels of oil or less, when the oil is packaged in individual contain-
ers of [55 gallons or] less than one barrel.
7 New Section; Competitive Bidding Required; Rulemaking.
Amend RSA 146-D by inserting after section 5 the following new
section:
146-D:5-a Competitive Bidding Required; Rulemaking.
I. The commissioner of environmental services shall enter into
the competitive bidding process for any project undertaken by the
department of environmental services under the authority of this
chapter with an estimated cost of $10,000 or more. The commis-
sioner may enter the competitive bidding process for any such proj-
ect with an estimated cost of less than $10,000.
II. The commissioner of environmental services shall adopt
rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to the competitive bidding
process to be used under this section.
8 Effective Date.
I. Section 5 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Section 6 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1993.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Dickinson, Carr. 2
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Lewis, Merr. 5
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Stamatakis, Sull. 4
Rep. Holbrook, Belk. 13
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
The bill redefines oil for the purposes of the oil discharge and dis-
posal cleanup fund. The bill also clarifies what expenses are eligible
for reimbursement through the fund.
This bill allows the oil fund disbursement board to employ legal
counsel, with the approval of governor and council, to assist it in its
duties.
In addition, this bill changes the annual fee for a license from $.025
per barrel to $.001 per gallon, for the 1991-93 biennium.
This bill also requires the commissioner of environmental services
to enter into the competitive bidding process for projects under-
taken under RSA 146-D, the oil discharge and disposal cleanup fund,
with an estimated cost of $10,000 or more and to estabhsh rules
relative to the competitive bidding process.
Senator W. King moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 182-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
182-FN, An Act relative to the division of information services hav-
ing considered the same, report the same with the following recom-
mendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and
That the House recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as passed by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Statement of Purpose. For over 2 years, the state data process-
ing and computer management study committee has reviewed al-
most every aspect of state computer operations. The committee's
duties were to examine all aspects of data processing throughout the
state. As a result of the study, it is the intent of the legislature to
establish an office of information technology management, as the
first step in decentralizing computer operations. This is to be accom-
plished by dissolving the division of information services and assign-
ing the computer development activities directly to several user
agencies while the data center operations activities will be assigned
to the department of administrative services and the department of
health and human services. The office of information technology
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management will be staffed by a director and a small staff, whose
function will be to assist state agencies in developing statewide
plans, develop system standards, coordinate development of agency
budgets for information systems, provide agency training and edu-
cational progi'ams, provide technical consultation and review agency
plans and equipment acquisitions. In addition, the office will monitor
the effectiveness of the use of information technology resources and
report to the governor and legislature. A data base management
advisory committee shall serve as the transition authority through
January 1, 1993, to ensure the orderly transition of operations.
2 New Subdivision; Office of Information Technology Management
Established. Amend RSA 21-1 by inserting after section 65 the fol-
lowing new subdivision:
Office of Information Technology Management
21-1:66 Definitions. In this subdivision:
I. "Director" means the director of information technology man-
agement.
II. "Information technology" means the equipment and software
used in electronic data processing and in voice and data communica-
tions.
III. "Information technology management" means the manage-
ment of the equipment, software, personnel, budgets, and other re-
sources involved in the operation of electronic data processing and
voice and data communications.
21-1:67 Office Estabhshed; Functions. There is hereby estabhshed
the office of information technology management, which shall be ad-
ministratively attached to the department of administrative serv-
ices. The office shall be under the supervision of a director of
information technology management, who shall be responsible for
the following functions:
I. Providing technical information technology consultation to
any agency which requests it, including technical advice during the
development or acquisition of information systems.
II. Monitoring technological trends and informing all state em-
ployees and officials about state of the art information systems and
management techniques.
III. Developing a formal information technology planning proc-
ess for approving agency information technology plans, provided
that a legislative appropriation shall be considered final approval for
any project requiring expenditure of funds.
IV. Preparing and maintaining a statewide information technol-
ogy plan based upon agency data processing plans.
V. Reviewing and assessing the feasibility of agency plans, in-
cluding cost estimates and impacts on other agencies.
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VI. Developing those standards necessary to assure that hard-
ware, software, and telecommunications systems acquired or devel-
oped by the state are as compatible among themselves and with
existing state systems as is necessary and practical.
VII. Providing training and educational programs to technicians
and managers.
VIII. Monitoring and reporting to the governor and legislature
on the effectiveness of the use of information technology resources
and on statewide progress in implementing technology plans.
IX. Coordinating information technology development efforts
that affect multiple agencies or other levels of government.
X. Assigning to the various data centers throughout the state
the data processing operations service responsibilities for those
state agencies which do not have access to a data center and which
request to be provided with such a service.
XI. Developing in concert with the commissioner of administra-
tive services and the budget director the capital and operating
budget requests for implementing each agency's information tech-
nology plan, including, but not limited to, appropriate standards for
the uniform presentation of the general budget requests.
XII. Developing in concert with the director of plant and prop-
erty management specifications for the procurement of computer
equipment and software.
21-1:68 Director; Qualifications; Compensation.
I. The director shall be appointed by the governor, with the con-
sent of council, and shall serve at the pleasure of the governor.
II. The director of the office shall be qualified to hold his position
by reason of education and experience. He shall possess a broad
working knowledge, with demonstrated expertise and proven orga-
nizational skills in the field of information technology management.
III. The salary of the director of the office shall be as specified in
RSA94:l-a.
21-1:69 Special Duties. In addition to the powers, duties, and func-
tions otherwise vested in the director by RSA 21-1:67, the director
shall:
I. Develop and implement, subject to approval by the governor
and the legislature, a long-range information technology plan for the
state of New Hampshire.
II. Report to the governor and to the legislature on January 1 of
each year as to the progress made in implementing the state infor-
mation technology plan.
III. Act as chairman of the information technology management
advisory board.
IV. Establish technical committees to advise office staff in the
development of technical standards, procedures, and processes.
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21-1:70 Rulemaking. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the director shall have the authority to adopt rules, pursuant to
RSA 541-A, and to enforce such rules.
21-1:71 Information Technology Management Advisory Board.
I. There is hereby established the information technology man-
agement advisory board. The board shall advise the office on policy
matters, strategic direction, and emerging trends in information
technology, and shall review the information technology manage-
ment office plan and state information technology plans,
II. The board shall consist of the following members:
(a) The director of the office of information technology manage-
ment.
(b) The commissioner of administrative services.
(c) The commissioner of transportation.
(d) The commissioner of health and human services.
(e) The commissioner of safety.
(f) The commissioner of revenue administration.
(g) The legislative budget assistant.
(h) Two heads of departments, appointed by the governor.
(i) Two senior information technology executives from the pri-
vate sector, appointed by the governor.
21-1:72 Technical Committees. The director may establish, as
needed, working committees to advise the staff on technical issues.
Each technical committee shall be composed of personnel from state
agencies who are expert in the specific issue that is the focus of the
committee. These issues may include but are not limited to:
I. Hardware, software, and telecommunications standards.
II. Information technology planning process.
III. Development of statewide policies and procedures.
3 New Section; Information Technology Plan. Amend RSA 9 by
inserting after section 4-a the following new section:
9:4-b Information Technology Plan, Each executive department
shall prepare an information technology plan in accordance with the
information technology planning process developed by the director
of the office of information technology management. The portion of
each plan which addresses the upcoming biennium shall define the
capital and operating budgets necessary for implementing the plan.
The budget data in the information technology plan shall provide for
both new information technology initiatives and existing operations
and shall be consistent with the budget data submitted under RSA
9:4 and 9:4-a, In the case of the failure of any executive department
to submit an information technology plan, the director of informa-
tion technology management shall cause a plan to be prepared as in
his opinion is reasonable and proper.
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4 New Paragraph; Legislative Budget Assistant Audit Division.
Amend RSA 14:31-a by inserting after paragraph IV the following
new paragraph:
V. Conduct audits of the compliance of state agencies with state-
wide information technology standards and procedures.
5 New Paragi'aph; Budget Unit of Department of Administrative
Services. Amend RSA 21-1:6 by inserting after paragraph VII the
following new paragi'aph:
VIII. Cooperate with the office of infoiTnation technology man-
agement in the preparation of the statewide information technology
plan, and incorporation of information technology planning into the
budget process.
6 New Paragi'aphs; Functions of Division of Plant and Property
Management. Amend RSA 21-1:11 by inserting after paragraph X
the following new paragraphs:
XL Requiring, prior to an agency's submission of a request for
proposal for state data processing equipment, software, or services
exceeding $5,000 in total cost, that the agency obtain approval of the
proposal by the director of the office of information technology to
ensure that the procurement is consistent with the state information
technology plan.
XII. Requiring agencies to submit the approval from the direc-
tor of the office of information technology in support of requests for
purchases of information technology equipment or software in ex-
cess of $5,000.
7 New Paragraph; Bureau of Graphic Services in Division of Plant
and Property Management. Amend RSA 21-1:12 by inserting after
paragi'aph III the following new paragraph:
IV(a). A bureau of gi^aphic services under the supervision of a
classified administrator of graphic services who shall be responsible
for the following functions:
(1) Supervising all state printing and its procurement.
(2) Ensuring that all legislative printing within the capability
of the bureau of graphic services shall, at all times, have priority
over other work of the bureau.
(3) Providing the capability to levy cost charges on the use of
each state photocopier.
(4) Using the prison printshop to the extent it can efficiently
do so to function as a vocational rehabilitation facility under the di-
rect supervision of prison authority, provided the prison printshop
shall be entitled to bid on any appropriate state printing job.
(5) Managing a service operation which shall provide graphic
services to all state agencies.
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(b) With reference to the bureau of graphic services and the
rulemaking authority of the commissioner in this area, "graphic
services" shall mean any method of producing written or pictorial
representations and shall include, but not be limited to, all forms of
photography, photocopy, duplicating and printing.
(c) The following exceptions to the authority of the administra-
tor of graphic services shall apply:
(1) He shall exercise no management or other authority over
the state police photo laboratory.
(2) He shall exercise no management or other authority over
the printing, duplication, photocopying, photographic or other
graphic services equipment or personnel of the university system of
New Hampshire, the department of transportation, the department
of employment security, and the general court.
8 Prohibition on Future Employment. Amend RSA 21-1: 14-b to
read as follows:
21-1: 14-b Prohibition on Future Employment.
I. No commissioner, financial data manager, accounting director,
[director of information services, or] director of plant and property
management of the department of administrative services, or direc-
tor of the office of information technology management shall ac-
cept any employment, including work as a consultant or lobbyist,
with any vendor of goods or services holding a valid contract with
the department, in excess of $10,000 over the previous 2 years, until
one year after he shall become separated from the department.
n. No vendor of goods or services holding a valid contract with
the department, in excess of $10,000 over the previous 2 years, shall
employ any commissioner, financial data manager, accounting direc-
tor, [director of information services, or] director of plant and prop-
erty management of the department or director of the office of
information technology management until one year after such em-
ployee has become separated from the department. Any such vendor
who violates the provisions of this paragraph shall be barred from
bidding on any future contract with the department for 5 years after
such violation.
9 Work Order Required . Amend RSA 21-1:38 to read as follows:
21-1:38 Work Order Required.
I. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary,
[the] any provider department [of administrative services], exclud-
ing the legislative branch, prior to performing system develop-
ment or computer operation services for any user agency, shall
obtain a written work order which:
(a) Defines the services being requested by the user agency
and the product to be delivered by the provider department.
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(b) Describes the effort which the provider department must
expend in order to accomplish the services requested and, if 5 man-
days or more are required to complete the work, includes a cost
estimate.
(c) Is agi'eed to by both the provider department and the user
agency, as evidenced by the signatures of representatives of both
parties on the work order
II. Any change or modification to the services requested by the
user agency shall likewise be agreed to in writing by a supplement
to the pertinent work order approved by both parties.
III. The work order form shall be furnished to the user agency
by the provider department [of administrative services].
IV. As used in this section, "user agency" means any depart-
ment, board, commission, institution or other agency or office of the
state utilizing data processing services provided by [the] any other
department [of administrative services], excluding- the legislative
branch.
10 Data Base IVIanagement Advisory Committee.
I. There is hereby established an advisory committee to advise
the commissioner of the department of administrative services re-
garding data base management issues. The committee members
shall be as follows:
(a) The speaker of the house of representatives, or designee.
(b) The president of the senate, or designee.
(c) The governor, or designee.
(d) Two members of the house of representatives, appointed by
the speaker of the house of representatives. The speaker may ap-
point alternates for these positions.
(e) Two members of the senate, appointed by the president of
the senate. The president may appoint alternates for these posi-
tions.
(f) The commissioner of the department of administrative serv-
ices who shall act as chairman of the committee.
II. (a) The advisory committee shall serve as the transition au-
thority to coordinate and oversee the transition to the new data
processing management structure. During the transition period, in
the absence of a state information technology plan, the director of
the office of information technology management shall review and
approve requests for proposals in accordance with RSA 21-1:11, XI
to ensure that the procurement is consistent with agency budget
requests, current operating environments, and any other criteria as
may be determined by the advisory committee to be in the best
interest of the state. The committee shall be authorized to provide
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any reviews and approvals required of the director of the office of
information technology management until the appointment of a di-
rector of that office.
(b) Notwithstanding other provisions of the law, the data base
management advisory committee shall be authorized to approve
transfers of personnel, positions, and equipment between the data
processing units of the department of administrative services, the
office of information technology, the department of health and hu-
man services, and other user agencies. In addition, the committee
shall be authorized to establish positions and to review and revise,
when necessary, job specifications and supplemental job descrip-
tions within the data processing units of the department of adminis-
trative services, the office of information technology, and the
department of health and human services, and other user agencies
within the limits of appropriated funds. The advisory committee
shall not transfer funds unless such transfer is approved by the fiscal
committee.
(c) At the direction of the data base management advisory
committee, the commissioner of administrative services shall submit
a plan for the transfer, where feasible, of systems development sup-
port directly to the end users of those services. The committee,
upon approval of said plan, shall set the schedule and oversee the
implementation of the system development decentralization process.
(d) At the direction of the data base management advisory
committee, the commissioner of health and human services and the
commissioner of the administrative services shall each submit de-
tailed support plans which demonstrate their ability to provide com-
puter operations support to other user agencies in a decentralized
environment. The committee, upon the approval of said plan, shall
set the schedule and oversee the implementation of the computer
operations decentralization process.
III. The advisory committee shall submit a comprehensive re-
port including its recommendations and a summary of its activities
to the governor, senate president, and speaker of the house on or
before December 31, 1992.
11 Report; Date Extended. Amend 1989, 408:91 as amended by
1990, 184:2 to read as follows:
408:91 Report. The study committee shall submit a comprehensive
report with its recommendations to the governor, senate president,
and speaker of the house on or before its termination date in 1991
[covering detailed operational procedures, hardware and software
acquisition criteria, and any proposed legislation necessary to fully
implement its recommendations]. Public notice of each meeting
which the committee holds in order to perform its duties shall be
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placed in the house and senate calendars. Minutes of such meetings
shall be available for public inspection by every citizen during regu-
lar business hours.
12 Moratorium Date Extended; Committee Approval Required.
Amend 1990, 184:5 to read as follows:
184:5 Limitation on Acquisition or Disposal of Computer Equip-
ment by Department of Administrative Services. Other provisions of
law notvdthstanding, [for the biennium ending] until June 30, [1991]
1992, other than for puiposes of maintaining current operational lev-
els, including projects currently approved by 1990, 1 (HB 1500-FN-
A) [or] other special act, or with the prior approval of the data base
management advisory committee, [the division of information
services,] the department of administrative services, and the de-
partment of health and human services, shall not acquire by pur-
chase, lease, or other method, and shall not dispose of by any
method, any computer hardware or software that will modify or
change current operations or applications for data entry, processing
of data, or report generation. After the completion of the study au-
thorized by 1989, 408:89 and 408:91, the committee may recommend,
for introduction at the next session of the legislature, legislation to
implement any or all of the report recommendations.
13 Position Abolished. The unclassified position of director of the
division of information services is hereby abolished when the cur-
rent incumbent resigns or when his commission expires, whichever
is earlier.
14 Salary. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I by inserting in group P the follow-
ing: Director, office of information technology management.
15 Salary. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I by deleting in group P the follow-
ing: Director, division of information services.
16 Transition. All books, papers, records, equipment, unexpended
appropriations, classified personnel, actions, records and other prop-
erty or obligations of the division of information services are hereby
transferred to the financial data management unit.
17 Appropriation; Office of Information Technology Management;
Department of Administrative Services; Department of Health and
Human Services. The following funds are hereby appropriated for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the purposes of this act. The
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sum out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
01 General Government
04 Dept Administrative Services
01 Office of the Commissioner
03 Financial Data Management
99 OIT/Data Processing Reorganization * 574,631
Tbtal 574,631
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Estimated source of funds for
Financial Data Management
01 Ti'ansfers from other agencies 574,631
Total 574,631
* No expenditures will be made from these funds without the
prior approval of the data base management advisory committee
05 Health and Social Services
01 Dept of Health and Human Svcs
01 Office of the Commissioner
02 Office of Mgmt & Budget
02 Data Management
29 Ti'ansfers to Financial Data Management 574,631
Tbtal 574,631
Estimated Source of funds for
Data Management
00 Federal Funds 574,631
Tbtal 574,631
18 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 14:30-a, V, relative to fiscal committee review of requests
for proposals for state data processing equipment.
n. RSA 21-1:9, relative to the division of information services.
III. RSA 21-1:10, relative to internal organization.
IV. RSA 21-1:14, IV, relative to the rulemaking authority of the
commissioner of administrative services.
V. RSA 21-1:39, relative to municipal data processing contracts.
VI. RSA 21-1:40, relative to payments to the department of ad-
ministrative services.
VII. 1989, 408:91, as amended by 1990, 184:2, relative to the re-
port of the data processing and computer management study com-
mittee.
19 Effective Date.
I. Sections 10-13 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
II. Section 15 of this act shall take effect December 31, 1991.
III. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. K. Ward, Graf. 1
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. M. Goulet, Hills. 11
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. D. Hall, Merr. 7
Rep. J. Pelley, Straf. 10
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill establishes an office of information technology manage-
ment.
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This bill also establishes a data base management advisory com-
mittee to oversee the transition to the new data processing manage-
ment structure.
This bill makes an appropriation to the office of information tech-
nology management, department of administrative services and de-
partment of health and human services for the purposes of such
office.
Senator Delahunty moved to adopt the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 183-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
183-FN, An Act relative to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Coop-
erative having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
having considered the same, report the committee is unable to reach
agreement.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. E. Greene, Rock. 18
Sen. Shaheen, Dist. 21 Rep. Ti'ombly, Merr. 4
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Terninko, Rock. 2
Rep. Hanselman, Hills. 17
Senator Shaheen moved to adopt the Committee of Conference re-
port.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 195-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
195-FN, An Act relative to campaign expenditure limitations having
considered the same, report having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Declaration of Purpose. Amend 1989, 212:1, IV to read as fol-
lows:
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IV. Unimpeded access to the ballot is crucial to the realization of
the constitutional gxiarantee of a representative form of govern-
ment. The philosophical basis for democracy is the equal opportu-
nity to participate. Greater participation increases effective
representation, preserving the political power guaranteed to the
people by the constitution. Expenditure limitations will allow
greater ballot access, freer competition of ideas through individual
speech and interaction, and more competitive campaigns. Voluntary
compliance with expenditure limitations will help provide greater
ballot access, which by its nature is necessary to and a part of the
election process. In further recognition of the state's traditional
role in regulating ballot access and candidate qualifications, the
general court finds that these objectives can be accomplished by
the voluntary procedure set forth herein. The general court finds
that these objectives can be accomplished by campaign expenditure
limitations.
2 Filing Declaration of Intent with Secretary of State. Amend
RSA 655:14-a to read as follows:
655:14-a Filing by Other Candidates. Every candidate for state or
federal office who intends to have his name placed on the ballot for
the state general election by means other than nomination by party
primary shall file a declaration of intent with the [appropriate offi-
cial] secretary of state as provided in RSA 655:17-a or RSA 655:17-b
during the same time period in which party candidates file a declara-
tion under RSA 655:14.
3 Filing Fees for all Candidates. RSA 655:19 is repealed and reen-
acted to read as follows:
655:19 Filing Fees.
I. At the time of filing declarations of candidacy, each candidate
for the following offices shall pay to the official with whom the decla-
rations are filed the following filing fees, and shall file with the ap-
propriate official the requisite number of primary petitions as
provided in RSA 655:20 and 655:22, unless the candidate agrees to
limit his expenditures in accordance with RSA 664:5-a. At the time
of filing declarations of intent, each candidate for the following of-
fices shall pay to the secretary of state the following filing fees, and
the following filing fees shall be paid in addition to the requisite
number of nomination papers which must be submitted and filed.
The filing fee paid under this section shall be in addition to the ad-
ministrative assessment paid under RSA 655:19-c. The filing fees
shall be as follows:
(a) For governor, United States senator,and representative to
Congress, $5,000.
(b) For executive councilor, $500.
(c) For county officer, $100.
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(d) For state senator, $100.
(e) For state representative, $25.
11. The fees paid to a town or city clerk by candidates for state
representative shall be forwarded to the treasurer of the town or
city and shall be for the use of the town or city. The fees paid to the
secretary of state shall be deposited by him in the general fund.
4 Reference to Filing Declaration of Intent. Amend RSA 655:19-b
to read as follows:
655:19-b Waiver of Filing Fee and Primary Petitions.
I. A candidate for any of the offices enumerated in RSA 655:19
who, pursuant to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accepts the expenditure
limitation set forth in RSA 664:5-b shall have the filing fee under
RSA 655:19 either waived or refunded, and shall have the require-
ment for filing petitions under RSA 655:20 waived, as provided in
paragi'aph II.
II. If a candidate files the affidavit as specified in RSA 664:5-a at
the time he files the declaration of candidacy or declaration of in-
tent, the filing fee required under RSA 655:19 and the petitions
required to be filed under RSA 655:20 shall be waived. If such affi-
davit is filed within [10] 3 days following the filing of the declaration
of candidacy, the appropriate officer shall refund the filing fee paid
by the candidate as soon as practicable.
5 New Section; Administrative Assessment and Primary Peti-
tions. Amend RSA 655 by inserting after section 19-b the following
new section:
655:19-c Administrative Assessment; Primary Petitions; Nomina-
tion Papers.
I. Candidates for governor. United States senator, representa-
tive to Congress, executive councilor, state senator, county officer,
and state representative who file declarations of candidacy shall pay
the administrative assessment in paragraph I or file primary peti-
tions as provided in paragraph III in addition to the filing fee and
primary petition requirements of RSA 655:19 and 655:20. Candi-
dates for governor. United States senator, representative to Con-
gress, executive councilor, state senator, county officer, and state
representative who file declarations of intent shall pay the adminis-
trative assessment in paragraph I in addition to the filing fee re-
quired by RSA 655:19 and shall meet the requirements of RSA
655:40-45 for nomination by nomination papers. Neither the adminis-
trative assessment which is paid nor the primary petitions which are
filed under this section, nor the nomination papers which must be
submitted under RSA 655:41 and filed under RSA 655:43, shall be
waived or refunded for a candidate for any of the offices listed in this
section who, pursuant to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accepts the ex-
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penditure limitation set forth in RSA 664:5-b. At the time of filing
declarations of candidacy or declarations of intent, the administra-
tive assessment shall be as follows:
(a) For governor and United States senator, $100.
(b) For representative to Congress, $50.
(c) For executive councilor, $25.
(d) For state senator, $10.
(e) For county officer, $10.
(f) For state representative, $2.
II. The administrative assessment paid to a town or city clerk by
candidates for state representative shall be forwarded to the trea-
surer of the town or city and shall be for the use of the town or city.
The administrative assessment paid to the secretary of state shall be
deposited by him into the general fund.
III. Any person otherwise qualified to run for office who chooses
not to pay the administrative assessment as prescribed in paragraph
I may have his name printed on the primary ballot of any party by
filing with the appropriate official the requisite number of primary
petitions made by members of the party, together with one written
assent to candidacy. The number of primary petitions to be filed for
each office shall be as follows: for governor and United States sena-
tor, 200; for representative in Congress, 100; for executive councilor
and county officer, 50; for state senator, 20; for state representative,
5. Candidates for delegate to the state convention shall not be re-
quired to submit any primary petitions.
6 Filing Primary Petitions. Amend RSA 655:20, II to read as fol-
lows:
II. Any person qualified to run for office who does not, pursuant
to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accept the expenditure limitation set
forth in RSA 664:5-b shall, in order to have his name printed on the
primary ballot of any party, in addition to the filing fees prescribed
in RSA 655:19, file with the appropriate official the requisite num-
ber of primary petitions required under RSA 655:22 made by mem-
bers of the party, together with one written assent to candidacy.
Primary petitions filed under this section shall be filed in addi-
tion to the requirement for filing petitions under RSA 655:19-c.
7 Filing Number of Petitions. Amend RSA 655:22 to read as fol-
lows:
655:22 Number of Petitions. The number of primary petitions to
be filed for each office under RSA 655:20 shall be as follows: for
governor and United States senator, 2,000; for representative in
Congress, 1,000; for executive councilor, 500; for county officer, 100;
[and] for state senator, [500] 100; for state representative, [20] 10.
Candidates for delegate to the state convention shall not be required
to submit any primary petitions. The provisions of this section
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shall apply to candidates who do not, pursuant to RSA 664:5-a,
voluntarily accept the expenditure limitations set forth in RSA
664:5-b. Primary petitions filed under this section shall be in ad-
dition to the number of petitions filed under RSA 655:19-c.
8 Application of Excess Campaign Contributions Restrictions to
Congi'essional Elections. Amend RSA 664:1 to read as follows:
664:1 Applicability of Chapter. The provisions of this chapter shall
apply to all state primary, general, and special elections, but shall
not apply to presidential preference primaries. The provisions relat-
ing to political advertising, RSA 664:14 through 17-a, shall addition-
ally apply to city, town, school district and village district elections.
The provisions relating to voluntary expenditure limitations, RSA
664:5-a and 664:5-b, [and excess campaign contributions, RSA 664:4-
c,l shall additionally apply to elections for United States senator and
representative to Congress.
9 Expenditure Redefined. Amend RSA 664:2, IX to read as fol-
lows:
IX. "Expenditure" shall mean the disbursement of money or
thing of value or the making of a legally binding commitment to
make such a disbursement in the future for the purpose of influ-
encing the nomination for election or election of any candidate.
It does not include the candidate's filing fee or his expenses for per-
sonal travel and subsistence.
10 New Paragraph; Independent Expenditures Defined. Amend
RSA 664:2 by inserting after paragraph X the following new para-
graph:
XI. "Independent expenditures" means expenditures by a per-
son, political committee, or other entity expressly advocating the
election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate which are made
without cooperation or consultation with any candidate, or any au-
thorized committee or agent of such candidate, and which are not
made in concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, any candi-
date, or any authorized committee or agent of such candidate. As
used in this paragraph, "clearly identified" means that the name of
the candidate involved appears; a photograph or drawing of the can-
didate appears; or the identity of the candidate is apparent by unam-
biguous reference.
11 Reference to Independent Expenditures. Amend RSA 664:3,
1
is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
I. Any political committee, except the political committee of a
political party, shall register with the secretary of state as provided
in this section. The committee shall register with the secretary of
state before receiving any contribution or making any expenditure,
and in no event shall any political committee register with the secre-
tary of state later than the second Wednesday following any primary
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election. The registration shall be accompanied by a fee of $50, which
shall be deposited by the secretary of state into the general fund;
provided, however, that the political committee of a candidate which
registers under this section shall not be required to pay the $50 fee.
The political committee shall file with the secretary of state a state-
ment of the purpose of the committee and shall indicate whether the
committee will be making independent expenditures in support of or
in opposition to any candidate including the full name of each candi-
date, a statement of the name, address, occupation, and principal
place of business of its chairman, treasurer, and other officers, and a
declaration signed by its chairman and treasurer that the political
committee will not exceed the expenditure limitations allowed under
RSA 664:5, V.
12 Reference to Independent Expenditures. Amend RSA 664:3, II
to read as follows:
II, No member of a political committee, except members of polit-
ical committees of political parties, shall do any act directly or indi-
rectly on behalf of the committee to promote the success or defeat of
a political party, a measure or a candidate, until the statements re-
quired by paragraph I are filed. Only those political committees
that have filed a declaration with respect to independent expendi-
tures as provided in paragraph I may make such expenditures.
13 Prohibited Political Contributions. Amend the introductory
paragraph of RSA 664:4 to read as follows:
No contribution, whether tangible or intangible, shall be made to a
candidate, a political committee, or political party, or in behalf of a
candidate or political committee or political party, directly or indi-
rectly, for the purpose of promoting the success or defeat of any
candidate or political party at any state primary or general elec-
tion:
14 Limiting Amount of Political Contribution, Amend RSA 664:4,
V to read as follows:
V. By any person (1) if in excess of $5,000 in value, except for
contributions made by a candidate in behalf of his own candidacy, or
if in excess of $1,000 in value by any person or by any political
committee to a candidate or a political committee working on
behalf of a candidate who does not voluntarily agree to limit his
campaign expenditures and those expenditures made on his be-
half as provided in RSA 664:5-a, (2) if made anonymously or under
a name not that of the donor, (3) if made in the guise of a loan, (4) if in
any other manner concealed, (5) if made without the knowledge and
written consent of the candidate or his fiscal agent, a political com-
mittee or its treasurer, or not to any one of the same.
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15 New Paragi'aph; Prohibited Political Expenditures. Amend
RSA 664:5 by inserting after paragraph IV the following new para-
graph:
V. No political committee shall make independent expenditures
in excess of $1,000 for any or against any candidate running for a
particular office in a state primary election, and a like amount in a
state general election, in support of or to oppose any candidate.
16 Reference to Declaration of Intent. Amend RSA 664:5-a, III to
read as follows:
III. Affidavits in compliance with this section shall be filed
within [10] 3 days after the date on which a candidate files his decla-
ration of candidacy or his declaration of intent, or is declared a
write-in winner of a primary election.
17 New Paragraph; Political Expenditures for Primary and Gen-
eral Elections. Amend RSA 664:5-b by inserting after paragraph V
the following new paragraph:
VI. For the purposes of this section, RSA 664:5-a and the en-
forcement provisions of this chapter, total expenditures shall mean
the sum of all expenditures made to influence either a state primary
or a state general election made by a candidate and those made on
his behalf by his committee or committees, his party, and his imme-
diate family. Each campaign expenditure limitation amount shall ap-
ply solely and independently to either the state primary election or
the state general election.
18 Advisory Committee; Additional Member. Amend RSA 664:5-c,
II to read as follows:
II. The committee shall consist of the secretary of state, and [4] 5
other members: one person appointed by the house majority leader;
one person appointed by the house minority leader; one person ap-
pointed by the senate majority leader; [and] one person appointed by
the senate minority leader; and one person appointed by the gover-
nor.
19 Additional Reports. Amend RSA 664:6, I and II to read as fol-
lows:
I. Any political committee whose receipts or expenditures in
support of a candidate, measure or political party exceed $500 ex-
cept, for the purposes of this paragraph only, the political com-
mittee of a political party or the political committee of a
candidate, shall file with the secretary of state an itemized state-
ment, signed by its chairman and treasurer showing each of its re-
ceipts exceeding $25 with the full name and post office address of the
contributor in alphabetical order and the amount of the contribution
and the date it was received. [Such report] The statement shall be
filed not later than the Wednesday [3] 12 weeks immediately preced-
ing [an] a primary election, before 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and
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shall cover the period beginning on the day of the committee regis-
tration [or report, whichever is later,] and ending on the Monday
before the [report] statement is due. All receipts of $25 or under
shall appear on the [reports] statements as unitemized receipts. Any
listing exceeding $100 shall be accompanied by the contributor's oc-
cupation and principal place of business, if any. The statement shall
also show each committee expenditure with the full name and ad-
dress of persons, corporations, committees or to whomever paid or
to be paid and the date paid, with the specific nature and amount of
each expenditure since the date of the registration [or report, which-
ever is later].
II. [A second] An itemized statement in the same form as in
paragraph I shall be filed with the secretary of state not later than
the Wednesday 3 weeks immediately preceding [an] a primary and
a general election, before 5 o'clock in the afternoon. [Such report]
The statement shall summarize the [first] period under paragraph I
if a statement is filed and shall itemize all receipts and expendi-
tures since the cutoff of [the first] that statement up until the Mon-
day preceding the filing of the [second report. In addition to the
reporting requirements contained in this section, the secretary of
state shall be notified by the fiscal agent within 24 hours of any
contribution exceeding $500 which is received after the second re-
port is filed and prior to the day of election] statement under this
paragraph.
20 New Paragraph; Itemized Statement on Wednesday Preceding
Election. Amend RSA 664:6 by inserting after paragraph II the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
Il-a. A statement in the same form as in paragraph I shall be
filed with the secretary of state not later than the Wednesday imme-
diately preceding a primary and a general election, before 5 o'clock
in the afternoon. The statement shall summarize the statements un-
der paragraphs I and II if such statements are filed and itemize all
receipts and expenditures since the cutoff of the statement under
paragraph II up until the Monday preceding the filing of the state-
ment under this paragraph. In addition to the reporting require-
ments contained in this section, the secretary of state shall be
notified by the fiscal agent within 24 hours of any contribution ex-
ceeding $500 which is received after the statement under this para-
graph is filed and prior to the day of election.
21 Itemized Statement as of Day of Election. Amend RSA 664:6,
III to read as follows:
III. [A third] An itemized statement in the same form as in para-
gr-aph I summarizing the [periods of the first and second] previous
statements if such statements are filed and itemizing all receipts
and expenditures since the cutoff of the [second] previous report
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and ending on the day of the primary or the general election shall
be filed wath the secretary of state not later than the second [Friday]
Wednesday after the election, before 5 o'clock in the afternoon.
22 New Paragraph; Itemized Statement for Expenditures Exceed-
ing $500. Amend RSA 664:6 by inserting after paragraph IV the
following new paragraph:
IV-a. Any political committee whose independent expenditures
exceed $500 shall file an itemized statement with the secretary of
state not later than 24 hours after such expenditures are made, and
thereafter each time a further $500 is expended. Such itemized
statements shall cover the period during which independent expend-
itures totalling $500 were made. Each statement shall contain the
date of the independent expenditure; the name and address of the
person to whom the expenditure was made; the name of the candi-
date on whose behalf or against whom each expenditure was made;
the amount of each expenditure; the purpose of each expenditure
and the aggregate amount of all previous independent expenditures.
If the independent expenditure is made in support of or to oppose
more than one candidate, the statement made under this paragraph
shall allocate the way in which the expenditure was made among the
candidates on a reasonable basis. For the purposes of this para-
graph, "reasonable basis" means a statement which reflects the ben-
efit or the burden reasonably expected to be derived or suffered by
each candidate. The filing requirements of this paragraph shall be in
addition to all other filing requirements under this section, and shall
not be limited to the filing periods during which expenditures must
otherwise be reported.
23 Information Required on Statement. Amend RSA 664:7 to read
as follows:
664:7 Reporting by Candidates. Each candidate at the primary or
general election for governor, councilor, state senator, representa-
tive to general court, or county officer, who has expenditures ex-
ceeding $500, shall file statements before and after an election in like
manner and detail as prescribed in RSA 664:6, [I-VI], II, Il-a, III,
IV, and V, excepting, however, the expenditures of political commit-
tees of the party to which the candidate belongs in elections other
than primaries.
24 Signature of Treasurer of Political Committee. Amend RSA
664:14, 1 and II to read as follows:
I. All political advertising shall be signed at the end with the
names and addresses of the candidate, his fiscal agent, or the name
and address of the chairman or the [secretary] treasurer of a politi-
cal committee, or the name and address of a natural person, accord-
ing to whether a candidate, political committee, or natural person is
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responsible for it. Said signature shall clearly designate the name of
the candidate, party or political committee by or on whose behalf
the same is published or broadcast.
II. Political advertising to promote the success or defeat of a
measure by a partnership, corporation, labor union, or other organi-
zation shall be signed. The name of such organization shall be indi-
cated and the chairman or [secretary] treasurer of such organization
shall sign his name and address. Nothing in this section shall be
construed to permit contributions which are prohibited under RSA
664:4.
25 New Paragraph; Advertising by Political Committee. Amend
RSA 664:14 by inserting after paragraph V the following new para-
graph:
VI. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, any ad-
vertising in support of or in opposition to a candidate by a political
committee not authorized by the candidate or candidate committee
shall so state.
26 Investigation of Complaint Concerning Violation of RSA 664.
RSA 664:18, 1 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
I. Upon receipt of such complaint, the attorney general or his
designee shall review the complaint, and where sufficient evidence
of a violation is presented, conduct investigations to determine
whether a violation of this chapter has occurred.
27 Power of Attorney General. RSA 664:21, III is repealed and
reenacted to read as follows:
III. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the en-
forcement powers of the attorney general under RSA 664:18.
28 New Paragraphs; Additional Penalties. Amend RSA 664:21 by
inserting after paragraph III the following new paragraphs:
IV. In addition to the fines levied under paragraph I, any person
who fails to file any report or statement on the date on which the
report or statement is due under this chapter shall be subject to a
daily fine of $25 for every day for which the report or statement is
late and until the report or statement is actually filed.
V. The provisions of this paragraph shall apply to violations of
this chapter other than the violation of RSA 664:5-a and 5-b, and a
person liable under the provisions of this paragraph shall not also be
subject to the penalties imposed under paragraphs I, II and IV. Any
person who otherwise violates any provision of this chapter shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor if a natural person or shall be guilty of a
felony if any other person.
29 New Section; Severability. Amend RSA 664 by inserting after
section 22 the following new section:
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664:23 Severability. If any provision of this chapter or the apphca-
tion thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the inva-
lidity does not affect any other provisions or applications of the
chapter which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or
applications, and to this end the provisions of this chapter are sever-
able.
30 Repeal. 1989, 212:1, VI, relative to a declaration of purpose and
changes in federal law, is repealed.
31 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Bass, Dist. 11 Rep. Flanagan, Rock. 8
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. Holden, Hills. 9
Sen. Delahunty, Dist. 22 Rep. Simon, Rock. 9
Rep. Gilmore, Straf. 7
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill amends the law on campaign expenditure limitations.
The bill makes it apply to candidates who intend to have their
names placed on the state general election ballot by means of pri-
mary petitions or nominating petitions. The current law only applies
to candidates who are nominated in their party primary, and to
WTite-in candidates.
The bill also:
(1) Changes the membership on the advisory committee which
monitors campaign financing statutes.
(2) Requires a candidate who does not voluntarily accept expendi-
ture limitations to pay both a filing fee and to file primary petitions.
(3) Establishes minimum filing fee and primary petition require-
ments, regardless of whether a candidate voluntarily accepts ex-
penditure limitations.
(4) Adds new definitions for "expenditures" and "independent ex-
penditures."
(5) Limits the independent expenditures which a political commit-
tee may make to support or oppose candidates.
(6) Adds new penalty provisions for violation of RSA 664.
Senator Bass moved to adopt the Committee of Conference report.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Bass, two concerns on page 9
of the Conference Committee Report. I was wondering if you were
aware of any recent case law or any research that was done to make
sure that these are constitutional? The first one, is in section 14
which differentiates now between the amount in which a person may
give to a candidate. The present law is $5 thousand. This change
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says that if the candidate is not abiding by the spending Hmits, the
donor can only give $1,000 to that candidate. So there is a discrep-
ancy there which I think might not pass constitutional muster. Has
there been any kind of opinion given on that or any kind of research
on any current case law on that?
SENATOR BASS: Senator Colantuono, there hasn't been any case
law developed on any of the New Hampshire campaign spending
limitation, because it has only been in effect for a couple of years.
But let me address that question that you brought up because I
think that it is a very good one. If I understand you correctly, what
you are saying is, can I guess, the equal protection clause of the
constitution in treating various donors differently. If I were a third
party donor, what you are saying is that I could only contribute
$1,000 to one candidate, and I could contribute $5,000 to another
candidate. Yet I wasn't able to make that distinction myself. It was
made by the candidate himself. I checked up Buckley versus Valeo,
and I think the decision which was the 1976 Supreme Court decision
which eliminated the contribution limitation on individuals and I
think Buckley is very clear about the fact that the litmus test that it
sets for a candidates individual ability to express support or opposi-
tion for another candidate is one of many associated means in which
that individual expresses his support i.e. voting is another example,
working in another field is another example. And that it clearly
gives the state's authority to regulate and limit contributions of indi-
viduals so long as they are justifiable and reasonable. So in answer
to your question, I think it is perfectly reasonable for us to do that,
because we have determined as a matter of policy that we wish to
limit campaign expenditures and we wish to create incentives for
candidates to agree to these limitations. One of them is to make it as
simple and as easy as possible for a candidate to raise the necessary
funds. What the amendment does is set the level so that if you do not
agree to limitations, to $1,000 per election, and by the way that is
what the federal limit is now. So that would certainly be reasonable.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: And the same question basically, on
paragi'aph 15 which is a new paragraph relating to independent ex-
penditures. As I understand the current law, there is no limitation
on independent expenditures? I may be wrong, but this limits it to
$1,000 to be spent on behalf of any candidate by an independent
group. Has that been declared to be constitutional in any case that
you are aware of or . . .
SENATOR BASS: That is another very good and interesting ques-
tion. What section 15 does is, it limits independent political commit-
tee expenditures to $1,000. That is not a limitation on the level of
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contribution that an independent committee could make directly to a
candidate or any entity. It is the limitation on the amount of money
that an independent committee can spend on behalf of a candidate
that is not authorized by the candidate and that is clearly, it could be
a challenge to Buckley versus Valeo. It has been added to the bill as
a result of some research that I did in the U. S. Senate in which the
U.S Senate Council for both parties have determined that they feel
that there is a difference between an individual's right of freedom of
expression to contribute to his or her own campaign and an associa-
tion of individuals right to do the same thing. I believe that the U.S.
feds are moving in the same direction.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: In looking at at least the head notes to
the Buckley versus Valeo case just today after noticing this lan-
guage here, I think there are some serious questions about the con-
stitutionality of both those provisions. One of the things that
Buckley versus Valeo established is, that limitations on the amount
that an individual may contribute in which case in the federal law it
is $1,000, as Senator Bass stated is our constitutional. But in decid-
ing that, they said the reason it's constitutional is that all candidates
are treated equally with regard to the contribution limitation. So
this would be a direct violation of that requirement or that condition;
furthermore, Buckley versus Valeo in examining a similar provision
of $1,000 limitation by independent expenditures, under the federal
election campaign act of 1971 struck it down as being unconstitu-
tional. I think that is the very same question that we are talking
about in paragi'aph 15. So I believe that we have at least one clear
violation of the Buckley standard, and one possible or even a proba-
ble violation. Those are two of the biggest changes made in this bill.
I would hate to see us pass a bill which could have the effect of
infringing first amendment guarantees of freedom of speech which
are among the most precious that we have in this country without at
least seeking an opinion from the Justices. At the very least, I would
urge perhaps nonconcurrence, until we can get some of these ques-
tions answered and maybe put the bill on the table.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Colantuono, the question ad-
dresses paragi'aph 15V. Are you saying that, will you tell us again,
the case which is apparently identical to what is being proposed
here, which was found unconstitutional in Buckley? Can you explain
that a little more?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Yes. I will read from the head notes, I
don't have the whole case here. Page 667 noted 21A and 21B say
"that the provisions of the federal election campaign act of 1971 lim-
iting to $1,000 per year independent expenditures by an individual
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or group advocating an election or the defeat of a candidate are un-
constitutional, as impermissibly burdening the right of free expres-
sion under the first amendment".
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Bass, how does Senator Bass re-
spond to that head note?
SENATOR BASS: I responded two ways. The first slightly flipped.
As the Senator well knows, the Supreme Court of the United States
is constantly subject to being challenged from previous rulings. One
comes to mind, the Roe vs Wade decision is under similar challenge
and fortunately, we have the ability to review these decisions from
time to time to determine their constitutionality. The second part of
my response, which is perhaps more serious, is that since Buckley
vs Valeo in 1976, the influence and the sophistication of independent
political expenditures has changed substantially and dramatically. It
is my feeling and the feeling of others who researched this issue that
the courts might, if this were challenged, that the courts might be in
a position as I said earlier, to differentiate between an individual's
first amendment right to contribute to that particular individual
persons election and the right of an association or a group of individ-
uals to contribute to a common cause. The only difference between
the two is that the common cause has more leverage than does the
particular individual,
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Then is the Senator telling us that this
may well become a contested issue?
SENATOR BASS: No. I would respond by saying that the possibil-
ity exists that this particular paragraph might, and I welcome it. If
the time has come, Senator Humphrey, for us to do something about
limiting the influence of unauthorized independent expenditures
that are made either to support or oppose candidates that nobody
can control. There is no limit now. The sky is the limit. This is what
creates, this is part of the reason why campaign expenditures and
the cost of campaigns has skyrocketed because candidates always
have to be on guard for the big independent expenditure which is
usually an expenditure that is a negative. This is where negative ads
come from. This is the expenditure by the independent committee
that is used to blast the other candidate so that the other candidate
can't, isn't going to get criticized himself. So, I agree with you.
There is some possibly. Senator Humphrey, that this would consti-
tute raised questions with respect to the interpretation of Buckley
versus Valeo and that was my intent and I am pleased that it is
there.
Senator St. Jean has moved the question.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, are we not dealing here
with matters of the first amendment and perhaps the fourteenth
amendment? Must we be so hasty about calling- the question? Other
Senators may be interested.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Humphrey, the Chair can only re-
spond to the request that has been put to it. You are out of order on
that. I will call the question as soon as we have had the opportunity
to address the speakers that have been recogiiized, and you still
have the floor, Senator, but I would ask that you direct your com-
ments in a parliamentary manner or to specific Senators, rather
than the Chair in an editorial manner.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, we are here dealing with
the most sensitive issue in a free society. The right to speak freely,
especially in the context of an election campaign and the right to
association in the same context or other contexts. Those are very
important matters. I would not very much like to have an indepen-
dent expenditure made against me. But that isn't the overriding is-
sue here. The overriding issue is freedom of speech and freedom of
association. Senator Bass has pretty well admitted that this provi-
sion, I hope that I am not putting words in his mouth, he is free to
correct me. But this provision conflicts with the findings of Buckley
vs Valeo which was a landmark finding in the area of the first
amendment and the political context. I think furthermore, that it
violates the state constitution. In fact, I think both of these provi-
sions violate the state constitution, and the most important part,
namely the second article, the Bill of Rights. I am told that fre-
quently the Senate measures legislation in light of the second arti-
cle. I am talking about the state constitution, second article. In
these little explanatory notes of court findings, following the second
article, "the principles of equal protection are entended to insure
that persons similarly situated are similarly treated by govern-
ment". So if Senator Bodies and I separately desired to contribute to
a political action committee, I desire to contribute to a politcal action
committee that wants to make independent expenditures and Sena-
tor Podles desires to make contributions to a political action commit-
tee that will contribute to a candidate. I am restricted to $1,000
contribution, Senator Podles, I am not phrasing this correctly, let me
start over A political action committee that wants to make expendi-
tures on behalf of a candidate is not restricted by this provision, but
a political action committee that wants to make an independent ex-
penditure, is restricted to $1,000. That provides for dissimilar treat-
ment of persons similarly situated. So I think the same provision of
our constitution should warn us against this first provision as well.
Mr President, I wonder if I might ask a question of Senator Bass
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about the scope of this bill? Senator Bass, what I am getting at is
this: I mean it's not as though we are about to campaign spending
legislation. We already have that on the books. So what I want to ask
Senator Bass is what is the essential difference between what is now
before us and what is on the books? Is it just these two provisions
essentially and the rest are sort of technical corrections. I mean are
these the two important changes?
SENATOR BASS: The rest are technical corrections. I would say
that there is a paragraph that requires independent committees to
make an additional report right after the filing period. I would say
that is more subsisted. But there is a severability paragraph that is
added, but I would say that these are the two major changes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: These are the two major changes to exist
in statute. Mr. President, I want to be reported . . .
SENATOR BASS: There is another paragraph, oh excuse me, Mr.
President, that was in the original bill about the administrative fil-
ing fees, we already voted on that. So those are the two major
changes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well I want to be recorded as in opposi-
tion to this bill, Mr. President, because we have an excellent cam-
paign spending statute and to make these two new changes, which I
believe and Senator Colantuono believes are unconstitutional seems
unwise to this Senator.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Humphrey, as I understand, the
point that you were making is that it is not fair for us to set-up
separate rules for political action committees and independent ex-
penditure campaigns, is that correct?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I am saying that I think it is unconstitu-
tional by the state constitution to treat this similarly, parties that
are similarly situated.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: But isn't it true that independent expendi-
ture campaigns and political action committees already are treated
differently under the law. That independent expenditure campaigns
are governed by separate rules than politcal action committees. So I
guess I think your point is not valid.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In what respect are they treated differ-
ently?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Well independent expenditure campaigns
are not allowed to deal directly with a candidate if they are related
to a political action committee as opposed to political action com-
mittees . . .
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: That simply is a definition of indepen-
dence.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: But it has to do, under federal law, with
what they are legally allowed to do. So I am not sure that I, since
they are already treated differently, I am not sure that I understand
why this is so much different.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: When you get to expenditure limits, you
get to the real, when you get to the matter of expenditures you get
to the real, you have a real political action committee. You are really
getting to the heart of it there. This is not a technicality, this is the
heart of it and to similarly treat similarly situated parties is a viola-
tion of our state constitution, but worse than that, is apparently,
conflicts with Buckley versus Valeo and Senator Bass as much as
admits it and hopes that it becomes a test case.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Wouldn't you agree now. Senator Hum-
phrey, that there have been a lot of abuses as the result of campaign
spending and that it's in the interest of the elected to try and limit
those expenditures in some way?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Frankly, the answer is yes and no. I
think there have been a lot of abuses, but I don't think that the cure
is limits and micro management of the electoral process. Where abu-
sive, especially abusive spending occur, they become a campaign is-
sue and if they matter enough to the people I think, the people in
their own judgment will deal with it. But to continually pile on stat-
ute and regulations and amendments one after the other, constantly
whittle away at our most precious freedoms is I think, a big mistake.
This is yet another example.
Senator St. Jean moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Roberge.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson, McLane, J. King, Russ-
man, St. Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Roberge, Colantuono, Po-
dles, Humphrey.
Yeas: 17 Nays: 5
Committee of Conference Report is Adopted.
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Senator Humphrey in opposition to SB 195.
Senator Currier not voting, excused.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 208-FN, an act relative to the administration of the tax on lega-
cies and successions and other tax laws relating to decedents.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 208-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill
208-FN, An Act relative to the administration of the tax on legacies
and successions and other tax laws relating to decedents having con-
sidered the same, report the same with the following recommenda-
tions:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate ofthe House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. D. Sytek, Rock. 20
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. E. Chandler, Merr. 1
Sen. Holhngworth, Dist. 23 Rep. H. Saunders, Carr. 5
Rep. A. Gureckis, Hills. 30
Senator McLane moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON KB 328-A
1 The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
328-A, An Act relative to a new Manchester district court facility
and making an appropriation therefor having considered the same,
report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
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Amend the bill by replacing section 2 with the following:
2 Appropriation; Department of Administrative Services. The sum
of $250,000 is appropriated to the department of administrative
services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, for the site location,
design, architectural plans and rehabilitation and renovation of a
new Manchester district court facility. In planning this facility, the
department of administrative services shall consider issues includ-
ing cost, accessibility, and needs for space now and in the future for
such pui^poses as storage of records, building security, separation of
adult and juvenile detainees, and private conference rooms. The de-
partment of administrative services shall adopt plans for the facility
after consultation with the current Manchester district court jus-
tices and the capital budget overview committee.
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
5 Department of Transportation Approval Required. Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, any contracts or purchases by
the department of administrative services for professional architec-
tural or engineering services or for plans, designs and construction
documents for a lease or lease-purchase of any district court facility
shall require the approval of the department of transportation.
6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. Podles, Dist. 16 Rep. Alukonis, Hills. 19
Sen. St. Jean, Dist. 20 Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
Rep. O'Rourke, Hills. 35
Senator J. King moved adoption of the Committee of Conference
report.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 126-FN
Amend RSA 485-C:8, 111(c)(2) as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing line 2 with the following:
with all applicable chapters of RSA title XL and
Amend RSA 485-C:ll, I as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
replacing line 5 with the following:
developed, administered and enforced by the New
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
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Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 191-FN
Amend section 8 of the bill by replacing lines 2 and 3 with the
following:
after subparagraph (o) the following new subparagraph:
(p) Criteria for waiver of the default fee required under
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
THE HOUSE HAS ADOPTED COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 62-FN, relative to retirement allowances under the New Hamp-
shire retirement system.
HB 104-FN, relative to a public water rights report and advisory
committee.
HB 131-FN, relative to liability for acts which create situations re-
quiring unnecessary emergency responses.
HB 142-FN, relative to school district budgets.
HB 143-FN, relative to the liquor commission's authority to close
liquor stores.
HB 161-FN, to allow former federal employees to purchase credit
for their federal services as creditable service, relative to providing
retirement benefits upon the death of certain group I and group II
members, and to define employer participation in the retirement
system.
HB 171-FN, relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain".
HB 203-FN, relative to the confidentiality of quality assurance
records of community mental health centers.
HB 210-FN, creating a committee to study artificial impoundments.
HB 250-FN, relative to the board of nursing.
HB 274-FN, relative to sentencing to county correctional facilities.
HB 286-FN, relative to the operation of powerboats on Long Pond in
the town of Northwood.
HB 323-A, relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
HB 325-FN, relative to reciprocity of dog training.
HB 328-A, relative to a new Manchester district court facility and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 330-FN, establishing a committee to study the issue of an office
of the ombudsman for children.
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HB 334-FN, relative to the establishment of agency liquor stores.
HB 341-FN, relative to a foundation aid formula study committee
and establishing a maximum equalization factor for the foundation
aid formula.
HB 352-FN, relative to the oil discharge and disposal cleanup fund.
HB 363-FN, relative to criminal record checks and fees charged for
criminal record checks.
HB 416-FN-A, relative to drug-free school zones and making appro-
priations therefor.
HB 451-FN, relative to the licensing of residential care and health
facilities.
HB 461-FN, relative to notice for out of district placement by the
court.
HB 462, i-elative to special education hearing officers.
HB 486-FN, relative to collection of forfeitures of recognizances by
the division of motor vehicles.
HB 488-FN, relative to the flexible spending programs.
HB 502-FN-A, relative to child care resource and referral systems
and making an appropriation therefor.
HB 515-FN, giving legislative approval to the division of waste re-
sources, department of environmental services to accept certain
dams if repair costs are paid by the current owners.
HB 523-FN, relative to local cease and desist orders for zoning, plan-
ning and code violations.
HB 532, relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections
and relative to the time for holding town and district business meet-
ings and elections.
HB 560-FN, relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying
certain waters.
HB 563-FN, relative to the creation of trust funds and relative to
unanticipated school funds.
HB 572, relative to exclusions in automobile insurance.
HB 576-FN, relative to the investments which may be made by New
Hampshire domestic insurers, other than life insurers.
HB 577, relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on
plats or applications accepted by a planning board.
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HB 581, relative to personal property of tenants.
HB 595-FN, relative to citations for building code and land use viola-
tions.
HB 603-FN, to establish a mandates task force to recommend modi-
fication or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon munici-
pahties and school districts.
HB 607, permitting actions for damages resulting from violation of
workers' compensation laws by bidders on construction contracts.
HB 611-FN, relative to plastic holding devices used in packaging.
HB 613-FN, relative to the procedures of the certificate of need
board.
HB 619-FN, relative to central business districts.
HB 627-FN, relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders.
HB 648-FN, relative to the industrial development authority and
the housing finance authority.
HB 688, relative to the Mount Washington Regional and the Berlin
Municipal Airports.
HB 709-FN, establishing a study committee to clearcutting forest
resources and extending the effective date for rulemaking by the
board of licensing for foresters.
HB 713-FN, relative to the general counsel of the public utilities
commission.
HB 745-FN, relative to sewage disposal systems.
HB 751-FN, concerning the procedure for local enforcement of cer-
tain state environmental laws.
HB 761-FN, relative to leasing certain state land.
HB 771-FN, relative to sentencing and parole.
HB 780-FN, relative to water treatment plant operators and fees for
water system permits.
HB 784-FN, creating a long-range construction program for New
Hampshire's highways and highway bridges.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILLS
Senator Oleson moved that in accordance with the list in the posses-
sion of the Clerk, House Bill numbered 41 shall be by this resolution
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read a first and second time by the therein listed title, laid on the
table for printing and referred to the therein designated committee.
First and Second Reading and Referral
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles. Wildlife and Recreation commit-
tee.
SENATOR HEATH (Rule #44): Mr. President, and members of the
Senate. I don't want to hold a hearing on this. I know what the
testimony will be. We have had many, many hearings on this. There
are people dying and you may think it is funny, but it's not. There are
people dying in my district every year because of the number of
moose that are crossing highways. You don't see them like you do
deer. There is no white on them like there is a deer. My wife and I
had a close encounter, Senator McLane was attacked by a moose a
couple of years ago, I paid him $100 and he didn't even get her. In a
serious, serious vein, all this does is allows them to fulfill their quota
and I think it might be move the quota up, but we have moose and
it's a huge nuisance. We had over 100 car-moose accidents last year.
We had several deaths. We have had 2 - 3 deaths this year. It's car-
nage out there and the moose will benefit by being in smaller num-
bers because of the proliferation of the brain worm which is why we
didn't have those 20 years ago. The brain worm was endemic and
when the numbers get up there, you have a big collapse in the moose
population. The biology is good. As I understand the department is
not only supporting this, they are urging this. Lester Perham talked
to me about this shortly before his untimely death. It would do no
good to quickly go in and have a hearing and get the pro-moose and
the anti-moose people. This isn't a hunting bill, this is a bill to bring
the numbers down to a safe balance level and that is what we ask our
fish and game department to do, manage wildlife. This issue has had
hearings in the past and we are not talking numbers, the philosophy
of whether moose should be hunted has been decided and that is all
the hearing would amount to. And I don't like violation of process
very much, but I don't think that this is necessary to go through a
sort of a mock show and let everyone come in and do their number
on both sides of the question that it really doesn't circulate around.
It is a safety issue. We suspended the Rules in this body to do triple
glazed windows without a hearing, I guess we ought to be able to do
this, so that a few less people ... I mean there may be people that
are being killed in my district, but they may be people from your
district. And I would urge the Senate to put this through. With the
wisdom of the Governor, if he wants to veto it, then you have your
shot there.
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SENATOR PRESSLY (Rule #44): I think that I would hke to speak
to the bill, because I think that it is important. I feel very strongly
about the public hearing concept and I respect the Senators senti-
ments on that and I have in the past supported this type of legisla-
tion, and I usually agree. I do feel that we have a department whose
job it is to do this and if we want to have a balance between the
hunters rights and the rights of the people who feel that various
species should be protected, I do agree that we should support the
decisions of our departments whom we pay adequately and who are
trained appropriately and etc, but I do have a problem with your
bypassing and in the committee there are certainly emergencies
that we do have the time and the President has indicated that this
vote is connected to having a public hearing. I am voting for allowing
this to happen with that understanding. I know it's a nuisance and I
know that it is something that maybe you don't think is necessary,
but I really think that it is important and we do have the time to do
it. So I am voting for this, clearly with the understanding that the
President has indicated, that there will also be a public hearing.
SENATOR NELSON (Rule #44): I want to agree with Senator
Pressly.
SENATOR DISNARD (Rule #44): I understand what Senator
Heath is saying. But I am one of those who is adamant about a cer-
tain Division being canceled or moved without a public hearing. And
since I was so adamant on that, I don't see how I could vote not to
have a public hearing. I think that we have to go through the proc-
ess.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Disnard, your consistency is inconsis-
tent. You sat here this session and voted to suspend public hearings.
SENATOR DISNARD: I don't recall that. Senator, could you re-
fresh my memory? I don't doubt you, I just don't recall at this mo-
ment.
SENATOR HEATH: We have done it on a number of occasions and I
suspect that one of those you would have been susceptible to. I am
taking a pretty good guess at it, but I stand to be corrected if my
research is wrong.
SENATOR DISNARD: I don't believe it. Senator, I don't believe it.
Senator Hollingworth has moved the question.
Adopted.
Division vote requested on Suspension of the Rules.
Division request was withdrawn.
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Suspension of the Rules is Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Heath moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended to
dispense with the holding of a hearing, the notice of a committee
report in the calendar, and that the bill be put on Second Reading at
the present time.
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles. Wildlife and Recreation commit-
tee.
A 2/3 vote required.
Senator Heath has withdra-wTi his motion of Suspension of the Rules
for a public hearing.
SENATOR HEATH (Rule #44): As former Chairman of the Journal
committee, the only Chairman of the Journal committee to my
knowledge who in the history of the Journal committee had a bill
referred to him, I have to tell you that the topics of bills referred to
that had to do with bees and not moose. That is why you haven't any
bills referred to yet, Senator Bass, we haven't had any bee bills.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH (Rule #44): You commented earher
that we would not be meeting until Monday, because the House has
said that they want to, I mean Tuesday, but you did not believe that
even the conferees would be meeting before Monday. My problem is
this: is it true that either yesterday, since I lose track of the days or
whenever the Governor and Council met, that there are a number of
items put on hold, contracts for providers and the reason given for
those contracts being put on hold was because the Governor said he
was putting a flame to the feet of the House and Senate to come to
an agreement on the budget. Since it's not the fault of this Senate
body, we are ready to move at any time. I would like to make sure
that as in the past, quite often this body has been blamed because
the process hasn't moved swiftly enough for some and I would like to
make it clear that is it not true that this body is willing and ready to
move at any time on this budget process and if the Governor should
perhaps, the group that he believes he works so closely with, be able
to motivate that group to move them forward and let us get on with
our business? Is that not true and is this an appropriate question?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I believe that the events of today
have considerably changed the ability of the Governor to sit down
with the House and come up with a final budget. I am as discour-
aged as you are with the lack of process and the lack of progress in
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this whole process. There is nothing more that I want than to re-
solve this Committee of Conference on the budget so that we can all
finish this session and go home. As I indicated earlier, if the House
would like us to be here at 8 o'clock on Saturday morning, I think the
Senate Conferees will come in. We have tried to work in good faith
and earnestly with them. I think that we have to recognize that
there are some problems in the House at the present time with the
direction that the House wants to go. It makes no sense to bring the
Senate members in until we are at a point where we can start negoti-
ating by line item, by line item in the budget. We have not been able
to do that up till the present time. The House's position has been
that after they have had their votes today, they would sit down with
us and meet with us on the Conference Committee. Clearly, the
actions of the House today, indicate that they are at a point where
they don't have a House position. I believe that they want time to
work on that. So until such time, because it is a House bill and the
House calls the Committee of Conference, we cannot meet or call
the Conference back in. So we are standing here, waiting. I have
indicated to them that it would be the intent of the Senate, at some
point in time if we can't get back to the table, that we potentially
may want to refine our position and go home. Basically adopt the
bill, the budget and send it over to them and leave them with the
opportunity to deal with it. That is irresponsible, obviously. But at
some point in time as I have said for the last two weeks, this process
has to end, the uncertainty has to end and we all need to go about
our business. So it's my hope that we will get to that point, even
though I would like to be doing it tomorrow rather than Monday.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 211, relative to administrative fees of the air resources division
and continually appropriating such fees.
HB 353, to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropriation
therefor, and relative to prohibiting the use and possession of to-
bacco products by persons under 18 years of age.
SB 38, exempting dividends earned by investors in certain mutual
funds from the interest and dividend tax.
SB 72, establishing and continually appropriating a fund for the pur-
chase of vaccines.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the rules of the Senate, be so far
suspended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final




Senator Delahunty moved that the day being completed, the Senate
recess to the call of the Chair, except for House Messages and En-
rolled Bills reports.
Adopted.
Senator Eraser moved that we recess to the Call of the Chair.
Adopted.
Third Reading and Final Passage
SB 151, to protect municipalities against liability in the construction
and maintenance of highways, streets and sidewalks.




REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 771, relative to revocation of parole and reparole.
SB 22, relative to changes in requirements for psychologists.
SB 181, relative to the number of winner take all bingo games al-
lowed on one game date and establishing a committee to study cer-
tain gambling events.
SB 182, relative to the division of information services.
SB 191, relative to fines and to loss of driver's license and plates for
court defaults and increasing drivers' license fees.
SB 208, relative to the administration of the tax on legacies and
successions and other tax laws relating to decedents.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bills:
HB 248, relative to developments having regional impact.
HB 324, relative to highway projects and bond issuance and making
an appropriation therefor,
HB 327, relative to the disposal of state-owned real estate.
HB 443, relative to shoreland protection and making an appropria-
tion therefor and relative to pesticide applications.
HB 579, relative to municipal charters.
HB 608, relative to the law enforcement authority of forest rangers
and officials of the division of forests and lands.
HB 652, relative to the duties of the board of tax and land appeals
and the department of revenue administration.
HB 691, relative to licensing and certification of real estate apprais-
ers and licensing private detectives.
HB 700, relative to highway planning corridors.
HB 742, relative to excavation.
HB 751, concerning the procedure for local enforcement of certain
state environmental laws.
HB 768, relative to technical changes in the unemployment compen-
sation law and to changes in the maximum weekly benefits.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 622, relative to a debt management plan.
HB 674, designating segments of the Pemigewasset, Contoocook
and north branch of the Contoocook Rivers as protected rivers.
SB 126, relative to groundwater classification.
HB 62, relative to retirement allowances under the New Hampshire
retirement system.
HB 131, relative to liability for acts which create situations requir-
ing unnecessary emergency responses.
HB 143, relative to the liquor commission's authority to close liquor
stores.
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HB 203, relative to the confidentiality of quality assurance records
of community mental health service.
HB 274, relative to sentencing and transfers to country correctional
facilities.
HB 323, relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
HB 330, establishing a committee to study the issue of an office of
the ombudsman for children.
HB 334, relative to the establishment of agency liquor stores.
HB 341, relative to a foundation aid formula study committee and
establishing a maximum equalization factor for the foundation aid
formula.
HB 363, relative to criminal record checks and fees charged for crim-
inal record checks.
HB 461, relative to notice for out-of-district placement by the court.
HB 462, relative to special education hearing officers.
HB 488, relative to the flexible spending programs.
HB 502, relative to child care resource and referral systems and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 523, relative to local cease and desist orders for zoning, planning
and code violations.
HB 563, relative to the creation of trust funds and relative to unan-
ticipated school funds.
HB 572, relative to exclusions in automobile insurance.
HB 577, relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on
plats or applications accepted by a planning board and relative to the
Pease development authority.
HB 611, relative to plastic holding devices used in packaging.
HB 613, relative to the procedures of the certificate of need board.
HB 627, relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders.
HB 648, establishing the New Hampshire economic development
commission.
HB 688, relative to the Mount Washington Regional and the Berlin
Municipal Airports.
HB 713, relative to the general counsel of the public utilities com-
mission.
HB 751, concerning the procedure for local enforcement of certain
state environmental laws.
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HB 761, relative to leasing certain state land.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn until Thursday,
June 20, 1991, at 10:00 a.m.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION




The Senate met at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us pray. Lord, there seems to be a tug of war over the budget
which is still going on. I read in yesterday morning's paper that
things seem to be heading in the right direction. In the afternoon
papers, that the Senate was going to pass their own budget and send
it on to the House (what gives). Remember unless there is a compro-
mise, there will be no budget. Hey, let's get together and have a
meetiyig of the minds! Have a heart, okay. Ameyi.
Senator Delahunty led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Aside from what has been said in the pa-
per, I would like to just say that as you all probably recognize, the
Conference Committee's progress on the budget has not been what I
would call outstanding up till this point in time. The Senate Con-
ferees have spent a lot of time at the table. There are still some
significant areas of disagreement. Having worked two full days this
week, including the last day until 4 o'clock in the morning, we finally
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did go home with some significant hurdles that still face us. I would
like to start our session off this morning with a Resolution that we
will send over to the House. We will have it distributed and I believe
not contrary to what I have been saying. There are some that have
mentioned the fact that I said that we would pass a budget today and
go home. For those who have watched the Conference process in the
past recognize that sometimes remarks are made to try and move
the process along and certainly we have done a lot of those in the last




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the year of Our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ninety-one
A RESOLUTION
relative to the operating budget.
Whereas, efforts to bring about a budget for fiscal years 1992 and
1993 are currently stalled; and
Whereas, during the first 5 months of the 1991 session, the Senate
Finance Committee working cooperatively with other republicans
and democrats in the senate, and taking into account the present
economic and fiscal situation which faces New Hampshire, worked
long and hard to craft a spending plan that met the needs of the
state and reduced spending levels where appropriate; and
Whereas, at the request of the governor the senate increased the
appropriations in a number of areas to reflect increased case loads
and included items desired by the house appropriations committee
after it had acted on the bill; and
Whereas, after overwhelmingly adopting this budget as a measure
which responsibly served our citizens the senate conferees contin-
ued to examine state operations for cost savings and have included in
a companion bill a management review team which will continue to
look for areas within state government where savings can be ac-
crued; and
Whereas, the ability of the state to attract $117,000,000 in federal
medicaid dollars has mitigated the senate's position of having to bor-
row to pay for operating costs or the house position of granting a line
item veto to the governor; and
Whereas, the senate stands firmly behind its economic incentives
and other measures to stimulate economic growth; and
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Whereas, the senate commends their conferees for their continued
efforts to achieve cost savings and their effective representation of
the senate position; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate:
That the senate of New Hampshire does by this resolution reaf-
firm the basic principles of the senate's budget and endorses those
changes proposed by the senate conferees.
That the senate urges the house and senate conferees to return to
negotiations at the earliest possible time for the purpose of debating
the merits of each position so that the work of this budget can be
completed; and
That the senate clerk will request that the clerk of the house read
this resolution to the membership of that body and that a copy of
this resolution be forwarded to the speaker of the house and the
house conferees on the state budget.
SR 10, relative to the operating budget.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: I think that the Resolution speaks for
itself. I think that you all have had an opportunity to read it and the
intended purpose of this Resolution is to express the continued will-
ingness of, we hope with the backing of the Senate body to the Sen-
ate Conferees to continue to work in earnest the way that they have
all session long to bring the Conferees back to the table to try and
negotiate the budget in good faith. There has been an awful lot of
effort put into it. There has been an awful lot of insinuation on all
sides of the budget issue and what we are trying to do is to reaffirm
the sincerity of the Senate to continue to negotiate and to pass a
budget that will serve our constituents in a proper manner. I would
urge your full support of the Resolution.
SENATOR DISNARD: I strongly support Senate Resolution 10 as




SENATOR HUMPHREY: I suppose, Mr. President, that the idea of
this Resolution is to show unanimity on the part of the Senate in
hopes of encouraging the House Conferees to move towards our po-
sition. Is that in fact the purpose?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, the purpose of this Resolution is
to try and bring the bodies back to the table and to also have the
House recognize that the Senate does have a position.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I certainly want to join with my col-
leagues in commending and expressing thanks to the members of
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the Finance committee, particularly the Conferees. There tour of
duty has certainly been arguable, but I am one member who is more
in agreement with the House position and in particular with the
Governor's position than I am with the position presently of the Sen-
ate. So I am going to vote against this and wanted to explain why.
Further implicit in this is an endorsement of this medicaid scheme
which is very convenient, no doubt and tiniely, but one which I think
troubles many of us. I understand the rationale that the feds have
dumped a lot of expenses on this state and I find that regrettable. I
wish we could do something effective about that. I also understand
the sentiment in regard to New Hampshire not taking advantage of
the situation when so many of the other states are. But just because
half of the other states are rioting in the streets and bashing in the
store fronts and helping themselves to the merchandise does not, I
think, give us justification for doing the same thing. So for these
reasons, Mr President, I want to be recorded in opposition and in-
deed to encourage a number of Senators who may or may not speak,
but who have, I think, the same feelings that in fact the House
budget and indeed the Governor's budget are better than the one
that the Senate has fashioned.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Humphrey, I have heard this again
and again and I having stayed up till 4:30 that morning, maybe my
calm and equanimous nature is not quite with me this morning. I
would like to ask you a series of questions to which I would like a yes
or no answer One, do you think that the University should have
$4,000,000 taken out of its budget?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes.
SENATOR MCLANE: Two, do you think that the poison center
phone line should be discontinued?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I don't know.
SENATOR MCLANE: Three, do you think that emergency medical
services such as the money that went for the Anesse boy who
needed a bone marrow transplant should be provided by the state of
New Hampshire?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The answer is I don't know, but to re-
spond further, I believe that we can cut more. I think that we have
cut rather little.
SENATOR MCLANE: I am asking you a very specific question and
the reason is that I am tired of overall answers and I want to get
specific.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: How much does that account for?
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SENATOR MCLANE: It is $600,000 and we now owe so much
money to the Children's Hospital in Boston that they will not take
any more New Hampshire children until we have paid the bill that
we owed.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, the Senator's assumption is that
these are the only lines that can be cut. There are still in this last
week opportunities for us to make substantial cuts in personnel.
SENATOR MCLANE: I am asking you, I am reading from a very
specific sheet which contains all the differences between the House
and the Senate budget. You have made a statement that you are
voting for the House budget and the Governor's budget. I am read-
ing to you things that were left out of those budgets that . . .
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, let me give you an overall answer.
The overall answer is yes. I think the imperative is to cut spending.
That means hard choices. I don't think that we are limited to those
choices alone. I think that there are many other choices and I am for
more cutting.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I would just like to add that the Senate
and the House at this point in time are $24,000,000 apart out of a
$1.4 billion budget. That has included reductions in the Senate posi-
tion as well as some increases in the House position. So when we
talk about adopting a Governor's position or a House position, or a
Senate position at this point in time, there has been no affirmation
by the Conference Committee of any of the three positions. It is
clearly expected that when the Conference Committee goes back
into session again, that there will be changes in all three positions.
But I think that this body in a fairly significant vote passed a budget
that had some basic tenets in it that are mentioned in this and
clearly both the Governor, the House, have accepted the use of the
medicaid money at this point in time. I beheve that the Senate Con-
ferees are in agreement on that.
SENATOR PODLES: I would like to also commend the Conferees
who have been working on the budget; however, I see a Resolution
before me and there is one provision here that I will not support, and
I will not support this Resolution that the Senate of New Hampshire
does by this Resolution reaffirm the basic principles of the Senate's
budget and endorses those changes proposed by the Senate Con-
ferees. I am not sure that I support the budget that is coming out of
the Senate. My people are telling me that the Senate budget must
be cut. There is a difference, you have just indicated, Mr. President,
of $24,000,000. I say we need some cuts. There is a serious unem-
ployment crisis out there. People don't have the money. Somehow we
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are going to have to pay for all of these increases. There is still room
for improvement in the Senate budget and I would request that the
Conferees go back and see if they can do better.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I would just respond if I may, that the
primary changes to this point in time, Senator, that have been
agreed by the Conferees, is how to reduce the Senate position in
specific areas. So if your interest is in cuts, the changes that have
been made to the Senate position have all been in a downward mode
at this point in time.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Podles, having served on Fi-
nance as many years as you did, out of the $24,000,000 that we are
talking about, but do you know that $5,000,000 of that is just in debt
service alone that we are discussing?
SENATOR PODLES: I didn't know that, Senator
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Alright. Do you . . .
SENATOR PODLES: I am not privy to that kind of information. I
don't serve on the Conference Committee.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Do you know that part of the Meals on
Wheels that you talked about that you wanted? Wait, Senator, I
think that. Senator, that this has to come out, because you are telling
me as Conferee to go over there and cut. You say there are more cuts
and I want you probably to tell me where these cuts are. Now my
question to you is, you certainly don't want to touch Meals on
Wheels do you? And I think Senator McLane asked another ques-
tion of whether or not you wanted to . . .
SENATOR PODLES: That is a priority, Senator The Meals on
Wheels is a priority.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Okay, is cancer screening a priority to
you. Senator Podles?
SENATOR PODLES: Of course it is, but you are coming up with all
these social services that are very necessary. There is still . .
.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: How about prenatal care, is that a prior-
ity to you, Senator Podles? I think if you stand on the floor of the
Senate . . .
SENATOR PODLES: I am not going to debate it, but if you want to
know. Senator . . .
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Yes, that is what I want to know. Senator
SENATOR PODLES: What I would suggest is cutting the budget 5
percent across the board for everybody. Which is fair All depart-
ments and let them worry about it. That is my suggestion. We have a
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lot of assistant deputies. We have assistant directors. That has to be
taken care of and all department heads will make some kind of cuts.
I am listening to my people. My people are concerned about this
budget.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Podles, do you know that part of
the Senate cuts is $8,000,000 in unfilled positions in the state of New
Hampshire. Did you know that that is in there with a $1,000,000 pool
to take care of them so that they come to fiscal to maybe run the
state of New Hampshire and the departments in the state of New
Hampshire? Do you know that's a part of our budget?
SENATOR PODLES: I looked over the budget. Senator Blaisdell
and there are many positions that have been added.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: No positions have been added. Senator
Podles. You ought to look at that budget. We have not said that in the
Committee of Conference. We are not adding.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Podles, I wonder in talking to your
constituency if you have talked to your Director of Welfare as I have
and heard about the number of people that are coming each day to
that welfare office because they cannot live on the AFDC payments
that we haven't raised and are now 120 percent lower than the cost
of living?
SENATOR PODLES: I have not talked to my Director, but I have
listened to my people even last night. I have talked to some of the
people who run the Children's centers, daycare centers and they tell
me that they have to wait 12 weeks to be paid. There is a lot of
paperwork. These are the things that I have to listen to from my
people. So there is something wrong in the department when you
have to wait for 12 weeks to get paid for the work that they do.
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that this is terribly important. I
think that we are picking on you a bit, because you're a person who
has been known to care about human services and care about people,
but how, at a time when people are out of work and suffering, can
you say that the very structure that is supposed to help them, being
government, should be cut when what they are trying to do is help?
The fact that you have people waiting 12 weeks. I talked to a hospice
group in Meredith. They take care of 45 dying people every week.
And they have not been paid by the state of New Hampshire since
the first of May. They are carrying this and those people would be in
a hospital and we would be paying for them, but they want to die at
home and they are dying at home, but the state of New Hampshire
isn't paying its bills. How can you say at a time like this that we
should be cutting?
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SENATOR PODLES: Senator, I am not being specific. 1 am not
saying that you should cut there. I just indicated and you heard me,
that we should cut 5 percent across the board for every department.
SENATOR HEATH: I likewise rise in opposition to this Resolution.
I don't know what it accomplishes. It is like throwing a little bomb
over there. They know what our position is. I think that they know
that the Senate Leadership has the votes on the Senate's position
and they are intransigent. If they don't want to negotiate, I think
that that is regrettable. This won't make them negotiate any more
than statements that we will pass a budget and go out of order will
make them negotiate. I suppose when I get through I am going to
have the usual array of people saying you know, give me some line
item in the budget that is irresistible and suggest, would I want to
cut that. Give me a red pen and commit to me that you will back my
cuts and I will cut it down to a budget that I can vote for. Or take the
same amount of money that I would suggest and you cut it down,
and I can probably go for your priorities. My priorities are not the
same as the House and I don't think Senator Humphrey's are. I
think that what he said was he liked that better than the Senate's
position. I don't like the House budget either. But I like it better
than the Senate position right now. I don't think that this kind of a
thing advances the process, puts the other team in a negotiating
mood or does anything else. I don't think that there is anybody that
is going to be moved by this Resolution whether it passes or not. I
suspect it will pass, but we all have priorities and my priority hap-
pens to be that this is not the time to have what I view as an out of
control budget pass either House. I don't even like the Governor's
budget. I think that has got things in it that are unnecessary. Expan-
sion of the ski areas, millions of dollars to tear down a building that's
being used. I was in the Walker building the other day, bonding to
buy more land when we don't have the money. I don't like his budget
either. I just think that there hasn't been enough effort to trim the
budget because the people who have been working on the budget
haven't had the trimming as their priority. It happens to be mine
and that is why I'll vote against this Resolution.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would like to say that I am very
pleased to support this Senate Resolution. I have had the pleasure of
sitting through most of the negotiating although I was not there for
the 4 o'clock in the morning ordeal. I would also like to say that I am
very proud of how the Senate Conferees have conducted themselves.
And we have moved somewhat from the Senate position, because we
have made cuts, for those of you who have not been there. We have
cut $1,000,000 from indigent defense. We cut $1,000,000 from the
court systems. We have cut travel. We have cut an enormous amount
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of things. I even lost one of my things that I really wanted. I wanted
to have a part of the position funded for a position in Human Rights.
I lost that because we felt that we couldn't have any new additional
positions, even though mine was going to be partially funded from
the general fund. I think in the ultimate end, would have saved
money for the state. I was willing to give up that position because I
am proud of what the Senate Conferees have done. I support this
budget because I did a little looking at what the actual numbers
were and I heard numbers that it was 13 percent, it was 14 percent
increase. That is just not so. It is more like 3 or 4 percent when you
look at the general fund dollars. That is not even able to keep up
with the cost of living or the general inflation cost. So we are not
passing a budget that is an increased budget. If anything, it is con-
siderably decreased. I think if given the ability to continue to negoti-
ate, the Senate and the House if they were free would have
negotiated the other night. But my sense is that there was another
entity that came forward to the group and felt very strongly that
they wanted to punish the state employees and did not work with
them. And I am not saying that that was the House's position, but
that was certainly what was coming forward, that they didn't want
to go along with the cuts and the benefits for business so that we can
really recover in New Hampshire and that we can go forward to
guarantee jobs for every man and woman out there that wants to
work. And we can have real recovery in New Hampshire and not be
waiting five or six years down the road for that to happen. What I
saw happening was not a will to work together and finally come to a
conclusion. I am glad to endorse this Resolution because I think if
they know we have a will as a unit, as a Senate, the Conferees will
come out with something that is right for every citizen of this state.
We should be very proud of what this budget has done so far and
what these Conferees have done. I would hope that you would all
stand with me and support this.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, there were some things that
were on hold that are differences between the House and the Senate
budget and one of them is something that is very close to both of our
hearts. I wonder if you're going to be happy and what you would say
is going to happen when there is no money given by the state of New
Hampshire to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium where 45 thou-
sand kids have received wonderful experiences in just this past year.
What do you see will happen when money is cut?
SENATOR HEATH: Well, there is only one thing that can happen
and that is that the kids that make up the vast majority of the audi-
ence over there will start having a less subsidized or full price that
represents the cost of the operation of the Planetarium. If it's an
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educational facility in the view of the state that they want to subsi-
dize, they will subsidize to the extent that they want to and if they
don't, they won't, and the children will pay the freight. And when
the children pay the freight, then it will have a slight affect of favor-
ing those children with money and those school districts with money
over those that don't have it. I support an appropriation, an annual
appropriation of $150,000 in that line item. That is one of my priori-
ties. I think it is reasonable and rational. We originally started with
a 1/4 of a million a year and we have come down a considerable per-
centage, but I don't expect that all of my priorities will be met in any
budget and I don't expect that this particular one, having spoken out
against this budget, will do very well, but I can't take a $150,000
appropriation and bind myself to a 3.5 million dollar budget for it. I
just can't be held hostage by one line item in the budget that is that
far out of line -with what I think is a moral and sensible way to pro-
ceed in a time when our citizens are experiencing considerable finan-
cial difficulties.
SENATOR MCLANE: And speaking of citizens, you have admitted
that the children from Claremont and Pittsfield and Hinsdale, where
there is no money in the school systems, will not be able to attend
the Planetarium whereas the children from Wolfeboro, Hanover will
probably go in great numbers. But I wonder if you wanted to com-
ment about the overall effect of this budget in terms of rich people
and poor people?
SENATOR HEATH: It is true that places like Hanover that have a
lot of money may have the same advantage in attending the Plane-
tarium as places like Concord because it is located here and it is also
a rather wealthy town. But the effect is a general effect that children
of poorer families wherever they live will have less chance if the
individual price goes up. Overall, the general effect of a budget in
which you raise taxes is that you reduce personal resources and
therefore, you will bring more people into the troubled area, into the
marginal area the more that you raise the revenues. So you want an
overall effect, that is the effect. I think it will hurt the people of the
state of New Hampshire and all of the bonding and spending that we
do will not turn around a small part of a large regional problem. We
don't have the . . . the federal government didn't do it back during
the depression. It took a world war to end that depression. All the
spending programs during that Roosevelt administration weren't
cutting the mustard and we're certainly not going to do it and now
global economy has a very small part of that by spending that kind of
money. We will not spend our way back into prosperity if we give the
citizens of New Hampshire tax breaks in this budget instead of tax
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increases. They will individually prosper a little better and probably
work a little harder, knowing that we are not going to take it out of
their pocket when they get it.
SENATOR PRESSLY: I rise to say that, to inform you that I do
intend to vote in the affirmative on the Senate Resolution 10 and I
will explain to you why and one of the caveats that I see in relation-
ship to this. I think the major part of this Resolution that I applaud
is recognizing the members of the body that have given the time and
the energy to this task that they have taken upon themselves and we
are basically, well my interpretation of this Resolution is that we are
encouraging these people to continue to pursue finding and negotiat-
ing a budget; however, I feel and I believe I have heard other mem-
bers express that by voting for this Resolution, this is not a vote for
the final budget. I feel and I believe that every member of this body
has the responsibility to read the final conference report. I applaud
the people who are working on this, but at the same time, I feel that
my responsibility as a Senator is that I must take the time to review
the final document which is not prepared yet. Again, I would like to
say congratulations to those who have worked so hard. I think the
vast majority of the Senate position, now that there have been some
changes, I think are commendable and I know that you are doing a
good job to resolve it and I think the important thing is that the
people working on resolving the budget continue to do so. As I say,
my one caveat is that a vote for this Resolution I would trust is not
going to be a message to the Conferees that whatever they do will
be approved by this body. I intend to still encourage them to pursue
the negotiation, but I reserve the right to review the final document.
Thank you.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Pressly, you are entirely correct.
There will be a vote coming back to this body and a Conference
report which will establish a new position between the House and
the Senate. This is merely to affirm that we did in fact pass a budget
here, that there have been changes made in it that the Senate Con-
ferees have agreed to with the House and that what we are looking
for is direction to continue. But I guess I would also just remind the
Senate that you will have that opportunity to debate those changes.
There are going to be some that members who wanted things in this
budget that aren't going to have, and there are some other areas
that things are going to be added to. That is the process.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Hough, first of all I would
like to preface the question by stating that I view this as a Resolu-
tion which basically says that we want to keep up the good, hard
work that has been done by the Conferees and we want a budget for
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the people of the state of New Hampshire and I can support that
concept. I had a little bit of trouble with the wording of the first
Resolution clause. Perhaps Senator Hough can explain what the
changes are that have been made by the Senate Conferees. Unfortu-
nately, I haven't had the opportunity to sit in on all the sessions and
before I vote for the Resolution I would like to know what those are.
SENATOR HOUGH: Well, Tbm, there are a number of recisionary
actions and I am glad that Majority Leader Gross is in the chamber.
It is unfortunate that she couldn't respond to your question with me,
but I think she can stand right there and acknowledge that one of
the areas very specifically that we have addressed is that we have
looked at every single automobile that was in the budget. We looked
at the type of activity that we had gone through in past sessions and
we have moved them all out. In their place we have put a fund of a 1/
4 of a million dollars for emergency replacements to be approved by
the Fiscal committee. That is an activity that we had tried in years
past and it was very successful. It was cost effective. Interestingly
enough on that issue including Mr. Brickett from the Governor's Of-
fice it became apparent to us that we haven't replaced our fleet in a
number of years and we are faced with a number of vehicles with 90
and 100,000 miles and that is grossly inefficient. You are going to see
the pressures to absorb that 1/4 of a million dollars be very intense.
What we took from $600,000 to $700,000 down to a 1/4 of a million.
That is a specific area, so that those cars that absolutely have to be
replaced due to the various functions either in collecting revenue or
providing service, hopefully will be able to be out there. The rest I
am not sure and it has become very inefficient when you have people
in agencies that are hard pressed to do the jobs that they are as-
signed and they just can't move. We may get some aid from Gover-
nor Sununu on that because he has found a way to find
transportation, I understand. Seriously though, there is out-of-state
travel. Again, we have cleaned that. We have set up a mechanism
that has been tried in the past where requests for out-of-state travel
were examined on an individual basis. Only those things that are
critically important will allowed to happen. There will be no Na-
tional Association conferences in Hawaii as there hasn't been in the
last four years that I have been around here. So those are the final.
Those are two examples of the final gleaning if we craft this docu-
ment into the leanest possible positions. We have always had a situa-
tion where there are approximately 900 to 1,000 vacancies in state
government positions at any one time. Some of these positions, if
you've had experience in the military or such as a TOE a manning
tape. We have a court order at the prison and at the former Laconia
State School with a Developmental Services and we have an Institu-
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tion at New Hampshire Hospital that has to maintain to its accredi-
tation. Failure to do so would put in jeopardy its ability to recover
medicaid reimbursement. So we have to make certain hold harmless
provisions on authorized positions for accreditation that we know
are vacant and have historically been vacant. But out of that there is
a $9,000,000 cut in our personnel line that does not affect active em-
ployees, but it is a situation which we have to carry. Any positions
that are vacant will be eliminated. We've had to structure a mecha-
nism whereby when these happen there will be critical functions
that would be at risk and the legislature would be able to respond in
the influent. This is an activity where we have cut. There is always
the assumption of no matter how large the whole in a highly compli-
cated and multi-line budgetary act that you can arbitrarily take a
percentage cut. You can't, but you can structure a document that will
allow for continuing with more corrections and net the recisions in
the cuts that you were looking at. On and on, if you were to ask
members of the conference. The Daycare coordinator position comes
in and goes out. Where it will be ultimately, Senator Podles, I don't
know. But you know that you and I have very strong feelings of
supporting that position. Right now the House has a different opin-
ion. That is still on the table. There are a number of things that are
still on the table. We can't walk away at this juncture. I will tell you
that the emphasis in the conference and it's not unusual to find this
in any conference and that is to take what you have and then bring it
into focus, and as you bring it into focus, you ultimately do the cuts
that you are looking for. And we could answer that continually. Reve-
nue sharing, it would become a position of whether or not you would
make your commitment to the communities in a structured, histori-
cal fashion. We have had resources that we didn't anticipate, so now
that the question of how we support, maintain our support to the
local communities is clear and there will not be any delaying of pay-
ments. That isn't a cut, but that is a position that I think that is
virtually universally supported. But on the one hand that brings the
document better into focus. If your question is sincere, and you want
to know what we are doing, obviously, there are other things that I
can't recall, but I would tell you that the members that have been in
the conference for the last two to three weeks are aware of items
that I have forgotten. There have been cuts and there will continue
to be cuts and quite frankly, some of them we can support. For exam-
ple, the courts, $2,000,000 out of the Judiciary budget. Now people
can smile and people can be concerned. But we know that there is a
backlog of cases in Hillsborough county. It is one thing to pick on
lawyers and judges. They're fair game at any time. We understand
that, but we still have to provide a judiciary. We have done a lot of
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things to help them, but we specifically reduced their appropriations
and they have to be able to live within them.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I guess as a summary, are we being
asked to endorse any upper changes in the Senate position or have
they all been downward changes?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would tell you that the Conference has
been a case of repeatedly moving back from the appropriation docu-
ment that was passed by this chamber and the few remaining issues
some will go and some be affirmed by our colleagues across the Hall.
So the answer to your question is the conference has moved down
from the Senate's position repeatedly, repeatedly. And will there be
any upward movement? I will answer you very specifically. There
are a number of items that the House Conferees feel very strongly
about that would add to the Senate spending line on a number of
issues. There was a request and supported by the Governor and
supported by the House Conferees relative to, I believe, two or
three positions in the Attorney General's Office. Now that is differ-
ent and it's positive in relation to the position we established. Can
you support that? Can you justify that in relation to the whole Con-
ference is spending money in that area, but if you sit back and you
talk with both the Governor and the Attorney General and the
House Conferees, the Senate Conferees, that may be an area that
good times and bad, in terms of criminal prosecutions in and out of
control, violent crime rate that we may have to look very seriously at
though. But that is initiative not by this body. It was brought forth
by the House Conferees. It was requested by the Governor. If we
are here tomorrow, God help us, if we are here next week, what
you're going to see as all through this legislative session, that on a
daily basis, there is something that crops up that you have to tend
to. Generally the answer is it's off from the Senate position.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Colantuono, I grew concerned as I lis-
tened to Senator Hough. I think the long hours have washed away
his usual clarity and pace in speech. I wondered if you gathered from
his reply to your question a better understanding of what was going
on and what you would be endorsing in this: and the second part to
that question, if you did, if you would be kind enough to explain it to
me? I would be glad to hear it, would you do that, or have you found
a greater understanding?
SENATOR COLANTUONO: My interpretation of his remarks is
that we're endorsing lower spending by passing this Resolution.
SENATOR PODLES: Senator Hough, when I was looking over the
budget, I noticed that there were some new cars added for the Reve-
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nue Department. Could you tell me how many are now left? Are you
providing in the budget for the Revenue Department?
SENATOR HOUGH: Nineteen automobiles in the Department of
Revenue Administration. The cars that they have cannot be oper-
ated on the road, won't pass inspection. There are people in the De-
partment of Revenue Administration that are out collecting the
Rooms and Meals tax from the restaurants and the grocery stores
that have to pay that. They are not getting there and if they get
there, they are using their own automobiles at a great expense to
the state of New Hampshire. These automobiles, aside from any-
thing else, are just a situation where they have to be replaced. You
have to collect your revenues.
SENATOR PODLES: Could you tell me if that's the total number of
automobiles that the Revenue Department has to go out and collect
that money?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, it is not.
SENATOR PODLES: It is not, so they have in addition to 19, there
are others out there?
SENATOR HOUGH: These are the ones that for all intents and
purposes don't work.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Holhngworth, I wondered if you
might notice on the 3rd paragraph, it says "whereas, at the request
of the Governor, the Senate increased the appropriations in a num-
ber of areas" and I noticed that is one of the only places I've seen the
word "increase." Would you happen to know what it is that the Gov-
ernor has requested? I don't mean the whole thing, but maybe just
give us an example of what this is?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Yes, there were several areas that
the Governor came to the Senate and asked them to increase, one
such place was in the AFDC funds. In several places in the caseload
and also in the medical grant position and also for the nursing serv-
ices. The area for aeronautics, the health benefits for retirees, the
increase for business and industry, the James case which in two
areas that has to be funded, and there are several others. It is about
$12,000,000 that he has requested, I am told, $12,000,000 additional
request from the Governor.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Holhngworth, do I understand you
to say that the Governor of the state has requested increases of
$12,0*00,000 in this budget?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: That is correct. That is what in our
Senate budget, what we carry. He had originally said $22,000,000
and then there was a cutback, so it is now at $12,000,000 increases in
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the Senate's version to cover the Governor's errors and the faults
that the Governor had not put in his original budget or had not gone
into the House budget.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator Hollingworth, would you believe
that obviously, we are all working together to accomplish the same
end and that is to help the people in need in the state in the most
critical positions that we agi'ee with the Governor and the Governor
agrees with us sometimes?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: That is true, Senator
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I don't want to enter into the debate, but
what you also have to recognize is that the closer we get to June 30,
the more accurate the numbers get in terms of what you have for
present caseloads that need to be served. So the Conference Com-
mittee is going to be making changes upward in some areas and
downward in other areas, as the information from the departments
come in.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Blaisdell, do I correctly under-
stand that regard to fiscal year 1992, that the Senate Budget even
with the addition of the $41,000,000 in medicaid funding, are you still
in deficit by about $23,000,000?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Twenty-four, I guess. Around 24, you are
talking about debt service and things like that.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So that the principles which by this Res-
olution we're being asked to endorse, in fact lead to a $24,000,000
deficit in the first fiscal year, even with the addition of this
$41,000,000, rather fraudulently, secured from Washington.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: My answer would be absolutely no. Sena-
tor My answer to you would be absolutely no.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: But the deficit is 24 million?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: The difference between the House and
the Senate as of right now is $24,000,000 between the two of us. Five
million is debt service; the University is in there; I can't give you all
of them, my papers aren't here, but . . .
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, if I could respond to that. The
Senate has a plan for dealing with that. We are dealing with a bien-
nial budget. There are some adjustments that the House and the
Senate are working on that would reduce that. I would also add that
there is in fact going to be a request to reduce or eliminate a tax that
was passed by this body when the new budget comes back to us. So
we are going to use that revenue that is coming in to eliminate the
necessity for passing a tax that we already passed.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, may I ask a further question then?
Does this document show the difference between the House and the
Senate positions?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: No, it doesn't.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I don't think so. This is a document that
shows the surplus or deficit with regard to each fiscal year.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: And it should show a $9,000,000 surplus at
the end of the 2 years.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: At the end of the 2 years. But for the
first year we are going to run a $24,000,000 deficit?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, as I have said earlier, there is a
proposal that is before both bodies in the Conference that does not
have a deficit at the end of the first year and that is the goal.
SENATOR ROBERGE: Senator Hough, in regard to revenue shar-
ing, are we level funding revenue sharing in the Senate budget to
the same level that it was funded last year to cities and towns?
SENATOR HOUGH: I believe the appropriation, both in the Senate
version and the House version, is the statutory appropriation as es-
tablished in 1984. And it's that value. Sheila.
SENATOR ROBERGE: There will be no cuts in the appropriate . . .
SENATOR HOUGH: The law requires a value and that's the policy
that was established in 1984. You remember when we did it?
SENATOR NELSON: Mr. President, I want to be absolutely clear
on this particular document which is a Resolution which obvioulsly
is not binding. It isn't going to do much I think in terms of the peo-
ple. The question specifically is this. When we vote on this, are we
voting on the budget and not the actual package for revenues? Are
those two separate issues?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: There are two separate issues. I want to
make it clear to the Senate that I think it's important for this body to
tell the Conferees to go back to the table, both in the House and the
Senate. And you should not write into this Resolution, that your
actions today are an affirmation of the Senate budget, that they are
an affirmation of the changes that have been taking place. It basi-
cally says to the Senate Conferees, myself included, that we think
that it is important for the state of New Hampshire to have a
budget, a budget that is the most effective, cost efficient budget,
which is the goal that I think every member of this body has di-
rected Senate Finance to do. But it is also clear that the delibera-
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tions on the budget have been very difficult, that there have been
problems. I don't think that the Senate wants to see come back to it,
a document that removes the basic principles in which we adopted a
budget. Those included fully funding revenue sharing to local cities
and towns, doing some things in the Economic Development area
and it is more an affirmation of those principles than anything else. I
believe and I personally drafted this, that it is important that we
pass this today to send the House the message that we are serious
about getting this budget problem behind us. I would just like to add
that no budget means that state government shuts down, that you
need an appropriation for the Governor to spend. I know the Gover-
nor sent a letter out asking for a plan of how we are going to operate
state government after June 30. But if there is not a continuing reso-
lution, if there is not a budget, you do not have a state government
with the ability to spend $1 on July 1, which means that some pretty
drastic things would have to happen at that point in time.
SENATOR NELSON: In this Resolution, I appreciate that answer,
which really clarifies a lot. I really appreciate that. The second ques-
tion, sir, is, are we in any way endorsing bonding or any other taxes
when we support this or are we supporting this in terms of the mes-
sage to go forth and do the best you can?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would just add that in fact that
where we are at right now has reduced the Senate's position on
bonding capital items by $32,000,000. That we have taken the medi-
caid money in the Senate and the House I think we are going to
come to an agreement, to eliminate one of the taxes the Senate
passed, to reduced the capital expenditure for bonding school build-
ing aid, and the appropriations for sewer grants. So we are moving
and we are taking that money and we are not spending it. We are
reducing some of the things that I think we recognize that weren't
pleasant to do when we voted on this budget. And clearly, the fact
that this money exists means that we have an opportunity to put
together a budget that is going to be more palatable to all of us.
We're all not going to agree with it, but this is a process of compro-
mise. This is important to me, and I will say that right now to the
body, I have been here virtually 18 hours a day for the last two
weeks as well as the other Conferees and I am getting tired just like
everybody else, but I recognize that we have an obligation to the
people of the state to appropriate money so that we have a state
government. Now you may disagree with what that state govern-
ment is, but I don't think that anybody in this body would disagree
with me that we need a budget document and we need it fairly
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quickly if we are going to continue to have a state that is respected
for its ability, for its legislature and its executive branch to manage
its own affairs.
SENATOR MCLANE: I am sorry, but I can't resist. I have one
question of Senator Humphrey that I think is sort of the essence of
the opposition to this Resolution and to the process that we are go-
ing through and I wondered if he would answer this question. Sena-
tor, I have heard from both the Governor and the President of the
Senate that if we do not pass a budget by June 30 that state govern-
ment will shut down and I noticed that your reaction to that was to
say "good". I wonder if you really could give me a vision. If the peo-
ple that vote against this Resolution and plan to vote against the
Senate budget, really believe that if you could give me some sort of
scenario for what you think would happen on June 30 if it was a
"good" thing for state government to shut down?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well it's my understanding that the Gov-
ernor has warned or has indeed asked the Department heads to
make preparations for all but the most essential services. So in the
first place, the proposal or the means of dealing with it would not be
to shut down the government as you say, but to shut down those
services which are not essential. I don't personally view that as a
dire emergency. That would result in some very real savings. I think
there are better ways to do it and that is why I am suggesting that
we need to step away from making this a personal issue between the
President and the Governor and the Speaker, as it is more and more
becoming, it seems to me, and to address the figures and not the
egos and the personal positions.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Thank you, Senators. I would hke to add
that there is a real question that is going to have to be addressed if
we don't have a budget. What happens on July 1? I would rather not
address it, because the whole issue of whether or not you can con-
tinue to operate state government without an appropriation will
then be in question. There are some that have a very drastic view of
what happens and I am not willing to take us to the point where that
would have to happen.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in support of the Resolution. I would
like to pick out one reason why I like what has been done by that
Committee of Conference. When it came over from the House some
time ago, if you remember, they wanted to cut the business profits
tax or revenue sharing or whatever you want to call it back from the
towns some 40 percent and Senator Hollingworth came in with an
amendment to see that it was going to be ironed out in the next
three fiscal years they might get 4.1. I think in our society there is
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one thing that people need and that is shelter. Especially in the win-
ter time and it has always been the dream, maybe, to a lot of people
in my district that some day they would own their own house and
maybe a little piece of land. I am telling you that that dream is disap-
pearing to some of our people. When I see a sign in my town or my
district up for sale, I am apt to stop and ask why, because I am
interested. I want to know why they have to sell their old home-
stead. And there are two things, property taxes and maintenance. I
can roof my house. I did three years ago. A lot of people my age
gi"oup can't. In my age group we pennied it and we nickled it and we
dimed it to accumulate a little property. Now you can't keep it. The
United States of America, the richest country in the world, and
some of our citizens can't keep their property that they worked and
slaved for. We passed that amendment as far as I know at this time,
the people that I have talked to in that Committee of Conference
have dug their heels in and said "Otto, don't worry, we aren't going
to pile more taxes onto your locals". Remember ever since the reve-
nue sharing or business profits tax was passed in 1972 this state of
New Hampshire, the legislature has whittled away at it and whittled
away at it to take care of some of these nice programs which we all
like to have, but you have done it at the expense of your property
owners. I hate to keep harping on this, but I still say it is a shame
when people can't keep their property and it is happening. I assure
you it is. Thank you very much, Mr. President.
Senator Delahunty has moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Blaisdell.
Seconded by Senator Delahunty.
Recess.
Out of recess.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
Colantuono, McLane, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Dela-
hunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Podles, Humphrey.
Yeas: 21 Nays: 3
SR 10 is Adopted.
Senator Humphrey in opposition SR 10.
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HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in the pas-
sage of the following entitled Bill sent down from the Senate:
SB 151-FN, to protect municipalities against hability in the con-
struction and maintenance of highways, streets and sidewalks.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles. Wildlife & Recreation commit-
tee. Ought lb Pass. Senator Bass for the committee.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR BASS: I would refer your attention to the redistributed
version which is the #3199 and it is titled HB as amended by the
House. The bill essentially authorizes the Fish and Game Director
with the consent of the Commission to establish a moose hunting
season and bag limits or whatever the proper term is. Harvest, ex-
cuse me. However, it sets a 10 day limit for 1992 and it also requires
the Executive Directors and the Commissioner of the Department
of Transportation and the Commissioner of the Department of
Safety to prepare and submit a report to the Speaker of the House
and to the President of the Senate recommending measures to re-
duce collisions between moose and motor vehicles. The second part
is the part that was added by the House. The committee urges your
support of their motion of ought to pass for a number of different
reasons. The moose herd has steadily increased over the last few
years. Most as a result of a substantial amount of lumbering that has
been done in the state as a result of the Spruce Budworm disease.
The necessity of cutting down large tracts of land which produced a
lot of low vegetation and it's caused an explosion in the moose popu-
lation. This has the potential of resulting in the spread of diseases
and so forth as exist in any herd of wild animals that is allowed to
multiply without any form of management or control. I would also
point out that the road hits, or whatever, moose kills on the road in
New Hampshire have gone from 114 in 1988 to 120 in 1989, to 170 in
1990. The fact is that the Fish and Game Commission uses many
instances to determine how large or small a moose herd is and the
necessity of having a hunting season and how long, how short it may
be and they have a very successful track record in managing other
types of game species. The fact is with an estimated moose herd of
4,000 it's unlikely that the harvesting of 50 or 75 or 100 moose in any
one year is going to make a substantial difference. So the committee
urges your adoption of the committee report of ought of pass.
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SENATOR COHEN: I would like to offer a floor amendment to this
which has been distributed. The purpose of this floor amendment is
to keep the moose hunt at 3 days as it is now and not to extend it. I
heard no testimony on, within the Wildlife and Recreation commit-
tee that indicated that by increasing the moose hunt, increasing the
take, there was no evidence whatsoever, that that would reduce the
collisions. We all are interested in reducing the collisions. What my
amendment does is it changes the first paragraph. It leaves the sec-
ond paragraph which I believe is the important part, requiring the
Executive Director of Fish and Game in conjunction with the De-
partment of Ti'ansportation, the Department of Safety to recom-
mend measures to prepare a report to find ways to prevent collisions
between automobiles and moose. That I believe is the intention, that
is what I would hope that everybody could agi'ee to here without
increasing the moose hunt. I saw no evidence. The Fish and Game
Department said in their testimony that an increase in the take
would be unlikely to reduce accidents. There was testimony that in
areas where moose are hunted now, there are higher incidents of
accidents with cars. There are more collisions in an area where the
moose are hunted. As I said, there is no evidence that increasing the
hunt will decrease the accidents. The only way by increasing the
hunt we could decrease the accidents would be by totally decimating
the moose herd. I don't think that anybody wants to do that. It is
important that we implement the second section, I believe, to reduce
the accidents. I would move that the HB 41 be ought to pass with
the amendment. One suggestion is that oftentimes when moose are
on the highways it's to lick the salt left over from the winter salting.
It was suggested that people put out salt licks well back from the
highways to prevent the moose from going onto the highways, or
increasing signage, but let this committee do its work, find ways to
reduce the collisions and not unnecessarily increase the moose hunt.
SENATOR BASS: Mr. President, I am assuming that Senator Co-
hen's amendment is #3387L and if that is indeed the case, I rise in
full support of his amendment because what it does is put the moose
hunting season in and eliminate the study report and although I do
think that the traffic study and the traffic problem is significant, if
Senator Cohen feels that. I would like a one-minute recess.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR BASS: I would like to correct the record. Senator Cohen
has explained to me that the purpose of his amendment is somewhat
different from that which I had originally thought. His amendment
does add the language to the first paragraph of the bill terminating
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the authority, the Executive Director, but it keeps the moose hunt-
ing season at three days as set by previous law. It leaves the 2nd
section of the existing bill intact, but it doesn't mention it in the
amendment, so I stand corrected. I rise in opposition on that basis to
the Cohen amendment and I would simply say that many of my re-
marks have already been covered only to say that reducing collisions
is one of many reasons to allow the moose hunting season to be ex-
panded. But the Fish and Game Department has managed our Wild-
life Program in this state for all of the other species that are hunted,
with what I think is gi'eat efficiency and success. Tb put the moose
hunting season into a special catagory that requires a legislative
mandate to change it certainly, if nothing else, will make it neces-
sary for us to have this debate, year after year and I really question
whether or not we are really or should be the final authority on
making decisions that require biology and require a lot of compila-
tion and data and require, I think, a much clearer understanding of
what the situation is with respect to the moose herd than we are
really in a position to make as legislators. I think that we should let
the professionals worry about this problem. They are going to act
responsibly. They have with all the other wildlife that they have
dealt with and I think that the question of extending the moose sea-
son to 10 days is not going to adversely affect the size of the herd. I
urge your opposition to the Cohen amendment.
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, you indicated that there was no
testimony that would indicate that the amount of moose that are on
the highway and killing the citizens of the state of New Hampshire
in motor vehicles would be reduced as a result of this bill, but in
sheer numbers if the herd was reduced by a certain number,
wouldn't percentages there, be that fewer moose that would actually
get in the roadway?
SENATOR COHEN: Senator Currier, as I said there was testimony
indicating that where hunting takes place now, there are more
moose/automobile collisions, as the moose hunt is going on. I sup-
pose if you decimated the herd, totally wiped it out, then there
wouldn't be any moose to run into cars, unless you are advocating
that position?
SENATOR CURRIER: Well, quite frankly I am concerned. I don't
think that the moose are on the road just during hunting season. I
mean they are on the road 365 days a year. I had a very close friend
of mine that was killed recently in Plymouth while he was riding his
motorcycle by one of these moose. I, quite frankly, think that Fish
and Game and others are probably much better equipped with the
data to determine whether the moose hunt should be increased and
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so forth. I don't think that they would actually do anything that
would prevent the extinction of the moose in New Hampshire. I
would think that that would be most harmful to our National Wild-
life Refuge here in New Hampshire. But I really think that your
amendment doesn't address some of the immediate concerns relative
to the moose population.
SENATOR COHEN: Well, I wasn't sure if I heard a question in
there, but . . .
SENATOR CURRIER: Would you believe?
SENATOR COHEN: In reference to the idea of reducing collisions,
I am very interested in reducing the collisions. I don't think that
there is anybody who doesn't want to do something to reduce the
collisions. I heard no testimony from Fish and Game or from any-
body for that matter that by increasing the hunt it would in fact
reduce the collisions. The way to reduce the collisions is what is
called for in the second paragi-aph of this bill which we would keep,
which would find methods, signage, cutting back brush near the
highway or any other ways to make sure that we do in fact reduce
the incidents of moose and motor vehicle collisions. If you want to
reduce the motor vehicle collisions with moose, then I would suggest
that we vote ought to pass as amended.
SENATOR HEATH: I rise in opposition to the amendment. One of
the prime pieces of testimony that we had on this legislation is that
Fish and Game determines what reduction is healthy for the herd
through hunting and they set that number and if you get three rainy
days, you don't meet that number. If you have three real ideal hunt-
ing days, you might meet that number. But in three days it is un-
likely. That is why they need to expand the number of days to
achieve the numbers that they set that are healthy for reduction. I
don't think that this is going to cut down greatly on the number of
incidences of 179 times a car encountered moose last year. There was
almost one last night when I came home from Concord, very close,
within 1-1/2 miles ofmy house. One came out of the woods like it was
on a railroad track. It didn't look right or left like a trotter horse
coming right across the road. I narrowly missed it and that is the
second time this year. On a rainy night, my wife and I came up be-
hind two that were running down the middle of the road on a fairly
sharp bend. But we were all going in the same direction and it gave
us time to stop. But if you kill 100 moose in a hunting season, none of
those 100 will kill a human being in an automobile accident. That is a
fact. I don't know how many people are going to die in moose encoun-
ters this year. I don't know how much property damage and injury is
going to happen, but this won't cure it and don't believe that it will.
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This is simply doing two things that gives the Department the abil-
ity to get the numbers that they set taken out of the herd and it
gives them the opportunity and the chance to further study ways to
reduce incidences of accidents. The salt lick thing probably won't
happen because if you put salt licks back from the road to attract
moose back there, you will attract a lot of deer at those salt licks and
consequently, a lot of hunters will be sitting around the salt licks,
and hunting over salt licks is quite against the law in every state. It
would be a very attractive nuisance that would have to be main-
tained vigilantly by the department and I don't think that the de-
partment has the resources to do that. But there may be some ways
that we can help educate the public and reduce it. But even an edu-
cated public, I consider myself a little educated about the moose
problem that I could have an encounter as many of my friends and
neighbors had, who we all full well know that there are certain areas
in Sandwich and Tkmworth where there have been a lot of moose
accidents and yet they still occasionally have one because these ani-
mals have no inhibition when they are running across the road. They
don't look left and right like we teach our children. So I would urge
you to vote against the amendment and for the bill as passed by the
House.
Senator Cohen offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 41
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles.
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 Tkking of Moose; Hunting Season. Amend RSA 208: 1-a, I to read
as follows:
I. No person shall hunt, take, or have in his possession any
moose or any part of the carcass of a moose taken in this state with-
out first obtaining a valid license for such activities from the depart-
ment offish and game. The executive director offish and game, with
the consent of the commission, may estabhsh, by rules adopted un-
der RSA 54 1-A, a hunting season of up to 3 consecutive days for
moose in any county of the state, or any portion thereof. Such rules
shall include, but not be limited to, the mode by which moose may be
taken; the length of the season; requirements for reporting by
hunters; sex limitations; and total take in any one year, which may
not exceed 75 the first season. The authority of the executive di-
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rector as granted by this section shall expire on December 31,
1996, except that such authority shall permit the executive direc-
tor, with the consent of the commission, to set the opening date
of hunting season for moose for 1997.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes the executive director of fish and game, with
the consent of the fish and game commission, to set the season for
the taking of moose until December 31, 1996.
This bill also requires the executive director of the fish and game
department, the commissioner of the department of transportation
and the commissioner of the department of safety, to prepare and
submit a report to the speaker of the house and president of the
senate recommending measures to reduce collisions between moose
and motor vehicles.
This bill also sets the 1991 moose season from October 15, 1991, to
October 24, 1991.
Senator Cohen moved to have HB 41, relative to setting the moose
season and reducing collisions between moose and motor vehicles.




A Roll Call requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Cohen.
The following Senators voted yes: W. King, Hough, Roberge, Nel-
son, Podles, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, Heath, Eraser, Currier,
Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey,
J. King, St. Jean.
Yeas: 10 Nays: 13
Motion to have HB 41 Laid On The Tkble Failed.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Cohen, relative to your
amendment which I take it is still before the body. Did you attend to
leave paragraph 3 of the original bill in place which sets a ten day
hunt for this year?
SENATOR COHEN: No. I intended it to be three days.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: So we should vote against your
amendment then?
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SENATOR COHEN: Well in that case, I would suggest killing the
entire bill along with my amendment.
Senator Cohen withdrew his floor amendment.
SENATOR OLESON: I rise in support of the committee amend-
ment. I will give you two reasons. One is that I got a phone call over
the weekend from a doctor in the Lancaster Hospital and he said
that it is amazing how many accidents and injuries by moose related
incidents. It isn't just hitting moose which is bad enough, but some-
times I think everyone of us when an animal crosses in front of us we
try to avoid it. And people in cars are going off and injuring them.
The second thing is that a friend of mine who happens to be one of
your very good substantial people, I am talking about a farmer who
earns his keep to stay alive and he said, "Otto it isn't the funniest
thing in the world to look down my lower meadow and see a couple of
bull moose parading down with my new wire fence tangled up in
their horns". "Well", I said, "of course you can destroy them, for de-
stroying property", but of course the answer is you can do it after
the damage is done. So they are to a certain extent a nuisance and I
would wish you would vote 41 as has been amended.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: What I would like to say is Senator Cohen,
the amendment that he had asked to be drawn was not drawn the
way that he liked it. Now it wasn't what he intended. Now we may
vote the amendment down, but I think as a courtesy and a matter of
fairness or perhaps this afternoon we have to come back this after-
noon and I don't think that it would be unfair to ask that it at least be
postponed until this afternoon so that he could at least go to Legisla-
tive Services and have them draft the amendment that he asked
them to have drawn and it was apparently indeed drawn improperly.
So in a sense of fairness really, I think we ought to at least let him
have his amendment drawn properly and have us take a look at it
and then if we don't like it we can vote it again. So I am going to
move to table, if it's appropriate till this afternoon at least so that he
can have it properly drawn.
SENATOR CURRIER: I agree that the courtesy is great, but I
don't know if I am a moderate or a liberal or a conservative at this
point. But the question I have is why don't we just take a straw poll
right now, to find out if we want to waste the money of having an-
other stupid bill drawn and another tree cut down to produce the
paper to do the bill. It doesn't make any sense.
SENATOR RUSSMAN: In response to your question. Senator Cur-
rier, I know it seems that you might have been one of the people up
till 4 o'clock in the morning. I realize that we are all getting perhaps
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a little bit short at the end of session here, but in all fairness to
another fellow member, he didn't get what he wanted from Legisla-
tive Services, so in fairness to him I don't think it's too much to ask.
We would do it to anyone else-that we at least extend that courtesy.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: The Chair believes that that is an option
that the body has before it.
Senator Eraser moved to have HB 41, Laid On The Table and made a
Special Order at 2:30 this afternoon.
Adopted.
HB 41, IS LAID ON THE TABLE and made a SPECIAL ORDER.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 509
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
509, An Act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to per-
mitting solid waste facilities having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 149-M:10-c, VII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its solid waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of subparagraph 1 1 1(a) provided that it is built within the district
and shall serve only the capacity needs of that district. Any permit
issued for a facility which fulfills the public benefit requirement by
relying on this paragraph shall state that the facility is limited to
receiving solid waste generated within that district.
Amend the bill by inserting after section 3 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 4-5 to read as 5-6:
4 Completed Applications. Any application for a solid waste facil-
ity permit which has been deemed complete by the division of waste
management, department of environmental services on the effective
date of this act shall be subject to a determination of public benefit
under the provisions of RSA 149-M:10, Il-b, rather than the provi-
sions of RSA 149-M:10-c inserted by this act.
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Conferees on the Part Conferees 07i the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Scanlan, Graf. 11
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Ti'ombly, Merr. 4
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. J. Bradley, Carr. 6
Rep. Burnham, Ches. 5
Senator W. King moves noncurrence and requests a new report.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 509
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
509, An Act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to per-
mitting solid waste facilities having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 149-M:10-c, VII as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
replacing it with the following:
VII. Any proposed solid waste facility to be owned and con-
trolled by a solid waste district, or a member municipality on behalf
of its sohd waste district, shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements
of subparagraph 1 1 1(a) provided that it is built within the district
and shall serve only the capacity needs of that district. Any permit
issued for a facility which fulfills the public benefit requirement by
relying on this paragraph shall state that the facility is limited to
receiving solid waste generated within that district.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. Scanlan, Graf. 11
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Trombly, Merr. 4
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. J. Bradley, Carr 6
Rep. Burnham, Ches. 5
SENATOR W. KING: The only thing about this amendment is the
effective date. It becomes effective immediately on passage. But I
would like to reiterate for the record what I said on the sixteenth of
the month. And that is that there is a section in there that deals with
a financial viability of a project. And that is the financial viability
from the point of view of the person who is making application. It
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does not allow the Department of Environmental Services to assess
whether or not a project is financially viable. We leave that up to the
market to decide.
Senator W. King moved concurrence with the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
Adopted.
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Currier moved to have SB 42, an act relative to the board of
podiatry, Removed From The Tab\e.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 42-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill 42-
FN, An Act relative to the board of podiatry having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Kidder, Merr. 2
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Emerton, Hills. 6
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. Ward, Graf. 1
Rep. McGovern, Rock. 27
SENATOR CURRIER: Evidently last week there was some ques-
tion regarding the Podiatry bill. This thing has bounced around from
the Executive Departments Committee to Senate Finance and back
and forth and I believe the basic question that was asked at last
session was dealing with the scope of practice with regard to Podia-
try. I believe that Senator Nelson had a question regarding that. To
answer her question, the scope of practice on this particular piece of
legislation does not change. What this bill is basically doing is bring-
ing in line with all of the other Boards and Commissions that are
dealt with by the Board of Registration in Medicine so that in terms
of hearings and proceedings everything is very similar. At the Sen-
ate hearing there were some questions regarding scope of practice,
but the House and the Senate really didn't take any action regarding
scope of practice. There was also an amendment placed on there
dealing with the Board of Registration and Medicine in the Phar-
macy Board relative to the Advanced Life Support practices of
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Emergency Medical Technicians in the state of New Hampshire to
allow them to do invasive IV therapy practices which were question-
able in terms of the current legislation. The House agreed to that
amendment in the Executive Departments and Administration com-
mittee in the House. What you have before you is the bill as
amended.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Currier, we missed you a lot last
week. We did discover a few things that you had left behind such as
an amendment on jet skis. So my question of you is, does this bill
contain any amendment having to do with anything else besides po-
diatry?
SENATOR CURRIER: Senator, the bill does have a House amend-
ment which includes a provision for licensing of Emergency Medical
Technicians with regard to IV therapy. That was done in the House.
That was not done in the Committee of Conference. Basically what
we are doing is concurring with the House amendment of a Senate
Bill. There has been no other, but it does have an amendment that is
germane in the sense that it's relative to the Board of Pharmacy and
the Board of Registration in Medicine which the Podiatry bill deals
with as well. The reference that you made otherwise, I really am not
sure about.




The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
SB 97, relative to administrative rules and state mandates.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON SB 97
The committee of conference to which was referred Senate Bill 97,
An Act relative to administrative rules and state mandates having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the House amendment, and concur with the House amendment, and
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That the Senate and House each pass the bill as amended by the
House.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Currier, Dist. 7 Rep. Kidder, Merr. 2
Sen. J. King, Dist. 18 Rep. W. Boucher, Rock. 23
Sen. Heath, Dist. 3 Rep. Dowd, Rock. 7
Rep. Larochelle, Hills. 38
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR CURRIER: On a previous bill that was passed by the
Senate dealing with Senator Heath's bill, setting up a commission
and so forth for provisions that were modified in HB 603 and we
think that everything has been taken care of with regard to some of
the basic concerns that we had during that period of time. So with
this Committee of Conference Report now receding from our non-
concurrence position because HB 603 has in fact passed this body.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 104-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to a public water rights report and advisory
committee and relative to water usage by
registered hydroelectric facilities.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 142-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to school district budgets, the Tilton and Northfield Union
school district and the Winnisquam regional school district.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
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Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 161-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to retirement system benefits and retirement
system membership eligibility and making
an appropriation from the retirement
system administrative account.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 171-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 4 the following and re-
numbering section 5 to read as 6:
5 Contingent Renumbering. If SB 182-FN becomes law, RSA 9:4-b
as inserted by section 2 of this act shall be renumbered to RSA 9:4-c.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 210-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
creating a committee to study artificial impoundments
and relative to the department of environmental
services revolving fund.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 250-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 9 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 10-11 to read as 11 and 12, respec-
tively:
10 Unlawful Ads Clarified. RSA 326-B:15, II and III are repealed
and reenacted to read as follows:
II. Practice as a registered nurse, practical nurse, or nursing
assistant when the license or registration has been revoked or sus-
pended or when the license or registration has lapsed or is inactive.
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III. Use, in connection with the licensee's or applicant's name,
any designation tending to imply licensure as a registered nurse,
practical nurse, or nursing assistant unless so licensed under this
chapter, except that retired registered nurses may use the designa-
tion "R.N. (ret.)" and retired practical nurses may use the designa-
tion "L.RN. (ret.)." Retired status does not allow the practice of
registered or practical nursing as governed by this chapter.
Amend the bill by replacing section 12 with the following:
12 Provision of HB 597 Nullified. 1991, 34:5, relative to unlawful
acts, shall not take effect.
13 Effective Date.
I. Section 10 of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 325-FN
Amend section 2 of the bill by replacing lines 2-3 with the follow-
ing:
after section 3-d the following new section:
207:3-e Use of Ifelemetry Equipment Restricted. No person shall
use a
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 416-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to drug-free school zones and making
appropriations therefor and establishing a
committee to study certain issues
related to drug-free zones.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 451-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to the licensing of residential care and health
facilities and establishing a study committee
on the Patients' Bill of Rights,
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 486-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 3 the following and re-
numbering section 4 to read as 5:
4 Contingent Renumbering. If SB 191-FN becomes law, RSA
597:38-a as inserted by section 1 of this act shall be renumbered to
RSA 597:38-b, and the references to RSA 597:38-a in RSA 263:56-d
as inserted by section 2 of this act shall be changed to RSA 597:38-b.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 515-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
giving legislative approval to the land conservation investment
program to accept certain dams and continually
appropriating the dam maintenance fund.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has recalled from the Governor the
following entitled bill, and has amended and passed said Bill, in the
passage of which the House asks the concurrence of the Senate:
HB 517-FN, relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
Senator Heath moved concurrence.
Adopted with House Amendment.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 509, clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to permit-
ting solid waste facilities.
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SPECIAL ORDER
TAKEN OFF THE TABLE
Senator Cohen moved to have HB 41 relative to the moose season
and reducing collisions between moose and motor vehicles, Tkken
OffThelkble.
Adopted.
HB 41 relative to the moose season and reducing collisions between
moose and motor vehicles. Wildlife and Recreation committee.
Ought to pass. Senator Cohen for the committee.
SENATOR COHEN: The corrected floor amendment, I am appre-
ciative of Senator Colantuno for finding the inconsistency and this
does correct it. This keeps the hunt at the present 3-day level and it
makes sure to keep the focus of doing what we can to avoid collisions
between automobiles and moose and I would urge a vote of ought to
pass on the amendment.
SENATOR HEATH: Briefly, for all of the reasons that were reiter-
ated earlier, I urge you to vote no on the amendment and to stick
with the original version of the bill. There would not be time or a
possibility for a Committee of Conference that would effectively kill
the bill if you pass the amendment.
SENATOR OLESON: For practically the same reasons that my col-
league Senator Heath has stated, I hope that we defeat the amend-
ment as offered at the present time and go back to the original bill.
As I said before and I emphasize it once again, over the weekend I
had a doctor call from the Lancaster hospital that you would be sur-
prised at how many injuries are reported in the hospital every week,
not just the cars hitting moose, but the related causes such as avoid-
ing animals which I think that we all try to do. I might have it both
ways, Mr. President. Because before where my brother owns his
homestead there is a crossing and from one to three moose are hit
every year in that area. Those less injured, my brother has been
allowed to take them, he has the equipment. He has one freezer full
of moose meat the year round. I think that I would like to see the
Department have more authority over the moose seasons. In my
district and my area, they are a nuisance. Maybe they aren't in the
southern part of the state, but if the Fish and Game had the author-
ity to set seasons and try to manage them to some degree, this is a
direction that I should take and I think this bill as originally offered
is a step in that direction.
SENATOR PRESSLY: The reason that I have choosen to speak
about this is, that all of us as elected officials have to grapple with
our philosophy in the things that we believe in and the things that
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we care about and it has been many years that I have developed a
position that has really been comfortable for me and I wish to share
it with you. I consider myself a strong environmentalist and some-
one who cares about history and heritage and what we stand for. It
has always been very easy for me to say that we must protect every
living creature. Anyway, I would like to speak to this for a personal
reason, but also philosophically. I think it's a position that makes
sense and I think that it should be expressed. This is what I want to
say. I think that the important thing in any legislation is what we call
balance, where you weigh the interest and the concerns of all the
people and come up with a position that is fair to all. And if you, this
has become a very emotional issue, because these are living crea-
tures. They are very dramatic; they are magnificent. There is a little
bit of romance about these enormous, powerful creatures, but I
think that we also have to remember that hunting is part of our
heritage and it means a great deal in the development of our land
and that hunting is in fact a legitimate activity and one that deserves
some form of protection also. Therefore, I do support the concept
that we, as legislators, that we have hired professionals to balance
and weigh. There have been other speakers who have referenced the
technical side of it. These factors all come into play. I believe that the
interests are sufficiently important to all of those concerned, that
this should be left to professionals that we have hired so that they
can weigh the pros and cons. I am confident that the department will
see that this magnificent species is protected, will see that it has the
ability to graze and to roam free in New Hampshire and at the same
time that the hospitality industry, that the hunters, the people that
do enjoy that aspect of New Hampshire, will be able to do so. As far
as the length of time, I would like to make an argument that I feel
that that also should be left up to the professionals. In many ways if
you try to crowd in hunting into a short period of time, there might
be a safety factor involved. Again, I think it should be left up to the
people that we have hired to do this very thing. Thank you very
much.
Senator Cohen offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to KB 41
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles.
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
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1 Taking of Moose; Hunting Season. Amend RSA 208: 1-a, I to read
as follows:
I. No person shall hunt, take, or have in his possession any
moose or any part of the carcass of a moose taken in this state with-
out first obtaining a valid license for such activities from the depart-
ment offish and game. The executive director offish and game, with
the consent of the commission, may establish, by rules adopted un-
der RSA 541-A, a hunting season of up to 3 consecutive days for
moose in any county of the state, or any portion thereof. Such rules
shall include, but not be limited to, the mode by which moose may be
taken; the length of the season; requirements for reporting by
hunters; sex limitations; and total take in any one year, which may
not exceed 75 the first season. The authority of the executive di-
rector as granted by this section shall expire on December 31,
1996, except that such authority shall permit the executive direc-
tor, with the consent of the commission, to set the opening date
of hunting season for moose for 1997.
Amend the bill by deleting section 3 and renumbering section 4 to
read as 3.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill authorizes the executive director of fish and game, with
the consent of the fish and game commission, to set the season for
the taking of moose until December 31, 1996.
This bill also requires the executive director of the fish and game
department, the commissioner of the department of transportation
and the commissioner of the department of safety, to prepare and
submit a report to the speaker of the house and president of the




A Roll Call was requested by Senator Roberge.
Seconded by Senator Eraser.
The following Senators voted yes: W. King, Hough, Roberge, Nel-
son, Podles, Russman, Shaheen, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Oleson, Heath, Eraser, Currier,
Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Colantuono, McLane, Humphrey,
J. King, St. Jean, Delahunty.
Yeas: 9 Nays: 14
Floor Amendment Fails.
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Committee Report is Adopted.
Ordered Tb Third Reading.
Senator W. King in favor of HB 41.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 35-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill 35-
A, An Act making appropriations for capital improvements having
considered the same, report the same with the following recommen-
dations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Capital Appropriations. The sums hereinafter detailed are
hereby appropriated for the projects specified to the departments,
agencies and branches named:
I. Adjutant General
A. Replace 2 roofs * $ 130,000
Total state appropriation paragraph I $ 130,000
II. Administrative Services
A. Repair State House dome $ 250,000
B. Concord district court furnishings * 50,000
C. State House elevator repairs 200,000
D. Demolition of Walker building 1,800,000
E. Coos county superior court-renovations
and code requirements 600,000
Total state appropriation paragraph II $ 2,900,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagrpah II, D shall be used for
the asbestos removal, demolition and cleanup; filling of cellar hole;
and the capping, removing and rerouting of utilities. Any funds re-
maining after completion of the project shall be used for site work
preparation of a parking lot to be located on this site and used for
state purposes.)
III. Environmental Services
A. Match state water pollution revolving loan fund $ 5,131,074
B. Winnipesaukee river basin project
(sewage system improvements) 292,000
C. Hazardous waste superfund matct 1,500,000
Total state appropriation paragraph III $ 6,923,074
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(For the pui'poses of subparagraph III, A, matching bonds shall
not be issued until the treasurer has received notification that the
federal letter of credit for the federal portion has been received.)
IV. Executive — State Planning
A. Land conservation program $ 7,000,000
Total state appropriation paragraph IV $ 7,000,000
V. Health and Human Services
A. New Hampshire hospital
1 . Philbrook health and safety 225,000
Total subparagraph A $ 225,000
B. Glencliff home for the elderly
1
.
Rei^lace fire hydrant * $ 40,000
2. Replace sewer lines * 30,000
3. Slip proof tunnels * 32,000
4. Design and construction documents
for a 75-bed nursing home facility $ 400,000
Total subparagraph B $ 502,000
C. Division for Children and Youth Services
1. Rewire administration building — YDC * $ 160,000
2. Repair roof on administration building— YDC * 45,000
3. Hook up sewer in administration building — YDC *50,000
4. Asbestos removal or containment — YDC * 50,000
5. Locks and cylinders — YDC * 55,000
6. Air handling — Tobey building, N.H. hospital 100,000
7. James 0. settlement — YDC
a. Complete elevator 60,000
b. Handicapped bathrooms 60,000
c. Library equipment * 25,000
d. Handicapped access, etc. 375,000
Total subparagraph C $ 980,000
D. Division of Public Health Services
1. Laboratory modernization $ 525,000
2. Radiological laboratory update 130,000
Total subparagi-aph D " $ 655,000
E. Office of alcohol and drug abuse prevention
1. Tirrell House * $ 57,000
Total subparagraph E $ 57,000
Total state appropriation paragraph V $ 2,419,000
VI. Liquor Commission
A. Roof replacement * $ 162,000
B. Liquor store 1-95 5,500,000
Total state appropriation paragraph VI $ 5,662,000
VII. Postsecondary Technical Education
A. NHTC — Manchester
1. Phase II rehabilitation of Knox Building $ 1,830,000
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2. Electric laboratory station 325,000
Total subparagraph A $2,155,000
B. NHTC — Berlin
1. Roof replacement * $ 45,000
2. Office simulation lab * 90,000
3. Cad cam lab* 161,376
Total subparagraph B $ 296,376
C. NHTC — Nashua
1. 25 station IBM personal computer lab * $ 87,200
Total subparagraph C $ 87,200
D. NHTC — Claremont
1. Technical lab * $ 241,000
Total subparagraph D $ 241,000
E. NHTC — Laconia
1. Computer lab* $ 156,334
2. Automobile technical lab* $ 100,000
Total subparagraph E $ 256,334
F. NHTI — Concord
1. Parking lot $1,000,000
Less police standards share -200,000
Net appropriation subparagraph F $ 800,000
Total state appropriation paragraph VII $ 3,835,910
VIII. Resources and Economic Development
A. Division of parks
1. Repairs and renovations system-wide
for major deferred projects $ 1,500,000
Total subparagraph A $ 1,500,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph VIII, A, 1 shall not be
spent, obligated, or encumbered until such time as the department
of resources and economic development has developed an action plan
and received the approval of such plan from the capital budget over-
view committee.)
B. Ski operations
1. Cannon — snowmaking $ 600,000
2. Cannon — replace snowmaking pipe 150,000
3. Sunapee — air compressor 250,000
4. Sunapee — move and expand rental shop 93,000
5. Sunapee — intake valve 200,000
6. Sunapee — snowmaking skyway 197,000
7. Sunapee — sewage lagoons 50,000
Total subparagi-aph B $ 1,540,000
Total state appropriation paragraph VIII $ 3,040,000
IX. Department of Safety
A. Glendale dock repair $ 350,000
Total state appropriation paragraph IX $ 350,000
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X. Department of Ti*ansportation
A. Division of aeronautics
1. Skyhaven — runway/taxi $ 164,000
2. Skyhaven — renovate administration building 85,000
3. State required 5 percent — 10 percent match
for FAA — approved airport priority projects 500,000
4. Lebanon Airport — reconstruction of runway
72-5, extend taxiway to runway 7, expand
aircraft parking apron associated lighting
and other improvements 3,061,111
Less Federal -2,900,000
Net appropriation, subparagraph 4
(state share — 5 percent) $ 161,111
Tbtal subparagraph A $ 910,111
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph X, A, 3 shall be for air-
port projects approved by the Federal Aviation Administration,
which include the following projects: construction of aircraft parking
apron. Concord; construction of perimeter road and installation of
security fence, Nashua; expansion and improvement of aircraft park-
ing apron, Concord; land acquisition, Manchester; land acquisition,
Nashua; master plan update, Berlin; master plan update, Rochester;
purchase crash, fire, and rescue equipment; purchase snow removal
equipment, Lebanon; ramp and apron for new terminal, Manches-
ter; reconstruct runway 7-25, Lebanon; and taxiway, apron, and
lighting, Nashua.)
B. Division of public works
1. Underground tank removal and replacement statewide $
1,144,000
Less fish and game fund -33,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B $ 1,111,000
Total state appropriation paragraph X $ 2,02 1 , 1 1
1
Tatal state appropriation section 1 $34,281,095
* To be 5-year bonds.
2 Appropriation; University System of New Hampshire. The sums
hereinafter detailed are hereby appropriated for the projects speci-
fied:
A. Repairs and renovations system-wide $ 5,000,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph A shall not be spent,
obligated, or encumbered until such time as the university system of
New Hampshire has developed an action plan and received the ap-
proval of such plan from the capital budget overview committee.)
B. Biological science center — Durham 30,000,000
Less Other (Donations, grants, etc.) -15,000,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B 15,000,000
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(No funds appropriated by subparagraph B shall be expended or
encumbered in any way until the university system of New Hamp-
shire certifies to the capital budget overview committee that it has
raised and can account for $15,000,000 or more in gifts, grants, dona-
tions, or pledges from sources other than the state, to be used for
the construction of a biological science center on the Durham cam-
pus of the university system of New Hampshire, except that the
university system of New Hampshire may, upon the raising of
$5,000,000, expend or encumber such funds for design and construc-
tion documents. The funds appropriated in subparagraph B shall
constitute the total state share of completed construction costs of
the biological science center. The university system of New Hamp-
shire may use any gifts, grants, donations, or pledges in excess of its
$15,000,000 share of the construction toward the costs of construc-
tion.)
C. Public television equipment replacement * 500,000
Total state appropriation section 2 $20,500,000
* To be 5-year bonds.
3 Appropriation; Department of Transportation. The sums herein-
after detailed are hereby appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Central office
1. Computer power upgrade* $ 350,000
B. Division of public works
1. Underground tank removal and replacement state-
wide 956,000
Total state appropriation section 3 $ 1,306,000
4 Appropriation; Fish and Game. The sums hereinafter detailed
are hereby appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Water hne replacement $ 100,000
Less federal -75,000
Net appropriation subparagraph A $ 25,000
B. Replace pools/raceway hatchery 500,000
Less federal $ -375,000
Net appropriation subparagraph B $ 125,000
C. New Hampton and Berlin hatcheries facihty
renovations 85,000
Less federal -63,750
Net appropriation subparagraph C $ 21,250
D. Pool/raceway enclosures 150,000
Less federal -112,500
Net appropriation subparagraph D $ 37,500
E . Water system — Berlin 100,000
Less federal -75,000
Net appropriation subparagraph E $ 25,000
TDtal state appropriation section 4 $ 233,750
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5 Appropriation; Port Authority — Self Liquidating From Reve-
nue. The sums hereinafter detailed ai'e hereby appropriated for the
projects specified:
A. Port of Portsmouth expansion $16,500,000
Tbtal state appropriation section 5 $16,500,000
(The funds appropriated in subparagraph A for the Port of Ports-
mouth expansion shall not be expended, encumbered, or obligated in
any way unless: (1) the study committee established in 1991, 145, on
the New Hampshire port authority submits its report which con-
cludes that the Port of Portsmouth expansion is economically feasi-
ble, such that projected revenues exceed projected expenditures;
and (2) an action plan, which shall include construction documents,
prepared by the New Hampshire port authority shall be approved
by the capital budget oversight committee, the fiscal committee and
the governor and council. The action plan shall include the identifica-
tion of sufficient revenue sources to amortize both the annual princi-
pal and interest payments.)
6 Appropriation; Postsecondary Technical Education — Police
Standards and Ti^aining. The sums hereinafter detailed are hereby
appropriated for the projects specified:
A. Range/tactical/dorm facility $ 4,960,000
Total state appropriation section 6 $ 4,960,000
7 Increase Bond Authorization; Dam Maintenance Fund. Amend
RSA 482:56 to read as follows:
482:56 Bonds Authorized. To provide working capital for initiation
of the fund established in RSA 482:55, the state treasurer is hereby
authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state the sum of
[$4,200,000] $5,700,000 and for said purpose shall issue bonds and
notes in the name of and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in
accordance with RSA 6-A.
8 Expenditures; General. The appropriation made for the pur-
poses mentioned in sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and the sums available
for those projects shall be expended by the trustees, commissions,
commissioner, or department head of the institutions and depart-
ments referred to herein; provided that all contracts and projects
and plans and specifications therefor shall be awarded in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 228.
9 Expenditures; University System of New Hampshire.
I. The appropriations made for the purposes mentioned in sec-
tion 2 and the sums available for these projects shall be expended by
the trustees of the university system of New Hampshire. All con-
tracts for the construction of all or any part of said building or facili-
ties shall be let only after competitive sealed bids have been
received and only after an advertisement calling for such bids has
been published at least once in each of 2 successive calendar weeks
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in a newspaper of general circulation in New Hampshire or in a
trade journal known to be circulated among the contractors from
whom bids will be sought with the state of New Hampshire or else-
where in the area. The first publication of such advertisement shall
be not less than 30 days prior to the date the bids will be received.
All conditions considered, wherever possible, it is recommended
that the services of New Hampshire architectural and construction
firms be considered within the discretion of the trustees.
II. The appropriations made in section 2 are available for all
costs incidental to the completion of the projects enumerated includ-
ing the costs of the services of architects, engineers, and other con-
sultants of such kind and capacity as the university system board of
trustees may, in its discretion, wish to employ on such terms and
conditions as the board determines. These moneys shall be spent
under the direction of the university system board of trustees.
III. If, in the judgment of the trustees of the university system,
just cause exists indicating the lowest bid should be rejected, then
the contract may be awarded to the next lowest bidder; or, if the
next lowest bid should be rejected, the contract may be awarded to
the third lowest bidder.
IV. The board of trustees of the university system has the right
to reject any and all bids and, if the lowest bid is in excess of the
appropriation, the board has the right to negotiate with the low bid-
der or with the 3 lowest bidders for a contract for the construction
upon terms considered most advantageous to the university. If only
one bid is received, the board of trustees may negotiate a contract
for the construction on terms considered most advantageous to the
university system and to the state. Any authorization contained in
this act which is at variance with the requirements of applicable
federal law and regulations shall be controlled by the terms of the
federal law and regulations.
10 Bonds Authorized. Ta provide funds for the total of the appro-
priations of state funds made in sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this
act, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the
credit of the state not exceeding the sum of $79,280,845 and for said
purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-
A. In order to provide funds to pay the cost of issuing the bonds
authorized by this section, the state treasurer may issue bonds up to
102 percent of the authorized amounts. The proceeds from the addi-
tional bonds may be used only for the purpose of paying such issu-
ance costs.
11 Payments.
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I. The payment of principal and interest on bonds and notes is-
sued for the projects in sections 1 and 2 shall be made when due
from the general funds of the state.
II. The payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for
projects in:
(a) Section 3 shall be made from the highway fund.
(b) Section 4 shall be made from the fish and game fund.
(c) Section 5 shall be made from the port authority revenues.
(d) Section 6 shall be made from the police standards and train-
ing council training fund.
(e) Section 7 shall be made from the dam maintenance fund.
12 Appropriation; Police Standards and Training Council Training
Fund. The sum listed under section 1, paragraph VII, F, 1 of this act
is hereby appropriated from the police standards and training coun-
cil training fund to the department of postsecondary technical edu-
cation. The governor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant
therefor out of the appropriate fund.
13 Appropriation; Fish and Game Department. The sum listed un-
der section 1, Paragraph X, B, 1 of this act as the fish and game fund
share of the project is hereby appropriated from the fish and game
fund to the department of transportation for underground tank re-
moval and replacement statewide. The governor is hereby autho-
rized to draw his warrant therefor out of the appropriate fund.
14 Liquidation. The state treasurer is authorized to deduct from
the fund accruing to the university under RSA 187-A:7, or appropri-
ation in lieu thereof, for each fiscal year such sum as may be neces-
sary to meet interest and principal payments in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the bonds and notes issued for the purpose
of section 2.
15 Land Acquisition. Any land acquired under the appropriations
made in sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 except the land conservation
progi'am in section 1, IV, A and such land, if any, as may be acquired
under the appropriation for the division of water resources, shall be
purchased by the commissioner of transportation with the approval
of governor and council.
16 Architectural Requirements. No new building authorized by
this act shall be constructed without meeting life safety code
requirements, handicapped architectural barrier-free code require-
ments and energy conservation code requirements.
17 Powers of Governoi* and Council. The governor and council are
hereby authorized and empowered:
I. To cooperate with and enter into such agi'eements with the
federal government, or any agency thereof, as they may deem advis-
able, to secure federal funds for the purposes hereof.
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II. Tb accept any federal funds which are, or become available for
any project under sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 beyond the estimated
amounts. The net appropriation of state funds for any project for
which such additional federal funds are accepted shall be reduced by
the amount of such additional funds, and the amount of bonding au-
thorized by section 10 shall be reduced by the same amount.
18 Transfers. The individual project appropriations provided in
sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this act shall not be transferred or
expended for any other purposes; provided that if there is a balance
remaining after an individual project, which is fully funded by state
funds, is completed, accepted, and final payment made, said balance
or any part thereof may be transferred by governor and council to
any other individual project or projects, which are also fully funded
by state funds, within the same section and from the same funding
source, provided that prior approval of the capital budget oversight
committee is obtained.
19 Reduction of Appropriation and Bonding Authority. If the net
appropriation of state funds for any project provided for by sections
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 is determined on the basis of an estimate of antici-
pated federal, local, or other funds, and if the amount of such funds
actually received or available is less than said estimate, then the
total authorized cost for such project and the net appropriation of
state funds thereof shall be reduced by the same proportion as the
proportion by which federal, local, or other funds are reduced. The
amount of bonding authorized by section 10 shall be reduced by the
amount that the appropriation of state funds is reduced pursuant to
this section.
20 Port Authority; Dredging. Amend 1987, 399:1, VII, as amended
by 1989, 367:26, to read as follows:
VII. Port Authority
A. Dredging pier (N.W. end) $ 66,000
B. Dredging of Portsmouth Harbor
and the Piscataqua River 18,700,000
Less federal -14,000,000
Net appropriation paragraph B 4,700,000
Tatal state appropriation paragraph VII $ 4,766,000
(The appropriation for the water improvement project in paragraph
VII, B shall be used to widen the maneuvering area between the 2
vertical lift bridges from 600 feet to a maximum of 1,000 feet [and];
widen by 100 feet the northern limit of the channel adjacent to Badg-
ers Island[.]; and widen the southern limit of the channel at the
eastern end of Goat Island southeast of Henderson Point from
400 to 550 feet. Section 21 of this act contains additional costs associ-
ated with this project.)
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21 Port Authority Bonds and Notes. Amend 1985, 409:11, IV to
read as follows:
IV. To provide funds for the purposes of section 7, the rehabilita-
tion of Barker wharf, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state in the amount of $375,000 and for
that purpose shall issue [revenue] bonds and notes in the name of
and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance with
RSA 6-A. The interest and principal due on the bonds or notes is-
sued under this paragi'aph shall be a direct charge against the New
Hampshire port authority revenues. Prior to issuance of the bonds
or notes authorized hereunder, the treasurer may, for the purpose of
this section, borrow money from time to time on short-term loans
which may be refunded by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereun-
der; provided, however, that at no time shall indebtedness on such
short-term loans exceed the sum of $375,000.
22 Maturity of New Hampshire Technical Institute Bonds. Amend
1988, 164:2 to read as follows:
164:2 Bonds Authorized. To provide funds for the appropriation
made in section 1 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding $3,467,000, and
may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the state of
New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-A, ex-
cept that, notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 6-A:2, such bonds
shall have a maturity of up to 30 years from the date of issue.
23 Mason Library — Keene. 1989, 367:2, E is repealed and reen-
acted to read as follows:
E. Expansion, renovation, and rehabilitation of Mason Library
— Keene to include relocation of the Thorne-Sagendorf Art
Gallery $ 1,770,000
24 Total State Appropriation Increased. Amend the total state ap-
propriation of section 2 of 1989, 367:2 to read as follows:
Tbtal state appropriation section 2 [$13,300,0001 $13,870,000
25 Bonding Amount Increased. Amend 1989, 367:7 to read as fol-
lows:
367:7 Bonds Authorized. To provide funds for the total of the ap-
propriations of state funds made in sections 1, 2, and 3 of this act, the
state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the credit of the
state not exceeding the sum of [$38,046,3221 $38,616,322 and for said
purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-
A.
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26 Discretionary Reporting of Capital Budget Overview Commit-
tee. Pursuant to RSA 17-J, the capital budget overview committee
shall review all projects contained in this act and shall bring to the
attention of governor and council any matters related thereto as it
deems appropriate.
27 Lapse Dates Extended.
I. The appropriation made to the department of corrections in
1988, 224:1, I, A for phase V prison construction, as amended by
1989, 367:27, 1 is hereby extended to June 30, 1993. Authorization is
hereby gi'anted to expend the remaining funds of approximately
$2,000,000 to renovate Laconia developmental services buildings for
use as a drug and alcohol treatment center and boot camp for ap-
proximately 300 minimum and medium security prison inmates and
to renovate a facility for use by men and women as a halfway house.
The authority to operate this facility as stated above shall terminate
7 years after the effective date of this section unless otherwise au-
thorized by the legislature.
IL The follovdng appropriations are hereby extended to June 30,
1992:
(a) The appropriation made to the supreme court in 1989,
367:1, XI, A, for construction of Concord district court.
(b) The appropriation made to the department of revenue ad-
ministration in 1989, 367:1, X, A, for computer hardware and soft-
ware development.
(c) The appropriation made to the department of resources and
economic development in 1987, 3:1, as amended by 1989, 137:3, for
Hampton beach seawall improvements.
(d) The appropriation made to Laconia developmental services
in 1989, 367:1, V, B, 2 for replacement of steam lines.
(e) The appropriation made to the department of administra-
tive services in 1989, 367:1, II, A — C, relative to Londergan hall
renovations, repair of state house dome, and Spaulding hall renova-
tions.
(f) The appropriation made to the department of resources and
economic development in 1988, 224:1, IV, D, for Hampton harbor
dredging.
(g) The appropriation made to the department of environmen-
tal services in 1989, 367:1, IV, A, 1, for small watershed programs.
(h) The appropriation made to the university system of New
Hampshire in 1989, 367:2, C-F, for academic buildings and Mason
library renovations in Keene, design of biological lab and Dimond
library shelving in Durham, and the cultural arts building in Plym-
outh.
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(i) The appropriation made to the department of transporta-
tion in 1988, 152:1 for the additional hangar facihties at Skyhaven
airport.
(j) The appropriations made to the aeronautics commission in
1981, 565:1, II as amended by 1983, 423:17, 1986, 211:18 and 1989,
367:27, II(i) for the Skyhaven airport and the Skyhaven audit fund.
(k) The appropriation made to the aeronautics commission in
1979, 435:1, III, E as amended by 1983, 423:16 and 1986, 211:14 for
the Skyhaven airport.
G) The appropriations made to the department of transporta-
tion in 1989, 367:1, XII, A, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for aeronautics projects.
(m) The appropriation made to the port authority in 1987,
399:1, VII, as amended by 1989, 367:26, for dredging pier and dredg-
ing of Portsmouth Harbor.
(n) The appropriation made to the department of safety in
1989, 367:3, 1, B for the Hayes building.
(o) The appropriation to the department of health and human
services in 1989, 367:1, V, D, 1 for asbestos abatement at Philbrook
and YDC.
(p) The appropriation made to the department of postsecon-
dary vocational-technical education in 1989, 367:1, VIII, A, 1 for the
NHVTC-Manchester, Phase I rehabilitation of Knox building.
28 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees 07i the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Nelson, Dist. 13 Rep. G. Chandler, Carr. 1
Sen. Colantuono, Dist. 14 Rep. Marsh, Coos 1
Sen. Eraser, Dist. 4 Rep. Oliver, Coos 7
Rep. LaMott, Graf. 5
SENATOR NELSON: I would say this to the body. That Senator
Colantuono, Senator Eraser, and Senator Shaheen and I worked
from the Senate side along with Gene Chandler, and Beaton Marsh
and we did the best that we could to accommodate both positions of
the House and the Senate. There are some things in there that natu-
rally some people didn't want and there are other things in there
that other members wanted. We were able to get the figure down so
that in the Capital Budget bill itself, the figure is well below that of
which the Governor even requested himself. I really don't have a lot
to say except to thank the Conferees for working hard on getting
that done and we reached an agreement with the House early on as
you know and I just hope that everybody can feel comfortable sup-
porting it. If not, I will be very happy to answer any specific ques-
tions about anything in the Capital Budget committee.
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SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Just briefly. Mary put it quite
plainly. There are some things in this budget that some of us would
rather not see there, that from my community is the liquor store on
95. It has been the position of this body not to have put it in there,
but because of the other necessary things for the Capital Budget, I
am inclined to say that we must support this Committee of Confer-
ence report on this. I disagree with the Governor as the need for
another liquor store on 1-95. The idea that we would be thinking that
we can capture another million dollars in 1993 on this is purely a
guesstimate. For $5,000,000 to be making that expenditure seems to
be inappropriate. I see no money set aside in the budget by the
Governor to staff that liquor store either. So if he is going to increase
the building of the liquor store, I think it is appropriate for him to be
the one to move for more revenue in his budget for the staffing of
that store. But with all that said and done, I will say that I will
support this Capital Budget because of the necessity to do the
things for the citizens of this state. It's unfortunate that the Gover-
nor, again, has used something very dear to the citizens of this state,
the needs that they have, to use as a club over the heads over the
rest of us, because he wants his way. I will support this Capital
Budget, but I do so with great reluctance.
SENATOR NELSON: If you feel the need to make a remark. I be-
lieve that this body did pass the liquor store bill last session. I be-
lieve it was in the Governor's original proposal, but I would tell you
this, it was one of the only revenue generating building projects in
the Capital Budget and that was why there was some weight given
to it, because it is a revenue generating piece expected to raise some
money in this tough time and as time goes on to raise a lot of money.
That was the argument that they presented. By the time that they
left the House, the day the Liquor Commissioner got here, it made
sense, given that we are in tough economic times. We didn't want to
see, Senator Eraser fought hard about Laconia, as did Senator Hol-
lingworth fight hard on this issue, but given the circumstances and
the date, it's in the Capital Budget, but I would like to make it clear
that Senator Eraser and Senator Hollingworth did work very hard
to represent their districts.
Nelson moved concurrence of the Committee of Conference report.
Adopted.
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HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has passed a Bill with the following
title, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the Senate:
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a
medicaid enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the rules of the Senate, be so far
suspended to allow the introduction and referral of a bill after the
deadline, the holding of a public hearing without the 5 days notice,
and to ratify our action whereby we held a hearing before the bill
was formally introduced and I further move to have the bill on sec-
ond reading at the present time.
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a
medicaid enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor.
Requires a 2/3 vote.
Adopted by the necessary 2/3 vote.
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a
medicaid enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor.
SENATOR MCLANE: I love the name of this bill. The medicaid
enhancement tax. It is money that we cannot afford to refuse. The
money is going to amount to $117,000,000 to balance the state
budget. Thirty-five million in 1991, if we pass this bill today. Forty-
one million in 1992 and it's hoped 41 million again in 1993. Thirty-one
other states have taken advantage of this medicaid entitlement pro-
gram. It is time that New Hampshire did as well. The plan is this,
that the state impose a tax called the Medicaid enhancement tax on
the 27 hospitals who currently participate in Medicaid in New
Hampshire. The tax would be at 8 percent. The hospitals would pay
the money to the state, the state would pay it right back again and
would inform the federal government that it had paid the money to
the hospitals and the federal government would match it. It sounds
so simple, and it can be done. Fifty percent of the money would go
back directly to the hospitals, the amount that they paid. And also 3
percent as an enhancement. That 3 percent would be issued to the
hospitals based on the hospitals prorated medicaid utilization. It will
be used by the hospitals to support services to medicaid and other
low income patients. That would amount to about $5,000,000. So
with that amount of money we have bought the cooperation of the
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hospitals. One percent of the money would be paid into the Health
and Welfare Department to administer the medicaid enhancement
program. The importance of the bill I think is obvious to all of us.
Time is of the essence. The House waits and we should be ready to
pass this bill as soon as possible. The money would be by electronic
transfer. It would probably take about 15 minutes. The amount of
interest would be negligible. The 1991 money will come in the mid-
dle of August and if we see that there might be some change in this
program, it will be possible to change as quickly as we can and get
the money while we can. Many people have said that this seems an
unfair way of getting money. But I would point out that the states
that have taken this money, this $5,000,000,000 raid upon the federal
treasury, that is about equal to the cost shift that has come from the
feds to the state. For that reason, as well as many others, I would
thoroughly recommend this bill to you. Doug Hall referred to it as a
Medicaid bootstrapping and that is just about what it is except that
it is a lot of money. It is important and it will, in some small measure
help the hospitals and help the poor, but it will also mean that our
budget can be passed in the next couple of days.
SENATOR BASS: Senator McLane, this is $5,000,000 that the hos-
pitals in their essence are attempting to extort from the state in
return for processing something by electronic transfer. It's dedi-
cated to be used to increase support services to Medicaid and other
low income patients. What assurance do we have as policymakers
that those funds are just not going to be funds that were rediverted
from an existing program, that they are really going to do something
substantive and additional to what they do now, to use these funds
for good use rather than just taking them as a pay off having been
willing to cooperate with the state in it's time of need?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that probably the fact that for every
Medicaid patient in a hospital now, the hospitals are losing 15 per-
cent. That is their cost over what Medicaid reimburses. So the fact
that our 27 hospitals are doing significant amounts now for the poor,
the money will be returned in proportion to how much they do for
the poor and it is our hope that that will provide an incentive for
them to carry people where they now give free medical care. But
perhaps with some reimbursement they would make that care more
readily available. I gness the problem is that we cannot guarantee
that that money goes into a direct stream to the poor. But the fact
that more of it goes to the poor, I think, is probably the best g^uaran-
tee, plus the trust of the hospitals.
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SENATOR OLESON: Senator McLane, is it not a fact, that at one
time, when we got our so-called nursing home off track, that the
federal government paid 60 percent, the state 20, and the locals
some 20?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR OLESON: Isn't it a fact, that the federals cut that back
to 50 percent, and the locals had to pick up 31 percent, and the state
19? So might not it be that this isn't a free ride, but we might be
getting some money back from the feds which they took away from
us some years ago?
SENATOR MCLANE: Absolutely.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, didn't this body pass a reso-
lution urging Congress to balance the budget?
SENATOR MCLANE: I can't remember. I don't think I voted for
that one.
SENATOR HEATH: Which is it, you can't remember or you didn't
vote for it?
SENATOR MCLANE: I'm not sure.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, what year is the taxation
that is levied in this bill for?
SENATOR MCLANE: 1991, 1992, and 1993.
SENATOR HEATH: Hasn't 1991 begun already?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes, but our fiscal year is not closed, and the
bill is very carefully crafted so that the tax goes into effect on the
28th of June. It is assessed on the hospitals, and they will have until
the 31st of August to make that first payment.
SENATOR HEATH: Is it your argument that this is not a retrospec-
tive law?
SENATOR MCLANE: I believe that most taxes are levied on a
former year from the year that they're currently in. Our April taxes
that we pay, income taxes, are the year before, and I believe that this
is the same situation.
SENATOR HEATH: Levied, but not enacted.
SENATOR MCLANE: If you're asking is this a retroactive tax, I
think that the answer is, that although the courts have not said so,
that it is typical of other taxes that have been enacted and I believe
is constitutional. We are already doing this for the New Hampshire
hospitals. This would be the same sort of a tax.
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SENATOR HEATH: What do you mean that we are doing this for
the New Hampshire hospital? How is the tax for something, a tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: Well, I think that this is the unique part of
this tax. You pay the tax. You get it all back, and you get 3 percent
more. That is the sort of tax that any one of us would vote for.
SENATOR HEATH: Doesn't something ring with a dull thud about
this whole deal, in your mind?
SENATOR MCLANE: I understand your point, but I think that
Senator Oleson has a better point. That this is money that the state
of New Hampshire has sent to Washington, and now finally it's com-
ing home to us.
SENATOR W KING: I rise in support of this bill. I do want to
register a couple of concerns about the way that it is written. I think
it would be foolish for any of us today to vote against this bill, given
the fact that the alternative for all of us is that we would have to
raise taxes on citizens in the state of New Hampshire as opposed to
accessing federal dollars that as Senator Oleson has said, represent
dollars that we have sent to Washington; However, I also think that
it is important to be on the record, that I believe that the bill as
written may be too liberally construed. By inferring that all hospi-
tals in the state of New Hampshire have a disproportionate share of
Medicaid patients, we may in fact, be setting ourselves up for rejec-
tion by Washington. I believe that it should have been written proba-
bly in a little more conservative manner and that we would have
probably gotten a few less dollars. Ultimately, we would have had a
better chance of getting it. Now the Health Care Finance Authority
in Washington has interpreted these rules very liberally up until
now. We all know that there has been a great deal of discussion about
this in Washington and all over the country. It is possible that they
will interpret them differently. The bill as it is written is indeed the
most liberally construed bill of its sort of all the 30 states that cur-
rently do this. So while I support it and I think for many of us, we
probably support it because there is no other alternative. I think
that it is important to say that this is not guaranteed money.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator King, the attorney for the New
Hampshire Legal Assistance referred to the problem of dispropor-
tionate share of every hospital having, being classified as taking a
disproportionate share as the Lake Wobegon Syndrome. I believe
that in Lake Wobegon all the children are above average, and in this,
all the hospitals in New Hampshire are below average. But isn't it
true that all of the states surrounding us, Maine, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, have also used the same theory of methodology?
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SENATOR W. KING: Senator McLane, that is true. All of the states
surrounding us also have a higher percentage of Medicaid patients in
them. By sajdng that every hospital in the state of New Hampshire
is indeed a disproportionate share hospital, you are saying even
those hospitals that have very, very, few medicaid patients are in
fact, serving a disproportionate share of Medicaid patients. So in
affect, what you are saying is, that we are calling anything above "0"
patients, a disproportionate share of Medicaid patients. Now I do
not believe that that is a legitimate concept. That is why when we
originally, when the Senate Conferees originally came out with this
proposal, it was considerably less dollars than what the Governor
has been talking about. What we have actually acceded to in terms
of putting the budget together. But the fact remains, that it is hard
to justify. I think it is hard to justify on an application that you have
a disproportionate share of Medicaid patients if you have almost
none.
SENATOR DISNARD: Senator King, would you believe that many
of us share your concerns. I assume that there are many others in
this room, that since the Governor's recent appointment to that de-
partment, supports the Governor's figures, and the Governor sup-
ports those figures, perhaps that there may be some truth to those?
SENATOR W. KING: Well, Senator Disnard, I think that all of us
are probably, well not all of us, there is a good number of us in here
who are in a similar situation. Had we been putting a budget to-
gether and a tax package to reflect that budget, it would have been
considerably different than what we ultimately had. There are those
of us that believe that the tax system in New Hampshire is broken
and it should be reformed. But we are dealing with realities. When
dealing with realities, we find ourselves in a position where we have
to make a judgment about the dollars that are coming in and as you
said, the Governor and Commissioner Bird have both said that they
believe that these dollars can be accessed. In order for us to put the
budget together in a way that is going to build consensus between
the legislature and the Executive branch, we have to take into ac-
count what they have advised us.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator McLane, I have heard a lot of buzz-
ing around the area and people not trusting the fact that there would
be money. I noticed in the paper that this is the same money that
Massachusetts was talking about, and did they get the money, or
will they get the money, or do they hope that they will get the
money?
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SENATOR MCLANE: Massachusetts has balanced their budget in
very much the same fashion by receiving $489,000,000 from the fed-
eral government. I guess the answer is yes.
SENATOR NELSON: They trust that the Government is going to
give it to them?
SENATOR MCLANE: The reason that that money is available, is
that Medicaid is an open ended entitlement. If you can prove that
you have spent the money, you send it off to the hospital and the
federal government will match it. You could borrow the money from
the bank. You can get it from anywhere and you send it in and it's
really in thanks I suppose, to Senator Gordon Humphrey and others
who passed the Medicaid legislation in the federal government.
SENATOR NELSON: I was just wondering when you mentioned
Massachusetts if the Governor of our state, and some of the remarks
that you are making are telling us that we should follow the lead of
Massachusetts and do something similar in this instance?
SENATOR MCLANE: And 29 other states.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator McLane, 1 percent of the money
paid into the fund is being reserved for the expense of administering
the program. How is this 1 percent figured derived?
SENATOR MCLANE: It was less than any other state. Most states
take 2 to 3 percent and I think that Dr. Bird and the people working
with him have the copies from all the other states and they figured
that 1 percent was a good conservative New Hampshire figure.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Supposing it's less?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that given the headaches that Dr.
Bird has had in the last couple of weeks forming this legislation and
the amount of time and staff time that it's taken to perfect this, and
the fact that it is going to take certainly some administration, that 1
percent is probably a good reasonable figTire.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So it is an estimate. A round number
estimate?
SENATOR MCLANE: Exactly.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The taxes imposed for the hospitals fiscal
year ending during the first calendar year preceeding the taxable
period. Can we apply that to the taxable period ending June 30th
this year?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes, very definitely. The taxes imposed by
the 28th for the calendar year ending June 31. But does not have to
be paid until August 28, I believe, which gives them time to make
the transfers.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: So that any hospital, effectively all hospi-
tals, but in any respect, any hospital whose fiscal year ended be-
tween July 1, 1990 and June 30 of 1991 must pay this tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So that a hospital whose fiscal year
ended for example on December 31, 1990 will have to pay a tax on
that fiscal year ending December 31, 1990?
SENATOR MCLANE: That is my assumption. Although I am not
at all sure whether there was testimony that any hospitals don't
have that sort of standard fiscal year.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I suppose that they are on a calendar
year. The fiscal years match the calendar year, don't they?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I rise in support of passage of HB 1. I
could not in good conscience vote against this funding and go back to
the people in my district and say to them, I am going to raise your
taxes because I didn't think that we should accept this money from
the federal government. On the other hand, I would hope that we
would all admit to ourselves that this really is a silver-bail-out. It's
more of the shell game that we are playing with the state budget,
because we aren't yet willing to face up to the fact that we have got a
tax structure that doesn't work anymore. We are either going to
have to decide whether we are going to, what role we are going to
have state government play and whether it's going to continue to
provide services to people, or whether we are going to be willing to
cut it so that there isn't state government anymore. Whether we are
going to be willing to fund it, and fortunately for us, this is another
year where we don't have to go to the wall and face up to how we are
going to deal with that question. I don't think that we are going to be
able to do this very much longer. So given that, I am certainly going
to vote for this. I think that it's important for New Hampshire to be
able to get some of this money back. This is a legal loophole, and we
ought to go along with it. But it's not going to ultimately solve the
problems that we are facing.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, as I said this morning, I
am going to vote in opposition to this bill. I am going to do so for two
reasons. First of all, I think it's clearly unconstitutional, both with
respect to the state Constitution and the federal Constitution which
forbid ex post facto laws. Secondly, because it's a massive cop-out on
our part with the tab to be picked up by our children and grandchil-
dren in the form of a greater federal debt and higher debt service.
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As to the first point, I think it was established in the question that I
put to Senator McLane, that a hospital whose fiscal year ended De-
cember 31, 1990, will be taxed on that 1990 income. Now if that isn't
ex post facto, I don't know what is. We are talking about a fiscal year
that ended 6 months ago. You can argue about a fiscal year that ends
on July 1. I mean that is at least a little bit arguable. I would still
find that ex post facto taxation. But this for a company or a hospital
that can be taxed for a fiscal year ended December 31, 1990 it seems
to me as a clear expostfacto law, and clearly a violation of the Consti-
tution. As to the other part, Mr. President, it being a cop-out, I think
everyone agrees with that except it's such an expedient cop-out that
it's hard to resist when your sister states are breaking into the store
fronts and running off with the merchandise. It's kind of hard to
resist doing the same thing. I would like to point out that as ofjust a
few weeks ago, we all knew what the task was that faced us. We all
knew what the enormity of the deficit and we were prepared some-
how. We didn't really know how, but we were prepared somehow to
deal with it. Instead, very conveniently, we have found a silver-bail-
out as some call it, a fraudulent scheme as others, a scam as others
yet call it. But the bottom line is by shirking our obviously, very
admittedly, very difficult responsibilities, we are going to stick this
on the backs of our children and grandchildren. I mean there is noth-
ing free here. We are increasing the federal deficit. We are going to
increase the federal debt service burden on our economy and on our
people. We were prepared to do without this just a few weeks ago.
Most of us didn't even know about it. I think it begin germinating a
few weeks ago when the news trickled across the border from Mas-
sachusetts a state which some Senators would have us emulate. We
were prepared to wrestle this thing to the ground somehow or an-
other without this massive windfall and without cost shifting today's
consumption onto the shoulders of our children and grandchildren. I
think that we should continue to pursue that if it takes a continuing
resolution and if it takes 2 more months of legislative toil, we should
do that. Therefore, I oppose it, and I encourage my colleagues to do
likewise.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Humphrey, would you believe
that the way this tax actually works under sections 2 and 3 is that by
taxing the revenues of a hospitals whose fiscal year ends during the
first full calendar year preceeding the taxable period that we are
going to be taxing 1989 receipts in this fiscal year? And that is fully 2
years retrospective?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes. I thank the Senator for pointing that
out. That makes it even worse, the case against it on Constitutional
grounds even stronger. The incredible irony of all of this, is that we
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are all so ill disciplined that even with this windfall, we are project-
ing a fiscal year 1992 deficit of $26,000,000.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Do you believe that in passing this
that we would be violating our own oath under part 2 article 84 of
the Constitution which is the very first act that we took in becoming
Senators to act in accordance with the Constitution of the state of
New Hampshire?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Some would seem to hold that it's only
the Supreme Court which is the arbiter of the Constitution. I agree
with the Senator. That each of us has a duty to exercise our judg-
ment in that respect, and not simply assume that everything is Con-
stitutional, unless the Supreme Court finds it otherwise.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Did you think ever in a million years
that when you ran for the state Senate, that you would have an op-
portunity to make a vote to increase the federal budget deficit?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I must say that there is a certain poetic
justice in it. When you think about on whose shoulders it falls, the
poetry is not that attractive.
SENATOR HEATH: I want to voice my opposition of this, at the
same time agTee with Senator Shaheen. This is a shell game, she is
right. She is also right when she says that we have to pretty soon
face the music and decide whether we are going to be in the service
business. I don't think that it's a choice of no services at all versus all
services as she seems to draw the perimeters. But I think that we
have to decide on what level the state is going to participate in the
lives of its citizens in helping them and how much it can afford. This
money is never going to come to us. That is why it's a shell game. It
is not only unconstitutional, but the federal government if we can
enact taxes in years before we were elected and sworn in this term,
the federal government can find a way to stop this leak. It has
enough leaks with the banks and all of the other problems that are
caused and tried to repair. This money will not come to us which
means that we are piling up just as we do with the bonding. The
problems that we face this session, we are piling them up onto the
future, onto future legislators and onto future taxpayers. If it does
come to us, Senator Humphrey is absolutely right. It comes back to
April 15 when you send your check on that day to Washington. There
isn't a free lunch here. We are pretending that we are doing some-
thing if we enact this that is going to revisit us in the worst form
later. I would urge you to think this through one more time before
you vote, and vote against it.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Heath, you seem to be cer-
tain that the money is not going to be coming to us. My question to
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you is, I listened with quite a great deal of care to what Commis-
sioner Bird was saying and he seemed to be telling us and the House
Ways and Means that it was pretty certain, and in fact, he was ex-
tremely confident that we would be receiving this money, because
we had just received a signed contract from the feds on New Hamp-
shire hospital, and in fact, because he had heard that 30 some odd
states had recieved $5,000,000,000 worth of this money. So I am ask-
ing you if you have some specific information that you can give to the
rest of us that we aren't aware of that nobody else seems to have the
advantage of. You must have a very good source that you can guar-
antee us that our other experts are not experts and you are?
SENATOR HEATH: I have two good sources. One was many, many,
years ago my father told me that there was no such thing as a free
lunch. It's been my experience that he was right. Two, the brilliant
Dr. Bird didn't find this until after a housewife from Massachusetts
working part time, found it and therefore, I do not place a great deal
of reliance on his suggestion that we will get it. He didn't even find it
to begin with, therefore, I have no belief that he is an expert in this
field.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, I don't know where your fa-
ther used to take you to lunch, but I am sure it never cost
$117,000,000 and that is what we are talking about here. So my ques-
tion to you is, if you're not going to vote for this bill, where are you
going to cut the budget as we have asked over and over and over
again to get 117 million? We are doing this instead of $65,000,000 in
bonding. Are you going to go back to bonding? Are you going to cut
the over 50 million in revenue sharing to cities and towns? Are you
going to cut out the University completely times which it would
have to be?
SENATOR MCLANE: You're making some wonderful suggestions,
but keep going.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Heath, did your brother go to
the same woodshed that you went to? Because I received a letter a
few weeks ago that said that he wanted an income tax in this state,
on your stationery? I just wondered . . .
SENATOR HEATH: It wasn't on my stationery, it was on his sta-
tionery.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Did your father talk to him the same way
that he talked to you?
SENATOR HEATH: Yes, we went to different schools.
SENATOR ST. JEAN: After thinking about what is too good to be
true. This 70 million up to $114,000,000, I've come to the conclusion
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we were told lots of things during the 80's that were too good to be
true and you can't miss, some of which were bank stock, home appre-
ciation, land that was going to be developed up north and make mil-
lions of dollars on it and 30 to 40 dollar John Sununu surplus. As the
time played out those were certainties. I am not convinced that 70 to
100 plus million dollars that we are going to realize on this is actually
there. So in good clear conscience, I can't vote for this supposed
windfall, and I urge my colleagues to vote against it.
SENATOR J. KING: First of all I rise to correct Senator Humphrey.
The first taxable period ends June 30, 1991 which will mean this
year. It has nothing to do with 1989 fiscal year. 1991, 1992, 1993. I
rise in support of this HB 1, first of all, if the statute is made and it
seems to be an agreement that it isn't a statute, that you can take
that money, and you can use that money, and the federal government
has agreed to it. It could have been done a long time ago, but no one
found it except the housewife down in Massachusetts. Thank god for
the housewife in Massachusetts. I would imagine also, that the Gov-
ernor in his wisdom and the Commissioner, have checked with the
Attorney General's Office. The Governor and other people have at-
torneys that advise them what should be done and what shouldn't be
done. I have been a strong supporter of revenue sharing as far as the
state is concerned and any money that I can take from the state and
send it back to the locals, I will do. I feel the same way about any
money that goes to the federal government. If I can take some of it
back and send it to the local, I am for it. That money comes from the
locals to begin with, no matter whether it's state or whether it's
federal. We can get that money back from them where it belongs,
hopefully they will have less to spend with and they will have less
projects up there. I support HB 1.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I rise to clear up some confusion over
the way that this bill works. I think it is apparent that not everyone
understands what we are taxing here. The key language is on page 2
of the bill in 84-A:2 where it says that we are taxing the revenue of
the hospitals for the hospital's fiscal year ending during the first full
calendar year preceeding the taxable period. The first taxable pe-
riod is the fiscal year ending on June 30 of this year. So from July 1 of
1990 to June 30 of 1991. Then you have to look at the first full calen-
dar year preceeding that taxable year which obviously is 1989. So we
are taxing revenues from hospitals which gained revenues in their
fiscal years ending in 1989. We are reaching back a full 2 years, it is
completely unconstitutional, everyone agrees with that. When you
raised that question in the hearing yesterday, they said "don't worry
no one is going to challenge it". That is not a way to pass legislation.
It is the same theory that we used last week on Senator Bass' cam-
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paign finance bill. Forget about the Constitution. Forget about our
oaths. If we like it, pass it. Let someone challenge it later. Everyone
figures that the feds will close the loophole before anyone has the
chance to challenge it anyway. In the hearing yesterday, this bill was
called a scam, a farce. We even had some Representatives testifying
that they were going to support it and the minute that it passed that
they were going to write to their Congressmen and women and ask
that it be repealed. As Senator Humphrey pointed out, all we are
doing here is borrowing from the federal bond buyers. In most cases
now, the Japanese banks. We are increasing our own future taxes
and as a federal taxpayer, I am not in favor of doing that. I think that
it's a bad idea. Like Senator Humphrey, I never thought in a million
years that when I ran for state Senate, that I would have an opportu-
nity to pass a bill that increased the federal budget deficit. That is
what has gotten us in trouble at the federal level. Just because the
other states are doing it, I don't think that we should do it. New
Hampshire has always had a proud independent tradition. We are
talking about our parents and what they teach us. My parents al-
ways told me that two wrongs don't make a right and you should
never do something just because the other kids in the class are doing
it. I think that this is a terrible precedent to set. I am leery of pass-
ing a bill that everyone knows is unconstitutional and I would urge
people to vote against this scam.
Senator Delahunty moved the question.
Adopted.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Pressly, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey, St.
Jean.
Yeas: 20 Nays: 4
Adopted.
Senator McLane moved that HE 1 be Ordered to Third Reading and
passed at the present time.
Ordered To Third Reading.
SENATOR HOUGH (Rule #44): I would only say that humihty is not
one of your strong points, so forget that. I will take the advantage
under 44, because I intend to speak. I just want to make a few points
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and they will be very brief. The question seems to be "what did
Doctor Bird know and when did he know it"? I would tell you that if
your memory would come into focus, that we were talking' in this
chamber in February with the supplemental budget of the concept
of disproportionate share and we took advantage of that. If you were
to ask Senator King, you would know that it was in the middle of
April that he started working on a special project for the Senate. If
you were to ask the Senate President, you would find out that he
became aware not only that the state of Vermont under Governor
Snelling was looking at this methodology, if you will, but yes, true,
the other states, including the state of Maine have been working on
this. I became aware of the attempt to bring this question into focus
when I met with Doctor Bird in the month of November. I think
maybe the one thing that was surprising to all of us when it all came
into focus after the work that Senator King did, and the work that
Doctor Bird and the agency did was the size of the magnitude of the
value. But nonetheless, if you were working as most of the members
of this Senate and the Conferees, specifically, once the initial revela-
tion of our attempt to capture these dollars became known, even
wdthin hours the value shifted repeatedly. So enough said, but
clearly we have been working on this since the first part of the year.
It is no mystery. To assume that this is the chestnut that is pulling
us out of the fire is good for debate, but Senator Shaheen clearly
knows as Senator Blaisdell, McLane, King, and many of the others of
us, that the people of the state of New Hampshire are slowly coming
to recognize that the government has a legitimate purpose and
right. We at the million population different than 500 thousand are
now going to have to structure a delivery system that is different
than the 19th century as we move into the 21st century.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Humphrey moved that the Rules of the Senate be sus-
pended so that we can instruct the Clerk, to enroll the bills in block
and dispense with the reading.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 532-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
39:3 Articles. Upon the written application of 25 or more regis-
tered voters or 2 percent of the registered voters in town, whichever
is less, although in no event shall fewer than 10 registered voters be
sufficient, presented to the selectmen or one of them not later than
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the fifth Tuesday before the day prescribed for an annual [or bien-
nial] meeting, the selectmen shall insert in their warrant for such
meeting the petitioned article with only such minor textual changes
as may be required. For the purposes of this section, the number of
registered voters in a town shall be the number of voters registered
prior to the last state general election. The right to have an article
inserted in the warrant conferred by this section shall not be invali-
dated by the provisions of RSA 32. Upon the written application of
50 or more voters or 1/4 of the voters in town, whichever is fewer, so
presented not less than 60 days before the next annual meeting, the
selectmen shall warn a special meeting to act upon any question
specified in such application. The checklist for an annual or special
town meeting shall be corrected by the supervisors of the checklist
as provided in RSA 654:25-31, except that the session 3 weeks before
the meeting shall not be required. Those persons qualified to vote
whose names are on the corrected checklist shall be entitled to vote
at the meeting. The same checklist used at a recessed town meeting
shall be used at any reconvened session of the same town meeting.
In no event shall a special town meeting be held on the biennial
election day.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 560-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying
certain waters and establishing a study committee
to examine the issue of recreational
mining in the state's rivers.
Amend section 6 of the bill by replacing line 2 with the following:
reclassifications contained in section 7 of this act are being adopted
in
Amend section 8 of the bill by replacing line 1 with the following:
8 Recreational Mining. Paragraph III of section 9 of HB 443-FN-A
of
Amend section 10 of the bill by replacing line 5 with the following:
9 of HB 443-FN-A. If HB 443-FN-A does not become law, section 8
of this
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
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Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 576-FN
Amend section 7 of the bill by replacing lines 2-3 with the follow-
ing:
inserting after section 82 the following new section:
402:83 Applicability of Federal Law. No provisions of this title
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 581
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to enforcement of default judgments against tenants
and relative to personal property of tenants.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 595-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 2 the following and re-
numbering section 3 to read as 4:
3 Contingency. If HB 523-FN of the 1991 legislative session be-
comes law, RSA 676:17-a as inserted by section 2 of this act shall be
renumbered to read as RSA 676:17-b and the reference to RSA
676:17-a in RSA 502-A:ll-a, III as inserted by section 1 of this act
shall be changed to RSA 676:17-b.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 603-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
to establish a mandates task force to recommend
modification or repeal of those unfunded
mandates imposed upon municipalities
and school districts.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
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Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 607
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of
workers compensation laws by bidders on construction
contracts, relative to tort immunity for
self-insured pools and increasing the
size of the compensation
appeals board.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 633-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 and 2 with the following:
1 Fees Received from Local Land Use Board. Amend RSA 41:29
to read as follows:
41:29 Duties.
L The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the
selectmen, or, in the case of a conservation fund established pursu-
ant to RSA 36-A:5, upon the order of the conservation commission,
or in the case of fees held pursuant to RSA 673:16, H, upon the
order of the local land use board or its designated agent.
n. He shall deposit all such moneys in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations. United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not for more than 20 days exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and
surplus.
HL The town treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from town treasury, and of all notes given by the town, with the
particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make a
report to the town, giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the selectmen state-
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ments from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to them
and to the town auditors for examination, whenever so requested.
IV. Whenever the town treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the selectmen, invest the same in
obligations of the United States government, in the public deposit
investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings
bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated
under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in national banks
located within this state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
2 Fees Received from Local Land Use Board. Amend RSA 48:16
to read as follows:
48:16 City Ti'easurer; Duties.
I. The city treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the city. He shall deposit the same in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22,
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations. United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and surplus,
except that a city with a population in excess of 50,000 is authorized
to deposit funds in a solvent bank in excess of the paid-up capital
surplus of said bank.
II. The city treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from the city treasury, and of all notes given by the city, with
the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make
a report to the city giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the mayor and coun-
cil statements from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to
them and to the city auditors for examination, whenever so re-
quested.
III. Whenever the city treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the mayor and a majority of the
city council, invest the same in obligations of the United States gov-
ernment, in participation units in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of
banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or
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in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of
the state of New Hampshire or in national banks located within this
state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
IV. The city treasurer shall pay out fees held pursuant to RSA
673:16, II upon the order of the local land use board or its desig-
nated agent.
Amend the bill by replacing section 6 with the following:
6 Town Treasurer; Duties; Combination of SB 83, SB 102, and HB
633. RSA 41:29 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
41:29 Duties.
I. The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the
selectmen, or, in the case of a conservation fund established pursu-
ant to RSA 36-A:5, upon the order of the conservation commission,
or in the case of fees held pursuant to RSA 673:16, II, upon the order
of the local land use board or its designated agent.
II. He shall deposit all such moneys in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations, United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not for more than 20 days exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and
surplus.
III. The town treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from town treasury, and of all notes given by the town, with the
particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make a
report to the town, giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the selectmen state-
ments from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to them
and to the town auditors for examination, whenever so requested.
IV. Whenever the town treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the selectmen, invest the same in
obligations of the United States government, in the public deposit
investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings
bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated
under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in national banks
located within this state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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V. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds
or moneys for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind
shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the time of
such deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured by
collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds.
Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the
town. Only securities defined by the bank commissioner as provided
by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be
pledged as collateral.
7 City Treasurer; Duties; Combination of SB 83, SB 102, and HB
633. RSA 48:16 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
48:16 City Treasurer; Duties.
I. The city treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the city. He shall deposit the same in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22,
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations, United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and surplus,
except that a city with a population in excess of 50,000 is authorized
to deposit funds in a solvent bank in excess of the paid-up capital
surplus of said bank.
II. The city treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from the city treasury, and of all notes given by the city, with
the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make
a report to the city giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the mayor and coun-
cil statements from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to
them and to the city auditors for examination, whenever so re-
quested.
III. Whenever the city treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the mayor and a majority of the
city council, invest the same in obligations of the United States gov-
ernment, in participation units in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of
banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or
in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of
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the state of New Hampshire or in national banks located within this
state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
IV. The city treasurer shall pay out fees held pursuant to RSA
673:16, II upon the order of the local land use board or its designated
agent.
V. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds
for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind shall, prior to
acceptance of such funds, make available at the time of such deposit
or investment an option to have such funds secured by collateral
having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds. Such col-
lateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the city. Only
securities defined by the bank commissioner as provided by rules
adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as
collateral.
8 Contingency. If SB 83 becomes law, sections 6 and 7 of this act
shall take effect 60 days after its passage, and sections 1 and 2 of this
act shall not take effect. If SB 83 does not become law, sections 1 and
2 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its passage, and sections 6
and 7 of this act shall not take effect.
9 Effective Date.
I. Section 1, 2, 6, and 7 shall take effect as provided in section 8 of
this act.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HE 709-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
establishing a study committee relative to clearcutting
forest resources, extending the effective date for
rulemaking by the board of licensing for
foresters, and relative to notices
of intent to cut.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to KB 745-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
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AN ACT
relative to sewage disposal systems and continually
appropriating the sewage disposal system fund.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 780-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to water treatment plant operators and fees
for water system permits and continually
appropriating a special fund to the
division of water supply and
pollution control.
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 784-FN
Amend section 2 of the bill by replacing line 10 with the following:
factors and by compiling past, current and future traffic statistics on
each state
Senator Humphrey moved adoption.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled bill:
HB 35-A, an act making appropriations for capital improvements.
HB 509, an act clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to
permitting solid waste facilities.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committe on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bill:
HB 1, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a medicaid
enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor.
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Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bills:
HB 352, relative to the oil discharge and disposal cleanup fund.
HB 286, relative to the operation of powerboats on Long Pond in the
town of Northwood.
HB 328, relative to the new Manchester district court facility and
making an appropriation therefor.
HB 619, relative to central business districts and the community
development finance authority.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 83
Amend sections 1-7 of the bill by replacing them with the follow-
ing:
1 Duties of County Ti^easurer. Amend RSA 29:1 to read as follows:
29:1 Duties. The county treasurer shall have custody of all moneys
belonging to the county, and shall pay out the same only upon orders
of the commissioners. He shall deposit the same in participation
units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to
RSA 383:22 or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may
be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and
deliver to the state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits
United States government obligations. United States government
agency obligations, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in
value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said
out-of-state banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to
the state treasurer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any
one bank shall not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up capital
and surplus. The county treasurer shall keep in suitable books pro-
vided for the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received
into and paid from the county treasury, and of all notes given by the
county, with the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year,
he shall make a report to the county, giving a particular account of
all his financial transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the
commissioners statements from his books, and submit his books and
vouchers to them and to the countv auditors for examination, when-
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ever so requested. Whenever the county treasurer has in his cus-
tody an excess of funds which are not immediately needed for the
purpose of expenditure, he shall, with the approval of the commis-
sioners, invest the same in obligations of the United States govern-
ment, in participation units in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of
banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or
in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of
the state of New Hampshire or in national banks located within this
state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts. Any person who di-
rectly or indirectly receives any such funds or moneys for deposit
or for investment in securities of any kind shall, prior to accept-
ance of such funds, make available at the time of such deposit or
investment, an option to have such funds secured by collateral
having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds. Such
collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the
county. Only securities defined by the bank commissioner in
rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be
pledged as collateral.
2 County Treasurer; Excess Funds. Amend RSA 29:3 to read as
follows:
29:3 Excess Funds. Whenever the county treasurer has in his cus-
tody an excess of funds which are not immediately needed for the
purpose of expenditure he may, with the approval of the county com-
missioners and county executive committee, invest the same in
short-term obligations of the United States or in participation units
in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA
383:22, upon such teiTns as shall be approved by the county commis-
sioners. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such
funds or moneys for deposit or for investment in securities of any
kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at
the time of such deposit or investment, an option to have such
funds secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the
amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the
exclusive benefit of the county. Only securities defined by the
bank commissioner in rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57
shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
3 Investment; Capital Reserve Fund for Cities. Amend RSA 34:5
to read as follows:
34:5 Investment. The moneys in such fund shall be kept in a sepa-
rate account and not intermingled with the other funds of the city.
Said capital reserve fund shall be invested only by deposit in some
savings bank or in the savings department of a national bank or
trust company, or in the shares of a cooperative bank, building and
loan association, or federal savings and loan association, in this state
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or in bonds, notes or other obligations of the United States govern-
ment, in bonds or notes of this state, or in participation units in the
pubhc deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22,
and when so invested in good faith the trustees hereinafter named
shall not be liable for the loss thereof. Any interest earned or capital
gains realized on the moneys so invested shall accrue to and become
a part of the fund. Deposits in banks shall be made in the name of
the city, and it shall appear upon the book thereof that the same is a
capital reserve fund. Any person who directly or indirectly re-
ceives any such funds or moneys for deposit or for investment in
securities of any kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds,
make available at the time of such deposit or investment, an op-
tion to have such funds secured by collateral having a value at
least equal to the amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be
segregated for the exclusive benefit of the county. Only securities
defined by the bank commissioner in rules adopted pursuant to
RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
4 Investment; Capital Reserve Fund; Counties; Tbwns; Districts.
Amend RSA 35:9 to read as follows:
35:9 Investment. The moneys in each such fund shall be kept in a
separate account and not intermingled with other funds of said mu-
nicipality. Said capital reserve fund shall be invested only by deposit
in some savings bank or in the savings department of a national bank
or trust company, or in the shares of a cooperative bank, building
and loan association, or federal savings and loan association, in this
state, or in bonds, notes or other obligations of the United States
government, or in bonds or notes of this state, or in participation
units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to
RSA 383:22. When so invested the trustees hereinafter named shall
not be liable for the loss thereof. Any interest earned or capital gains
realized on the moneys so invested shall accrue to and become a part
of the fund. Deposits in banks shall be made in the name of the town,
district or county which holds the same as a reserve, and it shall
appear upon the books thereof that the same is a capital reserve
fund. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such
capital reserve funds for deposit or for investment in securities of
any kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available
at the time of such deposit or investment an option to have such
funds secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the
amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the
exclusive benefit of the town, school district, village district or
county depositing or investing such funds. Only securities de-
fined by the bank commissioner as provided by rules adopted pur-
suant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
5 Town Treasurer; Duties. Amend RSA 41:29 to read as follows:
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41:29 Duties. The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys
belonging to the town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders
of the selectmen, or, in the case of a conservation fund established
pursuant to RSA 36-A:5, upon the order of the conservation commis-
sion. He shall deposit all such moneys in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations, United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not for more than 20 days exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and
surplus. The town treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided
for the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into
and paid from town treasury, and of all notes given by the town, with
the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make
a report to the town, giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the selectmen state-
ments from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to them
and to the town auditors for examination, whenever so requested.
Whenever the town treasurer has in his custody an excess of funds
which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expenditure,
he shall, with the approval of the selectmen, invest the same in obli-
gations of the United States government, in the public deposit in-
vestment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank
deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New
Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated under
the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in national banks located
within this state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts. Any per-
son who directly or indirectly receives any such capital reserve
funds for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind
shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the
time of such deposit or investment an option to have such funds
secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the amount
of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclu-
sive benefit of the town, school district, village district or county
depositing or investing such funds. Only securities defined by the
bank commissioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant to
RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
6 City Treasurer; Duties. Amend RSA 48:16 to read as follows:
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48:16 City Treasurer; Duties. The city treasurer shall have cus-
tody of all moneys belonging to the city. He shall deposit the same in
participation units in the public deposit investment pool established
pursuant to RSA 383:22, or in solvent banks in the state, except that
funds may be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks
pledge and deliver to the state treasurer as collateral security for
such deposits United States government obligations. United States
government agency obligations, or obligations of the state of New
Hampshire in value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in
each case. Said out-of-state banks shall make a monthly report of
such deposits to the state treasurer. The amount of collected funds
on deposit in any one bank shall not at any time exceed the sum of its
paid-up capital and surplus, except that a city with a population in
excess of 50,000 is authorized to deposit funds in a solvent bank in
excess of the paid-up capital surplus of said bank. The city treasurer
shall keep in suitable books provided for the purpose a fair and cor-
rect account of all sums received into and paid from the city trea-
sury, and of all notes given by the city, with the particulars thereof.
At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make a report to the city
giving a particular account of all his financial transactions during the
year. He shall furnish to the mayor and council statements from his
books, and submit his books and vouchers to them and to the city
auditors for examination, whenever so requested. Whenever the city
treasurer has in his custody an excess of funds which are not imme-
diately needed for the purpose of expenditure, he shall, with the
approval of the mayor and a majority of the city council, invest the
same in obligations of the United States government, in participa-
tion units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant
to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of banks incorporated under
the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits
of banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire
or in national banks located within this state or the commonwealth
of Massachusetts. Any person who directly or indirectly receives
any such funds for deposit or for investment in securities of any
kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at
the time of such deposit or investment an option to have such
funds secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the
amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the
exclusive benefit of the city. Only securities defined by the bank
commissioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant to RSA
386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
7 School Districts; Treasurer's Duties. Amend RSA 197:23-a to
read as follows:
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197:23-a Treasurer's Duties. The treasurer shall have custody of all
moneys belonging to the district and shall pay out the same only
upon orders of the school board or upon orders of the 2 or more
members of the school board empowered by the school board as a
whole to authorize payments. He shall deposit the same in participa-
tion units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant
to RSA 383:22, or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds
may be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and
deliver to the state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits
United States government obligations, United States government
agency obligations, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in
value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said
out-of-state banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to
the state treasurer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any
one bank shall not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up capital
and surplus. The treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from the district treasury, and of all notes given by the district,
with the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall
make a report to the district, giving a particular account of all his
financial transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the school
board statements from his books, and submit his books and vouchers
to them and to the auditors for examination, whenever so requested.
Whenever the treasurer has in his custody an excess of funds which
are not immediately needed for the purpose of expenditure, he shall,
with the approval of the school board, invest the same in obligations
of the United States government, in participation units in the public
deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in sav-
ings bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the state
of New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorpo-
rated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in national
banks located within this state or the commonwealth of Massachu-
setts. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such
funds for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind
shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the
time of such deposit or investment an option to have such funds
secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the amount
of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclu-
sive benefit of the city. Only securities defined by the bank com-
missioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57
shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
Amend the bill by replacing section 9 with the following:
9 T3wn Treasurer; Duties; Combination of SB 83, SB 102, and HB
633. RSA 41:29 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
41:29 Duties.
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I. The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the
selectmen, or, in the case of a conservation fund established pursu-
ant to RSA 36-A:5, upon the order of the conservation commission,
or in the case of fees held pursuant to RSA 673:16, II, upon the order
of the local land use board or its designated agent.
II. He shall deposit all such moneys in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations. United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not for more than 20 days exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and
surplus.
III. The town treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from town treasury, and of all notes given by the town, with the
particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make a
report to the town, giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the selectmen state-
ments from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to them
and to the town auditors for examination, whenever so requested.
IV. Whenever the town treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the selectmen, invest the same in
obligations of the United States government, in the public deposit
investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings
bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated
under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or in national banks
located within this state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
V. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds
or moneys for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind
shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the time of
such deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured by
collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds.
Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the
town. Only securities defined by the bank commissioner as provided
by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be
pledged as collateral.
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10 City Ti-easurer; Duties; Combination of SB 83, SB 102, and HB
633. RSA 48:16 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
48:16 City Ti'easurer; Duties.
I. The city treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging
to the city. He shall deposit the same in participation units in the
public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22,
or in solvent banks in the state, except that funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the
state treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States
government obligations, United States government agency obliga-
tions, or obligations of the state of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case. Said out-of-state
banks shall make a monthly report of such deposits to the state trea-
surer. The amount of collected funds on deposit in any one bank shall
not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up capital and surplus,
except that a city with a population in excess of 50,000 is authorized
to deposit funds in a solvent bank in excess of the paid-up capital
sui-plus of said bank.
II. The city treasurer shall keep in suitable books provided for
the purpose a fair and correct account of all sums received into and
paid from the city treasury, and of all notes given by the city, with
the particulars thereof. At the close of each fiscal year, he shall make
a report to the city giving a particular account of all his financial
transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the mayor and coun-
cil statements from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to
them and to the city auditors for examination, whenever so re-
quested.
III. Whenever the city treasurer has in his custody an excess of
funds which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expendi-
ture, he shall, with the approval of the mayor and a majority of the
city council, invest the same in obligations of the United States gov-
ernment, in participation units in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of
banks incorporated under the laws of the state of New Hampshire or
in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of
the state of New Hampshire or in national banks located within this
state or the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
IV. The city treasurer shall pay out fees held pursuant to RSA
673:16, II upon the order of the local land use board or its designated
agent.
V. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds
or moneys for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind
shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the time of
such deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured by
collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds.
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Such collateral shall be segi-egated for the exclusive benefit of the
district. Only securities defined by the bank commissioner as pro-
vided by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to
be pledged as collateral.
11 Contingency. If HB 633-FN becomes law, sections 9 and 10 of
this act shall take effect 60 days after its passage, and sections 5 and
6 of this act shall not take effect. If HB 633-FN does not become law,
sections 5 and 6 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its passage,
and sections 9 and 10 of this act shall not take effect.
12 Effective Date.
I. Sections 5, 6, 9, and 10 shall take effect as provided in section
11 of this act.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect 60 days after its
passage.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 180-FN
Amend the bill by inserting after section 4 the following and re-
numbering the original sections 5 and 6 to read as 9 and 10:
5 Hearing Procedure on Abatement of Tkxes. Amend RSA 76:16 to
read as follows:
76:16 By Selectmen or Assessors.
I. Selectmen or assessors, for good cause shown, may abate any
tax assessed by them or by their predecessors. Any person ag-
grieved by the assessment of a tax and who has complied with the
requirements of RSA 74, may, within [60 days] 2 months after notice
of the tax, and not afterwards, apply in writing to the selectmen or
assessors for an abatement of the tax. "Notice of the tax" means
the date the board of tax and land appeals determines to be the
last date of mailing of the final tax bill by the taxing district.
II. Upon receipt of an application under paragraph I, the select-
men or assessors shall review the application and grant or deny the
application in writing within 6 months after notice of such tax, and
failure to do so shall constitute a denial, except that in the year fol-
lowing a property revaluation, municipalities having 9,000 or more
parcels shall have an additional 2 months to respond to appeals. "No-
tice of such tax" is defined in RSA 76:16-a, I.
6 Information Required in Appeal Following Failure to Abate
Tkxes. Amend RSA 76:16-a, I to read as follows:
I. After the selectmen neglect or refuse to so abate, in accord-
ance with RSA 76:16, any person aggrieved, having complied with
the requirements of RSA 74, upon payment of a $40 filing fee, may,
within 8 months after notice of such tax, and not afterwards, apply
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in wTiting to the board of tax and land appeals which, after inquiry
and investigation, shall hold a hearing if requested as provided in
this section and shall make such order thereon as justice requires;
and such order shall be enforceable as provided hereafter Property
owners who have appealed a tax assessment to the board of tax and
land appeals and who receive a tax bill for a subsequent year prior to
the time the board of tax and land appeals has acted on the original
appeal shall be automatically considered as having appealed the sub-
sequent bill and no further filing fee shall be required. "Notice of
such tax" means the date the [department of revenue administra-
tion] board of tax and land appeals determines to be the last date of
mailing of the final tax [bills] bill by the taxing district. The person
aggrieved shall state in its appeal to the board either the date of the
municipality's decision on the RSA 76:16 application, or that 6
months has passed since the notice of the tax and that the municipal-
ity failed to issue a decision in accordance with RSA 76:16.
7 Contingency. Sections 5 and 6 of this act shall take effect April 1,
1992, if HB 652-FN becomes law. If HB 652-FN does not become
law, sections 5 and 6 shall not take effect.
8 Provisions Contingently Voided. If HB 652-FN becomes law, sec-
tions 10 and 11 of HB 652-FN shall not take effect.
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Effective Date.
I. Sections 5 and 6 shall take effect as provided in section 7 of
this act.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 195-FN
Amend the bill by replacing section 31 with the following:
31 Filing Primary Petitions. Amend RSA 655:20, II to read as
follows:
II. Any person qualified to run for office who does not, pursuant
to RSA 664:5-a, voluntarily accept the expenditure limitations set
forth in RSA 664:5-b shall, in order to have his name printed on the
primary ballot of any party, in addition to the filing fees prescribed
in RSA 655:19, file with the appropriate official the requisite num-
ber of primary petitions required under RSA 655:22 made by mem-
bers of the party, together with one written assent to candidacy. If a
person is required to file primary petitions under the provisions
of this paragraph, the primary petitions which he files shall con-
tain the following language in bold print at the top of each peti-
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tion in addition to the lan^age required in RSA 655:21: "This
candidate has reserved his or her rights under the federal consti-
tution and New Hampshire laws and may choose not to agree to
limit campaign spending according to amounts set by state law
and as a result may be required to submit these petitions." Pri-
mary petitions filed under this section shall be filed in addition to
the requirement for filing petitions under RSA 655:19-c.
32 Provision Voided. 1991, 218:2 shall not take effect.
33 Effective Date.
I. Section 31 of this act shall take effect August 9, 1991.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 206-FN
Amend RSA 178:20, V(e)(l)(A) as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by replacing it with the following:
(1)(A) The commission may issue a cocktail lounge license to
any caterer with on-site permanent kitchen facilities and permanent
dining facilities capable of seating 100 persons or more. Such license
shall allow the licensee to serve liquor and beverages with or vdth-
out meals to members of a private party in any room of such on-site
catering facility designated by the commission. For the purposes of
this paragraph, persons under the age of 18 shall be allowed in
rooms where beverages and liquor are served without a parent or
guardian present. Such lounge license may allow the licensee to
serve liquor and beverages on the premises of any public building
approved by the commission. Licenses shall be granted only to such
caterers as the commission, at its discretion, shall approve and then
only to such caterers as shall show the commission on forms and
under rules adopted by the commission that at least 50 percent of
their combined food and liquor and beverage sales shall fall within
the category of food. Caterers with annual food sales of $100,000 or
more shall be exempt from the 50 percent requirement. Caterers
shall notify the commission not less than 5 days in advance of a func-
tion specifying date and time of the scheduled function. Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, a caterer, with the approval of
the commission, may subcontract for the cooking, preparing or serv-
ing of food pursuant to the caterer's liquor license. The commission
shall adopt rules in accordance with RSA 541-A to carry out the
provisions of this subparagraph. New premises or locations shall be
approved by the commission 10 days before the scheduled events.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
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Adopted.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final
passage, all titled be the same as adopted, and that they be passed
at the present time.
Adopted.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess for the purpose of House Messages and
Enrolled Bills reports, and when we adjourn we adjourn to the Call
of the Chair.
Adopted.
Senator Currier moved that we recess to the Call of the Chair.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles.
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a
medicaid enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor.
Senator Currier moved that we recess.
Adopted.
Recess.
Explanation to Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 42-FN
This amendment deletes a section of bill which duplicates the sub-
stance of another section of the bill.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to SB 42-FN
Amend the bill by deleting section 14 and renumbering sections
15-21 to read as 14-20, respectively.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Senator Currier moved that we Adjourn to the Call of the Chair.
Adopted.
Adjournment.
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June 26, 1991
The Senate met at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Lord, right now I do not know what is going on. I hope that we do the
best that we can for all with the budget. May we set our sights high.
Bless us Lord. Amen.
Senator Shaheen led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTIONS
Recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
HOUSE MESSAGES
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 35-FN-A, making appropriations for capital improvements.
VETO MESSAGE
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Delahunty moved to dispense with the reading of the Veto
Message.
Adopted.
Tb The Honorable Members of the General Court:
I have this day vetoed SB 140-FN, an act establishing a Commit-
tee to study rate setting for certain services, placements and pro-
grams.
SB 140-FN represents a clear conflict of interest. It requires that a
report on rate setting be prepared by the very providers who bene-
fit from the rates set. It amounts to the granting of provider gToup
advocates the opportunity to develop their own check writing plan
only on the State's checking account. The taxpayers can hardly af-
ford such a potentially expensive and unnecessary exercise.
Rate setting activities and responsibilities are currently being-
handled within the Departments of Education and Health and Hu-
man Services and this legislation will not facilitate or improve the
current process. Both Departments have promulgated rules which
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have been approved by the Joint Legislative Committee on Adminis-
trative Rules, establishing the procedure for setting provider rates.
Such rates must, in order to qualify for Federal Reimbursement,
comply with a myriad of federal rules and regulations which sub-
stantially limit the areas open to negotiation. Thus, a committee
whose makeup is heavily weighed in favor of service providers' inter-
ests would not be in the State's best interests. The State is currently
working with providers to review the rate setting rules and modify
them where possible to ensure that the State's limited resources are
applied in the most cost effective manner consistent with the best
interests of the clients being served.
We cannot afford, especially during these lean budgetary times, to
be creating reports which have the potential of putting the fox in
charge of the chicken coop. It is for these reasons that I do not feel
that it is necessary or in the best interests of the State of New
Hampshire that SB 140-FN become law.
Judd Gregg
GOVERNOR
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I was planning to come in here to-
day to speak on 140 with some force, but I have been a little busy the
last few days and unfortunately, I haven't a prepared speech. I have
further found out that the votes are not there for an override. But I
feel compelled to tell you that I am very disappointed that what I
think is a cost saver for the state will not even be considered. Be-
cause what we are discussing in 140, is a study to look at rate setting
in the state of New Hampshire. At present, it is a disaster. Everyone
that I have spoken to in the industry and outside of the industry,
have said that the state is spending a considerable amount of money
that is not necessary. It was the hope that this bill would look at the
problem. It appears that because the Governor didn't like the
makeup of the study committee, he is not interested in having the
study committee go forward. Now I am aware that the Governor
does know the process. I am aware that he does know that he can
send someone to speak from the office, at any time during that proc-
ess, and to go to the Committee of Conferees during that process
and say that he has a problem with the people who are sitting on
that study committee. He chose not to do that. He chose instead, to
wait till the bitter end and then object. It infuriates me that we who
have worked extremely hard over this year to save a dollar, a dime or
whatever it was, are now being denied the ability to continue that
process and I would ask you to consider that. I am not going to ask
you to override, because as I said before, I know we do not have the
votes, but I do feel that next year this area must be revisited. We
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must not allow those people who cost the state money to continue
this practice. What presently happens is that someone who does the
best for the state, who saves us money is penalized. I would ask you
to consider that when you see this before next term.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: This is my bill and to give you just a little
history of it, I put in the bill after listening to the same people that
Senator Hollingworth spoke of to have a real hard look at it. In fact,
I put in a bill to do away with rate-setting. It really wasn't my intent.
I just felt that when the bill got to Senator Podles committee, that in
her wisdom and judgment, she would do something that would at
least get us on the right course, which she did. Through Senator
Podles coming to me, she put in a bill that said it would be a study of
the rate-setting in this state. The testimony from the Department of
Education was needed desperately. Thanks to Senator Podles this
agreement was reached. I had nothing to do with who the makeup of
the committee was, and if that is the Governor's objection then I am
awful sorry. I will have to admit to you that the Governor did call me
and explain his reasons and to tell me that people from the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services have gone to all of these pro-
viders, and sat down with them and to see if they could improve
upon it. They are starting the process that the study committee
would have done. I have no objections to the study committee, be-
cause I feel truthfully, that the Legislature should be involved. But
if we want to take the Governor's word that this is being done, then
certainly, I will not press for any kind of a roll call or any kind of an
override. If it's done, fine. If it's not, I can assure you that Senator
Hollingworth and I in November, will be back to put the same bill in.
I think that you should do what you like. I am not going to press for
an override, you do what you like.
SENATOR PODLES: It's unfortunate that SB 140 was killed. When
that bill came into Health and Human Services, I really wanted to
salvage the bill, because it was going to be killed. I felt that we
should study it in order to find out a lot of things. I was very careful.
I sought information from other departments on the composition of
the committee, and I was very careful of who was on the committee.
I wish that I had known sooner. I would have been very glad to
change, and include other people than somebody who would be as
the Governor said "a conflict of interest". I would hope that we would
do this the next time around. I am going to work very hard to have
this rate-setting study, because I feel that it is very important.
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Podles, in the work that you did, did
you find that there were many instances where those organizations
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who were charging a higher rate were favored by the rate setting
structure over those who were able to provide the service for less
money?
SENATOR PODLES: I don't know about that, Senator. We didn't go
that far. We did have a lot of input from outsiders. They didn't seem
to agree, this is why I recommended that we have a study committee
for all of these people, from all sides, to come in and to tell us about
it, and to get a lot more information.
SENATOR J. KING: That bill came before my committee. It came
out of the committee 5 to to pass. It passed this body. It passed the
House, and it was Vetoed by the Governor. I personally intend to
vote to oppose the Governor's Veto.
SENATOR NELSON: I rise because I am going to support the Gov-
ernor's Veto and I wanted my colleagues to know why. As a member
of Administrative Rules who sat there during the sessions, when in
fact, as the Governor's letter does state, that there were promul-
gated rules by the Joint Legislative committee. Having worked with
the constituency out of Nashua and around the state who supported
it, and also, having looked at the comittee makeup, understanding
that at this time that we cannot amend it. There is no public member
on that bill. I think that that is a mistake. There are some people on
that committee who should either not be there or others that should
be added. So based on those situations, because right now there are
rules that have been promulgated, I am going to sustain the Gover-
noi^'s Veto.
A required 2/3 vote or 16 members to over ride the Veto.
A Roll Call vote is required.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W King, Eraser, Hough,
Currier, Disnard, Blaisdell, Bass, McLane, J. King, Russman, Co-
hen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Dupont, Roberge, Pressly,
Nelson, Colantuono, Podles, Humphrey, St. Jean, Shaheen, Dela-
hunty, Hollingworth.
Yeas: 12 Nays: 12
Veto Sustained.
INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILLS
Senator McLane Resolved that in accordance with the list in the
possession of the Clerk, House Bill numbered 40 shall be by this
resolution read a first and second time by the therein listed title, and
referred to the therein designated committee.
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Adopted.
First and Second Reading and Referral
HB 40-FN, relative to certain state taxes and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator McLane moved that the Rules of the Senate be suspended
to dispense with the holding of a hearing, the notice of a committee
report in the calendar, and that the bill be put on Second Reading at
the present time.
Adopted.
HB 40-FN, relative to certain state taxes and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator McLane, the bill that we
have has been amended by the Senate, is that not correct?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: And what do we have, I have the
House . , .
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: The bill has not been introduced into
the Senate, so the bill has not been amended by the Senate.
SENATOR MCLANE: I guess I could explain it very easily. This is
a tax that we passed before in the Senate. It went over to the House
and the House felt that it was their Constitutional prerogative to be
the tax initiating body. I disagree with them, but I don't think that
we want to go to the Supreme Court and test it out. So what they
did was, put the estate and legacy tax which we raised from 15 to 18
percent on a bill that was sitting over in the House, and they are
sending it back over to us to reaffirm what we did to balance the
budget many weeks ago. They did have a public hearing in the Sen-
ate. The public was invited to that public hearing. As it turned out, I
was the only speaker at the public hearing. Then they passed it
unanimously in their Ways and Means committee and are really
sending it back to us. It has 2 amendments which are minor, which I
will explain.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: My question to you. Senator
McLane, does this bill contain a poll tax that we see here on the bill?
SENATOR MCLANE: No. That is the amended analysis that has
not been amended. Don't worry.
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SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Could you go over what we will be
voting on and precisely what is contained in this bill?
SENATOR MCLANE: The bill contains the Estate and Legacy in-
crease from 15 to 18 percent. It does not contain the poll tax as in the
amended analysis. But, it also puts the communications tax, which is
the telephone tax, 3 percent with the 3 percent surcharge at your
request. It also has a section in there that will be an amendment,
about when the telephone tax goes into effect and at the request of
the telephone company so that they can bill regularly.
SENATOR HEATH: I rise in opposition to suspending the rules. It
wasn't that long ago that you people insisted that on some fairly
minor changes on the moose hunt that we have a hearing. My com-
mittee went back and had a hearing which was greatly unattended
by members of this body. Now we have a tax bill and in spite of the
promotion that's just been given to it, has some important changes,
and we are not going to let the public in on this because part of the
motion suspends the hearing. I would urge you in the strongest
terms, not to suspend the rules and do this kind of business behind
the peoples back. Thank you.
SENATOR MCLANE: I rise in strong opposition to the argument
as presented by Senator Heath. We did have a joint public hearing.
We have argued this bill and we have passed this bill. I would say
that, I would like to repeat the argument that I used in Ways and
Means. This is a really fair tax. This taxes people who have received
money, and takes 18 percent of it instead of 15 percent. It is a fair
tax. We have passed both of these, we have argued both of these. I
think it is very clear that it is the mechanics of it coming back on
another bill to satisfy this constitutional figment of the House's
imagination. That is the reason why we are suspending the rules to
suspend the public hearing. We have had a public hearing on the
issue, but not on number 40.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator McLane, I appreciate your
argument about the Legacy Tkx, but this also has an increase in the
Communication Tkx. Could you relate the procedural posture of that
because I don't beheve that we passed a 6 percent tax which is what
this is? I would like to answer Senator Heath's point. Senator
Heath's point was we haven't had a public hearing, and we have in
fact had one on the Legacy, but we haven't had one on the increase
from 5 to 6 percent on the phone tax.
SENATOR MCLANE: I guess 111 explain it this way. That we did
have probably the most unpleasant hearing that Kathy Varaco has
ever been to on the question of the tax on Telephone Property. We
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passed that tax in this body counting it as $24,000,000, sent it over
and enabled Senator Blaisdell and others to balance the budget. In
that process, instead of the tax on property, we did as the House had
done. This is a compromise with the House and it's probably happier
and fairer for everyone to go up to 6 percent on the all over Com-
munications Tkx, rather than, I think, that perhaps you're being
sticklers for form here. We did have a public hearing on the issue of
the Property Tax and the House had a public hearing on this issue.
It is part of the budget package. There is no doubt in my mind that
the Senate is getting a better deal than the one that they passed
before, and the telephone company is as well.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, how can you suggest to me
that I am being a stickler for form when the bill that this body in-
sisted having a public hearing was one that increased the moose kill
by 25 and this produces a new tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: This does not produce a new tax. It is a
change in percentage of a tax that we have had in affect for a good
while and I guess I just don't see it as the same issue.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, do you believe that if the
public knew what was going on with this motion that they would
want a hearing on this?
SENATOR MCLANE: I bet you that there would be one person
there and it would be Kathy Vacaro and she would stand up and say,
thank you. That would be the public hearing.
SENATOR HEATH: But if a poll were taken, do you believe that
the public would vote in having a hearing on this or against it?
SENATOR MCLANE: The hour is late. The issue is clear to me and
the ticking clock before July 31. It's late, is what I am saying. I think
that the rest of us are ready to go, this is a fair, good tax.




A 2/3 vote is required.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
Seconded by Senator Colantuono.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, St. Jean, Shaheen, Delahunty,
Hollingworth, Cohen.
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The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey.
Yeas: 20 Nays: 3
Suspension of the Rules is Adopted.
Senator Pressly not voting, excused for the day.
SENATOR MCLANE: I think that the floor amendment will be im-
portant to the discussion of HB 40. It has the section, the first part,
3 of the amendment, and I am speaking to amendment 3424L. It has
the timing so that the Communications Tax in the second section
isn't going to come until your August bill even though the tax starts
in July. So that is at the request of the telephone company itself. We
have deleted section 2 which confused us all, which is the Poll Tax on
Business. That is not a part of it, not a part of the amended analysis.
What it simply does, I repeat, the estate and legacy tax is a tax that
by definition you can pay because you are getting some money to
pay for it. It meets the criteria of ability to pay. It applies to your
rich uncle and doesn't apply to your mother or to your son. It is
lineal descents and it was a tax that we had passed to balance our
budget. The two-way Communications Tkx. It applies to brother and
sister, in answer to your question, Senator Bodies, but not to the
house that they live in if they have lived in the house together and
wish to pass it one to another The second tax is the Telephone Tkx.
We passed a Property Tax in this body for the tune of 24 million.
This would be 9 million for the biennium. I think the telephone com-
pany is glad to take that hit instead of the Property Tax. It also has a
$12 exemption so that your basic phone rent is exempted, which
means that the little old lady who is going to call her doctor, doesn't
pay the tax. It's when she calls her nephew in Colorado that she
starts paying the tax.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, twice in you short speech, on
this new tax proposal, you mentioned that you have gotten the ap-
proval of the telephone company, once on the August billing and on
something else that they approved of. You are the person that made
the motion to suspend the hearing. Why is it that you would allow
such a courtesy to the telephone company that you wouldn't allow
with the public to get a look at this?
SENATOR MCLANE: We did have a public hearing on the issue of
taxing property, which was $24,000,000. We had the public hearing.
We obviously went against the sentiments of the public hearing,
which were principally people from the telephone company that
didn't like the tax. It has gone into a Committee of Conference. It is
basic to the passage of the budget that we pass this tax and it is a
saving for the telephone company of the difference between 24 mil-
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lion and 9 million. It's sort of saying to them, we are going to give
you some medicine, now you pick whether it has candy in it or not. I
mean, they are not saying they are happy with it. They are saying
that they will accept it over the other alternative, about which we
did have a public hearing.
SENATOR HEATH: I guess my question is not further evidence
that the telephone company has been consulted, but why if you
would consult the company, you wouldn't consult in the form of a
hearing, the people who pay the tax through their bills, the general
public that we legibly represent in this body?
SENATOR MCLANE: The House had a pubhc hearing on this is-
sue. It is part of the budget. It is a happier solution than others
which have already passed this body and it is necessary to the
budget to have it.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I guess I have a couple of things I would
like to add on this and I will be very brief. Obviously, when we
passed the Senate budget a while back, there were some things in
that budget including the Telephone Property Tkx that many of us
found distasteful. As we have gone through this process of compro-
mise with the House, and you can call it whatever you want, but
ultimately, politics is the art of compromise. We have been able to do
some things as a result of a very rapidly changing situation. This is
one piece of a package that we will be bringing before this body that
attempts to rectify the financial problems that the state of New
Hampshire faces. This reflects the Senate's concern that at the end
of this biennium, with the help of God, things will be better in the
state of New Hampshire and this will go back to it's original rate of 3
percent. I recognize that it's perhaps distasteful to some, but unfor-
tunately, as we have all talked about being responsible, and trying to
develop solutions to problems that face us, this is one of those. It is
part of the package that makes this budget balanced during the next
biennium. As we go through the day and move through this process,
I am sure that there will be no one that will reflect back on today as
an enjoyable day. I think that we can all take some great pride in
having moved this process to the point where we can go home for the
summer with a solution that works. So I would urge my colleagues
to support this so that we can get on with the business that faces
this body this afternoon.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I would just like to talk briefly. I
sat in on the discussions somewhat on this because it came before
Ways and Means and we were hopeful that the 3 percent permanent
and the Surcharge T^x temporary, would be the way that we would
come out of that and this is the way that the Ways and Means Con-
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ferees agreed. I think that this is not a real burden on the communi-
ties, because it will be repealed in 1993, this surtax, I think that is
important that we were able to achieve that. I think that even
though we are placed in a situation where we are increasing a tax,
we are only making it a temporary tax. I wish that we wouldn't even
have to do that, but unfortunately, we are placed in that situation. I
want it to be clear that when it says 100 percent as you see in the
amendment, that is 3 and 3 which makes it 100 percent, and there is
a repealing in 1993, June 30. So I want that to be clear with everyone
here that that is what this bill will do.
Recess.
Out of recess.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I called for a recess because when
I looked at the bill, I saw that section 1 and 3 were going to be made
to pass on passage and that concerned me because we had wanted to
allow time for the telephone company to implement this. But then I
looked at the bottom of the page and realized that what was going to
happen when Gloria got ahold of this, that she would be renumber-
ing section 3 and 5 to read as 2 and 4. So my problems have been
corrected and I am sorry for giving everyone that scare. The process
has gotten so difficult that I have started to see things in front of my
eyes that aren't there and when they are there in front of my eyes, I
don't see them. But I would like to say that I wish that we did not
have to pass any new taxes just like the rest of you, any increased
taxes. I am sure that Kathy, when Senator McLane was talking up
there and said that she would probably come and testify before us
and say thank you. Well I am inclined to say I don't think that is true,
unless of course, somebody threatens to hit you once and you say
thank you, because you didn't hit me twice. But I think that the
point is that we are in a situation where we have deliberated long
and hard over a budget and we now have a balanced budget. There
are one or two increases and the one or two increases happen to be
this bill, HB 40. It is an increase in the Telephone Tkx and an in-
crease in the State Legacy. I think that we have done well. If you
look back over all the taxes that we would have been increasing, had
we been given the Governor's proposal we would have had a Poll Tax,
we would have had increased of BPT tax, we would have had, I
think, about 10 new taxes and we have done I think, by coming out of
this with only this slight increase, and the surtax only being a tem-
porary one that will be repealed on June 30 of 1993. I hope that you
can support this legislation.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Hollingworth, you may have, I just
sketched down a quote of yours that you just made, and you may
have answered my question. So I guess my question is, is this the.
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let me give you the answer first. When there are things in front of
my eyes I don't see them. The question is, you expressed several
times, optimism about this surcharge being temporary, yet I know
that you are bright, that you have a good memory, that you had a lot
of service in the House as well as the Senate. Like myself, have
experienced the continued repeal of temporary into permanent and
the complete breaking of promises that we make one session and the
next, as we have already broken promises in this session as many as
we have made for next session. Where does your optimism come
from or is this your answer that when things are in front of my eyes
I don't see them?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator Heath, I thank you for re-
minding me of my statement. I guess what I need to say to you is, I
know what is in front of my eyes and I do see it as a tax. I do know
our history for not reducing taxes. I in fact, spoke long and hard
about that sometime this session and over the past years. I hate to
see any taxes going in. But unfortunately, we do have to continue to
provide services. We find that we have a budget that is before us
that I think does what this Senate wants to do, not increase the
burden on business.
SENATOR HEATH: I think that I could save you some trouble. My
question isn't about the merits of the taxes, although I've questions
about that. My question is, where springs your optimism that this is
temporary, this surcharge from past experience. Where do you find
that optimistic view?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I believe that we have reduced it
already. If we had passed what the House had wanted to pass us,
which was a 4 — 2 we would have been stuck with an in place 4
percent tax on the telephone companies and a 2 percent tax. I think
by making it a 3 — 3, there is more chance that it will be repealed at
least at the 3 — 3. But again, I can only say to you, I will try to find
other means of revenue. We have a committee that is going to look at
our tax package and determine how we tax in this state. Perhaps
when that study comes back before us, we can come up with a better
way of taxation. But I did not say that I had all the answers. I have
opposed what's happened over the years. We in the Senate are faced
with, when squid is passed to us we have to eat squid, and the House
only passed us squid, they did not give us any other choices in taxa-
tion. What we in the Senate can only have the bills and the taxes
that come to us, either those that are now in place or the ones that
they choose to pass to us. We unfortunately, must accept those and
do the best that we can with them. We made calamary out of this,
and I guess that is the best that we can do.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator Holling\vorth, having stole my cala-
mary remark, we are always promoting seafoods in New Hampshire.
I wonder, do you pledge then, that you will work for working against
any attempt to make this surcharge permanent and against any at-
tempt to repeal the temporariness of this?
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Yes, I will. I have in the past. I
think that I have worked hard in the past not to increase any bur-
dens on the people of the state. I think that is why I have sponsored
the legislation I did this year, to look at our tax structure and to try
and find a fair mechanism in which we derive our income to this
state.
Senator Dupont moved the question.
Adopted.
Senator McLane offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HB 40-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to certain state taxes.
Amend the bill by replacing section 3 with the following:
3 Rate of Thx for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Communications
Services Tkx. For the period beginning July 1, 1991, and ending
June 30, 1993, there is imposed a surcharge of 100 percent on the tax
imposed under RSA 82-A:3 and 82-A:4 on the gross charge for com-
munications services purchased at retail from a retailer.
Amend the bill by replacing section 5 with the following:
I. Sections 1 and 3 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect for gross charges
collected from the taxpayer by a retailer on or after August 1, 1991,
for communications services purchased at retail on or after July 1,
1991.
Amend the bill by deleting section 2 and renumbering sections 3-5
to read as 2-4, respectively.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill amends state taxes as follows:
(1) The bill increases the rate of the legacies and successions tax
from 15 to 18 percent.
(2) The bill increases the rate of tax on communication services
from 50 to 100 percent for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
Floor Amendment Is Adopted.
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A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
Question is on Ordering to Third Reading.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Hough, Dupont,
Currier, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, McLane, Russman, Shaheen, De-
lahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Disnard, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, Podles, Humphrey, J. King, St. Jean.
Yeas: 14 Nays: 8
Ordered To Third Reading.
Senator Eraser and Senator Pressly not voting, excused.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 35-A
Amend section 27, paragraph n(l) line 2 with the following:
in 1989, 367:1, XH, A, 1, 3, and 4 for aeronautics projects.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 532, relative to the color of ballots used municipal elections and
relative to the time for holding town and district business meetings
and elections.
HB 560, relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying cer-
tain waters and establishing a study committee to examine the issue
of recreational mining in the state's's rivers.
HB 581, relative to enforcement of default judgements against ten-
ants and relative to personal property of tenants.
HB 595, relative to citations for building code and land use viola-
tions.
HB 603, to establish a mandates task force to recommend modifica-
tion or repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon municipali-
ties and school districts.
HB 607, permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of
workers compensation laws by bidders on construction contracts,
relative to tort immunity for self-insured pools and increasing the
size of the compensation appeals board.
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HB 633, to clarify the handling of administrative fees required by
local land use boards, I'elative to elected planning board members,
and relative to the definition of "mayor" for planning and zoning pur-
poses.
HB 709, establishing a study committee relative to clearcutting for-
est resources, extending the effective date for rulemaking by the
board of licensing for foresters, and relative to notices of intent to
cut.
HB 745, relative to sewage disposal systems and continually appro-
priating the sewage disposal system fund.
HB 780, relative to water treatment plant operators and fees for
water system permits and continually appropriating a special fund
to the division of water supply and pollution control.
HB 784, creating a long-range construction progi'am for New Hamp-
shire's highways and highway bridges.
SB 83, relative to the investment of public funds.
SB 195, relative to campaign expenditure limitations.
SB 206, relative to liquor licenses for caterers.
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles.
HB 250, relative to the board of nursing.
HB 509, clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to permit-
ting solid waste facilities.
HB 576, relative to the investments which may be made by New
Hampshire domestic insures, other than life insurers.
SB 97, relative to administrative rules and state mandates.
SB 180, relative to the hearings process on tax abatements for prop-
erty taxes.
HB 517, relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
SB 42, relative to the board of podiatry, the board of registration in
medicine, emergency medical technicians, and the possession of non-
controlled prescription drugs for emergency use.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House and Senate Bills:
HB 104, relative to a public water rights reports and advisory com-
mittee and relative to water usage by registered hydroelectric facili-
ties.
HB 142, relative to school district budgets, the Tilton and North-
field Union School district and the Winnisquam regional school dis-
trict.
HB 161, relative to retirement system benefits and retirement sys-
tem membership eligibilty and making an appropriation from the
retirement system administrative account.
HB 171, relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain" and
relative to the Conway village fire district and making an appropria-
tion therefor.
HB 210, creating a committee to study artificial impoundments and
relative to the department of environmental services revolving fund.
HB 325, relative to reciprocity of dog training and restricting the
use of telemetry equipment.
HB 416, relative to drug-free school zones and making appropria-
tions therefor and establishing a committee to study certain issues
related to drug-free zones.
HB 451, relative to the licensing of residential care and health facili-
ties and establishing a study committee on the Patients' Bill of
Rights.
HB 486, relative to collection of forfeitures of recognizances by the
division of motor vehicles.
HB 515, giving legislative approval to the land conservation invest-
ment progi-am to accept certain dams and continually appropriating
the dam maintenance fund.
SB 151, to protect municipalities against liability in the construction
and maintenance of highways, streets and sidewalks.




COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 25-A, an act making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and
June 30, 1993.
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Recess.
Senator Blaisdell in the Chair.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE ON HB 25-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill 25-
A, An Act making appropriations for the expenses of certain depart-
ments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and June 30,
1993, having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing sections 11 and 12 with the following:
11 Lakes Monitoring Programs; University System of New Hamp-
shire and Department of Environmental Services. The university
system of New Hampshire and the department of environmental
services shall report by November 1, 1991, to the governor, the
speaker of the house, and the president of the senate on the status of
their respective lakes monitoring programs, including, but not lim-
ited to, the costs of each program and a summary of the program
goals and objectives.
12 Water Pollution State Aid Grants Bonded.
L In addition to any other funds appropriated to the department
of environmental services, the sum of $19,040,506, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1992, and the sum of $11,915,598, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1993, are hereby appropriated for the purposes of
water pollution state aid grants.
II. Td provide funds for the sums appropriated in paragraph I,
the state treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow upon the credit of
the state not exceeding the sum of $30,956,104 and for said purpose
may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the state of
New Hampshire in accordance with RSA 6-A. The payments of prin-
cipal and interest due on such bonds and notes shall be made when
due from the general fund.
Amend the bill by replacing section 15 with the following:
15 Appropriation for Department of Postsecondary Technical Edu-
cation.
I. In addition to any other sums appropriated, the sum of
$1,234,625 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, is hereby appro-
priated to the department of postsecondary technical education. The
commissioner shall notify the department of administrative services
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as to the specific amounts to be increased in specified line items no
later than 15 days after the effective date of this section,
II. In addition to any other sums appropriated the sum of
$1,089,322 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993, is hereby appro-
priated to the department of postsecondary technical education. The
commissioner shall notify the department of administrative services
as to the specific amounts to be increased in specified line items no
later than June 1, 1992,
III, For the purposes of paragraphs I and II of this section the
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sums out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Amend the bill by replacing sections 17 and 18 with the following:
17 Appropriation; Supreme Court. The sum of $2,623,447 is appro-
priated to the supreme court for the biennium ending June 30, 1993,
for the purchase of computer hardware and system development. No
funds appropriated in this section for computer hardware and sys-
tem development shall be expended, encumbered or obligated in any
way without the prior approval of the fiscal committee.
18 Bonds Authorized. Th provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 17 of this act, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of
$2,623,447 and for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the
name of and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 6-A. The bonds issued for the purchase
of computer equipment under section 17 shall be 5-year bonds.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 19 with the following:
20 General Fund Appropriation Reduction; Judicial Branch. The
judicial branch is hereby directed to reduce all state general fund
appropriations by $1,000,000 for each fiscal year of the biennium
ending June 30, 1993. The chief justice of the supreme court or his
designee shall by December 31, 1991, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1992, and by December 31, 1992, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1993, notify the department of administrative services as to the
specific amounts to be reduced in specified line item appropriations
in functional units, in order to comply fully with this section.
21 Appropriation; Department of Administrative Services. The
sum of $350,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, and the sum
of $430,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993, are appropriated
to the financial data management unit, department of administrative
services for the purpose of funding American Management Systems
contracts.
22 Bonds Authorized. Th provide funds for the appropriation made
in section 21 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to draw
upon the credit of the state the sum of $780,000, and for said purpose
shall issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the state of
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New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of RSA 6-A, ex-
cept that, not\\ithstanding the provisions of RSA 6-A:2, such bonds
shall have a maturity of 5 years from the date of issue. Payments of
principal and interest on such bonds and notes shall be made when
due from the general fund.
23 Footnote Amended. The footnote to PAU 06, 04, 01, 01 as in-
serted by section 1 of this act shall not take effect. The following
shall be inserted as the footnote to PAU 06, 04, 01, 01:
With prior approval of the fiscal committee for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993, the department of postsecondary technical education
is hereby authorized to lease land and sell sand, gravel, excess cord-
wood, timber, loam, and other materials from campus property and
to use the income therefrom to maintain, repair, and improve build-
ings, grounds and recreational facilities for students. The revenue
shall not be transferred to any other state fund. Any funds received
from the sale of materials, as part of the parking lot site work at
NHTI-Concord shall be used to reduce the bonds authorized for said
project in section 1, paragraph VII, F of HB 35-A of the 1991 legisla-
tive session.
24 General Fund Appropriation Reduction; Department of Envi-
ronmental Services. The department of environmental services is
hereby directed to reduce all state general fund appropriations by
$350,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, and by $350,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993. The commissioner shall, within
15 days after the effective date of this section, notify the department
of administrative services as to the specific amounts to be reduced in
specified line item appropriations in functional units, in order to
comply fully with this section.
25 Supplemental Funding for Out-of-State Travel; Appropriations
Lapsed.
I. Any department, institution, board, commission or other
agency, as defined in RSA 9:1, which finds, after consultation with
the fiscal committee, that a travel requirement exists and that it is
without sufficient funds to pay for said travel, shall request the gov-
ernor to transfer and expend such funds as are mutually approved
from the fund established for special disbursements in the depart-
ment of administrative services.
II. Any authorized expenditures by a highway or special fund
agency shall be a charge against the appropriate fund. The governor
is authorized to draw his warrant for sums authorized to be ex-
pended under paragraphs I and II from the appropriate funds.
III. The following agencies are exempted from paragraphs I and
II: fish and game department; department of employment security;
banking department; insurance department; public utilities commis-
sion; higher education fund; New Hampshire retirement system; de-
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partment of postsecondary technical education; the industrial
development authority; the revenue collections audit division of the
department of revenue administration (PAU 01, 07, 02, 01); the office
of the director (PAU 05, 01, 03, 01, 01) and the bureau of children (05,
01, 03, 02, 01) of the division for children and youth services; and
economic development admin. (03, 03, 02, 01), business and indus-
trial development (03, 03, 02, 02), and travel and tourism develop-
ment (03, 03, 02, 03) of the department of resources and economic
development.
IV. Except for appropriations to the agencies and PAU's listed in
paragraph III, all appropriations for out-of-state travel, class 80 for
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 in section 1 of this act shall lapse into the
appropriate fund at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 1991.
26 Motor Vehicle Appropriations Reductions.
I. The following appropriations made in section 1 of this act to
class 30 of the PAU's listed shall lapse into the general fund at 12:01
a.m. on July 1, 1991:
PAU AGENCY FY 1992 FY 1993
01, 06, 02, 01 Central library services
02, 01, 01 Supreme court
02, 03, 04 Agriculture div animal industry
02, 15, 05, 02 Safety traffic bureau
02, 15, 06, 01 Safety — watercraft safety
02, 15, 07, 01 Safety — bureau of fire safety
03, 03, 01, 01 DRED — office of commissioner
03,03,02,02 DRED — business and
industrial development
03, 04, 01, 01 DES — office of commissioner
05, 01, 03, 02, 01 DCYS — bureau of children
05, 01, 02, 05, 04 PHS — asbestos control
05, 01, 05, 02, 02 MH — office of reimbursements
05, 01, 05, 06, 01 NHH — administration
05, 01, 07, 02, 01 Cosmetology and barbers board
05, 01, 07, 08, 01 Pharmacy commission
Tbtal $179,303 $152,826
II. There is appropriated the sum of $150,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1992, and $150,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1993, for the purpose of motor vehicle acquisition by agencies.
The appropriation for fiscal year 1992 shall not lapse until June 30,
1993. An agency may make a request to the fiscal committee and the
governor and council for funds for motor vehicle acquisition. Upon a
demonstration by the agency that the acquisition of a motor vehicle
is necessary, the governor may, upon review and with the approval of
the fiscal committee, approve the transfer of funds from the appro-
priation made in this paragraph to the agency for the purpose of
$10,600
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motor vehicle acquisition. The governor is authorized to draw his
warrant for said sums out of any money in the treasury not other-
wise appropriated.
27 Supplemental Appropriation; Board of Dental Examiners. The
sum of $4,000 is appropriated to the board of dental examiners for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1991. This appropriation shall be non-
lapsing. The govei'nor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sum
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
28 Estimates of Unrestricted Revenue.
GENERAL FUND
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II. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Gross, Merr. 16
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. Burns, Coos 5
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. C. Brown, Graf. 13
Rep. D. Hall, Merr. 7
Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
PRESIDENT DUPONT: HB 25, the Committee of Conference re-
port is obviously before you at the present time. I could go into
details about what we did in this act and I won't. It probably is
appropriate that we try and focus our questions to certain aspects of
the act. I am sure that there will be those. I think the important
document is an item that is the Conference report on HB 25 which is
net general fund additions to the Senate budget. The document with
this cover. When you go through this, you will see the changes from
the Senate position which we adopted in this body. For those that as
we spoke on the floor of the Senate that day, there was obviously a
message that we needed to refine our position and find additional
savings if we could. You will see in this document, the reductions
that have been made to the Senate position when it was before you
last. I'm sure that you have all read in the newspapers of the diffi-
culty that we have had reaching this compromise. The Governor, this
morning, after some discussion between the Governor, the Speaker,
and myself, had a press conference at which I think he acknowl-
edged the work of the Legislative body. The Senate and the House
putting together a budget, that while it is slightly above previous
levels of expenditures, I believe is an efficient and effective approach
to continuing state government operations for the next 2 years. I
also would add that when we put together this budget, there were
certain priorities that the Senate had. When we came away from the
Committee of Conference table that the bulk of those priorities that
were established by this body, the intent not only put together a
balanced budget, but addressed the problems that we as New
Hampshire citizens face with our economy in a significant recession.
Those pieces that are important to Economic Development are pre-
served in this act. Those pieces that relate to tax credits will be
before you tomorrow and other pieces that I think that we all stood
on this floor and spoke to that were important are part of this docu-
ment. There are a few days left in June. I think we sat down at the
conference table 3 weeks ago expecting that we would have been
done in a couple of days, the end of the month rapidly approaches.
No one knows the exact consequences of not having a budget better
than I, because we have spent some time discussing what happens
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on July 1 if there is no budget. Well I am not going to tell you that
that is a good reason to vote for this budget. I will tell you that this
budget is the best document that we are going to be able to put
together between the House and the Senate. So obviously, as you all
recognize this is a result of a lot of labor by your Conferees. Most of
us have been here more hours than we would like to tell you, but
ultimately, we put the time in necessary to bring this document for-
ward. It is a document that this Senate should be able to support
because I believe that it recognizes the Senate position that we last
adopted in this body with some refinements that I think that most of
you would agree make the document better. So with that, I will end
my testimony. I would like to remain on the floor and if there are any
questions, I would be glad to try and respond to them.
Senator Dupont moved concurrence of the Committee of Conference
report.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Heath.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Paired Votes: Senators Pressly & St. Jean.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey.
Yeas: 19 Nays: 3
Committee of Conference Report is Adopted.
Conferees were changed on HB 25. The following Senators were
assigned: Russman, Dupont, W. King.
Recess.
Senator Dupont in the Chair.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE ON HB 65
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 65-FN-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill 65-
FN-A, An Act relative to administration and enforcement of the se-
curities laws, state employee benefits, and state fees, funds,
revenues, and expenditures having considered the same, report the
same with the following recommendations:
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That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 When Fiscal Notes Required. Amend RSA 14:44 to read as fol-
lows:
14:44 Fiscal Note Required.
I. All bills and resolutions having an effect on the revenues, ex-
penditures or fiscal liability of the state or a city or town or countyl,
excepting appropriations for capital improvements,] shall be accom-
panied by a fiscal statement which sets forth the estimated fiscal
impact thereof, except as provided in paragraph II.
II. No fiscal note shall be required for bills and resolutions
which:
(a) Make appropriations for capital improvements and ex-
penditures.
(b) Are budget or supplemental budget bills.
(c) Establish study committees where the only fiscal impact
of the bill is due to legislative mileage authorized for legislative
members.
(d) Establish or change a civil or criminal penalty.
(e) Shift the burden of a tax among local taxpayers, without
affecting the total amount of revenue received from the tax.
(f) Regulate the operation of boats or other watercraft on a
particular body or bodies of water.
(g) Grant rulemaking authority to or alter the rulemaking
authority of a state agency.
2 New Paragraph; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 21-1:14 by in-
serting after paragraph XH the following new paragraph:
XH-a. Procedures for the waiver of certain provisions of RSA
21-1 relative to purchasing under RSA 21-1:18, 11.
3 Waiver Procedure Added. Amend RSA 21-1:18 to read as follows:
21-1:18 Exemptions.
I. To the extent indicated in this section, the following agencies
and purchases are exempted from the provisions of this chapter. All
exempt purchases shall be made in accordance with the existing
laws governing such purchases:
[I.](a) The university system of New Hampshire shall not be re-
quired to make any purchases through the director of plant and
property management, unless it wishes to do so. If it does, the direc-
tor shall be required to follow the provisions of this chapter. The
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university system shall make purchases under competitive bidding
requirements except when waived by the chancellor of the univer-
sity system or his authorized agent upon written justification.
[II.](b) The purchasing powers now vested in the state liquor
commission by RSA 176:11, RSA 176:15, and RSA 177:1 shall re-
main in effect. All other purchases by or for said commission shall be
subject to the provisions of this chapter.
[III.](c) The legislature, secretary of state, court systems and
the state reporter are completely exempted from the provisions of
this chapter.
[IV.](d) This chapter shall not apply to any contracts made or
entered into by the director of plant and property management or
any agency under the terms of which contractors with the state pur-
chase their own supplies directly.
[V.](e) The purchase of materials, supplies and merchandise by
the department of resources and economic development as provided
by RSA 219:21 shall not be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
[VI.](f) All state agencies are exempted in the matter of the pur-
chase of books and periodicals.
[VII. ](g) The purchase of gaming tickets and their dispensing
equipment by the sweepstakes commission. The commission shall
make such purchases under competitive bidding requirements, ex-
cept when waived by the commission or its authorized agent with
written justification.
[VIII.](h) The purchase of client rehabilitative equipment and
supplies for disabled persons by the division of vocational rehabilita-
tion, including adaptive equipment as provided by RSA 200-C:16,
shall not be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
II. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the commis-
sioner of the department of administrative services, or his desig-
nee, may waive the provisions of RSA 21:1, relative to the
purchase of materials, supplies, and merchandise, when re-
quested by the executive head of any department or agency or his
designee to prevent the loss of any federal or other funds subject
to recapture. Such waiver shall be acted upon in a timely man-
ner, and approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
4 Medical and Surgical Benefits. Amend RSA 21-1:30, I to read as
follows:
I. The state shall pay [the full] a premium for each state em-
ployee and permanent temporary or permanent seasonal employee
as defined in RSA 98-A:3 including spouse and minor, fully depen-
dent children, if any, and each retired employee, as defined in para-
graph II of this section, and his spouse, or retired employee's
beneficiary, only if an option was taken at the time of retirement and
the employee is not now living, toward group hospitalization, hospi-
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tal medical care, surgical care and other medical benefits plan within
the limits of the funds appropriated at each legislative session and
providing any change in plan or vendor is approved by the fiscal
committee of the general court prior to its adoption. Funds appro-
priated for this purpose shall not be transferred or used for any
other purpose.
5 New Section; Health Insurance Group Coverage Survey Re-
quired. Amend RSA 21-1 by inserting after section 36 the following
new section:
21-I:36-a Health Insurance Group Coverage Survey Required.
I. The department of administrative services shall annually com-
pile information regarding participants in state group health insur-
ance coverage, including active and retired state employees and
their family members. Such information shall include, but not be
limited to, the names and identification numbers of all covered per-
sons.
II. The compilation shall be made after the close of each fiscal
year and shall include information on all persons covered as of June
30.
III. The department of administrative services shall annually
prepare a report on the information compiled under this section and
shall present the report to the speaker of the house, the president of
the senate, and the governor on or before August 1 of each year.
IV. Upon request of the department of administrative services,
all state agencies shall supply any information requested by the de-
partment in connection with its duties under this section.
6 New Section; Revenue Counsel. Amend RSA 21-J by inserting
after section 6-a the following new section:
21-J:6-b Revenue Counsel.
I. There is estabhshed within the department the position of
revenue counsel who shall be responsible for providing advice and
legal representation for the department in all matters of administra-
tion of the tax laws assigned to the department.
II. The commissioner shall appoint the position of revenue coun-
sel.
III. The salary of the revenue counsel shall be as specified in
RSA94:l-a.
7 Salary; Revenue Counsel of Department of Revenue Administra-
tion.
I. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I by inserting in group M: revenue coun-
sel, department of revenue administration.
II. The funds necessary to fund the position established in para-
graph I of this section are provided in section 1 of HB 25-A.
8 Section Heading Changed. Amend the section heading of RSA
21-0:2 to read as follows:
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21-0:2 Commissioner; Assistant Commissioner; Directors; Chief
Operations Officer; Compensation.
9 New Paragraph; New Position; Chief Operations Officer. Amend
RSA 21-0:2 by inserting after paragraph III the following new para-
gi-aph:
Ill-a. The commissioner shall nominate for appointment by the
governor and council a chief operations officer of the commissioner's
office who shall serve for a term of 4 years. The chief operations
officer shall oversee and coordinate the activities of the administra-
tive services, geology, public information and permitting, and labo-
ratory services units, and shall be responsible for the following
functions:
(a) Preparing agency budget requests.
(b) Developing and implementing procedures for assuring
smooth operation of the various units within the commissioner's of-
fice.
(c) Ensuring compliance with directives and procedures by the
governor and general court.
(d) Implementing audit recommendations concerning the com-
missioner's office units.
(e) Carrying out the directives of the commissioner and assist-
ant commissioner.
10 Salary; Chief Operations Officer. Amend RSA 21-0:2, IV to
read as follows:
IV. The salaries of the commissioner, the assistant commis-
sioner, the chief operations officer and each division director shall
be as specified in RSA 94:l-a.
11 Salary; Chief Operations Officer. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I by in-
serting in gi'oup the following: chief operations officer, department
of environmental services.
12 Filing; Intent to Cut. Amend RSA 79:10 to read as follows:
79: 10 Notice of Intent to Cut.
I. Every owner, as defined in RSA 79:1, II, shall, at the begin-
ning of each tax year and prior to commencing each cutting opera-
tion, file with the proper assessing officials in the city or town where
such cutting is to take place a notice of intent to cut provided by the
commissioner of revenue administration, stating his name, resi-
dence, social security number, an estimate of the volume of each
species to be cut, and such other information as may be required. A
supplemental notice of intent shall be filed in the same manner for
any additional volume of wood or timber to be cut in excess of the
original estimate and within the tax year. The appropriate copies of
all intents received by a city or town shall be forwarded to the com-
missioner of revenue administration by the assessing officials. Upon
receipt of an original intent, the commissioner of revenue adminis-
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tration shall assign an operation number and furnish, without cost to
the owner, a certificate and report of wood cut form. Such certificate
shall be posted by the owner filing such intent in a conspicuous place
within the area of cutting for each operation conducted within a city
or town. The appropriate copy of all intents received by the commis-
sioner of revenue administration shall be forwarded to the division
of forests and lands of the department of resources and economic
development. Starting an operation before the appropriate notice of
intent to cut has been filed with the city or town and signed by the
appropriate municipal officials shall constitute a violation by the
owner or any other person doing the cutting, or both. Failure to post
the certificate on the job in a conspicuous place upon receipt shall
constitute a violation.
II. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph I, any owner
who has commenced cutting operations under a valid notice of
intent to cut prior to April 1 shall not be required to file for a new
notice of intent if the cutting operation will be completed prior to
June 30 of that year.
13 Salary; Executive Secretary, N.H. Retirement System.
LAmendRSA94:l-a, Iby:
(a) Deleting from group M the following: executive secretary,
N.H. retirement system.
(b) Inserting in group N the following: executive secretary,
N.H. retirement system.
n. The incumbent executive secretary shall be placed in group
N, maximum.
14 Medical Benefits; Persons Retired Before July 1, 1991. Amend
RSA 100-A:52, III to read as follows:
III. In the case of group II members retired from state employ-
ment before July 1, 1991, and their beneficiaries who are eligible for
coverage under this subdivision and also under the provisions of
RSA 21-1:26-36, the amount payable by the retirement system on
account of such persons shall be paid over to the state and used to
pay for all or part of the medical benefits provided under RSA 21-
1:26-36 for such persons, and the balance shall be paid by the state as
provided in RSA 21-1:26-36.
15 New Paragi-aph; Medical Benefits; Persons Retired On or After
July 1, 1991. Amend RSA 100-A:52 by inserting after paragraph III
the following new paragraph:
Ill-a. In the case of group II members retired from state em-
ployment on or after July 1, 1991, and their beneficiaries who are
eligible for coverage under this subdivision and also under the provi-
sions of RSA 21-1:26-36, the amount payable by the retirement sys-
tem on account of such persons shall be paid over to the state and
used to pay for all or part of the medical benefits provided under
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RSA 21-1:26-36 for such persons, and the state shall pay its portion
as provided in RSA 21-1:26-36. If the cost of the premium for any
retired group II member and spouse, surviving spouse, or any other
person entitled to benefits under paragi^aph I shall exceed the maxi-
mum under paragi'aph II, and the state does not elect to pay the
excess cost above the amount to be paid under RSA 21-1:26-36, the
excess cost shall be paid by the retii'ee or qualified surviving spouse
and may be deducted from retirement benefits as provided in RSA
100-A:51. The state may require, as a condition for coverage, that
the retiree or surviving spouse apply for deduction of such excess
cost from i*etirement benefits as provided in RSA 100-A:51.
16 Birth Registration Cards; Fee Increased. Amend RSA 126:13
to read as follows:
126:13 Birth Registration Cards.
I. The registrar of vital records and health statistics, or the town
clerk, may issue, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 126:14, a
card containing information relative to the date and place of birth of
such persons as may be on record in his office. The fee for the issu-
ance of any such card shall be [$3] $10. However, under no circum-
stances shall any information relative to any adoption be disclosed or
given out by the registrar of vital records and health statistics, or
the town clerk, or any other individual except pursuant to RSA 170-
B:19, II, except that a birth certificate which does not indicate that
the certificate has been amended or that an individual has been
adopted may be issued.
II. The town clerk shall forward $6 of each fee collected un-
der this section to the state treasurer for deposit in the vital
records improvement fund established under RSA 126:31. The
town clerk shall retain the remaining $4 as his fee for issuing
such birth registration card.
17 Fee Increased for Requesting Vital Records. Amend RSA
126:15 to read as follows:
126:15 Fees For Copies and Verifications.
I. A town clerk or the registrar of vital records and health statis-
tics shall be paid in advance, by any person requesting any copy or
verification as provided in RSA 126:14, the sum of [$3] $10 for mak-
ing search, which sum shall include payment for the issuance of such
copy or verification, provided that the fee to town clerks for exami-
nation of documents and issuance of a delayed birth certificate shall
be $4.
II. The town clerk shall forward $6 of each fee collected un-
der this section to the state treasurer for deposit in the vital
records improvement fund established under RSA 126:31. The
town clerk shall retain the remaining $4 as his fee for issuing
such a copy.
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18 New Sections; Fund Established; Committee Established.
Amend RSA 126 by inserting after section 30 the following new sec-
tions:
126:31 Vital Records Improvement Fund. There is hereby estab-
lished a special fund for the improvement and automation of vital
records at the state and local levels. The sole purpose of the fund
shall be to provide revenues for vital records improvement, and said
money shall not be used for any other purpose. Moneys in the fund
shall be allocated by the director, division of public health services,
with the assistance of the advisory committee established under
RSA 126:32. The fund shall be nonlapsing and shall be continually
appropriated to the director, division of public health services.
126:32 Advisory Committee.
I. There is established an advisory committee to assist the direc-
tor of public health services in administering the fund established
under RSA 126:31. The advisory committee shall also determine the
need for improvement and automation of the processing of vital
records. The members of the committee shall be appointed by the
director of public health services as follows:
(a) A town clerk.
(b) A city clerk.
(c) A funeral director.
(d) A physician licensed under RSA 329.
(e) A nurse licensed under RSA 326-B.
(f) A public member, who shall have a direct interest in the
registration of vital records.
(g) The registrar of vital records, or designee.
II. The members of the committee shall choose a chairperson by
majority vote. Members of the advisory committee shall serve 2-
year terms and no member shall serve more than 2 consecutive
terms.
19 Division Added. Amend RSA 290:7 to read as follows:
290:7 In Cities. Boards of health in cities or the division of public
health services shall have charge of granting permits for the burial
of the dead[; and]. No interment or removal from the city, of the dead
body of any human being, nor disposition thereof in any tomb or
vault, shall be made without a permit from said boards [or], their
duly appointed agent, or the division nor otherwise than in accord-
ance with said permit.
20 Registrar Added. Amend RSA 290:9 to read as follows:
290:9 Sub-Registrars. The registrar of vital records and health
statistics or the town clerk may appoint suitable persons[, not ex-
ceeding 2 in number,] as sub-registrars, who are authorized to issue
burial and transit permits based upon a death certificate, as herein-
before provided in the manner required of the town clerk or the
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division of public health services. A town clerk's appointment of
such sub-registrar shall not exceed 2 individuals. The appoint-
ment of sub-registrars shall be made with reference to locality, as
the convenience of the inhabitants of the town may require.
21 New Subparagraph; Special Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by in-
serting after subparagi'aph (nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) Moneys received from the town clerk under RSA 126:13,
II, which shall be ci^edited to the vital records improvement fund
estabhshed in RSA 126:31.
22 New Paragi-aph; Photocopies of Documents; Health and Human
Services. Amend RSA 126-A:4 by inserting after paragraph IV the
following new paragraph:
V. The commissioner may assess and collect reasonable fees for
the duplication of materials made pursuant to RSA 91-A:4 and for
material generally available to the public upon request. Such fees
shall be based on an amount necessary to recover the cost of produc-
ing such documents, regardless of the type of medium used. Fees
paid to the department of health and human services shall be contin-
ually appropriated to the department. Local, state and federal agen-
cies shall be exempted from these fees.
23 New" Subparagraph; Special Fund. Amend RSA 6:12, I by in-
serting after subparagi'aph (nn) the following new subparagraph:
(oo) Moneys received under RSA 126-A:4, V, which shall be
credited to the commissioner, department of health and human serv-
ices.
24 Statement of Purpose; Administrative Fines; Division of Public
Health Services. The general court finds that the laws protecting
the health of the public contain appropriate civil and criminal penal-
ties but lack a mechanism to compel the earliest possible compliance
necessary to protect the public while other sanctions are being pur-
sued, or a mechanism to penalize infractions of such laws which do
not warrant civil or criminal penalties. Therefore, the purpose of
sections 19-46 of this act is to provide the division of public health
services with the necessary tools, in the form of administrative
fines, to fully protect the health of the public, while assuring re-
straint on the regulator through a scaling of fines and the availability
of due process for the regulated.
25 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking. Amend RSA 130-A:6 by insert-
ing after paragraph II the following new paragraphs:
III. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 130-A:8-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
IV. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 130-A:8-a.
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26 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 130-A by in-
serting after section 8 the following new section:
130-A:8-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
27 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 137-F:16 by
inserting after paragraph III the following new paragraphs:
Ill-a. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 137-F:18-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
Ill-b. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 137-F:18-a.
28 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 137-F by in-
serting after section 18 the following new section:
137-F: 18-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
29 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 141-
E:4, 1 by inserting after subparagraph (1) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(m) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 141-E:15-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
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(n) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 141-E:15-a.
30 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 141-E by in-
serting after section 15 the following new section:
141-E :15-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to RSA
541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed $2,000 for
each offense upon any person who violates any provision of this
chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and appeals
from a decision for the director shall be in accordance with RSA 541.
Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall not pre-
clude the imposition of further penalties or administrative actions
under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in accordance with
RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be scaled to
reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The sums obtained
from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter shall be
forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the general
fund.
31 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 143:6,
II by inserting after subparagraph (d) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(e) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 143:7-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(f) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 143:7-a.
32 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 143 by insert-
ing after section 7 the following new section:
143:7-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of public
health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules adopted
under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed
$2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision
of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and
appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance with
RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall
not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administrative
actions under this chapter The director shall adopt rules in accord-
ance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be
scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The sums
obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the
general fund.
33 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 143-A:9 by
inserting after paragraph IV-a the following new paragraphs:
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IV-b. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 143-A:10-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
IV-c. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 143-A: 10-a.
34 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 143-A by in-
serting after section 10 the following new section:
143-A: 10-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
35 Rulemaking Added. RSA 145:15 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
145:15 Rulemaking. The director, division of public health serv-
ices, shall adopt rules pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to:
I. Licenses issued under RSA 145:3.
IL The use of marks, tags, labels, and signs.
in. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 145:17 for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
IV. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 145:17.
V. Any other matter necessary for the administration of this
chapter.
36 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 145 by insert-
ing after section 16 the following new section:
145:17 Administrative Fines. The director of the division of public
health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules adopted
under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to exceed
$2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision
of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Rehearings and
appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance with
RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section shall
not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administrative
actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in accord-
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ance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which shall be
scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The sums
obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this chapter
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited into the
general fund.
37 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 146:11,
II by inserting after subparagraph (e) the following new subpara-
graphs:
(f) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 146:18-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(g) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 146:18-a.
38 New Paragraph; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 146 by in-
serting after section 18 the following new section:
146:18-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
lic health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter, except
for those provisions relating to additives to fresh produce. Rehear-
ings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accord-
ance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules, in accordance with RSA 541-A, relative to administrative
fines which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the
violation. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative
fines under this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to
be deposited into the general fund.
39 Fine Deleted. Amend RSA 147:2 to read as follows:
147:2 Rulemaking; Enforcement. The director, division of public
health services, shall, in addition to the rules and ordinances of the
health officers of towns, adopt other rules pursuant to RSA 541-A,
as in his judgment the pubhc good requires, and the rules shall be
enforced by the department of health and human services, division
of public health services, and local boards of health. The division of
public health services may also enforce, concurrently with towns,
the other provisions of this chapter. [Any person wilfully violating
any rule of the director, division of public health services, as adopted
under this section shall be fined $10.1
40 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 151:9,
1
by inserting after subparagraph (k) the following new subpara-
graphs:
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(1) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 151:16-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
(m) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151:16-a.
41 New Paragi'aphs; Rulemaking Added, Amend RSA 151:9-a by
inserting after paragraph VIII the following new paragraphs:
IX. A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 151:16-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted
pursuant to it.
X. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151:16-a.
42 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 151 by insert-
ing after section 16 the following new section:
151:16-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
lic health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
43 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 151-B by in-
serting after section 14 the following new section:
151-B: 14-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
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44 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking- Added. Amend RSA 151-B:16 by
inserting after paragraph V the following new paragraphs:
V-a. A schedule of administrative fines imposed under RSA 151-
B:14-a for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted pursuant to
it.
V-b. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 151-B:14-a.
45 New Paragraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 170-E:11 by
inserting after paragraph V the following new paragraphs:
VI. A schedule of administrative fines w^hich may be imposed
under RSA 170-E:21-a for a violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
VII. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 170-E:21-a.
46 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 170-E by in-
serting after section 21 the following new section:
170-E:21-a Administrative Fines. The commissioner of the depart-
ment of health and human services, after notice and hearing, pursu-
ant to rules adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an
administrative fine not to exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any
person who violates any provision of this chapter or rules adopted
under this chapter Rehearings and appeals from a decision of the
commissioner shall be in accordance with RSA 541. Any administra-
tive fine imposed under this section shall not preclude the imposition
of further penalties or administrative actions under this chapter.
The commissioner shall adopt rules in accordance with RSA 541-A
relative to administrative fines which shall be scaled to reflect the
scope and severity of the violation. The sums obtained from the levy-
ing of administrative fines under this chapter shall be forwarded to
the state treasurer to be deposited into the general fund.
47 Rulemaking Added. RSA 325-A:5 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
325-A:5 Rulemaking. The director, division of public health serv-
ices, shall adopt rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A relative to:
I. The construction and operation of crematories.
II. A schedule of administrative fines imposed under RSA 325-
A:7 for violation of this chapter or the rules adopted hereunder.
III. Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 325-A:7.
IV. Any other matter necessary to the administration of this
chapter.
48 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 325-A by in-
serting after section 6 the following new section.
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325-A:7 Administrative Fines. The director of the division of pub-
he health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
49 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 328-B:4,
VII by inserting after subparagraph (j) the following new subpara-
graph:
(k) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 328-B:ll-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
(1) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 328-B:ll-a.
50 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 328-B by in-
serting after section 11 the following new section:
328-B: U-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notice and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted pursuant to it. Rehearings
and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in accordance
with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this section
shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or administra-
tive actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt rules in ac-
cordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines which
shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the violation. The
sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines under this
chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited
into the general fund.
51 New Subparagraphs; Rulemaking Added. Amend RSA 339-
A:5, II by inserting after subparagraph (f) the following new subpar-
agraphs:
(g) A schedule of administrative fines which may be imposed
under RSA 339-A:7-a for violation of this chapter or the rules
adopted pursuant to it.
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(h) Procedures for notice and hearing prior to the imposition of
an administrative fine imposed under RSA 339-A:7-a.
52 New Section; Administrative Fines. Amend RSA 339-A by in-
serting after section 7 the following new section:
339-A:7-a Administrative Fines. The director of the division of
public health services, after notices and hearing, pursuant to rules
adopted under RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not to
exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any
provision of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter. Re-
hearings and appeals from a decision of the director shall be in ac-
cordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this
section shall not preclude the imposition of further penalties or ad-
ministrative actions under this chapter. The director shall adopt
rules in accordance with RSA 541-A relative to administrative fines
which shall be scaled to reflect the scope and severity of the viola-
tion. The sums obtained from the levying of administrative fines un-
der this chapter shall be forwarded to the state treasurer to be
deposited into the general fund.
53 Fees; Acute Care Hospitals, Specialty Hospitals, and Nursing
Homes. RSA 151-C:15, I is repealed and reenacted to read as fol-
lows:
I. In addition to any other fees required of it, each acute care
hospital, specialty hospital, and nursing home licensed under RSA
151 shall pay an annual administrative fee. The total amount col-
lected shall be equal to the amount actually expended in that year
for the health services planning and review component of the divi-
sion of public health services or $500,000, whichever is less. The
amount to be collected shall be prorated at the end of each fiscal year
among all acute care hospitals, specialty hospitals, and nursing
homes licensed under RSA 151, except those operated by county
and municipal governments.
54 Fee for Elevator Inspection Certificate Increased. Amend RSA
157-B:5, 1 to read as follows:
I. Subsequent to the inspection of an elevator, an inspector shall
file with the commissioner an inspection report on a form prescribed
by the commissioner indicating whether or not the elevator is certifi-
able and shall provide a copy of the inspection report to the owner or
the owner's designee. When an elevator passes inspection, the com-
missioner shall furnish an inspection certificate to its owner or the
owner's designee on a form prescribed by the commissioner. A fee of
[$15] $45 shall be charged for each certificate. If the fee is not paid
within 30 days of the date on w^hich the certificate is issued, the
certificate shall be void.
55 Repeal. RSA 157-A:14, relative to the boiler and elevator in-
spection fund, is repealed.
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56 New Paragraph; No Cash Payments. Amend RSA 165:1 by in-
serting after paragraph II the following new paragraph:
III, Whenever a town provides assistance under this section, no
such assistance shall be provided directly to a person or household in
the form of cash payments.
57 New Section; Liquor Stores; Reimbursement for Emergency
Services. Amend RSA 177 by inserting after section 9 the following
new section:
177:10 Reimbursement for Emergency Services. The commission
and the officials of any municipality which is required to provide
emergency services to a liquor store located on an interstate high-
way shall meet and negotiate reimbursement for each store on a per
call basis for the services to be provided.
58 Cocktail Lounges in Hotel Restaurants. Amend RSA 178:20,
V(k) to read as follows:
(k) Hotel. The commission may issue a cocktail lounge license
to any hotel holding a hotel full service restaurant license issued
under RSA 178:19, 11(b)(1) to serve liquor and beverages in any room
of a hotel designated by the commission. No cocktail lounge shall be
operated on days that the dining room is closed. No cocktail lounge
shall operate before the dining room opens for meals, except if
breakfast and noon meals are not offered, the lounge may operate
[one hour] 2 hours before the dining room opens for the evening
meal. The commission may extend the cocktail lounge license to in-
clude the use of a dining area in the restaurant of the hotel after such
area has been closed for serving meals, but not before 9:00 p.m., as
an overflow area for the cocktail lounge when the lounge is filled to
capacity. In the overflow area, liquor and beverages need not be
served with meals. [The number of guests allowed to use a dining
area of the restaurant as a lounge on an overflow basis shall not
exceed the number allowed to use the cocktail lounge area.] The
commission may grant, regulate, suspend or revoke a cocktail lounge
license without affecting any other license granted to a hotel.
59 Listing Retail Prices. Amend RSA 179:31, V to read as follows:
V. The listing of retail prices [by, for or in] on behalf of retail
licensees, [except for wine by off-premise licensees] by a holder of a
wholesale distributor license, is prohibited in all newspaper, maga-
zine, periodical, radio or television advertising. All other licensees
under title XIII shall be allowed, with no restriction, to advertise
prices, either comparatively or otherwise in all newspaper, maga-
zine, periodical, radio or television advertising.
60 Exemption From Competitive Bidding; School Improvement
Program. Amend RSA 186:69 to read as follows:
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186:69 School Improvement Program. There is estabhshed a
school improvement program within the department of education.
The [department] commissioner of education shall contract with
an appropriate agency to implement this program. The program
shall be based upon, but not limited to, the profiling effectiveness in
special education model developed by the bureau of special educa-
tion, department of education, for implementation as the school im-
provement progi'am in the public elementary, middle and high
schools of the state. Such implementation shall be done annually in
selected schools voluntarily requesting to participate in the New
Hampshire school improvement progi^am. Notwithstanding any
law or rule to the contrary, the school improvement program
shall be exempt from competitive bidding requirements. Not-
withstanding the provisions of RSA 186:11, the commissioner
shall have exclusive authority over expenditures of funds appro-
priated for the school improvement program.
61 New Section; Ti-ansfers from Fish and Game Fund. Amend
RSA 206 by inserting after section 33-a the following new section:
206:33-b Transfers from Fish and Game Fund. If the expenditure
of additional funds over budget estimates is necessary for the proper
functioning of the fish and game department, the department may
request, with prior approval of the legislative fiscal committee, that
the governor and council authorize the transfer of funds from the
fish and game fund for fish and game department purposes.
62 Park System Fees. RSA 216-A:3-g is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
216-A:3-g Fees for Park System. The commissioner of the depart-
ment of resources and economic development, in consultation with
the director of parks and recreation and the director of state ski
operations, shall establish fees for access to and use of the state park
system. The fees approved by the commissioner and after prior ap-
proval of the fiscal committee shall not be subject to the provisions
of RSA 541 -A, so as to provide the department with the ability to
maximize revenues and to adjust fees according to market condi-
tions and trends as is the common practice in private industry. Said
fees shall be consistent with the following criteria:
I. Fees for the use of park areas shall be designed to recover a
reasonable portion of budget expenses consistent with the purposes
of RSA 216-A:1 and 216-A:3. The general court does not intend that
all park facilities be self supporting.
II. Fees for the use of campgrounds and ski lifts shall be compa-
rable with the fees for use of similar privately owned facilities. The
operation of all enterprise functions within the park system, includ-
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ing ski lifts, food service, retail facilities, campgrounds, and other
concession activities, shall be as profitable as possible, within the
purposes of the park system.
63 Repeal. RSA 12-A:2-c, 11(c), relative to fees for access to certain
property, is repealed.
64 Civil Penalties; Workers' Compensation. Amend RSA 281-A:59,
IV to read as follows:
IV. [In addition to the provisions of paragraph III,] The civil
penalties collected under RSA 281-A:7, 42 and 53 shall be forwarded
to the state treasurer and deposited [to the credit of the administra-
tion fund established by this section] in the general fund.
65 Secretary of State; Payment of Expenses. RSA 293-B:15, II is
repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
II. The state treasurer shall pay the expense of administering
RSA 293-B out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated until the fees collected pursuant to RSA 293-B: 14, 1, have been
received. Thereafter, the expenses of administering this chapter
shall be paid out of the fees collected under RSA 293-B:14, 1, and the
treasurer shall reimburse the treasury for the previous expenses
paid. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for the sums
authorized by this section out of any money in the treasury not oth-
erwise appropriated.
66 Reservation of Name. Amend RSA 293-B: 16, III to read as fol-
lows:
III. The reservation of a specified name shall be made by filing
with the secretary of state an application, executed by the applicant,
which may either be a signed or conformed copy, specifying the
name to be reserved and the name and address of the applicant. If
the secretary of state finds that the name is available for use by a
New Hampshire investment trust, [he shall reserve] the name shall
be reserved for the exclusive use of the applicant for a period of 120
days. The same applicant may not reserve the same name until a
period of 60 days has passed since the expiration of that applicant's
prior reservation. The right to the exclusive use of a reserved name
may be transferred to any other person by filing in the office of the
secretary of state a notice of the transfer, executed by the applicant
for whom the name was reserved, which may be either a signed or
conformed copy, specifying the name to be transferred and the name
and address of the transferee. The reservation of a specified name
may be cancelled by filing with the secretary of state a notice of
cancellation, executed by the applicant or transferee, which may be
either a signed or conformed copy, specifying the name reservation
to be cancelled and the name and address of the applicant or trans-
feree.
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67 Definition; Attorney General. RSA 421-A:2, 1-a is repealed and
reenacted to read as follows:
I-a. "Attorney general" means the attorney general or delegee.
68 Definition; Department. RSA 421-A:2, IV-a is repealed and re-
enacted to read as follows:
IV-a. "Department" means the department of justice.
69 Reference Changes. Amend RSA 42 1-A: 11, I to read as follows:
I. Whenever it appears to the [director] attorney general that
any person has engaged in or is about to engage in any act or prac-
tice constituting a violation of this chapter, or any rule adopted or
order issued under it, the [director] attorney general may issue and
cause to be served upon any person violating any of the provisions of
this chapter, an order requiring the person to cease and desist there-
from; and the [director] attorney general may bring an action in a
court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin the acts or practices and to
enforce compliance with this chapter or any rule adopted or order
issued under it[, or he may refer the matter to the attorney general
or the county attorney of the appropriate county]. Upon a proper
showing, the court may grant a permanent or temporary injunction
or restraining order and may order rescission of any sales or pur-
chases of securities determined to be unlawful under this chapter, or
any rule adopted or order issued under it. The court may not require
the [director] attorney general to post a bond.
70 Criminal Penalties. Amend RSA 421-A:13 to read as follows:
421-A:13 Criminal Penalties.
I. Any person who violates RSA 421-A:3 or any rule adopted
under it, or any order of which he has notice, or who willfully vio-
lates RSA 421-A:7, 8 or 11 or any rule adopted or order issued there-
under, shall be guilty of a class B felony if a natural person, or guilty
of a felony if any other person. Each of the acts specified shall consti-
tute a separate offense and a prosecution or conviction for any of
such offenses shall not bar prosecution or conviction for any other
offense. No indictment or information may be returned more than 6
years after the alleged violation.
[II. The director may refer such evidence as is available concern-
ing violations of this chapter or of any rule adopted or order issued
hereunder to the attorney general or the county attorney of the ap-
propriate county who may, with or without any reference, institute
the appropriate criminal proceedings under this chapter If referred
to a county attorney, he shall within 90 days file with the director a
statement concerning any action taken or, if no action has been
taken, the reasons therefor]
[III.] II. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the
power of the state to punish any person for any conduct which con-
stitutes a crime under any other statute.
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71 Definitions; Attorney General; Department. RSA 421-B:2, IV
and V are repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
IV. "Attorney general" means the attorney general or delegee.
V "Department" means the department of justice.
72 Definition; Reference Change. Amend RSA 421-B:2, 11(d) to
read as follows:
(d) Effecting other transactions, if such individual is an officer
or director of the issuer, no commission or other remuneration is
paid or given directly or indirectly for soliciting any person in this
state, and upon application, such individual is specifically authorized
by name in an order issued by the [director] attorney general; or
73 Licensing Procedure. Amend RSA 421-B:7, 1 to read as follows:
I. A broker-dealer, agent, or investment adviser may obtain an
initial or renewal license by filing with the [director] secretary of
state an application together with a consent to service of process
pursuant to RSA 421-B:30, VII. The application shall be on a form
prescribed by the [director] attorney general and shall contain
whatever information the [director] attorney general requires con-
cerning such matters as, but not limited to, the applicant's form and
place of organization; the applicant's proposed method of doing busi-
ness; the qualifications and business history of the applicant; in the
case of a broker-dealer or investment adviser, the qualifications and
business history of any partner, officer, or director, any person occu-
pying a similar status or performing similar functions, or any person
directly or indirectly controlling the broker-dealer or investment ad-
viser; and, in the case of an investment adviser, the qualifications
and business history of any employee; any injunction or administra-
tive order or conviction of a misdemeanor involving a security or any
aspect of the securities business and any conviction of a felony; and
the applicant's financial condition and history. The [director] secre-
tary of state may by rule or order require an applicant for initial
license to publish an announcement of the application in one or more
specified newspapers published in this state. If no denial order is in
effect and no proceeding is pending under RSA 421-B:10, licensing
becomes effective at noon of the thirtieth day after an application is
filed. The [director] secretary of state may by rule or order specify
an earlier effective date, and he may by order defer the effective
date until noon of the thirtieth day after filing of any amendment.
74 Post-Licensing Provisions. Amend RSA 421-B:8, I-VII to read
as follows:
I. Every broker-dealer or issuer-dealer doing business in this
state unless otherwise directed shall, within 60 days after the close
of the fiscal year, make and transmit to the [director] secretary of
state a filing under oath of its chief managing officer showing or
providing the financial statement, changes in management, changes
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in ownership, and any significant changes in the method of doing
business for the preceding fiscal year. Said fihng shall include state-
ments or periodic reports filed with any regulatory, state or federal
authority or exchange if so directed by order or rule of the [director]
attorney general.
II. The [director] secretary of state may extend the time for
filing such statement for cause shown for a period of not more than
60 days. A broker-dealer or issuer-dealer intentionally failing to file
its annual statement as required by paragraph I shall forfeit to the
[office] state $25 for each day of delinquency. The [director] secre-
tary of state may refuse to continue, or may suspend or revoke, the
license of any broker-dealer or issuer-dealer intentionally failing to
file its annual statement when due.
III. In addition to the above, the [director] attorney general
may require at any reasonable time and in any reasonable manner
from any person or company subject to this chapter:
(a) Statements, reports, including reports audited by indepen-
dent public accountants, answers to questionnaires and other infor-
mation, and evidence thereof, in whatever reasonable form he
designates, and at such reasonable intervals as he may choose, or
from time to time;
(b) A full explanation of the programming of any data storage
or communications systems in use; and
(c) Information from any books, records, electronic data proc-
essing systems, computers or any other information storage system.
IV. The [director] attorney general may prescribe forms for the
reports under paragraph III. The forms shall be consistent, as far as
practicable, with those prescribed by other states.
V. Any officer, manager or agent of any broker-dealer or issuer-
dealer authorized to do or doing securities business in this state, and
any person controlling or having a contract under which he has a
right to control such a broker-dealer or issuer-dealer, whether exclu-
sively or otherwise, and any person with executive authority over or
in charge of any segTnent of such a broker-dealer's or issuer-dealer's
affairs, shall reply promptly in writing or in other designated form,
to any written inquiry from the [director] attorney general or sec-
retary of state requesting a reply.
VI. The [director] attorney general or secretary of state may
require that any communication made to him under this section be
verified.
VII. In the absence of actual malice, no communication required
by the [director] attorney general or secretary of state under this
section shall subject the person making it to an action for damages
for defamation.
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75 Post-licensing Provisions. Amend RSA 421-B:9, V(b) to read as
follows:
(b) If so requested by the person examined, within the period
allowed under subparagraph V(a), or if deemed advisable by the [di-
rector] attorney general without such request, the [director] attor-
ney general shall hold a closed hearing relative to the report and
shall not file the report in the [office] department until after such
closed hearing and his order thereon; except, that the [director] at-
torney general may furnish a copy of the report to the governor[,
attorney general] secretary of state or state treasurer pending final
decision thereon.
76 Suspension or Revocation of Application. Amend the introduc-
tory paragraph of RSA 421-B:10, 1 to read as follows:
I. The [director] attorney general, on his own motion, or upon
the recommendation of the secretary of state, may by order deny,
suspend, or revoke any license or application if he finds:
77 Registration by Coordination. Amend RSA 421-B:13, 1-a to read
as follows:
I-a. Before the secretary of state may accept articles of incorpo-
ration for a new corporation under RSA 293-A, an application for a
certificate of authority under RSA 293-A, a certificate of limited
partnership for a new limited partnership under RSA 304-B, or an
application for registration of a foreign partnership under RSA 305-
A, the following requirements shall be met:
(a) Along with a $50 filing fee, a statement shall be filed with
the [director] secretary of state that the capital stock of the corpora-
tion or the interests of the limited partnership have been registered,
or when offered will be registered, under this chapter or are ex-
empted, or when offered will be exempted, under this chapter, or are
or will be offered in a transaction exempted from registration under
this chapter; and, in the case of a New Hampshire corporation or
limited partnership, that the articles of incorporation or certificate
of limited partnership state whether the capital stock or interests in
the limited partnership will be sold or offered for sale within the
meaning of this chapter.
(b) The statement shall be signed by the incorporators of a
corporation to be formed, by an executive officer of an existing cor-
poration, or by the general partners or intended general partners if
a limited partnership.
[(b) The director shall certify to the secretary of state that the
requirements of subparagraph (a) have been met.]
78 Registration by Coordination. Amend RSA 421-B:13, III-VII to
read as follows:
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III. A registration statement under this section automatically
becomes effective at the moment the feder-al registration statement
becomes effective if all the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) No stop order is in effect and no proceeding is pending un-
der RSA 421-B:16;
(b) The registration statement has been on file with the [direc-
tor] secretary of state for at least 20 days; and
(c) A statement of the maximum and minimum proposed offer-
ing prices and the maximum underwriting discounts and commis-
sions has been on file for 2 full business days or such shorter period
as the [director] secretary of state permits by rule or otherwise and
the offering is made within those limitations.
IV. The [director] attorney general may by rule or otherwise
waive either or both of the conditions specified in subparagraphs
1 1Kb) and (c).
V. The registrant shall promptly notify the [director] secretary
of state by telephone, telegi'am, or similar means of communication
of the date and time when the federal registration statement became
effective and the content of the price amendment, if any, and shall
promptly file a post-effective amendment containing the information
and documents in the price amendment. "Price amendment" means
the final federal amendment which includes a statement of the offer-
ing price, underwriting and selling discounts or commissions,
amount of proceeds, conversion rates, call prices, and other matters
dependent upon the offering price.
VI. Upon failure to receive the required notification and post-
effective amendment with respect to the price amendment, the [di-
rector] secretary of state may enter a stop order, without notice or
hearing, retroactively denying effectiveness to the registration
statement or suspending its effectiveness until there is compliance
with this section, if he promptly notifies the registrant by telephone,
telegram, or similar means of communication, and promptly con-
firms by letter or telegram when he notifies by telephone of the
issuance of the order. If the registrant proves compliance with the
requirements of this section as to notice and post-effective amend-
ment the stop order is void as of the time of its entry.
VII. If the federal registration statement becomes effective be-
fore all the conditions in this section are satisfied and they are not
waived, the registration statement automatically becomes effective
as soon as all of the conditions are satisfied. If the registrant advises
the [director] secretary of state of the date when the federal regis-
tration statement is expected to become effective, the [director] sec-
retary of state shall promptly advise the registrant by telephone,
telegram, or similar means of communication, at the registrant's ex-
pense, whether all the conditions are satisfied and whether he then
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contemplates the institution of a proceeding under RSA 421-B:16;
but this advice by the [director] secretary of state does not preclude
the institution of such a proceeding at any time.
79 Registration by Qualification. Amend RSA 421-B:14, III to read
as follows:
III. A registration statement under this section becomes effec-
tive when the [director] secretary of state so orders.
80 Registration; Generally. Amend RSA 421-B:15 to read as fol-
lows:
421-B:15 Provisions Applicable to Registration Generally.
I. A registration statement may be filed with the secretary of
state by the issuer, any other person on whose behalf the offering is
to be made, or a licensed broker-dealer.
II. Every registration statement shall specify:
(a) The amount of securities to be offered in this state;
(b) The states in which a registration statement or similar doc-
ument in connection with the offering has been or is to be filed; and
(c) Any adverse order, judgment, or decree entered in connec-
tion with the offering by the regulatory authorities in each state or
by any court or the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Il-a. Every corporation and partnership having securities regis-
tered in this state shall, within 90 days after the close of their fiscal
year, file with the [director] secretary of state annually a financial
statement audited and certified by an independent certified public
accountant. The audited statement shall be prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles and such other stand-
ards as the [director] attorney general shall adopt by rule. Issuers
of securities registered under this chapter shall also provide quar-
terly financial reports within 60 days of the end of each quarter to
their shareholders, partners, and the [director] attorney general.
Such quarterly reports need not be independently audited.
III. Any document filed under this chapter or a predecessor
chapter within 5 years preceding the filing with the secretary of
state of a registration statement may be incorporated by reference
in the registration statement to the extent that the document is cur-
rently accurate.
IV. The [director] attorney general may by rule or otherwise
permit the omission of any item of information or document from any
registration statement.
V. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order require
as a condition of registration by qualification or coordination:
(a) That any security issued within the past 3 years or to be
issued to a promoter for a consideration substantially different from
the public offering price, or to any person for a consideration other
than cash, be deposited in escrow; and
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(b) That the proceeds from the sale of the registered security
in this state be impounded until the issuer receives a specified
amount from the sale of the security either in this state or else-
where.
VI. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order deter-
mine the conditions of any escrow or impounding required under
this section, but he may reject a depository solely because of loca-
tion in another state only if the offering is not being registered un-
der the Securities Act of 1933 and the principal place of business of
the registrant is in this state.
VII. The [director] attorney general may by rule or order re-
quire as a condition of registration that any security registered by
qualification or coordination be sold only on a specified form of sub-
scription or sale contract, and that a signed or conformed copy of
each contract be filed with the [director] secretary of state or pre-
served for any period up to 3 years specified in the rule or order.
VIII. Every registration statement shall be effective, for the
purpose of any non-issuer distribution until withdrawn, suspended
or revoked. All outstanding securities of the same class as a regis-
tered security are considered to be registered for the purpose of any
non-issuer transaction so long as the registration statement is effec-
tive. A registration statement may not be withdrawn for one year
from its effective date if any securities of the same class are out-
standing.
IX. So long as a registration statement is effective, the [director]
attorney general may by rule or order require the person who filed
the registration statement to file with the secretary of state re-
ports, not more often than quarterly, to keep reasonably current the
information contained in the registration statement, to disclose the
process of the offering and the use of any proceeds received from the
offering, and to submit reports of sales. The [director] attorney gen-
eral may by rule or order require that the issuer distribute annual
reports to its shareholders.
X. A registration statement relating to a security issued by a
face-amount certificate company or a redeemable security issued by
an open-end management company or unit investment trust, as
those terms are defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940,
may be amended after its effective date so as to increase the securi-
ties specified as proposed to be offered. Such an amendment be-
comes effective when the [director] attorney general so orders.
XI. So long as a registration statement is effective the [director]
attorney general may require an issuer to file with the secretary of
state an annual report in such form as the [director] attorney gen-
eral by rule prescribes. Failure to file the annual report within 30
days after its request may be deemed a request for withdrawal.
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XII. No registration shall be deemed to be filed with the secre-
tary of state until the fee estabhshed pursuant to RSA 421-B:31 has
been paid.
81 Suspension or Revocation of Registration. Amend the introduc-
tory paragraph to RSA 421-B:16, 1 to read as follows:
I. The [director] attorney general, on his own motion, or on
the recommendation of the secretary of state, may issue a stop
ordei' denying effectiveness to, or suspending or revoking the effec-
tiveness of, any registration statement if he finds:
82 Misleading Filings: Amend RSA 421-B:19 to read as follows:
421-B:19 Misleading Filings. It is unlawful for any person to make
or cause to be made in any document filed [with the director] under
this chapter or in any proceeding under this chapter any statement
which is, at the time and in the light of the circumstances under
which it is made, false or misleading in any material respect or, in
connection with such statement, to omit to state a material fact nec-
essary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the
circumstances under which they are made, not misleading.
83 Reference Change; Unlawful Representations. Amend RSA
421-B:20, 1 to read as follows:
I. Neither the fact that a registration statement or an applica-
tion for a license has been filed under this chapter with the state of
New Hampshire nor the fact that a security is effectively registered
or a person is licensed in the state of New Hampshire constitutes a
finding by the [director of the office of securities regulation] attor-
ney general or the secretary of state that any document filed under
RSA 421-B is true, complete and not misleading. Neither any such
fact nor the fact that an exemption or exception is available for a
security or a transaction means that the [director of the office of
securities regulation] attorney general has passed in any way upon
the merits or qualifications of, or recommended or given approval to,
any person, security, or transaction. It is unlawful to make, or cause
to be made, to any prospective purchaser, customer, or client any
representation inconsistent with the provisions of this paragraph.
84 Administration. RSA 421-B:21 is repealed and reenacted to
read as follows:
421-B:21 Administration.
I. This chapter shall be administered by the attorney general,
with the assistance of the secretary of state who shall receive and
maintain all documents which are required to be filed under this
chapter. The secretary of state shall, to the greatest extent practi-
cal, physically and substantively consolidate the activities and func-
tions related to corporations, limited partnerships, and other
business organizations and entities administered by the department
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of state with the activities and functions related to the registration
of securities which are performed by the attorney general and secre-
tary of state under this chapter.
II. The attorney general shall have all powers specifically
granted or reasonably implied in order to perfoiTn the substantive
responsibilities imposed by this title, and may, by rule, after consul-
tation with and approval from the secretary of state, impose duties
upon the secretary of state with regard to the receipt, maintenance
and review of documents required to be filed under this chapter and
the coordination of activities between the department of justice and
the office of secretary of state.
III. It is unlawful for the attorney general, the secretary of state
or any officers or employees of the department of justice or the sec-
retary of state to use for personal benefit any information which is
filed with or obtained by the attorney general or the secretary of
state and which is not made public. No provision of this chapter
authorizes the attorney general, the secretary of state or any offi-
cers or employees of the department of justice or the secretary of
state to disclose any such information except among themselves or
when necessary or appropriate in a proceeding or investigation un-
der this chapter. No provision of this chapter either creates or dero-
gates from any privilege which exists at common law or otherwise
when documentary or other evidence is sought under a subpoena
directed to the attorney general, the secretary of state or any offi-
cers or employees of the department of justice or the secretary of
state.
85 Judicial Review. Amend RSA 421-B:27 to read as follows:
421-B:27 Judicial Review of Orders. Requests for rehearings and
appeals from orders of the director shall be governed by RSA 541
and by the rules adopted by the [director] attorney general pursu-
ant to title [XXXVII] XXxVlII and RSA 541-A.
86 Administrative Files and Opinions. Amend RSA 421-B:29 to
read as follows:
421-B:29 Administrative Files and Opinions.
I. A document is filed when it is received by the [director], secre-
tary of state.
II. The [director] secretary of state shall keep a register of all
applications for licensing and registration statements which are or
have ever been effective under this chapter and all denial, suspen-
sion, or revocation orders which have been entered under this chap-
ter. The register shall be open for public inspection.
III. The information contained in or filed with any registration
statement, application, or report may be made available to the public
under such rules as the [director] attorney general adopts pursuant
to RSA 541-A.
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IV. Upon request and at such reasonable charges as he pre-
scribes, the [director] secretary of state shall furnish to any person
photostatic or other copies, certified under his seal of office if re-
quested, of any entry in the register or any document which is a
matter of public record. In any proceeding or prosecution under this
chapter any copy so certified is prima facie evidence of the contents
of the entry or document certified.
87 Service of Process; Rules. Amend the introductory paragraph
of RSA 421-B:30, VII to read as follows:
VII. Every applicant for licensing under this chapter and every
issuer who proposes to offer a security in this state through any
person acting on an agency basis in the common-law sense shall file
with the [director] secretary of state, in such form as he prescribes
by rule, irrevocable consent appointing the [director or his successor
in office to be his attorney] secretary of state to receive service of
any lawful process in any non-criminal suit, action, or proceeding
against him or his successor, executor, or administrator which arises
under this chapter or any rule or order under this chapter after the
consent has been filed, with the same force and validity as if served
personally on the person filing the consent. A person who has filed
such a consent in connection with a previous registration need not
file another. Service may be made by leaving a copy of the process in
the office of the [director] secretary of state along with $5, but it is
not effective unless:
88 Reference Change; Service of Process. Amend the introductory
paragraph of RSA 421-B:30, VIII to read as follows:
VIII. When any person, including any nonresident of this state
engages in conduct prohibited or made actionable by this chapter or
any rule or order under this chapter, and he has not filed a consent to
service of process under paragraph VII and personal jurisdiction
over him cannot otherwise be obtained in this state, that conduct
shall be considered equivalent to his appointment of the [director or
his successor in office to be his attorney] secretary of state to re-
ceive service of any lawful process in any non-criminal suit, action, or
proceeding against him or his successor, executor, or administrator
which grows out of that conduct and which is brought under this
chapter or any rule or order under this chapter, with the same force
and validity as if served on him personally. Service may be made by
leaving a copy of the process along with $5 in the office of the [direc-
tor] secretary of state, and it is not effective unless:
89 Change from "Director" to "Attorney General". Amend the fol-
lowing RSA provisions by replacing "director" with "attorney gen-
eral":
I. RSA 421-A:3; 421-A:4, X; 421-A:5; 421-A:6; 421-A:8; 421-A:9;
421-A:11,II, III;421-A:12.
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II. RSA 421-B:2, Ill(e); 421-B:2, IX(i); 421-B:2, X, XI; 421-B:4,
II, III; 421-B:6, II; 421-B:7, III-VI; 421-B:9, Mil; 421-B:9, V(a); 421-
B:9, V(c)-(e); 421-B:9, VI-VIII; 421-B:10. 1(b)(5), (8), (11), (13); 421-
B:10, II-VI; 421-B:12; 421-B:13, II; 421-B:14, II, IV; 421-B:16, 1(b)(3),
(7), (10), (11); 421-B:16, II-IV; 421-B:17; 421-B:18; 421-B:22; 421-B:23;
421-B:25, VIII; 421-B:26; 421-B:28; 421-B:30, Vll(a); 421-B:30,
Vlll(a); 421-B:30, IX; 421-B:31, III.
90 Change from "Office" to "Department." Amend the following
RSA provisions by replacing "office" with "department": RSA 421-
A:9, 1;421-A:12, li;421-B:9.
91 Transition; Rules; Delegation of Duties, Functions, and Person-
nel.
I. The rules of the office of securities regulation in effect immedi-
ately prior to July 1, 1991, may be continued in effect for a period of
up to one year upon the order of the attorney general. Notwith-
standing RSA 541-A, the attorney general may also issue orders
which modify these existing rules for the sole purpose of properly
allocating responsibilities between the department ofjustice and the
department of state in a manner consistent with the provisions of
this chapter. Such modifications shall be filed with the legislative
committee on administrative rules and the office of legislative serv-
ices prior to taking effect, but shall not be subject to the other
requirements of RSA 541-A:3.
II. The attorney general may delegate duties, functions and per-
sonnel to the department of state to assist the department of justice
in the licensing, registration and auditing functions under RSA 421-
B.
92 Salaries Eliminated. Amend RSA 94:l-a, I, group by deleting
the following:
I. Director of the office of securities regulation.
II. Chief investigator, office of securities regulation.
III. Administrator of the office of securities services, office of
securities regulation.
IV. Administrator of the bureau of securities filings, office of se-
curities regulation.
V. Administrator of the bureau of securities audits and examina-
tions, office of securities regulation.
93 Repeal. The following are repealed:
I. RSA 400-A:40-66, relative to the office of securities regulation.
II. RSA 421-B:24, III, relative to criminal penalties.
94 Transfer of Equipment and Files. Office equipment and files
within the office of securities regulation are hereby transferred to
the department of justice. The transfer authority granted under this
section shall not be construed to authorize the transfer of personnel.
FY 1992
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mileage to be allowed for each day's attendance where the witness is
required to leave the town or city in which he resides to testify.
100 New Section; Indemnification of Chief Medical Examiner.
Amend RSA 611-A by inserting after section 11 the following new
section:
611-A: 12 Indemnification of Medical Examiner. The provisions of
RSA 99-D shall apply to the chief medical examiner and any other
medical examiner employed in the office of the chief medical exam-
iner for claims arising from the scope of their official duties, includ-
ing, but not limited to, the practice of forensic pathology and the
practice of clinical forensic medicine.
101 Effective Date Change; Literacy Instruction. Amend 1988,
274:10, 1-a as inserted by 1989, 301:6 to read as follows:
I-a. RSA 189:54, II as inserted by section 3 of this act shall take
effect July 1, [1991] 1992.
102 Fines for Crimes Doubled. Amend RSA 651:2, IV(a) and (b) to
read as follows:
(a) Any individual may not exceed [$2,000] $4,000 for a felony,
[$1,000] $2,000 for a misdemeanor, and [$500] $1,000 for a violation.
(b) A corporation or unincorporated association may not ex-
ceed [$50,000] $100,000 for a felony, [$10,000] $20,000 for a misde-
meanor and [$500] $1,000 for a violation. A writ of execution may be
issued by the court against the corporation or unincorporated associ-
ation to compel payment of the fine, together with costs and inter-
est.
103 Rehiring of Laid Off State Employees. Amend 1990, 261:1, 1 as
amended by 1991, 4:10 to read as follows:
I. For purposes of this act, "laid off means any person laid off
between January 1, 1990, and [June 30, 1991] June 30, 1993, as a
result of 1990, 1:16 or any other state law.
104 Effective Date Change for SB 157 Relative to Bingo. 1991,
264:4 is repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
264:4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
105 Transfers Within PAU; Indigent Defenders. Notwithstanding
RSA 9:16-a, the executive director of the judicial council, after certi-
fication to the commissioner of administrative services that trans-
fers are necessary to carry out the functions of indigent defense, is
authorized to transfer funds within PAU 01, 04, 01, 02, 04, indigent
defenders.
106 Loss of Taxes. The commissioner of revenue administration
shall compute the payment for lost taxes under RSA 219:32 as fol-
lows:
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I. Add together the high and low value in the highest range of
values within the forest land category, as set by the current use
advisory board pursuant to RSA 79-A, then divide by 2 to arrive at
the per acre value;
II. Multiply the per acre value by the number of acres on which
application for loss of taxes is made, to arrive at the total assess-
ment, to be further adjusted by the equalization ratio;
III. Multiply the assessment by the local municipal tax rate to
arrive at the payment due to the town, reduced in accordance with
RSA 219:29, and adjusted for equity in accordance with RSA 219:33.
107 Positions Reclassified. Notwithstanding any law, rule, or exec-
utive order to the contrary, the following positions within the multi-
ple offender program and funded in PAU 05, 01, 01, 03, 07 are hereby
reclassified:
I. Position number 19048 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor II, labor gi-ade 15, to cook II, labor gi*ade 8.
II. Position number 19049 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor II, labor grade 15, to cook I, labor grade 7.
III. Position number 19034 is reclassified from substance abuse
counselor I, labor grade 13, to dormitory supervisor, labor grade 7.
108 New Paragi"aph; Borrowing Authority; Pease Development
Authority. Amend RSA 12-G:27 by inserting after paragi-aph II the
following new paragraph:
III. In lieu of a state giaarantee under this section, the state
treasurer is authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state a sum
not exceeding the total state bond guarantee authorized in RSA 12-
G:27, I to make a loan or loans to the authority for the purposes of
this chapter, and issue general obligation bonds or notes in the name
and on behalf of the state in accordance with the provisions of RSA
6-A. The terms and conditions of any such loan shall be determined
by the state treasurer and the governor and council may impose
such other conditions as they may deem appropriate. Payments of
principal of and interest on the bonds or notes issued under this
paragraph shall be made when due from available funds of the au-
thority. The principal amount of bonds of the authority that may be
guaranteed by the state under paragi^aph I of this section shall be
reduced by the amount of bonds issued by the state under this para-
graph.
109 New Section; Annual Operating Budget; Quarterly Reports.
Amend RSA 12-G by inserting after section 27 the following new
section:
12-G:27-a Annual Operating Budget; Bonding; Quarterly Reports.
I. The board shall approve and submit an annual operating
budget to the fiscal committee and the governor and council.
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II. The issuance of bonds under 12-G:27, III to pay operating
costs of the authority which are not included in the annual operating
budget shall be subject to the approval of the fiscal committee and
governor and council.
III. Until such time as the authority is self-funding, the board
shall submit quarterly financial reports on .its revenues and expendi-
tures to the governor, the senate president, and the speaker of the
house.
110 Appropriation; Pease Development Authority. A sum not to
exceed $2,800,000 is appropriated to the Pease development author-
ity for its operating budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992,
upon the approval of such operating budget by the governor and
council, the board of directors of the Pease development authority,
and the fiscal committee.
111 Bonds Authorized. To provide funds for the appropriation
made in section 110 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to
borrow upon the credit of the state a sum not exceeding $2,800,000
and for said purpose may issue general obligation bonds or notes in
the name and on behalf of the state of New Hampshire in accordance
with RSA 12-G:27, III. The payments of principal and interest of the
bonds and notes shall be made when due from available funds of the
authority in accordance with RSA 12-G:27, III.
112 Declaration of Purpose; Review of Operations of State Govern-
ment.
I. The general court finds that from time to time the budget
process should be augmented by a thorough review of government
operations undertaken in partnership with the private sector in or-
der to achieve efficiencies and economies.
II. The general court recognizes that a review of the operations
of state government to identify efficiencies and economies which can
be achieved by structural or operational changes should be con-
ducted during the 1992-1993 biennium. The general court further
recognizes that the participation of individuals from the private sec-
tor with appropriate knowledge, skills and experience will further
the success of this undertaking.
113 Tksk Force on Government Operations Established; Member-
ship; Duties and Responsibilities; Reports.
I. There is hereby established the task force on government op-
erations which shall consist of public members appointed jointly by
the governor, president of the senate and speaker of the house in
numbers they deem appropriate. Members of the committee shall
serve without compensation.
II. A member of the task force shall not use his office for per-
sonal gain or act in manner to place a private interest in conflict with
the public interest. A member shall abstain from voting on matters
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in which he has a financial interest, whether personally or through a
spouse or dependent. If in doubt, he may submit a written request
for advice to the attorney general, who shall make a ruling as to
whether he may vote on a matter.
III. The task force on government operations shall review as-
pects of government operations including, but not limited to, the
following: purchasing; space, both owned and leased; communica-
tions, including telephones, mailing and printing; property and
equipment other than real estate; asset management; and organiza-
tion.
IV. The task force on government operations shall make recom-
mendations about, but not limited to, the following aspects of gov-
ernment operations: purchasing equipment and supplies;
contracting for services; managing capital assets; and organizing hu-
man resources.
V. The task force on government operations shall have the au-
thority to compel the cooperation of department heads and the pro-
duction of documents necessary to carry out its objectives, except
when such requests would be inconsistent with state law.
VI. The task force on government operations shall prepare an
interim report and submit it to the governor, the speaker of the
house, and senate president no later than November 1, 1991, and
submit a final report to the governor, the speaker of the house, and
senate president no later than June 30, 1992.
114 Statement of Purpose.
I. The general court finds that:
(a) New Hampshire Savings Bank has offered its properties in
downtown Concord for sale to the state of New Hampshire; and
(b) This offer constitutes a window of opportunity for the state
of New Hampshire to acquire existing office and parking space in
the capitol area government center; and
(c) The present and future presence of state government in the
downtown area is important to the economic well-being of the city of
Concord; and
(d) The city of Concord has traditionally relinquished certain
parking revenues to provide parking in the civic complex for legisla-
tors; and
(e) Purchase of these New Hampshire Savings Bank proper-
ties would provide additional parking for immediate use as well as
an opportunity for the state of New Hampshire and the city of Con-
cord to cooperate in developing a joint plan for future off-street
parking in the downtown area.
II. Therefore, the general court declares it to be in the interests
of the state of New Hampshire to acquire these New Hampshire
Savings Bank properties for both present and future government
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use, provided that the state is able to negotiate a price which re-
flects the current downturn in real estate values.
115 Department of Administrative Services; Capitol Area Govern-
ment Center; Appropriation. A sum not exceeding $5,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, is hereby appropriated to the de-
partment of administrative services for the sole purpose of acquir-
ing, renovating, and rehabilitating land and buildings suitable for
general office space in the capitol area government center. Within
the limits of the appropriated amount, the department of adminis-
trative services is authorized to negotiate the purchase of such land
and buildings. Such purchase agreement may include an arrange-
ment for leasing back a portion of the land or buildings acquired to
the seller. Plans for the acquisition, renovation, rehabilitation and
occupancy of any land or buildings to which this section is applicable
shall receive prior approval from the governor and council and the
joint committee on legislative facilities. After expenditures are ap-
proved by the governor and council and the joint committee on legis-
lative facilities, the resulting contracts shall receive such review and
approval as required by state law. This appropriation shall be non-
lapsing and is in addition to any other funds appropriated to the
department of administrative services.
116 Bonds Authorized, lb provide funds for the appropriation in
section 115 of this act, the state treasurer is authorized to borrow
upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of $5,000,000 and
for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the name and on be-
half of the state of New Hampshire in accordance with of RSA 6-A.
117 Payments. The payment of principle and interest on bonds and
notes issued for the project in section 115 shall be made when due
from the general fund.
118 Committee Established. There is hereby established a com-
mittee to study the future utilization of such property as may be
acquired pursuant to this act.
119 Membership.
I. The committee members shall be as follows:
(a) Three members of the house of representatives, appointed
by the speaker of the house.
0^) Three members of the senate, appointed by the president of
the senate.
(c) One member appointed by the governor.
(d) One member representing the city of Concord, appointed
by the mayor of the city of Concord.
II. The committee members shall be appointed within 30 days of
the effective date of this act. The committee shall elect a chairperson
from among its members at the initial meeting of the committee.
120 Duties of the Committee. The committee shall:
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I. Determine the availability and need for off-street parking for
legislators and for state and city employees.
II. Review previous state and city parking studies.
III. Authorize such additional parking studies as may be re-
quired.
IV. Study and make recommendations concerning the best use of
existing parking areas and structures, including the 2 city-owned
garages and the Storrs Street parking lot.
V. Study and make recommendations regarding the feasibility of
the state of New Hampshire transferring property with a tax value
comparable to the property acquired under section 2 of this act to
the city of Concord or any private entity.
121 Report. The committee shall submit a report on its findings,
including any recommendations for legislation, to the president of
the senate, the speaker of the house and the governor not later than
November 1, 1991,
122 Mileage. Legislative members shall receive mileage at the leg-
islative rate when attending to the business of the committee.
123 AFDC Funds. The sum appropriated for AFDC grants cur-
rently — R^U 05, 01, 04, 04, 01 class 90 shall remain in such class
and shall not be reduced during the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
If the amount expended in each of 3 successive months is less than 1/
12 of the total appropriation for that fiscal year and the number of
open AFDC cases in each of those 3 months is less than the number
of open AFDC cases in the prior month, the director of the division
of human services, under RSA 167:7 may, with review and approval
of the fiscal committee, transfer to emergency assistance an amount
necessary to utilize the accumulating surplus as projected during
that fiscal year.
124 Vacant Positions; Abolishment; Reestabhshment.
I. Any position which is funded wholly or partially by state gen-
eral funds and which is vacant on June 30, 1991, is abolished.
II. The provisions of paragraph II shall not apply to the New
Hampshire hospital, the Glencliff home for the elderly, and the vet-
erans home.
III. There is appropriated the sum of $750,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1992, and $750,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1993, in order to reestablish positions abolished by paragi'aph I.
An agency may request to the fiscal committee and the governor
and council that a position abolished by paragraph I be reinstated.
Upon a demonstration by the agency that the continuation of the
position is necessary for the protection and safety of New Hamp-
shire citizens or for the effective and efficient operation of state gov-
ernment, the governor may, upon review and with the approval of
the fiscal committee, approve the transfer of funds from the appro-
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priation made in this paragraph to the agency for the purpose of
reestabhshing such position. The governor is authorized to draw his
warrant for said sums out of any money in the treasury not other-
wise appropriated.
125 Factfinder's Report Rejected. The legislature hereby rejects
the recommendations of the factfinder's report dated February 11,
1991, regarding collective bargaining between the state and the
state employees association.
126 Committee to Study Misdemeanors. The house judiciary com-
mittee shall study crimes which are misdemeanors in this state and
make recommendations on the reclassifications of misdemeanors.
The committee shall prepare a report, including recommendations
for legislation for the 1992 legislative session, and submit it to the
speaker of the house on or before November 1, 1991.
127 Ti'ansfers by Director of the Division of Mental Health and
Developmental Services. Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, including the provisions of RSA 99:4 and RSA 9:17-a through
17-c, dui'ing the biennium ending June 30, 1993, the director of the
division of mental health and developmental services is authorized
to transfer with the approval of fiscal committee and governor and
council from New Hampshire Hospital sub-component 05, 01, 05, 06,
07, classes 010-060, Ti-ansitional Housing — DD to Bureau of Devel-
opmental Services, sub-component 05, 01, 05, 03, 03, class 093, Com-
munity Residences and from classes 010-091 to class 093 within
sub-component 05, 01, 05, 03, 03, Community Residences, such sums
as are necessary to provide contracted community-based services
for foiTner residents of Laconia developmental services and New
Hampshire hospital.
128 Training for Social Workers and Juvenile Services Officers.
The division for children and youth services may transfer up to
$200,000 each fiscal year for the biennium ending June 30, 1993, in
funds which would otherwise lapse to the salary adjustment fund
from class 10, personal services-permanent in components 05, 01, 03,
02, 01 and/or 05, 01, 03, 02, 09 to class 91, training, in component 05,
01, 03, 02, 01 to provide training for social workers and juvenile serv-
ices officers.
129 Authority to Adjust Operating Budget Amounts and Tbtals.
The legislative budget assistant shall have the authority to make
adjustments in amounts and totals in section 1 of HB 25-A of the
1991 legislative session made necessary by the passage of this act.
130 Reduction of Personnel Services and Benefits. The appropria-
tion for personnel services and benefits is hereby reduced by
$24,000,000 in general funds for the biennium.
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I. The governor, and the exclusive bargaining representatives of
the state bargaining units acting jointly, shall negotiate these reduc-
tions which may include, but may not be limited to, areas such as
health benefits, furloughs, early retirement or any other personnel
cost savings.
II. The parties shall submit the proposed agreement to the fiscal
committee on or before September 9, 1991. No agreement shall be
considered acceptable to the committee unless the committee deter-
mines it is consistent with the legislative intent and in the public
interest. The agreement shall be effective upon the approval of the
fiscal committee.
III. If no agreement has been reached by the parties, the exclu-
sive representatives of the bargaining units and the governor shall
submit their respective last best offers to the fiscal committee on
September 9, 1991. The fiscal committee shall approve or reject,
consistent with existing law, any or all of the individual components
of the 2 offers presented by the parties to achieve the required re-
ductions or after September 23, 1991, to be effective on or before
October 4, 1991.
IV. The governor shall apply the terms of any approved agree-
ment or fiscal committee action to unclassified and by-letter employ-
ees as well as to classified employees, regardless of source of
funding.
131 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Gross, Merr. 16
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Hager, Merr. 21
Sen. W. King, Dist. 2 Rep. C. Brown, Graf. 13
Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill:
(1) Changes the requirements for fiscal notes on bills and resolu-
tions.
(2) Estabhshes a waiver procedure of certain provisions of RSA 21-
I when requested by any department or agency to prevent the loss
of any federal or other funds subject to recapture.
(3) Requires the state to pay a premium rather than the full pre-
mium for medical and surgical benefits.
(4) Requires the department of administrative services to compile
annual health insurance group coverage surveys.
(5) Establishes the unclassified position of revenue counsel in the
department of revenue administration.
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(6) Establishes the unclassified position of chief operations officer
in the department of environmental services.
(7) Suspends the requirement of filing' for a new notice of intent to
cut when a cutting operation is completed prior to June 30.
(8) Changes the salary of the secretary of the New Hampshire
retirement system from group M to gi'oup N.
(9) Provides that the state will pay for 2-person coverage for medi-
cal benefits for retired group II employees with the retiree autho-
rized to pay for the coverage for any other person entitled to such
benefits.
(10) Increases fees for birth registration cards and for copies and
verifications of vital records and establishes a vital records improve-
ment fund.
(11) Changes procedures for burial and transit permits.
(12) Authorizes the division of public health services to impose ad-
ministrative fines for violations of public health laws and authorizes
the commissioner of health and human services to charge a reason-
able sum for copying costs of documents. Moneys so collected would
be deposited in a special fund and would be continually appropri-
ated.
(13) Increases administrative fees collected from hospitals and
nursing homes licensed under RSA 151.
(14) Increases the fee for elevator inspection certificates and re-
peals the boiler and elevator inspection fund.
(15) Requires local assistance payments not to be made in cash, so
as to enable recipients to obtain a greater food stamp allotment.
(16) Requires the liquor commission to negotiate reimbursements
for emergency services provided by municipalities to liquor stores
on interstate highways.
(17) Amends provisions of law relating to the serving of liquor in
cocktail lounges and advertising of liquor prices.
(18) Exempts the school improvement program from competitive
bidding.
(19) Allows the department offish and game to transfer funds over
budget estimates.
(20) Removes the requirement that fees for the state park system
and state-owned ski areas be set by administrative rule.
(21) Requires that civil penalties collected for violations of RSA
281-A, the workers' compensation law; be deposited into the general
fund instead of the administration fund.
(22) Makes minor technical changes to RSA 293-B, the treatment
of New Hampshire investment trusts.
(23) Abolishes the office of securities regulation and makes the
attorney general and the secretary of state responsible for enforce-
ment and administration of the securities laws.
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(24) Reduces jurors' fees.
(25) Extends the court modernization fund.
(26) Reduces witness fees.
(27) Provides for indemnification of the medical examiner.
(28) Changes the effective date for Hteracy instruction.
(29) Doubles fines for violations, misdemeanors, and felonies.
(30) Extends the effective date for rehiring of laid off state employ-
ees.
(31) Changes the effective date of SB 157 relative to bingo.
(32) Allows transfers within the PAU for indigent defenders.
(33) Establishes a method for computing payment for lost taxes
under RSA 219:32.
(34) Reclassifies certain positions in the multiple offender pro-
gram.
(35) Makes a bonded appropriation to the Pease development au-
thority for its operating expenses for fiscal year 1992.
(36) Establishes a task force on government operations.
(37) Authorizes the department of administrative services to ac-
quire, renovate and rehabilitate land and buildings suitable for gen-
eral office space in the capitol area government center and
authorizes the state treasurer to issue bonds and notes for the pur-
poses of this bill.
(38) Establishes a committee to study the future utilization of such
property as may be acquired pursuant to this bill, and the feasibility
of
transferring property of comparable tax value to the city of Concord
or any private entity.
(39) Allows the transfer of funds appropriated for AFDC under
certain circumstances.
(40) Abolishes certain vacant positions.
(41) Rejects the factfinder's report on collective bargaining.
(42) Establishes a committee to study different classes of misde-
meanors.
(43) Allows the director of the division of mental health and devel-
opmental services to transfer certain funds.
(44) Allows the transfer of funds relating to juvenile services offi-
cers.
(45) Reduces the appropriation for personnel services and benefits.
Senator Hough moved concurrence with the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
Recess.
Senator Currier in the Chair.
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SENATOR HOUGH: %u have a report on the Conference on HB
65. You also know that this is the so called trailer bill. I think that it
would be easier if you would address the questions and if I can't
answer them, the LBA staff is here to provide you with a specific
answer to the pieces as you go through it.
SENATOR HEATH: Mr. President, there are those of us in the
room who are concerned about the nongermaneness of this piece of
legislation. The precedent that it will set, in allowing it in. I won-
dered if I could have from you, as Presiding Officer, the rationale for
the amount of disparate items of this. It seemed to have no germane-
ness?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, as you recognize having been
here for a long time, that on the Committee of Conference on the
Budget, that the budget act cannot contain footnotes that deal with
policy issues. There is always as a result of that ruling by the Su-
preme Court, there has been a bill that accompanies the budget bill.
This is the bill before you at the present time. It does not have to be
allowed in. It is in at this point in time, because we are allowed to
address Conference reports today. There is, as I explained to many
members of the Senate that have asked me about this bill, that a
number of the items that are in here, were in here before this body
prior to this session. They are not all new, but there are specific
pieces that have addressed issues that were before this legislature
this session, that were under discussion by this body. I guess the
question that I would respond to is the germaneness of this piece of
legislation. The ruling is in affect that it is germane, because it deals
with the budget act, which affects the operations of all of state gov-
ernment.
SENATOR HEATH: What is the title, all I have is the number, what
is the title of HB 65?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: An act relative to administration and en-
forcement of the securities law, state employee benefits, and state
fees, funds, revenues, and expenditures. I think that encompasses
quite a bit. Senator.
Recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
SENATOR NELSON: I rise with some trepidation and concern. It
really pains me to have to say this, but I would like to point out that
on page 27 of this particular piece, with the liquor store reimburse-
ment for Emergency Services. I find that to be something that
shouldn't be in the legislature. It is precedent setting. If we are re-
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imbursing this town of Hampton because the state is putting some-
thing over there, then I certainly think that other cities and towns in
the state that have properties put there by the state should also be
reimbursed. Let's take a look at the state prison. Let's take a look at
some of the other places that state property has been put there. I
strongly oppose this particular piece of legislation. There are 3 liq-
uor stores in Nashua, and gi'anted you can tell me they are on the
highway, granted you can tell me that they are on the interstate. The
fact of the matter is, that they are state employees. They make
money for the state. It doesn't change the fact. Why should the tax-
payers of Nashua, Manchester, Londonderry, or any other place that
there is a liquor store, have to be responsible when there is an emer-
gency for fire equipment? It is absolutely precedent setting, and it
shouldn't be in there.
Recess.
Senator Currier in the Chair.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Hough, I am looking at page 57
of this "catch-all-Christmas tree bill" and there is one ornament on
the tree that I find in particular unacceptable. That is the proposal
to attempt to buy the New Hampshire Savings Bank building. This
provision beginning on page 57, authorizes negotiations to purchase
that building and apparently adjacent property which constitutes
parking space, for as much as $5,000,000. Why do we need the build-
ing? Has there been a need established for this property?
SENATOR HOUGH: Section 114 I believe, on page 57 as part of the
Conference report on HB 65. That is the answer.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: It is not a very enlightening answer, may
I say. I would like to repeat this question. What is the need for this
building? Why should we authorize expenditures of up to $5,000,000
unless some need has been established?
SENATOR HOUGH: The need is the Conference report on HB 65.
It is part of the negotiated agreement between the two bodies.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Was the Senator a Conferee?
SENATOR HOUGH: Absolutely.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Was the matter discussed?
SENATOR HOUGH: Absolutely.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Will the Senator enlighten us just a tiny
bit further, about the thinking of whoever it is, who insisted on the
inclusion of this item?
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SENATOR HOUGH: The Conferees.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The Conferees want it, and we should
support it, because the Conferees want it, is that the answer?
SENATOR HOUGH: That may be your answer.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well I repeat the very simple, but obvi-
ous question. What is the need for this building? What is the need
for this expenditure?
SENATOR HOUGH: It is simple, out of the conflict between the
two bodies, that is the need.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well then, Mr. President, may I ask an-
other question of the Senator, perhaps we can get an answer to this
question. It uses the term Capital Area Goverment Center, what is
that?
SENATOR HOUGH: That is the Capital Area Government Center.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Can the Senator tell us what that means?
SENATOR HOUGH: TAPE INAUDIBLE.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So in other words the negotiations are
not limited just to the New Hampshire Savings Building, but to any
property that falls within something called the Capital Ai*ea Govern-
ment Center which no one seems to be able to define?
SENATOR HOUGH: Oh, it emanates out from the State House.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Then the whole state emanates from the
State House. And is this, I noticed that it says that the appropria-
tion shall be non-lapsing. Does that mean that this search can go on
forever, irrespective of the disposition of the New Hampshire Bank
property? This is an eternal search emanating from the Capitol
throughout some undefined region, anything up to $5,000,000 is un-
clear?
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator, this is non-lapsing.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, I was afraid that it means what is
says, and indeed it does. At some point I would like to speak on this
issue, Mr. President.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I understand that there are going to be
specific pieces of this document that there is going to be some dis-
agreements on within this body. I again come to you with the re-
quest for your support, because what this represents is again, the
labors of the Conference Committee. There are things in here that
are necessary to affect the savings that we were able to realize from
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going back into the budget. This is a necessary document for the
support of this budget. I know Senator Nelson raised an interesting
issue and I would only not respond directly by saying that we do
have some liquor stores that are on interstate highways that are
owned by the state of New Hampshire that do not pay taxes to the
communities in which they are located. If that makes them a little
bit different than the other stores that tend to be in downtown areas
and in shopping centers that are privately owned that are paying
property taxes to the communities in which they are located. It does
not give a blank check to the Liquor Commission to go out and pay
for services. It merely says that they shall negotiate, sit down, and
try to work that out. I know there's been a question raised about the
office building. I have been one that has been opposed to the state of
New Hampshire acquiring that building. Not because I don't believe
that it might have some future value to this government to own that.
We have all been appraised of what this state government has done
during the last few years in trying to reduce the cost of renting
space in Concord, and reduce the cost of housing state offices. While
the language might seem broad to Senator Humphrey, what it basi-
cally does, it doesn't go out and buy the New Hampshire Savings
Building. What it basically does, is give the opportunity for negotia-
tions to continue or to start with New Hampshire Savings over the
possible acquisition. As with any other legislation that approves a
purchase of a capital item, there is a negotiating process that has to
take place. It comes back to this Legislature, the Facilities commit-
tee, and the Governor and Council before any activity would take
place. I have given the assurances to the members of the Republican
party that met up in my office at noontime to discuss the budget, as
I'm sure that our colleagues in the Democratic party have also recog-
nized, that I believe the time might not be now to do this. But cer-
tainly, if the opportunity presents itself for us to purchase this
building and reduce the cost of renting space in the Concord area to
state government, then that's something that I think all of us sup-
port. So hopefully, when you look at this document, you'll not just
recognize the one piece that you don't particularly care for, but you
might recognize, in fact, that there is a lot of work that has gone into
this document that saves the state of New Hampshire a significant
amount of money. I've heard the speeches that have been on the
floor of this body about cutting the cost of state government. I be-
lieve that we brought you back a document, both in 65 and in the
budget, that in effect accomplishes some of the things that many of
the people in this body have spoken to when they have stood on this
floor.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, as a civil rights advocate, promi-
nent in the discussion of civil rights, I wondered if you could explain
to me what happened to the office of Securities Regulation in this
bill?
SENATOR W. KING: The Office of Securities Regulation is split
into 2 segments. The first is split into the Secretary of State's Office.
That would be the filing of applications, the papenvork would go to
the Secretary of State's Office. What would be done by the Attorney
General's Office would be the enforcement of securities laws. There
was a significant saving of dollars here, but there were other issues
involved. One of which had to do with the ease of applications. Cur-
rently, if an individual wants to file an application for securities, they
have to go to the Office of Securities, then they have to go back over
to the Secretary of State's Office, completely across town and regis-
ter the name of their company. If the company is then already taken,
they then must go back to the Office of Securities and file again and
then come back again to the Secretary of State's Office. In part, it
reflects cost savings, and in part, it reflects the concern that we have
had in this Senate for making it easier for businesses to operate in
the state of New Hampshire and in part, it reflects some problems
that have occured in the Division itself in terms of it's ability to serve
the business community in the state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR HEATH: Do you feel. Senator King, that there has been
no infringement upon any individual's civil rights in doing this little
piece of business?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, first of all, I would remind you
that this little piece of business as you have put it, was done by the
House and that the Senate's position was concurrence with the
House's position. That the House of Representatives did the wom-
en's work in terms of making the determination that this should hap-
pen. It was not based on personalities in any way. It was based
strictly on what is good business and the Office of Securities was not
living up to its job.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, could you tell me why the position
taken on the Eraser amendment was not sustained?
SENATOR W. KING: In large part, because the House wasn't will-
ing to go along with the Senate on that.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, I guess I don't understand why
the House has such impact on this one, and so many other times
everything drew to a halt and the hour came to 2 o'clock in the morn-
ing on a couple of occasions, because the Senate was intransigent on
its position on other issues. What was the difference between this
issue, so readily thrown overboard and the other issues?
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SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, as you know, this process is a
process of compromise where you work towards a common goal.
There is give and take on both sides in order to achieve that. Senator
Dupont has just told you that the issue of the Bank Building across
the street was something that he had to swallow hard on in order to
make this package happen. That is something that gets done on a
regular basis in this place.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, can you tell me without cracking
a smile, that it was somewhat difficult to give up on that issue?
SENATOR W. KING: Not for me, no, it wasn't. I have said since
June that the Office of Securities was poorly run and that it was not
serving the business community.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, if I correctly understand
the situation with regard to this New Hampshire Savings Bank
Building, and if I don't correctly understand it, someone will help
me, I hope. This is a provision in which the Senate has never before
spoken. It was inserted in the Conference. Let me ask that of the
Chair. Did any bill pass the Senate dealing with this issue, this year?
SENATOR CURRIER: It passed the House, not the Senate.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So it was never acted on by the Senate?
SENATOR CURRIER: That is correct.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Was such a bill filed?
SENATOR CURRIER: In the Senate?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes.
SENATOR CURRIER: I don't believe so.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: The bill was introduced and tabled. So
this provision got inserted in Conference. It is a matter about which
the Senate has never spoken in any definitive way, and here it is
before us. We ask Senator Hough to give us some elicitation of the
matter and we get stone-walled. We're told that we should vote for it
because it is in the Conference report. That doesn't seem quite good
enough to me. Especially in view that the Senate has never deliber-
ated this issue, much less voted on it. It wasn't heard, it wasn't dis-
cussed on the floor, there was no vote, it's a brand new measure and
we can't even get from the Conferees a decent explanation of the
purpose of this appropriation. This looks to me like empire building
on the part of the General Court. It is well known that the House
wants that Building for a Legislative Office Building. I think it is a
mistake for us to roll over and go along with this. We are going to be
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back tomorrow, because we have to be here in case the House over-
rides the cigarette tax veto. We are going to be here anyway, why
don't we take this provision out of this bill? Does anyone here want
to defend this? Does anyone here see any good reason why we should
be rolled by the House and then stone-walled by our Conferees. I
think that we should take this out here. I think that we ought to
reject this Conference report and require the Conferees to adopt the
Senate position in opposition to the acquisition of this building. I
urge my colleagues to do that. I want to say also on the subject of
the Securities Office, that whatever may be said in here, the fact of
the matter is, that a person's right to free speech has been
squelched. It is unfortunate that the Senate Conferees caved in to
the House on this matter. Our position was that the office should go
under the Office of The Department of Insurance, whereas the em-
ployees would be free to participate in the political process. Not only
have we abolished the Office of Securities Regulation, but we have
placed it's director in an office if he takes a job there, where he can't
participate in the politcal process. It is also well known that he is the
State Director of the National Rifle Association and a very active
person in the political process. Now he has the choice, and he has a
family so it is an awfully easy choice of taking a job, assuming one is
offered in the Attorney General's Office. He has the choice of sup-
porting his family or giving up his right to free speech in his partici-
pation in the political process. I think that this has been a shameful
chapter. It could have been avoided if our Senate Conferees had ad-
hered to the practical and principal compromise that the Senate of-
fered in this matter.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I would like to respond briefly to a couple
of things that have been said. Number one. Securities for the Con-
ferees that know what happened in the Conference, they will affirm
the fact that this Securities issue is one of the last ones on the table
and that I did in fact ask the House, repeatedly, to go along with the
Senate position. For those who have followed this process. Senator
Eraser did an extensive amount of work and I think came to the
recognition that some changes did need to be made. Certainly, I am
one that is not happy about the whole way that this thing went. I
have spoken to Mr. Rubega a couple of days ago, and obviously, as
indicated by a couple of members of this body, that there are some
hard feelings on the part of those who have been involved in this. I
just want to make it clear that the Senate position was fought for
and this was one particular area where we were not successful. The
second issue is, the Office Building across the street. We will, after
this is passed, have some language coming in at the request of my-
self that will make it clear that this Building is not going to be used
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by the Legislative Bodies. That it in fact, puts the control of the
building under Administrative Services as other state buildings are.
As I indicated earlier when I stood here, this makes sense. It is not
an acquisition of a building, it's a right to negotiate. I want to make
that clear to the members of the body. You are not giving up the
control. What you are basically doing, is allowing the state of New
Hampshire to perhaps acquire an opportunity to state agencies in
lower cost space that they are presently in. That is a goal that we
have all been trying to achieve. So, Mr. Chairman, I will end with
that. Thank you again, for allowing me to speak.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Dupont, will the Senator inform
us in what form this legislation will come that he just described?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, there is a Governor and Council
as I am sure that you recognize, that would have to approve any
acquisition of this Building. There is also a Legislative Facilities
committee that is responsible for making sure that you have a chair
to sit in and a desk to work at as well as staff, even though I know
you don't believe you have enough staff, but that is their responsibil-
ity. This committee is responsible for making sure that the lights get
turned on in the morning in the State House and that the phone
system works, so we are also responsible for the facilities in which
you work. When this legislation was originally drafted, it was
drafted in a manner that had that decision coming back to the Facili-
ties committee and the Governor and Council, and it still does; How-
ever, Senator Hough, at my request, has prepared an amendment to
another bill that is coming before us today that will in fact, clarify,
that the control of this building does not reside in the hands of the
Legislature.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Is there any established criteria that re-
quires that the building be purchased or restricts the purchase of
the building only to circumstances where that building will provide
space at a cost less than presently utilized space. In other words,
that seems to be, that is one of the arguments the Senator is using.
But how does he know that that criterion will be used?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I guess I have to rely on the abil-
ity of those who are going to do the negotiating for the state of New
Hampshire, which is the Department of Administrative Services
which has spent the last 3 years moving state agencies about. There
has been a significant movement of agencies from one building to
another. In fact, in the document that you have before you, we are
moving Revenue Administration for the purposes of taking some
higher priced state office space and moving them into Revenue Ad-
ministration's Building at a lower cost. We saved approximately half
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a million dollars over the next two years doing that. So it would be
my intent as I indicated earlier today, that if you read the legislation,
it basically says that to take advantage of our real estate environ-
ment that is not exactly in good shape at the present time, as you
also know. There is a task force built into this to take a look at all of
those issues. My expectations are, as we all know, the New Hamp-
shire Savings Bank has some financial difficulty and there may be
some solutions to that that are imminent that may provide what we
may perceive to be an excellent opportunity to save the state of New
Hampshire some money.
SENATOR HUMPRHEY: Where did this $5,000,000 figure come
from? Has there been any kind of appraisal?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I believe that there has been an
appraisal and I believe that it is higher than that number, signifi-
cantly higher.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: If that is the case, I would certainly dis-
trust that appraisal. Unless it has been done in the last 20 minutes,
it is not valid in any case. But if it has been appraised for $5,000,000,
we are about to get snookered. That building, more than likely, is
going to end up in the inventory owned by the FDIC. More than
likely, New Hampshire Savings is going to be forcibly merged into
another institution. More than likely, that new institution will not
need that building, and therefore, as part of that deal of the merger,
the agreement with the federal authorities, that the ownership of
that building will fall into the ovraership of the FDIC and you will be
able to buy that thing for a song in about 3 months.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would remind you that to buy it
for a song, you have to have a vehicle in which to conduct the negoti-
ation. So hopefully, they will take just a song. But I believe that they
will want some hard money for it. I also would remind you that at
this point in time, if we buy it for a song, then there is the opportu-
nity to collect some savings for state government which I am sure
you will agree is a good thing.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Yes, indeed, if it is bought for the right
reasons, namely, to save money, then I would certainly support it. I
thank the Senator for his explanations. I certainly hope that the
standards which he has erected, will be followed by the parties to
whom we are now giving authority to act almost in a blank check
fashion, up to $5,000,000, to any building within this Capitol Area
Government Center, not just New Hampshire Savings.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: If that was a question, Senator, I would
just respond by saying that there is no intent to buy any other build-
ing in the Capitol area. That the purpose of this appropriation is in
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fact, to look at the acquisition of that building, the Legislative Facili-
ties committee members from the Senate will not agi-ee for any
other acquisition other than the one that I have spoken to you about
on the floor today. I hope that I have helped you understand it at this
point?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well the Senator has, and I thank him for
that clarification.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I will make this brief. What it does
is, during economic times, it provides funding at a level funding
which we can be proud because we stay in line with trying to cut cost
and not to exceed cost. On the general budget, there is only a 3
percent increase. Not only does it keep the cost down, but it does so
by providing those services to our adults, our elderly, our children,
to our young people who are looking for a job in the future through
education. Also it does not place any burden on our property taxpay-
ers. It sends no burden back to our cities and towns, and in fact, it
fully funds our cities and towns. No cost back to our counties. It
does not place an increased burden on business, and in fact to the
contrary, what it does for business is it gives them credits and oppor-
tunity to develop economic development and jobs in rough times. It
was not an easy budget to come by. Many of us who sat through the
process, saw emotions run high at all times. There was pain and
suffering to go around for everyone in the Committee of Conference.
I think everyone worked extremely hard to provide what this Senate
wanted and what the House, I believe wanted. There was not a more
difficult part of the budget than what happened in the state employ-
ees piece, in my opinion. Yet, I think that we can be pleased at what
has happened, although we do not like the fact that we have to put a
burden at all on our state employees. I think we came to an agree-
ment between the Governor and his people and the state employees
that will result in cost savings. But I don't want there to be any
misunderstanding, that in the future, it is the intent of this Legisla-
ture, to modify or interfere with our constitutional authority of the
legislative bodies. The Executive of the collective bargaining proc-
ess established our process. It is not our intent that this process be a
substitute for bargaining processes needed to be achieved with col-
lective bargaining achievements of the state employees. I want that
in the record. I read that because I want it to be established that it is
not this body's intent to do that process. What we are attempting to
do, is tryng to bring the sides together to negotiate. I believe that
that will happen. I was there during the process between the Gover-
nor's representative's and the SEA employees, and they have prom-
ised a good faith effort to achieve those goals. What is important to
us, the House and the Senate members, is to promise to them that if
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we should achieve more money between the time that this budget,
their part of the budget becomes effective, we will reduce their bur-
den. We will try to make that burden on our state employees less. It
will serve no one, the state employees, the citizens of this state to
have massive layoffs, and I do not believe that that is the intent of
anyone who was involved in this process. In fact, what I think that
they have done, is to bend over backwards to assure us that in the
event that state employees must be affected, that everyone across
the board will be affected. It will not just be the rank and file state
employee, but everyone. I would ask you to support this budget be-
cause I feel that it is the best that we can do during these economic
times. I thank again, both the House and the Senate Conferees for
their hard work, particularly the staff who have served more, and
again, I would like to say state employees, who have worked far
beyond the capacity that I think is humanely possible in some of the
hours that they have had to put in. I thank them and the House and
the Senate Conferees.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: I rise before you in support of the Com-
mittee of Conference report. I do so having been a minor participant
in a compromised budget that appears before you. The process has
left me with a good understanding of the hard work that went into
the creation of the document. We all should be very proud of the
Senate and the House Conferees and commend them for their time-
less efforts and the many hours which they spent negotiating this
document. In addition to the Conferees, many members of this Sen-
ate have played an active and substantial role in this process. With-
out their hard work and dedication, the Senate Conferees would
have had a more difficult time in producing a Senate position, which
accurately reflected the concerns of this body. As in every piece of
legislation, there are things contained within this budget that are
acceptable to some, and not acceptable to others. Every Senator
who participated in this process, brought with them their ideas in
certain areas. Each and every one of us in this room has different
opinions on one area or another Although, not always successful,
those who work for the Finance, and the Conferees, were provided
with the opportunity to express their concerns and suggest an alter-
native. This is the art of compromise, and a solution can usually be
reached on a reasonable basis. Whether they agreed or disagi'eed,
the efforts of these individual Senators, has been very valuable and
we should all be very gi^ateful and appreciative of their efforts.
When they had a problem, they pointed it out to the Conferees or
Senate Finance. They worked on finding a solution together and in
the end, I believe for the most part, supported the outcome. On the
other hand, there may be some members of this body who for vari-
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ous reasons are unhappy with the outcome, and will end up opposing
this document you have in front you. Unlike the group of Senators
mentioned previously, opponents of this document in some instances
have choosen not to support the overall budget. Because of special
interest or perhaps because they deem it the popular thing to do, too
much spending, not enough cuts, or perhaps some of the remarks
were made that the Senate is full of liberals. These are the usual
arguments and the battle cries. My question to these folks are,
where were you during the process? Did you suggest your alterna-
tives? Did you participate in or attend a Committee of Conference
session to support your position? If you did so, I apologize. But with-
out specifics, you were not objective or helpful in solving the prob-
lems now facing our state. These are extremely difficult times.
Times which require all of us in state government to roll up our
sleeves in search for solutions. In the Senate, we have for the most
part, put aside our political differences and concentrated on the busi-
ness at hand. The passage of a document which fulfills the needs of
the people of the state of New Hampshire as effectively as possible.
It has been a long year, under very trying circumstances, at various
times. I believe that every member of this body has in his or her own
way, sincerely worked hard to represent the needs of their constitu-
ency. I believe that the document that we are voting on here today, is
a result of all of your efforts to do just that. I thank you all for your
efforts and urge your support. Thank you very much.
SENATOR HEATH (Rule #44): I am going to speak under rule #44,
because I sensed, and I think that everybody in this room senses
that some members of this body have just been attacked. I resent it.
I am surprised at its source. I can tell you that it would be fine to be
invited to be part of the process except that I have sat through this
whole session watching the process being abused in an extraordi-
nary fashion. The cat today, was deafness from the member who has
just attacked the conservatives in this body. Deafness on the part
when you have the numbers and I requested a roll call. I am pre-
pared this next time, in case you are not blind, but I suspect that you
will claim bad eyesight when that moment arrives. But I have never,
I always hear at the end of the session, how we have done all of these
wonderful compromises and everybody should be really happy and
this really represents the majority of the Senate. Maybe it does, but
I have never heard members attacked for not coming forward when
it has been perfectly clear, what our suggestions have been in terms
of reducing the budget. It has been perfectly clear, that we don't as
conservatives and members of this body have the numbers to impose
our will. Nor do we have the willing cooperation of the Leadership of
this body to have any concessions thrown in our direction, any
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scraps of meat in the budget process or the taxing process and so on.
I resent the suggestion that we should have sat here till 2 in the
morning through walkouts, through ego-trips, through all of the
drum roles of dramatics that this process has degenerated to this
session so that we could have some small scrap thrown our way and
have our arm twisted to vote for this budget w^hich some of us find
is, and I could almost read the remarks of Senator Bartlett in the
1985 one as overinflated and it is going to lead to further problems
and should not be passed. I don't understand why the Majority
Leader of this body, even after he has the votes to push this budget
forward, he had to take such a swipe at those of us who have been
opponents to both the process as it has been distorted here and to
the product. That doesn't mean that I don't respect those members
who have worked hard and won their point of view. I do respect that.
I don't think that any member of this body deserves that kind of a
tongue lashing. I would hope that on reflection, Senator Delahunty
would withdraw those portions of his remarks so that the honor of
this body could continue. Thank you.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: Senator Heath, I appreciate your con-
cerns. I am surprised at your remarks pertaining to my deafness
and my potential blindness. You and I discussed the situation, the
problem up at the podium. I thought that you fully understood what
took place at the time. There is no question in my mind. Senator, I
am surprised again, because I thought that you were a very effective
part of the process and one of the observations that I made during
the process was that you were there, continuously, and were cer-
tainly not bashful in presenting your concerns over the budget. I
think you were very helpful, whether you think so or not in partici-
pating to formulate the budget that is now presented. For that I
certainly appreciate your efforts. It was not meant to slap anybody's
wrist or be offensive to anybody, but it's a matter of what I observed.
It's not a team opinion. I am very concerned about the process as
you are, and we have discussed it on several occasions. The views
that I presented, were as I see them. I can also tell you that the two
or three major issues that were brought up, were discussed. I think
that you know it. During the process on several occasions and if
there were concerns, I think that's the time that those concerns
should have been expressed and brought up, and maybe the presen-
tation of the budget wouldn't be as you see it here today. We could
have resolved some of the questions on some of the issues and some
of the concerns that are being brought up today. If those people were
participating in bringing those arguments up in the process. Thank
you.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Heath.
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Seconded by Senator Humphrey.
Paired Votes: Senators Pressly & Nelson.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, McLane, Bo-
dies, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hollingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey, St,
Jean.
Yeas: 18 Nays: 4
Committee of Conference Report is Adopted.
Recess.
Senator Dupont in the Chair.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 669-FN
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
669-FN, An Act relative to the borrowing authority of the state trea-
surer having considered the same, report the same with the follow-
ing recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and concur with the Senate amendment,
and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the Senate, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 1 with the following:
1 State Treasurer; Borrowing Limit Raised; Repayment Time
Specified. Amend RSA 6:13, 1 and H to read as follows:
L When it is anticipated that there will not be sufficient general
funds in the treasury for the payment of obligations, the treasurer,
under the direction of the governor and council, is authorized to bor-
row on the state's credit such sums as may be necessary, not to ex-
ceed the amount authorized by the governor and council, provided
that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state, pursuant to the
authority granted by this section exceed the sum of [$70,000,000]
$125,000,000.
II. Unless otherwise provided by the governor and council, the
treasurer shall have the authority to borrow at one time, or from
time to time, up to the aggregate amount authorized by the gover-
nor and council under this section, and to determine the amounts,
dates, maturities, and other details of each borrowing, provided
that each such indebtedness shall be repaid from revenues within
one year.
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Amend the bill by deleting section 2 and renumbering 3-5 to read
as 2, 3, 4 respectively.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 3 with the following:
4 Small Scale Power Facilities; Declaration of Purpose. Amend
RSA 162-1:1, IV to read as follows:
IV. It is hereby declared that there is a need for the development
of small scale power facilities in the state in order to reduce the
state's dependence on fossil fuels, better utilize the state's energy
sources, provide stable and affordable sources of energy for busi-
nesses and citizens of the state, preserve or increase the social or
economic prosperity of the state and its political subdivisions and
promote the general welfare of the state's citizens.
5 Small Scale Power Facility; Definition Modified. Amend RSA
162-1:2, X-a to read as follows:
X-a. "Small scale power facility" shall be an eligible facility and
means any facility which is suitable for producing electric energy
from biomass, waste, geothermal energy^, or renewable resources in-
cluding, but not limited to, the flow of water, and which has a rated
capacity of not more than 80 megawatts, or any facility that is used
to produce, collect, generate, transmit, store, distribute, or con-
vey electric energy or gas and is part of a system providing serv-
ice to the general populace of one or more communities or
municipalities, but in no event more than 2 contiguous counties.
6 Small Scale Power Facilities; Special Findings of Governor and
Council. Amend RSA 162-1:9, 11(a)(8) to read as follows:
(8) If the facility is a small scale power facility, the governor
and council shall find that the establishment and operation of the
facility are likely to reduce the state's dependence on fossil fuels and
to utilize better the state's energy sources or are likely to provide
the communities served by the facility with a more affordable or
reliable source of electric energy or gas than would have been
available in the absence of the facility;
7 Effective Date.
I. Sections 4-6 of this act shall take effect 60 days after its pas-
sage.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
ofthe Senate of the House
Sen. Dupont, Dist. 6 Rep. Gross, Merr. 16
Sen. Hough, Dist. 5 Rep. Hager, Merr. 21
Sen. Blaisdell, Dist. 10 Rep. C. Brown, Graf. 13
Rep. Schotanus, Sull. 1
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill increases the amount the state treasurer may borrow on
the state's credit. This bill also limits the borrowing authority of the
state treasurer so that each amount borrowed shall be repaid from
revenues within one year.
This bill also reapportions the state ceiling on private activity
bonds between the industrial development authority and the hous-
ing finance authority. This bill also requires the industrial develop-
ment authority and housing finance authority to consider the needs
and priorities of agencies prior to assigning the state ceiling in any
calendar year.
This bill also modifies the definition and purpose of small scale
power facilities as they relate to the financing of such facilities by
the industrial development authority.
Senator Hough moved concurrence on the Committee of Conference
report.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator Hough, could you please explain
the changes and the difference between this report, the bill, that
passed the Senate?
SENATOR HOUGH: I would be happy to. As you recall when we
passed the bill, there was a two-year hiatus, if you will, on the bond-
ing limit up to $175, 1 believe, and that was approved by this Senate.
At the time it was a question of whether we need that capacity in
resolution of our biennial budget. Events are different than they
were at the time that the body passed that section with the two-year
sunset. So the Conference has reverted back to the bill as passed by
the House at $125, Senator. The previously moved Senate position.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: In any event, the report raises the short-
term debt limit from 70 to 125 . . .
SENATOR HOUGH: There has never been any question about that
fact and that is what is necessary.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Podles.
Paired Votes: Senators Pressly & St. Jean.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson, Colan-
tuono, McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Humphrey.
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Yeas: 20 Nays: 2





Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final




Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess for the purpose of House Messages and
Enrolled Bills reports, and when we adjourn we adjourn till Thurs-
day, June 27, 1991 at 2:30 p.m.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION
Third Reading and Final Passage
HB 40-FN, relative to certain state taxes.
Recess.
Out of recess.




The Senate met at 2:30 p.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Lord, I think that they are going to pass the budget come hell or high
water! I hope that this is the last day until next year which I am
interested in. It shall be interesting elections and to see who made it.
It is hotter than "Dutch Love" outside. God Bless you Lord, and
thank youfor comingforth as good as you did! See you. Amen.
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Senator Disnard led the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTIONS
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 65-FN-A, relative to administration and enforcement of the se-
curities laws, state employee benefits, and state fees, funds, reve-
nues, and expenditures.
The House of Representatives as adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 25-A, making an appropriations for the expenses of certain de-
partments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and
June 30, 1993.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bill:
HB 35, making appropriations for capital improvements.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 64-FN-A
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill 64-
FN-A, An Act relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station prop-
erty and making an appropriation therefor having considered the
same, report the same with the following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the following new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend RSA 83-D:6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing
it with the following:
83-D:6 Application of Credit. If the person liable for the tax im-
posed by this chapter is a member of a unitary business within the
meaning of RSA 77-A:l, XIV, then the entire amount of the tax due
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under this chapter shall be allowed as a credit pursuant to RSA 77-
A:5, VI, against the tax liability of such unitary business under RSA
77-A.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 4 with the following:
5 Appropriation. The sum of $19,091 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1992, and the sum of $14,693 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1993, are hereby appropriated to the department of revenue ad-
ministration for the purpose of administering the tax imposed in
section 1 of this act. These sums shall be in addition to any other
funds appropriated to the department of revenue administration.
The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sums out of
any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
6 New Paragraphs; Compensation and Eligible Employee Defined.
Amend RSA 77-A:l by inserting after paragi'aph XX the following
new paragraphs:
XXI. "Compensation", for the purposes of RSA 77-A:5, VII,
means all wages, salaries, fees, bonuses, commissions, or other
items, including the following employee benefits: health, life and dis-
ability insurance and pensions, profit sharing and retirement bene-
fits.
XXII. "Eligible employee" means any individual employed by a
business organization who, as of the last day of the applicable tax
year:
(a) Has been employed by such business organization for at
least 6 consecutive months;
(lo) Has not been an eligible employee of such business organi-
zation or a substantially similar predecessor business organization
for any prior taxable year; and
(c) Performs all but an incidental portion of services at a loca-
tion or locations within the state. For the first taxable year in which
the job creation tax credit allowed under RSA 77-A:5, VII, is effec-
tive, no employees employed on the first day of such taxable year
shall be treated as eligible employees of such business organization
for such first taxable year or any succeeding taxable year. For pur-
poses of this paragraph, the commissioner is authorized to adopt
rules pursuant to RSA 541-A to define the terms "substantially simi-
lar predecessor business organization" and "incidental portion of
services."
7 Factors Used in Apportionment; Apportionment Factors Ad-
justed. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 77-A:3, 11(a) to
read as follows:
1 1.(a) [The average of the 3 percentages in paragraph I] A frac-
tion, the numerator of which shall be the property factor in sub-
paragraph 1(a) plus the compensation factor in subparagraph Kb)
plus 1.5 multiplied by the sales factor in subparagraph 1(c) and
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the denominator of which is 3.5, shall be applied to the total gross
business profits (less foreign dividends) of the business organization
to ascertain its gross business profits in this state. If this method of
apportionment does not fairly represent the business organization's
business activity in this state, the business organization may peti-
tion for, or the commission may require, in respect to all or any part
of the business organization's business activity, if reasonable:
8 Determining Reasonable Compensation. Amend RSA 77-A:4,
III to read as follows:
III.(a) In the case of a proprietorship or partnership, a deduc-
tion equal to a fair and reasonable compensation for the personal
services of the proprietor or partners actually devoting time and
effort in the operation of the [enterprise] business organization.
The purpose of this paragraph is to permit deduction from gross
business profits of a proprietorship or partnership only of such
amounts as are fairly attributable to the personal services of the
proprietor or partners who are natural persons, but not to permit
deduction of any amounts as are fairly attributable to a return on
business assets or the labor of non-owner employees of the busi-
ness organization. [Such amounts would generally be the amount
reported as earned income on federal income tax returns, but would
also include compensation for operating rental property, amounts
deemed to be reasonable commissions on the sale of property, and
other amounts due to services rendered. If there is occasion to de-
termine] The burden shall be upon the business organization fil-
ing the return to demonstrate the reasonableness of a deduction
claimed under this paragraph, by a preponderance of the evi-
dence. In considering the reasonableness of a deduction claimed
under this paragraph, the commissioner shall consider the claimed
deduction in light of compensation for personal services of employ-
ees in positions requiring similar responsibility, devotion of time,
education and experience in business organizations of similar size,
volume and complexity. In addition, the commissioner shall take into
account the value [of the proprietorship or partnership] to the busi-
ness organization of the labor of its non-owner employees, [the
proprietor, or any of the partners,] and the use of [their property]
the business assets of the business organization and any other
factor which may reasonably assist the commissioner in making a
determination as to the reasonableness of the claimed deduction.
[Such determination by the commissioner shall be deemed reason-
able unless the taxpayer proves to the commissioner, by a prepon-
derance of the evidence upon the standards set forth in this
paragraph and after notice and hearing, that the deduction claimed
by the taxpayer is not grossly excessive. Provided, that a taxpayer
ascertaining its gross business profits in this state by the allocation
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procedure established in RSA 77-A:3 is allowed only such percent-
age of the deductions allowable in paragi-aphs II, III, and IV as has
been applied by it in ascertaining its gross business profits in this
state. Provided further that subject to the preceding sentence, a
minimum deduction of $3,000 shall be allowed on account of the pro-
prietor or each partner actually devoting time and effort in the oper-
ation of the enterprise.]
(b) The amount of any deduction claimed under subpara-
graph (a) shall not exceed the amount reported as earned income
from the activities of the business organization as reflected on
the federal income tax returns of the proprietor or partner ren-
dering such personal services, but may also include an amount
not to exceed net rental income as compensation for operating
rental property, and an amount not to exceed 15 percent of the
gross selling price as commissions on the sale of business assets.
Provided, that subject to the preceding sentence, a minimum de-
duction of $6,000 shall be allowed on account of the proprietor or
each partner who is a natural person actually devoting time and
effort in the operation of the business organization.
9 Tbtal Amount of Credit Allowed. Amend the unnumbered con-
cluding paragi'aph of RSA 77-A:5 to read as follows:
Provided, that the total amount of any [such credit allowed] credits
allowable under this section shall not exceed the tax due under this
chapter.
10 New Paragi^aphs; Credits for Job Creation and Capital Expend-
itures. Amend RSA 77-A:5 by inserting after paragi'aph VI the fol-
lowing new paragraphs:
VII. There shall be allowed a job creation tax credit equal to 15
percent of the compensation, as defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXI, paid
during the taxable period to eligible employees, as defined in RSA
77-A:l, XXII, provided, however, that in no event shall the total
number of eligible employees for which the tax credit is taken ex-
ceed the increase in the total number of employees from the pre-
vious tax period to the current tax period. In the event that the
excess of (a) the total number of employees in New Hampshire on
the last day of the current taxable period over (b) the total number of
employees in New Hampshire on the last day of the previous tax
period is less than the total number of eligible employees for the
current taxable period, then the total amount of compensation for
which a credit may be taken shall equal such excess multiplied by
the average compensation of such eligible employees. Furthermore,
the total credit allowed under this paragraph shall not exceed 5 per-
cent of the tax due under this chapter before any credits under RSA
77-A:5 are taken into account. The job creation tax credit allowed
under this paragraph shall take effect July 1, 1992, and shall apply to
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returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods ending on or
after July 1, 1992, for a period of 5 years only. The job creation tax
credit allowed under this paragraph shall not be allowed for taxable
periods ending on or after July 1, 1997.
VIII. In the case of a business organization which is eligible for a
tax deduction for capital expenditures under section 179 of the
United States Internal Revenue Code as defined in RSA 77-A:l,
XX, an amount equal to 10 percent of:
(a) That portion of the cost of section 179 property situated in
this state; or
(h) In the case of a taxpayer which apportions its gross busi-
ness profits under RSA 77-A:3, that portion of the cost of section 179
property included in the numerator pursuant to RSA 77-A:3, 11(a).
Provided, that a credit shall not be allowed for any portion of the
cost of section 179 property for which an election has been taken
under section 179(a) of the United States Internal Revenue Code as
defined in RSA 77-A:l, XX, and that in no event shall the credit
allowed under this paragraph exceed 5 percent of the tax due under
this chapter before any credits under RSA 77-A:5 are taken into
account, and provided further, that the credit allowed under this
paragraph for capital expenditures shall take effect July 1, 1991, and
shall apply to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods
ending on or after July 1, 1991, but only with respect to capital ex-
penditures incurred on or after July 1, 1991, for a period of 5 years
only. The credit allowed under this paragraph for capital expendi-
tures shall not be allowed for taxable periods ending on or after July
1, 1996.
11 Rate of Tax for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Real Estate
Transfer Tax. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-B:l, I and
1989, 416:4, for the period beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June
30, 1993, the rate of the tax is $.525 per $100, or fractional part
thereof, of the price or consideration for such sale, grant or transfer;
except that where the price or consideration is $4,000 or less there
shall be a minimum tax of $21. The tax imposed shall be computed to
the nearest whole dollar.
12 Rate of Tkx for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Meals and
Rooms Tkx. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 78-A, the tax
imposed under RSA 78-A:6 shall be imposed as follows for the pe-
riod beginning July 1, 1991, and ending June 30, 1993:
I. A tax of 8 percent of the rent is imposed upon each occupancy.
II. A tax is imposed on taxable meals based upon the charge
therefor as follows:
(a) Three cents for a charge between $.36 and $.37 inclusive;
(b) Four cents for a charge between $.38 and $.50 inclusive;
(c) Five cents for a charge between $.51 and $.62 inclusive;
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(d) Six cents for a charge between $.63 and $.75 inclusive;
(e) Seven cents for a charge between $.76 and $.87 inclusive;
(f) Eight cents for a charge between $.88 and $1.00 inclusive;
(g) Eight percent of the charge for taxable meals over $1.00,
provided that fractions of cents shall be rounded up to the next
whole cent.
13 Rate of Tkx for Biennium Ending June 30, 1993, Communica-
tions Services Tkx. For the period beginning July 1, 1991, and end-
ing June 30, 1993, there is imposed a surcharge of 100 percent on the
tax imposed under RSA 82-A:3 and 82-A:4 on the gross charge for
communications services purchased at retail from a retailer.
14 New Section; Tax Expenditure Report. Amend RSA 77-A by
inserting after section 5 the following new section:
77-A:5-a Tkx Expenditure Report. On or before February 1 of
every calendar year the commissioner shall certify to the general
court and the governor an analysis of each of the past year's credits
allowed under RSA 77-A, RSA 83-C, RSA 83-D, RSA 84, and RSA
400-A against the business profits tax imposed by this chapter.
15 New Sections; Application of Credit. Amend RSA 84 by insert-
ing after section 24 the following new sections:
84:25 Application of Credit. If the bank or corporation liable for
taxes imposed by this chapter is a member of a unitary business
within the meaning of RSA 77-A:l, XIV, then the entire amount of
the taxes due under this chapter by the individual member of such
unitary business shall be allowed as a credit pursuant to RSA 77-
A:5, II, against such individual member's portion of the total tax
liability of the unitary business under RSA 77-A. In the event that
the individual member's credit exceeds such member's portion of the
total tax liability of the unitary business, the excess of such credit
shall be allowed as a credit against any other individual member's
tax liability under RSA 77-A, provided such other member is also
subject to the tax imposed by this chapter. The commissioner of
revenue administration shall adopt rules, in accordance with RSA
541-A, to determine an individual member's portion of the total tax
liability based upon each member's activity within New Hampshire.
84:26 Application of Credit to Certain New Hampshire Banks and
Bank Holding Companies. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA
84:25, any New Hampshire bank or New Hampshire bank holding
company which has been subject to resolution by the state banking
department or federal bank regulators during fiscal year 1992 or
fiscal year 1993 shall be permitted to transfer any credit for taxes
paid under this chapter during such fiscal year period to any acquir-
ing New Hampshire business organization to be used against such
acquiring business organization's tax liability under RSA 77-A. The
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banking commissioner and the commissioner of revenue administra-
tion may adopt rules, pursuant to RSA 541-A, to implement the pro-
visions of this section.
16 Technical Correction. Amend the introductory paragraph of
RSA 77-A:3, 1 to read as follows:
I. A business organization which derives gross business profits
from business activity both within and without this state, and which
is subject to a net income tax, a franchise tax measured by net in-
come, or a capital stock tax in another state or is subject to the
jurisdiction of another state to impose a net income tax or capital
stock tax upon it, whether or not such tax is actually imposed, shall
apportion its gross business profits so as to allocate to this state a
fair and equitable proportion of such business profits. Except as pro-
vided in this section, such apportionment shall be made on the basis
of the following 3 factors[, equal weight to be given to each]:
17 New Paragraph; Application of Credit. Amend RSA 400-A:32
by inserting after paragraph IV the following new paragraph:
V. If the insurer liable for the taxes imposed in paragraphs I and
II of this section is a member of a unitary business within the mean-
ing of RSA 77-A:l, XIV, then the entire amount of the taxes due
under this chapter by the individual member of such unitary busi-
ness shall be allowed as a credit pursuant to RSA 77-A:5, III,
against such individual member's portion of the total tax liability of
the unitary business under RSA 77-A. In the event that the individ-
ual member's credit exceeds such member's portion of the total tax
liability of the unitary business, the excess of such credit shall be
allowed as a credit against any other individual member's tax liabil-
ity under RSA 77-A, provided such other member is also subject to
the tax imposed by this chapter. The commissioner of revenue ad-
ministration shall adopt rules, in accordance with RSA 541-A, to
determine an individual member's portion of the total tax liability
based upon each member's activity within New Hampshire.
18 Appropriation. The sum of $100,000 for the biennium ending
June 30, 1993, is hereby appropriated to the department of revenue
administration for the purpose of administering the tax expenditure
report authorized in section 14 of this act. This sum shall be in addi-
tion to any other funds appropriated to the department of revenue
administration. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
said sums out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated.
19 Nonseverability. It is the intent of the legislature that sections 1
and 2 of this act be considered a unit and their provisions insepara-
ble. If any provision of sections 1 and 2 of this act is declared uncon-
stitutional, then sections 1 and 2 and all of their provisions shall be
invalid.
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20 Severability. Except as provided in section 19, if any provision
of this act or the apphcation thereof to any person or circumstance is
held to be invalid, the invalidity shall not affect any other provision
or the application of such provision to other persons or circum-
stances, and to this end the provisions of this act are severable.
21 Effective Date.
I. Sections 1-5 and 11-12 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991.
II. Section 13 of this act shall take effect for gross charges col-
lected from the taxpayer by a retailer on or after August 1, 1991, for
communications services purchased at retail on or after July 1, 1991.
III. Section 8 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991, and shall
apply to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods ending
on or after January 1, 1991.
IV. Section 9 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991, and shall
apply to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods ending
on or after July 1, 1991.
V. Section 6 and the provisions of RSA 77-A:5, VII as inserted
by section 10 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1992, and shall apply
to returns and taxes due on account of taxable periods ending on or
after July 1, 1992.
VI. Section 7 and 16 of this act shall take effect January 1, 1992,
and section 7 shall apply to returns and taxes due on account of
taxable periods ending on or after December 31, 1991.
VII. The provisions of RSA 77-A:5, VIII as inserted by section
10 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1991, and shall apply to returns
and taxes due on account of taxable periods ending on or after July
1, 1991, but only with respect to capital expenditures incurred on or
after July 1, 1991.
VIII. Sections 15 and 17 of this act shall take effect on July 1,
1991 and shall apply to taxes and returns due on account of taxable
periods ending on or after July 1, 1991.
IX. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. D. Sytek, Rock. 20
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Hayes, Merr. 21
Sen. Hollingv^orth, Dist. 23 Rep. Cowenhoven, Hills. 9
Rep. Gureckis, Hills. 30
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill imposes a tax of .64 percent of valuation upon the value of
nuclear station property. The tax is assessed upon each person with
an ownership interest in such property, on a proportional basis.
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Nuclear station property is defined as land, buildings, structures,
tunnels, machinery, dynamos, apparatus, poles, wires, nuclear fuel
and fixtures of all kinds and descriptions used in generating, produc-
ing, supplying and distributing electric power or light from the fis-
sion of atoms, exclusive of transmission lines.
The bill makes appropriations for fiscal year 1992 and for fiscal
year 1993, for the purpose of administering the tax.
The bill allows a credit against the tax due under the business
profits tax for taxes paid pursuant to the tax on nuclear station prop-
erty.
The bill also redefines "public utility" and "gross receipts" under
the franchise tax to exclude utilities which generate or sell electric-
ity from the tax.
This bill also amends the business profits tax by:
(1) Amending the reasonable compensation deduction for proprie-
torships and partnerships.
(2) Adding new definitions for compensation and eligible employee
tax credits.
(3) Amending the apportionment formula.
(4) Adding new tax credits for job creation and capital expendi-
tures.
The bill also extends the increased rates for the real estate trans-
fer tax, the meals and rooms tax, and the communications services
tax for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
The bill imposes a surcharge on the rate of tax on communication
services of 100 percent for the biennium ending June 30, 1993.
The bill amends the application of credits allowed for insurers and
banks against the business profits tax.
The bill also makes an appropriation to the department of revenue
administration for the biennium for the purpose of administering an
annual tax expenditure report.
Senator McLane moved concurrence with the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
SENATOR MCLANE: It is with pride that I rise to say that 64
before you has everything in it that the Senate worked for. It raises
more than $100,000,000 and if you voted for the budget, I'm afraid
we have to vote for this too. It includes the Nuclear Tkx, the two
year extensions of the Telecommunications, the Real Estate Trans-
fer, and the Room and Meals T^xes. It has a clearer definition of
reasonable compensation under the Business Profits I^x. It has the
Senate's tax credit Package. A tax expenditure of $12.8 million. But
it provides incentives to encourage economic activity. There is a Job
Creations T^x credit of 15 percent of compensation for eligible em-
ployees up to a maximum of 5 percent of the Business Profits Tkx.
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There is a Tax Credit of 10 percent on capital investment up to 5
percent of the Business Profits Tax. There is the unitary treatment
of insurance companies and banks, which would allow both in and
out-of-state banks and insurance companies to take a credit for their
Business Profits Tax and Franchise Tkx against a takeover by an
out-of-state or in-state company. I think perhaps it would be most
helpful if I read today, some words from a man who is most familiar
to one of you, but whom all of you know and respect, being the Bank
Commissioner. I would quote from his testimony before HB 64, in
speaking of the Senates tax credits. He said "I express in strongest
terms our general need for a certain kind of relief. As the guardian
of the safety and soundness of the state's banking institutions, I
must be able to assist in the attraction of outside capital to banks in
this state which need capital. Let me assure you that New Hamp-
shire banks are now grid locked in what is commonly referred to as a
credit crunch. Mainly because of limited available capital within this
state and from outside this state. We are competing with other
state's for capital. We must apply to consolidations in-state as well as
affiliations out-of-state. We are blessed at the present with many
sound community banks; however," and he mentioned the number 5.
"We also have some smaller banks which cannot attract capital from
outside New Hampshire." And he concluded, "Barriers to capital
investment at this point, are more than just wrong, they are danger-
ous. Not only to our state's banking system, but to its entire econ-
omy." I would conclude by saying already on the national financial
markets the reputation for the state's, being about to adopt a pack-
age of credit for capital credit for incentives to business has gained
national recognition. It is said that we would be a leader in New
England in attracting capital and getting our economy moving
again. For all these reasons, I ask you to vote for HB 64.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator McLane, is there anything in
this which came out of the Conference that in anyway bears on Rock-
ingham Racetrack?
SENATOR MCLANE: No there is not.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Can the Senator advise us of which is
transpiring in that area in respect to tax policy?
SENATOR MCLANE: I believe that the Rockingham Racetrack is-
sue is addressed in an amendment to another bill which will be be-
fore us at a later time if the House passes such a bill.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I thank the Senator.
A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
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Seconded by Senator Currier.
Recess.
Out of recess.
Paired Votes: Senators Pressly & St. Jean.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, Humphrey.
Yeas: 19 Nays: 3
Committee of Conference report is Adopted.
Senator Pressly is excused for the day.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives concurs with the Senate in its amend-
ments to the following entitled Bills and Resolution sent down from
the Senate:
HB 40-FN-A, relative to certain state taxes.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House has voted to sustain the Governor's veto on the following
Bill:
HB 649-FN, relative to the cigarette tax.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which referred the following enti-
tled Bill:
HB 669-FN-A, relative to the borrowing authority of the state trea-
surer.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON HB 322
The committee of conference to which was referred House Bill
322, An Act relative to the business profits tax, the real estate trans-
fer tax, the communications services tax, and the administration of
state taxes having considered the same, report the same with the
following recommendations:
That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with
the Senate amendment, and
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That the Senate recede from its position in adopting its amend-
ment to the bill, and
That the Senate and House adopt the follo\\ang new amendment to
the bill as amended by the House, and pass the bill as so amended:
Amend the bill by replacing section 10 with the following:
10 Establishment of Development Districts. Amend RSA 162-K:5
to I'ead as follows:
162-K:5 Establishment of Districts; Limitations. Upon a finding
that such action will serve public purposes, the legislative body
of the municipality may create within its jurisdiction develop-
ment districts. Not less than 60 percent of the area of any develop-
ment district shall consist of land which has been platted and
developed. The area of a district shall not be enlarged after 5 years
following the date of designation of the district. [At the time of the
designation of a development district, the municipality shall, by for-
mal action, adopt one of the 3 alternative restrictive options speci-
fied in paragraphs I, II and III of this section. Any development
district established while a prior development district is still subject
to a tax increment financing plan under this chapter shall conform to
the option chosen for the prior district.] Municipalities establish-
ing development districts shall comply with one of the following
limitations:
I. The total acreage included in any one development district
when designated shall not exceed [one] 1 1/2 percent of the total
acreage of the municipality, and when added to the total current
acreage within the development districts for which bonds remain
outstanding shall not exceed 3 percent of the total acreage of the
municipality.
II. The total assessed value of taxable real property of any one
development district when designated shall not exceed 5 percent of
the most recent total assessed value of taxable real property in the
municipality, and when added to the current total assessed value of
taxable real property within development districts for which bonds
remain outstanding, shall not exceed 10 percent of the most recent
total assessed value of taxable real property in the municipality.
[III. No development district shall exceed 10 acres.]
1
1
Time for Taxpayers to Appeal for Redetermination or Reconsid-
eration to Department of Revenue Administration.
Amend RSA 21-J:28-b, I to read as follows:
I. Except as otherwise provided by law, any taxpayer against
whom an assessment or demand for payment has been made by the
department may petition for redetermination of such assessment or
demand for payment within [30] 60 days after notice of the assess-
ment or demand for payment.
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II. Any taxpayer aggrieved by the denial of the department to
make a refund requested pursuant to this chapter may petition for
reconsideration of such claim for refund within [30] 60 days after
notice of such denial.
12 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Conferees on the Part Conferees on the Part
of the Senate of the House
Sen. McLane, Dist. 15 Rep. D. Sytek, Rock. 20
Sen. Russman, Dist. 19 Rep. Cowenhoven, Hills. 9
Sen. HoUingworth, Dist. 23 Rep. Hayes, Merr. 21
Rep. Gureckis, Hills. 30
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill:
0) Updates the reference to the United States Internal Revenue
code in the business profits tax.
(2) Updates references to the definition of manufactured housing
in the real estate transfer tax and in the homestead exemption.
(3) Clarifies, for real estate transfer tax purposes, that a transfer
of title between spouses is exempt when pursuant to a divorce de-
cree.
(4) Changes the notice required to a retailer or taxpayer under the
communications services tax.
(5) Adds new provisions relative to the duties of the commissioner
of revenue administration and the confidentiality of department
records.
(6) Amends the requirements for establishing development dis-
tricts in municipalities.
(7) Changes the time within which taxpayers may make appeals
for redeterminations or reconsiderations to the department of reve-
nue administration from 30 to 60 days.
The sections of the bill relative to state taxes and their administra-
tion were requested by the department of revenue administration.
Senator McLane moved concurrence for the Committee of Confer-
ence report.
SENATOR MCLANE: This is a bill about the development dis-
tricts. The statute was written about 10 years ago. It talks about a
development district that is only 10 acres large. There have been
many that are bigger than that and it was just holding some sort of
economic development in some towns. A development district is, ob-
viously, at the request and the vote of the governing body or city
council. It allows the city to make some sort of deal with the devel-
oper to say, if you pay for the roads and you pay for this and that,
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your tax money can go to that for so many years. It is a very individ-
ual thing within various communities. It is a development tool that
they need and we felt that it should go forward. I am not exactly
sure why it's so late in the process and for that I apologize.
Adopted.
SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Senator Hough moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far sus-
pended to allow for HB 549-FN, relative to early retirement for
state employee group I members of the retirement system, dispense
with the holding of a hearing, the notice of a committee report in the
calendar, and that the bill be put on Second Reading at the present
time.
SENATOR BASS: Senator Hough, I have an amendment here deal-
ing with Rockingham Park. Is it your intention also, to offer that as a
floor amendment or some other member of the Senate on this bill if
we let it in?
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator Bass, I need direction.
SENATOR BASS: My question is, if we are going to suspend the
rules, I think that we should know what we are doing it for?
SENATOR HOUGH: No, seriously Charlie. This is the only bill. I
don't know anything about Rockingham Park. I am making a motion
to suspend the rules to allow for HB 549 to be placed on second
reading at this time. Presently, it resided in Finance. If that motion
prevails, I will offer a floor amendment relative to correcting the
language in 65 as it relates to the Savings Bank Building. If in strik-
ing everything HB 549, if that amendment passes, that bill will be on
second reading and open to further amendment. If it does not pass,
HB 549 relative to group I retirement will be before us and that
would be on second reading, open to further amendment. There is a
third question that may be proposed as a floor amendment. Simply
suspend the rules, get a bill before us, decide what you want to use
that bill for.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, is it possible to phrase the
request to suspend the nx]es so as to deal with just one amendment?
Can we deal with that and then perhaps there is another request to
suspend the rules with respect to another amendment?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, it is my understanding and I will
call this without asking the Clerk. That the suspension is on allow-
ing the bill to be put on second reading and open to amendment. At
that point in time the individual amendments would be dealt with,
one at a time.
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Division vote.
A 2/3 vote required.
Yeas: 18 Nays: 4
Suspension is Adopted.
Senators Heath and Humphrey in opposition to HB 549.
SENATOR HOUGH: This amendment to begin with, amends the
bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the following. So it
strikes everything that is in 549 relative to early retirement of group
I members. It then proceeds to address the New Hampshire Sav-
ings Bank property acquisition that we discussed yesterday in 65. If
you look at the first bracket on the first page has the word renova-
tion deleted. Flip the page, rehabilitation and occupancy deleted,
new word, utilization is added, and building, first word, second line
is deleted. Now as it has been promoted to me when I had the
amendment drafted, this satisfies the concern of the Governor's of-
fice, relative to the eventual acquisition of this land and building and
use exclusively by the Legislature. The utilization of any land is a
concession that the parking spaces over there would be used for the
Legislature. The use of the building, renovations, and the occupancy,
if we ever acquire it, will be handled under the provisions 65 that
establishes a study committee for the utilization of the building.
Simply put, if we were to buy it, we will then study who gets to use
it or what parts of it as opposed to buying it exclusively for the
House or exclusively for the Executive Branch.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Senator Hough, yesterday when we
discussed 65, it became apparent that there was some problem with
the language of this. I think the concern of most Senators was that
this building would be used as the rumors abound, for a House Of-
fice Building. The concern that I had, was that the expenditure had
to be approved by the Governor and Council and the Joint commit-
tee on Legislative Facilities. If it were the case that this was going
to be used for regular state offices, why wasn't that language taken
out of this amendment and put under Capital Budget over to you or
some other committee? In other words, my question is, what does
the Joint committee on Legislative Facilities have to do with regular
state office buildings?
SENATOR HOUGH: On page 59 of 65, there is a study committee
established for making recommendations concerning the best use of
parking areas and structures.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Why wasn't that taken out? If it is not
going to be a Legislative Office Building?
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SENATOR HOUGH: I guess I can honestly tell you there are vari-
ous people in various branches of government that might have fore-
gone conclusions as to what that real estate could or should be used
for. In the event that it ever is acquired by the state, there will have
to be this, an assessment of the best use by the state, or which
branch it will be. This amendment is at the request of the Governor.
He was concerned that it would be bought exclusively for a House or
Senate Office. That is why we are putting it in.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I am reading this correctly that this
legislation authorizes $5,000,000 to be spent to acquire any suitable
land or office building within the so called Capital Area Government
Center. It is not restricted to the New Hampshire Savings Bank?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: The reason the Facility is in there is be-
cause the Facility is responsible for dealing with the office space
needs of the Legislature as well as the Constitutional offices in the
State House Area Complex, so that is why Facilities is in there.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I would like to address my question to
you. Senator Dupont. The Senator and I had a very useful exchange
yesterday about this matter in which the President assured the
body that the funds would be used exclusively for the purchase of
the Bank of New Hampshire Building or the adjacent property and
has just reiterated that. I would like to be assured that this pending
amendment does not in any way alter the understanding or the as-
surance in any way. The assurance that the President gave, namely
that the building would not be for use of the Legislative Branch.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I cannot give you assurances be-
yond the length of my term that it might not have some use for the
Legislature. There is the conceivable potential in the future that
given circumstances beyond my control, that the Secretary of State
might need additional space, there might be a Legislative committee
that might need to use a room in there. Those are the types of
things. It's my understanding and my belief, that if we are going to
go ahead with this project at this time, that it should not be done for
the use of the Legislature and will not be acquired for that purpose.
The reason this amendment takes out renovation, rehabilitation, and
occupancy, is to bring the Executive Branch into the decisionmaking
about the utilization of the building. That allows it to be used for
other things other than legislative.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I thank the President for those assur-
ances. Just one last point. The President also stated yesterday, that
the building would be purchased if it could provide office space at a
rate less than presently occupied office space. Does this amendment
in any way diminish that assurance?
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: No, it does not.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: I thank the Chair again for the clarifica-
tion. The Senate President has shown a good deal of leadership on
this issue and I commend him for it and thank him for the assur-
ances on the basis of which, speaking for myself, I am going to sup-
port it.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Am I correct that all we do if we vote for
this is change that one phrase, and that whether this goes up or
down we have still authorized the money for the Bank Building?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: That is correct, Senator. But the Chair
would reiterate that he believes that this language should be in
there.
Senator Currier has moved the question.
Adopted.
Senator Hough offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to HE 549-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land and
buildings in the capitol area government center and
making an appropriation therefor.
Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the
following:
1 Plans for Utilization to be Approved. Amend section 115 of HB
65-FN-A to read as follows:
115 Department of Administrative Services; Capitol Area Govern-
ment Center; Appropriation. A sum not exceeding $5,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, is hereby appropriated to the de-
partment of administrative services for the sole purpose of acquir-
ing, renovating, and rehabilitating land and buildings suitable for
general office space in the capitol area government center. Within
the limits of the appropriated amount, the department of adminis-
trative services is authorized to negotiate the purchase of such land
and buildings. Such purchase agreement may include an arrange-
ment for leasing back a portion of the land or buildings acquired to
the seller. Plans for the acquisition[, renovation, rehabilitation and
occupancy] and utilization of any land [or buildings] to which this
section is applicable shall receive prior approval from the governor
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and council and the joint committee on legislative facilities. After
expenditures ai'e approved by the governor and council and the joint
committee on legislative facilities, the resulting contracts shall re-
ceive such review and approval as required by state law. This appro-
priation shall be nonlapsing and is in addition to any other funds
appropriated to the department of administrative services.
2 Contingency. If HB 65-FN-A becomes law section 1 of this act
shall take effect July 1, 1991, at 12:01 a.m. If HB 65-FN-A does not
become law, section 1 of this act shall not take effect.
3 Effective Date.
I. Section 2 of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
II. Section 1 of this act shall take effect as provided in section 2.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill contingently modifies HB 65-FN-A by requiring that
plans for the acquisition and utilization of land authorized under sec-
tion 115 of HB 65-FN-A shall receive prior approval from the gover-
nor and council and the joint committee on legislative facilities. HB
65-FN-A requires that plans for the acquisition, renovation, rehabili-
tation and occupancy of any land or buildings receive such prior ap-
proval.
Floor Amendment is Adopted.
SENATOR NELSON (Rule #44): I just want to publicly thank Be-
verly Hollingworth, who gave me this lollipop. She has worked like a
dog, who has been at every meeting, who has worked night and day,
harder than any of us, even though I hate the fact that she tried to
get more money for Rockingham. I still want to publicly thank her,
to let her know that nothing up here is personal, even though I tell
these horrid jokes from time to time. She gave me this lollipop and
we will be friends forever. Thank you, Beverly.
SENATOR BLAISDELL (Rule #44): There is nothing coming in
today, tomorrow, next week, on Rockingham Park. That is out of
here now, so you know about it right? But let me talk to you just a
little bit about it. The reason that this has been discussed, is because
we have been watching what's happened in Massachusetts. Today
they passed the Suffolk Downs bill and they are going to open it up.
What we tried to do was to say that if they did give a tax break to
the people of Massachusetts so they can open up Suffolk Downs and
Foxboro to run against Rockingham Park. That we at least in New
Hampshire would say to hell with you, we want to be competitive
with you and the reason that we want to be is because there is
$170,000,000 off-shoot from Rockingham Park. I'm not the Rocking-
ham Park Senator. I have been to Rockingham Park 5 times in my
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life. I want you to know that as Senate Finance Chairman and a
member of Finance over the years, I am here to protect the revenue
that this State of New Hampshire gets. We lost harness racing be-
cause this legislature wouldn't listen to us. That was $150,000,000 in
revenue that we lost. We should never have lost that for the people of
this state. They all buy hay here, they all buy groceries here, they
all buy gas here. It's a tremendous off-shoot. Close it up and see
what you do to the town of Salem. See what happened when it was
closed? When we were smart enough to build it out of wood and it
burned down. That is the only reason we're here. I feel that as a
Senator I'm responsible for revenue and I don't think that we should
lose an industry and if you want to sit here and let Massachusetts
take it away from you and be the good guy, you be my guest. But
Rockingham Park is now the second largest probably, payer of taxes
in the state of New Hampshire, other than Seabrook. Before it used
to be one. That's the reason that we stand up here and defend it.
Because that's the tax structure that you and I have in this state. I'd
rather not drink twice as much as we do. I'd rather not smoke twice
as much as we do, I'd rather not go to the race track twice as much
as we do to fund the things that we have in this state. I would rather
do it another way. But I can't pass it in this Senate. If I had my
druthers, you know what I'd like to have. But take your time, take a
trip over there, see what that place is, see the money that they put
into it, see the off-shoot. Really I am upset about it, because every-
body looks as if, it's a dog. It's not a dog, it pays people, it employs
people. My Hinsdale Raceway, 170 people that they employ and just
that little Senate Bill 100 that you put in is going to put 35 more
people to work in my area. You're darn right I advocate that. Be-
cause it's right. It's lifted the percentages. It's lifted the attendance.
It's lifted the take. Last night alone, alone in this state, you took in
$100 thousand more because you broadcast the Simulcast from
Meadowlands in New Jersey. Meadowlands gives, by the way, the
State of New Jersey $32,000,000, they love it. Up here we seem to
bad mouth them all the time. It's wrong. Rockingham Park is a good
part of this state. They employ people and that's what we need in
this state. It's too bad we couldn't have one up in your area. Otto, so
that we could help your economy up there. It would be great for
your people. But that is why we put this thing in there. We aren't
trying to hide anything from anybody. But take a look at it and know
what you're talking about, when you want to destroy an industry
and just want to give it to Massachusetts. I don't want to do that. I
want it in New Hampshire. I want you to understand that. No Rock-
ingham Park Bill, you won't have to worry about it for the rest of the
day.
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SENATOR W. KING: You will notice that the title makes reference
to Rockingham Park. There is nothing in this amendment dealing
with Rockingham Park. It was inadvertently put on there by Legis-
lative Sen'ices. The Economic Development committee, many of you
will recall spent a good deal of time at the beginning of this session,
looking at all of the organizations and all of the entities that exist in
the state that work on economic development initiatives. The reason
that we did that was that we wanted to make sure that we got the
maximum investment in economic growth in the state of New Hamp-
shire for the minimum dollar expended. One of the entities that we
looked at was a Small Business Development Corporation which was
established in 1951 by the state of New Hampshire General Court to
assist small business development. The problem with utilizing that
corporation, was that it was not capitalized. We clearly did not have
money in the operating budget to capitalize it. However, we do have
the Economic Development Fund that we passed with the Supple-
mental Budget that would allow us to recapitalize it. The reason that
you have this amendment before you is, that we can allow the New
Hampshire Small Business Corporation to act like a for-profit corpo-
ration in the way that it does business. So if it is able to act that way
and to produce the maximum possible economic growth in the state
of New Hampshire and assist businesses in a way that gives it the
maximum flexibility, this amendment allows New Hampshire Small
Business Development Corporation to make corporate charter
changes, subject to the business corporation acts as opposed to hav-
ing to come back to the Legislature every time that it needs to make
a change in its corporate charter. It is fairly simple, it just gives it
the maximum flexibility to produce the maximum effect in terms of
economic development in the state. What that really means is three
important things, jobs, jobs, and jobs. Thank you.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator King, the first line. It says
amend 1951-328. What is that?
SENATOR W. KING: As you know the state of New Hampshire
through the Legislative process back in those days, chartered differ-
ent corporations, non-profit corporations. So that was the Corporate
Charter Law from 1951 that established the Small Business Devel-
opment Corporation.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: So that is Corporate Law, is . . .
SENATOR W KING: It is a non-profit entity that was established
in 1951. This change merely allows it to use the Business Corpora-
tions Act, which is RSA 293-A in order to operate so that it can make
changes in its corporate charter without coming to the Legislature
every time that it chooses to do that.
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SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Senator King, has this policy or bill
had any public hearing?
SENATOR W. KING: No it hasn't, Senator Hollingworth; however,
well, I guess I would say that it was a matter of discussion earlier in
the session when we were looking at all of these different entities in
terms of Economic Development in the state. At that time, the chief
problem was said to be that it was not capitalized. The Small Busi-
ness Development wasn't capitalized. Obviously, having been
through the budgetary process, you know how difficult it would have
been for us to come up with dollars to capitalize that out of our
operating budget. So it was felt that in order to capitalize, that we
needed to give it access to the Economic Fund that we established.
In order to do that, they are going to have to make some changes in
their corporate charter.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Is there a reason that we couldn't
make this a first order next year?
SENATOR W. KING: I guess Senator Hollingworth, that the best
reason that I can give you is 8 months of loss to promoting Economic
Growth in the state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: If you knew that this was coming
up and you knew that this was an option, why did we not get this or a
bill earlier in the session where we would have had the process fol-
lowed?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Hollingworth, to be very honest with
you. This is one of probably 400 things that many of us have been
talking about to stimulate the economy in the state of New Hamp-
shire and it fell through the cracks.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Hollingworth, originally when
this was proposed they felt that they could accomplish what they
needed to do without changing law. We were advised that no
changes were needed. This morning Dick Green showed up at my
office with this, saying that the Attorney General's Office has ruled
that they cannot in fact do what needs to be done.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: Is there no way that we can have a
meeting?
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I believe it deals with them doing a char-
ter change, because the charter was established by the Legislature,
that we have to take this action. I only got bits and pieces of it as I
was coming into the door, that is why Senator King has it.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I rise in favor of this bill. First of all it is
something that we didn't realize needed to be changed until today as
has been pointed out. Shareholders will be voting on any changes. So
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there will be a public hearing that -will allow people to know what is
being changed. So under those circumstances, I think that this is
something that we don't want to wait until the next session before
we approve. We want the corporations to go ahead and move for-
ward.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator W. King, King of the north.
What can this Development Corporation not do under the existing
charter that it wants to do under the amended charter?
SENATOR W KING: It is my understanding, that under the exist-
ing charter, it would not be able to recapitalize it from the Economic
Development Fund that we created.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Meaning?
SENATOR W. KING: Meaning that we would not be able to make a
loan from the Economic Development Fund to recapitalize the Busi-
ness Development Corporation.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Isn't there a more restricted way of do-
ing this if all that is needed is a way to unlock the flash box and pour
in the taxpayers fund, then why do we have to give a carte blanche
authority to change the charts?
SENATOR W KING: Senator Humphrey, I guess I would respond
by saying this: Yes, there probably is a more restrictive way to do
this. But the problem with economic development in general, is that
government agencies are often handicapped in their ability to re-
spond to changes in the marketplace because of bureaucratic re-
straints, that we as a Legislature impose upon them. It was our
thought to allow this to be done this way so that as Senator Shaheen
has said, there would be a public hearing on changes that were
made, but that public hearing could be done in an expeditious way so
that it will allow that corporation to respond to the marketplace as
quickly as possible.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Who are the shareholders?
SENATOR W. KING: I guess I would have to say that I don't know
the answer to that one. We would have to look that up.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well, we are being asked to trust the
judgment of the shareholders who will adopt any changes in the
charter, but we don't know who the shareholders are.
SENATOR W. KING: I guess. Senator Humphrey, I would just re-
spond by saying that there will be a great number of us who are
looking over the shoulders of this corporation and if they do some-
thing that is inappropriate in terms of public policy, we will be the
first ones to lower the hammer.
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PRESIDENT DUPONT: I believe the state, the government itself,
is a shareholder in the corporation. Basically, it is an entity created
by government back in 1951 as part of a revitalization effort for the
state. So it was established for that purpose at that time.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Is the Senator vdlling in as much as we
are going to be here for some further hours, is the Senator willing to
have this redrafted to ordinarily accomplish what he seeks, and yet
require Legislative approval with Legislative hearings with any
change in this corporations charter?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Humphrey, my personal feeling is
that we should vote this up or down and get it over with, so that we
can get out of here.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I would just like to point out again that
this change will still make the corporations subject to corporate law
in this state. So it is still going to be governed under the corporate
laws that exist, so it is not like we are giving them free rein to do
anything that they want to do.
Senator W. King offered a floor amendment.
Floor Amendment to KB 549-FN
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land
and buildings in the capitol area government center
and relative to the New Hampshire Business
Development Corporation.
Amend the bill by replacing all after section 2 with the following:
3 New Section; Applicability. Amend 1951, 328 by inserting after
section 13 the following new section:
14 Applicable Law. The provisions of RSA 293-A shall apply to the
corporation and shall supersede any provision of law to the contrary.
4 Effective Date.
I. Section 1 of this act shall take effect as provided in section 2.
II. The remainder of this act shall take effect upon its passage.
AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill contingently modifies HB 65-FN-A by requiring that
plans for the acquisition and utilization of land authorized under sec-
tion 115 of HB 65-FN-A shall receive prior approval from the gover-
nor and council and the joint committee on legislative facilities. HB
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65-FN-A requires that plans for the acquisition, renovation, rehabili-
tation and occupancy of any land or buildings receive such prior ap-
proval.
The bill also makes the provisions of the business corporations act
applicable to the New Hampshire Business Development Corpora-
tion.
Floor Amendment is Adopted.
Ordered lb Third Reading.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bill:
KB 25, making an appropriation for the expenses of certain depart-
ments of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and June 30,
1993.





SR 11, requesting the department of revenue administration to
change its interpretation of the legislative intent concerning the ap-
plicability of the business profits tax to the sale and rental of per-
sonal residences.
SENATOR ERASER: I am here with Wayne King to introduce Sen-
ate Resolution 11 for the benefit of the Senate members. The same
Resolution was, we asked the House to suspend the rules about an
hour ago to bring in this same Resolution and they refused to do so.
Senator King has kindly joined me in bringing this as a Senate Reso-
lution. Mr. President, what we are trying to address here is what
appears to be a gradual erosion of the Business Profits Tax as inter-
preted by the Department of Revenue Administration. I know of one
instance where a family owned a home and the breadwinner had lost
his job. He went to another state to seek employment. He rented his
house, he hasn't taken depreciation, he is not using it as a business.
But there is some suspicion that he might be subject to the Business
Profits Tkx. There is another case pending in the courts in New
Hampshire right now where somebody is resisting the Department
of Revenue Administration's interpretation of the Business Profits
Tax. For that reason, although we all know that a Resolution has no
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binding, it is not binding in law. We would like to at least alert the
Department of Revenue Administration that if this practice is in fact
being done, that we object to it.
SENATOR W. KING: We are in what is the worst recession in the
state of New Hampshire since the 30's. Many of the people that we
serve are finding themselves out of a job and in need of making a
move someplace else so that they are able to feed their families and
meet their responsibilities. That move at times leaves their house
vacant because they are unable to sell it in the current real estate
market. It only makes sense for them to be able to rent their house
so that they can minimize their monthly losses under those circum-
stances. We should not be penalized for the economic climate that
exists in the state of New Hampshire by saying that if they do some-
thing that only makes economical sense to help their family survive.
In recognition of the fact that they are unable to sell their home
right now, they should not have to then refer to that as business
property and use that as business property under the Business
Profit Tax in the state of New Hampshire and pay a Business Profits
l^x merely for doing what was necessary to survive in this economy.
I would urge you to go on record with the Department of Revenue
Administration on behalf of your constituents who are in this posi-
tion, to say that that property ought not to be taxed as business
property under the Business Profits Tkx.
Adopted.
SENATE RULES
Senate Rule #22: Public hearings to be held and advertised.
SENATOR DISNARD: Earlier in this session when there was some
strong differences of opinion, there was a discussion by both groups
on both sides of the aisle, that the Senate Rules did not contain any
provisions similar to the House, that if a bill would be allowed to be
studied and referred back to second year of the biennium. In the
House it's referred to Interim Study, shall be a committee report
only in the second year. It must be reported out by the 5th legisla-
tive day of the second year. All that this does is, it's not snookering
anybody, it doesn't raise any taxes, it doesn't cause any problems, it
just allows the Senate to be on an even keel with the House if some-
one has a bill that they're really interested in and they would like to
have it studied and brought back for legislative action the second
year, that is all that it does.
SENATOR HOUGH: Senator Disnard, I recognize what you are at-
tempting to do and I am not necessarily against it, but you are
amending Senate Rules to establish a report of refer in the second
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year on the last day of the session. If Senate Rules in the next bien-
nium, the first day of the next biennial session were to incorporate a
refer provision and reports were made from January to adjournment
in the first year for referred, and that was what the body wanted, so
be it. But there is going to be no action from now until the end of this
present first year session, so I don't know where the re-refers are
going to do us any good come January. A number of bills have been
passed with an amendment establishing nothing more than a study
committee to be reported to the President and the Speaker on a date
certain and with recommendations which would allow for a new bill
in the second year. We have interim study. You are really not negat-
ing that. Those bills that were reported interim study between Janu-
ary and today, and I think there are 10 to 15 of them, won't be able to
come in under this provision, is that correct?
SENATOR DISNARD: Yes, Senator. You know that. Because of
you, that section was deleted from the bill. The interim study, that is
beyond us, is a way to kill a bill. This Senate has used interim study
as a method to kill something that 13 people don't like. All that this
does is allow second year report out. The rest of this year the study
could be on the floor. It just brings us at an even keel and makes us
compatible with the House and be fair to the Senators.
SENATOR HOUGH: I don't have any problem with that, George.
The only thing I am asking you is, the timeliness of this. This is the
last action of the first session of this first year to introduce into our
rules the interim study provision. It is of no use in the second year,
and you agi-ee with that, once the new Legislature convenes in Janu-
ary of 1993, there will be in the Senate Rules the refer motion. Typi-
cally, we use the rules of the preceeding sessions for 3 days and then
we adopt our rules. It can be offered today if the body wishes it and
I don't have any objection, but it's really more applicable to an
amendment to the rules in January of 1993, is that not correct?
SENATOR DISNARD: Is that a question? No, sir. Let's face the
facts. Last year at the beginning of this session in December there
was a lot of animosity within this chamber, strong words. Rules were
tried to be changed into defused feelings in the Senate. We had dis-
cussed on the Senate floor of the end of this legislative year that we
would discuss rules or someone to bring up a rule that they felt
should be changed. All I am doing is bringing up a rule, I recognize
the fact that next biennium it could be changed, but if there are still
strong feelings as we had this last time and rules wanted to be
brought to the floor, it would be impossible. I just think that this is
an easy way, a happy way for people to discuss, do they want this or
not.
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SENATOR HOUGH: I don't recall any great discussion on rules. We
had, I believe, 3 legislative days whereby a majority motion can
amend the rules and on the third legislative day it would take 2/3 and
we adopted the rules of the prior session made and I don't even
know that we made any amendments in 3 days to the rules. If we
did, they were insignificant. We have never had referred. If that is
something that you want, fine. I just say that the Rules should be
corporated into Senate Rules in January of 1993. If you want to do it
now to give you leverage of adopting pre-season session rules, fine, I
wonder about it's timeliness.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I commend Senator Disnard for
bringing this to our attention; however, and I am not really sure
whether it is a good idea or bad idea, however, it strikes me that
whatever it is, it is a moot question for this biennium. Because the
first year is over and there is nothing to refer to the second year. So
it is only going to apply to the first year of the next biennium. We
pass new Senate Rules at the beginning of each biennium. Why
doesn't the Senate just take it up at that time because it is not going
to have any affect? A lot of us might not be around next time, who
knows? I think because it is moot, there really is no reason to pass it.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator Colantuono, it is my interpreta-
tion that it will not impact this session at all, that is correct. There is
some question about bills that were sent to interim study and I think
the Chair has made it clear that it is the opportunity to bring those
bills before the Senate Rules committee for a suspension of the rules
to allow the introduction, if an item is important and needs to be
brought forward. I think Rules has a willingness, I don't have a prob-
lem with this. I understand Senator Disnard's concerns, but we do
have to recognize the fact that it will not impact anything from this
point on.
Senator Disnard offered an amendment.
Floor Amendment to SR 22
Amend senate rule 22 to read as follows:
22(a) A hearing shall be held upon each bill referred to a commit-
tee, and notice of such hearing shall be advertised at least 5 days
before hearing in the Senate Calendar.
(b) All bills in the possession of committees shall be re-
ported out with one of the following recommendations: ought to
pass, ought to pass with amendment, re-refer to committee, inex-
pedient to legislate, or refer for interim study. Re-refer to com-
mittee shall be a committee report only in the first-year session;
refer for interim study shall be a committee report only in the
second year.
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(c) If a bill is reported re-refer to committee, it shall read re-
refer to committee for action in the second-year session. Bills
which have been re-referred to the committee on Finance shall be
referred by Finance to the original committee to which it was
assigned when the senate adjourned from the first session. All re-
referred bills shall be reported by the committee on or before the
fifth legislative day of the second-year session.
Division Vote.
A 2/3 vote is required.
Yeas: 18 Nays: 3




The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 64-FN-A, relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station prop-
erty and making an appropriation therefor.
HOUSE MESSAGE
The House of Representatives has adopted the recommendation of
the Committee of Conference to which was referred the following
entitled Bill:
HB 322, relative to the business tax, the real estate transfer tax, the
communications services tax, and the administration of state taxes.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 64-FN-A
Amend the title of the bill by replacing it with the following:
AN ACT
relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer tax,
the communication services tax, relative to establishing
a tax on nuclear station property and making an
appropriation therefor, and appropriating
funds for a tax expenditure report.
Amend section 6 of the bill by replacing lines 2-3 with the follow-
ing:
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RSA 77-A: 1 by inserting after paragraph XXI the following new
paragraphs:
XXII. "Compensation", for the purposes of RSA 77-A:5, VII,
means all
Amend section 6 of the bill by replacing line 7 with the following:
XXIII. "Eligible employee" means any individual employed by a
Amend section 10 of the bill by replacing lines 5-6 with the follow-
ing:
percent of the compensation, as defined in RSA 77-A:l, XXII, paid
during the taxable period to eligible employees, as defined in RSA
77-A:l, XXIII,
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
Enrolled Bill Amendment to HB 322
Amend section 6 of the bill by replacing lines 2-3 with the follow-
ing:
after paragraph XIX the following new paragraph:
XX. Enter in contractual agreements with financial institutions
to
Amend section 8 of the bill by replacing line 6 with the following:
under 21-J:3, XX, he shall in addition be removed from his office or
Amend the bill by replacing section 12 with the following:
12 Contingent Renumbering. If SB 208-FN becomes law, RSA 21-
J:14, X as inserted by section 9 of this act shall be renumbered to
RSA21-J:14, XI.
13 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bills:
HB 40, relative to certain state taxes.
HB 64, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer
tax, the communication services tax, relative to establishing a tax on
nuclear station property and making an appropriation therefor, and
appropriating funds for a tax expenditure report.
HB 65, relative to state fees, funds, revenues and expenditures.
HB 322, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer
tax, the communications services tax, and the administration of
state taxes.
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HB 669, relative to the borrowing authority of the state treasurer
and relative to the industrial development authority and the housing
finance authority.
Senator Currier moved adoption.
Adopted.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus-
pended as to allow all bills to be placed on third reading and final




Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess for the purpose of House Messages and
Enrolled Bills reports, and when we adjourn we adjourn to the Joint
Call of the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION
HB 549-FN, relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land
and buildings in the capitol area government center and relative to
the New Hampshire Business Development Corporation.





RULES OF THE SENATE
1. Determination of quorum; correction of Journal.
2. Members, decorum of.
3. Members, conduct when speaking.
4. Members not to speak more than twice.
5. President shall recognize whom.
6. Questions of order, appeal.
7. Member, absenting himself.
8. Motions, order of preference.
9. Questions postponed indefinitely not acted upon in same bien-
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nium.
10. Questions, when divided.
11. Objections to reading paper, how determined.
12. Roll-Call, everyone must vote.
13. Galleries, clearing of.
14. Reconsideration, motion for,
15. Petitions, introduction of.
16. Bills; shall be numbered and expressed clearly.
17. Bills, introduction of.
17-A (a) Bills, deadlines for drafting.
17-b Bills, deadlines for information.
17-c Final deadline.
18. Resolutions to be treated as bills.
19. Bills shall have three readings; progress of; time for second
and third readings.
20. Bills, printing and distribution.
21. Bills amended only on second reading; filing of amendments.
22. Public hearings to be held and advertised.
23. Amended bills, printed, distributed and disposed of.
24. Appropriating money, to whom referred.
25. President to sign bills, etc.
26. Committees, appointment of.
27. Standing Committees.
28. Messages sent to House.
29. Messages, when received.
30. Voting; division of Senate.
31. Visitors to Senate.
32. Hours of meeting.
33. Rules of Senate, how suspended.
34. Rules of Senate, how rescinded.
35. Committee of the whole.
36. President may name member to chair.
37. Senate staff; composition and duties.
38. Senate staff; days of employment.
39. Committees, reports and meetings.
40. Appeal, presiding officer ruling.
41. Motions, no substitution under color of amendment.
42. Conflict of interest.
43. Committee of Conference reports.
44. Personal privilege.
45. Requisition Approval Required.
46. Fiscal notes, requirements.
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1. The President, having taken the chair, shall determine a quo-
rum to be present. Any erroneous entry in the daily journal shall be
corrected no later than the third succeeding legislative day, and the
permanent journal corrected one week after the permanent journal
copy is placed in the hands of the Senate.
2. No member shall hold conversation with another while a mem-
ber is speaking in debate.
3. Every member, wishing to speak, shall address the President
and when he has finished shall, if having risen to speak, then sit
down.
4. No member shall speak more than twice on the same question
on the same day without leave of the Senate.
5. More than one member rising to speak at the same time, the
President shall decide who shall speak first.
6. If any member trangresses the rules of the Senate, the Presi-
dent shall, or any member may, call him to order; in which case the
member so called to order shall immediately cease and desist, and
the Senate, if appealed to, shall decide the case. But if there is no
appeal, the decision of the President shall be conclusive.
7. No member shall absent himself without permission from the
Senate.
8. When any question is under debate, no motion shall be re-
ceived but first, to adjourn; second, to lay upon the table; third, for
the previous question; fourth, to postpone to a certain day; fifth, to
commit; sixth, to amend; and seventh, to postpone indefinitely;
which several motions shall have precedence in the order in which
they are so arranged. Motions to adjourn, to lay upon the table, for
the previous question, and to take from the table shall be decided
without debate. Motions to postpone to a certain day shall be debat-
able both as to time and subject matter. No motion to postpone in-
definitely, to postpone to a certain day, or to commit, being decided,
shall be in order at the same stage of the bill or resolution, until after
adjournment.
9. A question which is postponed indefinitely shall not be acted
upon during the biennium except whenever two-thirds of the whole
number of elected Senators shall on division taken, vote in favor
thereof. Any bill which is indefinitely postponed shall not be reintro-
duced under cover of an amendment to the general appropriations
(budget) bill. No motion to suspend this rule shall be permitted.
10. Any member may call for a division of the question when the
sense will admit it. Unless otherwise specifically provided for, a ma-
jority of those present and voting shall be required to pass any vote.
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11. When the reading of a paper or document is objected to by a
member, the question shall be determined by a vote of the Senate;
and without debate.
12. When the nays and yeas have been moved by a member and
duly seconded by another member, each member present shall de-
clare his assent or dissent to the question, unless for special reason
he be excused by the Senate. The names of the persons so making
the motion and the second shall be recorded in the Journal. A mem-
ber who is to be absent when the yeas and nays are required may
pair his vote vdth another member, to be present or also to be ab-
sent, who intends to vote on the opposite side of the question. Pairs
shall be permitted only if the yeas and nays are taken on such ques-
tion. Both members shall file such pair in writing with the Clerk
before the question is put. In all cases of pairing, the vote of neither
member shall be counted in determining the result of the roll call;
but the Clerk shall announce all pairs and enter them in the Journal.
The President shall determine the order to the roll call.
13. In case of any disturbance or disorderly conduct in the gallery,
the President shall have the power to order the same to be cleared.
The Chairman of the Committee of the Whole may restrict attend-
ance to the duly elected Senators.
14. No vote shall be reconsidered, unless the motion for reconsid-
eration be made by a member who voted with the prevailing side,
nor unless the notice of such motion be given to the Senate in open
session prior to adjournment on the same day on which the vote as
passed, or on the next day on which the Senate shall be in session
vdthin one half hour after the convening of the early session, and
any such notice of reconsideration shall be effective for three legisla-
tive days only and thereafter shall be null and void.
14 (a) Reconsideration of any bills subject to a transfer date estab-
lished by joint rules must be acted on or before the joint rule dead-
line, and thereafter shall be null and void.
15. Before any petition shall be received and read, a brief state-
ment of the contents thereof shall be made by the member introduc-
ing the same.
16. All petitions, memorials and other papers addressed to the
Senate and all bills and resolutions to be introduced in the Senate,
shall be endorsed with the name of the Senator presenting them,
and with the subject matter of the same. Every bill shall be marked
on the first page "Senate Bill" and numbered serially; every joint
resolution shall be marked "Senate Joint Resolution" and numbered
serially; every concurrent resolution proposing a constitutional
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amendment shall be marked "Concurrent Resolution Proposing a
Constitutional Amendment" and numbered serially; and every other
concurrent resolution shall be marked "Senate Concurrent Resolu-
tion" and numbered serially, as each bill or resolution is introduced
into the Senate.
17. All petitions, memorials and other papers addressed to the
Senate and all bills and resolutions to be introduced into the Senate
shall be delivered or caused to be delivered to the Office of Legisla-
tive Services, which in turn will submit it to the sponsor for his
signature, and then to the Clerk by Legislative Services. If re-
quested by the sponsor, a proposed bill, resolution or petition shall
not be made public, except by the sponsor, until signed by the spon-
sor. During any adjournment the President may receive bills and
resolutions for printing and for reference to committee, provided
that no bill shall have a public hearing until it is formally introduced
into the Senate printed and available for distribution. The President
shall take up all bills and resolutions for introduction at the early
session.
17-A (a) No request by a member of the Senate for drafting a bill or
a joint resolution, other than the general appropriations (budget) bill
or the capital budget bill, shall be accepted by Legislative Services
for processing unless the subject matter of the legislation has been
filed with Legislative Services no later than Thursday, December
20, 1990. (old date Wed. Dec. 7, 1988.)
(b) The Office of Legislative Services shall not draft a Senate bill
or joint resolution, other than the general appropriations (budget)
bill or the capital budget bill, unless the complete information neces-
sary for drafting such a bill or joint resolution is submitted to Legis-
lative Services not later than 5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 28,
1990. (old date Wed. Dec. 21, 1988.)
(c) Every Senate bill and joint resolution, other than the general
appropriations (budget) bill or the capital budget bill, must be
signed off in Legislative Services by 5:00 p.m., on Wednesday, Janu-
ary 9, 1991. (old date Tues. Jan. 3rd, 1989.)
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of 17 (a), (b), and (c), a Senate
bill. Senate joint resolutions, or Senate concurrent resolution may
be accepted by Legislative Services for drafting and introduced into
the Senate at any time prior to the deadline established by Joint
Rules for the transfer of bills out of the first body if approved by
either a majority of the Senate Rules Committee or a two-thirds
vote on the floor.
18. All resolutions which may require the signature of the Gover-
nor shall be treated in the same manner as bills.
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19. Every bill shall have three readings in the Senate previous to
its passage. The first and second readings shall be by title only
which may be accomplished by a conglomerate resolution, after
which the bill shall be referred by the President to the appropriate
committee and shall be printed as provided in Rule 20, unless other-
wise ordered by the Senate. No bill after it has been read a second
time shall have a third reading until after adjournment from the
early session. The time assigned for the third reading of bills and
resolutions shall be in the late session unless otherwise ordered by
the Senate. The orders of the day for the reading of bills shall hold
for every succeeding day until disposed of.
20. After every bill shall have been read a second time, and re-
ferred by the President to the appropriate committee, the Clerk
shall procure a sufficient number of copies, printed on paper of uni-
form size, for the use of the legislature, and cause the same to be
distributed to the members, and when printed the bill shall be im-
mediately delivered to the committee to which it shall have been
referred. Bills received from the House shall be printed at the same
stage of their procedure unless they have been printed in the House
and copies distributed in the Senate, in which case any amendment
made by the House shall be duplicated and distributed in the Sen-
ate.
21. No amendment shall be made but upon the second reading of a
bill; and all amendments to bills and resolutions shall be in writing,
with the name of the Senator and the district he represents thereon.
No amendment to any bill shall be proposed or allowed at any time
or by any source, including a committee of conference, except it be
germane. Amendments shall have been reviewed by the Office of
Legislative Services for form, construction, statutory and chapter
reference.
22. A hearing shall be held upon each bill referred to a committee,
and notice of such hearing shall be advertised at least five days be-
fore hearing in the Senate Calendar.
(a) All bills in the possession of committees shall be reported out
with one of the following recommendations: ought to pass, ought to
pass with amendment, re-refer to committee, inexpedient to legis-
late, or refer for interim study. Re-refer to committee shall be a com-
mittee report only in the first-year session; refer for interim study
shall be a committee report only in the second year.
(b) If a bill is reported re-refer to committee, it shall read re-refer
to committee for action in the second-year session. Bills which have
been re-referred to the committee on Finance shall be referred by
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Finance to the original committee to which it was assigned when the
senate adjourned from the first session. All re-referred bills shall be
reported by the committee on or before the fifth legislative day of
the second-year session.
23. When a bill is reported favorably with an amendment, the re-
port of the committee shall state the amendment, and then recite
the section of the bill in full as amended. The amendment shall be
printed in the calendar of the Journal on the date that the report is
listed for action. If no action is taken on that day, then the amend-
ment shall be printed on the day to which the bill has been referred.
All bills reported shall be laid upon the table and shall not be finally
acted upon until the following legislative day, and a list of such bills
uith the report thereon shall be published in the Journal for the day
on which action shall be taken.
24. Every bill and joint resolution appropriating money, which has
been referred to another committee and favorably accepted by the
Senate, shall be committed to the Committee on Finance for review.
If any such bills have been referred jointly to the Committee on
Finance and another standing committee, the Committee on Fi-
nance may report separately and a further public hearing may be
held at the discretion of the Committee on Finance. All bills appro-
priating money, which are referred to the Committee on Finance
may have only one hearing.
25. All warrants, subpoenas and other processes issued by order of
the Senate shall be under the hand and seal of the President at-
tested by the Clerk.
26. All committees of the Senate, including Senate members on
committees of conference, shall consist of members of both parties
as nearly equal as possible, provided that on all committees, both
parties shall be represented. The President shall appoint the mem-
bers of all committees, after consulting with the minority leader.
27. The standing committees of the Senate shall be as follows: The
Committee on Finance, Committee on Capital Budget, Committee
on Ways and Means, Committee on Banks, Committee on Eco-
nomic Development, Committee on Education, Committee on Ex-
ecutive Departments, Committee on Environment, Committee on
Insurance, Committee on Internal Affairs, Committee on Interstate
Cooperation, Committee on Judiciary, Committee on Public Institu-
tions, Health and Human Services, Committee on Public Affairs,
Committee on Transportation, Committee on Wildlife and Recrea-
tion, and the Committees on Rules and Resolutions, Journal, and
Enrolled Bills.
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28. Messages shall be sent to the House of Representatives by the
Clerk of the Senate.
29. Messages from the Governor or House of Representatives may
be received at all times, except when the Senate is engaged in put-
ting the question, in calling the yeas and nays, or in counting the
ballots.
30. All questions shall be put by the President, and each member
of the Senate shall signify his assent or dissent by answering yea or
nay. If the President doubts, or a division is called for, the Senate
shall divide. Those in the affirmative on the question shall first rise
from their seats and stand until they be counted. The President shall
rise and state the decision of the Senate.
31. No person except members of the executive, or members of the
House of Representatives and its officers, shall be admitted to the
floor of the Senate, except by the invitation of the President, or
some member with his consent.
32. The Senate shall adjourn to meet on the subsequent legislative
day for the early session at the time mentioned in the adjournment
motion. The late session shall immediately follow the early session
unless the Senate shall otherwise order.
33. No standing rule of the Senate shall be suspended unless two-
thirds of the members present vote in favor thereof. This rule shall
not apply to Senate Rule 9.
34. No rule shall be rescinded unless two days notice of the motion
has been given and two-thirds of those present vote therefor.
35. The Senate may resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole at
any time on motion made for that purpose; and in forming a Commit-
tee of the Whole, the President shall leave the chair, and appoint a
chairman to preside in committee.
36. The President, when performing the duties of the Chair, may,
at any time, name any member to perform the duties of the Chair.
37. The staff of the Senate shall be comprised a clerk, an assistant
clerk, a sergeant-at-arms, and a door-keeper who are to be elected
by the Senate, and such other personnel as the President shall ap-
point. The President shall define the duties of all members of the
Senate staff which are not fixed by statute or otherwise ordered by
the Senate.
38. Each member of the staff of the Senate shall be available on
call to carry out the work of the Senate.
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39. The committees shall promptly consider and report on all mat-
ters refeiTed to them. The President may authorize such commit-
tees having a heavy load of investigation, redrafting, research or
amendments to meet as needed on non-legislative days during the
legislative session. The Clerk of the Senate shall prepare a list by
number, title and sponsor of all Senate bills and resolutions in com-
mittee which have not been acted upon within one week before the
deadline established for the transfer of bills and resolutions from the
Senate to the House of Representatives, and he shall distribute this
list to every member of the Senate as soon as it is prepared.
40. Any appeal fi'om the ruling of the presiding officer shall be
decided by majority vote of the members present and voting.
41. No new motion shall be admitted under color of amendment as
a substitute for the motion under debate.
42. No member shall vote on any question in which he is directly
interested; nor shall he be required to vote in any case where he was
not present when the question was put; nor sit upon any committee
when he is directly interested in the question under consideration.
In case of such interest of a member of a committee, the fact shall be
reported to the Senate and another person may be substituted on
that question in his place.
43. Action on the floor of a report of the Committee on Finance or
a Committee of Conference on either the general appropriations
(budget) bill or the capital budget bill, shall not be taken by the
Senate, until said report has been available from the Senate Clerk
twenty-four hours in advance, in written form. Nongermane amend-
ments and footnotes to such bills (except footnotes in explanation of
the principal text of such bills or designating the use or restriction of
any funds or portions thereof) are prohibited and shall not be al-
lowed under any circumstances.
44. PERSONAL PRIVILEGE: A Senator may, as a matter of per-
sonal privilege, defend his position on a bill, his integrity, his record,
or his conduct, against unfair or unwarranted criticism, or may
speak of an issue which relates to his rights, privileges or conven-
iences as a Senator; provided, however, the matters raised under
personal privilege shall not be subject to questioning, answer, or
debate, by another Senator. Personal Privilege remarks may be in-
cluded in the Daily Journal if requested by the Senator, and in the
Permanent Journal by vote of the Senate. A Senator may speak on
other matters of his choosing and in such cases may be subject to
questioning and/or answer according to the Rules of the Senate.
45. No officer or employee of the Senate during the session or any
adjournment thereof shall purchase or contract for the purchase,
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pay or promise to pay any sum of money on behalf of the Senate or
issue any requisition or manifest without the approval of the Senate
President.
46. If a drafting request for a bill or resolution has been filed with
the office of Legislative Services requiring a fiscal note as provided
in RSA 14:44-47, the substance or a draft of the proposal may be
provided to the legislative budget assistant for preparation of the
required fiscal note without the specific consent of the sponsor of the
proposal, provided that the identity of the sponsor shall not be dis-
closed.




The Senate met at 1:00 p.m.
A quorum was present.
The prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Vincent Fischer, Senate
Chaplain.
Let us have a moment of silence as we remember our late Senator,
George Wiggins, and pray for the repose of his soul and for comfort
of his family and friends. Let Us Pray. Welcome back as we gather
for our economical situation. The battle of the budget. Do we have to
pay this medicare money back? What will be the situation then?
Que Est? Good Luck!! God Bless us all and ourfamilies andfriends
as we gather for celebration of Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Years. See you later. Amen.





The House of Representatives has passed a Bill with the following
title, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the Senate:
HB 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and contin-
ually appropriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Ways and Means committee.
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INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILL
HB 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and contin-
ually appropriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Ways and Means committee.
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far
suspended to allow a committee report on a bill without notification
of said report in the Calendar and to further ratify the Senate
actions whereby we held a joint hearing on a bill before it was intro-
duced in the Senate.
Adopted.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and contin-
ually appropriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Ways and Means committee. Ought to Pass. Senator McLane for the
committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: It is nice to be back. It is nice to be back
with such a pleasant task ahead of us. We met over in the Bridges
house about a week ago and came to an interesting and not very
happy conclusion, that the state of New Hampshire is $100,000,000
below the budget that we passed last June, at the present time.
There was agreement amidst everyone there that $100,000,000 was
sort of a symbolic number. That the deficit was about that amount.
After listening to Doctor Harry Bird, the head of the Division of
Health and Human Services, there was also complete agreement
amidst those there. I might point out that we were missing one sig-
nificant member of the Senate because he was at home taking care of
somebody named "Ashley Ann". But we agreed that the, I was about
to say "scam" and I decided that was a bad word. The loophole is
perhaps the best word. The theme that pulled us through in June
when we were down about $117,000,000 was worth trying again, be-
cause other states were doing it and because there was some
thought that we better get at it before the loophole was closed. All of
us agreed that we could not go at the hard job of deciding exactly
how to cure the state's budget, before we had tried to get the money
from the federal government. That is why HB 75-FN-A is here be-
fore you. As the bill is written, it is called the Medicaid Enhance-
ment Tax. It is slightly different from the 8 percent tax that we
passed as HB 1 in the last session. The method is the same and the
distribution would be the same. Our point would be that we would
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borrow from the hospitals under guise of the Medicaid Enhance-
ment Tkx, $250,000,000 that we would fax that down to the feds and
they would fax us back $265,000,000. The state would get their
share, and the hospitals would get the money that they lent us, plus
an additional 15 million all within a timeframe of anywhere from 10
minutes to a half of a day. The hospitals. Doctor Bird made very
clear could use that extra $15,000,000 to go to uninsured and low
income or to Medicaid. I think that the final thought was that the
state needs the money. This is a way of doing it and for some of us
that care about tax equity. The graduated federal income tax is prob-
ably as good a place as any to get the money as any way that we
could see in the near, immediate future. The tax starts out by saying
that we need $250,000,000 and that it will come from the hospitals
based on the number of Medicaid discharges, which is a figure that
is available and measurable. Doctor Bird said that the 1992 money is
a good probability and the 1993 money is extremely speculative. But
we need to do it before January, we need to do it now. The House has
passed this bill. We have had long discussions over the day about
certain amendments and we have conceded that that would not be a
good idea as to put the amendments in at this time. You will be
hearing later about some of our thoughts on Medicaid. So I ask you
and urge you, to vote for HB 75-FN-A. The vote in our committee
was 5 to 1. It is here before you as a plan that has worked once for
$117,000,000 with $11,000,000 going to New Hampshire's hospitals.
The hospital's are happy to do it again and we are happy to do it
again.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, you use the phrase "this is
under the guise of a tax". Is this a tax or is it something else dis-
guised as a tax?
SENATOR MCLANE: I am not sure of the exact definition of a tax,
but there was a wonderful man from Somersworth that was in the
Legislature back in 1940 and he said that a definition of a tax is
"money that you can get". I think that probably falls within his say-
ing. His name was Malley, and he came from Somersworth. I think
that falls within his definition of a tax.
SENATOR HEATH: Are you in agreement with that definition?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes, I am.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, on the social level it is al-
ways a pleasure to see our colleagues each and every one of them,
irrespective of party or philosophy. I join with my other colleagues
in expressing that pleasure. I am seeing my friends once again. I
wish it were under more pleasant circumstances. I think all of us
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have gotten the real taste of the private sector over the last few
months. May I say that is one of the advantages of a nonprofessional
Legislature. It's members get a chance to go out and sample the real
world. I think that we have all discovered that there is blood in the
streets, speaking of the economy, that times are very, very tough
indeed. Worse even than many of us had thought just a few weeks
ago. So tough indeed that I hope that there will be no temptation to
raise taxes when we meet in the next session. Tb do so would only
increase the blood-letting and the pain and the misery. I want now to
express publicly my gi^eat disappointment in the actions or the inac-
tions, shall I say, of the Fiscal committee during the interim period.
No personal animus intended of course, but I think that the commit-
tee discharged its duties very poorly. It was required by the budget
to cut $24,000,000 in the area of personnel cost. It claims to have cut
spending by $7,000,000. I beg your pardon, it claims to have cut the
entire amount. It is likely that not more than $7,000,000 has been
cut. All of this being realized in the form of a drag or a failure to
replace people who leave the government normally. I heard on the
radio this morning as many of my colleagues did, no doubt, that in
Maine they are cutting the state employment rolls, that is the gov-
ernmental employment rolls by 20 percent. Some 2,000 people, plus
government employees in the state of Maine. Those are the kind of
hard-nosed, however unpleasant they may be, kinds of cuts that we
must begin to make in this state if we are to avoid the raising of
taxes. We haven't begun to act responsibly in either of these two
chambers. We haven't begun to get serious about this deficit. We
haven't begun to cut spending. Mr. President, I want right now pub-
licly to urge the President and the Speaker to reconstitute the mem-
bership of the Fiscal committee with members who are willing to
cut spending and who are willing to stand up to organized interest
groups in this state. I will volunteer my time, commencing today
through the holidays, all of them, to see if we can't make some real
cuts over the next two months. Now the Senator, I always want to
say the Senator from Concord, Senator McLane is absolutely cor-
rect. This is a scam, this matter that we have before us. I think
everyone recognized that when we took the first bite of the apple
last summer. Now we are back having the joy of that delicious, sinful
fruit, back for an even bigger bite. It is interesting to see how the
process of decay unfolds. It is part of human nature and I am no
better in that respect than anybody else. We know what we are do-
ing and we know that this is wrong. We know as our distinguished
Chaplain admonished just a moment ago, that you don't get some-
thing for nothing. This money is coming from somewhere. It is com-
ing from the federal government which is already facing a $350
billion deficit. Record deficit, $350 billion. We are jumping on that
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bandwagon and we are going to make it worse. I didn't spend 12
years in that place, the Federal Legislature trying to enlarge the
deficit, trying to fight the deficit, only to come back here and pile on
the bandwagon in an effort that will make the deficit worse. Who
will pay for all of this, who will pay for our refusal to stand up to the
special interest groups? Our refusal to serve well to the general in-
terest. Who will pay for our draft on the federal treasury now for
more lO's of millions of dollars under a fraudulent application? We all
know that this is a scam, and a fraud, and shame on us. Our state
Constitution says something in the very first part about the impor-
tance of high public morals. What kind of an example are we send-
ing? We acknowledge publicly that this is a scam and yet we are
ready to embrace it. Not only to embrace it, but to embrace it ever
more warmly. Well I think that it is shameful, and obviously, I am
going to vote against it. More specifically, I am going to pair against
it to accommodate a colleague, who has a long standing commitment
to a group of children. But I wanted to express that sentiment. It is
the wrong thing to do. It puts off the day of reckoning. Now we are
all going to go home after today and say, well we have all these lO's of
millions of dollars and we don't have to do anything, we don't have to
reconstitute the Fiscal committee. We can just wait until January or
February before we have to face this sobering problem. So it is de-
laying the day of reckoning. Instead, we ought to reconstitute the
Fiscal committee or baring that, we ought to begin meeting daily in
session right now through the holiday period and get the job done.
There is only one way to solve this problem and that is, massive
painful cuts. I am not talking about trimming fats. I am talking
about amputating those parts of government that are necessary in
these bad economic times so that we can survive as a low tax state.
SENATOR MCLANE: I think perhaps it is important for all of us to
look at the comparison between other states and the state of New
Hampshire. You can use the word fat, but there isn't much fat in the
New Hampshire state budget. I believe that we have had this con-
versation before. Let me name you the first bit of fat and then see if
you would cut that.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Will the Senator permit me to say this,
she didn't listen carefully. I said I wasn't talking about trimming fat,
I said I was talking about amputating parts of government.
SENATOR MCLANE: Alright, I think that that works in perfectly
with my question. Let me tell you the first leg that you have to cut
off, Senator Humphrey. Medicaid programs are either mandated by
the federal government or they are optional. Optional is one of the
those words that we assume means fat and means useless. Let me
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tell you the first optional progi'am that you on Christmas Day when
you have given all of your time to cutting the program will be cut-
ting. That is the reimbursement for prescription medicines for the
elderly. That is the first leg. Are you ready to do that before we get
down to what we can't cut?
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Senator, I don't accept your orders of pri-
orities. I suggest that we ought to shut this government down a
couple days a week. I made that suggestion last summer. I suggest
that we ought, like the state of Maine, to lays off 20 percent of our
state employees. Like private sector businesses are doing from coast
to coast. Senator, that is what we need to be doing.
SENATOR DELAHUNTY: I agi^ee with a lot of the things that
Senator Humphrey has addressed. I disagree with some of the phi-
losophy that he has proposed and a couple of things that I would just
like to bring out. One, New Hampshire is 1 of 15 states that is now
considered to be a depression state, in a state of depression. This
money allocated by the federal government is out there and if New
Hampshire doesn't go after it, another state that may not need it as
badly, may go after it and maybe receive it. I am not sure, I certainly
don't think that this is a cure all and that this is going to solve our
problems. I would agree that we are buying some time and it is an
approach that will give us just the time that we need so that the
entire body as Senator Humphrey referred to the Fiscal committee
as to making decisions, or who are afraid to make decisions. I am a
member of the Fiscal committee. I don't think the Fiscal committee
felt comfortable in making some hard decisions as Senator Hum-
phrey referred to for the entire Senate body. One of the proposals
we had before us, and we thought that we were going to address last
week when we met with the Governor and key members of the
House, was that we were called into a special session so that we
could make expedient cuts to bring the budget into line. I think what
this proposal does is it gives us time as a full body. As Senator Hum-
phrey said that he was willing to commit his time to do it. I think
each and every one of us should commit our time to do it. Td take a
look at existing programs that we feel may or may not be working,
and particularly, those that are not working in the state of New
Hampshire and bring them back with us when we come back in the
full session to propose a cut into those programs. There may be posi-
tions that you feel are not needed, that we can do without. But this is
a job that we can do, take a look at it. This is going to buy us the time
to take a real hard look at the existing programs, where we think
there are spending waste and where we can make the hard cuts that
were referred to us on a an intelligent and reasonable basis. It is not
a panic situation which sends a message out to our constituents that
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we are in a panic situation and we haven't given it a lot of thought to
what we are doing. When the body does that and gives considerable
thought to what has to take place, what's needed and what they
think they can do without, whether or not we get this money or not.
If we get all this money and we have those cuts to make, we should
still make them. I don't think this is letting us off the hook at all. I
think that it may be buying us time to do things on a reasonable
basis. I think that we have an obligation to do that and I think that
we do have, I do agree that we do have a very serious obligation to
make any cuts that we think that we can make. I don't know what
they are. I am not proposing anything specific yet. But I think, I
agree with Senator Humphrey that I am willing to be one of those
who take a hard look at anything that we can to cut and to bring this
budget back into line. There are some federal mandates that aren't
funded. So I don't feel a bit guilty about supporting this legislation
and making a request for these funds. I hope that you will join me in
voting the same. Thank you.
SENATOR HEATH: Last session we passed a Resolution here urg-
ing the federal government to balance their budget and that very
same day, if my memory is correct, we came in here and did flimflam
one, which is the original version of this. Now we are here for son of
flimflam. We all know that is what it is. The Chief proponent Senator
McLane, who addressed the bill, I forget her first word, but it was
better than flimflam. It lent the correct air to what this is, which is,
not a legitimate way to raise money. It is not a shell game. We are
pretending that this is free money. The only way that this is free
money is if the federal government cancels their income tax next
April and if they stop printing money because they will get it back
either through inflation or the hard way through borrowing money
and paying interest on that money. It is the height of hypocrisy for
this body, having already heard the people of New Hampshire say-
ing don't put mandates down in our communities, don't fund your
state on our towns, to now say, well we will get into their other
pocket. We will let the feds reach in and then we will reach into the
feds pocket. There is a man overboard and they drill a hole in the
bottom of the federal ship to get air. It doesn't work. There is no fat
in this budget? There is a showdown coming. There are some people
who believe that legitimately, we should raise more money from the
taxpayers and redistribute it back to them for good things. There
are those of us who believe that we should go the other way and trim
the budget. There is not fat? I pick up the paper the other day and
we are hiring a man for $63 thousand and I don't know how many of
your constituents are getting hired this week for that, $63 thousand
to run 2 ski areas that have been losing money since they have been
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built and continue to lose money. We subsidize Massachusetts yup-
pie skiers, the few that are left, to come up here on our taxpayers.
There is no fat on the budget? Get out of town if you believe that,
because you don't know where you are. The Democrats have already
started on national level talking about the economy. This is going to
be their issue. It's the one chance that they have to get at George
Bush, because they don't, frankly, have a candidate. Their best bet is
the guy who is tap dancing over in New York now, and when he gets
through tap dancing and he comes up with something like 38 percent
of the vote and that is before he has opened his mouth and been
criticized or asked any questions. So they are going to talk about the
economy. So what are the Democrats doing? They are helping to
ruin the economy, at least they have some tactical good reason for
voting for the flimflam. But why would any Republican vote to do
this to the federal economy and give them one more arrow in their
quiver to shoot at the President this fall. But it has been a Demo-
cratic Congress by the way, that brought us to this national eco-
nomic situation. Until the economy of the nation recovers, the state
is not going to do it. What we did last session is not going to make us
an island in the economy with all the others around us sinking. It
may help when the rising tide comes, but it won't do it without that
rising tide. This morning I went to the hearing and I heard Doctor
Bird talk. You should know that he said we might not get this money.
He said that there have been 12 drafts and he is not sure that this
one is right. Then he said there are two taxes and one of them hurts
some health care facilities. This is speculative. It is kidding our-
selves. It's hypocrisy. It's a tax, and a tax comes out of the same
peoples pocket. I would urge you, particularly urge you as Republi-
cans, who all know this is wrong, who even when you talk about
voting for it, you talk about it in, I know it's wrong, but, kind of
terms. To get one grasp of sanity for a minute and turn this down.
Start addressing the inevitable controversy that has to come before
this body and the House and be decided once and for all, are we
going to frisk the taxpayer to see if he has another wallet? Td see if
he has a nickel in his loafer, ifwe can find one more way to get him or
if we are going to start addressing the waste and the needless
spending in this budget and get down to the pure necessity that we
have to serve the people of New Hampshire and not pay for the
faulter of all that we still have in this budget. Thank you.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator McLane, since you have been la-
beled as the author of this bill, I would like to ask you a couple of
questions. The other morning before we went to the Bridges house,
did we have a conference call with the Senate President, with a bi-
partisan group of Senators in that room?
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SENATOR MCLANE: Absolutely. I did not mean to give the im-
pression that I had anything to do with writing this bill. I am accept-
ing it, not writing it.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: When we talked in that room, upstairs.
It was our idea that we were going to the Bridges house that morn-
ing to talk about $250 deductible on Health Insurance, furloughs,
mandatory furloughs and other things of that nature. Is that true,
Senator McLane?
SENATOR MCLANE: I think our conclusion was after we talked
with the young father on the phone, that we were going to listen and
that we hoped that we might come up with some agreement on what
the scope of the problem was. That we certainly weren't going to
offer any suggestions at that time. We were going to wait for the
Governor to show his hand first.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: When we arrived at the Bridges home
that morning and we walked in, were we surprised really, that the
first Speaker was Doctor Bird, who would be as the Governor pre-
sented to us. Understand this, I am not banging the Governor at all
on this. He brought us all together on a bipartisan group to try and
solve what we came to believe is a $200,000,000 profit. Is that right,
Senator McLane?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Did we listen to Doctor Bird with the
Governor's efforts to bring this about to what we could do, did we do
that?
SENATOR MCLANE: Exactly.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Did we also listen to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, Mr. Burns across the wall over there. Did
he address this and say that it is something that we should be look-
ing at?
SENATOR MCLANE: The House members accepted the plan so
readily, that we were convinced at that time that they had heard it
before we did.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: That is exactly right. That is the ques-
tion that I had asked at that time, right. Senator?
SENATOR MCLANE: Right.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Did we in a bipartisan group feel that we
should take a hard look at this and have a hearing on it and let the
people speak. By the way, Senator Heath, I believe that the Gover-
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nor's a Republican, I am not sure. You talk about us Democrats now,
right? But I think it was the Republicans in that room, from the
Majority Leader of the House, Caroline Gross, I think she was
there. The Assistant was Ann Tbrr, Representative Tbrr. I believe
that she was there. I believe that Mary Chambers was there, I be-
lieve that everybody that you could think about that could make it
that morning, so that it would be open to everybody. But didn't we
come to some kind of an agreement that we should present this to
the full Legislature. May I ask, do you know the vote that was just in
the House a few minutes ago?
SENATOR MCLANE: No, I don't. I would be interested.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Was it 41 votes that voted against this?
Does anybody know. Well that is what I heard. It was 283 to 42, Was
it mentioned to us. Senator McLane, Senator Humphrey should
know about this since he sat down there for 12 years, the unfunded
federal mandates on Medicaid. For example, in 1981, is it true that
we only had $34,000,000 in Medicaid, spending $34,000,000 in 1981?
SENATOR MCLANE: I believe that was the figure Doctor Bird
used this morning.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: In 1991 we now spend $198,000,000 in
unfunded Medicaid? Is it also true that in the last session when we
put the budget together that we in the Conference Committees felt
that maybe we should only take $35,000,000 knowing full well that
Maine for instance, the state of Maine, which he just mentioned,
took $83,000,000? Nevada took $60,000,000. Is it also true that we
are going to get most of that, we are going to get most of that money
because I guess in 1991 we got the $35,000,000 and in 1992 we feel
that we are going to get the other $41,000,000? Senator, wasn't this a
bipartisan thing so that we could probably try to stop the bleeding
that is going on that Senator Humphrey is talking about that we
could give businesses in the state of New Hampshire some kind of
solace to say, maybe we are not going to die? Maybe there is some
great hope for this great state of ours. Maybe we can survive instead
of taking it all apart and laying off 2,000 people, cut out services and
say that people can't come to my office and say. Senator, I don't have
a card anymore, I can't breathe, I can't get this, I can't get oxygen.
What am I suppose to do, die? That is not what we want for New
Hampshire. You can stay here for the next 6 months I guess. Sena-
tor, but you'll never get my vote to tear this state apart. I think we
ought to build on it. That is what we were trying to do in a bipartisan
way. I don't care if Judd Gregg gets all the credit for this. He can
have it all, just as long as this government survives, and that people
out there in the retail business in the state of New Hampshire know
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that we are going to be here for a while. That is what I think we
tried to do, what we tried to do in the Fiscal committee. I will not
accept that criticism. I still think that the drag is going to happen.
The Governor thinks that we are only $10,000,000 short. I think that
what we have tried to do is to come together as Democrats and
Republicans and say this is New Hampshire. New Hampshire is
first, not the Republican party or George Bush, or Mario Cuomo. I
don't even know if he can dance. I am going to find out, though. I am
going to ask him if I see him. So that is what we did. It was a biparti-
san effort. Wasn't it, Senator?
SENATOR MCLANE: The answer is yes, to that question.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Senator Heath, did you win anything
over at Hinsdale when you were over there. Senator? You know you
were ovei" there in my district and I want to make sure?
SENATOR HEATH: I broke even, actually, just about.
SENATOR BLAISDELL: Yeah, you broke even alright.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Blaisdell, in spite of your eloquent and
extended questions to Senator McLane, would you believe that your
analogy when you talked about other states getting this money, re-
minds me of some interviews that I watched on television in the
middle of some looting that took place in a city riot some years ago.
They each pointed to the other guy, well he took this, it's alright, it's
only a big company, it's not real money. The people, once the window
was broken and in this case, Massachusetts broke the window. We
are running in and we are looting. It is our country. It is our money
and if we take this attitude, this kind of selfishness, this kind of
shortsightedness, aren't we ruining that country to temporarily get
a fix from which there is no relief, because this fix only gets us more
in the habit, here in the state of New Hampshire?
SENATOR BLAISDELL: No. Simple and purely, no.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I think that we ought to stop demagoguing
this issue. I mean the fact is, I don't believe that any of us here, nor
anyone in the Legislature, nor even the Governor, believes that this
is really going to be a fix to our current fiscal problems. The only
special interest group represented are the property taxpayers in dis-
trict 21 who if we don't pass this today, are going to be faced with
either having their services cut, because we are going to make major
cuts in the state spending or having their taxes raised. Because they
are already going to pay their federal income tax, regardless of what
we do today. That is locked in, and we know that they are going to
have to pay that. But if we don't take this action today, we are going
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to raise their taxes directly. I am not going to go back to the people
in district 21 and tell them that I turned away federal money so that
I could raise their taxes.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Shaheen, can you tell me that you will
not join those voices that we expect during the Presidential cam-
paign talking about the economy and why George Bush hasn't done
something to correct the terrible economy if you participate in this?
Can you assure me that we won't hear those words from you during
that campaign?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator Heath, I am not only going to talk
about the terrible economy in the United States, I am going to talk
about the teri'ible economy in the state of New Hampshire. We have
had 1 1 years of Republican rule in the White House at the National
level. We have not only had 9 years of Republican rule in New Hamp-
shire, but we have had a century of Republican rule in the Legisla-
ture in New Hampshire. So you bet I am going to talk about the
economy.
SENATOR HEATH: You have brought up a question to me that I
really am fascinated by what your answer will be to this. Because in
one case, we have the Legislative body at fault and in the other case,
we have the Executive Branch at fault. I am wondering who is at
fault. Senator Shaheen? Is it the people who enact the budget in the
Legislative body or is it the person who in both cases represents the
Executive Branch?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: You can blame the Democratic Congress
and the Republican White House in Washington if you are also will-
ing to blame the Republican administration and the Republican Leg-
islature in the state of New Hampshire. I will give you the
Democratic Congress.
SENATOR HOLLINGWORTH: I really did miss you all. It is won-
derful to be back. I am sitting here today and we have one issue in
front of us, and that is whether we are going to pass this Medicaid
Bill that is going to give the state a chance to pay its debts that it has
to the communities and to the people out there, that is all that it is.
We are not going to be having all the riches come in as some of the
Senators are interpreting. All this bill is going to do, is help us to pay
for the cost that have been mandated back onto the state govern-
ment by the feds. The feds said, hey you guys have to do this. We
will give you half of the money and you have to come up with the
other half. So we are coming up with the other half. This is all that
this bill is doing. We are going after the money that the feds are
making us pay, and that I think is appropriate. I have to say. Senator
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Humphrey, when you say you hke having the break because it gives
you the chance to be out in the real world. I have to say that I have
been out in the real world for a long time. So have a lot of the other
Senators sitting in this room. A few years ago I stood on the Senate
floor and said that we were going to be in debt. That was the first
time that we were going to be in debt. I stood there and said that we
have problems right here, and we did. Last year I said the same
thing on this Senate floor, and I asked you and I asked other Sena-
tors to come down to Finance and to help us find ways of addressing
the budget and finding ways to cut. Unfortunately, you didn't choose
to do that. What you choose to do is to come in here at the end, after
the processing was all done and hit on the only thing that you could,
and that was state employees. Cut the state employees, well this
Senate wouldn't buy that. We said that that is a negotiation. That is
between the Governor and the state employees and the state em-
ployees have already had their cut. They didn't get any pay in-
creases for years and what we gave them instead of pay increases
was medical benefits. If you are going to renegotiate that, you do
that in negotiations. We stood by that in this Senate and we passed
that. You had your opportunity to vote on it and you lost. We are not
here to discuss where we are going to take and what we are going to
do to the state employees. That is next month or January when we
come back in. Today, we are talking about the Medicaid. That is what
we need to address. I say let's pass it. Let's go home and let's do
what we have to do.
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I have to say that when you
first spoke, I wanted to angrily get up and do what Senator Shaheen
did to you. So eloquently. But the more that I thought about it, the
more upset that I became about what we are facing in the next year.
If the debate that we have just seen in this chamber over the last 20
minutes is what we have to look forward to and to face in the next
year ahead, we are in big trouble. I urge you all to try as hard as you
can to look at this as a problem that we as citizens of the state of
New Hampshire face together, not as Republicans or Democrats.
Because the people in this state of New Hampshire don't give a
damn about Democrats and Republicans. What they care about is if
they can put food on their table for their kids and that they have a
job so that they can have some dignity in their lives. We have to be
willing to set aside partisanship as much as we possibly can to make
that happen. Now, Senator Humphrey, you and I will have the de-
bate about whether government decides to hit the private sector by
laying people off and doing nothing more at another time. But I
think that we are going to have to swallow hard and vote for this bill.
Let me tell you that I am having to swallow hard for a number of
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reasons. Not the least of which is that there was a sigjiificant num-
ber of us who had agreed that we wanted an amendment to this bill.
That we wanted an amendment that said that the $5,000,000 that is
going to be used for administrative cost by Doctor Bird, had to be
used to help provide some additional funding for some kids who are
desperately in need right now, some well child clinics and those im-
portant things that we under-funded in the last budget. We had in
fact, we still have the votes right now if we want to stop this Medi-
caid loophole from being used. We have the votes to do that. But
because we felt that it was important that we move forward to-
gethei', not as Democrats or Republicans. We met together this
moiTiing and ultimately, we decided that we would offer a Resolution
and that we would honor Doctor Bird's request that this bill go
through clean. You will be asked to vote for a Resolution after this,
that asks that Doctor Bird expend some of those, as much of that
administrative money as possible on children. But for now, I guess
what I want to emphasize is that we have to swallow hard and accept
this as a means of getting us through this extraordinary time, but
we still are going to have to address the bottom line. The bottom line
here folks, is that we have a hidden deficit of 25 percent of our gen-
eral fund even if we get all of this money. We have to stimulate the
economy and I believe that we have to reform the tax system in the
state of New Hampshire if we are going to address that structural
problem. But right now, we have to work at building consensus
wherever we possibly can and setting aside our differences about
Democrats and Republicans and try to serve the people of the state
of New Hampshire. I urge you to support this bill.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, I think it is time to get you on
record, because I have heard this statem.ent that the people of the
state of New Hampshire don't care whether someone is Democratic
or Republican and it may be true, because there is less and less
distinction between what they do, at least in this chamber But do
you personally, find any distinction between the philosophical basis
of the two parties or are you indifferent to any difference that may
exist?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, the answer to that is, of
course I do or I wouldn't be a Democrat. I am proud to be a Demo-
crat, but just as this country has to put aside partisanship when we
go outside of the boundaries of this country and we look at interna-
tional affairs. We must also be willing to put aside partisanship when
it comes to the most basic tenet of our ability to provide for the
people in the state of New Hampshire and that is to enable them to
have a job. We have got to put aside partisanship as often as we
possibly can as we try and put this economy back on its feet.
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SENATOR HEATH: Senator King, would you be willing to put
aside partisanship and join me in trimming the budget as you ask us
to join you in doing more lovely things on the state as an example of
closing the subsidized ski areas and releasing some of these expen-
sive people who are competing with the private businesses in your
district and mine? Would that be a nonpartisan kind of act in good
faith so that when Republicans do Democratic things, you can say
well we did this Republican kind of thing with you?
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I think that we are all going
to have to be willing to put everything on the table to discuss in the
coming year so that we can address the issues that are left unad-
dressed by this Medicaid loophole.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Mr. President, Senator Hollingworth
never misses an opportunity to hit me over the head for not having
attended meetings of the Finance committee, a committee of which
I am not a member. Given the realities of the real world where some
of us have to earn a living, including my critic. But it is not always
possible to attend meetings of committees of which you are not a
member. It is not even possible to attend meetings of all of the com-
mittees of which you are a member, because they often overlap. But,
nonetheless, to relieve the Senator's anxiety or problem with my
conduct in a more serious way, Mr. President, to prove from my point
of view at least, the makeup of the Finance committee. I publicly ask
the President of the Senate to appoint the Senator from district 17
to the Finance committee in the next session.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, I would be glad to entertain that
in my office if you would like to come up and make an appointment to
see me. Right now, I would like to get on with the debate that we
have before us.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: To further respond to Senator Hol-
lingworth, if the President does not see fit to make me a member of
that committee. I have already resolved to attend every possible
meeting of that committee, even at the expense of not attending the
meetings of the committees to which I am assigned. Because it is
clear that that is the committee where the power is and that is the
committee that is doing, in the opinion of this Senator alone, a very
poor job. I agree with the criticism of the Republican party. You
can't tell the difference in this chamber between the Republican
party and the Democrat party. The fact is, that this chamber is com-
prised of a majority.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: Senator, that is a speech and there are
members of this body that have not been allowed to speak yet. If you
would take your seat and let us get on with the debate.
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SENATOR HUMPHREY: The President is right, it is a speech. I
thought it was a rather good one, myself.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Heath, interestingly, Senator Hum-
phreys non-question sort of brought this to mind. You have said it
twice, so I think it is important for me to pin you on it.
SENATOR HEATH: Please.
SENATOR MCLANE: This is so typical of the rhetoric of where we
are going to cut, but let's take the ski areas, because you have said it
twice. The ski areas not only make money for your information, but
they carry at this point, the whole damn park system. I think it is
important for that bit of information to get cleared up. If you go
around saying, it is like saying that you are going to cut the liquor
stores. That is exactly what we are talking about when you say cut-
ting off your nose to spite your face. Would you close down Cannon
and Sunapee to spite the fact that they carry at least their own
summer operations, if not other parks within the system?
SENATOR HEATH: Senator, I am pleased to respond to that. First
of all, the simple answer is in a second, I would close them down. We
have no business being in business and competing with private busi-
ness and doing it poorly. But as to their profit-making ability, I don't
know what school of business you went to, but you cannot make the
argument that a company, if you want to call it that, because if you
were in the private sector it would be, that it has never paid it's
capital acquisition expenses that is self-insured, that the cost that
you don't see in the books anymore than the cost of the buildings or
the equipment, that can't even run a cigar box kind of operation.
That is, they can't take in the front door, but they pay out in cost
over the years over the course of a fiscal year, 1 out of 50 years, they
can't do that. It is not a business that is making profits. If the parks
are running off of that, then you believe, well I guess you do believe
in flimflam, because you just voted for it. But there is no way that
you can make the argument that those businesses in and of them-
selves, forget that they are self insured, forget the benefits that
don't get counted into the picture. Forget the capitalization and the
land acquisition that is not in the picture. Even then what you have
to look at is the competition, and they undercut private businesses.
They advertise, they sell for about $3 a day under the going private
businesses and we tax those with Rooms and Meals, we tax them
with the Business Profits. They are competing against taxpaying
private businesses and undercutting them. We are subsidizing them.
If you look at the books in any fair way, you would have to believe
that. If you can't cut that tax dollar, $63 thousand for one person to
run it by a person who by the way, who was last year a critic, the
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same as I am now of the operation. That was before he was offered
the job, that silenced one critic, but it is an expensive kind of thing
to do. If you can't cut that dollar, then don't come back after some
more money. I guess that's it. If you cut that, then I will come back
with some other savings for you.
Recess.
Senator Delahunty in the Chair.
Senator Currier moved the question.
SENATOR DISNARD: I am going to support this bill. I am proud
to be a co-sponsor. What the bill does, it allows this state to ask the
federal government if it is possible to obtain additional dollars
through Medicaid. Which we have been doing with the 8 percent. I
certainly agree with Senator Hollingworth that mandates are being
pressed on us and we need to help and this is one way; however, I've
heard Democratic candidates mentioned today. I am sitting here as a
Democratic Leader and I am hearing the bashing of the Democrats,
but I want to say one thing. I haven't heard anyone say what the
President in Europe stated, we are not in a recession. Who believes
that? I haven't heard anyone say, why should the President be insti-
gating in a few months a loan to Israel to bring in $12,000,000 of
housing to bring in the people from the Soviet Union. I don't hear
one person say, why doesn't the President bring back the troops
from Korea and bring back the troops from Germany and save us
billions and billions of dollars. Therefore, have more monies, because
we are allowing the people in Germany, we are allowing the people in
Japan to have billions and billions of dollars that we are supporting
troops to help them out to have additional dollars because they don't
have to spend that money on defense to increase their industries, to
buy industries in this country, to improve the mechanisms in their
industries so that we can lose to them. Let us look at where we
might obtain monies that we are spending rather than bashing ev-
eryone all the time. Let's look and do a good job. We need this
money. We need it to help offset the mandates and I am for one not
going back and telling my people who elected me, that we may have
to cut $200,000,000 in programs in the next two years without look-
ing at the opportunity to obtain dollars from Medicaid that other
states are getting. I'm just not going to do it. Thank you.
Recess.
President Dupont in the Chair.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: I also welcome the opportunity to
greet my colleagues again. I wasn't going to speak on this issue, but
it seems like everyone else has, so I will say my piece, too. I would
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like to state in a manner that is not partisan and not demagoguery,
Senator Shaheen. Just a few simple facts relating to a key issue
raised by this bill which very few people have talked about. It is a
serious issue facing us as Americans, not as Republicans or Demo-
crats or people in New Hampshire, but as Americans. That is the
fact that in my opinion the most serious domestic issue facing this
country and this economy is the fact that we are drowning in a sea of
federal debt. The federal debt after 60 years of big government at
the federal level, is now at the level of $3.2 trillion. That is $16 thou-
sand that each man, woman or child in this country owes, owes to
people who hold bonds, whether they be Japanese investors, Euro-
peans, rich Americans or what have you. Interest on the federal
debt is $222 billion a year, which is the second largest item in our
whole federal budget. The federal deficit is gi'owing at the rate of
$1,000,000 a day. I think, at least I hope, that every single person in
this room understands that the money we are going after is not real
money. It does not exist. There is no money appropriated for this, it
is not set aside. We are simply increasing the federal deficit by going
after this money. Medicaid is an open ended progi'am at the federal
level. All that we are doing if we pass this bill is increasing the fed-
eral debt, putting a further burden on ourselves and each one of us
in the room is a federal taxpayer and we are putting a burden on our
children and on our grandchildren. Now the issue is a trail balloon
was floated earlier this session about bonding the deficit. That bal-
loon was shot down, no one thought that that was a good idea. But
that is exactly what we are doing today. We are bonding our deficit,
but instead of using state bonds, we are using federal bonds, trea-
sury notes and securities. We are simply, as I said earlier, enriching
foreign investors who buy treasury securities. There is not one per-
son in this room who will ever be able to say again in any political
campaign, whether it is their own campaign for higher office, the
same office, or supporting some other candidate, or working in the
media, or WTiting an article. No one who votes for this bill will ever
be able to say with a straight face, that they care about the federal
deficit. Because if you vote for this, you are proving that you don't.
Now I am told that by raising these points, I am not being responsi-
ble. I am not being part of a team. I am not doing what is best for my
citizens. But, the message that I am getting here today, is that the
New Hampshire Legislature wants people to believe that leadership
in New Hampshire consists of making our state the biggest pig at
the federal trough. I don't agree with that. I think that this is a
disgrace. I agi'ee with the earlier comments that have been made
about it being a flimflam scam. I strongly urge everyone in here to
vote against this.
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SENATOR J. KING: The last time that we voted on a bill similar to
this, I voted for it and I intend to vote for it today. I will reiterate the
same statement that I made at that time. That my champion cause
has been revenue sharing back to the locals. I think at that time, and
I think that most of you are aware of that, because that has been my
campaign, my concentration while I have been in the Senate. No
matter whether it is the state sending money back to the cities and
towns or the federal sending it back to the cities and towns, I am
very, very, happy to take it. That is where it belongs in the first
place and that is where it should have been used in the first place. I
have no qualms whatsoever, of taking back some of the money that
we sent down there to begin with, I have no qualms about running, if
I ever do run for any other office, or even the same one again, to be
concerned about me not being concerned about the federal deficit. I
think that by telling them now, that we are willing to take the money
from there and put it where it belongs, either the state or the locals,
we should do the same thing when we get down there. The amount
that New Hampshire is going to get is very, very significant at this
point in time. It is insignificant for the way that they spend down in
Washington. They won't even know that it's gone. But it is certainly
significant here. It could in the long run save us many millions of
dollars more because of the businesses it could affect, because of the
foreclosures that it could cause and god only knows what it could do.
And last but not least, it is a law, passed. Maybe you were down
there. Senator Humphrey, I don't know, but passed by the federal
government, and New Hampshire like anyone else, has that right to
take advantage of it and use it as long as it is done legally, and that is
what we are doing. Thank you.
SENATOR HOUGH: I rise in support of passage of this bill. I, too
would say that it is good to be back in Concord and in this Chamber.
Senator Humphrey, some of your remarks and the purpose to those
remarks that was not meant in a personal way, but a statement of
position as to how we act was directed at me and I recognized that.
I'll accept that and I'll accept the good spirit in which you give that
criticism. We had some philosophical argument for and against. We
have heard of Senator Humphrey's credo as to conservative govern-
ment and while I may not agree, and it is correctly articulated and
interesting, and I respect your position. I respect you in supporting
that position at all times. We have heard from the Leader of the
Democratic party. Senator Disnard. We have heard from our Major-
ity Leader, Senator Delahunty, and Father Fischer, if we had a few
more hours, we would inflict some religious debate into this debate
so that they be all inclusive. But I think that the peoples business in
New Hampshire would be best served if we concentrate specifically
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on what is in front of us. I am a member of the Fiscal committee and
I will take your criticism. As to reconstituting the Fiscal committee,
that will be left to the people that are in the Leadership position in
this body. But I would tell you this, my 20 years in this State House
have brought me to a realization that you confront the problems that
the state faces on a daily basis. You don't come to those problems
and the resolution of those problems with a philosophical bander or
partisan band. You recognize what the issue is and you try to struc-
ture and craft a solution to today's problems. The people that were
involved in those solutions that would let their philosophies drive
them, you would in fact have gindlock if not anarchy. We know what
is happening in the state of New Hampshire. We can eliminate state
positions, but the state positions that we would be looking to elimi-
nate are in the area of human services, where the caseloads are
growing on a daily basis, all well and good. Government has a legiti-
mate right to exist. Government in New Hampshire has a legitamate
right to exist. Our sources of revenue in this state are driven on the
economy and the economy is on a downturn. We are in a deficit posi-
tion and we are going to continue to be in a deficit position until the
economy turns around. It has done that in the past, and it will do it
in the future. This is the worse economic downturn since the great
depression in the state of New Hampshire. You are finding replace-
ment industries of the old textiles and woolen industries and rail-
roads being replaced by the Insurance companies and the finance
institutions and they are hemorrhaging all across the state and yet
there are New Hampshire people that are being displaced. We can't
ignore them, we have to fix today's problem with any resource that
we have available. I will take the criticism. I will take the responsi-
bility. I do it in all good conscience and tomorrow's solutions to to-
morrow's problem will be no more acceptable, but we will face the
problem in any fashion that we can so that can move forward. We
have to be positive. We have to give the people of New Hampshire a
sense of positive attitudes. New Hampshire as we know does not
have a spending problem, it has a revenue problem. Governor Gregg
correctly in criticism of me, would lead you to believe that I am
responsible for driving us to a broad base tax. That is not the ques-
tion. He knows full well that there are events that are greater than
he is, and that are greater than we are in this body, that are control-
ling us. We have to fix the immediate problems of the day and face
tomorrow's problems with the same type of solution. We have to pass
this. It doesn't matter what your philosophy is or what party you are
a member of We are going to pass it, and it will give us a breather.
When we come back in January, we are going to find a continued
erosion of our revenue sources and we are still going to have to meet
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the essential needs of the people of the state of New Hampshire.
You'll be here, Roger, and our solutions in January will be even more
imaginative, you know it and I know it.




A Roll Call was requested by Senator Humphrey.
Seconded by Senator Nelson.
Paired votes: Senator Pressly and Senator Humphrey.
The following Senators voted yes: Oleson, W. King, Eraser, Hough,
Dupont, Currier, Disnard, Roberge, Blaisdell, Bass, Nelson,
McLane, Podles, J. King, Russman, Shaheen, Delahunty, Hol-
lingworth, Cohen.
The following Senators voted no: Heath, Colantuono, St. Jean.




Senator Delahunty moved that the Rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to allow HB 75-FN-A to be on third reading and final
passage at the present time.
Adopted.
Ordered to Third Reading.
RESOLUTION
SR 12, urging the Commissioner of health and human services to
present a plan for the utilization of certain medicaid moneys to the
fiscal committee. Senator McLane.
SR12
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the year of Our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ninety-two
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A RESOLUTION
urging the Commissioner of health and human services
to present a plan for the utilization of certain
medicaid moneys to the fiscal committee.
Whereas, children represent the national security of the United
States; and
Whereas, children represent the future of New Hampshire; and
Whereas, an investment in children represents an investment in a
competitive New Hampshire work force; and
Whereas, New Hampshire's educational, health and protective
services are meant to preserve our state's most valuable resource;
and
Whereas, the medicaid program was designed to provide health
care for Americans living in poverty; and
Whereas, children represent 44 percent of New Hampshire's medi-
caid recipients, a figure similar to other states; and
Whereas, children receive a smaller proportion of the state's medi-
caid dollars than the children in any other state in the United States;
and
Whereas, New Hampshire's services for children are overbur-
dened; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate:
That the New Hampshire Senate endorses the use of the adminis-
trative fee of the medicaid enhancement legislation for preventive
and protective services for children and urges the commissioner of
the department of health and human services to present a plan for
the utilization of those monies to the fiscal committee.
SENATOR MCLANE: If I could pass out this information too, I
would be appreciative. That comes from the Childrens Defense fund.
Senator King and I, for a week have been contemplating things that
we have heard from Marian Wright Edelman who is a head of the
Childrens Defense Fund. For the last couple of days we have been
contemplating an amendment to the bill that you just passed. After
a long and sometimes emotional day we have finally been persuaded
by Doctor Bird, that it might jeopardize $200,000,000 and seeing
that that is more than children have ever seen in this state, we de-
cided that Resolution might be as well. The Resolution has been
drafted, and unfoi-tunately, my name got left off. The operative part
of this Resolution is on lines 12 and 13. If you leave today with any
bit of information, I wish it would be those lines. New Hampshire
spends less on Medicaid for children than any other state in the un-
ion. Here we are using Medicaid to help our state budget and we felt
very strongly that kids and Medicaid should be addressed at the
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same time. One of the most telling points that Marian Wright
Edelman makes is that when you put money into prenatal care and
into vaccinations, into Medicaid coverage for poor children, you get
it back 3-fold within the first year. That is the sort of money that
New Hampshire is wasting by not doing anything but the minimum.
Vermont covers Medicaid up to 215 percent of poverty. We do only
the bare federal minimum. Because of that we are losing money on
kids. So I am sure that many others of you would have liked to have
gone on this Resolution. It took a long time in coming, but I would
hope that the members of this Senate could pass this Resolution
unanimously, and urge Doctor Bird that if the money comes in, that
the first place that he look is for medical preventive programs for
kids.
SENATOR PODLES: I support SR 12. This is going to make a posi-
tive difference in the lives of children. It is going to give them a
chance for a decent life. Also, it is going to provide necessary serv-
ices for children, services that they really need. A state is usually
judged how it takes care of childi'en and I would urge favorable
action on this Resolution.
SENATOR NELSON: I rise and it isn't easy to rise on children as
usual to say anything against anybody, but make it, let's be clear
about this, I am not against children or anything like that. I think
that we should have good progi-ams for children, but we don't have
good programs for children. I just voted for a piece of legislation
because I didn't want to see the taxpayers in Nashua and the rest of
the state take it on the chin. Nashua has the highest unemployment
rate in the state. We can't ask anymore of those people down there to
pay. Now we come in with a "feel good Resolution" that is going to
urge the head of Health and Human Services to present a plan. This
guy ought to be presenting a plan. No disrespect intended by the
word this guy. We shouldn't be urging anybody to do anything. We
should be specific in what we are asking and require them to do
these kinds of things. This on the heels of everything else. Forget it.
Either we take care of these kids or we don't. This is another one of
those "feel good Resolutions".
SENATOR HEATH: Senator McLane, is this Resolution, if I read it
correctly, this is the first time that I have seen it. Doing what we
could have done by law, but not doing it by law, by doing it by Resolu-
tion. What we could have done in the budget by law, couldn't we have
mandated that through the budgetary process?
SENATOR MCLANE: There are several programs to do with pre-
ventive programs. The first one being the vaccines. The second one
being the training of social workers. There are several programs
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that we did not include in our last budget, because we cut them out.
We are saying that if Doctor Bird is going to look at that $1,000,000
that he has gotten for administrative costs for this program and
come to the fiscal committee and ask for a new positions for any-
thing with that money, that we want him to present programs that
will help kids. That is all we are saying. It is not, if I may point out,
via you to the Senator from Nashua, going to cost the citizens of
Nashua anything, because it is Doctor Bird's administrative money
that we are tapping.
SENATOR HEATH: But, Senator, why is it that you didn't do this
yourself, why are you urging Doctor Bird to do this when you had
the opportunity in serving on the appropriate committees to do that
by law instead of Resolution urging him? Isn't that passing the
buck?
SENATOR MCLANE: No. It isn't at all passing the buck. These are
programs that were defeated in the last session that we are putting
forward and saying to Doctor Bird, if you spend money on anything,
this is where we want you to spend it, is on children. True, we are
not saying to him, you have to do that. We are urging him. But that is
what a Resolution is all about. A Resolution has no force of law. But
it's point is to point out again, and again, and again, that New Hamp-
shire should be ashamed of itself in terms of what it does for kids.
We are lowest in Medicaid for kids.
SENATOR HEATH: Beside from the fact that I disagree that New
Hampshire should be ashamed of itself for what it does with chil-
dren, because it does quite well. Senator, why would you not make
this a piece of legislation instead of making a Resolution if you be-
lieve that deeply that we should be doing this?
SENATOR MCLANE: It is waiting on the receipt of the Medicaid
money. We were convinced that if you put a hold on that Medicaid
money before it has been received, that it would jeopardize the
state's applying for the money and we did not want to do that.
SENATOR HEATH: Is that some sort of subterfuge that it jeopard-
ize it if we came out and said this is what that money should be spent
for?
SENATOR MCLANE: I clearly resent that subterfuge. I think it is
very, very clear what this Resolution calls for. It calls for people like
yourself to look at the situation of kids and Medicaid in this state and
to urge the director to make a program clearly with the next money
that he has to help kids. I think it is as clear as it can be.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Some people might not believe this,
but I suppose that I could support the Resolution on the grounds
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that first of all, it's harmless and second of all, I would rather see the
money now that we have it, be put to good use rather than just enter
the administrative budget over there. But I guess my question is
does it really cost a million dollars to administer this Medicaid tax
that we just passed? Is that what we are being told?
SENATOR MCLANE: Five milhon is the cost.
SENATOR COLANTUONO: Five million dollars . . .
SENATOR MCLANE: Well you have to get those fax machines, fax
the money down, fax the money back, I'm just trying to point out to
Doctor Bird and to the Governor, that we are failing in our priorities
in kids and that is where we would like to see that money go.
SENATOR W. KING: Senator Heath, I guess I would like to start
by just saying that you and I probably agree to some extent in terms
of the questions that you asked Senator McLane. The fact of the
matter is, that this is more feel good than it is anything else. Al-
though, I would hope that Doctor Bird would get the message fairly
clearly from us that if the Senate is interested in this, that during
the next go around on the budget, which is going to be happening
starting in January that he would best be aware of that and do some-
thing about it. This does ask him to take a specific action which is to
present a plan to the Fiscal committee. I guess I was one of the
people who felt as Senator McLane did initially, that we ought to put
this in the legislation. Commissioner Bird carrying the water for the
Governor, decided that he had best tell us all that we couldn't possi-
ble do this. The interesting thing to me about this is, that Commis-
sioner Bird thinks that it is okay for us to look for $250,000,000 of
Medicaid money to balance our budget, and to say it right out front,
that we are looking for this money to balance our budget. But to put
anything in there about serving poor kids, we might not get that
money. Now that is absurd on it's face. Because the purpose of Medi-
caid dollars is to serve poor kids. Commissioner Bird is nuts I think,
when it comes to this issue. But there is nothing that I can do about
it from a practical point of view. We didn't have the votes. So because
we didn't have the votes, and because we couldn't build a consensus
for the votes which is the most important part of it, it was felt that
the best thing for us to do would be to let Commissioner Bird know
full well that this Senate believes that we are not meeting the needs
of children in this state. That in fact by not meeting those needs it is
going to cost us more in the long run. If we do not do something
about that, and specifically, if we do not use some of this $5,000,000
in administrative funds that it was going to cost us far more in the
long run. I don't think that anybody could dispute that we have al-
ready set-up the structure that we need to administer these Medi-
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caid dollars because we have already seen them coming into the
state. We don't need more bureaucrats to administer the dollars just
because we have $250 more of them. We made one more fax machine
to keep Senator McLane happy, but we don't need more bureaucrats
and we don't need to spend more money on administration. Commis-
sioner Bird better bring forward a plan for dealing with those ad-
ministrative dollars in the way that we have requested or he is going
to find himself up against a lot of stone walls in the next session of
the Legislature.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, I want to just say that I cer-
tainly appreciate the work and the hard work that all of the Senators
who put their name on this bill. I know Senator Podles works very
hard for children. I have seen all that she has done raising money.
Senator Shaheen has kids of her own and so forth. No, I don't want
to make light of anything, but the question I want to ask is this, do
you not think that Commissioner Bird who is a top ranking official in
the Executive Branch of government in the state of New Hamp-
shire, who has already met with you, doesn't already know about
this and some Resolution is going to make a major difference in the
way in which we handle these programs for children in the state of
New Hampshire and fund them?
SENATOR W' KING: Senator Nelson, I think that if the Senate
goes on record with this Resolution it will be a clear message to
Commissioner Bird that his behavior needs to change in the next
session of the Legislature and that he needs to start to working for
both the Legislative Branch as well as the Governor.
SENATOR NELSON: Am I to understand, Senator King, that the
same gentlemen who sat in room at the Bridges house, with all of
these lustrous people and this body, is the same man to which you
refer and does not know the wishes of the Legislature, that we have
to put it in this Resolution? If he doesn't know it by now, when is he
going to get it?
SENATORW KING: Well, Senator Nelson, I am not sure that I can
comment on that. I think in general, bureaucrats need to be re-
minded on a fairly regular basis of what it is that we want from them
and particularly when they feel that they have to carry water for the
Governor as well.
SENATOR NELSON: Senator King, after all of the discussion we
have had on this floor about bipartisan activity with the Governor
sitting at the meeting at the Bridges house, it was my understand-
ing that we are all carrying water, regardless of party or title, for the
people of the state of New Hampshire and Harry Bird was one of
them, would you believe?
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SENATOR W. KING: Yes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: Well I don't want to belabor the matter,
but I think it is important to clarify. Are we talking about spending
now for the purposes outlined in the Resolution? The money that we
have just voted to apply for? Is that the idea?
SENATOR MCLANE: The administrative.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: But it is that money which we have just
voted to apply for which will pay for this program, is that correct?
SENATOR MCLANE: Yes.
SENATOR HUMPHREY: So in seeking and embracing that Medi-
caid scam, we are doing that not only to make up the deficit, but to
embrace new spending as well, is that correct?
SENATOR MCLANE: To administration or go to kids, whichever
one you want?
SENATOR W. KING: The Senate President has noted that a Reso-
lution can't spend money, and I will repeat that on his behalf. I will
add to that that we are not asking that any more be spent. We are
saying that the money should not be spent on bureaucrats, but on
things that will save us money in the long run, and specifically on
areas where deficits exist in serving the needs of children in the
state of New Hampshire.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Wayne King, do you not in counting
the absurdities in this whole fiasco, do you not count also, the ab-
surdity the federal government, never mind which party controls
Congress and designed this legislation allows $5,000,000 for the
state of New Hampshire and probably by the same ratio to other
states to administer something that costs us essentially nothing to
administer. Is there an absurdity in there, and is there waste built
into that program that has such a high administrative margin as
$5,000,000 for something that testimony by the administrator of it,
says it cost him virtually nothing to administrate.
SENATOR W. KING: The answer is yes indeed that I believe it to
be absurd and that is why we have put this Resolution in so that we
ask for it.
SENATOR HEATH: Then do you agree that this is a program on
the federal level, is cropped with waste?
SENATOR W KING: I think that this was poorly written legisla-
tion on the federal level, absolutely. But that in part, it was meant to
address what is an extraordinary serious problem in this country
and that is that 37 million people are without health care and we
have administration who doesn't care about that.
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SENATOR SHAHEEN: Senator King, isn't it true that is address-
ing only the 1 percent of the fund that is earmarked directly for
administration?
SENATOR W. KING: That is correct.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: And isn't it true that the sense of this Res-
olution is that we take that money and instead of putting it into
those administrative costs, we ask the Commissioner and the Health
and Human Services to put it directly into programs?
SENATOR W. KING: Correct.
SENATOR SHAHEEN: And that is the only thing that we are try-
ing to do here?
SENATOR W. KING: That is correct.
SENATOR MCLANE: Senator Nelson, if you recognized that after
a long day we have come up with a Resolution which is principally
meant to be educational. Did you know that New Hampshire was
48th in it's support for Medicaid payments for children?
SENATOR NELSON: I absolutely knew that education is 48th in
Medicaid, 50th in Education, cuts all funds to children, but I say to
you and my wonderful colleague from the seacoast, your answer,
that urging the Commissioner to present a plan is no guarantee that
the plan is going to be there. That's all I am saying. So, yes, the
answer to the question is, yes. Not only did I know it in that, I knew
it in Education, and all of the other areas in the Medicaid, in the food
program, the food stamps, all of those little kids that are starving, all
the people that are out of work. Yes, I know that. Why do you think
that I have this intensity because I think that we ought to do some-
thing instead of just saying these little urges to a man who can say,
no, because there is no weight of law in this. I am agreeing with you
in a crazy sort of way, you might say.
SENATOR MCLANE: Good.
SENATOR HEATH: Senator Shaheen, you mentioned the high ad-
ministrative cost that we don't need to spend that can be transferred
over to this program. I don't frankly, disagi'ee, but I am asking you if
this program that is not so well, that we can take essentially all of
the administrative cost, collect them as if we were administrating
and then put them back into program. Are there not other programs
that Congress has handed down that would have this kind of largess
that we can take advantage of to help our economic situation here?
SENATOR SHAHEEN: I guess the only thing I am concerned
about today, is this program and how we can deal with it in a way
that is going to help the kids in this state.
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Senator Currier moved the question.
Adopted.
SR 12 is Adopted.
Senator Heath in opposition to SR 12.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SENATOR DELAHUNTY (Rule #44): A httle earher we welcomed
guests to the Senate and everybody had a chance to introduce their
guest and we evidently have a new addition to the Senate family. I
think that it would be nice to give our Senate President and his
lovely wife, Andrea and send them a congratulations for their newly
born daughter, Ashley Ann who was born on Wednesday. Congratu-
lations.
PRESIDENT DUPONT: I would like to take a minute to respond to
that. I want you all to know that both Andrea and I appreciate
greatly, and she will visit at some point during the session and again,





The House of Representatives has passed a Resolution with the fol-
lowing title, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the
Senate:
HJR 5, urging Congress to place a moratorium in the changes in the
current medicaid regulations to ensure that New Hampshire's medi-
caid enhancement fund is fully funded for fiscal years 1992 and 1993.
INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILLS
HJR 5, urging Congress to place a moratorium on changes in the
current medicaid regulations to ensure that New Hampshire's medi-
caid enhancement fund is fully funded for fiscal years 1992 and 1993.
Finance committee.
Refered to Finance (Rule #24)
RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the Senate now adjourn from the
early session, that the business of the late session be in order at the
present time, and that when we adjourn, we adjourn to the Call of
the Chair.
Adopted.
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RESOLUTION
Senator Delahunty moved that the business of the day being com-
pleted, the Senate recess for the purpose of House Messages and
Enrolled Bills reports, and amendments when we adjourn we ad-
journ to the Call of the Chair.
Adopted.
Senator Currier moved that we recess to the Call of the Chair.
Adopted.
LATE SESSION
HE 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and contin-
ually appropriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Ways and Means committee. Ought to Pass. Senator McLane for the
committee.




REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENROLLED BILLS
The Committee on Enrolled Bills has examined and found correctly
Enrolled the following entitled House Bill:
HB 75, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and continually ap-
propriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Adopted.






The index on the pages immediately following refers to bills and resolutions by number.
Some of the subjects are in amendments rather than the original bills. Other subject matter
is referenced to page numbers. The numerical index following this index gives the page
reference to all amendments and action on numbered bills and resolutions.
A
Abortion
encouraging introduction of French abortion pill RU486 into US,
and urging that NH be site of clinical trials HCR 11
minors and incompetents, parental notification required SB 34
Access to health care, advisory committee HB 319
Actions and proceedings
child abuse and neglect, confidential information SB 94
product liability actions, discovery, disclosure of information SB 91
wrongful death, damages, elements to be considered; limitation
increased SB 81
Active military service, definition HB 116
Adjutant general
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Administrative inspection warrants, municipal officials HB 385
Administrative procedures
interim rule adoption procedure changed; alternate members added to
legislative committee on administrative rules SB 24
reimbursement rates for medical assistance exempt from publication. . . .HB 213am
rules, proposed, statement that they do not violate constitutional
ban on unfunded state mandates SB 97
Administrative services
American Management Systems contracts, appropriation; bonds HB 25
capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35
collection of fines and fees, study HB 610
commissioner, authority to contract for attorneys for indigent
defendants removed HB 707
lease purchase agi'eements with Deny and Milford for new district
courthouses HB 193am
Manchester district court, new facility; site planning appropriation;
architectural requirements HB 328
Nashua superior courthouse, furnishings and security system,
appropriation; bonds SB 64
plant and property division, supplemental appropriations for heat,
electricity, and water HB 50
purchase of supplies, waivers from requirements to prevent loss
of federal funds HB 65am
report on participants covered by state gi'oup health insurance HB 65am
Rockingham county, new courthouse
and Hillsborough county courthouse furnishings, appropriations,
bonds ' SB 117
appropriation; bonds SB 11
state sponsored credit card program SB 59
Adoption
appeal of decrees, priority in supreme court SB 104
appeals, supreme court urged to give preferred status SCR 3
person to be adopted present in state; documentation
for child from out of state SB 96
Advertising
alcoholic beverages, restrictions on wholesale distributor licensees HB 65am
outdoor See: Outdoor advertising
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Advisory committee on economic development SB 111
Aerial lift safety, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Aeronautics
airmen, registration certificates good for 4 years, fees increased HB 1(57
commission, various airports capital improvements
appropriations extended SB 117
division, capital improvements appropriation; various appropriations
extended HB 35
Affordable housing fund, 50% of accumulated surplus of IDA
may be allocated HB 648
Agricultural plates, tractors; towing implements included HB 373
Agriculture
commissioner, milk, small producers, minimum prices; rulemaking;
fines HB 442am
department
animal industry division, funds transferred to general services HB 50
manure, compost, and chemical fertilizers, best management practices,
investigation of improper handling HB 153
mosquito control committee reinstated SB 124
products, uniform penalties HB 356
AIDS, exposure of towing personnel, notification to medical
referral consultants SB 47
Air pollution
conti'ol, motor vehicle emissions inspections program, termination
date extended HB 1 14
laws, enforcement by local officials, notification of attorney
general and air resources director HB 751
Air resources
funds transferred to general services HB 50
permit application fees, nonlapsing fund continually appropriated HB 211
Airmen, registration certificates good for 4 years, fees increased HB 167
Airports
Berlin and Whitefield, 1989 appropriation redesignated and extended HB 688
capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
Skyhaven airjjort operation commission SB 5
Alcohol and drug abuse prevention office
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
multiple offender intervention progi'am, rulemaking HB 627
Alcoholic beverages
advertising restrictions on wholesale distributor licensees HB 65am
agency liquor stores, regulation; location HB 334
drink "rail, defined HB 125am
driving under influence. See: Motor vehicles, DWI
intoxication level reduced HB 298
licenses
hotel cocktail lounges, requirements HB 65am
military clubs, special; age of applicants changed to 21;
employment of minors HB 390
on-site caterers may subcontract for food preparation SB 185am
supplemental, on-site caterers, service to general public; veterans
and social clubs, minors allowed at certain times SB 206am
state stores
and establishments selling, warning to i)regnant women of risk
of birth defects HB 299am
closed stores reopened; i)roposed closures prohibited SB 39
1-95, capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
1-95 North, apijroijriation; bonds SB 117
located on interstate highways, reimbursement to locality for
emei'gency services; negotiations HB 65am
Plymouth, driveway permit SB 117
profitable, closed with fiscal committee and governor
and council approval HB 143am
transporting open containers or transporting by minors, penalty HB 620am
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Alcoholic beverages (cont.)
wines, NH products defined; percentage blend approved by liquor
commission SB 123am
Alimony
child's social security benefit payments or subsequent
spouse's income not considered HB 455
exception HB 118am
Alzheimer's disease
placement of those afflicted, study HB 397
respite care, appropriate fees, limitation repealed HB 221
Ambulances, emergency medical services, licensing,
administrative fines HB 65am
American Management Systems contracts, appropriation; bonds HB 25
Anatomical gifts, notice on all driver's license forms SB 106
Androscoggin River, Berlin, waters reclassified HB 560
Animal industry division, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Animals
commercial feed, sales, uniform penalties HB 356
damaged by dogs, reimbursement by towns only if
owner of dog or insurance does not pay SB 115am
riding or driving on roadways, safety provisions HB 158am
transporting in open trucks prohibited unless in cage SB 68
Antique motor vehicles, registration plates issued same year as
manufacture of vehicle HB 335
Apples, grading, hearings; uniform penalties HB 356
Appropriations
capital improvements
certain projects funded by bonds; amounts from capital reserve
fund transferred to general fund HB 50am
reduced if revenue is less than expected HB 35
operating budget
1991 supplemental HB 50
1991 supplemental, effective date changed HB 171am
1992 and 1993 HB 25
1992 and 1993, affirming senate version and urging conference
committee to return to negotiations SR 10
Arbitration
domestic relations cases HB 530
new motor vehicle warranties HB 224
Architectural barrier free design code, new public buildings HB 35
Armed forces
general court member, vacancy due to active military service HB 116am
military reserve and national guard, temporary active duty, not
incompatible with state office CACR 7
supporting US troops in the Persian Gulf HCR 4
Women in Military Service for America Memorial Foundation, Inc.,
donations encouraged; appropriation SB 144am
Art fund, gifts, donations, or grants deposited; % from bid
price on new or enlarged state buildings removed SB 219
Artificial impoundments, study HB 210
Asbestos
management and control, administrative fines HB 65am
removal from state buildings, appropriation HB 25
Ashuelot River, Winchester, waters reclassified HB 560
Assault, against law enforcement officer, extended
term of imprisonment SB 27am
Athletic trainers, definition; licensed by board of medicine SB 62
Athletics, gender equity, study SB 85
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Attachments, prejudgjnent, against banks prohibited HB 704
Attorney general. See also: Justice department
charitable trust filing fees, restricted revenue HB 25
securities regulation HB 65am
to consider avenues to resolve border dispute with Maine
concerning Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and inner harbor HJR lam
Attorneys
general counsel added to PUC HB 713
indigent defendants
administrative services commissioner authority to contract
for services removed HB 707
fees, transfer of funds HB 65am
program, supplemental appropriation HB 50
repayment of fees, conviction not required; juvenile delinquents,
repayment to cost containment unit HB 381
Auburn district court, sessions in Northwood deleted HB 193am
Automated teller machines, warning if transaction fee is charged SB 17
B
Bail and recognizances. See also: Recognizance
bail jumping, penalties changed; arrest, jurisdiction SB 45
Ballot law commission
alternate members; hearing date HB 544am
appeals from board of recount HB 525
Bancroft Products, Inc., Concord, lease of state land HB 761am
Bankruptcy law, study HB 307
Banks
and financial institutions, study HB 283am
automated teller machines, warning if transaction fee is charged SB 17
business loans, collateral on personal guarantees SB 92
commissioner
fair credit billing, definitions; corrections of billing errors;
examinations; penalties HB 139
investment of public funds, secured by collateral, rulemaking;
advisory committee on coUateralization SB 83am




appointment of assistants, contract services, assessment of
costs of examination HB 475
small loan fund balance lapsed to general fund HB 50
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, name changed to Office of Thrift
Supervision SB 52
liquidation, emergency waiver of authorization to commence banking
operations; FDIC as liquidating agent not subject to waiver; open
bank assistance; prejudgment attachments prohibited HB 704am
receiving assistance from FDIC, deduction under business profits tax . . .SB 228am
recognizing FDIC chairman L. William Seidman for his
responsiveness to banking needs of the state SR 4
safe deposit boxes, rent unpaid, opened before officer
of corporation; auction, time extended HB 454
taxes, ci'edits under business profits tax, application HB 64am
Banquet facilities, alcoholic beverage license same as on-site
caterers SB 185
Barbers and cosmetology board, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Bass, Sen. Charles F, thanked for flowers presented to ladies of





provision repealed HB 245
license, free to holders of lifetime license; reference to special
license removed HB 212
Belknap county
attorney, salary, m.ethod of setting HB 429
commissioners elected by voters of districts; convention proceedings
printed annually HB 154
Bellamy River, water rights for Dover SB 187
Berlin
Municipal Airport, 1989
appropriation redesignated and extended HB 688
capital improvements appropriation, purpose changed SB 117
technical college, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Beverage containers, certain plastic holding devices prohibited HB 611
Big Pea Porridge Pond, Madison and Convi^ay, boats virith internal
combustion engines prohibited HB 555
Bill of rights for children adopted HCR 7
Billboards. See: Outdoor advertising
Bills and resolutions
amending or repealing revenue returned to cities and towns, "local"
placed after bill number SB 15am
deadlines for 1991 session SR 8
debt service fiscal impact note HB 622am
fiscal notes required, exceptions HB 65am
HB 685am
prior notification to certain unions of bills affecting retirement
system SB 207
Bingo
charitable organizations, number of winner take all
games per date increased SB 181
inspection, funds transferred to general services HB 50
lucky 7, funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
prize value and number of games increased SB 157am
effective date changed HB 65am
raffles at same time and place SB 189am
Births
defects, warning to pregnant women of risk, at state stores and
establishments selling alcoholic beverages HB 299am
premature, study HB 288
prenatal care, access for low income women, appropriation SB 177
registration cards, fees increased HB 65am
Blaisdell, Sen. Clesson J.
remarks about University system budget 219-220
remarks on Finance committee and budget suggestions 299-300
Blind
aid to needy, electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
services, rulemaking authority, education commissioner HB 463am
Boats
marine pollution, administrative fines HB 496
motor
horsepower limited on Long Pond in Northwood, compliance date
extended HB 286
internal combustion engines prohibited on Big Pea Porridge Pond,
Madison and Conway HB 555
maximum speed limits; fines SB 193
petroleum powered prohibited on Tewksbury Pond in Grafton HB 419
sailboards, personal flotation devices not required HB 351
sales without mufflers prohibited, exception; various penalties
added; mooring without permission prohibited HB 517am
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Boats (cont.)
ski craft redefined to include wave runner SB 63
Bob Crouter, heart transplant recipient, remarks on naming- anatomical
gifts act for (SB 106) 214-216
BOCA Basic Building Code, most recent edition adopted as rule HB 282
Bodily injury, governmental units liability limited, streets
and sidewalks, weather hazards SB 151
Boiler and elevator inspection fund repealed HB 65am
Bonds
revenue
Amei'ican Management Systems contracts HB 25
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Cheshire bridge, Charlestown HB 323
Conway branch railroad line SB 162
Conway village fire distnct HB 171am
economic development fund HB 50am
emergency shelter program for homeless HB 50am
fire standards and training commission, new facility, architectural
and engineering studies HB 50am
fire training academy SB 41
Glendale boathouse repair HB 50am
Gosling Road, Newmarket, additional improvements HB 427
highway construction projects HB 324
highways, borrowing power; turnpike system revenue bonds SB 3
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway SB 60
land conservation investment program reimbursement to general fund . . . .HB 50
Lebanon aiiport SB 117
Ledyard bridge, Hanover, environmental and engineering design
studies HB 448
liquor store on 1-95 North SB 117
Manchester ain^ort access, preliminary designs
and environmental impact HB 393
Manchester district court HB 328
Nashua superior courthouse furnishings and security system SB 64
NH Savings Bank land and building HB 65am
HB 785
Pease development authority HB 65am
Plymouth bridge on route 175A in Plymouth SB 54
Rochester post office renovation HB 193am
Rockingham county courthouse SB 11
Rf)ckingham county, new courthouse, and Hillsborough county
courthouse furnishings SB 117
state house fire protection and electrical system HB 50am
supreme court computer hardware HB 25
truck lane construction, route 2 in Jefferson SB 14
Warren bridge on route 25 in Wari'en SB 55
water pollution control revolving loan fund HB 50am
water pollution state aid grants HB 25
surety
executors and trustees, probate judges discretion HB 269
timber cutting in certain cases HB 519
Borders, NH-Maine, dispute concerning Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and inner
harbor, attorney general to consider avenues to resolve HJR lam
Bradford, Lake Massasecum and Warner River, hydrologic study
and field surveys SB 65
Bridge Street bridge, Storrs Street, Concord, added to 10 year
construction plan HB 553
Bridges
10 year construction plan. Bridge Street bridge. Concord, added;
Washington Street bridge removed HB 553
and highways, betterment program HB 660am
Cheshire bridge, Charlestown, purchase and rehabilitation,
appropriation increased HB 323
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Bridges (cont.)
construction, long-range program HB 784
Ledyard bridge, Hanover to Norwich, VT, environmental
and engineering design studies; bonds HB 448
Plymouth bridge on route 175A in Plymouth, replacement
appropriation; bonds SB 54
Warren bridge on route 25, high priority replacement SB 55am
Bristol Federated Church, charter reinstated HB 202am
Brookline-Hollis cooperative school district, converting from
area plan, reimbursement appropriation SB 149
Budget
capital improvements
certain projects funded by bonds; amounts from capital reserve
fund transferred to general fund HB 50am
reduced if revenue is less than expected HB 35
federal, balanced, petitioning Congress to submit a constitutional
amendment to the states HCR 2
operating
1991, supplemental appropriations HB 50
1991, supplemental appropriations; effective date changed HB 171am
1992 and 1993 HB 25
1992 and 1993, affirming senate version and urging conference
committee to return to negotiations SR 10
Building and loan associations, conversions HB 313
Building codes, violations
cease and desist orders HB 523
district court jurisdiction; citations; pleas by mail HB 595
Building permits, proposed zoning ordinances not applicable to
plats or applications already accepted HB 577
Buildings, pubhc
BOCA Basic Building Code and Life Safety Code, most recent editions
adopted as rules HB 282
designated smoking areas required HB 702
Bulk commodities, sale by vi^eight, vendor to keep copy of
invoice and original v^^eight ticket HB 447
Bush, President George, commended for leadership in the Persian Gulf vi^ar . . . .SR 5
Business corporations, charters reinstated, time extended HB 202
Business profits tax
credits for job creation and capital expenditures; annual
analysis of credits HB 64am
deductions
determining reasonable compensation HB 378am
qualified investment company and banks receiving assistance from
FDIC SB 228am
estimated payments, percentage rates changed HB 593am
exemption for qualified business in enterprise zone SB 217
increased for one year HB 146am
requesting revenue administration to change its interpretation applying
business profits tax to sale or rental of personal residences SR 11
US Internal Revenue Code defined HB 322
SB 119
Businesses
and industries, changes in corporation law to entice to the state;
what types to encourage; study SB 57
NH, international trade promotion SB 28
small, mini-loan program; appropriation SB 145
c
Camp Sargent Road, relocation HB 324
Canada-NH trade council SB 152am
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Cannon Mountain, ski area
certain operating costs a direct charge against gross sales
receipts HB 53am
operations
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
fund increased SB 117
Capital budget overview committee, review of projects in
capital improvements appropriation act HB 35am
Capital improvements
appropriations; reduced if revenue is less than expected HB 35
certain projects funded by bonds; amounts from capital reserve
fund transferred to general fund HB 50am
Capital reserve funds
cities, counties, or towns, funds invested in securities, collateral SB 83am
invested in public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
Capitol area government center, state purchase of land and
building from NH Savings Bank HB 65am
HB 785
Capitol Leasing Company, Inc., charter reinstated HB 673am
Catastrophic illness, funds, use; study SB 74am
Caterers, on-site, alcoholic beverage
license, subcontracts for food preparation SB 185am
supplemental license, service to general public SB 206
Cemetery, veterans, Pease Air Force Base HB 465
Centennial Home for the Aged, NH, charter amended, authority
to hold property increased HB 349
Central NH turnpike
construction and I'econstruction of exits, relocation of Camp Sargent
Road, and extension of circumferential beltway; appropriation HB 324
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway, appropiiation; bonds SB 60
sequencing of projects, and Nashua traffic conditions, study SB 167
Certificate of need, procedures changed HB 613
Channel 8, urged to provide NH news coverage or allow another station
to broadcast from the summit of Mt. Washington HCR 8am
Charitable organizations, tax exemption application filed
with municipality HB 652
Charitable trusts, filing fees restricted revenue HB 25
Charters
amended, NH Centennial Home for the Aged HB 349
cities and towns, local option HB 579
reinstated
Bristol Federated Church and Kim Sing Realty Co., Inc HB 202am
business corporations, time extended HB 202
Capitol Leasing Company, Inc. and Hagen and Spegiali, Inc HB 673am
Checks, payment by, credit card as identification, recording
information prohibited HB 752
Chemical fertilizer, be.st management practices,
authority of agriculture department HB 153
Cheney, Bruce G., retiring Chief of police of Laconia, res honoring 429
Cheshire bridge, Charlestown, purchase and rehabilitation,
appropriation increased HB 323
Cheshire county, attorney, salary, method of setting HB 429
Chicago Board Options Exchange, securities listed exempt from
registration HB 311
Chief medical examiner, indemnification HB 65am
new position SB 192am
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Child care
in public and private sector buildings, zoning ordinances to
encourage, study extended HB 711
resource and referral services HB 502
standards and licensing, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Child day care and child placing agencies, administrative fines HB 65am
Child placing agencies, child redefined SB 220am
Child pornography, purchase, possession, or control, misdemeanor HB 436
Children. See also: Juvenile dehnquents; Minors
abused or neglected
definitions amended; protective custody by police officer only;
written court orders; transfer of legal custody; dispositional
orders reviewed every 6 months SB 199
delinquent, or in need of services, appeals to supreme court SB 198
delinquent, or in need of services, court ordered placement out of
district, education department notified HB 461
delinquent, or in need of services, reports filed 5 days
before hearings HB 396am
proceedings, confidential information SB 94
statewide community based prevention plan, report date extended. . . .HB 330am
summons to include explanation of proceedings; preliminary
hearing, consequences to parental rights explained SB 125
adoption, present in state; documentation for child from out of state SB 96
and youth services
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
case records confidential; access, rulemaking SB 94
foster care, speedy payments SB 61
funds transferred to provide training for social workers and
juvenile services officers HB 65am
parole duties of juvenile parole board SB 95
rate setting methods, study SB 140am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
bill of rights adopted HCR 7
corporal punishment by parent, clarification of reasonable force SB 113
custody, award; stepparents' visitation rights HB 567am
dependent, aid to families
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
funds not reduced; transfers to emergency assistance, conditions HB 65am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
developmentally delayed, special education HB 433
foster care
child over 18 enrolled in high school SB 220
speedy payments by children and youth services division '.SB 61
in need of services, study HB 54am
legislative oversight committee HB 331
ombudsman for, study HB 330
preventive and protective services, endorsing use of medicaid
enhancement tax administrative fee SR 12
residential care, child redefined SB 220am
severely emotionally disturbed, services purchased from nonprofit
organizations by state exempt from competitive bidding HB 431am
support
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
orders, modification, substantial change or 3 years after last
order HB 406am
payments made to human services division HB 392
Chiropractors, treatment by, insurance coverage SB 30
Choice in education
program, certain school districts SB 131
voucher program SB 103
Christa McAuliffe planetarium, programs and equipment totally
funded from gifts exempt from competitive bidding SB 214
Cigarettes
sale to minors, penalties HB 696
study of sales SB 129
tax decreased HB 649am
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Cigarettes (cont.)
tax stamps affixed in state SB 129
use or possession of tobacco products by minors prohibited HB 353am
Cities
class IV and V highways, regrilation of use; conformance
to Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices HB 339
elections, hours of polling detei'mined by city
council 30 days before election HB 754
local option charters HB 579
tax rates set by SB 201
Civil actions
jury trials, amount in controversy exceeding $1,500 HB 715
trials, 6 member jury CACR 11am
Civil Rights day to replace Fast day SB 229am
HB 127
Claremont, technical college, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Clearcutting regulated, study HB 709
Clerk
assistant
Jeanne Geiman nominated 9
Lois Schmelzer nominated and elected 9-10
Gloria Randlett elected 8-9
Cocktail lounges, alcoholic beverage licenses, requirements HB 65am
Cohen, Sen. Burton J., announcement of engagement 861
Cold storage, administrative fines HB 65am
Collective bargaining
public employees, exempt from municipal budget law 10% rule HB 209
state employees
factfinder's report rejected HB 65am
issues expanded SB 75
Colleges and universities
scholarship program for children of safetv personnel killed in
line of duty ." SB 218
state, tuition waiver for
municipal police officers SB 227
state police SB 204
Columbia, school district, foundation aid, 1992 amount HB 341am
Commercial banks, conversions HB 313
Commission on state mandated programs and responsibilities SB 21
Committee re-referrals
assault against law enforcement officer, extended term of
imprisonment SB 27am
athletic trainers licensed by board of medicine SB 62
boats, maximum speed limits SB 193
chief medical examiner, indemnification; new position SB 192am
child redefined for residential care and child placing agencies SB 220am
conservation corps appropriation SB 18
Conway branch railroad line, rebuilding appropriation SB 162
dental board, administrative fines; fees set by rule; disciplinary
actions; procedures for hearings SB 16
enhanced family care facilities, board and care rates increased SB 172
FERC urged to deny request for rate increase for PSNH SCR 2
household hazardous waste study SB 186am
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway, study SB 60am
manufactured housing parks, administration and enforcement of laws . . .SB 205am
meals and rooms tax, distribution of revenue SB 213
motor vehicles, DWI, age under 21, administrative revocation of
license SB 196am
public documents posted in health care facilities SB 159
retirement communities, age requirement changed SB 76
school administrative units, study SB 156
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Committee re-referrals (cont.)
security deposits not subject to claims of landlord's creditors SB 107
state mandated programs, commission to study and eliminate SB 21
state police jurisdiction in DWI and drug cases SB 154
sunset review of state agencies SB 120
voter registration by tax collector or treasurer SB 184am
wrongful death, damages, elements to be considered; limitation
increased SB 81
Committees, standing, appointments 34-37, 154
Communicable diseases
treatment authorized by public health services HB 179





type of notice required HB 322am
SB 119
Community development finance authority reenacted; investment
tax credits HB 619am
Community living facilities, up to 3 clients, fire safety standards HB 672
Community mental health programs, quality assurance records,
confidentiality HB 203
Compost
best management practices, authority of agriculture department HB 153
defined, use of state produced compost encouraged HB 753
Computers, management and data processing, information services
division abolished; information technology management
office estabhshed SB 182am
Concord
district court, capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation
extended HB 35
state purchase, taking, or disposal of real estate, state-capitol-region
planning commission, notification; report HB 723
Condominiums
conversion, manufactured housing parks, moratorium, study HB 670
project time limits extended SB 143
unit owners' associations
lien for assessments; priority SB 160
meetings, notice by certificate of mailing SB 161
Confidential communications, professional counselor and client SB 69
Confidential information
child abuse and neglect proceedings SB 94
quality assurance records of community mental health programs HB 203
Congregate housing, task force to develop strategy for
accessing federal funds HB 629
Congressional districts, reapportionment, study SB 2am
Conservation
commissions, notice to wetlands board, time extended HB 459
corps, appropriation SB 18
restriction assessments; demonstrated public benefit HB 492
Constitutional amendment proposals
executive branch administrative rules may be disapproved
by general court CACR 12
incompatibility of state office and military service, exception for
temporary duty in military reserve and national guard CACR 7
misdemeanor and civil trials, 6 member jury CACR 11am
Constitutional convention, 1974, inactive account balances
transferred to joint legislative account SB 178
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Construction contracts, bidders violating workers' compensation
laws, damages HB 607
Consumer protection
fair credit billing, correction of errors HB 139
notice of rights under new vehicle warranties HB 224
scam telephone sales calls, complaints, justice department
investigation SB 105
Containers, beverage, certain plastic holding devices prohibited HB 611
Contoocook River, designated as protected HB 674
Conway
branch railroad line, rebuilding appropriation SB 162
bypass, toll provision repealed HB 324
village fire district, sewer treatment, appropriation; bonds HB 171am
Cooperative banks, conversions HB 313
Coos county, superior court, capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
Corporal punishment, parent and child, clarification of
reasonable force SB 1 13
Corporations
business, charters reinstated, time extended HB 202
changes in law to entice business to the state; what types of business
to encourage; study SB 57
information services by secretary of state, fees HB 329
residence for civil causes SB 150
voluntary
charters revived, no effect on pending actions HB 202am
purposes expanded; director's liability limited; dissolution by 2/3
vote, except churches; abandonment of stock SB 37
recording articles of agreement by town clerk, fee HB 746
Corrections
county, committals in any county; expenses; reciprocal arrangements;
transfers HB 274am
department
annulment of records application, investigation fee HB 208
phase V prison construction, appropriation extended HB 35
HB 258
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Cosmetology and barbers board, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Cost containment unit, juvenile delinquents, repayment of legal fees . . . .HB 381am
Counseling, professional, certification SB 69
Counties
audits HB 242
capital reserve fund, establishment, hearings HB 519
correctional facilities, committals in any county; expenses; reciprocal
arrangements; transfers HB 274am
funds invested in securities, collateral SB 83am
investments, public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
recreation and park services, revolving fund from fees and charges SB 134
County attorneys, salaries, uniform method of setting HB 429
County commissioners
annual reports, distribution changed HB 754
Belknap, elected by voters of districts; convention proceedings printed
annually HB 154
timber tax collection in unincorporated towns and unorganized places HB 491
County conventions
powers increased HB 242
reports to revenue administration SB 118
Court ordered placement of children, out of district, education
department notified HB 461
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Courts. See also: District courts; Superior court; Supreme court
fee schedules set by statute HB 592am
Manchester district, new facility; site planning
appropriation; architectural requirements HB 328
modernization fund extended; juror and witness fees reduced HB 65am
Rockingham county courthouse, new, appropriation; bonds SB 11
supplemental appropriations HB 50
Credit cards
identification when paying by check, recording information prohibited HB 752
payment of district court fines by SB 32am
state sponsored SB 59
Crematories, construction and operation, administrative fines HB 65am
Crimes, misdemeanors, study HB 65am
Criminal code
assault
against law enforcement officer, extended term of imprisonment SB 27am
causing death of fetus HB 350am
bail jumping, penalties changed; arrest, jurisdiction SB 45
child pornography, purchase, possession, or control, misdemeanor HB 436
criminal mischief, discharging firearm at occupied structure, penalty HB 656
injuries from criminal acts, reporting requirements, exceptions HB 407
insurance fraud, penalties HB 637am
justification, physical force against child, reasonable clarified SB 113
misdemeanor sentencing, study HB 635
records annulled
investigation fee HB 208am
person who was imprisoned HB 661
sentences
county facility in any county; expenses; reciprocal arrangements;
transfers
" ". HB 274am
fines for crimes doubled HB 65am
solicitation of prostitutes, misdemeanor HB 452
transporting animals in open trucks, cage required SB 68
unauthorized use of firearms or firecrackers,
compact part of town or city defined HB 445
violation of conditional release, penalty SB 23
Criminal defendants, indigent
attorneys' fees
supplemental appropriation HB 50
transfer of funds HB 65am
contracts for services other than counsel HB 707
repayment of counsel fees, conviction not required; juvenile delinquents,
repayment to cost containment unit HB 381
Criminal justice system, interaction with mental health
system, task force to study SB 9
Criminal mischief, discharging firearms at occupied structure, penalty HB 656
Criminal procedure
trials, misdemeanors, 6 member juiy CACR 11am
victims' bill of rights HB 756
Criminal records
annulment
fee for investigations HB 208am
person who was imprisoned HB 661
misdemeanors and violations included; availability, fee HB 363
Crouter, Bob, heart transplant recipient, remarks on naming anatomical
gifts act for (SB 106) 214-216
Cruelty to animals, transporting in open trucks, cage required SB 68
Cull, Andrew, 1991 William Randolph Hearst Foundation U.S. Senate
Youth Program representative, res honoring 1130-1131
Current use board, advisory deleted; membership increased;
administratively attached to revenue administration HB 136
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Currier, Sen. David P., dedication of the Leif Clement Hockey rink at
New England College " 1142




Custody, children, award to stepparent or grandparent;
stepparents' visitation rights HB 567am
D
Damages
bidders on construction contracts violating workers' compensation
laws HB 607
compensatory, human rights commission, study HB 244am
injurj^ to livestock by dogs, reimbursement by towns
only if owner of dog or insurance does not pay SB 115am
wTongful death, elements to be considered; limitation increased SB 81
Dams
class AA, registration fee eliminated
dam maintenance fund, appropriation SB 117
date fees payable changed HB 107am
land conservation investment progi-am, approval of certain acquisitions;
maintenance fund continuously appropriated HB 515am
maintenance fund, bond authorization increased HB 35am
Data base management advisory committee SB 182am
Data processing, and computer management, information services
division abolished; information technology management
office established SB 182am
Deaths, burial permits granted by public health services HB 65am
Debt limit increased, repaid in one year HB 669
Debt management, ceiling exceeded only by 3/5 vote; debt
service fiscal impact note HB 622am
Deeds, sewage disposal systems plan approvals recorded with
register of deeds HB 745am
Deer
hunting season set by fish and game executive director;
annual report on condition of herd HB 364
methods of taking in Dover
limited HB 141
Rollinsford, and Somersworth limited HB 121am
Defense and indemnification
chief medical examiner HB 65am
new position SB 192am
legislators, official duty defined HB 653
Definitions
abused child; neglected child SB 199
active militarj' service HB 116
agent in securities law HB 187
athletic trainers SB 62
billboards; common carrier; happy hour HB 390
bulk power supply facilities SB 108
certified professional counselor SB 69
charitable for property tax exemption HB 305
child for residential care and child placing agency purposes SB 220am
commercial fisherman, marine species HB 289
compact part of town or city HB 445
compost HB 753
conditional release SB 23
developmentally delayed child HB 433
drink rail : HB 125
eamable compensation HB 62
emancipated minor SB 34
graduate practical nurse; graduate nurse HB 597
habitual offender SB 216
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Definitions (cont.)
highway planning corridor, corridor protection restriction HB 700
impact fees HB 391
investment metal contract; investment gem contract HB 188
manure, agricultural compost, chemical fertilizer HB 153
mayor HB 633
miscarriage; stillbirth HB 350am
motor vehicle waste HB 257
official duty HB 653
oil HB 352
personal care attendant; severely physically disabled HB 531
psychologist SB 22
public utility not to include resellers of telecommunication services SB 133
quality assurance program HB 203
responsible bidder SB 138
sailboard HB 351
ski craft SB 63
small scale power facility HB 669am
special waste HB 604
steel jaw traps SB 169
tax exemption, tax credit HB 120
unreasonable interpretation HB 559
wine-domestic SB 123
Delahunty, Sen. Joseph L., remarks on presenting legislative license plates
to Sen. St. Jean 263
Dental board
administrative fines; fees set by rule; disciplinary actions;
procedures for hearings SB 16
supplemental appropriation HB 25
Derry, lease purchase agreement with administrative services
for new district courthouse HB 193am
Desert Storm
President Bush commended for leadership SR 5
state employees on active duty, health and dental benefits continued
for 6 months HB 490
supporting US troops HCR 4
veterans bonus, study SB 10
Developmentally delayed child, special education HB 433
Developments
impact fees HB 391
regional impact, affected towns to be heard HB 248
restrictions along proposed planning corridors HB 700
shoreland protection act HB 443
Dickey, John Sloan, former President of Dartmouth College, remarks
and res on death 858-860
Dietitians, licensing, study SB 20am
Dillant-Hopkins airport, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Disabled
access to Flat Mountain Pond, urging US Forest service to provide HJR 4
architectural barrier free design code, new public buildings HB 35
elections, sample ballots posted so as to be
convenient for voters in wheelchairs HB 754
permanently and totally, aid
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
supplemental ap])n)pfiation HB 50
severely emotionally disturbed children, services purchased from
nonprofit organizations by state exempt from competitive bidding . . .HB 431am
severely physically, vocational rehabilitation division approval
of personal care attendants and exclusive approval of independent
living programs removed HB 531
Disaster contingency, supplemental appropriation HB 50
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Discovery, product liability actions, disclosure of information SB 91
Discrimination
employment, based on smoking outside the workplace prohibited SB 171am
retirement communities, age requirement changed HB 241
SB 76
sports, gender equity, study SB 85
Disease prevention and control, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Disnard, Sen. George F.
concern about members placed at risk 19
remarks on Governor's budget message 179-180
District courts
Auburn, sessions in Northwood deleted HB 193am
civil jurisdiction, damages claimed less than $1,500 HB 715
Concord, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
fines, payment by credit card SB 32am
jurisdiction over local land use citations and pleas by mail HB 595
lease purchase agreement, Derry and Milford, with administrative
services for new buildings; facilities, study; consolidation
of Hanover and Lebanon courts, study HB 193am
Manchester, new facility; site planning appropriation
architectural requirements HB 328
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Divorce
arbitration of contested issues HB 530
child's social security benefit payments or income of current spouse
not considered when determining alimony to former spouse HB 455
exceptions HB 118am
custody of children, award; stepparents' visitation rights HB 567am
spousal support subject to wage assignment HB 138
support orders, modification, substantial change or
3 years after last order HB 406am
transfer of title between spouses exempt from real estate
transfer tax HB 322
SB 119
Dogs
damage to livestock, reimbursement by towns only if owner of dog or
insurance does not pay SB 115am
hunting, training and use by nonresidents, reciprocity required;
use of telemetry equipment restricted HB 325am
Domestic relations, arbitration of contested issues HB 530
Doorkeeper, Emile Martineau elected 11
Dover
deer taking, methods limited HB 121am
HB 141
industrial parks, bonding authority increased SB 224
toll plaza, moving not included in Spaulding turnpike
environmental impact and preliminary design study SB 223
water rights from Bellamy River SB 187
Dower and curtesy, notice of claim recorded in registry of
deeds by Dec. 31, 1991 HB 450
Dredging. See: Excavating
Drink rail defined HB 125am
Drinking water
groundwater protection act SB 126
public, supplies protected by low salt highway districts SB 86
Drugs
abuse prevention, drug free school zones, signs posted, penalties;
public housing authorities, drug free zones, ordinances HB 416am
driving under influence. See: Motor vehicles, DWI
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Drugs (cont.)
forfeitures, property with access to public waters, disposition
determined by and portion of proceeds to fish and game
department SB 130
prescription, non-controlled
dispensing by nonprofit family planning agencies SB 174
possession for emergency use by emergency medical services
personnel
' SB 42am
purity, administrative fines HB 65am
Dunfey, William L., res on death 100-101
Dupont, Sen. Edward. See: President
Durable power of attorney for health care SB 66
E
Eastern NH turnpike
Dover to Newington, environmental impact and preliminary design
study not to include moving Dover toll plaza SB 223
exit 10, study, appropriation increased; conditions of funding SB 3
expansion to 4 lanes from route 125 to route 11; appropriation HB 324
Economic development
advisory committee SB 111
commission, NH, studies, reports; long term strategic plan HB 648am
districts, municipal, establishment, limitations HB 322am
division, international trade promotion SB 28
enterprise zones with business incentives SB 217
fund; review committee; appropriation; bonds HB 50am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Education
choice of program. See also: Education, voucher program
certain school districts SB 131
commissioner
contract for school improvement program; exemption from
competitive bidding HB 65am
rulemaking authority relative to blind services HB 463am
foundation aid
1991, appropriation to equal sweepstakes revenue shortfall if
necessary SB 175
formula effectiveness, study; maximum equalization factor
established HB 341am
minimum level set SB 147
sweepstakes revenue, distribution method changed SB 212
higher
loan program, obsolete laws repealed HB 361
scholarship program for children of safety personnel killed
in line of duty SB 218
tuition waived for municipal police officers at state colleges SB 227
tuition waived for state police at state colleges SB 204
literacy instruction, minimum level of competence,
effective date changed HB 65am
postsecondary technical education, transfer of
funds regardless of source; exception SB 13am
public
funding and modernization, remarks 1352-1355
operation and financing, constitutionality, study SB 99
school pupils, freedom of speech and the press SB 110
school building aid, supplemental appropriation SB 12
special
court ordered placement out of district, education department
notified HB 461
developmentally delayed child, definition HB 433
hearing officer, authority HB 462
rate setting methods, study SB 140am





regional centers, equipment and instruction progi'am, revolving fund SB 146
tuition/transportation appropriation lapsed to general fund HB 50
voucher program SB 103
Eggrs, sales, hearings; uniform penalties HB 356
Elderly
and adult services
Alzheimer's disease, respite care, appropriate fees, limitation
repealed HB 221
meals on wheels and senior transportation, appropriation SB 173
congregate housing, task force to develop strategj'
for accessing federal funds HB 629
Glencliff home for, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
motor vehicle liability insurance, discount for
completion of driver education course SB 221
ombudsman notified of involuntary transfer of patient HB 451am
retirement communities, age requirement changed HB 241
: SB 76
Elections
absentee ballots, absence on election day; time for accepting HB 621
ballot law commission, alternate members; hearing date HB 544am
ballots
each a different color HB 532
listing of state representatives HB 743
placed directly in ballot box by voter HB 122
sample posted so as to be convenient for voters in wheelchairs HB 754
campaign expenditures, voluntary limitations; administrative assessments;
prohibited contributions; reports required SB 195
candidates
declarations, petitions, and affidavits, forms HB 147am
signs, removal by town after election, $5 fee HB 624
certificates for stale representative issued by secretary of state HB 754
checklists
address of voter not required under certain circumstances HB 548
supervisors, determining qualifications of applicants, reference
removed HB 398am
cooperative school district, voters on town or city checklist
eligible; separate checklist not required HB 166am
hours of polling in cities determined by city
council 30 days before election HB 754
optional town officers, auditor SB 118
political signs along highways, restrictions SB 46
primaries, independent may change back to independent after voting SB 88
recounts, appeals to ballot law commission HB 525
voter registration by tax collector or treasurer SB 184am
zoning boards of adjustment, alternate members also elected SB 49
Electric power, James Bay II project, opposition to and
withdrawal from contracts SR 7
Electric utilities
municipal corj)oration not considered public utility HB 484
nuclear plant monitoring, early warning system, study SB 132am
nuclear station property tax HB 64am
plant siting, bulk power supply facilities redefined, 20 megawatts
included SB 108
siting and construction, incorporated into energy facility siting
statute .HB 736
underground damage prevention system; penalties SB 139am
Electricians board, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Electronic benefits disbursement system, public assistance SB 128
Elevators, inspection certificate, fee increased HB 65am
Emancipated minor, definition SB 34
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Emergency
911 statewide telephone system, study HB 106
management assistance, supplemental appropriation HB 50
medical services
funds transferred to general services HB 50
licensing, administrative fines HB 65am
separate licensure categories; possession of certain non-controlled
prescription drugs SB 42am
response, unnecessary, reckless or intentional
acts creating situations, liability HB 131
shelter program
homeless, bonds HB 50am
supportive preventive services included HB 478
Eminent domain, condemnation, municipality considered
condemnee for unpaid taxes HB 513am
Employment
discrimination based on smoking outside the workplace prohibited SB 171am
security
funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
notice by town clerk of licenses issued to employment offices
repealed HB 757am
Energy
conservation code, new public buildings HB 35
electric, James Bay II project, opposition to
and withdrawal from contracts SR 7
electric utilities
municipal corporation not considered public utility HB 484
plant siting, bulk power supply facilities redefined, 20 megawatts
included ;:•••.••. SB 108
siting and construction incorporated into energy facility siting
statute HB 736
nuclear power plant monitoring, early warning system, study SB 132am
nuclear station property tax HB 64am
small scale power facility redefined; purposes expanded HB 669am
Enfield, unnamed brook, waters reclassified HB 560
Enterprise zones, business incentives to promote economic
revitalization SB 217
Environmental laws, enforcement by local officials HB 751
Environmental permits, expedited process, study SB 79
Environmental Protection Agency, concerns regarding plan
for development of Pease Air Force base 860-861, 899
Environmental services
administrative fines
groundwater protection act SB 126
marine pollution HB 496
appropriation reduction HB 25
capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35am
chief operations officer added HB 65am
commissioner, report on solid waste reduction and recycling HB 276
funds transferred to general services HB 50
hazardous waste facility, operator permit fees revised; purpose
and use of cleanup fund HB 262am
hydrologic study and field surveys of Lake Massasecum and
Warner River SB 65
lakes monitoring progi'am, report; water pollution state aid gi'ants,
appropriation; bonds HB 25
oil discharge cleanup projects, competitive bidding HB 352am
plastic holding devices, rulemaking authority HB 611
registered water users, modification of use HB 104am
revolving fund, training for persons subject to regulation HB 210am
shoreland protection HB 443
water classification standards changed HB 560
water resources division, report on reorganization SB 114
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Ethics, legislative committee SB 29
mileage SB 15am
EUA power, bankruptcy, remarks by Sen. Hollingvi'orth 317-318
Excavating
operational and reclamation minimum and express standards; more
stringent standards; distance from water HB 742am
terrain alteration, law enforcement by local officials, notification of
attorney general and environmental services commissioner HB 751am
transportation department, service in lieu of portion of application
fee SB 117
wetlands
administrative fee to towns increased, proof of notice to abutters HB 270
HB 746
board, notice time from local conservation commissions extended HB 459
maximum permit fee for transportation department SB 165am
Executive branch, rules may be disapproved by general court CACR 12
Executive departments and administration committee, house,
sunset review of new agencies SB 48
Executors and trustees, bonds, probate judge's discretion HB 269
Eyeglasses, ophthalmic dispensing board, levels of qualification SB 176
F
Fair credit billing, definitions; correction of billing
errors; examinations by bank commissioner; penalties HB 139
Family
care facilities, board and care rate increased; appropriation SB 172
planning
agencies, nonprofit, dispensing non-controlled prescription drugs SB 174
program, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Farms
lands, application of lime and wood ash, exception from
river set back requirement HB 402am
plates, tractors; towing implements included HB 373
products, uniform penalties HB 356
Fast dav changed to Civil Rights day HB 127
" SB 229am
FDIC chairman L. William Seidman recognized for his
responsiveness to banking needs of the state SR 4
Federal employees, former, service purchased and credited to NH
retirement system; not creditable for eligibility
for health benefits HB 161am
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, urged to deny PSNH
rccjuest for rate increase SCR 2
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, name changed to Office of Thrift
Supervision SB 52
Federal mandates, unfunded, requesting Congress propose an
amendment prohibiting HCR 10
Fertilizers
chemical, best management practices, authority of agriculture
department HB 153
lime and wood ash, exception from river set back requirements HB 674am
sales, uniform penalties HB 356
Fetus, causing death of, assault HB 350am
Fiduciaries, failure to file inventory or account, notices by
register of probate, times changed; who notified SB 209
Fines
administrative
agriculture commissioner, milk, minimum pricing HB 442am
agriculture commissioner, sales of fai-m products HB 356
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Fines (cont.)
dental board SB 16
gi'oundwater protection act SB 126
human rights commission, study HB 244
marine pollution, set by environmental services HB 496
plastic holding devices HB 611
podiatry board; medicine, board of registration SB 42am
public health services HB 65am
securities violations HB 183
and fees, programs for collection, study HB 610am
and penalties, civil, securities violations HB 184
district courts, payment by credit card SB 32am
for crimes, doubled HB 65am
Fire laws, recodification, study HB 173
Fire marshal
BOCA Basic Building Code and Life Safety Code, most recent edition
adopted as rules HB 282
fire officers, and fire chiefs, administrative inspection warrants HB 385
inspection of health care facilities for compliance with life
safety code SB 197
Fire safety
bureau, funds transferred to general services HB 50
standards, community living facilities with up to 3 clients HB 672
Fire standards and training commission, new facility,
architectural and engineering studies; bonds HB 50am
Fire training academy
construction appropriation SB 41
supporting construction in Concord HCR 3
Firearms
discharging at occupied structure, penalty HB 656
negligent discharge, penalty increased HB 703
pistols and revolvers, licenses to carry
photograph attached; penalty for not carrying license SB 26
terms changed; fees increased HB 583am
unauthorized use, compact part of town or city defined HB 445
Firecrackers, unauthorized use, compact part of town or city defined HB 445
Firefighters, special number plates SB 112
Fireworks, sale and display regulated; penalties; study HB 720
Fiscal committee
approval required for closing profitable liquor stores HB 143am
plan for utilization of medicaid enhancement tax administrative fee
for preventive and protective services for children SR 12
Fiscal notes, required on bills and resolutions, exceptions HB 685am
Fish and game
bear hunting, baiting prohibited HB 456
coyotes, furbearers, or game animals, pre-season baiting prohibited HB 245am
deer. See: Deer
department
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
claims against available federal funds submitted to comptroller HB 25
dogs, hunting, training and use by nonresidents, reciprocity required;
use of telemetry equipment restricted HB 325am
executive director, determination of disposition of property
with access to public waters forfeited for drug offenses SB 130
expenditure over budget estimates, transfer from fish and game fund . . . .HB 65am
firearms, negligent discharge, penalty increased HB 703
fisheries, commercial and recreational, zoning powers not to
discourage HB 559
fishing, special permit, patients at certain
head injury treatment programs HB 617
fund, estimate of unrestricted revenue HB 25
Garland Pond dam, Ossipee, acceptance HB 515am
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Fish and game (cont.)
headquarters and computer system capital
improvements appropriations extended SB 117
hunters building tree stands, observation blinds, or
pit stands, landowner's permission recjuired HB 710
hunting, Somersworth, high-powered rifle prohibited HB 347
licenses
hunter education requirements HB 290
lifetime combination, free bear license; references to special
license removed HB 212
marine species managed under Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Compact
exempt from rulemaking requirements; definitions changed; shore
fisheries advisor^' committee study of coastal fisheries research
station removed HB 289am
moose hunting season length and total take set by executive director;
report on measures to reduce collisions between moose
and motor vehicles HB 41am
northeast conser\'ation law enforcement compact HB 362
pheasants, certain hunting limitations removed HB 175
smelt, taken only by angling; baitfish, minnows season repealed HB 205am
trapping, steel leg traps prohibited SB 169
Flags, NH, historic, study committee increased, reporting
date extended HB 684
Flat Mountain Pond, Waterville Valley, access for public, including
disabled, urging US Forest Service to provide HJR 4
Flower, state, pink lady's slipper official wildflower SB 40
Food, sanitation, purity, and food service establishments,
administrative fines HB 65am
Foreclosure sales, lienholders, notification; failure to
record within 60 days of sale SB 150
Foreign trade promotion, advisor^' committees, fund SB 28
Foresters board, rules adopted by Jan. 1, 1992 HB 709am
Forests
clearcutting regulated, study; notice of intent to cut, dates
effective HB 709am
notice of intent to cut, dates effective HB 65am
public, loss of taxes, computation by revenue administration HB 65am
rangers, law enforcement authority HB 608
timber cutting, bonds required in certain cases HB 519
Forfeitures, drug offenses, property with access to public waters,
disposition determined by and portion of proceeds to fish and
game department SB 130
Foster care
child over 18 enrolled in high school SB 220
speedy payments by children and youth services division SB 61
Foundation aid
1991, appropriation to equal sweepstakes revenue shortfall if
necessary SB 175
formula effectiveness study; maximum equalization factor
established HB 341am
funded by state sponsored credit card program SB 59
minimum level set SB 147
sweepstakes revenue, distribution method changed SB 212
Franchise tax, public utilities, redefined; electric energ>' removed HB 64am
Franconia state park, supplemental appropriation HB 50
Franconia/Sunapee snowmaking and grooming fund repealed HB 53
Freedom of speech and the press, public school pupils SB 110
Funeral directors and embalmers, crematories, construction and





charitable organizations, number of winner take all games per date
increased; Monte Carlo and Las Vegas nights, study SB 181am
prize value and number of games increased SB 157am
prize value and number of games increased; effective date changed HB 65am
raffles at same time and place; games of chance, licenses, consecutive
days not required SB 189am
games of chance, licenses, days need not be consecutive SB 58
Garland Pond dam, Ossipee, acceptance by fish and game HB 515am
Gasoline, tax increased HB 660
Geiman, Jeanne, nominated assistant clerk 9
General court. See also: House of representatives; Senate
2% appropriations reduction HB 50am
bills. See: Bills and resolutions
disapproval of state agency rules CACR 12
ethics committee SB 29
mileage SB 15am
joint legislative account, certain inactive account balances
transferred to SB 178
legislative oversight committee on children HB 331
lobbyists, income disclosure; maintenance of records; penalties SB 194
members
defense and indemnification, official duty defined HB 653
mileage reimbursements as income, requesting delay in implementing
IRS advisory opinion HCR 13
participation in state employees group insurance plan HB 52am
vacancy due to military service HB 116am
sunset review of agencies and programs SB 56
SB 120
General fund, estimate of unrestricted revenue HB 25
Glencliff home for the elderly, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Glendale boathouse repair, bonds HB 50am
Golf course land defined under open space law HB 136am
Gosling Road, Nevraiarket, additional improvements, bonds,
appropriation HB 427
Governmental units, liability limited, streets and sidewalks;
weather hazards SB 151
Governor
and council
approval required for closing profitable liquor stores HB 143am
authority to secure federal funds for capital improvements;
transfers HB 35
commission on the 21st century, urging UNH cooperative extension
service to work with HJR 3
Gregg, Judd, addresses and messages
remarks at opening of session 1
budget message, remarks by Sen. Disnard and Sen. Humphrey 179-181
vetoes
cigarette tax decreased HB 649am
meals on wheels, appropriation SB 173
rate setting methods for children and youth services and education
department, study SB 140am
Governors state park advisory committee HB 578
Graphic services, photocopy operations, funds transferred
to general services HB 50
Great Brook, Lebanon, waters reclassified HB 560
Great ponds. See: Lakes
Greenville, Hquor store reopened SB 39
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Gregg, Judd. See: Governor
Grocery stores, administrative fines HB 65am
Groundwater protection act SB 126
Guaranty savings banks, conversions HB 313
Guardians
and conservators, mentally incompetent, abortions, notification
required SB 34
temporary, appointment, hearing within 10 days HB 482am
H
Habitual offender, tvi'o convictions for DWI or aggi-avated DWI SB 216
Hagen and Spegiali, Inc., charter reinstated HB 673am
Halfway house, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Hampton Beach
parking meters, balance of funds lapsed to state park fund HB 53am
seawall impi'ovements, 1989 appropriation extended HB 35
Hampton harbor, dredging
1988 appropriation extended HB 35
capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Hancock, Parker L., state prison building completed in 1990 named for HB 368
Handicapped. See: Disabled
Hanover and Lebanon district courts, consolidation, study HB 193am
Harkin, U.S. Senator Tom, Presidential candidate, remarks 1657-1659
Hawkers and peddlers, sales on state property prohibited;
exceptions to statute HB 754
Hazardous substances, labeling, administrative fines HB 65am
Hazardous waste
cleanup fund, interest credited to general fund until July 1, 1991 HB 50
facilities, operator permit fees revised; purjJose and use of cleanup
fund HB 262am
funds transferred to general services HB 50
household, study SB 186am
superfund match, capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
transporter vehicle fees increased HB 310
Head injury treatment programs, patients, special fishing permits HB 617
Health
and dental benefits, state employees on active duty in
Operation Desert Storm, continued for 6 months HB 490
and human services
capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35
child care resource and referral services, apiH(>i)riati()n HB 502am
commissioner, advisory committee on access to health care HB 319
commissioner, funds transferred to general services HB 50
commissioner, urged to present a plan for utilization of medicaid
enhancement tax administrative fee for preventive and protective
services for children SR 12
medicaid enhancement fund, expenditure; duties of commissioner;
rulemaking HB 1
nutritional counseling and dietetics board administratively attached SB 20
photocopying fees continually appropriated HB 65am
care
access, advisory committee HB 319
durable power of attorney SB 66
facilities, certificate of need procedures changed HB 613
facilities, life safety code compliance, inspections by fire
marshal SB 197
facilities, public documents posted SB 159
national program, urging Congress to enact HCR 9
private utilization and management review plans, study SB 43
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Health (cont.)
catastrophic illness funds, use, study SB 74am
data advisory committee appointed by governor; membership HB 460am
facilities
administrative fee increased HB 65am
licensing, administrative fines ;•••. ^^ 65am
licensing, facilities clarified; licensure levels for residential
care facilities; inspections and warnings for noncompliance;
patients' bill of rights, study HB 451am
licensing, funds transferred to general services HB 50
maintenance organizations
coverage for chiropractic treatment SB 30
group and non-group insurance policies, notification of
cancellation HB 333am
infertility coverage SB 190
nuisances, abatement costs, collected in the manner of property taxes HB 667
officers, administrative inspection warrants HB 385
service corporations, nonprofit
coverage for chiropractic treatment SB 30
coverage for infertility SB 190
directors, officers, and trustees, indemnification or limitation of
liability through contract or bylaws SB 82
group and non-group insurance policies, notification of
cancellation HB 333am
Hearing aids, dealers, administrative fines HB 65am
Heart disease, presumed occupationally related in police SB 77
Heritage collections committee, membership, duties HB 275
Higher education fund, excess receipts may be spent HB 25
Higher educational and health facilities authority
abolished; duties transferred to housing finance authority SB 8
definitions amended; certain secondary institutions included SB 225
Highway fund
estimate of unrestricted revenue HB 25
transfers to other agencies HB 50
Highways
and bridges, betterment progi-am HB 660am
borrowing power; turnpike system revenue bonds SB 3
bridges, 10 year construction plan, Bridge Street bridge. Concord,
added; Washington Street bridge removed HB 553
Central and Eastern NH turnpikes, various projects, appropriations
time changed for certain projects; widening portion of central NH
turnpike and Conway bypass toll repealed HB 324
Central NH turnpike, sequencing of projects, and Nashua traffic
conditions, study SB 167
class IV and V
cities, regulation of use; conformance to Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices HB 339
insufficiency, notice; governmental liability limited;
weather hazards SB 151
reclassified to VI, requirements HB 168
class IV, V, or VI
abutters notified before vote to discontinue HB 676
towns may set weight limits; disturbance of highways described HB 666
classification, Upper Jaffrey Road HB 168am
construction, long-range progi'am HB 784
designation by safety commissioner where semi-trailers may be
operated HB 706am
Eastern NH turnpike
Dover to Newington, environmental impact and preliminary design
study not to include moving Dover toll plaza SB 223
exit 10, study, appropriation increased; conditions of funding SB 3
Gosling Road, Newmarket, additional improvements, bonds,
appropriation HB 427
Laconia - 1-93 connector, task force to study SB 60am
low salt districts to protect public drinking water supplies SB 86
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Highways (cont.)
names given and numbers assigned by governing body of town HB 259
outdoor advertising. See: Outdoor advertising
planning corridors foi* future highway expansion HB 700
political sigiis alongside, restrictions SB 46
riding or driving animals, safety provisions HB 158am
route 2 in Jefferson, truck lane construction, appropriation; bonds SB 14
route 1-393 to eastern NH turnpike, study extended SB 55am
Salmon Falls Road in Rochester and Somersworth, meeting on
reclassification SB 90
Sandwich, portions of certain highways changed from class II
to class V HB 132
scenic bj'ways planning program HB 705
scenic roads, removal of trees declared a nuisance HB 372am
toll rates, inequities, study SB 168am
transportation in the 21st century, task force HB 683
US 202, Peterborough to MA, named General Isaac Davis White highway . .HB 253
Hill, honoring village on 50th anniversary and supporting
nomination to the Natiotial Historic Register HCR 5
Hillsborough county, superior court
capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
Nashua, furnishings and security system, appropriation; bonds SB 64
SB 117
two clerks authorized SB 70
Historical objects, heritage collections committee HB 275
Holidays, Civil Rights day to replace Fast day HB 127
; SB 229am
HoUingworth, Sen. Beverly A., remarks on bankruptcy ofEUA Power Co. . .317-318
Hollis-Brookline cooperative school district, converting from
area plan, reimbursement appropriation SB 149
Home health care providers, liens, town clerk's recording
fee increased HB 746
Homeless, emergency shelter program
bonds HB 50am
supportive preventive sei-vices included HB 478
Honey, sales, hearings, unifonn penalties HB 356
Horses, riding or driving on roadways, safety provisions HB 158
Hospital, NH
administration, soui'ce of funds changed; line item decreased HB 50am
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
mental health foundation to support HB 255
state offices utilizing vacant space, study HB 219
Hospital ser\'ice corporations, mental conditions, psychologist
defined for insurance reimbursement requirements SB 22
Hospitals
acute care
and sjiecialty, administrative fee increased HB 65am
exceptions to patients' bill of rights HB 451am
certificate of need, procedures changed HB 613
involuntary' transfer of patient, notification of ombudsman or
appropriate office; patients' bill of rights, study HB 451am
licensing
administrative fines HB 65am
funds transferred to general services HB 50
liens, town clerk's recording fee increased HB 746
life safety code compliance, inspections by fire marshal SB 197
medicaid
enhancement tax • HB 1
enhancement tax, urging Congress to place a moratorium on changes in
medicaid regulations to insure funding for 1992 and 1993 HJR 5
supplemental tax on patient discharges HB 75
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Hospitals (cont.)
public documents posted SB 159
Hotels, cocktail lounges, alcoholic beverage licenses, requirements HB 65am
Hough, Sen. Ralph
nominated for temporary presiding officer 2
remarks 2-3
elected temporary presiding officer (3 RC's) 3-4
House of representatives, executive departments and administration
committee, sunset review of new agencies SB 48
Household hazardous waste, study SB 186am
Housing
authorities, public, drug free zones established by ordinance HB 416am
congi-egate, task force to develop strategy for accessing federal funds HB 629
Development Corporation of Claremont, statement of financial condition
filed with municipality HB 652
finance authority
50% of accumulated surplus of IDA may be allocated to affordable
housing fund HB 648
duties of higher educational and health facilities authority
transferred to SB 8
private activity bonds, allocation formula HB 669am
low income, affordable housing fund, interest from real estate brokers
interest bearing trust accounts SB 179
projects, nonprofit
statement of financial condition filed with municipality HB 652
tax exemption for charitable HB 305am
standards, municipal, administrative inspection warrants HB 385
subsidized multi-family projects, sale, notice,
town's right of first refusal SB 164
Human rights commission
administrative fines, compensatory damages, study HB 244am
employment discrimination based on smoking prohibited SB 171
retirement communities, age requirement changed HB 241
SB 76
Human services
child support payments made to HB 392
director, transfer of AFDC funds to emergency assistance, conditions HB 65am
division, enhanced family care facilities, board and care rate increased;
appropriation SB 172
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
reimbursement rates set for medical assistance, exempt from
publication under administrative procedures act HB 213
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Humphrey, Sen. Gordon J., remarks on Governor's budget message 180-181
Hunting. See: Fish and game, hunting; Deer
Hydro-Quebec, James Bay H project, opposition to and
withdrawal from contracts SR 7
I
Impact fees imposed on development HB 391
Implied consent
drugs, physical tests; person charged required to file notice
for attendance of person who conducted tests SB 210
refusal
commercial driver's Hcense, penalties increased HB 727am
license revocation period increased SB 51
Income tax, interest and dividends, exemption for certain mutual funds SB 38
Incompatible offices, state office and military service, exception for
temporary duty in military reserve and national guard CACR 7
Indigent defendants
attorneys' fees
supplemental appropriation HB 50
transfer of funds HB 65am
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Indigent defendants (cont.)
contracts for services other than counsel HB 707
criminal cases, repayment of counsel fees, conviction not required;
juvenile delinquents, repayment to cost containment unit HB 381
Industrial development authority
allocation of accumulated surplus HB 648am
fund balance lapsed to general fund HB 50
private activity bonds, allocation formula; small scale power
facilities, purposes expanded HB 669am
restructuring, study SB 101
sunset review SB 80
Industrial heritage commission, fund and park HB 409
Industrial technology research and innovation center, UNH SB 7
Infectious disease, exposure of towing personnel, notification
to medical referral consultants SB 47
Infectious waste, rulemaking HB 604
Infertility, insurance coverage, study SB 190am
Information services division
abolished SB 182am
funds transfen'ed to general services HB 50
Information technology management office, duties SB 182am
Inheritance tax
executor or administrator, administrative duties expanded; times of
payment changed; audits by revenue administration SB 208
increased HB 40am
Injuries from criminal acts, reporting requirements, exceptions HB 407
Insurance
accident and health
bidders on state construction contracts to provide to employees SB 138am
coverage for chiropractic treatment SB 30
group and non-group policies, notification of cancellation HB 333
group policies, ineligibility of member, benefits continued, study HB 767am
infertility coverage, study SB 190am
mental conditions, psychologist defined for reimbursement
requirements SB 22
multiple-employer welfare arrangements regulated by insurance
department HB 571
uninsurables, study HB 539
claim settlements, unfair practices HB 414
claims adjusters, violations, penalties HB 413
companies
defrauding, penalty HB 637
domestic, other than life, types of investments; loans to transferred
employees; lawful distributions; prohibited acts; Secondary
Mortgage Market Enhancement Act provisions not applicable . . .HB 576am
liquidation and rehabilitation, court jurisdiction; delinquency
proceedings; reports by liquidators; time for continuation of
policy HB 575
motor vehicle records, fees SB 41am
premium tax, credits under business profits tax, application HB 64am
reinsurance intermediaries, licenses HB 692
credit for reinsurance; redomestication HB 638
errors and omissions, for real estate brokers SB 31
holding companies, mergers and acquisitions, procedures and standards;
civil penalties HB 589
liability. See: Motor vehicles, liability insurance
managing general agents, licensing HB 574
unauthorized, liability for development, marketing, or administration HB 573
Interest and dividends tax. See: Income tax
Interest, real estate brokers interest bearing trust accounts,
intere.st to affordable housing fund SB 179
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Internal Revenue Code defined for business profits tax purposes SB 119
HB 322
Internal Revenue Service, advisory opinion, general court mileage
reimbursements as income, requesting delay in implementation . . .HCR 13
International trade promotion, advisory committees, fund SB 28
Investment advisor, agent defined under securities law HB 187
Investment metal contract, investment gem contract, redefined
under securities law HB 188
Investment trusts, NH SB 228am
payment of expenses; reservation of names HB 65am
Iraq, war against
President Bush commended for leadership SR 5
state employees on active duty, health and dental benefits continued
for 6 months HB 490
supporting US troops HCR 4
veterans bonus, study SB 10
J
James Bay II project, opposition to and v^ithdrawal from contracts SR 7
Jefferson, route 2, truck lane construction, appropriation; bonds SB 14
Jenkins, Jennifer, work recognized by Sen. Oleson 2169
Jet skis. See: Ski craft
Joint health council, determination of drugs prescribed by ARNP's SB 158am
Judicial branch
2% appropriation reduction HB 50am
appropriation reduction HB 25
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Judicial council, indigent defendants
attorneys' fees, transfer of funds HB 65am
contracts for services other than counsel HB 707
Jurors, fees reduced HB 65am
Jury
trials
civil cases, amount in controversy exceeding $1,500 HB 715
misdemeanor and civil, 6 members CACR 11am
Justice department
scam telephone sales calls, registration and investigation of
complaints SB 105
securities regulation HB 65am
victims' bill of rights HB 756
Juvenile delinquents
appeals to supreme court SB 198
arraignments complete when plea received by court SB 93
conditional release, supervision until age 21; penalty SB 23
court ordered placement out of district, education department
notified HB 461am
parole, children and youth services division to replace juvenile
parole board SB 95
repayment of legal fees to the unit of cost containment HB 381
reports filed 5 days before hearings HB 396am
Juvenile services officers, training by children and youth services HB 65am
K
Keene state college, Mason Library capital improvements
appropriation to include Thorne-Sagendorf art gallery HB 35am
SB 117
Kim Sing Realty Co., Inc., charter reinstated HB 202am
King, Martin Luther, human rights day to replace Fast day SB 229
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King, Sen. Wayne D.
remarks on budget, economy, and taxation 17-19
remarks on budget and bonding 1087-1088
King, Thomas, retiring Chief of police of Manchester, res honoring 429
Kingston, not required to dispose of solid waste from Plaistow SB 226
Kona wildlife management area
managed to protect its habitats from further development HJR 2
ownership retained by state HB 240am
Kuwait, war to liberate
President Bush commended for leadership SR 5
state employees on active duty, health and dental benefits continued
for 6 months \ HB 490
supporting US troops HCR 4
veterans bonus, study SB 10
L
L-Tryptophan, urging Congress to hold hearings SCR 1
Labor
collective bargaining
public employees, exempt from municipal budget law 10% rule HB 209
state employees, factfinder's report rejected HB 65am
state employees, issues expanded SB 75
department, reimbursement to federal government for
cost disallowed, appropriation HB 50am
employment discrimination based on smoking outside
" the workplace prohibited SB 171am
employment offices, licenses, notice by town clerks to
employment security department repealed HB 757am
multiple-employer welfare arrangements regulated by
insurance department HB 571
strikes or lockouts, replacement employee violations,
civil penalties; appeals SB 87am
Laconia
developmental services, buildings renovated for use as drug and alcohol
treatment center and boot camp; appropriation; 1989 appropriation
extended HB 35
1-93 connector highway, task force to study SB 60am
technical college, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Lady's slipper, pink, official state wildflower SB 40
Lake Massasecum, and Warner River in Bradford, hydrologic
study and field surveys SB 65
Lakes
artificial impoundments, study HB 210
monitoring programs, report by UNH and environmental
services department HB 25
Lamprey regional solid waste cooperative deemed to have met planning
requirements for a regional refuse disposal district SB 183
Land
appeals. See: Tax and land appeals board
conservation investment progi'am
appropriation to reimburse general fund; bonds HB 50
approval of certain dam acquisitions HB 515am
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
open space
conservation restriction assessments; demonstrated public benefit HB 492
definitions changed; contingent liens; reclassification HB 136
use
boards, fees, disposition HB 633
change tax, fund; disposition; local option HB 169am
control, impact fees imposed on development HB 391
Landlord and tenant
evictions
agent may represent landlord in proceedings HB 659
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Landlord and tenant (cont.)
evictions (cont.)
enforcement of default judgments; landlord responsible for property
of tenant 45 days after premises vacated HB 581am
manufactured housing
on land of another, owner of housing liable for taxes HB 680
parks, administration and enforcement of laws SB 205am
parks, condominium conversion moratorium, study HB 670
retirement communities, age requirement changed HB 241
SB 76
security deposits not subject to claims of landlord's creditors;
procedure in banki'uptcy SB 107
subsidized multi-family housing projects, sale, notice, town's right of
first refusal SB 164
Law enforcement
agencies, nonresident's driving record provided by motor vehicles
director SB 25
authority, forest rangers HB 608
officers
assault against, extended term of imprisonment SB 27am
blue emergency lights limited to vehicles operated by; penalties SB 19
municipal, tuition waiver at state colleges SB 227
state police jurisdiction in DWI and drug cases SB 154
workers' compensation, cardiovascular disease and certain cancers
presumed occupationally related SB 77
Law libraries, in state, consortium, study HB 180am
Lawyers. See: Attorneys
Lead paint poisoning prevention, administrative fines HB 65am
Lebanon
airport, capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
added SB 117
and Hanover district courts, consolidation, study HB 193am
Ledyard bridge, Hanover to Norwich, VT, environmental and
engineering design studies; bonds HB 448
Legislative branch, 2% appropriations reduction HB 50am
Legislative budget assistant
authority to adjust budget amounts and totals HB 65am
compilation of list of new unfunded state mandated programs SB 35
debt service fiscal impact note HB 622am
sunset review of agencies and programs SB 56
Legislative ethics committee SB 29
mileage SB 15am
Legislative oversight committee on children HB 331
Legislative review, industrial development authority SB 80
Lemon law, motor vehicle warranties, ai'bitration HB 224
Letitia Pratt Foundation, Inc., statement of financial
condition filed with municipality HB 652
Liability
acts requiring unnecessary emergency response HB 131
limited
governmental units; streets and sidewalks, weather hazards SB 151
nonprofit health service corporations' directors, officers, or
trustees through contract or bylaws SB 82
person donating equipment to postsecondary technical education
progi-ams HB 256
regional planning commissions HB 278
Libraries
law, consortium in state, study HB 180am
public, trustees, authority to accept and expend gifts HB 516
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Licenses
alcoholic beverages. See: Alcoholic beverages, licenses
athletic trainers SB 62
carrying pistol or revolver, photogi*aph attached;
I)enalty for not carrying license SB 26
emploj'ment offices, notice by town clerks to employment security
department repealed HB 757am
fireworks, sales HB 720
games of chance, days need not be consecutive SB 5S
SB lS9am
health facilities clarified; residential care facilities, levels HB 451am
managing general agents, insurance HB 574
motor vehicle driver's, fee increased SB 191am
nurses, temporary HB 597
nutritionists and dietitians, study SB 2()am
ophthalmic dispensing, levels of qualification SB 176
pharmacists, relicensure permitted SB 153am
pistols and revolvers, terms changed; fees increased HB ScSHam
professional counseling SB (i9
real estate appraisers HB 691
reinsui'ance intermediaries HB (592
water treatment equipment installers SB 1 1(5
Liens
condominium unit owners' associations assessments, priority. SB 160
hospital and home health care providers, town clerk's
recording fee increased HB 746
mechanic's, duration; priority; fraudulent affidavit;
construction mortgages, additional responsibilities SB 155am
running, in lieu of taxes, local option SB 44
taxes, redemption by person with legal interest in the land HB 292
Lief Clement Hockey rink at New England College, dedication, remarks by
Sen. Currier 1142
Life safety code
inspections of health care facilities by fire marshal SB 197
most recent edition adopted as rule HB 282
new public buildings HB 35
Lilacs, replacing vegetation obstructing outdoor advertising SB 127
Lime, application
as fertilizer, exception from river set back requirement HB 674am
to farmland, exception from river set back requirement HB 402am
Liming materials, sales, uniform penalties HB 356
Limitation of actions, damages from violation of workers'
compensation laws HB (507am
Limitation of liability. See: Liability, limited
Liquor commission
agency liquor stores, regulation; location HB 334
and local officials, negotiations for reimbursements for emergency
services provided to liquor store on interstate highway HB 65am
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
closed state stores reopened; proposed closures prohibited SB 39
rulemaking and hearing procedures to follow administrative
procedures act SB 202am
state stores, profitable, closed with fiscal committee and
governor and council approval HB 143am
Liquor laws, definitions added; obsolete references changed;
age of license applicants changed to 21; employment of
minors; illuminated signs, re.strictions HB 390
Literacy, minimum level of competence, effective date changed HB (55am
Little Bog Pond dam, acquisition by land conservation
investment program HB 515am
SUBJECT INDEX 2505
Livestock, damaged by dogs, reimbursement by towns only if
owner of dog or insurance does not pay SB 115am
Living will. See also: Terminal care document
sustenance exception deleted; terminology changed from terminal care
document HB 485
Loans, business, collateral on personal guarantees SB 92
Lobbyists, income disclosure; maintenance of records; penalties SB 194
Lockouts, replacement employee violations, civil penalties; appeals SB 87am
Long Pond, Northwood, motorboats, horsepower limited,
compliance date extended HB 286
Lotteries, licenses, days need not be consecutive SB 58
Low income
access to health care, advisory committee HB 319
housing, affordable housing fund, interest from real
estate brokers interest bearing trust accounts SB 179
Lucky 7, distributors and manufacturers, license fees increased SB 181am
M
McAuliffe, Christa, planetarium, programs and equipment totally
funded from gifts exempt from competitive bidding SB 214
Maine-NH border dispute concerning Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and inner
harbor, attorney general to consider avenues to resolve HJR lam
Manchester
airport
access, preliminary desigris and environmental impact;
task force re-established; appropriation; bonds HB 393
capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Amoskeag Mill complex, NH industrial heritage park HB 409
district court, new facility; site planning
appropriation; architectural requirements HB 328
technical college, capital improvements
appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35
Manufactured housing
on land of another, owner of housing liable for taxes HB 680
parks
administration and enforcement of laws; licensing of owners
and sales staff, study SB 205am
condominium conversion moratorium, study HB 670
owners, real estate licensing exemption repealed SB 163
tenants and owners, grievances; board to hear; jurisdiction;
administrative fee SB 205
statutory references changed SB 119
Manure, best management practices, authority of agriculture
department HB 153
Maple products, sales, hearings; uniform penalties HB 356
Marine pollution, boats, administrative fines HB 496
Martin Luther King human rights day to replace Fast day SB 229
Martineau, Emile, elected doorkeeper 11
Mascoma Lake and River, Enfield and Lebanon, waters reclassified HB 560
Mason Library, Keene state college, capital improvements appropriation
to include Thorne-Sagendorf art gallery HB 35am
...: SB 117
Mass transportation limited to cities over 150,000, local option HB 130
Massage practitioners and establishments, administrative fines HB 65am
Maternal and child health bureau, access to prenatal care;
appropriation SB 177
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Meadow Lake dam, Northwood, acquisition by land
conservation investment prog^-am after repairs HB 515am
Meals and rooms tax
distribution of revenue SB 213
rate for biennium HB 64am
HB 336am
Meals on wheels and senior transportation, appropriation SB 173
Mechanic's liens, duration; priority; fraudulent affidavit; construction
mortgages, additional responsibilities " SB 155am
Medicaid
enhancement tax HB 1
administrative fee used for preventive and protective services for
children SR 12
urging Congress to place a moratorium on changes in regulations to
insure funding for 1992 and 1993 HJR 5
supplemental tax on patient discharges HB 75
Medical assistance, program, reimbursement rate set by human services
and mental health and developmental services, exempt
from publication under administrative procedures act HB 213am
Medical examiner, chief, indemnification HB 65am
new position SB 192am
Medical grants, supplemental appropriation HB 50
Medical referral consultant, notification of towing personnel
exposui'e to infectious disease SB 47
Medical service corporations
coverage for chiropractic treatment SB 30
mental conditions, psychologist defined for insurance reimbursement
requirements SB 22
Medical waste, rulemaking HB 604
Medicine, board of registration
investigations, written complaints; administrative fines SB 42am
licensing of athletic trainers SB 62
Mental and ner\'ous conditions, psychologist defined for
insurance reimbursement requirements SB 22
Mental health
and developmental services
communitv living facilities with up to 3 clients, fire
safety standards HB 672
emergency shelter program for the homeless; bonds HB 50am
emergency shelter program, supportive preventive services included . . . .HB 478
reimbursement rates set for medical assistance, exempt from
publication under administrative procedures act HB 213am
services purchased from nonprofit organizations for severely emotionally
disturbed children exempt from competitive bidding HB 431am
temporary guardianships, appointment, hearing within 10 days HB 482am
tran.sfer oY funds HB 65am
community programs, quality assurance records, confidentiality HB 203
division, appropriation; source of funds changed HB 50am
NH foundation, trust fund HB 255
system, interaction with criminal justice system, task force to study SB 9
Merchants, sales, paying by check, credit card as identification,
recording information prohibited HB 752
Merrimack River, Manchester and Bedford, waters reclassified HB 560am
Milford, lease purchase agreement w^ith administrative
services for new district courthouse HB 193
Military clubs, alcoholic beverage license HB 390
Milk, small producers, minimum prices; fines HB 442am





abortions, parental notification required SB 34
allowed at certain times in veterans and social clubs
with alcoholic beverage licenses SB 206am
corporal punishment by parent, clarification of reasonable force SB 113
employment where alcoholic beverages sold HB 390
tobacco products sold to, penalties HB 696
transporting alcoholic beverages prohibited, exceptions HB 620am
use or possession of tobacco products prohibited HB 353am
Misdemeanors
sentencing, study HB 635
study HB 65am
Mooring, or docking without permission prohibited, penalties HB 517am
Moose brook, sewage, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Moose hunting season, length and total take set by fish and
game executive director; report on measures to reduce
collisions between moose and motor vehicles HB 41am
Mortgages
construction, priority of mechanic's liens; additional
responsibilities SB 155am
foreclosure sales, lienholders, notification; failure to record
within 60 days of sale SB 150
Mosquito control committee reinstated SB 124
Motor vehicle road toll, increased HB 660
Motor vehicles
alcoholic beverages, transporting open containers prohibited,
penalty; exceptions HB 620am
antique, registration plates issued same year as manufacture of
vehicle " HB 335
blue emergency lights limited to vehicles operated by police
officers; penalties SB 19
certificate of title, designation of beneficiary; procedure HB 717
director, nonresident's driving record provided to law enforcement
agencies SB 25
division, funds transferred to general services HB 50
driver's license
fees increased; number plates and registration suspended or revoked for
court defaults; restoration and default fees; supplementary
administrative motor vehicle fund lapsed to highway fund SB 191am
forms, notice of anatomical gifts .' SB 106
DWI
age under 21, administrative revocation of license; hearings;
restoration; license fees increased, funds to imaging system SB 196am
age under 21, administrative revocation of license; penalties SB 51
drugs, controlled, possession, penalty increased; habitual offender
redefined to include two DWI or aggravated DWI offenses SB 216
drugs, penalties SB 121
drugs, penalties; implied consent to tests; person charged required
to file notice for attendance of person who conducted tests SB 210
intoxication level reduced HB 298
license revocation period increased SB 51
repeat offenders, multiple offender intervention program
required; fees HB 627
emissions inspection program, termination date extended HB 114
fines, unrestricted genei'al fund HB 25
hazardous waste transporter vehicle fees increased HB 310
implied consent, commercial driver's license, penalties increased HB 727am
liability insurance
discount for elderly who complete driver education course SB 221
policies not to exclude intra-family claims; umbrella coverage to
provide uninsured motorist coverage HB 572
uninsured motorist liability limited HB 658
number plates
agricultural, tractors; towing implements included HB 373
special for firefighters SB 112
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Motor vehicles (cont.)
offenses, forfeiture of recognizance, procedure for collecting;
DWI bench warrant fund HB 486am
records for insurance companies, fees SB 41am
registration
20 day, requirements changed HB 727am
hardship identification; number plates revoked for default
or failure to pay fines SB 73
permits, voter registration at same time and place, local option SB 184
removed for continuing to operate after revocation or suspension
of license SB 50
retail installment sales paid in full before maturity; insurance,
rebate on excess premiums HB 580am
road services, violations, penalties HB 413
school buses, to allow vehicles to pass, provision clarified HB 100
semi-trailers, allowable length increased HB 70(5
towing personnel, unprotected exposure to infectious disease suspected,
notification to medical referral consultant SB 47
traffic violations, credit card deposits at time of summons SB 32
trucks, open, transporting animals, cage required SB 68
warranties, nonconformity, arbitration HB 224
warranty agreements, violations, penalties HB 413
waste
redefined under solid waste management HB 257
tires, reuse, study HB 750am
Mount Sunapee state park
ski area
certain operating costs a direct charge against gross
sales receipts HB 53am
operations, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
operations fund increased SB 117
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Mount Washington
regional airport
1989 appropriation redesignated and extended HB 688
1989 capital improvements appropriation, purpose changed SB 117
sewage, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Multiple-employer welfare arrangements regulated by insurance
department HB 571
Municipal bond bank, combined investment funds, state and
other governmental units SB 102
Municipal budget law
10% rule, collective bargaining agreements exempt HB 209
budgets forwarded to revenue a(Hninistration commissioner,
repealed SB 118
Municipal courts
fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
fines, payment by credit card SB 32am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Municipal economic development districts, establishment; limitations . .HB 322am
Municipal finance act, environmental revolving loan funds, municipal
repayments governed by loan fund statute or rules; proceeds of loan
to pay interest; authenticating certificate not required SB 78
Municipal records board, membership increased HB 348am
Mutual funds, NH tax exempt tax anticipation notes, exempt from
interest and dividends tax SB 38
N
Nashua
Hillsborough county superior court
clerk authorized SB 70
SUBJECT INDEX 2509
Nashua (cont.)
Hillsborough county superior court (cont.)
furnishings and security system, appropriation; bonds SB 64
SB 117
passenger rail advisory committee extended SB 222
River, Nashua and Hollis, waters reclassified HB 560
technical college, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
traffic conditions, and sequencing of central NH turnpike projects,
study SB 167
Westside Plaza liquor store reopened SB 39
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation National
Market System, securities listed exempt from registration HB 311
National guard, temporary active duty, not incompatible
with state office .' ' CACR 7
Nelson, Sen. Mary S., chair of Capital Budget committee
honored for dedication and hard work 1582-1583
remarks on work of the committee 2168-2169
New England Board of Higher Education, membership,
supplemental appropriation HB 50am
New England child support enforcement system, appropriation
extended SB 117
New Hampshire
border dispute with Maine concerning Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and inner
harbor, attorney general to consider avenues to resolve HJR lam
Canadian trade council SB 152am
Centennial Home for the Aged, charter amended, authority
to hold property increased HB 349
Congregational-Christian Conference, statement of financial
condition filed with municipality HB 652
economic development
commission, studies; reports; long term strategic plan HB 648am
fund; review committee; appropriation; bonds HB 50am
foundation for mental health, trust fund HB 255
heritage trust fund modified HB 275
industrial heritage commission HB 409
investment trusts
management; certification; tax treatment SB 228
payment of expenses; reservation of names HB 65am
public television, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Savings Bank, land and building in Concord, purchase by
state; bonds HB 65am
HB 785
scenic byways planning program HB 705
sunset act SB 56
Newmarket
1991 town meeting held in May SB 109am
Gosling Road, additional improvements, bonds, appropriation HB 427
News media, child abuse or neglect proceedings, publication
without court authorization, contempt of court SB 94
Newspapers
provided to senate members SR 1
public school pupils, freedom of speech and the press SB 110
North Branch of the Contoocook River, designated as protected HB 674
Northeast conservation law enforcement compact HB 362
Northeast Utilities, FERC urged to deny request for rate
increase for PSNH SCR 2
Northfield, Tilton union school district, costs, how paid;
allocation of education funds; 1988 law repealed HB 142am
Northwood, sessions of Auburn district court deleted HB 193am
Notaries public, 3 year voter registration requirement deleted HB 754
Nuclear power plants, monitoring, early warning system, study SB 132am
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Nuclear station property tax HB 64am
Nuisances
health, abatement costs, collected in the manner of property taxes HB 667
public health services fine deleted HB 65am
Nurses
board
composition, terms; advanced registered practitioners, prescription
of drugs determined by joint health council-. SB 158am
obsolete laws repealed HB 361
definitions changed; temporary licenses; fees; unlawful acts extended HB 597
disciplinary actions, hearings; penalties HB 250
Nursing homes
administrative fee increased HB 65am
administrators may file for disposition of deceased's estate;
notice to county attorney HB 481am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Nutfield Heights Inc., statement of financial condition filed
with municipality HB 652
Nutritionists, licensing, study SB 20am
o
Obscene materials, child pornography, purchase, possession,
or control, misdemeanor HB 436
Odiome state park, Sugden House expansion, capital
improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Office of Thrift Supenision, name changed from Federal Home
Loan Bank Board SB 52
Oil
discharge and disposal cleanup fund
definition; eligible expenses; underground home heating fuel storage
tanks not eligible; license fees changed; competitive bidding HB 352am
interest credited to general fund until July 1, 1991 HB 50
pollution control fund
funds transferred to general services HB 50
interest credited to general fund until July 1, 1991 HB 50
spillage or discharge in waters, definitions; cleanup authority,
liability of private participants; governor's emergency powers;
enforcement HB 565am
Old age assistance
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Old Man of the Mountain, maintenance by DRED HB 171
Ombudsman
for children, study HB 330
for elderly, notified of involuntary transfer of hospital patient HB 451am
Open space land
conservation restriction assessments; demonstrated public benefit HB 492
definitions changed; assessments, valuations to be equalized;
contingent liens; reclassification HB 136
use change tax, fund; disposition; local option HB 169am
Operating budget
1991, supplemental appropriations HB 50
effective date changed HB 171am
1992 and 1993 HB 25
affirming senate version and urging conference committee to return to
negotiations SR 10
Operation Desert Storm. See: Desert Storm
Ophthalmic dispensing board, duties; levels of ()ualification SB 176
Organ transplants, costs not paid from vocational rehabilitation funds SB 74
SUBJECT INDEX 2511
Ossipee Lake dam, Effingham, acquisition authorized,
maintenance agreement HB 515am
Outdoor advertising
permit fees changed SB 1 17
proliferation prevented; permits limited; fees increased; height
limited; study HB 722
vegetation removal permit, lilacs to replace vegetation SB 127
Oysters, waters under state jurisdiction, sale prohibited HB 289am
P
Packaging, certain plastic holding devices prohibited HB 611
Parent and child, clarification of reasonable corporal punishment SB 113
Parental rights, child abuse or neglect proceeding's explained in summons;
preliminary hearing, consequences explained SB 125
Parents, responsible for liability of minor creating situation
requiring unnecessary emergency response HB 131
Pari-mutuel
commission
powers and duties; simulcast racing SB 100am
racing laboratory, funds transferred to general services HB 50
pools, unclaimed ticket money to general fund HB 50am
Parker L. Hancock, state prison building completed in 1990 named for HB 368
Parks
and playgrounds, drug free zones, study HB 416am
and recreation
division, conservation corps appropriation SB 18
division, supplemental appropriation HB 50
services, towns, revolving fund from fees and charges SB 134
division, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Governors state park advisory committee HB 578
state
fees not subject to provisions of administrative procedures act HB 65
fund established HB 53
Parliamentary inquiries. Senate rule 44, remarks on excessive use 538-539
Parole
board, supervision of juvenile delinquents on conditional release
until age 21; penalty SB 23
officers, group II, retirement system SB 211
purpose; terms of release; revocation of parole; reparole HB 771
Partnerships, residence for civil causes SB 150
Partridge Brook, Westmoreland, waters reclassified HB 560
Pease Air Force Base, veterans cemetery HB 465
Pease development authority
airport district redefined HB 577am
borrowing authority, appropriation; bonds HB 65am
buildings to comply with all codes before sale or lease HB 282am
citizen advisoiy board; duties of authority SB 137
community relations/communications director SB 6
EPA concerns regarding development at Pease 860-861, 899
merger with port authority, study SB 4am
Pemi-Baker cooperative school district, conversion from
area plan, reimbursement appropriation SB 149am
Pemigewasset River, designated as protected HB 674
Penacook, liquor store reopened SB 39
Persian Gulf war
President Bush commended for leadership SR 5
state employees on active duty, health and dental benefits continued
for 6 months HB 490
supporting US troops HCR 4
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Persian Gulf war (cont.)
veterans bonus, study SB 10
Personal care attendants, approval by vocational rehabilitation
division removed HB 531
Personnel
director, rulemaking areas regarding classified employees limited SB 75
division, flexible spending progi'ams, administrative costs from
employee benefit adjustment account HB 488
Pesticides, application near waters, rulemaking HB 443am
Pharmacists, licensing, relicensure permitted SB 153am
Pheasants, hunting, certain limitations removed HB 175
Physicians and surgeons
injuries from criminal acts, reporting requirement exception HB 407
renewal of license, late filing fee increased SB 42am
Pilots, registration certificates good for 4 years, fees increased HB 167
Pink lady's slipper, official state wildflower SB 40
Pistols and revolvers
license to sell and record of sale, prescription of forms transferred
from secretar\' of state to state police director HB 754
licenses to carry
photograph attached; penalty for not carrying license SB 26
terms changed; fees increased HB 583am
negligent discharge, penalty increased HB 703
Plaistow, solid waste district SB 226
Planetarium, Christa McAuliffe, programs and equipment totally
funded from gifts exempt from competitive bidding SB 214
Planning boards
administrative inspection warrants; decisions under innovative land
use control appealed to superior court HB 385
developments of regional impact, affected tovims to be heard HB 248
fees, disposition HB 633
land use violations, district court jurisdiction; citations;
pleas by mail HB 595
revocation of recorded approval, procedure HB 434
site plans approved, 4 year exemption from changes HB 577
Planning office, state, land conservation program, capital
improvements appropriation HB 35
Planning powers, commercial and recreational fisheries not
discouraged by HB 559
Plant and property division, general services, supplemental
appropriation for heat, electricity, and water HB 50
Plastic holding devices prohibited, penalty HB 611
Plats, approval recorded, revocation by planning board, procedure HB 434
Plymouth
bridge on route 175A, replacement appropriation; bonds SB 54
liquor store, driveway permit SB 117
Pemi-Baker cooperative school district, conversion from area plan,
reimbursement appropriation SB 149am
Podiatry board, administrative fines; rulemaking; licenses; record keeping;
scope of practice; disciplinary actions; hearings and
investigations SB 42
Police
assault against, extended term of imprisonment SB 27am
blue emergency lights limited to vehicles operated by; penalties SB 19
municipal, tuition waiver at state colleges SB 227
nonresident's driving record provided by motor vehicles director SB 25
standards and training council
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
fund balance lapsed to general fund HB 50
SUBJECT INDEX 2513
Police (cont.)
standards and training council (cont.)
funds not transferred SB 13am
increased enrollment, transfer of funds HB 25
workers' compensation, cardiovascular disease and certain cancers
presumed occupationally related SB 77
Pornography, child, purchase, possession, or control, misdemeanor HB 436
Port authority
business with foreign countries
bonds SB 117
merger with Pease development authority, study SB 4am
Port of Portsmouth expansion, capital improvements appropriation,
conditions; 1987 dredging appropriation purpose changed,
extended HB 35am
Portsmouth
harbor dredging, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
Naval Shipyard and inner harbor, border dispute vdth Maine,
attorney general to consider avenues to resolve HJR lam
Postsecondary education
commission
administration of scholarship program for children of safety personnel
killed in line of duty SB 218
N.E. Board of Higher Education membership, supplemental
appropriation HB 50am
Postsecondary technical education
additional appropriation; lease of land and sale of materials,
use of revenue HB 25
capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35
director of financial management; nonlapsing accounts SB 33
person donating equipment, liability limited HB 256
transfer of funds regardless of source; exception SB 13am
Potatoes, sales, hearings; uniform penalties HB 356
Power of attorney, durable, for health care SB 66
Premature births, study HB 288
Prenatal care, access for low income women, appropriation SB 177
President, Sen. Edward C. Dupont, Jn
announcement of birth of daughter Ashley Ann 2471
applauded for good leadership 2075
nominated and elected President 4-6
remarks
on election 6-8
on convening day 16
on developing criteria for when representation is appropriate 19
on handling the budget bill 833-834, 910-911, 1009-1011, 1549, 1553-1554
2074-2075, 2083, 2236-2237, 2241-2242, 2345-2346
on schedule for rest of session 1140-1142
Prisoners, annulment of criminal record after 5 years HB 661
Privacy, social security numbers, disclosure limited HB 701
Private detectives, employees, licensure, exemption from
education requirement HB 691am
Privileged information, quality assurance records of community
mental health programs HB 203
Probate
court
and registers, fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
appeals from adoption decrees, priority in supreme court SB 104
nursing home administrators may file for disposition of
deceased's estate; notice to county attorney HB 481am
scheduling by register of probate HB 269am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
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Probate (cont.)
fiduciaries, failure to file inventory' or account, notices,
times changed; who notified SB 209
Probation officers, group II, retirement system SB 211
Product liability actions, discovery, disclosure of information SB 91
Professional counseling, certification SB 69
Prostitutes, solicitation, misdemeanor HB 452
Psychologists
board of examiners and employees, immunity from civil action HB 170
defined for insurance reimbursement requirements SB 22
Public assistance
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
study HB 733
supplemental appropriation HB 50
towTis, no cash payments to recipients HB 65am
Public deposit investment pool, bank commissioner SB 102
Public employees, collective bargaining, exempt from
municipal budget law 10% rule HB 209
Public health services
administrative fines; burial permits HB 65am
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
funds transferred to general services HB 50
new positions, laboratory scientists SB 210
treatment authorized to control communicable diseases HB 179
vaccine purchase fund SB 72am
Public meetings, executive sessions replaced by nonpublic sessions HB 133am
Public Service Company of NH, FERC urged to deny request
for rate increase SCR 2




general counsel added HB 713
nuclear power plant monitoring SB 132
defined to exempt resellers of telecommunication sen-ices SB 133
electric
defined, municipal corporation exempt; affiliate definition
expanded HB 484
plant siting, bulk power supply facilities redefined,
20 megawatts included SB 108
siting and construction, incorporated into energy siting statute HB 736
nuclear station property tax; franchise tax redefined, electric
energv' removed HB 64am
permanent rates based on reasonable return on used and useful
property; temporary' rates repealed SB 142
takeovers, reimbursement of costs to target company; costs not
included in rates SB 135am
underground damage prevention system; penalties SB 139am
Public water rights study committee, duties and reporting
date extended .'. HB 104am
Public works
competitive bidding, responsible bidder defined SB 138
expenditure in excess of budget estimate SB 1 17
underground tank removal and replacement, capital improvements
appropriation HB 35
Pump installers, water treatment equipment, licenses SB 116
Purchase money security interest, time period for perfecting
under UCC HB 103
Q




laboratory, funds transferred to general services HB 50
simulcast, different type than at track; local option; in and out
of state SB 100
unclaimed ticket money to general fund HB 50am
Raffles, permitted at same time and place as bingo; prize
value increased SB 189am
Ragged Neck, shore erosion protection, capital improvements
appropriation extended SB 117
Railroads
alternative transportation study; Nashua passenger
rail advisory committee extended SB 222
Conway branch line, rebuilding appropriation SB 162
properties on public waters, leasing to adjacent
landowners for noncommercial use HB 172
rights of way and properties, state owned in fee simple absolute,
reversionary rights extinguished HB 137
Randlett, Gloria, elected clerk 8-9
Rannie Webster Foundation, statement of financial condition
filed with municipality HB 652
Real estate
appraisers, licenses HB 691
brokers
or firms, interest bearing trust accounts, interest to affordable
housing fund SB 179
or salesmen, licensing exemption for manufactured housing park
owners repealed SB 163
commission, funds transferred to general services HB 50
practice, laws recodified SB 31
transfer tax
exemptions, transfers between spouses in divorce HB 322am
SB 119
rate for biennium HB 64am
HB 336am
Reapportionment
congressional districts, study SB 2am
senate
special committee appointed 34, 37
study SB lam
Recognizance, motor vehicle violations, forfeiture, procedure
for collecting; DWI bench warrant fund HB 486am
Records
criminal. See: Criminal records
municipal records board, membership increased HB 348am
Recreation and park services, towns, revolving fund from
fees and charges SB 134
Recycling and waste reduction for newspapers, plastics, and
packaging, voluntary agreements, task force extended HB 276am
Refrigerating warehouses, administrative fines HB 65am
Regional planning commissions
liability and indemnification HB 278
town developments of regional impact, hearings HB 248
Regional refuse disposal districts




notice of claim under dower and curtesy recorded by Dec. 31, 1991 HB 450
protective well radii less than optimum, release form recorded HBlUam
sewage disposal systems, plan approval recorded with HB 745am
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Register of probate
fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
notice to fiduciaries of failure to file inventorj' or account, times
changed; who notified SB 209
scheduling of probate courts HB 269am
Reinsurance intermediaries, licenses HB 692
Reservoir Brook, Enfield, waters reclassified HB 560
Residential care facilities, licensing HB 451
Residential ser^•ices bureau, supplemental appropriation HB 50
Resources and economic development
advisory committee on economic development SB 111
capital improvements appropriation HB 35
certain fines credited to training of forest rangers HB 608
commissioner
rulemaking for fees for state forests, parks, and buildings
repealed HB 65am
state ski areas, expenditure of anticipated revenues HB 53
economic development fund; review committee; appropriation; bonds . . . .HB 50am
entei-prise zones with business incentives SB 217
Governors state park advisory committee HB 578
Hampton Beach seawall improvements, Hampton harbor, and other 1989
appropriations extended HB 35
industrial technolog\- research and innovation center at UNH SB 7
international trade jM-omotion SB 28
maintenance of Old Man of the Mountain HB 171
NH-Canadian trade council SB 152am
small business mini-loan program; appropriation SB 145
supplemental appropriation HB 50
vacation travel promotion, appi'opriation nonlapsing HB 50am
various projects capital improvements appropriations extended SB 117
Restaurants, administrative fines HB 65am
Retirement communities, age requirement changed HB 241
SB 76
Retirement system
earnable compensation redefined; eligibility of elected and unclassified
officials, conditions; group I, reduced service retirement
allowance; special fringe benefits repealed HB 62am
employer contribution rates changed; special account changed; benefits
study HB 51
executive secretary, salary increased HB 65am
federal sei-vice purchased and credited to NH system; not creditable
for eligibility for health benefits; non governmental
entities withdrawal required HB 161am
group I
5% cost of living adjustment; teachers, retired before July 1, 1957,
10% co.st of living adjustment SB 148
early retirement when economic conditions require termination of
employment HB 549
group H
death benefits HB 161am
medical benefits extended SB 141
probation and parole officers SB 21
1
retired after July 1, 1991, medical benefits not paid in full by
state HB 65am
introduction of bills affecting, prior notification of certain unions SB 207
investments, public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
political subdivision member, withdrawal within 6 months of initial
employment, employer contribution returned to political
subdivision HB 550
retirees health insurance, supplemental apj)ropriation HB 50
teachers, minimum allowance SB 215
Revenue administration
commissioner, analytical report on tax credits HB 64am
computation of loss of taxes for public forest lands HB 65am
SUBJECT INDEX 2517
Revenue administration (cont.)
computer development, 1989 capital improvements appropriation extended. .HB 35
contractual agreements with financial institutions; confidentiality
of records, vendors disclosure, penalties HB 322am
current use board administratively attached HB 136
enforcement and administration of state taxes; taxpayer bill of
rights ! HB 428
medicaid enhancement tax, rulemaking HB 1
monitoring of appraisers when reassessment is ordered by tax
and land appeals board SB 117
monitoring of reassessments in certain circumstances HB 129
reports required, county conventions, town officers; returns processing
changed to document processing; commissioner's interpretive
authority increased SB 118am
requested to change interpretation applying business profits tax to
sale or rental of personal residences SR 11
revenue counsel added HB 65am
taxpayer's appeal for redetermination or reconsideration, time
changed HB 322am
time for notification of special town meeting changed HB 514
Revenue returned to cities and towns, bills amending or
repealing, "local" placed after bill number SB 15am
Revenue structure, state, study SB 170
Revenue, unrestricted
estimates for 1992 and 1993 SR 9
HB 25
revised estimates HB 50
Reynolds, Charles D., retiring Chief of police of Dover, res honoring 429
Rifles and shotguns, negligent discharge, penalty increased HB 703
Right to die, terminal care document
name changed to living will; sustenance exception deleted HB 485
sustenance exception deleted; witnesses, designees of certain
officials SB 188
Right to know, executive sessions, replaced by nonpublic sessions HB 133am
Rivers
development near, and recreational mining in, studies HB 443am
management and protection, Pemigewasset River, Contoocook River, and
North Branch of the Contoocook River; nominations; hearings;
classifications HB 674am
recreational mining, guidelines HB 560am
set back requirements, exception for application of lime
and wood ash to farmlands HB 402am
wood ash, sludge, and septage HB 674am
Road rules
animals, riding or driving on roadway, safety provisions HB 158am
DWI, age under 21, administrative revocation of license; penalties SB 51
school buses to allow vehicles to pass, provision clarified HB 100
transporting alcohol in open containers or transporting alcohol
by minors prohibited, penalties; exceptions HB 620am
violations, forfeiture of recognizance, procedure for collecting HB 486am
Rochester
meeting on reclassification of Salmon Falls Road SB 90
post office, renovation as district court facility, bonds HB 193am
Skyhaven airport operation commission SB 5
Rockingham county
attorney, salary, method of setting HB 429
household hazardous waste day SB 186
new courthouse
appropriation; bonds SB 1
1
SB 117
uses for present building; study SB 84
superior court, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
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Roll calls
opening of session 1
temporary presiding officer
Ti-owbndge. 12; Hough, 12 3
Trowbridge, 12; Hough, 12 3-4
Trowbridge, 1; Hough, 23 4
SB 1, reapportioning the state senate districts. Question, adopt Heath
floor amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 13 714
SB 15, relative to special identification of legislation that amends
existing revenue statutes which send all or part of certain revenues
to subdivisions of the state. Question, adopt committee amendment.
Yeas, 24; Nays, 82
SB 29-FN-A, establishing a legislative ethics committee. Question, order
to third reading. Yeas, 24; Nays, 122
SB 34-FN, I'equiring parental notification before abortions may be
perfonned on unemancipated minors. Question, adopt committee
amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 13 207
Question, ought to pass. Yeas, 10; Nays, 13 209
SB 62-FN, relative to licensure of athletic trainers. Question, substitute
ought to pass for inexpedient to legislate. Yeas, 15; Nays, 8 237
SB 66, relative to durable power of attorney for health care. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 18;. Nays, 5 742
SB 75, relative to bargaining rights for state employees. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 13; Nays, 8 507
SB 81, relative to damages for wrongful death. Question, adopt
committee amendment. Yeas, 14; Nays, 8 288
SB 103-FN, relative to parental choice in education. Question, adopt
floor amendment. Yeas, 5; Nays, 17 352-353
Question, ought to pass. Yeas, 5; Nays, 17 354
SB 131-FN, relative to choice in education. Question, ought to pass.
Yeas, 5; Nays, 17 355-356
Question, send to interim study. Yeas, 15; Nays, 7 357
SB 137-FN, relative to the Pease Development Authority. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 14 672
SB 140-FN, establishing a committee to study rate setting for certain
sei-vices, placements, and programs. Question, pass over Governor's
veto. Yeas, 12; Nays, 12 2328
SB 162-A, relative to rebuilding, modernizing, and maintaining the
Conway branch line and making an appropriation therefor. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 19; Nays, 4 423
SB 169, prohibiting steel leg traps. Question, substitute ought to pass
for inexpedient to legislate. Yeas, 13; Nays, 8 535
SB 171-FN, prohibiting discrimination on the basis of smoking. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 19; Nays, 3 398
SB 173-FN-A, relative to senior "meals on wheels" and senior transportation
and making an appropriation therefor. Question, ought to pass.
Yeas, 18; Nays, 4 403-404
Question, adopt committee report of inexpedient to legislate.
Yeas, 11; Nays, 12 790
Question, pass over Governor's veto. Yeas, 6; Nays, 17 1622
SB 193-FN, relative to limits on inotorboat speeds. Question, adopt
floor amendment. Yeas, 14; Nays, 8 752-753
SB 195-FN, relative to campaign expenditure limitations. Question,
adopt conference committee report. Yeas, 17; Nays, 5 2228
SB 203-FN, relative to the budget of the university system. Question, adopt
committee report of inexpedient to legislate. Yeas, 20; Nays, 4 HI
SB 219, restructuring the state art fund. Question, adopt floor
amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 12 298
SR 10, relative to the operating budget. Question, ought to pass.
Yeas, 21; Nays, 3 2260
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a medicaid
enhancement fund and making an appropriation therefor. Question,
ought to pass. Yeas, 20; Nays, 4 2303
HB 25-A, making appropriations for the expenses of certain departments
of the state for fiscal years ending June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993.
Question, adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 20; Nays, 4 1898
Question, recommit to Finance. Yeas, 2; Nays, 22 1901
Question, adopt conference committee report. Yeas, 19; Nays 3 2346
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Roll calls (cont.)
HB 35-A, making appropriations for capital improvements. Question,
ought to pass as amended. Yeas, 21; Nays, 2 1609
HB 40-FN-A, relative to certain state taxes and making an
appropriation therefor. Question, suspend rules to dispense with
hearing. Yeas, 20; Nays, 3 2331-2332
Question, order to third reading. Yeas, 14; Nays, 8 2337
HB 41, relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions
between moose and motor vehicles. Question, lay on table and
make a special order. Yeas, 10; Nays, 13 2266
Question, adopt floor amendment. Yeas, 9; Nays, 14 2278
HB 50, relative to state revenue and expenditures. Question, adopt
committee amendment. Yeas, 20; Nays, 2 479
HB 64-FN-A, relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station property
and making an appropriation therefor Question, adopt first
Humphrey floor amendment, (deleting communications tax
surcharge) Yeas, 4; Nays, 20 2054
Question, adopt second Humphrey floor amendment, (reducing rooms
and meals tax) Yeas, 4; Nays, 20 2055-2056
Question, adopt third Humphrey floor amendment, (reducing real
estate transfer tax) Yeas, 4; Nays, 20 2058
Question, adopt conference committee report. Yeas, 19; Nays, 3 . .2414-2415
HB 65-FN-A, relative to administration and enforcement of the securities
laws, state employees benefits, and state fees, funds, revenues, and
expenditures. Question, adopt Colantuono floor amendment. Yeas, 9;
Nays, 14 2042
Question, adopt conference committee report. Yeas, 18; Nays, 4 . .2400-2401
HB 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and continually
appropriating its proceeds in the medicaid enhancement fund.
Question, ought to pass. Yeas, 19; Nays, 3 2463
HB 127, establishing civil rights day and abolishing fast day.
Question, adopt majority amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 11 998
HB 146-FN-A, relative to the rate of the business profits tax.
Question, adopt floor amendment. Yeas, 16; Nays, 8 2062-2063
HB 298-FN, lowering the level from .10 to .08 for legal intoxication
under the DWI laws. Question, adopt committee amendment.
Yeas, 6; Nays, 17 1035
Question, lay on table. Yeas, 16; Nays, 7 1036
Question, take off table. Yeas, 9; Nays, 12 1420
Question, adopt Heath floor amendment. Yeas, 11; Nays, 12 1635
Question, order to third reading. Yeas 7; Nays, 12 1646
HB 350-FN, relative to assault. Question, adopt minority amendment.
Yeas, 10; Nays, 13 1016
HB 353-FN-A, to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropriation
therefor. Question, adopt majority amendment. Yeas, 8; Nays, 16 1926
HB 378-FN-A, relative to determing reasonable compensation under the
business profits tax. Question, adopt floor amendment.
Yeas, 14; Nays, 10 2067-2068
HB 391, to permit adoption of impact fees as part of a zoning ordinance.
Question, adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 14; Nays, 9 1507-1508
Question, adopt floor amendment. Yeas, 9; Nays, 14 1512
HB 463, relative to rulemaking for the board of education. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 11; Nays, 11 1351
Question, adopt floor amendment. Yeas, 17; Nays, 5 1352
HB 485, relative to living wills. Question, adopt minority report of
ought to pass. Yeas, 16; Nays, 5 1171
HB 593-FN-A, relative to the rate of the business profits tax.
Question, adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 18; Nays, 4 436-437
HB 620-FN, relative to the transportation of alcohol in open
containers. Question, lay on table. Yeas, 12; Nays, 12 1039-1040
HB 649-FN, relative to the cigarette tax. Question, substitute ought
to pass for inexpedient to legislate. Yeas, 15; Nays, 9 1955
HB 660-FN-A, establishing a highway and bridge betterment program and
making an appropriation therefor. Question, adopt committee
amendment. Yeas, 14; Nays, 8 1332
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Roll calls (cont.)
HB 669-FN, relative to the borrowing: authority of the state treasurer.
Question, adopt conference committee report. Yeas, 20;
Nays, 2 2403-2404
HB 674-FN, designating segments of the Pemigewasset, Contoocook and North
Branch of the Contoocook Rivers as protected rivers. Question,
adopt committee amendment. Yeas, 14; Nays, 7 1289
HB 720-FN, relative to fireworks. Question, adopt majoritv amendment.
Yeas, 8; Nays, 15 ' 1476
HCR 7, adopting a bill of rights for children. Question, substitute
ought to pass for ine.xpedient to legislate. Yeas, 8; Nays, 13 984
HCR 9, relative to universal access to health care. Question, ought
to pass. Yeas, 10; Nays, 12 931
HCR 11, relative to abortion drug RU 486. Question, substitute ought
to pass for inexpedient to legislate. Yeas, 13; Nays, 9 1323
CACR 7, 1'elating to the incompatibility of holding a state office and
being called up for temporary military active duty. Providing that
members of military reserves and national guard units occasionally
called upon in an emergency shall be allowed to hold state office.
Question, ought to pass. Yeas, 18; Nays, 5 • • • ^^08
Rollinsford, deer taking, methods hmited '. HB 121
Rooms and meals tax. See: Meals and rooms tax
Rules
joint, committees of conference HCR 14
Senate
1989-90 session adopted for 1991-92 session SR 2
amended and printed 2434-2443
amendment to rule 22, re-refer to committee 2429-2432
number 44, (parliamentary inquiry) remarks on excessive use 538-539
state agencies
interim rule adoption procedure changed; alternate members added
to legislative committee on administrative rules SB 24
may be disapproved by general court CACR 12
proposed, statement that they do not violate
constitutional ban on unfunded state mandates SB 97
Rye harbor, di-edging, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
s
Safe deposit boxes, rent unpaid, opened before officer of
corjDoration; auction, time extended HB 454
Safe drinking water act, protective well radii regulations;
overlap of bounciary lines; cluster developments HB 111am
Safety
commissioner
designation of highways where semitrailers may be operated HB 706am
fireworks, .'^ales and disi)lays, regulations; rulemaking HB 720
rulemaking, credit caxd deposits on fines for motor vehicle
violations SB 32
department
boats, sales without mufflers prohibited, exception; various penalties
added; mooring without permission prohibited HB 517am
capital improvements appropriation; 1989 appropriation extended HB 35am
closing negative balances, api)ropriation HB 25
fire training academy, construction ai)propriation SB 41
funds transferred to general services HB 50
new motor vehicle arbitration board administratively attached HB 224
on-line imaging system for drivers licenses; fees increased SB 191am
personnel killed in line of duty, scholarship program for children SB 218
report on effect of law exempting sailboards from having personal
flotation devices HB 351am
services
funds transferred to general services HB 50
Glendale boathouse repair, bonds HB 50am
speed limits for boats, enforcement SB 193
SUBJECT INDEX 2521
Sailboards, personal flotation devices not required HB 351
St. Jean, Sen. James R., presented legislative license plates by
Sen. Delahunty 263
Salemhaven, Inc., statement of financial condition filed with
municipality HB 652
Sales
farm products, uniform penalties HB 356
paying by check, credit card as identification, recording information
prohibited HB 752
tobacco products to minors, penalties HB 696
Salmon Falls Road, meeting on reclassification SB 90
Salt, low salt highway districts to protect public drinking supplies SB 86
Sandwich, portions of certain highways changed from class H
to class V HB 132
Savings and loan associations, conversions HB 313
Scenic byways planning program HB 705
Scenic roads, removal of trees declared a nuisance HB 372am
Schmelzer, Lois, nominated and elected assistant clerk 9-10
Scholarships, children of safety personnel killed in line of duty SB 218
School buses, allowing vehicles to pass, provision clarified HB 100
School districts
choice in education program SB 131
conversion from area plan to cooperative, reimbursement provision
repealed SB 149am
cooperative
elections, voter on towTi or city checklist eligible; separate
checklist not required HB 166am
which include a city, participation in planning committees SB 89
deposits, public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
expenditure of excess funds; trust funds for specific purposes HB 563
foundation aid
1991, appropriation to equal sweepstakes revenue shortfall if
necessary SB 175
formula effectiveness, study; maximum equalization factor
established HB 341am
funded by state sponsored credit card program SB 59
minimum level set SB 147
swet'ijstakes revenue, distribution method changed SB 212
Hollis-Bruukline and Pemi-Baker cooperative, converting from area
plan, reimbursement appropriation SB 149am
number of petitioners and time for submitting warrant articles
changed HB 542am
recreation services, revolving fund from fees and charges SB 134
special meeting and election of officers not held on biennial
election day; exceptions HB 532am
special meetings, capital reserve funds, establishment and
expenditures HB 519
state and federal mandates, task force to recommend modification
or repeal HB 603am
treasurers, funds invested in securities, collateral SB 83am
voucher program SB 103
Schools
administrative units
comprising only one district, budget prepared as part of district
budget HB 142
study SB 156
weighted voting formula changed HB 113
building aid
formula, study SB 67




certain secondary, financing by higher educational and health facilities
authority SB 225
drug free zones, signs posted, penalties HB 416
improvement progi'am, exempt from competitive bidding requirements . .HB 65am
public
operation and financing, constitutionality, study SB 99
pupils, freedom of speech and the press SB 110
statistical reports filed with education department; building aid
grants, dates changed ". HB 655
Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act, federal lavi- not
applicable to insurance company investments HB 576am
Secretary of state
certificates of election for state representatives issued by HB 754
certification of NH investment trusts; fees " SB 228am
coi-porations
charters reinstated, procedures; name protected; fee HB 202am
information services, fees HB 329
license to sell pistols and revolvers and record of sale, prescription
of forms transferred to state police director HB 754
registration of capital stock and securities of corporations HB 65am
Secured transactions, purchase money security interest,
time period for perfecting ". HB 103
Securities
agent redefined to include agent of investment advisor HB 187
leverage contract applied to investment metal and investment gem HB 188
registration
certain transactions exempt HB 185
exemptions HB311
isolated sales exempt HB 186
regulation, office eliminated; duties transferred to attorney general
and secretary of state HB 65am
rulemaking authority extended HB 189
sales, escrow of certain funds, conditions; statement required
on prospectus, study HB 304
uniform limited offering exemption from registration and filing
requirements HB 441
violations
administrative fines HB 183
civil penalties HB 184
Security deposits. See: Landlord and tenant
Security guards, employees, licensure, exemption from
education requirements HB 691am
Seidman, L. William, FDIC Chairman, recognized for




report of select committee 14-15
leadership positions 20
members, newspapers provided SR 1
oath of office 2
president. See: President
reapportionment
special committee appointed 34, 37
study SB lam
rules
1989-90 session adopted as rules of 1991-92 session SR 2
amended and printed 2434-2443
amendment to rule 22 (re-refer to committee) 2429-2432
number 44 (parliamentary inquiry) remarks on excessive use 538-539
salary and mileage pavments SR 3
staff introduced :...." 16, 265
SUBJECT INDEX 2523
Sentences
annulment of criminal record
fee for investigations HB 208am
person who was imprisoned HB 661
county facility in any county, expenses, reciprocal agreements;
transfers HB 274am
extended imprisonment, assault against law enforcement officer SB 27am
fines for crimes doubled HB 65am
misdemeanors, study HB 635
parole revocation, reparole HB 771
Septage, exception from river set back requirements HB 674am
Sergeant-at-arms, Richard H. Wiggin elected 10-11
Sewage disposal
law enforcement by local officials, notification of attorney general
and environmental services commissioner HB 751am
systems, plan approvals recorded with register of deeds; fees; fund HB 745am
Sewerage system plans and specifications, fees HB 493
Sewers, charges, late, interest rate SB 118
Sexual assault, injuries, reporting requirement exception HB 407
Shoreland protection act, comprehensive HB 443
Signs, political, along highways, restrictions SB 46
Simulcast racing, different type than at track; local option;
in and out of state SB 100
Site plan, review regulations, approved plans, 4 year exemption
from changes HB 577
Ski areas, state, anticipated revenues, expenditure; rate
differentials due to weather conditions HB 53
Ski craft, redefined to include wave ruiiner SB 63
Skyhaven airport
capital improvements appropriation; 1988 appropriation extended HB 35
hangar and audit capital improvements appropriations extended SB 117
operation commission SB 5
Sludge, exception from river set back requirements HB 674am
Small Business Development Corporation, 50% of accumulated
surplus of IDA may be allocated HB 648
Small business mini-loan program; appropriation SB 145
Small claims, debt or damages under $1,500; jury trial if over HB 715
Smelt, freshwater, taken only by angling HB 205
Smokeless tobacco, tax HB 353
Smoking
designated areas required in public buildings HB 702
outside the workplace, employment discrimination prohibited SB 171am
use or possession of tobacco products by minors prohibited HB 353am
Social clubs, alcoholic beverage license, minors allowed at
certain times SB 206am
Social security numbers, disclosure limited HB 701
Social workers, training by children and youth services HB 65am
Solid waste
compost defined; use of state produced compost encouraged HB 753
facilities
certain districts exempt from application fees SB 122am
permits, public benefits requirements HB 509
illegal disposal, enforcement by local officials, notification of
attorney general and environmental services commissioner HB 751am
lime and wood ash, application to farmland, exception from river
set back HB 402am
management, motor vehicle waste redefined HB 257
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Solid waste (cont.)
Plaistow, one town district; Kingston not required to dispose of
waste from Plaistow SB 226
reduction and recycling, report of environmental services
commissioner HB 276
Somersworth
deer taking, methods limited HB 121am
hunting, high-powered rifle prohibited HB 347
meeting on reclassification of Salmon Falls Road SB 90
Spaulding turnpike. See: Eastern NH turnpike
Speaker of the house, Harold Burns, remarks on convening day 16
Special education
bureau, services purchased from nonprofit organizations for severely
emotionally disturbed children exempt from competitive
bidding
; •,• v . • -HB 431am
court ordered placement out of district, education department * '•' " '
notified HB 461
developmentally delayed child, definition HB 433
hearing officer, authority HB 462
rate setting methods, study SB 140am
supplemental appropriation SB 36
HB 50
Sports
athletic trainers licensed by board of medicine SB 62
gender equity, study SB 85
State agencies
motor vehicle appropriations reductions HB 25
new, temporary status; sunset review SB 48
out of state travel, appropriations lapsed; exceptions HB 25
rules
interim rule adoption procedure changed; alternate members added to
legislative committee on administrative rules SB 24
may be disapproved by general court CACR 12
proposed, statement that they do not violate constitutional ban
on unfunded state mandates SB 97
sunset review SB 56
SB 120
utilizing NH hospital vacant space, study HB 219
State buildings
new or enlarged, % of bid price for art fund removed SB 219
office space available, agencies renting private space required to
occupy HB 25
State-capitol-region planning commission, notification of state purchase,
taking, or disposal of real estate in Concord area; report HB 723
State construction contracts, bidders to provide health
insurance for employees SB 138am
State debt, ceiling exceeded only by 3/5 vote; debt service
fiscal impact note HB 622am
State employees
active duty in Operation Desert Storm, health and dental benefits
continued for 6 months HB 490
collective bargaining
factfinder's report rejected HB 65am
issues expanded SB 75
credit for prior service as employee of political subdivision
in certain cases HB 429am
flexible spending programs, administrative costs from benefit
adjustment account HB 488
laid off, rehiring, date extended HB 50am
multiple offender program, positions reclassified; vacant positions




medical and surgical benefits, state to pay a portion HB 65am
positions abolished or created, list to personnel division by LBA;
limitations HB 25
State Employees Association, prior notification of introduction
of bills affecting retirement system SB 207
State heritage collections committee HB 275
State house, fire protection and electrical system; bonds HB 50am
State land
exchanges during right of way negotiations for public projects
exempt from law regxilating disposal of land HB 327
Kona wildlife management area, ownership retained by state HB 240am
lease of NH hospital land to Bancroft Products, Inc., Concord HB 761am
State library, county commissioners to file 3 copies of annual
reports with HB 754
State mandated programs
commission to eliminate SB 21
list of new unfunded programs compiled by LBA SB 35
task force to recommend modification or repeal HB 603
State police
criminal records, misdemeanors and violations included;
availability, fee HB 363
director, prescription of forms for license to sell pistols and revolvers
and record of sale transferred to from secretary of state HB 754
funds transferred to general services HB 50
jurisdiction, DWI and drug cases SB 154
notice of annulment of records application HB 208
officers killed in line of duty, scholarship program for children SB 218
Ti-oopers Association, prior notification of introduction of bills
affecting retirement system SB 207
tuition waived at state colleges SB 204
State prison
building completed in 1990 named for Parker L. Hancock HB 368
construction, phase V appropriation, lapse date extended HB 258
supplemental appropriation HB 50
State purchase of land and building in downtown Concord; bonds;
committee to study use HB 65am
HB 785
State sponsored credit card program SB 59
State wildflower, pink lady's slipper SB 40
Stepparents visitation rights; award of custody HB 567am
Stratford school district, foundation aid, maximum
equalization factor, amount, effective date HB 341am
Strikes, replacement employee violations, civil penalties; appeals SB 87am
Studies
administrative fines, compensatory damages by human rights
commission HB 244am
alternative transportation in southern NH SB 222
Alzheimer's disease, placement of those afflicted HB 397
artificial impoundments HB 210
bail jumping, penalties changed SB 45
bankruptcy laws HB 307
banks and financial institutions HB 283am
bidders on state construction contracts to provide health insurance
for employees SB 138am
bonus for veterans of Persian Gulf war SB 10
catastrophic illness funds, use SB 74am
central NH turnpike, sequencing of projects, and
Nashua traffic conditions SB 167
child care in public and private sector buildings, zoning ordinances
to encourage, extended HB 711
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Studies (cont.)
children in need of services HB 54am
choice in education SB 131
cigarette sales and distribution SB 129
clearcutting regulated HB 709
condominium conversion of manufactured housing parks HB 670
congregate housing task force, strategy for accessing federal funds HB 629
congressional districts reapportionment SB 2am
corporation law, changes to entice business to the state; what types
to encourage SB 57
development near rivers and recreational mining HB 443am
district and municipal court facilities; consolidation
of Hanover and Lebanon courts HB 193am
drug free zones, parks, playgrounds, and public housing authorities HB 416am
eastern NH turnpike, exit 10, appropriation increased; conditions
of funding SB 3
emergency 911 statewide telephone system HB 106
enterprise zones with business incentives SB 217
expedited environmental permit process SB 79
fair credit billing, correction of errors HB 139
fines and fees, programs for collection HB 610am
fire laws, recodification HB 173
fireworks, class C, sale and display HB 720am
foundation aid formula effectiveness HB 341
group health insurance, continuation of benefits after member
becomes ineligible HB 767am
highway toll rate inequities SB 168am
household hazardous waste SB 186am
industrial development authority, restructuring SB 101
insurance coverage for infertility SB 190am
interaction of criminal justice system with mental health system SB 9
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway SB 60am
Lake Massasecum and Warner River, hydrologic study and field surveys . . . .SB 65
law library consortium in state HB 180am
Ledyard bridge environmental and engineering design; bonds HB 448
licensing dietitians and nutritionists SB 20am
lobbyists' income disclosure SB 194
long term economic development of state by economic development
commission HB 648am
manufactured housing parks, administration and enforcement of laws;
licensing of owners and sales staff SB 205am
misdemeanor sentencing HB 635
misdemeanors HB 65am
Monte Carlo and Las Vegas nights SB 181am
NH historic flags, committee increased, reporting date extended HB 684
nuclear power plants, monitoring, early warning system SB 132am
ombudsman for children HB 330
outdoor advertising, uniform system HB 722
patients' bill of rights HB 451am
Plaistow, one town solid waste district SB 226
port authority, merger with Pease development authority SB 4am
premature births HB 288
private utilization and management review plans SB 43
public assistance HB 733
public education, operation and financing, constitutionality SB 99
public utilities, permanent rates, basis SB 142
public utility not to include resellers of telecommunication services SB 133
public water rights, duties and reporting date extended HB 104am
rate setting methods for children and youth services
and education department SB 140am
recreational mining in rivers, guidelines HB 560ani
regional refuse disposal districts SB 98
retirement system
benefits HB 51am
group I cost of living adjustment SB 148
group n, medical benefits extended SB 141
Rockingham county superior court, new building; use of
present building SB 84
route 1-393 to eastern NH turnpike, extended SB 55am
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Studies (cont.)
Salmon Falls Road in Rochester and Somersworth, reclassification SB 90
school administrative units SB 156
school building aid formula SB 67
securities, sales, escrow of certain funds HB 304am
senate reapportionment SB lam
Spaulding turnpike, Dover to Nevdngton, environmental impact and
preliminary design study not to include moving Dover toll plaza ... .SB 223
sport gender equity SB 85
state and federal mandates, task force to recommend
modification or repeal HB 603am
state offices utilizing NH hospital vacant space HB 219
state pohce, tuition waived at state colleges SB 204
state revenue structure SB 170
subsidized multi-family housing projects, sale, notice, town's right
of first refusal SB 164
technical institute and colleges, purchasing policies HB 271
transportation in the 21st century HB 683
trauma care system, reporting date extended HB 162
uninsurables HB 539
use of land and building purchased in downtoviTi Concord HB 65am
HB 785
waste tires, reuse HB 750am
Sugar River, Claremont, waters reclassified HB 560
Sugden House, Odiorne state park, capital improvements
appropriation extended SB 117
Suncook, liquor store reopened SB 39
Sunset law
industrial development authority SB 80
legislative review of agencies and programs SB 56
SB 120
new state departments, divisions, and agencies temporary status;
review SB 48
Superior court
additional justices SB 71
arbitration in domestic relations cases HB 530
civil jurisdiction, damages claimed exceed $1,500; jury trials HB 715
Coos county, capital improvements appropriation HB 35am
de novo hearings re juvenile delinquents, abused or neglected
children, or CHINS removed SB 198
fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
Hillsborough and Rockingham counties, capital improvements
appropriation HB 35
Hillsborough county, two clerks authorized SB 70
Nashua, courthouse furnishings and security system, appropriation;
bonds ". . . SB 64
SB 117
Rockingham county, new courthouse
appropriation; bonds SB 11
SB 117
uses for present building; study SB 84
witness and jury fees
reduced HB 65am
supplemental appropriation HB 50
Support
children
electronic benefits disbursement system SB 128
payments made to human services division HB 392
modification, substantial change or 3 years after last order HB 406am
spousal, wage assignment HB 138
Supreme court
appeals
juvenile delinquents, abused or neglected children, and CHINS SB 198
preferred status to adoptions SCR 3
priority to adoption decrees SB 104
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Supreme court (cont.)
computtM" hardware and system development, appropriation; bonds HB 25
Concord district court 1989 capital improvements appropriation
extended HB 35
fee schedule set by statute HB 592am
judicial branch appropriation reduction HB 25
opinion requested, constitutionality of limiting liability
of governmental units in construction of streets and sidewalks SR 6
preliminary design and construction documents for new Rockingham
superior and probate courthouse SB 11am
preliminaiy designs for new Rockingham county superior and probate
courts, appropriation SB 117
Sweepstakes commission
fiscal committee approval of new positions and consultants; transfer of
funds HB 25
funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
revenue distribution method changed SB 212




congregate housing, strategy for accessing federal funds HB 629
government operations HB 65am
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway, study SB 60am
Manchester airport access, re-established HB 393
state and federal mandates, I'ecommendations for modification or
repeal HB 603am
study of interaction of criminal justice system with mental health
system SB 9
transportation in the 21.st century HB 683
voluntary agi-eements for reducing and recycling solid waste
from newspapers, plastics, and packaging extended HB 276am
Ikx and land appeals board
eminent domain, condemnation, municijjality considered condemnee
for unpaid taxes HB 513am
funds transferred to general services HB 50
notified of date of final tax bill; statements of financial condition of
various organizations filed with municipalities instead HB 652
quorum SB 180am
reassessment ordered, monitoring of appraisers by revenue
administration SB 1 17
Tax anticipation notes, mutual fund investments, exempt from
interest and dividends tax SB 38
T^x collectors, voter registration SB 184am
Tkx sales, redemption by per.son with legal interest in the land HB 292
Tkxes
abatement
hearings and appeals process SB 180am
person aggrieved eligible to file application; solicitation
for gain prohibited SB 200
response to application within 4 months HB 625am
banks, credits, under business profits tax, application HB 64am
business profits
credits for job creation and capital expenditures HB 64am
deductions, determining reasonable compensation HB 378am
estimated payments, percentage rates changed HB 593am
e.xemption for qualified business in enterprise zone SB 217
Internal Revenue Code defined HB 322am
SB 119
requesting revenue administration to change its interpretation
applying tax to sale or rental of personal residences SR 11







type of notice required HB 322am
: SB 119
credits, community development finance authority HB 619am
exemptions
and tax credits, definitions HB 120
charitable defined HB 305
veterans, applicable April 1, 1990 HB 547
income, interest and dividends, exemption for certain mutual funds SB 38
inheritance
executor or administrator, administrative duties expanded; times of
payment changed; audits by revenue administration SB 208
increased HB 40am
insurance premium, credits under business profits tax, application HB 64am
inventories or appraisals, administrative inspection warrants HB 385
land use change fund, disposition, local option HB 169am
liens, redemption by person with legal interest in the land HB 292
manufactured housing on land of another, owner of housing liable HB 680
meals and rooms
distribution of revenue SB 213




enhancement, administrative fee used for preventive and protective
services for children SR 12
enhancement, urging Congress to place a moratorium on changes in
medicaid regulations to insure funding for 1992 and 1993 HJR 5
supplemental on patient discharges HB 75
motor fuel, increased HB 660
Newmarket, semi-annual collection, transitional provisions SB 109
nuclear station property HB 64am
public utility franchise, redefined; electric energy removed HB 64am
rates set by cities and towns SB 201
real estate transfer
exemption, transfer between spouses in divorce HB 322am
SB 119
rate for biennium HB 64am
HB 336am
reassessments
monitored by revenue administration in certain circumstances HB 129
ordered by tax and land appeals board, appraisers monitored by
revenue administration SB 117
running liens in lieu of, local option SB 44
state
administration and enforcement by revenue administration;
taxpayer bill of rights .' HB 428
revenue structure, study SB 170
timber
collected by county commissioners in unincorporated towns and
unorganized places HB 491




stamps affixed in state SB 129
Taxpayer bill of rights HB 428
Teachers
retired before July 1, 1957, 10% cost of living adjustment SB 148
retirement system, minimum allowance SB 215
Technical colleges and institute
nonlapsing accounts SB 33
person donating equipment, liability limited HB 256
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Technical colleges (cont.)
purchasing' policies, study HB 271
Technical institute
capital improvements appropriation; 1988 bonding maturity dates
changed HB 35
dormitory', bonds, maturity dates SB 117
TVlemarketing, automatic dialing devices. Congress urged to
develop unified standards or prohibit HCR 12





type of notice required SB 1 19
HB 322am
poles, recording licenses, tovra clerk's fee increased HB 746
underground utility damage prevention system; penalties SB 139am
Telephones
automatic dialing devices for solicitation purposes, Congress
urged to develop unified standards or to prohibit HCR 12
emergency 911 statewide system, study HB 106
resellers of telecommunication services exempt from PUC regulation SB 133
scam sales calls, registration and investigation
of complaints by justice department SB 105
Television
public, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
urging channel 8 to provide NH news coverage or allow another
station to broadcast from the summit of Mt. Washington HCR 8am
Terminal care document
name changed to living will; sustenance exception deleted HB 485
sustenance exception deleted; witnesses, designees of certain
officials SB 188
Tewksbury Pond, Grafton, petroleum powered motorboats prohibited HB 419
Thrift Supenision Office, name changed from Federal Home
Loan Bank Board SB 52
Tilton
exit 21 on 1-93, constinjction appropriation; bonds SB 60
Northfield union school district, costs, how paid; allocation
of education funds, 1988 law repealed HB 142am
Timber
clearcutting regulated, study; notice of intent to cut, dates
effective HB 709am
cutting, bond required in certain cases HB 519
notice of intent to cut, dates effective HB 65am
tax, unincorporated towns and unorganized places, collected by county
commissioners HB 491
Tirrell house, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
Tobacco
products, sale to minors, penalties HB 696
smokeless, tax; use or possession of tobacco products
by minors prohibited HB 353am
tax stamps affixecl in state SB 129
Towing personnel, unprotected exposure to infectious disease
suspected, notification to medical referral consultant SB 47
Town clerk
appointment of deputy HB 174
notice of licensing of employment offices to employment security
department repealed HB 757am
report to revenue administration of newly elected
officers; rulemaking SB 1 18
various filing fees increased HB 746
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Tbwn meeting
procedures when official ballot not used; warrant articles, conformity
with enabling statute; question placed on warrant by selectmen . . . .HB 340
reconsideration votes restricted HB 561
special
capital reserve fund, establishment and expenditures HB 519
not held on biennial election day HB 532am
petition and warrant article, time for forwarding to revenue
administration changed HB 514
warrants, articles by petition, minimum signatures required HB 243
Tbwn treasurer
deposits in public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
distribution of village district taxes to district treasurer
annually or monthly HB 551am
funds invested in securities, collateral SB 83am
voter registration SB 184am
Towns
abutters notified before vote to discontinue roads HB 676
acceptance of gifts of personal property; expenditure
of appropriated funds HB 375
administrative fee for excavating in wetlands increased HB 270
central business districts, services expanded HB 619
class IV and V highways reclassified to VI, requirements HB 168
elections. See: Elections
highways, insufficiency, notice; liability limited; weather hazards SB 151
land use change tax fund, disposition; local option HB 169am
local option charters HB 579
officials
administrative inspection warrants HB 385
enforcement of state environmental laws HB 751
police officers, tuition waiver at state colleges SB 227
political advertising, removal after election, fee HB 624
public assistance
no cash payments HB 65am
study HB 733
recovery of costs for certain violations and crimes,
community service as alternative SB 166
recreation and park services, revolving fund from fees and charges SB 134
reimbursement for damage to livestock by dogs only if owner of dog
or insurance does not pay SB 1 15am
representative town meeting form of government HB 386
revenue returned from state, bills amending or repealing,"local" placed
after bill number SB 15am
running liens in lieu of taxes, local option SB 44
state and federal mandates, task force to recommend
modification or repeal HB 603am
streets named and numbers assigned by governing body HB 259
tax rates set by SB 201
trust funds, procedure for revocation HB 385
Transportation
21st century, task force HB 683
alternative, in southern NH, study SB 222
commissioner
appointment of scenic byways program coordinator HB 705
highways and bridges long-range construction program HB 784
department
approval of administrative services lease purchase agreements for
district court facilities HB 193am
HB 328
asbestos removal from state buildings, appropriation HB 25
capital improvements appropriation; various appropriations extended HB 35
competitive bidding, responsible bidder defined SB 138
Conway branch line rebuilding appropriation SB 162





funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
highway planning con'idors HB 700
Laconia - 1-93 connector highway, appropriation; bonds SB 60
Ledyard bridge, Hanover to Norwich, VT, environmental and
engineering design studies; bonds HB 448
low salt highway districts to protect public drinking water supplies SB 86
Manchester airport access, preliminary designs and environmental
impact; appropriation; bonds HB 393
Plymouth bridge on route 175A, replacement appropriation; bonds SB 54
public works bureau, expenditure in excess of budget estimate SB 117
railroad properties on public waters leased to adjacent landowners
for noncommercial use HB 172
railroad rights of way and properties, state owned in fee simple
absolute, reversionary rights extinguished HB 137
Salmon Falls Road in Rochester and Somersworth, meeting on
reclassification SB 90
truck lane construction, route 2 in Jefferson, appropriation; bonds SB 14
Warren bridge on route 25, high priority replacement SB 55am
mass, limited to cities over 150,000, local option HB 130
Trapping, steel leg traps prohibited SB 169
Trauma care system, study, reporting date extended HB 162
Treasurer, state
borrowing hmit increased, repayment within one year HB 669
investments, public deposit investment pool administered by bank
commissioner SB 102am
position transferred HB 25
Trees
clearcutting regulated, study HB 709
hunters building tree stands, observation blinds, or pit blinds,
landowner's permission required HB 710
Trials
jury, civil cases, damages claimed exceed $1,500 HB 715
misdemeanor and civil, 6 member jury CACR 11am
Trio Ponds dam, Odell, acquisition by land conservation
investment program HB 515am
Troopers Association, prior notification of introduction of
bills affecting retirement system SB 207
Trowbridge, Robert, nominated as temporary presiding officer 2
Trucks. See: Motor vehicles, trucks
Trust companies, conversions HB 313
Trust funds
school districts, for specific purposes HB 563
towns, procedure for revocation HB 385
Trusts, investment
management; certification; tax treatment SB 228am
payment of expenses; reservation of names HB 65am
Tsongas, Paul, Presidential candidate, remarks 1552-1553
Turnpikes, toll
collection equipment; appropriation; system revenue bonds, amount
increased; governor and council authority over expenditures HB 324
rates, inequities, study SB 168am
u
Underground storage tanks, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Unemployment compensation, weekly benefits reduced; appeals procedure,
filing by mail, dates changed; employer's contribution rates changed;
services that qualify as employment changed HB 768
SUBJECT INDEX 2533
Unfair insurance trade practices
claim settlements HB 414
failure to pay for treatment by chiropractor SB 30
Uniform commercial code, purchase money security interest,
time period foi- perfecting HB 103
Uniform limited offering exemption from securities registration
and filing requirements HB 441
Unincorporated towns, timber tax collected by county commissioners HB 491
United States
Congress
districts reapportioned, study SB 2am
urged to develop unified standards or prohibit automatic
dialing devices HCR 12
urged to enact national health progi'am HCR 9
urged to hold hearings on L-Tryptophan SCR 1
urged to place a moratorium on changes in medicaid regulations
to insure funding for 1992 and 1993 HJR 5
Constitution
petitioning Congress to submit a balanced budget amendment to
the states HCR 2
requesting Congress to propose an amendment prohibiting unfunded
federal mandates HCR 10
Forest Service, urged to provide access for the public,
including disabled, to Flat Mountain Pond HJR 4
government, former employees, service purchased and credited to NH
retirement system; not creditable for eligibility for health
benefits . . .
.' HB 161am
Internal Revenue Code defined for business profits tax purposes HB 322
SB 119
University ofNH
cooperative extension service urged to continue to work
with the governor's commission on the 21st century HJR 3
industrial technology research and innovation center SB 7
system
budget, classification SB 203
budget, remarks by Sen. Blaisdell 219-220
capital improvements appropriation; competitive bids; 1989
appropriation extended HB 35
lakes monitoring program, report HB 25
permanent study commission, inactive balance transferred
to joint legislative account SB 178
Unorganized places, timber tax collected by county commissioners HB 491
Upper Jaffrey Road, reclassification HB 168am
Utility poles, recording licenses, town clerk's fee increased HB 746
V
Vacation travel promotion, appropriation nonlapsing;
supplemental appropriation HB 50am
Vaccine purchase fund, public health services SB 72am
Veterans
bonus, Pei'sian Gulf war, study SB 10
cemetery. Pease Air Force Base HB 465
clubs, alcoholic beverage license, minor allowed at certain times SB 206am
home, building addition, capital improvements appropriation extended SB 117
tax exemptions
applicable April 1, 1990 HB 547
changed to tax credit HB 120
Victims bill of rights HB 756
Village districts
candidates, filing declaration, time limit removed HB 754
distribution of taxes by town treasurer to district treasurer
annually or monthly HB 551am
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Village districts (cont.)
recreation and park services, revolving fund from fees and charges SB 134
special meetings, capital reserve funds, establishment and
expenditures HB 519
streets named and numbers assigned by governing body HB 259
Vital records, improvement fund; fees for copies increased; appointment of
sub-registrars to issue burial and transit permits HB 65am
Vocational education
regional, equipment and instruction progi'am, revolving fund SB 146
tuition/transportation appropriation lapsed to general fund HB 50
Vocational rehabilitation
division, approval of personal care attendants and exclusive approval
of independent living programs removed HB 531
funds not used for catastrophic illness costs SB 74
Voluntary corporations. See: Corporations, voluntary
w
Wage assignment, spousal support HB 138
Warehouses, bonded, notice of license and qualifications,
publication in statewide newspaper HB 754
Warner River, and Lake Massasecum in Bradford, hydrologic study
and field surveys SB 65
Warren, bridge on route 25, high priority replacement SB 55am
Washington Street bridge. Concord, removed from 10 year
construction plan HB 553
Waste disposal
regional districts, study SB 98
revolving loan funds, repayment not governed by municipal finance
act; authenticating certificate not required SB 78
subsurface, funds transfeiTed to general services HB 50
systems, plan approvals recorded with register of deeds; fees; fund HB 745am
Waste management
division
approval of Plaistow solid waste district SB 226
funds transferred to other agencies HB 50
household hazardous waste cleanup, maximum amount of
waste accepted, rulemaking SB 186
infectious waste, rules for treatment HB 604
permits for solid waste facilities, public benefits requirements HB 509
hazardous, facility operator permit fees revised; purpose and
use of cleanup fund HB 262am
motor vehicle waste redefined HB 257
solid waste facilities, certain districts exempt from application
fees SB 122am
Waste tires, reuse, study HB 750am
Water
drinking, law enforcement by local officials, notification of attorney
general and environmental services commissioner HB 751am
oil pollution control fund and oil discharge and disposal cleanup
fund, interest credited to general fund until July 1, 1991 HB 50
pollution control
grants, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
revolving loan fund; bonds HB 50am
revolving loan fund, repayment not governed by municipal finance
act; authenticating certificate not required SB 78
state aid grants, appropriation; bonds HB 25
state guarantee increased SB 78am
registered users reporting to water resources division,
continued use authorized; changes; hearings; rulemaking SB 136
resources division, report on reorganization SB 1 14
rights, Dover from Bellamy River SB 187
SUBJECT INDEX 2535
Water (cont.)
supply and pollution control
funds transferred to general services HB 50
groundwater protection act SB 126
sewage disposal systems recorded with register of deeds, fees HB 745am
sewerage system plans and specifications, fees HB 493
systems, public, fees changed; publicly owned systems
exempt from fees HB 780am
treatment equipment installers, licensed as pump installers SB 116
treatment plant operators, fee to continually appropriated fund;
use by WSPCD; educational requirements HB 780am
Watercraft safety, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Waters
classification standards changed; various rivers, classification
changed HB 560
oil spillage or discharge, cleanup authority; liability;
enforcement HB 565am
public
drinking, supplies protected by low salt highway districts SB 86
railroad properties on, leased to adjacent landowners for
noncommercial use HB 172
rights, study, duties and reporting date extended; registered
users, modification of use HB 104am
shoreland protection; development near rivers, study HB 443am
Wave runner defined as ski craft SB 63
Weights and measures
bulk commodities, vendor to keep copy of invoice and original
weight ticket HB 447
technical changes for consistency and conformance vidth federal
standards HB 117
Wells
protective radii, regulations; overlap of boundary
lines; cluster developments HB 111am
water treatment equipment installers hcensed as pump installers SB 116
Wetlands
board
composition changed HB 458
excavating application fee for transportation department, service
in lieu of portion SB 117
excavating, maximum permit fee for transportation department;
services in lieu of portion SB 165am
fees and permits for recreational mining in rivers prohibited HB 443am
fees and permits for recreational mining in rivers prohibited
during study, guidelines HB 560am
notice time from local conservation commissions extended HB 459
excavating, administrative fee to towns increased;
additional permit application requirements HB 270
law enforcement by local officials, notification of attorney
general and environmental services commissioner HB 751am
Weyland, Joy, 1991 William Randolph Hearst Foundation U.S. Senate Youth
Program representative, res honoring 1130-1131
White, General Isaac Davis, US route 202, Peterborough to MA,
named for HB 253
Whitefield, Mt. Washington regional airport, 1989 appropriation
redesignated and extended HB 688
WIC program, funds transferred to general services HB 50
Wiggin, Richard H., elected sergeant-at-arms 10-11
Wildflower, state, pink lady's slipper SB 40
Wildlife, northeast conservation law enforcement compact HB 362
Wills, executors and trustees, probate judges discretion
to require bonds HB 269
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Wines, domestic, defined; NH products, percentage blend
approved by liquor commission SB 128am
Winnipesaukee River basin pollution control
capital impi'ovements appropriation HB 35am
funds transferred to general services HB 50
Winnisquam regional school district meeting legalized HB 142am
Witnesses, fees reduced HB 65am
Women
gender equity in sports, study SB 85
infants, and chikb-en (WIC) program, funds transferred
to general services HB 50
low income, access to prenatal care, appropriation SB 177
pregnant, warning of risk of birth defects at establishments
selling alcoholic bevei^ages HB 299
Women in Military Service for America Memorial Foundation,
Inc., donations encouraged; appropriation SB 144am
Wood ash, exception from river set back requirements, application
as fertilizer HB (574am
to farmland HB 402am
Workers' compensation
civil penalties deposited in general fund HB 65am
police, cardiovascular disease and certain cancers presumed
occupationally related SB 77
violations by bidders on construction contracts, damages; tort immunity
for self-insured pools; compensation appeals board, membership
increased HB 607am
Wreckers, towing personnel, unprotected exposure to infectious disease
suspected, notification to medical referral consultant SB 47
Wrongful death, damages, elements to be considered; limitation increased SB 81
Y
Youth development center, capital improvements appropriation HB 35
z
Zeliff, William, U.S. Represnetative from the first N.H. Congressional
district, remarks 608-609
Zoning
boards of adjustment, elected, alternate members appointed SB 49am
local land use violations, district court jurisdiction;
citations; pleas by mail HB 595
nonresidential or nonrur'al, within 2,000 feet of residential or rural
land in adjoining municipality, approval from that municipality
required SB 53
ordinances
and amendments, cease and desist orders for violations HB 523
child care in public and private sector buildings encouraged,
study extended HB 711
impact fees imno.sed on development HB 391
innovative land u.se controls, planning board decisions appealed
to superior court HB 385
proposed, not applicable to plats or applications already
accepted by planning board HB 577
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SB 1, reapportioning the state senate districts. (Dupont and Rep Bums of Coos 5 - To
Redistricting Committee)
New title: relative to the senate committee which is to study redistricting state senate
districts.
38. SO 677, am (RC) 701-716, remarks 796-797, psd 797, remarks 898-899, H cone
1061, enr 1093 (Chapter 101)
SB 2, reapportioning the New Hampshire congressional districts. (Dupont and Rep. Bums
of Coos 5 - To Redistricting Committee)
New title: relative to the senate committee which is to study redistricting congressio-
nal districts.
38, SO 677, am 716-719, psd 797, H cone 1062, enr 1093 (Chapter 102)
SB 3-A, relative to exit 10 on the Spaulding turnpike and making an appropriation therefor.
(Dupont and Rep. Frechette of Str. 8 - To Capital Budget)
38, am 758, psd 797, H cone 1203, enr am 1626, enr 2082 (Chapter 255)
SB 4-FN-A, relative to the port of New Hampshire Port Authority and making an appropria-
tion therefor. (Dupont et al - To Economic Development)
First new title: establishing a committee to study the New Hampshire state port
authority.
Second new title: establishing a committee to study the New Hampshire state port
authority and relative to intemational trade.
38, am 595-596, psd 693, cone H am 1087, enr 1140 (Chapter 145)
SB 5-FN, relative to Skyhaven airport. (Dupont and Rep. Frechette of Str. 8 - To Transpor-
tation)
38, am 407-408, psd 428, H cone 1203, enr 1623 (Chapter 256)
SB 6-FN, relative to the Pease development authority. (Dupont and Cohen- To Executive
Departments)
38, K 611
SB 7-FN-A, relative to an industrial research center at the University of New Hampshire
and making an appropriation therefor. (Dupont et al - To Economic Development)
38, Finance 596-605, am 772-774, psd 798, cone H am 1201-1202, enr 1623 (Chapter
211)
SB 8-FN, terminating the New Hampshire Higher Educational and Health Facilities Author-
ity and transferring its duties, powers and responsibilities to the New Hampshire hous-
ing finance authority. (Podles - To Banks)
92, K 362-363
SB 9-FN, relative to a study of interactions between the mental health and criminal justice
systems. (Dupont - To Judiciary)
92, am 511-512, psd 540, cone H am 1 147, enr 2081 (Chapter 212)
SB 10-FN, establishing a study committee on bonuses for veterans who served in the
Persian Gulf. (Blaisdell et al - To Finance)
New title: establishing a study committee on bonuses for veterans who served during
the Persian Gulf crisis.
802, am 1102-1105, psd 1122, cone H am 1436, enr 1663 (Chapter 257)
SB 11-A, appropriating funds for a new courthouse in Rockingham county. (Hollingworth et
al - To Capital Budget)
38, am 324-325, psd 427, H cone 1203, enr 2162 (Chapter 258)
SB 12-FN-A, relative to school building aid and making an appropriation therefor. (Hough
and Blaisdell - To Finance)
38, K 774
SB 13, relative to transferring funds between and among line items in the
postseeondary technical education department. (Blaisdell and Hough - To Finance)
39, am 774-775. psd 798. H cone 1062. enr 1123 (Chapter 118)
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SB 14-A, relative to environmental and engineering studies and acquisition of
rights-of-way for the construction of a truck lane on United States Route 2 in Jefferson,
New Hampshire, and making an appropriation therefor. (Oleson et al - To Transporta-
tion)
39, am & Capital Budget 77-78, psd 325-326, 428, H cone 1203, enr 1623 (Chapter
259)
SB 15, relative to special identification of legislation that amends existing revenue statutes
which send all or part of certain revenues to subdivisions of the state. Q. King et al - To
Ways and Means)
New title: relative to special identification of legislation that may have an impact on
local expenditures or requires the state to forward all or part of any designated revenues
to cities or towns and relative to mileage payments to members of the legislative ethics
committee.
39, am (RC) 81-82, psd 90, cone H am 1002-1003, enr 1093 (Chapter 103)
SB 16-FN, relative to the board of dental examiners. (Blaisdell and Hough - To Executive
Departments)
39, am 301-307, psd 318, H Com 1204
SB 17, relative to disclosure of transaction charges for use of automated teller machines.
(Roberge et al - To Banks)
39, K 93
SB 18-FN-A, relative to the conservation corps program and making an appropriation
therefor. (McLane et al - To Wildlife and Recreation)
39, am & Finance 255-256, am 775-776, psd 798, H Com 1205
SB 19-FN, establishing penalties and fines for use of blue lights by any person other than a
certified police officer. (Nelson et al - To Executive Departments)
New title: establishing penalties and fines for use of blue lights by any person other
than a law enforcement officer.
39, am 85-88, psd 91, cone H am 1095, enr 1444 (Chapter 172)
SB 20-FN, relative to licensing nutritionists and dietitians. (Currier et al - To Executive
Departments)
New title: establishing a committee to study the licensure of dietitians and nutrition-
ists.
39, am 307-309, psd 318, H nonconc 1204
SB 21, establishing a commission to study and recommend the elimination of state-
mandated programs. (Heath and Colantuono - To Executive Departments)
39, am 227-228, psd 264, H Com 1061
SB 22, relative to changes in reimbursement requirements for psychologists. (Nelson - To
Insurance)
New title: relative to changes in requirements for psychologists.
39, psd 58, 91, nonconc Ham, eonf 1238, 1435, rep adop 2196, enr 2238 (Chapter 343)
SB 23-FN, relative to juvenile delinquents on conditional release. (Roberge et al - To Judici-
ary)
40, Kill
SB 24, relative to revising the administrative procedure act. (Bass - To Executive Depart-
ments)
40, am 309-313, psd 318, H cone 1062, enr 1123 (Chapter 119)
SB 25-FN, relative to obtaining out-of-state driving records. (Currier and Heath - To Trans-
portation)
40, psd 79, 91, H cone 1062, enr 1094 (Chapter 104)
SB 26-FN, relative to licenses to carry firearms. (HoUingworth - To Judiciary)
40, am 379-381, psd 428, H nonconc 958
SB 27-FN, establishing minimum mandatory sentences of imprisonment for assault crimes
where the victim is a law enforcement officer. (Nelson and Heath - To Judiciary)
New title: relative to extended terms of imprisonment for assault crimes where the
victim is a law enforcement officer.
40, am 280-282, psd 300, H Com 1435
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SB 28-FN, relative to promoting New Hampshire businesses and products internationally.
(W. King et al - To Economic Development)
New title: relative to promoting New Hampshire businesses and products internation-
ally and continually appropriating a fund for international trade promotion.
40, am & Finance 157-160. psd 776, 798, H cone 1203, enr am 1624-1625, enr 2081
(Chapter 260)
SB 29-FN-A, establishing a legislative ethics committee and making an appropriation there-
for. (Bass et al - To Public Affairs)
New title: establishing a legislative ethics committee.
40, am & rcmt 72-75, am (RC) 114-122, psd 154, H cone 874, enr am 1086, enr 1093
(Chapter 105)
SB 30-FN, relative to insurance coverage for and unfair claim settlement practices concern-
ing chiropractic treatment. (Colantuono et al - To Insurance)
40, rcmt 58-59, K 551
SB 31-FN-A, recodifying the laws relative to real estate brokers and salespersons and
making an appropriation therefor. (St. Jean - To Executive Departments)
40, K 228
SB 32-FN, requiring certain motorists to post a credit card deposit for traffic violations.
(Bass - To Transportation)
New title: permitting district and municipal courts to accept payment of fines by credit
card.
40, am 408-410. psd 428, cone H am 1148, enr 1446 (Chapter 201)
SB 33-FN, relative to establishing a nonlapsing account for the New Hampshire technical
institute and vocational technical colleges and creating the position of director of finan-
cial management. (Dupont - To Education)
40, am & Finance 269-270, psd 776, 798, H cone 1146, enr 1444 (Chapter 173)
SB 34-FN, requiring parental notification before abortions may be performed on unemanci-
pated minors. (Humphrey - To Judiciary)
40. rcmt 111-113, K(2 RC's) 189-209
SB 35-FN, requiring the legislative budget assistant to identify and make available for in-
spection a list of certain state-mandated programs. (Humphrey - To Executive Depart-
ments)
41, K 313
SB 36-FN-A, relative to special education and making an appropriation therefor. (Hough -
To Education)
41, K610
SB 37, relative to amending provisions of the voluntary corporation statute. (Dupont - To
Judieiar\')
41, am 160-162, psd 181, cone H am 1240, enr 2081 (Chapter 261)
SB 38-FN-A, exempting interest earned by investors in certain mutual funds from the
interest and dividend tax. (Currier - To Banks)
New title: exempting dividends earned by investors in certain mutual funds from the
interest and dividend tax.
41 , psd .363, 428, cone H am 2084, enr 2237 (Chapter 297)
SB 39-FN, relative to reopening liquor stores. (W. King and Pressly - To Ways and Means)
41, am & Finance 682-684, psd 776-777, 798, H nonconc 958
SB 40, making the pink lady's slipper the state wildflower. (McLane et al - To Environment)
41, psd 57-58, 91, H cone 958, enr 1006 (Chapter 106)
SB 41-A, relative to the construction of a fire training academy for New Hampshire fire
fighters and making an appropriation therefor. (Eraser et al - To Capital Budget)
New title: relative to the construction of a fire training academy for New Hampshire
fire fighters and making an appropriation therefor, and relative to motor vehicle records
fees.
41, LT 592, am 673-677, psd 693, H cone 1203, enr 2162 (Chapter 262)
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SB 42-FN, relative to the board of podiatry. (Blaisdell - To Executive Departments)
New title: relative to the board of podiatry, the board of registration in medicine,
emergency medical technicians, and the possession of non-controlled prescription
drugs for emergency use.
41, LT 313-314, am 943-945, psd 955, nonconc H am, conf 1561, LT 2196-2198, rep
adop 2270-2271, enr am 2324, ear 2338 (Chapter 382)
SB 43-FN, establishing a committee to study utilization review and managed care. (Blais-
dell - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
New title: establishing a committee to study utilization and management review and
managed care.
41, am 130-131, psd 154, cone H am 1147-1148, enr 1444 (Chapter 174)
SB 44, permitting municipalities to acquire running liens on property of property owners
owing back taxes. (Heath - To Public Affairs)
41, LT 75-76, K 954
SB 45-FN, relative to bail jumping. (Heath et al - To Judiciary)
41, study 512-521
SB 46, relative to placing political signs along state highways. (Heath - To Executive Depart-
ments)
41, K 228-229
SB 47, relative to emergency response personnel. (St. Jean - To Public Affairs)
41, psd 76, 91, cone H am 1147, enr 1445 (Chapter 175)
SB 48-FN, requiring a temporary tenure for new departments, agencies or divisions. Q.
King - To Executive Departments)
41, K 314
SB 49, relative to electing alternate zoning board of adjustment members. (W. King - To
Public Affairs)
New title: relative to alternate zoning board of adjustment members.
42, am 76-77, psd 91, H cone 1146, enr 1424 (Chapter 176)
SB 50, relative to removal of motor vehicle registrations. (Roberge and Rep. Spencer of Str.
4 - To Judiciary)
42, K 381
SB 51, relative to motor vehicle license revocation. (Roberge and Rep. Jasper of Hil. 19 - To
Transportation)
42, K 144
SB 52, changing the name of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to the Office of Thrift
Supervision. (Eraser - To Banks)
42, am 363-366, psd 428, H cone 958, enr 1006 (Chapter 107)
SB 53-FN, relative to nonresidential and nonrural zoning. (Colantuono - To Executive De-
partments)
42, K 501
SB 54-A, relative to replacing the Plymouth Bridge on New Hampshire Route 175A in
Plymouth and making an appropriation therefor. (W. King - To Transportation)
42, Capital Budget 79-81, LT 758-759, K 945-946
SB 55-A, relative to replacing the Warren Bridge on New Hampshire Route 25 and making
an appropriation therefor. (W. King et al - To Transportation)
First new title: relative to replacing the Warren bridge on New Hampshire route 25.
Second new title: relative to replacing the Warren Bridge on New Hampshire Route
25 and extending the deadline for completion of a study.
42, am & Capital Budget 144-148, remarks 153-154, am 592-593, psd 694, cone H am
1435-1436, enr am 1625, enr 2082 (Chapter 263)
SB 56-FN, relative to sunset laws. (W King et al - To Executive Departments)
42, K 314
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SB 57-FN, relative to the review of New Hampshire corporate laws. (W. King at al - To
Economic Development)
42, psd 605-606. 694. cone H am 1202, enr am 1625-1626. enr 2082 (Chapter 264)
SB 58, relative to licenses for games of chance. (Nelson and Rep. Gagnon of Hil. 29 - To
Ways and Means)
42. K 82-83
SB 59-FN, relative to a state-sponsored credit card program. (W. King and Disnard - To
Banks)
42, rcmt 367, am 545-546. psd 588, H nonconc 1204
SB 60-A, relative to the Laconia - 1-93 connector highway and making an appropriation
therefor. (Fraser et al - To Capital Budget)
New title: creating a task force to study the Laconia - 1-93 connector highway.
42, rcmt 759, am 835-836, psd 870, H Com 1205
SB 61-FN, relative to speedy payments for the care of children in foster homes. (W. King
and Disnard - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
42, rcmt 131-137, am 240-243, psd 264, cone H am 1240, enr 1623 (Chapter 265)
SB 62-FN, relative to licensure of athletic trainers. (Currier - To Executive Departments)
42, Finance (RC) 229-237, am 777, psd 798, H Com 1145
SB 63-FN, relative to the definition of ski craft. (McLane - To Wildlife and Recreation)
42, LT 529-530, K 744-745
SB 64-A, relative to the superior courthouse in Nashua and making an appropriation there-
for. (Nelson - To Capital Budget)
43, am 93-100, psd 154, H cone 1203, enr 1445 (Chapter 177)
SB 65-FN-A, relative to Lake Massasecum and the Warner River in the town of Bradford
and making an appropriation therefor. (Currier - To Environment)
43, study 489
SB 66, relative to durable power of attorney for health care. (McLane et al - To Public
Institutions, Health and Human Services)
43, LT 243, remarks 263, am (RC) 719-742, psd 797, H cone 1062, enr 1143 (Chapter
146)
SB 67-FN, relative to establishing a study committee to study the feasibility of revising the
school building aid formula. (Hough - To Education)
43, am 326-327, psd 428, H cone 1434, enr 1623 (Chapter 266)
SB 68-FN, relative to the transportation of animals in open trucks. (Roberge et al - To
Transportation)
43, am 213-214, psd 221 , H nonconc 1061
SB 69-FN, relative to certification of professional counselors. (W. King and Rep. King of
Hil. 43 - To Executive Departments)
43, am & Finance 372-375, psd 777-778, 798, H nonconc 1145
SB 70-FN, relative to superior court clerks for Hillsborough county. (Nelson et al - To
Internal Affairs)
43, LT 652-653, am 745-747, psd 797, H cone 1062, enr 1140 (Chapter 147)
SB 71-FN-A, relative to superior court justices and making an appropriation therefor. (Nel-
son et al - To Internal Affairs)
New title: relative to superior court justices.
43, Finance 653, am 778, psd 798, H cone 1203, enr 1446 (Chapter 202)
SB 72-FN-A, relative to certain vaccines for children and making an appropriation therefor.
(Hollingworth et al - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
New title: establishing and continually appropriating a fund for the purchase of vac-
cines.
43, Finance 137-144, am 778-780, psd 798, H cone 1203, enr 2237 (Chapter 280)
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SB 73-FN, relative to motor vehicle plates and registrations. (Heath et al - To Transporta-
tion)
44, com changed 178, K 381-384
SB 74-FN, relative to catastrophic illness care costs. (Nelson et al - To Public Institutions,
Health and Human Services)
New title: establishing a committee to study the use of funds appropriated for cata-
strophic illness care.
44, am 388-389, psd 428, H cone 1203, enr 1445 (Chapter 178)
SB 75, relative to bargaining rights for state employees. (Currier et al - To Executive De-
partments)
44, am (RC) 502-507, psd 540, H nonconc 1204
SB 76, relative to the age requirement for retirement communities. (Pressly et al - To Public
Affairs)
44, am 521-522, psd 540, H Com 1205
SB 77-FN, creating a presumption that cardiovascular disease and certain cancers in police
officers are occupationally related. (St. Jean - To Insurance)
44, K 59-60
SB 78-FN, relative to loans to municipalities from state revolving loan funds. (St. Jean and
Rep. Domaingue of Hil. 42 - To Banks)
New title: relative to loans to municipalities from state revolving loan funds and relative
to the state guarantee for the elimination of pollution from public waters.
44, am 182-183, psd 221, cone H am 1146, enr 1445 (Chapter 179)
SB 79-FN, establishing a committee to study an expedited permit process for environmen-
tal permits. (W. King et al - To Economic Development)
44, psd 606, 694, H cone 1203, enr 1445 (Chapter 180)
SB 80-FN, relative to sunset review of the industrial development authority. (Cohen et al -
To Economic Development)
44, K 606
SB 81, relative to damages for wrongful death. (Hollingworth et al - To Judiciary)
44, am (RC) 282-288, psd 300, H Com 1061
SB 82, relative to powers of directors, officers, and trustees of health service corporations.
(Roberge - To Judiciary)
44, psd 113-114, 154, H cone 1062, enr 1123 (Chapter 120)
SB 83, relative to the investment of public funds. (Delahunty et al - To Banks)
44, am 155-157, psd 181, cone H am 1435, enr am 2313-2321. 2338 (Chapter 383)
SB 84-FN, establishing a committee to review the architects' proposals, site location, and
costs of a new Rockingham county superior court building. (Hollingworth et al - To
Capital Budget)
44, K 280
SB 85-FN, relative to women's sports. (Hollingworth and Rep. McGovem of Rock. 27 - To
Public Affairs)
45, am 209-210, psd 221, cone H am 1240, enr 2162 (Chapter 267)
SB 86-FN, to create low salt districts within the state highway system. (Pressly et al - To
Transportation)
45, psd 246, 264, H nonconc 1204
SB 87-FN, relative to replacement employees. (Pressly and Rep. Lefebvre of Hil. 29 - To
Insurance)
45, am 377-378, psd 428, H cone 1203, enr 1445 (Chapter 181)
SB 88, permitting independent voters to vote in a primary and change their registration
back to independent on the same day of the primary. (Pressly et al - To Public Affairs)
45, K 164
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SB 89. relative to cooperative school district planning committees. (Oleson - To Education)
New title: relative to school district planning committees.
45, am 237. psd 428, H cone 1146. enr 1143 (Chapter 148)
SB 90-FN, relative to the Salmon Falls Road in the cities of Somersworth and Rochester.
(Dupont and Rep. Frechette of Str. 8 - To Transportation)
45. Finance 147-148, psd 780, 798, H cone 1203, enr 1445 (Chapter 182)
SB 91, relative to the disclosure of discoverable materials in product liability actions. (Cohen
and Rep. Green of Hil. 36 - To Judiciarv)
45, am 384-385, psd 428, H noncone 1061
SB 92, relative to collateral on personal guarantees of business loans. (Podles and Rep.
Emerton of Hil. 6 - To Banks)
45. K 183
SB 93, relative to arraignments of juvenile delinquents. (Roberge and Rep. McCain of Rock.
11 - To Judiciary)
45, K 238
SB 94, relative to eonfidentialitv in child abuse and neglect cases. (Podles - to Judiciary)
45, K 238-239
SB 95-FN, relative to parole of delinquents. (Roberge and Rep. McCain of Rock. 11 - To
Judiciary)
45, K 385-386
SB 96, relative to adoption. (Podles - To Judiciary)
45, psd 114, 154, H cone 1147, enr 1424 (Chapter 183)
SB 97, relative to administrative rules and state mandates. (Currier - To Executive Depart-
ments)
45, psd 237-238, 264, noncone H am, conf 1238-1239, 1435, rep adop 2271-2272, enr
2338 (Chapter 384)
SB 98-FN, relative to a review of RSA 53-B, regional refuse disposal districts. (W. King -
To Environment)
45, K 100
SB 99-FN, establishing a committee to study how the state of New Hampshire operates and
finances public education. (McLane - To Education)
45, K 328
SB 100-FN, relative to simulcast wagering. (Blaisdell - To Ways and Means)
46, am 172-176, psd 181, noncone H am, conf 1003, 1018, rep adop 1138-1139, enr
1140 (Chapter 68)
SB 101-FN, establishing a study committee relative to the industrial development author-
ity. (Dupont - To Economic Development)
46, psd 606-607, 694, H cone 1147, enr 1197 (Chapter 149)
SB 102-FN, authorizing the municipal bond bank to establish and administer combined
investment funds. (Currier et al - To Banks)
New title: authorizing the bank commissioner to establish and administer a public
deposit investment pool.
46, am 479-489, psd 540, H cone 1203, enr am 2073, enr 2081 (Chapter 268)
SB 103-FN, relative to parental choice in education. (Humphrey - To Education)
46, K (2 RC's) 332-354
SB 104, relative to appeal of adoption decrees. (Podles - To Judiciary)
46, K 239




SB 106-FN, relative to anatomical gifts. (Pressly et al - To Transportation)
46, psd 214-216, 221, H cone 1062, enr 1094 (Chapter 108)
SB 107, relative to tenants' security deposit. (Pressly and Rep. Wright of Hil. 18 - To Public
Affairs)
46, am 664-665, psd 694, H Com 1205
SB 108-FN, relative to the definition of bulk power supply facilities. (Colantuono and Cohen
- To Public Affairs)
46, K 388
SB 109-FN, relative to the date for the collection of taxes in the town of Newmarket.
(HoUingworth et al - To Public Affairs)
New title: relative to the time for holding the 1991 Newmarket town meeting.
46, am 551-552, psd 588, H cone 1062, enr 1123 (Chapter 121)
SB 110-FN, relative to protection of first amendment rights of students. (Cohen - To Edu-
cation)
46, psd 329-332, 428, H nonconc 1434
SB 111-FN, establishing an advisory committee on economic development. (W. King et al -
To Economic Development)
46, K 607
SB 112-FN, relative to license plates for firefighters. (Currier and Rep. Elliot of Hil. 2 - To
Transportation)
46, LT 216-217, am 261-263, psd 264, H nonconc 1061
SB 113-FN, relative to justification of the use of physical force as a defense in actions
alleging the abuse or neglect of a child. (Podles - To Judiciary)
46, K 386
SB 114-FN, requiring a report on certain water laws. (Bass - To Environment)
47, am 371-372, psd 428, H cone 1204, enr 1445 (Chapter 184)
SB 115-FN, relative to livestock. (Dupont - To Public Affairs)
New title: relative to injuries done by dogs.
47, rcmt 288, am 552-554, psd 588, cone H am 1241, enr 2081 (Chapter 213)
SB 116-FN, requiring installers of water treatment equipment to be licensed as pump
installers. (Currier - To Executive Departments)
47, K 549
SB 117-FN-A, relative to expenditures by the public works bureau, extending certain lapse
dates, making adjustments to certain bond authorizations, altering the effective dates of
certain fee increases, making certain appropriations, and relative to reassessments of
property, class AA dams, and the port authority, and making an appropriation therefor.
(Blaisdell et al - To Capital Budget)
New title: relative to expenditures by the public works bureau, extending certain lapse
dates, making adjustments to certain bond authorizations, making certain appropria-
tions, relative to the port authority, and making an appropriation therefor.
47, am 759-764, psd 797, H nonconc 1061
SB 118-FN, relative to the department of revenue administration. (Currier - To Ways and
Means)
47, psd 83, 91, cone H am 1202, enr 1623 (Chapter 269)
SB 119-FN, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer tax, and the com-
munications services tax. (Blaisdell and Hough - to Ways and Means)
47, psd 84-85, 91, H nonconc 1664
SB 120-FN-A, establishing a sunset committee and restoring the sunset review process
and making an appropriation therefor. G- King - To Executive Departments)
47, am & Finance 611-624, psd 780, 798, H Com 1145
SB 121-FN, relative to operating a motor vehicle under the influence of drugs. (Roberge et
al - To Transportation)
47, K 255
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SB 122-FN, exempting towns from the solid waste facility application fee. (W. King et al -
To Environment)
New title: exempting certain solid waste districts from application fees.
47. am 610-611. psd 694, H cone 1204. enr 1445 (Chapter 185)
SB 123-FN, relative to the wine industr>' of New Hampshire. (Currier - To Ways and
Means)
47. LT 424. am 742-744, psd 797, H cone 1062. enr 1093 (Chapter 109)
SB 124-FN, to reinstate the state committee for mosquito control. (Cohen - To Environ-
ment)
47, K 226-227
SB 125-FN, relative to child abuse and neglect proceedings. (Podles - To Public Institu-
tions. Health and Human Services)
47, am 389-390, psd 428, cone H am 1241, enr 1623 (Chapter 214)
SB 126-FN, relative to groundwater classification. (Russman and Rep. Conroy of Rock. 7 -
To Environment)
47, am & Finance 489-494, psd 780-781, 798, cone H am 1436, enr am 2230, enr 2239
(Chapter 344)
SB 127-FN, relative to removing vegetation obstructing advertising devices and planting
lilac bushes. (Heath et al - To Transportation)
48, Finance 246-254, remarks 263, am 781-782, psd 798, H noncone 958
SB 128-FN-A, relative to the development of an electronic benefit transfer system and
making an appropriation therefor. (Dupont - To Public Institutions, Health and Human
Services)
48. Finance 243-244, psd 782, 798. H cone 1204. enr 1445 (Chapter 186)
SB 129-FN, requiring that all cigarettes be tax-stamped within the state and establishing a
study committee on sale and distribution of cigarettes. (Heath - To Ways and Means)
New title: establishing a study committee on sale and distribution of cigarettes.
48, am 176-178. psd 182, H noncone 1664
SB 130, relative to certain real property received from drug forfeitures to the state. (Heath -
To W'ildlife and Recreation)
48, remt 257-258. K 954
SB 131-FN, relative to choice in education. (Heath - To Education)
48. study (2 RC's) 354-357
SB 132-FN, relative to monitoring licensed nuclear power plants. (Hollingworth et al - To
Public Affairs)
New title: establishing a committee to study an early warning system for monitoring
licensed nuclear power plants.
48. am 558-562, psd 588. H noncone 1146
SB 133, relative to resellers of telecommunication services. (Cohen and Dupont - To Execu-
tive Departments)
48, study 314
SB 134-FN, relative to a public recreation revolving fund. (W. King et al - To Wildlife and
Recreation)
48, am 258-260, psd 264, H noncone 1146
SB 135-FN, relative to recovering costs, fees, and expenses in certain takeovers of utili-
ties. (Russman et al - To Executive Departments)
48, am 507-508. psd 540, H cone 1147, enr 1143 (Chapter 150)
SB 136-FN, authorizing water users registered and reporting their use to the division of
water resources, department of environmental sei"vices, to continue such use. (Currier
- To Environment)
48, K 100
SB 137-FN, relative to the Pease development authority. (Shaheen et al - To Executive
Departments)
48, LT 624-643, K (RC) 667-673, remarks 859-860
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SB 138-FN, relative to defining the term "responsible bidder" for the purpose of certain
capital projects. (Shaheen et al - To Capital Budget)
New title: establishing a committee to study the bidding process on state construction
projects.
48, am 593-595, psd 694, H nonconc 1434
SB 139-FN, relative to preventing damage to aboveground utility installations. (Currier - To
Executive Departments)
New title: relative to preventing damage to underground utility installations.
49, am 316-317, psd 319, H cone 1147, enr 1197 (Chapter 151)
SB 140-FN, relative to rate setting by the division for children and youth services and by
the department of education. (Blaisdell - To Public Institutions, Health and Human
Services)
New title: establishing a committee to study rate setting for certain services, place-
ments, and programs.
49, am 244-246, psd 264, cone H am 1241, enr 1623, veto sustained (RC) 2325-2328
SB 141-FN, to extend medical benefits to group II members on disability retirement who
become group II members after June 30, 1988. (Nelson - To Insurance)
New title: to extend medical benefits to group II members on disability retirement who
became group II members after June 30, 1988.
49, am & Finance 60-66, study 782-783
SB 142-FN, relative to temporary utility rate increases. (Colantuono - To Executive De-
partments)
49, study 508
SB 143, extending time limits for condominium projects. Q. King - To Public Affairs)
49, am 122-129, psd 154, cone H am 1004, enr 1093 (Chapter 110)
SB 144-FN-A, relative to the Women's War Memorial and making an appropriation therefor.
(Oleson - To Public Affairs)
49, am & Finance 165-172, am 783-784, psd 798, H cone 958, enr am 1138, enr 1143
(Chapter 152)
SB 145-FN-A, establishing a New Hampshire small business mini-loan program and making
an appropriation therefor. (W King et al - To Economic Development)
49, K 607-608
SB 146, relative to equipment and instruction programs and revolving funds for regional
vocational centers. (Dupont et al - To Education)
49, am 358-359, psd 428, H cone 1147, enr 1424 (Chapter 187)
SB 147-FN, relative to foundation aid levels. (Nelson et al - To Education)
49, K 224-225
SB 148-FN, providing a 5 percent cost of living adjustment for group I retirement system
members and providing a 10 percent cost of living adjustment for teachers retired prior
to July 1, 1957. (Blaisdell et al - To Insurance)
49, Finance 66-72, study 784
SB 149-FN-A, relative to reimbursing a certain school cooperative for certain expenses and
making an appropriation therefor. (Pressly and Rep. Hanselman of Hil. 17 - To Finance)
New title: relative to reimbursing certain school cooperatives for certain expenses and
making an appropriation therefor.
49, psd 102, 155, cone H am 1201, enr 1445 (Chapter 188)
SB 150, relative to partnerships and relative to foreclosures. (St. Jean - To Banks)
49, am 183-185, psd 221, cone H am 1148, enr 1446 (Chapter 203)
SB 151-FN, to protect municipalities against liability in the construction and maintenance of
highways, streets and sidewalks. (Fraser - To Transportation)
49, LT 677, am, LT & S Ct opin req (SR 6) 893-897, S Ct opin printed & am 2170-2186,
psd 2238, H cone 2261, enr 2339 (Chapter 385)
SB 152, relative to a joint New Hampshire-Quebec trade council. (W. King et al - To Eco-
nomic Development)
50, psd 160, 182, cone H am 1087, enr am 1138, enr 1143 (Chapter 153)
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SB 153, relative to licensing of pharmacists. (Hollingworth et al - To Executive Depart-
ments)
50, am 549-550, psd 588, H nonconc 1204
SB 154-FN, relative to the jurisdiction of state police employees. (Podles et al - To Trans-
portation)
50, psd 255, 264, H Com 1145
SB 155, relative to mechanics' liens. (Roberge and Heath - To Banks)
50, am 546-549, psd 589, H cone 1204, enr 1623 (Chapter 270)
SB 156-FN-A, establishing a committee to study the SAU structure within the state of New
Hampshire and making an appropriation therefor. (Disnard et al - To Education)
50, am & Finance 270-272, am 784-785, psd 798, H Com 1061
SB 157-FN, relative to bingo and lucky 7. (Disnard et al - To Ways and Means)
New title: relative to bingo.
50, am 523-525, psd 540, H cone 1434, enr 2162 (Chapter 271)
SB 158, relative to advanced registered nurse practitioners. (W. King et al - To Executive
Departments)
50, am 375-377, psd 428, cone H am 1436, enr 2082 (Chapter 272)
SB 159-FN, relative to posting of public documents in licensed health facilities. (Podles and
Rep. O'Rourke of Hil. 35 - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
New title: relative to posting of public documents in licensed health facilities and health
care facilities.
50, am 390-391, psd 428, H Com 1145
SB 160, granting condominium associations a 6-month assessment lien priority over first
mortgage or deed of trust liens. (Pressly - To Banks)
50, am 590-591, psd 694. H nonconc 1204
SB 161, relative to meetings of community associations. (Pressly - To Public Affairs)
50, psd 288, 300, H nonconc 958
SB 162-A, relative to rebuilding, modernizing, and maintaining the Conway branch line and
making an appropriation therefor. (Dupont - To Transportation)
New title: relative to rebuilding, modernizing, and maintaining rail properties and mak-
ing an appropriation for the Conway branch line.
50, am & Capital Budget (RC) 410-424, am 764-772, psd 797, H Com 1061
SB 163, relative to the owners of manufactured housing parks. (Pressly and Rep. Wright of
Hil. 18 - To Executive Departments)
50, K 643
SB 164, relative to maintaining the current subsidized multi-family rental housing stock in
New Hampshire. (Pressly et al - To Public Affairs)
51, study 289
SB 165-FN, relative to permit fees for excavating and dredging permits. (Dupont and Ro-
berge - To Environment)
51, am 495, recon & am 537-538, psd 540, cone H am 1241, enr 1623 (Chapter 273)
SB 166-FN, permitting towns and cities to recover costs of investigations and prosecutions.
(Delahunty et al - To Judiciary)
51, K 386-387
SB 167-FN, establishing a committee to reevaluate the sequencing of the central turnpike
projects in the city of Nashua and to examine the changing traffic conditions in the
Nashua area. (Pressly and Nelson - To Transportation)
New title: establishing a committee to study the sequencing of the central turnpike
projects.
51, am 677-679, psd 694, H nonconc 1204
SB 168-FN, relative to future statewide toll increases. (Shaheen et al - To Transportation)
New title: establishing a committee to study the toll highway system.
51, LT 679-681, am 946-950. psd 955, H nonconc 1204
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SB 169, prohibiting steel leg traps. (Podles et al - To Wildlife and Recreation)
51, psd (RC) 530-535. 540, H nonconc 1146
SB 170-FN-A, to study the revenue structure in New Hampshire and making an appropria-
tion therefor. (McLane et al - To Ways and Means)
51, am & Finance 684-689, psd 785, 798, cone H am 1436, enr 2162 (Chapter 279)
SB 171-FN, prohibiting discrimination on the basis of smoking. (Currier et al - To Public
Institutions, Health and Human Services)
New title: relative to discrimination in the workplace.
51, am (RC) 392-398, psd 428, H cone 1204, enr 2162 (Chapter 274)
SB 172-FN-A, relative to enhanced family care facilities and making an appropriation there-
for. (Blaisdell et al - to Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
New title: establishing a committee to study the board and care rates for residents of
enhanced family care facilities.
51, am 398-399. psd 428 (H Com)
SB 173-FN-A, relative to senior "meals on wheels" and senior transportation and making an
appropriation therefor. (Disnard et al - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Serv-
ices)
51, Finance (RC) 399-404, psd (RC) 785-790. 798, H cone 1204, enr 1445, veto sus-
tained (RC) 1619-1622
SB 174-FN, relative to possessing and dispensing prescription drugs by nonprofit family
planning agencies. (McLane et al - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
52, LT 404, psd 753-758, 797, H cone 1147, enr 1424 (Chapter 189)
SB 175-FN, relative to foundation aid and making an appropriation therefor. (Disnard et al -
To Education)
52, Finance 225-226, K 790-791
SB 176-FN, relative to ophthalmic dispensing. (Currier et al - To Executive Departments)
52, am & Finance 643-649, psd 791, 799, H nonconc 1204
SB 177-FN-A, relative to enhancing prenatal care and making an appropriation therefor.
(Hollingworth et al - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
52, Finance 404-405. LT 791-792, remarks 939-943, K 954
SB 178, transferring certain account balances to the joint legislative account. (Dupont et al -
To Internal Affairs)
52, psd 162, 182, H cone 1062, enr 1124 (Chapter 122)
SB 179-FN, allowing real estate firms or brokers to establish interest-bearing trust ac-
counts. (W. King - To Banks)
52, K 591-592
SB 180-FN, relative to the time within which the board of tax and land appeals must hear
appeals. (W. King et al - To Internal Affairs)
First new title: relative to the hearing process on tax abatements for property taxes
and making a supplemental appropriation for the board of tax and land appeals.
Second new title: relative to the hearings process on tax abatements for property
taxes.
52, am 654-656, psd 694, nonconc H am, conf 1239, 1435, rep adop 2198-2200, enr am
2321-2322. enr 2338 (Chapter 386)
SB 181-FN, relative to the number of winner take all bingo games allowed on one game
date. (Nelson et al - To Ways and Means)
New title: relative to the number of winner take all bingo games allowed on one game
date and establishing a committee to study certain gambling events.
52. am 424-425, psd 428, nonconc H am. conf 1659, 1664, rep adop 2200, enr 2238
(Chapter 345)
SB 182-FN, relative to the division of information services. (Dupont - To Internal Affairs)
52. psd 162-164, 182, nonconc H am, conf 1436-1437. 1664. rep adop 2202-2212, enr
2238 (Chapter 346)
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SB 183-FN, relative to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative. (Dupont - To Envi-
ronment)
52, am 496-498. psd 540, nonconc H am, conf 1437, 1664, rep adop 2212 (K)
SB 184-FN, relative to voter registration. (Cohen - To Public Affairs)
52, am 289-291, psd 300, H Com 1145
SB 185-FN, relative to caterers and other banquet facilities. (Roberge et al - To Ways and
Means)
First new title: relative to liquor licenses for caterers and allowing caterers to subcon-
tract the cooking, preparing, and serving of food.
Second new title: allowing caterers to subcontract the cooking, preparing, and serv-
ing of food.
52, am 689-691, psd 694. cone H am 1202, enr 2163 (Chapter 275)
SB 186-FN, relative to a hazardous waste day in Rockingham county. (HoUingworth and
Cohen - To Environment)
New title: establishing a committee to study household hazardous waste.
53, am 498-500, psd 540, H Com 1205
SB 187-FN, relative to establishing water rights for a portion of the Bellamy River for the
citv of Dover. (Shaheen et al - To Environment)
53', K 500-501
SB 188, relative to the living will statute. (McLane and Bass - To Judiciary)
53, K 660-661
SB 189-FN, allowing raffles and games of chance to be conducted at the same place as a
bingo game. (Nelson et al - To Ways and Means)
First new title: allowing raffles to be conducted at the same place as bingo games.
Second new title: allowing raffles to be conducted at the same place as bingo games
and increasing raffle prize award wholesale costs.
53, rcmt 425-426, am 569-570, psd 589, cone H am 1241-1242, enr 1623 (Chapter 276)
SB 190-FN, relative to insurance coverage for infertility. (McLane et al - To Insurance)
New title: establishing a committee to study insurance coverage for infertility.
53, am 508-510, psd 540, H nonconc 1146
SB 191-FN, relative to fines and to loss of driver's license and plates for court defaults.
(Heath et a! - To Transportation)
New title: relative to fines and to loss of driver's license and plates for court defaults
and increasing drivers' license fees.
53. am 217-219, psd 221 , cone H am 1554-1555, enr am 2231, enr 2238 (Chapter 347)
SB 192-FN-A, relative to the office of chief medical examiner and making an appropriation
therefor. (Nelson and HoUingworth - To Internal Affairs)
New title: relative to the office of chief medical examiner.
53, Finance 656, am 792-794, psd 799, H Com 1435
SB 193-FN, relative to limits on motorboat speeds. (McLane - To Wildlife and Recreation)
53, LT 535-536, am (RC) 747-753, psd 797, H Com 1205
SB 194, relative to disclosure statements for lobbyists. (Bass and Rep. Hoar of Rock. 6 - To
Executive Departments)
53, study 550-551
SB 195-FN, relative to campaign expenditure limitations. (Bass - To Public Affairs)
53, am 665-667, psd 694, nonconc H am, conf 1062-1068, 1139, rep adop (RC) 2212-
2229, enr am 2322-2323, enr 2338 (Chapter 387)
SB 196-FN, relative to administrative revocation of motor vehicle licenses of persons under
age 21. (Currier - To Transportation)
53, rcmt 148-153, am 562-568, psd 589, H Com 1205
SB 197-FN, relative to code compliance for health care facilities. (Podles and Rep.
O'Rourke of Hil. 35 - To Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
53, K 405
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SB 198-FN, relative to de novo hearings in certain cases involving minors. (Podles - To
Judiciary)
53, K 239-240
SB 199-FN, relative to abused and neglected children. (Podles - To Public Institutions,
Health and Human Services)
53, K 558
SB 200-FN, relative to persons eligible to file requests for property tax abatements. (Dela-
hunty - To Internal Affairs)
54, K 511
SB 201, allowing each city and town to vote to establish its own tax rate. (Pressly et al - To
Ways and Means)
54, K 426
SB 202-FN, relative to due process in the liquor commission's proceedings. (Russman - To
Ways and Means)
54, am 426-427, psd 428, H cone 1204, enr 1446 (Chapter 204)
SB 203-FN, relative to the budget of the university system. (St. Jean - To Finance)
54, K (RC) 102-111
SB 204-FN, waiving tuition for state troopers enrolled in any state school, college or uni-
versity. (St. Jean - To Education)
54, am & Finance 272-278, study 794
SB 205-FN, relative to the establishment and funding of a review board to address griev-
ances of tenants and owners of manufactured housing parks. (Pressly et al - To Execu-
tive Departments)
New title: establishing a committee to study the enforcement of RSA 205-A.
54, am 649-652, psd 694, H Com 1145
SB 206-FN, relative to liquor licenses for caterers. (Nelson and Pressly - To Ways and
Means)
54, am 525-527, psd 540, cone H am 1202-1203, enr am 2323-2324, enr 2338 (Chapter
388)
SB 207-FN, relative to notification of employee bargaining units prior to introduction of
legislation amending the retirement statutes. (St. Jean - To Internal Affairs)
54, K 185-186
SB 208-FN, relative to the administration of the tax on legacies and successions and other
tax laws relating to decedents. (Podles et al - To Ways and Means)
54, psd 427, 428, nonconc H am, conf 1659-1660, 1665, rep adop 2229, enr 2238
(Chapter 348)
SB 209-FN, relative to issuance of a notice or citation by the probate court to a court-
appointed fiduciary for failure to file an inventory or an account of administration and to
requirements for notice to beneficiaries. (Podles - To Judiciary)
54, psd 387, 429, H cone 1147, enr 1424 (Chapter 190)
SB 210-FN-A, relative to drugged driving and making an appropriation therefor. (Eraser
and Colantuono - To Judiciary)
54, am & Finance 661-664, psd 794-795, 799, nonconc H am. conf 1239, 1435 (K)
SB 211-FN, to include probation and parole officers in group II of the New Hampshire
retirement system. (J. King et al - To Insurance)
54, K 378-379
SB 212-FN-A, relative to the sweepstakes revenue distribution method. Q. King et al - To
Ways and Means)
New title: establishing a committee to study the method of sweepstakes revenue
distribution.
55, am 691-693, psd 694, H nonconc 1061
SB 213-FN-A, relative to the distribution of meals and rooms tax revenue. G- King et al - To
Ways and Means)
55, LT 527-529, 570-577, am & remarks 950-954, psd 955, H Com 1663
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SB 214-FN, exempting certain programs or projects of the Christa McAuliffe planetarium
from the state's competitive bidding process. (Heath - To Executive Departments)
New title: exempting specialized programs or equipment of the Christa McAuliffe plan-
etarium from the state's competitive bidding process.
55, am 314-316, psd 318, H cone 1147, enr am 1424. enr 2163 (Chapter 277)
SB 215-FN, relative to a minimum retirement allowance of certain retired teachers. (Blais-
dell and Hough - To Insurance)
55, K 379
SB 216-FN, relative to possession of illegal drugs while operating a motor vehicle. (Ro-
berge et al - To Transportation)
55, K 568
SB 217-FN, to permit designation of enterprise zones by the director of economic develop-
ment, department of resources and economic development. (W. King et al - To Eco-
nomic Development)
55, study 609-610
SB 218-FN, relative to higher education benefits for children of public safety personnel
killed in the line of duty. (Hollingworth and J. King - To Education)
55, K 610
SB 219-FN, restructuring the state art fund. (Colantuono - To Public Affairs)
55, LT 240, K(RC) 291-298
SB 220-FN, relative to foster care. (Disnard - To Public Institutions, Health and Human
Services)
55, am & Finance 405-406, psd 795, 799, H Com 1205
SB 221-FN, relative to discount car insurance rates for the elderly. (Delahunty - To Insur-
ance)
55, K 379
SB 222-FN, relative to a study of alternative transportation. (Nelson and Pressly - To
Transportation)
55, am 681-682, psd 694, cone H am 1087, enr am 1197-1198, enr 1445 (Chapter 191)
SB 223-FN, relative to prohibiting the study committee established under 1989, 281:1 from
considering whether to move or relocate the Dover toll plaza. (Shaheen et al - To
Transportation)
55, psd 568-569, 589, nonconc H am, conf 1437, H rej conf req 1624
SB 224-FN, relative to increasing the bonding authority for industrial development projects
for the city of Dover (Shaheen et al - To Public Affairs)
56, psd 210-213, 221 , H cone 1204, enr 1446 (Chapter 205)
SB 225-FN, relative to the higher educational building corporation and loan eligibility. (W.
King and Nelson - To Education)
56, studv 226, recon notice 269, recon & rcmt 299, am 359-362, psd 429, cone H am
1242, enr 2163 (Chapter 298)
SB 226-FN, establishing the town of Plaistow as a one-town solid waste district under RSA
149-M. (Delahunty and Rep. Senter of Rock. 9 - To Environment)
56, study 501
SB 227-FN, relative to tuition free classes at state universities for local police officers. 0-
King - To Education)
56, am & Finance 278-280, K 795-796, remarks 797
SB 228-FN-A, relative to the treatment of New Hampshire trusts. (Eraser - To Ways and
Means)
First new title: relative to the treatment of New Hampshire trusts and the open bank
assistance program under the New Hampshire business profits tax.
Second new title: relative to the treatment of New Hampshire investment trusts and
the open bank assistance program under the New Hampshire business profits tax.
56, com changed 93, am 367-371, psd 429, cone H am 1002, enr 1092 (Chapter 67)
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SB 229, relative to a Martin Luther King Human Rights Day. (W. King et al - To Public
Affairs)
New title: establishing Civil Rights Day and abolishing Fast Day.
92, psd 554-558, 589, cone H am 1146, enr 1446 (Chapter 206)
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
SCR 1, relative to L-Tryptophan. (W. King and Rep. Amesen of Graf. 7 - To Public Institu-
tions, Health and Human Services)
56, adop 129-130, 155, H cone 1062
SCR 2, urging the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to deny a rate increase for
Public Service Company of New Hampshire. (W. King et al)
intro, rules suspended & adop 90, 91, H Com 1205
SCR 3, urging the New Hampshire supreme court to give preferred status to appeals of
adoptions. (Podles - To Judiciary)
222, adop 387, 429, H nonconc 1146
SENATE RESOLUTIONS
SR 1, authorizing the clerk of the senate to provide for the biennium one daily or two weekly
newspapers printed within the state to members and officers of the senate. (Currier)
intro & adop 15
SR 2, adopting the rules of the 1989-90 session as the rules of the 1991-1992 session and
further that these rules may be changed by majority vote for the next two (2) legislative
days. (Hough)
15, am & printed 21-34
SR 3, relative to the salary and mileage payments to the members of the senate. (Roberge)
intro & adop 15
SR 4, concerning FDIC Chairman L. William Seidman and the FDIC. (Dupont)
intro & adop 178-179
SR 5, honoring President George Bush for his leadership in the War in the Persian Gulf.
(Delahunty and Disnard)
intro & adop 298-299
SR 6, requesting an opinion of the justices concerning the constitutionality of SB 151 -FN.
(Fraser)
intro & adop 896-897, opin printed 2170-2180
SR 7, relative to the James Bay II project of Hydro-Quebec. (Cohen)
intro & K 1133-1137, recon notice 1157, recon & LT 1198-1199
SR 8, establishing deadlines for the 1991 session. (Senate Rules Committee)
intro & adop 1615-1619
SR 9, affirming revenue estimates for fiscal years 1992 and 1993. (McLane - To Ways and
Means)
intro & adop 2068-2072
SR 10, relative to the operating budget. (Delahunty et al)
intro & adop (RC) 2242-2260
SR 11, requesting the department of revenue administration to change its interpretation of
the legislative intent concerning the applicability of the business profits tax to the sale
and rental of personal residences. (Fraser)
intro & adop 2428-2429
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SR 12, urging the commissioner of health and human services to present a plan for the
utilization of certain medicaid moneys to the fiscal committee. (McLane)
intro & adop 2463-2471
HOUSE BILLS
HB 1-FN-A, relative to a medicaid enhancement tax, creating a medicaid enhancement
fund and making an appropriation therefor. (Ways and Means)
rules suspended, intro & psd (RC) 2291-2304, 2324, enr 2312 (Chapter 299)
HB 25-A, making appropriations for the expenses of certain departments of the state for
fiscal vears ending June 30, 1992, and June 30, 1993. (Finance)
remarks 833-834, intro 873, remarks 910-911, 1009-1011, 1549, 1553-1554, am (2
RC's) 1665-1919, remarks 2074-2075, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2077, remarks 2083,
2236-2237, 2241-2242, rep adop (RC) 2339-2346, 2405, enr 2428 (Chapter 312)
HB 35-A, making appropriations for capital improvements. (Capital Budget)
867, am (RC) 1582-1610, psd 1656, H nonconc, conf 2073, rep adop 2279-2291, 2312,
2325, enr am 2337, enr 2405 (Chapter 351)
HB 40-FN-A, relative to certain state taxes and making an appropriation therefor. (Ways
and Means)
New title: relative to certain state taxes.
2328-2329. rules suspended & am (2 RC's) 2328-2337, psd 2404, H cone 2415, enr
2433 (Chapter 353)
HB 41. relative to setting the moose season and reducing collisions between moose and
motor vehicles. (Wildlife and Recreation)
intro 2233-2237, LT & SO (RC) 2261-2268, psd (RC) 2276-2279, 2324. enr 2338
(Chapter 352)
HB 50-FN-A, relative to state revenue and expenditures. (Finance)
266, am (RC) 437-479, psd 540, H nonconc. conf 544-545, remarks & rep adop 577-
587. 589. enr 796 (Chapter 4)
HB 51-FN, relative to the normal contribution rate for retirement system members and
establishing a committee to study retirement system benefits and making an appropria-
tion therefor. (Insurance)
92. scheduling of hearing ratified & am 186-189, psd 221, recon. am & psd 222-224, H
cone 266, enr 269 (Chapter 1)
HB 52, relative to group health insurance participation by members of the general court.
(Insurance)
695. psd 986, 1005, enr 1092 (Chapter 69)
HB 53-FN-A, establishing a continually appropriated state park fund and a ski area funding
mechanism. (Finance)
intro, rules suspended, recon & referred to com 861-867, psd 878-884, 900, enr 957
(Chapter 40)
HB 54-FN, relative to the laws regarding children in need of services. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
New title: establishing a committee to study the laws regarding children in need of
services.
695, am 1227-1230, psd 1237, H cone 1424, enr 1445 (Chapter 192)
HB 62-FN, relative to retirement allowances under the New Hampshire retirement system.
(Insurance)
867, am 1515-1518, psd 1549, recon notice 1561, recon & am 1648-1656, psd 1656, H
nonconc, conf 1981 , rep adop 2085-2086, 2231 . enr 2239 (Chapter 313)
HB 64-FN-A, relative to estabbshing a tax on nuclear station property and making an
appropriation therefor. (Ways and Means)
New title: relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer tax, the com-
munication services tax, relative to establishing a tax on nuclear station property and
making an appropriation therefor, and appropriating funds for a tax expenditure report.
867. am & LT 1955-1964, am (3 RC's) 2045-2060, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2077-
2078, rep adop (RC) 2405-2415, 2432. enr am 2432-2433. enr 2433 (Chapter 354)
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HB 65-FN-A, relative to administration and enforcement of the securities laws, state em-
ployee benefits, and state fees, funds, revenues, and expenditures. (Finance)
New title: relative to state fees, funds, revenues and expenditures.
873, remarks (hearing) 1062, am (RC) 1984-2045, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2078,
rep adop (RC) 2346-2401, 2405, enr 2433 (Chapter 355)
HB 75-FN-A, relative to a supplemental medicaid tax and continually appropriating its pro-
ceeds in the medicaid emhancement fund. (Ways and Means)
intro, rules suspended & psd (RC) 2443-2463, psd & enr 2472 (Chapter 390)
HB 100, clarifying when a school bus driver must pull over to let other drivers pass. (Trans-
portation)
266, K 937
HB 103, relative to the time period for perfection of a purchase money security interest
under the uniform commercial code. (Banks)
266, psd 834-835, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 8)
HB 104-FN, relative to a public water rights report and advisory committee. (Environ-
ment)
New title: relative to a public water rights report and advisory committee and relative
to water usage by registered hydroelectric facilities.
266, am 1254-1256, psd 1429, H nonconc, conf 1437-1438, rep adop 2086-2088, 2231,
enr am 2272, enr 2339 (Chapter 356)
HB 106-FN, establishing a committee to study the feasibility of an enhanced statewide
uniform emergency 911 telephone system. (Executive Departments)
266, psd 805, 831, enr 872 (Chapter 9)
HB 107-FN, relative to registration fees for dams. (Environment)
New title: eliminating registration fees for class AA dams.
871, am 1256-1257, psd 1429, H cone 1554, enr 2163 (Chapter 287)
HB 111, relative to protective well radii. (Environment)
542, psd 1257, recon & am 1425-1429, psd 1429, H cone 1560, enr 2081 (Chapter 215)
HB 113, relative to weighted voting in school administrative unit affairs. (Education)
266, psd 1097-1098, 1122, enr 1423 (Chapter 155)
HB 114-FN, relative to the date for terminating the motor vehicle emissions inspection
program. (Transportation)
871, psd 937-939, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 48)
HB 116, relative to a definition of active military service in relation to representatives and
senators. (Internal Affairs)
New title: relative to vacancies in the New Hampshire general court.
266, LT 807, am 1408-1410, psd 1429, H cone 1433, enr 1622 (Chapter 216)
HB 117-FN, relative to housekeeping changes in the weights and measures laws. (Execu-
tive Departments)
266, psd 839, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 10)
HB 118, relative to determination of alimony where one spouse has remarried. Judiciary)
319, am 960-961, psd 1005, H cone 1145, enr 1197 (Chapter 123)
HB 120, to standardize the use of tax exemptions and tax credits for property tax purposes.
(Executive Departments)
266, psd 914, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 70)
HB 121-FN, relative to limiting the mode of taking deer in Rollinsford. (Wildlife and Recrea-
tion)
New title: relative to limiting the mode of taking deer in Dover, Rollinsford and Som-
ersworth.
266, am 823-825, psd 831, H cone 874, enr 957 (Chapter 41)
HB 122, relative to placing ballots directly in the ballot box. (Public Affairs)
319, K 1520-1522
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HB 125. relative to drink rails. (Ways and Means)
267. psd 523, 540, enr 693 (Chapter 2)
HB 127, establishing Civil Rights Day and abolishing Fast Day. (Public Affairs)
695, am (RC) 989-998, psd 1005, H nonconc 1139
HB 129-FN, relative to monitoring the reassessment of taxable property by the department
of revenue administration. (Executive Departments)
267, am 1333-1335, psd 1430, H nonconc 1434
HB 130-FN, relative to mass transportation in certain cities. (Transportation)
267, K 1022-1023
HB 131-FN, relative to liability for acts which create situations requiring unnecessary
emergency responses. (Judiciary)
267, am 961, psd 1005, H nonconc, conf 1209, rep adop 2088-2089, 2231. enr 2239
(Chapter 314)
HB 132-FN, reclassifying portions of certain highways in the town of Sandwich. (Transpor-
tation)
267, psd 819, 831, enr 872 (Chapter 11)
HB 133, relative to the right to know law. Qudiciary)
695, am 1106-1107, psd 1122, H cone 1148, enr 2162 (Chapter 217)
HB 136-FN, relative to current use assessments and the land use change tax. (Ways and
Means)
542, am 1566-1569. psd 1656. H cone 1664, enr 2161 (Chapter 281)
HB 137-FN, relative to railroad rights-of-way. (Transportation)
267, am & Finance 1023-1024, psd 1512-1513, 1549, H cone 1624. enr 2161 (Chapter
282)
HB 138-FN, relative to spousal support. Judiciary)
319, psd 808. 831. enr 872 (Chapter 12)
HB 139-FN, relative to fair credit billing. (Banks)
542. study 1095
HB 141-FN, relative to limiting the mode of taking deer in Dover. (Wildlife and Recreation)
319, K 825
HB 142-FN, relative to school district budgets. (Education)
First new title: relative to school district budgets and to the Tilton and Northfield
Union school district.
Second new title: relative to school district budgets, the Tilton and Northfield Union
school district and the Winnisquam regional school district.
267, am 1249-1251, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1558, rep adop 2089-2090. 2231, enr
am 2272-2273, enr 2339 (Chapter 357)
HB 143-FN, relative to the liquor commission's authority to close liquor stores. (Ways and
Means)
871, am 1569-1570, psd 1656, H nonconc. conf 1983, rep adop 2090-2091. 2231. enr
2239 (Chapter 349)
HB 146-FN-A, relative to the rate of the business profits tax. (Ways and Means)
871. am (RC) 2061-2063, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2078 (K)
HB 147, relative to the information required on declarations of candidacy, primary petitions,
and affidavits for qualifications of candidates. (Public Affairs)
267, LT 1173-1181, am 1416-1420, psd 1430. H cone 1560, enr 2162 (Chapter 218)
HB 153-FN, to regulate the handling of manure, agricultural compost and chemical fertil-
izers. (Environment)
319. psd 836, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 13)
HB 154, relative to electing Belknap county commissioners and relative to printing county
convention proceedings in Belknap county. (Public Affairs)
267, psd 1523-1524, 1549, enr 2161 (Chapter 219)
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HB 158, relative to highway safety for riders and drivers of animals. (Transportation)
319, am 1117-1119, psd 1122, H nonconc 1434
HB 161-FN, to allow former federal employees to purchase credit for their federal services
as creditable service, relative to providing retirement benefits upon the death of certain
group I and group II members, and to define employer participation in the retirement
system. (Insurance)
First new title: relative to retirement system benefits and retirement system mem-
bership eligibility.
Second new title: relative to retirement system benefits and retirement system mem-
bership eligibility and making an appropriation from the retirement system administra-
tive account.
867, rcmt 1068-1069, am 1369-1373, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1555, rep adop 2091-
2093, 2231, enr am 2273, enr 2339 (Chapter 358)
HB 162-FN, extending the committee studying a statewide trauma care system. (Execu-
tive Departments)
319, psd 839-840, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 14)
HB 166, relative to voting in cooperative school districts. (Public Affairs)
267, am 1181-1183, psd 1200, H cone 1434, enr 2161 (Chapter 220)
HB 167-FN, relative to airman certificates and fees. (Transportation)
267, psd 820, 831, enr 872 (Chapter 15)
HB 168, relative to highway classifications. (Transportation)
267, am 1024-1025, psd 1059, H cone 1145, enr 1197 (Chapter 124)
HB 169-FN, relative to the disposition of revenues collected under the land use change tax.
(Ways and Means)
695, am 1050-1052, psd 1059, H cone 1145, enr 1424 (Chapter 156)
HB 170-FN, to provide immunity to the board of examiners of psychologists, its agents,
investigators, and employees against civil actions resulting from disciplinary investiga-
tions and proceedings. (Executive Departments)
319, psd 914, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 49)
HB 171-FN, relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain." (Environment)
New title: relative to maintaining the "Old Man of the Mountain" and relative to the
Conway village fire district and making an appropriation therefor.
267, Finance 803, am 1513-1515, psd 1549, H nonconc, conf 1660, rep adop 2093,
2231, enr am 2273, enr 2339 (Chapter 359)
HB 172-FN, relative to private lease of state railroad real estate. (Transportation)
319, K 1025-1026
HB 173-FN, establishing a committee to study certain provisions of RSA 154 relative to
powers and duties of firewards. (Executive Departments)
799, rules suspended & psd 1230-1231, 1237, enr 1444 (Chapter 157)
HB 174, relative to the appointment of a deputy town clerk by the elected town clerk.
(Executive Departments)
267, am 806, psd 831, H cone 958, enr 1007 (Chapter 71)
HB 175-FN, relative to the hunting of pheasants. (Wildlife and Recreation)
267, am 825-828, psd 831, H cone 1145, enr 1197 (Chapter 125)
HB 179, relative to authorization of treatment for communicable diseases. (Public Institu-
tions, Health & Human Services)
267, psd 522-523, 540, enr 693 (Chapter 3)
HB 180-FN, to establish a study committee to evaluate whether a consortium of all law-
libraries in the greater Concord area is economically feasible and practical. Qudiciary)
New title: to establish a study committee to evaluate whether a consortium of all law
libraries within the state of New Hampshire is economically feasible and practical.
319, am 808-809, psd 831, H cone 874, enr 1007 (Chapter 50)
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HB 183-FN, relative to the imposition of fines for securities violations. (Banks)
319, psd 877, 900, enr 957 (Chapter 42)
HB 184-FN, relative to civil penalties for securities violations. (Banks)
319, psd 1149, 1200, enr 1444 (Chapter 158)
HB 185, relative to certain security transactions exempted from registration. (Banks)
267, psd 835, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 16)
HB 186, relative to isolated sales of securities. (Banks)
268, psd 835, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 17)
HB 187, including agents of investment advisors in the definition of "agent" under the secu-
rities laws. (Banks)
268, psd 1095, 1122, enr 1143 (Chapter 126)
HB 188, clarifying definitions of "investment metal contract" and "investment gem contract"
for purposes of securities regulation. (Banks)
268, psd 877, 900, enr 957 (Chapter 43)
HB 189, relative to the rulemaking authority of the director of the office of securities regula-
tion. (Banks)
319, am 1964-1969, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2079 (K)
HB 193-FN, authorizing the state to enter into a lease-purchase agreement with the town
of Milford for a new district courthouse. (Capital Budget)
New title: relative to lease-purchase agreements for district courthouses, meetings of
the Auburn district court, study committees on the district courts, and making a sup-
plemental appropriation for renovation of the Rochester Post Office as a district court
facility.
868, am 1446-1450, psd 1550, H cone 1664, enr 2163 (Chapter 288)
HB 202-FN, to extend the time period within which a corporation may reinstate its charter,
relative to revival of charters of voluntary corporations, and reviving the charter of the
Bristol Federated Church. Judiciary)
New title: to extend the time period within which a corporation may reinstate its
charter, relative to revival of charters of voluntary corporations, and reviving certain
charters.
268, am 809-811. psd 831, H cone 834, enr 832 (Chapter 7)
HB 203-FN, relative to the confidentiality of quality assurance records of community men-
tal health centers. (Public Institutions, Health & Human Services)
320, LT 931. am 999-1001, psd 1005, H nonconc, conf 1207, rep adop 2093-2094,
2231 . enr 2240 (Chapter 315)
HB 205, restricting the method of taking freshwater smelt. (Wildlife and Recreation)
320. psd 1191. 1200, enr 1445 (Chapter 193)
HB 208-FN, relative to annulments of criminal records. Gudiciary)
695, am 962, psd 1005, H cone 1145. enr 1424 (Chapter 159)
HB 209-FN, relative to conflicts between the municipal budget law and collective bargaining
negotiations. (Executive Departments)
320, LT 914-916, psd 1137, 1143, enr 1424 (Chapter 160)
HB 210-FN, creating a committee to study artificial impoundments. (Environment)
First new title: creating a committee to study artificial impoundments, relative to the
department of environmental services revolving fund and abolishing the office of state
geologist.
Second new title: creating a committee to study artificial impoundments and relative
to the department of environmental services revolving fund.
320, am 1257-1260, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1438, rep adop 2094-2095, 2231, enr
am 2273, enr 2339 (Chapter 360)
HB 211-FN-A, relative to administrative fees of the air resources division and continually
appropriating such fees. (Environment)
868. psd 1260. 1430. enr 2237 (Chapter 289)
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HB 212-FN, relative to black bear hunting licenses. (Wildlife and Recreation)
268, am 1227. psd 1237, H cone 1434, enr 1623 (Chapter 221)
HB 213-FN, relative to rates set for medicaid and the administrative procedure act. (Public
Institutions, Health & Human Services)
268, am 812-813, psd 831, H cone 1056, enr 1139 (Chapter 127)
HB 219-FN, establishing a committee to study the economic feasibility of utilizing vacant
space at the New Hampshire hospital, including the Walker building, for certain state
offices. (Internal Affairs)
320, K 807-808
HB 221-FN, relative to respite care for Alzheimer's disease. (Public Institutions, Health &
Human Services)
268, K 931-932, recon & LT 1001-1002, psd 1057-1058, 1059, enr 1139 (Chapter 128)
HB 224-FN, relative to new motor vehicle arbitration. Gudiciary)
320, am 963-964, psd 1005, H cone 1238, enr 2161 (Chapter 222)
HB 240, relative to the disposition of the Kona Wildlife Management Area. (Environment)
320, psd 803-804, 831, enr 872 (Chapter 18)
HB 241, relative to the age requirement for retirement communities. (Public Affairs)
542, K 1524
HB 242-FN, relative to the powers of county conventions. (Internal Affairs)
542, am 1071-1073, psd 1091, H cone 1148, enr 1445 (Chapter 194)
HB 243, relative to the number of signatures required to place a petitioned article on the
warrant. (Public Affairs)
268, rules suspended & psd 1534, 1550, enr 2081 (Chapter 223)
HB 244-FN, establishing a committee to examine whether the state commission for human
rights should be authorized to levy administrative fines and award compensatory and
punitive damages. (Executive Departments)
New title: establishing a committee to examine whether the state commission for
human rights should be authorized to levy administrative fines and award compensatory
damages.
268, am 916, psd 955, H cone 1056, enr am 1138, enr 1424 (Chapter 161)
HB 245, prohibiting pre-season baiting. (Wildlife and Recreation)
542, am 1191-1192, psd 1200, H cone 1238, enr 2162 (Chapter 224)
HB 248-FN, relative to developments having regional impact. (Executive Departments)
268, am 1454, psd 1550, H cone 1624, enr am 2163-2164, enr 2239 (Chapter 300)
HB 250-FN, relative to the board of nursing. (Executive Departments)
542, am 1335-1336, psd 1430, H nonconc, eonf 1558-1559, rep adop 2095, 2231, enr
am 2273-2274, enr 2338 (Chapter 361)
HB 253-FN, naming a certain segment of U.S. Route 202 the General Isaac Davis White
highway. (Transportation)
320, psd 820-821, 831, enr 872 (Chapter 19)
HB 255-FN, establishing the New Hampshire foundation for mental health and the mental
health foundation fund. (Public Institutions, Health and Human Services)
268, psd 932-933, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 51)
HB 256, limiting liability of any person, firm or corporation which donates equipment or
services to any postseeondarv technical training program. (Education)
542, psd 877, 900, enr 1007 (Chapter 52)
HB 257, relative to collection and reclamation of motor vehicle wastes. (Environment)
320, am 1261-1262, psd 1430, H cone 1560, enr 2082 (Chapter 225)




HB 259, permitting a municipal governing body to assign street numbers. (Public Affairs)
542. psd 884-885, 900, enr 1007 (Chapter 53)
HB 262-FN, revising hazardous waste facility permit fees. (Environment)
868. psd 1262, 1430, enr am 1544-1545, enr 2082 (Chapter 226)
HB 269, granting probate judges greater discretion to require bonds from executors and
trustees and relative to probate court scheduling. Gudiciar>')
New title: relative to probate court scheduling.
695. am 1130, psd 1143, H cone 1434, enr 1622 (Chapter 227)
HB 270-FN, relative to filling and dredging in wetlands. (Environment)
695, psd 837. 870, enr 898 (Chapter 20)
HB 271-FN, to study the purchasing policies of the technical institute and the technical
colleges. (Education)
320, am 1098-1099, psd 1122, H cone 1148, enr 1445 (Chapter 195)
HB 274-FN, relative to sentencing to county correctional facilities. (Judiciary)
New title: relative to sentencing and transfers to county correctional facilities.
542, am 1380-1382, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1559, rep adop 2095-2096, 2231, enr
2240 (Chapter 316)
HB 275-FN-A, establishing a permanent heritage collections committee and a New Hamp-
shire heritage trust fund, continually appropriating funds in the trust fund to the com-
mittee, and making an appropriation therefor. (Public Affairs)
871-872. psd 1113. 1122. enr 1197 (Chapter 129)
HB 276-FN, relative to the task force establishing voluntary agreements reducing and
recycling the solid waste stream and the duties of the commissioner of environmental
services. (Environment)
696. am 1262-1263. psd 1430. H cone 1560. enr 1663 (Chapter 228)
HB 278-FN, relative to liability and indemnification of regional planning commissions. (Judi-
ciary)
542. psd 964, 1005. enr 1092 (Chapter 72)
HB 282-FN, relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety Code. (Execu-
tive Departments)
New title: relative to the BOCA Basic Building Code and the Life Safety Code and
relative to property located at former Pease Air Force Base.
696. am 1336-1345. recon & am 1358-1366. psd 1430. H cone 1560. enr 2163 (Chapter
290)
HB 283-FN, establishing a study committee on the problems of New Hampshire banks and
financial institutions. (Banks)
696, rcmt 901-904. 1018-1019. am 1242-1243. psd 1430. H nonconc. conf 1559 (K)
HB 286-FN, relative to the operation of powerboats on Long Pond in the town of North-
wood. (Wildlife and Recreation)
542, am 1391-1.393, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1438-1439, rep rej, new rep req 2096-
2100, rep adop 2189-2190, 2231, enr 2313 (Chapter 317)
HB 288-FN, establishing a study committee on premature births. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
320, psd 813, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 21)
HB 289-FN, relative to regulating commercial salt water fishing. (Wildlife and Recreation)
542, psd 1192-1194, 1200, enr 1622 (Chapter 229)
HB 290-FN, relative to the sale of hunting licenses. (Wildlife and Recreation)
268, psd 828, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 22)
HB 292-FN, relative to the real estate tax lien process. (Executive Departments)
542. psd 917. 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 54)
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HB 298-FN, lowering the level from .10 to .08 for legal intoxication under the DWI laws.
(Transportation)
799, LT (2 RC's) 1027-1036, remarks 1088-1089, LT (RC) 1420, remarks 1545-1549,
K (2 RC's) 1626-1647
HB 299-FN, relative to the posting of statements in liquor stores and establishments selling
beverages and liquors. (Ways and Means)
320, psd 1570, 1656, enr 2163 (Chapter 291)
HB 304, relative to escrow of funds raised through sale of certain types of securities and to
certain conditions for sale of securities. (Banks)
696, rules suspended & study 1231
HB 305-FN, relative to the meaning of the term "charitable" for purposes of real estate tax
exemptions. (Ways and Means)
696, psd 1052-1054, 1059, enr 1123 (Chapter 111)
HB 307-FN, establishing a committee to review New Hampshire's bankruptcy laws. Gudici-
ary)
799, LT 1107-1109, am 1119-1121, psd 1122, H nonconc, conf 1206-1207 (K)
HB 310-FN, increasing the hazardous waste transporter vehicle registration fee. (Trans-
portation)
868, psd 1081, 1091, enr 1123 (Chapter 112)
HB 311, confirming an exemption from registration for securities listed on the National
Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation National Market System.
(Banks)
New title: confirming an exemption from registration for securities listed on the Na-
tional Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation National Market System
or on the Chicago Board Options Exchange.
696, am 1095-1097, psd 1122, H cone 1148, enr 1446 (Chapter 196)
HB 313, relative to conversion between mutual savings banks, cooperative banks, building
and loan associations, guaranty savings banks, savings and loan associations, and com-
mercial banks and trust companies. (Banks)
320, psd 904-905, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 55)
HB 319-FN, establishing a committee on access to health care. (Insurance)
320, am 806-807, psd 832, H cone 1056, enr 1139 (Chapter 130)
HB 322, relative to the business profits tax, the real estate transfer tax, the communica-
tions services tax, and the administration of state taxes. (Ways and Means)
872, am 1570-1571, psd 1656, H nonconc, conf 1983-1984, rep adop 2415-2418, 2432,
enr am & enr 2433 (Chapter 362)
HB 323-A, relative to the Cheshire Bridge and making an appropriation therefor. (Capital
Budget)
868, am 1324-1325, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1559-1560, rep adop 2101-2102, 2231,
enr 2240 (Chapter 318)
HB 324-A, relative to highvray projects and bond issuance and making an appropriation
therefor. (Capital Budget)
868, psd 1325-1326, 1430, recon notice 1433, enr am 2164, enr 2239 (Chapter 301)
HB 325-FN, relative to reciprocity of dog training. (Wildlife and Recreation)
New title: relative to reciprocity of dog training and restricting the use of telemetry
equipment.
268, am 828-830, psd 832, recon notice 834, H nonconc, conf 1208, rep adop 2102-
2103, 2231, enr am 2274, enr 2339 (Chapter 363)
HB 327-FN, relative to the disposal of state-owned real estate. (Transportation)
320, Capital Budget 1026, psd 1610, 1656, enr am 2164, enr 2239 (Chapter 302)
HB 328-A, relative to a new Manchester district court facility and making an appropriation
therefor. (Capital Budget)
872, Finance 959-960, reference to Finance wthd & rcmt 1009, am 1450-1451, psd
1550, H nonconc, conf 1660-1661, LT 2103-2104, rep rej & new rep req 2188-2189,
rep adop 2229-2230, 2231, enr 2313 (Chapter 319)
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HB 329-F'N-A, relative to the business corporations act and appropriating funds for certain
administrative expenses to be reimbursed bv fees. (Economic Development)
868, psd 1124-1125, 1143, enr 1144 (Chapter 131)
HB 330-FN, establishing a committee to study the issue of an office of the ombudsman for
children. (Public Institutions, Health & Human Services)
320, LT 813-817, am 885-886, psd 900, H nonconc, conf 1207, rep adop 2100-2101,
2231
,
enr 2240 (Chapter 350)
HB 331-FN, establishing a legislative oversight committee on children. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
321, K 817-818
HB 333, relative to notification of insurance cancellation. (Insurance)
268, psd 807, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 23)
HB 334-FN. relative to the establishment of agency liquor stores. (Ways and Means)
321, am & LT 1571-1576. am 1647, psd 1656, H nonconc, conf 1984, LT 2104-2105,
rep adop 2190-2191, 2232, enr 2240 (Chapter 320)
HB 335, relative to license plates for antique motor cars. (Transportation)
321, am 847, psd 870, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 73)
HB 336-FN-A, relative to the rates of certain state taxes. (Ways and Means)
869 (K)
HB 339-FN, relative to traffic signals. (Transportation)
321, psd 1026-1027, 1059, enr 1093 (Chapter 74)
HB 340, relative to compliance with enabling legislation. (Internal Affairs)
696, psd 1073, 1091. enr 1123 (Chapter 113)
HB 341-FN, relative to a foundation aid formula study committee and establishing a maxi-
mum equalization factor for the foundation aid formula. (Education)
868, rcmt 1099-1100, am 1251-1252, psd 1430, H nonconc, conf 1439. rep adop 2105,
2232. enr 2240 (Chapter 321)
HB 347, restricting the taking of deer in the city of Somersworth. (Wildlife and Recreation)
321, K 830
HB 348, relative to the municipal records board. (Executive Departments)
799. rules suspended & psd 1231. 1237. enr 1446 (Chapter 197)
HB 349, relative to the charter of the New Hampshire Centennial Home for the Aged.
(Public Affairs)
321, psd 1524-1525, 1550, enr 1663 (Chapter 230)
HB 350-F'N, relative to assault. (Judiciary)
696, SO 964, psd (RC) 1012-1018, 1059, enr 1093 (Chapter 75)
HB 351, relative to personal flotation devices for sailboards. (Wildlife and Recreation)
321, psd 850-855, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 24)
HB 352-P'N, relative to the oil discharge and disposal cleanup fund. (Environment)
268, am 837-838, psd 870, H nonconc, conf 1208-1209. new rep req 2105-2107, rep
adop 2200-2202, 2232. enr 2313 (Chapter 322)
HB 353-FN-A, to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropriation therefor. (Ways and
Means)
New title: to tax smokeless tobacco and making an appropriation therefor, and relative
to prohibiting the use and possession of tobacco products by persons under 18 years of
age.
872, am (RC) 1919-1928, psd 2076, H cone 2084, enr 2237 (Chapter 292)
HB 356-FN, relative to uniform penalties pertaining to farm products. (Environment)
542, psd 838, 870, enr 957 (Chapter 44)
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HB 361, repealing certain obsolete education laws. (Education)
268, psd 1100, 1122, enr 1144 (Chapter 132)
HB 362-FN, establishing the northeast conservation law enforcement compact. (Interstate
Cooperation)
321, psd 1079-1080, 1091, enr 1139 (Chapter 133)
HB 363-FN, relative to criminal record checks and fees charged for criminal record checks.
Judiciary)
868, am 1109-1110, psd 1122, H nonconc, conf 1206, rep adop 2107-2108, 2232, enr
2240 (Chapter 323)
HB 364-FN, relative to the opening and closing of deer season. (Wildlife and Recreation)
321, am 855-856, psd 870, H cone 958, enr 1007 (Chapter 76)
HB 368-FN, naming the Parker L. Hancock building of the New Hampshire state prison.
(Executive Departments)
321, psd 917, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 56)
HB 372-FN, relative to further protection of scenic roads in municipalities and the removal
of trees posing a safety hazard. (Transportation)
321, psd 1027, 1059, enr 1139 (Chapter 134)
HB 373-FN, relative to agricultural and farm motor vehicle license plates. (Transportation)
542, psd 1027, 1059, enr 1093 (Chapter 77)
HB 375-FN, authorizing towns to accept donations of property. (Public Affairs)
696, psd 843-844, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 25)
HB 378-FN-A, relative to determining reasonable compensation under the business profits
tax. (Ways and Means)
872, rules suspended & am (RC) 2063-2068, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2079 (K)
HB 381-FN-A, relative to the recovery of legal fees incurred by the state. Judiciary)
868, psd 1110, 1122, enr 1144 (Chapter 135)
HB 385, relative to administrative inspection warrants, town trust funds, and planning board
decisions. (Executive Departments)
696, psd 1345-1346, 1431, enr 2162 (Chapter 231)
HB 386, relative to a representative town meeting form of government. (Public Affairs)
696, psd 1183, 1200, enr 1444 (Chapter 162)
HB 390, relative to technical corrections in the liquor laws. (Ways and Means)
799, am 1928-1948, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2072-2073 (K)
HB 391, to permit the adoption of impact fees as part of a zoning ordinance. (Executive
Departments)
799, am (2 RC's) 1493-1512, psd 1550, H cone 1624, enr 2161 (Chapter 283)
HB 392-FN, relative to payment of child support. (Public Institutions, Health & Human
Services)
321, K 818
HB 393-A, relative to preliminary designs, an environmental impact statement for improv-
ing access to the Manchester airport, re-establishing a legislative task force and making
an appropriation therefor. (Capital Budget)
872, psd 1326, 1431, enr 1622 (Chapter 232)
HB 396, relative to filing reports in court proceedings involving children. (Public Institu-
tions, Health & Human Services)
696, psd 933-935, 955, enr 1007 (Chapter 57)
HB 397-FN, relative to persons afflicted with Alzheimer's disease. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
321, psd 935-936, 956, enr am 1003, enr 1092 (Chapter 78)
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HB 398, relative to determining qualifications of applicants to vote. (Public Affairs)
696, psd 998-999. 1005, enr 1092 (Chapter 79)
HB 402, relative to placing lime and wood ash on farmland. (Environment)
321, psd 804, 832, enr am 897-898, enr 1007 (Chapter 58)
HB 406, relative to modification of support orders. Gudiciary)
799, am 1110-1111, psd 1122, H cone 1148, enr 2162 (Chapter 233)
HB 407, relative to failure to report injuries resulting from criminal acts. Gudiciary)
542, psd 918-919, 956, enr 1007 (Chapter 59)
HB 409-FN-A, establishing an industrial heritage commission and industrial heritage park
fund and making an appropriation therefor. (Economic Development)
321, am 1157-1158, psd 1200, H cone 1434, enr 2161 (Chapter 234)
HB 413-FN, relative to penalties for insurance laws violations. (Insurance)
696, psd 986-987, 1006, enr 1139 (Chapter 136)
HB 414, relative to unfair claim settlement practices. (Insurance)
321, psd 807, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 26)
HB 416-FN-A, relative to drug-free school zones and making appropriations therefor. Gudi-
ciary)
New title: relative to drug-free school zones and making appropriations therefor and
establishing a committee to study certain issues related to drug-free zones.
868, am 1382-1386, psd 1431, H nonconc, conf 1439, rep adop 2108-2110, 2232, enr
am 2274, enr 2339 (Chapter 364)
HB 419, prohibiting the use of petroleum-powered motors on Tewksbury Pond in the town
of Grafton. (Wildlife and Recreation)
321, psd 1133, 1143, enr 1197 (Chapter 137)
HB 427-A, relative to additional improvements on Gosling Road and making an appropria-
tion therefor. (Capital Budget)
872, psd 1326-1327, 1431, enr 2162 (Chapter 235)
HB 428-FN, relative to the enforcement and administration of state taxes by the depart-
ment of revenue administration. (Ways and Means)
269, LT 821-823, am 887-892, psd 900, H nonconc, conf 1057, rep adop 1121, 1139,
enr 1424 (Chapter 163)
HB 429, relative to the salaries of county attorneys. (Executive Departments)
New title: relative to the salaries of county attorneys and relative to prior service as an
employee of a political subdivision.
799, am 1346-1347, psd 1431, H cone 1560, enr 2161 (Chapter 236)
HB 431-FN, relative to exempting certain purchases for severely emotionally disturbed
children from state purchasing requirements. (Education)
868, psd 1100-1101, 1122, enr 1197 (Chapter 138)
HB 433, establishing a developmentally delayed category. (Public Institutions, Health &
Human Services)
696, psd 936, 956, enr am 1003. enr 1092 (Chapter 80)
HB 434, relative to the procedure for planning boards to revoke approval of recorded plats.
(Executive Departments)
696, psd 1454-1455, 1550, enr 1663 (Chapter 237)
HB 436-FN, making the purchase, possession, and control of child pornography a misde-
meanor. Gudiciary)
321, psd 843, 870, enr 898 (Chapter 27)
HB 441, relative to the uniform limited offering exemption from securities registration and
filing requirements. (Banks)
799, psd 1097, 1123, enr 1144 (Chapter 139)
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HB 442-FN, authorizing the commissioner of agriculture to establish minimum price rates
for small producers. (Environment)
799, psd 1125-1129, 1143, enr 1144 (Chapter 140)
HB 443-FN-A, relative to shoreland protection and making an appropriation therefor and
relative to pesticide applications. (Environment)
873, am 1451-1454, psd 1550, H cone 1664, enr am 2187-2188, enr 2239 (Chapter
303)
HB 445-FN, defining "compact parts" of towns and cities with regard to criminal charges for
unauthorized use of firearms and firecrackers. Judiciary)
696, am 964-965, psd 1006, H cone 1145, enr 1424 (Chapter 164)
HB 447, relative to bulk commodities. (Public Affairs)
800, am 1113, psd 1123, H cone 1238, enr 1444 (Chapter 165)
HB 448-A, appropriating funds for environmental and engineering design studies for the
Ledyard Bridge in Hanover and making an appropriation therefor. (Capital Budget)
872, psd 1019, 1059, enr 1093 (Chapter 81)
HB 450, relative to claims to dower and curtesy. Qudiciary)
542, psd 1111-1112. 1123, enr 1144 (Chapter 141)
HB 451-FN, relative to the licensing of residential care and health facilities. (Public Institu-
tions, Health & Human Services)
New title: relative to the licensing of residential care and health facilities and establish-
ing a study committee on the Patients' Bill of Rights.
697, am & Finance 1219-1222, psd 1513, 1550, H noncone, conf 1981-1982, rep adop
2111-2113, 2232, enr am 2274-2275, enr 2339 (Chapter 365)
HB 452-FN, relative to solicitation of prostitutes. Qudiciary)
542, am 919, psd 956, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 82)
HB 454, relative to safe deposit boxes. (Banks)
322, psd 892-893, 900, enr 1007 (Chapter 60)
HB 455, relative to determination of amount of alimony awards. Qudiciary)
697, K 965
HB 456-FN, prohibiting bear baiting. (Wildlife and Recreation)
800, rules suspended & LT 1231-1232
HB 458, relative to the composition of the wetlands board. (Environment)
543, psd 1263, 1431, enr 1622 (Chapter 238)
HB 459, relative to notice received by the wetlands board from local conservation commis-
sions. (Environment)
322, psd 804-805, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 28)
HB 460-FN, relative to the health data advisory committee. (Public Institutions, Health &
Human Services)
322, am 845-846, psd 870, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 83)
HB 461-FN, relative to notice for out of district placement by the court. Qudiciary)
697, am 965-966, psd 1006, H noncone, conf 1209, rep adop 2113-2114, 2232, enr
2240 (Chapter 324)
HB 462, relative to special education hearing officers. (Education)
697. am 1252-1253. psd 1431, H noncone, conf 1556, rep adop 2114-2115, 2232, enr
2240 (Chapter 325)
HB 463, relative to rulemaking for the board of education. (Executive Departments)
873. am (2 RC's) 1347-1355. recon rej 1429. psd 1431. H noncone. conf 1555 (K)
HB 465, relative to a veterans' cemetery at the Pease Air Force facilities under the Pease
development authority. (Economic Development)
800. psd 912. 956. enr 1008 (Chapter 61) >-
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HB 475-FN, relative to appointment of banking department assistants, and to the perform-
ance of contract services by the banking department, and to assessing the costs of bank
examinations. (Banks)
697, psd 959, 1006, enr 1092 (Chapter 84)
HB 478-FN, relative to the emergency shelter program. (Public Institutions, Health &
Human Services)
322, psd 846. 870, enr 898 (Chapter 29)
HB 481-FN, allowing nursing home administrators to file for disposition of a deceased
individual's estate. (Public Institutions, Health & Human Services)
New title: relative to disposition of a deceased individual's estate.
543, am 846-847, psd 870, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 85)
HB 482-FN, relative to temporary guardianships. Gudiciary)
800, K 1112
HB 484-FN, relative to when electric companies are public utilities and affiliates of public
utilities. (Executive Departments)
322. LT 917-918, psd 1004-1005, 1006, enr 1092 (Chapter 86)
HB 485, relative to living wills. Qudiciary)
697, psd (RC) 1159-1171, 1200, enr 1663 (Chapter 239)
HB 486-FN, relative to collection of forfeitures of recognizances by the division of motor
vehicles. (Transportation)
543. am 848-849. psd 870, H nonconc, conf 1207-1208, rep adop 2115-2116, 2232. enr
am 2275, enr 2339 (Chapter 366)
HB 488-FN, relative to the flexible spending programs. (Finance)
872, am 1974-1977, psd 2076, H nonconc. conf 2079-2080, LT 2116, rep adop 2191-
2192, 2232, enr 2240 (Chapter 326)
HB 490-FN, relative to continuation of state health and dental insurance benefits for state
employees called for active duty as a result of Operation Desert Storm. (Insurance)
New title: relative to continuation of state health and dental insurance benefits for state
employees called for active duty between August 2, 1990, and March 15, 1991.
322, am 841-842. psd 870, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 87)
HB 491-FN, relative to the collection of the normal yield tax in unincorporated towns and
unorganized places. (Environment)
322, psd 805, 832. enr 898 (Chapter 30)
HB 492-FN, relative to conservation restriction assessments. (Environment
)
697, psd 912-913, 956, enr 1008 (Chapter 62)
HB 493-FN, relative to the design review fees for sewerage and wastewater projects.
(Environment)
269, psd 1263-1264, 1431. enr 1623 (Chapter 240)
HB 496-P^N, relative to administrative fines for marine pollution. (Environment)
697. psd 913, 956. enr 1008 (Chapter 63)
HB 502-FN-A, relative to child care resource and referral systems and making an appropri-
ation therefor. (Public Institutions. Health & Human Services)
322, Finance 1225-1227, am 1561-1563, psd 1656, H nonconc, conf 1982, rep adop
2116-2118. 2232, enr 2240 (Chapter 327)
HB 509, clarifying the definition of public benefit relative to permitting solid waste facilities.
(Environment)
697, LT 1264-1267. am 1397-1400, psd 1431, H nonconc. conf 1556-1557, LT 2118-
2119, rep rej & new rep req 2192-2193, 2268-2269, rep adop 2269-2270, 2275, 2312,
enr 2338 (Chapter 367)
HB 513-F'N, relative to the eminent domain procedure act and unpaid taxes. (Executive
Departments)
697, rules suspended & psd 1366, 1431. enr 2161 (Chapter 241)
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HB 514-FN, relative to special town meetings. (Public Affairs)
697, psd 1113-1114. 1123, enr 1424 (Chapter 166)
HB 515-FN, giving legislative approval to the division of water resources, department of
environmental services to accept certain dams if repair costs are paid by the current
owners. (Environment)
New title: giving legislative approval to the land conservation investment program to
accept certain dams and continually appropriating the dam maintenance fund.
868, am 1267-1269, psd 1431, H nonconc, conf 1439-1440, rep adop 2119-2121, 2232,
enr am 2275, enr 2339 (Chapter 368)
HB 516, relative to library trustees' authority to accept gifts. (Public Affairs)
697, psd 844, 871, enr 898 (Chapter 31)
HB 517-FN, relative to watercraft safety. (Wildlife and Recreation)
New title: relative to watercraft safety and moorings.
697, LT 1194-1196, am & LT 1411-1416, am 1543-1544, psd 1550, H cone 1624 (H
recalled & am) cone H am 2275, enr 2338 (Chapter 369)
HB 519-FN, relative to municipal budget matters and the timber tax. (Ways and Means)
697, am 1054-1056, psd 1059, H cone 1145, enr 1444 (Chapter 167)
HB 523-FN, relative to local cease and desist orders for zoning, planning and code viola-
tions. (Executive Departments)
697, am 1455-1456, psd 1550, H nonconc, conf 1661-1662, rep adop 2122, 2232, enr
2240 (Chapter 328)
HB 525-FN, relative to appealing recounts in town elections. (Public Affairs)
322, rules suspended & K 1533-1534
HB 530-FN, relative to marital arbitration. Qudiciary)
697. am 919-920, psd 956, H cone 1057, enr 1093 (Chapter 88)
HB 531-FN, relative to personal care for the severely physically disabled. (Public Institu-
tions, Health & Human Services)
322, psd 818-819, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 32)
HB 532, relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections. (Public Affairs)
New title: relative to the color of ballots used in municipal elections and relative to the
time for holding town and district business meetings and elections.
322, am 1525-1527, psd 1550, H nonconc, conf 1662-1663, rep adop 2122-2124, 2232,
enr am 2304-2305, enr 2337 (Chapter 370)
HB 539-FN-A, relative to a committee to study the uninsurable and making an appropria-
tion therefor. (Insurance)
868, psd 1020-1021, 1060, enr 1094 (Chapter 89)
HB 542, relative to the time frame for submitting school district meeting warrant articles
and the number of petitioners necessary to submit a warrant article. (Public Affairs)
800, psd 1527, 1550. enr 2082 (Chapter 242)
HB 544, relative to the time for hearing appeals before the ballot law commission and
relative to appointing alternate ballot law commission members. (Public Affairs)
322, am 1183-1186, psd 1200, H cone 1434, enr 2162 (Chapter 243)
HB 547-FN, relative to the date for the application of the optional veterans' exemption and
the optional exemption for the surviving spouses of veterans in certain towns. (Execu-
tive Departments)
800, rules suspended & psd 1367, 1431, enr 1623 (Chapter 244)
HB 548, relative to the information required on checklists. (Public Affairs)
800, psd 1527-1528, 1550, enr 2162 (Chapter 245)
HB 549-FN, relative to early retirement for state employee group I members of the retire-
ment system. (Insurance)
868, LT 1518-1520, com changed 2060-2061, rules suspended & am 2418-2428, psd
2434 (K)
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HB 550-FN, relative to the withdrawal of accumulated contributions and retirement system
membership. (Insurance)
869, psd 1069-1070, 1091, enr 1140 (Chapter 142)
HB 551, relative to the distribution of taxes from towns to village districts. (Ways and
Means)
697, psd 1056, 1060, enr 1094 (Chapter 90)
HB 553-FN, relative to the Bridge Street Bridge over Storrs Street in the city of Concord.
(Capital Budget)
697, psd 1019-1020, 1060, enr 1093 (Chapter 91)
HB 555, limiting horsepower on Big Pea Porridge Pond. (Wildlife and Recreation)
543, psd 856, 871, enr 898 (Chapter 33)
HB 559-FN, relative to commercial and recreational fisheries. (Wildlife and Recreation)
543, psd 1196, 1200. enr 1446 (Chapter 198)
HB 560-FN, relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying certain vraters. (Environ-
ment)
First new title: relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying certain waters
and relative to the sale of certain batteries.
Second new title: relative to bacteriological standards and reclassifying certain waters
and establishing a study committee to examine the issue of recreational mining in the
state's rivers.
698, am 1270-1273, psd 1431, H nonconc, conf 1440, rep adop 2124-2126, 2232, em-
am 2305, enr 2337 (Chapter 371)
HB 561, enabling towns to limit reconsideration of town meeting votes. (Public <\ffairs)
800, LT 999, psd 1972-1973, 2076, enr 2161 (Chapter 284)
HB 563-FN, relative to the creation of trust funds and relative to unanticipated school
funds. (Education)
698, rcmt 1101, am 1253-1254, psd 1431. H nonconc, conf 1555-1556, rep adop 2126-
2127. 2232, enr 2240 (Chapter 329)
HB 565-FN, relative to marine oil spill response, oil spillage in surface waters or ground-
waters and underground storage tanks. (Environment)
698, psd 838-839, 871, enr am 1003-1004, enr 1092 (Chapter 92)
HB 567, relative to stepparent's visitation rights. Oudiciary)
698. am 920-922, psd 956, H cone 1057, enr 1094 (Chapter 93)
HB 571-FN, relative to multiple-employer welfare arrangements. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
698, com changed 802, am 1373-1378, psd 1431, H cone 1560, enr 2162 (Chapter 246)
HB 572, relative to exclusions in automobile insurance. (Insurance)
698. am 1021-1022. psd 1060, H nonconc. conf 1208, rep adop 2127-2128, 2232. enr
2240 (Chapter 330)
HB 573, relative to unauthorized insurance. (Insurance)
322. psd 987, 1006, enr 1092 (Chapter 94)
HB 574-FN, relative to managing general agents. (Insurance)
800, psd 987, 1006, enr 1093 (Chapter 95)
HB 575, relative to liquidation and rehabilitation of insurance companies. (Insurance)
698, psd 987-988. 1006. enr 1093 (Chapter 96)
HB 576-FN, relative to the investments which may be made by New Hampshire domestic
insurers, other than life insurers. (Insurance)
698, am 1378-1380, psd 1431, H nonconc, conf 1557, rep adop 2128-2129, 2232. era-
am 2306. enr 2338 (Chapter 372)
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HB 577, relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on plats or applications
accepted by a planning board. (Executive Departments)
New title: relative to the effect of zoning changes and amendments on plats or applica-
tions accepted by a planning board and relative to the Pease development authority.
698, am 1456-1457, psd 1550, H nonconc, conf 1661, rep adop 2129-2130, 2232, enr
2240 (Chapter 331)
HB 578, establishing an advisory committee on Governors state park in Laconia. (Wildlife
and Recreation)
322, am 856-858, psd 871, H cone 958, enr 1094 (Chapter 97)
HB 579, relative to municipal charters. (Public Affairs)
800, am 1186-1190, psd 1200, H cone 1560, enr am 2164-2165, enr 2239 (Chapter
304)
HB 580, relative to insurance rebates and automobile financing. (Insurance)
800, psd 988, 1006, enr 1093 (Chapter 98)
HB 581, relative to personal property of tenants. (Executive Departments)
New title: relative to enforcement of default judgments against tenants and relative to
personal property of tenants.
543, am 1458-1459, psd 1550, H nonconc, conf 1661, rep adop 2130, 2233, enr am
2306, enr 2337 (Chapter 373)
HB 583-FN, relative to carrying pistols and revolvers. (Wildlife and Recreation)
800, LT 1393-1394, am 1534-1538, psd 1550 (K)
HB 589-FN, relative to holding companies. (Insurance)
800, psd 988-989, 1006, enr 1093 (Chapter 99)
HB 592-FN-A, relative to court fees. (Ways and Means)
872, K 1948-1949
HB 593-FN-A, relative to the rate of the business profits tax. (Ways and Means)
269, am (RC) 430-437, psd 540, H nonconc, conf 537, 545, rep adop 587-588, 590, enr
796 (Chapter 5)
HB 595-FN, relative to citations for building code and land use violations. Qudiciary)
800, am 1386-1387, psd 1431, H nonconc, conf 1440, rep adop 2130-2131, 2233, em-
am 2306, enr 2337 (Chapter 374)
HB 597-FN, relative to licensing of nurses. (Executive Departments)
322, psd 840-841, 871, enr 898 (Chapter 34)
HB 603-FN, to establish a mandates task force to recommend modification or repeal of
those unfunded mandates imposed upon municipalities and school districts. (Executive
Departments)
First new title: to establish a mandates task force to recommend modification or
repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon municipalities and school districts and
establishing a commission to study and recommend elimination of state-mandated pro-
grams.
Second new title: to establish a mandates task force to recommend modification or
repeal of those unfunded mandates imposed upon municipalities and school districts.
800, LT 1459, am 1538-1543, psd 1550, H nonconc, conf 1662, rep adop 2131-2132,
2233, enr am 2306, enr 2337 (Chapter 389)
HB 604, granting rulemaking authority to the division of waste management relative to
special waste and defining special waste. (Environment)
698, am 1129, psd 1143, H cone 1238, enr 1444 (Chapter 168)
HB 607, permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of workers' compensation
laws by bidders on construction contracts. (Insurance)
First new title: permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of workers
compensation laws by bidders on construction contracts and relative to tort immunity
for self-insured pools.
Second new title: permitting actions for damages resulting from violations of workers
compensation laws by bidders on construction contracts, relative to tort immunity for
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self-insured pools and increasing the size of the compensation appeals board.
698, am 1070-1071, psd 1091. H nonconc, conf 1239-1240, rep adop 2132-2134, 2233,
enr am 2307, enr 2337 (Chapter 376)
HB 608-FN, relative to the law enforcement authority of forest rangers and officials of the
division of forests and lands. Gudiciar\0
956, rules suspended & psd 1232, 1237, enr am 2165-2166, enr 2239 (Chapter 305)
HB 610-FN, establishing a committee to study how the department of administrative serv-
ices may efficiently collect the fines and fees imposed by the state. (Executive Depart-
ments)
New title: establishing a committee to study means of approving programs for collect-
ing the fines and fees imposed by the state.
698, am 1459-1460, psd 1551, H cone 1624, enr 2161 (Chapter 285)
HB 611-FN, relative to plastic holding devices used in packaging. (Environment)
869, am 1274-1275, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1441, rep adop 2134-2136, 2233, enr
2240 (Chapter 332)
HB 613-FN, relative to the procedures of the certificate of need board. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
698, am 1222-1223, psd 1237, H nonconc, conf 1441, LT 2136-2138, rep adop 2193-
2195, 2233, enr 2240 (Chapter 333)
HB 617-FN, relative to fishing permits for certain head-injured persons. (Wildlife and Rec-
reation)
543, am 1196-1197, psd 1200, H cone 1238, enr 2162 (Chapter 247)
HB 619-FN, relative to central business districts. (Economic Development)
New title: relative to central business districts and the community development fi-
nance authority.
322, am 1209-1219, psd 1237, H nonconc, conf 1441-1442, new rep req 2138-2139,
rep adop 2186-2187, 2233, enr 2313 (Chapter 334)
HB 620-FN, relative to the transportation of alcohol in open containers. (Transportation)
543, rcmt (RC) 1036-1040, remarks 1090-1091, am 1131-1133, psd 1143, H cone
1238, enr 1623 (Chapter 207)
HB 621-FN, relative to voting by absentee ballot. (Public Affairs)
800, am 1528-1529, psd 1551 (K)
HB 622-FN, relative to a debt management plan. (Capital Budget)
956, com changed 1004, psd 1977, 2076, enr 2239 (Chapter 335)
HB 624-FN, relative to removing candidates' signs after an election. (Public Affairs)
800, K 1529-1532
HB 625-FN, relative to hearings on tax abatements for property taxes. (Internal Affairs)
800, rcmt 1073-1074, rules suspended & K 1396
HB 627-FN, relative to the treatment of repeat DWI offenders. (Transportation)
698, am 1040-1043, psd 1060, recon notice 1069, recon & Finance 1133, psd 1969-
1970, 2076, H nonconc, conf 2080, rep adop 2139-2142, 2233, enr 2240 (Chapter 336)
HB 629-FN, establishing a task force on congregate housing. (Public Affairs)
543. am 844-845. psd 871. H cone 958, enr 1008 (Chapter 100)
HB 633-FN, to clarify the handling of administrative fees required by local land use boards,
relative to elected planning board members, and relative to the definition of "mayor" for
planning and zoning purposes. (Executive Departments)
698, psd 1460-1461, 1551, enr am 2307-2311, enr 2338 (Chapter 377)
HB 635-FN, authorizing the house judiciary committee to study misdemeanors and misde-
meanor sentencing. Gudiciary)
699, K 966
HB 637-FN, relative to insurance fraud. (Insurance)
322, am 1158, psd 1200, H cone 1434, enr 1623 (Chapter 248)
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HB 638-FN, relative to credit for reinsurance. (Insurance)
699, psd 989, 1006, enr 1123 (Chapter 114)
HB 648-FN, relative to the industrial development authority and the housing finance au-
thority. (Economic Development)
New title: establishing the New Hampshire economic development commission.
869, am 1243-1249, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1557, rep adop 2142-2143, 2233, enr
2240 (Chapter 337)
HB 649-FN, relative to the cigarette tax. (Ways and Means)
869, psd (RC) 1949-1955, 2076, enr 2161, H sustained veto 2415
HB 652-FN, relative to the duties of the board of tax and land appeals and the department
of revenue administration. (Internal Affairs)
800, rules suspended & psd 1396-1397, 1432, enr am 2166-2167, enr 2239 (Chapter
306)
HB 653, relative to defense and indemnification of state officers and employees. (Judiciary)
699, psd 1171. 1200, enr 1446 (Chapter 199)
HB 655-FN, relative to statistical reports. (Education)
801, psd 1101-1102, 1123, enr am 1198, enr 1444 (Chapter 169)
HB 656-FN, relative to criminal mischief. Judiciary)
543, psd 811, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 35)
HB 658-FN, relative to uninsured or hit-and-run motor vehicle coverage. (Insurance)
801, rules suspended & K 1232
HB 659-FN, relative to legal representation in eviction proceedings. Qudiciary)
543, K 967
HB 660-FN-A, establishing a highway and bridge betterment program and making an ap-
propriation therefor (Capital Budget)
New title: establishing a highway and bridge betterment program and continually ap-
propriating the highway and bridge betterment account.
869, am (RC) 1327-1332, psd 1432, H cone 1560, enr 1663 (Chapter 249)
HB 661-FN, allowing annulments of criminal records of persons who served a term of
imprisonment. Judiciary)
699, K 1171
HB 666-FN, relative to protection and control of municipal highways. (Transportation)
699, rcmt 849. LT 1081-1082
HB 667-FN, relative to clean-up of health nuisances. (Executive Departments)
801, rules suspended & psd 1367-1369, 1432, enr 1623 (Chapter 208)
HB 669-FN, relative to the borrowing authority of the state treasurer. (Finance)
New title: relative to the borrowing authority of the state treasurer and relative to the
industrial development authority and the housing finance authority.
869, am 1977-1981, psd 2076, H nonconc, conf 2080-2081 , rep adop 2401-2404, 2415,
enr 2434 (Chapter 378)
HB 670-FN, relative to condominium conversion of manufactured housing parks. (Public
Affairs)
801, psd 1022, 1060, enr 1140 (Chapter 143)
HB 672-FN, relative to standards for fire safety for community living facilities. (Public
Institutions, Health & Human Services)
543, psd 936-937, 956, enr 1008 (Chapter 64)
HB 673-FN, reinstating the charter of Capitol Leasing Company, Inc. and of Hagen and
Spegiali, Inc. (Internal Affairs)
699, psd 1074, 1091, enr 1123 (Chapter 115)
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HB 674-FN, designating segments of the Pemigewasset, Contoocook and North Branch of
the Contoocook Rivers as protected rivers. (Environment)
699, am (RC) 1275-1290, recon rej 1429, psd 1432, H cone 1561, enr am 2167, enr
2239 (Chapter 338)
HB 676-FN, relative to notice of discontinuance of class IV, V or VI highways. (Transporta-
tion)
699, psd 849-850, 871, enr 898 (Chapter 36)
HB 680-FN, relative to manufactured housing on the land of another. (Ways and Means)
801, psd 1576-1582, 1656, enr 2163 (Chapter 293)
HB 683-FN-A, establishing a transportation task force for the twenty-first century and
making an appropriation therefor. (Transportation)
322. am 1043-1044, psd 1060, H cone 1145, enr am 1545, enr 2081 (Chapter 250)
HB 684-FN-A, regarding the committee to study conservation and preservation of state
historic flags and making an appropriation therefor. (Internal Affairs)
543, am 1074-1075, psd 1091, H cone 1148, enr 1444 (Chapter 170)
HB 685-FN, relative to fiscal notes. (Internal Affairs)
323, LT 842-843, K 1973-1974
HB 688, relative to the Mount Washington Regional and the Berlin Municipal Airports.
(Transportation)
869, am 1114-1115, psd 1123, H nonconc, conf 1205-1206, rep adop 2143-2149, 2233,
enr 2240 (Chapter 307)
HB 691-FN, relative to licensing and certification of real estate appraisers and licensing
private detectives. (Executive Departments)
699, psd 1461, 1551, enr am 2167-2168, enr 2239 (Chapter 308)
HB 692-FN, relative to reinsurance intermediaries. (Insurance)
699, psd 989, 1006, enr am 1236, enr 1446 (Chapter 200)
HB 696-FN, relative to penalties for the sale and distribution of tobacco products to mi-
nors. Oudiciary)
323, K 1387-1391
HB 700-FN, relative to highway planning corridors. (Transportation)
323, rules suspended & LT 1233-1236, rcmt 1421-1423, LT 1564-1566, am 1971-1972,
psd 2076, H cone 2084, enr am 2168, enr 2239 (Chapter 309)
HB 701-FN, relative to protecting personal privacy. Oudiciary)
801, K 1172
HB 702, relative to designated smoking sections in certain buildings and offices. (Public
Institutions, Health & Human Services)
699, K 937
HB 703-FN, relative to the negligent discharge of firearms. (Wildlife and Recreation)
323, psd 830, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 37)
HB 704, relative to liquidation under the supervision of the bank commissioner. (Banks)
699, rcmt 905-910, am 1149-1156, recon & am 1199-1200, psd 1200, H cone 1561, enr
2162 (Chapter 251)
HB 705-FN-A, establishing the New Hampshire scenic byways planning program. (Trans-
portation)
323, Capital Budget 1082-1086, psd 1332-1333, 1432, enr 2081 (Chapter 209)
HB 706-F'N, relative to the allowable length of semi-trailers. (Transportation)
699, SO 850, psd & remarks 874-877, 900, enr 957 (Chapter 45)
HB 707-FN, relative to contracts for services other than counsel. Oudiciary)
New title: relative to contracts for stenographic and clerical services for indigent de-
fense.
543, am 811-812, psd 832, H cone 874, enr 957 (Chapter 46)
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HB 709-FN, establishing a study committee relative to clearcutting forest resources and
extending the effective date for rulemaking by the board of licensing for foresters.
(Environment)
New title: establishing a study committee relative to clearcutting forest resources,
extending the effective date for rulemaking by the board of licensing for foresters, and
relative to notices of intent to cut.
801, am 1290-1292, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1442, rep adop 2149-2151, 2233, enr
am 2311, enr 2338 (Chapter 375)
HB 710-FN, relative to the regulation of tree stands, observation blinds, and pit blinds.
(Wildlife and Recreation)
801, psd 1133, 1143, enr 1197 (Chapter 144)
HB 711-FN, extending the reporting date for the committee to study child care in public
and private sector buildings. (Public Institutions, Health & Human Services)
323, psd 819, 832, enr 873 (Chapter 38)
HB 713-FN, relative to the general counsel of the public utilities commission. (Executive
Departments)
323, am 1356, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1557-1558, rep adop 2151, 2233, enr 2240
(Chapter 339)
HB 715-FN, relative to the right to jury trial in civil cases. Gudiciary)
543, am 812, psd 832, H cone 874, enr 957 (Chapter 47)
HB 717-FN, permitting the designation by a vehicle owner of a vehicle's recipient upon the
owner's death. (Judiciary)
699, K 1112-1113
HB 720-FN, relative to fireworks. (Executive Departments)
956, rcmt 1356-1357, am (RC) 1462-1478, psd 1551, H cone 1624, enr 2161 (Chapter
286)
HB 722-FN, relative to the control and regulation of billboards and other advertising de-
vices and establishing an outdoor advertising study committee. (Transportation)
323, am 1044-1051, psd 1060, H nonconc 1139
HB 723-FN, relative to Concord - state cooperation. (Internal Affairs)
801, psd 1075-1079, 1091, enr 1123 (Chapter 116)
HB 727-FN, relative to DWI testing, motor vehicle records fees, and commercial driver
licenses. (Transportation)
New title: relative to DWI testing and commercial driver licenses.
873, am & Finance 1115-1117, am 1970, psd 2076, H cone 2084, enr 2163 (Chapter
294)
HB 733-FN, establishing a study committee to study public assistance. (Public Institutions,
Health & Human Services)
699, am 1223-1224, psd 1237, H nonconc 1435
HB 736-FN, relative to energy facility siting, licensing and operation. (Executive Depart-
ments)
801, am 1478-1493, psd 1551, H cone 1624, enr 2163 (Chapter 295)
HB 742-FN, relative to excavation. (Environment)
699, am 1293-1301, psd 1432, H cone 1561, enr am 2168, enr 2239 (Chapter 310)
HB 743-FN, relative to listing representatives to the general court on the ballot. (Public
Affairs)
801, LT 999, psd 1086-1087, 1091, enr 1123 (Chapter 117)
HB 745-FN, relative to sewage disposal systems. (Environment)
New title: relative to sewage disposal systems and continually appropriating the sew-
age disposal system fund.
869, am 1301-1302, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1442, rep adop 2151-2153, 2233, em-
am 2311-2312, enr 2338 (Chapter 379)
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HB 746-FN, relative to procedures and fees for recording certain documents with town or
city clerks. (Public Affairs)
New title: relative to fees for recording certain documents with town or city clerks.
699, am 1190-1191, psd 1201. H cone 1434, enr2162 (Chapter 252)
HB 750-FN, establishing a committee to study the development of a waste tire manage-
ment program. (Environment)
700, am 1302-1303, psd 1432, H cone 1561, enr 2162 (Chapter 253)
HB 751-FN, concerning the procedure for local enforcement of certain state environmental
laws. (Environment)
700. am 1303-1306, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1442-1443, rep adop 2153-2156, 2233.
enr 2239 (Chapter 340)
HB 752-FN, prohibiting merchants from requiring the recording of a credit card number or
expiration date as a condition for check cashing or acceptance. (Banks)
700, psd 911-912, 956, enr 1008 (Chapter 65)
HB 753-FN, redefining compost and encouraging state agencies to utilize New Hampshire-
produced compost when appropriate. (Environment)
700, psd 1306, 1432, enr 2081 (Chapter 210)
HB 754-FN, relative to the duties of the secretary of state, the election laws, and certain
miscellaneous statutes. (Public Affairs)
801. psd 1532, 1551, enr 1663 (Chapter 254)
HB 756-FN, relative to a victims" bill of rights. Gudiciar}')
700, am 922-923, psd 956, H cone 958, enr 957 (Chapter 39)
HB 757-FN, repealing the law relative to employment offices. (Executive Departments)
801, am 1493, psd 1551, H cone 1624. enr 2163 (Chapter 296)
HB 761-FN, relative to leasing certain state land. (Executive Departments)
323, am 1357, psd 1432, H nonconc. conf 1443. rep adop 2157. 2233, enr 2241 (Chap-
ter 341)
HB 767, relative to access to group health insurance policies. (Insurance)
New title: to study access to group health insurance policies.
700. am 1105-1106, psd 1123, H cone 1149, enr 1444 (Chapter 171)
HB 768-FN, relative to technical changes in the unemployment compensation law and to
changes in the maximum weekly benefits. (Insurance)
323, Finance 842, psd 1563-1564, 1656, enr am 2168, enr 2239 (Chapter 311)
HB 771-FN, relative to sentencing and parole. Gudiciary)
New title: relative to revocation of parole and reparole.
700, am 1172-1173, psd 1201, H nonconc, conf 1443, rep adop 2157-2158, 2233. enr
2238 (Chapter 342)
HB 780-FN, relative to water treatment plant operators and fees for water system permits.
(Environment)
New title: relative to water treatment plant operators and fees for water system per-
mits and continually appropriating a special fund to the division of water supply and
pollution control.
869, am 1306-1307, psd 1432, H nonconc, conf 1444, rep adop 2158-2159, 2233, enr
am 2312. enr 2338 (Chapter 380)
HB 784-FN, creating a long-range construction program for New Hampshire's highways
and highway bridges. (Transportation)
700, Capital Budget 850, am 1610-1615, psd 1657, H nonconc, conf 1982-1983, LT
2159, rep adop 2195-2196, 2233, enr am 2312, enr 2338 (Chapter 381)
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HB 785-FN-A, relative to the state's purchase and renovation of land and buildings in the
capitol area government center and making an appropriation therefor,
intro & LT 2084-2085
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS
HJR 1, concerning the settlement of the Portsmouth, New Hampshire Naval Shipyard and
inner Portsmouth Harbor border dispute between New Hampshire and Maine. (Inter-
state Cooperation)
700, psd 1080-1081, 1092, enr 1140 (Chapter 154)
HJR 2, providing that the Kona Wildlife Management Area shall be forever managed by the
state of New Hampshire in a manner so as to protect its habitats. (Wildlife and Recrea-
tion)
269, psd 536, 540, enr 693 (Chapter 6)
HJR 3, requesting the university cooperative extension service to continue to work with
the governor's commission on the 21st century. (Education)
700, psd 878, 900, enr 1008 (Chapter 66)
HJR 4, relative to providing access to Flat Mountain Pond for members of the public.
(Wildlife and Recreation)
700, am 1394-1396, psd 1432, H cone 1561, enr 2081 (Chapter 278)
HJR 5, urging Congress to place a moratorium on changes in the current medicaid regula-
tions to ensure that New Hampshire's medicaid enhancement fund is fully funded for
fiscal years 1992 and 1993
2471
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
HCR 2, urging Congress to propose a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced fed-
eral budget. (Internal Affairs)
323, adop 1079, 1092
HCR 3, supporting the building of a fire academy. (Executive Departments)
269, adop 913, 956
HCR 4, supporting the U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf,
intro, rules suspended & adop 88-89, 91
HCR 5, honoring the village of Hill on its fiftieth anniversary,
rules suspended, intro & adop 260-261
HCR 7, adopting a bill of rights for children. Gudiciary)
323, K (RC) 967-984
HCR 8, urging Channel 8 (WMTW) of Auburn, Maine to provide coverage of New Hamp-
shire news and events to allow another television channel to provide such coverage to
broadcast from the Mt. Washington summit. (Public Affairs)
323, LT 1533, adop 2160-2161, 2169
HCR 9, relative to universal access to health care. (Public Institutions, Health & Human
Services)
700, K (RC) 924-931
HCR 10, requesting Congress to propose an amendment to the United States Constitution
prohibiting unfunded federal mandates. (Executive Departments)
543, adop 913-914, 956
HCR 11, relative to abortion drug RU486. Gudiciary)
801, adop (RC) 1308-1324, 1433
HCR 12, concerning the use of automatic dialing devices for telephone solicitation pur-
poses. (Public Affairs)
700, adop 1114, 1123
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HCR 13, calling for a delay in the implementation of the Internal Revenue Service advisory
opinion on mileage reimbursement for members of the general court,
rules suspended, intro & adop 544, 589




CACR 7, relating to the incompatibility of holding a state office and being called up for
temporary military active duty. Providing that members of military reserves and national
guard units occasionally called upon in an emergency shall be allowed to hold state
offices. (Internal Affairs)
323, LT 656-660, adop (RC) 1400-1408, 1432, enr 1623
CACR 11, relating to jur>' trials. Providing that a 12-person jury is required In capital cases
and when imprisonment may be more than one year, but that other juries shall consist
of 6 persons. Gudiciary)
700, adop 984-986, 1006, enr 1124
CACR 12, relating to rulemaking authority. Providing that the general court may delegate
regulatory authority to executive branch officials, but such rules may be disapproved by
the general court. (Executive Departments)
700, adop 1358, 1432, enr 2163
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